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United States Forest Bitterroot National Forest 1801 N. First

Department of Service Hamilton, MT 59840-3114

culture 406-363-7100

File Code: 1950-3

Dam October 10, 2001

Dear Interested Party,

The Bitterroot National Forest has completed the Burned Area Recovery Final Environmental

Impact Statement (FEIS). This document is now available for your review upon request.

The FEIS studies seven alternatives that consider various levels of filel reduction, watershed

improvement, and reforestation activities in some of the areas that were burned by the fires of

2000.

A brief overview of the FEIS is attached. Alternative F is the Preferred Alternative in the FEIS,

and as such will form the framework for my decision(s). However, at the time ofmy decision I .

may specify modifications to this alternative. I expect to issue one or more decisions on or about

November 19, 2001.

Ifyou want more information, the following are also available upon request by calling 363-7100:

- FEIS Summary (about 30 pages)

0 FEIS bound copy (2 volumes - about 1,200 pages total)

0 FEIS on a compact disk'
v

The FEIS is available at all Bitterroot National Forest offices. You can also review the complete

FEIS by visiting our website: www.fs.fed.us/r1/bitterroot. The libraries in Missoula,

Stevensville, Hamilton, and Darby also have copies of the FEIS for review.

Sincerely,

RODD RICHARDSON

Forest Supervisor

Caring for the Land and Serving People Printed on Recycled Panel a





BURNEDAREARECOVERYFINALENVIRONMENTALIMPACTSTATEMENT"ATAGLANCE"

InResponsetotheFiresof2000...

WHERE:Theprojectareaincludes
burnedareasontheMontanaportion

oftheBitterrootNationalForestland

thatburnedinthewildfiresof2000.

Thisincludesportionsofthe

Stevensville,Darby,Sula,andWest

ForkRangerDistricts.

WHY:Fuelsneedtobereducedin certainburnedareastodecreasethe
risksfuturefireswillposetohuman

safety,propertyandimprovements,

andresources.

Watershedimprovementsare
neededincertainburneddrainagesto

eliminateorreduceadverseeffectsto

streamsandfishhabitat.

Reforestationisneededin

certainburnedareaswherenatural
regenerationwouldnotprovidethe

desiredtypesoramountsoftreesor

wherenoseedsourceswereleft

followingthefires.

TheBitterrootNationalForesthascompletedtheBurnedAreaRecoveryFinalEnvironmentalImpactStatement(FEIS)that

addresses:FuelReductioninPortionsoftheBurnedAreas,WatershedImprovementinCertainBurnedDrainages,and

ReforestingBurnedLands.ThisdocumentprovidesaverybriefoverviewofthebasicinformationintheFEIS.

WHAT!TheFinalEnvironmental
ImpactStatement(FEIS)analyzes

sevenalternatives,includingNoAction

andtheProposedAction,whichwas

presentedforpubliccommentin

February,2001.

Thealternativesweredevelopedin

responsetothefollowingkeyissues
identifiedduringpublicscopingand

duringtheDEIScommentperiod:

hNeedforfuelhazardreduction

--Effectsonsoils,watersheds,

andaquatichabitat

--Changesinmotorizedandnon

motorizedaccess
Barkbeetlerisk

Economicopportunities NeedforaForestPlan

amendment

Effectsonunroadedlands Effectsonoldgrowthand

FlammulatedOwls

I I I I I

 

V:\.\.._

Thisalternativeservesasabaseline

forcomparingtheeffectsofallofthe

alternatives.

FuelReduction-None;allfuels,both
greenanddeadtrees,wouldbeleftas

theyexist.

WatershedImprovement—No

improvementstowatershedconditions
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Abstract: This Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) describes the efl‘ects of implementing seven alternatives for

recovery ofNational Forest System land and forest that burned in 2000 in the Bitterroot National Forest. The project is in the

southern portion of the Bitterroot Valley, in western Montana. The preferred alternative (Alternative F) would reduce firels

available to future wildand fires by removing fire-killed trees through harvest or other methods on approximately 46,200

acres, and retain trees and coarse woody debris for site protection, regeneration, wildlife and soil Watershed improvements

in the form ofroad maintenance, decommissioning and recontouring would occur. Trees would be planted on about 33,000

acres. Forest Plan amendments are proposed.

Alternative B would accomplish more of the fuel reduction and road decommissioning and equivalent work in other areas.

Alternative C would accomplish the planting and the watershed restoration work and retain all of the fire-killed trees on site.

Alternative D would reduce fiiels by removing fire-killed trees and also reduce susceptibility to bark beetle in stands at risk

on approximately 72,000 acres. Watershed restoration and reforestation would occur. Alternative B would reduce fuels in

13,000 acres ofWildlife Urban Interfiice and dry forest areas and would accomplish watershed improvement and

reforestation Alternative G would use manual treatments and prescribed fire to reduce fiiels on about 9000 acres and would

aggressively close roads to future uses. Alternative G would assist private landowners with fuel reduction projects on private

land.

The major issues identified during scoping focused on whether there was truly a need for fuel hazard reduction, effects on

soil and watersheds, changes in motorized and non-motorized acoess, bark beetle risk, economic opportunities, and the

proposed Forest Plan amendments.
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CHAPTER 1 - PURPOSE AND NEED FORACTION

Introduction

This Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) considers the efi‘ects ofvarious alternatives to manage portions of the

Bitterroot National Forest that were burned by the fires of2000.

Wildland fire is a natural phenomenon in western Montana ecosystems. Several decades of effective fire suppression and

resulting fuel accumulations, extended drought conditions in the late 1990s, and weather pattems favorable for fire during

the summer of2000 brought extensive wildland fires to the western United States. Western Montana and the Bitterroot

National Forest (BNF) were particularly aflected.

Summary of Chapter 1 Changes Between DEIS and FEIS

Additional discussion ofproject purpose and need is provided in response to Draft EIS (DEIS) comments. Modifications to

the proposed actions were made, based on comments and fiirther analysis. The proposed amendment to the Forest Plan was

refined between Draft and Final EIS, resulting in modifications to the section on the proposed Forest Plan Amendment.

Background

This section presents relevant background on the fire event, the project area, National and Regional responses, Bitterroot

Valley community dialogue, and the Bitterroot National Forest's Post-Fire Assessment'

The 2000 Fire Event

The Bitterroot Valley and the Bitterroot NF experienced an historic wildland fire event in 2000. Results ofthese fires:

o 356,000 acres burned; this includes 307,000 acres ofNational Forest and 49,000 acres of State and private land.

0 70 homes burned; over 100 homes were threatened and almost 24 percent of Bitterroot Valley residents were either

evacuated or prepared to evacuate (University of Montana, 2001).

o 170 other buildings burned

- 95 vehicles burned.

Last fall the Forest Service and the Bitterroot Interagency Recovery Team (BIRT) accomplished emergency recovery work

focused on stabilizing soils and preventing erosion in areas most severely burned and preparing for increased stream flows.

The Project Area

The project area is located in the middle and southerly areas ofthe Montana portion ofthe Bitterroot National Forest (see

Map l-l). Maps referenced in this document can be found in the enclosed Map Envelope. The project area includes

portions of the Stevensville, Darby, Sula, and West Fork Ranger Districts in Ravalli County, Montana. The project area is

fitrther divided into four Geographic Areas, defined by fire, watershed, and community boundaries, as described in Table

l-l (acreages are total in Geographic Areas, not only the acres that burned).

Table 1-1 — Geographic Areas in the Burned Area Recovery Project

_

Map l-l shows where each Geographic Area is located, and the areas burned during the summer of 2000. The Geographic

Areas were established to provide a consistent reporting format and to facilitate review for readers who have a particular

interest in a certain area.
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National Fire Plan

In August 2000 President Clinton asked Secretaries Babbitt and Gliclcman to recommend how best to respond to the recent fire

events, reduce the impacts ofwildland fires on rural communities, and ensure suflicient firefighting resources in the future. The

President also asked what actions federal agencies, in cooperation with states and local communities, could take to reduce

immediate hazards to communities in the wildland/urban interface, and to ensure that fire management planning and firefighting

personnel and resources are prepared for extreme wildland fires in the future.

The Forest Service responded in October 2000, with the report “Managing Impacts ofWildfires on Communities and

Environment” (USDA Forest Service, 2000g), known as “The National Fire Plan.” In the report, the Chiefofthe Forest Service

directed operating principles including: firefighting readiness, prevention through education, rehabilitation, hazardous fiiel

reduction, restoration, collaborative stewardship, monitoring, jobs, and applied research and technology transfer. The Bitterroot

National Forest's Burned Area Recovery Project is responsive to the rehabilitation, hazardous fuel reduction, and restoration

elements of the National Fire Plan, which states:

- Rehabilitation — Focus rehabilitation efi'orts on restoring watershed function, including protection ofsoiL water

resources, biological communities, and prevention of invasive weeds.

0 Hazardous Fuel Reduction — Assign highest priority for hazardous fuels reduction to: communities at risk, readily

accessible municipal watersheds, threatened and endangered species habitat, and other important local features

where conditions favor uncharacteristically intense fires.

- Restoration — Restore healthy, diverse, and resilient ecological systems to minimize uncharacteristically intense

fires on a priority watershed basis. Methods will include removal ofexcess vegetation and dead fuels through

thinning, prescribed fire, and other treatments.

Other elements of the National Fire Plan such as firefighting readiness, prevention through education, etc., are being

addressed by separate efi'orts on the Bitterroot National Forest.

“Toward Restoration and Recovery,” Northern and Interrnountain Regions

The Forest Service’s Northern and lntermountain Regions’ document

“Toward Restoration and Recovery An Assessment ofthe 2000 Fire I . . '

Season in the Northern and Inter-mountain Regions” (USDA Forest ' ‘

Service, 2001 f), provides a broad context description of the efl‘ects ofthe Recovery’ as defined by Webster 5 i

2000 fires and recovery needs across the two Regions. The Burned Area Dictionary (1977)‘ is “to i8": fiom loss

Recovery Project is responsive to the following Regional findings and and restore to uscfuhess'

recommendations: ‘

a In the Northern Region, four sub-basins in Montana were shown to have both high aquatic sensitivity and high

watershed vulnerability. The Bitterroot watershed had by far the most acres burned and should be the highest

priority for post-fire rehabilitation (pg. I-l9).

- Natural regeneration will occur on most ofthe burned forested areas. Some areas, however, need planting, so soils

and watersheds can be protected and because natural seed sources on these sites are The dry forest types

capable of growing ponderosa pine are most at risk because of loss of seed source. Due to the magnitude of fire

effects, the Bitterroot National Forest has the greatest need (pg. I-2l). Forests should consider adequate fuel

reduction measures prior to making reforestation investments (pg. IV-12).

- Due to climatic conditions, fuels decay slowly and remain on the landscape until these lands burn again. Without

treatment, a series ofreburns of abnormal severity and duration is likely to occur until fuel loadings reach a more

historic level. These high intensity fires, in addition to higher levels of onsite impacts, will also have greater

potential to afi'ect adjacent landscapes. Fuel treatments and vegetation management practices are needed to reduce

post-fire fuel loadings. Emphasis should be on treatments in short-interval, fire-adapted forest ecosystems and

urban interface zones (pg. 1-22).

 

. Fire-injured Douglas fir and ponderosa pine stands are particularly susceptible to infestations by Douglas-fir and

western pine beetle respectively, where a substantial number oftrees have been alfected by mixed severity burns.

While insect infestations are a natural part ofecosystem processes, past fire exclusion and management have

resulted in vast acreages of forests of similar size and age; increased densities; and a proliferation of climax, fire

susceptrble species throughout much ofthe inland west. These forests are vulnerable to large-scale insect

#
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infestation and other disturbances such as large wildland fires (Covington et al, 1994). Opportunities to manage

outbreaks are possible in a variety ofways, including sanitation and salvage, thinning, applications of insecticides,

or use ofpheromones to collect populations or anti-aggregation pheromones to prevent beetle attacks (pg. I-23).

- The overall desired outcome is to restore and recover the lands and waters affected by the 2000 fires. Methods to

accomplish this work contribute wood products to local communities and economic benefits are realized (pg. 11-35).

Bitterroot Community Priorities

In October and November 2000 the Bitterroot National Forest hosted twelve meetings in six communities; “Community

Opportunity Series: Learning Together From Fire Season 2000.” The primary goal of the meetings was to provide

opportunities for residents to help identify post-fire management needs and opportunities. While some variability in

opinions on priorities existed, the highest priority recovery work identified by a majority of attendees is summarized below:

0 Watershed protection and erosion control

a Communication and public education

0 Local economic opportunities

0 Salvage logging

- Reforestation

- Weed control

The Bitterroot National Forest also commissioned a public opinion survey for Ravalli County during the winter of2000 and

2001. This opinion poll was designed to gather statistically valid data regarding community members’ opinions on post

fire recovery priorities for the Bitterroot National Forest. In short, this survey reveals that a large majority ofsurvey

respondents favor active management following the fires of 2000. More information and results of the survey are

summarized in the “Scoping and Public Involvement” section ofFEIS Chapter 2.

Bitterroot Post-Fire Assessment

Immediately following the 2000 fire event, Bitterroot National Forest resource specialists began evaluating conditions in

the burned areas. Their findings are compiled in An Assessment ofPost-Fire Conditions with Recovery Recommendations

(USDA Forest Service, 2000a, referred to hereafter as “Post-Fire Assessment"). It contains technical reports, which

describe the fires’ impacts and recormnendations for recovery. The recommendations incorporated the Bitterroot Forest

Plan goals and objectives and addressed both biophysical and social needs. Post-fire resource evaluations and the

community input, described above, helped the Bitterroot National Forest establish the following recovery priorities that

need to be addressed during the next few years:

0 Reduce fiiels

. Improve watershed conditions

- Reforest burned lands

- Manage weeds

0 Restore fire damaged roads, trails, and other improvements

This EIS focuses on the first three ofthe above priorities within burng areas. Weed management will be addressed in a

separate EIS that is currently in progress. Restoration offire-damaged improvements and facilities is currently in progress

and will continue for the next few years.

The Post-Fire Assessment established the following priority areas for fuel reduction:

0 wildland/Urban Interface lands to reduce potential effects to private property values.

0 Warm, dry forested habitats to reduce the likelihood ofuncharacteristic fire efi'ects in plant communities that were

historically shaped by fi'equent low intensity fires. These habitats typically had low fuel loads and were dominated

by widely spaced, large, fire-resistant trees such as ponderosa pine.

0 Sites where reforestation is proposed, in order to protect reforestation investments.

The Post-Fire Assessment also recommended breaking up fuel continuity in the burned landscape. This would reduce the

potential for several key watersheds to be adversely impacted at one time by fiiture large fires.

M
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National Fire Plan

In August 2000 President Clinton asked Secretaries Babbitt and Glickman to recommend how best to respond to the recent fire

events, reduce the impacts ofwildland fires on rural communities, and ensure suficient firefighting resources in the fixture. The

President also asked what actions federal agencies, in cooperation with states and local communities, could take to reduce

immediate hazards to communities in the wildland/urban interface, and to ensure that fire management planning and firefighting

personnel and resources are prepared for extreme wildland fires in the future.

The Forest Service responded in October 2000, with the report “Managing Impacts of Wildfires on Communities and

Environment” (USDA Forest Service, 2000g), known as “The National Fire Plan” In the report, the Chiefof the Forest Service

directed operating principles including: firefighting readiness, prevention through education, rehabilitation, hazardous fiiel

reduction, restoration, collaborative stewardship, monitoring, jobs, and applied research and technology transfer. The Bitterroot

National Forest’s Burned Area Recovery Project is responsive to the rehabilitation, hazardous fuel reduction, and restoration

elements of the National Fire Plan, which states:

0 Rehabilitation - Focus rehabilitation efforts on restoring watershed function, including protection of soil, water

resources, biological communities, and prevention of invasive weeds.

- Hazardous Fuel Reduction — Assign highest priority for hazardous fuels reduction to: communities at risk, readily

accessible municipal watersheds, threatened and endangered species habitat, and other important local features

where conditions favor uncharacteristically intense fires.

0 Restoration - Restore healthy, diverse, and resilient ecological systems to minimize uncharacteristically intense

fires on a priority watershed basis. Methods will include removal ofexcess vegetation and dead fuels through

thinning, prescribed fire, and other treatments.

Other elements of the National Fire Plan such as firefighting readiness, prevention through education, etc., are being

addressed by separate efforts on the Bitterroot National Forest.

“Toward Restoration and Recovery,” Northern and Intermountain Regions

The Forest Service’s Northern and lntermountain Regions’ document

“Toward Restoration and Recovery An Assessment ofthe 2000 Fire

 

Season in the Northern and Intermountain Regions” (USDA Forest ’

Service, 2001 f), provides a broad context description ofthe efl'ects of the Rfufveryv as dcfimf'd‘by Websm' $

2000 fires and recovery needs across the two Regions. The Burned Area Dmomry (1977)’ ‘5 1° 5:3": fi'om 1035

Recovery Project is responsive to the following Regional findings and mdmm to “Sam

recommendations:

- In the Northern Region, four sub-basins in Montana were shown to have both high aquatic sensitivity and high

watershed vulnerability. The Bitterroot watershed had by far the most acres burned and should be the highest

priority for post-fire rehabilitation (pg. I-l9).

- Natural regeneration will occur on most ofthe burned forested areas. Some areas, however, need planting, so soils

and watersheds can be protected and because natural seed sources on these sites are The dry forest types

capable of growing ponderosa pine are most at risk because of loss of seed source. Due to the magnitude of fire

effects, the Bitterroot National Forest has the greatest need (pg. I-2l). Forests should consider adequate fiiel

reduction measures prior to making reforestation investments (pg. IV-l2).

' Due to climatic conditions, fiiels decay slowly and remain on the landscape until these lands burn again. Without

treatment, a series ofreburns of abnormal severity and duration is likely to occur until fiiel loadings reach a more

historic level. These high intensity fires, in addition to higher levels of onsite impacts, will also have greater

potential to affect adjacent landscapes. Fuel treatments and vegetation management practices are needed to reduce

post-fire fuel loadings. Emphasis should be on treatments in short-interval, fire-adapted forest ecosystems and

urban interface zones (pg. I-22).

o Fire-injured Douglas fir and ponderosa pine stands are particularly susceptible to infestations by Douglas-fir and

western pine beetle respectively, where a substantial number of trees have been affected by mixed severity burns.

While insect infestations are a natural part of ecosystem processes, past fire exclusion and management have

resulted in vast acreages of forests of similar size and age; increased densities; and a proliferation of climax, fire

susceptible species throughout much ofthe inland west. These forests are vulnerable to large-scale insect
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infestation and other disturbances such as large wildland fires (Covington et al, 1994). Opportunities to manage

outbreaks are possible in a variety ofways, including sanitation and salvage, thinning, applications ofinsecticides,

or use ofpheromones to collect populations or anti-aggregation pheromones to prevent beetle attacks (pg. I-23).

o The overall desired outcome is to restore and recover the lands and waters affected by the 2000 fires. Methods to

accomplish this work contribute wood products to local communities and economic benefits are realized (pg. 11-35).

Bitterroot Community Priorities

In October and November 2000 the Bitterroot National Forest hosted twelve meetings in six communities; “Community

Opportunity Series: Learning Together From Fire Season 2000." The primary goal of the meetings was to provide

opportunities for residents to help identify post-fire management needs and opportunities. While some variability in

opinions on priorities existed, the highest priority recovery work identified by a majority of attendees is summarized below:

- Watershed protection and erosion control

0 Communication and public education

0 Local economic opportunities

0 Salvage logging

o Reforestation

. Weed control

The Bitterroot National Forest also commissioned a public opinion survey for Ravalli County during the winter of2000 and

2001. This opinion poll was designed to gather statistically valid data regarding community members’ opinions on post

fire recovery priorities for the Bitterroot National Forest. In short, this survey reveals that a large majority of survey

respondents favor active management following the fires of 2000. More information and results of the survey are

summarized in the “Scoping and Public Involvement” section ofFEIS Chapter 2.

Bitterroot Post-Fire Assessment

Immediately following the 2000 fire event, Bitterroot National Forest resource specialists began evaluating conditions in

the burned areas. Their findings are compiled in An Assessment ofPost-Fire Conditions with Recovery Recommendations

(USDA Forest Service, 2000a, referred to hereafter as “Post-Fire Assessment”). It contains technical reports, which

describe the fires’ impacts and recommendations for recovery. The recommendations incorporated the Bitterroot Forest

Plan goals and objectives and addressed both biophysical and social needs. Post-fire resource evaluations and the

community input, described above, helped the Bitterroot National Forest establish the following recovery priorities that

need to be addressed during the next few years:

0 Reduce fiiels

. Improve watershed conditions

0 Reforest burned lands

0 Manage weeds

0 Restore fire damaged roads, trails, and other improvements

This EIS few 9n Qe first three of the above priorities within burng areas. Weed management will be addressed in a

separate EIS that is currently in progress. Restoration offire-damaged improvements and facilities is currently in progress

and will continue for the next few years.

The Post-Fire Assessment established the following priority areas for fuel reduction:

. wildland/Urban Interface lands to reduce potential effects to private property values.

0 Warm, dry forested habitats to reduce the likelihood ofuncharacteristic fire effects in plant communities that were

historically shaped by frequent low intensity fires. These habitats typically had low fuel loads and were dominated

by widely spaced, large, fire-resistant trees such as ponderosa pine.

0 Sites where reforestation is proposed, in order to protect reforestation investments.

The Post-Fire Assessment also recommended breaking up fuel continuity in the burned landscape. This would reduce the

potential for several key watersheds to be adversely impacted at one time by fixture large fires.

s
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The Post-Fire Assessment established a strategy to improve watershed conditions in burned areas. At a minimum,

watershed restoration work needs to be conducted in drainages where watershed integrity is ranked low or moderate and

that experienced more than 25% moderate and high burn severity. The restoration work should focus on stabilizing roads

and other sediment sources. Surfacing roads with gravel in these drainages should also occur, particularly where roads

closely parallel or cross streams.

The Post-Fire Assessment also established a reforestation strategy in burned areas. Tree seedlings should be planted where

natural regeneration is not expected to meet desired species composition and stocking. Forest Plan Management Area goals

and objectives are key considerations in the reforestation strategy. Priority areas include past regeneration harvest units that

burned; burned wildland urban interfiace lands; warm, dry forest habitats to ensure ponderosa pine dominance; and areas

where the Forest Plan establishes reforestation goals. Natural regeneration can be relied on in some areas, particularly in

lodgepole pine stands at mid and upper elevations.

The Post-Fire Assessment reported that the fires created high potential for the Forest's pre-existing bark beetle epidemic to

become worse. The Assessment recommended that action be taken to reduce the potential for increased tree mortality

caused by bark beetles in partially burned stands that are now more SUSCCPIiblC.

The Post-Fire Assessment recommended that many burned areas should be left to natural recovery processes. It recognized

that the fires caused some beneficial ecological efi’ects, particularly in areas where low severity fire occurred, and also

resulted in increased landscape diversity.

Much of the information from the Post Fire Assessment has been incorporated in the analysis in this FElS. Some

information has been updated herein, based on fitrther evaluations and field surveys.

Vegetation Response Units (VRUs)

For ease of discussion, forested areas within the project have been classified into Vegetation Response Units (VRUs) based

on vegetation potential and fire regimes and including species composition and stand structures. They are summarized

below. More detailed information on the VRUs and a map oftheir location and distribution can be found in the Forested

Vegetation section in Chapter 3. Additional information is also provided in the Chapter 3 Fire and Fuels section.

VRU2: Warm, Dry Ponderosa Pine and Douglas-fir Habitat Types

These are forested areas that support ponderosa pine at the lower elevation and Douglas-fir at the higher elevations. These

areas tend to be warmer and drier due to elevation and aspect. In general, the historic fire regime was relatively fi'equent,

low intensity, and typically non-lethal to overstory trees.

VRU3: Cool, Dry, and Moist Douglas-fir Habitat Types

These are mid-elevation forested lands. Common tree species are Douglas fir and, on moister sites, lodgepole pine.

Ponderosa pine is generally a minor forest component. In general, the historic fire regime was variable and mixed, ranging

fiom low intensity and non-lethal to higher intensity and lethal to overstory trees.

VRU 4: Cool Lodgepole Pine andLower Subalpine Fir Habitat Types

These are moderate to high elevation stream headlands. Sites are often dominated by lodgepole pine. Without disturbance,

composition shifts toward shade tolerant species such as Engelmann spruce, Douglas fir, and subalpine fir. Typically,

growing seasons are limited by a combination oftemperature (sites may experience fi’osts during the growing season) and

moisture availability. Vegetation diversity is naturally limited by these conditions. In general, the historic fire regime was

typically infrequent, high intensity, and lethal to overstory trees.

M
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Purposes and Needs for Action and Proposed Action

The project proposed in this EIS applies the strategies and priorities discussed above. The purposes of this project are to:

 1. Reduce fuels in portions ofthe burned ——-———-——-‘——~

areas. l r: Definin'ons

2- ‘Improve watershed and aquatic conditions ‘‘ Proposed-action is an alternative developed early in the NEPA

m hcavlly Impacted burned d1’amages- planning process to accomplish stated purposes, needs, and goals

3. Restore forested conditions in some areas. based on mam mfommuon avililabk at the time- It is the first

. . alternative offered and is used to identify issues and develop other

4. Accomplish fuel reduction more cost alternatives for fimhu. study a. ._ lg»,

efliciently by harvesting forest products, ' " "Pl-2Y4"and pfovlde Jobs and income- l Preferred alternative is the set ofactions, which the agency believes,

The needs for the proposed action are derived wolfld best film statutory mission and msponsibimles, considmhg

fi'om the differences between current conditions ‘social- ccommlc» and 0m" {39mm disclosed in an

and desired resource conditions. Desired envlmnmmml Impact Stami

conditions are based on Forest Plan direction and

management objectives. The proposed action is designed to move resource conditions closer to the desired conditions.

The proposed action is Alternative B. More information is provided in “Alternatives Considered in Detail” in Chapter 2.

Purpose and Need: Reduce Fuels in Portions of The Burned Areas

This section provides an overview of the fuel reduction purpose and need and discussion addressing certain DEIS

comments. More specific purposes and needs for each priority area are discussed starting on page l-8.

Fire killed trees on thousands of acres ofthe burned landscape will lead to heavy fuel accumulations in years to come.

Fuels need to be reduced in certain areas, based on management objectives and desired conditions, to decrease the risks

fiirure fires will pose to human health and safety, property and improvements, and resources. An important concept in the

fuel reduction purpose and need is that concerns about future fire severity and extent in areas burned in 2000 are directed

more toward fires in decades to come, rather than fires in the immediate future.

The need for managing fuels is based on reducing fire hazard for multiple reasons, as well as achieving land use objectives

defined by the Bitterroot Forest Plan. There is a limited window ofopportunity in which to utilize salvage harvest as a tool

to reduce fiicls because the value ofmany fire-killed trees for forest products deteriorates relatively rapidly. This

opportunity could reduce the fuel reduction costs to taxpayers and yield econorrric benefits in western Montana.

The purposes, needs, and proposed actions for fuel reduction are discussed in more detail below for wildland/urban

interface, dry forest types, suitable timberlands needing reforestation, large expanses of heavy fuels, and forest stands with

an increased risk ofbark beetle mortality. More than one ofthese categories likely applies to particular sites proposed for

fiiel reduction activities. There is a continuum of conditions and associated fiiel reduction purposes and needs across the

burned landscape, with few hard and fast lines separating them.

At lower elevations of the burned forest, fuel reduction purposes are generally two-fold, with more social and biophysical

needs and less ofan economic purpose compared to the higher elevations. Lower elevation areas are located near private

improvements, creating social and safety needs to reduce fiiels and reduce potential efl'ects associated with future fires.

Also, this is where vegetation and fuel conditions are more outside historic ranges, creating ecological needs to reduce fuels

and promote habitats that more closely approximate historic condition.

At higher elevations, vegetation and firel conditions are generally consistent with historic ranges at the stand level Human

settlements are less at risk here than at the lower elevations, due to settlement patterns. Thus, there are fewer concerns

regarding the impacts of future fires, from both ecological and social standpoints. Fuel reduction purposes at upper

elevations are to improve fire suppression safety and effectiveness, modify fuel continuity in suitable timberlands, protect

reforestation investments, provide forest products and economic benefits, and to generate revenue to help support other

resource improvement work.
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In middle elevations there are some human developments and some forested areas that are outside historic conditions. A

need exists to protect reforestation investments, modify fuel continuity, improve fire suppression safety and effectiveness,

and provide forest product opportunities.

Numerous DEIS commenters criticized or expressed doubt that fuel conditions following the fires of 2000 will lead to

larger, more intense or severe fires in the future. They point out that scientific research on this topic is lacking. Barrett

(1982) defined “reburn” as the recurrence of fire over an area at a time when many ofthe fuels burned by a previous fire are

available to burn a second time, and when tree regeneration is at least in the seedling/sapling stages. Reasons that reburns

have not been thoroughly studied in the body of fire research literature include:

0 Controversy regarding potential reburn threats has surfaced relatively recently (Beschta, et al, 1995).

o More than two decades are needed for fire-killed trees to accumulate on the ground and for suflicient vegetation

regrowth to develop fine fuel levels that would support extensive burning (Brown, et a1, 2001).

0 Land managers would likely be rehictant to allow older burned areas to be ignited under hot, dry, and windy

conditions for the sake of scientific studies. Reluctance is attributable to potential liability associated with escaped

fires and high potential for undesirable resource effects.

The probability and consequences of future severe fires are a legitimate cause for concern in some areas of the burned

forest. The large number ofpotential fixture fire scenarios limits the ability to rigorously quantify these risks and tradeofls.

The possible future scenarios can vary, based on climate and weather conditions, location and number of fire ignitions, and

terrain and fuel conditions. The ability to conduct a quantitative analysis of the character and extent of future fires and their

effects is limited by the numerous assumptions associated with each ofthese variables. In spite ofthe ability to precisely

quantify future fire potential and risks, informed judgments can be made based on available information:

- Fire killed trees fall over and contribute to the total fuel loading (Dahms 1949, Lyons 1984, Harrington 1996).

0 In the relatively cold and dry climate occurring on the Bitterroot National Forest, natural processes ofdecay are

slow (Arno, 1976) and are unlikely to reduce the current dead tree material before fixture fire events occur.

- Future fire events are reasonably assured. Future fire occurrence estimates can be based on past fire data for the

Bitterroot National Forest. In 30 years of data, there was an annual average of 132 fire starts on the Forest.

0 Fire behavior research shows:

I The greater the amount of available fiiel, the greater the fire intensity with higher BTU output and greater

flame lengths (Rothermel, 1983).

' The greater the amount of available fuel, the more surface temperature and heat duration increases (Wright

and Bailey, 1982; DeBanget, et a1, 1998). Heavy fuel consumption by fires is correlated with severe fire

efi'ects (Heary, et al, 1999', Wright and Birley, 1982).

' Mass fires with extremely violent behavior can occur when excessive fuels are ignited (countryman, 1969).

' Favorable conditions for crown fires include heavy accumulations ofdead and downed fuels, conifer

reproduction and other ladder fuels, and continuous conifer tree forest (Rothermel 1991).

o Dense regeneration with excess fiiels from previous fires is susceptible to additional severe fires in a few decades

(Arno, et a1, 1985). Fire history research on the adjoining Clearwater National Forest in Idaho has documented

repeated fires in fire-killed forests (Barrett, 1982). Reburns have also been documented in Oregon’s Tillamook

Area (Heinrichs, 1983; Arnst, 1993; Luisa, 1984; Pyne, 1982), Yellowstone National Park, (Miller, 2000), and a

series of fires following the fires of 1910 in Northern Idaho and Western Montana (Brown and Davis, 1973).

0 Experience in the northern Rockies shows that fires originating in relatively remote areas can be driven by winds

for long distances in a short time. Fires in remote areas can burn into settled areas very quickly, where they threaten

private property (Little Blue Fire of2000, Bitterroot NF; Canyon Fire of 1988, Helena and Lewis and Clark NFs).

- Given prevailing social attitudes and ongoing population growth in Ravalli County, it is likely that fire suppression

efi‘orts, at least on some portion of the forest, will continue to be necessary. Firefighting is hazardous work and

firefighters have the right to safe assignments. In a national survey, nearly 80% of all firefighters identified fuel

reduction as the single most important factor for improving their margin of safety (Tri-Data, 1993). Large woody

debris increases resistance to control, cost of fire suppression, and contributes to fire spotting and extreme fire

behavior (Van Wagtendonk, 1996; Finney, et al, 2000; Rothermel, 1983), which increases risks to firefighter safety.

M
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e The primary determinants of fire behavior are fuels, weather, and topography (Agee, 1993). Management has little

or no influence on weather or topography. While fire spread is more related to weather than other conditions, fire

behavior and effects can be modified by fiiels management (DeBano, et a1, 1998; Graham, et a], 1999). Fuel

management includes reducing the loading of available fuels, converting fuels to those with a lower flammability,

or isolating or breaking up continuous bodies of fuels (DeBano, et al, 1998). A reduction in surface fuels can limit

fireline intensity (Byram 1959) and can help lower fire severity (Ryan and Noste 1985). Logging in post fire stands

would be expected to produce less fine fuel (compared to green tree harvest) because the fine material burned and

the removal of large diameter material would decrease total fuel accumulation over the intermediate term (McIver

and Starr, 2000). Hazardous fire situations can be proactively managed before wildland fires occur, and such

practices can effectively decrease fire spread, resistance to control, and resource effects (Kalabokidis and Omi

1998, Pollet 1999). A recent study following the Cerro Grande wildfire indicated that removal of fire-killed trees

reduces fire behavior (Greenlee, 2000).

0 While there were beneficial ecological efi‘ects fi'om the 2000 fires in some areas, the undesirable social and

resource effects of large severe fires are readily apparent on portions ofthe Bitterroot National Forest and adjoining

State and private lands.

Forest Plan Direction and Desired Conditions

This section provides an overview ofForest Plan direction guiding fuel reduction and desired the] conditions. More specific

desired conditions for priority areas are provided in sections that follow.

Based on the Bitterroot Forest Plan, an approved Wildland Fire Use Plan is required before fire management strategies other

than suppression may be taken. An approved Wildland Fire Use Plan does not cover the project area being assessed in this FEIS

and wildland fire suppression actions are therefore currently required. In cases ofmultiple fire ignitions, the Bitterroot Forest

Fire Management Plan prioritizes suppression efi’orts first in the wildland/urban interface followed by roaded active areas

outside wilderness, roadless areas, and then wilderness.

The Bitterroot Forest Plan assigned Management Areas to regions ofthe Forest to guide management. Where the Forest Plan

establishes timber and reforestation goals and standards, it specifies the need to secure tree establishment and provide protection

for new stands (Forest Plan pgs. IH-7, III-l3, III-20, Ill-28, and III-34). The Forest Plan standards for Management Areas 1, 2,

3a, 3b, and 3c (areas suitable for timber management) include, “Fuel treatments and site preparation will be coordinated to

minimize fire danger and insect and disease problems, and secure establishment and protection ofnew stan

Appendix M ofthe Forest Plan provides direction for Fire Management. Additionally, Management Areas contain

direction relative to the] management within the project area. Depending on the management area, fire planning and fuel

management are to be designed to protect and enhance timber investments and values, provide big-game winter range habitat,

fire danger and insect and disease problems, and protect visual quality. The overriding fire management objective on

the Bitterroot National Forest is to provide flexible preparedness, suppression and fire use program options that meet

interdisciplinary goals, objectives and move towards desired conditions (BNF Fire Management Plan, 2001).

For more information on the Forest Plan and a summary of it’s Management Area direction, refer to “Current Laws and Forest

Plan Direction" and “Forest Plan Management Areas,” found later in this Chapter.

Desired fuel and forest conditions are established using the priority topics identified in the Post-Fire Assessment: wildland

urban interface, dry forested habitats, areas where reforestation is planned, and large expanses of contiguous fuels, and bark

beetle risks. Specific desired conditions for each of these priorities are described in following sections. The desired fuel

condition is to reduce fiiture severity and hazards in some areas, while retaining sufiicient coarse woody debris to maintain

soil productivity, provide site protection, and to provide wildlife benefits. Minimum coarse woody debris retention

objectives range between 5 and 25 tons per acre and vary by VRU and fire severity (see Table l-3). At fuel loads above 30

tons per acre, fire resistance to control becomes high and large fuels above this level increase the potential for severe

burning and extreme fire behavior (Brown, et a1, 2001). In general, areas proposed for fuel reduction treatment have the

desired condition of less than 30 tons per acre of large fuel and always greater than specified minimum coarse woody debris

leveLs following treatment. Specific fuel reduction prescriptions consider values at risk, fuel conditions in adjoining areas,

and costs and may exceed the 30 tons per acre level based on these factors.

Natural recovery is desired in areas where no fire] reduction is proposed. About eighty percent of the Bitterroot National

Forest lands burned by the 2000 fires are not proposed for active management to reduce fuels.

M
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Current Fuel Conditions

More specific descriptions ofcurrent fuel conditions in priority areas are provided in the sections that follow. Future fuel

loads on a given site are dependent on a variety of factors, including fire severity, the amount of fire-caused tree mortality,

and the size and distribution ofthose trees. Forest stands that burned at moderate and high severity during the fires of 2000

will result in continuous heavy fuel conditions over large areas, ranging fi'om less than 20 to over 100 tons per acre.

Current fuel loading is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3's Fire and Fuels. Current fuel load estimates in areas

considered for treatment are provided in Appendix B.

Researchers have determined that fire suppression has altered the ecosystem compared to historic conditions (Covington, et

al 1994; Quigley, et al 1997). Bitterroot NF monitoring reports for 1995 through 1999 document landscape level changes

identified on portions ofthe Forest. For additional information, refer to Chapter 3's Forested Plant Communities. Forested

landscapes in the Inland Northwest now generally have increased tree densities, more shade tolerant trees, heavier fuel

loads, increased plant competition for water and nutrients, and increased insect and disease levels (Quigley, et. al, 1997).

The potential intensity and severity of future fires will increase on many sites where falling trees result in heavy

accumulations of firel (Brown, et al, 2001). These are ofparticular concern in wildland/urban interfiace areas, forest plant

communities that were historically shaped by relatively frequent low intensity fires, and Management Areas where the

Forest Plan establishes timber goals. Refer to the “Fire and Fuels” section ofChapter 3 for additional information.

Proposed Actions to Reduce Fuels

Reducing fuels in certain areas would be accomplished by removing some ofthe marketable fire-killed trees (typically trees

greater than 10 inches in diameter at breast height) using a variety ofmethods including timber sales, stewardship contracts,

and firewood cutting. Fuels remaining afier harvest on some sites would be treated to further modify the] arrangement and

continuity by burning in place, piling and burning, yarding tops to landings to be burned, or lopping and scattering to speed

decay. On sites where no harvest occurs these same methods would be used to reduce fuels to desired levels. Prescribed

fire would be conducted when effects on air, soil, and vegetation are much less severe than typically result fi’om wildfires.

These activities would begin in 2001 or 2002 and continue over the next several years.

Fuel reduction objectives would be achieved by applying four

general prescriptions: intermediate harvest; salvage harvest;

salvage/regeneration harvest; and smaller fuels reduction using

prescribed fire and manual or mechanical methods. These ‘Intermediate harvest: a harvest designed to enhance

 
‘l ~ - . "b '-:

#51313}, Defimtions _‘

prescriptions and methods are described firrther in Chapter 2, 1growth, quality, vigor, and composition of a stand. 4,‘? 3

Alternatives. The proposed action is identified as Alternative "*"1 , 1‘

B, and is also descnbed in more detail in Chapter 2_ Salvage harvest: the removal ofdead trees, or tflrleestha

. I . . . _ tNo fuel reduction activities are proposed in wilderness lands or ice gfsigridymg o g oub agcn s 0 U n

lnventoried Roadless Areas, nor is fuel reduction proposed in 1 mpg

Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas (RHCAs) specified in the magma-“inn; the act of renewing tree cover by

Inland Native Fish Strategy (INFISH, 1995). jcstablishing young trees mummy or

Wildland-Urban Interface Fuels

Desired Conditions

The wildland urban interface (WUI) includes those areas ofresident human populations at imminent risk fi'om wildland

fires and human developments having special significance. These areas include the resident areas and developed sites, but

also the continuous slopes and fuels that lead directly to these, regardless of the distance involved, (Project File; Fire-56).

Much of the wildland-urban interface on the Bitterroot National Forest occurs within the dry forest type (VRUZ), which is

described more in the following section.

Desired conditions in burned wildland/urban interface areas are:

0 Fuel levels provide an increased likelihood ofsafe and effective fire protection, firefighter safety and public safety.

- Fuel levels allow the successful application of low intensity prescribed fire in the future.

- Coarse woody debris is suflicient to maintain soil productivity and other resource values.

- Green, forested conditions, and environments that people enjoy living near are provided.

M
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Current WUI Conditions

About a third of the area within a mile of the Forest boundary burned in 2000. Within that area, approximately 16,000 acres

burned at high severity. 27,000 acres at medium severity, and 1 1,300 at low severity (USDA, 2000a).

Within areas burned at high and moderate severity, high tree mortality will lead to heavy fuel loads in the burned

wildland/urban interface. These fiiel conditions present increased likelihood ofsignificant fire behavior and high resistance

to control when fires occur in the future. Increased fuel loadings will make it harder to protect property and other values in

the wildland-urban interface, and increase risks to firefighter and public safety.

Areas that burned at low severity pose fewer risks in the near term. because the fires reduced ground and ladder fuels in

many areas without causing extensive tree mortality. Tree densities remain higher than desired in some areas and include

individual or groups of fire-killed trees that will ultimately be ground fuels. An opportunity exists to thin dense stands,

reduce ladder and ground fuels, and improve the ability to protect property and other values in the wildland/urban interface.

Proposed WUI Fuel Reduction Action

Fuels and stand density would be reduced on burned National Forest lands in the wildland-Urban interface using the

previously described methods on about 17.236 acres to reduce the risk of future high intensity crown fires threatening

private land and property.

Dry Forests

Desired Conditions

Dry forest types (VRL‘Z) beyond the interface are another high priority. These are forested areas that support ponderosa

pine at lower elevations and Douglas fir at mid- to upper-elevations. Desired conditions in burned dry forest types are that:

0 Fuel levels provide a greater lfl<elihood of safe and effective fire protection. firefighter safety and public safety.

0 Fuel levels allow the successful application of low intensity prescribed fire in the future.

0 Fuel levels more closely reflect historic fuel conditions and fire regimes with woody debris maintained for soil

productivity and other resource values.

0 Stand structure and species composition more closely approximate historic conditions, thereby providing habitat

similar to that in which native species evolved (Kohm and Franklin, 1997). Overstories are relatively open and

park-like and understory ladder fuels are sparse in the low elevation ponderosa pine forests that burned at low

severity (Fischer & Bradley, 1987).

Figure 1-1 - Wetzsteon Homestead in 1895

Figure l-l is aphoto

taken in the East Fork

Bitterroot drainage near

Sula, MT, showing the

Jake Wetzsteon

homestead in 1895

(Gruell, 1983). As

illustrated in the photo,

these stands were

dominated by

ponderosa pine, open

and park-like, and had

light ground fuels: a

condition maintained by

frequent low intensity

fires (Fischer &

Bradley, 1987).
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Current VRUZ Conditions

Prior to the fires of 2000, there were increased fuel hazards, compared to historic levels in dry forest types. This increase

was primarily caused by years of successful fire suppression, which allowed much heavier ground fiiel levels to accumulate

and small trees to grow in open stands, creating “ladder fiiels." In dry forest types on the Bitterroot National Forest. ladder

fuels are most commonly smaller Douglas-fir trees. Ladder fueb allowed fires to spread from the ground into tree crowns

during the fires. The presence of ladder fuels caused extensive areas of large older ponderosa pine trees to be killed.

Following stand-replacing fire (moderate and high severity) in the lower elevation dry forest types, fuel loadings will be

outside the historic range for dead and down woody debris on many sites (Everett. 1995). There will be increased potential

for severe future fires to kill overstories in these areas where continuous forest cover is desired. Refer to Chapter S’s

Forested Plant Communities report for more information on fire history and historic vegetation conditions.

oppormm'ties to maintain heaithy forest Figure 1-2 - Wetzsteon Homestead in 1980

stands with prescribed fire in the future

will be considerably hampered by

accumulated fuels. Heavy fuel loadings

preclude the safe and effective

reintroduction of low intensity

prescribed fire in these fire-dependent

plant communities. Opportunities to

reintroduce prescribed fire in many

burned areas (in the absence ofother

fuel reduction methods) are limited by

the excessive heat that would be

generated by heavy fuel loads.

Management concerns regarding use of

prescribed burning where heavy fuels

are present include loss of forest cover,

loss of the protective soil dufi layer. fire

escape potential, and air quality. Snags

pose a considerable safety risk, in the

short and intermediate terms. during

prescribed burning operations.

Figure l-Z is a photo of the Jake

Wetzsteon homestead taken in 1980. A

comparison of forest conditions in

Figures 1-1 and l-2 shows that these

stands have become much more dense

and fuel loads were much greater. The

forest behind the Wetzsteon homestead

site burned in 2000. Figure l-3 shows

the Wetzsteon homestead following the

fires of 2000. This and other fire-killed

ponderosa pine stands will have much

more fiiel on the ground in years to

come, compared to the historic condition

represented by Figure l-l. setting the

stage for another unnaturally intense fire.

(The house was moved sometime in the

l990’s and did not burn).

Undoubtedly there were historic instances of localized severe burning in dry forest types. However. extensive areas ofhigh

intensity fires in these plant communities, such as those that occurred in 2000. are considered atypical events in a historic

context (Refer to the “Fires and Fuels" and ~‘Forested Plant Communities” section ofChapter 3). This event resulted in

M
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losses of large and very old ponderosa pine, loss ofseed sources to regenerate ponderosa pine, and losses ofmulti-aged

forest structure and associated wildlife habitats over large areas.

Proposed VRUZ Fuel Reduction

Fuel reduction using the previously described methods is proposed on about 16,779 acres ofburned dry forestlands outside

of wildland/urban interface areas. Reducing fuels and thinning are proposed to restore these stands more closely to their

historic fuel condition, stand structure, and species composition. In this area in particular, the introduction ofprescribed

fire to meet desired conditions is needed. However, due to the amount of 111618 in these areas, fiiels need to be first reduced

through mechanical or manual means to allow for safe and efi’ective use ofprescribed fire.

Suitable Timber Lands T0 Be Reforested

Desired Conditions

Suitable tirnberlands are those lands designated by the Forest Plan as “suitable for timber production” (36CFR 219.14).

They include Forest Plan Management areas 1, 2, 3a, 3b, and 3c. The Forest Plan directs that reforestation occur within the

portions ofthese Management Areas suited to support trees (additional information is provided under “Reforestation” found

later in this Chapter) and that fuels be managed to protect the new stands. Desired conditions in burned suitable

tirnberlands, where reforestation investments occur, are:

- Fuel levels provide an increased likelihood of safe and effective fire protection, firefighter safety and public safety.

0 Fuel levels provide an increased likelihood ofprotecting investments from significant losses caused by future fires.

0 Fuel levels allow the successful application of low intensity prescribed fire in the future.

- Adequate levels of coarse woody debris exist to maintain soil productivity and other resource values.

Current Suitable Timberlands Conditions

There will be heavy ground fuels in many areas within suitable tirnberlands. Heavy fuel loadings will pose higher threats to

achieving reforestation and timber goals and protection objectives in these areas when future wildfires occur in these areas.

Ifthe high levels of firels are still present when these areas burn again, monetary and time invesnnents in reforestation will

be lost. Opportunities to maintain healthy forest stands in the future with prescribed fire will be considerably hampered by

accumulated fiiels.

Many older plantations that burned in 2000 were heavily stocked with sapling and pole-sized trees prior to the fires. These

areas now have high fuel loadings and lack seed sources. Replanting trees in these sites at a wider spacing to mimic the

natural/historic stocking levels is proposed, but before planting occurs reducing the fuels on some of these sites is needed to

protect the reforestation investment. Refer to the “Stand Development” section in Chapter 3's Forested Plant Communities

report for more information

Proposed Fuel Reduction In Suitable Timberlands

Fuel reduction using the previously described methods is proposed on about 23,210 acres outside wildland urban interface

areas and dry forestlands. Older plantations, generally 20 years and older, that burned are also proposed for fuel reduction

activities prior to replanting. Monetary and time investments in burned suitable tirnberlands could be better protected

where fiiel reduction activities occur. Reducing fiiels in these areas, in addition to interface and dry forest stands, would

contribute to breaking up fuel continuity at a larger scale.

Landscape Level Concerns

Desired Fuel Conditions

Breaking up fiiel continuity is an objective in some burned portions of the Forest where large expanses ofheavy ground

fuels will accumulate over the next several decades. The following desired conditions apply:

0 The potential for extreme fire behavior over extensive areas is reduced.

0 A higher degree of defensible conditions with increased levels of firefighter safety exists.

#
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Current Conditions At The Landscape Level

The fires of2000 will leave a “legacy of fuels" across the landscape. Large and relatively continuous expanses ofheavy

fuel loads will accumulate in the burned areas over the next two decades, setting the stage for reburns. A reburn results

when fall down ofthe old burned forest contributes significantly to the fire behavior and fire effects of the next fire. The

probability of a reburn is small on any one site, but it is high over a large area such as a ranger district (Brown, et al, 2001).

Refer to the “Fires and Fuels” report in Chapter 3 for more information on fuel loads.

Proposed Fuel Reduction Across The Landscape

“Fire-proofing” the forest is not proposed; doing so is neither desirable nor possible. Fires will always be a landscape

shaping force in this ecosystem. As previously stated, lower fuel loads would result in less extreme fire behavior and

resistance to control over large areas. Collectively, all ofthe previously described the] reduction work would increase the

margin of safe and efl‘ective future fire suppression by breaking up fuel continuity in priority areas on the Forest. Some

strategically located fiiel reduction areas in addition to those in WUI and VRU2 have been identified, to create a more

heterogeneous landscape in areas where the Forest Plan mandates fire suppression, increasing opportunities for firefighters

to make reasonable strategic and tactical decisions. Increased levels of suppression effectiveness would help reduce the

likelihood ofcatastrophic fires in areas where conditions warrant and where the Forest Plan provides direction to do so.

Bark Beetle Risks

Desired Conditions

Desired conditions in certain stands that burned at low severity are:

~ Reduce some of the fuels created by the fire and also the fuels expected to result from bark beetle mortality in

moderate and high risk stands.

o Reduce bark beetle populations at the local level (stands in which beetles are active and adjacent stands at risk)

where bark beetle mortality risk is moderate or high.

Bark Beetle Mortality Current Conditions

In areas that burned at low and mixed severity, trees that survived the fire but experienced crown, root, and stem damage

are now stressed and are highly vulnerable to bark beetle attack (Weatherby, et al, 2001). Because there was a pre-existing

Douglas-fir bark beetle epidemic on the south end of the Forest prior to the fires, beetle-caused tree mortality is expected to

increase within the burned areas (Refer to the Forested Plant Communities report in Chapter 3 for more information). The

areas where bark beetles cause high levels of tree mortality will eventually have heavy fuel levels, exacerbating the fuel

conditions created by the fires of2000.

Proposed Actions to Address Bark Beetle Mortality

Some of the trees attacked by bark beetles in high-risk stands would be removed. Areas proposed for these treatments total

about 1,279 acres. Emphasis would be placed on removing these trees before the beetle’s flight season of2002 in order to

remove a portion of these populations and thereby reduce the amount of tree mortality that may expand into the unburned

areas of the Forest and private land (Gibson, 2001). Proposed activities would reduce beetle populations and the amount of

tree mortality at the stand level

Purpose and Need: Improve Watershed and Aquatic Habitat Condition

Forest Plan Direction and Desired Conditions

The Forest Plan gives direction to:

- Plan and conduct land management activities so that reductions of soil productivity potential caused by detrimental

compaction, displacement, puddling, and severe burning are minimized (FP, p 11-25).

0 Plan and conduct land management activities so that soil loss, accelerated surface erosion and mass wasting, caused

by these activities, will not result in unacceptable reductions in soil productivity and water quality (FP, p II-25).

o Actively reduce sediment fi'om existing roads (FP, p 11-25).

0 Maintain or enhance fish habitat (FP, p II-5).
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The Inland Native Fish Strategy (INFISH) amendment to the Forest Plan provides direction to minimize sediment delivery

to remove fish migration barriers, close and stabilize or obliterate roads not needed for future management

activities, and improve existing stream crossings to accommodate a lOO-year flood (USDA, i995).

Desired conditions for soil, water and aquatic resources in bumed areas are:

0 Protect soil productivity and maintain land stability.

e Meet state water quality standards by applying soil and water conservation practices.

- Protect water for non-consumptive uses including fish habitat, recreational uses, stream channel maintenance, and

aesthetics.

0 Maintain high quality water in domestic-use watersheds.

0 Protect riparian areas to prevent adverse effects on stream channel stability and fish habitat.

- Reduce sediment from existing open roads by applying Best Management Practices (BMP) standards. Improve

water infiltration and hydrologic function on closed roads where prudent.

o Reconnect native trout populations by removing, replacing, or repositioning culverts that are barriers to fish

passage.

o Add woody debris to certain severely burned stream segments to improve fish hiding cover and increase habitat

complexity.

0 Plant appropriate tree species in certain burned riparian areas to improve aquatic and riparian habitat.

Current Conditions

Approximately 30% ofthe burned area experienced high severity fire, resulting in the loss of forest canopy, understory and

the grasses, roots, and dufi that helps stabilize soils (refer to Chapter 3’s Geology and Soils report for definitions of fire

severity). Moderate severity burning resulted in similar losses, but did not completely consume all ground cover. Erosion

will continue in these areas until vegetation is reestablished (Bitterroot BAER Reports, 2000). Thunderstorms during the

summer of2001 caused localized. but significant soil movement in some burned drainages on the Forest.

Roads

Forest roads in some burned areas will exacerbate the sediment problems caused by the fires. Most roads on the Bitterroot

National Forest are relatively old and were constructed prior to today's standards that greatly reduce sediment production.

The Forest has had an active road improvement and watershed restoration program in recent years, but funding has not been

sufiicient to bring all existing roads up to modern standards. Also, some existing roads are not needed for the Forest

transportation system because of changes in logging practices and technology.

A backlog of road maintenance needs existed on the Forest prior to the fires of 2000. The fires added additional needs to

address the previous backlog needs, and in doing so, improve watershed conditions that were degraded by the fires.

Therefore. the need to stabilize sediment sources fi'om roads is now more critical in burned areas.

Aquatic Habitat

In the high severity burn areas, forested riparian habitat burned intensely and killed fish. The year-round connectivity of

fish populations is critical to the rapid recolonization (within 5 years) of areas where fish kills occurred. In some ofthe

burned streams, culverts currently block fish passage. Woody debris for quality fish habitat is lacking in some intensely

burned stream reaches.

The fires of2000 burned vegetation along several hundred miles of fish-bearing streams. Forested recovery in some

riparian areas will take decades. Shade protection and woody debris recruitment sources will be lacking in the short-term.

The fires will cause stream flows to increase throughout much ofthe Bitterroot River basin (Fames, 2000). Large amounts

ofnew woody debris and sediment are deposited in stream channels following storms, altering channel morphology (shape

and function), and causing short-term losses to fish populations and habitat. In the longer term, as streams redistribute this

material, new aquatic habitat is created and old habitat is rejuvenated.

#
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Proposed Actions to Improve Watersheds and Aquatic Habitat

Where risks to aquatic and watershed resources on National Forest System land are identified, improvement projects are

proposed to eliminate or reduce these risks. The following activities are designed to eliminate or reduce adverse efi'ects to

streams, fish habitat, and fish migration. These activities would begin in 2001 or 2002 and would continue over the next

several years.

Roads

Approximately 515 miles ofForest roads in burned drainages that are needed for ongoing motorized access would be

treated to comply with Best Management Practices (BMP) standards. These standards primarily address the way roads

handle water. Treatments include shaping roads and installing enough drainage structures in the right locations so water

does not cause erosion on the road. Segments ofmain roads, totaling about 100 miles, (especially along streams and stream

crossings) would have a gravel surface placed on them to reduce erosion Gravel would come from either private sources

or crushing the waste rock generated by US Highway 93 reconstruction that is currently underway. No changes in access

would result from these activities, other than perhaps short-term delays while the work is in progress.

Approximately 102 miles of roads in burned drainages are proposed for rehabilitation treatments. These roads are not

needed in the near fiiture and would be put “in storage.“ Treatments would include removing culverts, decompacting the

road surface, installing no-maintenance cross ditches, and revegetating. These activities would leave the road prism in

place for firture use.

Approximately 60 miles of currently closed roads within burned drainages are proposed for decommissioning or

recontouring. These roads which are not needed in the future, would be decompacted, have the natural drainage pattern

restored, and in some cases, be recontoured to the original slope.

Establishing vegetation on burned road cut and fill slopes, as well as on closed road surfaces and other areas of disturbed

soil, is also proposed to reduce sediment from roads and reduce the risk ofweed spread.

Aquatic Habitat

Culvert barriers would be eliminated to reconnect fragmented native fish populations and enhance rapid fish population

recovery in seven burned drainages.

Three aging woody debris structures in Sand Creek (a spawning and rearing tributary to Blue Joint Creek) that have become

partial fish barriers over time would be modified to allow fish passage. This would reconnect a fragmented westslope

cutthroat trout population.

In order to improve fish habitat in burned watersheds, fish habitat structures would be constructed in eight stream reaches

that lacked woody debris prior to the fires.

Appropriate conifer species would be planted along two stream reaches that were severely burned and now lack a conifer

seed source, to accelerate reforestation. In all other burned riparian areas, natural recovery would occur. Riparian areas

dominated by shrubs have been lacking, but shrubs will respond vigorously in many riparian areas that burned.

Purpose and Need: Restore Forested Conditions

Forest Plan Direction and Desired Conditions

The Bitterroot Forest Plan includes the following Forest-wide standard, “A variety of tree species will be planted where

habitats and conditions permit, to prevent creation ofmonocultures that are susceptible to insect and disease epidemics”

(FP, p H-22). Forest Plan standards for suitable timberlands (MAs 1,2, and 3) include direction to reforest with trees in a

timely manner and with species that help achieve Management Area goals. A related protection standard for these same

Management Areas directs ‘"Treat fuels in coordination with site preparation to minimize fire danger and insect and disease

problems, and assure establishment and protection ofnew stands."

w
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Reforestation is desired in certain areas to accelerate recovery of forested conditions. Some of the burned area needs to be

planted withtree seedlings where natural regeneration would not provide the desired stocking and/or species composition.

Warm, dry sites (VRU2) should be dominated by ponderosa pine.

Current Conditions

The fires killed extensive areas of forested stands. Natural regeneration of trees will be quite slow and poorly distributed on

much of the burned area. In areas where little or no seed source is left, natural regeneration will be limited and stand

species composition may not reflect historic or desired conditions. Without the protection of a forest canopy, soils are more

vulnerable to invasion ofweed species and erosion. Natural regeneration can be relied on in some areas, particularly in

lodgepole pine stands at mid- to upper-elevations.

Proposed Actions for Reforestation

Priority areas for planting include past regeneration units that were burned, burned wildland/urban interface areas, dry

forest habitats, and suitable timberlands where no seed sources were left following the fires. Prescribed natural

regeneration is proposed in areas where adequate seed sources exist.

Approximately 31,824 acres are proposed for planting. Trees would be planted with a spacing and species mix that is

appropriate for the site and where needed to meet Forest Plan direction and desired conditions. Many ofthe areas proposed

for reforestation are also proposed to have fuel reduction activities conducted on them first. Planting prior to fuel reduction

is not considered practical because fuel reduction activities would damage the seedlings. Planting would begin in 2002 and

continue for the next several years.

Purpose and Need: Economic Opportunities

Forest Plan Direction and Desired Conditions

The Forest Plan has Forest-wide management goals regarding economic values: “Provide sawtirnber and other wood

products to help sustain a viable local economy” and “strive for economically emcient management” (FP p. 114).

Desired economic outcomes for this project are:

- Accomplish fuel reduction objectives more cost efliciently by removing forest products in some areas.

0 To reduce the costs ofthe firel reduction work to taxpayers, maximize fuel reduction cost eficiency by proceeding

as quickly as possible before the value of dead trees degrades further.

o Provide jobs and income to local and regional communities through timber harvest and other fiiel reduction work,

watershed improvement activities, and reforestation work.

0 Apply the revenue fi'om products to help fund some ofthe costs of fuels reduction, watershed improvement, and

reforestation work.

Current Conditions

The fires killed over 600 million board feet ofcommercial timber in the roaded portions of the Forest’s suitable timberlands

(USDA, 2000a). Trees killed by the fines will lose a portion of their economic value as sawlogs each year following the fire

event. Recoverable sawlog volume will decrease steadily over the next four years, with most of the small sawlog vohime

losing its value in one or two years following the fires. During that time significant defects will also develop in larger trees

and result in substantial loss ofvalue.

The Bitterroot Valley has one ofthe world's largest log home industries. There is an opportunity to provide house logs to

help support this local industry. Potential house logs retain value longer than other products, but not all conifer species

make good house logs. As a general rule, thin barked species, such as lodgepole pine, dry while standing in the woods and

have more value as house logs. Thicker barked species, such as ponderosa pine and Douglas fir, retain moisture and

sapwood rot occurs, decreasing or eliminating their value as house logs. Therefore, there are limited opportunities to utilize

all harvested fire-killed trees as house logs.

*
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Local timber market conditions are affected by national and international conditions that are beyond the control ofthe

Bitterroot National Forest. The amount of revenue from products available to pay for non-harvest fiiel reduction work,

watershed improvement, and reforestation is closely tied to market conditions at the time timber sale or stewardship

contracts are awarded. For more information on current market conditions, refer to the Economics report in Chapter 3.

Proposed Actions for Economic Opportunities

Commercial timber sales, stewardship contracts, and service contracts are tools to achieve fuel reduction, watershed

improvement and reforestation objectives. Harvest of fire-killed trees on approximately 51,743 acres is proposed, which

could provide up to 235 million board feet (MMBF) oftimber for sawlogs, house logs, chips, and firewood products.

Salvage harvest would begin in 2001or 2002 and continue over the next several years.

Harvesting fire-killed trees would help accomplish fuel reduction objectives with reduced costs to taxpayers, provide timber

products for people's use, and provide revenue to help fund some ofthe needed watershed improvement and reforestation

work. This proposal would provide local jobs and income from the watershed improvement and reforestation work, as well

as from harvest.

Other Features of the Proposed Action

Proposed Site-specific Forest Plan Amendment

Implementing portions of the Burned Area Recovery proposed actions described above would require a site-specific

amendment to the Bitterroot-Forest Plan (1987). Therefore, the proposed action includes an amendment that would modify

the following Forest Plan standards:

0 Forest-wide snag retention standard.

0 Forest-wide elk habitat efi’ectiveness standard in three third order drainages.

o Forest-wide thermal cover standard in one Geographic Area.

0 The coarse woody debris standards for several Management Areas.

The proposed amendment would only apply to the Burned Area Recovery Project. The Burned Area Recovery Project and

the proposed amendment are designed to meet the Forest-wide and Management Area goals and objectives as described in

the Plan.

Forest-wide standards

Snags

Pertinent Forest Plan Goals (FP II-3):

0 Provide habitat to support viable populations of native and desirable non-native wildlife and fish.

0 Provide habitat for the possible recovery of threatened and endangered species.

Pertinent Forest Plan Objectives (FP lI-S):

0 Maintain habitat to support viable populations of wildlife species.

0 Maintain vegetative diversity on land where timber production is a goal ofmanagement.

. Maintain sufficient old-growth habitat on suitable timberland to support viable populations of old-growth

dependent species.

Current Situation: A Forest-wide standard for wildlife states, “All snags that do not represent an unacceptable safety risk

will be retained” (FP 11-20). The purpose of the standard is to retain suflicient snag habitat where harvest occurs to

maintain viable populations of snag dependant species across the forest (J. Ormiston, personal communication, 2001). The

Forest Plan clearly considered and permits fuel reduction activities and salvage of dead or dying trees (FP Record of

Decision, 1987).

#
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The fires of2000 have created a vast number ofnew snags across the burned area. The numbers far exceed the level

necessary on these lands to meet the Forest Plan population viability goals and objectives both in the short and long-term.

At the same time, the large amount and continuity ofthese snags as fuel for future fires present risks not anticipated in the

original standard. The proposed project specific standard is designed to clarify the intent ofthe Forest Plan goals and

objectives, considering the extent and effects of fires in 2000 and current research, and guide project implementation

regarding snag retention (Evans & Martens 1995, ICBEMP Supplemental DEIS App. 12, Harrod et. a1. 1998, Saab &

Dudley 1998, Harris 1999, Bate et. a1. 1999, Green, et al, 1992).

Proposed Site-specific Snag Standard: Ifadopted, the standard to be applied for this proposed action would read:

Snags should be maintained within each Burned Area Recovery activity area at or above the levels specified in the

following table and explanations:

Table l-2 - Snag Standard

0 Distribution ofretained snags will be irregular and clumped, inchide representation across size classes in the unit,

but favor the largest trees.

 

o Snags retained in RHCA exclusion zones will be in addition to the snags per acre left in treatment units.

a In order to meet OSHA requirements for a safe work environment, retained snags must be grouped in helicopter

harvest units. Groups may be retained in “lobes” or other concentrations within treatment units outside and

contiguous with Rl-lCAs or other areas adjacent to treatment units.

a Minimum snag levels are regardless of fire severity.

0 Old growth snag requirements are based on Green, et a1. 1992

Elk Habitat Efl'ectiveness

Pertinent Forest Plan Goals (FP 11-3):

0 Provide habitat to support viable populations of native and desirable non-native wildlife and fish.

Pertinent Forest Plan Objectives (FP 11-5):

0 Cooperate with the States of Idaho and Montana to maintain the current level ofbig-game hunting and trout fishing

opportunities.

Current Situation: A Forest-wide standard for wildlife states, “Manage roads through the Travel Plan process to attain or

maintain 50 percent or higher elk habitat efi‘ectiveness (Lyon, 1983) in currently roaded third order drainages. Drainages

where more than 25 percent ofroads are in place are considered roaded. Maintain 60 percent or higher elk habitat

effectiveness in drainages where less than 25 percent ofthe roads have been built” (FP 11-21). When developed as a Forest

Plan standard, Elk Habitat Efl‘ectiveness (El-IE) was a surrogate for hunting season security (1992-1999 Forest Plan

Monitoring Reports) and seasonal road restrictions were identified as a tool for meeting these objectives (FP ROD 1987,

pg. 8).

The Forest Plan objectives (above) for elk management were further defined in the 1992 Montana Elk Management Plan,

which documents the agreements with the Montana Department ofFish Wildlife and Parks.

There currently are three third order drainages in the burned area that have open road density exceeding the Forest Plan

Standard, one in Coal Creek (01g438- 1) in the West Fork Geographic Area (GA), one in Rye Creek (04264-3) in the

Skalkaho Rye GA, and one in Laird Creek (03m307-4) in the East Fork GA.

In spite ofnot complying with specific Forest Plan standards for elk habitat efl'ectiveness in these areas, the Forest Plan

objective ofmaintaining the current (1987) level ofbig-game hunting opportunities has been achieved since the Plan was

implemented (Forest Plan Monitoring Report, 1999). Monitoring ofpost-fire elk harvests following the 2000—hunting

season indicate that the fires have not significantly changed the Forest’s ability to continue to meet the Forest Plan
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objective. The Montana Department ofFish Wildlife and Parks has concurred that the current open road density levels in

these three third order drainages should not afl‘ect the Forest's ability to continue to meet this objective into the future

(MDFWP letter, project file). The Burned Area Recovery Project and the proposed amendment would not change the

current condition ofopen road density in these three third order drainages. Retaining current access in these drainages

would provide for ongoing levels of access for the recreating public, including access for personal-use firewood cutting.

Proposed Site-specific EHE Standard:

Manage roads in the Coal, Rye, and Laird Creek third order drainages to attain at least the following elk habitat

effectiveness: 42% in Coal Creek (01 g438-1), 38% in Rye Creek (04264-3), and 45% in Laird Creek (03m307-4).

Big Game Winter Range

Pertinent Forest Plan Goals (FP II-3):

0 Provide habitat to support viable populations ofnative and desirable non-native wildlife and fish.

Pertinent Forest Plan Objectives (FP II-5):

- Cooperate with the States of Idaho and Montana to maintain the current level ofbig-game hunting and trout fishing

opportunities.

Current Situation: A Forest-wide standard for big game winter range states, ‘\vinter range will be managed to provide

diversity of forage and hiding cover with at least 25 percent of the area in thermal cover at all times” (FP ROD pg. 8).

The Forest Plan objectives (above) for elk management were further defined in the 1992 Montana Elk Management Plan,

which documents the Bitterroot National Forest agreements with the Montana Department ofFish Wildlife and Parks.

In the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area (GA), approximately five percent ofthe winter range is currently in thermal cover.

Prior to the fires this area contained less than eight percent thermal cover. Activities in the proposed action could further

reduce thermal cover in this area to about two percent.

The Blodgett GA also has little winter range thermal cover post-fire, but the current situation would not be modified by the

proposed action or alternatives. Other GA’s meet or exceed the current standard.

In spite ofthe Skalkaho-Rye GA having been below the current Forest Plan standard for thermal cover, the Forest Plan

objective ofmaintaining the current (1987) level ofbig-game hunting opportunities has been achieved since the Plan was

implemented (Forest Plan Monitoring Report, 1999).

Recent research has cast doubt on the necessity for thermal cover for wintering elk (Cook, et al, 1998). In controlled

conditions, wintering elk survived and retained body weight better in open areas than in thermal cover. Monitoring of

winter distribution and over-winter survival of calves seems to verify these findings for this area. In spite of the lack of at

least 25 percent thermal cover on many Bitterroot winter ranges, the elk population continues to thrive (Montana Fish,

Wildlife and Parks, 2000).

The Montana Department ofFish Wildlife and Parks has concurred that these levels ofthermal cover in the Skalkaho Rye

GA should not afi'ect the Forest’s ability to continue to meet the Forest’s elk objectives (John Firebaugh, pers. comm,

2001, Project File).

Proposed Site-specific Big Game Winter Range Standard: If adopted, the standard for the Burned Area Recovery

Project would read, “Winter range thermal cover will be maintained at or above two percent within the Skalkaho-Rye

Geographic Area.”

Management Area Standards:

Management Area Standardsfor Woody Debris (Soil Productivity and Non-game Species Habitat

Pertinent Forest Plan Goals (FP II-3):

- Maintain soil productivity, water quality, and water quantity.

0 Provide habitat to support viable populations of native and desirable non-native wildlife and fish.
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0 Provide habitat for the possible recovery of threatened and endangered species.

Pertinent Forest Plan Objectives:

- Design management activities to maintain soil productivity (FP 11-6).

0 Maintain habitat to support viable populations ofwildlife species (FP II-5).

Current Situation: Coarse woody debris (CWD) is defined as woody material derived fi'om tree limbs, holes, and roots in

various stages ofdecay (Graham et al 1994).

Management Areas 1, 2, 3a and 3c soil standards state, “Site preparation methods will assure the retention ofmodest levels

of organic mater, including woody materials 8 inches or less in diameter, to provide nutrient and ectomycorrhizal levels

necessary for maintaining growth rates; while still providing an adequate mineral base for seed germination and reduction

of grass competition” Management Areas 1, 2, and 3a continue with, “On dry and harsh sites, at least 10 to 15 tons per

acre of residual debris is needed (Harvey, et al 1981a & 1981b; Harvey, 1982)."

Management Area 2 standard j.(2) states, “About 25 tons/acre ofdown trees larger than 6-inch diameter will be left for non

game habitat if available” (P? III-13).

Recent research provides more refined guidelines for meeting these Forest Plan goals and objectives. During the Post Fire

Assessment, an interdisciplinary team was convened to review current literature and develop “recommendations that

balance near-term ‘on the ground’ soil needs, long-term soil needs, desired structural components, wildlife habitat, and

historic fuel loading" (Post Fire Assessment, 2000, 4.5-47). The resulting guidelines were stratified by vegetation response

units (VRUs) and the site-specific severity ofthe 2000 fires.

Compared to the 1987 Forest standards listed above, these guidelines recommend similar or greater amounts of coarse

woody debris on approximately 70% ofthe area proposed to be treated in the proposed action and reduced amounts on

approximately 30% of the area (primarily on the drier habitats). The updated CWD objectives also recormnend including

coarse woody debris in a wider range of size classes to better meet the Forest Plan goals and objectives.

Proposed Site-specific Coarse Woody Debris Standard: Ifadopted, the standard to be applied for this project on all

afi‘ected lands (MA-l, 2, 3) would follow the recommendations in Graham, et al., 1994, with upward adjustments and

guidelines to account for fire severity (Graham and Jain, personal communications, 2001 as documented in project file

documents Timber/Silv — l8 and 21). It would read:

“To maintain soil productivity and meet wildlife objectives, coarse woody debris should be maintained within each Burned

Area Recovery activity area at or above the minimum levels identified in the following table and descriptive objectives.”

Table l-3 - Coarse Woody Debris Objectives

Coarse Wood Debris

  

 

0 These are minimum coarse woody debris amounts to be retained for a given VRU and fire severity. They are to be

maintained at the treatment area (unit) level rather than on an acre-by-acre scale. To account for the natural

variability and potential for each area, site-specific prescriptions will be developed, with appropriate

interdisciplinary involvement, to specify the appropriate amount ofCWD to leave over and above these minimums.

o Retain the recommended woody debris with material generally in larger size classes (greater than 4” indiameter)

and well distributed across the treatment area (Graham et al., 1994 and Graham, personal communication 2001).

Material greater than 4 inches in diameter and not consumed in the fires of2000 can be included in the tonnage.

0 Material should also vary by species and by size classes available across the treatment area.
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e The coarse woody debris amounts are in addition to designated snags (dead trees retained for wildlife needs as

described in Table l-2), snag replacement trees (live trees retained to provide snags in the future), stumps, woody

material less than four inches in diameter, and logs placed on slope contour for post-fire erosion control.

- Material to be retained for coarse woody debris may or may not be felled to the forest floor. Coarse woody debris

material may be lefi standing and allowed to fall naturally over time.

- In areas of low severity burns, much of the pre-fire coarse woody debris is still present. If any additional coarse

woody debris per acre is needed, dead/dying trees and/or green/live trees (coarse woody debris recruitment) may be

used to achieve the minimums listed above.

Current Law and Forest Plan Direction

Development ofthis Environmental Impact Statement follows implementing regulations ofthe National Forest

Management Act (NFMA), Title 36, Code ofFederal Regulations, Part 219 (36 CFR 219); Council ofEnvironmental

Quality, Title 40; CFR, Parts 1500-1508, National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and is tiered to the Bitterroot Forest

Plan Environmental Impact Statement (1987). This analysis incorporates direction provided in the Forest Plan EIS, Record

ofDecision, and Forest Plan (1987).

Many federal and State laws, including the Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act (RPA), Endangered

Species Act, Clean Air Act, and Clean Water Act also guide this analysis. The Rescission Bill of 1995 (HR 1944)

established a schedule for grazing allotment NEPA compliance and direction for re-issuance ofgrazing permits pending

NEPA compliance.

General management direction for the Bitterroot National Forest is found in the Bitterroot Forest Plan and amendments.

The Forest Plan specifies Forest-wide and Management Area goals, objectives, and standards that provide for land uses and

resource outputs.

The Inland Native Fish Strategy (INFISH) was prepared in August 1995 and provides interim direction to protect habitat

and populations ofresident native fish (USDA Forest Service, 1995). This Strategy amended the Forest Plan.

The OiT-Highway Vehicle decision for National Forests and BLM units in Montana, North Dakota and parts of South

Dakota (USDA, 2001c) restricts wheeled motorized cross-country travel yearlong, where it was not already restricted This

decision amended the Bitterroot Forest Plan.

Forest Plan Management Areas

Management Areas and associated goals and standards are descrflaed in Chapter III ofthe Forest Plan. National Forest

System Lands afl’ected by the fires within the project area include Management Areas (MAs) l, 2, 3a, 3b, 3c, 5, 6, 7, 8a,

and 8b. Maps l-2 through l-5 display the MA’s in the four Geographic Areas. The following provides a brief summary of

Management Area goals, acreages by MA in the geographic areas, and response ofthe proposed project regarding the goals.

MA 1 (about 20 percent of the acres): Emphasize timber management, livestock and big game forage production, and

access for roaded dispersed recreation activities and mineral exploration. Assure minimum levels for visual quality, old

growth, habitat for other wildlife species, and livestock forage.

There is a need to actively re-establish forested conditions where extensive tree mortality was caused by the fires and to

protect the newly established stands. A moderate level ofsnags, woody debris, and forage also needs to be provided for in

burned areas to meet the habitat needs ofnon-game wildlife species.

MA 2 (about 27 percent of the acres): Optimize elk winter range habitat using timber management practices. Emphasize

access for mineral exploration and roaded dispersed recreation activities. Provide moderate levels ofvisual quality, old

growth, habitat for other wildlife species, and livestock forage.

There is a need to reduce fiiels in certain forested areas ofwinter range to improve big game accessibility. Big game

species prefer to use areas where down woody debris is less than 18 inches deep (Lyon and Jensen, 1980). A moderate

level of snags, woody debris, and forage needs to be provided in burned areas to meet the habitat needs ofnon-game

wildlife species. There are also needs to actively re-establish forested conditions where extensive tree mortality was caused

by the fires and to protect the newly established stands.
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MA 3a ‘(about nine percent of the acres): Maintain the partial retention visual quality objective and manage timber.

Emphasize roaded dispersed recreation activities, old growth, and big game cover. Provide moderate levels of timber,

livestock forage, big game forage, and access for mineral exploration

There is a need to maintain the fire-created mosaic ofpatterns on the landscape from middle ground and background views.

There is also a need to actively re-establish forested conditions where extensive tree mortality was caused by the fires and

to protect the newly established stands.

MA‘3b (about six percent ofthe acres): Manage fisheries and non-fisheries riparian areas to maintain flora, fauna, water

quahty, and water related recreation opportunities. Emphasize water and soil protection, dispersed recreation, visual quality,

and old growth. Provide low levels of timber harvest, livestock forage, big game forage, and access for mineral development.

There is a need to protect riparian areas. No fuel reduction activities are proposed in MA 3b. Watershed improvement

activities are designed to improve aquatic habitat and protect riparian areas.

MA 3c (less than one percent of the acres): Maintain the retention visual quality objective and manage timber. Emphasize

dispersed recreation activities that will enhance the use of adjacent developed recreation sites and wilderness, and not

degrade old growth, big-game cover and fish Provide low levels of timber harvest, livestock forage, and big-game forage.

Limit road density as necessary to meet visual objectives but provide access, as needed, for mineral exploration

There is a need to maintain the fire-created mosaic ofpatterns on the landscape without readily apparent evidence of

human-caused modifications from the middle ground and background views. There is a need to actively re-establish

forested conditions where extensive tree mortality was caused by the fires and to protect the newly established stands.

MA 5 (about 19 percent of the acres): Emphasize motorized and non-motorized semi-primitive recreation activities and

elk security.

There is a need to maintain the semi-primitive character in these lands. No activities are proposed in this MA

MA 6 (about five percent ofthe acres): Manage to maintain existing wilderness characteristics and potential for inclusion

in the wilderness system. No project activities are proposed in this MA.

MA 7 (about ten percent ofthe acres): Manage in accordance with the Wilderness Act of I964, to ensure an enduing

system ofhigh quality wilderness. Provide for primitive recreation experiences. No project activities are proposed in this

MA.

MA 8a (about three percent ofthe acres): Manage at the minimum level for elk security, old growth, and habitat diversity,

but protect timber, soil, water, recreation, range, and wildlife resources on adjacent management areas. Maintain existing

uses and facilities. No project activities are proposed in this MA.

MA 8b (about one percent ofthe acres): Optimize big-game forage production utilizing habitat improvement practices.

Manage to ensure adequate forage for wintering big game. No project activities are proposed in this MA.

Scope of the Project, Analysis and Decision Framework

The scope ofthe project and the decision to be made are limited to the fuel reduction, reforestation, road maintenance and

reconditioning, watershed improvement, travel management, mitigation, and monitoring within areas burned by the fires of

2000 identified in Chapter 2 ofthis document. The project is limited to National Forest System lands within drainages that

burned during the fires of 2000.

The three primary management activities considered in this EIS (fuel reduction, watershed improvement, and reforestation)

are addressed in one analysis for burned areas Forest-wide. There is a connection between these different activities because

some of the watershed improvement work on roads could be conducted as a requirement oftimber sale or stewardship

contracts. It is also possible that some ofthe reforestation work could be fiinded with receipts generated by timber harvest.

Also, because many of the proposed activities would occur in the same areas and similar timefiames, addressing all three in

the same analysis better embles cumulative effects analysis.

Noxious weed control is not proposed in this project and will be addressed in a separate EIS for the Bitterroot National

Forest. Cumulative effects of reasonably foreseeable weed management activities are addressed in this analysis.
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The proposed actions do not represent a comprehensive travel management plan. The access restrictions considered in this

analysis result from the proposed roadwork to improve watershed conditions in specific drainages or are needed to comply

with the Forest Plan standard for elk habitat effectiveness in identified areas.

The analysis ofeffects in this document includes cumulative eifects ofother activities (past, present, and reasonably

foreseeable firture). These include a variety ofpast events and management activities, including the fires of2000, past

timber harvesting and road construction. The past events and activities are reflected in the descriptions of the affected

environment in Chapter 3. Relevant and applicable past, present, and reasonably foreseeable activities on private and State

lands are also considered in the analysis ofcumulative efi‘ects. This analysis assumes that the majority of fire-killed timber

on private lands has been or will be salvage harvested. Environmental documents prepared by the Montana DNRC define

ongoing or reasonably foreseeable future post-fire management activities on State lands. Fire-damaged roads and trails will

be restored concurrently with the project and are considered reasonably foreseeable. The past, present and reasonably

foreseeable activities considered in individual resource analyses can be found in Appendix A. Cumulative efl'ects analysis

areas are described for each resource addressed in Chapter 3.

The range ofalternatives considered in this analysis is based on key issues and is heavily influenced by public and other

agency comments. Given the numerous and multi-faceted issues raised in comments, the large number ofpotential

combinations and pemmtations of alternative strategies, activities, prescriptions, and locations of activities present potential

for very many possible alternatives. The alternatives considered in this analysis represent a reasonable range of approaches

to burned area recovery.

The actions proposed in the document are not intended to serve as a general management plan for the area. Ifthe

Responsible Oflicial selects an action alternative as a result ofthe analysis, implementation of the activities specifically

identified will begin as soon as possible and without fiirther NEPA documentation. The Responsible Oflicial could also

modify a selected alternative to address issues at the time ofdecision. Additional information about what is within and not

within the scope ofthis proposed action and analysis is provided in the description of the issues and alternatives, including

“Alternatives Considered But Not Studied in Detail” in Chapter 2.

The Responsible Oflicial for this proposal is the Forest Supervisor. Based on the analysis in the Final EIS, the Responsible

Oflicial will make the following decisions and document them in a Record ofDecision:

- The extent, if any, of fuel reduction, watershed improvement, and reforestation to be implemented. If implemented,

where and how these activities would be conducted.

0 Management requirements and mitigation measures.

0 Appropriate monitoring requirements to evaluate project implementation.

0 Whether a site-specific Forest Plan amendment is required for implementation, the nature of the amendment, and

whether the amendment would be a significant change to the Forest Plan.

Document Organization

This FEIS displays the actions proposed to address forest ecosystem conditions following the fires of2000. It provides an

analysis ofpotential fire recovery alternatives for the Bitterroot National Forest.

Chapter 2 — Surmmrizes the public involvement process and describes the development of issues and alternative ways

(including no action) to address or resolve issues related to the implementation ofthis proposal The action alternatives

wholly or partially meet the purpose and need for the proposal, as described in this chapter. The alternatives are displayed

so that a comparison can be made of the environmental impacts and effects of each.

Chapter 3 - Discusses the physical, biological, and human environments affected by the alternatives. The location, history,

and existing conditions are described for the resources affected. The environmental consequences of implementing the

alternatives are described using the existing conditions (post-fire) as the baseline for measurement. Direct. indirect, and

cumulative efi'ects are discussed.

Chapter 4 - Summarizes public and other agency comments on the DEIS and provides responses to the comments.

Appendices — Provide relevant data used in the analysis and a monitoring plan.

M
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CHAPTER 2 - ALTERNATIVES

Introduction

This chapter describes the public involvement process and identifies key issues around which alternatives were developed.

It describes the alternatives considered, the mitigation measures and monitoring approach. A comparative summary ofthe

efi'ects of the alternatives is displayed at the end ofthis chapter.

Summary of Chapter 2 Changes Between DEIS and FEIS

Additional public involvement occurred following issuance of the Drafi Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), as

described in this Chapter. Based on public comments, the following changes were made:

0 New key issues (unroaded lands and old growth and flammulated owl habitat) have been added in the Final

Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), as well as additional discussion within previously described key issues.

Consequently, Alternatives F and G were added in the FEIS and are described in this chapter.

0 In all alternatives considered, acres oftreatment and details oftreatment were refined based on additional field

evaluations and information gathered following issuance of the Draft 518. Fuel reduction treatment unit acres are

changed in the FEIS to show only “net” acres treated, accounting for Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas

(RHCAs) and plantations within treatment polygons.

0 Three fuel reduction units were dropped and six units modified in Alternatives B, D and E to avoid landslide prone

areas (a total of 1 I40 acres). These units were missed during the original mapping of the landslide prone areas and

should not have been included in the DEIS. .

0 Twelve fuel reduction units (711 acres) in Forest Plan Management Areas 5 and 8a were dropped in all alternatives.

o In response to public comment, three non-commercial fuel reduction treatment units (346 acres) in Inventon'ed

Roadless Areas were dropped fi'om Alternatives B, D and E. No activities are now proposed in any alternative in

lnventoried Roadless Areas.

- Mitigation measures have been refined and strengthened based on further interdisciplinary review and DEIS

comments.

c The monitoring section has been greatly expanded and is now included as Appendix C, in Volume 2 ofthe FEIS.

Scoping and Public Involvement

“Scoping” is the term used to descrflae how the Forest Service collects public input in the environmental analysis process.

Through scoping the public is notified ofand asked to comment on a management proposal. Comments provided by other

agencies and members ofthe public help to identify issues. Active public involvement throughout the process reduces

delays and leads to better decisions.

A team ofBitterroot resource specialists began evaluating post-fire conditions in October 2000. Their task was to evaluate

the magnitude ofthe fire impacts, estimate future effects, and develop both short- and long-term strategies for recovery

(refer to the Chapter One discussion of the Post-Fire Assessment). The proposals discussed in this analysis evolved fi'om

the issues, concerns, and recommendations identified in the Post-Fire Assessment. A series of 12 public meetings were

held in various locations in Ravalli County during fall, 2000. These meetings provided the opportunity for citizens and the

Bitterroot NF to share post-fire information and collect input on post-fire recovery needs. These public involvement efforts

are described in greater detail in the Post-fire Assessment (USDA, 2000a).

Once a specific set ofmanagement activities was formulated into a proposed action, public scoping was initiated. A Notice

of Intent to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement was published in the Federal Register on February 13, 2001. News

releases were published in area newspapers in February and early March 2001. The project proposal (“scoping letter”) was

also sent to about 1,300 individuals, organizations, and other agencies in February.

The scoping letter invited interested parties to community meetings to discuss the project and share their ideas and

concerns. Community scoping meetings were held in Corvallis, Darby, Sula, and West Fork, Montana, in February 2001.
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These meetings introduced the proposed actions, summarized purposes and needs, and provided participants with the

opportunity to ask questions and submit comments.

Additional meetings were held with representatives of federal, state and local agencies, tribal representatives, and

representatives fiom the science and research communities.

During the winter of2000/2001, the University ofMontana, Bureau ofBusiness and Economic Research was

commissioned by the Bitterroot National Forest to conduct a public survey (University ofMontana, 2001). One purpose of

the poll was to systematically gather information fi'om Ravalli County residents about what post-fire management activities

people believe should be priorities for the Bitterroot National Forest.

The Bureau conducted over 1,200 telephone interviews in December 2000 and January 2001. In addition to learning the

opinions of a cross-section ofvalley residents, the Forest was interested in whether or not there were differences between

residents ofvarious regions of the valley. Survey information was gathered from Stevensville, Montana south to the Idaho

state line. The results of the survey show a majority of survey respondents strongly favor active resource management in

the burned areas. These findings support the majority ofcomments expressed at Community Opportunity Series meetings,

which are described in Chapter 1.

Written comments (letters or electronic mail) were received fi'om 45 individuals, agencies, businesses, and organizations

during scoping. Additional comments were submitted by phone, personal visits, and at the community meetings.

Tribal consultation has been initiated with interested American Indian tribes and will be ongoing throughout the analysis

and implementation.

The DEIS was made available to the public on May 24, 2001. Letters and a brief overview of the DEIS were mailed to all

parties included on the project mailing list. Copies of the complete DEIS were also mailed on May 24 to those who had

previously requested it. Notices informing the public ofthe DEIS’ availability were published in the Federal Register and

the Ravalli Republic Newspaper on June 1, 2001.

Information about the DEIS was made available in a variety of formats. A two-page “At a Glance” preview outlining and

comparing the five alternatives, a 26-page summary discussing the alternatives in greater detail (with maps), and the 670

page DEIS with a map package (both bound copy and CD) were mailed or made available on request. The DEIS was also

posted on the Forest website at www.fi.fed.us/rl/bitterroot for public review, and made available at the Ravalli and

Missoula County libraries.

During the DEIS comment period, extensive public outreach occurred. Public meetings were held in Darby and Hamilton

in conjunction with field trips. A pubic meeting in Darby occurred on June 7, followed by a bus trip to Waugh Gulch

Demonstration Site on Saturday, June 9. A second information meeting was held in Hamilton on June 14, followed by a

bus trip to Cow Creek Demonstration Site on Saturday, June 16. Both field trips demonstrated on-the-ground examples of

proposed activities, allowed the ID Team to present information, and provided the public with further opportunities to ask

questions and hold discussions with the ID Team and Line Ofiicers.

A DEIS public awareness campaign was designed and developed to publicize the availability of the DEIS and the

opportunity to comment. Newspaper ads and radio spots ran for three weeks following the release of the DEIS. Ads ran in

the Ravalli Republic, Missoulian and Bitterroot Star. Radio spots were broadcast several times throughout the day on six

local radio stations. Both newspaper ads and radio spots ran from June 23 through July 13, 2001.

The comment period for the DEIS ended on July 31, 2001. The original 45-day comment period was extended to allow 60

days for DEIS review and comment. Over 2,400 comments from individuals, organizations, businesses, and other agencies

were received during the comment period. Comments varied in format and included letters, postcards, form letters and

cards, e-mail messages, and telephone comments.

DEIS comments were read by the ID Team, other staff, and the Responsible Oflicial All comments were included in the

content analysis process, to compile, categorize, and capture the fiill range ofpublic viewpoints and concerns. Content

analysis ensures that every comment is considered at some point in the decision process. Content analysis is described

more completely in Chapter 4. Summary comment and responses can be found in Chapter 4 (FEIS Volume 2).

The complete record of the public involvement process is available for review in the Project File.

M
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Identification of Issues

The ID Team sorted the scoping comments and comments on the DEIS into categories to facilitate issue tracking and

response. The issues are categorized as follows:

- Key issues: Issues used to develop the alternatives and specific activities of the action alternatives.

0 Analysis issues: Issues addressed in the effects analysis and used to compare alternatives. They are described in

detail and analyzed in Chapter 3.

0 Issues not addressed in detail: Issues or concerns that were either already addressed through alternative design or

mitigation, or are beyond the scope of this project. Please refer to “Alternatives Considered But Not Given

Detailed Study” later in this chapter for discussion ofsome ofthese issues.

Key Issues

The alternatives respond to the following key issues identified during scoping and DEIS comments. The key issues are

specific to the proposed actions and the project area. Indicators for each issue will help to evaluate how each ofthe

alternatives address issues. Indicator evaluations are provided later in this Chapter in the “Comparison ofAlternatives”

section.

Key Issue: Need for and Method of Fuel Hazard Reduction

Some commenters questioned the need to reduce fuels. At the core of this issue are comments questioning the scientific

evidence that using salvage harvest (removing fire-killed trees by logging) is an effective way to reduce fuels, or that

reducing fuels reduces the potential efi‘ects of firture fires. They claim that it is not prudent to base post-fire management on

potential fire efi'ects because those effects are uncertain and the negative effects of salvage harvest are known. Many of

these commenters advocate a passive approach to fiIClS management in burned areas and recommend natural processes can

best manage fuels.

Some commenters suggest that only prescribed fire or manual methods should be used to reduce the] and should be limited

to the lower elevation dry forest type (VRU2) outside ofunroaded lands.

Some commenters suggest that fuel hazard reduction work should be limited to within 40 meters ofhomes based on

research by Cohen (Cohen, 2000). They recommend that the Forest Service should increase programs to assist

homeowners with defensible space improvements. They suggest that rather than actively reducing fuels elsewhere on the

National Forest, a combination ofimproving defensible space near homes and using non-mechanical treatments such as

prescribed burning on National Forest land in the vicinity ofsettled areas would be more effective and have fewer

undesirable efl‘ects than the proposed fuel reduction activities.

In mid- and upper-elevation forest types, fires historically burned at higher severity and less fi'equently compared to lower

elevation VRU2 lands (refer to the VRU description in Chapter 1). Comments were submitted stating there is no need to

reduce fuels in these areas or that it would be ineffective in reducing fire severity. Some comments suggest that fuels

should be managed naturally in burned areas by allowing lightning-caused fires to play their ecological role.

The proposed action would thin thickets of green trees in low severity burned areas in the wildland-urban interface and low

elevation, warm, dry forests (Vegetative Response Unit 2 or VRU2, as described in Chapter 1). Some commenters stated

that trees that survived the fire are now more valuable, given the extent of tree mortality caused by the fires, and should not

be thinned.

Issue Indicators

The following indicators will be evaluated for each of the alternatives:

Acres Treated in Wildland- Urban Interface

Acres Treated in Lower Elevation Warm Dry Forest

Acres Where Treatments Would Reduce Large Fuel Loads to Less than 30 Tons/Acre

Suitable Timberland Plannedfor Reforestation

Acres where Green Tree Thinning Would Lower Potential For Extreme Fire Behavior

#
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Key Issue: Effects on Soils, Watersheds, and Aquatic Habitat

Concern has been expressed that using mechanized equipment to reduce fuels through either timber sales or stewardship

contracts would increase soil erosion, decrease soil productivity and decrease water quality. Concerns also exist regarding

impacts to aquatic habitat and sensitive or threatened fish species. Water yield could be increased in drainages where

intermediate harvest occurs. The impacts oftemporary roads on soils and water quality are also an issue.

Concern has also been expressed regarding the proposed use ofexcavators to pile fuels following harvest. Multiple entries

with heavy equipment could increase the likelihood ofundesirable levels of soil impacts.

Some commenters suggest that stream buffers (per INFISH, USDA 1995f) are not wide enough to prevent sediment from

reaching streams in burned areas. They suggest burned buffer strips are less efl‘ective, because the loss of live vegetation

and coarse woody debris from the fire resulted in less material available to catch sediment before it reaches streams.

Some commenters suggest that grazing be suspended in all grazing allotments that were burned during the fires of 2000.

They recommend that grazing should only be allowed to continue after National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)

planning requirements are completed for all burned grazing allotments.

Some respondents believe the Forest Service should be more proactive in improving watershed conditions by obliterating

more roads. Some commenters suggest that all roads not needed for management access in burned areas in the foreseeable

future should be decommissioned by recontouring them They suggest that any road that encroaches on streams should be

decommissioned or relocated to keep sediment out of streams and to reduce impacts to riparian areas. They also suggest

that all culverts on remaining roads be upgraded to meet INFISH specifications (USDA, 1995f).

Some commenters suggest that more soil stabilization work should be conducted in burned areas, particularly in high

hazard areas in the wildland-urban interface or that were heavily roaded and managed prior to the fires. They request that

more ofthese areas have stabilization work conducted, such as contour felled logs and mulching.

Issue Indicators

The following indicators will be evaluated for each of the alternatives:

Soil Disturbance

Effective Ground Cover

Heavy Fuel Loading

Sediment Yields In Water Quality Limited Streams

Long-Term Water Quality Benefit From Road Decommissioning and Storage.

Key Issue: Changes in Motorized and Non-Motorized Access

There is concern that the road rehabilitation activities proposed to improve watershed conditions would reduce current

motorized and non-motorized access for recreation or management. Some people expressed opposition to any loss of

motorized travel opportunities. Others are concerned that the proposed road surface decompaction activity, and the

resulting rough road surfaces, limit the opportunity for hiking or stock animal riding on the treated road surfaces. Some

suggest that watershed improvement can be achieved by roadwork to only maintenance and storage. They

recommend that road decommissioning be in order to maintain future management options and access for fire

suppression Conversely, some commenters believe that the Forest Service should more aggressively close and

decommission roads and restrict motorized access in order to protect watershed and wildlife resources.

Issue Indicators

The following indicators will be evahiated for each of the alternatives:

Miles ofRoad Open to Motorized Yearlong Changed to Closed Yearlong

Miles ofRoad Seasonally Restricted to Motorized Changed to Closed Yearlong

Miles ofRoad Open Yearlong to Motorized Changed to Seasonally Restricted

Miles ofRoad With Seasonal Motorized Restriction Changed to Open Yearlong

Miles ofRoad Open Yearlong to Full-Sized Vehicles Changed to Open to Ofl-Highway Vehicles

Miles ofRoad Seasonally Restricted Changedfrom Fall-Sized Vehicles to Open to Ofl-Highway Vehicles

M
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Key Issue: Bark Beetle Risk

The Bitterroot had a Douglas-fir bark beetle epidemic prior to the fires. Bark beetle populations and beetle-caused tree

mortality are expected to increase due to the extensive areas of fire-stressed trees. These weakened trees provide ideal

habitat for bark beetle populations to grow dramatically, and it is likely that epidemic populations will continue and

possibly expand to the unburned forest (Gibson, 2001). Some people believe that the Forest Service should be more

proactive in preventing a bark beetle epidemic before it spreads onto unburned portions of the Forest and private property.

Other commenters question the need for and efi'ectiveness of thinning to reduce bark beetle susceptibility. Some suggest

that bark beetle risk reduction activities are inappropriate because bark beetle-caused tree mortality is natural, and natural

processes are preferable.

Issue Indicators

The following indicators will be evaluated for each ofthe alternatives:

Acres ofBark Beetle Susceptibility Reduction

Acres ofModerate/High-Risk Bark Beetle Stands Treated

Key Issue: Economic Opportunities

Many people want the Forest Service to maximize economic opportunities by timely salvage of fire-killed trees. They see

the fire-killed trees as a “waste ofgood resources” and want to maximize the amount of salvage. There are concerns

regarding the costs of logging using conventional systems vs. helicopter. Should temporary roads be built to decrease

logging costs? Two pro-existing timber sale areas were burned by the fires of 2000. Between Draft and Final EIS the

Forest received requests from two timber sale purchasers for “catastrophic modification" of their sale contracts, allowing

them to salvage burned trees within their sale areas.

Some commenters suggest that ground-based skidding should be allowed to occur during the summer and should not be

limited to only snow covered or frozen ground conditions. They believe that soils can be adequately protected without

limiting ground-based skidding to the winter and thereby increasing the operating period in which harvest can be

conducted. Expanding the operating season would provide more flexibility and reduce costs.

Some commenters believe that the proposed actions would not benefit the local economy enough and that economic

benefits would be realized by people in other states and by large corporations.

Issue Indicators

The following indicators will be evaluated for each ofthe alternatives:

Estimated Harvest Volume (MMBF)

Percentage ofTreatment Area by Yarding System

Project Present Net Value (PNIO ofActivities

Fuel Reduction Cost Per Acre

Key Issue: Forest Plan Amendments

All activities need to be consistent with Forest Plan standards. If some component of an alternative is not consistent with

the Forest Plan, then a site-specific Forest Plan amendment is necessary. Some people recommend that existing Forest Plan

direction should not be amended for this project.

The treatments proposed in each alternative would determine the need for a Forest Plan amendment. Alternatives in this

analysis may require a Forest Plan amendment for snag retention, coarse woody debris (CWD) retention, elk habitat

effectiveness, and big game thermal cover in winter range.

Issue Indicators

For each alternative, the need for amending the Forest Plan for this project for the following standards will be indicated:

Snag Retention

CWD Retention

Elk Habitat Eflectiveness

Thermal Cover

M
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Key Issue: Effects on Unroaded Lands

“Unroaded” lands are defined as “areas without the presence of a classified road, of a size and configuration suficient to

protect the inherent characteristics associated with its roadless condition. Unroaded areas do not overlap with Inventoried

Roadless Areas” (FSH 7710 and USDA 2000r).

Some commenters believe that no reforestation, fire] reduction work, or active management other than trail maintenance or

perhaps weed control should occur in these lands. A map of unroaded lands on the Bitterroot National Forest, as defined by

local environmental groups, was provided and used in this analysis.

Issue Indicators

The following indicators will be evaluated for each of the alternatives:

Acres offuel reduction within unroaded areas

Miles oftemporary road construction within unroaded areas

Key Issue: Effects on Old growth and Flammulated Owl Habitat

The fires of2000 reduced old growth habitat. Some people believe that fuel reduction activities are not appropriate in old

growth habitat because it may reduce the quality of the remaining habitat. Similarly, concern for protecting prime habitat

for Flammulated Owls, a sensitive wildlife species, has been expressed. Protecting burned areas where Flammulated Owls

have been found in greater abundance in the past has been suggested.

Issue Indicators

The following indicators will be evahiated for each of the alternatives:

Units Aflecting Old Growth Habitat

Acres of Green Tree Thinning in Known Occupied Flammulated Owl Habitat

Whether the Alternative Allows Activities When Flammulated Owls May Be Present

Analysis Issues

The effects ofthe proposed action and alternatives on each of the following resources are described in detail in Chapter 3:

Fire and Fuels Wildlife (including TES; and M18 and old growth)

Air Quality Recreation

Soil Productivity (including Wetlands) Heritage Resources

Watershed Scenery (Visual Quality)

Fisheries Wilderness and Inventoried Roadless Areas

Forest Vegetation Unroaded Lands

Threatened, Endangered and Sensitive (TES) Plants Economics

Noxious Weeds Transportation Systems

Range Social Impacts and Public Safety

Mineral resources would not be affected due to the nature of the proposed activities, and are not addressed in the

analysis.

Alternative Descriptions

The following alternatives were developed based on the key issues discussed above, with design features and mitigation

requirements related to the issues and public concerns. The major features (fuel reduction, watershed improvement,

reforestation, and Forest Plan amendment) are discussed and tables provide a summary of activities considered in each

alternative.

Acres, miles, other quantifiable amounts, and mapped unit boundaries that are used to describe these alternatives are based

on the best available information. Alternative B is the proposed action described in Chapter 1 and presented in more detail

in this Chapter. Descriptions of activities described for Alternative B also pertain to other alternatives, as referenced in the

#
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alternative descriptions, but are not repeated in order to avoid redundancy. No management activities are proposed in

Wilderness or Inventoried Roadless Areas in any alternative. No fuel reduction work is proposed in Riparian Habitat

Conservation Areas (RHCAs) specified in INFISH in any alternative.

For a guide overview and comparison of all the alternatives, please see Table 2-10 and Table 2-11 later in this chapter.

Alternative A - (No Action)

Alternative A is the No Action alternative. This alternative is required and serves as a baseline for comparison ofthe

efi‘ects of all ofthe alternatives. This alternative responds to the following key issues:

The needfor and method offuel hazard reduction. This alternative would not conduct any fuel reduction work. It would

allow heavy fuel loads to accumulate on the ground in all burned areas.

Efleets on soil and watersheds. This alternative would not cause short-term impacts to soil and watersheds fitom fuel

reduction activities. It would not actively reduce sediment from existing roads or improve aquatic habitat.

Changes in motorized and non-motorized access. This alternative would not conduct any road rehabilitation or

improvement work, so no changes in access would result. No progress toward or compliance with elk habitat eflectiveness

standard would occur.

Forest Plan amendments. No Forest Plan amendments described in Chapter 1 would be needed.

Effects on‘unroaded areas. No fire recovery activities in unroaded areas would occur, so short-term impacts would be

avoided.

Efl’ects on old growth and Flammulated Owl habitat. No short-term impacts to old growth or areas ofprime Flammulated

Owl habitat would occur because no fuel reduction work would be conducted.

Under this alternative there would be no change in current management direction or in the level of ongoing management

activities within the project area. Work previously planned within the project area would still occur under this alternative

(See Appendix A, Reasonably Foreseeable Activities).

Fuel Reduction

No fuel reduction would occur; all fuels, both live and dead trees, would be lefl, as they exist.

Watershed and Aquatic Improvement

There would be no changes to soil and watershed conditions due to activities considered in this analysis.

Temporary roads would not be built for timber harvest.

Motorized and non-motorized access would not be changed fi'om the current conditions.

Reforesting Burned Lands

The burned areas would be left to reforest naturallyr, no trees would be planted.

Forest Plan Amendments

A project specific amendment to the Forest Plan would not be needed.

Alternative B

This alternative was presented to the public in February 2001 during scoping as the Proposed Action. It was formed based

on the purposes and needs described in Chapter 1. Activity acres and mileages are summarized below in Table 2-1.

Scoping and DEIS comments on this alternative generated the key issues used to develop the other action alternatives.

Maps 2-1 through 2-8 in the enclosed map envelope show locations ofproposed actions by Geographic Area. Detailed

information on fuel reduction treatment units, roads, and reforestation is provided in Appendix B.

Management Requirements and Mitigation Measures that apply to Alternative B are described later in this Chapter.

Fuel Reduction

All fuel reduction activities are limited to Forest Plan MAs 1, 2, 3a, and 3c. INFISH interim buffer widths would be used.

M
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Reducing fuel to accomplish the objectives stated in Chapter 1 in certain areas would be achieved in part by harvesting

some of the merchantable fire-killed trees (trees greater than 10 inches diameter breast height (DBH)). This work would be

accomplished using a variety of methods, including timber sales, stewardship contracts, Forest Service crews, and firewood

cutting.

In some areas, post-harvest activities would be needed to reach fuel reduction objectives. Treatment units where no harvest

is proposed would only have non-harvest fuel reduction activities conducted in them, such as piling and prescribed burning

(described below). Fuel reduction objectives could be achieved using service contracts, firewood permits, stewardship

contracts, or Forest Service crews

Three prescriptions would be applied in areas where harvest is proposed to reduce fuels: intermediate harvest, salvage

harvest, and salvage/regeneration harvest, as described below. Appendix B describes the fuel reduction activities

associated with each activity unit.

The fires of2000 left and created considerable diversity across the project area. This diversity is reflected in the variability

of stand and landscape densities, structure, species composition, amount of live trees remaining, and the pattern/patchiness

of live trees. The treatments described below (and for the other alternatives) would reflect this diversity in site-specific

prescriptions. The number and arrangement of live trees, snags and trees left for coarse woody debris would vary based on

individual site characteristics (e.g., burn severity, VRU, topography). Similarly, the pattern and patchiness of live trees

across the landscape would be maintained.

Fuel Reduction Using Intermediate Harvest

Where fire killed 10 to 75 percent ofthe trees, but the stand is still considered adequately stocked, an intermediate fuel

reduction treatment would be applied, Dead and dying trees would be removed to reduce fuels and bark beetle infested

trees. Within the wildland-urban interface and in VRU 2 outside of the wildland-urban interface, this treatment would

include removing green trees to thin densely stocked stands, improve growth and vigor of remaining trees, provide the

opportunity to select for desired characteristics and species, and to increase resiliency from insects and diseases. The

removal of green trees would target subdominant, damaged, poorly formed, and diseased trees. No reforestation is needed

where these treatments are prescribed because the remaining green stands meet, or would soon meet, desired stocking

conditions without the addition of a new seedling age class. Following harvest, additional fuel reduction would occur on

some sites as described below in the “Manual/Rx Fire Fuels Reduction Methods” section.

In warm, dry ponderosa pine forests (VRUZ) intermediate treatments favor leaving the largest live ponderosa pine trees

available resulting in a relatively open stand, which would more closely resemble historic conditions. This would better

provide habitat in which native species evolved (Arno et al., 1995).

In warm, moist types (VRU3) within the wildland-urban interface, intermediate treatments would focus on removing dead

and dying fire-killed and bark beetle infested trees. Live trees would be removed to accomplish density reduction and

ladder fuel reduction goals, thereby improving the likelihood of successful fire protection efforts in the wildland- urban

interface. (See Figure 2-1)

Where bark beetle activity increases significantly compared to current levels, stands prescribed for intermediate treatment

could be prescribed for salvage/regeneration treatment if beetle mortality levels are such that the stand would no longer be

adequately stocked. Recommendations would be made by a certified silviculturist and receive interdisciplinary review,

including that required by FSH 1909.15, Part 18.1, and be subject to Forest Service line officer approval.

—_———__I—————_—

M
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Figure 2-1 - A Stand That Has Been Treated L'sing An Intermediate Harvest Prescription.

 

Fuel Reduction L'sing Salvage Treatments

In mid-to upper-elevation forests (VRUS and VRU4) outside ofthe wildland-urban interface where a low to mixed severity

fire occurred, the focus of the salvage treatment would be to remove dead and dying trees created by the fires to address

fuel reduction needs. Bark beetle infested trees would also be removed. Following harvest, additional fuel reduction would

occur on some sites as described in the “Manual/Rx Fire Fuels Reduction Methods“ section later in this Chapter.

The density (in terms of trees per acre and square feet ofbasal area) ofthe treated areas would be reduced by 30 to 60

percent and limited to dead and dying trees only. Snags and coarse woody debris would be retained to achieve objectives

described in Chapter 1 (Table l-2 and Table l-3).

Where bark beetle activity increases significantly compared to current levels, stands prescribed for salvage treatment could

be prescribed for salvage/regeneration treatment if beetle mortality levels are such that the stand would no longer be

stocked or have an insuficient live overstory. Recommendations would be made by a certified silviculturist and receive

interdisciplinary review, including that required by FSI-I 1909.15, Part 18.1. and be subject to Forest Service line ofiicer

approval.

Fuel Reduction Using Salvage/Regeneration Treatment

In moderate and high intensity fire areas where few or no living trees remain. this treatment is intended to reduce fiiels and

to establish new stands of trees quickly. This treatment is designed to retain live trees where they exist, as well as trees that

provide good seed sources or provide shelter for planted or natural seedlings. Coarse woody debris and snags would be

retained at levels prescribed in Chapter I (Table I-2 and Table l-3).

Standing snags and live trees would be irregularly distributed across the treated areas. Following harvest, additional fiiel

reduction would occur on some sites as described in the “Manual/Rx Fire Fuels Reduction Methods" section below. After

the fuel reduction is complete, these areas would be reforested using planting or natural regeneration

This neatment would result in the removal (ofup to 80% percent) ofthe dead and dying trees greater than 10 inches in

diameter that are surplus to the snag and coarse woody debris retention requirements. All live trees would be retained if

any exist. The amount ofcoarse woody debris and snags retained depends on which VRL' an activity unit occurs in (see

Table l-2 and Table l-3 in Chapter 1). Treatment areas are proposed to have tree regeneration established following fuel

reduction. Tree regeneration by planting and prescribed natural regeneration reforestation methods is discussed later in this

section

Figure 2-2 is a photo of the Cow Creek demonstration site in the Blodgett fire area. The salvage/regeneration prescription

was applied here in March 2001 as an on-the-ground demonstration ofproposed fuel reduction activities. This three-acre

w
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site was harvested using ground-based equipment over frozen ground conditions. Portions of the area were planted with

ponderosa pine during spring, 2001.

Figure 2-2 - Cow Creek demonstration site

The following treatments would occur following harvesting to reduce activity fuels, or be applied singly in some areas

where harvest opportunities are limited but where fiiel loads are higher than desired (Table 2-1). The term ‘Manual/Rx

Fire" is used for brevity to refer to the following activities, although not all activities are strictly manual or prescribed fire.

Slashing (SL) consists of felling and cutting limbs 05 small diameter trees to increase fuel consumption during burning or

to facilitate piling. Numbers and diameters of trees to be slashed would vary by treatment unit based on the prescribed snag

and coarse woody debris requirements.

Underburning (UB) involves igniting surface fuels under specified weather and fuel moisture conditions. so surface fiiels

are consumed but overstory trees are protected. Underburns are usually conducted in areas where the fuels are fairly

continuous and where fire spread is predictable. Underburning implies that there is a live overstory present and often a live

understory as well Prescriptions for undcrburning usually include an acceptable mortality level in the live tree component.

and efi‘orts are made to minimize mortality to overstory trees.

Jackpot Burning (JP) consists ofburning scattered accumulations of fiiel within treatment units.

Piling fiiels following slashing and/or harvesting activities. This may be a final treatment when fuels discontinuity is the

objective or an intermediate treatment prior to burning the piles. The amount ofmaterial to pile would vary by treatment

unit based on the prescribed coarse woody debris requirement. Depending on fuel conditions. terrain or soil protection

requirements. piling may be accomplished by hand (HP), walking excavator (SP), or excavator (EX). All use ofground

based mechanized equipment in Alternative B is limited to frozen or snow-covered soil conditions.

Whole tree yard (WT) means logs are skidded with tops and limbs attached. Limbs and tops would be piled at the landing

for later disposal or utilization. Whole tree yarding can be a final or intermediate fuel treatment. This method can be used

in conjunction with other fuel treatments (e. g., piling, jackpot burning, underburning. etc).

Yard tops (YT) is a fuel reduction treatment in which tops fi'om harvested trees are skidded to the landing for later

treatment or utilization. Yarding tops can be a final or intermediate fuel treatment and may be used when economic or

resource concerns limit other fuel reduction options.

Yard unmerchantable material (YUM) is a fuel reduction treatment in which unmerchantable material is skidded to the

landing for later treatment or utilization depending on the prescribed coarse woody debris requirement, and fuel reduction

objectives.
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No permanent roads would be constructed. Landings would be used along existing roads whenever possible. Where

existing landings are not available, new landings would be constructed close to existing roads. In that case, short (generally

less than 300 feet) temporary roads, totaling about 1200 feet (.22 miles) project-wide, would be constructed to access

environmentally preferable and/or safer landing areas (i.e., flatter terrain where a minimum ofexcavation is needed, pre

existing openings, etc.).

Proposed logging systems include ground-based systems, skyline systems and helicopters. Ground-based systems would be

used on gentler slopes and include wheeled or tracked skidders that raise the forward end of logs when skidding. All

ground-based equipment in this Alternative is limited to snow covered or fi'ozen ground conditions to protect soils. Skyline

systems are used on steeper slopes and use a cable stretched between the skyline rnachine’s tower and a fixed anchor

(typically a stump or base ofa tree). A carriage travels along the cable and suspends either the fi’ont end of the logs or the

entire log(s) off the ground during transport from the woods to a landing. Helicopter logging is used where lack ofroads

limit the use ofeither ground-based or skyline yarding systems. Appendix B specifies the logging systems for each harvest

unit in all alternatives.

Harvest operations are not absolutely limited to the specified logging system. The specified logging system could be

substituted for one that causes lg ground disturbance. For example, a harvest unit specified for winter ground-based

skidding could be harvested using a helicopter, regardless of season.

Watershed and Aquatic Habitat Improvement

Every road within the burned drainages was analyzed for existing risks to watersheds during the development of this

alternative. Where risks were identified, improvement projects are proposed to eliminate or reduce these risks. These road

treatments include activities such as culvert repairs, drainage improvements, and road maintenance, storage,

decommissioning, or recontouring. Appendix B and the Alternative B maps provide more detailed information and display

locations of specific road improvement work. Watershed and aquatic habitat improvement activities are described below.

Maintenance: Several activities would occur on roads within the project area to improve watershed conditions by reducing

erosion sources, improving water infiltration, and increasing vegetation on the road surfaces. Roads that are currently open

year long, open seasonally, or closed yearlong that are needed for access would be maintained as needed to reduce the

amount of area that contributes sediment to streams and to reduce erosion fiom forest roads. This includes installing ditch

relief culverts where existing ditches funnel water into drainage-ways and installing additional ditch relief culverts or

drivable dips where needed. Improvements on these roads would focus on reducing erosion from the cut and fill slopes and

the road surface so that these areas are stable and vegetated. Where cut and fill slopes are eroding, they would be vegetated

with grasses to reduce erosion. Road surfaces would be graded to allow the water to drain ofionto slopes or into buffered

areas reducing road surface erosion and stream channel sediment deposition. Slash filters would be placed at drive

through-dip and culvert outlets where there is not enough buffer area to filter sediment between roads and streams. The

outlets to drain dips or culverts on easily eroded fill slopes would be riprapped to reduce erosion of the fill slope. Road

prisms that had woody debris burned within them would be rebuilt and stabilized. The roads on the Watershed

Improvement Maps in the map envelope that would receive these types oftreatment are included in the categories “Open

yearlong-Maintain in Good Condition,” “Closed yearlong-Maintain in good condition" and “Closed Seasonally-Maintain in

Good Condition”. Where these roads are located in sediment contributing areas (where material eroded from the road

surfirce could reach stream channels) road surfaces would be graveled to reduce sediment input (Burroughs and King, 1989;

Foltz, 1996).

The roads identified in the category, “Open-Light Maintenance, Drainage Improvement” on the Watershed Improvement

Maps in the map envelope would have drainage improvements similar to those described above. The difference is that

these roads have fewer watershed concerns because they are located on ridges or in other areas where contribution of

sediment to stream channels is very unlikely. They may have potholes or soft, wet areas that need to be repaired, and other

light maintenance needs.

Pull Culverts, Stabilize, and Place in Storage: This type oftreatment would occur mostly on roads that are currently

closed seasonally or yearlong but are not necessary for access in the foreseeable future. These roads would be “placed in

storage” until such time that they are needed again They would remain on the Forest’s transportation system and would be

available for use in the long term. Culverts would be pulled from stream crossings, fill removed, streambanks reshaped,

and disturbed areas stabilized with erosion control blankets or vegetation. Where roads cross swales or draws (intermittent

or ephemeral streams), the road prism would be reshaped to allow drainage to continue in the natural feature and not be

diverted down the road. Road surfaces would be decompacted by equipment mounted with ripping teeth. The watershed

benefits following decompaction are improved water infiltration and subsurface flows, rather than overland flows that can

cause erosion (Luce, 1977). Where soils are disturbed, they would be revegetated using grass seed. These roads are

M
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identified on the Watershed Improvement Maps in the category “Closed yearlong-Pull Culverts, rip road surface, and

revegetate.” Maintenance would not be necessary on these roads unless they are reopened in the future.

Road Decommissioning or Recontouring: On roads that are currently closed yearlong and are not needed for future

access, the same activities would occur as on the roads described above, but would include removing the road prism by

recontouring at some locations. Recontouring would typically occur in the beginning segment of the road, at stream

crossings, and where unstable cut and fill slopes exist. Some high-risk roads may be entirely recontoured and other roads

would be partially recontoured, as needed. All decommissioned roads would be removed fi'om the Forest's transportation

system. These roads are identified on the Watershed Improvement Map as “Closed yearlong-Recontour, Revegetate.”

Recontouring further improves the water infiltration above that accomplished by decompaction only (Hotel, 1996).

Eliminate Fish Barrier Culverts: Culverts that currently block or impede bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout

passage in Rye, Bugle, Hart, Mink, West Fork Camp, Magpie, and Taylor Creeks would be replaced with larger culverts or

bridges to allow year-round passage, reconnect fi'agmented populations, and enhance fish habitat and populations. The

locations can be found on maps in the Project File. All new culverts and bridges would be sized to pass the lOO-year flood

event, including bedload and debris. New culverts would be countersunk in the streambed to allow a natural stream

channel to form inside the pipe. In Sand Creek, a small spawning and rearing tributary to Blue Joint Creek, two aging

woody debris structures that have become barriers over time would be modified to restore year-round fish passage.

Eliminating all of these barriers would increase potential spawning and rearing habitat for bull trout and/or westslope

cutthroat trout by about 20 miles.

Improve Fish Habitat: Large woody debris would be placed in sections of Reimel Creek, Jennings Camp Creek, Taylor

Creek, North Rye Creek, and three unnamed tributaries to North Rye Creek. Stream reaches where habitat improvement

work would occur are shown on maps in the Project File. All of these streams lacked woody debris prior to the fires. In

Rye Creek, about 100 burned trees would be felled with a chainsaw into a four-mile long segment of stream between the

Road 31 l and Road 75 bridges. These projects would increase fish hiding cover, trap sediments, and over time, improve

bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat.

Replant Riparian Conifers: In burned sections ofCow Creek and Little Blue Joint Creek that lack a nearby seed source,

the appropriate species ofriparian conifers would be planted to speed the return of overstory shade and woody debris

recruitment. This work would occur in MA 3b. Stream reaches where riparian conifer planting would occur are displayed

on maps in the Project File. The majority ofthe burned riparian areas would not be planted because shrubs are expected to

increase dramatically following the fires, and shrub habitats were a somewhat scarce but valuable ecosystem component

prior to the fires. With time, the retum ofriparian conifers through natural regeneration will shade out the shrubs.

Reforesting Burned Lands

All planting activities are limited to MAs l, 2, 3a and 3c, except where noted above (riparian planting).

Artificial Regeneration — Planting trees would occur on many sites that include a salvage/regeneration treatment; specified

locations are on the alternative maps in the map envelope and described in Appendix B. Site-specific planting prescriptions

would be prepared after field verification. In general, the planting prescriptions would include a minimum of 12 foot by 12

foot spacing, limited use ofnetting for animal damage control, and a 3:1 or 4:1 ratio ofearly seral species (ponderosa pine

in VRU 2, Douglas-fir in VRU 3, and lodgepole pine in VRU 4) over late seral species (Douglas-fir in VRU 2, lodgepole

pine in VRU 3, and Engelmann spruce or subalpine fir in VRU 4). A combination ofbareroot and container stock would be

used on most sites as appropriate. No additional site preparation using mechanical means or burning is proposed. Surveys

to determine and ensure regeneration success following this treatment would be conducted for three to five years.

Natural Regeneration — Many sites are planned for natural regeneration where seed sources are present and a desired

species mix can be achieved. Site-specific prescriptions would also be prepared following additional field assessments. No

additional site preparation is proposed for natural regeneration. Surveys to determine natural regeneration success would be

conducted for three to five years. If it is determined through monitoring that natural regeneration is inadequate, some sites

may be planted.

Forest Plan Amendment

Implementation ofAlternative B would require a site-specific amendment to the Bitterroot Forest Plan (1987). This

amendment would modify the Forest-wide snag retention standard, Forest-wide standards for elk habitat effectiveness

(EHE) and thermal cover, and the coarse woody debris standards for four management areas, and would only apply to this

project. This amendment is described in more detail in Chapter I.

To improve EHE and progress towards meeting the Forest Plan standard, motorized access would be seasonally restricted

on about 2.4 miles.

#
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Table 2-1 - Activities Proposed In Alternative B by Geographic Area
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All numbers in the summary tables are based on the best information available. Actual acreages, should this or any other

action alternative be implemented, may vary slightly from those presented here because they are based on maps, aerial

photography, and field reconnaissance without precise measurements.

Alternative C

This alternative responds to the following key issues:

Needfor and method offuel hazard reduction. This alternative would not conduct any fuel reduction work. It would

allow heavy fuel loads to accumulate on the ground in all burned areas.

Effects on soils, watersheds, and aquatic habitat. No fuel reduction work would occur, so there would be no short term

impacts to these resources. This alternative adopts suggestions that more roads be recontoured to improve watershed

conditions and protect other ecosystem values.

Remaining consistent with current Forest Plan standards. Activities would be consistent with Forest Plan direction.

Efi'ects on unroaded lands. This alternative would have fewer efl‘ects on unroaded lands because no firel reduction

activities would occur in them. Reforestation work would occur in unroaded lands, however.

Effects on old growth andprime Flammulated Owl habitat. No short-term impacts to old growth or areas ofprime

Flammulated Owl habitat would occur because no fuel reduction activities would be conducted.

This alternative modifies the Proposed Action by achieving improved watershed conditions by more road decommissioning

and restoring vegetation in burned areas by planting. It includes no harvesting or other fuel reduction activities.

Table 2-2 summarizes the activities proposed in this alternative. Maps 2-9 through 2-16 in the map envelope display the

location of activities in this alternative. Tables in Appendix B detail specific activities by unit and road. Management

Requirements and Mitigation Measures that apply to Alternative C follow later in this Chapter.

Fuel Reduction

No fuel reduction work would occur in this alternative. All fuels, snags, and trees in the burned areas would be retained.

No temporary roads would be constructed.

Watershed and Aquatic Habitat Improvement

Similar watershed improvement roadwork and aquatic restoration activities are proposed in this alternative as described

previously for Alternative B. However, 28 miles ofroad proposed in Alternative B to be placed in storage for future use would

be decommissioned and recontoured in Alternative C. Maps 2-10, 2-12, 2-14, and 2-l6 in the map envelope show locations of

roads to be treated and the type of treatment.

Motorized and non-motorized access would be changed from current conditions.

Reforesting Burned Lands

Natural regeneration and planting would occur as described in Alternative B. Appendix B details the reforestation units and

Maps 2-9, 2-l1, 2-13 and 2-15 show the location ofreforestation units. All funding for this work would be provided

through appropriations, since no receipts would be generated by timber harvest.

Forest Plan Amendment

No amendments to the Forest Plan would be needed. To meet Forest Plan Standards for EHE, motorized access would be

seasonally restricted on about 5.4 miles of road.

Table 2-2 - Activities Proposed in Alternative C by Geographic Area
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Alternative D

This alternative was developed by modifying the Proposed Action in response to the following key issues:

Changes in motorized and non-motorized access. This alternative would conduct watershed improvement work but

would new motorized access restrictions

Bark beetle risk. This alternative would be more proactive to address bark beetle susceptibility by thinning high-risk

stands that burned at low severity.

Economic opportunities. This alternative would conduct more timber salvage. Thirming in high-risk bark beetle stands

would increase harvest volume and economic benefits. It would also improve economics by allowing some summer or “dry

season” ground based skidding and use more temporary roads to reduce logging costs.

This alternative focuses on reducing fuels, improving economics ofthe project, addressing bark beetle risks, reforesting

burned lands and improving watershed conditions while maintaining current access opportunities.

Table 2-3 summarizes the activities proposed in this alternative. Maps 2-17 through 2-24 in the map envelope display the

location of activities. Tables in Appendix B detail specific activities by unit and road. Management Requirements and

Mitigation Measures that apply to Alternative D are provided later in this chapter.

Fuel Reduction

All fuel reduction activities are limited to Forest Plan MAs 1, 2, 3a, and 3c. INFISH interim buffer widths would be

applied.

This alternative includes all of the fiiel reduction treatments proposed and described in Alternative B and the following:

o More harvest units were added to Alternative B, primarily in VRU4, and would provide additional house-log

opportunities.

0 In low or mixed severity burned areas where there is a moderate or high-risk ofDouglas-fir bark beetle mortality,

additional areas would be thinned to create stand structures and densities more resilient to bark beetle attack.

0 Allow ground-based equipment to operate in low severity burned areas during the “normal operating period" (June

15 to October 15) on a slash mat (slash placed on the ground in front of equipment) when soil moisture is low.

High or moderate burn severity activity units would be harvested either using helicopters or skyline logging

systems, regardless of season, or, where slopes are gentler, using ground-based equipment over snow/frozen ground

conditions (see Management Requirements and Mitigation Measures)

- About 10.1 miles of temporary roads would be built to increase the areas where conventional logging systems

would be used, improving economics. Temporary roads would be fully recontoured and revegetated following use.

Watershed and Aquatic Habitat Improvement

Watershed and aquatic habitat improvement work described in Alternative B would occur in this alternative. Reduction in

motorized and non-motorized access opportunities would be in response to issues. Roads that are currently open to

OHVs would retain an OHV accessible prism. Some roads where motorized access is not currently allowed would retain a path

to accommodate foot travel and riding stock. Roads treated in this way would not be added to the Forest’s trail system nor

would they be maintained as trails. Specific road improvement work proposed is described in Alternative B. The Alternative

Comparison and Summary section, found later in this chapter, summarizes the change in access for all alternatives.

Reforesting Burned Lands

Planting and natural regeneration would occur as described in Alternative B. Appendix B describes specific reforestation

by unit for this alternative. Table 2-3 summarizes the reforestation activities in Alternative D.

Forest Plan Amendment

This alternative includes a site-specific amendment to the Forest Plan (1987). This amendment would modify the Forest

wide snag retention standard, Forest-wide standards for elk habitat effectiveness and big game thermal cover, and the

coarse woody debris standards for four management areas. This amendment is described in more detail in Chapter 1 and

would only apply to this project. Alternative D would not impose any seasonal motorized access restrictions for EHE and

make no progress toward the EHE standard in three third-order drainages that currently don’t comply.

m
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Table 2-3 - Activities Proposed in Alternative D by Geographic Area
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Alternative E

This alternative was developed by modifying the Proposed Action in response to the following key issues:

The needfor and method offuel reduction. This alternative responds to those who question the need to reduce fuels at

mid- and upper-elevations beyond the wildland-urban interface and warm, dry ponderosa pine forest by not conducting fuel

reduction activities beyond these priority areas. It would also conduct no green tree harvesting in the wildland urban

interface or the ponderosa pine forest type.

Eflects on soils, watersheds and aquatic habitat. This alternative would increase the amount ofroad, decommissioned by

recontouring to improve watershed conditions and protect other ecosystem values. It would also require skyline yarding to

be done over snow covered or frozen ground conditions. Additionally, it would increase the width ofriparian buffers in

areas where firel reduction work is conducted. No temporary roads would be allowed in this alternative.

Table 2-5 summarizes the proposed activities. Maps 2-25 through 2-28 in the map envelope show locations of activities in

this alternative. Management Requirements and Mitigation Measures that apply to Alternative E are found later in this

Chapter.

Fuel Reduction

This alternative includes all ofthe fuel reduction treatment methods described in Alternative B. The proposed action was

modified to develop Alternative B as follows:

0 Fuel reduction activities would be limited to only the wildland-urban interface and warm dry forest lands (VRU 2).

Only dead trees would be harvested in these areas. No live trees would be commercially harvested, except where

needed for skid trails, skyline corridors, and safety.

o Skyline yarding would be limited to snow covered or fi'ozen ground conditions, as would all ground-based harvest

or other fuel reduction work using mechanized ground-based equipment such as excavators.

- No new temporary roads would be allowed, including short spurs to access landing sites.

. Stream bufi'er widths would be increased from the INFISH interim widths as shown in Table 2-4

Table 2-4 - Streamside Buffer Widths Prescribed by INFISH and for Alternative E.

Wetlands bufl’er -EE

 

 

Watershed and Aquatic Habitat Improvement

Watershed and aquatic habitat improvement work are the same as those described in Alternative C.

Reforesting Burned Lands

Planting and natural regeneration methods would occur as described in Alternative B, but would only occur in the wildland

urban interface areas and the warm dry forest types. Amounts of each can be found in Table 2-5.

Forest Plan Amendment

This alternative includes a site-specific amendment to the Bitterroot Forest Plan. This amendment would modify the

Forest-wide snag retention standard and the coarse woody debris standards for four management areas. This amendment is

described in more detail in Chapter 1. Alternative E would not amend standards for EHE or thermal cover. To meet Forest

Plan standards for EHE, motorized access would be seasonally restricted on about 5.4 miles ofroad.
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Table 2-5 - Activities Proposed in Alternative E by Geographic Area
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Alternative F

This alternative was added following the DEIS in response to public and other agency comments as well as

interdisciplinary evaluation ofDEIS alternatives. Alternative F was developed by modifying the Proposed Action in

response to the following key issues:

Effects on soils, watersheds, and aquatic habitat. This alternative reduces or eliminates thinning in certain drainages in

order to avoid water yield increases from management. It does no fuel reduction in a portion ofthe Rye Creek drainage to

protect bull trout. This alternative increases the number ofculverts enlarged in order to improve native trout habitat. It

would also require skyline yarding to be done over snow covered or frozen ground conditions in areas with high erosion

hazard. This alternative further limits ground based equipment use to protect soils. Additionally, it would increase the

width ofriparian bufiers in areas where fuel reduction work is conducted.

Changes in motorized and non-motorized access. This alternative changes the prescription on some roads treated for

watershed improvement. These roads would change from being decommissioned to being placed in storage in order

achieve improved watershed conditions, but without precluding future management and fire suppression access. This

alternative also minimizes changes in current access for forest users.

#
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Economic opportunities. In this alternative, some temporary roads would constructed to reduce logging system costs. It

would also improve economics by allowing some summer or “dry season” ground based skidding. This alternative also

considers the use of“tracked line machines” to reduce logging system costs. Some additional salvage acreage is included

within the boundaries of two pre-existing burned timber sales, at the request of the timber contract purchasers.

Eflects on old growth and Flammulated OwI habitat. This alternative would not conduct fiiel reduction activities in old

growth habitat that survived the fire. It also avoids or modifies fiiel reduction prescriptions and timing to reduce impacts in

three areas ofburned Flammulated Owl habitat known to be occupied.

This alternative focuses on reducing fuels, improving economics of the project, and reforesting burned lands and improving

watershed conditions, while minimizing reduction of current access opportunities.

Table 2-3 summarizes the activities proposed in this alternative. Maps 2-29 through 2-36 in the map envelope display the

location of activities. Tables in Appendix B detail specific activities by unit and road. Mitigation measures and design

criteria that apply to Alternative F can be found on page 2-25.

Fuel Reduction

All fuel reduction activities are limited to Forest Plan MAs l, 2, 3a, and 3c.

This alternative modifies the proposed action based on the above issues, as follows. See discussions under Alternative B for

detailed descriptions ofproposed fiiel reduction treatments.

0 In drainages that are Water Quality Limited, that have bull trout, or are at risk of stream channel changes due to

potential water yield increases, prescriptions in 47 units (about 6,500 acres) are changed fi'om intermediate harvest

to salvage (to eliminate live tree harvest). In VRU 2 and wildland-urban interfitce, four units totaling about 1,000

acres are changed from intermediate harvest to non-harvest fuel reduction treatments. Three units totaling about 320

acres are dropped to further protect water quality.

a Fuel treatment activities in the Rye Creek drainage upstream fi'om Road 311 are dropped to further protect the bull

trout population (all or portions of20 units totaling about 3,100 acres).

0 Skyline yarding in units on landtypes with high erosion hazard are limited to winter with snow covered or fi'ozen

ground conditions.

0 Fuel reduction with ground-based equipment is allowed in low severity burned areas during the “normal operating

period” (June 15 to October 15) subject to meeting standards requiring less than 15 percent detrimentally impacted

soil conditions. Ground-based equipment in high or moderate burn severity areas would be limited to snow/frozen

ground conditions (see Management Requirements and Mitigation Measures on page 2-25).

0 All logging systems described previously under Alternative B would be used in this alternative. However, logging

systems are changed in some units from helicopter to “tracked line machine”(TLM) to improve economics. A

tracked line machine is a skyline yarder mounted on a tracked excavator (sometimes referred to “exca-liners”).

This equipment is used to minimize the need for permanent or temporary roads. Tracked line machines “walk" from

an existing road along a ridge to access units to be skyline yarded. The logs are then skidded along the ridge using

a ground-based system to a road. All ground based skidding from tracked line machine units through moderate and

high severity burn areas would occur when the ground is frozen or snow covered.

a Heavy equipment use in fiiel reduction activity units would be limited to one entry. All fiiel reduction would be

accomplished using the same equipment used for harvest and at the same time as the harvest. No second entry with

heavy equipment, such as an excavator, would occur, in order to minimize impacts on soils.

- Bufi'er widths would be increased fi'om the INFISH interim widths, as described in Alternative E and shown in

Table 2-4

- About 7.9 miles oftemporary roads would be built to increase the areas where ground-based and skyline systems

would be used instead ofhelicopters, improving economics. Temporary roads would be fully recontoured and

revegetated following use.

. Within the boundaries oftwo pro-existing timber sales burned by the fires, 325 acres are added to harvest units

included in Alternatives B and D for study in this alternative.

0 This alternative includes thinning to address bark beetle susceptibility in some moderate/high-n'sk stands by

thinning, but the majority of treatments are limited to removing dead and dying trees. In VRU 3, in low or mixed

severity burned areas where there is a moderate or high-risk of Douglas-fir bark beetle mortality, the intermediate

#
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harvest prescription would be applied to create stand structures and densities more resistant to beetle attack. Fewer

acres of treatment would occur in this alternative compared to Alternative D.

- Prescriptions in 13 intermediate harvest units totaling about 1,700 acres in VRU 2 outside the wildland-urban

interfiace were changed to salvage prescriptions. These changes eliminate live tree harvest and were made

following further evaluation of needs and priorities. Some activity units prescribed for manual/prescribed fire

treatments in VRU2 in Alternative B are considered for harvest treatment to improve economics in this alternative.

Other manual/prescribed fire treatments are dropped in this alternative because ofhigh costs and limited benefits.

- Harvesting within old growth habitat would not occur.

0 Fuel reduction units 239, 240, 241, and 366 were dropped and other unit treatments modified to filrther limit

potential efi‘ects to three areas ofburned Flammulated Owl Habitat known to be occupied. (Refer to Management

Requirements and Mitigation Measures.)

- At the request of researchers, seven units totaling about 400 acres located in ongoing Forest Service research sites

would be delayed until after September 2002. This would allow completion of land bird monitoring research data

collection in units 54, 317, 331, 332, 599, 600 and 718.

Watershed and Aquatic Habitat Improvement

Watershed and aquatic habitat improvement work described in Alternative B would occur in this alternative, with some

modifications. An additional 30 culverts in fish bearing streams would be replaced with larger culverts placed to form a natural

stream bottom to further improve fish habitat connectivity. These additional culverts proposed for replacement currently hinder

passage ofsmall fish during high flows.

Watershed improvement activities are modified in this Alternative. About 20 miles ofroad proposed for decommissioning in

Alternative B would be placed in storage in this Alternative, in order to maintain options for uses in the future.

Reduction in motorized and non-motorized access opportunities would be minimized in this alternative. In order to achieve

watershed improvement objectives on some roads currently open yearlong or seasonally to motorized vehicles, the traveled

way would be narrowed to allow OHV access. For those roads to be placed in storage or decommissioned and still allow

motorized access, a portion ofthe roads traveled-way would be lefl for OHV access. On other roads where motorized access is

not currently allowed a path would be retained to accommodate foot travel and riding stock. Roads treated in this way would

not be added to the Forest’s trail system nor would they be maintained as trails. Specific roads and improvement work

proposed are detailed in Appendix B.

Reforesting Burned Lands

Planting and natural regeneration would occur as described in Alternative B. Appendix B describes specific reforestation

prescriptions by unit for this alternative. Table 2-6 summarizes the reforestation activities in Alternative F.

Forest Plan Amendment

This alternative includes a site-specific amendment to the Forest Plan. This amendment would modify the Forest-wide snag

retention standard, Forest-wide elk habitat standards for EHE and thermal cover, and coarse woody debris standards for

four Management Areas. This amendment is described in more detail in Chapter 1 and would only apply to this project.

To improve EHE and progress toward meeting the Forest Plan standard, motorized access would be seasonally restricted in

two ofthe three 3rd order drainages for a total of4.8 miles. These drainages would comply with the EHE standard. The

third drainage would be included in the amendment to allow on-going motorized access.

_—___———-—_—_———
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Table 2-6 - Activities Proposed in Alternative F by Geographic Area
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Alternative G

Alternative G was added following the DEIS at the request ofcertain environmental groups and individuals commenting on

the DEIS. Alternative G is based on approaches to fire recovery included in the “Conservation and Local Economy

Alternative,” which was proposed by local environmental groups between the Draft and Final EIS.

This alternative responds to the following key issues:

Needfor and Method ofFuel Reduction. This alternative would conduct active fuel reduction within 40 meters of

wildland-urban interface homes in the Bitterroot Valley (including East and West Fork drainages). It would also conduct

fiiel reduction activities without the use ofheavy equipment in the burned roaded portion ofVRU2, except for two harvest

units that would be used for research purposes.

Effects on Soils, Watershed and Aquatic Habitat. This alternative would largely prechrde logging, except as mentioned

above, so short-term impacts to soil and watershed resources would be avoided. This alternative would also improve

watershed and aquatic habitat by more aggressive road decommissioning in the burned drainages.

Economic Opportunities. This alternative would provide employment opportunities, with emphasis on local hiring and

contracting.

Effects on Unroaded Lands. This alternative would not conduct activities in burned, unroaded lands (as mapped by those

requesting this alternative).

Table 2-8 summarizes the activities proposed in this alternative. Maps 2-37 through 2-40 in the map envelope display the

location ofactivities in this alternative. Tables in Appendix B detail specific activities by unit and road. Management

Requirements and Mitigation Measures that apply to Alternative G follow later in this chapter.

Fuel Reduction

A community and homeowner education campaign (e.g., direct mail to every household in Ravalli County, public meetings

and TV, radio and newspaper ads) would be established to increase the awareness of fire’s ecosystem benefits and how to

protect structures fi'om wildland fires. Forest Service sponsored home protection work on private property would occur

based on home ignitability research by Cohen (Cohen, 2000). These activities would focus on reducing fuels within 40

meters of private residences in the wildland-urban interface in order to reduce fuel hazards and improve defensible space. A

“Community Conservation Corps” would be established to provide local jobs, home ignitability assessments, and fuel

hazard reduction assistance. This one-time service would be provided he of charge to interested homeowners within the

wildland-urban interfiace, valley-wide. This program would be funded under the authority of the Forest Service, State and

Private Forestry branch and would depend on appropriations. Specific fiiel reduction activities performed would be at each

homeowner’s discretion. Risk assessments and recommendations would be provided by paid personnel who are trained to

provide fuel hazard evaluations. Activities to reduce fuels would include raking, pruning, manual debris piling, and debris

disposal. ,

The scope of the Burned Area Recovery FEIS limits activities to burned National Forest Land. In order to comply with the

intent ofthe suggested alternative, the scope for Alternatives G‘s home protection work would be expanded to provide

defensible space improvement work on private property both within and outside ofburned areas in the wildland-urban

interface.

In burned National Forest lands in VRU 2 located outside ofunroaded lands and where fuel conditions are outside historic

ranges, two fuel prescriptions would be applied to reduce fuels. Prescriptions are (l) felling, placement, and prescribed

burning and (2) slashing and bucking, hand-piling, and burning piles. Felling and/or slashing some component

(approximately 10 to 50%) of fire-killed trees in areas burned at moderate or high severity would be needed prior to

burning in order to create a fiiel bed capable of carrying a fire within implementation timefi‘ames associated with this

analysis. Placement would position felled trees close to the ground and arranged so they aren’t “jackstrawed”. This would

help accelerate decomposition processes and reduce fuel bed arrangement concerns. Similar prescriptions would be applied

in areas burned at low severity, but felling would be limited to understory ladder fuels. These would be slashed, limbed and

scattered to reduce flame lengths during understory burning. Fuel reduction activities would not be conducted in RHCAs.

RHCA widths would be the same as those specified for Alternatives E and F (see Table 2-4). A map ofunroaded lands was

provided with the requested alternative and used to define where fuel reduction and reforestation activities would occur on

National Forest lands. This work would be accomplished with appropriated funding.

M
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Watershed and Aquatic Habitat Improvement

Roads needed in the foreseeable future would have their culverts upgraded to meet INFISH specifications. Where these roads

are in INFISH RHCAs and are delivering sediment to priority, key, or special emphasis watersheds, the road segment would

be recontoured and traflic would be rerouted using existing alternate routes. No new road segments would be constructed to

relocate them outside ofriparian areas. Roads to be recontoured in RHCAs include 21 system road segments totaling 57

miles. Major roads include Road 75 along Skalkaho and Rye Creeks, Road 321 along North Rye Creek and Road 370 along

Warm Springs Creek. Many other secondary roads would also be recontoured. This would entail replacing 23 culverts and

permanently removing l4 culverts. In order to accomplish decommissioning of some ofthe above main roads, existing rights

ofway or use agreements would need to be modified or cancelled. The Forest Service would have to acquire those private

rights (either by grant or purchase) and the easement owner would have to be willing. All road decommissioning and culvert

upgrades would be accomplished with appropriated fimding. Other roads determined not to be needed in the foreseeable

firture located outside RI-ICAs would be recontoured and revegetated to improve watershed conditions and protect other

ecosystem values.

Some DEIS commenters suggested that more soil stabilization work be conducted in burned areas, particularly in high hazard

areas in the wildland-urban interface or areas that were heavily managed prior to the fires. They requested that more of these

areas have stabilization work conducted, such as contour felled logs or mulching. Alternative G includes six units of log

erosion barriers (trees felled and placed contour on the slope to trap sediment and reduce erosion) installed on approximately

2,500 acres of land that burned at high severity, are high hazard landtypes, were managed in the past, and/or are located in the

wildland-urban interface. This work would be accomplished with appropriated funding.

Table 2-7 - Locations of Proposed Log Erosion Barriers:

Number of Units

1 -I

__ South ofR e Cr, Bear Gulch

Reforesting Burned Lands

Planting would occur as described in Alternative B, but would be limited to burned plantations. Planting would also occur

on sites within the burned area where, after the summer of 2002, natural recovery is not occurring. Ongoing monitoring

efl'orts would detect these. Natural regeneration would be planned on all other lands burned. Appendix B details the

reforestation units included in this alternative and Maps 2-9, 2-1 1, 2-13 and 2-15 show the location of those reforestation

units. All funding for this work would be provided through appropriations.

Forest Plan Amendment

This alternative includes a site-specific amendment to the Bitterroot Forest Plan. This amendment would modify the

Forest-wide snag retention standard and coarse woody debris standards for fuel reduction activities and research sites (see

below.) This amendment is described in more detail in Chapter 1. Alternative G would not amend standards for EHE or

thermal cover. To meet Forest Plan standards for EHE, motorized access would be seasonally restricted on roads totaling

about 5.4 miles.

Other Features Of Alternative C

   

Local Economy Emphasis

Contract design and hiring for work would emphasize competitiveness for local citizens, in order to increase economic

benefits to Ravalli County and Western Montana citizens. As previously indicated, all funding for this alternative would be

contingent on federal appropriations.

Weed Prevention

Requirements and recommendations in FSM 2080 pertain to Forest Service employees, their contractors, and permittees

and apply to this alternative as well as all other action alternatives. In order to further protect burned lands on the Bitterroot

National Forest fi'om weed spread caused by the public, signing would occur in and around burned lands highlighting the

vulnerability of these lands to weed encroachment by foot, animal, mechanized (i.e., mountain bike), all terrain vehicle, or

M
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other access. Signs would recommend methods to prevent weed spread, such as checking clothing, shoes, wheels,

undercam'ages, and stock for weed seed prior to entering burned areas. Periodic inspections and educational talks would be

conducted by Forest Service personnel patrolling roads or trails in the course of their work. Additional personnel would

need to be hired in order to accomplish this workload until natural vegetation has recovered on burned areas sufiiciently to

provide enough shading to reduce weed spread. This could be as long as twenty years in forested areas.

An estimated four additional employees per ranger district would be needed during the summer and fall months in order to

implement this weed prevention program. Employees would need some law enforcement training. These employees would

provide information to the public at trailheads, along Forest Service roads, at OHV trailheads, and other public use areas on

burned lands. Information would also be available at all Forest oflices to emphasize the importance ofchecking for weed

seed before entering vulnerable burned areas. This is particularly important for out of state visitors who may bring in new

noxious weeds to the area.

Develop Science

Four units would be established to study the efl'ects and efl‘ectiveness ofvarious fuel reduction activities described under

Alternative B. Research would be conducted to better understand fire efi‘ects and efi‘ectiveness of various treatments

compared to natural recovery. The study area is located in an area with low to mixed fire severity and includes uneven-aged

thinning harvest, thinning fi'om below harvest and prescribed burning treatments totaling 191 acres. Commercial thinning

treatments would be accomplished using ground-based and skyline logging systems on a total of 105 acres. Control areas

would be located adjacent to the treatment study areas.

Eliminate Grazing

Livestock grazing would be suspended in burned areas until further National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis

and decision-making is complete. This element ofAlternative G would not follow the established schedule to complete

range management NEPA between now and 2007 (Rescission Bill HR-l944, 1995).

Two other elements ofthe proposed “Conservation and Local Economy Alternative," “Integrate Fire in the Ecosystem” and

“Noxious Weed Control” were recommended for study in this alternative. These elements are not included in Alternative G

or any other alternatives, as described later in this chapter under “Altematives Considered But Not Given Detailed Study.”

Table 2-8 -Activities Proposed in Alternative G by Geographic Area

W -
Treatment Blodett R e East Fork West Fork Total

FUELS TREATMENT IN WUI-VRU 2 (ACRES)

Place and Burn

Fell/Buck/Pile/ Burn Piles

FUELS TREATMENT OUTSIDE WUI - VRU 2 (ACRES)

Place and Burn

FellfBuck/Pile/ Burn Piles

RESEARCH TREATMENTS

Rx Fire

Uneven-aged Thinning (Intermediate)

Thin From Below (Intermediate)

PLANTING 1N BURNED PLANTATIONS (ACRES)

IMPROVE WATERSHED CONDITIONS

Maintenance

Pull Culverts, Stabilize, Place in Storage

Road Decommissioning or Recontouring

Improve Fish Habitat

Enlarge Culverts

Plant Trees (riparian)
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Management Requirements and Mitigation Measures

These design features, as well as the following mitigation measures, are an integral part ofeach ofthe action alternatives.

They are listed here separately to avoid repeating them in each alternative description.

Table 2-9 — Management Requirements and Mitigation Measures

Ob'ective/Mitiation Measures & Manaement R -uirements

Minimize soil erosion and com - action

All activities will be within Soil 0 ali Standards of less than 15% detrimental soil conditions.

Areas where activities cause soil displacement (FMS R1 Supplement 2500-99-1) will be rehabilitated

as needed. Follow-u seedin and will occur as needed.

A soil resource specialist will inspect each unit where past ground-based activities have occurred to

rescnhe soil amelioration as are - '

  

  

 

 s to that needed for safe and '

Ground-based ~ u'ment is limited to winter 0 -- tion

Skyline yarding operations will suspend the leading end ofthe log 01fthe ground. All cable corridors

must be rehabilitated as needed as soon as possible by anchoring large woody debris in the cable

corridors to act as waterbars, or breaching the berm with water bars, and pulling adjacent woody

debris to cover bare areas of the corridors.

All ground-based equipment is limited to winter operation. Skyline yarding operations will suspend

the leading end of the log 011' the ground and can be conducted only when soils are frozen to a 4-inch

d th or on 24 inches of settled snow.

Skyline yarding operations will suspend the leading end of the log ofi' the ground and can be

conducted only when soils are fi'ozen to a 4-inch depth or on 24 inches of settled snow in the

following units: 32, 75, 121, 125, 126, 131, 132, 137, 193, 197, 201, 203-205, 246, 254, 255, 257,

261, 325, 334, 379, 385, 398, 592, 608, 706-708,727, 754, 759.

Designated skid trails will be used by low ground pressure equipment (a ground pressure rating of

less than 10 PSI) over slash mats where available, only in areas oflow severity burns, on slopes less

than 35%, and when the soil moisture content of the surface is low. Ground-based equipment on

moderate and high severity burn areas is limited to when soils are fi'ozen to a depth of four inches or

have 24 inches of settled snow. Mechanical removal of fuels on moderate or high severity burned

areas can only occur on frozen ground or 24 inches of settled snow. Excavator piling is restricted to

510 --~ less than 35%. S er® -; is allowed on sloes u to 50%.

Designated skid trails will be used by low ground pressure equipment (a ground pressure rating of

less than 10 PSI) only in areas oflow severity burns, on slopes less than 35%, and when the soil

moisture content ofthe surface is low.

Ground-based equipment use on moderate and high severity burn units is limited to conditions of

four inches of frozen soil or 24 inches ofsettled snow. Low ground pressure equipment use in low

severity burned units may occur with the above conditions or at other times contingent on end result

requirements. The end-result would meet Rl Soil Quality Standards using these guidelines: 1)

Operations will be conducted when soil moisture is low (Use squeeze test for field verification: if

soil holds together, soil conditions are too wet); 2) Ruts greater than 2 inches deep will be limited to

less than 2% ofa unit area. Ruts greater than 6 inches deep are unacceptable; 3) Minimize turning

across slope, especially on slopes greater than 20% to minimize soil displacement; 4) Detrirnental

soil compaction should be avoided or by maintaining a continuous, green slash mat

(minimum 6 inch depth) in equipment operating areas to the extent practical, and/or using designated

skid trails (12’ wide) that are spaced 75 to 100 feet apart; 5) Where identifiable, use old skid trails

rather than creating new ones; 6) Following operations, shallow rip (0 - 4”), construct water bars,

seed, and mulch dedicated skid trails (new and old) used during operations. Alternative guidelines

designed to meet the end-result could be proposed by the contractor, but must be approved in writing

b the Timber Sale Oflicer T80 and the Pro'ect Soil Scientist.

Dispersed skidding using ground-based systems may occur on slopes less than 35% only if soils are

frozen to a depth of4 inches or on 24 inches of settled snow. Ground-based skidding will be

restricted to s \ - '- less than 35% downhill and to 20% uhilL
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Ob'ective/Mjtiation Measures & Manaement Re uirements

Landings associated with temporary roads will be rehabilitated by ripping, seeding, and scattering

slash over them. Those landings along classified roads will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis and

either cleaned up and used as a turnout for the road or be rehabilitated by being ripped, seeded, and

scatterin slash over them.

In tractor and skyline units, equipment use will be limited to one entry to accomplish filel reduction

treatments. “One entry’ means all fuel reduction will be accomplished using the same equipment

during harvest and at the same time as the harvest operation in an activity unit. No second fuel

reduction entry using ground-based equipment, including excavators, is allowed during project

' . lementation.

Decommission temporary roads by ripping or re-contouring, seeding with native or non-invasive

species, and spreading available slash over the former road surface. This will be done as soon as

possible after logging operations are complete using an excavator to reclaim the temporary roads.

During construction of the temporary roads, topsoil will be retained to the extent possible and be

' laced afler use to encoura - e filster recov ofve - etation.

On Forest roads proposed for decommissioning: remove the culverts; rip the road surface or

recontour, seed and fertilize, and scatter available slash over the roadbed; and block or recontour the

B,C,D,E,F,G

entrance.

All harvest and fuel treatments on high severity burns will leave enough slash evenly scattered over B,D,E,F

the unit to contribute to 30-60 % effective 3 ound cover, if available.

Piling fuels using a walking excavator can occur in fuel reduction units, only on slopes, that do not B,D,E

exceed 50%.

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Harvest will be limited to slopes less than seventy-five percent. Skyline yarding may cross steeper

inchlsions.

Ensure that water-related beneficial uses are rotected and that State water I uali standards are met

All activities will comply with Bitterroot National Forest Watershed BMPs to protect beneficial uses

BMPs are filed in the ro'ect record .

Boundaries of wetlands and RHCAs will be flagged to exclude equipment in fuel reduction units. B,C,D,E, F,G

Ground-based equipment will be prohibited fi'om entering Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas

As without the arc riate variance fi'om Montana DNRC.

Any BAER slope stabilization or fireline that was previously rehabilitated that is disturbed during

fuel reduction or harvest 0 erations will be r aired as soon as O 0 ssrble.

Roads scheduled for road width reduction, storage, and/or decommissioning will have waterbars or

cross drains installed where neces . .

Forest roads will be protected from unwarranted damage during haul operations. Dust abatement and B,C,D,E,F,G

snowplowing specifications will be consistent with mitigation measures in the Bull Trout Road

Maintenance BA

Preserve and -rotect fisheries habitat

No harvest or felling oftrees for fuel reduction will occur within INFISH RHCAs and wetlands, B,C,D,

except for safety reasons as noted below. A map of all RHCAs is located in the Project File. The

RHCAs for Alternatives B, C, and D include lands:

- Within 300 feet of fish-bearing streams.

E,F,G

- Within 150 feet ofpermanently flowing streams that do not have fish; and ponds, lakes, and

wetlands > 1 acre.

- Within 100 feet of intermittent streams, wetlands < 1 acre, and landslide rone areas.

No harvest or felling of trees for fuel reduction will occur within INFISH RHCAs and wetlands,

except for safety reasons as noted below. A map of all RHCAs is located in the Project File. The

RHCAs for Alternatives E, F, and G inchlde lands:

- Within 300 feet of fish-bearing streams.

- Within 200 feet ofpermanently flowing streams that do not have fish; and ponds, lakes, and

wetlands > 1 acre.

- Within 200 feet of intermittent streams, wetlands < 1 acre, and landslide prone areas (applies to

the following areas: all portions ofthe Blodgett fire, the Skalkaho Creek drainage, the Sleeping

Child Creek drainage, the Warm Springs Creek drainage, the Meadow Creek drainage, and the

West Fork draina - e above Painted Rocks Dam .
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Objective/Mitigation Measures & Management Reguirerlsrttsi_v

- Within 150 feet of wetlands > 1 acre.

- Within 100 feet of wetlands < 1 acre.

In Rl-lCAs trees may be felled only when they pose a safety risk or are needed for aquatic habitat

improvement. Felled hazard trees in RHCAs will be lefl on-site to contribute to instream woody

debris, unless a fisheries biologist determines it would be detrimental to the stream banks or riparian

function INFISH standard RA-2 .

The mitigation measures in the bull trout programmatic BA will be followed for all prescribed fires

(USDI, Fish and Wildlife Service. 2001b, Aril .

T on. roads will not be allowed to enter or cross RHCAs.

Generally, no fuel storage or equipment refueling will occur in RHCAs. If there are no other

alternative areas, refueling sites in RHCAs must be approved by a fisheries biologist and have an

a roved ill containment lan rior to use (INFISH standard RA-4).

During culvert removals and replacements, all of the applicable Bitterroot National Forest Best

Management Practices (BMPs) will be used to minimize sediment delivery to streams. A copy of the

BMPs is located in the Project File. Where roads are encroaching on the stream or floodplain at

crossings, the road fill will be removed fi'om the stream and floodplain and placed on hillslopes, in

valley bottom non-wetland sites, or spread on road surfaces. Stream crossings will be re-contoured to

a stable slope angle, an adequate floodplain formed, and stream banks restored to fit up and

downstream channel geometry. Placement of large rock or log weirs and large woody debris will be

used to diss'ate stream ener on ste - y adients.

All work in live streams will occur between May 15 and September 1“ to avoid the period of bull

trout spawning, egg incubation, and early rearing. Filter cloth will be used across the stream below

the culvert to trap sediments created during culvert removal, and the trapped sediment will be

d' - u sed of outside of the floodlain or wetland areas.

All new culverts and bridges will be sized to accommodate the 100-year flood, including associated

bedload and debris (INFISH standard RF-4 .

Fish assae will be rovided or maintained at all a licable road crossin s (INFISH RF-S .

Drafting water fi'om streams will follow the mitigation measures described in the Bull Trout

Pro 9 arnmatic BA for road maintenance and rescrrbed fire.

Protect TES lant - o I ulations and their habitat

Logging operations will be completed on ground fi'ozen to a depth of4 inches, over 24 inches of

settled snow, or by helicopter in units l7,26,29,60,l82,188,l89,329 330, 398,and 614 to protect

cand tick habitat.

Logging operations will be completed on ground frozen to a depth of 4 inches, over 24 inches of

settled snow, or by helicopter in units 322,33l,332,403,404,405,406, and 41 1 to protect candystick

habitat.

Logging operations will be completed on ground fi'ozen to a depth of4 inches, over 24 inches of

settled snow, or b helico ter in unit 16 to rotect cand tick habitat.

Logging operations will be completed on ground frozen to a depth of4 inches, over 24 inches of

settled snow, or b helicoter in unit 407 to rotect cand tick habitat.

Logging operations will be completed on ground frozen to a depth of4 inches, over 24 inches of

settled snow, or b helicoter in unit 179 to rotect cand tick habitat.

Where piles are burned, limit pile size so the area burned is no more than 20’ in diameter and 100

feet in length to minimize the potential for creating habitat for noxious weeds, and to protect the

oranic soil la r and lant roots.

Piling for fuel reduction with a walking excavator will not be allowed where sensitive plants are

located unless the g ound is frozen to a d th of4 inches or over 24 inches of settled snow.

Logging operations will be completed on ground frozen to a depth of4 inches, over 24 inches of

settled snow, or b helicoter in unit 217 to avoid m actin; Lemhi l - l temon lants and habitat.

Logging operations will be completed on ground frozen to a depth of 4 inches, over 24 inches of

settled snow. or by helicopter in units 218 and 295 to avoid impacting Lemhi penstemon plants and

habitat.

' e cable con'idors will be located to avoid sensitive lants in units 73

 

Alt.

B,C,D,E. F,G

 

B,D,E,F,G

No new landins will be constructed in RHCAs. B,D,E,F,G

B,C,D,E,F,G

B,C,D,E,F,G

B,C,D,E,F,G

B,C,D,E,F,G

B,C,D,E,F,G

B,C,D,E,

F,G

B,D,F

D,F
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aintbrush), 207 dwarf onion , 706 and 707 holl leaf clover .

Skyline cable corridors will be located to avoid Roc Mountain aintbrush lants in unit 69.

All temporary road, tracked line machine (TLM), and landing sites will be reevaluated by a botanist B,D,F,E

for survey needs prior to implementation to ensure sensitive plant populations or habitat are not

adversel irnacted.

Green tree harvest will avoid cand tick lants in units 21, 274, and 722.

Green tree harvest will avoid cand tick lants in units 185, 187, 188, 329, 331, 274, and 722.

Machine piling will only occur over ground frozen to a depth of4 inches, over 24 inches of settled

snow, or b hand, in units 173, 179 180, and 722 to rotect cand tick habitat.

Ground~based harvest will occur only on ground frozen to a depth of4 inches, over 24 inches of

settled snow. or by helicopter in units 21, 25, and 178, 187, 188, 274, and 722 to protect candystick

habitat.

Ground-based harvest will occur only on ground frozen to a depth of4 inches, over 24 inches of

settled snow. or b helicoter in units 187, 188, 274, and 722 to rotect cand tick habitat.

Ground-based harvest will occur only on ground frozen to a depth of4 inches, over 24 inches of

settled snow, or b helicoter in unit 722 to rotect cand tick habitat.

Skid trails will avoid dwarfonion 0 ulations in ortions ofunit 207 where tractor harvest occurs.

 

B, D,F

Slash .1 will avoid dwarfonion lants in units 207, and 358 see ile size Initiation above). B,D,E

Slash ilin; will avoid dwarf onion lants in units 353, 354, and 357 see ile size initiation above). B,D,E,F

Slash s; will avoid dwarf onion lants in unit 369 (see ile size initiation above).

. B,D,E,F

Slash -; will avoid holl leaf clover lants in unit 703 (see ile size initiation above). B,D,F

Slash -; will avoid wooll -head clover lants in unit 58 see ile size mitiation above). B,D,F

Slash ilin; will avoid Lemhi enstemon lants in unit 295 see ile size initiation above). B,D,E,F
 

wu"1"1 111in

g

 

Slash u; will avoid Roc Mountain aintbrush lants in unit 73 (see ile size miti ation above).

Prevent the s I read/infestation of noxious weeds

Requirements and recommendations for noxious weed management when conducting ground

disturbing activities, as outlined in Forest Service Manual 2000, Zero Code 2080 — Noxious Weed

Management; R1 Supplement 2000-2001-1, will be used as a guideline for harvest, post-harvest, road

decommissionin, watershed imrovement, and te O .. road construction activities.

Leafy spurge populations present in the southern end of unit 77 will be avoided during all ground

B,C,D,E, F,G

 

B,C,D,E, F,G

 

disturbin activities.

Increase public awareness of weed prevention practices recommended for traveling by foot, stock, B,C,D,E, F,G

OHV, motor vehicle, or bicycle in burned areas. Emphasize methods from FSM 2080 (Noxious

Weed Su Iement .

During pre-work meetings with contractors, emphasize methods to prevent spreading weed seed into B,C,D,E,F,G

weed-free areas and the co - uences of introducin weed seed into these areas.

Make ro ess toward meetin EHE/wildlife needs

Install ates to restrict access seasonal] on about 2.4 miles ofroad.

Install ates to restrict access seasonall on about 5.4 miles ofroad.

Install ates to restrict seaso n. on about 4.8 miles of road.

Provide Wildlife habitat

Some islands of trees in units that burned at a low or mixed severity exist within a larger area of a

stand-replacing event. No harvesting of live trees would occur in any of the islands. Dead or dying

trees may be harvested in some of these islands, to be determined in the field on a unit-by-unit basis

by a wildlife biologist. Snags within these islands may be included to meet the snag retention

reuirements.

Where hand piling is the prescribed fuel treatment method, leave 10-30% of the piles unburned and

distributed throughout the units where Visual Quality Objectives can be met. The site specific

prescriptions will include the appropriate number of piles to be lefi unburned to insure compatibility

with VOs, visual] sensitive travel routes, wildlife, and fuel ob‘ectives.

“.0m

  

B,D,E,F
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In treatment areas within lynx habitats leave snags in groups throughout unit. Concentrate snag leave B,D,F,G

14 us in areas with downed coarse wood material, where available.

In treatment units 243,245,246,265,269,270 in Robbins to Sula Peak area and units 361,362,363,365,

and 718 in the Reimel Creek area and units 372,373,374,375, and 720 in the Mink Creek area winter

log only. Operating season shall be from September 1 to March 31. Within these units retain at least

five ofthe larest snas r

Provide for the safe of recreation/Forest users

Provide signing for any road, trail, or area that will be closed or where access is restricted, as per the B,C,D,E,F,G

. timber sale Traffic Control Plan. All ro'ects will contain a trafiic control and safe - lan.

Trails and roads afi'ected by logging or roadwork will be closed to travel (including snowmobiles) B,D,E,F

during operations when they pose a danger to Forest users. Safety plans will address hazards based

on s ecific to‘ t activities and ublic uses.

On open roads in project areas, traflic will not be delayed for more than 30 minutes at a time, unless B,D,E,F

. 0 sted otherwise.

Advance notice ofroad and/or trail closures will be issued/posted using a variety ofmeans to reduce B,C,D,E,F,G

the hazard to Forest users fiom fuel reduction or watershed ' rovement work.

Dust abatement will be required on the West Fork Road within '/4 mile of Painted Rock recreation

sites when haulin o ‘ tions are occurrin

Dust will be abated when conditions warrt on Forest Service Roads (or roads with Forest Service B,D,E,F

Easements near residences.

B,D,E,F,G

 

 
ml

 

B,D,E,F

 

Provide for the safe of trail users and rotect the int 1 ' of the trails

Directional fell trees away from system trails. Skidding will not be allowed on the system trails. If B,D,E,F

there is a need to skid across a trail, the contract administrator will consult with the Forest trail

specialist on the West Fork RD before locating the skid trails on the ground to damage to

the s tem trail.

All trails and trailheads will be desi ted Protect I rovement on sale area mas. B,D,E,F

Reduce the visual im ~ acts of harvest alon trails

For any vegetative treatment near a trail, stumps within two chain lengths (132 feet) of the trail will B,D,E,F

be back out or flush cut.

Slash - iles will be located at least one chain 66 feet off the trails. B,D,E,F

Reduce im » acts to -ermittees or researchers

Permit administrators will work to resolve conflicts with authorized outfitters and permittees who are

directly impacted by logging operations, fuel reduction operations, or watershed improvement

activities.

The proposed helicopter landing at Piquett Creek is presently used as an outfitter parking area. After

completion oflogging, slash will be removed from the landing, it will be seeded with the appropriate

Forest seed mix and left in a suitable condition to ark vehicles.

Timber harvest operations in the Piquett Creek and Castle Creek drainages will be prohibited from

S tember 1 to November 30.

Cutting, slddding, or hauling in the following units will begin after December 1, 2001: 307-311, 313

316, 318-334, 407, and 598-600.

Timber sale activities behind the gate on Maynard Creek Road #728 will be by permit only until B,D,E,F

December 1, 2001.

Established research plots in units 259, 258, 166, and 717 will be protected and not have any fuel B,D,E, F,G

treatments within a 200 foot bufl’er around the research areas.

Fuel reduction activities will be delayed until afier September 1, 2002, to accommodate the

 

B,C,D,E,F

 

B,D,E,F

completion of land bird monitoring research data collection: Units 54, 317, 331, 332, 599, 600, and

718.

 

Maintain or rotect air uali lPrescn'bed fire

Prescribed burns will onl be conducted when weather forecasts assure that Federal and State B,D.E,F,G
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ambient air uali standards will be met.

Burn prescriptions will specify weather and fuel moisture conditions that minimize smoke production

m

_

B,D,E,F,G

er unit area and retain suficient fuels to meet the coarse wood debris reuirements (Table l-3). —

' .- acts ofresidual smoke.

Protect archaeolo 1 ical sites

Heritage specialists will be notified of the selected alternative, the proposal will be reviewed, and

additional cultural resource invento will be conducted rior to u lementation, where neces '

B,C,D,E, F,G

B,C,D,E, F,G

Ifpreviously unknown cultural resource sites are encountered during implementation, activities will

be halted and the Heritage Program manager will be notified immediately. Modifications will be

- -

Meet Visual I uali Ob‘ectives

lefi in each u ' to retain visual texture to the blackened area.

made alterations to the landscae when seen from the West Fork Road.

made to mrti ate if deemed nece - .

Units within MA-3a (partial retention) will blend with the characteristic landscape and fire patterns as B,D, E, F,G

viewed fi'om Skalkaho Road, Sle -; Child Road, Hi 1 wa 93, and the East Fork Road.

B,D,E,Flandings along the Skalkaho Highway, Highway 93, East Fork Road, West Fork Road, and Sleeping

B,D,F,G

  

  

 

 

Culturally sensitive areas in or near harvest activity units will be protected during operations by “area

ofavoidance" designation on contract maps, by modification of unit boundaries, or by elimination of

 

rotected durin fiiel treatment activities.
 

  

 

 

Units 5, 49, 59, 61, 76, 154-157, 209, 210, 213, 216, 284, 295, 296, 316, 317,319, 333, 334, 353, 354,

356-359, 363, 364, 589, 598, 611, 706, 716, 717, 726, 752 will be logged using winter skyline or

helicoter.

Units within MA-3a and MA-3c will utilize snag groups to break up any straight line that may occur

when units are ad'acent to rivate -- -

Slash will be used in units 316 and 598 to vis - break u vertical lines created b cable corridors.

The ridgeline along the boundary ofUnit 295 will retain a higher density oftrees and in a gradient

approaching the ridge. (NE ‘A SE 1/4., Sec 2). A visual resource specialist will be consulted during

 

Child Road will be rehabilitated after work is co lete.

, E, Fa: DOU

rn'rr

 

 

Unit 356 will have a maximum of30% merchantable tree removal.

Meet Reforestation Ob'ectives

All stands proposed for regeneration harvest and/or reforestation will be reviewed by a certified B, C, D, E, F,

silviculturist. G

In salvage regeneration units, where natural regeneration is prescribed but monitoring reveals that

adeuate stockin is not assured within 5 ars of harvest, seedlms will be lanted.

Artificial regeneration will be from seed sources locally adapted to the site and will be planted in

protected areas with appropriate shade. The microsite requirements of each unit will be selected

based on the specific site requirements. Coarse woody debris will be used to assure shade for

adequate planting spots. Planting spots will be selected that are he ofcompeting vegetation or the

. lanter will clear awa veetation in the lantin o - > ation to increase available water.

Flexible netting, rigid tubes, and commercially available repellants will be used to protect seedlings

' ' browse damae or ifdamae occurs.

The following units may have inclusions ofhabitat types that require special mitigation to insure

successfiil regeneration: 5, 33, 38, 57, 60, 64, 65, 72, 73, 78, 99, 109, 121, 133, 142, 145, 147, 160,

161, 178, 201, 207, 209, 214, 218, 219, 221, 238, 242, 244, 245, 246, 249, 250, 254, 255, 256, 257,

258, 261, 262, 265, 269, 270, 274, 277, 278, 284, 295, 296, 297, 319, 333, 341, 346, 350, 354, 355,

356, 357, 358, 360, 364, 369, 381, 382, 383, 387, 404, 591, 610, 611, 702, 704, 705, 717, 721, 729,

732, 738, 744, 746, 752. The mitigation may include: dropping or modifying portions ofunits,

further evaluatin; the need for lantin retainin more sna s or coarse wood debris for shade
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- ‘- ' ii; the =rorrate stockin r uirements, or sec' "1 the 8 roflflte Stock 6

Units that occur within existing grazing allotments will be protected from grazing damage to natural

and/or artificial regeneration. A list of these units and the allotments that they occur in can be found

in the ro‘ect file.

Snags - to ensure that long-term soil needs, desired structural components, wildlife habitat, and

historical fuel loadins are achieved.

Stand level prescriptions as approved by a certified silviculturist and wildlife biologist will address

distribution. shape. species. size. placement. and older sna characteristics as described below.

Distribution - Retain snags in groups distributed across a treatment area. Groups should be a

minimum of 5 trees and generally will not exceed 2 acres in size. Smaller groups oftrees are more

appropriate in conventional logging systems and where visual quality objectives ofpartial retention

or retention occur. Larger groups are appropriate in helicopter yarding systems. If an area larger

than five acres without snags would result from grouping, then snags shall be retained as prescribed

without 1 o-; , to at least the minimum numbers and sizes throu out that area.

Shape — Groups ofsnags should vary in size (see above), shape (circle, oblong, etc.), orientation

or horizontal - across slo e , and sna; stockin.

Species — The desired species ofsnags in order ofpreference is: western larch (Blodgett area only),

ponderosa pine, Douglas fir, lodgepole pine, and Engelmann spruce. It is less desirable to retain

= ine fir or whitebark ine, however the ma be left in ous.

Size of Individuals — The size in terms of diameter at breast height should reflect the size classes

resent in the stand, favorin er diameter l5"+ snas where available.

Placement — Snag groups are preferred to be located in areas ofblind leads, adjacent to RHCAs, or

adjacent to untreated areas (wallows, seeps, islands ofwet areas, patches of green/live trees, etc.)

Snag groups should not be maximized to make up for the entire stand. In other words, one-l0 acre

14 on will not suflice for l00-acre unit.

Older snags - Older snags (snags which existed as snags prior to the fires) and broken top trees will

be protected to the extent practicable. Groups ofnew snags should be focused in the area around

older snags where the opportunity exists. OSHA standards for providing safety fi'om falling snags

shall be adhered to. Where conflicts between logging systems, safety, and the need to retain snags

exist, a wildlife biolo - ist will be consulted.

Monitoring

 

 

  

  

 

 
 

  

A detailed monitoring plan is provided in Appendix C. This monitoring is incorporated as an integral feature of

Alternatives B, C, D, E, F, and G. Appendix C also discusses effectiveness of the proposed mitigation measures and their

relationship to monitoring.

Alternatives Considered But Not Given Detailed Study

During early public scoping, project development, and comments on the DEIS, several suggested alternatives were

considered for detailed study but not studied in detail. The following section describes these alternative concepts and the

reasons they are not given detailed study. Some alternative concepts not given detailed study in the DEIS are now included

in FEIS alternatives.

Stabilize More Burned Slopes

Some commenters suggested that more stabilization work should be accomplished using techniques similar to those during

the Fall 2000 Burned Area Emergency Rehabilitation efl‘ort, especially widespread grass seeding over burned areas.

Following last fiills fires, the Bitterroot NF organized six Burned Area Emergency Rehabilitation (BAER) Teams composed

of resource specialists in the areas of soils, hydrology, revegetation, engineering and other related disciplines. One of the

key issues considered by the teams was whether or not to conduct wide-spread grass seeding. Although they did

recommend seeding firelines, none of these teams recommended extensive grass seeding. They did recommend a variety of

other site-specific soils stabilization treatments. The Forest convened another BAER Team in August, 2001, to again

consider additional emergency treatments following storms in the summer of 2000. As a result, the Team identified an area

’
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in the Sleeping Child drainage with little revegetation that will be seeded this fall. This work can be conducted with

approved BAER plans and no additional analysis.

This alternative was not considered in detail in this analysis because post fire grass seeding needs are evaluated and

implemented as needed under the BAER program. After the first year following a fire, grass seed would inhibit the

recovery ofnative species that provide stronger root systems for stabilizing slopes (Robichand, Beyers, Neary 2000; and

Lyon, 1984). Concerns also exist for introducing undesirable non-native plants with widespread seeding. Although the

suggestion to apply grass seed more widely is well intentioned, these longer-term effects of widespread grass seeding are of

concern and are believed to outweigh the short term benefits

Chip Slash to Speed Vegetation Regrowth and Reduce Smoke from Burning

A DEIS commenter suggested that slash be chipped to accelerate forest regrowth and to reduce smoke fi'om burning slash

piles. This approach was considered as an approach to slash disposal in one or more alternatives. Chipping slash and

spreading it could reduce soil erosion in areas that burned at high and moderate severity. It is questionable, however, that it

would accelerate vegetation recovery because chips offer no short-term nutrient benefit. They could ofl'er some level of

increased soil moisture retention, but likely only if applied at suficient rates and depth. A thick mat of chips would likely

hinder plant growth, at least in the short-term

Chipping slash is an efi‘ective method ofreducing smoke emissions, as opposed to burning. However, when chips are

ignited, they can be very diflicult to extinguish and can emit large amounts of smoke when smoldering. Chipping would

require more equipment and additional labor to move slash to the chipper and spread chips beyond the distance the machine

would broadcast them This approach was not studied in detail due to the limited or questionable effectiveness in meeting

objectives and additional costs.

Bring Roads That Are Proposed For Decommissioning or Placing in Storage Up To BMP

Standards

Some people suggested that existing roads proposed for decommissioning or placing in storage should be brought up to

BMP standards and kept available for use. The roads proposed for decommissioning and storage were thoroughly reviewed

for fixture access needs and availability ofnearby access using other routes. This alternative was not considered in detail

because benefits to the watershed fi'om BMP upgrades would be less compared to the watershed improvement benefits

resulting from storage or decommissioning. Also, the costs ofbringing these roads up to BMP standards, including future

maintenance costs, would be higher than storage or decommissioning costs. The Forest Service does not have the funding

to maintain these roads to the proper standard indefinitely.

Bark Beetle Suppression

Based on comments received during scoping, an alternative was considered that would take action to directly suppress the

Douglas-fir beetle infestation in the afiected project areas. Suppression options such as the use of trap-trees, pheromone

baited funnel traps, anti-aggregant pheromones and possibly insecticide to reduce populations were considered. This

alternative was eliminated from detailed study because it is not known precisely where beetle activities will occur, given the

vast size of the burned area. Therefore, these suppression methods are considered premature.

A DEIS comment suggested that this rationale is poor given that the project targets high risk bark beetle stands for

intermediate harvest. They suggest that anti-aggregant pheromones should be considered as an alternative treatment to

thinning. These areas are not only targeted for thinning to reduce the high risk to Douglas-fir bark beetle infestation, but

stands are also proposed for treatment to more closely approximate historic structures and species composition The

thinning treatment would have the benefit of creating stands that are more resistant to beetle attack, but would also reduce

stand competition for sunlight, water, and nutrients, resulting in more vigorous stands of trees. Therefore, thinning has

benefits that go beyond simply addressing the beetle threat. Anti-aggregant pheromones are typically used to protect high

value areas such as developed recreation sites, and not used widely throughout the forest for cost and practical reasons.

Anti-aggregant pheromones are not a complete panacea. They cause beetles to avoid a particular area, but the beetles will

attack unprotected areas instead, regardless ofownership or land management objectives.

Anti-aggregant pheromones could be proposed across the burned area in every stand that has a high, moderate, or even a

low hazard/risk for beetles. As explained in detail in both the Forested Plant Communities report in Chapter 3, as well as

the Post-fire Assessment (2000), it is not possible to predict where exactly the beetles will be drawn. What is known is the

types of stands that they have attracted beetles in the past. As stated in Forested Plant Community report, there are

approximately 140,000 acres within the bums that are moderate or high bark beetle hazard/risk. It would take many

#
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individuals to accomplish the task ofapplying the recommended 30 anti-aggregant doses (bubble caps) per acre. This level

ofprotection would require about 4,200,000 bubble caps ofanti-aggregant pheromones, costing ofover $1 a piece. To get

an idea ofa complete cost for this task, we would also need to consider the labor costs. A crew of 117 persons at roughly

$9300 per day for 100 days (assuming one individual could accomplish l0 acres/day) would cost approximately $1,000,000

when including vehicles, gas, equipment, and overhead. The total cost of this effort would be in the neighborhood of

$5,000,000, which would need to be repeated for at least 3 years and possibly more.

This $15,000,000 dollars would be a “Band-Aid” treatment and not address the source ofthe larger problem. After a few

years had passed and bark beetle populations subsided, the forest conditions that have made them ripe for beetle attack —

overly dense, stressed, and ofpoor health and vigor — would still exist. With the proposed stand treatments, historic

structures could be achieved and health and vigor restored at no, or certainly much less, cost to taxpayers.

Treating More Burned Areas Using Harvest

The areas considered for treatment in the range of alternatives studied in detail reflect Forest Plan MA direction and

economic feasibility considerations. An alternative that would reduce fuels over a larger area was not studied in detail

because Alternative D approaches the maximum amount of area treatable within Forest Plan direction and Forest Service

policy. Management activities in this project are not proposed in designated wilderness areas, inventoried roadless areas,

riparian habitat conservation areas, or Forest Plan Management Areas not suitable for timber production.

As described in the Post-Fire Assessment, about 30 percent ofthe burned area is within the Forest’s commercial forest land

(149,500 acres). About halfofthat area burned at low severity. Within some of the areas burned at low severity, the fires

effectively reduced ladder fuels and ground fuels and therefore no further fuel reduction is proposed. Within commercial

forest areas burned at high or moderate severity, many are in inventoried Roadless Areas. Recent National policy decisions

limit harvest within Roadless Areas. Within the Forest’s burned lands that are suitable and available for harvest activity,

further review eliminated those areas where little or no fuel reduction need exists, including plantations, other areas stocked

naturally with smaller trees, and grassland or rocky inclusions. These and other areas were not proposed for fuel reduction

because fuel loads are already relatively low. Riparian bufl'er areas were also not considered for harvest, due to their value

for stream protection. Alternative D represents the net acreage where fuel reduction needs exist and harvest could

reasonably be used to reduce fiiels on burned areas of the Forest.

Need for Programmatic EIS on Fire Recovery in the Northern Region

One commenter suggested that due to all ofthe major fires in the Northern Region and the fact that the Forest Service is, or

will be, proposing similar projects to deal with post-fire recovery across the Region, the fire recovery work should be

guided by a programmatic document under the guidance ofthe Regional Forester. The Northern and Intermountain Regions

have completed “Toward Restoration and Recovery: An Assessment of the 2000 Fire Season in the Northern and

Intermountain Regions” (USDA 2001f). This EIS incorporates relevant elements ofthat assessment. This presents a

strategy for post-fire recovery at the Regional and Interregional levels. Any ongoing or foreseeable future activities outside

the Bitterroot National Forest boundary that potentially contribute to cumulative effects are considered in the project

analysis. Such a programmatic EIS, as suggested, would have to be acted on at the Regional level and therefore is beyond

the scope of this analysis.

Harvest By Helicopter Only and Construct No New Roads

An alternative that would yard using only helicopters was proposed but dismissed from further consideration for several

reasons. The cost ofhelicopter yarding is substantially higher than using ground-based or skyline systems and the proposed

alternatives would protect soils. No new permanent roads are being proposed in any alternative. Alternatives C, E, and G

would not construct temporary roads. If there are unacceptable impacts identified with conventional logging systems on

any given site considered for treatment, more helicopter yarding could be specified at the time ofdecision.

Integrate Fire Into the Ecosystems or Fuel Reduction Through Natural Fire

The FEIS studies most elements recommended in the “Conservation and Local Economy Alternative” in Alternative G. One

feature of the proposed alternative was to “Integrate Fire Into the Ecosystems ofthe Bitterroot National Forest”. The groups

asked Forest managers to "Amend the Forest Plan toformally adopt and actively implement the Federal Wildland Fire

Policy " and complete a “...strategicfire management plan that will guidefire recovery activities, fuels management

treatments, communityfire education programs, and appropriate management responses to wildlandfires”. These are

planning procedures that would lead to the action part ofthe alternative, which is to “Allowfire to play its natural role in the

forest ecosystem.”

M
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The Forest Service made considerable efl‘ort to include this feature in Alternative G, but after detailed consideration, it was

eventually dropped from further analysis. Reasons for eliminating this feature fiom further consideration include:

1. The alternative is beyond the scope of this proposal and decision, and is not ripe for decision.

As the proponents agreed, the decisions necessary to allow extending the use ofwildland fire for resource benefits to

additional areas ofthe forest (especially to the degree and extent described) would require changes both to the current

Forest Plan and the development of a new Fire Use Plan. While the proponents suggest an amendment would be suflicient,

review of this alternative indicates a firll Forest Plan revision would be necessary. Allowing natural ignitions to burn as

regularly and at the extent described has significant implications to other decisions made in the plan, including changes to

both Forest-wide goals and objectives as well as specific management area allocations, standards, and projected outputs of

goods and services.

Both Forest Plan revision and the development ofnew Fire Use Plans are subject to NEPA to a degree requiring broader

considerations than the proposal in this FEIS either warrants or can provide. Based on these considerations, this alternative

feature is beyond the scope of this proposal and not yet ripe for decision.

2. The alternative does not clearly meet the purpose and need.

The proposed action in this FEIS is based on specific objectives outlined in the Purpose and Need ofChapter 1. While

wildland fires reduce certain fuels, more numerous and extensive large fires as would occur under this proposed scenario

would also extend and proliferate the very conditions this FEIS is developed to address.

3. The alternative, as proposed, cannot be fully implemented under current law and policy outside Forest Service

discretion.

The Bitterroot National Forest currently managesmofthe forest under Fire Use Plans allowing natural ignitions to be

considered for beneficial use. One of the factors considered in determining whether to allow the wildland fires to continue

to burn, within these areas, is based on predicted smoke production and dispersal. The Montana Department of

Environmental Quality in enforcing State standards and the Clean Air Act may, and does, request suppression of fires when

air quality standards are, or are expected to be, exceeded. Given the average number of fire starts on the forest each year

(112 lightning ignitions/year based on 30 years of data) and the areas this alternative feature proposes to allow burn, given

air quality constraints it is highly questionable whether suflicient number of fires would be allowed to burn to sufficient

size to really distinguish this ‘plan” from current management.

4. The degree of assumptions necessary to describe this alternative (i.e. changes in law, policy, standard fire response

protocols, and social values) and resulting additional assumptions to assess effects would result in such a high degree of

speculation that it is unlikely to add useful information to the decision being made fiom this proposal.

Given this alternative feature is inconsistent with current Forest Plan and Fire Management Plan direction, development of

such an alternative would require a new set of assumptions as to how these plans would address multiple-use goals and

objectives and what new standards would allow. Since the stated purpose is to “Allowfire to play its natural role in the

forest ecosystem,” most existing constraints would have to be removed.

Currently a systematic procedure is in use that guides decision makers in the application ofnatural fire. The use of

wildland fire for resource benefit involves a complex set of social, physical and biological considerations. These

considerations largely represent the current “constraints” on broader use of“natural ignitions for beneficial use.” Under

existing plans, in order to allow wildland fires to burn various important questions must be considered relating to safety

considerations, current and firture fire behavior, resource objectives, and available firefighting resources.

In order to reach a decision to allow natural ignitions to continue to burn, many variables must be favorable. While these

conditions are met relatively fi'equently in the areas covered under the current Fire Management Plan (Wilderness and other

remote areas), especially later in the season, they become progressively more constraining nearer Forest boundaries or

earlier in the fire season as the “risks” accumulate.

Without lilting many of these constraints, a decision to implement a similar program near the “fi'ont country’ would still

likely result in most wildland fires being suppressed and the objectives of the suggested alternative would not be met.

Therefore, to fairly assess the alternative, we would have to assume these risks to be less constraining.

*
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This becomes highly speculative. For example, in order to meet objectives of this alternative, wildland fires would have to

be allowed to burn under conditions in which they historically burned. Particularly in the VRU3 and VRU4 lands, this

would result in some ofthe fires becoming quite large, often quite rapidly with changing weather conditions. Air quality

standards would need to be relaxed Public and firefighter safety risks increase as fires grow in size, number, complexity,

and duration, so safety precautions, liability, and public expectations about protection would need to relax. Public tolerance

for wildland fires leaving the National Forest boundaries would need to increase. Some additional risk to cultural or natural

resources would obviously have to be acceptable (with implications for all current Forest Plan goals and objectives). It

would also have to be assumed that suflicient firefighting resources are generally available to both manage the ongoing fire

and also to attempt to suppress it (at a now larger and more complex state) should it threaten to go beyond the assumed

relaxed prescription.

Further assumptions would be needed in order to conduct an analysis ofeffects (both social and biological), substantially

increasing the level of speculation already inherent in the unprecedented alternative feature itself

A related suggestion was also provided by some DEIS commenters, recommending that management ignited prescribed

burning be limited to periods when fires burned historically. Fires historically burned the most acres during times ofthe

year when weather was hotter and drier, typically mid to late summer months. Historic fires likely also occurred during

cooler and wetter parts ofthe year, but likely burned much fewer acres than those that burned during mid to late summer.

Management ignited prescribed fire is conducted when specific objectives can be met. Objectives typically include

minimizing heat damage to desirable forest vegetation and other resources, acceptable efi’ects on air quality, and high

likelihood that the fire will stay within predetermined boundaries. These objectives are more diflicult, and often infeasible,

to achieve when burning is conducted during the hottest and driest times of the year. For these reasons, no fiirther

consideration was given to conducting prescribed burning to the periods when fires burned historically. Natural wildland

fires are allowed to burn on the Forest in areas where approved fire management plans exist.

Add Permanent Roads, Improve Existing Roads, Extend Roads Further Into Burned Areas

Improving existing roads is part of the watershed improvement proposed in each action alternative. Adding new permanent

roads and extending roads further into burned areas was considered but not given detailed study for a number of reasons.

Constructing new permanent roads does not meet the purpose and need for watershed improvement. In many drainages

within the burned areas, it is unlikely that constructing new permanent roads would meet the Clean Water Act and the

Endangered Species Act. Soils in the burned area are more sensitive to erosion than they were before. (New temporary

roads are considered in Alternatives D and F.) Given the nature ofthe project, new permanent roads are not needed to

achieve objectives. Ifthe need for new permanent roads is realized at a later date (for another project), NEPA analysis

would be completed at that time. A Forest Plan amendment may be needed because some ofthe third-order drainages

where road construction would occur are near the open road density limits established by the Forest Plan standard for Elk

Habitat Efiectiveness.

Also see “Bring Roads That Are Proposed For Decommissioning Up To BMP Standards” above.

Noxious Weed Control

Some members ofthe public suggested that noxious weed control he studied in the alternatives. Weed control was also

presented as an element of the “Conservation and Local Economy Alternative” (described in Alternative G). All

alternatives except Alternative A (no action) contain mitigation measures to limit the spread of noxious weeds through

management activities. The action alternatives do not include active weed control through chemical, biological, or

mechanical means. This alternative was not given detailed study because (1) the issue is better addressed Forest-wide

rather than only within burned areas. Weed populations and risks exist both within and outside ofburned areas and also the

Montana and Idaho portions ofthe Forest. Therefore one analysis can more comprehensively and efificiently address weed

problems Forest-wide. Also, (2) the Bitterroot is in the process of completing a Noxious Weed Control EIS. That EIS will

address weed control in the bumed area A decision is expected on the Forest-wide Noxious Weed Control project in 2002.

No Harvest in Burned Areas Adjacent to Inventoried Roadless Areas

A DEIS commenter suggested that no harvest should occur adjacent to Inventoried Roadless Areas in order to help the

forest maintain natural functions. The alternatives considered in the FEIS include varying levels and types of treatments

adjacent to lnventoried Roadless Areas, ranging from none to salvage harvest units in several adjoining areas. Modifying

one or more action alternatives in response to this comment was considered. The treatment units in Alternatives B,D,E, and

F that adjoin Roadless Areas are all proposed to meet Forest Plan goals, objectives and standards for suitable tirnberlands.

#
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Effects ofthese alternatives are discussed in the Inventoried Roadless Areas report in Chapter 3. In addition, effects on the

forests natural functions are addressed in many other resource reports in Chapter 3, particularly those dealing with the

physical and biological realm. Alternatives A, C, and G would conduct no activities adjacent to Inventoried Roadless

Areas. If the effects analysis reveals unacceptable or highly undesirable effects from any units adjoining Inventoried

Roadless Areas in a given alternative, the Responsible Official could modify a given selected alternative accordingly at the

time of decision

Comparison of Alternatives

This section summarizes and compares the alternatives by activities considered, meeting the purpose and need, addressing

the key issues and effects. For more detail, refer to Chapter 3.

Table 2-10 and Table 2-1 1 compare the alternatives based on how they respond to the purpose and need for action and how

they respond to the key issues.

Table 2-10 — Comparison of Alternatives based on how they respond to the purpose and need for action.

P/N

Fuels: Trend VRU 2

Towards Historic

Conditions

Does not address P/N

 

   

P/N

Fuels: Increase Firefighter and

Public Safety

Does not address P/N

P/N

Fuels: Wildland Urban

Interface Protection

Purpose and Need >>

  
  

Does not address P/N
 . v 11 .Alternative A La es 8 fuifls Leaves all fuels Leaves all fuels

Does not thm. . .
Does not thin Does not thin

No chane to safe .

 

Addresses P/N
 

 

Addresses P/N Addresses P/N
 Alternative B Thins fzndggsmfizf at l Reduces fuels in WUI Reduces fuels in VRU 2.

(Proposed Action) sevefi ow Ihms' stands burned at Ihms' stands burned at

W‘ . low severity low severity in VRU 2.

Increases safe mar

DoiiSexetsafiseslsP/N Does not address P/N Does not address P/N

Alternative C D as ‘ ‘bin ' Leaves all fuels. Leaves all fuels.

0 no ' Does not thin. Does not thin.

No chan e to safe .

g‘ifiszsfigg Addresses P/N Addresses P/N

. . Reduces fuels in WUI Reduces fuels in VRU 2.

“mm” D Thu“ stansgjgryn'id a‘ 1°w Thins stands burned at Thins stands burned at

_ Increases safe mar . low severity in WUI low severity in VRU 2.

Partly Addresses P/N (limited

to VRU 2 and WUI). Partly Addresses P/N Partly Addresses P/N

Alternative E Reduces fiiels. Reduces fuels in WUI. Reduces fuels in VRU 2.

Does not thin. Does not thin. Does not thin

Increases safe mar '

   

   

 

  

 

  

 

 

 
 
 

 

Addresses P/N Addresses P/N Address"? PIN

. Reduces fuels rn VRU 2.

Reduces fiiels Reduces fuels in WUI. T] . 8 ds] ed at

Alternative F Thins stands burned at low Thins stands burned at ." .
. . . low severity (with water

severity. low severity (with water .eld cons“ . ts) in VRU

Increases safety marglns' yield constraints) in Will. y‘ 2

Partly Addresses P/N (limited 1 1
‘0 U 2 and )' Focusfbn him: Prbhtlection Addresses P/N

Reduces fiiels (llml''ted) to p Partly reduces fiiels

Alternative G Does not thin p gr ‘I . through prescribed fire in

. . . . . Reduces fuels using
Limited increase in wildland . VRU 2.

. prescribed fire in WUI. .
fire safety margins — some . Does not thm.

. Does not thin.

added rotectron for homes.
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Table 2-10 — Continued

P/N P/N P/N

Purpose d N d

Fuels: Break up Fuel Fuels: Protect Fuels: Reduce Fuels and Fuel

Continui Reforestation Investment Risk From DF Bark Beetles

Does not address P/N Does not address pm Does not address P/N

Leaves all fuels Leaves aufucls (although No activity to reduce bark

Does not thin no new investment to

Addresses P/N

 

 

 

 

Alternative A

 

Addresses P/N
 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Alternative B Breaks up fuel continuity Redaggrglseslels P/Nds to Removes dead and dying

(Proposed Action) across suitable eforest investments beetle infested trees through

tirnberlands ' ' ' salva e and thinnin .

Does not address P/N

. Does not address PM Does not address P/N . .
Leaves all fuels. Leaves all fuels. No acnvlty to {educe bark

beetle risk.

Addresses P/N

Addresses P/N Removes dead and dying
. . Addresses P/N .

Ahmtivc D Breaks up fuelcontmuity Reduces file“ ds to beetle infested trees through

across suitable efo est investments salvage.

tirnberlands r r ' ‘ Thins high-risk DF bark beetle

stands.

Does not address P/N

Partly Addresses P/N , _
Partly Addresses P/N Reduces fuel hazards to No “magi: 22in“ bark

Ahmtive E Bfcaks up fuel — limited to reforest. investments May remove beetles

VRU 2 and WUI (burned to “2f? and VRU through Salvage in VRU 2 and

WUl

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Addresses P/N Addresses P/N Partly Addresses PfN

Breaks up fuel continuity R d S fu H d8 to Thins high-risk DF bark beetle

across suitable e “cc 6 stands in limited areas.

reforest. investments (w/

tirnberlands w/ additional .
other resource constraints)

resource constraints.

May remove some beetles

throu h salvae.
 

 

 

Partly Addresses P/N ggttlyuAidggssesBreaks up fuel - limited to ] ‘38y fucast t? Does not address P/N

Alternative G manual treatments and . to re o.re.s a ‘on No activity to reduce bark

- mvestments (limited to .
prescribed fire in some beetle risk.

VRUZandWUI someWUIandVRUZ

' rescribed fire

M

,
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Table 2-10 — Continued

Purpose and Need PIN PIN PIN

>> watershed Reforestation' Economic Opportunities'

Im ' rovements: ' '

Does not address P/N Does not address PIN Does not address P/N

Alternative A No watershed . No economic opportunities

. . . . No Reforestation -

rm rovement activities rovided.

Addresses P/N

 

 

 

 

Addresses P/N w t bed . t

Alternative B Includes an array of Addresses P/N re? xtatiolrggvemegg

(Proposed Action) Watershed improvement Reforestation Proposed o , ha“

activities provide econ.

O a a rtunities.
 

 

 

Addressm P/N Addresses P/N

Alternative C Includes an array of Addresses P/N Watershed improvement

watershed improvement Reforestation Proposed and reforestation provide

activities econ o o - rtunities.

Addresses P/N watelrxsliigdeisrsnejfrggment

Alternative D Includes may of Addre.sscS PIN reforestation and harvest

watershed improvement Reforestation Proposed .d

activities pro“ 6 6.69m

0 - ortumtres.

Addresses P/N Addreis“ P/N

Watershed improvement,

Includes an array of Addresses P/N .

Alternative E . . reforestation and harvest

watershed improvement Reforestation Proposed .d
activities pro“ 6 6.69m‘

0 ' ortunities.

Addresses P/N watefxsliigrdc'sscsrgilgment

Includes an array of Addresses P/N . ‘mp ’

Alternative F . . reforestation and harvest

watershed improvement Reforestation Proposed .d
activities pro“ 6 e991!‘

‘ o o o o rtumtres.

Addresses P/N w Aigises P/N

Si . camly increases Addresses P/N aters ‘unprovement,

Alternative G g . . . Reforestation Proposed reforestation and home

road decommissronmg for . . . .
watershed . rovemcm (Limited) protection provide econ.

unp . O 0 OI'IIIIIIIIICS.

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

—-—n——_—————___
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Table 2-11 - Comparison of Alternatives based on how they respond to key issues

Issue:

Need for and method of

fuel hazard reduction.

Key Issue >>

Issue:

Effects on soils, watersheds, and

aquatic habitat.l

Issue:

Changes in motorized

and non-motorized

access.

Alternative A Does not reduce mels' Results in no new efl‘ects on the No change to existing

issue concerns. access.

Issue based on concerns

or disagreement with need

for or effectiveness of

treatments in this

alternative.

Specifically designed to

address this issue.

No fuel reduction

proposed.

Alternative B

(Proposed

Action)

Some additional fuel

reduction proposed.

Fuel reduction constrained

to address other issues.

Fuel reduction limited to

WUI and VRU 2

Alternative F

Specifically designed to

address this issue.

Focus on home protection

Alternative G and treatments (without

mechanical reduction of

large fuels) in some VRU

2

Fuel reduction constrained

to address other issues.

Issue based on concerns for

efiects from this alternative on

these resource values.

Specifically designed to address

this issue.

Alternative emphasizes watershed

improvement activities and no

fuel reduction activities.

Watershed improvement activities

similar to Alternative B

Specifically designed to address

this issue.

No green tree thinning to address

water yield concerns.

Improvements similar to

Alternative C.

Specifically designed to address

this issue.

No thinning in specific drainages

w/ water yield or bull trout

concern. Additional fish passage

be ond Alt. B.

Specifically designed to address

this issue.

No mechanical fuel reduction

treatments

Issue based on concerns

about access changes

included in this proposal

Proposes access changes

similar to Alt B, but some

roads decommissioned

instead ofplaced in storage

Specifically designed to

address this issue.

No change in motorized to

non-motorized access, does

change allowed vehicle

‘r fi'om full size to OHV.

Proposes similar access

changes as Alt C.

Specifically designed to

address this issue.

Combines access strategies

from both Alternative C

and D. Some access

chanes still occur.

Proposes the most changes

fi'om motorized to non

motorized access (by road

decommissioning)

‘ Specific soil and water mitigations also vary by altemalive; see Mitigation and Management Requirements section.

__-_-——————

M
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Table 2-11- Continued

Alternative B

(Proposed Action)

Alternative C

Alternative D

Alternative E

Alternative F

——_-__—l-_—__—___

M

Issue
K 1 >> 'BM...

No activities proposed to reduce Douglas fir bark

beetle 115k.

Issue based on concerns or disagreement with

efi‘ectiveness oftreatments proposed in this

alternative. (Only salvage proposed to reduce bark

beetle fuel risk).

Specifically designed to address this issue.

No bark beetle related treatments proposed.

Specifically designed to address this issue.

Proposes thinning to decrease bark beetle risk.

Specifically designed to address this issue.

No green-tree bark beetle treatments proposed and

fuel treatments limited to VRU 2 and WUI

Specifically designed to address this issue.

Proposes some thinning to decrease bark beetle

risk.

No bark beetle treatments proposed.

Issue:

Economic 0 ortunities

No additional costs or benefits

. 1'0 0 056d.

Issue based on desire to provide more

value or less cost than proposed in B

as well as doubts B would provide

local benefits.

No economic costs or benefits fi'om

fuel reduction.

Alternative designed to address this

issue.

Temporary roads allowed to reduce

costs.

Alternative designed to address this

issue.

Focuses fuel reduction on highest

priority areas (WUI and VRU 2) with

less concern for cost efliciency.

Alternative designed to address this

issue.

Focuses on increased cost

efi‘ectiveness (drops more expensive

units, allows temp. roads, etc.

Alternative designed to address this

issue.

Alternative emphasizes opportunities

for local citizens.
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Table 2-11- Continued

Issue:
Issue:

Key Issue >> Effects on Old Growth and

— Em“°" “mam “"5 Flammulated Owl Habitat

No activity prrailzoassed in unroaded No activity proposed in old growth or

rime flammulated owl habitat.

‘ Alternative B issue based on concerns about Issue based on potential effects of

(Proposed Action) activities m unroaded areas included proposed actions on old growth or

in this roosal. rime flammulated owl habitat.

specifically addf‘isses the issup' No acti ' ro osed in old owth or

Only reforestation proposed in prim? p pulated owl hilgitat

unroaded areas.

Activity proposed in old growth

Alternative D Activity proposed in unroaded areas. stands and prime flammulated owl

habitat.

Specifically designed to address the

issue.

Alternative E

 

 

 
 

Specifically addresses the issue.

Limited activity in some old growth

stands. No thinning in prime

flammulated owl habitat.

 

No temporary roads in unroaded

areas. Other activities are proposed

in unroaded areas.

Alternative specifically designed to

address this issue.

No activities in old growth stands.

Limited salvage in prime flammulated

owl habitat outside owl use season.

 
 

Activity proposed in unroaded areas.

 

 

Issue specifically designed to reduce

 

 

efibct . ad d No activity proposed in old growth.

Alternative G N . .s m “mo dc. areas' ded Prescribed fire proposed in prime

° “"“ty pr°p°se m “m flammulated owl habitat.

areas.

M
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Table 2-12- Activities Proposed by Alternative

Treatment

WILDLAND URBAN INTERFACE (WUI ACRES

Alt A Alt B Alt C Alt D Alt F Alt G
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HIGH RISK BARK-BEETLE STANDSl ACRES
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Table 2-12 Continued

Enlare Culverts number

Plant Trees (ri arian) (miles)

1 - Outside W1 and VRU 2

2 - Also includes burned over plantations where a fuels treatment contributes to breaking up fuels at the landscape level.

3 - Also includes additional planting and natural regeneration in areas of mixed severity fire and areas not associated with fuel reduction

 

Effects on Fire and Fuels

Firefighter and Public Safety/Fuel Loads

Across all geographic areas, Alternative B is the most effective in fuel reduction treatments in achieving fuel loads less than

30 tons/acre to reduce resistance to control and improve firefighter safety. Alternative D is nearly equal and the next most

beneficial, while Alternatives F, E, and G treat fewer acres. Alternatives A and C would not reduce fuels in any burned

areas.

Wildland-Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Across all geographic areas, Alternative D would treat the most acres in the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI). Alternative B

is nearly equal in effectiveness, while Alternatives F, E, and G follow in descending order of treated acres. Alternatives D

and B would be nearly equal in fuel reduction treatments in the W111, providing increased levels of defensible conditions

given WUI fire occurrence. Alternatives A and C do not propose fuel treatments.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Across all geographic areas, Alternatives B and D treat the most acres in the Dry Forest Types (VRUZ). Alternative F is the

next most efi‘ective, while Alternatives E and G follow in descending order of acres treated. Alternatives D and B would

most efiectively reduce ladder fuels through green tree thinning, with Alternative F and G following. Alternatives A, C,

and E do not propose green tree thinning.

Suitable Timberlands

Suitable tirnberlands are contained in the total fuel reduction acres, as all lands considered for treatment are in the suitable

timberland base. Where reforestation monetary or time investments are made, there is a risk of loss to fiiture fires. Where

fuels are reduced, the threat is reduced. Alternative D treats the most acres for fuel reduction (33,683 acres) followed

closely by Alternatives B (33,271 acres) and F treat (32,980 acres), while Alternatives B and G treat considerably less

acreage (18,078 and 9,032 acres respectively). Alternatives D and B would provide the greatest level of fiiel reduction to

protect suitable timberland and plantation investments from adverse impacts. Alternatives A and C do not propose fuel

treatments .

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuels

Alternatives B and D would be the most beneficial in reducing heavy fuel loads and disrupting large fuel continuity. On a

local and landscape scale, these two alternatives would provide the highest level ofbreaking up fuel continuity, and would

increase opportunities for firefighters to make reasonable strategic and tactical decisions. Alternatives F, E, and G treat less

acres and are less efl’ective in reducing fuel load and the] continuity. Alternatives A and C do not propose fuel treatments.

Table 2-13 summarizes fuel treatment acreages by Geographic Area and alternative. Fuel reduction activities are used as

indicators of effectiveness in meeting the purpose and need in three priority zones.

Table 2-13 also shows the percent by Geographic Area with less than 30 tons/acre of fitel by alternative. Thirty tons/acre of

heavy fuel is a generally accepted threshold beyond which fire control problems may occur, and the probability ofhigh

intensity and high severity wildland fire increases.

M
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Table 2-13- Fuel Reduction-Issue Indicators

 

Alternatives

Measurement A n C D "— E G

Total Fuel Reduction Acres by Alternative in the Wildland Urban Interface (includes VRUZ, 3, & 4)

Blodgett Area 0 532 0 532

Skalkaho-Rye Area I- 3,481

E651 Pork A169 .- 6.295

“n 2.276 421

“ 17,236 0 17,424

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

552 472

.- 14.469 5.998 12529

East Fork Area -- 12,369 9,648 9918

West Fork Area — 331 o 193

23,112

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Acres where green tree thinning_would lower extreme lire behavior otential in VRU 2

 

 

Blod 0

Skalkaho-Rye Area 1

East Fork Area 0 -- 14,092 10,370 15,177

West Fork Area -- 3,788 34 2,597

0 _ 33.683 18.078

u-I

10856 n 8,176 2.848
9056 8781 4,719 7,402 849

2912 2.757 4 .

2o.575 “ 19.965 16.615

 

 

 

East Fork Area

West Fork Area

B199 nu

West Fork Area

Total

Effects on Air Quality

Smoke from prescribed burning can cause short-term impacts on recreation, visual quality, and people with health problems

who live in and near the project area. Under certain conditions, smoke created during burning operations could settle in

drainage bottoms during evenings, morning hours, or periods ofseasonal climatic inversions. Residents in or near the

mouths of these drainages might experience short-term periods ofsmoke during early morning hours before the sun heats

the earth’s surface and air enough to lift and disperse the smoke. If burns are properly scheduled and conducted when good

mixing and dispersal conditions are forecast, smoke should not accumulate in unacceptable levels and any impacts should

be temporary and short-lived. Visibility and human health would be protected with good mixing and dispersion

The Forest is a cooperator with the Montana/Idaho Airshed Group and it is unlikely that concurrent burning by the Forest

Service and other cooperators would produce significant air quality impacts. All prescribed burning would be coordinated

and implemented in full compliance with the Montana Department ofEnvironmental Quality and the Idaho Division of

Environmental Quality air and smoke programs. Human health standards for PM-lO (particulate matter less than 10 micron

in size) would not be exceeded ifproposed prescribed burning is conducted under the guidelines set forth by the

Montana/Idaho Airshed Group (refer to Air Quality Section ofChapter 3).

Any and all action alternatives involving removal of forest products or watershed improvement would require dust

abatement on roads as needed. Impacts related to dust and vehicle emissions would be short-term, site specific, and

temporary in nature.
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Alternatives A and C

In the absence of fiiel reduction, and in the event of future wildland fire occurring, varying levels of smoke could persist in

the Bitterroot Valley for several weeks, depending on local climatic conditions, level ofdispersion (poor, good, etc.) and

amount ofsmoke or emissions produced. Health and visibility could be adversely affected. Alternatives A and C do not

propose to conduct any harvest activities or fuel reduction treatments to mitigate current and future heavy fuel loadings.

Therefore, they are the least efl'ective in reducing smoke emissions and associated pollutants from future wildland fires.

Alternatives A and C do not propose to conduct any prescribed fire, therefore no smoke would occur from this activity.

Alternatives B, D, E, F and G

These alternatives propose to apply prescribed fire to reduce fiiels. Using prescribed fire, Alternative D treats 22,689 acres,

Alternative B treats 21,178 acres, Alternative F treats 13,674 acres, Alternative G treats 9,118 acres and Alternative E treats

8,410 acres. Smoke emissions would be produced in direct proportion to acres treated. The Skalkaho-Rye and East Fork

Geographic Areas would have the most smoke emissions for any alternative. Both Skalkaho-Rye and East Fork smoke

plumes are likely to move downwind without impacting population concentrations.

Alternative Comparisons

Alternative E would produce the least smoke and emissions of all the action alternatives. Alternative G would produce more

smoke than Alternatives A, C, and E but less than Alternatives F, B, and D (with D producing the most smoke). Alternative G

potential impacts would be similar in nature to Alternatives B, D, and F, but generally at a lesser scale. All proposed

prescribed burning, regardless ofalternative, would be conducted to maintain or protect air quality and smoke management.

Effects on Soils

The Issue Indicators, soil disturbance, efi'ective ground cover (EGC), and fuel loading are used for evahiating the effects of

individual action alternatives and are discussed below. These indicators correspond with those defined in a recent

compilation ofUSFS soil quality standards for the Northwest USA (Pagc-Dumroese et al., 2000) which cites soil

displacement, detrimental burning, and erosion as the categories that correspond with soil quality standards and guidelines

by Region.

Soil Disturbance

Soil disturbance related to fuel reduction and timber harvest can be expressed through soil displacement and/or compaction

Soil disturbance may, or may not be detrimental as defined by the Regional SQS. The potential for detrimental soil

disturbance is related to the method of fuels treatment. By applying the mitigation measures specified in Management

Requirements and Mitigation Measures for all alternatives, the design ofnew activities would not create detrimental soil

conditions on more than 15% ofan activity area, which meets the requirements in the R1 SQS.

Use ofmechanized equipment for the] reduction activities has the potential to result in damage to soil resources. Presented

below is a comparison ofequipment limitations proposed for each alternative.

Alternative B — Limits all (tractor, excavator, spyder) ground based equipment to winter.

Alternative D - Limits ground based equipment (tractor, excavator, spyder) in high and moderate severity to winter, allows

dry season equipment (tractor, excavator, spyder) with slash mat in low severity.

Alternative E- Limits all ground based equipment (tractor, excavator, spyder) and skyline to winter.

Alternative F —Limits ground based equipment in high and moderate severity to winter, allows dry season equipment

operation in low severity consistent with R1 Soil Quality Standards (SQS). There is no excavator piling or spyder piling in

this alternative. Any additional firels treatments (non-commercial) would be accomplished in conjunction with the

commercial harvesting and/or be accomplished by hand methods. Skyline units on landtypes with steep slopes and erosive

soils are limited to snow/frozen ground conditions.

Alternative G — (Research Units) Limits all (tractor, excavator, spyder) ground-based equipment to winter.

’
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Table 2-14 - Net Acres of Fuel Reduction Treatment by Logging System
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" Winter conditions only for skyline in Alternative E.

" Mechanized fiiel reduction for research purposes.

The predicted level of soil disturbance can be ranked by logging method from least to most: helicopter < skyline <

tractor/winter <tractor/summer. As indicated in Table 2-15 below, ofthe alternatives that conduct fuel reduction,

Alternative G would cause the least short-term detrimental soil disturbance based on the amount of ground-based harvest.

Alternative E has the second least amount ofground-based harvest, all ofwhich would be conducted in the winter. Skyline

and mechanized fuel removal in Alternative E would also occur in winter conditions. Alternative F has the next least

potential for detrimental soil disturbance, and would treat slash by manual methods only.

  

Alt G

Table 2-15 - Acres of Slash Reduction with Mechanized Equipment

-3-I-3-I
Excavator or - der® -1ofslash m-l

Effective Ground Cover

Effective ground cover (EGC) consists of slash, vegetation, woody debris and similar materials that reduce the impact of

raindrop slash and restrict sheet flow, thereby limiting the mechanisms of soil erosion There is evidence indicating that

30-60 percent EGC resulting fi'om fiiel reduction treatment can reduce soil erosion on severely burned soil (Robichaud et

al., 2000). Table 2-16 below shows how the alternatives compare in this regard. Alternatives B, D, and F would be similar

in acres with effective ground cover, while Alternative G would have the least.

  

Table 2-16 - Percentages and Net Acres of Efl'ective Ground Cover (EGC) Resulting from Fuel Reduction Activities

“nu-I

32,047 31.982 15.728 29.592

*94,191 total acres ofhigh sevaity bum.

Heayy Fuel Loading

Fuel loadings that are greater than 50 tons/acre are believed to result in an increased likelihood of severe effects to soils

when a fire occurs. As shown in the table below, Alternative D treats the most acres, with Alternative B treating similar

levels.

  

Table 2-17 - Net Acres Treated With Fuel Loadings > 50 tons/acre
 

Effects on Watershed

Using mechanized equipment to reduce fuels through either timber sales or stewardship contracts could increase soil

erosion, decrease soil productivity and decrease water quality. Concerns also exist regarding impacts to aquatic habitat and

sensitive or threatened fish species. Water yield could be increased in drainages where intermediate harvest occurs.

Increased water yields can increase the likelihood of undesirable stream channel changes such as channel widening and
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deposition. Using temporary roads to improve project economics and the impacts of temporary roads on soils and water

quality is also an issue.

Comments and initial analysis suggested that sediment issues were foremost regarding watershed and aquatic impacts. The

alternatives are compared based upon two issue indicators. The streams on MTDEQ’s 1996 and 2000 303(d) are used to

represent the watersheds most sensitive to sediment increases. One indicator is the amount ofsediment generated by each

alternative in the 303(d) listed watersheds.

Improving long-term conditions in burned area watersheds was another primary concern of the public and land managers.

Therefore, another issue indicator is watershed improvements. The numbers that vary most between alternatives, and are

also the most effective for improving long-term conditions, are road decommissioning and storage activities. This indicator

to compare alternatives is the total number ofroad miles decommissioned or put into storage.

Using these indicators is a slight change from the DEIS, where an issue indicator “Streams where activities cause sediment

and/or water yield concerns” was used. Because the difi'erences between alternatives for water yield increases are

estimated to be minor, water yield was not a good indicator of effects between alternatives (PF-Watershed-48).

Issue Indicators

1.) Streams Where Activities Cause Sediment Concerns — measured by estimated total sediment (tons/yr) produced in

303(d) listed streams.

2.) Long-term water quality benefit, measured by total miles ofroad decommissioned and placed in storage by

alternative.

The following table displays MTDEQ 303(d) listed watersheds and net sediment yield changes for the alternatives. It

includes both sediment increases from harvest activities and decreases fiom watershed improvements.

Table 2-18 shows 6m level HUCs containing MTDEQ 1996 and 2000 303(d) stream segments and estimated net (ton/yr)

and change in sediment from existing, by alternative. Percentage change from existing is listed in parentheses. (PF

Watershed-41, Table 6)

0.0% 0.0% 0.0%) 0.0% 0.0%

Mill (2.0% (0.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% (0.0%

Rye 367.8 -60.0 349.2 -70.0

0.3%) 3.0% 1.0% 3.0%) -1.0%

S.Fk.Skalkaho,Weasel 96.4 -14.2 92.8 -19.6

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% -1.0%

-1.8

0.0%

11.9 0.7 8.9 0.0

1.0% 0.0% 1.0%) (0.0% 1.0% (0.0%

2.0% 0.0% 2.0% 0.0% 2.0%

  

(0.0%

  

  

 

(0.0%)

L. Sleeping Child, S. Fk. L. 310.0 -7.2 310.8 182.4 217.0 -9.5

' ' 7.0% 0.0% 0.0% 4.0% 5.0% 0.0%

0.0%

79 -5.1 7.0 -3.9

1.0% 1.0% 0.0% 1.0%

Middle Sleeping Child, Two 77.6 90.6 -15.o

Bear 1.0% 0.0% 1.0% 0.0% 1.0% 1.0%

Child, Ro ers Gulch

 

Z0o (I)o

-0.8 ‘0.8 -0.8 -0.8-08

0404 Meadow‘ 7.1 -10.0 7.1 -7.2 5.0

(0.0% 0.0% (0.0%) 0.0%) (0.0%) 4.0%
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7.7 -15.9 5.5 -5 7 0.6 -30 3

0.0%) -1.0% 0.0%) 0.0% (0.0% (-2.0%

599.7 -40.2 599.9 488 4 556.4 -57 4

4.0% (0.0%) 4.0%) 3.0% 3.0% 0.0%)

— “ml-mm“

0103 Hues mm“_ III mm

m Overwhrch 31.9 0.0 26.9 0.0 50.3 -3.2

1.0% 0.0% 1.0% 0.0% 1.0% 0.0%

 

0506 Lower E. Fk., Medicine Tree,

Ma - d, Laird, Gilbert

 

 

1.0% 0.0%) 1.0%) 0.0% 1.0% 0.0%

I exrstm

from cxistin

* - Stream from 1996 303(d) list proposed for de-listing under 2000 303(d) list. Current MTDEQ position requires

display ofboth 1996 and 2000 lists.

 

Table 2-18 indicates that proposed activities may result in a net sediment increase in some 303(d) listed watersheds, with

the amount ofincrease varying by alternative. The percentage changes put the sediment increases or decreases into context

with the existing condition and watershed size; the small degree of change (less than 2%) suggests minimal overall impacts

on a watershed scale. Reasons for these small increases include the high sediment level estimated for the post-fire existing

condition, low-impact logging methods, and RHCA bufl‘ers. Viewing the net change totals gives a relative comparison for

the alternatives. Results suggest that Alternative D would produce the most sediment in WQLS watersheds, followed in

decreasing efi‘ect by Alternatives B, F, E, A (no action), C and G. Alternatives C and G are estimated to decrease sediment

below the existing condition due to the lack ofharvest and conducting watershed improvements on roads.

Model results estimate sediment yield in the year following the proposed harvest. Watershed improvements are assumed to

start reducing sediment in the first year following completion Small sediment pulses from the watershed improvement

activities and long-term effects oftheir sediment reduction are not reflected in this table. Watershed modeling results are

best used for a relative comparison between alternatives and should not be interpreted to represent actual sediment yields.

The following table displays the results for Issue Indicator 2 - miles ofroad proposed for decommissioning and storage, for

each alternative.

Table 2-19 - Miles of road proposed for decommissioning and storage for each alternative.

_

“IE

‘In-Z
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Table 2-19 suggests Alternative G would be the most beneficial for long-term sediment reduction in all watersheds, due to

the large number ofroad miles treated. In the short-term, the greater the amount ofroad storage and decommissioning, the

greater the amount of soil disturbance and potential for erosion The amount that actually occurs can be reduced by

mitigation such as seeding, slashing, use of erosion control mat to hold soils in place and improve revegetation efi‘orts.

Alternatives B, C, D, and E all are similarly ranked with 162 miles of total road treatment. Alternative F would be ranked

6'h in long-term sediment reduction, but may not be indistinguishable from B, C, D, and E in the field due to the small

difference (12 fewer miles, or 7% less). Alternative A would rank last using this method due to the lack of any miles

treated.

  

Specific indicators based on watershed issues (“issue indicators”) were used to rank alternatives from a watershed impact

standpoint. Both are based on sediment levels in analysis area watersheds. The issue indicators used were:

1. Sediment production (in 303(d) watersheds) — total tons/year per alternative, and

2. Watershed improvements (total miles ofroad decommissioned and placed in storage per alternative).

These issue indicators were evenly weighted. Sediment modeling suggests that while there are differences in the sediment

production estimates, the percentage changes fi'om existing condition would be small for all alternatives. This is due

W
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rnainly to the large analysis area, the high level of sediment attributed to the 2000 fires, and reduced disturbance oflow

tmpact logging methods. Harvest activities produce short-term sediment, which is considered a short-term watershed cost

of the altematives. Road treatments are considered a long-term benefit to watershed with minor short-term impacts in terms

ofsediment.

Effects parallel that for Fisheries. This similarity is due to a shared concern for sediment production and fisheries in 303(d)

watersheds.

Other watershed sensitivity issues are explored in Chapter 3 - General Watershed Sensitivity. Along with estimated

sediment production in 303(d) watersheds, estimated sediment in severely burned watersheds is displayed. Comparing

alternatives using this table produces the same results seen below. Another table displays the number of acres proposed for

harvest in various slope categories. While the ranking of alternatives suggested by this table is mostly similar, there were

some difi'erences due to the lack ofconsideration ofwatershed improvements. It's use as an indicator is therefore more

limited.

Comparing the chosen issue indicators suggests Alternative G is the most beneficial for watershed because it would:

- Produce the least short-term sediment in 303(d) listed watersheds.

0 Provide the most long term watershed improvement by decommissioning and storing the most miles ofroad.

Alternatives B, C, D, and E all provide similar but reduced levels ofwatershed improvement and long-term benefit.

Alternative F has just slightly lower levels ofwatershed improvement, and the difierence in efiects associated with these

activities likely would be indistinguishable from the others. Using sediment estimates to difierentiate these alternatives

suggests Alternative C would produce the second lowest level of watershed efl’ects.

Alternative E had the next lowest estimated short-term sediment, and similar watershed improvements and long-term

sediment reduction to Alternatives B, C, and D. This combination of issue indicators suggests it would result in the third

lowest level ofwatershed efl‘ects.

Using similar reasoning, Alternative F would be fourth in estimated watershed efi‘ects. It provides for similar watershed

improvement activities (and similar long-term sediment reduction) but has higher estimated short-term sediment production

in 303(d) watersheds than Alternative E.

Alternative A would produce no short-term sediment or cumulative efi'ects from harvest activities, suggesting the level of

efi‘ects would be third lowest out of all alternatives for this issue indicator. However, the lack ofwatershed improvements

would maintain the current levels ofchronic or long-term sediment fi'om roads and provide no long-term sediment

reduction in 303(d) listed watersheds. This ranks Alternative A least efl‘ective for the watershed improvement issue

indicator. This combination of factors suggests Alternative A would produce the fiflh-lowest level ofwatershed efl‘ects.

Analysis and issue indicators suggest Alternative B would produce the second highest (or sixth lowest) level of watershed

eflrects. Long-term benefits are similar to Alternatives C, D, and E but less than G. Short-term sediment efi‘ects in 303(d)

watersheds would be second highest when compared to all alternatives.

Issue indicators suggest Alternative D would produce the highest level ofwatershed efi‘ects. This is due to a combination

of the highest predicted level of short-term sediment levels in 303(d) watersheds with long-term watershed benefits similar

to B, C, and E, and slightly less long-term benefit than F.

The above watershed issue indicators do not consider the potential costs or benefits of fiiel reduction and potential for fire

severity. Fire and fiiels analysis for this project indicates there may be some longer term watershed benefits attributable to

removal ofheavy fiiels (see discussion and citations for Fire and Fuels section). Potential long-term benefits include

reduced severity and duration of future fires fi'om the reduced fuel loads and continuity. This, in turn, could reduce the

extent or severity ofhydrophobic soils, erosion, sedimentation, gully formation, and loss of riparian shade caused by fixture

fires.

Effects on Fish

In the long-term, Alternative G would be the most beneficial alternative for the fishery because it would:

- produce the highest sediment reductions and the greatest improvements in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

spawning and rearing habitat

- increase access to 73.5 miles of spawning and rearing habitat by replacing or removing 37 culverts that are either

complete or partial fish barriers

#
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0 improve undercut bank cover, narrow stream channels, increase riparian shade and shrub cover, reduce exposure to

solar radiation, and reduce sediment inputs from livestock bank trampling.

- reduce losses of adult bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout to anglers in the larger streams that were formerly

encroached by roads

Alternative C would be the second most beneficial alternative for the fishery. It would produce the lowest sediment inputs

to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in the short-term, but substantially smaller long-term reductions as compared to

Alternative G. The main strengths of Alternative C are that it would reduce long-term sediment inputs from the road

network with minimal short-term inputs, and it would increase bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout access to 20 miles of

spawning and rearing habitat by replacing seven culverts that are complete fish barriers. It has two weaknesses. It would

only increase access to 20 miles of spawning and rearing habitat, not 73.5 miles like Alternatives G and F, and assuming

that fiiture fires will occur, does nothing to reduce risks on two small, isolated westslope cutthroat trout populations in the

Little Sleeping Child and Medicine Tree Creek drainages.

Alternative B would rank third. Alternative B would increase access to 20 miles ofspawning and rearing habitat by

replacing the seven culverts that are known fish barriers, and accomplish a combination of three items that none ofthe other

salvage alternatives could do:

a produce the lowest sediment inputs of the salvage harvest alternatives

0 conduct the watershed improvement activities to reduce sediment fi’om roads

0 reduce VRU 2 fuels in the two severely burned watersheds (Little Sleeping Child Creek and Medicine Tree Creek)

where small, isolated westslope cutthroat trout populations may be vulnerable to future fires

Alternative F would rank fourth. It's main benefits are that it would increase bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout access

to 73.5 miles of spawning and rearing habitat by replacing 37 culverts that are complete or partial fish barriers, conduct the

watershed improvement activities, and reduce VRU 2 fuels in the Little Sleeping Child and Medicine Tree Creek drainages.

The reason that it would be less favorable than Alternative B is because it would produce higher short-term sediment inputs

to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat, and generate cumulative sedimentation effects of greater extent and

duration.

Alternative A would rank fifth It would not reduce sediment inputs, improve access to spawning and rearing habitat, or

treat filels in the Little Sleeping Child and Medicine Tree Creek drainages. lt ranks above Alternatives B and D because it

would not produce short-term sediment inputs or generate negative cumulative effects from sedimentation

Alternatives B and D would rank last. The effect of these two alternatives is likely to be indistinguishable in the field. The

reason that Alternatives B and D are ranked last is because they would produce the highest short-term sediment inputs to

bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat, and generate cumulative sedimentation efi‘ects of the longest duration and

greatest magnitude.

Effects on Forested Vegetation

Effects on Dgy Forest Lands

The fires of 2000 burned with greater intensity compared to historic fire, in the low elevation dry forests where ponderosa

pine historically dominated (VRU 2). With the amount ofponderosa pine mortality caused by the fires and the number of

stands that remain at risk of future lethal fires, establishment ofponderosa pine and the restoration ofhistoric species

composition and stand structures are best addressed in Alternatives B, D, E, and P. All action alternatives include

provisions for reforestation ofponderosa pine where natural regeneration ofthis species is considered questionable due to

lack of seed sources, competing vegetation, or harsh sites. Alternative B, C, D, E and F reforest about the same acres to

ensure ponderosa pine establishment. Planting in Alternative G is limited to burned plantations and ponderosa pine would

be planted where appropriate.

Alternatives B, D, E and F vary in the amount of acres where historic fuel levels, stand structures and composition would

be created using harvest and non-harvesting means. Alternative B and D treat the most acres and allow thinning live trees

to better achieve the desired conditions. Alternative E would reduce fiiels in dry forest types but would not improve stand

structure or stand composition by thinning in areas that burned at low severity. Alternative F treats more acres than

Alternative E and less than B and D, and would conduct a limited amount of live tree thinning to achieve desired

conditions. Alternative A would allow natural process to take place, regeneration ofponderosa pine would be slow and the

increased risk of future lethal fires would remain. Alternative C would replant burned ponderosa pine habitats but would

not reduce fuels on those sites. These stands would be more vulnerable to future fire and loss of reforestation investments.

#
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Alternative G limits fuel reduction to manual methods and prescribed burning and would not adequately reduce fiiel to

levels that approximate historic conditions.

Reforesting Burned Lands

The effects ofalternatives on reforestation success result primarily from the amount ofacres planted or prescribed for

natural regeneration. Each alternative results in a different number of acres planted or naturally regenerated because there

are varying levels and mixes of activities that influence the amount ofreforestation that can be assured. Table 2-12 shows

the acres planned for reforestation for each alternative and for each Geographic Area. The table does not differentiate

where acres are at a reduced risk of loss to future fires. That discussion can be found in the fires and fuels sections.

Alternative C regenerates the forest to a high degree, but no fuel reduction takes place in that alternative, so the risk of

loosing the investments made in those stands remains high. Alternative D regenerates the forest to a high degree and

reduces the risks of fiiture fires to a high degree. Other alternatives strike balances between reforestation and risk reduction

at different points, influenced by other elements of the project.

Table 2-20 Acres Reforested by Alternative, Type of Reforestation and Geographic Area
  

 
Alternative l A B c l D l E

Acres Planted mm- 36,259 32 029 20 227
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Effects on Bark Beetle Risk

Alternatives A, C, and G do not treat any stands for Douglas-fir beetle susceptibility reduction, remove any beetle killed or

infested trees, or treat any high/moderate bark beetle risk stands. Alternative D treats the most acres for Douglas-fir beetle

susceptibility reduction by thinning. Alternative B and F treat approximately half ofthe acres in Alternative D for Douglas-fir

beetle susceptibility reduction. Alternative B and F treat the most acreage to remove beetle killed or infested trees by salvage

as well as thin stands with high/moderate bark beetle risk Alternative E would only remove beetle killed or infested trees by

salvage on 52 acres. These treatments will have some efl‘ect on reducing beetle populations at the local or stand level.

Alternatives A, C, E, and G allow the current level ofDouglas-fir bark beetles to continue and would not attempt to reduce

mortality or reduce the risk ofmortality in stands determined to be at high or moderate risk for bark beetle mortality.

Table 2-21 - Acres of Bark Beetle Susceptibility Reduction
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Effects on Sensitive Plants

Activities that include operating any type of ground-based equipment over bare soils are the most likely to cause adverse

impacts on individual sensitive plants. Any alternative that increases the risk of weed spread could potentially have an

adverse impact on sensitive plant habitat, particularly in VRU 2 and VRU 3 habitats. Sensitive plant species most at risk

include Lemhi penstemon (Penstemon lemhiensis), hollyleaf clover (Trifolium gymnocarpon), and woolly-head clover

(Trrfolium eriocephalum ssp. arcuatum), since these species were found in areas ofproposed activities and are more

vulnerable to adverse impacts. Dwarfonion (Allium parvum), Rocky Mountain paintbrush (Castilleja covilleana), and

bitterroots (Lewisia rediviva) were also found in VRU 2 and VRU 3 habitats and could be afl‘ected by proposed activities.

The bitterroot is a species of special concern due to its significance to the Salish and Kootenai Tubes and State flower

status. Candystick (Allotropa virgata) occurs in VRU 4 types and is less likely to be impacted by noxious weeds, but the

use of ground-based equipment on bare soil could adversely impact the soil mycorrhizae associated with this species.

Alternatives D and F would have the most adverse impacts on local sensitive plant populations and/or their habitat. Lemhi

penstemon populations in the Robbins Gulch area, where spotted knapweed and sulfur cinquefoil competition is already a

concern, are at risk of further weed spread due to the open canopy created by the 2000 fires. Past activities and temporary

roads proposed in Alternatives D and F in this area would increase the risk ofweed spread and adverse impacts on Lemhi

penstemon habitat. Alternatives D and F could potentially result in reduced viability of the Robbins Gulch populations clue

to these cumulative efiects. Impacts in Alternative B would be reduced since tenrporary roads are not proposed near Lemhi

penstemon populations. Skyline cable logging that is proposed for Alternatives B, D, and F in units containing Lemhi

penstemon could also increase the risk ofweed spread. Lemhi penstemon is a regional endemic highly threatened by

spotted knapweed competition on the Bitterroot Forest (Heidel and Shelly 2001). Known populations are widely scattered

and relatively small (Elzinga 1997). Activities proposed for Alternative E would have fewer impacts than in Alternative B,

since all harvesting would occur over frozen ground and /or settled snow. Activities proposed in Alternative G would have

still fewer impacts than Alternative E because no commercial harvest would occur, removing any impacts from skidding

logs. However, Alternative G might have slightly more impacts on Lemhi penstemon habitat in the short-term than those

proposed in Alternative C, since some manual tree-felling and underburning would be accomplished within activity units.

This could increase the risk ofweed spread into these units by workers traversing slopes and underburning fiiels.

Alternative A (No Action) would have the least impacts on Lemhi penstemon plants or their habitat in the short-term, but

there is potential for adverse impacts in the long-term due to accumulated fuels increasing the risk ofmore severe fire

events in future decades.

Hollyleaf and woolly-head clovers occur only on the West Fork District and there is potential to directly impact these

species if landings proposed in Alternative D are built. Mitigation measures identify the need for a botanist evaluation prior

to constructing landings to ensure that plants are not impacted (see Mitigation Measures, Chapter 2). However, suitable

habitat would likely have to be destroyed in order to construct these landings in Alternative D. The cumulative efi’ects of

past activities in the area could adversely impact the local population viability ifmore plants and/or habitat is destroyed.

Impacts are reduced in Alternatives B, E, and F, where landings are not proposed for locations where hollyleafor woolly

head clover exists. Alternative E would have the least short-term impacts since no activities are proposed in units

containing hollyleafor woolly-head clover. Alternative F proposes only helicopter harvest, reducing on-the-ground

impacts, and Alternative B would include skyline cable harvest over bare soil, increasing the risk ofweed spread.

Activities proposed in Alternative G might have slightly more impacts on sensitive plant habitat in the short-term than those

proposed in Alternative C, since some manual tree-felling and underburning would be accomplished within units. This

could increase the risk ofweed spread into these units by workers traversing slopes and underburning fuels. Alternative A

(No Action) would have the least impacts on any sensitive plant species or their habitat in the short-term, but there is

potential for adverse impacts in the long-term due to accumulated fuels increasing the risk of a more severe fire event in

future decades.

Candystick populations and habitat can be adversely impacted by any ground disturbing activities on bare soil due to the

soil mycorrhizae associated with the species (Lichthardt, 1995). Green tree harvest in Alternatives B and D could adversely

impact individual candystick plants due their association with a living conifer host. Mitigation measures described in

Chapter 2 require that ground-based activities occur over ground frozen to a depth of4 inches or over 24 inches of settled

snow to protect soil mycorrhizae. Areas proposed for green tree harvest in Alternatives B and D would be reviewed by a

botanist to avoid candystick plants and their associated host trees. However, impacts associated with temporary road and

landing construction cannot be mitigated, since the construction and use ofthese areas would likely adversely impact soil

mycorrhizae. Based on these criteria, Alternative D has the greatest potential to adversely impact candystick plants or

habitat, since temporary roads and landings are proposed for construction in areas of suitable candystick habitat. In the

_-_——-________——_I-___
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Tolan Creek drainage, the cumulative effects ofpast activities and temporary roads and landings in Alternative D could

contribute to further loss of suitable habitat potentially reducing the population viability ofcandystick in the Tolan Creek

drainage. Alternative F has fewer potential impacts since only one temporary road is proposed in candystick habitat.

Alternative B would have slightly less impacts than F and Alternative E would have the least short-term impacts since no

activities are proposed in candystick habitat. Alternatives A (No Action), C, and G would have the least impacts on

candystick species or habitat in the short-term, but there is potential for adverse impacts in the long-term due to

accumulated fuels increasing the risk ofa more severe fire event in future decades.

Effects on Noxious Weeds

The fires of 2000 have created an environment ripe for invading noxious weed seed, so that even the no action alternative

would allow weed spread. Any further activity would only add to this risk by exposing burned areas to weed seed from

activities associated with logging, road decommissioning, reforestation, and slash piling and burning. Alternative D would

spread weeds more readily than any other alternative due to the proposed construction of temporary roads. Recontouring

and revegetating these roads would mitigate this impact some, but would still create conditions favorable for weed

invasion. Alternative F would be the next most likely to contribute to weed spread for similar reasons, followed by B, E, G,

C, and A. These comparisons are based on short-term impacts, including acres of proposed activity. In the longer term,

there is a risk of a severe fire event occurring due to fuel accumulations fi'om fire-killed trees. Such an event would

increase the probability of soil heating and damage to underground plant parts, slowing their rate of recovery and flavoring

the invasion of noxious weeds. If this were to occur, and it most likely would happen in some areas, the risk of weed

spread would be greatest in Alternative A (No Action) with the most the] left on site, followed by Alternatives C, G, E, F,

D, and B. In this scenario, Alternative D would still have increased weed risk compared to Alternative B due to more

temporary road construction activities. Weeds are most likely to be spread into areas not previously infested in any of the

drier VRU 3 sites and in areas where ground-based equipment would be used over bare soil, including machine piling of

slash. See Comparison of Alternatives for Sensitive Plants, above, for a more detailed discussion on the impacts of weed

spread by alternative.

Effects on Wildlife

Summary of Effects

Any change in habitat characteristics caused by management actions will benefit some species and negatively afl‘ect others.

Proposed management actions would have long-term benefits for most wildlife species present in the analysis area that have

evolved under the known disturbance regimes. The short-term negative impacts will include the harvest oftrees that

remove foraging, nesting, roosting, and denning sites. However, even short-term impacts have been mitigated on treatment

sites so that adequate habitat characteristics are present in all habitats including old growth. The extensive availability of

dead trees in untreated units and riparian corridors and retention of snags and course woody debris habitat features in

treated areas is believed to be adequate to support viable wildlife populations across the Bitterroot National Forest. Some

species will be absent from severely burned areas due to the now absent habitat, but this project as proposed would not

negatively affect viability of any wildlife species.

Alternative A followed by C, and G would have the least short term effects on wildlife species, but are anticipated to have

greater long term negative effects if future severe fires were to occur across large portions of the analysis area. Alternatives

E and F would maximize recovery ofhabitats by planting seedlings on the areas most likely to have poor natural

regeneration. Alternatives B, F and G also propose increased riparian bufl'er widths that benefit many management

indicator species, threatened, endangered, sensitive, native and desired non-native species. Alternatives C, F, and B

maximize recovery of habitats by planting seedlings on the most area. Alternative G would obliterate nearly 10 times the

miles of road compared to other alternatives, thereby enhancing the habitat suitability for a range of species sensitive to

human disturbance.

Management Indicator Species §P__i_n'e Marten, Pileated Woodpecker, Elk)

Alternatives considered would have limited adverse effect on management indicator species. Project actions as designed

have potential adverse efi‘ects to these species. Green tree treatments pose the potential for degrading habitat for

indicator species and therefore alternatives that minimize thinning in green trees (A, C, E, G) would have fewer potential

impacts on these species. Similarly, alternatives that maximize planting in VRU3 would speed recovery for indicator

*
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species because this VRU is used by pine marten, elk and pileated woodpeckers and lost most seed trees to wildfires and

may not recover as rapidly as VRU4 habitat. Alternatives B, C, D and F maximize planting in VRU3.

Effects on Elk Thermal Cover

Thermal cover was reduced across all geographic areas by the 2000 fires and effects will be monitored in conjunction with

the State in following years. Green tree harvest may affect this habitat component. Elk populations are not likely to be

affected by this habitat loss but thinning green trees may reduce the quality ofexisting cover in the short term. In the

longer term these treatments would result in reduced risk ofhigh severity fire and insect epidemic and future loss ofthermal

cover. Alternatives A, C, E and G would not alter any thermal cover. Alternatives that maximize planting would speed

recovery of thermal cover. Alternatives C, F, D and B in that order maximize recovery of elk thermal cover.

Effects on Elk Habitat Effectiveness

Habitat effectiveness is related to open road density during the hunting season on the Bitterroot National Forest. Road

closures would improve habitat effectiveness for elk by limiting access in specific drainages. Alternative C, E, and G

would impose road closures in three third order drainages in Skalkaho-Rye, East Fork, and West Fork geographic areas to

raise habitat efi‘ectiveness to Forest plan standards. Alternatives A and D would close no roads, Alternative B would close

some roads in each of the three drainages, but not to Forest plan standards. Alternative F would meet standards in two

areas, but not in Laird Creek.

Effects on Elk Securi§_v_

No alternative would have substantial effects on elk security. Green tree harvest is the most likely activity to affect this

habitat component and alternatives that thin the fewest acres would have the least short-term effect on security habitat.

Alternatives that plant the largest number ofacres would help improve security habitat on the most acres in the long temi

Therefore, alternative C that treats the least number of green tree acres but plants the most area would provide the least

short-term impacts with the greatest long-term movement towards security habitat recovery. Alternatives F, D, and B

would rank next considering both short term impacts and long-term benefits.

Old Growth

None of the activities proposed in any of the alternatives would have an efiect on acres or amount of old growth habitat

remaining after the fires. Alternatives A, C, F and G, will not affect old growth because no green tree harvest is planned.

Alternatives B, D and E would treat approximately 40 percent ofVRU2 and VRU3 old growth habitats in the analysis area,

but old growth attributes would be retained in the treated stands. The proposed understory treatments are designed to

restore historic structure of vegetation and thereby have long-term benefits for old growth in treated areas.

Flammulated Owls

Displacement ofFlammulated Owls may occur during implementation of all alternatives except A and C as a result of

conducting fuel reduction activities during the breeding season. Displacement is not expected to affect species viability.

None of the alternatives would affect habitat suitability for Flammulated owls because the proposed activities are designed

to restore historic vegetative structural conditions that are preferred by this species.

Effects on Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive Wildlife Species Habitats

Although short-term impacts are expected for a variety of wildlife species across the analysis area, species viability would

not be afl'ected for any TES species. During harvest activities, planting or temporary road building wildlife species would

potentially be displaced by human presence, noise, etc. This effect is expected to be greatest in areas that have green tree

activities because it is predicted that wildlife species, marten, lynx, flammulated owls, pileated woodpeckers, possibly

fisher, and wolves may at times (although the likelihood is low) be present in remaining forested areas.

Project design that retains structural attributes for snags and course woody debris and/or elimination ofunits in sensitive

habitats (Alternative F) mitigated all but displacement impacts to wildlife species across the analysis area. Alternative G

road closures would have the greatest long-term benefits on TES species by opening up habitats to forage, mate, breed

and/or raise young away from human disturbance and also by decreasing the risk ofhuman caused mortality.

#
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Effects on Scenery

Logfl'gg Systems

Harvest activities in visually sensitive areas (retention and partial retention) could result in visual impacts. In general,

helicopter logging results in fewer visual effects compared to other logging systems. Skid trails and skyline corridors can

leave more visually evident patterns where tractor or skyline/TLM logging systems are used. Table 2-23 displays the

number ofactivity units by logging system for the alternatives in visually sensitive areas.

Table 2-23 - Logging System Summary by Alternative
 

Alternatives A and C do not utilize any logging systems and have no impact to visual quality. Ofthe alternatives that

utilize mechanical treatment methods, Alternative E has the least visual impacts to the landscape; Alternative D has the

most visual impacts to the landscape.

Fuel Reduction

Fuel reduction activities can afi'ect scenery and efi'ects would vary by prescription In general1 salvage and

salvage/regeneration prescriptions would be more noticeable than intermediate and manual/Rx fire prescriptions. Table

2-24 displays acres of these prescriptions by alternative.

Table 2-24 - Fuel Reduction Treatment Methods by Alternative
 

Alternatives A and C do not utilize any firel reduction treatment methods and have no impact to visual quality. Of the

alternatives that utilize mechanical treatment methods, Alternative E has the least visual impacts to the landscape;

Alternatives B and D haves the most visual impacts to the landscape.

Planting

Reforestation accelerates visual recovery following the fires. Table 2-25 shows regeneration activities by alternative.

Table 2-25 - Artificial Planting and Natural Regeneration by Alternative

Artificial ml

 

#
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Alternative C has highest amount ofplanting which would accelerate reforestation on the greatest amount of acres. Natural

regeneration would occur in Alternatives A and G but with limited active management such as monitoring sites and making

sure areas are stocked with trees.

Effects on Recreation

Changes in Motorized Access

Table 2-26 displays how the alternatives would change motorized access opportunities.

Table 2-26 - Change in Motorized Access

mmCs
Roads open to motorized use yearlong changed to closed toarlon to motorized use n

Roads with seasonal motorized restriction changed to closed

to -= lon motorized use n

nunmotorized restriction

lrllrl
Ira-mm

m

  

 

Roads with seasonal restriction changed to open yearlong to

motorized use

Roadso to -= 10 motorizeduse

Roadso

* Change in type fi'om fiill size vehicles to ofilhighway vehicles

to seasonal motorized use

Chan es in Non-Motorized Roaded Access

The roads addressed in this section are currently closed yearlong to motorized use. Treatments afi‘ecting non~motorized

use, such as hiking and stock riding, are ripping the existing roadbed (and leaving a rough walking surface) and

recontouring the road prism.

Table 2-27 - Summary Total Miles of Non-Motorized Roaded Access

SkBlkahO-R -

Effects on Wilderness

 

The proposed activities would not occur in designated Wilderness. However, fuel reduction activities on non-wilderness

lands have the potential to afl‘ect users in the periphery ofWilderness areas. Sights and sounds ofwork crews and noise of

equipment fi'om adjacent units may have short-term afl‘ects on the solitude of visitors.

Effects on Inventoried Roadless Areas

The proposed activities would not occur in Inventoried Roadless Areas. However, fuel reduction activities outside of

have the potential to afi'ect users within them. Sights and sounds ofwork crews and noise ofequipment from adjacent umts

may have short-term afl‘ects on the solitude of visitors.

Effects on Unroaded Lands

Table 2-28 displays the unroaded acreage afiected by proposed activities in the alternatives. A map ofunroaded lands

provided by local environmental groups was used to determine these effects.
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Table 2-28 - Summary Table of Effects on Unroaded Lands

Skalkaho R e

Miles ofTe In Road Construction

Total Harvest Treatment

Rx Fire/Manual Treatment

Miles ofT rm Road Construction

Total Harvest Treatment

Rx Fire/Manual Treatment

West Fork

Miles ofT "1- Road Construction

Total Harvestin

Rx Fire/Manual Treatment

Total

Miles ofTe m Road Construction  

 Total Harvest Treatment

RX Fire/Manual Treatment —I

Effects on Economic Values

Table 2-29 — Summary of Economic Indicators

Alternative “nu

1 Estimated Harvest Volume BF“II-II

Fuel Reduction Cost Per Acre nu‘!

Total Em 19 ment “

Percentage of Treatment Area by

I Yarding System

Conventionall

Helicopter

' Ground based and skyline logging systems

  

 

  

1

Effects on Social Resources

Alternative A responds to the desires ofthose who believe that nothing should be done in the burned areas. It would result

in no disruptions ofresidents’ daily living and work activities in the near term

Alternatives B, D, E and F respond in varying degrees to those who support fuel reduction in the wildland-urban interface

and other burned areas. The amount of disruption to residents’ daily living and work activities that would be created by

each of these alternatives is related to the amount ofwork proposed. Potential sources or disruption include increased

trafi'ic, noise from helicopters, potential travel delays, etc. Alternatives D and B propose the most activity, respectively,

followed by Alternative F, then Alternative E which proposes considerably less.

Alternatives C and G respond to those who do not support commercial or mechanized fuel reduction but do support

watershed restoration. Alternative C does not contain any fuel reduction. Alternative G would focus

mechanical/manual/prescnbed fiiel reduction only in the wildland-Urban Interfiace and dry ponderosa pine areas outside of

unroaded areas. These alternatives would disrupt residents’ daily living and work activities the least of the action

alternatives. Alternative G also emphasizes fiiel reduction and fire hazard protection near homes, and local employment.

#
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Forest Plan Amendment

Table 2-30 —Response to Key Issue: Forest Plan Amendment (Need by Alternative and Geographic Area) '

E ..p.

—

8S

es Y

es Y

Y

—

Yes

—

_
—
_
_

 

No

_

N9

N9

East Fork Area

West Fork Area No No No . No

l “Yes” means a Forest Plan Amendment would be needed to implement that alternative in that area. “No” means a Forest

Plan Amendment would not be needed

M
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CHAPTER 3 — AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

INTRODUCTION

This chapter discussed the existing conditions ofthe resources and the anticipated efl‘ects ofeach of the alternatives.

For each resource addressed in this chapter, past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future activities were analyzed along

with proposed activities to determine eflects. These activities are displayed in Appendix A.

Geographic Areas are discussed separately to provide a consistent reporting format and to facilitate review for readers who

have a particular interest in a certain area of the Forest.

There is less than complete knowledge about many of the relationships and conditions of wildlife, fish, forest, jobs and

communities. The ecology, inventory, and management of large forested areas are a complex science that continues to

develop. The biology ofwildlife species prompts questions about population dynamics and habitat relationships. The

interactions of resource supply, the economy, and communities is the subject matter of an inexact science. However, the

basic data and central relationships are sufliciently well-established in the respective sciences for the responsible official to

make a reasoned choice between the alternatives, and to adequately assess and disclose the possible adverse environmental

consequences. New or improved information would be very unlikely to reverse or nullify these understood relationships.

Changes Between Draft and Final EISs

All resource sections were updated to include analysis of the new alternatives, F and G. Major changes to this chapter

inchide the addition of sections to discuss the effects on Range and Unroa'ded lands. Most resources have a specific section

discussing the changes between dratt and final in more detail.

Disturbance’s Role in the Ecosystem

Periodic large fires are natural events on the Bitterroot NF (Arno, 1977). As outlined by the Independent Multidisciplinary

Science Team (Independent Multidisciplinary Science Team, 1999), disturbances such as fire, floods, and extreme wind

events play an important ecological role in the Inland Northwest and elsewhere. Key concepts are:

Disturbance is a natural part ofthe ecosystem of the Inland Northwest, and all native plants, vertebrates, and invertebrates

have co-evolved with it. The forests oftoday evolved with the environment over a relatively long period compared to the

period since Euro-American settlement.

High quality habitat for organisms was the result ofnaturally occurring processes that operated across the landscape and

over time. These same processes occur today, but humans have altered their extent and frequency.

The environment and habitat ofthese species is dynamic. If a landscape is viewed over time and space there is a shifting

mosaic ofconditions. Over time the location of a mosaic ofhabitats shiited. Forest age class distribution and aquatic

habitat in the Inland Northwest have been a continuously shifting mosaic ofdisturbed, recovering, and undisturbed habitats.

One ofthe evolutionary legacies provided by a dynamic landscape is a suite of species with the ability to colonize new or

recovering habitats.

People are part ofthe ecosystem, both in the sense ofbeing another species that depends on other ecosystem components

and because humans determine how ecosystems are socially defined, studied, and managed. Disturbance events such as

fire, insects, and diseases have negative connotations to many people. Many people understand that these occur naturally in

ecosystems. but depending on personal values, view the events difi’erently ranging from seeing them as “ a waste of good

resources” to “essential for natural recovery” (USDA, 1996c). Restoration activities considered in this analysis are derived

from the management objectives described in Chapter 1.
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FIRE AND FUELS

Changes Between Draft and Final

Changes in headings were made throughout the section to make it more readable and tie it more clearly to the Purpose and

Need and Issues. The layout ofthe Fire and Fuels section is organized into five repetitive headings: Safe Fuel Loads for

Firefighters, Wildland Urban Interface (WUT) Fuel Loads, Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads, Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads,

and Large Expanses ofHeavy Fuel Loads. It is important to note that discussions under these headings overlap

considerably for any given piece of ground. For example, one discrete area may be identified as Wildland Urban Interface,

Dry Forest Type, and Suitable Timber Land.

Historic fiiel condition sections were rewritten to expand on variability of fuels in response to comments. Analysis was

adjusted to take into account changes in coarse woody debris minimum guidelines. The Analysis Methods section was

clarified. Editorial changes were made throughout this section and references to literature were added.

Regulatory Framework

National Fire Plan

The National Fire Plan provides national direction for hazardous fuel reduction, restoration, rehabilitation, monitoring,

applied research, and technology transfer (see Chapter 1 for details).

Bitterroot Forest Plan and Fire Management Action Plan

The Bitterroot National Forest Plan includes Forest-wide fire management direction that is consistent with other resource

goals (Appendix M-l ofBNF Plan). The Bitterroot National Forest Fire Management Plan (2001) is an annually updated

operational guide. For all fires, the priority is protection ofhuman life, and firefighter, aviation, and public safety (Fire

Management Plan, 2001). The primary fire management objective on the Bitterroot NF is flexible preparedness,

suppression, and fire use program options that meet interdisciplinary goals and objectives while moving toward desired

conditions (Fire Management Plan 2001). Firefighter safety is paramount while providing resource protection and fire use

necessary to protect, maintain, and enhance resource values and attain land management goals and objectives (Appendix

M-l ofBNF Plan). In support ofthis objective, the Fire Management Team is committed to:

- Recognizing employees as our most valuable asset, and ensuring safety will not be compromised.

- Maintaining flexible and integrated programs that respond to management needs.

- Improving understanding of the fire management mission and meeting the expectations of our public, cooperators,

and shareholders.

- Providing leadership in prescribed fire to accomplish land management objectives by fully integrating fire

management principles and techniques into the development of interdisciplinary proposals based upon the

acceptable range of results and desired conditions.

- Providing expertise in Wildland Fire Use to achieve desired conditions and enhancing resource benefits (Fire

Management Plan 2001).

Direction provided in the Forest Plan (1987) ensures that fire programs are cost efi'ective, compatible with the role of fire in

ecosystems, and responsive to resource management objectives, including:

- Using prescribed fire to maintain healthy ecosystems that meet land management objectives.

- Maintaining an adequate cadre of well-qualified prescribed fire experts to apply both technical knowledge and field

experience in accomplishing prescribed fire needs.

- Emphasizing fire ecology when applying prescribed fire, and using fire ecology reference documents.

- Attempting to integrate an understanding of fire’s role in regulating stand structure into development of

silvicultural prescriptions.

o Emphasizing the use ofprescribed fire in range and wildlife habitat improvement projects.

- Permitting Wildland Fire Use (natural ignitions) in wilderness to the extent possible within prescriptions that

provide for protection of life, property, and adjacent resources.

- Maintaining prescribed fire programs that are responsive to national, state, and local air quality regulations and

agreements.

0 Ensuring an active “inform and involve “ program to ensure public involvement, understanding, and approval of

prescribed fire programs.

W
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Fire is recognized as a valuable tool for reducing natural fuels and activity fuels generated from harvest operations. Fire

treatments include broadcast burning, underburning, jackpot burning, and pile burning. These treatments have all been

identified as necessary in fuels management. The Bitterroot Forest Plan allows Wildland Fire Use, or managing wildland

fires through natural ignitions, in wilderness and portions ofManagement Areas 5 and 6 on the West Fork Ranger District.

Management-ignited prescribed fires are allowed in all but wilderness areas (Bitterroot Forest Plan 1987). Prescribed fires

can only occur when such fire management planning is fully integrated into Forest NFMA and NEPA analysis, objectives

associated with the use of fire are defined and disclosed, fuels management is based upon ecosystem management

principles, processes, and desired conditions, and the effects are analyzed at various scales (Bitterroot NF Plan, Appendix

K-1 1). Full suppression responses are required by the Forest Plan (1987) for all WUI and Roaded Active Areas (Initial

Attack Zones 1 and 2). Roadless Areas (outside wilderness) (Initial Attack Zone 3) require immediate suppression from

mid-June through September, but provide more flexibility for less aggressive suppression responses outside ofthis season

when and where feasible (Forest Plan 1987). Wilderness Areas (Initial Attack Zone 4) are allowed the full range of

wildland fire management responses including Wildland Fire Use (Forest Plan 1987). Such fires are managed under the

1995 Federal Wildland Fire Policy (USDI/USDA et al 1995) and the 1998 Wildland and Prescribed Fire Management

Policy Implementation Procedures Reference Guide (USDI/USDA 1998).

Chief’s Direction

Additional direction for managing National Forest System lands comes from the Forest Service Washington Oflice, in the

form of the Chiefs direction on Ecosystem Management. The Northern Region ofthe US Forest Service, in response to

this direction and the 1990 Resource Planning Act, designed a package specifying how the Region will incorporate the new

direction, and made it available in “Our Approach to Sustaining Ecological Systems” in 1992.

F8 Manuals/Handbooks

Specific guidelines for Wildland Fire Use and prescribed fire applications are found in Forest Service Manual 5100 (Fire

Management) and a number ofForest Service Handbooks resulting fi'om FSM 5100 direction. Forest Service Handbook

5109.19 (Fire Management Analysis and Planning) gives specific direction on planning practices related to Fire and Fuels

management.

In 1995, the Federal Wildland Fire Policy and Program Review was initiated (USDI/USDA et al 1995). Some of the

principles of this review include: 1) firefighter and public safety are the first priority; 2) wildland fire is an essential

ecological process and natural change agent; and 3) fire management plans must be based on the best available science.

This policy contains direction to allow Wildland Fire Use and prescribed fire to restore fire’s natural role in appropriate

areas where approved plans are in place.

The Wildland and Prescribed Fire Management Policy Implementation Procedures Reference Guide (USDI/USDA 1998) is

an interagency guide established to standardize procedures for implementation ofthe Federal Wildland Fire Policy and

Program Review of 1995.

Analysis Methods and Background Information

Issues Evaluated

Five topics are listed in Chapter 1 regarding the purpose and need to reduce fiiels: Firefighter Safety, Wildland Urban

Interfice, Dry Forest, Suitable Timber Lands, and Large Expanses ofHeavy Fuels. See Chapter 1 for objectives specific to

each of these topics. Chapter 2 identifies a key issue questioning the need and validity of the proposed fuel reduction.

Every objective is not analyzed in this Fire and Fuels section, but may be addressed through other disciplines in Chapter 3.

The Fire and Fuels section addresses the following issues:

Fuel Loads and Implications for Firefighter and Public Safety

Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

Large Expanses ofHeavy Fuel Loads

The first step in analysis requires identifying measurable criteria that can be used to determine effectiveness of different

alternatives in achieving the objectives. In this section, objectives pertaining to fire and fuels are addressed.

0 To assess Wildland Urban Interface fuel loads, fuel reduction acres treated in areas identified as Wildland Urban

Interface were measured.

_——_——-—_——__——_——__i——I___-_—_
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- To assess fuel loads in the Dry Forest, VRU 2 fuel reduction acres treated and acres of green tree thinning in the

VRU 2 Dry Forest type were measured.

0 To assess fuel loads in suitable tirnberlands that need to be reforested, fuel reduction acres treated in suitable

timberland management areas where regeneration is planned were measured.

0 To assess large expanses ofheavy fuels, areas with firel loads greater than 30 tons/acre were measured on lands

identified as needing fuels treatment.

- To assess firefighter safety, areas with firel loads greater than 30 tons/acre were measured on lands identified as

needing fuels treatment.

The following section describes the link between objectives and variables chosen for measurement. It is important to

differentiate between two commonly used terms in fire ecology before discussion of the issues—fire severity and fire

intensity.

The terms “fire severity’ and “fire intensity’ are commonly confused, but differences in these terms are important to

understand. Fire severity describes the effect ofa wildland fire in terms ofthe amount of surface or soil organic matter

consumed. Fire intensity refers to the rate ofheat produced by a wildland fire at a point in time. The term “fire efi‘ects”

refers to the physical, chemical, and biological impacts of fire on the environment and ecosystem resources. Fires afi‘ect

soil, water, vegetation, air, and cultural resources found in natural ecosystems (DeBano et al 1998).

‘ ire severig refers to the degree to which a site has been altered or the successional processes disrupted by fire. Fire

severity, loosely, is a product of fire intensity (see below) and residence time. Fire severity is generally considered to be

low, moderate, or high. A light severity burn is one that leaves the soil covered with partially charred organic material.

A moderate-severity burn results fi'om a burn in which all ofthe organic material is burned away fi’om the surface ofthe

soil; any remaining fuel is deeply charred. A high-severity bum results in all of the organic material being removed

from the soil surface; organic material below the surface is consumed or charred” (DeBano et a1 1998).

‘ ire intensigg is a term that is used to described the rate at which a fire produces thermal energy. While there are

several ways of expressing fire intensity, fireline intensity is the most widely used. Fire intensity is influenced by the

amount of fuel available for burning, local weather conditions before and at the time ofthe fire, and the topography of

the burning site. The limiting factor in fire intensity is the amount of energy stored in the fuel. As a consequence, the

greater the fuel loading, the more intensely a fire is likely to burn” (DeBano et al 1998).

There are several expressions of fire intensity. Radiant intensity is the rate of thermal radiation emission. Convective

intensity is that part ofthe total heat output from a fire that lifts gases and entrains air above the flame zone. Total fire

intensity, the rate ofheat output of the fire as a whole, is a function ofthe rate of area burned, fuel loading, and estimated

heat yield. Reaction intensity, the total heat release per unit area of fuelbed divided by the burning time, is the time

averaged rate ofheat release of the active fire fi'ont. Fireline intensity, also called Byram’s intensity, is the product ofthe

available heat of combustion per unit area of ground surface and the rate ofspread ofthe fire. The greater the amount of

available firel the greater the fireline intensity in BTUs (Rothermel 1983). The equation for fireline intensity is: I = Rwh,

Btu/ft's, where l= intensity, R=rate of spread (it/s); w=available fuel, lb/fi2; and h=heat of combustion, Btu/lb (Brown and

Davis, 1959, 1973; Rothermel 1991). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that if available fuel is reduced, there is a reduction

in fireline intensity. Fireline intensity has been related empirically to flame length, which is easily measured in the field

(DeBano et al 1998).

Immediately following the fires of 2000 on the Bitterroot NF, Burned Area Emergency Rehabilitation (BAER) efforts were

initiated. BAER teams were assigned to develop post-fire emergency rehabilitation plans. BAER teams completed fire

severity maps of the burned areas in order to assess potential storm runofi' risks and emergency soil stabilization needs.

Due to the scale of the fires, fire severity was first mapped aerially based on vegetation characteristics that are correlated to

fire severity. Areas where tree canopies were consumed and white ash was observed were mapped as “high severity.”

Areas where conifer tree needles were scorched, but not completely consumed, were mapped as “moderate severity.”

Areas where many trees survived the fire but the lower tree needles were singed were mapped “low severity.” “Low

severity’ was used in this effort synonyrnously to the term “light severity" used by Debano et al. 1998. Low fire severity

areas may have scattered inclusions ofburned individuals or groups of lethally scorched trees, where moderate severity fire

occurred. Due to the scale ofthe nrapping effort, many ofthese inclusions were lumped within the low fire severity type.

In these cases, some areas mapped as low fire severity could be more accurately termed “mixed severity.” Once fire

severity was aerially mapped, BAER team members visited burned areas on the ground to test for indicators of fire severity

such as water repellency and organic matter consumption in order to refine and adjust the aerial mapping. This mapping

was used throughout the EIS process to generally represent fire severity in the analysis area.

M
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All acreages in the Fire and Fuels section are approximate.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters-Analysis Methods

If the objective on some lands is to reduce the threat ofunwanted wildland fire, then fires will be suppressed in those areas.

Other areas may have objectives that allow fires to burn If a fire starts in a suppression zone, firefighters are compelled to

manage that fire. Options on how to manage the fire (confine, contain, control) are limited by topography, weather, fuels,

values at risk, and safety considerations, as well as policy constraints.

What makes fires “safer?” In order to protect values at risk from unwanted fire, it is necessary for firefighters to remove

fuel and contain the fire. Firefighters have the right to a safe assignment. The shorter the fire’s duration, the less potential

exists for adverse weather changes or extreme fire conditions that can narrow a firefighter’s margin of safety, and there is

potentially less firefighter exposure to environmental hazards. Experience has shown that firefighters can more safely fight

a fire if it stays small (low rate of spread; largely determined by small fiiels), has lower intensities (determined by fuel

structure and accumulation), has relatively little spotting potential (determined by potential firebrand sources, how far they

travel, and probability of ignition upon landing), and low resistance to control (suppression force required to control a unit

of fire perimeter; determined by amount of dead and down fuels). Fire behavior is complex with many contributing factors,

all ofwhich fall into the categories oftopography, weather, and fuels (Agee 1993). These three elements comprise the fire

environment, the surrounding conditions, influences, and modifying forces that determine fire behavior (NWCG, 1996).

Fuel Reduction’s link to Fire Behavior Modification. When firefighters arrive on the scene ofa fire, they immediately

assess weather (air temperature, wind, relative humidity, forecasts), fuels (size, type, moisture content, total loading), and

topography (slope, aspect, elevation) to determine how to proceed.

Modifying any one ofthese elements has a direct result on fire behavior, which is basically described by rate of spread and

intensity. Rate of spread is readily observed in the field, and intensity is estimated by observed flame length. These two

observations can be assessed by firefighters to determine whether conditions are conducive to spotting and crowning-fire

behavior that determines firefighter strategies and tactics during fire suppression operations (Rothermel 1983). Favorable

conditions for crown fires include heavy accumulations of dead and downed litter, conifer reproduction and other ladder

fuels, and continuous conifer tree forest (Rothermel 1991). A reduction in surface fuels can limit fireline intensity (Brown

and Davis 1979) and can help to lower fire severity (Ryan and Noste 1985). Fuel characteristics afiecting fire behavior are

vegetative density, species composition, amount ofsurface fiiel, arrangement of fuels and moisture content (Rothermel

1983). Fuels contribute to the rate of spread of a fire, the intensity/flame length ofthe fire, how long a fire is held over in

an area, and the size of the burned area (Rothermel 1983, Agee, et al 2000).

In a national survey, nearly 80% of all wildland firefighters identified the] reduction as the single-most important factor for

improving their margin of safety on wildland fires (Tri-Data 1996). Firefighters have no control over the weather or

topography (though they do have control over where on the landscape to make an efiort to stop a fire), but they can manage

fuels. Therefore, fuel reduction can play an important part in increasing firefighter and public safety by modifying fire

behavior in the fire environment through a reduction in fire intensity and severity (Pollet and Omi 1999).

Treatments that reduce fuel loads have been shown to decrease fire behavior (Buckley 1992). Van Wagtendonk (1996) and

Finney et al (2000) found in fire simulations that a reduction in fuel loads decreased subsequent fire behavior, increased

fireline control possibilities and decreased fire suppression costs. Efficient fireline construction rates are also enhanced

where fuel reduction has occurred, which decreases resistance to control (Agee et al 2000).

Intensive forest management that involves the creation of activity fuels (slash) can indeed increase fire behavior parameters

such as rate of spread and flame length However, treatment ofslash (e. g. burning, chipping, removal, isolation) will

reduce fire behavior and fire intensity. Graham et al (1999) reports that thinning from below and intermediate tree harvest

can effectively alter fire behavior by reducing crown bulk density and ladder fuels, but will not reduce crown fire potential

unless tree densities are substantially reduced. Graham et al (1999) also states that all intermediate treatments should be

accompanied by surface fuel modification, and the most success is achieved when using prescribed fire for such treatments.

But which fuels should we reduce to benefit firefighter and public safety? There are three types of fuels that affect fire

behavior, fine fuels such as grass or forbs, small woody fuels less than three inches in diameter and large woody fuels

greater than three inches in diameter. Fine fuels are the major contributors to fire spread, carrying the ignition and flaming

fi'ont of a fire (Rothermel 1983). Without these fine fuels, many fires will not get large, although there are exceptions.

However, eliminating fine fuels (litter, dufl', grasses) is neither possible nor desirable. Small woody fuels influence a fire’s

rate of spread and fire intensity, and small woody fuels lose their moisture faster, start easier and burn more readily (Agee

1993). Under a fi‘equent fire regime it will be possible to maintain fine fuels at lower levels and various patch sizes than

—_————————_
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under a less frequent fire regime, but fine fiiels will always exist. Aside from eliminating the fine fiiels that contribute to

fire spread, only the total amount and arrangement can be modified to benefit fire control efforts. From a firefighter’s

perspective, it is better to construct fireline through 2” of this small material to reach mineral soil (therefore stopping fire

spread) than to dig through 10" of fine fiiels because the fireline construction will progress faster and the fire could

potentially be contained at a smaller size.

Large fuels (greater than 3” diameter) do not contribute greatly to fire spread, and are not considered in the BEHAVE fire

spread prediction model, though they do remain burning after the fire front has passed (Andrews 1986) and contribute to

fire severity. Large fuel amounts and state ofdecay contribute to fire persistence (the ability for a fire to remain burning on

a site, even if current conditions are not conducive to fire spread), burnout time (the amount of time necessary to consume a

piece of fuel of a certain diameter), and resistance to control (resistance to fireline construction efforts) (Brown et al 2001).

Large fuels also contribute to the development of large fires and high fire severity (Brown et al 2001). Due to large dead

and down woody fiiel contributions to fire behavior and control, reducing the amount of large, dead and down woody

debris will increase the potential for using prescribed fire and Wildland Fire Use that will, in turn, help keep the fine fuel

load at a relatively low level. Increased fire persistence, resistance to control, and burnout time negatively influence

firefighter safety by hampering suppression actions and increasing firefighter exposure to environmental hazards.

A fire able to persist even if current conditions are not conducive to fire spread has greater potential to be affected by

changing weather that may initiate fire spread. Fires may go undetected for several days and then become active during a

hot and windy day, depleting initial attack suppression resources quickly.

This heavy fiiels situation could likely present a high “resistance to control” depending on handline or mechanical

suppression tactics. Resistance to control is the relative difficulty of constructing and holding a control line as affected by

resistance to line construction and by fire behavior (NWCG 1996). Fire hazard and resistance to control reach high ratings

when large woody fiiels exceed 25 to 30 tons per acre in combination with small woody fuels of 5 tons per acre or more

(Brown et al 2001). However, it is the number of large pieces (>l0") that largely determines resistance of control, rather

than their total loading (Brown et al 2001). Line construction rates for initial attack hand crews are lower in the fiiel models

with larger diameter fiiels (fuel models 10, ll, l2, 13) than in the other common fuel models found on the Bitterroot NF

(fuel models 2, 8, and 9) (NWCG 1998, Anderson 1982) (Reference Figure 3-1 Gird Point Fire-Unmanaged Stand and

Figure 3-2 Sleeping Child Fire-Unmanaged Stand).

Localized accumulations of fuel may be of less concern when weather conditions allow successful fireline construction

around these areas. The same location, under more extreme weather conditions can throw embers across firelines and

create spot fires ahead ofthe main fire, rendering suppression efi’orts ineffective and increasing firefighter exposure to fire

elements. Additionally, when fuel accumulations occur across the landscape in large, contiguous amounts, it is problematic

for suppression forces because there is no relatively “easy’ place to build line—the large fuels must be removed before

digging to mineral soil and stopping the spread of fire. This means locating control lines out in fi’ont of the fire so that there

is enough time to build the line before the fire gets there (changing fi’om direct to parallel or indirect line construction

strategies). Steep terrain fi'equently limits use ofmechanical equipment in line construction; thereby increasing dependence

on hand crews. Hand crews are usually effective in direct line construction for four-foot flame lengths and less (Rotherrnel

1983).Large woody fuels contribute to development of large fires and high fire intensity (Byram 1954, Brown et al 2001).

When heavy fiiel accumulations are ignited (regardless of their landscape configuration) they can have a long burnout time

and can burn intensely for long periods (Anderson 1969). As they burn, if there are pole-sized trees and overstory tree

branches near the burning the] accumulation, the needles and branches are dried. With prolonged convective heating, live

needles and twigs in the trees can ignite and “torch,” throwing embers into the wind, and possibly igniting other nearby tree

crowns. Therefore, heavy fuel loads contribute to increased fire intensities (Reference Figure 3-2). If fiiel, topographic,

and weather conditions are conducive to producing flame lengths of 8-1 1 feet, control efiorts at the head ofthe fire will

likely be ineffective. With flame lengths of ll feet, a crown fire can occur in which control efiorts at the head ofthe fire

are ineffective (Rothermel l983). Crown fires may not stop until the fuel condition or weather changes.

Fuels are the only element affecting fire behavior that can be controlled. Fuel management modifies fire behavior,

ameliorates fire eflects and reduces fire suppression costs and danger (DeBano 1998). Fuel management includes reducing

the loading of available fuels, converting fuels to those with a lower flammability or isolating or breaking up large

continuous bodies of fuels (DeBano 1998). With all this said, one measure of successfully increasing firefighter/public

safety and protection is the decrease in total fuel load in areas where firefighters will attempt to stop fire spread (Reference

Figure 3-3). From a fire suppression perspective it would be much easier to contain a fire in a stand with fuel features

exhibited in Figure 3-3 than in Figure 3-land Figure 3-2, under equal weather conditions.

—-—————————_..___—-___————————_—=
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Figure 3-1 - 2001 photo of unmanaged burned stand inside 1990 Gird Point Wildland Fire area.

Determining Fire Intensity

Detailed analysis was conducted on representative stands in the analysis area to determine differences in fire intensities that

could result from difi‘erent management strategies. The sample stands represent each VRL' (See Forested Plant

Communities section for further descriptions of VRUs). Analysis was conducted using the Forest Vegetation Simulator

(FVS) computer model to simulate the efi'ects ofvegetation management actions on future forest conditions. The Fire and

Fuels Extension (FFE) to FVS (FVS-FFEXBeukema, et a1 1997) integrates FVS with elements fiom existing fire behavior

and fire severity models. FVS-FFE outputs inchide dead and down woody fuels. stand structure, snags. and potential fire

behavior (flame length, percent regeneration mortality, and crowning/spotting potential) over time to provide a for
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comparing proposed fuel treatments. A fire suppression subject matter expert qualitatively assessed resistance to control

fiom the fuel loading and fire behavior outputs.

The FVS-FFE program was used to model representative stands that experienced high severity fire in 2000, resulting in

100% overstory mortality. The FVS model was used to simulate the accumulation ofdead and down woody fuels for five

decades after the 2000 fires (Table 3-1, third colurrm). Next, the FFE model was run using two scenarios (no post-fire

treatments and post-fire salvage treatments) to simulate stand development and fire effects in the future. These two

scenarios used the same stand and the same post-fire inputs, but one used no post-fire fiiel treatment and one modeled a

post-fire fuels treatment. Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 demonstrate the differences in fuel loading, flame length,

crowning/spotting, resistance to control and regeneration mortality, by decade, from the model runs. (PF. Doc. FIRE-57).

Table 3-1 - FVS-FFE Model Results Showing Stands Without Treatment

Post Fire Fuel loading Flame Crowning/Spotting Resistance-to- % Mortality in

Year-2000 3”+ tons/ac Lenth Potential Control R eneration
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-
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“ Crowning and spotting potential was modeled as if canopy were present because standing snags are a Source of firebrands and add to spotting potential

Table 3-2 - FVS-FFE Model Results Showing Stands With Treatment

Post Fire Fuel Loading Flame Crowning/Spotting Resistance-to

VRU Year-2000 3”+ tons/ac Lenth Potential Control Re eneration

-1- Low-Moderate" Low-Moderate"m

— Low" Low"

- Low" Low"

Low Low
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LOW LOW

7”‘ Low-Moderate“ Low-Moderate“

3“ Low“

Low“

Low“ Low"

Low" Low"

Low-Moderate Moderate"

6-7“ Low-Moderate Moderate“

3-6" Low-Moderate"

.. I to I’ i
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_____ . _ 2-6" 65-82“

g g‘. hi i 12-24 l-6" Low-Moderate A‘ Low“

"‘ Crowning and spotting potential was modeled as if canopy were present bemuse standing snags are a source offire brands and add to spotting potential

" Indicates a change

Model results indicate that reducing total fuel load of material greater than ten inches in diameter through proposed

treatments (while maintaining snags and coarse woody debris minimums) will be efi‘ective in reducing flame lengths,

resistance to control, and crowning/spotting potential in many instances for all VRUs.

#
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Twenty-five to thirty tons per acre ofdown woody material is used as a reasonable and accepted threshold when discussing

undesirable fire effects and fire behavior (Brown et al 2001, Rotherrnel 1983). However, even this level of fuel loading

poses several hazards (such as extreme fire behavior and high resistance to control) should a fire ignition occur on a good

burn day. A good burn day is when weather conditions are conducive to fire spread—generally hot, dry and windy.

Lowering the Potential for Extreme Fire Behavior. Fire behavior is the manner in which a fire reacts to available fuels,

climate, local weather, and topography, and a change in any ofthese components results in a change in fire behavior

(DeBano 1998). The contribution of small and large fuels to fire behavior is discussed above. Fire behavior is most often

characterized by flame length, rate of spread, and fireline intensity (Rothermel 1983). “Extreme” fire behavior implies a

level of fire behavior characteristics that ordinarily preclude methods of direct control. One or more of the following is

usually involved: high rate of spread, prolific crowning and/or spotting, presence of fire whirls, strong convection column,

and unpredictability because such fires often exercise some degree of influence on their environment and behave erratically,

sometimes dangerously (NWCG 1996). Flame lengths approaching eight feet and beyond, fireline intensities approaching

500 btu/ft/s, fire blowup, fire flare-up and fire storms are often observed during times of extreme fire behavior. Under these

conditions, fires are too intense for direct attack by hand crews, and handline is inefiective. Bulldozers, engines, and use of

retardant may be efi'ective in these situations. If the objective is to avoid this type of wildland fire in the areas where there

are high values at risk (such as the WUI), or in VRUZ where it was not historically common or widespread, these are places

to concentrate efforts to mitigate future extreme fire behavior. Ofthe three primary factors that determine fire behavior,

only fuels can be subjected to effective management. Therefore, a total reduction in fuel load will indicate relative

differences in the potential for extreme fire behavior given the same weather, climate, and topography. Excessive fiiel

loads will still exist in some areas, therefore it would be prudent to maximize the benefit of fuel reduction efforts by

positioning them on the landscape such that the overall fuel continuity is broken (see Analysis Methods—Large Expanses

ofHeavy Fuel Loads—-for fiirther discussion).

Spotting is also associated with extreme fire behavior and severely limits the ability of firefighters to confine a fire.

Spotting occurs when burning embers are lofted in fi'ont of the main fire and land in receptive fuels to start new fires.

Spotting is determined by three factors: (1) the source of the firebrands, (2) how far they travel, and (3) the probability of

ignition on landing (Rothermel 1983). Short-range spotting is not very significant as such spots are often overrun by the

main fire and contribute little to forward fire spread. Long-range spotting is caused by embers lofted in the fire’s

convection column and can be carried a mile or more in fi-ont of the main fire to start new fires that will burn independently

ofthe main fire. Firebrands can be lofted by torching trees, a concentration of ground fuels with enough vertical velocity to

loft firebrands, or a fire whirl Spotting is hard to predict except for the fact that it is associated with high fire intensities,

torching, crowning, and fire whirls (Rothermel 1983). Tree torching is determined by weather, total fuel load, live fiiel

moistures (for those fuel models that include this as an input) and ladder fiiels (Andrews and Chase 1989). Fires exhibiting

long-range spotting pose some of the greatest threats to firefighter safety because they are extremely difficult to control.

Since the weather carmot be manipulated, but fuels can be changed with regard to fuel load and ladder fuels, reducing the

incidence ofextreme fire behavior means reducing excessive fuel loads, ladder fuels, and crown spacing. Ladder fiiels and

crown spacing can be addressed in areas burned with low to moderate fire intensities if such fuels still exist, while

excessive fuel loads can be addressed in low, moderate, or high-intensity burned areas if such heavy fuel loads exist.

Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads-Analysis Methods

In general, it appears that fires on the Bitterroot NF and throughout the West are becoming larger, more destructive, and

more resistant to control actions (USDA Forest Service, 2000G). Increased human habitation of forested lands is a

contributing factor. The WUI exists where humans and their development meet or intermix with wildland fuel (USDA

20006). In the Bitterroot Valley, many people wish to live in the lower elevations immediately adjacent to VRU 2 and

VRU 3 lands. Most people want trees on their property for aesthetic screening and seclusion. In many WUI areas, there

are few fiiel breaks ofsufiicient size to stop fires or provide a safe anchor for suppression actions. Fuels in the wildland

environment exist in a continuum and there is rarely a distinct line between the wildland and urban environment. As a local

example, the Little Blue Fire in 2000 was a lightning fire that started in a remote area of the West Fork Ranger District,

over four miles from private property. As a result ofthe continuous fuel bed and the strong winds the Little Blue became a

WUI fire in just a few hours during one burning period.

The WUI includes those areas ofresident human populations at imminent risk fi'om wildland fire, and human developments

having special significance. These areas may include critical communications sites, municipal watersheds, high voltage

transmission lines, observatories, church camps, scout camps, research facilities, and other structures that if destroyed by

fire, would result in hardship to communities. These areas encompass not only the sites themselves, but also the continuous

slopes and fuels that lead directly to the sites, regardless ofthe distance involved (Project File FIRE-56). When wildland
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fire enters the WUI the suppression efi'orts require a large commitment of firefighting resources. During the fires of2000

on the BNF, large portions of otherwise high priority fires remained unstaffed because resources were committed to

structure protection in the WUI. Experienced fire managers know that the WUI is one of the most dangerous environments

in which to conduct fire suppression operations. Poor ingress and egress within the WUI compromise firefighters’ escape

routes. Hazardous materials and other manmade materials produce toxic gases when burned and pose significant threat to

firefighters and the public. The high values at risk (homes, vehicles, domestic animals. etc) within the WUI can lead even

the most seasoned wildland firefighters to take risks that he or she would not consider in the wildland environment.

A recent study following the Cerro Grande wildland fire in Los Alamos, New Mexico indicated that the removal of fire

killed trees also reduces fire behavior (Greenlee 2000). Greenlee (2000) studied the change in fire danger around the town

of Los Alamos from the pre-fire fiiels condition to the post-fire fuels condition. This study concluded that areas burned

with high and moderate intensities could be a greater threat to WUI areas than the pre-fire fuels during post-fire years 6-12.

Before year 6, there was not enough surface fuel accumulation, and afier year 12 the regenerating forest began shading

fuels and reduced mid-flame wind speeds. Specifically, WUI fire hazard would increase markedly by succession year six

due to heavy fiiel accretion in the moderately- to severely-burned stands. This results fiom numerous falling snags

intermingled with the newly developing understory of grasses, trees, and shrubs. The study illustrates that fuel hazard is

different in different years with increases in heavy and light fuels. Twenty-one years ofpost-fire photographs after the

1977 La Mesa fire, which burned ponderosa pine at high intensities near Los Alamos, provided reliable information on fuel

accumulation over time to be used in Greenlee’s (2000) study.

Recent research (Cohen 2000a) addresses home ignitibility, or the potential for a home to ignite, in the WUI. Cohen

concludes that homes ignite via one oftwo processes, direct flame contact with the structure and lofted firebrands landing

on a receptive fuel (house). The Structure Ignition Assessment Model (SIAM) developed by Cohen (Cohen 1995) and

results from the International Crown Fire Modeling Experiment (Alexander et al 1998) generally concur that a flaming

front at a distance of40 meters or more from a structure does not deliver suflicient heat energy to ignite the exterior of a

home. However, lofied firebrands are also a principle WUI ignition factor, and in the 2000 Cerro Grande Fire in New

Mexico, surface fires ignited homes while leaving green needles on trees around the home (Cohen 2000b). Highly ignitable

homes can ignite during wildland fire without fire spreading near the structure. This occurs when firebrands are lofted

downwind from fires. The firebrands subsequently collect on and ignite flammable home materials (such as roofis) and

adjacent flamrnables (such as woodpiles, decking, or landscaped vegetation). Firebrands that result in ignitions can

originate fi'om wildland fires that are a distance of l ldlometer or more (Cohen 2000a). Cohen concludes, “Because

homeowners typically assert their authority for the home and it's irmnediate surroundings, the responsibility for efl’ectively

reducing home ignitability can only reside with the property owner rather than wildland agencies.”

The above-cited research exclusively addresses home ignitibility. Not addressed in the research are some of the other

issues and problems faced by resource managers, fire professionals and residents when considering fire in the WUI. When

fire enters the WUI there remains the potential for loss of life, property and other values even ifhomes have been made fire

safe. Not addressed above is the uncertainty regarding the number ofproperty owners who would take the responsibility to

reduce the ignitibility oftheir homes and maintain that condition over the ensuing decades. Also not included is the

potential loss ofvehicles, other structures, domestic animals, and infi'astructure (roads, utility lines, water supply, etc). So

in this sense, simply reducing home ignitability ignores the cost to private and public entities when these structures and

improvements are damaged or destroyed in a wildland fire event. When fire enters the WUI, there is high probability that

firefighting resources will be deployed and members of the public may be exposed to the above-mentioned hazards even if

all homes have been made fire safe. Many homeowners would likely find it undesirable to live in an intensely or severely

burned over forest even if their home has survived the passage of fire. Not only are aesthetic values decreased for most

people, but the risk of flooding and landslides can put homes and lives at risk during subsequent precipitation events.

Because of the problems and complexities associated with the WUI, resource mangers and fire managers find it desirable to

exclude, to the extent possible, wildland fire fi‘om the WUI, and prefer to use prescribed fire to manage fuels; however,

sociopolitical constraints may preclude or limit its implementation (Kalabokidis and Omi 1998, DellaSalla et al 1995).

Limitations include public attitudes toward smoke, fear of escaped fire, and potential negative visual effects ofburns. The

purpose of fuel treatments in the WUI is to provide for firefighter safety and minimize future loss ofproperty and natural

resources. Hazardous fuel situations (woody fuels less than 3” diameter and fine fuels) can be proactively managed before

wildland fires occur, and such practices can efl‘ectively decrease fire spread, resistance to control, and resource impacts

(Kalabokidis and Omi 1998, Pollet and Omi 1999).

WUI treatment units were designed in the Burned Area Recovery project to provide a defensible firel arrangement where

firefighters would be in less danger and fires could be more easily and safely suppressed. The proposed WUI treatments
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are not intended to fire proofthe forest, as this is not possible nor desirable from an ecological standpoint. Rather, fiiel

reduction treatments and reforestation are designed to restore green, forested conditions in burned areas, and increase the

ability of the agency to use low-intensity prescribed fire in the future. Fuel treatments in and near the WUI also serve to

protect National Forest lands fi'om the risk of wildland fire spreading from private property. The WUl unit delineation

considered terrain, fuel conditions, and slope and are adjacent to private land with residences. This is not an exact science,

but requires professional judgment using fire behavior, fire observation, and fire suppression experience with knowledge of

local weather, and terrain, and fiiel conditions.

The widespread occurrence ofincreased fuel loading has been identified in a number of studies, and appears to be

especially pronounced in the high frequency-low severity fire regime types (Barrett, 1988; Brown, R. 2000; Covington and

Moore, 1994; Steele, et al, 1986; Everett, et al 2000; Brown, R, et al, 1999). These studies indicate that overall fuel loads

in these fire regimes have increased over the last century to levels that were historically rare, infrequent or occurred only in

small, isolated patches.

Post-fire fuel loads were estimated for proposed treatment polygons (units) using field inventory data collected prior to the

fires. This was done on a stand-by-stand basis where stand inventory data existed. Almost all ofthe units had at least some

inventory data on file in the database. Cubic foot volumes per acre (a standard output of timber inventories) were converted

to tons per acre for each unit, and those were adjusted ocularly to adjust for the varying levels of tree mortality from the

fire. Tonnages were reduced depending on the treatment type, to arrive at the final post-treatment firel loads. Those

estimates were validated in the field in the summer of2001 by trained silviculture and fuel management specialists during

walk-through inspections of treatment units. More discussion on the procedure is available in the project file (Project File

Fire-3, Fire- l4, Fire-15, Fire-l7). Existing fuel loads in proposed treatment units are included in summary tables of

Appendix B.

Estimates of fuel loads at the landscape scale were made differently because data were not available for most ofthe burned

areas outside treatment units. Post-fire aerial photography was used to visually compare burned areas without data with

areas ofknown firel loads to estimate areas of greater or less than 30 tons per acre. The procedural detail is documented in

the project record. These comparative estimates are less reliable than other methods, but they made use of available

information. While estimates of greater or less than 30 tons per acre are important, it is more important to observe relative

changes or trends that emerge from the analysis and comparison of alternatives.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads—Analysis Methods

Dry ponderosa pine and Douglas fir vegetation types are coded as VRU 2, and more detailed information regarding this

vegetation can be found in the Forested Plant Communities section ofChapter 3.

One objective in burned areas is to reduce fiiels so that they more closely approximate historic dead and down woody fuel

loads. At lower and middle elevations, this is an important ecological concept because fuel loads can significantly

contribute to the efl‘ects of a fire disturbance but often exist in levels above pro-European settlement (Barrett, 1988; Brown,

R. 2000; Covington and Moore, 1994; Steele, et al, 1986; Everett, et al 2000; Brown, R, et al, 1999). If fuel loads are

several magnitudes above the historic levels, or are not distributed in the same way across the landscape, fire effects would

also be outside ofthe historic “norm” (please reference Watershed and Geology and Soils sections). Ofcourse, there is

much debate over what is “historic” and there is a wide range of variability in fuel loads across landscapes (Habeck 1976;

Brown and See 1981). However, it is generally accepted that fire suppression and past large-tree harvesting operations

have contributed to excess tree densities and fuel loads in ecosystems that developed with relatively short fire intervals

(Arno et al 1995, Covington and Moore 1994). Please refer to the Forested Plant Communities section for past

management activities and their role in shaping landscape diversity.

Excessive fuel loads in these particular ecosystems, combined with their occurrence over large landscape areas has changed

the nature of the fire disturbance so that fire disturbances that historically created patchy mosaics now create

uncharacteristically large, uniform patch sizes (Agee 1998). If these lower and mid-elevation ecosystems are to experience

a disturbance regime similar to that which they are adapted, the fuels must first be reduced to keep fire effects within an

historic range. One goal ofthis project is to manage fiiture fuel loads and fiiel continuity to be within a manageable range

for both fire control and ecosystem processes.

In lower elevation dry ponderosa pine forests (VRU2), it has taken several decades of fire suppression to create the

conditions existing today, and one treatment is not going to immediately return this forest to a condition to which it would

function under an historical fire regime. The goal, then, is not to completely return these forests to an historic fuel load
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with one treatment, but to prescribe treatments that would move them toward an historic level, which would allow a more

natural fire regime to function (Please see Forested Plant Communities section for more information).

Ponderosa pine forests have undergone substantial structural changes since earlier this century due to fire suppression and

logging (reference Forested Plant Communities section). Heavy fuel loads and ladder fuels make these stands more

susceptible to large, uncharacteristic crown fires. An area increasingly dominated by such fires would suffer a reduction in

biodiversity as mosaics are drastically simplified in forests adapted to patchy, non-lethal, mixed-severity fires (Barrett

2001, Agee 1998). This type of fire behavior can make conditions less safe for firefighters (see Safe Fuel Loads for

Firefighters—Analysis Methods).

To move forests towards a natural fuel condition, fire will be managed on these landscapes through prescribed fires and

through wildland fire that escapes initial attack. The use ofprescribed fires during the summer months can be quite

diflicult to hold within the unit boundaries due to the potential for hot, windy weather and dry fuel conditions. Lack of

trained and available resources due to drawdown by wildland fires can also preclude the use ofsummer prescribed fire

activities. The application of fire management activities beyond the parameters set forth by these descriptions is beyond the

scope of this project and feasible application on the Bitterroot NF.

Brown, et al (2001) suggests historically, the Bitterroot NF had small woody fuels (less than 3 inches in diameter)

averaging less than 5 tons/acre, while large woody fuels (greater than 3 inches in diameter) typically ranged fi‘om 5-ll tons

in the dry ponderosa pine and Douglas fir habitat types. After the 2000 fires, models show the large woody surface fuel

loads on some of these sites could approach 20 tons/acre after 10 years, and 30 tons/acre after 30 years on some sites (Table

3-1) Fuel loads varied considerably across landscapes; see Reference Conditions for Fire and Fuels section for VRU 2 for

more discussion on fuel variability. A fire burning with a fuel load that is several orders ofmagnitude above historic loads

can have negative ecological effects (Agee 1998) and fire managers are not willing to assume the inherent risk ofescape in

managing such fires in VRU2 close to the WUI and in mid-slope stands. Therefore, to reintroduce fire as a natural

disturbance on the Bitterroot NF, it is necessary to first remove some ofthe fuels to allow for these fires to be safe and

ecologically beneficial.

“Fuel” is the same material as “coarse woody debris” and minimum amounts ofcoarse woody debris are needed to

contribute to sustainable ecosystem function (Graham et al 1994). From a firefighting perspective, less fuel is better,

however, it is not ecologically appropriate to reduce fuel levels below necessary mmrrnums and such reductions are not

proposed in this project.

In order to measure whether or not an area has a fuel load consistent with the objectives, reference conditions were first

determined for firel loads by vegetation type (see Forested Plant Communities section). Next, the future fiiel load in areas

burned in the 2000 fires was estimated. Methods used to estimate firture fuel loads in these areas is the same as discussed

in the Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads—-Analysis Methods section. Finally, acres treated for fuel reduction were

measured in VRU 2.

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads—Analysis Methods

All units proposed for treatment within the analysis area are identified as suitable timberlands in the Forest Plan.

Therefore, discussions regarding the WUI, Dry Forest Types, large Expanses ofHeavy Fuels, and Safe Fuel Loads for

Firefighters are relevant to suitable timberland that need to be reforested. Because ofmanagement objectives and financial

investments associated with suitable timberlands, resource mangers and fire managers find it desirable to exclude wildland

fire when possible. The purpose of fuel treatments in suitable tirnberlands that need to be reforested is to protect

investments in timber and reforested stands.

Hazardous fuels situations can be proactively managed before wildland fires occur, and such practices can efi'ectively

modify fire spread, resistance to control, and ecological effects (Kalabokidis and Omi 1998, Pollet and Omi 1999).

The USDA, Forest Service, Timber Resource Planning Handbook, FSH 2409.13, defines suitable timber (forest) land as

land to be managed for timber production on a regular basis. The Bitterroot NF Plan (1987) further defines suitable

tirnberlands as land that supports industry with raw material while protecting the amenity values of the Forest. The Forest

Plan identifies Management Areas 1, 2, 3a, 3b and 3c as suitable timberlands. Chapter 1, Forest Plan Management Areas

section of this document provides descriptions ofthese management units.

Opportunities to maintain healthy forest stands in the firture with prescribed fire would be considerably hampered by

accumulated fuels (Brown et al, 2001). Heavy firel loads pose a threat to regenerating stands when future fires occur. If

#
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heavy fuel loads exist in areas with reforestation goals it will be difiicult to protect investments from unwanted wildland

fires due to higher resistance to control, fire intensity, and spotting potential (see Figure 3-4).

Figure 3-4 - A lodgepole pine stand in Yellowstone NP that burned in 1988 and again in 2000

Large numbers of standing snags can damage

seedlings when the snags fiill. These factors are

related to total fuel load. Therefore, we compare

total acres of fuel reduction efi'orts on suitable

timberlands planned for regeneration for each

Alternative.

It is reasonable to conclude that as areas are made

safer for firefighters, their ability to protect

investments is improved. As large expanses of

heavy fuels are broken up, the risk of firture loss to

large fire is reduced. As dry forest types are

returned to conditions under which they are more

resilient to future disturbances (by reducing high

fuel loads to more sustainable amounts) the

investments are at lower risk. Therefore, where

acres are treated to reduce fuels for other benefits,

the objectives for protecting suitable timberlands

that are regenerating are likewise achieved.

 

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads-Analysis Methods

As noted previously, fire history records on the Bitterroot NF indicate that ignitions will occur and fires will burn across

these landscapes. Heavy and continuous fuels are ofparticular concern in forest plant communities that were historically

shaped by relatively fi'equent, low intensity fires and management areas where the Forest Plan establishes timber goals.

Warm, dry ponderosa pine and Douglas fir habitats are not normally adapted to atypical, infrequent high-intensity fires

(Arno et al 1995, Covington and Moore 1994, Agee 1993).

The continuity ofheavy fiiel loading over several hundred or thousand acres can perpetuate a future burn of high intensity

and severity, as amounts of available fuel increase, so do surface temperatures and heat duration (Wright and Bailey 1982,

Albini 1976, DeBano et al 1998). Mass fires with extremely violent behavior occur when excessive fiiels are ignited

(Countryman 1969). When downfall from the old burned forest contributes significantly to the fire behavior and fire efi'ects

of the next fire, it is known as a rebum or double burn (Brown et a1 2001). Reburns have been documented in the

Tillamook area in Oregon (Heinrichs 1983, Arnst 1983, Lucia 1983), the Clearwater National Forest in Idaho (Barrett

1982), Yellowstone National Park (Miller 2000) and a cycle of fires beginning with the fires of 1910 (Brown and Davis

1973). Although many ofthese areas are ecologically to the Bitterroot NF, they demonstrate that the concept of

rebum is real Dense regeneration with excess fuels from previous fires is susceptible to additional severe fires in a few

decades (Arno et al 1985).

The concept of fire-killed trees leading to heavy fuel accumulations and subsequent severe fires is not directly addressed in

fire research literature (McIver and Starr, 2000). This is probably for the following reasons:

0 Relatively long time frames are needed for fire-killed trees to accumulate on the ground and for suficient

vegetation regrowth to develop a dull‘ layer and fine fuel levels to support extensive burning (Brown et al 2001).

0 There is likely some reluctance by land managers to intentionally ignite older burned areas where fiiel loads are

high for the sake of scientific studies. The reluctance is attributable to causing severe resource effects and potential

liability associated with escaped burns.

' Controversy regarding the long-term threat of high fuel loads caused by fire-killed trees has only recently surfaced

(Beschta et al 1995).

Because ofthe cold and dry climate, decay is relatively slow in forests on the Bitterroot NF (Arno 1976, Habeck and Mutch

1973, Habeck 1976, Brown et a1 2001) and, generally, large fuels remaining on the ground do not decay and will remain on

the landscape until it burns again. Reburns are relatively rare in fire history because the conditions required for it to occur

on a significant scale are fairly specific; and by their very nature they destroy much of the evidence ofprevious fires (trees

with fire scars) (Barrett 1982). Some conditions that appear to make an area more prone to reburns are: ample fuels for

#
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large fires, large tracts of relatively contiguous downed fuels, west or southwest orientation ofmajor drainages that parallel

the prevailing summer winds, mid to upper elevation ridges paralleling these same summer winds, high lightning

frequency, and prolonged drought (Barrett 1982). These conditions can exist on the Bitterroot NF, and contributed to the

extensive fires of 2000.

The possibility ofa rebum is small on any one site but is high over the landscape. Accumulations of large woody fuels,

especially larger diameter decaying pieces, can hold a smoldering fire on a site for extended periods (Anderson 1969,

Brown et al 2001), increasing fire persistence. Heat fiom the large fuels in direct contact with the ground could have severe

effects on soils (please see Geology and Soils section). Potential for spotting and crown fires is greater where large woody

fiiels have accumulated (Brown et al 2001, Rothermel 1993). A severe fire occurrence in the next several decades will

depend on the amount of fuels present, vegetation development, point ofignition, and weather. The Boundary Fire rebum

in lodgepole pine documented in Yellowstone National Park in 2000, for example, did not have severe fire efi'ects;

however, it escaped initial attack efl'orts due to torching and spotting fire behavior and was ultimately extinguished by cool

rainy weather at 376 acres (Miller 2000). Based on Brown’s (2001) paper, effects of a future burn (rebum) during high to

extreme burning conditions in the areas that burned at a moderate to high severity in 2000 follows:

0 0-10 years after the 2000 fires: Severe fire is unlikely because large woody fuels will still be accumulating and there

will not be enough decay to support prolonged smoldering combustion.

- 10-30 years afier the 2000 fires: Most of the large woody fiiels will have fallen down, with some decay to support

prolonged burning. A duff layer will not be well established. High severity burns will primarily occur where large

woody material was lying on or close to the ground. High severity burn could be substantial where a large portion of

the soil surface was directly overlain by large woody pieces.

0 30-60 years afler the 2000 fires: Large woody firels will have considerable rot; a dufi layer may be well established

depending on the amount of overstory conifer. More severe burning is possible, depending on extent of soil

coverage by large woody pieces. If a conifer overstory is present, crowning and burnout ofthe duficould amplify

the burn severity.

Rebums are not undesirable in and of themselves, but only where the effects of such fires are inconsistent with land

management goals and objectives (please see Watershed, Geology and Soils, and Forested Plant Communities sections) are

they undesireable. For example, in areas where growing trees is a primary land use, reburns can have severe negative

ecological and economic consequences. “Fire-proofing” the forest is not proposed, as it is not attainable or desirable. Fires

will continue shaping this landscape. However, fuel management—inc1uding reducing the loading of available fuels,

converting firels to those with a lower flammability or isolating or breaking up large continuous bodies of fiiels (DeBano et

al. 1998, Green 1977)—is a realistic management goal. Breaking up fuel continuity can change the behavior of a fire

entering or starting in the area to allow suppression forces a higher probability of successfully attacking a wildland fire

(Agee et a1 2000, Green 1977). Areas with significantly less fuel may also be used as anchor points for both wildland fire

control and prescribed fires (Agee, et a1 2000). Breaks in firel continuity in the Forest’s roaded lands could reduce the

extent and severity of future fires by reducing intensities to acceptable levels in areas where social, ecological, and

economic considerations warrant. Readily available anchor points and reduced fire intensities enhance firefighter safety. It

is important to realize that fuel modification does not changefire occurrence, as readily ignitable fuels and ignition sources

will still be present.

Climate and weather do indeed contribute to large fire events. This is particularly evident in subalpine-fir ecosystems

(Bessie and Johnson 1995, Williams and Rothermel 1992) Long-term drought conditions can dry large forest fuels (1000

and 10,000 hour time-lag fuels), which can then take a long time period to regain moisture. Local weather events (short

term) can also influence fire events through moisture (relative humidity, precipitation), which can retard large fire growth.

Extreme fire years can be considered mostly controlled by long-term climate, while extreme fire events can be facilitated

through both long-term climate and short-term weather. In other words, fuel conditions can be considered extreme in the

larger fuels due to a long term drought event (drying of large- diameter fuels) but if short-term weather has increased

relative humidity and precipitation such that fine fuels have high moisture contents, it is possible to have a fire ignite in

heavy dead and down fuels, but be limited in spread due to high fine fuel moistures. Large fires have also been

documented to spread primarily through litter and large fuels via smoldering or periodic creeping without exhibiting

“typical” surfitce fire spread characteristics when fine herbaceous and shrub fuels were too moist to carry fire (Finney and

Ryan, 1995).

Fuel continuity is dificult to measure quantitatively, as the fuel continuity or discontinuity of fuel and its relationship to

fire growth depends on current weather and fire behavior (Agee, et al 2000, Finney, 2001). However, fuel continuity can be

assessed qualitatively by looking at relative differences among different scenarios. Where the management goal is fire

#
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suppression, the objective is to create a heterogeneous landscape with various opportunities for firefighters to make

reasonable strategic and tactical decisions. Fuel reduction efi‘orts should be positioned on the landscape in a manner that

benefits firefighters for fire management purposes (control, safety, and facilitation ofWildland Fire Use fires), and,

ultimately, the values at risk that drive the suppression efi'ort (i.e.: firefighter and public safety, protection of investments,

watershed, soils productivity, etc.). For example, reducing fuels in a l-acre checkerboard across the landscape would have

less of an effect than strategically placed zones of lesser fuel loads, even if the same number of total acres were treated

(Agee, et al 2000, Finney, et al 1997, Finney, 2001). Additionally, prevailing winds, slope, aspect, and values at risk drive

the placement of treatment units across the landscape. For instance, the prevailing winds are southern and western on the

Bitterroot NF, therefore making it more important to treat fuels on the southwestern edges of values at risk. Assessing fuel

continuity looks at the effects offuel reduction on the whole landscape so that n'eatments have additional value. It is not

possible to predict exactly when or where a fire will start, nor can it be predicted precisely how large a fire will grow.

Dead and down woody fuel load hazards near communities and values at risk (such as plantations) were assessed in a

qualitative manner by studying maps indicating the relative position of values at risk in relation to the topography and

projected fuel conditions. For example, SW-NE canyon orientation coupled with prevailing SW winds, high fuel loading

(greater than 30 tons/acre), and continuous fuel conditions would put a community at the NE side of such a canyon at a

greater risk than a community where these factors were not all present. If a burned area was estimated to have a future fuel

loading above 30 tons/acre over a large (hundreds of acres), continuous area, it was considered to have “high” relative fuel

continuity. Ifan area with values at risk was estimated to have a future fiiel loading less than 30 tons/acre over a large area,

or if there was variability in the fuel loading in areas of less than hundreds of acres, it was considered to have “low” relative

fuel continuity. Some fuel reduction units were chosen to specifically address fuel continuity based on fuel loading,

topography, prevailing winds, and Forest/private boundaries.

Fire management decision-maldng is a complex process, involving assessment ofmultiple variables within a short

timefi'ame to determine risk. Although long-term risk assessments are the most desirable for making sound decisions, it is

not always possible in the immediate hours after a fire has started. To illustrate the function of fuel loading when assessing

the risk of controlling a fire, the following figures were adapted from the Wildland and Prescribed Fire Management Policy

Implementation Procedures Reference Guide (USDI/USDA 1998). During a mid-season fire with high complexity (WUI),

comparisons among these graphics illustrate the relative contributions ofweather and fuel loading in determining fire risk.

Figure 3-5 illustrates how changes in fire danger (weather and climate) would affect the fire risk when fuel loads are high.

Lines are connected fi'om top to bottom and side to side, and line intersections indicate relative fire risk from “ 'gh" (upper

left corner ofbox) to “low” (lower right comer ofbox). With high fuel loads, lower fire danger ratings are necessary to

lessen the risk from high to moderate. Figure 3-6 illustrates how changes in fire danger (weather and climate) would affect

the fire risk when firel loads are low. With low fuel loads, the highest fire danger rating shows only Moderate risk and a

lesser fire danger brings the risk to Moderate-Low. Figure 3-7 illustrates how changes in fuel load afl‘ect risk when fire

danger is high During high fire danger, high fuel loads result in a relatively high risk, while lower fircl loads result in a

moderate risk Figure 3-8 illustrates that during low fire danger days, fires are relatively low to moderate risk no matter the

firel loading.

Figure 3-5 — Relative Changes in Risk with High Fuel Figure 3-6 - Relative Changes in Risk with Low Fuel

Loads and Varying Fire Danger Loads and Varying Fire Danger

FuelLoad
FuelLoad
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These figures illustrate the importance of weather and fuels in determining fire risk. Fire managers have little control over

fire danger ratings, season of fire starts, or fire complexity, which represent three sides ofthe graphic. However, fuel loads

can be proactively managed to lessen risk. Although fuel manipulation does not change risk significantly when fire danger

is low (Figure 3-8), important changes in risk are realized when fire danger is high (Figure 3-7). Historic fire danger rating

levels on the Bitterroot NF show that fire danger reaches high levels even in an average year. The four indices used to

determine fire danger reach 70”‘ and 80‘h percentiles in average years, and all indices exceeded 90'h percentiles during the

fire years of 1994 and 2000 (PF Doc. FIRE-58).

Analysis Area

The analysis area for fire and fuels includes all areas burned during the 2000 fires within the four Geographic Areas

described in Chapter 1, and areas that were not burned in 2000 if they could contribute to firture fires moving into and

beyond the current burned areas. This analysis is discussed in four parts, divided by Geographic Areas: Blodgett,

Skalkaho-Rye, East Fork, and West Fork. These Geographic Areas are appropriate to evaluate the efi‘ects on fire and fuels

conditions at a variety of scales due to the scale of natural processes that shape fire and firel conditions. Efiects to fire and

fuels are identifiable at the scales represented in these Geographic Areas because fuel assessments can be performed on a

unit-by-unit basis as well as at the landscape level.

Reference Conditions for Fire and Fuels

Fire History on the Bitterroot NF

Wildland fires are the major natural disturbance to vegetative communities on the Bitterroot NF, firlfilling an important role

in ecosystem disturbance and development across the landscape. There is abundant literature on the fire history and fire

ecology of western Montana and the Bitterroot NF (Arno and Petersen 1983; Habeck and Mutch 1973, Arno and Gruell

1986, Barrett and others 1997, Agee 1993, Fischer and Bradley 1987, Arno et al 1995, and Habeck 1976). John Lerberg

surveyed the Selway sub-basin in 1897-98 (Leflaerg 1898). His survey showed that recent burns (within the last 40 years of

his survey) had occurred on approximately 35 percent ofthe area. Arno (1976) found evidence in the West Fork and Tolan

Creek drainages of the Bitterroot NF that, historically, fires oflow to moderate intensity occurred most often over the

landscape, with occasional stand-destroying fires.

Fire Management History. After the extensive fires in 1910, the Bitterroot NF, in conjunction with the rest of the Forest

Service, state, and private landowners, began an energetic effort to suppress wildland fires for the preservation of natural

resources and protection ofproperty. Fire detection efl‘orts included aerial reconnaissance and the development of

stationary lookouts with communications. The Forest Service initiated the “10 AM.” policy, stating that the objective in

wildland firefighting is to contain all fires by 10 AM on the day after detection Rapid advances in suppression capabilities

occurred in the following decades as aircrafl increased initial attack effectiveness in remote areas and roads were

constructed, enabling firefighter access many areas. These efiorts were rewarded with a downward trend in the number of
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acres burned per decade fi'om 1920s through the 1970s. In the 1950s, Smokey Bear was established as a fire prevention

icon. He helped reinforce the public’s negative impression ofwildland fire.

In 1964 the Wilderness Act established the first wilderness lands in the United States. The purpose ofthis Act is to provide

areas of land managed for ecological integrity and minimal impact fi'om the activities of humans. This increased public

awareness of fire’s natural role and the environmental consequences that can ensue when fire is excluded. In 1972, the first

prescribed natural fire was allowed to burn in the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness. Since that time, the number offires

allowed to burn in the wilderness has increased.

Table 3-3 shows fire occurrence on the Bitterroot NF. Individual years can show great variation in the number of starts and

in the number of large fires that occur. Fires ignited in a suppression zone that reach over 10 acres are generally fires that

have escaped initial attack and become extended attack fires lasting for at least several operational periods. Extended attack

fires require a significantly larger commitment of resources than do initial attack fires and in the case ofmultiple ignitions,

can lead to resource shortages that hamper fire managers‘ abilities to respond to new ignitions.

Table 3-3 - Fire Occurrence on the Bitterroot National Forest (BNF Fire History Records)

- fires acres* caused tires 10 acres da s** fire da ***

n
‘ Fire PGam is a fimoccllflmce indicator. in this we Ova" the past 30 ymrs there has been one fire for every 387 acres ofNational Forest

" A firedayis anydayonwhichafirestarts

‘“ A multiple fire day is day on which 5 or more fires start.

On average, there are 48 days during the fire season when the Bitterroot NF experiences new fire starts. The average fire

season on the Bitterroot NF is approximately 90 days long. Multiple fire days are days on which 5 or more new fire starts

are experienced on the Bitterroot NF. Multiple fire starts require a large commitment ofresources across the Forest and

resource shortages can be experienced increasing the likelihood of fires escaping initial attack. From the above data, a

reasonable conclusion can be drawn that there is a good probability of fire visiting or revisiting virtually any location on the

Bitterroot NF over the next several decades.

  

Fires need an ignition source, usually lightning or humans. Lightning causes most ofthe fires on the Bitterroot NF. There

has been an increase in human-caused fires and acres burned on the Bitterroot NF over the last 30 years (Table 3-4). As

more people populate the area and use the National Forest, the potential for human-caused fires increases. Human-caused

fires are an important contributor to the fire load experienced by the Bitterroot NF. Several recent human-caused fires have

become large and caused significant resource damage including the North Rye fire in 1998, the Blodgett Fire in 2000 and

the Rock Creek Fire in 1988.

Table 3-4 - Human-Caused Fires and Burned Acres for 3 Decades on Bitterroot National Forest

Bitterroot NF 1970s ‘m

Number ofHwnan-caused Fires

mm

In the 1980s, an increase in the number of acres burned in the US. during unwanted wildland fire events caused concern in

the fire management community. The successful suppression activities ofprevious decades, combined with the lack of

vegetative treatments that mimic the efl‘ects ofnatural fire, created fuel accumulations that contributed to fire intensities

surpassing firefighting capabilities. The upward trend ofburned acres continued in the 1990s. These national trends were

mimicked on Bitterroot NF land (Table 34).

l Graham et al (1999) demonstrated that past

‘ ~ ~ - ~ ' -~ - individual tree selection harvesting systems

combined with remaining understory ladder fuels and

surface fuels increased crown fire potential. This

situation occurred on some areas of the Bitterroot

NF.

  

AcresBurned

g2

Figure 3-9 - Acres Burned by Decade on the

Bitterroot National Forest

‘NOTE: The 2000-decade includes only the 2000 fire season

burned acres, while other decades include 10 years ofburned

acres.
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The 2000 Fire Season

The fire season of2000 was a dramatic example ofwildland fire potential. More than 356,000 acres ofpublic and private

land were burned on and near the Bitterroot NF. Fires during the summer of 2000 became large and intense because of the

numerous fire starts, fiiels arrangement, high tree densities, lack of fire suppression resources, severe drought and wind

conditions. When the Bitterroot NF was experiencing its worst fires, the Salmon, Beaverhead-Deerlodge, and Helena

National Forests were also burning, as were other areas around the country. Firefighting resources were scarce. Resource

placement was prioritized depending on the need for protection ofwhole communities rather than single structures,

indicating the magnitude ofthese events.

Some areas on the Bitterroot NF did not carry fire during 2000 even though they were encroached upon by high intensity

fire, such as the North Rye Fire (1998) area. The North Rye Fire area did not burn because there has not been enough time

to allow the accumulation offine fiiels. Portions of the Sleeping Child Fire (1961) that were salvage logged had lower fire

intensities during the 2000 fires because they were salvage-harvested after the 1961 fires and heavy fuels did not exist.

Fuel Dynamics and Succession

Forest fuel is organic material that could contribute to combustion The amount ofvegetation available for combustion

depends on factors such as firel size, moisture content, and arrangement. In forested areas most of the biomass is contained

in tree holes and generally unavailable to burn except where fuels are ideally arranged (Brown and See 1981). Fuel

characteristics are compactness of the fuel bed, loading, horizontal continuity, vertical arrangement, chemical content, size,

shape, and moisture content (NWCG 1996). Fuel arrangements, size and loads can significantly afl'ect fire behavior and

fireline intensity. Brown and Davis (1973) provide an excellent illustration:

“Consider a large pile ofdry logs all about 8 inches in diameter. Although somewhat difficult to ignite, the log pile will

burn with a hot fire that may last for two to three hours. The three heat transfer mechanisms are all at work. Radiation and

convection heat the surfaces of the logs, but only conduction can transfer heat inside the individual logs. Since conduction

is the slowest of the three heat-transfer mechanisms, it limits the rate ofburning. Consider now a similar pile of logs that

have been split across their diameters twice, or quartered. Assume that the logs are piled in an overall volume somewhat

greater than the first pile, so there will be ample ventilation This log pile will burn considerably faster than the first one

because the burning rate is less dependent on conduction. The surfiace area was more than doubled by the splitting, so that

convection and radiation were correspondingly increased in the preheating effects. The burning surface is also increased by

the same amount.” ...“Fuel size and fuel arrangement have their greatest effect on the lower-intensity fires and in the initial

stages of the buildup ofa major fire. When a fire reaches conflagration proportions, the effect on fire behavior of factors

such as quantity of firebrand material available for spotting and the frequency of it’s ignition may be greater than the efiect

of firel size and arrangement.”

In the case of a stand-replacing crown fire (e.g., Bitterroot 2000 fires) the fuel succession in some ofthese stands could

follow this scenario:

0 Year 0 (post-fire), little forest floor fuel available;

0 Year l~l0 increasing fine fuel availability with some larger fiiels starting to fall down and become surface fiiels;

. Year 10-30: increasing dufl" buildup with herbaceous and shrub fuels, plus conifer regeneration increasing, and more

large fuels from standing dead trees increasing downed woody fuel loads and fuel bed depth;

0 Year 30-50: high fuel loads, as more large fuels fall down fi'om the 2000 fire event, duff and dead and live fuel loads

increase especially as conifer regeneration increases both in density and vertical arrangement.

Brown and See (1981) found a lack ofconsistency in the buildup and decline of fuel loading with stand age. One factor

listed is that downfall of trees can occur at all stand ages (this could happen for the 2000 fire event stands also), and they

also found high variability among stands. Habeck (1976) found that for most cover types, loads of large, down, woody

material was greater in mature stands than in developing stands. Again, Brown and See (1981) state, “High loads during

the juvenile period are caused by downfall of dead trees from the previous stand. Considerable time may be required for

trees from the previous stand to decay and settle into the forest floor. In the event of another fire occurring during the

juvenile period and consuming most of the downfall, the next stand will have much smaller downed fuel loads during the

juvenile period.” This would seem to indicate that the fuel loads were being reduced by subsequent burn events.

Variability in fuel loads reflecting all fuel classes are dependent on site conditions and plant species present before

disturbance and effects of the disturbance on seed banks and sprouting (Smith and Arno I999; Habeck 1976; Ryan and

Noste 1985). Fire intensity and severity both influence plant community recovery after a fire event (Ryan and Noste I985,

#
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and see Forested Plant Communities section). Fire severity accounts for both the upward and downward heat fluxes and

provides a better indication ofpost-fire flora and other fire effects (Brown and Smith, eds. 2000, Ryan and Noste 1985).

Further variability in downed woody fuel loads following stand-replacement fires in all three VRUs depends on whether the

event is a crown fire or a lethal surface fire, as the ecological implications differ markedly between the two types. For

example, a lethal surface fire event may leave most or the entire crown intact on overstory trees. Foliage and small woody

material would slowly accumulate on the ground providing a source ofnutrients and site protection that is lost in a crown

fire event. A lethal surface fire may also leave more seed onsite than a severe crown fire, which may increase the speed of

vegetative recovery and affect species composition (Brown et al 1994). Reduced fire frequency can lead to greater firel

loads and fuel continuity and larger fires, which may lead to a coarser-grained landscape pattern and reduced ecological

structure based on the variability in fire severity (Swetnam 1993 as cited in Brown et al 1994).

Fires have and will occur at irregular intervals. Historically fires have burned far more acreage than in the last 100 or so

years (Barrett et al 1997). Extensive settlement in the intermountain valleys ofthe northern Rocky Mountains has altered

the native vegetative patterns and resultant fuel models and fuel continuities in these areas. This change in fuel types

(alteration by fire suppression, logging, subdivisions, roads, irrigated fields, etc.) has reduced the incidence of fires moving

upslope into forested lands and has resulted in a sometimes dramatic change in vegetative communities and fuel loads.

Historic Fuel Loads in VRU 2

In this section, reference/historic fuel conditions are discussed for warm, dry ponderosa pine and Douglas fir habitat types

(VRU 2). The manner in which fires burned across the landscape (fire regime) shaped the fuel component presented in this

section. The fire regime discussion in the Forested Plant Communities section of Chapter 3 explains how fire burned

before fire suppression and past management changed the landscape vegetation pattern. More detailed information on all

VRUs is provided in the Forested Plant Communities section of this chapter.

Fischer and Bradley (1987) characterize warm, dry ponderosa pine and Douglas fir habitat types as Fire Groups 2 and 4.

Fire group 2 consists ofponderosa pine stands with predominately grass undergrowth, and are typically the drier, hotter

aspects usually forming the lower timberline boundary. Fuel loads tend to be light and may be less than 1 ton/acre in

mature stands with fi'equent fire, while dense pole and mature stands may be much higher, ranging from roughly 1 to

almost 17 tons/acre (Fisher and Bradley, 1987). Fire intervals generally ranged fi'om 5-25 years. In the Bitterroot NF, fire

intervals ranged from 2 to 20 years, with mean fire-free intervals of 6-12 years (Arno 1976, Arno and Peterson, 1983).

Fire group 4 consists ofwarm, dry Douglas fir habitat types where ponderosa pine occurs as a major seral or climax

associate (Fischer and Bradley, 1987). These types may exist as ponderosa pine stands that develop Douglas fir

understories in the absence of disturbance. Fuel loads tend to be higher, averaging 11 tons/acre, but ranging fi'om just over

2 tons/acre to about 20 tons/acre (Fischer and Bradley 1987). Higher firel loads from natural thinning and combined with

live fuels such as dense thickets ofDouglas-fir regeneration would make the stand susceptible to stand-replacing crown

fires (Fischer and Bradley, 1987). Wetter and cooler conditions for a period of years could have increased the amount of

fine herbaceous fuels as well as increased tree regeneration, which would then predispose the stand to a stand-replacing fire

event (Brown, P. et al 1999). Everett et a1. (2000) also found a clear shift to a less frequent, but greater severity fire regime.

Exchiding a 1994 fire event, they found little evidence for landscape level stand-replacement fires, but found stand

replacement occurred at the level of individual stands or portions ofstands. Past management has allowed fuels and stands

to coalesce across the landscape, increased the disturbance interval and fire severity, and caused longer recovery intervals to

potentially jeopardize the ecosystem integrity of this forest type (Turner, et a1 1993, as cited in Everett, et a]. 2000).

In western Montana, Barrett and Arno (1983) suggest that Native American ignitions substantially increased the fire

occurrence in lower elevation forests in the major valleys when compared to remote stands where the primary ignition

source was considered to be lightning. Fire intervals in these remote areas of ponderosa pine were 30 to 70 years. These

longer intervals would have increased fuel loads, vegetative diversity and fire severity. The decrease in fire frequency in

western Montana valleys occurring after European settlement, could be assumed to have increased these same parameters,

modified by grazing, timber harvest and land clearing. Kay (1995) maintains that ifNative Americans used fire to the

extent that he suggests and that Barrett and Arno surmise, then a “hands-off’ management approach will not duplicate the

ecological/disturbance conditions under which these communities developed.

Brown, R. (2000) supports this: “Burning by Native Americans interacted with fire patterns resulting from lightning,

establ'mhing different fire regimes and thus different vegetation.” He also included climate variation as an interaction, such

as the Little Ice Age, during which many living trees today were established, but might be unlikely to become established

under current conditions (Millar and Woolfenden 1999, as cited in Brown, R. 2000). Tree establishment and fine fuel loads

may also be influenced by cooler and wetter climates (Brown, P. et aL 1999).
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In VRU2 types, fires can spread widely (Everrctt, et al. 2000; Brown, P., et al. 1999) but probably only had significant

effects on forest patterns in small areas, meaning that the vegetation pattern controlled fire process, having significant

effects in a low-severity fire regime (Agee 1998). In the case ofVRU2 types in the Bitterroot Valley, fire processes were

probably afl‘ected by burning from Native American peoples (Barrett and Arno, 1982; Kay 1995), precluding development

of forest conditions that would predispose the area to a widespread crown fire event.

During the 2000 fires, VRU2 stands experienced a range of fire intensities, weighted toward the higher end. The typical

mosaic is now largely lost among a very continuous expanse ofhigh-intensity fire that was lethal to all of the overstory in

large patches. Uncharacteristically hot fires left behind a large dead fiiel component that is atypical for these sites.

Historic Fuel Loads in VRU 3

Cool, dry, and moist Douglas-fir habitat types (VRU 3) are distinguished by cycling disturbance regimes, where both

overstory and understory vegetation experience lethal events and are replaced by vegetation cycling through a series of

structural phases along multiple successional pathways. Fires historically played an important role in creating age and size

class diversity across the landscape within VRU 3 (Please see Forested Plant Communities section).

VRU 3 is characterized by Fire Groups 5 and 6 (Fischer and Bradley 1987). Fire group 5 is dominated by Douglas-fir, both

in seral and climax communities. Densely stocked, stagnating stands can develop on north slopes. Fuel loads averaged 10

tons/acre when grouped with other fire groups but show a range of3-8 tons/acre for the specific fire group habitat types

(Fischer and Bradley, 1987; Brown and See 1981). In this particular fire group, light fiiel loads, sparse undergrowth, and

the generally open nature ofthe stands would favor long fire-free intervals compared to VRU 2. Arno and Gruell (1986)

suggest a pre-settlement fire-free interval of 35-45 years in southwestern Montana.

Fire group 6 demonstrates a wide range of fuel loads, from 1 to 74 tons/acre (Fischer and Bradley 1987). These conditions

vary according to stand age, density, and stand history. Great variability is common in these types and contributes to the

mixed severity fire regime. To a degree, VRU 3 represents a transition zone between the non-lethal underbums common to

VRU 2 and lethal (replacement) fire regimes common to VRU 4. Fire events seem to have a great influence on the

development of stand structure and community depending on the timing ofthe fire—both in efi‘ects due to plant phenology

and stand age. Fires of differing severity can occur in close proximity, which can lead to the creation of a complex mosaic

of stand structure ofvarious patch sizes (Brown, R. 2000). Fire suppression is considered to have been effective for one to

four fire cycles, which has allowed the development of denser stands across the landscape (Brown, R. 2000).

Spatial positioning ofVRU 3 stands on the landscape relative to elevation influenced behavior and timing ofthe fire

disturbance events. Early season fires, or fires that occurred after rain events would probably not have carried through

these areas due to wetter fiiel conditions. On the lower elevational end of the type, or in close proximity latitudinally, these

types would tend to be impacted by the low-intensity fires that historically burned with greater frequency in the VRU2

types. The fires of2000 burned a mosaic pattern of stand-replacement, mixed severity, and low intensity burns that are

typical of the historic fire regime.

Historic Fuel Loads in VRU 4

VRU 4 is composed ofFire Groups 7, 8, and 9 (Fischer and Bradley, 1987). Fire Group 7 has two main types, lodgepole

pine climax and community types and sites that have Douglas fir, subalpine fir, or spruce as the climax with lodgepole as a

long-term seral component in the stands. Fuel loads ranged from 3-35 tons/acre, but may be in excess of 150 tons/acre

(Mathews (1980) as cited in Fischer and Bradley 1987). The majority ofthe fuel loads are contained in the larger diameter

fuels (3” plus). This large amount ofdead and down fuel poses resistance to control problems for fire suppression

activities. During the lifetime of a single lodgepole stand, fiiel cycles work to produce two different time periods in which

fire hazards are higher. The first is when a young stand is heavily stocked and susceptible to a stand replacing fire. The

second peak in fire hazard is when the stand becomes older and decadent and dead and down fiiels build up and heavy fuel

loads greatly increase (Brown 1975 as cited in Fischer and Bradley 1987). More detailed information on all VRUs is

provided in the Forested Plant Communities section ofthis chapter.

Historically, fires in lodgepole stands were mixed with variable intensities ranging from periodic, low intensity, non-lethal

underbums to infrequent, high intensity, lethal fires with a fire return interval of30 to 200 plus years (Fischer and Bradley,

1987). As the stand ages and dead and down woody fuels accumulate on the ground, the fire hazard increases and increases

the chances of a stand replacing fire. Secondary ecological processes, such as flooding, windthrow, diseases and insects,

can make a substantial contribution to the available fiiels. This Fire Group is not considered to be outside of the historic

range of variability for fires (see Forested Plant Communities section). Fire suppression activities over the past 90 years

may have altered fine-scale patterns, but this may be overridden by the larger, more severe stand replacing events.
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Fire Group 8 consists of lower subalpine types such as spruce, alpine fir, and hemlock. Fuel loads can vary from 1 to about

80 tons/acre with an average of 18 tons/acre (Brown and See 1981, Fischer and Bradley 1987). The fuel loads are

characterized by relatively large amounts of downed woody fuels, mostly greater than 3" in diameter. Live fuels can

contribute to the overall fire hazard during dry conditions, providing ladder fuels that enable crown fire events. The

occurrence of lower severity fire events is evidenced by the seral dominant Douglas fir in some areas. The more fire

resistant Douglas fir would be able to maintain a presence, and even dominate the stand depending on the fire severity

(Arno 1980 as cited in Fischer and Bradley 1987). The fire return interval in Fire Group 8 is 50-130 years (Fischer and

Bradley 1987).

Wildfires usually burned during late summer, and most frequently in August (Quigley et al, 1997). Large wildfires in VRU

4 often followed extensive mortality in lodgepole pine fi'om mountain pine beetle. The large and severe burns would occur

when a combination of fuel accumulation and climatic conditions intersected. Light underburns were also frequent on

ridgetops, maintaining the dominance ofseral species. Mixed severity fires would occur either in a single fire event, or as a

result ofaccumulated fire activity, resulting in several age classes distributed across VRU 4. VRU 4 is dominated by fire

that is driven by extreme weather events such as drought and high winds. While small fires certainly occurred in these

types, these small patches would be dominated by the large fire sizes that occur under these extreme weather conditions.

The 2000 fires burned with lethal and mixed severities in VRU4, which is typical of the natural fire regime.

All Geographic Areas

Existing Conditions

See Appendix B for existing fuel loads in all proposed treatment units. Derivation of fuel load data in this appendix is

described in Analysis Methods/Wildland Urban Interface of the Fire and Fuels section.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

In areas burned with high severity fire there are many continuous acres with standing dead trees, or snags. Snags pose a

threat to firefighter safety as they can fall at any time and without warning to seriously injure or kill firefighters. Snags are

also a source of firebrands and contribute to spotting potential. As a result ofsurface fuel consumption during the 2000

fires, the resistance to control was lowered in all burned areas, although it was lowered more in some areas than in others.

Areas burned at higher intensities had more surface fuels reduced and therefore offer the least resistance to control in the

short term. However, snags will begin to accumulate on the ground within the next five years and resistance to control will

begin to rise. Areas with less surface fiiels will have lower fire intensities, lower potential for extreme fire behavior, and

fewer receptive fuels for ignition through spotting. A lack of canopy fuels has, in many cases, eliminated the occurrence of

crown fires for the next five years. In the immediate short term, the rate of spread is slower due to a lack of fine fuels, but

the potential for faster spreading fires exists in areas where grass comes back to provide a continuous fuel bed. Prescribed

fire is not likely an available tool in these areas in the short term as there will be few fine fuels to carry a fire that will

achieve resource benefits.

Areas burned with low fire intensities can still carry high intensity fires in the next five years, as the surface and ladder

fuels are still present, although the resistance to control is lower than pre-fire. In these stands, the 2000 fires made more

fine fuel available for the next fire by creating a dead component with scorched needles and branches. Moderate and

mixed-severity burned stands can still carry fire in the next five years, and also have a standing dead fuel component that

can be hazardous for firefighters for reasons stated above.

Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Fire-killed trees occur across thousands ofcontinuous acres in areas burned during the 2000 fires. Many of these areas are

within the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI).

In WUI areas burned with high severity fire, there was 100% overstory tree mortality. Surface fuels were consumed at

various levels in the smaller size classes (litter, dufi, grass, 0-6” woody material) and in some places soil organic matter

was burned and large logs (greater than 6") were consumed. This resulted in areas with little to no fine fuel and scattered

large woody fuels. Where live needles were completely consumed by fire, there will be a slow accumulation of surface

fuels over the next five years, although grasses and forbs will grow, die, and accumulate. Some dead trees were blown

down by strong winds during the fires, but many dead trees were left standing. Fire-killed trees (whether killed by crown

fires or lethal surface fires) will eventually fall over and contribute to the total dead and down fuel loading (Lyon 1984,

Harrington 1996, Dahms 1949). Heavy fuel loads would render prescribed fire implementation diflicult.
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Other WUI areas were burned with low to moderate severity fires and have green trees remaining in the burned areas.

Additionally, dead and live trees still have dead needles on them. Surface fuels were consumed in difierent patterns. Areas

burned with low to moderate intensities still have continuous fine fuels in places as well as an accumulation of fire-killed

needles and branches and large woody fiiels. In some small areas, conditions are as those of high severity fires, but in

others, there was less consumption of the smaller material and soil organic matter. Where fires lefi dead needles on trees,

these needles will fall within 0-3 years and accumulate. In some places fuel loads are still too high to allow safe and

eflicient use ofPTCSCfibOd fire, while other areas have enough reduction in surface and ladder fuels to allow it. In areas

experiencing strong wind events during and immediately after the fires, many trees were blown down and are currently part

of an increased dead and down woody file] since the fires burned.

The Forest Service expanded the services and delivery mechanisms available through its State and Private Forestry

Programs, in response to the wildfire season of2000. The Forest Service’s State and Private Forestry Programs are

designed to provide support to state and privately owned forested land management, and to the rural communities who live

in close proximity to and are, to varying extents, dependent upon natural resources.

The goals of the State & Private Forestry - National Fire Plan programs are to:

o Heal communities & individuals impacted physically, economically and emotionally by the fires of 2000.

o Engage communities in collaborative solutions for fire recovery and to or prevent future catastrophic

disruptions & losses fiom natural or man-caused emergencies.

o Benefit communities & individuals by improved utilization of raw materials resulting from fire killed timber and

ecosystem restoration activities.

The Bitterroot NF and the Bitterroot Valley received funding in seven key program areas:

0 Hazardous Fuels Management ($200,000)

~ Noxious Weeds Management ($750,000)

0 Economic Action and Economic Action Pilot Project Programs ($250,000)

0 Multi-Resource Stewardship ($250,000)

- Infrastructure Replacement ($717,000)

0 Community Planning for Fire Protection ($100,000) and

o Community Assistance/Emergency Recovery ($300,000)

Working with partners throughout the valley, these funds are being used to:

0 Provide assistance to private landowners, to reduce hazardous fuel conditions on private lands along the Wildland

Urban interface, and to promote understanding and maintenance of defensible space near homes and structures.

0 Implement an expanded information and education campaign, to help valley residents understand the implications of

living in a fire-dependent environment.

0 Support local economic development efi'orts to explore and benefit from new efl’orts to better utilize small diameter

and other underutilized forest products.

- Manage noxious weeds populations that have the potential to expand in number and variety after the fires.

- Provide assistance to private landowners directly affected by the fires, in their efforts to reconstruct fences and other

infrastructure, stabilize their lands and begin reseeding and replanting efforts.

o Work with neighborhood groups and communities to conduct risk assessments and mitigate wildfire related hazards,

and to facilitate the development of strategic, action and wildfire risk management plans

a Support needs oflocal fire districts, including the construction ofthe Victor Rural Fire Departrnent’s substation.

Hodgson (1994) found that significant barriers to homeowner adoption ofdefensible space requirements exist. The lack of

defensible space implementation by residents was not related to a lack ofwildland fire threat awareness, lack of

understanding of defensible space, nor skepticism about defensible space. Rather, homeowners did not adopt defensible

space guidelines due to perceived costs and labor requirements and the difliculty in disposing ofbrush generated by

defensible space activities.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Fire-killed trees occur across thousands of continuous acres in areas burned during the 2000 fires. Where high-severity

fires burned there was 100% tree mortality.
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‘Surface fuels were generally completely consumed in the smaller size classes (litter, dufi‘, grass, 0-6” woody material) and

in some places soil organic matter was burned and large logs (greater than 6”) were consumed. This resulted in areas with

little to no fine fuel and scattered large woody fuels. Where live needles were completely consumed by fire, there will be a

slow accumulation of surface fuels over the next five years, although grasses and forbs will grow, die, and accumulate (Post

Fire Assessment, 2000). Some dead trees were blown down by strong winds during the fires, but many dead trees were left

standing. Fire-killed trees will eventually fall over and contribute to the total fuel loading within the next 1-20 years (Lyon

1984, Harrington 1996, Dahms 1949). Heavy fuel loads would render prescribed fire implementation diflicult.

Where low to moderate fire intensities burned in the dry forest type, green trees still remain. Additionally, dead and live

trees still have dead needles on them. Surface fuels were consumed in different patterns. Areas burned with low to

moderate intensities still have continuous fine fuels in places as well as an accumulation of fire-killed needles and branches

and large woody fuels. In some small areas, conditions are as those ofhigh severity fires, but in others, there was less

consumption of the smaller material and soil organic matter. Where fires left dead needles on trees, these needles will fall

within 0-3 years and accumulate. In some places fuel loads are still too high to allow safe and efiicient use ofprescribed

fire, while other areas have enough reduction in surfiice and ladder fuels to allow it.

In areas experiencing strong wind events during and immediately alter the fires, many trees were blown down and are

currently part of an increased dead and down woody fuel since the fires burned.

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

As stated in the purpose and need, there is a continuum of conditions and associated fuel reduction purposes and needs

across the burned landscape. There is no distinct line between suitable tirnberlands that need to be reforested and the WUI,

dry forest types, and large expanses ofheavy fuels, because all units proposed for treatment within the analysis area are

identified as witable tirnberlands. Therefore, discussions in the WUI, Dry Forest Types, Large Expanses ofHeavy Fuels,

and Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters are relevant to suitable tirnberlands that need to be reforested. Accomplishments in

those areas simultaneously accomplish fuel reduction for suitable tirnberlands.

As a result of the fires of 2000, fire-killed trees occur across thousands ofcontinuous acres in burned areas. This increase

in large fiiels will increase the resistance to control through the level of large fuels on the ground (Brown et a]. 2001).

Many of these areas are within the suitable tirnberlands that need to be reforested. In suitable timberland areas burned with

high and moderate severity fire, the majority of overstory trees were killed. Surface fuels were generally completely

consumed in the smaller size classes (litter, dufl', grass, 0-6” woody material) and in some places soil organic matter was

burned and large logs (greater than 6”) were consumed. This resulted in areas with little to no fine fuel and scattered large

woody fuels. Where live needles were completely consumed by fire, there will be a slow accumulation ofsurface fuels

over the next five years, although grasses and forbs will grow, die, and accumulate. Some dead trees were blown down by

strong winds during the fires, but many dead trees were left standing. Fire-killed trees will fall and contribute to the total

fuel loading (Lyon 1984, Harrington 1996, Dahms 1949).

Heavy the] loads remaining in areas with reforestation goals will make it diflicult to protect new stands from unwanted

wildland fires. Increased resistance to control, fire intensity, and spotting potential are related to total fuel load. A large

number of standing snags will pose a hazard to seedlings and saplings when they fall, potentially damaging regeneration

investments.

A key element of integrated fire prevention and suppression programs includes fuel reduction to achieve the protection of

the forest, while providing for other social and ecological elements (Buckley 1992). Heavy and continuous fuels are of

particular concern in suitable tirnberlands that need to be reforested, as this is one measure of the potential for future fires.

In areas where growing and protection oftrees (suitable timber) is an important land use, filture fires have the potential to

result in stand loss and economic loss. Heavy fuel loads pose a threat to achieving reforestation as well as timber and

protection objectives in suitable tirnberlands when future fires occur.

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

In areas burned with high severity fires, large expanses of heavy downed fuels were lowered as much of the surface fuel

was consumed across large areas. In some areas burned with low to moderate severity fires, however, much of the surface

fuel component remains. Areas with green trees may still have heavy surface fuels in combination with ladder fuels. Some

of the green trees are susceptible to bark beetle attacks in the near future.

At the time ofthe burn, some organic matter—-such as tree boles-was unavailable to be ignited and still remains on the

site as snags. These snags have now become fuel, defined as organic matter that will burn if ignited (Brown 1983).
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Therefore, total firel load has increased as a result ofthe 2000 fires. This is demonstrated by FVS model results (Project

File FIRE-57).

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A and C

Alternatives A and C do not have any fuel reduction activities and are, therefore, the same in regards to their effects on fire

and fuels. The fires of2000 reduced fine and medium firels (including dufi) across large expanses ofburned area.

Herbaceous fuels would increase as these areas regenerate, but this response would be variable according to the burn

severity, rate ofregeneration and growth, and weather.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

In areas burned with high severity fire there are many continuous acres with standing dead trees, or snags. This condition

also exists in areas burned with moderate severity fire. Snags pose a threat to firefighter safety as they can fall at any time

and without warning to seriously injure or kill firefighters. Snags are also a potential source of firebrands and contribute to

spotting potential.

Resistance to control would be greater under these alternatives than alternatives in which fuels are treated. Heavy downed

firels would contribute to increased fire intensities, spotting potential, receptive firels for firebrands, and extreme fire

behavior occurrence, all ofwhich create less safe firefighting conditions and increase difiiculty for protecting values at risk.

As the conifer forest regenerates, heavy downed fuel loads increase the potential for crown fires. Regenerating herbaceous

and woody plants would contribute to a continuous, fine, and small woody fiiel accumulation to enhance fire spread.

Prescribed fire is not lfltely an available tool in these areas in the long term as there would be heavy, continuous fuel loads

near the WUI and opportimities to burn under controlled conditions while achieving resource benefits would be limited.

Areas burned with moderate and mixed-severity also have many continuous acres with standing dead trees. These areas

could still carry fire in the next several decades, and may also have a surface firel component that would increase resistance

to control and be otherwise hazardous for firefighters for reasons stated above. In some areas, using prescribed fire may be

a more viable option than pre-fire fuel conditions allowed because firels have been reduced sufiiciently, while in other areas

heavy fuel loads will accumulate fiom the standing dead trees and preclude the safe and effective use ofprescribed fire.

Areas burned with low fire severities may have fuels reduced to less than 30 tons/acre, resulting in less resistance to

control, lower future fire intensities, fewer ladder fuels, and increased levels of firefighter safety relative to areas that still

have high fuel loads. Such areas will have greater potential for using prescribed fire as a fitture management tool. Some

areas burned with low fire severity may still carry high intensity fires in the next several decades as the surface and ladder

fuels would continue to accumulate. Resistance to control would remain high in areas where fuel loading reaches 25-30

tons/acre.

Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

In areas burned in the WUI with high severity and moderate severity fires, the standing dead trees would eventually fall

over and accumulate as surface firels over the next several decades. In a study in burned lodgepole pine forests on the

Bitterroot NF, Lyon (1984) found that 85% of the snags fell in the first 13 years post-fire, with smaller snags falling at a

faster annual rate than larger snags. Over 90% of snags had fallen after 21 years (Lyon 1977, 1984). The result of large

accumulations of surface fuels is greater fire intensities, greater spotting potential, and greater resistance to control.

Difiiculty protecting private property and values at risk is expected, as is the ability to use prescribed fire in the future and

meet fire management goals and objectives. These objectives include firefighter, aviation, and public safety, and protection

ofproperty, natural resources, and cultural resources. Reduced levels of firefighter and public safety, the ability to protect

values at risk, and the ability to use prescribed fire in the future are expected with these heavy and extensive fuel loads.

Areas burned with low severity, and some areas burned with moderate fire severities have fuels reduced to less than 30

tons/acre, resulting in less resistance to control, lower future fire intensities, fewer ladder fuels, and increased levels of

firefighter safety relative to areas that still have high fuel loads. In some areas burned with low to moderate fire intensities,

fuel accumulation from dead and dying trees, branches, and needles would continue along with natural mortality. In stands

susceptible to bark beetles that remain untreated, future fiiel problems can be anticipated as research has demonstrated that

bug-kill contributes to fuel loads and increases fire potential (Stocks 1987). Fuel loads can be expected to approach pre

2000 fuel loads in these areas in the next several decades and would contribute to future fires that have the potential to be
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intense in the WUI and could preclude the successful implementation ofprescribed fires. Additionally, ladder fuels still

exist in some of these areas and would also contribute to vertical fire spread during future fires, putting surviving overstory

trees at future risk.

The risk ofprescribed fires getting out ofcontrol increases with heavy fuel loads due to their contribution to fire behavior

and increased resistance to control. Therefore, large fuel accumulations on the landscape would make prescribed and

Wildland Fire Use fires more diflicult to implement in the coming decades, and the lack of such fires would allow the

continuing build-up of small fuels.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

In areas burned in the dry forest type with high severity fires, the standing dead trees would eventually fall over and

accumulate as surfiice fuels over the next several decades. The result of large accumulations of surface fuels is greater fire

intensities, greater spotting potential, and greater resistance to control. Fire behavior that is more intense than historic fire

behavior is expected to have detrimental effects. The Forested Plant Communities, Watershed, Geology and Soils,

Sensitive Plants, And Wildlife sections of this chapter provide additional discussion on fire behavior and potential

detrimental effects to natural resources.

Areas burned with moderate and mixed-severity also have many continuous acres with standing dead trees. These areas

could still carry fire in the next several decades, and may also have a surfiace fuel component that would increase fiiture fire

intensities. In some areas, using prescribed fire may be a more viable option than pre-fire fuel conditions allowed because

fiiels have been reduced sufiiciently, while in other areas heavy fuel loads will accumulate from the standing dead trees and

preclude the safe and effective use ofprescribed fire.

In areas burned with low fire severity, fiiel accumulation from dead and dying trees, branches, and needles would continue

to accumulate along with natural mortality. In stands susceptible to bark beetles that remain untreated, future fuel problems

can be anticipated as research has demonstrated that bug-kill contributes to fuel loads and increases fire potential (Stocks

1987. and also see Forested Plant Communities section). Fuel loads can be expected to approach pre-2000 fuel loads in

these areas in the next several decades and would contribute to future fires that have the potential to be intense in the dry

forest type. This type of fire behavior is not common in these forest types and would likely have undesirable fire efi‘ects

(Agee 1993), therefore decreasing opportunities to use prescribed fire safely and effectively. Additionally, ladder fuels still

exist in some areas and would contribute to vertical fire spread during, putting surviving overstory trees at future risk.

The risk ofprescribed fires getting out ofcontrol increases with heavy fuel loads due to their contribution to fire behavior

and increased resistance to controL Therefore, large fuel accumulations on the landscape would make prescribed and

Wildland Fire Use fires more diflicult to implement in the coming decades, and the lack of such fires would allow the

continuing build-up of small fuels.

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

In areas burned in suitable tirnberlands (that need to be reforested) with high fire severity, the standing dead trees would

eventually fall and accumulate as surface fuels over the next several decades. A study in burned lodgepole pine forests on

the Bitterroot NF, Lyon (1984) found that 85% ofthe snags fell in the first 13 years post-fire, with smaller snags falling at a

faster annual rate than larger snags. Over 90% ofsnags had fallen after 21 years (Lyon 1984). The result of large

accumulations ofsurface fiiels is greater fire intensities, greater spotting potential, greater resistance to control and

increased fire severity. Difliculty in the ability to protect reforested areas is expected Increased levels of resistance to

control and reduced levels of firefighter safety are expected with these fuel loads.

Reduced fuel levels provide a reasonable likelihood ofprotection in investments fi'om significant losses caused by fiiture

fire. Alternative A does not propose any reduction of fuel levels. Under this alternative there would be no change in

current management direction or in the level ofongoing management activities within the project area. No fuel reduction

would occur, all firels, both green and dead, would be left, as they exist. The burned area would be left to reforest naturally,

and natural regeneration would be at high risk for loss fi'otn wildland fire and damage from falling snags created by the

2000 fires. Alternative C does not propose any harvest activities or fuel reduction treatments. All fuels, both green and

dead, would be left, as they exist. Natural regeneration and planting would occur on about 36,000 acres, but these

investments would be at high risk for loss fiom intense wildland fire and damage from falling snags.

Fuel reduction treatments and other management activities provide protection ofreforestation investments, natural and

planted, in existing or newly developing plantations/stands (Weatherspoon and Skinner 1995). As previously stated in

fire/fuels, fuel reduction treatments result in lower fire intensity, flame lengths, fire severity and other elements that afi'ect

crown scorch or crown consumption in forested and reforested areas.
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If‘heavy fuel loads exist where forests are replanted, it would be diflicult to protect these investments from unwanted

wildland fires due to increased resistance to control, fire intensity, and spotting potential. A large number of snags can

potentially damage regeneration when they fall. In Alternative C, about 36,000 acres would be planted, and a substantial

portion ofthose investments would remain at risk because fuels are not reduce in this alternative.

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

In areas burned with high severity, standing snags would remain on the landscape for about the next 20 years. As fine

surface fuels accumulate, and in the event of fire, these snags would catch fire and contribute to spotting potential. This can

increase fire spread and decrease firefighter safety. There would be a future increase in heavy downed fuels across large

areas as trees fall over and accumulate as surface fuels over the next 20 years. These large fuels would eventually begin to

decay and would serve as prime receptor sites for firebrands and holdover fires, contributing to fire occurrence and fire

spread. Large-diameter decaying wood can hold smoldering fires for extended periods and could have negative effects on

soils (see Geology and Soils section in Chapter 3). Large expanses ofheavy fuels would increase the resistance to control,

posing a hazard to firefighters. As the stand regenerates, heavy fuel loads can contribute to crown fire development under

weather conditions conducive to extreme fire behavior. The potential for reburn is highest under these alternatives as

downed fiiel loads would be highest over large, continuous areas. A lack ofbreaks in fuel continuity would leave fewer

strategic and tactical options for firefighters when wildland fires need to be extinguished. See Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2.

Areas burned with moderate and mixed-severity also have many continuous acres with standing dead trees. These areas

could still carry fire in the next several decades, and may also have a surface fuel component that would increase future fire

intensities. In some areas, using prescribed fire may be a more viable option than pre-fire fuel conditions allowed because

fuels have been reduced sufliciently, while in other areas heavy firel loads will accumulate from the standing dead trees and

preclude the safe and effective use ofprescribed fire.

Low burn severities occurred over large areas but do not pose as much of a threat as high and moderate burn severity areas

with regard to large expanses ofheavy fuels. In these areas, large fuels would continue to increase at a lesser rate because

there are not as many standing dead trees to accumulate. However, background mortality rates in these stands would still

contribute to future fuel loads that would approach pre-2000 levels without disturbance. Ladder fuels still exist in many of

these stands, and combined with surface fuel loads, would contribute to overstory torching and crowning fire behavior

under certain weather conditions.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

These alternatives all propose fire] treatments and therefore would have similar environmental consequences. The fires of

2000 reduced fine and medium fuels (including dufi) across large expanses ofburned area. Herbaceous fuels would

increase as these areas regenerate, but this response would be variable according to the burn severity, rate ofregeneration

and growth, and weather. Harvesting of fire-killed timber would also increase firel loads above current, post-fire levels,

mostly in the fine and medium size classes. These woody fuels, combined with the fine herbaceous fuels would pose a

short-term fire hazard until the slash from the harvesting operations is treated (usually within a year or two of formation).

The long-term gain of this harvesting is the reduction of large woody fuels over a large area, and the subsequent reduction

in fire intensity, severity, and increase in firefighter and public safety. These fine firels would build up as grass,

herbaceous, shrub and needle drop fi'om conifers occurs over time. Removing the large fuels early and treating the slash

created fi'om these potential operations would help to keep fire hazard low during this period and lower than it would have

been without harvesting. At the expected rate of firel buildup, it would take many years to accumulate levels similar to

what existed before the 2000 fires.

While reducing large fuels can decrease fireline intensity, the increase in fine fuels that occurs naturally as grasses and

forbs reestablish can increase fire spread rates (Agee, et al 2000). This regeneration of grasses, forbs and shrubs can lead to

increased rates of spread or decreased rates ofspread depending on the retention of fuel moisture in these types (shrubs tend

to retain firel moisture much longer in the season and can act as heat sink and retard fire growth). This increase in fine fuels

is inevitable and is desirable from an ecological standpoint.

The interspersion oftreatment areas with untreated areas can produce a heterogeneous landscape that simulations by Finney

(2001) indicate can reduce the rate of spread and fireline intensity ofa fire burning through this type of landscape when the

fire is forced to flank them. Since it is not known exactly where or when a fire may start, having a strategic pattern of fuel

treatment patches can provide more options for fire suppression by connecting up these treatment areas depending on where

the fire is, how fast the fire is spreading, and the amount, type and location of suppression forces (Agee, et a1 2000, Finney,

et al 1997, Finney, 2001).

w
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Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

By removing standing dead trees there would be fewer snags on the landscape to pose hazards to firefighters, thereby

increasing their safety. Reducing standing dead trees that would otherwise fall and accumulate would also increase

firefighter safety by lowering the potential fire intensity, spotting, fire persistence, and resistance to control. Breaking up

the large expanses ofheavy fuels would give firefighters more strategic and tactical options when fighting a fire, increasing

their success and safety. Fuel treatments to reduce surface fiiels would also contribute to increasing firefighter safety. Fire

suppression efiorts would be more efl'ective with less fuel and less intense fire behavior. In some areas, using prescribed

fire may be a more viable option after large woody and surface fuels are reduced.

wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Large-diameter fuels and the number of snags would be reduced through fuel reduction efforts, which would result in lower

fire intensity, spotting potential, and resistance to control. Subsequent to harvest activities, fine- and medium-sized surface

fuels may be increased for a short time, increasing fire spread unless these fuels are treated. In most instances, these fuels

would be treated, reducing potential fire spread. Increased ability to protect values at risk is expected when fuels are

reduced in the WUI, translating to increased levels ofpublic safety.

Future fire efiects may be more desirable with fuels reduction and the ability to use prescribed fire as a future management

tool would be enhanced. The risk ofprescribed fires getting out ofcontrol increases with heavy fiiel loads due to their

contribution to fire behavior and increased resistance to control. Therefore, decreasing large fuel accumulations on the

landscape would make prescribed and wildland Fire Use fires more feasible and safer to implement in the coming decades;

the lack of such fires would allow the continuing build-up of small fiiels.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Large fuels would be lowered through fuel reduction efforts and result in lower fire intensity, spotting potential, and

resistance to control Subsequent to harvest activities, fine- and medium-sized surface fuels may be increased for a short

time, increasing potential fire spread unless these fuels are treated. In most instances, these fuels would be treated, reducing

potential fire spread Fuel loads would more closely approximate historic levels through fiiel treatments. Less ladder fuels

would exist in areas where green tree thinning takes place, reducing the vertical fire spread into tree crowns of large

overstory trees and aiding their natural ability to survive fires. A greater ability to apply future prescribed fires safely and

efl'ectively to approximate and maintain historic fuel conditions is expected under these alternatives.

Using prescribed fire would help achieve stated management objectives as discussed under Regulatory Framework of the

Fire/Fuels section. Increased ability to use prescribed fire, as a fixture management tool would be expected in these treated

areas. The risk ofprescribed fires getting out of control increases with heavy fuel loads due to their contribution to fire

behavior and increased resistance to control. Therefore, decreasing large fiiel accumulations on the landscape would make

prescribed and WUI fires more feasible and safer to implement in the coming decades; the lack of such fires would allow

the continuing build-up of small fuels.

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

Fuel reduction treatments provide an opportunity to reduce fire damage (Agee 1993). Implementation ofthe proposed fiiel

reduction treatments and management activities would provide better protection for plantation investments. Fuel treatments

would reduce large fuels and result in lower fire intensity, spotting potential, and resistance to control.

“Sites with lower fuel loads burn with less intensity, generally experience lower severity, and less severe impacts than those

with larger fuel loads" (DeBano et a1 1998). Where fuel treatments are applied we expect a greater ability to apply future

prescribed fires safely and effectively, within treated stands, to approximate and maintain historic fuel loads.

Reducing fuel levels would provide a reasonable likelihood ofprotecting investments in reforestation from significant

losses caused by future fires. This protection is achieved in varying levels in Alternatives B, D, E and F (see Table 3-5).

Table 3-5 - Net Acres of Fuel Reduction Where Reforestation is Planned, by Alternative

_-I_I-I

Net Acres or Fuel Reduction 33,300 33,700 18,100 33,000

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

ln burned areas with extensive areas of standing dead trees, fuel reduction would reduce the potential for extreme fire

behavior over the next several decades because the trees that would have accumulated as heavy surface fuels would be

removed from the site. Removing these large fiiels in some areas lowers the fuel load and the receptive fuel bed for

5
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firebrands and is expected to decrease spotting and fire persistence potential. A lack ofheavy surface fuel accumulations

would decrease the potential for large smoldering fuels to heat soils, and would decrease spotting and crown fires in

regenerating conifer stands. The potential for rebum would be reduced. Breaks in fuel continuity would provide a greater

array of strategic and tactical options for firefighters to contain wildland fires than ifno fuels treatments were

accomplished. Logging burned stands is expected to produce less fine fuel (compared to green tree harvest) because the

fine material burned and removing large-diameter material would lower total firel accumulation (Mclver and Starr 2000).

In areas without extensive areas of standing dead trees, large fuels would continue to increase at a lesser rate because there

are not as many standing dead trees to accumulate. However, background mortality rates in these stands would still

contribute to future fuel loads that would approach pre-2000 levels without disturbance. Ladder fuels still exist in many of

these stands, and combined with surface fuel loads, would contribute to overstory torching and crowning fire behavior

under certain weather conditions.

Alternative G

This alternative proposes fuel reduction within 40 meters ofhomes (Cohen 2000a) and applies manual and prescribed fire

fuel reduction treatments within dry forest types (VRU2) on burned National Forest lands.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

Large and small fuel loads that lie within 40 meters ofhomes would be removed through fuel reduction efforts. This would

reduce the likelihood of high fire intensity, fire spread, spotting potential, and resistance to control in these areas. As

discussed in WUI Fuel Loads—Existing Condition, there is currently a program in place for this purpose, but under

Alternative G, the Forest Service would contribute funds to employ a conservation crew to perform this fuel reduction work

around homes. Removing snags around structures would increase firefighter safety in these zones. Removing these snags

that would otherwise fall and accumulate also increases firefighter safety in areas near homes by lowering the potential fire

intensity, spotting, holdover fires, and resistance to control near values at risk.

Breaking up the large expanses ofheavy fuels using prescribed fire would give firefighters more strategic and tactical

options when fighting a fire, increasing their success and safety. Fuel treatments to reduce surface fuels would also

contribute to increasing firefighter safety. Fire suppression efforts would be more efi‘ective with less fuel and less intense

fire behavior. In some areas, using prescribed fire may be a more viable option afier large woody and surface fuels are

reduced. In areas where fuel loads are not reduced, effects on firefighter safety are the same as for Alternatives A and C.

Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Large and small file] loads that lie within 40 meters ofhomes would be removed through fuel reduction efl‘orts. This would

reduce the likelihood of high fire intensity, fire spread, spotting potential, and resistance to control around homes.

Increased ability to protect values at risk is expected when fiiels are removed fi'om the WUI, translating to increased levels

of firefighter and public safety in these areas.

In burned areas outside the 40-meter home perirneters, a series of fell/place/burn treatments would be used to reduce fuels.

This would result in lower fire intensity and spotting potential. Increased ability to protect vahres at risk is expected when

fuels are reduced in the WUI, translating to increased levels ofpublic safety. Future fire effects may be more desirable with

fuels reduction and the ability to use prescribed fire as a fiiture management tool would be enhanced. Lowering the

resistance to control requires a reduction in the large-diameter firels. Fell/place/bum treatments would be less effective than

harvesting for accomplishing fuel reduction in this size class, as there are limited times when these fuels are dry enough to

be consumed while at the same time easy to control.

Alternative G would treat less acres than Alternatives B, D, E, and F, and in areas where fuel loads are not reduced under

Alternative G, effects on firefighter safety are the same as for Alternatives A and C.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

As stated above, large and small fuel loads that lie within 40 meters ofhomes would be removed through firel reduction

efiorts. Large fuels would be reduced in these zones through fuel treatments and this would result in lower fire intensity,

spotting potential, and resistance to control around homes.

Outside the 40-meter home areas, Alternative G proposes to reduce fuels in dry forest types using manual and prescribed

fire fuel treatments. Prescribed fires would need to be spaced at least 5 years apart in order for fine fuels to build up and

carry fire. The first burn would likely be conducted when there are still standing snags. These snags may easily catch on

fire and are a potential source of spotting across firelines. These snags would pose a hazard to fire crews working to secure

W
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line in the prescribed burn area. Large surface fiiels are expected to accumulate during the next 10-30 years in areas burned

at high and moderate severities. This would result in the need to ignite areas with heavy dead and down fuel loads close to

the WUI; however, it is assumed that all homes in the WUI would have decreased home ignitability due to measures taken

within 40 meters ofstructures. The opportunities to light a prescribed fire when conditions are conducive to large-diameter

fuel consumption, but at the same time are easily controlled, would be few with the post-fire fuel conditions. Successfully

ignited and controlled prescribed fires would mitigate future fire behavior potential, contribute to increased levels of

firefighter and public safety, and allow fuel loads to more closely approximate historic conditions.

Regardless of opportunities to light prescribed fires, firefighters would still need to suppress wildland fires in the 2000 burn

area. Less strategic and tactical options are expected to be available to suppression forces with extensive heavy fuel loads.

As these fiiels decay, they would hold smoldering fires on some sites for extended periods. Reburns have the potential to

occur over extensive areas alter fuels build up.

Alternative G would treat less acres than Alternatives B, D, E, and F, and in areas where fuel loads are not reduced under

Alternative G, effects on firefighter safety are the same as for Alternatives A and C.

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

Large fuels would be reduced using fiiel reduction treatments that are different than those proposed in the other alternatives.

Prescribed fire would be used in this alternative, after falling and manipulating firels to carry a fire. Fuel loads would be

higher after the treatments than with other alternatives, and would remain higher after regeneration is established.

Alternative G reduces fuels on about 9000 acres, but to a lesser degree than other alternatives.

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

1n burned areas with extensive areas of standing dead trees, fiiel reduction would reduce the potential for extreme fire

behavior over the next several decades because the trees that would have accumulated as heavy surface fuels would be

felled and burned on the site. Alternative G only proposes fuel reduction in VRU 2; therefore there would be no break in

heavy fuel accumulations in VRU 3 or VRU 4. Breaks in fuel continuity would provide a greater array of strategic and

tactical options for firefighters to contain wildland fires than if no fuels treatments were accomplished. Treating fuels in

some areas lowers the fiiel load and the receptive fiiel bed for firebrands and is expected to decrease spotting and fire

persistence potential. A lack of heavy surface fiiel accumulations would decrease the potential for large smoldering fuels to

heat soils, and would decrease spotting and crown fires in regenerating conifer stands, and the potential for rebum would be

reduced The opportunities to light a prescribed fire when conditions are conducive to large-diameter fuel consumption, but

at the same time are easily controlled, would be few with the post-fire fuel conditions. Successfully ignited and controlled

prescribed fires would mitigate fiiture fire behavior potential, and contribute to increased tactical and strategic options.

In areas without extensive areas ofstanding dead trees, large fiiels would continue to increase at a lesser rate because there

are not as many standing dead trees to accumulate. However, background mortality rates in these stands would still

contribute to future fuel loads that would approach pie-2000 levels without disturbance. Ladder firels still exist in many of

these stands, and combined with surface fuel loads, would contribute to overstory torching and crowning fire behavior

under certain weather conditions.

Alternative G would treat less acres than Alternatives B, D, E, and F, and in areas where fiiel loads are not reduced under

Alternative G, efl'ects on firefighter safety are the same as for Alternatives A and C.

Cumulative Effects Common to All Alternatives and Geographic Areas

Common past, ongoing and reasonably foreseeable projects will affect the alternatives and geographic areas based on the

activities proposed for each alternative. Timber sales, prescribed fires and fuel reduction projects have and will all serve to

reduce fiiel loads and disrupt fuel continuity oflarge filels. Fine fuels would be expected to increase to a certain degree, but

since they provide less resistance to control, are considered more favorable for fire suppression objectives than a heavy load

of large-diameter fuels. Alternatives D, E, and F generally achieve the greatest number of acres below 30 tons/acre of fuel.

Alternatives B and G achieve lower acreages, A and C do the least. Subdivisions on private ground have and will help to

increase the amount of area that is treated for fuel reduction, but only if these treatments are maintained. Fire suppression

has and will increase fuels over time, but will be partially mitigated through prescribed burning, thinning and fuels

reduction treatments. Weed treatments along roads, trails, and other areas have and will reduce weed infestations, but may

increase the incidence of cheatgrass and native grasses. Weed treatments will have little efl‘ect on large fuel loads and large

fuel continuity. Road construction and maintenance has and will have local, site-specific reductions on large fuels and can

help disrupt large firel continuity.

M
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Blodgett Geographic Area

Analysis Area

The analysis area for the Blodgett Geographic Area is the burned area within the Canyon, Mill, Blodgett, and Sheafinan

watersheds and areas that were not burned in 2000 if they could contribute to future fires moving into and beyond the

cturent burned areas. The efl‘ects of fire and the fuel response to fire occurs at the stand level and the landscape level, so

the scale of this analysis area is reasonable for evaluating the afiected environment and the environmental effects.

Existing Condition For Blodgett

Vegetation in the Blodgett Geographic Area consists ofVRU 2 (929 acres burned), VRU 3 (1,404 acres burned), and VRU

4 (2,781 acres burned). High, moderate, and low severity fires are found in each VRU. The fires burned 11,446 acres in

the Blodgett Geographic Area. Thousands of acres in the Blodgett Geographic Area burned with high severity fire (3349),

leaving many continuous acres with standing dead trees, or snags. Other areas in the Blodgett Geographic Area burned

with low (6,635) to moderate (1,462) fire intensities. For existing fuel conditions in these vegetation types, please see the

section on Fuel Dynamics and Succession under Fire and Fuels. The Existing Condition portion of the “Forested Plant

Communities” in this Chapter also has relevant information regarding fire and fuels; explaining burn severity by VRU.

Past and present projects that have contributed to the existing condition in the Blodgett Geographic Area are summarized

below (Project File FIRE-59 contains a complete list).

Timber sales and fuel reduction projects on federal lands have affected a small portion ofthe area (approximately 388 acres

ofharvest). These projects have reduced large fuel loads and large fiiel continuity, but have increased fine fiiels through a

change in species composition (more graminoids, forbs and shrubs). Untreated slash can also contribute to increased fuel

loads. Ongoing state (Blodgett/Churn, 160 acres) and private timber sales have been more extensive. These sales have and

will have the same efiects on fuels as the federal sales. Private land subdivision has and will continue to afi‘ect fuel

loadings and fiiel continuity by reducing them in the immediate home area, but potentially increasing them on areas that are

not thinned or treated with fire. Associated road construction and maintenance on all lands will reduce fuel loadings and

the] continuity on a local, site-specific basis. Fire suppression has allowed fuels and fuel continuity to increase in the past

and will continue to do so in the fixture, but will have some ofl‘sets due to prescribed fires and fiiture wildfires, as well as_

thinning. Weed treatments in the past and present will not afi'ect large fuel loads or large fiiel continuity, but may increase

spread rates depending on the species change and fine fuel loadings that occur over time.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

See the Existing Condition Common to All Geographic Areas/Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters in the Fire and Fuels section

for details on how different fire intensities in 2000 aflect firefighter safety and future use ofprescribed fire.

Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Fire-killed trees occur across hundreds ofcontinuous acres in areas burned in the Blodgett Geographic Area during the

2000 fires. All ofthese areas are within the Wildland Urban Interlace (WUT) near Pinesdale and other private properties.

Additional conditions are discussed under Existing Conditions Common to All Geographic Areas/Wildland Urban Interface

Fuel Loads in the Fire and Fuels section.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Dry Forest Types (VRU 2) are found on 929 acres of the burned area in the Blodgett Geographic Area. Approximately 436

acres ofVRU 2 burned at high severity and experienced high tree mortality. The Existing Conditions Common to All

Geographic Areas section explains effects on Dry Forest Type fuel loads with difi‘erent fire severities.

Approximately 493 acres ofVRU 2 burned at low and moderate severities in the Blodgett Geographic Area. Green trees

still remain in these areas at various densities and with a wide range of crown scorch As explained in the Existing

Conditions Common to All Geographic Areas section, scorched needles and dead woody material would continue to

accumulate over the next several years and there would likely be continuous fine fuels.

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

In the Blodgett Geographic Area, 11,400 acres burned with varying intensities. Ofthose acres, 1960 are classified as

suitable timberlands. From 440 to 600 acres (depending on alternative) are proposed for reforestation needs and would

likely require resource protection in the future.

—————_——————_—_
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Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

Areas burned with high severity fires in the Blodgett Geographic Area during 2000 now have fewer surface fiiels than

before the fires, but have a large standing dead fuel component (MAP 3-12). Other areas burned with low to moderate

severity fires and much ofthe surface fuel component remains. Green trees in the Blodgett Geographic Area are not

considered to be at high risk ofbark beetle attack.

This heavy fuel load is positioned to the south and west of the Pinesdale community (MAP 3-12). Please see Analysis

Methods and Background Information in the Fire and Fuels section for how this juxtaposition can affect fires entering the

WUI ofPinesdale.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Table 3-6 compares the maximum acres identified for fuel treatments in the Blodgett Geographic Area for all alternatives.

The maximum identified treatment is 532 acres, therefore this is the area that is compared. Alternative G was compared by

assuming S-tons/acre firel reduction afler one prescribed burn in approximately the next 5 years.

Table 3-6 - Blodgett GA-Fuel Load Comparison by Alternative (11,446 acres burned).

! 532 Acres Comared A B C DExistin; Condition of Co Im Acres </= 30 tons/acre 28

Acres in this alternative </=30 PRE treatmentAcres in this alternative </=30 POST treatment

‘ chimed acres II-III

Results: Co on Acres </=30 after treatment

- 17 504l Results: Compared Acres >30 after treatment

Table 3-7 - Blodgett Treatment Acres
  

—uuufl

“mm-u

mm

mm
 

Alternatives A and C

There are no fuels treatments proposed in these alternatives.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

Areas in the Blodgett Geographic Area burned with high, low, and moderate intensities (Map 3-1). There are values at risk

in and near the burned area that warrant future protection from fire. Of the acres compared between alternatives, 504 acres

would still have fuel loads greater than 30 tons/acre (Table 3-6) under Alternatives A and C, which is equal to Alternative

G and less safe for firefighters than all other alternatives. The efl'ects of these firel loads and different burn intensities on

fiiture firefighter safety is discussed under the section, Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic

Areas/Alternatives A and C.

Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

The 2000 fires burned in Wildland Urban Interface areas near Pinesdale and other private properties in the Blodgett

Geographic Area (Map 3-1). As stated in the Environmental Consequences Common to all Geographic Areas section, areas

that experienced high severity fires would have an accumulation offallen, dead trees over the next several decades. This

surface firel accumulation would result in greater fire intensities, greater spotting potential, and greater resistance to control

compared to alternatives proposing to reduce surface fuels. This potential fire behavior would, in turn, reduce firefighter

safety, reduce the ability to protect values at risk, and reduce the ability to use prescribed fire in the future. There may also

be an increased risk ofundesirable fire effects.

G
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Table 3-7 shows acres treated in the WUI. Alternatives A and C treat no acres and are therefore the least elfective in

reducing WUI fuel loads. Alternatives A and C leave the greatest amount ofacres with fuel loads greater than 30 tons/acre

compared to Alternatives B, D, E, and F, and an equal amount compared to Alternative G.

Small patches in the WUI of the Mill Creek and Blodgett Creek drainages burned at low to moderate fire intensities. As

stated in the Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas section, portions of these areas would still see

some fuel accumulation over the next several decades that would contribute to fiiture intense fires in the WUI. Ladder fuels

are also present in some areas, providing an avenue for fires to get into the crowns ofoverstory trees. These hazards would

not be reduced under Alternatives A and C. Fuel accumulations from bark beetle mortality is not ofparticular concern in

the Blodgett GA, although there is some mortality expected.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Table 3-7 shows VRU 2 acres treated and green tree thinning to reduce ladder fiiels. Alternatives A and C do not treat any

acres and are therefore least effective in treating dry forest types. Fuel loads would increase over time as indicated in Table

3-1. As stated in the Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas, surfice fuels are expected to

accumulate over time in these areas as dead trees fill. This would result in potential fire behavior that would reduce

firefighter safety, reduce the ability to protect values at risk, and reduce the ability to use prescribed fire in the future.

Additionally, this type of fire behavior is not common in these forest types and would likely have undesirable ecological

efi’ects.

Bark beetles are not of great concern on extensive acreages in this area and therefore would not contribute a lot to this fuel

load. In some areas, it is expected that fiiel loads would approach pre-2000 levels in the next several years without thinning

or prescribed fire, fiieling uncharacteristically intense fires in the future. Ladder fuels also exist in some areas burned at

lower intensities, putting live overstory trees at fiiture risk fi'om fire.

Suitable Timber Lands Fuel Loads

In Alternative A, no fuel treatments are proposed. No increased protection ofnew stands in the suitable tirnberlands would

result from this Alternative. In Alternative C, 615 acres would be regenerated, without prior fiiel reduction, leaving these

acres at higher risk to future wildland fire than if fiiels were treated prior to planting.

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

Some portions of the Blodgett Geographic Area burned with high severity fire over areas more than a square mile in size,

leaving large standing dead fuels in extensive patches. Many of these areas are near the WUI (MAP 3-1). Table 3-6 shows

that under Alternatives A and C, 504 acres would remain at greater than 30 tons/acre fuel loading, rendering Alternatives A

and C least efl'ective compared to Alternatives B, D, E, and F and equal to Alternative G with regard to reducing large

expanses ofheavy liiel loads. These fuels, in combination with surfice fiiels that would perpetuate fire spread, can ignite

snags. Burning snags contribute to spotting potential. As stated in the Environmental Consequences Common to All

Geographic Areas section, these standing fuels would fill and accumulate over time, contributing to extreme fire behavior

and resistance to control over large areas, posing a hazard to firefighters. Less strategic and tactical options are expected to

be available to suppression forces with extensive heavy fitel loads. As these fuels decay, they would hold smoldering fires

on some sites for extended periods, the heat ofwhich could have deleterious soil efi‘ects. Reburns have the potential to

occur on these sites over extensive areas alter fuels build up and before they become shaded by the regenerating forests.

Without breaks in fuel continuity, these fires may be dificult to stop.

Low to moderate burn severities occurred over large areas but do not pose as much ofa threat as high severity areas with

regard to large expanses ofheavy fuels. In these areas, large fuels would continue to increase at a lesser rate because there

are not as many standing dead trees to accumulate. However, background mortality rates in these stands would still

contribute to future fuel loads that would approach pre-2000 levels without disturbance. Ladder fuels still exist in many of

these stands, and combined with surface fuel loads, would contribute to overstory torching and crowning fire behavior

under certain weather conditions. Bark beetle tree mortality is not expected to contribute significantly to fuel load in the

Blodgett Geographic Area.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Large and small fiiels would be removed in some areas under this alternative. All ofthe fuel treatments would take place in

areas identified as WUI.

M
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Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

Areas in the Blodgett Geographic Area burned with high, low, and moderate intensities. There are values at risk in and

near the burned area that warrant future protection from fire. Under these alternatives, fuels would be reduced in many

areas near values at risk. Table 3-6 indicates the relative difi‘erences in fuel reduction effectiveness between Alternatives B,

D, E, and F. Treating more acres overall and reducing fuel loads to below 30 tons/acre is most effective in increasing

firefighter safety. Firefighter safety is expected to increase commensurate with fuels reduction. Green tree thinning acres

are compared in Table 3-7 to show the relative differences in ladder fuel reduction. More thinned acres would be more

efl'ective in reducing ladder fuels. Values at risk are especially prevalent in the Pinesdale community. The efl'ects of

different burn intensities and these alternatives on future firefighter safety is discussed under the section, Environmental

Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Altematives B, D, E, and F.

Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Large fuels would be lowered through fuel reduction efl'orts and result in lower fire intensity, spotting potential, and

resistance to control Table 3-6 indicates the relative differences in fuel reduction effectiveness between Alternatives B, D,

E, and F. All of these acres are in the WUI. Treating more acres overall and reducing fuel loads to below 30 tons/acre is

most effective protecting values at risk in the WUI. Subsequent to harvest activities, fine and medium sized surface fuels

may be increased for a short time, increasing fire spread unless these fuels are treated. In many instances, these firels would

be treated to reduce the fire spread potential. Fire effects may be more desirable with firels reduction, and the ability to use

prescribed fire in the future would be enhanced. Ladder fuel treatments would decrease probability of fires reaching

overstory tree crowns (see Table 3-7). Increased ability to protect values at risk in Pinesdale is expected when firels are

reduced in the WUI, translating to increased levels ofpublic safety. Additional effects are the same as discussed under

Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Direct and Indirect Efl‘ects/Alternatives B, D, E, and F.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Table 3-7 shows VRU 2 acres treated, and green tree thinning to reduce ladder fuels. Relative difl'erences between

Alternatives B, D, E, and F indicate Alternatives B and D are most efl‘ective in restoring historic firel conditions in VRU 2.

About 493 acres burned at low to moderate fire severity, but still have ladder fuels. Less ladder firels would exist in areas

where green tree thinning takes place (see relative difl'erences in Table 3-7), reducing the vertical fire spread into tree

crowns of large overstory trees and aiding their natural ability to survive fires. Ability to apply future prescribed fires

safely and efl‘ectively to approximate and maintain historic fuel conditions would be enhanced under this alternative. Using

prescribed fire would help achieve stated management objectives. Please see additional effects as stated in the

Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas.

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

In Alternatives B, D, E and F, fuels would be reduced on substantial acreages of suitable tirnberlands where reforestation

investments are proposed. Reduced fuels correlate well with our ability to protect these investments in the future.

Acreages for each alternative are shown in Table 3-8.

Table 3-8 - Net acres of fuel reduction by alternative, Blodgett GA

Net Acres 01' Fuel Reduction

‘

-

_

_ZII

 

 

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

Effectiveness ofbreaking up large fuel areas is indicated by total acres treated and acres with a post-treatment fuel load of

less than or equal to 30 tons/acre. Strategic and tactical decision-making during fire suppression operations is enhanced

commensurate with acres of fuel reduction to a level less than 30 tons/acre. Comparisons between alternatives in Table 3-6

show that Alternatives B and D are the most effective, and Alternatives F and E are less effective but similar to each other.

Maps 3-13, 3-14, 3-15, and 3-16 show effects of fuel reduction in a spatial context. As stated in the Environmental

Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas section, lower fuel loads would result in less extreme fire behavior and

resistance to control over large areas, increasing firefighter safety. Please see additional effects in Environmental

Consequences Common to All Alternatives/Direct and Indirect Effects/Alternatives B, D, E, and F/Large Expanses of

Heavy Fuels. Bark beetle tree mortality is not expected to contrfiiute significantly to fuel loads in the Blodgett GA.
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Alternative G

Large firels would not be commercially removed under this alternative, but would be burned. Alternative G proposes fuel

reduction through felling, placing, and burning excess large fuels in the Blodgett Geographic Area. Using prescribed fire

requires the accumulation of fine fiiels before fire could be carried on the site, therefore the first prescribed fire would not

occur until approximately 2005. A series of three or more burns over approximately the next 15 years would likely be

necessary to accomplish fuel reduction goals. Prescribed burning would be accomplished while adhering to National

Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), by obtaining required permits from the Montana Department of Environmental

Quality (MDEQ), and under an approved burn plan.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

The effects on firefighter safety of reducing fuels in 40-meter zones around homes are discussed under the section,

Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Alternative G. For areas outside ofthe 40-meter

treatment areas, the effects on firefighter safety are discussed under the same section. Safety is improved when more acres

are treated and when more acres are less than or equal to 30 tons/acre. Table 3-6 shows relative difi‘erences between

Alternative G and other alternatives with regard to improving firefighter safety by reducing heavy fuel loads to less than 30

tons/acre.

Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Effects are the same as Environmental Consequences Common to All Alternatives/Direct and Indirect Effects/Alternative

G/Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads. Table 3-7 shows relative difierences between alternatives. More fiiel reduction

acres equates to more efi'ective protection of the WUI, as all proposed acres in the Blodgett Geographic Area are in the

WUI. Alternative G, which would utilize prescribed burning, would be more efl’ective than Alternatives A and C but less

efl’ective than other alternatives. Alternative G would treat 447 acres through prescribed fire and would not reduce the

large-diameter fuels as much as alternatives proposing harvest treatments.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Effects are the same as Environmental Consequences Common to All Alternatives/Direct and Indirect Effects/Alternative

G/Dry Forest Types Fuel Loads. Table 3-7 shows relative differences between alternatives for acres of green tree thinning

and VRU 2 treatment. Alternative G would have the same efl’ects as Alternatives A and C with regard to ladder firel

reduction. With the use ofprescribed fire in VRU 2, Alternative G would be more elfective than Alternatives A and C, but

less efiective than all other alternatives as it would not likely reduce large-diameter flJCl loads.

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

Alternative G would reduce fuels on about 450 acres in the Blodgett Geographic Area. Fuel reduction methods proposed in

this alternative are less effective than those in Alternatives B, D, E, F. The proposal is to reduce fuels with a

“fall/place/underburn" treatment, followed by planting or natural regeneration. The fuel reduction treatment is estimated to

reduce fuels in the first application by about 5 tons per acre. The areas would then be planted or planned for natural

regeneration. Because fuels would not be reduced to the same degree as in other alternatives, these areas would remain at

slightly higher risk to loss by future wildfire than they would be if fuels were treated more completely, as proposed in other

Alternatives B, D, E, or F.

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

Successfully implemented prescribed fire on 450 acres would effectively reduce the fine and small woody fuel components

but not the large fuel component; therefore, the large expanse of heavy fuels would likely remain on the landscape.

Prescribed burning could be reasonably expected to reduce existing firel loads by 5 tons/acre with the first entry. The

effects on total fuel loads are compared with other alternatives in Table 3-6. Retaining large expanses of heavy firel loads

would reduce the strategic and tactical options available to fire suppression forces. Alternative G is least elfective in

reducing large expanses ofheavy filClS, equal to Alternatives A and C. Additional effects are the same as discussed under

the Enviromnental Consequences Common to All Alternatives/Direct and Indirect Effects ofAlternative G-Dry Forest

Types section.

Cumulative Effects

The cumulative efl'ects are grouped by Geographic Area, similar project effects, and by alternatives. Discussions below '

represent potentially cumulative effects from projects listed in Appendix A that may aflect fire and fuels. Past and Ongoing

projects are included in the existing conditions section for each geographic area.

#
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Alternatives A and C (Reasonably Foreseeable Projects)

Stevi SW Ecoburn (Saint Mary’s and Sharrott/Larson area)

This project would reduce firel loadings and help to disrupt fuel continuity in the McCalla Creek/Sharrott Creek area.

While outside ofthe geographic area for this EIS, this project helps to change fuel loadings and disrupt fuel continuity on

the larger landscape. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they do not have any direct effects on fuel

loads or fuel continuity; therefore the eflects of the Stevi SW Ecoburn do not add to the effects of this project.

Sweathouse Creek Prescribed Fire

This project would reduce fiiel loadings and help to disrupt firel continuity in the Sweathouse Creek area. While outside of

the geographic area for this EIS, this project helps to reduce fuel loadings and disrupt fiiel continuity on the larger

landscape across the Bitterroot face. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they do not have any direct

effects on fuel loads or fuel continuity, therefore the effects ofthe Sweathouse Creek Prescribed Fire do not add to the

effects ofthis project.

Sheafman Fuels reduction

This project would reduce current and future fuel loadings through a combination oftree harvesting, thinning, and

prescribed burning. Combined with the action alternatives, this project would increase the amount of treated area in the

Sheafinan Creek locale. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they do not have any direct effects on

fuel loads or fuel continuity, therefore the effects ofthe Sheafinan project do not add to the effects of this project.

Weed Treatments

Weed spraying along roads can reduce noxious weeds and increase the amount of cheatgrass and native grasses. This has

not changed large firel loadings or large fuel continuity in the past. Weed treatments in the firture would not change large

fuel loadings or large fuel continuity in the Blodgett area. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they do

not have any direct effects on firel loads or fuel continuity, therefore the effects ofweed treatments do not add to the efi’ects

of this project.

Private Land subdivision

Future subdivisions in the Blodgett area may affect fuel loadings by reducing them in the immediate home area, but total

fuel loadings may increase due to the lack of fire and thinning on private property. Housing developments that inchide

more concentrated building would tend to reduce total fuel loadings and break up fuel continuity on both a local and

landscape scale. Construction ofhouses and improvements associated with homes increases the vahies at risk from wildfire

in the wildland urban interface areas.

Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they do not have any direct effects on fuel loads or fuel

continuity, therefore the efl'ects ofprivate land subdivision do not add to the effects of this project.

Fire Suppression

Future fire suppression would generally increase fuel loading and fuel continuity on a local and a landscape level Changes

in stand structure would increase the possibility ofstand replacing fires (areas outside ofthe 2000 burn area are still at risk).

Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fiiels, they do not have any direct effects on fuel loads or fuel

continuity, therefore the effects of fire suppression do not add to the efi’ects of this project.

FS Response to Beetle Infestations

It is anticipated that the Douglas-fir bark beetle infestation would continue and other beetle mortality would occur, although

in the Blodgett area, the risk is estirrrated to be low. Trees killed by beetles would contribute to the fuel loads and fuel

continuity, both with fine, medium and large fuels. Treatment ofslash created by this response should not impact the

cumulative level of large fuel loadings and large fuel continuity. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels,

they do not have any direct effects on fuel loads or fiiel continuity, therefore efiects do not add to the efi'ects of this project.

Fire Response Team Fuel Reduction Projects

These proposed projects would concentrate on reducing fuel loads and disrupting fuel continuity mostly in the wildland

urban interface area. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fiiels, they do not have any direct effects on fuel

loads or fuel continuity‘, therefore cumulative efi’ects do not add to the effects ofthis project.

_—__—__—___—I__———__
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Boundary fuels (non-commercial thinning)

This project would reduce fuels and disrupt fuel continuity in a 200’ foot wide strip along the federal/private boundary in

the Fred Burr Creek area. This would increase the amount of treated area along the Bitterroot face in the local site, specific

area. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they do not have any direct efl‘ects on fuel loads or fuel

continuity; therefore the effects ofboundary filCl treatments do not add to the effects of this project.

State and Private land salvage sales

Combined with the proposed state sale above, these sales would reduce fuels and disrupt the] continuity in the local area.

This would increase the amount of treated acres and provide for additional buffer anywhere along the Bitterroot face these

sales would occur. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they do not have any direct effects on fuel

loads or fuel continuity, therefore the effects of these salvage sales do not add to the effects of this project.

Alternatives B, D, E, F (Reasonably Foreseeable Projects)

The cumulative efi‘ects of these alternatives with Stevi SW Ecobum (Saint Mary’s and Sharrott/Larson area), Sweathouse

Creek Prescribed Fire, Sheafinan Fuels reduction, Fire Response Team Fuel Reduction Projects and Boundary fuels (non

commercial thinning) would be the same as described under Alternatives A and C; therefore they would cumulatively afiect

fire/fuels by breaking up fuel continuity and reduce firels in addition to this project.

State and Private land salvage sales

These potential projects would reduce fuel loadings and help to disrupt fuel continuity in the Blodgett Geographic Area. In

conjunction with these alternatives, these projects would increase the amount ofarea treated on a local and landscape scale

for fiiels reduction and fuel continuity, fi'om the forest boundary upslope in the VRU2 lands along the west side of the

Bitterroot valley.

Private Land subdivision

These alternatives would provide a reduction in fuel loadings and disrupt fuel continuity in the Blodgett Geographic area.

These actions would combine with potential subdivisions on private land to provide greater areas ofreduced fuels and

breaks in fuel continuity. Some ofthe reductions may be offset in the future by increases in fuel loadings and fuel

continuity if thinning and clearing are not maintained on private lands. In addition, these developments and associated

infi'astructure increase the values at risk from a wildland fire.

Road construction/reconstruction/maintenance

Federal, state and private roadwork would serve to reduce fuel loadings on a local scale, and help to disrupt fuel continuity

on the local and landscape scale by directly removing fuel. These alternatives would have little cumulative effects in fuel

loadings and fuel continuity in conjunction with road projects.

Weed Treatments

Weed spraying along roads can reduce noxious weeds and increase the amount of cheatgrass and native grasses. This

would not appreciably change large fuel loadings or large fuel continuity in the future. These alternatives would reduce

fuel loadings and disrupt firel continuity in the Blodgett Geographic area, and could potentially increase the presence of

weeds in the treated areas. No change in large fuel loadings or large fuel continuity is expected with proposed weed

treatments in conjunction with these alternatives.

Fire Suppression

Future fire suppression would generally increase fuel loading and fuel continuity on a local and a landscape level. Changes

in stand structure would increase the possibility ofstand replacing fires (areas outside of the 2000 burned area are still at

risk). These alternatives would reduce future large fuel loadings and disrupt fuel continuity in the Blodgett geographic area

and may ofl'set potential increases due to fire suppression

Alternative G (Reasonably Foreseeable Projects)

The cumulative efi’ects of these alternatives with Stevi SW Ecobum (Saint Mary’s and Sharron/Larson area), Sweathouse

Creek Prescribed Fire, Sheafinan Fuels reduction, Fire Response Team Fuel Reduction Projects and Boundary fuels (non

cormnercial thinning) would be the same as Alternatives A and C: therefore they would cumulatively affect fire/fuels by

breaking up fuel continuity and reduce fuels in addition to this project.
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State and Private land salvage sales

These potential projects would reduce fuel loadings and help to disrupt fuel continuity in the Blodgett Geographic area.

Alternative G would reduce fuel loads and reduce fuel continuity using prescribed fire and manual treatments on less area

and over a longer period of time than Alternatives B, D, E, and F. cumulatively, these projects would increase the amount

of area treated on a local and landscape scale for fuels reduction and fuel continuity, from the forest boundary upslope in

the VRUZ lands along the west side of the Bitterroot valley, but less so when combined with Alternative G.

Private Land subdivision

This alternative would provide a reduction in fuel loadings and disrupt fuel continuity in the Blodgett Geographic area,

using prescribed fire and manual treatments on less area and over a longer period oftime than the other alternatives. These

actions would combine with potential subdivisions on private land to provide greater areas of reduced fuels and breaks in

fuel continuity, but less so than other alternatives. Some of the reductions may be offset in the future by increases in fuel

loadings and fuel continuity if thinning and clearing are not maintained on private lands. In addition, these developments

and associated infiastructure increase the values at risk fi'om a wildland fire.

Weed Treatments

Weed spraying along roads can reduce noxious weeds and increase the amount of cheatgrass and native grasses. This

would not appreciably change large fiiel loadings or large fuel continuity in the future. This alternative would reduce fuel

loadings and disrupt fuel continuity, using prescribed fire and manual treatments on less area and over a longer period of

time than the other alternatives. There would be little cumulative change in large file] loadings or large fuel continuity with

weed spraying and proposed actions in Alternative G.

Road construction/reconstruction/maintenance

Federal, state and private roadwork would serve to reduce fuel loadings on a local scale, and help to disrupt fiiel continuity

on the local and landscape scale by directly removing fueL Alternative G would have little cumulative effect on fuel

loadings and fuel continuity in conjunction with road projects.

Fire Suppression

Future fire suppression would generally increase fuel loading and fuel continuity on a local and a landscape level. Changes

in stand structure would increase the possibility ofstand replacing fires (areas outside of the 2000 burned area are still at

risk).

Alternative G would reduce fuel loads and reduce fuel continuity using prescribed fire and manual treatments on less area

and over a longer period oftime than Alternatives B, D, E, and F. Alternative G may ofl‘set potential increases in fuels due

to fire suppression

Summary of Cumulative Effects

Past, ongoing, and reasonable foreseeable projects would affect the geographic area in a variety of ways. Timber sales,

prescrfiied fires and fuel reduction projects would all serve to reduce fuel loadings and disrupt continuity of large fuels.

Fine fuels would be expected to increase to a certain degree, but since they provide less resistance to control, are considered

more favorable for fire suppression and firefighter safety objectives than a heavy load of large fuels. All the alternatives

that propose to reduce heavy fuels would have effects similar to each other.

Subdivision on private ground will reduce large fuels in the immediate area, but may increase overall fuel loads if clearing,

thinning and burning activities are not maintained. These houses, along with other structures and the infrastructure that is

required with them (ie., power lines, phone lines, water supply, etc.) increase the values at risk and pose higher hazards

during fire suppression activities. Continuing fire suppression has and will continue to allow fuels to increase in loads and

continuity. Weed treatments can increase fine fuel loads, but have little if any eEect on large fuel loads. Grazing can

reduce fine fuel loads, but have little effect on large fuel loads. Road construction/maintenance has had local site-specific

effects on large fuel loadings and can help disrupt fuel continuity under certain environmental conditions.

M
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Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Analysis Area

The analysis area for the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area is the burned area within the Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye

Creek watersheds and areas that were not burned in 2000 ifthey could contribute to future fires moving into and beyond the

current burned areas. The efl‘ects of fire and the fiJCl response to fire occurs at the stand level and the landscape level, so

the scale ofthis analysis area is reasonable for evaluating the affected environment and the environmental effects.

Existing Condition for Skalkaho-Rye

Vegetation in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area consists ofVRU 2 (22,104 acres burned), VRU 3 (19,978 acres burned),

and VRU 4 (36,305 acres burned). High, moderate, and low severity fires are found in each VRU (MAP 3-2). The fires

burned 107,524 acres in the Skalkaho-Rye GA. Thousands of acres in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area burned with

high severity fire (24,715), leaving many continuous acres with standing dead trees, or snags. Other areas in the Skalkaho

Rye Geographic Area burned with low (54,060) to moderate (28,749) fire intensities. For existing fuel conditions in these

vegetation types, the section on Fuel Dynamics and Succession under Fire and Fuels. The Existing Condition portion ofthe

Forested Plant Communities section in this Chapter also has relevant information regarding fire and fuels; explaining burn

severity by VRU. Past and present projects that have contributed to the existing conditions in the Skalkaho-Rye

Geographic Area are summarized below (Project File FIRE-59 contains a complete list). The Rye Creek, Skalkaho and

Sleeping Child drainages have been heavily harvested and roaded in the past. The main effect on fuels ofthis past harvest

activity has been to reduce large fuels and to disrupt large fuel continuity, but have increased fine fuels through a change in

species composition (more graminoids, forbs and shrubs). Untreated slash can also contribute to increased fuel loads.

Private harvesting on Darby Lumber Company lands has had similar efl‘ects. Prescribed burning projects has also reduced

fiiel loadings and disrupted fuel continuity in this area, mostly of the smaller size class of fuels. Past wildfires have altered

conditions; some have been heavily salvaged (Sleeping Child) while others have had smaller amounts ofsalvage (Gird

Point). Grazing allotments have had little, if any effect on large fuel loadings and large fuel continuity. Private land

subdivision has and will continue to afliect fiiel loadings and fuel continuity by reducing them in the immediate home area,

but potentially increasing them on areas that are not thinned or treated with fire. Associated road construction and

maintenance on all lands will reduce fuel loadings and fuel continuity on a local, site-specific basis. Fire suppression has

allowed fiiels and fuel continuity to increase in the past and will do so in the future, but will have some ofl‘sets due to

prescribed fires, future wildfires, and thinning. Weed treatments in the past and present will not afi‘ect large fuel loads or

large fuel continuity, but may increase spread rates depending on the species change and fine fuel loadings that occur.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

See the Existing Condition Common to All Geographic Areas/Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters in the Fire and Fuels section

for details on how difl'erent fire intensities in 2000 afi'ect fiiture firefighter safety and future use ofprescribed fire.

Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Fire-killed trees occur across thousands of continuous acres in areas burned in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area during

the 2000 fires. Many ofthese areas are within the WUI near private properties, such as Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye

Creek drainages and WUI areas located on the northwest edge ofthe fire perimeter south of Sleeping Child Creek and east

of the Bitterroot River. Additional conditions are discussed under Existing Conditions Common to All Geographic

Areas/Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads in the Fire and Fuels section.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Dry Forest Types (VRU 2) are found on 22,104 acres of the burned area in the Skalkaho-Rye GA. Approximately 6,492

acres ofVRU 2 burned at high severity and experienced high tree mortality. Approximately 10,598 acres ofVRU 2 burned

at low severity, and about 5,014 at moderate severities in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area. The Existing Conditions

Common to All Geographic Areas section explains how fuels are afl'ected by different fire severities in VRU 2.

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

Between 2,900 and 20,000 acres, depending on alternative, are proposed for reforestation and would likely require resource

protection in the future.
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Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

Some extensive areas were burned with high severity fires in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area during 2000 (24,715

acres). These areas now have fewer surface fuels than before the fires, but have a large standing dead fuel component.

Other areas burned with low (54,060 acres) to moderate (28,749 acres) severity fires and much ofthe surface fuel

component remains. Green trees in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area are considered to put 47,206 acres at high or

moderate risk ofbark beetle attack. This heavy fuel load is located to the south and west ofprivate properties, such as

Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creek drainages and WUI areas located on the northwest edge of the fire perimeter

south of Sleeping Child Creek and east ofthe Bitterroot River. (MAP 3- 12).

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Table 3-9 compares the maximum acres identified for fuel treatments in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area for all

alternatives. The maximum identified treatment is 28,329 acres, therefore this is the area that is compared. Alternative G

was compared by assuming a 5-tons/acre firel reduction alter prescribed burning once in the next five years.

Table 3-9 - Skalkaho-Rye GA-Fuel Load Comparison by Alternative (107,524 acres burned)

‘ 28,329 Acres Compared I A B j- C D

3947 13947 13947 13947 13947 13947

13886 13947 2684 11249 1150

23028 22123 5532 18385 2725

9142 8176 2848 7136 1575

Results: Co I ared Acres </=30 after treatment 24803 13947 22785 16795 20951 14932

 

Acres ofVRU2 Treated

Alternatives A and C

There are no fuels treatments proposed under these alternatives.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

Areas in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Areas burned with high, low, and moderate severities (Map 3-2). There are values

at risk in and near the burned area that warrant future protection from fire (i.e., watersheds, soil productivity, regeneration,

community and infrastructure, etc). Ofthe 28,329 acres compared between alternatives, 14,382 would be greater than 30

tons/acre under Alternatives A and C; Table 3-9 shows relative comparisons to other alternatives. The effects of these fuel

loads and difi‘erent burn intensities on fiiture firefighter safety is discussed under the section, Environmental Consequences

Common to All Geographic Areas/Altematives A and C.

Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

The 2000 fires burned in Wildland Urban Interface areas near private properties in the Skalkaho-Rye GA (Map 3-2). As

stated in the Environmental Consequences Common to all Geographic Areas section, areas that experienced high severity

fires would have an accumulation of fallen, dead trees over the next several decades. This surface fuel accumulation would

result greater fire intensities, greater spotting potential, and greater resistance to control compared to alternatives proposing

to reduce surface fuels. This potential fire behavior would reduce firefighter safety, reduce the ability to protect values at

risk, reduce the ability to use prescribed fire in the future and possibly cause an increased risk of undesirable fire effects.

Table 3-10 shows all acres treated, inside and outside ofthe WUT. Alternatives A and C are least effective, leaving the

greatest amount of acres with fuel loads greater than 30 tons/acre compared to all other alternatives. Several large patches

in the WUI ofthe Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creek drainages burned at low to moderate fire intensities, as well as

WUI areas located on the northwest edge ofthe fire perimeter south of Sleeping Child Creek and east of the Bitterroot

#
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River. As stated in the Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas section, portions of these areas

would still see some firel accumulation over the next several decades that would contribute to future intense fires in the

WUI. Ladder fuels are also present in some areas, providing an avenue for fires to get into the crowns ofoverstory trees.

These hazards would not be reduced under Alternatives A and C. Fuel accumulations fi'om bark beetle mortality is a

concern on 47,206 acres in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area, and this is expected to contribute to fuels as described in

Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Alternatives A and C.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Table 3-10 shows VRU 2 acres treated, and green tree thinning to reduce ladder fuels. Alternatives A and C do not treat

any acres and are therefore least effective in treating dry forest types. Table 3~l shows projected fuel load increases over

time without treatment. As stated in the Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas, surface fuels are

expected to accumulate over time in these areas as dead trees fall. This would result in potential fire behavior that would

reduce firefighter safety, reduce the ability to protect values at risk, and reduce the ability to use prescribed fire in the

future. Also, this type of fire behavior is not common in these forest types and would likely have undesirable ecological

effects.

Some portions ofVRU 2 burned at low and moderate severities in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area. As stated in the

Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas, surface fuels would accumulate from dead and dying

trees, branches, and needles over the next several years. Bark beetle tree mortality is expected to contribute to increasing

fuel loads in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area. In some areas, it is expected that fuel loads would approach pre-2000

levels in the next several years without thinning or prescribed fire, fueling uncharacteristically intense fires in the future.

Ladder fuels also exist in some areas burned at lower intensities, putting live overstory trees at future risk from fire.

Suitable Timber Lands Fuel Loads

In Alternative A, no the] treatments are proposed. No increased protection ofnew stands in the suitable timberlands would

result from this Alternative. In Alternative C, 19,000 acres would be regenerated, without prior fuel reduction, leaving

these 19,000 acres at higher risk to fiiture wildland fire losses than if fuels were treated prior to planting.

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

Under Alternatives A and C, more than 30 tons/acre of fLlCl would exist on 14,382 acres. rendering Alternatives A and C

the least effective ofall alternatives. Less strategic and tactical options are expected to be available to suppression forces

with extensive heavy fuel loads. As these fiiels decay, they would hold smoldering fires on some sites for extended

periods. Rebums have the potential to occur on these sites over extensive areas after fuels build-up.

Background mortality rates in these stands would still contribute to future fuel loads that would approach pre-2000 levels

without disturbance. Ladder fuels still exist in many of stands not lethally burned, and combined with surface fuel loads,

would contribute to overstory torching and crowning fire behavior under certain weather conditions.

Bark beetle tree mortality is expected to contribute to fuel load in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area on approximately

47,206 acres. The effects resulting from the increased fuel loads are presented in the section Environmental Consequences

Common to All Geographic Areas/Alternatives A and C.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Large and small fuels would be removed in some areas under these alternatives in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area.

Fuel treatments would take place in a combination of areas identified as WUI, VRU 2 outside WUI, fuel continuity areas,

burned plantations, suitable timberlands needing artificial reforestation, suitable timberlands needing natural regeneration,

and high-risk bark beetle stands (please see Forested Plant Communities section).

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

Areas in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area burned with high, low, and moderate intensities. There are values at risk in

and near the burned area that warrant fixture protection fi'om fire. Under these alternatives, fuels would be reduced in many

areas near values at risk. Table 3-9 shows a relative comparison between alternatives. More acres treated and more acres at

a fuel loading less than or equal to 30 tons/acre equates to more safe firefighting conditions. Green tree thinning acres are

compared in Table 3-9 to show the relative difi‘erences in ladder fuel reduction. More thinned acres would be more

effective in reducing ladder fuels. The efiects ofreduced fuel loads on fiiture firefighter safety are discussed under the

section, Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Alternatives B, D, E, and F.

#
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\Vildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Treated acres in the WUI are compared in Table 3-10. The effectiveness oftreatment is indicated by more total acres

treated. Although Alternatives B, D, E, and F all treat fuels, some are more effective in others in reducing firel loads to an

amount equal to or less than 30 tons/acre. More acres treated have a greater effect on enhancing the ability to protect values

at risk in the Wildland Urban Interfi-rce by increasing firefighter safety. Additionally, Table 3-10 displays the acres treated

with green tree thinning. More thinned acres equates to lower crown fire susceptibility of stands. Additional effects are

discussed in Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Direct and Indirect Effects/Alternatives B, D,

E, and F.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Table 3-10 shows acres of green tree thirming, and acres ofVRU 2 fuel treatments for all alternatives. Alternatives B, D, E,

and F would treat VRU 2 fuels at differing levels with B and D the most effective, but all ofthese alternatives would be

more effective than A, C, and G. About 15,000 acres burned at low to moderate fire severity, but still have ladder fuels.

Less ladder fiiels would exist in areas where green tree thinning takes place, reducing the vertical fire spread into tree

crowns oflarge overstory trees and aiding their natural ability to survive fires. Ladder time] reduction would be most

effective under Alternative D and least effective under Alternatives A, C, E, and G. Additional efl‘ects are discussed in

Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Direct and Indirect Efl‘ects/Alternatives B, D, E, and F.

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

In Alternatives B, D, E and F, fuels are reduced on substantial acreages of suitable tirnberlands where reforestation

investments are planned. Reduce fuels correlate well with our ability to protect these investments in the future. Acreages

for each alternative are shown in Table 3-11.

Table 3-11 - Net acres of fuel reduction by alternative, Skalkaho-Rye GA.

_-1--I-I

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

Effectiveness ofbreaking up large fuel areas is indicated by total acres treated and acres with a post-treatment fuel load of

less than or equal to 30 tons/acre. Comparisons between alternatives in Table 3-9 show that Alternative B is the most

effective, with D and F the next most effective, respectively. Alternative E is the least effective ofthese four alternatives,

but more efl'ective than A, C, and G. Maps 3-13, 3-14, 3-15, and 3-16 show effects of fuel reduction in a spatial context.

As stated in the Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas section, lower firel loads would result in

less extreme fire behavior and resistance to control over large areas, increasing firefighter safety. A greater number of

strategic and tactical options would be available to firefighters under these alternatives than A, C, and G. Please see

additional effects in Environmental Consequences Common to All Alternatives/Direct and Indirect Efiects/Alternatives B,

D, E, and F/Large Expanses ofHeavy Fuels.

Green tree thinning on the acres indicated in Table 3-10 is expected to mitigate the effect ofbark beetle tree mortality on

firel load in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area. This would be most effective under Alternative D and least effective

under Alternatives A, C, E, and G. Additional effects of this are discussed in Environmental Consequences Common to All

Geographic Areas/Direct and Indirect Effects/Alternatives B, D, E, and F.

Alternative G

Large fuels would not be removed under this alternative, but would be burned. Alternative G proposes fuel reduction

through felling, placing, and burning excess large fuels on 3,778 acres in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Ares. Use of

prescribed fire requires the accumulation of fine fuels before fire would be carried on the site, therefore the first prescribed

fire would not occur until approximately 2005. A series of three or more burns are likely necessary to accomplish fuel

reduction goals. Prescribed burning would be accomplished while adhering to National Ambient Air Quality Standards

(NAAQS), by obtaining required permits fi’om the Montana Department ofEnvironmental Quality (MDEQ), and under an

approved burn plan (Air Quality 3-2 to 3-3, 34).

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

The effects on firefighter safety of reducing fuels in 40-meter zones around homes are discussed under the section,

Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Alternative G. For areas outside of the 40-meter

M
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treatment areas, the effects on firefighter safety are discussed under the section, Environmental Consequences Common to

All Geographic Areas/Altemative G. Table 3-9 shows the relative differences between alternatives.

Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Efi'ects are the same as Environmental Consequences Common to All Alternatives/Direct and Indirect Effects/Altemative

G/Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads. Table 3-10 shows relative difi‘erences between alternatives for WUI treatments.

More fuel reduction acres equates to more efiective protection of the WUI.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Efl’ects are the same as Environmental Consequences Common to All Alternatives/Direct and Indirect Eifects/Altemative

G/Dry Forest Types Fuel Loads.

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

Alternative G would reduce firels on about 4,000 acres in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area. Because the firel reduction

methods are difierent in this Alternative than in the other action alternatives, the treatments may be less effective. The

proposal is to reduce firels with a “fall/place/underbum” treatment, followed by planting or natural regeneration. The fuel

reduction treatment is estimated to reduce fiiels in the first application by about 5 tons per acre. The areas would then be

planted or planned for natural regeneration. Because the areas are not reduced of firels to the same degree as other

alternatives, these areas would remain at slightly higher risk to loss by future wildfire than they would be if firels were

treated more completely, as proposed in other action alternatives.

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

Successfully implemented prescribed fire on about 3,800 acres would reduce the fine fuel and small woody firel component

more than the large fiiel component; therefore, the large expanse of heavy firels would likely remain on the landscape. The

efi‘ects of this treatment on total fuel loads are compared with other alternatives in Table 3-9. Prescribed burning could be

reasonably expected to reduce existing firel loads by 5 tons/acre with the first entry. Additional effects are the same as

discussed under the Environmental Consequences Common to All Alternatives/Direct and Indirect Efi'ects of Alternative

G-—Dry Forest Types section.

Cumulative Effects

Alternatives A and C (Reasonably Foreseeable Projects)

Weed treatment

Weed spraying would reduce noxious weeds and increase the amount ofcheatgrass and native grasses. This would not

change large fuel loadings or large firel continuity, but may increase the rate of fire spread in the fine fuels. Since these two

alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they do not have any direct efl‘ects on firel loads or fuel continuity, therefore the

effects ofweed treatment do not add to the efi'ects of this project.

Road construction/reconstruction/maintenance

Federal, state and private roadwork would serve to reduce fuel loadings on a local scale, and help to disrupt fuel continuity

on the local and landscape scale by directly removing fuel. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they

do not have any direct effects on fuel loads or fire] continuity; therefore the effects of road construction/reconstruction/

maintenance do not add to the effects of this project.

Grazing Allotments

Grazing reduces fine fuels and can affect fire spread. There would be little to no effect on reducing large fuel loadings and

large fuel continuity. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they do not have any direct efl‘ects on fuel

loads or fuel continuity, therefore the efiects of grazing allotments do not add to the effects of this project.

Fire Suppression

Future fire suppression would generally increase fuel loading and fuel continuity on a local and a landscape level. Changes

in stand structure would increase the possibility of stand replacing fires (areas outside of the 2000 bum area are still at risk).

Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they do not have any direct efl‘ects on fuel loads or fuel

continuity; therefore the effects of fire suppression do not add to the efi’ects of this project.

===
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Middle Fork Bark Beetle Control

Slash and other residue created from this project may increase fuel loadings and fuel continuity until it is treated or is

compacted over time. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they do not have any direct effects on fuel

loads or fuel continuity; therefore the efl‘ects ofMiddle Fork bark beetle control do not add to the effects ofthis project.

Alternatives B, D, E, F (Reasonably Foreseeable Projects)

Weed treatment

Weed spraying would reduce noxious weeds and increase the amount of cheatgrass and native grasses. This would not

change large fuel loadings or large fuel continuity, but may increase the rate of fire spread in the fine fuels. There would be

little impact on cumulative effects fi’orn action alternatives resulting from this project regarding fuel loadings and fuel

continuity.

Road construction/reconstruction/maintenance

Both Federal, and state and private roadwork would serve to reduce fuel loadings on a local scale, and help to disrupt fuel

continuity on the local and landscape scale by directly removing fuel. These projects would have little cumulative effects

in conjunction with these alternatives.

Grazing Allotments

Grazing reduces fine fuels and can affect fire spread. There would be little to no efi‘ect on reducing large fuel loadings and

large fuel continuity, in conjunction with these alternatives.

Fire Suppression

Future fire suppression would generally increase fuel loading and fuel continuity on a local and a landscape level. Changes

in stand structure would increase the possibility ofstand replacing fires (areas outside of the 2000 burned area are still at

risk). Thus, future fire suppression could serve to increase the amount of fuel loading and fuel continuity at both the local

site specific level and across the landscape. These alternatives would reduce large fuel loadings and disrupt large fuel

continuity and mitigate these eflects in the future in the proposed treatment areas.

Middle Fork Bark Beetle Control

This proposed project would treat infested trees to reduce beetle populations. Slash and other residue created from this

project may increase fiiel loads and find continuity until it is treated or is compacted over time. These alternatives would

reduce large fuel loads and disrupt large fiiel continuity and mitigate these efiects in the future in proposed treatment areas.

Alternative G (Reasonably Foreseeable Projects)

Weed treatment

Weed spraying would reduce noxious weeds and increase the amount of cheatgrass and native grasses. This would not

change large fiiel loadings or large fuel continuity, but may increase the rate offire spread in the fine fuels. There would be

little impact on cumulative efl'ects from this alternative regarding fuel loadings and fuel continuity.

Road construction/reconstruction/maintenance

Federal, state and private roadwork would serve to reduce fiiel loadings on a local scale, and help to disrupt fuel continuity

on the local and landscape scale by directly removing fiiel. These future projects would reduce fuel loadings and disrupt

fuel continuity on a local scale and may have some effect at the landscape scale. There would be little impact on

cumulative efl'ects from this alternative regarding fuel loadings and fuel continuity.

Gran'ng Allotments

Grazing reduces fine fuels and can affect fire spread. There would be little to no effect on reducing large fuel loadings and

large fiiel continuity. There would little impact on cumulative effects from this alternative regarding fuel loadings and fuel

continuity.

Fire Suppression

Future fire suppression would generally increase fuel loading and fuel continuity on a local and a landscape level. Changes

in stand structure would increase the possibility of stand replacing fires (areas outside of the 2000 burned area are still at

risk). Thus, fixture fire suppression could serve to increase the amount of fuel loading and fuel continuity at both the local
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site specific level and across the landscape. This alternative would reduce large fuel loadings and disrupt fuel continuity

over a longer time period and would serve to offset the effects of fire suppression on the proposed treatment areas.

Middle Fork Bark Beetle Control

Slash and other residue created from this project may increase firel loadings and fiiel continuity until it is treated or is

compacted over time. This alternative would reduce large fuel loadings and disrupt fiiel continuity over a longer time

period and would enhance these proposed treatments once the fuel loads are treated.

Summary of Cumulative Effects

Past, ongoing, and reasonably foreseeable projects would affect the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area in a variety ofways.

Timber sales, prescribed fires and fuel reduction projects would all serve to reduce fuel loadings and disrupt fiiel continuity

of large fuels. Fine fiiels would be expected to increase to a certain degree, but since they provide less resistance to control,

are considered more fiivorable for fire suppression objectives than a heavy load of large fuels. All the alternatives that

propose to reduce heavy fuels would have efiects similar to each other.

Subdivision on private ground will reduce large fuels in the irmnediate area, but may increase overall fuel loads if clearing,

thinning and burning activities are not maintained. These houses, along with other structures and the infrastructure that is

required with them (i.e. powerlines, phone lines, water supply, etc.) increase the values at risk and pose higher hazards

during fire suppression activities. Continuing fire suppression has and will continue to allow fuels to increase in loads and

continuity. Weed treatments can increase fine fuel loads, but have little if any eflect on large fuel loads. Grazing can

reduce fine fuel loads, but have little efi’ect on large fuel loads. Road construction/maintenance has had local site-specific

efiects on large fiiel loadings and can help disrupt fuel continuity under certain environmental conditions. Funding ofhome

protection projects on private ground has and would increase the level ofprotection for homes and infi'astructure as long as

the firel reduction level is maintained.

M
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East Fork Geographic Area

Analysis Area

The analysis area for the East Fork Geographic Area is the burned area within the East Fork of the Bitterroot River

watershed and areas that were not burned in 2000 ifthey could contribute to future fires moving into and beyond the current

burned areas. The efl'ects of fire and the fuel response to fire occurs at the stand level and the landscape level, so the scale

of this analysis area is reasonable for evaluating the affected environment and the environmental efi'ects.

Existing Condition for East Fork

Vegetation in the East Fork Geographic Area consists ofVRU 2, VRU 3, and VRU 4 burned at different fire severities.

The fires burned 106,551 acres here. For existing fuel conditions in these vegetation types, refer to the section on Fuel

Dynamics and Succession under Fire and Fuels. Thousands ofacres in the East Fork GA bumed with high severity fire

(41,564), leaving many continuous acres with standing dead trees, or snags. Other areas in the East Fork Geographic Area

burned with low (43,140) to moderate (21,847) fire intensities. The Existing Condition portion ofthe Forested Plant

Communities section also has relevant information regarding fire and fuels, explaining burn severity by VRU.

Past and present projects that have contributed to the existing condition in the East Fork Geographic Area are summarized

below (Project File Fire-59 contains a complete list).

The East Fork has been heavily roaded and harvested in the past. These projects have reduced large fuel loads and large

fuel continuity, but have increased fine fuels through a change in species composition (more graminoids, forbs and shrubs).

Untreated slash can also contribute to increased fuel loads. Private timber sales have been limited to approximately eight

sections. These sales have and will have the same efiects on fuels as the federal sales. Forest Service planting can increase

fuel loads over time, as can thinning of these plantations. Private land subdivision has and will continue to affect fiiel

loadings and fuel continuity by reducing them in the immediate home area, but potentially increasing them on areas that are

not thinned or treated with fire. Associated road construction and maintenance on all lands will reduce fuel loadings and

the] continuity on a local, site-specific basis. Grazing allotments have little effect on large fuel loads and large fiiel

continuity. Fire suppression has allowed fuels and fuel continuity to increase in the past and will continue to do so in the

future, but will have some offsets due to prescribed fires and future wildfires, as well as thinning. Weed treatments in the

past and present will not affect large fuel loads or large fuel continuity, but may increase spread rates depending on the

species change and fine fuel loadings that occur over time. The Lost Trail Ski area has reduced large fuel loads and large

fuel continuity through removal of timber for ski runs and associated buildings. There has been some increase in fine fuels

as a result. However, the addition ofthese improvements increases the values at risk in this area.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

See the Existing Condition Common to All Geographic Areas/Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters in the Fire and Fuels section

for details on how different fire intensities in 2000 affect firefighter safety.

Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Fire-killed trees occur across thousands of continuous acres in areas burned in the East Fork Geographic Area during the

2000 fires. Many of these areas are within the WUl near private properties, such as in Blind Draw, Warm Springs, Waugh

Gulch, Reimel Creek, Laird Creek, Tolan Creek, and Middle East Fork areas. Additional conditions are discussed under

Existing Conditions Common to All Geographic Areas/Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads in the Fire and Fuels section.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Dry Forest Types (VRU 2) are found on 21,480 of the burned area in the East Fork Geographic Area. Approximately 6,732

acres ofVRU 2 burned at high severity and experienced high tree mortality. Approximately 14,700 ofVRU 2 burned at

low and moderate severities in the East Fork Geographic Area. The Existing Conditions Common to All Geographic Areas

section explains how fuels are afi‘ected by different fire severities in VRU 2.

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

About 950 to 19,500 acres, depending on alternative, are proposed for reforestation needs and may require resource

protection in the future.

“
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Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

Some extensive areas were burned with high severity fires in the East Fork Geographic Area during 2000 (41,500 acres).

These areas now have fewer surface fuels than before the fires, but have a large standing dead the] component. Other areas

burned with low to moderate severity fires (64,500 acres) and much of the surface fuel component remains. Green trees in

the East Fork Geographic Area are considered to put 32,000 acres at high or moderate risk ofbark beetle attack. This

heavy fuel load is positioned near private properties, such as in Blind Draw, Warm Springs, Waugh Gulch, Reirnel Creek,

Laird Creek, Tolan Creek, and middle East Fork areas (Map 3- 12).

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Table 3-12 compares the maximum acres identified for fuel treatment in the East Fork Geographic Area for all alternatives.

The maximum identified treatment is 24,152 acres; therefore this is the area that is compared. Alternative G was compared

by assuming a 5-tons/acre fuel reduction afier prescribed burning once in the next five years.

Table 3-12 - East Fork GA-Fuel Load Comparison by Alternative (106,551 Acres Burned)

14,152 Acres Compared nun-I

Existin Condition ofCo u ared Acres </= 30 tons/acre

Acres in this alternative </=30 PRE treatment 7915 m

Acres in this alternative </=30 POST treatment m

Chanedacres I!

Results: Co t ared Acres </=30 after treatment 7740 16796 7740

Results: Co u ared Acres >30 after treatment 16412 m

“nu-I

m 5751-I 5743 m 1879

   

\OOt

 

8772 8713 6295 7147 2285

Acres ofVRU2 Treated 12588 12,369 9648 9918 4803

Alternatives A and C

 

There are no fuels treatments proposed under these alternatives.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

Areas in the East Fork Geographic Areas burned with high, low, and moderate intensities. There are values at risk in and

near the burned area that warrant future protection from fire. Of the 24,152 acres compared between alternatives, over

16,400 would be greater than 30 tons/acre without treatment, and Table 3-12 shows relative comparisons to other

alternatives. The effects of these fuel loads and different burn intensities on future firefighter safety is discussed under the

section, Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Alternatives A and C.

Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

The 2000 fires burned in WUI areas near private properties in the East Fork Geographic Area (Map 3-3). As stated in the

Environmental Consequences Common to all Geographic Areas section, areas that experienced high severity fires would

have an accumulation of fallen, dead trees over the next several decades. This surface fuel accumulation would result

greater fire intensities, greater spotting potential, and greater resistance to control compared to alternatives proposing to

reduce surface fiiels. This potential fire behavior would, in turn, reduce firefighter safety, reduce the ability to protect

vahies at risk, and to use prescribed fire in the future. There may be an increased risk of undesirable fire efi’ects.

Table 3-12 shows acres treated for fuels reduction, and acres treated in the WUI. Alternatives A and C are least effective,

leaving the greatest amount of acres with fiiel loads greater than 30 tons/acre compared to all other alternatives.

Several large patches of heavy fuels would exist in the WUI, such as in Blind Draw, Warm Springs, Waugh Gulch, Reirnel

Creek, Laird Creek, Tolan Creek, and middle East Fork areas. As stated in the Environmental Consequences Common to

All Geographic Areas section, portions of these areas would still see some fuel accumulation over the next several decades

w
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that would contribute to firture intense fires in the WUI. Ladder fuels are also present in some areas, providing an avenue

for fires to get into the crowns of overstory trees. Fuel accumulations fi'om bark beetle mortality is a concern on

approximately 31,700 acres in the East Fork Geographic Area, and this is expected to contribute to fuels as described in

Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Alternatives A and C.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Table 3-13 shows VRU 2 acres treated, and green tree thinning to reduce ladder firels. Alternatives A and C do not treat

any acres and are therefore least efi‘ective in treating dry forest types. Table 3-1 shows projected fuel load increases over

time without treatment. As stated in the Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas, surfiice fuels are

expected to accumulate over time in these areas as dead trees fall This would result in potential fire behavior that would,

in turn, reduce firefighter safety, reduce the ability to protect vahres at risk, and reduce the ability to use prescribed fire in

the future. Additionally, this type of fire behavior is not common in these forest types and would likely have undesirable

fire efi‘ects. Some portions ofVRU 2 burned at low and moderate severities in the East Fork Geographic Area. As stated

in the Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas, surface firels would accumulate from dead and

dying trees, branches, and needles over the next several years. Bark beetles are expected to put about 31,700 acres at risk in

the East Fork Geographic Area, and therefore would contribute a lot to this fuel load. In some areas, it is expected that fuel

loads would approach pre-2000 levels in the next several years without thinning or prescribed fire, fueling

uncharacteristically intense fires in the firture. Ladder fuels also exist in some areas burned at lower intensities, putting live

overstory trees at future risk fi’om fire.

Suitable Timber Lands Fuel Loads

In Alternative A, no fuel treatments are proposed. No increased protection ofnew stands in the suitable timberlands would

result from this Alternative. In Alternative C, 13,700 acres would be regenerated, without prior fuel reduction, leaving

these 13,700 acres at higher risk to fiiture wildfire than if fuels were treated prior to planting.

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

Without fuel treatments, areas with greater than 30 tons/acre offirel would exist on over 16,400 acres, rendering

Alternatives A and C the least effective of all Alternatives in reducing large expanses ofheavy fuels, but similar to

Alternative G. Less strategic and tactical options are expected to be available to suppression forces with extensive heavy

fuel loads. As these fuels decay, they would hold smoldering fires on some sites for extended periods, the heat ofwhich

could have deleterious soil effects (see Geology and Soils section). Reburns have the potential to occur on these sites over

extensive areas afier fuels build up and before they become shaded by the regenerating forests. Without breaks in fuel

continuity, these fires may be diflicult to stop. However, background mortality rates in these stands would still contribute

to future fuel loads that would approach pie-2000 levels without disturbance. Ladder firels still exist in stands not lethally

burned, and combined with surface fuel loads, would contnhute to overstory torching and crowning fire behavior under

certain weather conditions. Bark beetle tree mortality is expected to contribute to fuel load in the East Fork Geographic

Area on approximately 31,700 acres. The effects resulting from the increased fuel loads are presented in the section

Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Altematives A and C.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Large and small firels would be removed in some areas. Fuel treatments would take place in a combination of areas

identified as Wildland Urban Interfiice (WUI), VRU 2 outside WUI, fiiel continuity areas, burned plantations, suitable

timberlands needing artificial or natural reforestation, and high-risk bark beetle stands.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

Areas in the East Fork Geographic Areas burned with high, low, and moderate intensities. There are values at risk in and

near the burned area that warrant future protection fi'om fire. Under these alternatives, firels would be reduced in many

areas near values at risk Table 3-12 shows a relative fiiel reduction comparison between alternatives. More acres treated

and more acres at a fuel loading less than or equal to 30 tons/acre equates to more safe firefighting conditions. Green tree

thinning acres are compared in Table 3-13 to show the relative differences in ladder fuel reduction. More thinned acres

would be more efiective in reducing ladder fuels. The effects ofreduced fuel loads on future firefighter safety are

discussed under the section, Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Altematives B, D, E, and F.

Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Acres treated in the WUI are compared in Table 3-13. Treatments are more effective with more acres treated. Although

Alternatives B, D, E, and F all treat fuels, some are more effective in others in reducing fuel loads to an amount equal to or
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less than 30 tons/acre. More acres treated have a greater efi‘ect on enhancing the ability to protect values at risk in the

Wildland Urban Interfice by increasing firefighter safety. Additionally, Table 3-l3 displays the acres treated with green

tree thinning. More thinned acres equates to lower crown fire susceptibility of stands. Additional efi'ects are discussed in

Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Direct and Indirect Efi‘ects/Alternatives B, D, E, and F.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Table 3-13 shows acres of green tree thinning, and acres ofVRU 2 fuel treatments for all alternatives. Alternatives B, D, E,

and F would treat VRU 2 fuels at difi’ering levels with B the most efi‘ective, and D the next most efi‘ective, but all of these

alternatives would be more effective than A, C, and G. Areas burned at low to moderate fire severity would still have

ladder fuels. Less ladder fuels would exist in areas where green tree thinning takes place, reducing the vertical fire spread

into tree crowns of large overstory trees and aiding their natural ability to survive fires. ladder fuel reduction would be

most effective under Alternative D and least effective under Alternatives A, C, E, and G. Additional efi‘ects are discussed

in Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Direct and Indirect Effects/Altematives B, D, E, and F.

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

In Alternatives B, D, E and F, fiJClS are reduced on substantial acreages of suitable timberlands where reforestation

investments are planned. Reduce fuels correlate well with our ability to protect these investments in the future. Acreages

for each alternative are shown in Table 3-14.

Table 3-14 - Net acres of fuel reduction by alternative, East Fork GA

_-:-u-I

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

Effectiveness ofbreaking up large fuel areas is indicated by total acres treated and acres with a post-treatment fiiel load of

less than or equal to 30 tons/acre. Comparisons between alternatives in Table 3-12 show that Alternatives B and D would

be the most efi‘ective, followed by F and E, then G and NC. Maps 3-13, 3-14, 3-l5, and 3-l6 show efi‘ects of fuel

reduction in a spatial context. As stated in the Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas section,

lower fiiel loads would result in less extreme fire behavior and resistance to control over large areas, increasing firefighter

safety. A greater number of strategic and tactical options would be available to firefighters under these alternatives than A,

C, and G. Please see additional effects in Environmental Consequences Common to All Altematives/Direct and Indirect

Effects/Alternatives B, D, E, and F/Large Expanses ofHeavy Fuels.

Green tree thinning on the acres indicated in Table 3-13 is expected to mitigate the effect ofbark beetle tree mortality on

fuel load in the East Fork Geographic Area. This would be most efi‘ective under Alternative B and least effective under

Alternatives A, C, E, and G. Additional effects ofthis are discussed in Environmental Consequences Common to All

Geographic Areas/Direct and Indirect Effects/Alternatives B, D, E, and F.

Alternative G

Large fuels would be removed under this alternative through prescribed fire, uneven-aged thinning, and thinning fi'om

below. Alternative G proposes fuel reduction through felling, placing, and burning excess large fiiels on 4,934 acres in the

East Fork Geographic Area and green tree thinning on 105 acres. Use ofprescribed fire requires the accumulation of fine

fuels before fire would be carried on the site, therefore the first prescribed fire would not occur until approximately 2005.

A series of three or more burns are likely necessary to accomplish fuel reduction goals. Prescribed burning would be

accomplished while adhering to National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), by obtaining required permits from the

Montana Department of Environmental Quality (lvflDEQ), and under an approved burn plan.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

Under this alternative, fuels would be reduced in 40-meter areas immediately surrounding values at risk. The effects of

these actions on firefighter safety are discussed under the section, Environmental Consequences Common to All

Geographic Areas/Altemative G.

For areas outside of the 40-meter treatment areas, the efiects on firefighter safety are discussed under the section,

Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Alternative G. Table 3-12 shows relative dilferences for

comparison of alternatives.
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Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Effects are the same as Enviromnental Consequences Common to All Alternatives/Direct and Indirect Efl‘ects/Altemative

G/Wildland Urban Interfiice Fuel Loads. Table 3-13 shows relative differences between alternatives. More fiJCl reduction

acres equates to more effective protection of the WUI, as all proposed acres in the East Fork GA are in the WUI.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Alternative G would treat fuels in VRU 2 on about 4800 acres in the East Fork Geographic Area; see Table 3-13 for

comparisons among alternatives. Efi'ects are the same as Environmental Consequences Common to All Alternatives/Direct

and Indirect Efl‘ects/Altemative G/Dry Forest Types Fuel Loads.

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

Alternative G would reduce firels on about 5000 acres in this Geographic Area. Because the fuel reduction methods are

different in this Alternative than in the other action alternatives, the treatments may be less efl‘ective. The proposal is to

reduce fuels with a “fitll/place/underbum” treatment, followed by planting or natural regeneration The fuel reduction

treatment is estimated to reduce fuels in the first application by about 5 tons per acre. The areas would then be planted or

planned for natural regeneration. Because the areas are not reduced of fuels to the same degree as other alternatives, these

areas would remain at slightly higher risk to loss by filture wildfire than they would be if fuels were treated more

completely, as proposed in other action alternatives.

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

Successfully implemented prescribed fire on about 4800 acres would reduce the fine fuel and small woody fuel component

more than the large fuel component; therefore, the large expanse ofheavy fuels would likely remain. The eflfects on total

fuel loads are compared with other alternatives in Table 3-12. Prescribed burning could be reasonably expected to reduce

existing fuel loads by 5 tons/acre the first time. Additional effects are the same as discussed under the Environmental

Consequences Common to All Alternatives/Direct and Indirect Effects ofAlternative G-Dry Forest Types section.

Cumulative Effects

Past, ongoing, and reasonably foreseeable projects would affect the geographic area in a variety of ways. Timber sales,

prescribed fires and fuel reduction projects would all serve to reduce firel loadings and disrupt fuel continuity of large fuels.

Fine fuels would be expected to increase to a certain degree, but since they provide less resistance to control, are considered

more favorable for fire suppression objectives than a heavy load of large fuels. Alternatives that propose to reduce heavy

fuels would also have similar effects.

Subdivision on private ground will reduce large fuels in the immediate area, but may increase overall fuel loads if clearing,

thinning and burning activities are not maintained. These houses, along with other structures and the infrastructure that is

required with them (i.e. powerlines, phone lines, water supply, etc.) increase the values at risk and pose higher hazards

during fire suppression activities. Continuing fire suppression has and will continue to allow fuels to increase in loads and

continuity. Weed treatments can increase fine fuel loads, but have little ifany effect on large firel loads. Grazing can

reduce fine fuel loads, but have little effect on large fuel loads. Road construction/maintenance has had local site-specific

efi'ects on large fuel loadings and can help disrupt fuel continuity under certain environmental conditions. Funding ofhome

protection projects on private land has and will increase the level ofprotection for homes and infrastructure as long as the

fuel reduction level is maintained.

Alternatives A and C (Reasonably Foreseeable Projects)

Forest Service and Private Timber Sales and Prescribed Fire

Future proposed timber harvest on federal (Jennings Commercial thinning) and private land would reduce firture large

woody fuel loadings and to disrupt fuel continuity. If the slash is treated on private lands, this would reduce large woody

fuel loadings and disrupt large fuel continuity. These projects would reduce fuel loading and fuel continuity both a local

scale and over the landscape. Prescribed fire projects (Teepee #l and #2 and Camp Reimel #10) would reduce surface and

ladder fuels. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat firels, they do not have any direct effects on fuel loads or

fuel continuity; therefore the efl‘ects of timber sales and prescribed fires do not add to the efi'ects of this project.

Weed Treatments

Weed spraying along roads can reduce noxious weeds and increase the amount of cheatgrass and native grasses. This

would not be expected to change large woody fuel loadings or fuel continuity. Since these two alternatives do not propose
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to treat fuels, they do not have any direct effects on fuel loads or fuel continuity; therefore the effects ofweed treatments do

not add to the effects of this project.

Road construction/reconstruction/maintenance

Federal, state and private roadwork would serve to reduce fiiel loadings on a local scale, and help to disrupt fuel continuity

on the local and landscape scale by directly removing fuel. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they

do not have any direct efiects on fuel loads or fire] continuity, therefore the effects ofroad construction/reconstruction/

maintenance do not add to the effects of this project.

Grazing Allotments

Grazing reduces fine fuels and can afi‘ect fire spread. There would be little to no effect on reducing large fiiel loadings and

large fuel continuity. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fiiels, they do not have any direct efi‘ects on fuel

loads or fuel continuity, therefore the effects of grazing allotments do not add to the effects ofthis project.

Fire Suppression

Future fire suppression would generally increase fuel loading and fuel continuity on a local and a landscape level. Changes

in stand structure would increase the possibility of stand replacing fires (areas outside of the 2000 burned area are still at

risk). Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they do not have any direct efl‘ects on fuel loads or fuel

continuity, therefore the effects of fire suppression do not add to the efl‘ects of this project.

Lost Trail Ski Area Expansion

Proposed future ski area expansion would have the effect ofreducing large woody fuel loading through harvesting, and

would serve to disrupt large woody fiiel continuity. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they do not

have any direct efi'ects on fuel loads or fuel continuity, therefore the effects of Lost Trail Ski Area expansion do not add to

the effects of this project.

Alternatives B, D, E, F (Reasonably Foreseeable Projects)

Forest Service and Private Timber Sales and Prescribed Fire

Future proposed timber harvest on federal (Jennings Commercial thinning) and private land would reduce future large

woody fuel loadings and to disrupt large fuel continuity. If the slash is treated on private lands, this would reduce large

woody fuel loadings and disrupt large fuel continuity. These projects would reduce fuel loading and fuel continuity both a

local scale and over the landscape. Prescribed fire projects (Teepee #1 and #2 and Camp Reimel #10) would reduce surfiace

and ladder fiiels. The activities proposed in these alternatives would increase the amount of area treated and decrease large

fuel loads and large fuel continuity.

Weed Treatments

Weed spraying along roads can reduce noxious weeds and increase the amount of cheatgrass and native grasses. This

would not be expected to change large woody fiiel loadings or fuel continuity. There would be no cumulative effects in

relation to large fuel loading or large fuel continuity in conjunction with weed treatments.

Road construetion/reconstruction/maintenance

Federal, state and private roadwork would serve to reduce fuel loadings on a local scale, and help to disrupt fuel continuity

on the local and landscape scale by directly removing fiiel. Since these activities would have only small, local effects on

large fuel loadings and large fuel continuity, there are no cumulative efi‘ects in conjunction with these alternatives.

Grazing Allotments

Grazing reduces fine fuels and can afi‘ect fire spread. There would be little to no efi'ect on reducing large fiiel loadings and

large fuel continuity in conjunction with these alternatives.

Fire Suppression

Future fire suppression would generally increase fuel loading and firel continuity on a local and a landscape level. Changes

in stand structure would increase the possibility of stand replacing fires (areas outside ofthe 2000 burned area are still at

risk). The activities proposed in these alternatives would provide some mitigation for future large fuel loadings and large

fuel continuity due to fire suppression.
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Lost Trail Ski Area Expansion

Proposed future ski area expansion would have the effect ofreducing large woody fiiel loading through harvesting, and

would serve to disrupt large woody fuel continuity. These alternatives would enhance the activities involved with this

project in reducing large fiiel loadings and large firel continuity.

Alternative G (Reasonably Foreseeable Projects)

Forest Service and Private timber sales and Prescribed Fire

Future proposed timber harvest on federal (Jennings Commercial thinning) and private land would reduce future large

woody fuel loadings and to disrupt fuel continuity. If the slash is treated on private lands, this would reduce large woody

fuel loadings and disrupt large fuel continuity. These projects would reduce fuel loading and fuel continuity both a local

scale and over the landscape. Prescribed fire projects (Teepee #1 and #2 and Camp Reimel #10) would reduce surface and

ladder firels. Since this Alternative proposes to reduce fuels on a smaller area and through prescribed fire and manual

treatments only, the cumulative effects of large fuel reduction and large fuel continuity would not be as great as

Alternatives B, D, E, and F.

Weed Treatments

Weed spraying along roads can reduce noxious weeds and increase the amount of cheatgrass and native grasses. This

would not be expected to change large woody fuel loadings or fuel continuity. Since weed treatments have no effects on

large fuel loadings and large fuel continuity, there are no cumulative effects associated with this type ofproject.

Road construction/reconstruction/maintenance

Both Federal, and state and private roadwork would serve to reduce fuel loadings on a local scale, and help to disrupt fuel

continuity on the local and landscape scale by directly removing firel. This alternative would have little cumulative effects

in combination with road projects due to the small areas involved.

Grazing Allotments

Grazing reduces fine fuels and can afi'ect fire spread. There would be no effect on reducing large firel loadings and large

fuel continuity, so there are no cumulative effects associated with this alternative.

Fire Suppression

Future fire suppression would generally increase fuel loading and fuel continuity on a local and a landscape level. Changes

in stand structure would increase the possibility of stand replacing fires (areas outside of the 2000 burned area are still at

risk). This increase in future fuel loadings and fuel continuity would be mitigated by the activities proposed in this

alternative, but over a longer period and a smaller area than the other alternatives.

Lost Trail Ski Area Expansion

Proposed firture ski area expansion would have the efiect ofreducing large woody fuel loading through harvesting, and

would serve to disrupt large woody fuel continuity. The activities proposed in this alternative would enhance the efiects of

this project, but over a longer period and on a smaller area than the other alternatives.

Summary of Cumulative Effects

Past, ongoing, and reasonable foreseeable projects would afi'ect the geographic area in a variety of ways. Timber sales,

prescribed fires and fuel reduction projects would all serve to reduce fuel loadings and disrupt fuel continuity of large firels.

Fine fuels would be expected to increase to a certain degree, but since they provide less resistance to control, are considered

more favorable for fire suppression objectives than a heavy load of large fuels. Alternatives that propose to reduce heavy

fuels would also have similar effects. Subdivision on private ground will reduce large fuels in the immediate area, but may

increase overall fuel loads if clearing, thinning and burning activities are not maintained. These houses, along with other

structures and the infiastructure that is required with them (i.e. powerlines, phone lines, water supply, etc.) increase the

values at risk and pose higher hazards during fire suppression activities. Continuing fire suppression has and will continue

to allow fiiels to increase in loads and continuity. Weed treatments can increase fine fuel loads, but have little if any effect

on large fuel loads. Grazing can reduce fine fuel loads, but have little effect on large fuel loads. Road

construction/maintenance has had local site-specific effects on large fiiel loadings and can help disrupt fuel continuity under

certain environmental conditions. Funding ofhome protection projects on private ground has and will increase the level of

protection for homes and infrastructure as long as the fuel reduction level is maintained.
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West Fork Geographic Area

Analysis Area

The analysis area for the West Fork Geographic Area is the burned area within the West Fork of the Bitterroot River

watershed and areas that were not bumed in 2000 if they could contribute to future fires moving into and beyond the current

burned areas. The West Fork analysis area includes a range of fuel types and Vegetation Response Units common to the

southwest portion of the Bitterroot NF such as VRU 2, VRU 3, and VRU 4. The effects of fire and the fuel response to fire

occurs at the stand level and the landscape level, so the scale of this analysis area is reasonable for evaluating the affected

environment and the environmental effects.

Existing Condition for West Fork

Vegetation in the West Fork Geographic Area consists ofVRU 2, VRU 3, and VRU 4 burned at difi'erent fire severities.

The fires burned 59817 acres here. Thousands of acres in the West Fork Geographic Area burned with high severity fire

(3,349), leaving many continuous acres with standing dead trees, or snags. Other areas in the West Fork Geographic Area

burned with low (6,635) to moderate (1,462) fire intensities. For existing fuel conditions in these vegetation types, refer to

the section on Fuel Dynamics and Succession under Fire and Fuels. The Existing Condition portion of“Forested Plant

Communities”in this chapter also has relevant information regarding fire and fuels; explaining burn severity by VRU.

Past and present projects that have contributed to the existing condition in the West Fork Geographic Area are summarized

below (Project File Fire-59 contains a complete list).

The main effect oftimber sales on the West Fork has been to reduce large fuel loads and large fire] continuity, but may have

increased fine fuels through a change in species composition (more graminoids, forbs and shrubs). Untreated slash can also

contribute to increased fuel loads. Private timber sales have occurred on some ofthe private ground with the same effects

as above. These sales have and will have the same effects on firels as the federal sales. Private land subdivision has and

will continue to affect fuel loadings and fuel continuity by reducing them in the immediate home area, but potentially

increasing them on areas that are not thinned or treated with fire. Associated road construction and maintenance on all

lands will reduce fuel loadings and fuel continuity on a local, site-specific basis. Grazing allotments have little effect on

large fuel loads and large firel continuity. Fire suppression has allowed fuels and fuel continuity to increase in the past and

will continue to do so in the future, but will have some ofl‘sets due to prescribed fires and future wildfires, as well as

thinning. Weed treatments in the past and present will not afi‘ect large fuel loads or large firel continuity, but may increase

spread rates depending on the species change and fine fuel loadings that occur over time. Funding ofhome protection to

educate, demonstrate and assist private landowners in reducing fuels and making property defensible against wildland fire

will continue. Beetle infestation and related salvage logging can increase fine, medium and large fuel loads depending on

the degree oftreatment and slash disposal.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

See the Existing Condition Common to All Geographic Areas/Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters in the Fire and Fuels section

for details on how different fire intensities in 2000 afl‘ect firefighter safety.

Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Fire-killed trees occur across thousands of continuous acres in areas burned in the West Fork Geographic Area during the

2000 fires. Many of these areas are within the WUI near private properties, such as Trapper, Blue Joint, and West Fork

Meadow areas. Additional conditions are discussed under Existing Conditions Common to All Geographic Areas/Wildland

Urban Interface Fuel Loads in the Fire and Fuels section.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Dry Forest Types (VRU 2) are found on approximately 20,100 acres of the burned area in the West Fork Geographic Area.

Approximately 1995 acres ofVRU 2 burned at high severity and experienced high tree mortality. Approximately 18,112

acres ofVRU 2 burned at low and moderate severities in the West Fork Geographic Area. The Existing Conditions

Common to All Geographic Areas section explains how fuels are affected by different fire severities in VRU 2.
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Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

In the West Fork Geographic Area, 59,800 acres burned with varying intensities. Of those acres, 26,600 are classified as

suitable timberlands. From 34 to 3,800 acres (approximately, depending on alternative) are proposed for reforestation

needs and would be qualified for resource protection in the future.

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

Some extensive areas were burned with high severity fires in the West Fork Geographic Area during 2000 (16,900 acres).

These areas now have fewer surface fuels than before the fires, but have a large standing dead fiiel component. Other areas

burned with low (24,150 acres) to moderate (18,700 acres) severity fires and much ofthe surface fuel component remains.

Green trees in the West Geographic Area are considered to put 19, 700 acres at high or moderate risk ofbark beetle attack.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Table 3-15 compares the maximum acres identified for fuel treatment in the West Fork Geographic Area for all alternatives.

The maximum identified treatment is 6,573 acres; therefore this is the area that is compared. Alternative G was compared

by assuming a 5-tons/acre fuel reduction after prescribed burning once in the next five years.

Table 3-15 - West Fork GA-Fuel Load Comparison (59,817 Acres Burned).

6.573 Acres compared nun

Existin Condition </= 30 tons/acre

Acres in this alternative </=30 PRE treatment mm“

.‘ Acrm in this alternative </=30 POST treatment‘ chimed acres -I-I-I

‘ Results: Co | ared acres </=30 after treatment m

Results: Comared acres >30 after treatment m

Table 3-16 - West Fork GA-Treatment Acres by Alternative

Acres ofGreen Tree Thinnin; in VRU2

 

WUI acres treated

-IAcres ofVRUZ treated

Alternatives A and C

No fuels treatments are proposed under these alternatives.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

Areas in the West Fork Geographic Areas burned with high, low, and moderate intensities. There are values at risk in and

near the burned area that warrant future protection from fire. Ofthe 6,573 acres compared between alternatives, 3,367

would remain greater than 30 tons/acre without treatment, and Table 3-15 shows relative comparisons to other alternatives.

The effects ofthese fuel loads and different burn intensities on future firefighter safety is discussed under the section,

Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Altematives A and C.

wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

The 2000 fires burned in WUI areas near private properties in the West Geographic Area (Map 3-4). As stated in the

Environmental Consequences Common to all Geographic Areas section, areas that experienced high severity fires would

have an accumulation of fallen, dead trees over the next several decades. This surface fuel accumulation would result in

greater fire intensities, greater spotting potential, and greater resistance to control compared to alternatives proposing to

reduce surface fuels. This potential fire behavior would, in turn, reduce firefighter safety, reduce the ability to protect

values at risk, and to use prescribed fire in the future. There may also be an increased risk ofundesirable ecological efl‘ects.

Table 3- 16 shows WUI acres treated. Alternatives A and C are least effective, leaving the greatest amount of acres with

fiJCl loads greater than 30 tons/acre compared to all other alternatives. Several large patches ofheavy fuels would exist in
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the WUI, such as Trapper, Blue Joint, and West Fork Meadow areas. As stated in the Environmental Consequences

Common to All Geographic Areas section, portions of these areas would still see some fuel accumulation over the next

several decades that would contribute to future intense fires in the WUl. Ladder fuels are also present in some areas,

providing an avenue for fires to get into the crowns of overstory trees. Alternatives A and C would not reduce this hazard.

Fuel accumulations fi'om bark beetle mortality is a concern on 19,700 acres in the West Fork Geographic Area, and this is

expected to contribute to fiiels as described in Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Alternatives

A and C.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Table 3-16 shows VRU 2 acres treated and green tree thinning to reduce ladder fiiels. Alternatives A and C do not treat any

acres and are therefore least efi‘ective in treating dry forest types. Table 1 shows projected fuel load increases over time

without treatment. As stated in the Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas, surface fuels are

expected to accumulate over time in these areas as dead trees fill. This would result in potential fire behavior that would,

in turn, reduce firefighter safety, reduce the ability to protect values at risk, and reduce the ability to use prescribed fire in

the future. Additionally, this type of fire behavior is not common in these forest types and would likely have undesirable

fire efi‘ects. Approximately 18,100 acres ofVRU 2 burned at low and moderate seventies in the West Fork Geographic

Area. As stated in the Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas, surface fiiels would accumulate

from dead and dying trees, branches, and needles over the next several years. Bark beetles are expected to put 19,700 acres

at risk in the West Fork Geographic Area. and therefore would contribute a lot to this increased fuel load. In some areas, it

is expected that fuel loads would approach pre-2000 levels in the next several years without thinning or prescribed fire,

fueling uncharacteristically intense fires in the future. Ladder fuels also exist in some areas burned at lower intensities,

putting live overstory trees at future risk fi'om fire.

Suitable Timber Lands Fuel Loads

In Alternative A, no fuel treatments are proposed. No increased protection ofnew stands in the suitable timberlands would

result fi'om this Alternative. In Alternative C, 2,900 acres would be planted, without prior fuel reduction, leaving these

2,900 acres are higher risk to future wildland fires than if fuels were treated prior to planting.

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

Without fuel treatments, areas with greater than 30 tons/acre of fuel would exist on about 3400 acres, rendering

Alternatives A and C the least effective of all Alternatives in reducing large expanses ofheavy fuels, and equal to

Alternative G. Less strategic and tactical options are expected to be available to suppression forces with extensive heavy

fuel loads. As these fuels decay, they would hold smoldering fires on some sites for extended periods. Reburns have the

potential to occur on these sites over extensive areas after fuels build up and before they become shaded by the regenerating

forests. Without breaks in fuel continuity, these fires would be diflicult to stop. Background mortality rates in these stands

would still contribute to fiiture fiiel loads that would approach pre-2000 levels without disturbance. Ladder fuels still exist

in many of stands not lethally burned, and combined with surface fuel loads, would contribute to overstory torching and

crowning fire behavior under certain weather conditions. Bark beetle tree mortality is expected to contribute to fuel load in

the West Fork Geographic Area on approximately 19,700 acres. The effects resulting from the increased fiiel loads are

presented in the section Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Alternatives A and C.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Large and small fiiels would be removed in some areas under this alternative. Fuel treatments would take place in a

combination of areas identified as WUI, VRU 2 outside WUI, fiiel continuity areas, burned plantations, suitable

timberlands needing artificial or natural reforestationand high-risk bark beetle stands.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

Areas in the West Fork Geographic Area burned with high, low, and moderate intensities. There are values at risk in and

near the burned area that warrant future protection from fire. Under these alternatives, fiiels would be reduced in many

areas near values at risk. Table 3-15 shows a relative comparison between alternatives. More acres treated and more acres

at a fuel loading less than or equal to 30 tons/acre equates to more safe firefighting conditions. Green tree thinning acres

are compared in Table 3-16 to show the relative differences in ladder fuel reduction. More thirmed acres would be more

efiective in reducing ladder fuels. The effects ofreduced fuel loads on future firefighter safety are discussed under the

section. Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Alternatives B, D, E, and F.
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Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Acres treated in the WUI are compared in Table 3-16. Treatments are more efi‘ective with more acres treated. Although

Alternatives B, D, E, and F all treat fiiels, some are more efl‘ective in others in reducing fuel loads to an amount equal to or

less than 30 tons/acre. More acres treated have a greater efl'ect on enhancing the ability to protect values at risk in the

Wildland Urban Interface by increasing firefighter safety. Additionally, Table 3-16 displays the acres treated with green

tree thinning. More thinned acres equates to lower crown fire susceptibility ofstands. Additional efl‘ects are discussed in

Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Direct and Indirect Efl'ects/Altematives B, D, E, and F.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Table 3-16 shows acres of green tree thinning, and VRU 2 fuel treatments for all alternatives. Alternatives B, D, and F

would treat VRU 2 fiiels at nearly equal levels. Alternatives A, C, E, and G are all less effective than B, D, and F. Areas

burned at low to moderate fire severity would still have ladder fiiels. Less ladder fuels would exist in areas where green

tree thinning takes place, reducing the vertical fire spread into tree crowns of large overstory trees and aiding their natural

ability to survive fires. Ladder fire] reduction would be most eflective under Alternative D and B and least effective under

Alternatives A, C, E and G. Additional efi‘ects are discussed in Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic

Areas/Direct and Indirect Effects/Alternatives B, D, E, and F.

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

Large Expanses In Alternatives B, D, E and F, fuels are reduced on substantial acreages of suitable timberlands where

reforestation investments are planned. Reduce fuels correlate well with the future protection of these investments.

Table 3-17 - Net acres of fuel reduction by alternative, West Fork GA

nun-:

Net Acres of Fuel Reduction

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

Efl'ectiveness ofbreaking up large fuel areas is indicated by total acres treated and acres with a post-treatment fuel load of

less than or equal to 30 tons/acre. Comparisons between alternatives in Table 3-15 show that Alternative B is most

effective. Alternative D is next most effective, while F and E are least effective ofthese four alternatives, but more

efl'ective than Alternatives A, C and G, which are equal to each other and least effective. Maps 3-l3, 3-14, 3-l5, and 3-16

show efl'ects of fiiel reduction in a spatial context. As stated in the Environmental Consequences Common to All

Geographic Areas section, lower fuel loads would result in less extreme fire behavior and resistance to control over large

areas, increasing firefighter safety. Please see additional effects in Environmental Consequences Common to All

Alternatives/Direct and Indirect Effects/Alternatives B, D, E, and F/Large Expanses ofHeavy Fuels. Acres of green tree

thinning are displayed in Table 3-16 for comparison Thinning is expected to mitigate the efiect of bark beetle tree

mortality on fuel load in the West Fork Geographic Area, with more thinning acres more effective. Additional effects of

this are discussed in Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Direct and Indirect

Efl'ects/Alternatives B, D, E, and F.

Alternative G

Large fiiels would not be removed under this alternative, but would be burned. Alternative G proposes fuel reduction

through felling, placing, and burning excess large fuels on 4 acres in the West Fork Geographic Ares. Use ofprescribed

fire requires the accumulation offine fiiels before fire would be carried on the site, therefore the first prescribed fire would

not occur until approximately 2005. A series ofthree or more burns are likely necessary to accomplish fuel reduction

goals. Prescribed burning would be accomplished while adhering to National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS),

by obtaining required permits fi'om the Montana Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ), and under an approved

burn plan.

Safe Fuel Loads for Firefighters

Under this alternative, fuels would be reduced in 40-meter areas immediately surrounding values at risk. The effects of

these actions on firefighter safety are discussed under the section, Environmental Consequences Common to All

Geographic Areas/Alternative G.

For areas outside ofthe 40-meter treatment areas, the effects on firefighter safety are discussed under the section,

Environmental Consequences Common to All Geographic Areas/Alternative G. Table 3-15 shows relative differences for

comparison of alternatives.
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Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads

Effects are the same as Environmental Consequences Common to All Alternatives/Direct and Indirect Effects/Altemative

G/Wildland Urban Interface Fuel Loads. Table 3-16 shows relative differences between alternatives for WUI treatments.

More fuel reduction acres equates to more effective protection of the WUI.

Dry Forest Type Fuel Loads

Acres treated for fuel reduction in VRU 2 and ladder fuel reduction through green tree thinning is compared in Table 3-16.

Effects are the same as Environmental Consequences Common to All Alternatives/Direct and Indirect Efiects/Altemative

G/Dry Forest Types Fuel Loads.

Suitable Timber Land Fuel Loads

Alternative G would reduce fuels on about 4 acres in this Geographic Area. Because the fuel reduction methods are

difl’erent in this Alternative than in the other action alternatives, the treatments may be less effective. The proposal is to

reduce fuels with a “fall/place/underbum” treatment, followed by planting or natural regeneration. The fuel reduction

treatment is estimated to reduce fuels in the first application by about 5 tons per acre. The areas would then be planted or

planned for natural regeneration. Because the areas are not reduced of fuels to the same degree as other alternatives, these

areas would remain at slightly higher risk to loss by future wildfire than they would be if fuels were treated more

completely, as proposed in other action alternatives.

Large Expanses of Heavy Fuel Loads

Successfully implemented prescribed fire on 4 acres would reduce the fine fuel and small woody fuel component more than

the large fuel component in the treated area; therefore, the large expanse ofheavy fuels would likely remain on the

landscape. The effects on total fuel loads are compared with other alternatives in Table 3-15. Prescribed burning could be

reasonably expected to reduce existing firel loads by 5 tons/acre with the first entry. Additional efiects are the same as

discussed under the Environmental Consequences Common to All Alternatives/Direct and Indirect Efi‘ects ofAlternative

G—Dry Forest Types section.

Cumulative Effects

Alternatives A and C (Reasonably Foreseeable Projects)

Fuel Reduction Projects (Sam Billings Campground and Upper West Fork) and Fern Trap/Trapper Ecoburns

These proposed projects would reduce firel loadings and disrupt fuel continuity in the local area. Since these two

alternatives do not propose to treat fiiels, they do not have any direct effects on fuel loads or fuel continuity; therefore the

efi’ects of these fiiel reduction projects do not add to the efi'ects of this project.

Weed treatment

Weed spraying would reduce noxious weeds and increase the amount of cheatgrass and native grasses. This would not

appreciably change fuel loadings or fiiel continuity, but may increase the rate of fire spread in the fine fitels. Since these

two alternatives do not propose to treat fiiels, they do not have any direct efiects on fuel loads or fuel continuity; therefore

the effects ofweed treatment do not add to the efi‘ects of this project.

Beaver-Woods Aspen Release

This project would fall aspen trees to stimulate regeneration. Downed stems would increase fuel loadings and fuel

continuity for the first few years. Regenerating aspen seedlings would help break up the fuel profile in the local area.

Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they do not have any direct efi'ects on fuel loads or fiiel

continuity; therefore the efiects ofBeaver-Woods Aspen release do not add to the efi‘ects of this project.

Silverbird Salvage Sale

This project could increase hazards created by logging slash until the slash is treated. Removal of the large woody fuels

would reduce fuel loadings and disrupt large woody fuel continuity. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat

fiiels, they do not have any direct effects on fuel loads or fuel continuity, therefore the effects ofthe Silverbird Salvage Sale

do not add to the effects of this project.

”
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Road construction/reconstruction/maintenance

Federal, state and private roadwork would serve to reduce fuel loadings on a local scale, and help to disrupt fuel continuity

on the local and landscape scale by directly removing fiieL Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat fuels, they

do not have any direct effects on fuel loads or fuel continuity; therefore the efi‘ects of road

construction/reconstruction/maintenance do not add to the effects of this project.

Grazing Allotments

Grazing reduces fine fuels and can affect fire spread. There would be little to no efiect on reducing large the] loadings and

large fuel continuity. Since these two alternatives do not propose to treat firels, they do not have any direct effects on fuel

loads or fuel continuity, therefore the effects of grazing allotments do not add to the effects of this project.

Alternatives B, D, E, F (Reasonable Foreseeable Projects)

Fern Trap/Trapper Ecoburns, Fuel Reduction Projects (Sam Billings Campground and Upper West Fork) and Fern

Trap/Trapper Ecoburns

These proposed projects would reduce fuel loadings and disrupt fuel continuity in the local area. These alternatives would

increase the amount of area treated on a local and landscape scale, when combined with these alternatives.

Weed treatment

Weed spraying would reduce noxious weeds and increase the amount of cheatgrass and native grasses. This would not

change large fuel loadings or large fuel continuity, but may increase the rate of fire spread in the fine fuels. There would be

little impact on cumulative effects resulting from this project regarding fuel loadings and fuel continuity in conjunction

with proposed actions in these alternatives.

Beaver-Woods Aspen Release

This project would fall aspen trees to stimulate regeneration. Downed stems would increase fuel loadings and fuel

continuity for the first few years. Regenerating aspen seedlings would help break up the fuel profile in the local area. The

actions proposed in these alternatives would enhance the effects of fuel reduction and the disruption of fiJCl continuity in

this proposed project.

Silverbird Salvage Sale

This project could increase hazards created by logging slash until the slash is treated. Removal of the large fuels would

reduce fuel loadings and disrupt large woody fuel continuity. This would increase the efi‘ectiveness ofthese proposed

actions once the hazards are reduced.

Road construction/reconstruction/maintenance

Federal, state and private roadwork would serve to reduce fuel loadings on a local scale, and help to disrupt fuel continuity

on the local and landscape scale by directly removing fuel. Since these activities would have only small, local effects on

large fuel loadings and large fuel continuity, there are little to no cumulative efl‘ects in conjunction with these alternatives.

Gran'ng Allotments

Grazing reduces fine fuels and can afi‘ect fire spread. There would be little to no effect on reducing large fuel loadings and

large firel continuity in conjunction with proposed actions in these alternatives.

Alternative G (Reasonably Foreseeable Projects)

Fuel Reduction Projects (Sam Billings Campground and Upper West Fork) and Fern Trap/Trapper Ecoburns

These proposed projects would reduce fuel loadings and disrupt fuel continuity in the local area. Alternative G would treat

few acres in the West Fork area using prescribed fire and manual methods over a longer time period than the other

alternatives. When combined with these projects, this alternative would enhance the amount of area treated for fuels

reduction and fuel continuity.

Weed treatment

Weed spraying would reduce noxious weeds and increase the amount of cheatgrass and native grasses. This would not

appreciably change fitel loadings or fuel continuity, but may increase the rate of fire spread in the fine fuels. There would
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be little impact on cumulative efiects resulting from this project regarding fuel loadings and fuel continuity in conjunction

with this alternative.

Beaver-Woods Aspen Release

This project would fall aspen trees to stimulate regeneration. Downed stems would increase fuel loadings and fuel

continuity for the first few years. Regenerating aspen seedlings would help break up the fuel profile in the local area.

Since this alternative treats fuels mainly in the wildland urban interface over a longer time period, it would serve to enhance

the efl‘ects of this project but over a smaller area than the other alternatives.

Silverbird Salvage Sale

This project could increase hazards created by logging slash until the slash is treated. Removal of the large woody fuels

would reduce fuel loadings and disrupt large woody fuel continuity. Since this alternative treats fuels mainly in the

wildland urban interface over a longer time period, it would serve to enhance the efi‘ects of this project but over a smaller

area than the other alternatives.

Road construction/reconstruction/maintenance

Federal, state and private roadwork would serve to reduce fuel loadings on a local scale, and help to disrupt fuel continuity

on the local and landscape scale by directly removing fuel Since these activities would have only small, local effects on

large fuel loadings and large fuel continuity, there are little to no cumulative effects in conjtmction with this alternative.

Grazing Allotments

Grazing reduces fine fuels and can afiect fire spread, but has had no effect on large fuel loading or large fuel continuity.

There would be little to no efi'ect on reducing large fuel loadings and large fiiel continuity in conjunction with proposed

actions in these alternatives.

Summary of Cumulative Effects

Past, ongoing, and reasonably foreseeable projects would afi’ect the geographic area in a variety ofways. Timber sales,

prescribed fires and fuel reduction projects would all serve to reduce fuel loadings and disrupt fiiel continuity of large fuels.

Fine fuels would be expected to increase to a certain degree, but since they provide less resistance to control, are considered

more favorable for fire suppression objectives than a heavy load of large fuels. Alternatives that propose to reduce heavy

fuels would also have similar effects.

Subdivision on private ground will reduce large fuels in the immediate area, but may increase overall fuel loads if clearing,

thinning and burning activities are not maintained. These houses, along with other structures and the infrastructure that is

required with them (i.e. powerlines, phone lines, water supply, etc.) increase the values at risk and pose higher hazards

during fire suppression activities. Continuing fire suppression has and will continue to allow fuels to increase in loads and

continuity. Weed treatments can increase fine fuel loads, but have little if any efl’ect on large fuel loads. Grazing can

reduce fine fuel loads, but have little effect on large fuel loads. Road construction/maintenance has had local site-specific

efl‘ects on large fuel loadings and can help disrupt fuel continuity under certain environmental conditions. Funding ofhome

protection projects on private ground has and will increase the level ofprotection for homes and infi'astructure as long as

the fiiel reduction level is maintained.

Consistency with Forest Plan and Other Laws

The Bitterroot NF’s Burned Area Recovery Project is responsive to the rehabilitation, hazardous fuel reduction, and

restoration elements ofthe National Fire Plan. The Burned Area Recovery project is responsive to the objectives outlined

in the Bitterroot Forest Fire Management Plan by integrating firefighter safety, prescribed fire use, and Wildland Fire Use

options into an interdisciplinary project designed to move the burned area towards desired conditions.

Alternatives A and C

These alternatives do not propose to treat fuels in this project, but are consistent with the Forest Plan standards for fuel

reduction treatments as outlined under the Regulatory Framework section.

Alternatives B, D, E, F, and G

These alternatives propose to treat fuels across a wide range of acreages and areas. Each of these alternatives is consistent

with the Forest Plan standards for fuel reduction treatments as outlined under the Regulatory Framework section.

#
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Introduction

Smoke contains pollutants including tiny particles called “particulate matter” (PM). PM can cause significant health

problems, especially for people suffering from respiratory illnesses. Smoke aifects the clarity ofthe air (visibility). Based

on recent research, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) revised the air quality standards to provide better health and

visibility protection. With the new standards, land managers must consider using techniques that minimize prescribed fire

emissions and impacts ofsmoke on public health and the environment. Planning and cooperation among land managers, air

quality regulators and local communities ensures that prescribed fire, clean air, and public health goals are met.

The main air quality concern associated with this Burn Area Recovery project is the amount and concentration ofPM

produced by proposed prescribed burning. Particulate matter is comprised of a mixture of solid particles and liquid

droplets. Some particles are large or dark enough to be seen as dust or soot, but most are too small to be seen by the human

eye. Particle size is measured in microns (one micron equals one millionth ofa meter). Particles can be up to 50 microns

or larger, and this size tends to settle out ofthe air quickly and is less likely to efl‘ect public health. Particles 10 microns

and smaller (PM-l0) may be inhaled deep into the lungs and pose a great threat to public health and visibility. Fine

particles 2.5 microns and smaller (PM-2.5) are ofthe highest concern and are generally emitted from activities such as

industrial and residential combustion, wildland fire, agricultural burning, and vehicle exhaust.

Air Quality Regulatory Framework

The Clean Air Act

The basic framework for controlling air pollutants in the United States is the 1970 Clean Air Act (CAA), as amended in

1990 and 1999 (42 U.S.C. §7401 et seq.). The CAA was designed to protect and enhance the quality of the Nation‘s air

resources. The CAA encourages reasonable Federal, State, and local government actions for pollution prevention State

Implementation Plans (SIPs) are developed to implement the provisions ofthe Clean Air Act. The SIPs describe the

actions the State takes to achieve and maintain the “national ambient air quality standar " (NAAQS).

National Ambient Air Quality Standards

The EPA has established NAAQS for six criteria pollutants that have been determined to be harmful to the public and

environment. The following table lists the six NAAQS. Montana has adopted most ofthese standards to form the Montana

Ambient Air Quality Standards.

Table 3-18 - EPA National Ambient Air Quality Standards for Criteria Pollutants

8-HOUI' 9 I I 9 9'

Lead (Pb) Calendar Quarter 1.5 rig/m’ _

__ om:
“05m

l-lourl Averae -----

Sulfur Dioxide (80;) Annual Arithmetic Mean 0.03 ppm

24~Hour

3-l-lour

Hourl Averae —------—~ 0 50 u -

D Hour] Averae 0.08 - - -----~

Annual Arithmetic Mean 50 pg/m’ so pig/m3

24-Hour Avaage 150 ; m3 150 ; m3

“ 24-Hour Average 65 -_ m3

' ppm = parts per million ug/m’= micrograms per cubic meter " Denotes more stringent standard than federal

 

 

 

The main air quality concern associated with this project is the amount and duration ofPM produced by prescribed burning.

Prescribed burning produces very little to none ofthe other regulated pollutants. Additionally, smoke from prescribed fire
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must meet the ambient air quality standards for PM-l0 and PM-2.5. Smoke from wildland fire is not subject to the ambient

air quality standards. However, public health concerns are addressed in Montana’s Natural Events Action Plan.

Prevention ofSignificant Deterioration

The Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) provisions ofthe Clean Air Act require measures “to preserve, protect,

and enhance the air quality in national parks, national wilderness areas, national monuments, national seashores, and other

areas ofspecial national or regional natural, recreation, scenic, or historic value.” Stringent requirements are therefore

established for areas designated as “Class I” areas (42 U.S.C.§7475 (d)(2)(B)). Designation as a Class I area allows only

very small increments ofnew pollution above already existing air pollution levels.

Class I areas are:

0 International parks

0 National wilderness areas greater than 5,000 acres

0 National memorial parks greater than 5,000 acres

0 National parks greater than 6,000 acres that existed on August 7, 1977.

Mandatory Class I areas in or near the Burn Area Recovery Project are the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness and the

Anaconda-Pintler Wilderness. All other areas of the country are designated as Class II.

A requirement ofPSD is that new major stationary sources, or major modifications of existing stationary sources, must first

receive a PSD permit fi’om the appropriate air regulatory agency before implementing construction or modification. A

stationary source is one that is well defined, such as the smokestack of a coal-fired power plant or smelter. The Burn Area

Recovery project is not considered a major stationary source and therefore is not subject to the PSDpermitting process.

Visibility Protection

The Clean Air Act establishes as a national goal, “the prevention of any future, and the remedying ofany existing

impairment ofl visibility in mandatory Class I Federal areas which impairment results fi'om manmade air pollution” (42

U.S.C. §7491 et seq.).

Visibility impairment is a basic indicator of air pollution. The EPA has determined that regional variation in visibility needs

to be addressed. As a result, the EPA promulgated Regional Haze Regulations for Protection ofVisibility in National Parks

and Wilderness Areas in 1997. These regulations are intended to improve visibility, or visual air quality, in more than 150

Class I Areas across the country. The Regional Haze regulations apply to all States, including those States that do not have

any Class I areas. Pollution that occurs in those states may or may not contribute to impairment in other states or Class I

areas, but must be accounted for.

The Regional Haze regulations propose “presumptive reasonable progress targets” for improving visibility in each Class I

area. The progress targets are described in terms ofdeciviews, a measure for describing perceived changes in visibility.

For example, a deciview of zero represents pristine conditions. For most views in Class I areas, the average person

considers a change ofone deciview perceptfiale. In this proposal, EPA is requesting that every 3 years states review

progress in each Class I area in relation to the area’s relevant progress targets. Montana will consider emissions from

prescribed and wildland fire use as they evaluate progress toward the national visibility goal.

Non-AttainmentAreas

If a community does not meet or “attain” the NAAQS, the EPA designates it as a non-attainment area. The state must then

demonstrate to the public and EPA how that area will meet the ambient air quality standards in the future based upon

controlling emission sources, through a control plan that is part ofthe SIP. The emissions fi'om prescribed fire may be

considered as part ofthe demonstration. The nearest PM-lO non-attainment areas are Missoula and Butte.

Conformity

The general conformity provisions of the CAA (Section 176(0)), prohibit federal agencies from taking any action within a

non-attainment area that causes or contributes to a new violation of the standards, increases the frequency or severity of an

existing violation, or delays the timely attainment ofa standard as defined in the area plan. Federal agencies are required to

ensure their actions conform to applicable State Implementation Plans. The Burn Area Recovery project is not subject to

the Conformity process since it does not occur within a non-attainment area boundary.

W
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Policies and Programs

Interim Air Quality Policy on Wildland and Prescribed Fires

The “Interim Air Quality Policy on Wildland and Prescribed Fires” (EPA 1998) addresses public health and welfare

impacts caused by wildland fires managed to meet resource objectives and prescribed fires. This policy complements the

Natural Events Policy, which addresses public health impacts caused by wildland fires. The Interim Air Quality Policy

urges states and tribal managers to collaborate with wildland owners and managers to mitigate the air quality impacts that

could be caused by the increase ofprescribed fires and wildland fires managed to meet resource objectives.

The Interim Policy “urges wildland owners/managers to: (l) notify air quality managers ofplans to significantly increase

their future use of fire for resource management, (2) consider the air quality impacts of fires and take appropriate steps to

mitigate those impacts, (3) consider appropriate alternative treatments, (4) and participate in the development and

implementation of State and Tribal Smoke Management Plans”. This Burn Area Recovery project meets the intent ofthe

Interim Policy through the NEPA analysis process and the practices ofthe Montana / Idaho Airshed Group.

Smoke Management Program

Managing smoke from prescribed burning in forested areas began in 1978, when Federal, State, and local government

agencies formed the Montana State Airshed Group. In 1990, agencies and forest products industry in North Idaho joined

the Montana State Airshed Group, and in 1999, South Idaho joined. The Airshed Group is now the Montana/Idaho Airshed

Group and operates under the guidelines of the Montana/Idaho Smoke Management Plan (SMP). The intent of the SMPto or prevent smoke impacts to communities while using fire to accomplish land and resource management

objectives." The SMP identifies the responsibilities ofMontana and Idaho air regulatory agencies, and federal, tribal, state,

and private land managers. The SMP provides accurate and reliable guidance and direction to the individuals doing the

burning. This program is designed to meet the state’s regulatory needs as well as the Interim Policy mentioned above.

Members of the Montana/Idaho Airshed Group report planned burns to the smoke Monitoring Unit in Missoula. Burns are

reported by “airshed" (geographical areas identified by the Airshed Group with similar topography and weather patterns)

and “impact zones” (communities identified by the Airshed Group susceptible to smoke intrusions). The smoke

Monitoring Unit meteorologist/program coordinator evaluates proposed burns, existing air quality, and forecasted weather

conditions including atmospheric stability and transport winds. This information, in consultation with the Montana and

Idaho air quality regulators, is used to issue daily burn restrictions for members of the Airshed Group. Burn restrictions are

issued primarily fi'orn spring through fall. Montana Department ofEnvironmental Quality (DEQ) prohibits prescribed

burning in the winter (December — February) except for those few burns deemed “essential."

Area of Analysis

Airshed 4, Ravalli County, Montana, is the primary air quality analysis area for the Burn Area Recovery project. There are

no non-attainment areas in Airshed 4. Non-attaimnent areas in Montana closest to Airshed 4 are Missoula, 50 to 100 miles

north; and Butte, I00 miles east. Missoula is both a non-attainment area and an impact zone. The nearest non-attainment

area in Idaho is Pinehurst, 200 miles northeast. The nearest impact zone is Salmon, 100 miles south. Airshed 4 is adjacent

to and connected with Montana Airsheds 3A, 3 B, 5, and Idaho Airshed 13. With the prevailing southwesterly winds, the

Salmon River and Selway River areas of Idaho are generally upwind of the analysis area. Downwind areas in Montana are

the Rock Creek, Flint Creek, Big Hole, and upper Clark Fork Valleys.

Class I areas within this project’s analysis area include the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness, located on the western portion of

the analysis area, and the Anaconda-Pintler Wilderness, located on the southeastern portion of the analysis area. Class I

designation provides the most protection to pristine lands, and the greatest challenge to smoke management, by limiting the

additional "man-made pollution" that can be added to the area. Class 11 areas within this projects analysis area include The

Frank Church River-of-No-Return Wilderness, in the southwest, and the Welcome Creek Wilderness, in the northeast.

The analysis area includes Blodgett, Skalkaho-Rye, East Fork, and West Fork Geographic Areas ofAirshed 4. Smoke from

the slash piles, underburning, and jackpot burning has been modeled for these four areas. Analysis ofthe four GAs can be

expanded to follow normal weather patterns ofsouthwesterly and westerly winds with potential to carry smoke downwind

into the Rock Creek watershed ofthe Lolo NF, and the Big Hole River and upper Clark Fork watersheds of the

Beaverhead-Deerlodge NF.

The Blodgett Geographic Area includes the Tag Alder Creek Airshed in Mill Creek for which a Memorandum of

Understanding (MOU) is being updated to protect a long term air quality study by coordinating Bitterroot National Forest

M
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management activities in the airshed with Dr. Charles David Keeling of Scripps Institute of Oceanography, University of

California, San Diego, and the Fire Sciences Laboratory ofthe Forest Service Rocky Mountain Research Station. Dr.

Keeling is studying long-term carbon dioxide (CO2) forest interactions with global atmospheric processes. Prescribed

burns in the Tag Alder Airshed in Mill Creek have been planned by personnel from the Stevensville Ranger District of the

Bitterroot National Forest and the Forest Service Fire Sciences Laboratory, in cooperation with Dr. Keeling. The Fire

Sciences Laboratory has monitored prescribed fire emissions. Coordination of forest management activities with Dr.

Keeling’s CO2 climate study in the airshed ofTag Alder Creek in Mill Creek is outlined in the MOU and in the air

mitigation measures in this burn area recovery environmental assessment.

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Meteorology/Weather

The Bitterroot Valley is a long, narrow, north-south mountain basin bounded by the Bitterroot Mountains on the west and

Sapphire Mountains on the east. Both mountain ranges are barriers to westerly flowing weather movement, and often trap

air within the basin. Topography and weather patterns determine the extent to which airborne particulate matter

accumulates within the Airshed. Air flows within valleys, upward with diurnal heating and downward with nocturnal

cooling, much like water flows within stream channels.

Daily Patterns

Daily daytime temperature changes affect how PM and other pollutants are dispersed. The cooling ofthe earth’s surfice at

night creates downslope winds that carry pollutants fi'om higher terrain to low lying areas. Here pollutants may pool or exit

the region along the river drainages. The heating of the earth’s surfice during the day causes pollutants to rise with the

heated air where they are diluted and dispersed with the westerly flow. Temporary inversions can cause smoke to lie along

drainages in night and early morning.

Seasonal Patterns

Temperature inversions may occur at any time ofthe year, but are more common during the winter months ofDecember,

January, and February. During this time period, emissions can be trapped in a layer of cold surfice air. This happens when

snow covers the ground and keeps the earth’s surfice fi'om heating. It is particularly pronounced in mountain valleys that

trap air. Atmospheric conditions ofhigh pressure contribute to stable, slow moving stagnant air masses. Weather changes

with fi'ontal systems and low pressure helps move air and break down inversions. However, inversions may persist

throughout the day in winter when heating is less than in summer.

Prevailing southwesterly winds above Bitterroot National Forest mountainous terrain usually moves smoke from the

southwest toward the northeast in the direction ofthe Beaverhead-Deerlodge and Lolo National Forests. Locally,

topographic features and the heating and cooling of the earth’s surface modify winds. Consequently, all major drainages

are subject to local variations that can temporarily trap smoke, affecting its dilution and dispersal.

Air Quality

Sources of Particulate Matter

Private debris burning, agricultural burning, and wood burning stoves all contribute smoke in Airshed 4. Many residents

burn fencerows and irrigation ditches in the early spring. Farmers in north Idaho burn large grain fields in the fill and

smoke is transported into Airshed 4 by a west to southwesterly flow. The Airshed also receives emissions from increasing

numbers of cars and trucks. Inversion conditions, which are common during the winter, often trap pollutants in inhabited

areas. Road dust, inchiding that fi'om winter road sanding and summer use ofunpaved roads, contributes particulate matter

emissions. There are no known large stationary point sources of air pollutants in the Bitterroot valley.

Forest Service wildland fire use and wildland fires also contribute smoke and cause short-term deterioration of air quality in

Airshed 4. Wildland fires used for resource benefits are permitted to burn within predetermined parameters that consider

smoke effects to the airshed and surrounding wilderness. If any ofthe prescription parameters are exceeded, the

appropriate suppression response is initiated. Climate and weather control large and intense wildland fires.

On the Bitterroot National Forest, prescribed burning is generally accomplished during spring and early summer when

dilution, dispersal, and mixing conditions are generally good to excellent; and late summer and early fill when conditions
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may be more restrictive. Spring burning often has snow packs to help bound burn areas and wetter conditions facilitating

controlled burning, as well as frequent optimal atmospheric dispersion conditions. Early fall burning conditions may

include high fire danger, adverse weather, and fuel loading which limit controlled burning. Late fall often has weather

patterns and cool nights with more frequent atmospheric inversion conditions which limit burning opportunities. Prescribed

burning in any season is only done when atmospheric dispersion for smoke is favorable.

Emissions from Wildland fire and Prescribed Fire

Roger Ottmar and others (1996) developed a methodology to assess emissions from wildland fire and prescribed fire for

337 watersheds within the Cohtmbia River Basin. This analysis used their methodology to estimate emissions from some

recent wildland fires that impacted the Bitterroot Valley (see Table 3-19) in the upper Clark Fork area.

Over 356,000 acres ofBitterroot National Forest, State ofMontana, and private lands burned during the wildland fires of

2000. Assuming a PM- 10 emission factor of 369.78 pounds per acre, these fires produced an estimated 66,000 tons ofPM

10. Other smoke that impacted the Bitterroot originated fi'om the Payette (150 miles upwind) and the Nez Perce National

Forests. On the Payette National Forest, about 339,000 acres burned, which produced approximately 65,000 tons ofPM

lO, assuming a PM-lO emission factor of 382.33 pounds per acre. The fires on the Nez Perce National Forest burned

37,757 acres, and using the 382.33 pounds per acre for central Idaho, produced approximately 7,200 tons ofPM- 10.

During 2000, the Bitterroot Valley also experienced smoke from wildland fires in Washington, Oregon, and other parts of

Idaho but this analysis does not try to estimate their contribution. Additional large acreage burned on the Salmon National

Forest in 2000, but most ofthe smoke from these fires was carried south of the Bitterroot Valley. Clearwater National

Forest 2000 wildland fires burned relatively small acreages and most of the smoke flowed north of the Bitterroot Valley.

High smoke concentrations occurred in the Bitterroot Valley in 1995 from wildland fires which burned 39,000 acres on the

upper Selway River southwest of Hamilton, and 1994 fires northeast of McCall, Idaho, which burned 339,000 acres.

Table 3-19 - Historical PM-lO Emissions at Stevensville (unless otherwise noted)

1 Wildfire Acres Total PM-l0 Maximum 24-hour Average PM-10

(tons) Concentration ( /m3

2000 Bitterroot 356.000

2000 Pa we

' 1998

1995 Bitterroot 39,000 7,200 81 (W.Fork)

54 (Stevensville)

\ , 69 Hamilton)

Pavwe = 339,000 r 65,000 _§l_

Selway Bitterroot Wilderness 53,100 1 14,000 Unknown

Brown and Bradshaw (1994) used the significant wildland fire year of 1988 to estimate emissions generated fi'om the

Selway Bitterroot Wilderness. They estimated approximately 14,000 tons ofPM-lO to be produced fi'om 53,100 acres.

These Selway Bitterroot emissions would have affected the Bitterroot Valley in that year (1988).

   

 

  

 

 

Existing Air Quality Concentrations

Air quality in the Airshed 4, Bitterroot Valley, Ravalli County, is considered good-to-excellent during most of the year.

There are no non-attainment areas for PM-IO or PM-2.5 within Airshed 4. Monitoring data from the EPA AIRData

indicates PM-lO annual averages have been decreasing over the last five years. In Stevensville, annual concentrations are

generally around 20 micrograms per cubic meter (the standard for an annual average is 50 micrograms per cubic meter).

2000 wildland fire smoke is a natural event not included in the annual average for 2000 (Figure 3-10). (EPA AIRData —

Monitor Summary Report July 5, 2001).

Daily (24-hour averages) rather than annual averages ofPM-l0 monitoring at Stevensville and West Fork Ranger Stations

range fi'om lows near 10 micrograms per cubic meter in very clean air during rainy weather to 30 - 60 micrograms per cubic

meter during winter inversions. Emissions from woodstoves, automobiles, and road sanding contribute to winter

concentrations. From spring through fall, concentrations can be between 10 - 60 micrograms per cubic meter. Smoke from

wildland fire and prescribed fire both inside and outside of the Bitterroot Valley can contribute to those concentrations.

M
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Figure 3-10 - Annual Mean PM-l0 Concentrations

Annual Mean PM-10 Concentrations

microgramspercubicmeter

 

High particulate concentrations measured in 2000 due to wildland fire smoke are not reflected in the data. Accounting for those concentrations is

part of the Natural Events Policy.

Smoke Contributions to Existing Air Quality

Particulate matter has been monitored in Ravalli County by Montana DEQ in Hamilton, and the Forest Service at

Stevensville and West Fork Ranger Stations since 1994. Bitterroot wildland fires in 2000 were much larger than usually

experienced on the Bitterroot National Forest and surrounding Forests. Between the Payette, Nez Perce and Bitterroot

National Forests almost 733,000 acres burned that summer. Particulate matter monitoring at Stevensville and Hamilton

reached hundreds ofmicrograms per cubic meter (24-hour average) during August 2000. The levels ofPM-lO and PM-2.5

were greater than in any previous year’s monitoring (Hammer, 2000). Smoke from wildland fires is considered a “natural

event” by the EPA, and is not subject to the NAAQS. For comparison, PM-lO concentrations from wildland fires exceeded

the NAAQS for six days at Stevensville. PM-2.5 concentrations exceeded the standard for seven days at Hamilton.

The smoke fi'om the 1994 wildland fires northeast of McCall, Idaho (Payette National Forest) moved southwest for 150

miles into the Bitterroot Valley, contributing to PM-lO concentrations up to 80 micrograms per cubic meter (24-hour

average) at Stevensville (Hammer, 1995). For the 1995 wildland fires southwest ofHamilton on the upper Selway River

(Bitterroot National Forest), PM-lO concentrations of 81 micrograms per cubic meter (24- hour average) were measured at

the West Fork Ranger Station, 54 micrograms at the Stevensville Ranger Station, and 69 micrograms at Hamilton

(Hammer, 1996). Spring 1998 prescribed burning in Big Creek, located six miles upwind of Stevensville, resulted in a

maximum PM-lO of 78 micrograms per cubic meter per 24 hours (Hammer 1998).

Table 3-2 estimates ofwildland fire emission loads use Ottmar and others emission factors of 369.78 pounds per acre for

the upper Clark Fork, Bitterroot, and 382.33 pounds per acre for central Idaho. The spring 1998 Big Creek prescribed burn

emission load was estimated using Ottmar and others prescribed burn emission factor of 131 pounds per acre burned.

Depending on weather and topography, total particulate emissions from a fire may be dispersed over a broad area over time.

Smoke concentrations reflect monitoring a specific geographic point during a period of time, such as the maximum 24-hour

concentrations shown in the above table.

Visibility-IMPROVE Monitoring

in 1988, the US. Forest Service became a primary participant in the national visibility-monitoring program titled

lnteragency Monitoring ofmtected Visual Environments (IMPROVE). The objectives ofthe Program are to:

0 Establish current visibility and aerosol conditions in mandatory Class I areas,

0 Identify chemical species and emission sourcw responsible for existing human-made visibility impairment,

. Document long-term trends for assessing progress towards the national visibility goals,

. Provide regional haze monitoring representing all visibility-protected federal Class I areas where practical.

PM-lO and PM-2.5 concentrations less than NAAQS for human health may diminish visibility. Experience with particulate

monitoring at Stevensville, Hamilton, West Fork, and Sula Peak monitoring sites indicates the public is increasingly
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concerned when PM-lO concentrations are greater than 30 micrograms per cubic meter per 24-honr average. The scenic

view ofthe Bitterroot Mountains disappears when concentrations are greater than 80 micrograms (see Figure 3-11).

Figure 3-11 — 5 ug/m3 meter versus 90-100 ugm3
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Analysis Methods

Air quality is temporarily afi'ected by several activities associated with forest management. Prescribed burning produces

smoke. Harvesting activities can produce dust as well as vehicle emissions. Dust and vehicle emissions can temporarily

reduce air quality in the immediate vicinity ofmachinery operations. All alternatives involving commercial removal would

require the application ofdust abatement to roads. Impacts from dust and vehicle emissions would be short-term and

temporary in nature. The focus of this portion of the analysis is on prescribed burning smoke from Alternatives B, D. and

E. F. and G. Alternative A (no action). and Alternative C would produce no smoke from prescribed burns.

The First Order Fire Efi‘ects Model (FOFEM). version 4.0 Regionalized firels methodology was used to estimate smoke

emissions firom prescribed burning because site-specific fuel treatment data ‘5 available. Fuel loadings for the proposed

alternatives are higher than the average fuel loadings for the Bitterroot using the upper Clark Fork region ernbsion factors

and fuel loadings in Ottmar and others. The NFSPUFF model. version 1.21. was used to estimate downwind smoke

dispersions and concentrations.

Three vegetation response units (VRUs). represented in the FOFEM model by ponderosa pine (VRU2). Douglas-fir

(VRL'3). and lodgepole pine (VRU4); four project analysis areas. Blodgett. Skalkaho-Rye, East Fork. and West Fork; and

two prescribed burn treatments. piles and underburn/jackpot burn, were modeled with FOFEM for Alternatives, B. D. E, F,

and G. Average fiiel loading for each VRU. each analysis area, and each of two fuels treatment. piles’underburn and

jackpot burn were cumulated for each alternative to run FOFEM.

The Project File contains unit-by-uriit tabulations of alternatives. detailed FOFEM outputs showing fuel consumption and

smoke emissions, and a printout of each NFSPUFF smoke dispersion plume for each Geographic Area.

Because Alternative D has the most smoke emission potential, it was chosen for NFSPUFF dispersion modeling for each of

the four geographic areas. The burn locations were selected with the assistance of the Sula Ranger District Fire

Management Oficer and the Bitterroot National Forest Fuels Management Specialist.

The NFSPUFF runs were made assuming slash piles would be burned in fall 2002. with underburning/jackpot burning in

spring 2003. Average transport or steering winds in the analysis area were assumed to be southwest. 225 degrees. at 15

miles per hour. We also assumed other conditions representing good smoke dispersion. e. g. unstable atmospheric

conditions and favorable plume rise. All prescribed burning is to be done in atmospheric conditions ofgood air quality.

good plume rise, and dispersion as forecast by the Smoke Monitoring Unit. The .\'FSPUFF model runs were not made for

stable atmospheric conditions of low transport winds and poor mixing (e.g.. inversion conditions). Since good air quality

and atmospheric conditions must coincide with certain vegetation and fuel conditions. it is not likely that all burn units

would be accomplished in one season or year, as modeled Thus. smoke emission and dispersion modeling for fall 2002.

and spring 2003, show more smoke at one time than would likely occur with practicable burning over several seasons.
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Smoke Sensitive Areas

FOFEM and NSFPUFF modeling was done for the Bitterroot Valley in four geographic areas. “Smoke sensitive” areas

were identified for each area. In the Blodgett geographic area, Highway 93 is four miles downwind and the community of

Corvallis six miles downwind. For the Skalkaho-Rye area, there is no nearby downwind population center. The closest are

sparsely populated ranches and summer homes in Rock Creek 30 miles away, then the Philipsburg and Deer Lodge

communities 50 to 100 miles away. For the East Fork area, smoke sensitive areas would be the homes in the upper East

Fork subdivision called Springer Memorial, 15 miles downwind. For the West Fork area, the downwind smoke sensitive

areas would be the small community ofDarby, 25 miles away.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Effects Common to All Alternatives

Wildland Fires

In the absence of fire] reduction, and in the event of future wildland fire occurring, varying levels ofsmoke could persist in

the Bitterroot Valley for several weeks, depending on local climatic conditions, level of dispersion (poor, good, etc.) and

amount ofsmoke/emissions produced. Health and visibility could be adversely affected. Alternatives A and C do not

propose to conduct any harvest activities or fuel reduction treatments to mitigate current and future heavy fuel loadings.

Therefore, they are the least efl‘ective in reducing potential smoke emissions and associated pollutants from future wildland

fires. Alternatives A and C do not propose to conduct any prescribed fire, therefore in the short-term no smoke would

occur from this activity. Alternatives D and B would be the most effective in reducing potential smoke emissions and

associated pollutants in the long term, with Alternative F being quite similar in elfectiveness. Alternative E would be less

effective in the long term, while still providing a larger measure of effectiveness than Alternative A and C. Alternative B,

D, E, and F all propose to conduct prescribed fire and would produce varying levels ofsmoke in the short term

Smoke fi'om wildland fires would occur with all alternatives, the amount dependent upon climate. Wildland fires locally,

or anywhere in the northwest and Canada, can affect regional haze in the Bitterroot Valley. Frequently. wildland fires 150

miles upwind on the Payette Forest are carried by southwesterly winds into the Bitterroot afi‘ecting visibility, but not

exceeding PM-lO. Natural phenomena like volcanic eruptions and windstorms over deserts also produce particulate matter.

Dust from as fir away as China in 1998 and 2001 impacted the Bitterroot Valley, as well as the 1980 eruption ofMount

Saint Helens. Metropolitan areas upwind like Seattle and Portland can affect particulate matter. Smoke and dust fi'om

agricultural areas like the Palouse Prairie wheat growing area of eastern Washington and Idaho also affect particulate matter

in the Bitterroot Valley. Wind on wheat fields of southern Alberta and Saskatchewan, Canada, as well as eastern Montana,

has afi‘ected particulate matter in the Bitterroot Valley.

Wildland fires will continue to produce smoke, primarily during the summer months. The draft paper, “Coarse Woody

Debris and Succession in the Recovering Forest” (Brown et al., 2001) states that the risk ofsevere fire is relatively low

within 10 years, moderate from 10 to 30 years, and high over 30 to 60 years after the fires of 2000. All alternatives have

wildland fire smoke potential.

Smoke Exposure and Hospital Admissions

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) conducted an investigation to determine if increases in respiratory

and cardiovascular hospital admissions occurred in four Montana counties during summer 2000 forest fires. The study was

released in May 2001. Its goal was to quantify and compare the changes in hospital admissions rates from 1999 (when

forest fires were not a problem) to 2000 (when they were). The counties included Ravalli, with the highest exposure;

Missoula and Lewis and Clark, both with moderate exposures; and Yellowstone, with low exposure. Hourly PM-lO levels

were used to characterize exposures. Hospital admission records were used to represent respiratory and cardiovascular

admissions. The study excluded transfers, elective procedures, and admissions ofnon-residents. Monthly and 3-month

hospitalization rates were calculated for each year by dividing admissions by the 1999 census population for each county.

Respiratory disease (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and pneumonia) and circulatory disease admissions were

evaluated.

Particulate levels were higher during the 12-week period in 2000 than in 1999, with mean PM-lO levels of47 ug/m3 for

Ravalli County, 34.2 ug/rrB for Missoula County, and 32.6 ug/m3 for Lewis and Clark County. Hospital admission rates

for the period (July, August, September) increased in 2000 for respiratory and circulatory problems, and the admissions
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rates were higher in the high-exposure area. However, when the data were analyzed month by month, a temporal exposure

response relationship between particulate levels and rates ofhospital admission for respiratory and circulatory problems

occurred in July — before the high smoke exposures ofAugust. Missoula County had fewer admissions for circulatory

causes in August, while Yellowstone County, the low exposure area, showed an increase. More work is need to link

hospital admissions to smoke exposure (MTDC, 2001).

Effects Common To All Action Alternatives

Prescribed Fire

Daily particulate matter standards should be met by following the Montana/Idaho Smoke Management Plan. That is,

NAAQS for PM-lO and PM-2.5 would be met with all action alternatives. Smoke fi'om prescribed burning would cause

short-term impacts on recreation and transportation in and near the project areas. The size and location of a prescribed burn

and weather conditions (e.g., temperature, wind, atmospheric stability and mixing, and fuel moisture) determine how much

and in what direction smoke travels. Residents in or near the mouths ofdrainages might experience short-term periods of

smoke during early morning inversions.

The heavy fuel loadings and the resulting emissions in all action alternatives are more than the regional averages for upper

Clark Fork and central Idaho described by Ottmar and others (1996) or Brown in their work. The average fuel loadings in

Ottmar and others for the upper Clark Fork are 19.09 tons per acre, which is far less than the action alternatives’ average

fuel loadings. All prescribed fire action alternatives have estimated emissions that are near or exceed Ottmar’s emissions

for wildland/ire by nearly two to six times. Other work by Ottmar and Hessburg (1996) indicated wildlandfires produce

two —four times as much particulates as prescribedfire because wildlandfires generally burn during drought periods,

consume more totalfuel, and consumefuels during the less eflicient smoldering stage.

Effects Common to Alternatives A and C

Alternative A (no action) and Alternative C (watershed improvement) produce no smoke from prescribed burns. Smoke

fi'om wildland fires would occur with all alternatives, dependent upon climate and weather. Wildland fires would continue

to produce smoke, primarily during the summer months. Forest Plan standards for meeting EPA and State air quality

standards for PM-IO and PM-2.5 would be met with all alternatives, including A and C.

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives B, D, E, F and G

Emissions

Prescribed burning is proposed in these alternatives. Excess slash produced by treatment activities would be piled and

burned, and some areas would be underbumed or jackpot burned (accumulations burned in place). Smoke emissions vary

with combustion efficiency and quantity of fuel burned. Machine piles and hand piles tend to produce more smoke than

other burns because much of the consumption occurs during the ineflicient smoldering phase of combustion. Underbums

tend to produce less smoke than jackpot burns because less fuel is available to burn. The alternatives difi‘er in the number

of acres treated by each treatment method and in the quantity of smoke that would be produced. The following table shows

the tons ofPM-lO produced for each alternative depending on the type and quantity of fuel treatments. Smoke emissions

modeled with FOFEM can be tabulated in PM-2.5 and PM-lO. PM-2.5 is about 85 percent of PM-lO.

For the action alternatives that use prescribed burning, estimated PM-lO emissions are much less than those estimated

during the 2000 Bitterroot wildland fires (66,000 tons). Downwind visibility may be temporarily afiected.

_——_-__——
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Table 3-20 - Tons of Particulate Matter (PM 10) Produced by Burn Type and Alternative
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5
Concentrations

NFSPUFF was used to model smoke dispersion and concentrations for Alternative D since it was likely to produce the most

emissions. Predicted ground level concentrations were less than 1 microgram per cubic meter (24 hour average) in all but a

few locations. The Skalkaho-Rye and East Fork project areas produce the most smoke ofthe GAs but even in locations of

greatest smoke, concentrations are still less than 15 micrograms per cubic meter per 24 hours. Moreover, smoke plumes

generated in the Skalkaho-Rye and East Fork GAs are likely to move downwind without impacting population

concentrations. Such low PM-lO concentrations imply visibility and human health would be minimally impacted.

Cumulative Effects

The cumulative effects area is Airshed 4.

Alternatives A and C

Private burning of ditches and debris is common. Ravalli County‘s open burning regulations limit the types ofmaterial that

may be burned and the period ofburning (March 1 through November 30). Burners are also requested to call the

Ventilation I-lotline during the fall months to be advised ofairshed burning restrictions. Although the Bitterroot NF

conducts prescribed burning only during periods ofgood or better smoke dispersion there may still be some cumulative

smoke impacts from concurrent private and forestry burning. The best method to reduce cumulative impacts caused by

smoke is the operations of the Montana/Idaho Airshed Group.

Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F, and G

The FOFEM and NFSPUFF modeling assumed that all piles would be burned in fall 2002, and all ofthe

underbums/jackpot burns would be completed in the spring, 2003. This is unlikely to happen given the constraints of

weather and air quality conditions that dictate when burning can occur. Because of these constraints, the prescribed

burning is likely to occur over several years, making less cumulative smoke at any one time and location than that modeled.

Consistency with Bitterroot Forest Plan and Other Regulatory Direction

All prescribed burning would be implemented in full compliance with Montana and Idaho DEQ air programs through

cooperation with the Montana Idaho Airshed Group.

The Bitterroot National Forest Plan inchides air quality goals, standards, and management direction that are to “maintain

existing air quality.” The Forest cooperates with the Montana air quality regulators through the State Implementation Plan.

Further, the Forest participates in the state of Montana smoke management program to meet National and State air quality

standards for PM-lO and PM-2.5. This project meets all criteria to protect air quality.
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Introduction

Influential natural disturbance agents in intermountain west watersheds include wildfire, blowdown, insect infestation,

earthquakes, and major precipitation events. Fire influences all forest types within the Rocky Mountains and intermountain

west. Watershed effects can be dramatic, such as those that occurred in Overwhich Creek following the 1992 fire, or they

can be minimal, such as with understory burns in Ponderosa Pine stands.

This portion ofChapter 3 discusses existing watershed condition after the 2000 fires and also the potential efl'ects of

proposed management. Discussion ofeach geographic area (Blodgett, Skalkaho-Rye, East Fork and West Fork) is broken

down into sub-watersheds at the 6th Code Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) level A hydrologic unit code (HUC) is defined as

an area of land upstream from a specific point on a stream (designated the mouth) that defines a hydrologic boundary and

includes all ofthe source areas that could contribute surface water runofl‘ directly and indirectly to the designated outlet

point (NRCS, 1995). Map 3-5 in the map packet displays the hydrologic units discussed in this analysis.

Regulations and Direction

The Bitterroot National Forest Plan (USDA 1987) provides direction to protect and manage resources. Only direction

pertammg to the water resources portion ofthe Burned Area Recovery project is included here.

The Forest Plan forest-wide goal for soil and water resources is to:

- Maintain soil productivity, water quality, and water quantity (p. II-3).

Forest —wide Management Objectives state how resources will be managed under the Forest Plan:

- Manage riparian areas to prevent adverse efiects on channel stability and fish habitat (p. 11- 6).

Forest-wide Management Resource Standards provide further detail:

- Utilize equivalent road area or similar concept to evaluate cumulative efl'ects ofprojects involving significant

vegetation removal, prior to including them on implementation schedules. (p. 11-23)

0 Maintain the percentage of“hydrologically unrecover ” area permitted in a landscape within the guidelines of

Table 11-5 ofthe Forest Plan. (p. 11-24)

- As part ofproject planning, site-specific water quality effects will be evaluated and control measures designed to

ensure that the project would meet Forest water quality goals; projects that will not meet State water quality

standards will be redesigned, rescheduled, or dropped. (p. II-24)

- Soil and water conservation practices will be a part ofproject design and implementation to ensure soil and water

resource protection (p. 11-25)

0 Actively reduce sediment from existing roads. Sediment reduction measures to be considered inchide:

Cross-drains into vegetative filter strips away fi'om streams,

Grass seed, fertilized, mulch and netting on cuts and fills,

Slash filter windrows or straw bales at toe of fill in contributing areas; and

Gravel ditches and road surfaces (p. Il-25)

- Protect and preserve the integrity of and maintain access to the snow survey sites and electronic SNOTEL sites

shown in Table 11-6 in the Forest Plan. (p. lI-25)

- Road plans and environmental analysis reports for activities in the Sheafinan Creek and Burnt Fork municipal

watersheds will be submitted to the Montana Water Quality Bureau for review and approval. (p. 11-26)

The following Management Areas have further Management Goals and Management Standards that pertain to water

resources. (Forest-wide Goals and Standards apply to all.)

MAI, 2, 3a, 3c, 8a:

Management Standards:

- Utilbe watershed rehabilitation projects such as stabilizing road cut or fill slope slumps to repair problems. (pp. III

6, l2, 18, 33, 59)
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MA3b: Additional Management Area Goals:

0 Manage riparian areas to maintain flora, fauna, water quality and water-related recreation activities. Emphasize

water and soil protection. Reading in riparian areas will be restricted to meet water quality and fish objectives. (p.

III-22)

Management Standards:

- Utilize watershed rehabilitation projects such as stabilizing road cut or fill slope slumps to repair problems. (p. III

27)

MA5: Management Standards:

- Management activities will be designed to protect the municipal watershed.

- Trail improvement or construction will be implemented with emphasis on soil stability and stream protection. (p. HI

40)

MA8b: Management Standards:

0 Habitat improvement practices will be designed to or eliminate degradation of soil and water resources.

(p. III-62)

Other regulatory or legal requirements that direct watershed management are:

0 Section 208 of the 1972 amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (Public Law 92-500), which

specifically mandates identification and control ofnonpoint-source pollution resulting from silvicultural activities.

- Clean Water Act, Sections 303, 319, 404

0 Section 303(d) directs states to list water quality impaired streams (WQLS) and develop total daily maximum loads

to control the non-point source pollutant causing loss ofbeneficial uses. Up until late March 2001, agencies were

instructed to use the 1996 Montana 303d list ofWater Quality Impaired Streams. The Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) approved the 2000 Montana 303d list in late March 2001. Because the 2000 list was approved late in

this analysis, and a 2000 court order to the state to complete TMDL’s (water quality standards and restoration plans)

for all streams on the 1996 list, both lists are referenced in this report. TMDLs have not yet been developed for

Bitterroot National Forest streams. Section 319 directs states to develop programs to control non-point source

pollution, and includes federal funding of assessment, planning and implementation phases. At this time, no known

Section 319 projects would be detrimentally affected by project activities. Section 404 controls the dredge and fill of

material in waterbodies of the U.S.; culvert replacement and other project watershed improvement activities that may

fall within the jurisdiction of section 404 are covered with a nationwide general permit.

0 Section 403 ofTitle IV ofthe Agricultural Credit Act of 1978 (16 U.S.C. 2201-2205) and Title 7, Code ofFederal

Regulations, Part 624 (7 CFR 624), the Emergency Watershed Protection Program The objective ofthese

emergency watershed protection and conservation programs is to assist in relieving imminent hazards to life and

property fi‘om floods and the products of erosion created by natural disasters that cause a sudden impairment of a

watershed.

o ARM 16.20.603 — Best management practices (BMPs) are the foundation of water quality standards for the State of

Montana. The Forest Service has agreed to follow BMPs in a Memorandum ofUnderstanding with the State of

Montana. The Bitterroot National Forest has refined state BMPs to be more specific to this area (PF-watershed-IZ).

Many BMPs are applied directly as mitigations for this proposal. Implementation and efi'ectiveness monitoring for

BMPs would be routinely conducted by contract administrators, and during other implementation and annual

monitoring events.

o ARM 17.30 Sub-chapter 6 details water quality standards for the State of Montana. The USFS has primary

responsibility to maintain these standards on lands under their jurisdiction in the State of Montana.

Tools to Estimate Existing Condition

Existing condition of individual watersheds was determined through the use of several tools. Computer estimates of water

and sediment yields, the IWWR (Inland West Watershed Reconnaissance) Database; the Bitterroot Coarse Filter Analysis

(Decker, 1991); BAER analysis (Summer and Fall, 2000); the Bitterroot Post-Fire Assessment; as well as stream conditions

observed and surveyed before and after the fire are used to determine existing condition. Each ofthese tools will be

discussed further below.

The Watershed Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP) model was used to estimate sediment yields ofboth existing and

proposed conditions. Please see the model description in the “Tools to Analyze Effects ofAlternatives” section, below, for
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details. Equivalent Clearcut Area (ECA) modeling was used to estimate water yields for existing and proposed conditions

and is also discussed below.

Some of the information on the watershed existing condition is a result of the review of the Inland West Watershed

Initiative (Reconnaissance) conducted on the forest in 1998, (Decker et al., 1998) that screened watersheds for their level of

altered processes due to management practices, and inherent vulnerability to disturbance. The IWWR was an analysis of

watersheds across the Bitterroot National Forest completed in the mid- l990’s, conducted by watershed, soils and fisheries

personnel and considered geomorphic integrity, watershed vulnerability and water quality in assigning a level of watershed

health. The IWWR divided the Bitterroot Basin into sub watersheds that were 40-60,000 acres in size and were designated

using a number as well as a geographical description. Some ofthese are distinct watersheds, such as Camp Creek where all

waters upstream pour into the lowest point of the 6‘h Code I-IUC to the designated watershed boundary. Large watersheds,

such as Sleeping Child Creek (that were too large to be included in one 6'h Code HUC) were divided into several 6‘h Codes.

Other 6‘h Code HUC’s were divided into interfluvial or interfluve watersheds. These contain “face" streams, smaller

watersheds too small to meet the size category, floodplain and valley bottoms, and can cross major streams and include

lands on either side of the river. An example of this is the Canyon Creek HUC. The IWWR was a quick review of

watershed conditions across the Forest which looked at geomorphic integrity, watershed vulnerability and water quality,

and assigned each watershed a rating (good, moderate or poor). Geomorphic integrity ratings address stream channel

shape, form and function and reflect soil-hydrologic function to absorb, store and release water. Related parameters include

substrate composition, channel geometry and channel stability. Geomorphic integrity can be affected by changes in

sediment yields, stream channel shape (fi'om road encroachment or channelization) or large increases in water yield.

Watershed vulnerability looks at the soils and geology of the watershed and the presence ofunstable soils within the

watershed. Water quality ratings consider bank damage, sediment loads, channel modification (and the increases in

sediment yields that result), flow disruption, thermal change, chemical contamination, productivity, and biological stress.

The results ofthe Inland West Watershed Reconnaissance (IWWR) are summarized in each hydrologic unit. Because the

information was generated for large watersheds, significant efl‘ects from runofi' on a particular small area are not reflected.

Stream surveys have been conducted on reference and managed reaches across the forest, and information used in a

database and past monitoring reports. Pre-fire information was used to determine stream sensitivity to fire efl‘ects, based on

physical characteristics. The stream reaches are grouped into Rosgen (I996) stream types for channel shape, form and

function Each stream type is a group of streams that respond similarly in transporting sediment and responding to stream

flow and sediment increases. The form and function of each group is dictated by landform and geology, and reflects the

integrated efi‘ects of natural processes and management activities. Streams can be compared to similar reference streams in

un-managed watersheds within the same stream type category to determine stream condition Where available, pre-fire

stream surveys located throughout the burned area were used to describe stream channel conditions and characteristics in

the 6‘h code HUC watersheds. The Bitterroot Watershed Evaluation Process (Decker et al, 1993) describes the

methodology and includes surveys ofchannel substrate composition, channel stability, width/depth ratio and productivity.

Pre-fire conditions will be updated to current/existing conditions by discussing the trends that can be expected over the next

several years because of fire. In this report, “Fire Effects on Watershed Function" (see below) discusses watershed efl'ects

following fires. In the following sections, the level of risk of changes resulting fi'om fire were discussed and based on the

amount and severity of fire and current channel conditions.

The site-specific information gathered during the Burned Area Emergency Rehab (BAER) efforts was also used to provide

details on existing conditions. These reports looked at post-fire soil conditions where the risk of overland flow was present.

This information was included to aid in discussing trends in stream channel conditions that may occur in the next few years.

The Bitterroot Coarse Filter (Decker, 1991) will also be used to help determine existing conditions. This pre-fire analysis

looked at road and stream crossing densities and the percentage ofthe watershed that is in equivalent clearcut area (ECA).

These two parameters provide a pre-fire evaluation ofthe areas where the chance is high that sediment and water yields

might be in excess of levels that the stream channel can route and carry without resulting in degradation or less-stable

stream channel conditions. In watersheds with high road and stream crossing densities, and high ECA levels, there is high

likelihood that the channel has more instrearn deposition, more unstable banks, and higher water yields. One study in

Colorado has found the number ofroad-stream crossings to be highly correlated with the percentage of fines in charmel

beds (Sclmackenberg and MacDonald 1998). Elevated sediment levels in streams may make channels less stable and less

able to handle additional stresses that could result from the fire or from proposed activities.

___-_———I-—————
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Effects Analysis Methods

WEPP and ECA models were used to aid in watershed efi‘ects predictions for the various alternatives. The existing burned

condition ofthe watershed is the starting point for analysis ofefi‘ects from proposed activities. The change fiom that

condition that results from the proposed activities will be evaluated. Estimates of changes in sediment and water yields

resulting from the proposed activities have been modeled and the efiect on stream channel conditions and beneficial uses

was evaluated. Channel characteristics (fi'om stream surveys) are used to put potential efiects in context.

One of the tools used to estimate changes in sediment and water yield fi'om activities is the Disturbed WEPP (Water

Erosion Prediction Project) model developed by the Rocky Mountain Research Station (Elliot et. al., 2000). Disturbed

WEPP is designed to predict sediment yield fi‘om young and old undisturbed forests, prescribed and wild forest fires, and

harvest activities. It is a physically based soil erosion model that estimates soil erosion and sediment yield considering

specific soil, climate, ground cover and topographic conditions. It was developed by scientists including; the USDA

Agricultural Research Service, the Forest Service, Natural Resources and Conservation Service, the Bureau ofLand

Management and the Geological Survey. This model is different from the WATSED model used for analysis in the DEIS;

comments and input fi‘om researchers and consultants suggested using Disturbed WEPP could improve analysis. In the

DEIS, model estimates were completed for proposed activities only, no cumulative effects were taken into account in the

modelling. The FEIS WEPP modeling considers all existing and proposed roads and harvest, and also includes fire efi’ects.

All WEPP model results are estimates and should be used only for comparison between alternatives.

Forest roads were analyzed separately from the hillslope processes. The results of a recent road sediment inventory in

Upper Lolo Creek were used to calculate the sediment delivered to stream from roads. This study analyzed every road

crossing in Upper Lolo Creek and quantified sediment delivery volume. The methodology used was a modified version of

the Washington State surface erosion method (WFPB, 1997, Callahan, 1999a, Callahan 1999b, PF-Watershed-41).

Modeling efiorts accounted for current and proposed harvest from state lands, both in the burned area and green tree

harvest, and harvest likely to occur on private lands and assumed that all burned and fire-killed trees would be harvested.

Past road construction and timber harvest on private and National Forest lands was considered. Past wildfire - including the

Fires of2000 - on National Forest that was listed in the timber stand database was considered in the modeled cumulative

effects analysis. Proposed commercial harvest, fuels treatments, and road improvements were included. Not inchided in

the cumulative effects modeling efi‘orts were activities such as farming and ranching on private land, efi‘ect ofwater

diversions and fire suppression Activities such as these, as well as others listed in the cumulative efiects section, were

considered and have been addressed qualitatively instead of quantitatively. (PF-Watershed-4l)

Removal of forest cover, whether from natural disturbance such as wildfire or fiom timber harvest, can increase water

yields and is generally proportional to the amount of live vegetation and tree canopy removed from a site. Elevating site

moisture and water yield can potentially increase water available for runofidue to decreased rates ofevapotranspiration and

increased snow deposition. The Equivalent Clcarcut Acre (ECA) water yield model is used to quantitatively describe forest

crown conditions and estimate potential water yield increases resulting fiom removal ofboth burned and live trees (PF

Watershed-41). ECA model output offers a means ofcomparing water yield increases between alternatives but does not

predict flood peaks with absolute accuracy. Responding to data collected on the Nez Perce National Forest, King (1989)

recommended a 69% increase factor for predicted flows from moderately deep soils in the 5,000 to 6,000 foot elevation

zone in north-central Idaho. This study illustrates the problems ofusing models to forecast absolute flows, and reinforces

that model results are estimates. They should be used only for alternative comparison.

Project File Document-Watershed-4l , Burned Area Recovery Watershed Analysis (Land and Water Consulting, Inc.),

describes in more detail the methods used for sediment and water yield estimates, and strengths and weaknesses of the models.

Additional modeling completed by Bitterroot National Forest staif quantified sediment produced from the implementation of

watershed improvements, construction and use of landings and construction and use of temporary roads.

The results of the modeling efforts are reported in tables at the beginning of the Cumulative Efiects sections for each

geographic area.

Allotment Interactions

Following the 2000 fires, it was necessary to review conditions in grazing allotments and potential effects of continuing

grazing under these changed conditions. Fire tends to increase watershed sensitivity to cumulative efiects fi'om grazing and

other management activities. Water, plant, soil, fisheries, and heritage resource groups contributed to this review.

M
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Watershed conditions were addressed through a sensitivity analysis. Each allotment was assessed for the amount ofprimary

range that burned at moderate or high severity. Those allotments with higher percentages of burned primary range, or in

watersheds with low geomorphic integrity, were determined to have a higher risk for negative grazing efl‘ects. To address the

problem ofprimary range over-utilization (and associated watershed problems), a prioritized monitoring process was

recommended based on the risk analysis. It is assumed that the improved monitoring will protect watershed values by

increasing detection capability and triggering livestock removal when utilization standards are met. Other resources used

“readiness” criteria to determine when livestock would be allowed back on allotments rested in 2001. Please see Soils and

Fisheries sections in the FEIS for fiirther consideration of grazing cumulative effects and general watershed concerns.

All Geographic Areas

Watershed Background Information

The wildfires of2000 burned about 293,000 acres in the Bitterroot River drainage and 63,500 acres in the wilderness lands

of the Selway and Salmon River drainages on the Bitterroot National Forest. Fire burned with low to high severity over

watersheds in the East and West Fork Bitterroot River drainages. Fewer watershed acres were burned severely in the West

Fork drainage. Chicken Creek, Little Blue Joint, and upper Slate Creek received the highest extent and severity. Several

large areas in the East Fork drainage were severely burned; these include Cameron, Meadow, Upper East Fork, Medicine

Tree/Maynard/Laird, Tolan, and a few other watersheds. Sleeping Child and Rye Creeks also received extensive areas of

high severity fire. Canyon/Blodgett/Mill/Sheafinan had a mix ofburn severity with very small acreages ofhigh severity

within the major canyons. Small tributaries originating on the Bitterroot face received moderate to high severity burn. The

analysis area will include those watersheds affected by fire by 6'11 Code HUC. A list ofafiected watersheds follows:

Table 3-21 - Identification of 6"‘ Code Hydrologic Units, Geographic Location and Number Identifier

 

  

 

 

 

Watershed Name, 6' Code 6' Code Watershed Name,6 Code 6' Code

Area HUC Level HUC Area HUC Level HUC

Number Number

I'EEI—

_ _

— 1007 _

IE- _

_IEEI_

_ —

_ Deer

_ _

_ _ml

_ _

_ —m

_I3_ - 0107

_ Coal, West

— -IKE. Beavemil

— .J.» EastFork _I:mra_

_ — LOWeYWwFOYk, Interfluve,

_ Baker
 

Several HUC’s such as those in the Nez Perce Fork of the Bitterroot River, as well as others listed in each geographic area

were not aiTected by fire, nor having any activities proposed, they will not be discussed further. These areas will continue

on the same trend as before the fire and there would be no changes to them either from the fire or from proposed activities

discussed in this document.

Designated Beneficial Water Uses

All waters on National Forest have been classified as B-l by the Montana Department of Environmental Quality (ARM

1620604). The associated beneficial uses ofB-l waters are drinking, culinary and food processing purposes, alter
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conventional treatment; bathing swimming and recreation’ growth and propagation of salmonid fishes and associated

aquatic life, waterfowl and furbearers; and agricultural and industrial water supply.

Water quality is currently maintained and improved through the application of Best Management Practices (BMPs) for

controlling nonpoint sources ofpollution to surface water. Use ofBMPs is the foundation ofwater quality standards for the

State of Montana. This is documented in ARM 16.20.603 and means “land and management activities must not generate

pollutants in excess ofthose that are naturally occurring, regardless ofthe stream’s classification”. Naturally occurring as

defined by ARM, is the water quality condition resulting from runoff or percolation over which man has no control or from

developed lands where all ‘reasonable’ land, soil and where conservation practices (commonly called BMPs) have been

applied. Efl‘ectiveness of these measures is rated through the State ofMontana BMP audit process every other year on a

mix of land ownerships where timber harvest has occurred. The results of these audits are published annually by the

Department ofNatural Resources and Conservation. In 2000, on Federal lands BMP application was rated as 96 percent

compliant, and 97 percent effective.

The proposed action has the potential to affect the physical and biological quality ofthe waters within the project area. The

associated water quality criteria that could be afi‘ected are:

2. No person may violate the following specific water quality standards for water classified B-l:

(d) The maximum allowable increase above naturally occurring turbidity is 5 nephelometric turbidity units except as

permitted in ARM 16.20.633.

(e) A 1 degree F maximum increase above naturally occurring water temperature is allowed within the range of32 to

66 degrees F;

(l) No increases are allowed above naturally occurring concentrations of sediment...which are likely to create a

nuisance or render the waters harmful, detrimental, or injurious to public health, recreation, safety, welfare, livestock,

wild animals, birds, fish or other wildlife (ARM 16.20.633).

Refer to the Post-Fire Assessment (4.2.3) for information and more background on watershed conditions. Additional

information on this will be discussed for each hydrologic unit within the geographic areas.

Physical Characteristics of the Analysis Area

The analysis area is a snowmelt rrmofidominated system, meaning that precipitation occurs mainly in the form ofsnow

with snowmelt runofi‘ resulting in peak flows. Stream flows typically increase as snowmelt occurs, usually beginning in

April or May, and reaching peak levels anywhere between early May and mid-June, depending upon the weather and

temperature fluctuations. Afler the peak, flows decrease through June and mid-July reaching low flows by August. During

August high temperatures and low precipitation inputs result in the lowest flows of the season. In September, as air

temperatures decrease and fall rains begin, streamflows increase slightly alter which they remain at a fiirly consistent level

until spring runofibegins again. The majority ofprecipitation in the Bitterroot River Basin occurs in the form ofsnow

during the winter months with the water equivalent ranging from 15 inches in the valleys to 100 inches or more per year

along the Bitterroot crest.

A snowmelt runofl’ analysis was completed for all of the burned tributary streams (HUC 6 level) in the Bitterroot River

drainage (Farnes, 2000a). Because ofthe very dry soil conditions this year, and the low snowpack, there was a low risk for

significant runoff in 2001. Despite the low snowpack, high flows can still occur in some small tributary streams where

more than 25 percent ofthe watershed was severely burned, but this reaction should be mitigated by watershed size. In

2002, assuming an average precipitation year, peak flow increases are expected to be about 5-10 percent above what would

be expected in the pre-fire condition. Widespread flooding could occur if snow accumulation exceeds 130 percent of

average and melts rapidly during a warm, wet spring (Farnes, 2000b).

The majority of streams in the analysis area are steep and narrow, dominated by step pool morphology. These streams have

narrow bands of riparian vegetation and wetlands along their banks, and can be sensitive to increases in peak flows because

they are narrow and confined. When the stream banks and substrate are composed of smaller sized particles, such as in

portions of the West Fork and East Fork, the banks can be easily eroded and substrate moved because smaller sizes are

moved easily and high flows (high stream energy) are concentrated in the channel rather than spread out over floodplains.

An example of this type of stream is Guide Creek on the East Fork. Other steep, narrow streams have boulder substrate and

stream banks and are very resistant to erosion caused by increases in streamflows and sediment yields. An example of this

is Canyon Creek near the trailhead. In general, these steep, narrow streams move sediment most of the year.
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At lower elevations where valley bottoms widen and gradients become less steep, they are generally less confined and can

access their floodplain during high flows. They are typically the most stable stream type because they can dissipate energy

on the floodplain. These streams usually carry sediment during high flows and deposit it during low flows. An example of

this type of stream is Skalkaho Creek.

Alluvial deposits are present in the flatter gradient valley bottoms of the larger stream systems. This has resulted in the

formation ofbroader flood plain streams in the lower gradient valleys in the Bitterroot Basin. These areas are especially

sensitive to increases in erosion (and sediment yields), as fine alluvial soil particles are easily moved. In these kinds of

stream systems, stream bank vegetation is an important factor in maintenance in channel stability. These streams are most

sensitive to increases in water and sediment yields. Because of this, they are often where effects fiom water and sediment

yields are observed. The Bitterroot River near Hamilton is an example of a broad flood plain stream, as is Meadow Creek

on the East Fork and Hughes Creek in the upper West Fork.

Fire Effects on Watershed Function

The most influential natural disturbance agents in intermountain west watersheds are wildfire and major precipitation

events. Effects on watersheds in the Bitterroot have been dramatic following major storm events. Watershed and stream

channel conditions are adjusting to changes in water yield and sediment yield resulting from the Bitterroot Fires of 2000.

Wildfire removes large amounts of forest canopy. Increases in stream temperatures, runoff response to precipitation, and

erosion are all expected results (Minshall et al 1998). Increased runoffmay erode less resistant stream banks, scour

channels, create new channels while abandoning others, and occupy floodplains rarely flooded. Increases in flow and

sedimentation may cause some streams to extend their range in the floodplain by moving laterally. Large amounts ofnew

woody debris and sediment may be deposited in the stream channel, altering channel morphology. As the stream works

through and redistributes this material, new aquatic habitat is created and old habitat is rejuvenated. These efi‘ects can have

a large efl‘ect on stream hydrology (Minshall et al 1998; Troendle and Bevenger 1996) and may present a threat to adjacent

developments, evidenced by floods in July 2001 on Laird and Dickson Creeks.

Fire suppression also has an efl‘ect on the lands where fire burned. In an attempt to minimize suppression efi‘ects, resource

advisors are assigned to the fires to ensure that fire lines are not constructed in areas ofconcern or sensitivity such as

riparian areas and heritage sites. During the fires of 2000, several Bitterroot National Forest personnel served as resource

advisors to the fire teams as suppression and BAER work was occurring. Following the fires, all ofthe fire lines (hand

lines and dozer lines) were rehabilitated. The rehab work began in late August and continued into late October. Activities

included restoring hundreds of miles ofdozer lines. Firelines were treated with several or all of following measures:

ripping to reduce compaction, water barring where necessary, spreading oftop soil, slash and woody debris, and seeding

with grass and fertilizer to reduce erosion and minimize noxious weed invasion. Following the rehabilitation work, access

by vehicles on dozer lines was extremely difiicult, if not impossible. The grasses seeded on dozer lines consisted of two

mixes, depending on the site. Dozer lines that had been closed roads were put back to bed and seeded with a mixture of

slender wheatgrass (Elymus trachycaulus ssp. trachycaulus), a cultivar of a short-lived native species; thickspike

wheatgrass (Agropyron lanceolatus ssp. dasystachyum), a cultivated variety ofa native perennial native sod-forming grass;

and sheep fescue (Festuca ovina), a cultivated variety of a native bunchgrass. Dozer lines built on natural slopes where no

roads existed were seeded with slender wheatgrass only, with the assumption that these areas would come in with native

species eventually. Slender wheatgrass is a first growing species and was germinating the spring of 2001 on dozer lines

(PF; FISH-l3. Sheep fescue was also seen germinating this year (PF; Bobzien, personal comm). Like other disturbed and

reseeded soils, it may take three or more years for the seeded perennial grasses to reach a size and density where they are

efi‘ectively control erosion. Fire lines on National Forest lands were rehabilitated. The Forest Service with landowner

permission rehabilitated many fire lines on private land, but some landowners chose to leave their fire lines in place.

Monitoring ofdozer line rehabilitation was completed in May and August on several sites on the Sula Ranger District. The

purpose ofthis monitoring was to determine efi‘ectiveness of rehabilitation efi‘orts completed as part of fire suppression

rehabilitation that occurred in September and October of 2000. At monitoring sites, slash that was placed on the

decompacted and restored fireline was efi‘ective in preventing OHV and other vehicle access; it also acted to trap sediment.

Relatively thick growth of grass has occurred. No dozer lines were built into riparian areas or across streams (Jakober,

2001). Refer also the Cumulative Effects section in the Fisheries report for more information on efiects ofdozer line.

Aircraft-delivered retardant used on Bitterroot 2000 wildland fires is likely to have minimal ecological effects. Fire-Trol

GTS-R, the primary retardant used by the Forest Service, is composed primarily of two common agricultural fertilizers

(ammonium sulfate and diammonium phosphate), and minor amounts of gum-thickener, preservative, color, and a

corrosion inlu'bitor. Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) filed with the EPA indicate a low order of toxicity. The MSDS

also states “Fire retardant chemicals applied near streams have been shown to have virtually no effect on them. This is

#
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partly because there is a minimum of migration ofchemicals fi-om areas as close as three meters fi'om the edge of a stream”.

Exact locations ofretardant drops cannot be determined accurately after large fires, but riparian areas and streams are

generally avoided to further minimize effects on these sensitive areas. Air attack forces are required to notify appropriate

personnel if riparian or streamside areas are treated, whether by mistake or for an over-riding circumstance. No known

streamside applications occurred during 2000 fire fighting efforts on the Bitterroot National Forest. When fire retardants

are directly applied to riparian areas and streams, some biological efiects can result (Minshall et al 1998). A more lengthy

discussion of this subject can be found in the Biological Assessment ofAerially Delivered Fire Retardant Guidelines

(USDI, USDC 2000), which is part of the project record.

Early post-fire monitoring results are not complete but suggest that aquatic invertebrate communities in the East Fork

Bitterroot River and Skalkaho Creek (watersheds with substantial amounts ofbumed area) are healthy. This information,

along with the MSDS and a lack of reports to the contrary, suggests that the ecological effects ofcommonly used wildfire

retardants are negligible, and did not add negatively afi‘ect burned areas in the Bitterroot National Forest.

Wildfires rarely burn homogenously across an entire watershed. Small tributary watersheds may burn severely and have a

high response (erosion and debris flows) while tributaries burned lightly or not at all would have no change. Effects from

the severely burned subwatershed may be diluted as the water flows fiirther downstream. Conversely, ifmany tributary

watersheds are burned severely, effects are amplified.

Following the 2000 fire, many roads within the proposed project area are at high risk oferosion Roads that are especially

at risk were constructed prior to the use ofBest Management Practices. All roads would be improved to meet those

improved standards, such as installation of ditch relief culverts to divert water from the roadside ditch to the hillslope where

the risk is low that runofl' would directly reach streams; shaping the road to reduce the risk ofwater running down the road,

eroding the surface of the road and depositing that eroded sediment in streams; stabilizing cut and fill slopes using

vegetation or other methods to reduce erosion.

Overland Flow/Runoff

Overland flow occurs when rainfall or snowmelt exceeds soil infiltration capacity. Variables that influence infiltration rates

in a forest include all soil/water relations: plant interception and evaporation, density and type ofvegetation, intensity and

duration ofprecipitation, gradient of slope, and whether the soil is frozen (USDA Forest Service 2000a; Burroughs and

King 1989, Troendle and Bevenger 1996). Overland flow rarely occurs in mature, unburned forest, due to interception by

the forest canopy, evapotranspiration, forest floor litter and decomposing organic matter, and native soil aeration.

Many of the factors that limit overland flow in a green forest change after fire of moderate to high severity. More

precipitation falls on soils due to reduced canopy interception Where fire intensity is high, soils can become water

repellent from restructured hydrocarbons forming around soil particles. Microclirnates change; soils have wider swings in

daily temperatures and may experience diurnal freeze/thaw where they had not before. These fictors all work in concert to

affect the rate of overland flow, which eventually becomes runofiand is delivered to streams. The amount of erosive

energy determines the amount ofpotential sediment delivered to a watercourse. Summer storms are a much more eficient

eroding force than overland flow fi‘om snowmelt (USDA Forest Service, 2000a).

Studies conducted in Yellowstone National Park following the 1988 fires (Minshall et al 1998, Troendle and Bevenger,

1996) indicate that fire-related debris flows and floods occurred across the landscape. Results ofthe studies found that the

year following the fire sheet erosion, rills and gullies formed and mass movement ofmaterial occurred when heavy rains

occurred. These were followed by debris flows and “black” water. Sediment increased in streams in burned watersheds

throughout the park from snowmelt and rain runofi' for several years following the fire (Franke, 2000; Minshall et al 1998;

Troendle and Bevenger, 1996).

The changes in stream channels were largest the first three years following the 1988 fires when large runofievents caused

major migration and/or downcutting in some streams. Since that time, the input of fire-related sediment into Yellowstone

streams has been reduced by even sparse growth ofplant cover. Much of the sediment is now being deposited along

floodplains where the nutrient rich material contributes to productivity. Debris flows still occur but only in areas where

vegetation is slow to recover (Franke, 2000, Minshall et al 1998). A similar response is expected in the Bitterroot Valley

and has been observed following heavy rains in the Bitterroot Valley in late July 2001 (pers. comm. with Dennis Gordon).

Stream Flows And Channel Response

For a wide range ofburn severities, the impacts on hydrology and sediment can be minimal in the absence ofprecipitation

(Robichaud, 2000). Watersheds where less than 25 percent of the area was bumed at moderate or high severity may result

in less than a 10 to 15 percent increase in stream flow with average precipitation events (Fames, 2000b). To estimate which
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streams may have elevated peak flows following the fire, a report in the Post-Fire Assessment by Phil Fames titled

“Analysis ofSnowmelt Runofi' and Impact ofthe 2000 Fires, Bitterroot River Drainage” lists the streamflow increases

expected as a result ofthe fires.

When a precipitation event follows a large, moderate to high severity fire, impacts can be far-reaching (Rinne, 1996 in

Robichaud, 2000; Minshall et al 1998). These impacts in severely burned watersheds can be manifested by overland flow

ofwater that results in sheet, rill, and gully erosion ofburned soils. The water/soil combination is concentrated in swales as

it movm downhill. The erosive mixture picks up velocity, gathers debris and ofien cuts channels and gullies in first order

and larger tributaries, at times scouring to bedrock, causing wide and deep gullies in extreme examples. This process

occurred in Laird, North Rye, Skalkaho, Gilbert, Dickson, Reimel, Sleeping Child and other drainages in July 2001. This

material is deposited in low gradient areas, in the valley bottoms and often in streams, blocking the channel and forcing the

stream to either cut through the debris deposit or through adjacent floodplains in an effort to form a channel. This results in

large amounts of sediment in the channel that is transported downstream as well as deposited in low gradient areas.

Following these events, the high levels ofunconsolidated sediment in smaller tributaries would result in relatively long

term sediment increases to the mainstream ofthe Bitterroot River.

Over a period of several years, the sediment will be transported downstream, and new channels will form and stabilize. We

have seen this in the Overwhich drainage where monitoring has shown that the percentage of fine sediments in stream

channels increased dramatically immediately following the debris flow, then decreased over the next 8 years, alluvial fans

formed during the debris flow have stabilized and become vegetated and lower gradient reaches in lower Overwhich Creek

have migrated across the valley (Forest Plan Monitoring Reports, 1998, 1999).

Debris flows have also occurred in wilderness settings following fire. The Swet fire in 1996, located primarily in the Storm

Creek drainage ofthe Selway River Basin, burned 40,085 acres with approximately 30 percent of this being high severity

fire, a similar percentage as the 2000 fires in the Bitterroot drainage. The year following the Swet Fire, many small debris

flows occurred between 1996 and 1997 with a few ofthese reaching major streams. One ofthose reaching Storm Creek,

occurred in a small (8’ bankfull width) unnamed tributary and deposited gravel sized sediment in Storm Creek for several

hundred yards downstream ofthe confluence. This sediment completely covered the substrate to a depth of several inches,

and an alluvial fan was formed at the mouth of this watershed from deposited material. When surveyed in 1999, the

sediment had been transported out of this reach and dispersed downstream as there were no large depositional areas of

material this size downstream ofthis tributary. The alluvial fan was revegetated to the extent that it was unrecognizable as

a new feature to those that had not seen it two years previous. By 1999, several more, larger debris flows had occurred on

tributaries to Storm Creek that had blocked the stream in the vicinity ofStorm Creek Flat. These had flowed across the

stream requiring the stream to cut through or around the debris flows to reestablish it’s stream channel. In these areas and

immediately downstream, the streambanks erosion was indicated by raw and exposed roots ofbank vegetation.

Stream surveys were conducted at six sites in Storm Creek in 1997 and 1999. Results indicated that the percentage of fine

sediments in the substrate decreased between 1997 and 1999 (Forest Plan Monitoring Report, 1999). Observation of stream

banks in 1999 indicated that the low gradient channels had more eroded banks than in 1997. Some ofthese eroded banks

were located where debris flows had occurred. Where riparian vegetation was completely consumed by the fire (the

majority ofStorm Creek), the willow, alder and dogwood was sprouting in 1997, one year after the fire. By 1999, these

shrubs were lto 3 feet tall and coming in thick along the burned stream banks.

Combined with high variability in distribution of fire effects, no two watersheds exhibit the same response to changes in

watershed conditions. Differences in watershed size, geology, landforms, and management/disturbance history add

complexity. However, there are similarities within stream systems that have similar routing and flow characteristics.

Steeper charmels either tend to transport sediment and water very efficiently in a short period of time and low gradient

channels generally accumulate and route sediment, responding more slowly. Rates of transport and response in stream

reaches are used for observing response to disturbance and recovery. Changes in channel morphology can be a reflection of

changes in flows or increased sediment (or both) or a response to a structural change in the channel or streambank.

Minshall et a1 (1998) studied stream ecology responses to the 1988 Yellowstone fires. The post-fire studies suggest that

stream ecology reflects vegetation condition and structure of adjacent uplands, producing a continuum of in-stream

conditions as vegetation slowly moves towards its climax state. This successional process can be “reset” a number of times

by post-fire mudflows and does not produce a smooth recovery “curve.” Streams within burned areas on the Bitterroot can

be expected to continue to respond to vegetation changes in analysis area watersheds, producing a dynamic aquatic

community. Habitat diversity, woody debris, and invertebrate communities will change temporally as post-fire conditions

and events (herbaceous and woody plants, debris and mud flows, watershed hydrology) interact with local streams. As fire
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afi'ects difl‘erent watersheds over time, a variety ofconditions exist across the landscape to support those ecological

communities that favor any given post-fire niche.

Discussion with Bill Elliot of the Rocky Mountain Research Station (personal communication 02/09/01) reveals some of

his thoughts on sediment and fires. He describes the fire cycle (and sediment cycle) as follows: fire —erosion —deposition —

then transport of sediment out of reach, then the cycle starts all over again He believes that what we see as sediment

transported or measured in watersheds not afiected by fire for long time periods is largely sediment produced and deposited

from the last fire, road sediment, plus sediment fi'om activities such as past timber harvest where practices did not

effectively mitigate impacts.

These predictions ofwatershed response to fires have been realized in the Bitterroot burned areas. The geomorphic

processes discussed above have been widespread within the severely and moderately burned watersheds. These events are

expected to continue intermittently over the next several years, until vegetation stabilizes burned areas. Current watershed

conditions are discussed within each Geographic Area section.

Water Quality

Changes in physical or chemical quality of streams are usually temporary or transitory and dependent on flow regime.

Ammonium-N and phosphorous concentrations can increase an order ofmagnitude after wildfire and organic-N can double

(USDA Forest Service, 2000a). These concentrations are temporary and are usually delivered to the streams by pulses of

delivered sediment from hillslope erosion. Indications are that these nutrients are rapidly taken up by microbiota in the

streams, enriching the food base for recovering aquatic life. Nutrients also are retained for later release in floodplains and

wetlands; this is one ofthe natural processes ofnutrient cycling for streams.

Hillslope and bank erosion can greatly increase turbidity during snowmelt and rain runofi afler fire or a severe storm event.

Suspended fine sediment and ash detritus can be carried long distances during high streamflow and may not settle out until

streamflow diminishes or slows, as in a backwater or eddy. Fine and coarse sediment remobilize when stream flow energy

increases. These “channel maintenance flows” are very important. Nutrient-rich sediments carried downstream in

suspension can deposit in reservoirs and slower moving irrigation canals, causing eutrophication or reducing storage area.

Fire Lines

Future file suppression efforts have the potential to cause sediment input, changes in chemical composition from retardant

drops in stream and removal ofriparian shade on streams. The risk ofnegative effects can be reduced by applying:

—Forest direction of fire line location, especially for dozer lines that are larger than hand lines.

—The use ofresource advisors to monitor to direct fire line location and construction in the field.

—Timely rehabilitation of fire lines.

Application of these mitigations during the fires of 2000 reduced significant sediment input to streams and kept losses of

riparian shade from fire suppression at low levels. It is likely that these kinds ofmitigations would be applied during fiiture

fires and would similarly reduce the efiects of fire suppression.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

In Alternative A (the No Action Alternative), no watershed improvements or fuels reduction are proposed. There would be

no short-term increases in sediment yields fi‘om ground disturbance associated with watershed improvements, fuels

reduction, and temporary road construction, or landing construction.

With No Action, there would be fewer opportunities to reduce human caused sediment yields by improving drainage on

roads, decompacting road surfaces or obliterating road prisms. Emergency restoration activities will continue at the most

threatened sites but other sites would be addressed over a larger period using regular Forest funds. In some cases road

drainage and stability issues that would have been addressed by one ofthe action alternatives may cause additional adverse

impacts to downstream water quality. Sediment inputs would likely remain high over the next 2-3 years until vegetation re

establishes itself. Following the re-establishment ofvegetation, sediment yields would likely decline to near pre-fire levels

in less than 5 years (Wells, et al., 1979). Hydrophobic soils will recover over the next 2 years to pre-fire conditions.
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The risk ofoverland flow on areas that were burned at high severity where hydrophobic soils formed would decrease until

infiltration rates that are within the natural range of variability were attained. Water yields are estimated to increase

following the fire and slowly decrease as vegetation recovers to the point that use ofmoisture would be similar to that

present prior to the fire and openings created by the fire become narrower from greater levels ofcrown closure. The

increases in water yields would result in instream erosion as channel systems lengthen and widen to provide enough area to

carry higher flows. Defined channel systems would extend further up the slope where the fire killed large percentages of

vegetation and increased equivalent clearcut area. Over time, as water yields decreased, these channels would narrow and

recover to pre-fire conditions.

Sediment yields that result from increases in upland erosion would scour steeper channels and be deposited in low gradient

stream reaches. Low gradient reaches would experience channel migration. Alluvial fins would be augmented with

sediment from upstream sources.

Over the next 10-30 years, the trees killed in last summers’ fires will fall to the ground. This process benefits streams by

contrflauting large woody debris. Valuable functions oflarge woody debris include energy dissipation, sediment storage

and fish habitat Over an entire watershed, the amount of large woody debris may be a concern (please see the

Fire and Fuels section). Fires that might start in these large fuels tend to burn hotter (Otmar and Vihnanek, 1990) and may

be more likely to form hydrophobic soils than fires that would burn in areas with less fuel or would burn for short time

periods (Post Fire Assessment, 4.1). The risk of this occurring would be greatest in areas where large amount of firels were

jackstrawed (Gerhardt, personal communication, 4/01), and this is likely to occur in areas ofthe 2000 burn where large

amounts of fuels are left standing.

Effects Common to All Action Alternatives

Post-Fire Logging Effects on Watershed Function

Melver and Star (2000) have reviewed available published literature on the efi‘ects of post-fire logging operations. The few

complete studies on watershed response suggest that efl'ects depend on specific features ofburned stands and the harvest

methods used. The next three paragraphs summarize their findings.

Stand characteristics that influence watershed response to logging inchide intensity ofthe burn, slope, and soil texture and

composition. Erosion tended to be accelerated by increases in both burn intensity and slope angle. An important

contributor to erosion was the combination of intense fire and coarse soils, because soil hydrophobic layers form most

easily under these conditions. In general, erosion rates on logged areas were higher than un-logged control areas, although

in some studies the woody residue fi'om logging provided a mitigating effect.

A main determinant ofpost-fire erosion rates was logging method. Tractor skidding over bare ground created the highest

percentage of soil disturbance (36%), followed by cable skidding (32%), tractor skidding over snow (9.9%), skyline (2.8%),

and helicopter (0.7%). In general, disturbance from various logging systems in burned areas parallels that seen in unburned

stands. Sediment yield fiom post-fire logging were relatively short term in several studies (3 to 4 years to return to pre

treatment levels), but elevated sediment levels were apparent for longer terms on some sites.

Water yield increases associated with post-fire logging appear to be more closely related to compaction and reduced

infiltration than with burned vegetation removal This water yield increase is minimal when compared to fire-related

increases caused by the loss of transpiration capability and by hydrophobic soils.

McIver and Star (2000) felt literature on post-fire logging efi‘ects was very limited. Many studies have not been replicated,

discouraging the application ofresults beyond specific sites and conditions. Whether local operations produce the efiects

seen in published studies depends on site and fire characteristics, manner of implementation, and mitigation effectiveness.

Other authors have detailed logging efi'ects in green stands. Surfice erosion depends on extent and continuity ofbare areas,

so soil loss from the discontinuous disturbance patterns left by logging systems themselves is often slight (Rice et al 1972).

Rice (et al 1972) also found that the choice of logging system has significant impact on the amount of disturbance.

Clayton’s (1981) study ofhelicopter logging on granitic soils found on-site disturbance attributable to harvest was limited

to about 2% of the harvest area. Disturbed areas eroded at about 10 times their natural rate but appeared to be healing 2

years after operations ceased (Clayton 1981). Disturbance duration has varied somewhat in documented studies. Megahan

(l972) found that about 93% of the total erosion in a six-year study period occurred within the first two years. Klock

(1985) uses a 6-year duration for partial-cut summer cable or tractor logging over snow for cumulative effects modeling,

but erosion rates fill to about 25% of the initial rate after only 3 years. Summer tractor logging efl'ects were increased to 7

years in the same partial-cut scenario.

—-_—___—_—-__—_—_————
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Residence periods for sediment in streams depends on many variables, including duration ofthe increased input, sediment

volume and size, channel characteristics and precipitation/stream flow (Rosgen 1996; Waters 1995). With a flow regime

containing the “normal” spring high flows, Waters (1995) notes sediment transport out of a study reach in two years.

Presumably, this sediment transport may cause other problems downstream (Waters 1995). Significant recovery from fire

sediment varied from 3 to 10 years depending on vegetation and landscape fictors (Brown 1989). Channel response to

sediment depends on substrate size, channel slope, bank stability, and other physical fictors (Rosgen 1996), suggesting that

recovery rates after the fires also vary with these characteristics.

Yount and Nierni (1990) determined biotic recovery generally begins soon after removal of chronic or pulse disturbance

fictors. Reproduction rates and available undisturbed refuges were seen as important fictors in rate ofrecovery. Because

local fauna have evolved under local disturbance regimes, recovery often occurs quickly (Yount and Nierni 1990). If

disturbances are at the watershed scale, then recovery is likely to parallel the recovery of vegetation in the watershed

(Ycunt and Nierni 1990).

Harvest effects ofthe proposed alternatives are expected to follow those seen in various published studies ofburned and

green area logging. Cable and winter tractor logging can be expected to result in a low level oferosion, tapering offto pre

disturbance levels in 3 to 7 years after partial-cut treatments. Helicopter logging effects would be extremely limited and

mostly healed within 2 years oftreatment. With a variety of stream types on the BNF, recovery rates for various streams

from combined fire and potential harvest effects may difl’er. If the major fire and post-fire logging effects are limited to

increases in sediment and water temperatures, available literature suggests that recovery ofbiotic communities to a pre

disturbance status would evolve as sedimentation fi'om fires and harvest decrease, and as shade increases. Mitigation

measures found in Chapter 2 and low-impact logging methods are intended to limit harvest efl‘ects to the lowest intensity

and shortest duration possible, and therefore offer the least possible contribution to overall effects, and the least hindrance

to biotic and stream systems recovery. Watershed improvements would also aid in long-term recovery by reducing chronic

inputs of fine sediments to these same systems. Confounding fictors that could increase effects or slow watershed recovery

after fire and logging are likely limited to improperly applied harvest methods, debris flow events (such as those seen in

July 2001), landslides, or severe drought.

Sediment modeling (PF-watershed-4l) suggests changes resulting from implementation ofthe proposed salvage logging

activities are minimal when compared to those related to the 2000 fires. Regardless ofthe alternative selected, mitigation

described in Chapter 2 would be applied to reduce efi'ects. Activities would be designed so that they would reduce effects

to watershed condition. For all the action alternatives, the design ofthe activity, the use of the RHCA (Riparian Habitat

Conservation Area) buffer area along streams, and the application of Best Management Practices (BMPs) would reduce or

eliminate threats to decreases in watershed conditions that might occur from proposed activities. Those efiects described

under the No-Action Alternative would occur within the RHCAs. Watershed improvements would reduce sediment

sources and improve infiltration throughout the analysis area. Steep, severely burned sites would be avoided or would

receive additional mitigation measures. High hazard landtypes and landslide prone areas, especially those that were

severely burned will also be avoided.

Activities are proposed within these watersheds that were subject to fire during 2000. Project efi'ects analysis will be

focused in 6‘h Code HUC watersheds that were delineated using the Natural Resource and Conservation Service

methodology. Analysis will include direct, indirect, and cumulative effects within the 6d‘ code HUC’s. Changes in water

and sediment yield fi'om the proposed activities, and the effect ofthese changes on stream channel conditions, channel

stability, downstream conditions and water quality will be analyzed.

The existing burned condition of the watershed is the starting point for analysis. The changes fi'om the present condition

resulting from the proposed activities will be evaluated in the section on Environmental Consequences. The effects will be

evaluated on water quality (sediment and water yields) and on fisheries (in the fisheries sections), as these are the primary

beneficial uses. Estimates of changes in sediment and water yields resulting fi'om the proposed activities will be modeled

and the effects on stream channel conditions are evaluated.

In all action alternatives there would be a short-term increase (less than three years) of sediment that would result from

pulling culverts and decompacting road surfices (especially when located near streams). Where culverts are pulled,

increases would be approximately 0.1 tons/year/site fi'om the disturbed sites when mitigation is applied (Decker, personal

communication 4/2000). This decreases over a few years (typically 3 years) to a point where there is a long-term decrease

from road improvements such as graveling, culvert removal and revegetation because of the reduction in sediment sources

(Burroughs and King, 1989; Foltz, 1996).

There would be improvements in stream channel fimction from culvert removal. Eliminating culverts allows the stream to

function within an unconfined stream channel and improves hydrology in riverine wetlands present along the channel.
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Removal of culverts would reduce the risk ofculvert failure fi'om blockage or overtopping. It would allow the stream to

better adapt to increases and decreases in flows. Following culvert removal, the streams in those locations will be better
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than that from the culvert and energy would be dissipated through turbulence at the channel boundary. Culvert removal

also results in a fisheries benefit that is described in the fisheries section.

Table 3-22 - Number of Culverts Removed by Hydrologic Unit for Each Alternative

Watershed Name HUC Alt. A Alt. B Alt. C and E
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In all action alternatives there would also be some decreases in water yields associated with compacted road surfaces and

subsurface flow interception Road cuts intercept both surface runoff and shallow groundwater, capturing it in ditches and

this becomes part of the surface drainage network. Rainfall that falls directly on the cut and fill slopes doesn’t infiltrate but

runs offonto slopes below the road or into ditches. The above two examples can result in more rapid runoff following

storms or snowmelt; increased peak flows and increased sediment delivery (Horel, 1996). Proposed decommissioning and

decompaction increases infiltration rates and therefore decreases overland flow (Luce, I997, PF-Watershed-4l). Roads put

into storage would retain some ditch segments to preserve the road profile, with waterbars to cross-drain them.

In Alternatives B, D, E, and F, some increases in water yields would result from the removal ofdead tree boles because of

the changes in interception. In a green stand, live trees can hold a large amount ofprecipitation on leaves and needles

during storm events and some ofthis evaporates before reaching the ground. Removal ofthe dead tree boles would reduce

this holding (and evaporative) capacity to some small extent. Those areas with intermediate (green tree) harvest would see

relatively greater increases in water yield due to the increased interception capabilities ofthe removed trees (Alternatives B,

D, and F). These processes are included in cumulative effects modeling for the project (PF-Watershed-41).

The magnitude and extent of erosion, sedimentation, and water yield changes is discussed for each Geographic Area.

Over the next l0-30 years, the standing dead trees will fall to the ground and this along with the growth ofnew trees and

underbrush that grows during that time period would provide fuel should a fire start. The presence of heavy fuel —the large

fiallen trees- would cause the fires to burn for a long time at high heat resulting in the formation of hydrophobic soils,

possibly for a second time. Reducing the fuels would reduce this risk.

Many roads within the analysis area are at high risk oferosion, especially following the fire. Many of these roads were

constructed prior to guidelines that result in decreased sediment input to streams. Roads would be improved to meet those

guidelines, such as diverting water fi'om the roadside ditch to the hillslope with ditch relief culverts to lower the risk that

runoffwould reach streams; shaping the road to reduce the risk of water running on the road eroding the road surface and

depositing the sediment in streams; stabilizing cut and fill slopes using vegetation or other method to reduce erosion.
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Some roads would be put into storage and closed year long following use and allowed to revegetate. Drainage would be

self-maintaining. Surface ripping may also be done. On a decompacted road in the Meadow Creek drainage, a comparison

survey of infiltration was done during a Forest Plan Monitoring Trip in October of 1997 showed that infiltration occurred

much quicker on the decompacted surface than on the undisturbed road surface (8 minutes 30 seconds for water to infiltrate

on the road surface compared to 2 minutes 30 seconds on the decompacted road surface for the same amount of water). In

a study conducted by Charles Luce (1997) decompaction (ripping) improved infiltration.

Where culverts are removed, the fill would be completely removed and the banks shaped to a similar contour as those

above and below the crossing. Rocks and/or logs would be placed in the channel to mimic the habitat that occurs above

and below the crossing. Ifwoody vegetation were available, it would be transplanted along the banks to speed the

revegetation process. The area disturbed would be covered with erosion control mat and seeded (refer to BMP 11.02).

By decompacting and restoring the slope contour, runofi" is infiltrated, shallow ground water isn’t intercepted, and the

surface road ditch network is eliminated. Road prism restoration may result in fewer slides and washouts (Horel, 1996).

Vegetation would be better able re-established on the surface on decompacted and recontoured roads. Decompaction not

only improves infiltration, it increases the depth developing root systems can penetrate.

In all harvest alternatives (Alternatives B, D, E, and F) there would be some increase of coarse woody debris on the soil.

This would reduce the extent and severity of rilling (surface erosion) within the treated units. Following large fires and

salvage on the Boise National Forest, post-salvage monitoring showed that where slash was left on the ground, fire induced

surface erosion was reduced and sometimes eliminated (Maloney and Thornton, 1995). Eroded sediment was stored on the

slopes behind woody debris instead ofmoving down the slopes, and being delivered to stream channels. The magnitude of

the efi'ect associated with roads would vary by alternative and is discussed by geographic area.

Reforestation would occur in all action alternatives. The planting of seedlings would decrease the time to hydrologic

recovery by starting conifers growing on sites several years sooner than natural regeneration.

Pertinent Best Management Practices (BMPs) would be applied in action alternatives. The application ofBMPs maintains

and improves water quality by controlling nonpoint pollution sources of surface water. The use ofBMPs is the foundation

ofwater quality standards for the State of Montana. This is documented in ARM 16.20.603 and means that land

management activities must not generate pollutants in excess of those that are naturally occurring, regardless of the streams

classification Naturally occurring is defined by the ARM as the water quality condition resulting from runoffor

percolation over which man has no control or fiom developed lands where all reasonable land, soil and water conservation

practices (BMPs) have been applied. In conclusion, land management activities that are in compliance with Montana water

quality law and regulations have three elements in common: (1) BMPs are applied, (2) Beneficial uses are not impaired,

and (3) Monitoring is in place to test whether BMPs are adequate to protect beneficial uses.

Cumulative effects in the East and West Forks HUC’s (0506 and 0305) are included in the analysis. In the main stem of the

Bitterroot River below the East Fork-West Fork confluence, effects would be diluted because ofthe large area involved,

which would dilute and mask efi‘ects downstream. Downstream to larger streams, the effects of large disturbances

diminish; often called “dilution” In larger downstream areas, areas not afi‘ected by activities and the larger streamflows

dilute effects from specific actions. In Skalkaho and Sleeping Child areas, efl‘ects would be diluted and be minor in the

lower reaches. In the Blodgett area, efl'ects would be masked by the large upstream, wilderness areas.

General Watershed Sensitivity

Existing conditions can predispose some watersheds to react more strongly to management activities. To better understand

potential management risks, known watershed cumulative effect problems, fire extent, and treatment acres on steep slopes

are used to explore possible watershed sensitivity and compare alternatives. Sediment figures are estimates and should be

used only for comparison between alternatives. Sediment figures are fiom document PF-watershed-4l.

The Montana Department of Environmental Quality (MTDEQ) 303(d) list represents watersheds with known cumulative

efi‘ects problems. Those streams listed as having sediment-related water quality issues may be afiected by proposed

activities ifmore sediment is contributed. Table 3-23 displays both 1996 and 2000 303(d) list streams/watersheds and the

net and percentage change in modeled sediment due to proposed activities.
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Table 3-23 — 6"‘ level HUCs containing MTDEQ 1996 and 2000 303(d) stream segments

HUC m AltB ARC A111)

1005 Upper Blodgett -O.4 -0.4

0.0% (0.0%) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%)

-0.3 -1.9 -l.6 -3.2

2.0% 0.0% (2.0% (2.0% 2.0% 0.0%

smnananmamna
(0.3%) 0. %) 3.0%) (1.0%) (3.0%) (4.0%)

WIWHWIIHHHH
3.0% (0.0%) (4.0%) 0.0%) 3.0%) -1.0%)

-1.7 -1.7 4 -1.s

0.0% (0.0%) 0.0% 00%

0. 8

0

- l .0% 0.0%

7

Stream EEEEEEEEEH

l 101 Lower Blodgett, Sheafinan, Mill

0801 R

0901 S. Fk. Skalkaho, Weasel

0902 Daly, Falls

0903 Middle Skalkaho 00 151 0.0

0701 srks1ccpiiigc1ii1d 31.5 -1.6 315 -15 26.7 -0.1

3

9

-2 9 7.0

O 0%) 1.0%

-5.1 7.9Switchback, Divide (N. Fk.) -3.9

1.0% -1.0% 1 0% I 0.0%

Middle Sleeping Child, Two Bear -14.7 -15.0

1.0% 0.0% 1.0% (0.0% 1.0% 1.0%)

0704 L. Sleeping Child, s. Fk. L. Sleeping 0.0 310.0 -7.2 310.8 182.4 217.0 -9.5

Child, Roers Gulch (7.0%) (0.0%) (0.0% (4.0% 5.0% (0.0%)

0401 Moose mmmmm

0403 Martin‘ 0s 08 -0.8 -0.8 w

-1.0% 0.0% -1.0%) (1.0% -1.0%)

Ommm* M “IWIIIHEIEH
(0.0% (0.0%) 0.0% (0.0%) 0.0%) -1.0%

WRM* M "namnnnnmma
0.0% -1.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% -2.0%

0506 Lower E. Fk., Medicine Tree, Maynard, -40.2 556.4

Laird, Gilbert 4.0% (0.0% 4.0% 3.0% 3.0% 0.0%

0102

0103

0104

Hu ; es

Overwhich

nmammmflnunmna1.0%) 0.0% 1.0%) (0.0%) 1.0% 0.0%omnaaalllnwnmnunnnmnmmn
1.0% 0.0%) 1.0%) 0.0% 1.0% 0.0%

m

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 00Mean ercentae chane fi'om existin m 0.00 i 1.0 A .

* Stream fi'om 1996, 303(d) list proposed for de-listing in 2000 303(d) list. Current MTDEQ requires display ofboth lists.

Alternative A is the no-action alternative and proposes no management activities. This table is derived from Table 7 in the

Burned Area Recovery Watershed Analysis Revised Final Report (PF-Watershed-4l) and accounts for sedoment increases

produced and delivered to streams fi'om hillslope activities as well as for decreases of sediment estimated to be decreased

following decommissioning and road upgrades in the various alternatives. In the cumulative efl‘ects sections, these

increases and decreases are separated. High percentages ofburned area can produce water and sediment yield increases and

make watersheds sensitive to further increases. Published literature generally supports the idea that watersheds with more

than 25% vegetation removal begin to show increases in water and sediment yield (Bosch and Hewlett 1982; Troendle and

Kaufinann, 1987). Table 3-24 displays those watersheds with greater than 25% ofcombined high and moderate severity

burned area and the net and percentage change in modeled sediment due to proposed activities.

Harvest activities and fires on steep slopes generally produce more erosion and sediment to streams than those on lesser

slopes, all other variables being equal (Megahan, 1981). Table 3-25 displays harvest acres on slopes between 51% and

75%, and over 75%, for each alternative. Alternative A is the no-action alternative and proposes no management activities.

6”‘ level HUCs containing MTDEQ 1996 and 2000 303(d) stream segments are displayed in Table 3-23 along with
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estimated net (ton/yr) and change in sediment from existing, by alternative. Percentage change from existing is listed in

parentheses. The changes reflect the first year immediately following treatments.

Table 3-23 suggests that proposed operations may result in a net sediment increase in some 303(d) listed watersheds, with

the amount of increase varying by alternative. However, the percentage changes put the sediment increases or decreases

into context with the existing condition and watershed size; the small degree of change (from 0 to .01 %) suggests minimal

overall impacts on a watershed scale. Reasons for these small increases include the large sediment level estimated for the

post-fire existing condition, low-impact logging methods, and RHCA bufi’ers. Viewing the net change totals gives a

relative comparison for the alternatives. Results suggest that Alternative D will produce the most sediment in WQLS

watersheds, followed in decreasing effect by Alternatives B, F, E, A (no action), C and G. Alternatives C and G were

estimated to decrease sediment below the existing condition due to no harvest and the focus on watershed improvements.

Model results estimate sediment yield in the year following the proposed harvest. Watershed improvements were assumed

to start reducing sediment in the first year following completion. Small sediment pulses fi'om the watershed improvement

activities and long-term efiects of their sediment reduction are not reflected in this table. The use ofmodeled absolute

numbers is problematic, and this table should be used for relative comparison between alternatives. Severely burned 6'h

level watersheds are shown in Table 3-24 with predicted net sediment change immediately following harvest (year 1).

Table 3-24 suggests that proposed operations may result in a net sediment increase in severely burned watersheds, with the

amount of increase varying by alternative. The percentage changes put the sediment increases or decreases into context

with the existing condition and watershed size; the small degree ofchange (from 0 to .02 %) suggests minimal overall

impacts for all alternatives. Viewing the net change totals gives a relative comparison for the alternatives. Results suggest

that Alternative D will produce the most sediment in severely burned watersheds, followed in decreasing effect by

Alternatives B, F, E, A (no action), C and G. This ranking is identical to that seen in discussion on Table 3-23.

Model results in the tables estimate sediment yield in the year following the proposed harvest. Watershed improvements

were assumed to start reducing sediment in the first year following completion. Small sediment pulses from the watershed

improvement activities and long-term efl‘ects of their sediment reduction are not reflected in this table. The use ofmodeled

absolute numbers is problematic, and all tables should be used for relative comparison between alternatives.

Table 3-24- Sediment Change in Severely burned 6"1 Code HUCs Following Harvest

M0d.Burn AltA AltB AltC AltD AltE AltF AltG

L. SleepingChild,S.FkL. n 3100 217.0 -9.5

Child,RoersGulch (7.0% 0.0% 7.0% 4.0% (5.0% (0.0%

m 1.0% (0.0% 1.0% 0.0% (1.0%) 0.0%

It] 1.0% -1.0% 1.0%) 0.0% 1.0% 0.0%)

N- R “W lil
3.0% 0.0% 3.0% 1.0% 3.0% -1.0%)

flflflnflClifl‘ord

"I! 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% -0.01%

Tolan 29 95.6 -2.2 106.5

_-E (1.0%)

I1! 2.0% 0.0% 2.0% 1.0% 1.0% 0.0%)

Cameron 100.6 48.9 81.7

Lower 15. Fk.,Medicine Tree, 50 599.7 -40.2 599.9

III-Elm

Net Sediment Change 0 11.1 m
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Table 3-25 suggests Alternatives D and B will affect the greatest area on steep slopes, followed in order by Alternatives F,

E, G, C and A. Greater amounts of disturbance on steep slopes suggests that a given alternative may create more erosion

and sedimentation than one disturbing fewer acres ofsteep slopes. This table does not reflect potential benefits or

mitigating efi'ects of watershed improvement activities or conservation measures.

Table 3-25 — Harvest acres on slopes from 51 to 75% and greater than 75%

Alternative

Acres 51% to 75%

O\O 253g‘0

Due to the increased sensitivity ofsteep slopes, extra mitigation and monitoring measures are proposed. Please see Table

2-10 for Management Requirements and Mitigation Measures and the Watershed Monitoring Plan for details. Harvest

activities proposed on steep, severely burned soils may require additional mitigation to ensure that the slope is stable. This

can include such things as directional tree felling of some of the remaining stand following harvest, mulching or seeding

among other treatments. The need for this additional work would be evaluated by soils and watershed personnel following

harvest on each of these units located on steep, severely burned soils. Operating on frozen or snow covered (24” of settled

snow minimum) ground can also help mitigate harvest effects on steep slopes.

1

Comparing the alternative rankings from the sensitivity analysis tables helps confirm the relative ranking ofalternatives. In

all three cases, the ranking (from highest to lowest potential impact) ran fi'om Alternative D, to B, F, E, G, and C for action

alternatives. In Table 3-23and Table 3-24, Alternative A fell between Alternatives B and C, as C (and Alternative G) are

estimated to have negative net sediment changes. This is due to the lack ofharvest activities in Alternatives C and G along

with their sediment decreases fi'om watershed improvements.

The following Geographic Area discussions consider model results for all 6'h level HUCs for all alternatives. Physical

characteristics ofthe analysis area that may influence watershed response and recovery are addressed. Included in this

section is discussion of existing conditions in 6lh Code HUC watersheds affected by fire in 2000.
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Blodgett Geographic Area

Existing Condition

The area of analysis for Blodgett includes the following 6th Code Hydrologic Units: Upper Blodgett (1005), Lower

Blodgett (1007), and Sheafinan and Mill (1101). These areas are included in analysis because portions ofthem were

burned during the fires of2000 and activities are proposed within them.

The streams ofthe Blodgett area are high-gradient streams that originate high in the Bitterroot Mountains and flow east

through steep, glaciated, U-shaped valleys formed in granitic rock and associated gneiss. Steep slopes with shallow soils

are common. Low capacity for water storage causes runofi to be rapidly delivered from snowmelt and rainstorrns. Small

basins in the headwaters make particularly important contributions to year-round flows and temperature regulation by

storing and slowly releasing meltwaters fiom the winter’s snow. These channels are mostly transport reaches until they

reach the upper terraces of the Bitterroot River valley floor.

Several small tributary streams originate along the mountain face, rapidly descending through steep V-notch inner gorges

(e. g., Cow and Tag Alder Creeks). Streams are “flashy”, responding rapidly to precipitation. Channels are very sensitive to

scour from increased peak flows. Inner gorges are sensitive to streams undercutting along hillslope margins; this can

increase hillslope erosion or debris slides.

The Rosgen stream class type map, BAER surveys, and review ofthe GIS topographic layer indicate steep headwater

streams for most of the length of the smaller watershed streams. Where these streams meet toe slopes and alluvial fans,

stream type changes to lower gradient streams. Both ofthese stream types are transport streams that move sediment and

water efliciently downstream. Downstream impoundments and diversions are at risk of sediment and ash deposition and

potential faihrre from high flows. Structures adjacent to streams are at risk to flooding and bank erosion. The steep

headwater charmels tend to fill in with colluvium over time, and during high flows, are subject to severe bank erosion and

scouring. They can carry sediment and debris rapidly downstream, plugging culverts and removing road fills.

On National Forest land, the three large streams (Canyon Creek, Blodgett Creek, and Mill Creek) are well-developed “B”

type channels with small inclusions of“C” channels. These streams handle high flow events from rapid snowmelt and will

transport runofi" and sediment efiiciently downstream. Aerial photography indicates that stream banks are well armored

with granitic boulders, woody debris, and shrub/tree vegetation.

Below the National Forest boundary, Blodgett Creek, Mill Creek, Canyon Creek, Tamarack Creek, and Churn Creek are

mapped as response reaches or “C” channels. Others remain transport channels. Depending on condition of stream banks,

severe bank erosion may occur during high flows and channel migration may occur in the response reaches.

Overall burn severity in the large canyons (Mill Creek, Canyon Creek, and Blodgett Creek) was low. Unburned and low

severity burn bufi‘er effects from high burn severity areas. The Sheafinan Creek Canyon was unburned. Smaller

watersheds on the Bitterroot lace (Tag Alder Creek, Cow Creek, Tamarack Creek, and Churn Creek) received a much

higher concentration ofmoderate and severe burn. The fires within these areas consumed most ofthe standing trees,

shrubs, grasses, and dufi' layer.

Several smaller watersheds are located above the community ofPinesdale (Cow Creek, Sage Creek, and Sheridan Creek).

Cow Creek serves several domestic water supplies.

Inchrded in the evaluation of current conditions are the effects ofpast activities. The stream channel is the indicator of

upstream and upland conditions. It is constantly adjusting to changes in sediment and water yield (Rosgen, 1996). Because

of this, the stream channel is the best indicator of watershed condition.

Canyon Creek (1004)

This is a 24 square mile interfluve area that includes the city ofHamilton. An interfluve is an area that is not a distinct

watershed with watershed boundaries; instead it contains land area on either side of drainage. Within this interfluve, a

portion is on the west side of the Bitterroot River and includes National Forest as well as private land. A little less than half

of the land on the west side is wilderness and there are two dams that were constructed for irrigation purposes before the

establishment of the National Forest on Canyon and Wyant Lakes. The remainder of the area is National Forest lands and

mostly private lands that include Barley, Sawdust, and Owings Creeks on the west side and across the Bitterroot River,

including the southern part ofthe Hamilton city limits and east to the area between Gird Creek and Skalkaho Creek

#
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watersheds. The geographic features in this area are highly variable. Canyon Creek is glaciated and unmanaged and the

private land is deposited glacial and alluvial material that is subdivided and fiirmed.

No stream surveys have been conducted on Canyon Creek or within this HUC, as there has been little activity within this

watershed on National Forest lands, the stream should be in reference condition. The majority ofthe watershed on the

National Forest is wilderness; it was not rated in the Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis and is considered healthy.

The IWWR rated this HUC as having good geomorphic integrity and water quality.

Two percent ofthis HUC was affected by moderate and high severity fire and an additional three percent was burned at a

low severity level. The high and moderate severity occurred as small pockets on the Blodgett/Canyon divide. Water yields

are estimated to increase less than one percent as a result of the fire within the HUC. There is moderate risk that overland

and debris flows would occur in the portion of the watershed affected by high severity fire. The areas affected are small,

and surrounded by well-vegetated lands so downstream effects would be minimal.

This area contributes water and sediment to the Bitterroot River that is on the Montana 2000 303d report. The probable

impaired use is the aquatic life support and cold-water fishery caused by flow alteration, nutrients, siltation and thermal

modifications.

In summary, the lands on National Forest are in good health. Few roads, no live stream crossings on National Forest, and

limited timber harvest have resulted in healthy conditions. Area-wide the major cause ofchange is human uses associated

with homes, the town ofHamilton and farming. The fire that occurred in this area should not impair downstream activities

on private or national forest lands. It is not likely that effects fi'om the fire would afiect channel conditions on the main

stem of the Bitterroot River.

Upper Blodgett (1005)

This is a 28 square mile watershed west ofHamilton Most of this is wilderness with the remainder being private land

within the actual watershed ofBlodgett. There are two dams in the Blodgett Creek watershed, one on Blodgett Lake and

the other on High Lake; both dams were constructed for irrigation purposes before the establishment ofthe National Forest,

and High Lake is located outside of the wilderness area while Blodgett Dam is located within the Selway-Bitterroot

Wilderness.

No stream surveys have been conducted on Blodgett Creek and there has been little activity within this watershed on

National Forest lands. The stream should be in reference, or healthy condition. The only difference between reference and

current conditions would be the augmentation of flows during late season to provide irrigation water to downstream users.

Since the majority ofthe watershed that is on the National Forest is wilderness, it was not rated in Bitterroot Sensitive

Watershed Analysis and is considered healthy. The IWWR rated this HUC as having good geomorphic integrity and water

quality.

Five percent ofthis HUC was afiected by moderate and high severity fire and an additional eight percent was burned at a

low severity level. The high and moderate severity occurred on the south side ofthe stream up to the watershed divide.

Water yields are estimated to increase less than one percent as a result of the fire. There is moderate risk that overland and

debris flows could occur in the portion ofthe watershed aflected by high severity fire. The areas affected are small, and

surrounded by well-vegetated, unburned lands so downstream effects would be minimal

This area contributes water and sediment to the Bitterroot River that is on the Montana 2000 303d report. The probable

impaired use is the aquatic life support and cold-water fishery caused by flow alteration, nutrients, siltation and thermal

modifications.

In summary, the area on National Forest is in good health. The fire that occurred in this area should not impair downstream

activities on private or National Forest lands.

Lower Blodgett (1007)

This is a 49 square mile area that includes Tamarack and Tag Alder Creeks on the west ofHamilton as well as a lower

reach of Gird Creek and Cow Creek on the east side. It also includes a section ofthe Bitterroot River fi'om Hamilton to

Woodside Crossing. The majority ofthis HUC is private land and is well developed.

No stream surveys have been conducted in this area and it is not rated in the Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis. The

IWWR rated this HUC as having poor geomorphic integrity and good water quality.
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Five percent ofthis HUC was affected by moderate and high severity fire and an additional one percent was burned at a low

severity level. The high and moderate severity occurred in the headwaters of Tamarack, Tag Alder and Churn Creek.

Water yields are estimated to increase less than four percent as a result ofthe fire, and it is likely it would occur in these

small drainages. There is moderate risk that overland and debris flows could occur in the portion ofthe watershed affected

by high severity fire and would affect channel conditions in Tamarack, Tag Alder and Churn Creek.

This area contributes water and sediment to the Bitterroot River that is on the Montana 2000 303d report. The probable

impaired use is the aquatic life support and cold-water fishery caused by flow alteration, nutrients, siltation and thermal

modifications.

In summary, all of the area on National Forest was burned at some level of severity within the Lower Blodgett HUC. It is

likely that there will be some movement of soil and depending upon the intensity of thunderstorms storms, there could be

some overland flows or debris flows in those areas afi’ected by high severity fire over the next 3 years.

Sheafman and Mill Creeks (1101)

This is a 64 square mile area that inchrdes Fred Burr to the north, Cow Creek and Sage Creek, two smaller watersheds

above Pinesdale. About l/3 of this area is private land and the remainder is National Forest; ofthat the majority is

wilderness.

Two stream surveys have been conducted on Cow Creek, one above and one below Road 438. Both ofthese sites had

higher fines than reference with the site below the road being considerably higher than that above the road. The results of

the stream survey indicate that the road system in Cow Creek is contributing sediment to the stream system. No other

surveys have been conducted in this area.

Five percent of this HUC was affected by moderate and high severity fire and an additional ten percent was burned at a low

severity level, the remainder was unburned. The high and moderate severity occurred in Cow, Sheridan and Sage Creek.

Water yields are estimated to increase less than one percent in this HUC as a result of the fire, with any increases occurring

in the smaller Cow and Sage Creeks. There is moderate to high risk that overland and debris flows could occur in the

portion ofthe watershed affected by high severity fire, culverts have been replaced on the roads in this area to reduce the

risk ofplugged and overtopped culverts.

This area contributes water and sediment to the Bitterroot River that is on the Montana 2000 303d report. The probable

impaired use is the aquatic life support and cold-water fishery caused by flow alteration, nutrients, siltation and thermal

modifications.

In summary, the areas at highest risk of changes from the fire are located in Sage, Sheridan and Cow Creeks. It is likely

that there will be some movement of sediment and depending upon storms, there could be some debris flows in those areas

affected by high severity fire.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

All Action Alternatives

In all action alternatives there will be short-term increase in sediment fiom the ground disturbance associated with the

watershed improvements. In this area, only a small amount of sediment sources would be treated, this equates to small

levels of improvements. The removal of culverts would likely be the largest short-term source because the activity would

occur in the stream channel and sediment could readily be contributed. Mitigation would reduce this amount, but there

would still be some small increase.

There is less risk offill slope failure on roads that are decompacted and recontoured, with fewer slides and washouts

(Horel, 1996). Recontouring restores drainage and reduces erosion, unstable cut and fill slopes, and facilitates vegetation

Partial recontouring stabilizes the cut and fill slopes and can provide trails for recreational opportunity (M011, 1996).

In all action alternatives, the Forest is likely to use a gravel pit on private land or a commercial source for gravel that could

be used within this geographic area. The processing of this material would disturb lands, converting a formerly vegetated

area into a pit. Dust would be produced from the crushing operations that would be blown fi'om the area and/or settle on

surrounding vegetation and water. Short-term increases in sediment from gravelling sections of road that contribute

sediment to streams may occur. However, long-term improvement is expected following gravel surfacing.
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In all high and moderate severity burned areas where fuel reduction takes place, small diameter coarse woody debris would

be left on site (refer to the Soils report for description ofcoarse woody debris). This material helps to capture and hold

eroded materials that are a result ofthe fire. Monitoring on the Boise National Forest on units harvested following high

severity fire showed that carefirl fire salvage logging could help to reduce surface soil erosion and sediment delivery by

increasing ground cover and storage areas with logging slash. The monitoring also indicated that by reducing erosion fi'om

the hillslopes, greater channel stability in intermittent and dry draws occurred (Maloney and Thornton, 1995).

Where reforestation is proposed to occur, the length oftime to hydrologic recovery would be less that where natural

regeneration was the only source ofreforestation. This is because the planted trees would reach hydrologic maturity a few

years sooner. Reforestation may also reduce the amount of time for root systems to become effective in stabilizing soils.

Non-commercial treatments of fuels occur in all areas to varying degrees. Some of these treatments are thinning by hand,

piling and burning; others would use equipment to pile materials. In Alternative B and E where equipment is used to pile

fuels, the activity would occur over snow or frozen ground and so sediment yields would be very small due to the lack of

ground disturbance. The piling would occur at the same time as harvest; it would be one entry. In Alternative D and F

tracked excavators would be allowed on low severity burn areas to operate on a slash mat, otherwise they would be required

to operate on snow or frozen ground. Again, this would occur at the same time as the harvest. The mechanical firels

treatments are accounted for in the modeling efforts as part ofthe harvest and would occur at the same time as commercial

products are removed. The likelihood of soils eroded from these isolated spots of disturbance reaching stream channels and

contributing to decreased channel conditions would be small because of buffers, slash mats and oversnow yarding.

Landings would be used to store and load timber onto trucks. Some the landings are located within RHCA’s, these are

existing landings that would be used but not enlarged. Sediment control would be applied to limit, and prevent the

transport of eroded material from leaving the landing area or entering streams. The majority of the landings are located

away fiom streams, located on ridgetops, at wide spots in the road, and on saddles. Most ofthese would require little

ground disturbance because ofthe existing topography, however vegetation would be disturbed and the landings would be

the location for a large amount of activity during the yarding operations. It is likely that some erosion would occur on these

sites but only a small amount of it would be transported ofi‘ site and an even smaller amount enters drainage ways. Ground

disturbance and estimates of sediment yield increases that would result from the proposed landings are included in the

discussion and analysis ofproposed activities.

In all action alternatives some roads would be reconditioned to allow for hauling ofmaterials. Reviewing ofroad

inventories completed to date indicates that the majority ofroad reconditioning would involve blading and brushing to

allow for passage ofvehicles. Some ofthe roads would require upgrading of culverts to provide for flow passage.

Applicable BMP’s (Best Management Practices) would be applied to limit sediment production and its’ input to streams.

Some of these roads would be decommissioned or stored following the proposed use.

Salvage logging conducted over snow on State forest lands during the 2000-2001 winter resulted in little ground

disturbance (personal communications with Gary Frank).

Alternative A

See “Direct and Indirect Efl'ects for Alternative A” on page 3-78.

Upper Blodgett (1005)

Alternatives B, D, E and G

Watershed improvements would occur on forest roads in this watershed. Graveling on the stream crossing of Blodgett

Creek would reduce sediment yields slightly. This amount would be apparent directly adjacent to the treatment but not

measurable downstream because ofthe dihition effect and the level of decrease. This HUC has no fuel reduction proposed.

There would be no substantial increases in water yield fi'om this proposal because there is no removal of green trees.

Channel conditions would be maintained in this watershed and improved to a slight degree due to watershed improvements.

Alternative C

Watershed improvements would occur on forest roads in this watershed. A small amount of graveling on the stream

crossing ofBlodgett Creek would reduce sediment yields slightly. This amount would be apparent directly adjacent to the

treatment but would not be measurable downstream because ofthe dilution efl‘ect and the level of decrease.

w
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There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal.

Channel conditions would be maintained in these watersheds and improved to a slight degree adjacent 0t hwere watershed

improvements were implemented.

Alternative F

Watershed improvements would be the same in this watershed as in Alternative B. There would be no fiiel reduction

treatments. Efi‘ects would be the same in the Upper Blodgett HUC as for Alternative B.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal.

Channel conditions would be maintained or slightly improved in this watershed.

Lower Blodgett (1007)

Alternatives B, D, E and F

Watershed improvements would occur on forest roads in this watershed. A small amount of graveling on the road to the

Canyon Creek Trailhead and drainage improvements on the remainder of the road would reduce sediment yields slightly

that could accumulate over time in downstream depositional areas. This amount would not be measurable in stream

channel conditions because this road is not adjacent to any natural stream systems. It does cross several ditches and the

reduction of sediment in those structures would be ofbenefit to the users with water rights.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal.

Channel conditions would be maintained or slightly improved in this watershed.

Alternatives C and G

Watershed improvements would occur on forest roads in this watershed. A small amount ofgraveling on the road to the

Canyon Creek Trailhead and drainage improvements on the remainder ofthe road would reduce sediment yields slightly.

This amount would not be measurable in stream channel conditions because this road is not adjacent to any natural stream

systems. It does cross several ditches and the reduction ofsediment in those structures would be ofbenefit to the users

holding downstream water rights.

There would be no increases or decreases in water yield from this proposal.

Channel conditions would be maintained in this watershed.

Sheafman and Mill Creeks (1101)

Alternatives B and D

Watershed improvements would occur on several forest roads in this watershed. A small amount of drainage improvements

and road decompactions would reduce sediment yields slightly (Table 3-28).

Harvest would increase sediment yields slightly because of ground disturbance associated with skyline yarding. The

proposed tractor yarding would occur over snow and so soil disturbance and erosion would be minimal.

Water yields would increase slightly from the harvest of 34 acres green trees in the wildland urban interface area, and

would likely not be measurable downstream (Table 3-29).

Channel conditions would be maintained in this watershed due to watershed improvements.

Alternative C

Watershed improvements would occur on several forest roads in this watershed. A small amount of drainage improvements

and road decompactions would reduce sediment yields slightly. This amount would improve conditions in Sage, Cow and

Sheridan Creeks because of the amount of sediment decrease and the size ofwatershed involved.

Water yields would not increase. Infiltration would improve on the roads that were decompacted. Decompaction allows

water to soak into the surface of the road much better than without being decompacted (Luce, 1997).

Channel conditions would be maintained in this watershed.

M
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There would be decreases in sediment yield fi'om the drainage improvement and improved revegetation on the decompacted

sections ofroad. The areas treated would be small but would occur on what roads are present within this HUC. Improved

drainage would reduce sediment sources in Cow and Sage Creeks and their tributaries. The implementation of Alterative C

would contribute to improved stream channel conditions in this HUC. The reduction ofsediment sources from the

watershed improvements in this watershed would be the same as with Alternative B. In this alternative there would be no

short-term increases associated with ground disturbance fi'om harvest activities. Sediment yields would reach a lower level

more rapidly compared to Alternative B.

Alternative E

Watershed improvements would be the same as Alternative C.

Fuels reduction by hand or using helicopters would minimize ground disturbance. Olf-site erosion would not be likely and

sediment yields would be maintained. Overall sediment yields would be reduced.

There would be no increases in water yield fiom this proposal.

Channel conditions would be maintained or slightly improved in this watershed due to watershed improvements.

Alternative F

Watershed improvements would occur on several forest roads in this watershed. A small amount of drainage improvements

and road decompactions would reduce sediment yields slightly. This amount would not be measurable in stream channel

conditions because of the amount ofsediment decrease and the size ofwatershed involved.

Harvest would increase sediment yields slightly because of ground disturbance associated with skyline yarding; there

would be similar increases resulting fi'om Alternative B. The proposed tractor yarding would occur over snow and so soil

disturbance and erosion would be minimal.

Water yields would increase slightly from the harvest of 34 acres green trees in the wildland urban interface area, and

would not be measurable downstream

Channel conditions would be maintained in this watershed due to watershed improvements.

Alternative G

Watershed improvements would be the same as with Alternative F and B.

Fuels reduction would occur on several hundred acres in the wildland urban interface. This would occur by hand and no

equipment would be used to move materials around, ground disturbance would be Sediment yields would not

increase as a result of this activity.

Channel conditions would be maintained in this watershed due to watershed improvements.

Canyon Creek (1004)

Alternatives B, D and E

Watershed improvements would occur on forest roads in this watershed. In Canyon Creek, drainage would be improved on

about one mile ofroad. This would reduce sediment sources from the road but the road is over 300’ from the stream and so

benefits to the stream channel would be minor. No harvest would occur in this HUC.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal because there is no removal of green trees.

Channel conditions would be maintained in this watershed due to watershed improvements.

Alternatives C

Watershed improvements would occur on forest roads in this watershed. A small amount of graveling on the stream

crossing of Blodgett Creek would reduce sediment yields slightly. This amount would be apparent directly adjacent to the

treatment but would not be measurable downstream because of the dilution effect and the level of decrease.

In Canyon Creek, drainage would be improved on about one mile of road. This would reduce sediment sources from the

road and lead to improved channel conditions in the long-term.

There is estimated to be no increases in water yield fi'om this proposal.
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Channel conditions would be maintained in these watersheds.

Alternative F and G

Watershed improvements would occur on forest roads in this watershed the same as with Alternative B. In Canyon Creek,

drainage would be improved on about one mile of road. This would reduce sediment sources from the road but the road is

'\ over 300’ from the stream and so benefits to the stream channel would be minor. No harvest would occur in this HUC.

There would be no substantial increase in water yield from this proposal because there is no removal of green trees.

Cumulative Effects

Cumulative efl'ects analysis includes all area within all I-IUCs in the Geographic Area. Several tables follow 'that display

results ofcumulative efi'ects modeling conducted by Land and Water, Inc. as part of the project analysis. This analysis in

its entirety is a project file document (PF-Watershed-4l). The tables below are portions of those tables provided in the

Land and Water document. These tables display estimated sediment and water yield increases and decreases associated

with the various alternatives. HUC’s with (“) behind their name contain stream segments on the 2000 303d list. HUC’s

with ("‘) behind their name contain stream segments on the 1996 303d list.

Table 3-26 - Blodgett Geographic Area Sediment Estimates from Harvest Activities

m

Existing Hillslope sediment Change from Existing (tons/year)

Yield tons/ ear

Can n. 1004 min-“Immin

Blodett, 1005 ** " 397-7 “mm-mm“

m-mlmmmm

Mill-Fred Burr, 1101 "L * 1364.7 (2%) (2%) (2% (2.3%)

Table 3-26, (Blodgett Geographic Area Sediment Estimates from Harvest Activities) identifies sediment yield increases

estimated to occur fi'om the implementation ofharvest activities in the Blodgett Geographic Area, in the short term, during

ground disturbing activities and for several years following (Megahan, 1972). These increases are associated with ground

disturbance directly related to yarding operations and typically decrease as vegetation becomes established on the disturbed

sites. The design ofthe project and additional mitigation as described in Chapter 2 is intended to limit ground disturbance

and restrict the amount oferoded material that might cross the INFISH buffers and enter stream channels. These estimates

were calculated using the WEPP model, or Water Erosion Prediction Project, that was developed by the Rocky Mountain

Research Station (PF-Watershed-4l)

Table 3-27, below identifies the estimate of sediment produced fiom other land disturbing actions proposed in each

alternative. These increases are “short term” meaning that they would decrease over several years (typically modeled at 3

to 4 years by WATSED and RlR4 Sediment Models, Megahan, 1972) as vegetation becomes established on disturbed sites

and soils stabilize. The sediment amount that could in reality reach the stream channel depends upon distance from water

and the kinds ofmitigation applied. Mitigation as described in Chapter 2 would limit sediment production considerably.

Monitoring ofwatershed improvement projects implemented previously on the Sula Ranger District, indicates that three

years is a reasonable time frame for vegetation to become established on site (Forest Plan Monitoring Report, 1998).

 

 

Table 3-27 - Blodgett Area Sediment Increase from Watershed Improvement, Landings and Temp. Roads

Watershed Name

Blodett, 1005 **, *

Lower Blodett, 1007 uumnnunnuunnuu

Mill-Fred Burr, 1101 ** “um-MIDI!!!“

1 — Short term sediment produced by the implementation of watershed improvement proposals

The Table 3-28 indicates the estimate of sediment yield decreases (in percent) that would occur in each HUC following

implementation and recovery of watershed improvement work (PF-Watershed-4l). The percentages hsted are estimates of
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reduction of sediment yields following implementation and represent afier recovery has occurred when soils stabilize and

vegetation becomes established.

Table 3-28 - Blodgett Estimates of Sediment Decreases from Watershed Improvement Work

Watershed Name

nun

“Ir-n

nu

“nu

The following table displays the water yield increases estimated to occur by the ECA model used in the cumulative efi‘ects

analysis and takes into account the removal of live or green trees and dead, fire killed trees. Where negative numbers are

listed, a large amount ofroad obliteration is proposed and infiltration on those sites is improved (PF-Watershed-4l).

  

 

 

Table 3-29 - Blodgett Geographic Area Water Yield Estimate Summary

Watershed Name Alt A, Exisiin

Blodett, 1005 "a *

Lower Blodett, 1007", * 1.80% 0.00% -0.10% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% -0.l0%

Mill-Fred Burr, 1101 ** 0.50%

Described and listed below are the past, ongoing, and reasonably foreseeable activities that are considered in the cumulative

effects analysis for watershed areas within the Blodgett geographic area.

Past Activities

   

 

 

0 Past Forest Service Timber Sales and associated road construction (inchided in modeling): Roads have been

constructed to provide access to west-side canyons and some timber harvest. Roads, especially when located next to

or crossing streams, are the largest human-caused source of sediment and influence to stream conditions on National

Forest Lands. This finding is supported by many studies (Reid and Dunne, 1984, RMRS, 2000, Megahan 1972,

Klock 1985, Schnackenberg and MacDonald 1998). Harvest is a cause of increases in water yields because tree

removal frees soil moisture for use by other trees or runofl‘l Depending on channel type and condition, equivalent

clearcut area (ECA) greater than 25% may cause increased streambank erosion, substrate changes and decreased

channel stability. Very little ofthe National Forest Lands in this geographic area have been harvested or roaded.

Most of it is protected wilderness.

0 State Department ofNatural Resources (DNRC) Timber Sales (included in modeling): Harvest on state land in Sec.

16 near Blodgett Creek has occurred in the past. This occurred using various yarding systems and various types of

silvicultural treatments. It is likely to be harvested during winter 2001-2002.

0 Private Land Timber Sales (included in modeling): Timber harvest and clearing has occurred for homes, businesses,

roads and pastures. Post-fire harvest has occurred on private land during the winter of2000-2001. Through photo

interpretation and maps, we have estimated 1,321 forested acres on private land burned that could be harvested in the

Blodgett Geographic Area. For the purpose ofthe watershed analysis, it is assumed that all of it will be harvested if

not in 2000, then over the next couple ofyears, and that all of it would occur using ground based yarding systems

(although some of it would likely be harvested using other less impactive systems). Given the assumption that

ground based systems would be used for yarding timber, this activity would increase ground disturbance and erosion.

The efi'ect on sedimentation in stream channels that occurs is dependant upon the application ofBMPs, proximity to

streams and drainage-ways, season ofharvest, as well the actual method of implementation. Depending upon the

yarding system used and the application ofBMPs, sediment yields could increase as a result of this activity. Water

yields are not expected to increase because it is very probable that only fire-killed trees would be removed.

- Road Construction, Reconstruction and Maintenance on National Forest Lands (included in modeling): Roads are

the largest source ofsediment with the initial three years following construction being the largest contributions, until

disturbed areas become armored and vegetation becomes established. Sediment fi'om roads often is transported to

stream and channel conditions reflect increased sediment loads from within the watershed Where roads contribute

sediment to streams, an increase in fine sediment in the substrate is common. Reconstruction can re-disturb soils and

increase sediment yields for a time until revegetation and restabilized occurs. Reconstruction inchrdes such activities
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as improving the drainage on a road or improving the surfiice, and in the long-term this is an improvement because

sediment yields can be decreased.

0 Road Commotion on Private and State lands (included in modeling to the degree allowed by the existing database):

Road construction and reconstruction on State Lands is regulated and implemented similar to the manner that is done

on National Forest lands, efl'ects would be similar as described above. Road construction and reconstruction on

private lands is regulated by no one and can be very well done or not, depending upon the landowner. Roadwork

can cause increased sediment contributed to streams and reduction in channel conditions when built (and

maintained), especially when adjacent to stream channels.

o Forest Trail Construction, Reconstruction and Maintenance: This activity results in a minor amount ofground

disturbance and erosion. In the long-term, established of well-designed trails benefits watershed conditions because

trails are routed through areas that can be drained, where streams won’t wash away trail tread and where sediment

won’t be contributed to streams. The amount of sediment that results fi’om trail improvements is minor compared to

that fi'om other sources in the watershed. Trails are located in Canyon, Blodgett, Sheafinan and Mill Creeks.

- Roadside Noxious Weeds Treatment and Blodgett/Sheafinan Trail Spot Herbicide Treatments: Herbicide treatment

ofnoxious weeds occurs along trails. These avoid application on wetland sites and adjacent to stream channels.

Applied correctly, the herbicides have no lingering effect on water quality, as dosages are very small. This proposed

project wouldn’t change the frequency or intensity that these treatments occur.

0 Farming and Ranching on Private Land: This activity has occurred for over 100 years. Included in this is the

cultivation of crops such as hay, grazing of livestock, irrigation, feeding areas, barns and outbuildings. The land was

often converted from open forest to meadow or grassland. Ditches are consn'ucted for irrigation purposes and

maintained; and in extreme cases streams have been channelized in an efl'ort to reduce the amount of area affected

by flooding each year. This activity is likely to continue indefinitely.

- Fire Suppression: Fire suppression resulted in more dense stands throughout the area. This has helped lead to a

greater amount ofground fuels and more intense fires than occurred historically. Hotter fire with heavy ground fuels

increase the extent and severity ofhydrophobic soils. This likely was a great influence on the amount of area within

the burn perimeter this previous summer.

0 Prescribed Fire: In the recent past, some prescribed fire was applied in this area. However, the limited amount was

small and scattered when compared to the size of the geographic area and probably would have minimal effects.

0 2000 Fire and Rehabilitation: Many dozer lines and hand-lines were completed throughout the area during August

and September 2000. Dozer lines were repaired as soon as they were no longer needed for fire suppression.

Rehabilitation inchided pulling the disturbed soil back onto the fire line, spreading slash and organic debris on top

and then spreading seed and fertilizer. Where dozer lines were incised, they were recontoured. Hand lines were also

rehabilitated as soon as they were no longer needed for fire suppression. Waterbars were installed and slash spread

on fire lines before hand crews lefi the area. Monitoring as described in the fisheries section indicates that the

majority ofdozer lines are vegetated and not a sediment source.

- 2000 Completed BAER Activities: Culverts were upsized in the Cow Creek area immediately following the fires.

These were installed during low flow periods and all were seeded and mulched. It is likely that sediment was

contributed to streams when they were installed and some erosion will continue from disturbed soils until vegetation

becomes established, through 2001 at least. These sites will need to be monitored to see if seeding is successfirl or if

additional erosion control is needed. Some straw was spread above Pinesdale to provide mulch and improve

revegetation efforts as well as reduce surface erosion. A few acres of log erosion barriers were installed above

Pinesdale to reduce the risk of overland flow and debris flow events from occurring.

~ 2000 Fire Efl'ects: As stated in the Affected Environment, fire burned a relatively small amount ofthe hydrologic

units within this area. This will increase water yields, sediment yields and debris flows may occur in the high

severity areas, mostly in the Cow Creek firce area. Water yields are likely to increase in the watersheds afl‘ected by

fire until vegetation recovers. Sediment yields are likely to increase until vegetation recovers so cover and roots

protect the soil fi'orn erosion forces. As of July 2001, no major debris or flow events occurred in this area.

- Personal Use Firewood and Christmas Tree Cutting: Both of these have occurred in the watershed but very little

occurs within SMZ’s or RHCA’s. There are no known problem areas.

0 Hunting, Fishing, Dispersed and Developed Recreation: Activities at dispersed recreation sites may affect channel

conditions at isolated spots where trails are worn to collect water fi'om streams. Another influence would be

compaction of camp areas from parking vehicles and from trampling. None ofthe affects associated with dispersed

recreation occur widespread in the watershed and any effects are localized. Developed sites are located at the

Blodgett Canyon Trailhead and at trailheads in Sheafinan, Fred Burr and Mill Creek.
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o Ditches, Diversions, and Irrigation Dewatering: Irrigation withdrawals occur throughout the area. Most diversions

are located below National Forest lands. This activity will continue indefinitely.

o Subdivision on Private Land: This activity occurs throughout the area on private land, with the majority of it

occurring at the lower elevations. This trend is expected to continue.

- Canyon/Wyant, Blodgett/High, Mill/Sears/Hauf(Mill), Garrard/Knaak (Sheafinan), Fred Burr Darn: These dams are

located in the headwater cirque basins oftheir respective streams. The operations decrease peak flows slightly and

contribute additional water during low flows for downstream irrigation. The reservoirs and the flow alterations they

produce also affect stream temperature to a small degree during late season flows.

0 Fred Burr Dam Failure and Flood: The dam failed in 1948 releasing a hill reservoir ofwater. The flood scoured the

stream channel, removing fines and woody debris from the channel. The dam was reconstructed and the stream has

been recovering over the last 52 years.

0 Past Wildfire: Wildfire has affected vegetation and watershed conditions in this area. Past large events in recent

history, include Totem Peak and the Blodgett Canyon of 1988. Vegetation is growing well in these areas.

0 Pinesdale Burned Interface Project: This was a demonstration project completed in the winter of 2001. Completed

over snow, there will be no increases in sediment yield from this project.

- Fred Burr Trail Reconstruction: Improvement in drainage reduces erosion fi'orn the trail surface and downstream

sediment yields (even though small). Following reconstruction, erosion is greater until soils stabilize, tread surfaces

become armored, and vegetation recovers.

Ongoing Projects

0 Road Maintenance, normal and fire related: Maintenance on forest roads would be ongoing and include blading,

culvert inlet and ditch cleaning. This activity does disturb the road surface and can increase erosion because of

reducing the amount of arrnoring, and disturbance of vegetation. However, improving the drainage and getting the

erosive force ofthe water ofl‘ the road sooner outweighs the short-term increase in erosion. In the long-term,

improved drainage reduces the risk of large road failures. Repair of fire related road damage is likely to have a

negligible efl'ect on sediment yields because a very small percentage ofwork to be done would be within sediment

contributing areas near streams.

- Blodgett Sheafman Spot Trail Herbicide Treatments: Described under “Past” Activities.

- Toilet Replacement in Recreation Sites: Ground disturbance would occur. Eroded sediment reaching streams would

be practically non-existent since toilet sites are typically 100 feet fi'om open water and on gentle slopes.

- Farming and Ranching on Private Lands: This was discussed under past activities.

- Irrigation dewatering: Discussed in Past Activities, would continue indefinitely.

0 Douglas Fir Bark Beetle Infestations: These are likely to spread in fire sn'essed stands as well in densely populated

green stands. As green trees succumb to the bark beetle, more dead tress will be present along with increases in soil

moisture and water yields caused by increasing levels of tree mortality.

0 Private Land Salvage Sales: Post-fire harvest has occurred on private land during the winter of 2000-2001 and will

likely continue over the next few years. Described under Past Activities.

- Mushroom Harvest: This may increase the amount ofdispersed camping and the impacts associated with that as

described under “Past” Activities but influences to stream channel conditions should not be measurable.

- Routine Road Maintenance on Private Land: Maintenance can maintain and improve drainage so that erosion from

roads is reduced and contribution to streams is diminished. Improper maintenance can also cause erosion: side

casting ofmaterial into streams is direct sediment source and can contribute to stream channel narrowing and

increased amount of fine materials in the substrate. Maintenance on private land will continue indefinitely.

o Livestock Grazing on Private Lands: Livestock will continue to be grazed on private lands. Some stream banks

within pastures are trampled and streams may be wider and shallower than they would be without the livestock use.

Land used as pastures during the winter are hay meadows in the summer and produce l-2 cuttings of hay. These

activities are likely to continue indefinitely.

o Pond Construction on Private Land: Described under Past Activities.

- Trail Maintenance: This work involves clearing trails of fallen trees and repairing eroding sections of trail. This

would be an improvement, even though a relatively small one.

a Personal Use Firewood Cutting: Described under Past Activities.

- Hunting, Fishing Dispersed and Developed Recreation: Described under Past Activities.
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- Fire Suppression: This is likely to continue, especially along wildland urban interface areas. This will reduce the

spread of small fires and may lead to increased fuels if they aren’t reduced in some other manner.

- Canyon/Wyant, Blodgett/High, Mill/Sears/Hauf(Mill), Garrard/Knaak (Sheafinan), Fred Burr Dams: Continued

operations would lower peak flows slightly and contribute additional water during low flows for downstream

irrigation These reservoirs and the flow alterations they produce affect stream temperature to a small degree during

late season flows and slightly lower peak flows. Maintenance would be ongoing indefinitely and would include

pulling of logs from the headgate areas and burning ofmaterials. This would result in bare ground; any erosion

created would be stored in the dam.

' Lost Moose EIS: A fiiels reduction/timber harvest projects located between Canyon Creek and Lost Horse Creek.

Proposed harvest would occur on a small area in the Canyon Creek drainage. There is a low risk that sediment or

water yields would be increased from this project because only thinning, using a helicopter would occur.

Reasonably Foreseeable Projects:

- Roadside Herbicide Treatments, Herbicide Treatments on New Areas: Treatments would likely begin in the next

year or two depending upon environmental analysis and decision and continue indefinitely. If the mitigations are

followed properly, the risk ofdegradation of water quality is likely to be negligible (Information Ventures, 1998).

0 Continued Fire Related Road Reconstruction: Repair ofroads with burned out fill and undersized culverts will

continue until completed and roads are stabilized. The road reconstruction is likely to be away from stream

crossings and BMPs would be applied to limit sediment production. The replacement ofculverts would be regulated

by INFISH. BMPs would be applied and revegetation and mulching would occur to limit sediment production.

There is likely to be some sediment produced and contributed to stream channels during culvert replacement.

However the risk of culvert failure if not replaced is high because of increased flows resulting fi'om the fire and the

sediment that could be produce from a failed culvert is much higher than would be contributed during replacement

(Sirucek, I999). The activity would cease when work is completed, likely by the end of 2001.

o Prescribed Fire Treatments: These are likely to continue in areas where environmental analysis has been completed.

Low severity prescribed fire typically burns ground fuels but doesn’t result in hydrophobic soils or large numbers of

tree mortality (DeBano, 1998, p.176-177 and 183). Vegetation usually resprouts soon after the burn is completed.

Little ofilsite erosion occurs. These types oftreatments are likely to continue in the future.

0 Continued Forest Trail Reconstruction: Discussed under Past Activities

- Farming and Ranching on Private Lands: This was discussed under past activities.

. FS/BLM OHV EIS: Ofllroad travel across the forest was restricted by the decision resulting from this analysis. As

ofJuly 1, 2001, travel by motorized vehicles 03existing roads and trails is no longer allowed. This would benefit

newly grown vegetation since the fires, as it would not be trodden on by ofi-road vehicles. Restriction of travel is

likely to reduce spread ofnoxious weeds, development ofmore user made trails and new erosion sources.

0 Continued Road Maintenance on Private Land: Described in Past Projects, would continue indefinitely.

- Continued Subdivision on Private land: Described in Past and Ongoing Projects, would continue indefinitely.

- Continued Mushroom Harvest: Described in Ongoing Projects. It would likely decrease after 2002.

- Continued Douglas fir Bark Beetle Infestations: Described in Ongoing Projects, would continue indefinitely.

- Livestock Grazing on Private Lands: Described in Ongoing Activities, would continue indefinitely.

- Continued Fire Suppression: Described in Ongoing Activities, would continue indefinitely.

- Continued tree planting.

0 Continued Personal Use Firewood and Christmas Tree Cutting: Described in Ongoing, would continue indefinitely.

- Continued Hunting, Fishing, and Developed Recreation: Described in Ongoing, would continue indefinitely.

- Canyon/Wyant, Blodgett/High, Mill/Sears/Hauf (Mill), Garrard/Knaak (Sheafinan), Fred Burr Dam: Continued

operations would lower peak flows slightly and contribute additional water during low flows for downstream

irrigation. They afiect stream temperature to a small degree during late season. Maintenance is ongoing, including

pulling logs fi'om the headgate areas and burning. This would result in bare ground; any erosion created would be

stored in the dam Reconstruction ofthe Canyon/Wyant Dams is likely to begin soon to reduce risk of fiiilure and to

repair headgates. This activity would cause sediment increases and turbidity during construction and may result in

deposition immediately downstream. The effects would be diluted by the time the waters left NFS Lands.

- DNRC Salvage Sales in Sec. 16, near Blodgett Creek: Harvest is proposed on 160 acres north and east ofBlodgett

Canyon. The majority would be tractor or cable logging . Ground based yarding is required over snow or frozen

ground or on dry soils. BMPs would be applied to maintain water quality.

#
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- Sheafinan Fuels Reduction Project: Analysis of the project, completed in April of 2001, indicates that no increases

in water or sediment yield should occur that would afi‘ect stream channel conditions or water quality.

Items not listed above, but contained on the lists in the Project File, were not selected because they occur outside of this

watershed area and do not have the potential to contribute to watershed and stream channel cumulative efiects. Most

activities with the potential to add to cumulative effects are in Alternative A model results displayed earlier for this GA.

Common to All Blodgett Watersheds

Alternative A

Projects identified in the ongoing and reasonably foreseeable lists are likely to occur. There would be no additional impacts

fi'om this alternative. Conditions in the area would continue on the same trends as described in existing conditions. There

would be no additions to the efi'ects described in the cumulative effects list above.

Upper Blodgett (1005)

Alternatives B, D, F and G

The very small decrease in sediment yields from watershed improvement projects would improve channel conditions and

decrease cumulative effects to a small degree.

Alternative C and E

There would be very slight decreases in sediment yield from the graveling of the crossing on Blodgett Creek. The decrease

would be small but would decrease sediment-related cumulative effects in this reach

Lower Blodgett (100 7)

Alternatives B, D, and F

The very small decrease in sediment yields would not be measurable in nearby streams. Long-term cumulative effects

would be decreased to a small degree.

Alternatives C, E and G

There would be decreases in sediment yield from the graveling of the road Because the road is not located near a natural

stream system, changes in sediment deposited into stream channels from this source would be small. The decrease would

reduce long-term cumulative effects to a small degree.

Sheafman and Mill Creeks (1101)

Alternatives B, D, F and G

The very small decrease in sediment yields would not be measurable in nearby streams. When combined with sediment

yields fi'om the above list, human-caused sources would be slightly less in this area.

Alternative C

The reduction in sediment sources fi'om the implementation of this alternative would reduce the total amount of sediment

sources in the HUC. The cumulative effect of sediment would be less.

Alternative E

There would be slight decreases in sediment yield from the reduction in sediment sources that result from drainage

improvements and from the decompaction and revegetation ofroad surfaces. In the long-term, channel conditions in Sage,

Sheridan and Cow Creeks would be improved.

Canyon Creek (1004)

Alternatives B, D, F and G

The very small decrease in sediment yields in Blodgett Creek would reduce cumulative efi‘ects to a small degree.

Alternative C and E

There would be very slight decreases in sediment yield fi’om the graveling ofthe crossing on Blodgett Creek. The decrease

would not be large enough to improve channel conditions in Blodgett Creek but when combined with the sediment from

activities on the cumulative effects list the total sediment yields would be slightly less.

#
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Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Existing Condition

This area consists of the following hydrologic units: Ryc Creek (0801), Burke Gulch (0805), Little Sleeping Child (0704),

Middle Sleeping Child (0703), Divide (0702), Upper Sleeping Child (0701), Daly (0902), Upper Skalkaho (0901),

Skalkaho-Bear Gulch Area (0903), and Lower Skalkaho (0904). All ofthese areas were included in this area of analysis

because they were a part of the Skalkaho and Rye portions ofthe Valley Complex Fires. They are geologically similar and

in the same geographic area.

Skalkaho and Sleeping Child Creeks originate in the broadly sloping headwaters of the Sapphire Range. They flow west

through a variety of bedrock types and landforms, creating a high degree of diversity in channel substrate, bank stability,

runofl' regimes, channel morphology, and fine sediment regimes.

Rye Creek flows through granitic bedrock, much ofwhich is coarse-grained, highly weathered, “decomposed” granite.

Substrates are sandy with round gravels that create a high degree ofnatural scour as they move through the channel. Large

woody debris, roots of trees, and shrubs are necessary along the stream banks retain bank stability.

Steep, well-confined channels make up the majority of the streams within the Skalkaho-Rye Area. The streams naturally

have a high percentage of fine particles in the substrate, because ofthe geology (weathered granitics and volcanics that

weather to fine grained particles. These streams are confined with narrow floodplains located in v-shaped valleys. If

channels are composed of fine particles, they can be sensitive to increases in water yields because there is little access to a

floodplain where energy can be dissipated.

Moderate gradient, moderately confined streamtypes are also common in the area. These are found in the wider valley

bottoms. They are less sensitive to increases in sediment yields, or water yields because access to a floodplain allows for

dissipation ofenergy and sediment is deposited on the floodplains.

A few low gradient, meandering streamtypes are found on National Forest in the area, the majority are found downstream

on private land. These are low gradient, wide and shallow streams that meander through the floodplain. These streams are

formed in wide valley bottoms in alluvial (deposited) material. They are sensitive to increases in sediment and water yields

because the materials the stream flows through are easily detached and moved.

The Sleeping Child and Rye Creek watersheds have a greater percentage of high burn severity than does the Skalkaho

Creek Drainage. The Sleeping Child and Rye Creek watersheds have some of the more extensive severe burns on the

Forest. Field surveys by BAER identified sub-watershed areas that may experience locally high discharge and place

structures or roads at risk and included Upper Little Sleeping Child, Two Bear, and the drainage above Sleeping Child Hot

Springs. Within this area, the number of roads and their placement adjacent to streams influences conditions. Roads that

restrict floodplain access increase risk ofchannel and stream bank erosion caused from increased streamflows resulting

fi’om fire. Granitic soils are easily eroded and aflect hillslope and road stability.

Rye Creek, North Fork Rye (0801)

This is a 63 square mile watershed that is naturally sensitive because ofsoils and geology, and weathered granitic soils that

erode easily. The presence of a road in the narrow valley bottom ofboth Rye Creek and North Fork Rye channelizes the

stream and limits flood plain access considerably; the road is also a source of direct sediment input to the streams. Fifieen

square miles of the watershed is private land, some ofwhich has high road densities and high levels ofpast timber harvest,

other private land activities have included farming, livestock grazing, timber harvest, road construction, mining and

residential uses. On National Forest, past uses have included road construction, timber harvest, and fire.

Stream surveys have been completed in Rye and North Rye Creeks. In both streams, the percentage of sand, productivity

ratios, and channel stability ratings are greater than would be expected compared to reference conditions. This is likely the

result of erosion fi'om roads and historic timber harvest that produced a large amount ofground disturbance and high

sediment inputs to streams. The stream survey results indicate that sediment sources continue to be active in the watershed,

and channel conditions are being negatively affected.

Within this HUC, Rye, Spring Gulch, Moonshine, N. Fork Rye, Fox, Cathouse and Lowman Gulch are all listed as high

risk because of roads and past levels of harvest in the Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis. This classification is

supported by information gathered during the stream surveys.
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The IWWR rates the HUC as poor water quality and geomorphic integrity because ofroad location, channel modification,

past levels ofharvest, and activities on private land.

Moderate and high severity fire affected 45% ofthe area and an additional 31 % burned at low severity. Water yields are

estimated to increase ten percent as a result ofthe fire in Rye Creek and the majority of this is likely to occur in North Rye

and Moonshine (Farnes, 2000). In the areas that burned at high severity, the risk is high that overland flow and debris

flows will occur. In an effort to reduce risks of overland flow near residential areas, BAER installed 1,016 acres of log

erosion barriers in areas ofhigh severity burn in an effort to reduce the risk and severity of debris flows.

Debris flows occurred in North Rye tributaries during storm events in July of 2001. This resulted in gullying in ephemeral

draws and intermittent tributaries, rilling ofhillslopes and deposition in North Rye with deposition offine materials in main

Rye Creek downstream ofNorth Rye. In North Rye, these events have completely altered stream morphology, channel

shape. Over the next several years, a new channel will form complete with a new floodplain and riparian vegetation.

Monitoring ofa similar event in Overwhich Creek that occurred in 1992, indicates that the stream will re-establish a

channel, vegetation will recover and fine materials will be transported out the substrate and deposited on bars and in

downstream reaches. Channel migration is likely to occur during peak flow events. The information on Overwhich Creek

is documented in Forest Plan Monitoring Reports, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1996, 1998, and 1999.

Drainages within the HUC contribute water and sediment to the main stem of the Bitterroot River, which is listed on the

Montana 2000 303d Report, North Rye and Rye Creek below North Rye are also listed. North Rye impairments are the

result ofelevated levels ofphosphorus and nitrogen, other habitat alterations and nutrients. Rye is listed because of

siltation and other habitat alterations.

This area received a large amount ofhigh severity fire and the risk is high that there will be overland flow or debris flows.

This watershed is sensitive to sediment yield increases because of road densities and the location of roads along streams.

Burke Gulch (0805)

This is a 55 square mile area interfluve that contains drainages on the east and west side of the Bitterroot River, the upper

reaches ofthe HUC begins at the confluence of the East and West Forks and continues downstream to the mouth ofRock

Creek, and includes Burke Gulch, Jerrys Gulch, Dick Gulch, Mike Creek, Deer Hollow, Fern Creek, McCoy Creek,

Waddell Creek, and Hart Bench areas. The larger watersheds that enter the Bitterroot River within this reach, Rye Creek,

Tin Cup, and Chaflin Creeks, are individual HUC’s excluded fiom 0805. The area contains a high percentage of private

land where fiarms, ranches, timber harvest, road construction and residential areas are among the past and current uses;

National Forest lands are located in the upper headwater areas on the east side. Along the Bitterroot River, the roads and

the railroad limit floodplain access, restrict stream channel, and cut offmeanders. The Bitterroot River valley bottom is

composed ofcoarse alluvial materials deposited over geologic time fi'om upstream erosion that are easily moved and

throughout this reach the river is prone to migrate during periods ofhigh flood flows. There are many irrigation

withdrawals from the river and tributaries in this area that reduce flow during the late summer months. This area is

naturally sensitive because ofsoils and geology.

Within this area, Burke Gulch, McCoy Creek, Bunkhouse Creek, and Waddell Creek are listed as high risk in the Bitterroot

Sensitive Watershed Analysis because ofroads and past levels of harvest. Spoon Creek is listed as sensitive because of

past activities and sensitive soils. All except Burke Gulch are located on the west side ofthe Bitterroot River where no

activities fi'om this project would occur.

The IWWR rates the HUC as having moderate water quality because ofroad location along stream channels, sediment

concerns and bank erosion. The area is rated as poor geomorphic integrity because ofroad location, rangeland activities

and timber harvest.

Moderate and high severity fire afl'ected 18 percent ofthe area and an additional 12 percent burned at low severity, the

majority of the high severity fire was in the headwaters ofBurke Gulch and Mike Creek. Water yields are estimated to

increase four percent as a result ofthe fire and increases will be in those areas affected by high severity fire (Burke Gulch

and Mike Creek). In the areas that burned at high severity, the risk is high that overland flow and debris flows will occur.

In an effort to reduce risks ofoverland flow near residential areas, BAER installed 70 acres of log erosion barriers in the

upper elevations ofBurke Gulch and Mike Creek.

Drainages within the HUC contribute water and sediment to the main stem of the Bitterroot River, which is listed on the

Montana 2000 303d report. The probable impaired use is the cold water fishery, aquatic life support, and recreation with

the sources being agriculture, irrigation, rangeland, urban runoff, crop related sources and habitat modification.
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In summary, this area is moderately healthy. The effects fiom the fire are not expected to result in changes in stream

channel conditions in the main Bitterroot River but there could be alterations in the tributaries directly affected by high

severity fire. On the Bitterroot River below Skalkaho Creek (the closest site to Burke HUC where flows were estimated),

the 25-year peak flow is expected to increase 3.3 %. The road along the stream bottom in Burke Gulch on National Forest

and on private land could be eroded or altered by debris flows or increased flows in Burke Gulch.

Little Sleeping Child (0704)

This is a 16 square mile watershed that is a tributary to Sleeping Child Creek. In the lower portion of the watershed, private

land occupies the valley bottom and is used mainly for residential uses. Several ponds have been built along the stream

channel on private land and Little Sleeping Child DNRC dam, a larger reservoir, all serve to impound water fi'om the

stream, releasing it at a steady rate throughout the year. Portions of two Darby Lumber land sections are in Little Sleeping

Child, these were heavily roaded and harvested in the early l990’s. This area is naturally sensitive because of soils and

geology; granitic soils are easily eroded and landslide prone areas are present in the headwaters. Irrigation withdrawals

reduce flow during the late summer months.

Stream surveys have been completed in this area above private land and the reservoir on a low gradient reach At this site,

measured parameters indicate that fine sediments in the substrate were present in greater numbers than in reference streams.

This is an indicator of erosive soils, high road densities and poorly maintained roads.

This watershed is rated as sensitive in the Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis because ofpast harvest and roads.

The IWWR rates the I-IUC as poor water quality because of the constructed ponds along the stream, changes in stream

temperature and sediment inputs. Geomorphic integrity is also rated as poor because of roads and past harvest.

Moderate and high severity fire burned 39 percent ofthe Little Sleeping Child HUC. An additional 39 percent burned at

low severity. Most of the high-severity burn occurred in the headwaters of Little Sleeping Child and Rogers Gulch. Water

yields are estimated to increase ten percent as a result ofthe fire, and the most ofthe increases will be in the areas affected

by high severity fire. In the high severity areas, there is a high risk that overland flow and/or debris torrents will occur over

the next 2-3 years. If these events are large enough, they could compromise the integrity ofdownstream irnpoundments. In

this watershed, a September 2000 rainstorm produced overbank flows that plugged and overtopped culverts. In an effort to

reduce risks ofoverland flow near residential areas, BAER installed 639 acres of log erosion barriers and Wattles in the

upper elevations ofLittle Sleeping Child.

This stream contributes stream flow and sediment to Sleeping Child Creek that is on the Montana 2000 303d report. The

probable impaired use is the cold water fishery, recreation, and aquatic life support caused by agriculture.

In summary, this area is in moderate to poor condition. High road densities and past harvest, and development along the

stream on private land increase the risks ofchannel altering events in Little Sleeping Child. The effects from the fire could

result in changes in stream channel conditions in Little Sleeping Child but it is likely that the effects would be minimal in

main Sleeping Child. Should a debris flow occur above the darn, debris could have a chance to settle out before going

beyond the dam, or could overtop the dam if large enough.

Lower Sleeping Child (0705)

This is a 21 square mile area watershed that is a tributary to Bitterroot River. Sleeping Child is divided into four difi‘erent

I-IUC’s, lower —below Two Bear Creek, middle between the Two Bear Creek and the confluence with Divide Creek,

Sleeping Child above Divide Creek and Divide Creek itself. The majority ofthe stream in the lower section has a wide

valley bottom that is farmed and subdivided for a distance of about four miles fiom the confluence with the Bitterroot

River. Within this area, the stream has been straightened (channelized), irrigation diversion is present, instream flows are

reduced. It is likely that temperature has been afi‘ected by activities on private land in this HUC. Above private land, the

stream flows through a narrow, steep canyon where the road restricts channel and floodplain width. One section of State

Land exists near Sawdust Gulch. Irrigation withdrawals are common in this area below National Forest. This area is

naturally sensitive because of granitic soils and geology as well as steep slopes that break into the stream. Irrigation

withdrawals reduce flow during the late summer months.

Stream surveys have been completed throughout the Sleeping Child watershed; two of these were completed below

National Forest on low gradient stream reaches. At both ofthese sites, the stream was wider and shallower than reference,

but the substrate composition was comparable to that of reference streams. This indicates that there have been changes to

the stream but that it is on an improving trend. Within this HUC there are 9 miles of stream where the road encroaches

upon the stream and floodplain or where the stream has been straightened to facilitate agricultural activities.
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The entire Sleeping Child drainage is rated healthy in the Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis. However there are

subdramages within that have higher levels ofharvest and higher road densities and these are not classified as healthy.

Blacktail and Last Log Draw are rated as high risk because ofharvest and roads. Little Sleeping Child, a tributary, is listed

as sensitive.

The IWWR rates Lower Sleeping Child as poor water quality and geomorphic integrity because of road encroachment and

sediment.

Twelve percent ofthis HUC was affected by moderate and high severity fire; much of this was in Blacktail. Water yields

are estimated to increase four percent as a result ofthe fire and the most of the increases are expected to be in the Blacktail

drainage as this is where the high severity fire occurred. In an effort to reduce risks of overland flow near residential areas,

BAER installed 76 acres of log erosion barriers and Wattles were installed in the headwaters ofBlacktail Creek. Overall in

Sleeping Child Creek, a 25-year flood event is estimated to increase eight percent as a result of the fires (Farnes, 2000).

The debris flows that occurred in Middle Sleeping Child, 0703 has resulted in deposition of sediment in the stream channel

throughout this reach on National Forest lands. Large cobbles and small boulders in the stream banks and substrate ofthe

stream will help to the amount ofband erosion that occurs. Over time, this sediment will be transported

downstream and/or deposited on floodplains throughout the reach and along the Bitterroot River.

The lower nine miles of Sleeping Child Creek is designated as Water Quality Limited on the Montana 2000 303d report.

The probable impaired use is the cold-water fishery, recreation, and aquatic life support caused by agricultural activities

In summary, this area is in moderate to poor health. The risk ofchannel changing events occurring in Blacktail Creek are

high and whether or not these result in visible efl’ects in the main channel ofSleeping Child is dependant upon the

occurrence and magnitude of other overland flow events that might occur upstream in other high severity burn areas in

Sleeping Child Creek.

Middle Sleeping Child (0703)

This is a 23 square mile area that is a tributary to the Bitterroot River. Sleeping Child Creek is separated into several

HUC’s and this is the middle section and is located upstream ofLower Sleeping Child (0705). The lower boundary of the

area is at the confluence with Two Bear Creek and continues upstream to the confluence with Divide Creek. Most ofthe

stream through this area is moderately confined and except for Two Bear Creek, there is little development adjacent to

streams. This area is naturally sensitive because of granitic soils and geology as well as steep slopes that break into the

stream There is 200 acres ofprivate land within this area. 160 acres is in the Two Bear area where past activities have

included timber management and 40 acres where the hot springs are located. The hot springs was a commercial operation

for years but is now a private holding with hot pools, residences; a tributary stream is fimneled through a culvert on the

private land at the hot springs. Another risk factor in the hot springs tributary is the presence ofa geologic fault that creates

natural instability in the channel. This natural instability will be compounded by the fire.

Stream surveys have been completed throughout the Sleeping Child Creek watershed. One survey site was located above

the end of Forest Road 720, where watershed parameters were comparable to reference conditions Another site was

located below Divide Creek, where there was a slightly higher amount offine sediments in the substrate compared to

reference conditions, but the other parameters were comparable to reference conditions. Surveys at both of these sites

indicate that Sleeping Child Creek is healthy. In Two Bear Creek, three stream surveys were conducted in the early l990’s.

The upper site was used as a reference for the lower two sites. The survey data indicates that other than some increased

sediment from Road 720 in the lower half-mile, Two Bear Creek is comparable to reference conditions (Bear FEIS, 1994).

Upstream ofTwo Bear Creek and the Hot Springs, there are no roads along Sleeping Child Creek, and few erosion sources.

Fisheries surveys indicate that Sleeping Child Creek is healthy.

Sleeping Child Creek is rated healthy in the Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis. However there are smaller tributary

drainages (i.e. subdramages) within the larger watershed that have higher levels of harvest and higher road densities. These

subdramages are not classified as healthy. One ofthese (the hot springs tributary) is listed as sensitive from upstream

activities as well as from channelization on private land.

The IWWR rates Lower Sleeping Child as poor water quality and geomorphic integrity because ofroad encroachment and

sediment. The section between Two Bear Creek and the Bitterroot River is included in this section, and is functioning

within its natural floodplain. There is a short section of the hot springs tributary (at the hot springs) where an underground

pipe channels the stream through private land. The size of the pipe limits the amount of water that can be carried at any one

time. This could be a problem for the structures at the hot springs if flooding occurs. Other than the hot springs tributary,

this portion of Sleeping Child Creek has moderate to good health.
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Forty-six percent ofthis HUC was aflected by moderate and high severity fire. An additional 37 percent was burned at low

severity. Much ofthe burn was concentrated in the hot springs tributary, the remainder was scattered throughout the HUC.

Water yields are estimated to increase nine percent as a result ofthe fire. The risk is high that debris flows could occur

somewhere in this area because of the amount ofhigh severity fire. Some these increases would be in the hot springs

tributary and the development built in the valley bottom are at risk should flooding and debris flows occur. In an efi‘ort to

reduce risks ofoverland flow near residential areas, BAER installed 633 acres of log erosion barriers and Wattles in the

headwaters ofthe hot springs tributary.

Debris flows occurred in late July 2001, below Divide Creek and above the end ofRoad 372. Movement in several

ephemeral draws resulted in gullying and deposition on alluvial fans and in the main stem of Sleeping Child. Fine

sediments have been deposited on floodplains and within the stream substrate in this HUC as well as in Lower Sleeping

Child. Over the next several years, Sleeping Child will adjust to increases in sediment yields in similar manner as was

discussed in the Rye Creek section.

Included within this HUC is the middle five miles of Sleeping Child Creek, which is listed as Water Quality Limited on the

Montana 2000 303d report. The probable impaired use is the cold-water fishery, recreation and aquatic life support caused

by flow alteration and agriculture.

In summary, the majority area was in good health, based upon stream surveys conducted in the stream. However,

following debris flows, the stream will be in a state ofchange until the channel is reestablished, vegetation stabilized banks

and fine materials are redistributed. The risk ofchannel changing events continuing to occur in the area will remain high

because of the lack of organic debris and bare soils. As the stream was healthy, it should recover more quickly than ifthe

stream were unstable.

Divide and Switchback Creeks (0702)

This is an 18 square mile area that is a tributary to Sleeping Child Creek. Sleeping Child Creek is separated into several

HUC’s and this is one ofthe upper sections. Divide Creek has mostly quartzite geology and is very stable. In the

headwaters, low gradient channels are formed in meadows. Some timber harvest and grazing have occurred in the past, as

well as a portion of the 1961 Sleeping Child burn.

Stream surveys have been completed throughout the Divide Creek watershed. Near the mouth, the survey indicates there

that the stream is healthy, although there are more fines at the smaller size classes; other measured parameters indicate the

stream is healthy.

Sleeping Child and Divide Creeks are rated healthy in the Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis. There are roads and

past harvest in the watershed but at levels that limit erosion sources and shouldn’t result in decreased channel conditions.

The IWWR rates Middle, Upper Sleeping Child and Divide Creeks as poor water quality and geomorphic integrity because

of road encroachment and sediment. Divide Creek is fiinctioning within its natural floodplain and so the road

encroachment and sediment input from that is not a concern in Divide Creek. However, there is a road that circles the

headwaters ofDivide Creek that has several stream crossings that are sources of sediment input. Road density is low in this

watershed; overall sediment sources should be low to moderate.

Twenty-five percent of this HUC was afiected by moderate and high severity fire and an additional 35 percent was burned

at a low severity level. The high and moderate severity was located near the confluence with Sleeping Child with a small

amount in the headwaters. Water yields are estimated to increase 5 percent as a result of the fire. There is a moderate risk

that overland and debris flows could occur in the portion ofthe watershed affected by high severity fire. A relatively small

area ofthe watershed is afl‘ected, if debris flows did occur they would be localized.

Divide Creek is a tributary to Sleeping Child Creek that is listed on the Montana 2000 303d report. The probable impaired

use is the cold water fishery, recreation, and aquatic life support caused by agriculture.

In summary, Divide Creek is in good health as indicated by fisheries and stream surveys. The risk of channel changing

events occurring in the area is low and since the system is healthy, it would respond to those events and recover quickly. If

debris flows occur, it is likely they would be near the lower part of the drainage and the efl'ects of these would be

transported into Sleeping Child Creek.

Upper Sleeping Child Creek (0701)

This is a 16 square mile area that is the headwaters to Sleeping Child Creek. Sleeping Child Creek is separated into several

HUC’s and this is one of the upper sections. In the headwaters, low gradient channels are formed in meadows. The
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geology in the watershed consists ofcalc-silicate rocks that are stable and have low erosivity. Portions ofthree sections of

Darby Lumber land are in Upper Sleeping Child Creek, these were clearcut and heavily roaded in the early 1990’s. Timber

harvest and grazing have occurred in the past, as well as a portion of the Sleeping Child burn occurred in this watershed.

Stream surveys have been completed throughout this watershed. Surveys indicate that the stream is healthy even though

there have been recent timber harvest and road construction on Darby Lumber lands and in the White Stallion sale area.

Sleeping Child is rated healthy in the Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis. There are roads and past harvest in the

watershed but at levels that shouldn’t result in decreased channel conditions.

The IWWR rates Middle, and Upper Sleeping Child and Divide Creeks as poor water quality and geomorphic integrity

because ofroad encroachment and sediment on the reach below the hot springs tributary, Darby Lumber lands and the 1961

Sleeping Child Fire. This portion of the stream is functioning in its’ natural floodplain and the stream surveys indicate that

the stream is moderately healthy within the South Fork of Sleeping Child watershed. On National Forest road density is

low in this watershed; overall sediment sources should be low to moderate, however, when considering private tirnberlands,

road densities and ECA is high.

Seventeen percent of this HUC was afiected by moderate and high severity fire and an additional 29 percent was burned at

a low severity level. The high and moderate severity was located near the confluence with Divide Creek. Water yields are

estimated to increase 3 percent as a result ofthe fire. There is a high risk that overland and debris flows could occur in the

portion ofthe watershed afl‘ected by high severity fire. Log erosion barriers (366 acres) were installed on high severity

burned slopes as part ofthe BAER effort to reduce this risk within the high severity area.

This area contributes water and sediment to Sleeping Child Creek that is on the Montana 2000 303d report. The probable

impaired use is the cold-water fishery, recreation and aquatic life support caused by agriculture.

In summary, stream surveys indicate this area is in good health. The risk of channel changing events occurring in the area

is high in the lower reach; since the system is healthy, it would respond to those events and recover much more quickly

than if the stream were unstable.

Daly Creek (0902)

This is a 37 square mile watershed that drains into Skalkaho Creek The Skalkaho Creek drainage is divided into four

HUC’s, two main stem areas — below and above the National Forest boundary, and two tributaries — Daly and upper

Skalkaho. Daly Creek is the northern tributary. The main human caused impact in this watershed is the Skalkaho highway,

also known as State highway 38. There has been a limited amount timber harvest and forest road construction in the Daly

Creek drainage, but the efi'ects are far outweighed by the encroachment and sediment sources associated with the Skalkaho

highway. The Daly Creek drainage consists ofa mix of granitic, quartzite, and volcanic geologies, with an unstable fault

line in the headwaters. Soils in the granitic portion ofthe watershed are highly erosive.

Stream surveys have been completed in Daly Creek. A survey located above the confluence with Skalkaho Creek in an

area encroached by the Skalkaho highway indicates that there is more sand-sized sediment in the stream bottom than

reference conditions.

In the Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis, Daly Creek was split into two separate areas, Daly and upper Daly. The

lower section ‘n rated as sensitive because ofthe impacts ofthe Skalkaho highway. The upper section is rated as high risk

because of geologic instability. The stream survey conducted on the lower reach indicates that there is sediment input fi'om

upstream sources.

The IWWR rates Daly Creek as moderate geomorphic integrity and moderate water quality because ofroad encroachment

and sediment. The Skalkaho highway closely parallels Daly Creek for about four miles, and crosses several tributaries in

the headwaters in an area of geologic instability. These areas are the primary sediment sources in the drainage.

Fifteen percent of this HUC was affected by moderate and high severity fire and an additional ten percent was burned at

low severity. The high and moderate severity was located along the ridges that separate this watershed from Rock Creek.

Water yields are estimated to increase three percent as a result of the fire. There is high risk that overland and debris flows

could occur in the portion alfected by high severity fire because of the natural instabilities present in the geology.

Daly Creek is a tributary to Skalkaho Creek that is listed on the Montana 2000 303d report. The probable impaired use is

the cold-water fishery and aquatic life caused by agriculture. Despite the 303d listing, fish population monitoring surveys

conducted since the late 1980’s indicate that Daly Creek contains one of the strongest resident bull trout populations on the
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Forest. It also contains a completely native fish cormnunity (bull trout, westslope cutthroat trout, and slimy sculpin) with

no exotic trout species, which is relatively uncommon on the Bitterroot National Forest.

Because ofthe constriction of the floodplain and stream channel by the Skalkaho highway, and the direct source of

sediment from the road, Daly Creek has elevated sediment inputs along its road-encroached reaches, but is in good

condition where the highway pulls away from the stream. Should overland or debris flows occur, the channel would not be

able to carry the increased flow and debris. It is likely that the highway would be impacted (the fill eroded) and this would

be included in the debris that flowed downstream, putting increased erosional risk on downstream reaches.

Upper Skalkaho Creek (0901)

This area totals 45 square miles and is the headwaters to Skalkaho Creek. Skalkaho Creek is divided into several HUC’s:

two main stem areas, Daly and this one, the southern tributary, that combines with Daly Creek become the main stem of

Skalkaho Creek. The area has calc-silicate geology.

Stream surveys competed in the early-1990's, indicate that at the lower site the stream has fewer fine sediments in the

channels that at the upper site. The survey sites are located about three miles apart. This could be caused fi'om the road

being located directly adjacent to the stream near the upper section providing a direct input of sediment to the system At

the lower reach, the increased size dilutes the sediment somewhat, and some of the sediment contributed by the road is

stored in low gradient areas between the two stream reaches.

Upper Skalkaho is rated as sensitive in the Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis. The major contributor to this

sensitivity is the road that parallels the stream for eight miles and provides a direct source ofsediment as well as restricting

floodplain access. Other drainages within this watershed, South Fork Skalkaho, Railroad, and two other urmamed

tributaries are listed as sensitive because of a combination of road densities and the amount of area harvested in the past.

Weasel and Hog Trough Creeks are rated as healthy.

The IWWR rates Upper Skalkaho as having moderate geomorphic integrity and water quality because of channel

modification, sediment and roads throughout the watershed.

Twenty four percent of this HUC was afiected by moderate and high severity fire and an additional 31 percent was burned

at low severity. The majority of the high and moderate severity was located on the west side ofthe stream in areas with

high road densities. Water yields are estimated to increase 6 percent as a result ofthe fire in the Upper Skalkaho watershed

(Fames, 2000). There is a moderate risk that overland and debris flows could occur in the portion of the watershed affected

by high severity fire. Culverts were upsized in this area to reduce the risk of culverts filling, road fills overtopping and

failing because ofhigh intensity storm events.

This area contributes water and sediment to Skalkaho Creek, which is designated as Water Quality Limited on the Montana

2000 303d reports. The probable impaired use is the cold-water fishery, aquatic life and recreation caused by agriculture.

Despite the 303d listing, fish population monitoring surveys conducted since the late 1980's indicate that upper Skalkaho

Creek contains one of the strongest resident bull trout populations on the Forest. It also contains a native fish community

(bull trout, westslope cutthroat trout, and slimy sculpin).

In summary, this area is in moderate health. The presence ofroads that constrict stream channels and limit flood plain

access increases the risk ofdamage to the road system and increase of sediment downstream in the event of an overland

flow or debris flow.

Skalkaho, Bear Gulch Area (0903)

This is a 34 square mile area that is located on Skalkaho Creek above Milepost Nine and below the confluence ofDaly and

Upper Skalkaho Creeks. The area within and upstream of this HUC is ofmixed geology, from stable calc-silicates to

erosive granitics are present. A little over one square mile is private land and this is located along the stream, mostly in the

lower reaches ofthe stream within the HUC. In this private land area there are homes and some pasture.

Stream surveys have been competed in the early 1990’s where the stream gaging station is located. At this site, a few miles

above the bottom ofthe HUC area, measurements indicate that the stream is healthy. Skalkaho is a large watershed, over

132 square miles. Because it is so large, upstream efiects (roads mostly) are diluted, which means that healthy areas ofthe

watershed help to counter-act those areas ofpoorer health. Where there is more stream energy (flow) it is possible for the

stream to carry out contributed sediment rather than depositing it in the channel. In a watershed this size, there is ofien

portions of stream channel where physical characteristics indicate sensitivity or reduced habitat while downstream the

characteristics indicate good stream health. This is the case with Skalkaho, some ofthe upstream sites are sensitive while

downstream, stream channel characteristics indicate good channel conditions.

—__I—-*———__—
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The Bitterroot Coarse Filter rates this area as part ofthe larger Skalkaho drainage as healthy. However, several small

tributary drainages that enter Skalkaho Creek along within this HUC are rated as sensitive or high risk. These include,

Fullerton, Tenderfoot, Cofi'ee and Brennan Gulch.

The IWWR rates Skalkaho (the lower and middle sections) as having moderate water quality and low geomorphic integrity,

mostly a result ofroads.

Thirteen percent ofthis HUC was afl'ected by moderate and high severity fire and an additional 20 percent was burned at a

low severity. The majority of the high and moderate severity was located in lower Newton Gulch and on private land and

above on the south side of the stream in the area. Water yields are estimated to increase three percent from the fire (Fames,

2000). There is a moderate risk that overland and debris flows could occur in the portion afi‘ected by high severity fire.

One tributary to Skalkaho Creek, located on private land is known to have a debris flow event during July of2001. This

flow resulted in deposition of debris and sediment in Skalkaho Creek requiring the stream to cut through and around the

deposition to form a channel for several hundred feet.

Skalkaho Creek is designated as Water Quality Limited on the Montana 2000 303d report. The probable impaired use is

the cold-water fishery, aquatic life and recreation caused by agriculture. Despite the 303d listing, fish population

monitoring surveys conducted since the late 1980’s indicate that the portions of Skalkaho Creek on National Forest land

contain relatively healthy resident bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations, with few exotic trout. 0n

downstream private lands, native trout gradually diminish and exotic trout (brook, brown, and rainbow trout) increase.

In summary, this area is in moderate health. The presence of roads that constrict stream channels and limit flood plain

access increases the risk ofdamage to the road system and increase of sediment downstream in the event of an overland

flow or debris flow.

Lower Skalkaho Creek (0904)

This is a 16 square mile area that includes the lower nine miles of Skalkaho Creek and its tributaries. The area within and

upstream of this HUC is ofmixed geology, fi'om stable calc-silicates to erosive granitics are present. The majority is

private land with a mix ofactivities including subdivisions, grazing, ranching, irrigation withdrawals, channelization, and

roads. Irrigation withdrawal is most likely the greatest influence on Skalkaho Creek. During summer and into the fall

irrigation season, much ofthe stream is dewatered for irrigation, and little to no flow reaches the Bitterroot River. This

dewatering eliminates fish habitat, and degrades channel conditions. Lower flows allow stream bank vegetation to grow

into the channel narrowing the area that can effectively carry streamflows during flood periods. A smaller channel means

the efi‘ects offloods (even annual high flows) can be greater than if the channel could carry more floodwaters and debris.

In 1991, one stream survey was conducted in lower Skalkaho Creek by the Montana Department ofFish, Wildlife and

Parks. At that survey site, most of the measured parameters were comparable to reference conditions. Apart from

charmelization and the lack of late season flows, lower Skalkaho Creek appears to be in moderate health.

The Skalkaho Creek drainage is a large watershed of approximately 132 square miles. Because of its large size, upstream

effects (roads mostly) are diluted, which means that healthy areas ofthe watershed help to “hide” and “mask” the areas of

poorer health. Where there is more stream energy (flow), it is possible for the stream to carry out contributed sediment

rather than deposit it in the channel. In a watershed this size, there are typically some sites where physical characteristics

indicate sensitivity or reduced habitat quality, while downstream sites indicate good stream health. This is the case in the

Skalkaho Creek drainage, where some ofthe upstream reaches are sensitive, while fiirther downstream, the stream channel

characteristics indicate a healthy conditions.

This area is mostly private land and was not rated in the Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis.

The IWWR rates Skalkaho (the lower and middle sections) as having moderate water quality and low geomorphic integrity,

mostly a result of roads.

Two percent ofthis HUC was afi‘ected by moderate and high severity fire. Most of the fire impacts are above this HUC.

Because the Skalkaho Creek watershed is large, the efi'ects of upstream debris flows and overland flows will likely be small

in this area. Water yields are estimated to increase less than one percent from the fire in this watershed. Overall in

Skalkaho Creek a 25-year flood event is estimated to increase by 6% from the fires.

Skalkaho Creek is designated as WQLS on the Montana 2000 303d reports. The probable impaired use is the cold-water

fishery, aquatic life and recreation caused by agriculture. Lower Skalkaho Creek is dominated by exotic brook, brown, and

rainbow trout, with reduced numbers ofbull trout and westslope cutthroat trout, particularly in the lowermost 2-3 miles.

_—___-_——————_
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In summary, this area is in moderate health. The dewatered stream (from irrigation withdrawals) and the upstream

constriction of the channel by roads increase the risk ofdamage to downstream channels.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

All Action Alternatives

All action alternatives are similar to those described for the Blodgett geographic area in addition to the following:

Reconditioning ofroads in the Skalkaho Rye area would be more extensive than in the Blodgett area. In all action

alternatives roads would be reconditioned to allow for hauling of materials. This reconditioning would include blading and

brushing on the majority ofthe roads identified. BMP’s (Best Management Practices) would be applied to limit sediment.

Some ofthe roads have been abandoned (but are still on the Forest Road Database) and would require additional work such

as culvert upgrades or replacement. Some ofthese roads would be decommissioned or stored following the proposed use.

Alternative A

These are the same as those described for the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Rye Creek, North Fork Rye (0801)

Alternative B

Watershed improvements would occur throughout the watershed, resulting in short-term increases in sediment followed by

considerably lower long-term sediment yields alter vegetative recovery. The reason for the long-term decreases is that with

decompacted surfi-ices, precipitation would infiltrate better (Luce, 1997) and allow plants to grow more vigorously. Plant

growth would also be improved from organic matter (slash) spread on the decompacted surfaces, providing shade,

increased moisture and nutrients as the slash decomposes. The biggest short-term source of sediment would be from the

graveling of stream crossings and sections of roads near stream channels (Foltz, 1996), and removing culverts, recontouring

fill slopes near streams, and stabilizing stream channels where culverts were removed. However, these short-term sediment

inputs are likely to decrease rapidly to pro-project conditions (Lolo National Forest, Monitoring Report, 1999), and

eventually return to natural erosion rates when vegetation is recovered (Decker, personal communication, 4/2001).

Ground disturbance fiom harvest would likely increase sediment yields. A mix ofhelicopter, skyline and over snow tractor

yarding systems would be used in this watershed to minimize sediment yields.

Temporary landings and a short temporary road (0.05 miles in length) to access one unit would be constructed outside of

streamside management zones (SMZ’s) and outside RHCA‘s. Ground disturbance would occur on these landings and

temporary roads resulting in on-site erosion. The likelihood oferoded sediment reaching streams would be very small

because of the distance to water. Mitigation in the form of straw bales and/or silt fence would be placed wherever there

was a risk of sediment reaching streams. These areas would be obliterated and seeded following use to speed recovery.

Some existing landings located in RHCA’s would be reopened and used. Mitigation would be applied to reduce the risk of

any eroded sediment reaching streams or wetlands. Following use, RHCA landings would be obliterated and seeded.

Water yields in stands treated with intermediate harvest would increase slightly. A very small percentage of the watershed

is proposed for this type oftreatment and the increase would be very small

Roads are designed to prevent water fi'om infiltrating so that a serviceable travel surface is maintained in all types of

weather. Decompaction allows more water to infiltrate (Luce, 1997) and some runoiT decreases (Horel, 1996).

Channel conditions could change from the proposed activities because increases in water and sediment yield resulting fi'om

the project. There would be some improvements within two years from decreases in sediment and water yield that result

fi'om the road improvements and the reduction in sediment sources. In the short-term, there would be an increase in

sediment yields from the road improvements that, depending on time of implementation, could occur at the same time as

post-fire erosion In this situation, the sediment resulting from the management activities would be far out-weighed by the

fire-caused sediment. Chronic sediment produced from the road system would be lower than currently exists.

The fires of2000 are expected to cause some changes in stream channels. In some locations, the changes may be dramatic

depending upon storm intensity and presence ofhydrophobic soils and the formation of debris flow events. Increases in

water yields and erosion will alter stream channels from their pre-fire condition, with or without debris flow events.
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Alternative C

Watershed improvements would occur on forest roads in this watershed. A large amount of graveling (over 20 miles)

would reduce erosion from road surfaces that are within contributing distance of stream channels. Drainage improvements

on roads would reduce sediment contributions to stream channels (Logan, 1991) on another 21 miles ofroad. In areas

where nearby roads are available for travel, decompaction and recontouring of a large number ofroads would reduce road

densities, improve infiltration (Luce, 1997) on the road prisms and improve vegetation productivity. In the short-term,

there would be increases in erosion and sediment yield where culverts were pulled but they would be lower than in

alternatives where harvest causes some ground disturbance.

There would be no increases in water yield fi'om this proposal due to harvest elimination Where roads were decompacted,

infiltration would be increased (McBride, email, 4/01) in the treated sites and water yield would decrease.

Channel conditions would be set on an improving trend in this watershed because of the reduction in long-term sediment

sources and improvements in infiltration

Alternative D

Watershed improvement would be the same as described for Alternative B. Graveling and drainage improvements would

reduce erosion sources and sediment yields considerably in the long-term. There would be short-term sediment yield

increases during and following the implementation.

Ground disturbance fi'om harvest, construction of landing and some temporary roads in Rye Creek create additional bare

ground and erosion sources. Sediment yields are estimated to increase for several years. The short-term increases would be

greater than with Alternative B because of increases in ground disturbance in low severity areas and could contribute to

decreases in channel conditions.

Water yields would increase slightly, but not to the same degree as Alternative B. There would be improvement in

infiltration on roads that would be decompacted or recontoured.

Alternative E

Watershed improvements would be the same as Alternative C.

Fuels reduction treatments using a combination ofhelicopter, skyline, and tractor yarding over snow and/or fi'ozen ground

would ground disturbance. Also, considerably less area would be treated than in Alternatives B and D. Off-site

erosion is unlikely to occur. Any sediment input to streams is likely to be minor because ofthe winter mitigations that

would ground disturbance.

There would be no increases in water yield fi'om Alternative E. Infiltration on roads would reduce runofi‘ from their

surfices.

Channel conditions would be improved in this watershed because of the large reduction in human-caused sediment sources.

Alternative F

Watershed improvements would be approximately the same as described for Alternative B. Large amounts of graveling

and drainage improvements would reduce erosion sources and sediment yields considerably. There would be short-term

increases during and following the implementation of the improvements. In the long-term, sediment yields would decrease

the same as Alternative B.

Ground disturbance from harvest, construction of landing and some temporary roads in Rye Creek create additional bare

ground and erosion sources. Sediment yields are estimated to increase for several years. The short-term increases would be

similar to B, but slightly less as no harvest would occur in Rye Creek above the 311 Road.

Water yields would increase slightly, but to less than with Alternative B as no live (green) trees would be harvested in this

watershed. There would be improvement in infiltration on roads that would be decompacted or recontoured.

Alternative G

Watershed improvements accomplished would be greater than those in the other alternatives. In the short term, ground

disturbance and sediment yields associated with removal and recontouring ofthe roads would be much higher than the

other alternatives because of the amount of ground disturbance immediately adjacent to the stream channel. As vegetation

became established and banks stabililized, erosion and sediment levels would drop to levels much lower than current
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conditions. The removal ofroads that restrict floodplain access and constrict stream channel width would allow for better

function ofthe stream. During high flows, energy could be dissipated on the restored floodplain instead of restricted to the

narrow channel that currently exists where the road constricts the channel. In the long term, less sediment would be

contributed to the stream, as the road would no longer be located in the valley bottom In the locations where the road was

removed fi'om the valley bottom, the stream would be in better condition.

No commercial harvest would occur with this alternative and there would be no ground disturbance from mechanized

equipment. Fuels reduction would be accomplished by hand and only on a few areas. There would be no water yield

increases associated with harvest.

Burke Gulch (0805)

Alternative B and D

Watershed improvements would occur in a small portion ofthe headwaters ofJerrys Gulch and Mike Creek. The majority

of the remaining areas of these and other small watersheds on the east side ofthe HUC are private land. The watershed

improvements would result in a small decrease in sediment in the long-term. The reason for the long-term decreases is that

with decompacted surfaces, precipitation would infiltrate better (Luce, 1997) and allow plants to grow more vigorously.

Plant growth would also be improved from organic matter (slash) spread on the decompacted surfices. This would provide

shade and increased moisture as well as nutrients for the soil as the slash decomposes.

Ground disturbance fi'om harvest would increase sediment yields a very small amount and it would be spread out among

several small watersheds. A mix of helicopter, skyline, and over snow tractor yarding systems would be used in this HUC

to minimize sediment yields.

Temporary landings would be constructed with this alternative. These would be constructed outside of streamside

management zones (SMZ’s) and RHCA’s. Ground disturbance would occur on these landings and temporary roads that

would result in on-site erosion The likelihood oferoded sediment fi'om these areas reaching streams would be very small

because ofthe distance fiom live water. Mitigation in the form of straw bales would be placed wherever there was a risk

that sediment might reach streams. These areas would be obliterated and seeded following use to allow them to recover to

pre-existing conditions.

Some existing landings located in RHCA’s would be reopened and used in this alternative. Mitigation would be applied to

reduce the risk ofany eroded sediment fi'om reaching streams or wetlands. Following use, RHCA landings would be

restored to their pre-use condition.

Intermediate harvest (green trees are thinned) is proposed in the Mike Creek and Deer Hollow drainages. A total of268

acres would receive intermediate harvest. Water yields in stands treated with intermediate harvest would have some

increase in soil moisture and possibly some influence in increased water yields below these sites (USDA, 1975). A large

percentage ofthe Mike Creek drainage burned at high severity and water yields are likely to be higher following the fires.

A small percentage ofthe Deer Hollow drainage burned at high severity, and water yield increases are likely to be minor.

Increases in water yield my alter stream channel conditions in Mike Creek. This was an intermittent stream system before

the fire, and increases in water yield might cause the defined channel to lengthen and provide additional sediment to

downstream depositional areas. In Deer Hollow, very little of the watershed burned at high or moderate severity, and water

yield increases are not likely to be noticeable. There would be some small decreases in long-term sediment sources because

of the drainage improvements on the roads. These improvements would be located high in the watersheds and

improvements in stream channel conditions would be small

Alternative C

Watershed improvements would occur on forest roads in this watershed. Several miles ofroad decompaction, recontouring

and drainage improvements would reduce sediment sources (Logan, 1991) and improve infiltration of water on the road

surfiices (Luce, 1997). The decrease in sediment yields would be almost two times that of Alternative B in the long-term.

In the short-term, there would be increases in erosion and sediment where culverts were pulled and this could be directly

contributed to the streams. The application ofBMPs would reduce the risk and amount of sediment contribution.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal. Where roads were decompacted, infiltration would be

improved (McBride, email, 4/01) on the treated sites.

Channel conditions would be improved in this watershed because ofthe reduction in sediment sources and improvements in

infiltration in the long-term.
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Alternative E

Watershed improvements would be the same as those described for Alternative C.

Fuels reduction would be accomplished with a variety ofyarding systems. Sediment yields would increase to a small

degree in the short-term, but decrease as disturbed soils stabilize and vegetation recovered. The construction of landings

would also result in a small, short-term increase in sediment yield. In the long-term, sediment yields fi'om human-caused

sources would be slightly lower than currently exist due to watershed improvements.

There would be no increases in water yield fi'om this proposal Improved infiltration on roads would reduce runoff fi'om

road surfaces.

Channel conditions would be improved in this watershed because ofthe reduction in human-caused sediment sources. This

would occur on a similar level as that described for Alternative C. Stream channel conditions in Mike Creek would be

maintained in Alternative B.

Alternative F

Watershed improvements would be slightly less than in Alternative B as fewer roads would be decommissioned. The

difi’erence between the long-term improvements would also be small Watershed improvements would result in a small

decrease in sediment yields in the long-term

Ground disturbance from harvest would increase sediment yields a very small amount and it would be spread out among

several small watersheds and a similar area of land would be treated as in Alternative D. Increases in sediment yield fi’om

harvest would be less than those in Alternative D.

Use of landings for the storage and transfer of harvested timber would be similar to Alternative D

No intermediate harvest (green trees harvest) is proposed in with this Alternative. Because of this, increases in water yield

would be less than Alternative D.

Stream channel conditions should be maintained with this alternative.

Alternative G

The amount of watershed improvements that would occur with this alternative would be the same at in Alternative F.

No commercial harvest would occur with this alternative. Fuels reduction would occur using hand crews. Ground

disturbance would be minimal. Sediment yield increases from the fuels reduction would be small and short-term.

Stream channel conditions should be improved slightly with this alternative and would occur more quickly than with the

other action alternatives that include commercial harvest because a limited amount ofground disturbance and increases in

erosion would occur with the fuels reduction

Little Sleeping Child (0704)

Alternative B and D

Watershed improvements would occur in the upper portion ofthe watershed. This would result in short-term increases in

sediment followed by considerably lower sediment yields after vegetative recovery. The reason for the long-term decreases

is that with decompacted surfaces, precipitation would infiltrate better (Luce, 1997) allowing plants to grow more

vigorously. Plant growth would also be improved from organic matter (slash) spread on the decompacted surfiices. This

would provide shade and increased moisture as well as nutrients for the soil as the slash decomposes.

Ground disturbance fi'om harvest would increase sediment yields to a small degree. A mix ofhelicopter, skyline and over

snow tractor yarding systems would be used in this watershed to sediment yields (PF-Watershed-4l).

Temporary landings would be constructed with this alternative. These would be constructed outside of streamside

management zones (SMZ’s) and RI-lCA’s. Ground disturbance would occur on these landings and temporary roads that

would result in on-site erosion The likelihood of eroded sediment fi'om these areas reaching streams would be very small

because of the distance fi'om live water. Mitigation in the form of straw bales would be placed wherever there was a risk

that sediment might reach streams. These areas would be obliterated and seeded following use to allow them to recover to

pre-existing conditions.
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Some existing landings located in RHCA’s would be reopened and used in this alternative. Mitigation would be applied to

reduce the risk ofany eroded sediment from reaching streams or wetlands. Following use, RHCA landings would be

restored to their pre-use condition.

Stands treated with intermediate harvest would have some increase in soil moisture and increased water yields below these

sites (USDA, 1975).

Alternative C and G

In the long-term, the watershed improvements in Alternative C would reduce sediment production slightly more than

Alternative B. About one mile of road decompaction, recontouring, and drainage improvements would reduce sediment

sources (Logan, 1991), and improve infiltration ofwater on the road surfaces (Luce, 1997). Short-term sediment yields

would increase when decompaction and removal ofculverts occurred and would decrease as soils stabilized. With this

alternative, there would be no increases of ground disturbance or sediment yields from harvest activities.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal. Infiltration would improve where roads were decompacted

(McBride, email, 4/01).

Channel conditions would be improved in this watershed because of the reduction in sediment sources and improvements in

infiltration over the long-term

In Alternative G, a slightly larger amount ofroads would be decommissioned which would result in slightly lower long

term sediment yields than Alternative C.

Alternative E

Watershed improvements would be the same as Alternative C.

Fuels reduction would be accomplished by hand in this area. Ofilsite erosion would not be likely because little ground

disturbance would occur.

There would be no increases in water yield in this HUC fiom this proposal. Infiltration on roads would reduce runofi' fi'om

road surfaces.

This alternative would result in slightly lower sediment and water yield increases fiom harvest activities than Alternative B

or D. In the long term, channel conditions would be improved in this watershed because of the reduction in human-caused

sediment sources.

Alternative F

Watershed improvements would be slightly less than Alternative B. Short-term increases in sediment yield would occur

during and immediately following roadwork, but sediment yields would decrease over current levels in the long-term.

Ground disturbance from harvest and the construction of landings and temporary roads would create less bare ground and

erosion sources than B or D, but to a greater degree than Alternative E.

Water yield increases would be less than in Alternative B as no live trees would be harvested. There would be

improvement in infiltration on roads that would be decompacted or recontoured.

Upper Sleeping Child (0701)

Alternatives B and D

Watershed improvements would occur over a very small area in this watershed. Sediment reductions gained by these road

drainage improvements are likely to be minor.

A mix ofhelicopter and over snow tractor yarding systems would be used to minimize sediment yields in this watershed.

Ground disturbance from harvest would increase sediment yields slightly. Tractor yarding would also occur over snow,

and ground disturbance is expected to be minimal.

Temporary landings would be constructed with this alternative. These would be constructed outside of streamside

management zones (SMZ’s) and RHCA’s. Mitigation in the form of straw bales would be placed wherever there was a risk

that sediment might reach streams. Landings would be decompacted and seeded following use to speed recovery.
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Some existing landings located in RHCA’s would be reopened and used in this alternative. Mitigation would be applied to

reduce the risk ofany eroded sediment fi'om reaching streams or wetlands. RHCA landings would be decompacted and

seeded following their use.

Alternative B would not result in a significant increase in water yields because only fire-killed trees would be removed.

Alternative D would produce a minor water yield increase from green tree harvest.

The small increases in sediment and water yields is not likely to create channel changes beyond those caused by post-fire

high flows.

Alternatives C and E

The decreases in chronic erosion sources and long-term sediment yields would be the same as those described for

Alternative B. There would be short-term sediment increases associated with ground disturbance and culvert removals.

These short-term increases would decline over two to three years as soils stabilize and vegetation recovers on the disturbed

sites. There would be no short-term increases or ground disturbance associated with timber harvest with this alternative.

Therefore, lower yields would be attained sooner than with Alternative B.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal. Infiltration would improve where roads were decompacted

(McBride, email, 4/01).

Channel conditions would be improved in this watershed because ofthe reduction in sediment sources and improvements in

infiltration over the long-term.

Alternative F

Increases in harvest-related sediment would be similar to Alternative B but fewer watershed improvements would occur to

help ofl‘set it.

Alternative G

No land-disturbing activities would be implemented in this HUC under Alternative G.

Divide Creek (0702)

Alternatives B and D

Proposed harvest would occur using helicopter yarding. Ground disturbance and erosion from this type ofyarding is very

small and seldom is transported otf-site (Clayton 1981, Klock 1985, Megahan 1972).

Temporary landings would be constructed with this alternative. These would be constructed outside of streamside

management zones (SMZ’s) and outside RHCA’s. Ground disturbance would occur on these landings and temporary roads

that would result in on-site erosion. The likelihood of eroded sediment fi'om these areas reaching streams would be very

small because ofthe distance to live water. Mitigation in the form ofstraw bales and/or silt fence would be placed

wherever there was a risk that sediment might reach streams. These areas would be decompacted and seeded following use

to allow them to recover more quickly.

Substantial increases in water yields are not likely to occur because only fire-killed trees would be removed.

Channel conditions would not decrease as a result ofthe proposed activities because increases in water and sediment yields

produced by Alternatives B and D would be extremely small

Alternatives C and E

Watershed improvements would result in slightly lower long-term sediment yields than with Alternative B. In the short

term, there would be increases associated with the ground disturbance and culvert removals. These short-term increases

would decline over two to three years as soils stabilize and vegetation recovers on the disturbed sites. There would be no

short-term sediment increases associated with the fuel reduction treatments in this alternative.

There would be no increases in water yield fi'om this proposal. Infiltration would improve where roads were decompacted

(McBride, email, 4/01).

Channel conditions would be improved in this watershed in the long-term because of the reduction in sediment sources and

improvements in infiltration.
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Alternative F

Proposed harvest would be the same as that proposed in Alternative D. Efi‘ects of that activity would be the same.

Watershed improvements would decommission two more miles of road that in Alternative D would have been put into

storage. This would result in slightly greater long-term chronic sediment improvements than Alternative D.

Alternative G

Vegetative treatments proposed in this watershed for this alternative would include only reforestation. Increases in erosion

and sediment yield associated with this alternative would be less than with Alternative B.

Watershed improvements would result in a greater amount ofdecommissioned roads than with the other action alternatives.

This would result is slightly lower sediment yields in the long-term than these other alternatives. In the long-term, this

would be a benefit to watershed health because future disturbance would be reduced. However, decommissioned roads

would not be available for re-use in the future.

Middle Sleeping Child (0703)

Alternative B, D and F

Debris flows and sediment deposition have altered the substrate composition in this portion of Sleeping Child Creek. It will

take several years for this sediment to be transported downstream and for channel conditions to return to pre-debris flow

conditions. The time period for this would be dependant on peak flows.

Watershed improvements in the form ofroad obliteration, drainage upgrades, and graveling road segments that are

sediment contributors to streams are included in this alternative. This would result in short-term increases in sediment

followed by considerably lower sediment yields afler vegetative recovery. The reason for the long-term decreases is that

with decompacted surfaces, precipitation would infiltrate better (Luce, 1997) and allow plants to grow more vigorously.

Plant growth would also be improved fi'om organic matter (slash) spread on the decompacted surfaces. This would provide

shade and increased moisture as well as nutrients for the soil as the slash decomposes.

Ground disturbance from harvest would increase sediment yields to a small degree. A mix ofhelicopter, skyline and over

snow tractor yarding systems would be used to sediment yields.

Temporary landings and 0.05 miles oftemporary road would be constructed with this alternative. These would be

constructed outside of streamside management zones (SMZ’s) and outside RHCA’s. Ground disturbance would occur on

these landings and on temporary roads. The likelihood of eroded soil from these areas reaching streams would be very

small because ofthe relatively great distance to live water. Mitigation in the form of straw bales would be placed wherever

there was a risk that sediment might reach streams. These areas would be decompacted and seeded following use to allow

them to speed recovery.

Some existing landings located in RHCA’s would be reopened and used in this alternative. Mitigation would be applied to

reduce the risk ofany eroded sediment from reaching streams or wetlands. RHCA landings would be decompacted and

seeded following their use.

Water yields in stands treated with intermediate harvest would have some increase in soil moisture and some influence in

increased water yields below these sites (USDA, 1975). Some of this intermediate harvest is proposed in the tributary

above the hot springs. High and moderate severity fire affected a large portion of the hot springs watershed, so water yields

will be high because ofthe fire.

Channel conditions have changed and are likely to continue change following the debris flows and increases in sediment

yield may contribute slightly to this.

Alternative F treats a larger area with fuel reduction and so has a slightly higher short-term sediment yield than does either

Alternative B or D. Otherwise, Alternative F efl‘ects are similar to Alternative B and D.

Alternative C I

The reduction in erosion sources associated with watershed improvements would be the same as with Alternative B. In the

short-term, there would be sediment increases associated with the ground disturbance and culvert removals. The difierence

between the two alternatives would be that no harvest would occur with Alternative C, and therefore, the short-term

increases in ground disturbance and sediment yields would be less.
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There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal Infiltration would improve where roads were decompacted

(McBride, email, 4/01).

Channel conditions would be improved in this watershed because ofthe reduction in sediment sources and improvements in

infiltration over the long-term

Alternative E

Watershed improvements would be the same as Alternative C.

Fuels reduction would be accomplished by hand or using helicopters in this area in a few acres. Off-site erosion would be

unlikely, because ground-based equipment would not be used.

In the long-term, sediment yields would be reduced from human-caused sediment sources.

There would be no increases in water yield fi'om this proposal. Infiltration on roads would reduce runoff fi'om road

surfaces.

Alternative G

Watershed improvements would result in slightly higher sediment yields than would occur with Alternative B. This is

because fewer miles ofroad would be put into storage and would receive maintenance instead. Short-term sediment

increases would occur during and immediately following the watershed improvement work In the long-term, sediment

yields would decrease from current levels.

No harvest of live, green trees would occur with this alternative, water yield increases would be less than with Alternative

B. Reducing or eliminating green tree harvest in the hot springs tributary would reduce the potential for bank erosion.

Lower Sleeping Child (0705)

Alternative B

Watershed improvements in the form of road obliteration, drainage upgrades, and graveling road segments that are

sediment contributors to streams are included in this alternative. This would result in short-term increases in sediment

followed by considerably lower sediment yields afier vegetative recovery. The reason for the long-term decreases is that

with decompacted surfaces, precipitation would infiltrate better (Luce, 1997) and allow plants to grow more vigorously.

Plant growth would also be improved fi'om organic matter (slash) spread on the decompacted surfaces. This would provide

shade and increased moisture as well as nutrients for the soil as the slash decomposes.

Ground disturbance from the fuel reduction treatments would increase sediment yields to a small degree. A mix of

helicopter, skyline and over snow tractor yarding systems would be used in this watershed to sediment yield.

Less than 220 acres would be treated with a skyline yarding system, and less than 80 acres would be treated with over snow

tractor yarding. The remainder would be yarded with helicopters.

Temporary landings would be constructed with this alternative. These would be constructed outside of streamside

management zones (SMZ’s) and outside RHCA’s. Ground disturbance would occur on these landings and temporary roads

that would result in on-site erosion. The likelihood oferoded soil fi'om these areas reaching streams would be very small

because of the distance from live water. Mitigation in the form of straw bales would be placed where there was a risk that

sediment might reach streams. These areas would be decompacted and seeded following use to allow them to re-vegetate

quickly.

Some existing landings located in RHCA’s would be reopened and used in this alternative. Mitigation would be applied to

reduce the risk of any eroded soil fi'om reaching streams or wetlands. RHCA landings would be decompacted and seeded

following their use.

A temporary road (0.05 miles in length) would be constructed to access one unit on the north side of Sleeping Child Creek.

Th's road would be located on a ridge and would not enter RHCA’s. Ground disturbance would occur, and some erosion

would be produced. However, the likelihood ofthis soil being transported into a drainage-way or stream would be very

small due to the upland location.

Water yields in stands treated with intermediate harvest would have some increase in soil moisture and some influence in

increased water yields below these sites (USDA, 1975). In the majority ofthe HUC this is not a concern, however, some of

this intermediate harvest is proposed in Blacktail Creek, a watershed that bumed at high severity on its’ west facing slopes.

There is an old road built up the valley bottom of this stream that restricts stream width and floodplain access.
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Only 12 percent of this HUC was burned by high and moderate severity fire, mostly within the Blacktail Creek drainage.

The moderate and high severity fire in upstream areas ofthe Sleeping Child drainage is estimated to increase 25-year peak

flows by a minor amount (approximately eight percent).

Channel conditions in lower Sleeping Child Creek are likely to be maintained. The sediment increases produced by harvest

activities would be ofi'set by the decreases produced by the watershed improvements. Channel conditions in lower Sleeping

Child Creek would be unaffected by the proposed activities because the stream has stable, well-vegetated streambanks and

large diameter substrate.

Alternative C

In these areas, the reduction in erosion sources associated with watershed improvements would be the same as with

Alternative B. In the short-term, there would be sediment increases associated with the ground disturbance and culvert

removals. The difference between Alternatives B and C would be that no harvest is proposed with Alternative C, and the

short-term increases in ground disturbance and sediment yields would be less.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal. Infiltration would improve where roads were decompacted

(McBride, email, 4/01).

Channel conditions would be improved in this watershed because of the reduction in sediment sources and improvements in

infiltration over the long-term.

Alternative D

In Alternative D, fewer miles of road would be decompacted and recontoured. There would also be several miles of road

that would be decompacted, but a trail would be left to allow access. Compared to Alternative B, this would result in

slightly fewer decreases in sediment sources, but not to a measurable amount. Overall, the watershed improvements in

Alternatives B and D are likely to produce similar results.

Compared to Alternative B, Alternative D would create some additional ground disturbance as a result of temporary road

construction However, there is not likely to be a measurable sediment difference between these two alternatives.

Sediment yields are estimated to increase for two to three years from these activities, after that they would decrease.

Water yield increases would be the same as those described for Alternative B.

The increase in short-term sediment yields over that of Alternative B would be a very minor amount. It is unlikely that

there would be measurable stream channel changes between Alternatives B and D.

Alternative E

Watershed improvements would be the same as Alternative C.

Fuels reduction would be accomplished using a helicopter yarding on a small amount of acres. Ofllsite erosion and

sediment input to streams is not likely to occur.

In the long-term, sediment yields would be reduced from human-caused sediment sources.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal. Infiltration on roads would reduce runofi" fi'om road

surfaces.

Channel conditions would be improved in this watershed because ofthe reduction in chronic sediment sources. Long-term

improvements would be similar to those created by Alternative C.

Efi'ects downstream in the Bitterroot River would be diluted and minor.

Alternative F

In Alternative F, watershed improvements in this HUC would be increased compared to Alternative B.

Compared to Alternative B, Alternative F would create some additional ground disturbance as a result of temporary road

construction. Sediment yields are estimated to increase for two to three years from these activities, but afterwards would

decrease.

Water yield increases would be greater than those described for Alternative B.
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The increase in short-term sediment yields over that ofAlternative B would be a very minor amount. It is unlikely that

there would be measurable stream channel changes between Alternatives B and D.

No green trees would be harvested in the Blacktail Creek drainage, and therefore the risk of bank erosion would be less in

this Alternative than in Alternatives B or D.

Alternative G

Watershed improvements would occur over a larger area than with other alternatives. This would result in reduction of

long term sediment production, and in decreased water yields.

Upper Skalkaho, South Fork (0901)

Alternative B

Large decreases in sediment in this watershed are likely to occur because ofthe graveling of eight miles of road that

encroach on streams. Other improvements in the form ofdrainage improvements and road obliteration are included in this

alternative. This would result in short-term increases in sediment followed by considerably lower sediment yields after

vegetative recovery. The reason for the long-term decreases is that with decompacted surfaces, precipitation would

infiltrate better (Luce, 1997) and allow plants to grow more vigorously. Plant growth would also be improved from organic

matter (slash) spread on the decompacted surfaces. This would provide shade and increased moisture as well as nutrients

for the soil as the slash decomposes.

Ground disturbance fi'om fuel reduction treatments would increase sediment yields to a small degree. A mix ofhelicopter

and skyline yarding systems would be used to minimize sediment yield. Approximately 260 acres (out of 1,700) would be

treated with summer skyline yarding. The remainder would be yarded with helicopters.

Temporary landings would be constructed with this alternative. These would be constructed outside of streamside

management zones (SMZ's) and RHCA’s. Ground disturbance would occur on these landings and temporary roads that

would result in on-site erosion. The likelihood oferoded sediment from these areas reaching streams would be very small

because of the distance fi'om live water. Mitigation in the form of straw bales would be placed where there was a risk that

sediment might reach streams. These areas would be decompacted and seeded following use to allow them to recover to

pre-existing conditions.

Some existing landings located in RHCAs would be reopened and used. Mitigation would be applied to reduce the risk of

any eroded sediment from reaching streams or wetlands. RHCA landings would be decompacted and seeded following use.

Water yields would not increase to a measurable degree because only fire-killed trees would be removed.

Channel conditions would be maintained. In the long term, they would be improved because ofdecreases in sediment from

road improvements.

Alternative C

In these areas, the reduction in erosion sources associated with watershed improvements would be the same as with

Alternative B. In the short-term, there would be sediment increases associated with the ground disturbance and culvert

removals. The difl'erence between the two alternatives would be that no harvest is proposed with Alternative C, and there

would be less ground disturbance.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal Infiltration would improve where roads were decompacted

(McBride, email, 4/01).

Channel conditions would be improved in this watershed because ofthe reduction in sediment sources and improvements in

infiltration over the long-term.

Alternative D

Watershed improvements would be the same as those described for Alternative B.

Compared to Alternative B, Alternative D would create some additional ground disturbance as a result of temporary road

construction. The increase in short-term sediment yields beyond that ofAlternative B would be a very minor amount. It is

not likely that there would be measurable changes in stream channels as a result ofthis slight increase. Sediment yields are

estimated to increase for two to three years fiom these activities, but after that would decrease.

Water yields would not increase because only fire-killed trees would be removed.
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Alternative E

Watershed improvements would be the same as Alternative C.

Fuels reduction would be accomplished using a skyline yarding system. Ofi-site erosion would be minimal because of

mitigation measures and the limited amount of ground disturbance.

In the long-term, sediment yields would be reduced from human-caused sediment sources considerably because of

graveling eight miles ofroad.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal. Decompaction (ripping) would reduce umofi" from treated

road surfaces.

Channel conditions would be improved in this watershed because ofthe reduction in human-caused sediment sources.

Long-term channel improvements would be similar to those produced by Alternative C.

Alternative F

Watershed improvements would be the same as those described for Alternative B.

Ground disturbance would be similar to that resulting fi’om Alternative B. No live, green trees would be removed with this

alternative and so water yield increases would be less than with Alternative D.

Alternative G

Watershed improvements would result in much lower sediment yields in the long-term because a riparian road would be

decommissioned as well as several miles ofroad that are accessed by that road. This would be a benefit to watershed and

stream channel conditions in the long-term because the stream would be allowed to function within the full floodplain

width ofthe valley bottom rather than being restricted by the road prism is several locations. The roads treated with

decommissioning would have all culverts removed, stream crossings reconstructed to mimic the stream form adjacent to the

area where the culvert is removed. As vegetation became established on these roads, soils would be stabilized and sediment

yields and erosion fi'om these sources would be lower than they currently are.

Daly Creek (0902)

Alternatives B, and D

Watershed improvements in the form of graveling ofRoad 711 adjacent to the stream would reduce humamcaused

sediment yields to Daly Creek and an unnamed tributary to Daly Creek. This would result in short-term increases in

sediment followed by considerably lower sediment yields after the surface of the gravel was armored. The reason for the

decrease is the larger gravel particles are less easily moved during runofi events.

No harvest or fuel reduction is proposed in this watershed.

No increases in water yields would occur.

Channel conditions would be improved by the decrease of human-caused sediment in the tributary to Daly Creek and in

Daly Creek below the confluence with that stream

Alternatives C and E

The reduction in erosion sources associated with watershed improvements would be the same as with Alternative B.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal. Infiltration would improve where roads were decompacted

(McBride, email, 4/01 , PF—Watershed-4 l ).

Channel conditions would be improved in this watershed because ofthe reduction in sediment sources and improvements in

infiltration over the long-term

Alternative F

Watershed improvements in the form of graveling ofRoad 7 ll adjacent to the stream would reduce human-caused

sediment yields to Daly Creek and an unnamed tributary to Daly Creek. This would result in short-term increases in

sediment followed by considerably lower sediment yields alter the surface of the gravel was armored. The reason for the

decrease is the larger gravel particles are less easily moved during runoff events. An additional amount of road would be
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decommissioned is proposed with this alternative. This would result in lower long-term erosion sources than the other

action alternatives.

No harvest or fuel reduction is proposed in this watershed.

No increases in water yields would occur.

Channel conditions would be improved by the decrease ofhuman-caused sediment in the tributary to Daly Creek and in

Daly Creek below the confluence with that stream.

Alternative G

Watershed improvements in the form ofgraveling ofRoad 711 adjacent to the stream would reduce human-caused

sediment yields to Daly Creek and an unnamed tributary to Daly Creek. This would result in short-term increases in

sediment followed by considerably lower sediment yields alter the surface ofthe gravel was armored. The reason for the

decrease is the larger gravel particles are less easily moved during runofi‘ events. An additional amount ofroad would be

decommissioned is proposed with this alternative resulting in lower long-term erosion than the other action alternatives.

No harvest or fuel reduction is proposed. Planting, or reforestation would reduce the time for hydrologic recovery to occur

because the larger seedlings would mature more quickly than those resulting from natural regeneration by a few years.

No increases in water yields would occur with this alternative.

Channel conditions would be improved by the decrease ofhuman-caused sediment in the tributary to Daly Creek and in

Daly Creek below the confluence with that stream.

Skalkaho, Bear Gulch Area (0903)

Alternatives B and D

Watershed improvements in this area would cause minor sediment reductions in stream channels.

The areas proposed for fuel reduction treatments would be helicopter yarded, so very little ground disturbance would occur.

It is not likely that disturbed soils would move off-site and contribute sediment to streams.

Small increases in water yields would occur with the proposed green tree harvest. It is unlikely that these increases would

move ofi-site. Any water yield increases would be very small in streams.

Channel conditions would not be decreased as a result ofproposals. Sediment sources in the upper HUC’s ofthe Skalkaho

watershed would be reduced and stream channel conditions improved by the decrease ofhuman-caused sediment.

Alternative C

The reduction in erosion sources associated with watershed improvements would be the same as with Alternative B. In the

short-term, there would be increases associated with the ground disturbance and culvert removals. No fuel reduction

treatments would occur with Alternative C, and ground disturbance would be less than Alternative B.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal. Infiltration would improve where roads were decompacted

(McBride, email, 4/01).

Channel conditions would be improved because ofthe long-term reduction in sediment and infiltration improvements over.

Alternative E

Watershed improvements would be the same as Alternative C.

Harvest would be accomplished using a helicopter yarding. Off-site erosion would be minimal because a limited amount of

ground disturbance would occur. In the long and short-term, human-caused sediment sources would be reduced slightly.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal.

Channel conditions would be maintained in this watershed because there would only be a small reduction in human-caused

sediment sources. They are not likely to be measurable in the stream channel conditions.

Alternative F

Watershed improvements in this I-IUC would cause minor sediment reductions in stream channels, similar to Alternative B.
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The areas proposed for fuel reduction treatments would be helicopter yarded, so very little ground disturbance would

occur. It is not likely that disturbed soils would move off-site and contribute sediment to streams.

Small increases in water yields would occur with the proposed green tree harvest. They would be diflicult to detect due to

their small extent and natural background fluctuations. It is unlikely that these increases would move off-site.

Channel conditions would not be decreased as a result ofproposals in this watershed. Sediment sources in the upper

HUC’s of the Skalkaho watershed would be reduced and stream channel conditions improved by the decrease ofhuman

caused sediment.

Alternative G

Watershed improvements would result in a similar level of sediment yield reduction as Alternative F.

The activities would occur manually, so very little ground disturbance would occur. It is not likely that disturbed soils

would move ofllsite and contribute sediment to streams.

Channel conditions would remain on the current trend. The level ofproposed activities is too small to alter channel

conditions in a positive or negative manner in this HUC.

Lower Skalkaho Area (0904)

Alternatives B and D

No watershed improvements are proposed in this area.

The areas proposed for harvest would use helicopters, so very little ground disturbance would occur. The disturbed soils

are not likely to move off-site.

Small increases in water yields would occur because ofthe proposed green tree harvest. It is unlikely that these increases

would move ofllsite and be measurable in downstream areas.

Channel conditions would not be decreased as a result of these proposals. Sediment sources in the upper HUC’s ofthe

Skalkaho watershed would be reduced and downstream stream channel conditions improved slightly by the decrease of

management-caused sediment.

The implementation of Alterative B in Skalkaho Creek would maintain stream channel conditions. Improvements in

upstream HUCs would decrease sediment sources and lead to improved conditions in Skalkaho Creek.

Downstream decreases in sediment yields are not likely to be measurable in the main stem ofthe Bitterroot River as they

would be diluted and masked by large land areas and many other activities on all land ownerships.

Alternative C and G

Channel conditions would be improved slighlty due to the reduction in sediment and infiltration improvements over the

long-term from upstream activities. Other effects would be the same as the no action alternative.

Alternative E

No watershed improvements are proposed in this area. Upstream reduction in sediment yields would contribute to

improved stream health in this downstream reach of Skalkaho Creek.

A small amount ofharvest would be accomplished using a helicopter yarding. Off-site erosion would be minimal because

only a limited amount of ground disturbance is likely to occur.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal.

Channel conditions would be maintained and improved in this watershed because ofupstream proposals for road

gravelling, drainage improvement and road decompaction/obliteration

Alternative F

No watershed improvements are proposed in this area.

Harvest would use helicopters, so very little ground disturbance would occur. The disturbed soils are not likely to move

off-site. Sediment yields would be very small.

Small increases in water yields would occur because ofthe proposed green tree harvest. It is unlikely that these increases

would move off-site and be measurable in downstream areas.
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Channel conditions would not be decreased as a result ofthese proposals. Sediment sources in the upper HUC’s ofthe

Skalkaho watershed would be reduced and stream channel conditions improved by the decrease ofhuman-caused sediment.

The implementation of Alterative F in Skalkaho Creek would maintain stream channel conditions. Improvements in

upstream HUCs would decrease sediment sources and lead to improved conditions in Skalkaho Creek.

Downstream decreases in sediment yields are not likely to be measurable in the main stem ofthe Bitterroot River as they

would be diluted and masked by large land areas and many other activities on all land ownerships.

Cumulative Effects

Cumulative efl‘ects analysis area is the same as the area considered under direct and indirect efl'ects.

Following are several tables that are the result of cumulative effects modeling conducted by Land and Water, Inc. as part of

the project analysis. This analysis in its’ entirety is a project file document (PF-Watershed-4l). The tables below can be

used to support or more easily describe sediment and water yield increases associated with the various alternatives. HUCs

with (**) contain stream segments on the 2000 303d list. HUCs with (") contain stream segments on the 1996 303d list.

Table 3- 10 identifies short-term sediment yield increases estimates from the implementation ofharvest activities in the

Skalkaho Rye Area, associated with ground disturbance fi'om yarding operations. They typically decrease as vegetation is

established. The design ofthe project and additional mitigation as described in Chapter 2 is intended to limit ground

disturbance and restrict the eroded sediment that might cross the INFISH buffers and enter stream channels. These

estimates were calculated using the WEPP model, developed by the Rocky Mountain Research Station (PF-Watershed-4l)

Table 3-30 - Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area Sediment Summary

Watershed Name ‘ Exisfin AM

Yield (tons/ ar)

_ mm Ir!'7. . r 81 - .1 Child, 0701 **, * 1553.6 (2.1%) (2.1%) (1.7%)

- 13 Ill 13 mmDivide, 0702 808.0 (1.6% (1.6%) (1.1%)

_lrllrlMidSlinChild,0703**,* 6445.9 (1.4% (1.4% (0.1%) (1.6%)

— 318.8 B 318.8 188.3 224.8 mLittle Child,0704 4199.9 (7.6%) (7.6%) (4.5%) (5.4%

- mm.Lou‘er Sleeing Child, 0705 **,*= 1795.5 (0.7%) 0.7%) (0.0%) 3.6%)

—lrll1lRye. 0801 ** 12560.2 3.4%) (3.9%) (1.6%) (3.3%)

_mlrl‘,L‘perBitterroot,0805 **,* 3811.2 (2.4% (2.5% 1.9%) 2.9%

UrSkalkaho, 0901 **,* 2937.3 (3.8%) (4.6%) (0.1%) (3.6%)

mum-aim

mmMiddle Skalkaho, 0903 **, * 1338.7 (0.9% (1.1%) 0.1%) (0.7%

l l l l 0 5 0 5

Lower Skalkaho, 0904 **, * i 276.0 (0.4%) (0.4%) (0.2%) V (0.2%)’; 0.0

Table 3-31, below lists the estimate of sediment produced from other land disturbing actions proposed by alternative and

hydrologic unit code. Alternative A would produce no sediment from these or other sources. These increases are “short

term” meaning that they would decrease over several years (typically modeled at 3-4 years by WATSED and RlR4

Sediment Models) as vegetation becomes established on disturbed sites and soils stabilize. There are increases in sediment

yields from land disturbing activities, the amount of these that could in reality reach the stream channel depends upon

distance from water and the kinds of mitigation applied. Mitigation would limit sediment production considerably.

Monitoring ofwatershed improvement projects implemented previously on the Sula Ranger District, indicates that three

years is a reasonable time fi'ame for vegetation to become established on site (Forest Plan Monitoring Report, 1998).
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Table 3-31 - Skalkaho-Rye Sediment Increase from Watershed Improvement, Landings and Temp. Roads
  

_ AltC

Total Total Total Ii'illi‘il

IIIIIEIIIIIIIIIIEIIIIIIIBII

“III-mm
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I!“ 17-1 14-2 14-5 1T1 17-1 17-1

“III!!!

I!“
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* WI indicates sediment yields produced during Watershed Improvement Implementation

The Table 3-32 indicates the estimate of sediment yield decreases (in percent) that would occur in each I-IUC following

implementation and recovery ofwatershed improvement work (PF-Watershed-4l). Alternative A would produce no

sediment decrease fiom watershed improvements. The percentages listed are estimates of reduction of sediment sources

and yields following implementation and recovery and would occur as soils stabilize and vegetation is established.

Table 3-32 - Skalkaho-Rye Estimates of Sediment Decreases from Watershed Improvement Work

Watershed Name ‘

U er Sleein Child, 0701 **, *

 

  

 

Divide. 0702 .

Mid Sleein Child. 0703 * “num

-

.
 

R - .0801 **. * .

-

—

Dal , 0902

Middle Skalkaho, 0903 **, * ..

Lower Skalkaho, 0904 **, * ‘ 0 t 0 i 0 ‘ O 0 0
4‘_____.__; L4__ ,. L

 

The following table indicates the estimates of water yield increases calculated to occur by the ECA model. This takes into

account the removal of live or green trees and dead trees. Where negative numbers are listed, they occur in watersheds

where a large amount of road obliteration is proposed (PF-Watershed-4l).

Table 3-33 - Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area Water Yield Summary

u - r 51 --. Child. 0701 ‘r. *
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Described and listed below are the past, ongoing, and reasonably foreseeable activities that are considered in the cumulative

efl'ects analysis for watershed areas within the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area.

Past Activities

0 Past Forest Service Timber Sales and associated road construction (included in cumulative eifects modeling): Much

of these types of activities have occurred in this area in the past. Road densities and road locations are the largest

source ofsediment and influence to stream conditions because roads are a chronic source of sediment and over nine

miles ofroads in the drainage are located in sediment contributing areas parallel to streams. Harvest is a cause of

increases in water yields because tree removal frees soil moisture for use by other trees or runolf. The Roan Burke

Timber Sale is considered as a past efi'ect with additional units identified following the fire with the current

proposals. Within this geographic area, road densities and ECA are high in Rye Creek, North Rye, Blacktail,

Moonshine, and South Fork of Sleeping Child.

0 State Department ofNatural Resources (DNRC) Timber Sales (included in cumulative efiects modeling): Harvest

on state land in Rye or Skalkaho Creek, or Mike Creek has occurred in the past. This occurred using various yarding

systems and various types of silvicultural treatments. Only three State sections are present within this geographic

area. Salvage harvest is proposed in the Sleeping Child and Spring Hill sections in 2001-2002 on 282 acres that

would be yarded using tractors and skyline systems. Following the project, 1.4 miles of road would be abandoned

and rehabilitated.

0 Private Land Timber Sales (included in cumulative effects modeling): Timber harvest and clearing has occurred for

homes, businesses, roads and pastures. Post-fire harvest has occurred on private land during the winter of2000

2001. Through photo interpretation and maps, we have estimated 17,274-forested acres on private land burned that

could be harvested in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area. For the purpose of watershed analysis, it is assumed that

all of it will be harvested over the next couple ofyears, and that all of it would occur using ground based yarding

systems (although some of is likely to be harvested using less irnpactive aerial systems). Given the assumption that

ground based systems would be used for yarding timber. this activity will increase ground disturbance and erosion.

The effect on sedimentation in stream channels that occurs is dependant upon the application ofBMPs, proximity to

streams and drainage-ways, season ofharvest, as well the actual method of implementation. Depending upon the

yarding system used and the application ofBMPs sediment yields could increase as a result ofthis activity. Water

yields are not expected to increase because it is very probable that only fire-killed trees would be removed.

0 Artificial Reforestation: Planting trees in clearcuts decreases the time it takes for a cleared area to become

hydrologically recovered by several years. Hydrologically recovered is defined as vegetative recovery to a level that

approximates a mature stand in use of soil moisture, and snow distribution. Typically, ir takes at least 30 years.

0 Road Construction, Reconstruction and Maintenance on National Forest Lands (included in cumulative effects

modeling): Roads are the largest source ofsediment, with the initial three years following construction being the

worst, until disturbed areas become armored and vegetation becomes established. Sediment from roads olten is

transported to streams. Channel conditions reflect increased sediment loads from within the watershed. Where

roads contribute sediment to streams, increases in fine sediment in the substrate are cormnon. Reconstruction can re

disturb soils and increase sediment yields for a time until revegetation and restabilized occurs. Reconstruction

includes such activities as improving the drainage on a road or the road surface. In the long-term, this is an

improvement because sediment yields can be decreased. Road densities are high in Blacktail, Moonshine, North

Fork Rye, Rye Creek, South Fork Sleeping Child, headwaters ofLittle Sleeping Child, Burke Gulch, and several dry

draws in Skalkaho.

0 Road Construction on Private and State Lands (included in cumulative efl‘ects modeling to the degree allowed by the

database): Road construction and reconstruction on State Lands is regulated and implemented similar to the manner

that is used on National Forest lands. Effects would be similar as that described above. Road construction and

reconstruction on private lands is not regulated and can be done very well or poorly, depending upon the landowner.

Improperly designed roadwork can cause increased sediment contributed to streams and reduction in channel

conditions when built (and maintained), especially when adjacent to stream channels.

o Forest Trail Construction, Reconstruction and Maintenance: This activity results in a minor amount ofground

disturbance and erosion. In the long-term, established, well-designed trails benefit watershed conditions because

trails are routed through areas that can be drained, where streams won’t wash away trail tread, and where sediment

won’t be contributed to streams. The amount of sediment that results fi'om trail improvements is minor compared to

that from other sources in the watershed.

- Farming and Ranching on Private Land: This activity has occurred for over 100 years. Included is the cultivation of

crops such as hay, grazing oflivestock, irrigation, feeding areas, barns and outbuildings. The land was often

_-__—-———_——__————-_—_
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converted from open forest to meadow or grassland. Ditches are constructed for irrigation purposes and maintained.

In extreme cases, streams have been channelized in an effort to reduce the amount ofarea affected by flooding each

year. This activity is likely to continue indefinitely.

- Harlan Burke Grazing Allotment: This allotment is located on the west side of the Sapphire Mountains. The

livestock graze areas within the Harlan Creek drainage for the majority ofthe summer. Livestock use can and at

times does result in stream bank trampling, compaction of soils in livestock-favored areas, riparian areas and over

grazing ofnative grasses. This area is quite dry and the development of springs to provide watering areas away from

wetland and streams is necessary to provide water for livestock as well as protect the wetland areas. This allotment

was rested in 2001.

0 North Sleeping Child Grazing Allotment: Livestock use can and at times does result in stream bank trampling,

compaction of soils in livestock-favored areas, riparian areas and over grazing of native grasses. Recent

management has reduced these eflects but they still occur to some degree. This allotment was rested in 2001.

0 Sleeping Child Grazing Allotment: This allotment has not been grazed since the mid- l990’s, and there are no plans

to graze it in 2001. In the past, livestock use did produce some stream bank trampling, compaction of soils in

riparian areas, and over grazing ofnative grasses in the upper Sleeping Child meadows. These areas have been on a

favorable recovery trend for the last 7+ years.

0 Skalkaho Grazing Allotment: Use occurs in five pasture areas during various parts ofthe grazing season Livestock

use can and at times does result in stream bank trampling, compaction ofsoils in riparian areas, and over grazing of

native grasses in the on the north side of Skalkaho Creek On Skalkaho Creek itself, this allotment has a negligible

impact on the stream as most activity does take place north of the highway. Recent management has reduced these

efiects but they still occur to some degree. This activity will continue indefinitely.

- Rye Creek Grazing Allotment: This allotment has been vacant for at least a decade and there are no plans to graze it

in the near future.

0 Fire Suppression: Fire suppression resulted in more dense stands throughout the area. This has helped lead to a

greater amount ofground fuels and more intense fires than occurred historically. Hotter fire with heavy ground fuels

increase the extent and severity ofhydrophobic soils. This likely was a great influence on the amount of area within

the burn perimeter this previous summer.

- Prescribed Fire: In the recent past, some prescribed fire was applied in this area. However, the amount of this that

has occurred was small and scattered when compared to the size of the geographic area and probably would have

minimal efl‘ect during a severe fire season.

0 2000 Fire and Rehabilitation (fire effects included in cumulative effects modeling): Many dozer lines and hand-lines

were completed throughout the area during August and September 2000. Dozer lines were rehabilitated as soon as

they were no longer needed for fire suppression. Rehabilitation included pulling the disturbed soil back onto the fire

line, spreading slash and organic debris on top of the lines, and then spreading seed and fertilizer. Where dozer lines

were incised, they were recontoured. Hand lines were also rehabilitation as soon as they were no longer needed for

fire suppression. Waterbars were installed and slash spread on fire lines before hand crews lefl.

- Monitoring of dozer line rehabilitation has occurred by Mike Jakober, fisheries biologist in 2001. Monitoring of

rehabilitated dozer lines on the Sula Ranger District indicated that they are revegetating and that slash spread on the

lines is preventing access by OHV’s and motorized vehicles. Please refer to the cumulative effects section in

Fisheries for more detailed information on this monitoring.

0 2000 Completed BAER Activities: Culverts were upsized throughout the area immediately following the fires.

These were installed during low flow periods, all were seeded but not all were mulched. It is likely that sediment

was contributed to streams when they were installed, and some erosion and sediment input will continue fi'om

disturbed soils until vegetation becomes established, through 2001 at least. These sites will need to be monitored to

see if seeding was successful or if additional erosion control is needed.

0 2000 Fire Efl‘ects: As stated in the Afiected Environment, fire burned a large percentage of the Skalkaho-Rye

Geographic Area. This will increase water and sediment yields. Debris flows may occur in the high severity areas.

The effects of the fire could lead to some dramatic efi’ects in stream channels, especially the higher order, small

streams that were burned at high severity or where roads restrict flood plain access and narrow channels, such as in

North Fork Rye and Rye Creek As of July 2001, many of these watershed responses have been realized, with mud

and debris flows, gully cutting in higher order streams and sediment delivery to creeks all being seen within the area.

o Debris flows have occurred during the summer of 2001 in Sleeping Child Creek, North Rye Creek and Skalkaho

Creeks that has resulted in scouring in small ephemeral and intermittent stream channels and deposition on alluvial

fans, floodplains and in the afi'ected streams. Transport of sediment downstream caused increases in turbidity of the
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main Bitterroot River below these sites for several days. These flows will cause increases in sediment, channel

scouring, and bank erosion in the reaches directly effected by the debris flows as well as in downstream reaches.

0 Personal Use Firewood and Christmas Tree Cutting: Both of these have occurred in the watershed but very little

occurs within SMZ’s or RHCA’s. Illegal firewood cutting areas include the road encroached RHCA’s along Rye,

North Rye, Skalkaho, Daly and Sleeping Child Creeks.

- Hunting, Fishing, Dispersed and Developed Recreation: Activities at dispersed and developed recreation sites may

aflect channel conditions at isolated spots where trails are worn to collect water fi'om streams. Another influence

would be compaction ofcamp areas fi'om parking vehicles and from trampling. None ofthe afl‘ects associated with

recreation occur widespread in the watershed and any efl'ects are localized.

- Ditches, Diversions, and Irrigation Dewatering: Irrigation withdrawals occur throughout the area. In Skalkaho and

Sleeping Child Creeks, decreases in late season flows from irrigation withdrawals afiect instream flows, limiting the

amount ofwater contributed to the Bitterroot River and nearly drying up the stream. Most irrigation withdrawals

occur below the Forest boundary. This activity will continue indefinitely.

o Subdivision on Private Land: This activity occurs throughout the area, with the majority of it occurring at the lower

elevations. This trend is expected to continue.

0 Dam Creek Darn' Located on a trflautary to Daly Creek (Darn Creek); the operations of this structure lower peak

flows and contribute additional water during low flows for downstream irrigation. The influence upon Daly Creek is

small because only a small amount of water is impounded and released compared to the size ofthe Daly/Skalkaho

watershed.

o DNRC Little Sleeping Child Creek Dam: This is a fairly large irnpoundment on a small stream. Irrigation

downstream diverts some of the impounded water during low flow periods. The largest concern associated with this

structure is the risk ofoverland flow/debris flow events that are at risk ofoccurring in the headwaters of Little

Sleeping Child Creek that could afi'ect the structural stability of the dam. Plans were in place to breach this dam, but

a decision in 2001 changed this decision and the dam will remain in place. Use of the will continue to lower peak

flows slightly while providing for some augmentation offlows during low flow periods. There continues to be a risk

ofdebris flows upstream and overtopping ofthe dam should flows be large enough.

- Pond Development on Private Land: Construction ofponds adjacent to and on Little Sleeping Child Creek has

altered channel diversity below National Forest Land. Other ponds are constructed in other subwatersheds within

this HUC but are located ofl‘ the stream channel and are fed with ditches.

0 Rye Creek Elk Farm: Development ofpasture on Rye Creek has affected channel stability, width/depth ratios and

temperatures on Rye Creek. Fencing has reduced this impact and the stream is gradually improving. Heavy grazing

in pastures adjacent to stream channels increases the risk ofoverland flow because of limited vegetation to filter out

eroded materials and compacted soils that reduce infiltration.

0 Past Wildfire: Wildfire has affected vegetation and watershed conditions in this area. Past events include North Rye

Fire of 1988; the Sleeping Child Fire ofthe early 1960's; and the Ann Fire ofthe early l990’s in the Skalkaho

drainage are the largest fires.

- Crystal Mountain Fluorspar Mine: Located in the head ofRye Creek this mine, on private land, has resulted in

ground disturbance and un-reclaimed tailings are a source oferosion. From the examination ofaerial photos it

appears that sediment sources are sin-rounded by vegetation and the amount ofsediment that could reach stream

charmels is limited.

0 State Highway 38 Construction, Maintenance: This road is located in an erosive area and constricts the stream

channel and limits flood plain access in several locations. During periods of flooding sections ofthe roadway are

submerged by floodwaters and a significant amount ofsediment is contributed to Daly Creek increasing suspended

sediment concentrations and turbidity. Steep, rocky fillslopes that are diflicult to vegetate provide a sediment source

since the road was developed. Maintenance of the road may result in some overcast although efforts are made to

limit occurrence.

Ongoing Projects

- Road Maintenance, normal and fire related: Maintenance on forest roads would be ongoing and include blading,

culvert inlet and ditch cleaning. This activity does disturb the road surface and can increase erosion because of

reducing the amount ofarmoring, and disturbance ofvegetation. However, improving the drainage and getting the

erosive force of the water off the road sooner out weighs the short-term increase in erosion. In the long-term,

improved drainage reduces the risk of large road failures. Repair of fire related road damage is likely to have a

negligible efl‘ect on sediment yields because a very small percentage ofwork to be done would be within sediment

contributing areas near streams.
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o Toilet Replacement in Recreation Sites: Ground disturbance would occur on site. The chances oferoded sediment

reaching stream channels would practically non-existent because toilets are located away from streams and on level

ground. Disturbed sites are revegetated following replacement.

- Farming and Ranching on Private Lands: This was discussed under past activities.

0 Tree Planting in Managed Stands: This activity decreases the amount of time to hydrologic recovery in the stands

that are planted by several years because one and two year stock will be planted. Ground disturbance would be

minimal as planting would occur by hand. This project should not contribute sediment to off-site areas.

- Irrigation dewatering: Discussed in Past Activities, would continue indefinitely.

0 Douglas Fir Bark Beetle Infestations: These are likely to spread in fire stressed stands as well in densely populated

green stands. As green trees succumb to the bark beetle, more dead trees will be present along with increases in soil

moisture and water yields caused by increasing amounts ofECA These dead trees would be fiiel for future fires.

u Private Land Salvage Sales: Post-fire harvest has occurred on private land during the winter of 2000-2001 and will

likely continue over the next few years. Much ofthe harvest on the CB Ranch occurred using helicopter yarding

systems. Described under Past Activities.

- Mushroom Harvest: This may increase the amount ofdispersed camping and the impacts associated with that as

described under “Past” Activities but influences to stream charmels should not be measurable.

o Routine Road Maintenance on Private Land: Maintenance can maintain and improve drainage so that erosion from

roads is reduced and contribution to streams is diminished. Improper maintenance can also cause erosion:

sidecasting ofmaterial into streams is direct sediment source and can contribute to stream channel narrowing and

increased amount offine materials in the substrate. Maintenance on private land will continue indefinitely.

o Livestock Grazing on Private Lands: Livestock will continue to be grazed on private lands, most of occurs during

the winter months when the ground is frozen. Some stream banks within pastures are trampled and streams may be

wider and shallower than they would be without the livestock use. Activities are likely to continue indefinitely.

- Pond Construction on Private Land: Described under Past Activities.

- Trail Maintenance: This work involves clearing trails of fallen trees and repairing eroding sections of trail. This

would be an improvement, even though a relatively small one.

o Harlan Burke, North Sleeping Child, Rye “Creek, Sleeping Child, Skalkaho AMPs: Described under Past Activities.

- BAER Projects to be completed: Several culverts are still listed to be upsized. Sedimentation would be associated

with the removal and installation ofnew culverts in streams. Additional seeding, mulching or installation of log

erosion barriers could occur as areas of emergency need are identified.

0 Personal Use Firewood Cutting: Described under Past Activities.

0 Hunting, Fishing Dispersed Recreation: Described under Past Activities.

e Fire Suppression: This is likely to continue, especially along wildland urban interface areas that are located

throughout the lower portions of this geographic area. This would reduce the spread of small fires and may lead to

increased fuels if not reduced in some other manner.

0 Removal of Snow Pillow Culvert: This culvert, located in an unnamed tributary to Daly Creek will be removed in

September, 2001. When it is removed, BMPs would be applied to limit and reduce erosion fi'om the disturbed banks

and fircilitate revegetation. Some sediment would be contributed to Daly Creek, but it would be a small amount and

limited to a time closely related to the removal itself (Lolo National Forest Monitoring Report, 1999).

0 Continued operation ofLittle Sleeping Child Creek Danr Under Past Activities, would continue indefinitely.

0 Continued Operation ofDam Creek Darin Described under Past Activities, would continue indefinitely.

0 Rye Creek Elk Farm: Described under Past Activities, would continue indefinitely.

- State Highway 38 Maintenance: Described under Past Activities, would continue indefinitely.

- Skalkaho Daly Dispersed Recreation Site Rehabilitation: These areas will be blocked so that access to the stream

bank is restricted. Camping would be allowed, but would be limited to areas offthe stream.

Reasonably Foreseeable Projects

0 Roadside Herbicide Treatments, Herbicide Treatments on New Areas: Roadside treatments would likely begin in

the l to 2 years depending upon analysis and decision and would continue indefinately. If the mitigations are

followed properly, the risk of degradation of water quality is likely to be negligible (Information Ventures, 1998).

0 Continued Fire Related Road Reconstruction and Uncompleted BAER Projects: Repair of roads with burned out fill

and undersized culverts will continue until completed and roads are stabilized. The road reconstruction is likely to

be away from stream crossings and BMPs would be applied to limit sediment production. The replacement of
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culverts would be regulated by INFISH. BMPs would be applied and revegetation and mulching would occur to

limit sediment production. There is likely to be some sediment produced and contributed to stream channels during

culvert replacement. However the risk of culvert firilure if not replaced is high because of increased flows resulting

from the fire and the sediment that could be produce from a failed culvert is much higher than would be contributed

during replacement (Sirucek, 1999). The activity would cease when work is completed; likely by the end of 2001.

- Prescribe Fire Treatments: These are likely to continue in areas where environmental analysis has been completed in

an effort to reduce fuels and reduce the risk of stand-replacing fire. Low severity prescribed fire typically burns

ground fuels but doesn’t result in hydrophobic soils or large numbers oftree mortality. Vegetation usually re-sprouts

soon afler the burn is completed. Little off-site erosion occurs. These types of treatments are likely to continue in

the future (DeBano, I998, ppl77-l78, 183).

0 Continued Forest Trail Reconstruction: Discussed under Past Activities.

- Farming and Ranching on Private Lands: This was discussed under past activities.

- FS/BLM OHV EIS: OiT-road travel across the forest is restricted as a result of the decision that is associated with

this analysis. This will be a benefit fi'om a watershed standpoint because newly grown vegetation would not be

trodden on by off-road vehicles, nor would sensitive soils be disturbed or rutted. Restriction of travel could reduce

the spread of noxious weeds, the development ofmore user made trails and the formation ofnew erosion sources.

0 Continued Routine Trail Maintenance: Described in Ongoing Projects, would continue indefinitely.

- Continued Road Maintenance on Private Land: Described in Past Projects, would continue indefinitely.

- Continued Subdivision on Private Land: Described in Past and Ongoing Projects, would continue indefinitely.

0 Continued Mushroom Harvest: Described in Ongoing Projects. It would likely cease atter 2002.

o Continued Douglas Fir Bark Beetle Infestations: Described in Ongoing Projects, would continue indefinitely.

o Harlan-Burke, North Sleeping Child, Sleeping Child, and Skalkaho Grazing Allotments: Described in Past

Activities, would continue indefinitely.

' Livestock Grazing on Private Lands: Described in Ongoing Activities, would continue indefinitely.

. Continued Highway 38 Maintenance.

- Continued Fire Suppression: Described in Ongoing Activities, would continue indefinitely.

~ Continued Artificial Reforestation: Described in Past Activities.

0 Continued Personal Use Firewood and Christmas Tree Cutting: Described in Ongoing, would continue indefinitely.

u Continued Hunting, Fishing, and Developed Recreation: Described in Ongoing, would continue indefinitely.

- Continued Operation ofDam Lake Darn Described in Past Activities.

0 Continued Operation of Little Sleeping Child Darm Described in Past Activities.

0 Continued Operation ofRye Creek Elk Farm. Described in Past Activities.

~ DNRC Salvage Sales in North Rye (Sec. 36) and Sleeping Child (Sec. 36) would likely occur over snow and

remove only fire-killed trees. These two sales would not increase water yields or sediment yields to a large degree

because ofthe scale ofthe project, and the operation over snow. A sale on the Gird Skalkaho Divide (Sec. 16)

would likely occur over snow but would be a green tree harvest and although trees would remain on site, the removal

of green trees could increase water yields slightly.

Items not listed above, but contained on the lists in the Project File, were not selected because they occur outside of this

watershed area and do not have the potential to contribute to watershed and stream channel cumulative efi‘ects. Modeling

for the project included all substantial contributors to cumulative efi‘ects.

Common to All Skalkaho-Rye Watersheds

Alternative A

Efl'ects would be the same as for the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Rye (0801)

Alternative B, D and F

The past, ongoing and reasonable foreseeable future activities contribute sediment and water yield to the Rye Creek

watershed. The ongoing presence of the roads in North Fork and Rye Creek increase the risk of erosion and downstream

sedimentation in the event offlood flows over the next several years. The risk of flooding from high water yields that are a

result of the fire is high in the North Fork and Rye Creek Canyons, without any additional upstream increases in water or
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sediment yields. The implementation ofactivities that would increase water or sediment yields in this watershed are likely

to add to the severity of flooding in the narrow canyons where the existing roads restrict the channel and limit floodplain

access (North Fork Rye and Rye Creek). Without the cumulative efiects in this watershed, the proposed activities would be

acceptable because they have been designed to limit water and sediment yield increases, however, when combined with the

cumulative efl’ects listed above, the efl'ects of implementation may result in channel changes in the short term. In the long

term, sediment yields would be decreased.

Alternative C

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in Rye Creek with this alternative would be significant and

be slightly more than Alternative B because ofmore road recontouring. This would improve infiltration to a greater degree.

Alternative E

There would be decreases in sediment yield from the reduction in sediment sources that result from drainage improvements

and from the graveling, decompaction and revegetation ofroad surfaces. In the long-term, stream channel conditions in

Rye Creek would be improved considerably.

Alternative G

Watershed improvements in the form ofroad obliteration would be greater than the other action alternatives. Combined

with the projects in the cumulative eifects list, long-term sediment yields would be much lower than they currently are.

Burke (0805)

Alternative B and D

In Mike Creek, the water and sediment yields resulting from the fire when combined with cumulative efiects from other

projects and the fire could alter stream channel conditions. The addition water yields from the harvest of green trees could

add to that impact and contribute slightly to degradation ofchannel conditions in that small watershed. In the remainder of

the area, fire effects or other cumulative impacts should not be magnified by additional management activities. Road

improvements would reduce erosion and sediment slightly and contribute to long-term stream channel improvements.

Alternative C and G

The long-term decreases in erosion and sediment yields in this area would be almost twice that of Alternative B. When

considered with the sediment produced from the activities on the cumulative efl‘ects list, human-caused sediment and

sediment yield would be decreased and more quickly than in Alternative B because of lower short-term sediment increases.

In Alternative G, sediment increases from vegetation management would be very small as it would be hand-work.

Alternative E and G

There would be small decreases in sediment yield from the reduction in sediment sources that result from drainage

improvements and from the decompaction and revegetation of road surfaces. In the long-term, conditions in this HUC

would be improved.

Alternative F

There would be no green tree harvest in Mike Creek with this alternative, increases in water yields would be very small

from the proposed project; most water yield increases would be the result ofthe fire. Harvesting only fire-killed trees in

Mike Creek would reduce the risk of channel changes in this small watershed. In the remainder ofthe HUC, efl'ects would

be similar to Alternative B. In the long-term, improvements on the roads would reduce erosion sources and sediment

slightly and contribute to long-term improvements in stream channels.

Little Sleeping Child (0704)

Alternative B, and D

Cumulative efiects (past harvest, road construction and the amount of fire in the headwaters) increase erosion, sediment

yields, and water yields. This is a sensitive stream with high percentages of sand in the substrate and banks that are easily

eroded. Increases in sediment from harvest as well as small increases in water yields that are estimated to occur may

contribute to increases already expected from the fire and add to the risk ofbank erosion

In Alternative D, there temporary road construction may add additional sediment above that estimated in Alternative B.
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In the long-term, watershed improvements would decrease chronic sediment yields and improve channel conditions.

Alternative C and G

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in this area associated with the watershed improvements

would be less than Alternative B because no timber harvest would occur. When considered in combination with the

sediment produced from the activities on the cumulative efl‘ects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield

would be decreased and the reduced level would be attained more quickly than if timber harvest occurred.

Alternative E

There would be decreases in sediment yield from the reduction in sediment sources fi’om drainage improvements and

decompaction and revegetation of road surfaces. In the long-term, human-caused sediment on NFS land would be reduced.

Alternative F

Increases in watershed improvement work above that in Alternative B would result in lower sediment yields in the long

term. Combined with the sediment producing activities listed in the cumulative efl'ects list, sediment yields would be lower

in the long-term than Alternative B, but elevated above that currently occurring. Water yield increases from the proposal

would be very small, increases in stream flow would be influenced mainly by the fire. Alternative F when combined with

past activities in this watershed would provide for an improvement in stream channel conditions from the current level and

more quickly than Alternative B because no green trees would be harvested, and more watershed improvements would

occur. In the short-term, increases in sediment yield and water yields could alter channel conditions slightly.

Divide (0702)

Alternatives B and D

The proposed activities would not increase water and sediment yields to a measurable extent. Although activities on the

cumulative efl‘ects list have resulted in changes in water and sediment yields, the proposals should not contribute to

additional changes in watershed conditions.

Alternatives C and E

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in this area associated with the watershed improvements

would be similar to those in Alternative B. When considered in combination with the sediment produced from the activities

on the cumulative eifects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield the reduced level would be attained at a

similar rate as with Alternative B because what harvest is proposed in that alternative would be yarded using helicopters

and this results in very little ground disturbance.

Alternative F

The proposed activities would not increase water and sediment yields to a measurable extent. Although past activities have

resulting in increases in water and sediment yields, the proposals should not contribute to changes in watershed conditions.

Alternative G

The proposed activities would not increase water and sediment yields to a measurable extent. Although past activities have

resulting in increases in water and sediment yields, this alternative should not contribute to decreases in watershed

conditions. In the long-term, sediment sources would be reduced fi"om current levels because ofthe road improvements.

Upper Sleeping Child (0701)

Alternatives B, D and F

Sediment and water yields have been increased from past actions, including road construction, livestock use, and timber

harvest. Proposed activities could increase these parameters slightly in the short term. When combined with sediment

producing activities on the cumulative effects list, management caused sediment yields would be lower in the long-term

Alternatives C, E and G

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in this area associated with the watershed improvements ‘

would be similar to those in Alternative B. When considered in combination with the sediment produced from the activities

—___—_—__I_———_—
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on the currmlative efl'ects list, human~caused sediment sources and sediment yield, the reduced level would be attained at a

slightly quicker rate than with Alternative B because no harvest is proposed with this alternative.

Middle Sleeping Child (0703)

Alternatives B, D and F

Debris flows have resulted in deposition of sediment in the mainstem of Sleeping Child. This could lead to channel

widening and migration over the next several years where bank stability is lacking. In the short-term, sediment and water

yield increases from harvest activities could increase this instability to a very minor degree because of the composition of

the cobble and boulder streambanks.

In the hot springs tributary to Sleeping Child Creek, past timber harvest and fire probably increased water yields.

Intermediate harvest in this drainage in Alternatives B and D may add to the risk ofhigh flow events. The channelization

in a culvert on private land reduces the flow that can be carried and further increases the risks from increased water yields.

Combined with sediment producing activities on the cumulative efl‘ects list and debris flows, long-term, sediment yields

would be decreased from the watershed improvements implemented.

Alternatives C, E and G

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields from watershed improvements would be less than

Alternative B because no timber harvest would occur. When considered in combination with the sediment produced from

the activities on the cumulative effects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be decreased and the

reduced level would be attained more quickly than if timber harvest occurred.

Lower Sleeping Child (0705)

Alternatives B and D

Debris flows in the upper watershed (HUC 0703) have resulted in sediment deposition in this HUC. This is likely to result

in some bank cutting where bank materials do not consist ofboulders and cobbles and channel stability is low.

Levels ofpast harvest, and high and moderate severity fire increases the risk of overland flow and debris flows in Blacktail

Creek. BAER installed log erosion barriers in this watershed to reduce that risk. Harvesting of green trees in these areas

would add to the risk ofwater yield increases. In the remainder of the HUC, the proposed activities would cause very small

increases in sediment and water yields and would not likely to change channel conditions. Conditions would be maintained

in the mainstem of Sleeping Child. When considered in combination with the sediment produced from the activities on the

cumulative efl‘ects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be decreased and the reduced level would

be attained more quickly than if timber harvest occurred.

Alternative C and G

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields from the watershed improvements would be less than

Alternative B because no timber harvest would occur. When considered in combination with the sediment produced by the

cumulative effects activities, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be decreased and the reduced level

would be attained more quickly than if timber harvest occurred.

Alternative E

Increases in sediment yield would be very small with this alternative. Added to sediment from past activities, debris flows

and fire efl‘ects, increases would not be likely to contribute to channel changes.

There would be decreases in sediment yield from the reduction in sediment sources that result from drainage improvements

and decompaction and revegetation of road surfaces. In the long-term, human-caused sediment sources would be reduced.

Alternative F

Water yields would be limited to those resulting from the harvest of dead trees (very small levels of increase) and those

from past activities. Long-term sediment yields would be slightly greater than the other alternatives with harvest proposed.

Combined with the activities listed in the cumulative effects section. the risk is slightly greater that this alternative could

influence channel conditions. In the long-term, Sleeping Child Creek would be on an improving trend following

implementation because of the watershed improvements proposed.
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Upper Skalkaho (0901)

Alternatives B, D and F

In the short term, sediment yield increases from harvest in combination with cumulative efiects are not likely to be large

enough to contribute to decreases in channel conditions because Skalkaho has a stable stream channel.

The proposed activities‘would result in a net decrease in human-caused sediment yields in the Upper Skalkaho watershed in

the long-term. The cumulative decrease in sediment would lead to an improve channel conditions in Skalkaho Creek.

Alternative C

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in this area associated with the watershed improvements

would be less than Alternative B because no timber harvest would occur. When considered in combination with the

sediment produced from the activities on the cumulative eifects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield

would be decreased and the reduced level would be attained more quickly than if timber harvest occurred.

Alternative E

There would be decreases in sediment yield fi'om the reduction in sediment sources that result from drainage improvements

and from road surfiice decompaction and revegetation. In the long-term, human-caused sediment would be decreased.

Alternative G

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in this area associated with the watershed improvements

would be greater than the other action alternatives because ofthe removal of the road in the RHCA, combined with

cumulative efi‘ects, the long-term improvement would be greater than the other action alternatives.

Daly (0902)

Alternatives B, D and F

Short-term increases would occur during implementation of watershed improvements, these would be small and when

combined with other sediment producing activities on the cumulative effects list should not contribute to undesirable

changes in channel conditions. In the long-term, small decreases in human~caused sediment sources would result in minor

long-term improvements in stream channel conditions in Daly and Skalkaho Creeks.

Alternatives C, E and F

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields fi'om the watershed improvements would be less than

Alternative B because no timber harvest would occur. In combination with the sediment produced from the activities on

the cumulative efi‘ects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be decreased and the reduced level

would be attained more quickly than if timber harvest occurred.

Skalkaho Bear Gulch Area (0903)

Alternatives B and D

The sediment and water yields produced by proposed activities would be minor and cause no changes in stream channel

conditions. The improvements in upstream HUCs would reduce sediment yields overall. Combined with activities listed

on the cumulative efl'ects list, the efi‘ects of the proposals would not contribute to changes in stream channel conditions.

Alternative C and G

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in this area associated with the watershed improvements

would occur sooner than Alternative B because no timber harvest or short-term increases would occur. When considered in

combination with sediment produced from the activities on the cumulative efl‘ects list, human-caused sediment sources and

sediment yield would be decreased and the reduced level would be attained more quickly than if timber harvest occurred.

Alternative E

There would be decreases in sediment yield from the reduction in sediment sources that result from drainage improvements

and from the graveling, decompaction and revegetation of road surfiaces in upstream HUC’s. The short-term increases

-_—_—__—I——_——-——
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would be the least ofthe alternatives with harvest proposed. When considered in combination with the sediment produced

from the activities on the cumulative effects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be decreased.

Alternative F

There would be decreases in sediment yield from the reduction in sediment sources that result from drainage improvements

and fiom the graveling, decompaction and revegetation ofroad surfaces in upstream HUC’s. When combined with the

activities listed in cumulative efi‘ects, the long-term, human-caused sediment sources would be decreased.

Lower Skalkaho Area (0904)

Alternatives B, D, E and F

Decreases in human-caused sediment sources would result in long-term improvements in stream channel conditions in

more upstream reaches of Skalkaho Creek. When combined with the projects on the cumulative efi‘ects list, the long-term

cumulative additions of sediment would be less because ofreduction ofhuman-caused sediment fi'om upstream sources.

Alternative C and G

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields associated with the watershed improvements would be the

same as but occur sooner than Alternative B because no timber harvest would occur. When considered in combination with

the sediment produced from the activities on the cumulative effects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield

would be decreased and the reduced level would be attained more quickly than if timber harvest occurred.

—________-_—_—-—_—___—_-_——_—_"————_—_
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East Fork Geographic Area

Existing Condition

This area consists of the following hydrologic units: Upper East Fork (0402), Martin (0403), Meadow (0404), Middle East

Fork (Bertie Lord Area) (0405), Tolan (0501), Camp (0502), Middle East Fork Interfluve (Guide-Reirnel) (0503), Cameron

(0504), Warm Springs (0505), and Lower East Fork lnterfluve (0506). All of these areas were included in this area of

analysis because they are within the East Fork of the Bitterroot River basin. They are geologically similar and within the

Bitterroot River basin.

The East Fork of the Bitterroot River originates high in glaciated basins ofthe Sapphire Range. Some basins are underlain

with metasedimentary rocks of the Belt Series and others with granitic bedrock. Many tributary streams flow through

moderate- to low-relief landforms dominated by decomposed granitic parent material and then into broad, low-gradient

meadows prior to reaching the East Fork, Cameron and Meadow Creeks are examples of low gradient streams. Glacial and

alluvial deposits ofmixed origins and sandy materials from granitic bedrock influence substrates of the East Fork The East

Fork flows through low gradient montane valleys and in confined narrow valleys, intermittently transporting sediment

emciently and then depositing sediment in low gradient reaches. Midway, the East Fork makes a bend and flows north to

meet the West Fork. In this reach, the valley narrows and smaller tributaries flowing through moderate- to high-relief

landforms efliciently route runofl"and sediments from weathered granites to the main stem.

Roads are a major impact in disconnecting the East Fork and Camp Creek from their floodplains and restricting channel

migration. Natural detritus from meadows and woody debris are important to boosting nutrient capital in these streams.

Nearly half of the total watershed area in the East Fork of the Bitterroot was burned, of this over 25 percent of the area

burned with moderate to high severity. Watersheds with significant amounts of high severity burn and potential for high

runofi' events are: Laird, Balsam, Dickson, Beam, Reirnel, Spade Creeks, un-named tributaries to Meadow Creek,

tributaries to Cameron and Camp Creeks, and the headwater tributaries to Tolan Creek. Many ofthese watersheds have

experienced flash flood and debris flow events during the summer of 2001, and channel conditions will continue to change.

BAER reports indicate that high flows are expected in many of the watersheds in the East Fork The Far East

BAER reports suggest a high degree ofwater rcpellency in soils even though dufl’layers and organic matter were not

entirely consumed. Far East Fire BAER Area hydrologists reported a high amount ofwood in channels, which will ofi'er a

stabilizing effect when high flows occur and route sediment. They also suggest that lower-gradient segments in the upper

portion will bufier increases in sediment in the lower East Fork by storing and slowly routing sediment over time. Valley

Phase 1 fire area (the East Fork below Tolan Creek) also has extensive areas ofhigh and moderate severity burn.

Many of the streams within the East Fork had high severity fire in the riparian areas. Recovery of vegetation and bank

stability will depend on pre-fire condition ofriparian shrubs and the ability of shrubs to sprout along the banks.

Pre-fire watershed condition for most watersheds has been rated at moderate or high integrity. Exceptions are Reirnel,

Camp, and Cameron Creeks, where low integrity ratings were given Watershed timction in Reirnel Creek was already

afiected before the fires by grazing and a private water diversion that isolates the stream fi'om the East Fork at low flows.

Conditions in the Camp Creek watershed are influenced by grazing and US. Highway 93 channelization and winter

sanding operations that contribute sediment to the stream system Camp Creek influences are high road density, large areas

of past timber harvest, and grazing. All of these watersheds may have less resilience and could experience increased bank

erosion from fire efl'ects.

Included in the evaluation ofcurrent conditions are the efl‘ects ofpast activities, these are described in detail in the

cumulative efl’ects section. The stream channel is the indicator ofupstream and upland conditions, it is constantly adjusting

to changes in sediment and water yield. The form of the channel evolves fi'om upstream events, geology, landform, and

climate (Rosgen, 1996). Because of this, the stream channel is the real indicator of watershed condition

“A” streamtypes, steep well-confined charmels, make up the majority ofthe streams within the Skalkaho-Rye Area. The

streams naturally have a high percentage of fine particles in the substrate, because ofthe geology (weathered granitics and

volcanics that weather to fine grained particles. “A” streams are located in v-shaped valleys, and can be sensitive to

increased water yields because they are confined to narrow floodplains where little energy can be dissipated.

“B” streamtypes are also common. These are found in the wider valley bottoms. They are less sensitive to increases in

sediment yields, or water yields because access to a floodplain allows dissipation of energy and sediment deposition.
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A few “C" streamtypes are found on National Forest in the area, the majority on private land in the Sula Basin. These are

low gradient, wide and shallow streams that meander through the floodplain. These streams are formed in wide valley

bottoms in alluvial (deposited) material, they are sensitive to increases in sediment and water yields because the materials

the stream is formed are easily detached and moved.

Rosgen stream type surveys on national forest lands indicate that upper reaches of streams have channels that will

efliciently transport runoff and sediment to low gradient reaches downstream. Low gradient channels with high integrity

will tend to store and slowly release sediment over time. Those that are lower integrity may have increased bank erosion

Important “C” reaches are located in the following streams: East Fork Bitterroot, Camp, East Fork Camp, Lick, Martin,

Meadow, Reimel, and Swifl. There are also important response channels downstream of the Forest boundary within private

lands. Streambank condition is low to moderate, which may increase sediment loads by bank erosion to the East Fork.

Moose Creek (0401)

Moose Creek is a 25 square mile watershed that has a large proportion ofroadless and undeveloped lands in its headwaters.

Geology consists ofmostly glaciated and weathered granitics. The lower reach ofthe stream is a stable B channel with a

substrate composed of cobbles and small boulders. There are about four miles ofroad in the watershed that are located in

the riparian area. There are 400 acres ofprivate land in the headwaters near Frog Pond Basin. There are several rustic

cabins, logging and mining in the past. A short section ofroad has been built on the private land for access. Disturbance

(road, logging, mining) on the private land has little direct input to live water.

Stream surveys have been conducted for several years at the end of Forest Road #432 on Moose Creek. This reach is

considered a reference reach because there has been very little activity above this point. The information fi'om this reach is

used to compare with other streams of similar form and geology.

The Bitterroot Coarse Filter rates this watershed as healthy except for Lick Creek that is rated sensitive because ofECA.

The IWWR rates the watershed as moderate with respect to vulnerability because of erodible land types, moderate water

quality because of sediment and channel modification and moderate geomorphic integrity because ofpast harvest and roads

in the lower portion ofthe watershed.

About two percent ofthe watershed was efl‘ected by moderate severity fire and about six percent by low severity, the

majority of this was in the headwaters ofthe Lick Creek drainage. This is estimated to increase water yields by less than

one percent in Moose Creek The risk ofoverland flow and debris flows is small.

Moose Creek is listed as having a threatened cold water fishery in the Montana 2000 303d report with the cause being

siltation and nutrients from an “tmknown” source. This stream has a large percentage ofunroaded and a stream survey at

the end ofthe road indicates stream health at that location. Fisheries data also indicates a healthy native fish community is

present throughout Moose Creek.

In summary, Moose Creek is a healthy stream Although there are sediment sources and activities that have occurred in the

lower part ofthe watershed, watershed improvements and road decommissioning that has occurred in Paint, Reynolds and

Lick Creek have reduced sources. Stream surveys indicate near reference conditions.

Upper East Fork (0402)

The Upper East Fork is a 57.9 square mile watershed that is largely wilderness. The geology ofthe area is mostly glaciated

and weathered granitics. The lower reach ofthe stream is a large meandering “C” reach that flows through a wide valley.

A stream survey was completed on the East Fork upstream of the Wilderness boundary in 1994. This is a reference reach

and the information gathered fi'om it was used to compare to other similar stream channels.

The Bitterroot Coarse Filter rates this watershed as healthy as does the Inland West Assessment for geomorphic integrity,

vulnerability and water quality. -

Thirty-five percent of the watershed was afl'ected by fire during the 2000 season. The risk ofchanges in channel conditions

following is high, especially in the headwater streams. No emergency watershed treatments were implemented in this area.

This watershed and stream are considered healthy because ofthe roadless and unmanaged conditions. The stands within

the drainage are mostly mature and there is some risk of lightning and wildfire at some point in the fixture.

Martin Creek (0403)
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Martin Creek is a 32 square mile watershed that is a mix of geologies including calc-silicates, weathered and hard granitics.

There is a road in the riparian area that restricts stream channel and floodplain function. The Sleeping Child Burn affected

the upper elevations of this watershed in 1961 and there were many low standard roads and fire-lines constructed during

and alter the old Sleeping Child Burn. Many of these have been obliterated; log culverts removed and revegetated during a

watershed improvement project that was implemented in the mid-1990's (Watershed Restoration in Martin and Bertie Lord

Drainages, 1995).

A stream survey was conducted on Martin Creek at milepost 7.5 fiom the confluence with Moose Creek in 1992. At this

point there is a large amount of fine sediments in the channel. This portion ofthe watershed is composed of weathered,

easily eroded sediment plus there are lingering eflects from the old fire. In 1995 and 1996 many of these roads were

decompacted, log culverts pulled and reseeded.

The Bitterroot Coarse Filter rates this watershed as sensitive because ofthe old fire, levels ofECA and the presence of

roads in the riparian area.

The IWWR rates the watershed a moderate for geomorphic integrity, water quality, and vulnerability because of erodible

land types, sediment, channel modification and roads.

A small amount of the watershed was affected by the fires of 2000, two percent of the area was of moderate severity and

another one percent was low severity. This is estimated to increase water yields by less than one percent. The risk of

changes in channel conditions following fire in Martin Creek is small because such a small area was affected.

In summary, this watershed is in moderate health because ofpast activities and the road along the stream restricting the

stream and the floodplain. Sediment sources have been limited to some extent by the watershed improvements ofthe mid

90’s and the gravel surface on the road along the stream. Channels are on an improving trend because ofthe reduction of

sediment sources that were implemented in 1995.

Meadow Creek (0404)

Meadow Creek is a 32 square mile watershed that is a mix of weathered and hard granitics. There is a road in the riparian

area that restricts stream channel and floodplain function for six miles. This watershed is the heart ofthe Meadow Tolan

Allotment and is utilized by livestock for several months each season Watershed improvements were completed in this

area in 1996 and 1997. Most ofthe areas where soils were disturbed and are being monitored are becoming grass covered.

The best revegetation results are where there is shade and moisture available.

Monitoring occurs annually on the allotment at 14 sites, 11 ofthese are in the Meadow Creek drainage. One ofthe

Meadow Creek reaches exceeded the recommended level of trampling. This site was located on Meadow Creek, above

Road Number 5761, where an old harvest unit has not regenerated.

Several stream surveys have been conducted throughout the Meadow Creek drainage. Although most parameters along the

main stem are near reference, productivity decreases the further downstream the site is located (Meadow Tolan EAWS,

1998). Stream surveys taken on Lodgepole Creek, a tributary, over the past several years, indicates this stream is on an

improving trend. Surveys have also been conducted on Swifi Creek, another tributary. The upper site is considered

reference because there is very little activity above that point and the majority ofthe watershed is roadless. When

compared to the lower site, the lower site has slightly greater amount of fine materials in the substrate, this reach is slightly

flatter gradient and so is a depositional reach It is also accessible by livestock and there is one watering hole/crossing in

the reach which results in weakened banks for about 15 feet. The remainder ofthe reach is inaccessible and has stable

banks.

The Bitterroot Coarse Filter rates Meadow Creek watershed as sensitive because the road along the stream restricts

floodplain access and stream width, other roads throughout the watershed and past harvest are a source of sediment.

The IWWR rates the watershed a moderate for geomorphic integrity, water quality, and vulnerability because of erodible

land types, sediment, channel modification, past grazing practices and roads.

A large portion of this Meadow Creek was affected by high and moderate severity fire: 46 percent, an additional 19 percent

was burned at a low severity level. This is estimated to increase water yields by 12 percent in this watershed Balsam

Creek and the headwaters ofMeadow Creek were the drainages that were most affected by high severity fire. The chance

of overland flows and debris flows within this area is high and it is likely that there will be deposition ofmaterial and

channel changes, in some places dramatic changes, in Balsam Creek and the Meadow Creek headwaters. These events

would most likely be the result of an intense thunderstorm in a localized area and the visible effect of this would be in

localized areas also. The result would be deposition in the channels of soil, rock and some trees. The stream would cut
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through this deposition, either establishing a new channel or cutting through to the original channel. Downstream ofthe

depositional area it is expected that a greater amount offine sediments would be deposited in the substrate and channel

migration would occur. Following the event, the fine sediments would be transported downstream to depositional reaches

and stream bank erosion could occur. Recovery would occur over ten-plus years following the event. As of September of

2001, no know mudslides or debris flows have occurred. Stream bank erosion be most likely to take place where low

gradient, meandering stream reaches are present, where fine grained alluvial soils are present.

In summary, this watershed is in moderate health because ofpast activities and the road along the stream restricting the

stream and the floodplain. Sediment sources have been limited to some extent by the watershed improvements ofthe mid

90’s and the gravel surface on portions ofthe road along the stream Since such a large amount ofthe watershed was

afi‘ected by fire, there is risk that there will be eifects to channel conditions (especially in the small headwater tributaries) as

a result of increases in water yields, sediment yields and debris flow events. Estimates indicate that eifects of the fire

would be greater than those resulting from the project.

Middle East Fork (Bertie Lord Area) (0405)

This is a forty square mile interfluve area that consists ofBertie Lord, Teepee Creek and the area above “Bonanza Lands”

subdivision as well as a portion ofthe main East Fork River. The geology in this area is composed ofmostly weathered

granitics with some areas of harder granitics, most of which are easily erodible.

Several stream surveys have been completed in the area in 1999. On Bertie Lord Creek one was located near the mouth and

the other upstream on a tributary, there was also a survey completed in Teepee Creek. In these areas there was high

percentage of sand sized particles in the substrate.

This area has a high road density and this is evident by the high risk rating given by the Bitterroot Coarse Filter and the

IWWR.

Less than one percent ofthe area was afiected by moderate severity fire in the headwaters ofBertie Lord, with another six

percent having low severity fire above Bonanza Lands. Water yield increases estimated fi‘om this are very small and would

not afl‘ect channel conditions. Risk of channel changes resulting from the fire is very small

In summary, tributaries in this HUC are in poor health because ofpast activities such a roads, the main East Fork is in

moderate to good health. Some watershed improvements in the form ofroad drainage improvements have occurred in the

area that will lead to reduced sediment sources in the long-term.

Tolan Creek (0501)

Tolan Creek is a 20 square mile watershed that has a several hundred acres ofprivate ranch land at the mouth where hay is

grown in the summer and fall and livestock graze in the winter and spring. The geology of the area on National Forest is

granitic and is fairy erodible and is rated as high vulnerability in the IWWR because of soils, dissected slopes and

erodibility.

Stream surveys have been conducted in the area as part of the monitoring for Tolan Timber Sale and the Meadow Tolan

Allotment. A survey on a tributary to Tolan Creek below harvest activity indicates that the site has a low percentage of

sand in the substrate and that there haven’t been any changes in channel conditions as a result of timber sale activities.

Monitoring of stream bank trampling on National Forest in the upper part of the watershed shows that little livestock use

occurs in this part ofthe allotment and livestock is not afiecting stream channel conditions.

This area has a low road density and is rated as healthy by the Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis. The IWWR rates

the watershed as having moderate health

Almost 29 percent of the area was afl‘ected by moderate and high severity fire, another 40 percent was burned by low

severity fire, and water yield is estimated to increase six percent following fire. High severity fire in some headwaters of

Tolan Creek could result in debris flow events if high intensity thunderstomis were to occur (as of September, 2001, no

known debris flows have occurred). The risk of this happening in the tributaries where high severity fire occurred is high

and would likely result in some deposition in the main stem. The main stream would react by cutting through or around the

deposition and transporting sediment downstream

In summary, this watershed is in good health. There could be some afl'ects as a result of the fire but good existing stream

channel conditions will allow the channel to react and recovery fi'om fire caused impacts without large changes in the

channel on National Forest. On private land there could be some changes in channel conditions because of sediment
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transport and deposition from upstream areas. These efl‘ects could include deposition, bank cutting and channel migration.

Irrigation structures may be afi‘ected by these fire efiects.

Camp Creek (0502)

Camp Creek is a 36 square mile watershed where a variety ofactivities have occurred in the past. About three square miles

of the watershed is privately owned and this area has been farmed and received livestock use in the past, and some of the

private land is currently being used for home site development. Another five square miles are part of the Sula State Forest

where timber harvest, grazing, road construction, and road reclamation has occurred. On National Forest there is a ski area,

there has been road construction, road reclamation, timber harvest, Saddle Mountain Fire, and Highway 93 bisects the

watershed. The highway is a major impact in the watershed because of channelization, construction, reconstruction,

maintenance and sanding along the road corridor during the winter.

Several stream surveys have been completed throughout the area in the mid-90s. Near Camp Creek Inn, measured

parameters on Camp Creek were within ranges ofnormal when compared to reference streams. Much ofCamp Creek is

channelized and has poor bank stability that results fi'om past activities on private land. On Waugh Creek a survey

indicates that it is on the less healthy side reference conditions. At surveyed sites (Camp Creek, Waugh Gulch, East Fork

ofCamp (4 sites), West Fork ofCamp (3 sites) the managed reaches indicated that there is a higher percentage of sand in

the substrate that in the reference reaches (Camp Reimel EA, 1997), this is likely due to high road densities above the

survey locations. '

In Camp Creek, the Bitterroot Coarse Filter rates the watershed as sensitive because ofpast road construction, stream

channel relocation and harvest. Praine, Indian Tree Trib, West Fork ofCamp and Andrews Creek, all tributaries, were

rated as high risk because ofroads and grazing along the stream channels. The other areas within the watershed were rated

as sensitive. This analysis considered only National Forest Lands. Since the Camp Reimel Analysis, the State ofMontana

Department ofNatural Resources has implemented a road improvement/watershed improvement package that closed,

improved drainage and revegetated roads throughout State Land. This project reduced sediment sources and will lead to

less sediment input to the channels in Praine and Andrews Creeks in the long-term. This project was implemented in 1999

and 2000 and streams have not had the time to recover to the fiill extent from the reduced sediment sources.

The IWWR rates this area as in poor geomorphic integrity and water quality because ofthe amount ofactivity that has

occurred in the past.

Thirty-four percent of the area was affected by moderate and high severity fire with another 19 percent afi'ected by low

severity fire. Water yields are estimated to increase 6 percent following the fire. Risk ofdebris and overland flows as a

result ofthe fire is high in the areas affected by high severity fire and even in some moderate severity fire areas because of

granitic soil types. Thunderstorms in September of 2000 caused several overland flow events that didn’t afi’ect channel

conditions, but indicate the sensitivity ofthese types of soils to high intensity storms and overland flow events. Given a

thunderstorm ofthe right intensity, the risk is high that there could be overland flow and debris flow events in some areas

of the Camp Creek watershed, especially those aifected by high severity fire. Should these occur efi‘ects would be visible

in stream channels by deposition, channel migration, and stream bank erosion. Upsizing of culverts on roads throughout

the watershed by BAER has reduced the risk ofculverts plugging and road fills being eroded considerably.

Several debris flows have occurred in Camp Creek in July of2001 during and afier high intensity thunderstorm events.

Several intermittent tributaries have experienced downcutting and deposition of material on alluvial fans and in streams.

Deposition ofsediment resulted in turbid water in Camp Creek and downstream in the East Fork for several days. Higher

flows (either from thunderstorms or snowmelt runofi) will transport fine sediments currently stored in Camp Creek

downstream and onto floodplains

In summary, this watershed is in moderate health because ofpast activities such as roads, harvest, channelization, grazing

and ski area development. Some watershed improvements in the form ofroad closures and revegetation have occurred in

the area that will lead to reduced sediment sources in the long-term However, channelization and streambank conditions in

the lower reaches ofthe stream lead to a relatively high risk ofchannel changes from fire efl‘ects.

Middle East Fork Interfluve (Guide-Reimel) (0503)

This is an interfluve area that consists ofReimel Creek, and tributaries to the East Fork upstream ofReimel, including

Mink, Springer, Kerlee, Guide, Colvert, Jennings Camp Creek, and contains a portion ofthe East Fork River. The geology

in this area is composed ofhard and weathered granitics. A small amount ofprivate land is located at the mouths of

Reimel, Mink, Springer, and Kerlee. On Reimel Creek, where the largest parcel ofprivate land is, much of the stream is

diverted into a pond, especially during low flows.
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Several stream surveys have been completed throughout the area over the past several years. In Reimel Creek, surveys

have shown that eroding stream banks have resulted in a wider and shallower stream with more fine sediments in the

substrate than reference streams. Stream bank restoration was implemented in 1999 that stabilized several hundred feet of

eroding banks and planted willows. Willows have also been planted in 2000 and 2001. A stream survey on Springer Creek

indicates healthy stream channel conditions. Stream surveys on Guide, Colvert and Jennings Camp Creeks all indicate that

there is a high amount of sediment in the streams that is likely related to the higher road densities and granitic, erosive soils.

Jennings Camp, Guide, Dowling and Mink Creeks are all rated as high risk in the Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis

as high risk because ofroads and timber harvest. Jennings Camp and Guide both have roads that parallel the stream

channel and provide a direct sediment source to the stream, as well as restricting the flood plain access. Reimel is listed as

sensitive because of grazing and the remainder of the area is listed as healthy. In July of 2001 , the riparian area ofReimel

Creek was fence to completely exclude livestock fi'om the stream and riparian area.

The IWWR rates the HUC as moderate water quality and geomorphic integrity in Reimel Creek and poor water quality and

geomorphic integrity in the remainder ofthe area. Roads are the major impairment, followed by channel modifications.

The main stem ofthe East Fork likely would receive moderate ratings except for the inputs from the tributary watersheds

and channelization on private land.

Moderate and high severity fire afl'ected eight percent ofthe area and an additional 19 percent burned at low severity.

Water yields are estimated to increase two percent as a result ofthe fire. A larger percentage ofReimel Creek was burned

by high severity fire, including sensitive soils on steep slopes and in the riparian valley bottom. The risk ofoverland flow

and/or debris flows is high in some areas of Reimel Creek. Should this occur, there is likely to be increased deposition,

bank erosion and channel migration in the alluvial valley bottom. The stream bank stabilization structures installed in

1999, were not burned during the fire, although about l/3 of the planted willows were. The structures should provide

additional protection to streambanks during the next few years when increases in sediment and water are expected from fire

mortality.

Debris flows and flooding occurred in Reimel Creek during July 2001, thunderstorms. The flows originated upstream of

the portion ofthe watershed that is managed; downstream efiects were limited to turbid water and flooding.

In summary, Reimel Creek received the largest amount ofhigh severity fire within this HUC and the risk is high that there

will be overland flow or debris flows in that watershed. Should this occur, stream channel conditions in Reimel Creek

could change because of deposition, and stream bank erosion. The area outside ofReimel Creek received only low severity

fire and no changes in stream channel are likely.

Cameron Creek (0504)

Cameron Creek is a 49 square mile watershed with 28 square miles of that being private and state land. The private land is

located mainly in the alluvial valley, farming, ranching and home sites have been the primary activities. State land is

located above private land and below National Forest, the primary activities in the past have been road construction,

livestock use and timber harvest. National Forest lands comprise the upper elevations of the watershed and past activities

inchide timber harvest, road construction and limited livestock use. Geology in the area consists ofmostly weathered

granitics that are erodrble.

No stream surveys have been conducted in the area. However, the fisheries biologist has surveyed the percent fines

(<2mm) in pools and in low gradient rifiles in many reaches across the National Forest land and five ofthese were in

Cameron Creek near the Forest Boundaries. Surveys on Hart, Lyman, NF Cameron and Upper Cameron have percent fines

higher than reference levels. At the site on lower Cameron, an alluvial, low gradient reach there is a high percentage of fine

sediments in the substrate. Surveys indicate that streams higher in the watershed are healthier, that they are able to adjust to

and transport sediment yields but in the lower elevations, woody vegetation is lacking, sediment is deposited in the channel,

the stream is wider and shallower.

The Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis rates this watershed as high risk because ofroad density and the probability of

a large number of sediment sources in the watershed. There has also been a high percentage ofharvest before the fires.

Grazing is common in Cameron Creek on private and state land and some use occurs on National Forest lands. This also

contributes to poor channel conditions in this watershed.

IWWR rates the area having poor watershed integrity and water quality as a result of sediment from roads, bank erosion,

livestock and increased flows.

Sixty percent ofthe watershed was affected by moderate and high severity fire; another five percent was burned at low

severity. This is estimated to increase water yields almost 13 percent as a result ofthe fire. Hart Creek and the West Side
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ofCameron Creek were affected by a large percentage ofhigh severity fire. The risk of overland flows in these areas is

high. On the west side, 450 acres oflog erosion barriers and wattles were installed in an effort to reduce the risk of

overland flow events fi'om that area ofhigh severity fire on National Forest, and protect downstream/downhill irrigation

structures.

Overland flows and debris flows have occurred in this watershed as well as some others in the East Fork Area. The largest

were located in the vicinity ofthe Sula Fire Station, and along the Sula Peak where smaller flows occurred in Fall of 2000.

These didn’t involve deposition of sediment in riparian area, but were located in ephemeral draws.

The lower reaches ofCameron Creek are an E stream type, relatively deep and narrow, and flows through an alluvial valley

composed offine grained soils. In this type ofstream, bank stability is directly related to stream bank vegetation. In lower

Cameron Creek, few willows remain and this along with fine alluvial soils, influences bank stability and makes it very

sensitive to increases in water and sediment yield, both ofwhich are expected as a result of the fire.

In summary, this watershed was in poor health, before the fire. Because ofimprovements on state land, there had been

decreases in sediment sources but there hadu’t been time for improvements in the stream channel to occur fi'om sediment

source reduction. Following the fire, there will be increases in water and sediment yields, and/0r overland flow events in

some areas as a result of the fire and these could affect channel conditions in Cameron Creek. The efi‘ects could include

deposition, bank cutting and channel migration. On private land there is likely to be some changes in channel conditions

because of low flows that are a result of irrigation withdrawals. This may afiect irrigation structures on private land. In the

East Fork contributed sediment would likely be transported downstream to depositional areas and result in little risk to

changes in the East Fork.

Warm Springs Creek (0505)

Warm Springs is a 45 square mile watershed where a variety ofactivities have occurred in the past. Geology and soils in

the area are granitics and volcanics that are easily disturbed and eroded Private land exists along the lower mile of the

stream and includes Medicine Hot Springs, a development that used to be a commercial hot springs resort but is now a

private operation. Grazing and home site development also takes place on the private land. A large amount of the

watershed is roadless and undeveloped with some livestock grazing that takes place along the grasslands in the Porcupine

Saddle area. About three square miles of the watershed is privately owned and this area has been farmed and received

livestock use in the past, and currently some is being used for home site development.

Several stream surveys have been completed throughout the area in the mid-90’s. Two are located on the main stem; one is

an upstream reference reach that can be compared to a similar downstream similar reach. The parameters measured for

both sites were similar. Stream surveys indicate that the main stem ofWarm Springs is healthy. Other surveys have been

completed on Crazy Creek and Planet Creek, tributaries to Warm Springs, both of these have a greater amount of sand in

the substrate than do reference streams.

In Warm Springs Creek, the Bitterroot Coarse Filter rates it as healthy however, there is about three miles of road that

parallels the stream and limits channel migration and floodplain access to a small degree. Bear Gulch, and Crazy Creek,

both tributaries to Warm Springs are rated a high risk because ofroad densities.

The IWWR rates this area as in high geomorphic integrity and moderate water quality because of the activities that have

occurred in Bear Gulch and Crazy Creek (roads and harvest). Much ofthe watershed is roadless and undeveloped.

A small amount of the area was afiected by moderate and high severity fire (14 percent) and another 30 percent was

a&cted by low severity fire. The estimated increase in water yield fiom this is 3 percent over current levels in Warm

Springs Creek. Risk of debris and overland flows resulting from the fire is low in most ofthe watershed, but there is some

higher risk in those areas that did experience high severity fire. Generally, the fire in Warm Springs is considered a benefit

because most of it was of low and moderate severity and this reduces risk of large-scale fire in the future as well as

reducing firels. Channel changes as a result of the fire are not expected in the Warm Springs watershed but there may be

some localized areas of overland flow where fire burned at high severity.

In summary, this watershed is in good health. The extent of fire activity in the watershed is minor and few effects in the

form of channel changes and overland flow events are expected.

Lower East Fork Interfluve (Medicine Tree, Maynard, Laird) (0506)

This is an interfluve area that includes streams tributary to the East Fork between Sula and the confluence with the West

Fork, included are Maynard, Laird, Robbins Gulch, and Medicine Tree Creeks. The canyon section ofthe East Fork has

steep rocky slopes and credible land types. The remainder ofthe area has granitic and volcanic geology that is erodiblc but
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the slopes aren’t as steep as in the canyon and this results in the soils being more stable than those in the canyon. The

watershed is 54 square miles and 14 of that is private land that is located mainly in the lower section in Dickson, Spade and

along the East Fork itself. Most ofthe activity on private land is centered on residential use and ranching. Highway 93

restricts floodplain access and has straightened the river for much ofthe length in this section and this results in higher

velocities, downstream bank erosion. Winter sanding also contributes sediment to the channel.

Several stream surveys have been completed throughout the area in over the past several years. In Maynard Creek, six

years ofmonitoring conditions in the stream following the implementation of the Maynard Creek Timber Sale showed that

the stream remained similar to pre-project conditions (Forest Plan Monitoring Report, 1997). In Laird Creek, a watershed

improvement project was implemented in the early 1990’s that reduced sediment sources by graveling the road in the

riparian area, removing culverts, decompacting and recontouring roads and reseeding disturbed soils. Monitoring of the

treated sites indicates that sediment sources have been reduced and that stream channels had improved very slightly since

implementation of the project (Forest Plan Monitoring Report, 1997). In Robbins Gulch, the road restricts the stream

channel. Medicine Tree Creek is heavily impacted along the lower reaches and has downcut through sandy alluvial soil

Beam, Dickson, and Spade Creeks are mostly private land and no surveys have been conducted in these areas but they do

have high road densities.

The Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis rates several streams within this area. Lord Draw is listed as high risk because

ofhigh road densities. Laird Creek was listed as high risk but had a large amount of watershed improvements

implemented, and the stream has shown some improvement and was downgraded to sensitive. Maynard is healthy. Spring

Gulch would be sensitive, not because ofupland activity but because the road is built in the valley bottom and restricts

channel fimction.

The IWWR rates the HUC as moderate water quality and geomorphic integrity because of channel modification in the East

Fork, Laird, Robbins, and Spring Gulch.

Moderate and high severity fire affected 49 percent ofthe area and an additional 40 percent burned at low severity. Water

yields are estimated to increase 10 percent as a result ofthe fire in the East Forle Smaller watersheds that were burned

heavily such as Laird, Dickson, Beam, Spade, as well as the rock face areas in the East Fork canyon will all have higher

water yields and a high risk ofoverland flow and debris flow events. In an effort to reduce risks ofoverland flow near

residential areas, BAER installed 634 acres of log erosion barriers (LEB’s) and wattles in Laird Creek, 89 acres in Dickson,

59 acres in Spade and 40 acres in Franklin Gulch About eight miles ofroad were recontoured in Laird Creek during the

emergency rehab eflorts to reduce the risk ofroad fill failure and to improve infiltration

A large portion ofthe lower three miles of Laird Creek had debris flows and flooding occur following intense

thunderstomis. Heavy precipitation (0.37” in 30 minutes; 0.42" in 30 minutes; 0.63” in one hour during three difi'erent

storm events) caused scouring of several intermittent and ephemeral draws and deposition ofdebris in Laird Creek and in

the valley. Over the next several years, the stream will adjust to the increases in sediment yields from the debris flows as

well as to the increased streamflows that are a result ofthe fires.

Laird and Gilbert Creek are listed on the Montana 2000 303d report for impaired aquatic life support and cold water

fisheries from silvicultural activities that caused habitat alterations, siltation.

The East Fork of the Bitterroot has been restricted by the construction ofHighway 93. The highway limits flood plain

access and has shortened the length of the river, this makes the river have more erosive power during high flows. In

channelized rivers, energy during peak flows is confined to the charmel rather than being dissipated on the larger flood

plain. Given a normal snowpack, flows in the East Fork are expected to increase about 10 percent (Farnes, 2000); these

additional water yields would put additional stress on the stream system in the canyon.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

All Action Alternatives

In all action alternatives there would be short-term increase in sediment from the ground disturbance associated with the

watershed improvements. The removal ofculverts will likely be a large source because the activity would occur in the

stream channel and sediment could readily be contributed. Mitigation (erosion control mat, seeding, slash placement) would

reduce this amount, but there would still be some increase until soils stabilized and vegetation became established. Short

term increases in sediment from the watershed improvements are estimated at up to one ton fi'om each culvert removal site

(PF-Watershed-43) this amount would be lower based upon calculations using required mitigation (Decker, personal
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communication 4/3/01) until vegetation is recovered and soils are stabilized. This decreases over a few years (typically

three years) to a point much lower than would be ifno improvements were made.

Improvements would occur on varying lengths of stream channel from the removal of culverts within each HUC. Where

culverts were removed, a channel would be constructed that would mimic what was above and below the culvert site. This

would improve floodplain accessibility and allow vegetation to grow along the banks.

Decompacted road surfaces would allow for greater infiltration than exists currently (Luce, 1997). Roads intercept both

surface and shallow subsurface ground water and can result in more rapid runofiand increased sediment delivery (Horel,

1996). As a result ofthe decompaction, vegetation would grow more vigorously. Monitoring on watershed improvement

projects location on the Bitterroot National Forest has shown that within three years vegetation has recovered (FP

Monitoring Report, 1998) and is similar to what existed prior to the decompaction (personal observation).

On roads that were decompacted and recontoured there would be less risk of fill slope failure. Restoration of the road

surfiice results in fewer slides and washouts (Hotel, 1996).

In Alternative B, all ground based skidding would occur over snow and/or frozen ground. This would essentially limit

ground disturbance and erosion from this source low levels (McBride, 1994; see also the soils report for amount of area

disturbed fi’om ground-based systems over snow).

Reconditioning of roads in the East Fork area would be similar to that in Skalkaho Rye. In all action alternatives roads

would be reconditioned to allow for hauling ofmaterials. This reconditioning would include blading and brushing on the

majority of the roads that would be used as haul routes. BMP’s (Best Management Practices, PF-Watershed-l2)) would be

applied to limit sediment production and its’ input to streams. Some ofthe roads have been abandoned (but are still on the

Forest Road Database) and would require additional work such as culvert installation or replacement as log culverts or no

culverts may be present on some of these roads. Some ofthese roads would be decommissioned or stored following the

proposed use.

No activities are proposed in Moose Creek (0401), and Upper East Fork (0402) with any ofthe alternatives. Conditions

would remain on current trends as was discussed in the Afl‘ected Environment in those watersheds.

Alternative A

In Alternative A for all hydrologic units — the No Action Alternative, no watershed improvements, harvest or fuels

reduction are proposed. There would be no short-term increases in sediment yields from ground disturbance associated

with watershed improvements, timber harvest, fiiels reduction, and temporary road construction or landing construction.

With No Action, there would be no opportunities to reduce man caused sediment yields by improving drainage on roads,

decompacting road surfaces or obliterating road prisms. Culverts would continue to limit floodplain access and provide a

risk of failure on roads that aren’t maintained to the level necessary to reduce the risk of culvert failure. All roads would

continue to intercept shallow subsurface water where cutslopes cut into ground water paths. Roads would continue to

capture and transport runofl'rather into streamcourses would continue to do so. Because there would be none of the above

improvements occurring, long-term sediment yields would remain on the same trend as they currently are.

In the event that no large stand-replacing fires occurred erosion sources and sediment yields would increase over the next

few years until vegetation became established. It would take about 2-3 years for the vegetation to recover.

Hydrophobic soils would recover over the next few years to pre-fire conditions (see soils section on hydrophobicity). The

risk ofoverland flow on areas that were burned at high severity where hydrophobic soils formed would decrease until

infiltration rates that are within the natural range of variability were attained.

Water yields would increase following the fire and slowly decrease as vegetation recovered to the point that use ofmoisture

would be similar that present prior to the fire. The increases in water yields would result in instream erosion as channel

systems lengthened and widened to provide enough area to carry higher flows. Defined channel systems would extend

further up the slope where the fire killed large percentages of vegetation and increased water yields. Over time, as water

yields decreased, these channels would narrow and recover to pre-fire conditions.

Sediment yields that result fi'om increases in upland erosion would scour steeper channels and be deposited in low gradient

Stream reaches. Low gradient reaches would experience channel migration. Alluvial fans would be augmented with

sediment from upslope sources.

No activities are proposed in the Moose Creek (0401) and Upper East Fork (0402) HUCs. No additional analysis would

occur on direct, indirect or cumulative efi’ects. Trends would remain as was discussed in the Existing Condition
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Martin Creek (0403)

Alternatives B, D, E and D

Existing roads in the headwaters ofMartin Creek would have drainage improved to reduce the amount of sediment that

erodes from the road surface as well as the amount of sediment that is contributed to stream channels, another short section

that crosses into the Martin Creek watershed from another HUC (.03 miles) would be obliterated. This would result in a

short-term increase in sediment because of ground disturbance but in the long-term sediment produced from these roads

would be less than it is currently.

No harvest is proposed in this watershed.

There would be no increase in water yields fiom the implementation ofthis activity. There would be no measurable

decreases in water yield from the decompaction that would occur because such as small length ofroad would be obliterated.

Channel conditions would be improved slightly because of the reduction in sediment yields and erosions sources. In the

short-term, there would be a small increase in sediment yields from the roadwork, that, depending on time of

implementation, could occur at the same year as immediate post-fire erosion. Mitigation applied to reduce sediment fiom

entering channels during road improvements would limit the amount ofsediment contributed during construction activities.

The implementation would result in no change in the risk of fires fiom burning again in 30-50 years.

Alternative C

Watershed improvements proposed are the same with both Alternative B and C. The decreases in erosion sources and long

term sediment yields would be the same also. In the short-term, there would be increases associated with the ground

disturbance and culvert removal, this would recover over two to three years as soils stabilized and vegetation grew on the

site. There would be no short-term increases or ground disturbance associated with timber harvest with this alternative and

so the lower yields would be attained in approximately the same amount of time as Alternative B.

There would be no increases in water yield fiom this proposal. Where roads were decompacted, infiltration would be

increased (McBride, email, 4/01) on the treated sites, but it would be such a small amount that it would not be measurable.

Channel conditions would be improved very slightly in this watershed because of the reduction in sediment sources and

improvements in infiltration over the long-term.

Alternative G

The effects ofAlternative G would be similar to those ofAlternative C, but slightly greater because slightly more

decompaction would occur. Channel conditions would be improved slightly.

Meadow Creek (0404)

Alternative B, D, and F

Watershed improvements would occur throughout the watershed. This would result in short-term increases in sediment

followed by lower sediment yields atter vegetative recovery. The reason for the long-term decreases is that with

decompacted surfaces, precipitation would infiltrate better (Luce, 1997) allowing for plants to grow more vigorously. Plant

growth would also be improved from organic matter (slash) spread on the decompacted surfaces. This would allow for

shade and increased moisture as well as nutrients for the soil as the slash decomposed. The biggest short-term source of

sediment would be from the removal ofculverts, recontouring fill slopes near stream channels and stabilization of stream

charmels where culverts were removed. However, this would decrease rapidly to pre-project conditions (PF-Watershed-43)

and eventually return to natural erosion rates when vegetation is recovered (Decker, personal communication, 4/2001). The

largest long-term decrease in sediment would be as a result of the gravel surface that would be placed on the Meadow

Creek road and on stream crossings that contribute sediment directly to stream channels (Foltz, 1996).

Ground disturbance fiom harvest would increase sediment yields very slightly. A mix ofhelicopter and skyline yarding

systems over less than 800 acres would be used to would limit sediment yields to small amounts because ground

disturbance would be very small (WATSED, 1991). The largest increase associated with timber harvest/firels reduction

would be from skyline yarding.

Temporary landings would be constructed and obliterated and seeded following use. These would be constructed outside of

streamside management zones (SMZ’s) and outside RI-ICA’s. Some would be located on ridges. Ground disturbance
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would occur on these landings that would result in on-site erosion, the likelihood of eroded sediment fi'om these areas

reaching streams would be very small because of the distance fi'om live water. Straw bales would be placed wherever there

was a risk of sediment reaching streams.

Water yields in stands treated with intermediate harvest would have some increase in soil moisture and possibly some

influence in increased water yields below these sites (USDA, 1975). A very small percentage ofthe watershed is proposed

for treatment so that possible increase is estimated to be small and similar in all alternatives.

Roads are designed to prevent water fi’om infiltrating to maintain a decent travel surfiice in all types ofweather. More

water infiltrates decompacted roads (Luce, 1997). Decompaction would result insome decreases in runoff (Horel, 1996).

Channel conditions should not decrease as a result ofthe proposed activities because increases in water and sediment yield

resulting from the project would be small. There would actually be some improvements in the long-term from decreases in

sediment and water yield that result from the road improvements and the reduction in sediment sources. In the short-term,

there would be an increase in sediment yields fi'om the road improvements that depending on time of implementation could

occur at the same year as immediate post-fire erosion. If that were the case, the sediment resulting from the management

activities would be far out-weighed by the fire caused sediment, and in the sediment produced from the road system would

be lower than what exists currently.

The fires of 2000 are expected to cause some changes in stream channel conditions, in some locations the changes may be

dramatic depending upon storm intensity and presence ofhydrophobic soils and the formation of debris flow events.

Increases in water yields and in erosion will alter stream channels fiom their condition before the fires even without debris

flow events. Over the next 10-30 years, the standing dead trees will fall and new trees and underbrush will grow, which

would be available fiiel should a fire start. Reducing the fuels would reduce the risk of a severe fire within treated units.

Alternative C

Watershed improvements proposed are the same as Alternative B. Drainage improvements would reduce the sediment

eroded from the road surface erntering drainage—ways. In the short-term, there would be increases from ground disturbance

and culvert removal, this would recover in two to three years as soils stabilize and vegetation grows. There would be no

short-term increases or ground disturbance associated with timber harvest with this alternative and so the short-term

increases would be less with this alternative and improvements in stream channels would occur on a quicker trend.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal.

Channel conditions would be improved in this watershed because ofthe reduction in sediment sources and improvements in

localized areas of infiltration over the long-term

Alternative E

Watershed improvements and water yield changes would be similar to those in Alternative B. Ground disturbance

associated with harvest activities would be extremely low with this alternative.

Alternative G

Watershed improvements would be cover a much larger area than with the other action alternatives. The removal of the

road in the RHCA ofMeadow Creek and many miles of road that are accessible only by the Meadow Creek road would

reduce the amount of road that contributes sediment to streams. Reduction in erosion sources would result in much lower

sediment yields. Stream channel conditions in Meadow Creek would be improved the most with this alternative.

No harvest, planting or fuels reduction would occur with this alternative. There would be no ground disturbance or

increases of erosion sources from this kind of activity with this alternative.

There would be no increases in water yield related to the harvest of live trees.

Middle East Fork (Bertie Lord Area) (0405)

Alternatives B, D, E and F

In this HUC, the drainage on the main road above Springer Memorial would be improved so sediment contributed to

streams is This road was in fairly good condition prior to the fire and so the of improvements would be quite

small. This would result in a short-term increase in sediment because of ground disturbance but in the long-term sediment

produced from this road would be less than it is currently. Prior to the fire, the streams on this face didn’t flow into the East

Fork; they became sub-surface flow before entering the river. Following the fire they may carry more streamflow but it is
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questionable whether they will reach the river; however, streams may develop longer channels and carry water and

sediment further across the valley.

A burned plantation located on the face above Springer Memorial is proposed to have fuels reduced by hand, and seedlings

planted. The likelihood of erosion and ofl'site sediment yields from these activities is very small.

There would be no increase in water yields from the implementation ofthese activities because there would be no green

trees harvested; instead reforestation would reduce the amount of time it would take for the burned plantation to become

hydrologically recovered because trees that are a couple years old are planted and would be growing more quickly than if

left to natural methods of tree regeneration. In the long-term, the stand would recover hydrologically more quickly by a

few years.

Channel conditions in the small intermittent streams in this area may improve slightly in the long-term as sediment from the

road is reduced. In the short-term, there would be a small increase in sediment yields from the roadwork and depending on

time of implementation could occur at the same year as immediate post-fire erosion. Mitigation applied to reduce sediment

from entering channels during road improvements would limit the amount of sediment contributed during construction

activities.

The implementation of this alternative would result in little change in the risk of fires from burning again in 10-30 years in

most ofthis hydrologic unit because such a small area is being treated. However, it would make a difi'erence in the small

unit treated.

Alternative C

Watershed improvements proposed are the same as Alternative B. Drainage improvements and gravel surfacing would

reduce the amount of sediment eroded fi‘om the road surface that could enter drainage-ways. In the short-term, there would

be increases associated with the ground disturbance and culvert removal, this would recover over two to three years as soils

stabilized and vegetation grew on the site. There would be no short-term increases or ground disturbance associated with

timber harvest with this alternative and so the short-term increases would be lower with this alternative and improvements

in stream channels would occur on a quicker trend.

There would be no increases in water yield fi'om this proposal.

Alternative G

Watershed improvements would be the same as Alternative C.

A burned plantation located on the face above Springer Memorial is proposed to have fiiels reduced by hand, and seedlings

planted. The likelihood of erosion and ofl’site sediment yields from these activities is very small.

Tolan Creek (050])

Alternatives B, D, and F

Watershed improvements would occur on very few sections ofroads in the watershed. Most of Tolan Creek is unroaded

and undeveloped as so the opportunity to reduce sediment fi'om roads in this watershed is limited. The proposals in Tolan

Creek would treat areas ofconcern These treatments would result in small short-term increases in sediment followed by

sediment yields that are slightly lower than they currently are from roads by improving drainage. This allows water to be

diverted from the road surface at appropriate intervals, before the water has the velocity and power to erode the road

surfiice.

Ground disturbance fi'om harvest would increase sediment yields very slightly. One increase associated with timber

harvest/fuels reduction would be fiom skyline yarding, which could occur during the summer and could result in some

ground disturbance. The ground based activities would occur over snow (McBride, 1994) which limits ground disturbance

to a very small amount and the remainder would be yarded with helicopter would limit sediment yields to small amounts

because ground disturbance would be very small.

Temporary landings would be constructed with this alternative. Both of these would be constructed outside of streamside

management zones (SMZ’s) and outside RHCA’s. Some would be located on ridges. Ground disturbance would occur on

these landings and temporary roads that would result in on-site erosion, the likelihood oferoded sediment from these areas

reaching streams would be very small because of the distance from live water. Mitigation in the form ofstraw bales and/or

silt fences would be placed wherever there was a risk that sediment might reach streams. These areas would be obliterated

and seeded following use to allow them to recover to pre-existing conditions.
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No landings in RHCAs would be used in this alternative. Three existing landing would be used and up to nine new

landings constructed away fi'om streams and RHCAs. Mitigation would be applied to reduce risk of eroded sediment

reaching streams or wetlands. Landings would be rehabilitation to allow recovery to pre-existing conditions following use.

Intermediate harvest would increase soil moisture in treated stands to a small degree (USDA, 1975). This increase is less

than one percent and would not be measurable or separated from that produced by the fire or past harvest.

Channel conditions would not be altered as a result of sediment or water yield from these proposals alone. Prior to the fire,

Tolan Creek was in good condition and had good channel stability on National Forest. The short-term increases in

sediment yield would occur at the same time as those resulting fiom the fire. Under normal conditions, increases in water

yield or sediment yield would not be a concern.

The fires of2000 are expected to cause some changes in stream channel conditions, in some locations the changes may be

dramatic depending upon storm intensity, presence ofhydrophobic soils and the formation of debris flow events. Increases

in water yields and in erosion would alter stream channels fi'om their condition before the fires even without debris flow

events. Over the next 10-30 years, the standing dead trees would fall to the ground along with the growth ofnew trees and

underbrush that occurs during that time be available should a fire start. The presence of the large trees (heavy fuel) would

cause the fire to burn for a long time period, converting the organic compounds present in the soil and create hydrophobic

soils, possibly for a second time (Gerhardt, personal communication, 2001). Reducing the fuels would reduce the risk ofa

severe fire within the treated units in this watershed.

Alternative C

Watershed improvements proposed are the same as Alternative B. Drainage improvements and gravel surfacing would

reduce the amount of sediment eroded from the road surface that could enter drainage-ways. In the short-term, there would

be increases associated with the ground disturbance and culvert removal, this would recover over two to three years as soils

stabilized and vegetation grew on the site. There is no timber harvest with this alternative and so the short-term increases

would be lower with this alternative and improvements in stream channels would occur more quickly.

There would be no increases in water yield fi'om this proposal.

Channel conditions would be improved slightly in the long-term fiom improvements in drainages and sediment sources.

Alternative E

No short-term increases would occur fi'om harvest, with watershed improvements on roads being similar to Alternative B.

Alternative G

Watershed improvements would be the same as in Alternative B. It is likely that sediment decreases would be small but

would aid in long-term sediment reduction.

No other activities are proposed in Tolan Creek with this alternative.

Camp Creek (0502)

Alternative B, D and F

A small amount ofwatershed improvement is proposed because similar work is planned in the Camp Reimel Vegetation

Management Project in the mid-90s. Not all the Camp Reimel’s watershed improvement project were implemented; the

remainder was to be implemented in August of 2000 but it was postponed due to fire conditions. Implementation is

planned for 2002. Watershed improvements proposed in this alternative inchrde graveling several miles ofRoad 728,

culvert removals, decompaction and recontouring ofroads. These activities would result in short-term increases in

sediment, then lower chronic sediment yields after vegetation recovers. Long-term sediment decreases from decompacted

surfaces with increased precipitation infiltration rates (Luce, 1997) would allow plants to grow more vigorously. Plant

growth would also be improved from organic matter (slash) spread on the decompacted surfaces. This would allow for

shade and increased moisture and nutrients for the soil as the slash decomposed. Gravel surfacing the Andrews Creek road

would cause the largest long-term decreases in sediment (Foltz, 1996), with additional decreases from drainage

improvement on other roads.

A mix ofhelicopter, skyline and over-snow yarding systems would be used in this watershed and would limit sediment

yield increases to minimal amounts because ground disturbance would be very small The largest proportion of sediment

increases associated with timber harvest/fuels reduction would likely be fi'om summer skyline yarding; these would still be
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relatively small in an absolute sense because ofthe minimal amount of ground disturbance from this yarding method.

Calculations suggest that skyline yarding would increase ground disturbance and erosion above that gained from the

watershed improvements in the first year, but by year two, yields would have decreased to approximately equal to the

improvements. Increases fi’om harvest would occur the same years as the greatest sediment yield increases from the fires

and would likely be minor in comparison.

Temporary landings would be constructed with this alternative. These would be constructed outside of streamside

management zones (SMZ’s) and outside RHCA’s (riparian habitat conservation areas), with most would located on ridges.

Ground disturbance would occur on these landings and temporary roads that would result in on-site erosion, but the

likelihood oferoded sediment from these areas reaching streams would be very small because of the distance fi'om live

water. Mitigation in the form ofstraw bales would be placed wherever there was a risk that sediment might reach streams.

These areas would be obliterated and seeded following use to allow them to re-vegetate quickly.

Water yields in stands treated with intermediate harvest would have some increase in soil moisture and possibly minor

influence in increased water yields below these sites (USDA, 1975). A small percentage ofthe watershed is proposed for

treatment and possible water yield increases are estimated to be less than one percent.

Channel conditions should not decline in Camp Creek as a result ofthe proposed activities because increases in water and

sediment yield resulting fi'om the project would be small. Increases that result from harvest would be ofi'set by decreases

from watershed improvements. In the short-term, there would be an increase in sediment yield fi'om road improvements

and harvest, which may occur at the same year as immediate post-fire erosion, depending on implementation timing. In the

long-term, road-related sediment and water yield would be reduced to below current levels are by watershed improvements.

The sediment resulting from management activities is estimated to be far out-weighed by the fire caused sediment.

Alternative C

Watershed improvements proposed are similar to Alternative B. There would be no short-term increases or ground

disturbance associated with timber harvest with this alternative, resulting in less short-term sediment with this alternative.

Stream channels conditions would improve more quickly in this situation

There would be no increases in water yield fi'om this proposal.

Charmel conditions would be improved slightly in the long-term in this watershed because ofthe improvements in drainage

fi'om the road surfiice and reduced sediment sources over the long-term.

Alternative E

Watershed improvements would similar to Alternative C.

Harvest would be accomplished using a helicopter and skyline yarding systems erosion would be minimal. Landings would

be constructed to store and transfer harvested timber to trucks. This would create additional ground disturbance but not to

the extent ofthe prior harvest alternatives, as fewer trees would be removed. Ofllsite erosion would be minimal because of

limited ground disturbance and extensive mitigation.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal.

Channel conditions would be maintained and likely improved in the long-term, because ofproposals for gravel, drainage

improvement and road decompaction/obliteration.

Alternative G

With this alternative, watershed improvements would include an additional road decommissioning. This would result in

lower long-term sediment yields than other alternatives.

Ground disturbance would be minimal because proposed activities would take place without the use of equipment.

Sediment yields would not be increased from the implementation of these types of activities.

There would be no increase in water yields from the harvest oflive trees with this alternative.

Middle East Fork Interfluve (Guide-Reimel) (0503)

Alternative B, D and F

Watershed improvements would consist mainly of gravel surfacing on roads that parallel the stream channel and are direct

sediment sources in Reimel, Guide and Jennings Camp Creeks. This would result in decreased sediment yields (Foltz,
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1996). Other improvements inchrde improving drainage from open, seasonally closed and yearlong closed roads, and the

long-term storage ofother roads that aren’t needed in the near future. The watershed improvement activities would result

in short-term sediment increases followed by lower chronic sediment yields afier vegetative recovery. The reason for the

long-term decreases is reduction in overland flow on decompacted surfaces, and increased infiltration (Luce, 1997)

allowing for plants to grow more vigorously. Plant growth would also be improved from organic matter spread on the

decompacted surfaces, allowing shade, increased moisture and nutrients as the slash decomposed. The largest long-term

sediment decreases would be from gravel surfacing roads in Reimel, Jennings Camp and Guide Creeks (Foltz, 1996).

A mix ofhelicopter, skyline and winter yarding systems would be used in this area that would limit sediment yield

increases to minimal amounts because ground disturbance would be very small. In Jennings Camp the reduction in

sediment from watershed improvements would result in lower sediment yields overall

New temporary landings would be constructed outside ofstreamside management zones (SMZ’s) and outside RHCA’s with

this alternative. Most would be located on ridges. Ground disturbance on these landings may result in on-site erosion, but

the likelihood of eroded sediment from these areas reaching streams would be very small because of the distance fi'om live

water. Mitigation in the form of straw bales would be placed wherever there was a risk that sediment might reach streams.

These areas would be obliterated and seeded following use to allow them to re-vegetate more quickly.

Landings would be reopened in RHCA’s for this alternative while new landings would be constructed outside ofRHCA’s.

Mitigation would be applied to reduce the risk ofany eroded soil fiom reaching streams, wetlands or moving ofl‘site.

Landings would be rehabilitated following use to speed re-vegetation.

Water yields in stands treated with intermediate harvest would have some increase in soil moisture and possibly some

influence on water yields below these sites (USDA, 1975), this amount is so minor that the model was not able to predict an

increase for the HUC. This would be a concern in the small sub-watersheds such as Guide and Jennings Camp where past

harvest has occurred. In Reimel Creek two units have been proposed for intermediate treatment that would increase water

yields slightly. This watershed was well below levels of concern for water yields before the fire and the area proposed for

this type of harvest, is a dry, low elevation ponderosa pine site that typically has a water deficit (WATSED coefficients).

Proposed road decompaction would allow more water to infiltrate (Luce, 1997). As a result of decompaction, there would

be some decreases in runoff (Hotel, 1996) in Jennings Camp and Guide Creek from roads that are proposed for treatment.

Channel conditions would not be degraded in the East Fork ofBitterroot River by activities proposed in this area or

upstream due to limited acres proposed for treatment. In Jennings Camp and Guide Creeks the water yield increases could

afl'ect channel conditions because ofthe current high sediment load. In the short-term, there would be an increase in

sediment yields from the road improvements and harvest. Depending on time of implementation, this effect could occur

over the same period as immediate post-fire erosion. In the long-term, decreases in sediment and water yield fiom road

improvements in Jennings, Guide, and Reimel Creeks would lead to improved watershed conditions.

Alternative C

Watershed improvements would be the same as in Alternative B. There would be no short-term sediment increases or

ground disturbance associated with timber harvest with this alternative; short-term increases would be low with this

alternative and improvements in stream channels would occur on a quicker trend.

There would be no harvest-related increases in water yield fi'om this proposal. There would be a slightly larger decrease in

water yield due to infiltration improvements (McBride, email, 4/200l) associated with recontouring of road prisms instead

ofjust decompaction.

Channel conditions would be improved in the long-term in this watershed because ofthe improvements in drainage fi'om

the road surface and reduced sediment sources. -

Alternative E

Watershed improvements would be similar to Alternative C.

Salvage harvest would use helicopter yarding systems. Landings would be constructed to store and transfer material to

trucks. Less ground disturbance than other harvest alternatives would occur, and fewer trees would be moved. Off-site

erosion would be minimal because of limited ground disturbance occurring and extensive mitigation.

There would be no increases in water yield fi'om this proposal.
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Channel conditions would be maintained and improved in the long term in this watershed because ofproposals for gravel,

drainage improvement and road decompaction/obliteration.

Alternative G

Watershed improvements would be greater in Alternative G and would decrease human-caused sediment sources

considerably through the obliteration ofroads within riparian areas of Reimel and Guide Creeks. The first years following

obliteration, there would be increases in erosion from areas were soils were disturbed and this would continue until

vegetation became established in riparian areas and stream banks ofReimel and Guide Creeks.

There would be no ground disturbance associated with harvest, as none is proposed. Fuel reduction acres would be treated

by hand. Increases in water yields associated with proposed activities would be very small as such a small area is being

treated.

Cameron Creek (0504)

Alternatives B, D and F

Watershed improvements would occur in this area, with the majority of it consisting of improving drainage on road

surfaces so that less sediment is contributed to stream channels, and smaller amounts of gravel surfacing on roads that

parallel the stream channel and are direct sediment sources. This would result in decreases in sediment yields (Foltz, 1996)

over the long-term, some increases would occur in the short-term from soil disturbing activities such as installation of

additional culverts and drain dips and culvert cleaning. The reason for the long-term decreases is that with decompacted

surfaces, precipitation would infiltrate better (Luce, 1997) allowing for plants to grow more vigorously. Plant growth

would also be improved from organic matter (also called slash) spread on the decompacted surfaces. This would allow for

shade and increased moisture as well as nutrients for the soil as the slash decomposed.

A mix ofhelicopter, skyline and winter yarding systems would be used in this area to minimize erosion and sedimentation

(PF-Watershed-4l). Long-term sediment reductions from watershed improvements ofl'set any sediment that might occur

fiom the proposed harvest.

No new landings would be constructed in this area with this alternative. Proposed units would be yarded to existing

landings and roads. Mitigation would be applied to reduce the risk ofany eroded sediment from reaching streams, wetlands

or moving ofl'site. Landings would be rehabilitated following use to speed re-vegetation. Stands treated with intermediate

harvest would experience a minor increase in soil moisture and possibly a small increase in water yields below these sites

(USDA, 1975). The lower reaches ofCameron Creek are low-gradient, meandering channels that are sensitive to increases

in water yield; Cameron Creek is especially sensitive on private land below the forest because of limited vegetation to

improve stream bank stability.

No roads are proposed for decompaction or recontouring in Cameron Creek. Some improvements on open roads would

occur.

Alternative C

Watershed improvements proposed are the same as Alternative B. Drainage improvements and gravel surfacing would

reduce the amount ofroad surface sediment that could enter drainage-ways. Increased amount ofroad recontouring would

improve recovery in the long-term In the short-term, there would be increases associated with the ground disturbance and

culvert removal, but would recover in two to three years as soils stabilized and vegetation grew. There would be no short

terrn increases or ground disturbance associated with timber harvest so quicker stream channels improvements would occur.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal

Channel conditions would be improved in the long-term in this watershed because of the improvements in drainage from

the road surface and reduction of sediment sources.

Alternative E

Watershed improvements would be similar to Alternative C. Timber harvest would occur on less land area than in

Alternative B. This would result in sediment yields less than those in Alternative B.

There would be a small increase in water yields.
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In the long-term, sediment sources fi-om roads would be decreased because ofthe drainage improvements installed on open

and seasonally closed roads. This would contribute to improved channel conditions. Watershed improvement would be

slightly greater than Alternative B.

Alternative G

More miles ofroad would be obliterated than other alternatives, resulting in long-term reduction in chronic sediment.

No commercial harvest would occur. All proposed vegetation management activities would be accomplished by hand.

Sediment yield increases would be much less than the other action alternatives. There would be no increases in water

yields associated with the harvest of live trees.

Warm Springs Creek (0505)

Alternative B and D

Watershed improvements would occur in this area with the majority of it consisting ofdrainage improvement on road

surfiaces so that less sediment is contributed to stream channels, a smaller amount is the result ofgravel surface being put

onto roads that parallel the stream channel and are direct sediment sources. These activities would result in decreases in

sediment yields (Foltz, 1996), over the long-term, some increases would occur in the short-term from soil disturbing

activities such as installation of additional culverts and drain clips and culvert cleaning. The reason for the long-term

decreases is that with decompacted surfaces, precipitation would infiltrate better (Luce, 1997) allowing for plants to grow

more vigorously. Plant growth would also be improved from organic matter spread on the decompacted surfaces. This

would allow for shade and increased moisture as well as nutrients for the soil as the slash decomposed.

A mix ofhelicopter and skyline yarding systems would be used in this area to sediment increases. The largest

proportion of this increase would be associated with timber harvest/fuels reduction implemented with summer skyline

yarding. Sediment reductions fi'om watershed improvement offset any increases that might occur from skyline yarding.

Temporary landings would be constructed (or re-opened) with this alternative in this area that would result in between 10

and 15 additional acres ofland disturbance. Mitigation would be applied at the landing sites to reduce the risk ofany

eroded sediment from reaching streams, wetlands or moving ofi'site. Landings would be rehabilitated following use to

allow landings to speed recovery. A 0.05 mile long temporary road would be constructed to access one ofthe units in

Warm Springs. This road would be decompacted, recontoured and seeded after use.

Water yields in stands treated with intermediate harvest would have some increase in soil moisture and possibly increase

water yields below these sites (USDA, 1975). Before the fire, only a small amount ofharvest had occurred in this drainage

and the fire did not afi’ect a large percentage ofthe watershed. Using this information, model results suggest water yields

are below levels that would afl'ect charmel conditions in Warm Springs Creek.

No roads are proposed for decompaction or recontouring in Warm Springs Creek with this alternative.

The risk that changes in channel condition would occur from the proposed activities or the fire is low. In the long-term,

sediment sources from roads would be decreased because of the drainage improvements installed on open or closed roads.

Alternative C

Watershed improvements proposed are the same as those proposed in Alternative B. Drainage improvements would reduce

the amount ofsediment eroded from the road surface that could enter drainage-ways. In the short-term, there would be

increases associated with the ground disturbance and culvert removal, this would recover over two to three years as soils

stabilized and vegetation grew on the site. There would be no short-term increases or ground disturbance associated with

timber harvest so the short-term increases would be lower and quicker improvements in stream channels would occur.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal.

Channel conditions would be improved in the long-term in this watershed because of the improvements in drainage from

the road surface and reduction ofsediment sources.

Alternative E

Watershed improvements would be similar to Alternative C.

Salvage harvest would occur on considerably less land area and all would be helicopter yarded. Short-term increases from

this activity would be very small Water yield would not increase, as no green trees would be removed.

’
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Channel conditions would be improved more and faster than other harvest alternatives because short-term increases would

be the same as in Alternative C.

Alternative F

Watershed improvements would be similar to Alternative B and would decrease human-caused sediment sources

considerably because of drainage improvements directly adjacent to streams. Salvage harvest would occur on less land area

and all helicopter yarded. Short-term increases would be very small. Water yields are not estimated to increase.

Alternative G

Watershed improvements would decommission several miles ofroad within the riparian area and valley bottom ofWarm

Springs Creek. Following vegetative recovery, sediment sources in this watershed would be lower than they currently are

and lower than they would be with the other action alternatives.

No commercial harvest would occur with this alternative. Vegetation management activities would occur using hand

methods only. Water yield increases from harvest activities would not occur with this alternative.

Lower East Fork Interfluve (0506)

Alternative B and D

Watershed improvements would occur consisting mostly ofimproving road surface drainage. A smaller improvement

would result from gravelling, road obliteration and decompaction. In the short-term, sediment yield would increase from

soil disturbing activities, such as the installation ofadditional culverts, drain dips and culvert cleaning. There would be

short-term increases until vegetation on the disturbed sites was recovered (up to three years) but the length oftime would be

shortened by application ofBMPs and erosion control at each site (Decker, personal communication 4/3/01). Long-term

decreases in overland flow and sediment yields (Foltz, 1996) would occur from decompacted surfiices and better

precipitation infiltration (Luce, 1997) allowing for plants to grow more vigorously. Plant growth would also be improved

from organic matter spread on decompacted surfaces due to shade, increased moisture and nutrients as slash decomposed.

Helicopter, skyline and ground based over snow yarding systems would minimize ground disturbance. There is increased

risk ofcumulative efi'ects in some sub watersheds that had pre-fire erosion and sediment concerns (Laird, Lord Draw,

Robbins Gulch, Medicine Tree).

Temporary landings would be constructed (or re-opened) with this alternative in this area that would result in between 40

and 45 additional acres of land disturbance. Mitigation would be applied at the landing sites to reduce the risk of any

eroded sediment fiom reaching streams, wetlands or moving ofi’site. Landings would be rehabilitation (decompacted,

recontoured where necessary, seeded and fertilized) following use to allow them to speed revegetation.

Water yields in stands treated with intermediate harvest would have some increase in soil moisture and possibly some

influence in increased water yields below these sites (USDA, 1975) especially in the smaller watershed ofthe HUC such as

Lord Draw, Laird, Medicine Tree, Dickson, Spade, Blind Draw and Robbins Gulch where past harvest has occurred. In

Whiskey, Franklin and Elk Gulch existing roads/trails up the valley bottom have displaced the channel and increased risk

associated with increases in water yields as there is very little floodplain accessible and the road bed is located in the

original channel Private homes located downstream in these watersheds increases the element of risk.

The East Fork of the Bitterroot has been restricted by the construction ofHighway 93. The highway limits flood plain

access and has shortened the length of the river, making the river banks more sensitive to high flows. In channelized rivers.

energy during peak flows is confined to the channel rather than being dissipated on the larger flood plain.

Several miles ofroad are proposed for obliteration and decompaction in Medicine Tree, Blind Draw, Gilbert and Laird

Creeks. This would improve infiltration on the treated surfaces.

In the long-term, sediment sources from roads would be decreased because ofthe drainage improvements installed on open

and closed roads, and road decompaction and obliteration and this would be a benefit to the stream systems.

Twenty-five year peak flows are estimated to increase in the East Fork by nine percent from the fire. In the East Fork ofthe

Bitterroot River it is not likely that the project proposed would change channel conditions. There is a moderate to high risk

of debris flows in tributaries that would increase turbidity and suspended sediment in the river for a short time.

M
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Alternative C

Watershed improvements would be slightly greater than in Alternative B. Drainage improvements would reduce the

sednnent eroded fi'om the roads that could enter drainage ways. In the long-term sediment sources would be reduced.

There would be no increases in water yield. Road recontouring would improve infiltration.

Channel conditions would be improved in the long-term in this watershed because ofthe improvements in drainage fi'om

the road surfiace and reduction of sediment sources. The greater reduction in sediment sources and sediment increases

would result in larger improvements in channel conditions than with Alternative B.

Alternative E

Watershed improvements would be the same as in Alternative C.

Salvage harvest would occur on one third less land area than Alternative B and would be yarded using a variety ofsystems.

Short-term increase in sediment yields would occur but they would not be as much as Alternative B. Concerns would be

the similar to with Alternative B, especially in the watersheds named.

Very minor water yields increases are estimated to occur with this alternative, as no green trees would be removed.

The risk ofchannel changes in Laird, Medicine Tree, Lord Draw is slightly lower than that predicted for Alternative B.

Alternative F

The long-term decreases in sediment sources would be similar to those that result from Alternative B.

A mix ofhelicopter, skyline and ground based over snow yarding systems would be used to ground disturbance.

Fewer acres treated would decrease sediment yield below that of Alternative B.

Temporary roads and landings would be constructed (or re-opened) with this alternative in this area that would result in

additional acres of land disturbance. Mitigation would be applied at the landings and temporary roads to reduce the risk of

any eroded sediment from reaching streams, wetlands or moving ofl‘site. Landings would be rehabilitated (decompacted,

recontoured where necessary, seeded and fertilized) following use to speed recovery to pre-existing conditions.

Water yields increases associated with harvest are estimated to be slightly less than the other alternatives in the Lower East

Fork HUC itself In the small watersheds where increases in water yields are a concern (Lord Draw, Laird, Medicine Tree,

Dickson, Spade, Blind Draw and Robbins Gulch, Whiskey, Franklin and Elk Gulch) no green tree harvest would limit

water yield increases in these small watersheds to very small amounts.

Alternative G

Watershed improvements would occur in this area with the majority of it consisting of improving drainage on road surfaces

so that less sediment is contributed to stream channels, a smaller amount is the result of gravelling, as well as road

obliteration and decompaction in RHCA’s. The long-term decreases would be greater than those from Alternative B

because of the removal of roads within the riparian habitat conservation areas in Laird Creek and the obliteration and

decommissioning of additional roads accessed by these riparian roads.

Cumulative Effects

The cumulative efl'ects analysis area is the same as for the Direct and Indirect Efi'ects and include the East Fork ofthe

Bitterroot and its’ tributaries above the confluence with the West Fork ofthe Bitterroot. This area was chosen because all

waters discussed in the East Fork Geographic Area flow into and contribute to conditions in the East Fork.

Several tables, listed below, are the result ofcumulative efl‘ects modeling conducted by Land and Water, Inc. as a part of

the project analysis. The analysis in its entirety is a project file document PF-Watershed-4l. The tables below are portions

of the tables provided in the Land and Water document and can be used to better describe cumulative effects, as well as

direct effects ofthe proposals on the hydrologic units. Watersheds with a (**) behind their name are listed on the 2000

303d list (or have stream segments within them that are) while those with (“) represent streams listed on the 1996 303d list.

The Table 3-34 identifies sediment yield increases estimated to occur fi'om the implementation ofharvest activities in the

East Fork, in the short term These increases are from ground disturbance directly related to yarding operations, which

typically decrease to pre-harvest levels as vegetation becomes re-established. The design of the project and additional

mitigation as described in Chapter 2 is intended to limit ground disturbance and restrict the amount of eroded sediment that

#
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might cross‘the INFISH buffers and enter stream channels. These estimates were calculated using the WEPP model, or

Water Erosion Prediction Project, that was developed by the Rocky Mountain Research Station (PF-Watershed-4l)

Table 3-34 - East Fork Geographic Sediment Yield Estimates (tons/year)

f______ _
Watershed Name W mam Alt A Alt B Alt c

‘ illuslo e Sediment Yield

26.4 “mum-mum

U er East Fork. 0402 * mum-ml“!!!

Martin, 0403 * minimum-mm

I 17.1 17.1 15

We nun
1 Bertie Lord. 0405 * “mm-aim“

‘ 97.8 108.7 89.3 27.4

‘161m, 0501 1893.1 (5.2% (5.7% 4.7% (1.4%)

97.7 103.1 67.9 83.4 0.4

.. ,0502 4958.8 2.0% (2.1%) (1.4%) 1.7% (0.0%)

Middle East Fork. 0503 * 1693.8 (1.4%) (1.4%) (0.1%) (1.1%)

119.6 119.6 99.7 118.9

Cameron, 0504 7998.8 1.5% 1.5%) (1.2%) (1.5%)

‘ 52.7 52.5 33.1 39.6

, Warm Springs, 0505 2499.2 (2.1%) (2.1%) (1.3%) (1.6%)

I 640.6 641.5 507.7 589.1Lower East Fork, 0506 ", * 15991.6 (4%) 0.0 n (4%) (3.2%) : (3.7% 0.0

The Table 3-35 lists the estimated sediment produced from other land disturbing actions proposed and hydrologic unit code.

These increases are “short term” meaning that they would decrease over several years (typically modeled at 3-4 years by

the WATSED and RlR4 Sediment Models) as vegetation becomes established on disturbed sites and soils stabilize. These

estimates were determined using the Rl-R4 Sediment model methodology because the Land and Water analysis did not

take into account increases fi’om these sources. The amount that could in reality reach the stream channel depends on

distance fi'om water and the mitigation applied. Mitigation described in Chapter 2 would considerably limit sediment

transport. Monitoring of previously implemented watershed improvement projects on the Sula Ranger District, indicates

three years is a reasonable time for vegetation to become established (Forest Plan Monitoring Report 1998).

Table 3-35 - East Fork Sediment Increase from Watershed Improvement, Landings and Temp. Roads.
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Table 3-36, below, indicates the estimate of sediment yield decreases (in percent) that would occur in each HUC following

implementation and recovery ofwatershed improvement work. (PF-Watershed-4l). The percentages listed are estimates of
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reduction of sediment sources and yields following recovery and would occur over time as soils stabilize and vegetation

becomes established. There would be no changes for Alternative A.

Table 3-36 - East Fork Estimates of Sediment Decreases from Watershed Improvement Work

 

\LowerEastF0rk,O506**,* J 0 1’ 3s 37 ’ 39 _~ 39 j 53
l

The following table indicates the estimates of water yield increases calculated to occur from harvest activities. This takes

mto account the removal of live or green trees and a small decrease due to the removal ofdead trees from the burned area.

Where negative numbers are listed, they occur in watersheds where a large amount of road obliteration is proposed (PF

Watershed-4l). Alternative A is the existing condition, following fire.

Table 3-37 - East Fork Geographic Water Yield Estimates

Watershed Name

_ Chane From EXiSIin;

Moose. 0401 **

000%

‘Martin. 0403 000%

*Meadow0404 020%

Tolan, 0501 0.00% 0.10% 0.00%

c.0502 000%

Middle East Fork, 0503 010% 004%

Cameron. 0504 000% -0-10%

Wam1$rins,0505 0.00% 010%

. Lower East Fork. 0506 **

DCSCI'lbOd and listed below are the past, ongoing, and reasonably foreseeable activities that are considered in the cumulative

effects analysis for watershed areas within the East Fork of the Bitterroot.

Past Activities

o Past Forest Service Timber Sales and associated road construction: Many of these types of activities have occurred

in the East Fork in the past. Road densities and road locations are the largest source of sediment to stream

conditions. Over 20 miles ofroads in the drainage are located in sediment contributing areas and are a chronic source

of sediment to streams. Harvest, especially clearcut harvest, are a cause ofincreases in water yields because tree

removal fi-ees soil moisture for use by other trees or runofi Included in cumulative efiects modeling.

0 State Department ofNatural Resources (DNRC) Timber Sales: Harvest on state land in Cameron, Andrews and

Praine Creek occurred during the winter of2000-2001. This occurred over snow and well-frozen ground and so

ground disturbance should be minimal. 4,118 acres were harvested and DNRC analysis indicated sediment yield

increases would be limited. Harvest on State lands has occurred for many years. Included in cumulative efiects

modeling. Private Land Timber Sales: Timber harvest and clearing has occurred for homes, businesses, roads and

pastures. Post-fire harvest has occurred on private land during the winter of 2000-2001. Through photo

interpretation and maps, we have estimated that 6,201forested acres on burned private land could be harvested in the

East Fork. For the purpose of watershed analysis, it is assumed that it would be harvested in 2000 or over the next
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couple ofyears, and that all of it would occur using ground based yarding systems. This activity would increase

ground disturbance and erosion. The effect on sedimentation in stream channels that occurs is dependant upon the

application ofBMPs, proximity to streams and drainage-ways, season of harvest, as well the actual method of

implementation Water yields are not expected to increase because it is very probable that only fire-killed trees would

be removed.

0 Artificial Reforestation: Planting trees in clearcuts decreases the amount of time it takes for a cleared area to become

hydrologically recovered by several years. Hydrologically recovered is defined as vegetative recovery to a level that

approximates a mature stand in use of soil moisture and snow distribution, typically in about 30 years for this area.

0 Road Construction, Reconstruction and Maintenance on National Forest Lands: Roads are the largest source of

sediment with the initial three years following construction being the highest, until disturbed areas become armored

and vegetation becomes established. Sediment fi'om roads often is transported to streams and charmel conditions

may reflect increased sediment loads from within the watershed. Where roads contribute sediment to streams,

increases in fine sediment in the substrate are common. Reconstruction can disturb soils and increase sediment

yields for a time until revegetation and re-stabilization occurs. Reconstruction includes such activities as improving

the drainage on a road or improving the surface, and in the long-term is an improvement as sediment yields can be

decreased. Included in cumulative effects modeling.

0 Road Construction on Private and State Lands: Road construction and reconstruction on State Lands is regulated

and implemented similar to the manner that is done on National Forest lands, effects would be similar and is

described above. Road construction and reconstruction on private lands is not regulated and can be very well done

or not, depending upon the landowner. Improperly designed roads can increase sediment to streams and degrade

channel conditions during construction or maintenance, especially when adjacent to channels. Included in

cumulative efl‘ects modeling to the extent possible given the information in the forest data base.

0 Forest Trail Construction, Reconstruction and Maintenance: This activity results in a minor amount of ground

disturbance and erosion. In the long-term, well-designed trails benefit watershed conditions because trails are routed

through areas that can be drained, where streams won’t wash away trail tread and sediment won’t be contributed to

streams. The amount of sediment that results from trail improvements is minor compared to that from other sources

in the watershed.

- Roadside Noxious Weeds Treatment: Herbicide treatment ofnoxious weeds occurs along roads. These avoid

application on wetland sites and adjacent to stream channels. Applied correctly, the herbicides have no lingering

efl‘ect on water quality, as dosages are very small (Information Ventures, 1998). This alternative wouldn’t change the

fi'equency or intensity that these roadside treatments ofnoxious weeds would occur.

0 Farming and Ranching on Private Land: This activity has occurred for almost 100 years. Included in this is the

cultivation ofcrops such as hay, grazing of livestock, irrigation, feeding areas, barns and outbuildings. The land was

often converted from open forest to meadow or grassland Ditches are constructed for irrigation purposes and

maintained; and in extreme cases streams have been channelized in an effort to reduce the amount of area affected

by flooding each year. This is likely to continue indefinitely.

- Meadow Tolan Grazing Allotment: Meadow Creek is the heart of the Meadow Tolan Allotment. The livestock

graze areas within the drainage for the majority of the summer. Livestock use can (and at times does) result in

stream bank trampling, compaction ofsoils in livestock-favored areas, riparian areas and over grazing ofnative

grasses. Recent management has reduced these efi‘ects but they still occur to some degree. Recent monitoring of

sites specific to the allotment indicates that one ofeleven sites is outside the desired levels oftrampling. Grazing in

the allotment will continue indefinitely. This project wouldn't alter livestock access to wetland areas or streams

beyond that resulting from the fire.

- Andrews, Bunch Gulch, Shirley Mountain Grazing Allotments: The majority of livestock use in Andrews Creek

occurs on State Land but some does occur on National Forest. Livestock use can and at times does result in stream

bank trampling, compaction of soils in livestock-favored areas, riparian areas and over grazing ofnative grasses.

Recent management has reduced these effects but they still occur to some degree. This activity will continue

indefinitely. Proposed harvest would not increase access to wetlands or riparian areas.

- Reimel Grazing Allotment: Use usually occurs in mid-summer. Livestock use can and at times does result in stream

bank trampling, compaction of soils in livestock-favored areas, riparian areas and over grazing of native grasses.

Recent management has reduced these efi‘ects but they still occur to some degree. Recent management changes have

limited use in the Reimel Creek riparian bottom considerably and conditions have been gradually improving since

the early l990’s. A stream bank stabilization project that included the planting of over 800 willows along the stream

will add to the improvements in this area. Grazing in the Reimel watershed will continue indefinitely. Reimel Creek

was fenced and additional willows were planted in the summer of 2001.

#
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- East Fork, Sula Peak Grazing Allotments: Activities have occurred in the past, although they are currently vacant.

Livestock use can and at times does result in stream bank trampling, compaction of soils in livestock-favored and

riparian areas, and over grazing ofnative grasses. As these allotments haven't been used recently, efiects fi'om

livestock are improving. The Sula Peak and portions of the East Fork Allotment (except the Jennings Unit) were

rested in 2001. The Jennings Unit is located in Jennings Camp Creek.

0 Warm Springs Grazing Allotment: Most use in this area occurs on the grasslands located on the ridges along the

southern headwaters of the watershed. Few stream channels are located here and so livestock impacts to streams is

very smalL Several wetlands in the area have been fenced and developed to provide ofi-site livestock watering

areas. Livestock use can and at times does result in stream bank trampling, compaction of soils in livestock-favored

and riparian areas, and over grazing of native grasses. Management in recent years has reduced this effect. Use will

continue in this area indefinitely.

o Waugh Gulch Grazing Allotment: Most use in this area occurs in the lower elevations ofWaugh Gulch and along

the roads in the east and west forks ofCamp Creek. Livestock use can and at times does result in stream bank

trampling, compaction of soils in livestock-favored and riparian areas, and over grazing ofnative grasses. Livestock

use in this area has been decreased in recent years. On Waugh Gulch, a fence has eliminated livestock use on about

l/2 mile ofstream. Conditions are likely on a level trend at this time. Use on this allotment will occur indefinitely

was rested in 2001.

- Medicine Tree Grazing Allotment: Use occurs throughout this allotment, focusing on roads and upper elevation

forage areas. This allotment is fairly dry and reliance on development of stock watering areas in small fenced

wetlands is necessary. Livestock use can and at times does result in stream bank trampling, compaction of soils in

livestock-favored and riparian areas, and over grazing ofnative grasses. Conditions are likely on a level trend at this

time. Use on this allotment will occur indefinitely but was rested in 2001.

. Waugh Gulch Burned Interfirce Demonstration Project: This was implemented in the late winter 2000 and removed

most merchantable dead trees within a three-acre area using ground based yarding systems. Little ground

disturbance occurred within the project area and no ofT-site erosion is expected.

- Fire Suppression: Fire suppression resulted in more dense stands throughout the area. This has helped lead to a

greater amount ofground fuels and more intense fires than occurred historically. High severity fire with heavy

ground fuels increases the extent and severity of hydrophobic soils. This likely was an influence on the amount of

high severity fire within the burn perimeter this previous summer.

- Prescribed Fire: In the recent past, some prescribe fire was applied in the East Fork Watershed. However, the

amount ofthis that has occurred was small and scattered when compared to the size ofthe watershed and would

probably have minimal effect during a severe fire season.

a 2000 Fire and Rehabilitation: Dozer line and hand-line was completed throughout the area during August and

September 2000. Dozer lines were repaired as soon as they were no longer needed for fire suppression.

Rehabilitation included pulling the disturbed soil back onto the fire line, spreading slash and organic debris on top

and then spreading seed and fertilizer. Where dozer lines were incised, they were recontoured. Hand lines were also

rehabilitation as soon as they were no longer needed for fire suppression. Waterbars were installed and slash spread

on fire lines before fire crews left the area.

0 2000 Completed BAER Activities: Culverts were upsized throughout the East Fork immediately following the fires.

These were installed during low flow periods, all were seeded but not all were mulched. It is likely that sediment

was contributed to streams when they were installed and some erosion will continue from disturbed soils until

vegetation becomes established These sites will need to be monitored to see if seeding is successful or if additional

erosion control is needed. Log erosion barriers were installed in Laird Creek, below Sula Peak and in Reimel Creek

for (1,299 acres) to reduce the risk of overland flows and debris flows above homes.

0 2000 Fire Efl’ects: As stated in the Afi‘ected Environment, fire burned a large percentage of the East Fork watershed.

This will increase water yields, sediment yields and debris flows may occur in the high severity areas. The efiects of

the fire could lead to some dramatic efl‘ects in stream channels, especially the small streams that were burned at high

severity. As of July 2001, these effects have been realized over most severely and moderately burned watersheds.

Channel conditions will continue to change with time. Included in cumulative efl'ects modeling.

. Personal Use Firewood and Christmas Tree Cutting: Both of these have occurred in the watershed but very little

occurs within SMZ’s or RHCA’s. There are no known problem areas.

o Hunting, Fishing, Dispersed and Developed Recreation: Activities at dispersed and developed recreation sites may

afi'ect channel conditions at isolated spots where trails are worn to collect water from streams. Another influence

would be compaction ofcamp areas fi'om parking vehicles and fi'om trampling. None ofthe affects associated with

dispersed recreation are widespread in the watershed and any effects are localized.

—————_—_____———__——
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- Ditches, Diversions, and Irrigation Dewatering: Irrigation withdrawals occur in the East Fork drainage downstream

from the East Fork Guard Station and from below Dick Creek on Camp Creek. Most irrigation withdrawals occur

below Mink Creek in the Sula Basin In this area, withdrawals don't dewater streams to a large extent but they do

reduce strearnflows during low flow periods. This activity will continue indefinitely.

- Subdivision on Private Land: This activity occurs throughout the East Fork watershed with the majority of it being

along the East Fork above Conner and below Warm Springs, and is scattered above Sula with concentrations of

development occurring in the Bonanza Lands/Springer areas. This trend is expected to continue.

0 Highway 93 Construction, Reconstruction and Maintenance: The Highway was constructed in the 1930’s and

several river meanders were cut-off and the river and floodplain access was restricted between Sula and Conner.

Winter sanding operations contribute sediment to the river each winter to maintain safer driving conditions.

Reconstruction in Camp Creek resulted in a large sediment pulse during construction and vegetation recovery

phases. In some areas, eroding cutslopes continue to be a sediment source. In Camp Creek and the East Fork

Canyon, the highway is probably the largest impact to channel conditions and stream health. These effects will

continue. The highway will be reconstructed over the next several years beginning in September 2001. This will

increase sediment sources from disturbed soils until they become revegetated. Based upon recovery rates of

upstream sections reconstructed several years ago, decreases in sediment yields would take more than the usual three

years to recover because ofthe amount ofarea disturbed. One reach ofstream will be reconstructed and returned to

a cut-ofimeander with this project. This will improve channel diversity and restore floodplain access in the

reconstructed reach. Sediment fence has been installed to reduce the risk ofand the input of sediment fi'om

construction activities reaching the East Fork River.

- East Fork Road Construction, Maintenance: The East Fork Highway limits flood plain access and restricts the

stream channel but to a lesser degree than does Highway 93. Winter maintenance is a small source of sediment as

little sanding occurs on this road. Most cut slopes and fill slopes along this road are well vegetated and are not a

large sediment source. Eflects fi'om this road will continue indefinitely.

0 Lost Trail Ski Area Construction and Use: Development ofthe ski area began in the l950’s and continues through

today. Current practices limit erosion and revegetate disturbed soils soon after work is completed. The clearing of

runs results in conversion of forests to grassy areas and contributes a small amount to water yield increases. The use

will continue indefinitely and development of the ski area will continue through at least the current planning and

expansion phase.

0 Debris flows and overland flows have occurred in Lord Draw, Franklin Gulch, Laird Creek and several unnamed

drainage-ways. These flows have resulted in large sediment increases contributed to streams and the East Fork

down-cutting ofephemeral and intermittent draws and deposition of sediment on alluvial fans at the mouths ofthe

drainages where debris flows took place. Streams in the area were diverted by the deposition fi'om the debris flows,

and new channels were formed or the streams cut through the deposition. Based upon stream reach surveys

conducted in the Overwhich drainage where similar events occurred in 1992, streams affected are likely to

experience bank erosion, channel migration and reduction of fine materials in the substrate over time as the stream

recovers to a new dynamic equihbrium.

Ongoing Projects

- Road Maintenance, normal and fire related: Maintenance on forest roads would be ongoing and include blading,

culvert inlet and ditch cleaning. This activity does disturb the road surface and can increase erosion because of

reducing the amount of arrnoring, and disturbance ofvegetation However, improving the drainage and getting the

erosive force of the water 05 the road sooner out weighs the short-term increase in erosion. In the long-term,

improved drainage reduces the risk of large road failures. Repair of fire related road damage is likely to have a

negligible efiect on sediment yields because a very small percentage ofwork to be done would be within sediment

contributing areas near streams.

- Roadside Herbicide Treatments: Described under “Past” Activities.

- Reimel Ridge/Barley Ridge Grasslands Herbicide Spraying Project: Treatments began in this area in 1995 and

resulted in repopulation ofnative grasses in the area. Touch-up treatments continue. When mitigations are

followed, the risk of degradation of water quality is very small.

0 Toilet Replacement in Recreation Sites: Ground disturbance would occur on site. The chances oferoded sediment

reaching stream channels would practically non-existent because toilets are located on gentle ground, away fi'om

streams and revegetation occurs after installation.

- Springer Memorial Fuel Reduction Demonstration Project: This is an interface fuels reduction project that would

remove ground and small ladder fuels. The slash would be piled and burned. Very little overstory vegetation will be
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cut and this will be made available for firewood. The collection offirewood from this area would be the greatest

impacted as most of it would be removed using pickups or ATV’s and these vehicles can cause rutting or

compaction of soils. The disturbed areas would not result in measurable increases in ofl‘site sediment yields because

the area treated is fairly flat and sediment movement would be limited given the gentle slope and the presence of

ground vegetation. The implementation of this project will begin in May and continue until finished.

- Farming and Ranching on Private Lands: This was discussed under past activities.

0 Tree Planting in Managed Stands: This activity will decrease the amount of time to hydrologic recovery in the stand

that are planted by several years because one and two year stock will be planted. Ground disturbance would be

minimal as planting would occur by hand. This project should not contribute sediment to off-site areas.

0 Irrigation dewatering: Discussed in Past Activities, would continue indefinitely.

0 Douglas Fir Bark Beetle Infestations: These are likely to spread in fire stressed stands as well in densely populated

green stands. As green trees succumb to the bark beetle, increases in soil moisture and downstream water yields

would occur.

0 Private Land Salvage Sales: Discussed under Past Activities.

0 Highway 93 Reconstruction: Discussed under Past Activities.

. Mushroom Harvest: This may increase the amount ofdispersed camping and the impacts associated with that as

described under “Past" Activities but influences to stream channel conditions should not be measurable.

- Routine Road Maintenance on Private Land: Maintenance can maintain and improve drainage so that erosion from

roads is reduced and contribution to streams is diminished. Improper maintenance can also cause erosion,

sidecasting ofmaterial into streams creates a direct sediment source and can contribute to stream channel narrowing

and increased amount offine materials in the mibstrate. Maintenance on private land will continue indefinitely.

0 Lost Trail Ski Area Expansion: Expansion of the ski area is an ongoing project for the past three years and will

continue through about 2010 as described in the Lost Trail E18 (1997). Expansion in the next years will include ski

rim clearing, chair lifi installation and construction of two new lodges and a septic field. Mitigation associated with

ground disturbing Activities (refer to the EIS) requires use of mulch, erosion control and reseeding to prevent

sediment fi'om entering streams. Monitoring has shown that although some ground-based equipment operated in

isolated wetlands, mitigation measures on this project have been effective in preventing sediment from reaching

streams (1998 Forest Plan Report).

0 Livestock Grazing on Private Lands: Livestock will continue to be grazed on private lands, most of occurs during

the winter months when the ground is frozen. Some stream banks within pastures are trampled and streams may be

wider and shallower than they would be without the livestock use. Land used as pastures during the winter are hay

meadows in the summer and produce 1-2 cuttings ofhay. These activities are likely to continue indefinitely.

- Pond Construction on Private Land: Several ponds have been constructed on private land in the last 10 years. Oflen

they are sources for gravel then rehabilitated to be ponds for fish production or for scenic value. Most ofReimel

Creek is diverted into a pond on private land that causes dewatering ofthe lower reach of stream during low flow

months. Other ponds in the area are ground water influenced or are filled with irrigation ditches. This activity will

continue indefinitely.

0 Highway 93 and East Fork Highway Maintenance: Discussed under Past Activities. This activity would continue

indefinitely.

- Trail Maintenance: This work involves clearing trails of fallen trees and repairing eroding sections of trail. This

would be an improvement, even though a relatively small one.

o Meadow Tolan, Andrews, Bunch, Shirley Mountain, Camp Reimel, East Fork, Medicine Tree, Sula Peak, Warm

Springs, Waugh Gulch AMPs: Described under “Past” Activities.

0 BAER projects To Be Completed: Culvert replacement in some areas and monitoring.

0 Personal Use Firewood Cutting: Described under Past Activities.

0 Hunting, Fishing Dispersed Recreation: Described under Past Activities.

0 Fire Suppression: This is likely to continue, especially along wildland urban interface areas that are located

throughout the East Fork. This will reduce the spread of small fires and may lead to increased fuels if they aren’t

reduced in some other manner.

Reasonably Foreseeable Projects

0 Roadside Herbicide Treatments, Herbicide Treatments on New Areas: Roadside treatments would likely continue in

areas that need ‘touching up’, this has been ongoing since 1998. Treatments in other areas may begin in the next

year or two depending upon environmental analysis and decision. If the mitigations are followed properly, the risk
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ofdegradation ofwater quality is likely to be negligflale (Information Ventures, 1998). This activity would continue

indefinitely.

0 Continued Fire Related Road Reconstruction and Uncornpleted BAER Projects: Repair ofroads with burned out fill

and undersized culverts will continue until completed and roads are stabilized. The road reconstruction is likely to

be away from stream crossings and BMPs would be applied to limit sediment production. The replacement of

culverts would be regulated by INFISH, BMPs would be applied and revegetation and mulching would occur to limit

sediment production. There is likely to be some sediment produced and contributed to stream channels during

culvert replacement. However the risk of culvert failure if not replaced is high because of increased flows resulting

from the fire. The sediment that could be produced fi'om a failed culvert is much higher than would be contributed

during replacement (Sirucek, 99). The activity would cease when the end of2001 completes work, likely.

- Prescribe Fire Treatments: These are likely to continue in areas where environmental analysis has been completed in

an effort to reduce firels and reduce the risk of stand-replacing fire. Low severity prescribed fire typically burns

ground fuels but doesn’t result in hydrophobic soils or large numbers oftree mortality (DeBano, 1998). Vegetation

usually resprouts soon after the burn is completed. Little off-site erosion occurs. These treatments are likely to

continue in the future.

- Continental Divide Trail, Medicine Point Trail Reconstruction: Efl‘ects oftrail reconstruction and maintenance are

the same as “Forest Trail Construction, Reconstruction and Maintenance" discussed in the Past Activities section

0 Medicine Point Trailhead Reconstruction: The reconstruction of this would result in some ground disturbance but

the site is located far fi'om live water. Seed and slash would be spread to speed revegetation on disturbed soils. The

risk of sediment reaching channels and changing channel conditions is very small.

- Farming and Ranching on Private Lands: This was discussed under past activities.

' Jennings Commercial Thin: The commercial harvest ofthis area would occur over snow and so changes in sediment

yields would be very small. Water yields are not expected to increase because of this project. The treatment is a

thinning and the remaining trees would use the moisture on-site and so water yields in Jennings Camp Creek are not

expected to increase to a measurable extent (Wildey, 12/00).

v DNRC Salvage Sale: The harvest ofdead and burned trees in the Sula State Forest would continue through the

winter of 2002. The amount of sediment produced fi'om this project should be small because ofthe application of

BMPs and operations occurring over snow and frozen ground. Sediment increases may occur but would likely be

small. Improvements to roads should decrease erosion fi'om those sources. Water yield increases will not occur

fi'om dead tree harvest.

- FS/BLM OHV EIS: Depending upon the decision resulting from this analysis, ofl"-road travel across the forest may

be restricted. This could be a benefit because newly grown vegetation would be protected from off-road vehicles.

Restriction of travel could reduce the spread ofnoxious weeds, the development of additional user made trails and

the formation ofnew erosion sources.

- Continued Highway 93 Reconsn'uction: Described in Ongoing Projects. It would continue for several years until

completed.

- Continued Routine Trail Maintenance: Described in Ongoing Projects, would continue indefinitely.

0 Continued Road Maintenance on Private Land: Described in Past Projects, would continue indefinitely.

- Lost Trail Ski Area Expansion: Described in Ongoing Projects, would continue through the planned expansion

period.

0 Continued Subdivision on Private Land: Described in Past Projects, would continue indefinitely. Described in

Ongoing Projects, would continue indefinitely.

0 Highway 93 and East Fork Highway Continued Maintenance: Described in Past Activities.

0 Continued Mushroom Harvest: Described in Ongoing Projects. It would likely cease afler 2002.

- Continued Douglas Fir Bark Beetle Infestations: Described in Ongoing Projects, would continue indefinitely.

0 Continued Routine Road Maintenance: Described in Ongoing Projects, would continue indefinitely as needed.

0 Meadow Tolan, Andrews, Bunch Gulch, Shirley Mountain, Camp Reimel, East Fork, Medicine Tree, Sula Peak,

Warm Springs, and Waugh Gulch Grazing Allotments: Described in Past Activities, would continue indefinitely.

- Livestock Grazing on Private Lands: Described in Ongoing Activities, would continue indefinitely.

~ Continued Implementation ofBAER Proposals: Described under Past Activities, would continue until completed.

- Continued Fire Suppression: Described in Ongoing Activities, would continue indefinitely.

- Continued Artificial Reforestation: Described in Past Activities, would continue indefinitely.
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- Continued Personal Use Firewood Cutting and Christmas Tree Cutting: Described in Ongoing, would continue

indefinitely.

- Continued Hunting, Fishing, and Developed Recreation: Described in Ongoing, would continue indefinitely.

- A private landowner has requested the use of a road in Robbins Gulch to use for access to private property. In the

proposed alternatives, this road is proposed for obliteration. Should this special use permit be granted, this road

would not be obliterated. Instead this road would be required to be brought up to BMP standards and maintained in

that manner as long as use was granted. This would decrease sediment sources but not to as large a degree as if the

road were obliterated and allowed to revegetate.

Items not listed above, but contained on the lists in the Project File, were not selected because they occur outside ofthis

watershed area or do not have the potential to contribute to watershed and stream channel cumulative efi’ects with the East

Fork watershed or its’ tributaries.

Common to All East Fork Watersheds

Alternative A

Efl'ects are the same as for the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Martin Creek (0403)

Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G

Few activities have occurred in this watershed in the past and little fire occurred during 2000, because ofthis only a small

amount ofroad improvements are proposed. Water yields and sediment yields are currently low. When the proposed

activities are combined with the sediment producing activities listed in the cumulative eifects list, there would be short-term

increases in sediment yields during construction activities and that would last until disturbed soils are revegetated and

stabilized, usually two years to three years. Increases would not be large enough that when combined with past actions

would negatively afi‘ect channel conditions. Following implementation and recovery, sediment yields would be lower than

they currently are because ofthe minor amount of road improvements occurring.

Meadow Creek (0404)

Alternative B, D E, and F

As described in the direct and indirect analysis for Meadow Creek, increases in sediment and water yield from activities

proposed are estimated to be small, the models estimate less than 1% increase in short-term sediment yields and less than a

2% change in water yields, for these alternatives above the existing level.

No activities are proposed to occur in riparian areas or wetlands. These have been flagged for exclusion from all treatment.

Any additional access by livestock to these areas would have been as a result ofthe fire and not from activities that may

occur from these proposals.

When considered in combination with activities that have occurred in the past and are likely to occur (cumulative effects

list), that could influence water and sediment yields, this suggests sediment yields or water yields resulting from proposals

are not likely to degrade stream channel conditions within Meadow Creek.

In the long-term there would be a net decrease in management caused sediment yields and this would lead to long-term

improvements in channel conditions.

Alternative C

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in this area associated with the watershed improvements

would be the same as those in Alternative B but the vegetation management-related increases would be less. When

considered in combination with activities that have occurred in the past and are likely to occur (cumulative effects list), that

could influence water and sediment yields, this suggests sediment yields or water yields resulting from proposals are not

likely to degrade stream channel conditions within Meadow Creek.

Alternative G

Short-term sediment yields would be greater than with the other alternatives because of the obliteration and

decommissioning of the road along Meadow Creek as well as other spur roads accessible only by this road. Mitigation

would be applied to reduce sediment input to streams. Both short-term increases and long-term decreases would be greater

_———_—__——————_——
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than Alternative C. Cumulative sediment sources would be reduced and over time the stream would be in better condition

than with the other alternatives from both a sediment yield standpoint as well as fiom the stream being able to function

within an expanded floodplain. When considered in combination with activities that occur in Meadow Creek on the

cumulative effects list, that have influenced water and sediment yields in the past, this suggests increases resulting fiom

proposals are not likely to degrade stream channel conditions within Meadow Creek and in the long-term there would be a

net decrease in management caused sediment yields and this would lead to improvements in channel conditions.

The Meadow Tolan allotment would be active if Alternative G were chosen Instead oftraveling up the road, the livestock

would develop alternate trails to access grazing areas above where the road were obliterated. This would not increase

sediment yields to a large degree.

Middle East Fork (Bertie LordArea) (0405)

Alternatives B, D, and F

Current water and sediment yields are estimated to be relatively small following the fire. Increase resulting from this project

when combined with sediment producing activities on the cumulative efi‘ects list in the areas described in the direct and

indirect analysis for this HUC, increases in sediment yield are estimated to be small estimates and in the long-term would

be lower because ofreduction of sediment sources. There would be no increases in water yield. Because of the amount of

the proposed activities, they would not contribute to the cumulative effects from the above listed activities.

Alternative C

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in this area associated with the watershed improvements

would be the same as those in Alternative B. When considered in combination with the sediment produced fiom the

activities on the cumulative effects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be reduced from current

levels in the long-term.

Alternative E

Short-term increases would be less that in Alternative B. Long term sediment yield reductions fi'om drainage improvements

on open roads would be similar to Alternative B. When considered in combination with activities on the cumulative effects

list, channel conditions would be maintained.

Alternative G

Greater amounts ofroad work would reduce long-term sediment yields to the largest degree ofthe action alternatives.

When considered in combination with the sediment produced fiom the activities on the cumulative efi‘ects list, human

caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be reduced fi'om current levels in the long-term

Tolan Creek (0501)

Alternative B, D and F

As a result of the activities proposed in this watershed, there should be a small decrease in human caused sediment yields in

the long-term As described in the direct and indirect analysis for Meadow Creek, increases in sediment and water yield

fiom activities proposed are estimated by the WEPP model to be a 5% increase in sediment yields and a 0.1% increase in

water yields over current levels from proposed activities. Because of this, they would contribute slightly to sediment

yields. Prior to the fire, Tolan Creek was a stable stream channel and barring large storm and debris flow events, should

handle increases in sediment and water yield fiom both the fire and the proposed activities without decreases in channel

stability. Should large storm events occur, they channel would be afi‘ects for at least a portion of its’ length. The increase

in sediment yields would not create measurable effects on top ofthose fiom cumulative activities.

No activities are proposed to occur in riparian areas or wetlands. These have been flagged for exclusion fiom all treatment.

Any additional access by livestock to these areas would have been from the fire and not activities fi'om these proposals.

Alternative C, E and G

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in this area associated with the watershed improvements

would be the same as those in Alternative B. No harvest-related sediment would be produced. Combined with the activities

fiom the cumulative efi'ects list, chronic sediment would decrease from current levels in the long-term.
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Camp Creek (0502)

Alternative B, D and F

As a result ofthe activities proposed in this watershed, there could be a slight increase (approximately 2%) in human

caused sediment yields in the short-term and a decrease in the long-term as soils disturbed by harvest activities recovered.

No activities are proposed to occur in riparian areas or wetlands. These have been flagged for exclusion fi'om all treatment.

Any additional access by livestock to these areas would be from the fire and not from activities from these proposals.

Highway construction will occur along Camp Creek beginning in summer of2001. As a result of this, the stream will be

relocated in a meandering channel away fi'om the highway and its’ present location. This will add additional length to the

stream, reduce stream velocities and improve habitat. The implementation ofthis will result in sediment production and

transport from the constructed reach until banks are stabilized and vegetation becomes established.

When the proposed activities are considered in context with the sediment produced from activities in the cumulative efl'ects

list, the risk ofchannel conditions changes beyond that resulting from cumulative activities is small.

Alternative C

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in this area associated with the watershed improvements

would be slightly better than Alternative B because short-term increases would be lower. Like Alternative B, projects from

the cumulative efl‘ects list are considered. When considered in combination with the sediment produced fi'om the activities

on the cumulative eifects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be less than they are currently in

the long-term and sooner than with Alternative B.

Alternative E

There would be long-term decreases in sediment yield from the reduction in sediment sources that result from drainage

improvements and fi'om the graveling, decompaction and revegetation ofroad surfiices in upstream HUC. Because water

yield increases are estimated to be lower than Alternatives B, D and F, the risk of channel changes would be lower in this

alternative when combined with the increases in water yield expected as a result of the fire and from past actions.

When considered with the sediment produced from cumulative efl‘ects activities, the risk ofchannel condition changes

beyond that resulting fi'om cumulative activities is small. Activities proposed in Alternative F are similar to Alternative B.

Alternative G

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields from the watershed improvements would be slightly better

than Alternative C because of additional road work proposed. Like Alternative B, projects fi'om the cumulative effects list

are considered. In combination with the sediment produced fi'om the activities on the cumulative efl‘ects list, sediment

yields would be less than they are currently in the long-term and would decrease sooner than Alternative B.

Middle East Fork Interfluve (Guide-Reirnel) (0503)

Alternative B, D and F

As a result of the harvest activities proposed in this watershed, there is estimated to be a 1% increase in human caused

sediment yields in the short-term Long-term decreases are predicted as soils disturbed during harvest activities recover and

watershed improvements reduce chronic sediment. In Guide and Jennings Camp Creek, past harvest and road construction

has created high ECA and sediment levels, and more green tree harvest could further decrease channel conditions. These

could result in a small short-term increase in cumulative sediment yields in these two watersheds. In the remainder of the

watershed where water and sediment yields from past activities are not high, channel conditions are not at risk.

No activities are proposed in riparian areas or wetlands, which were flagged for exclusion. In Reirnel Creek, several miles

of stream and riparian area were fenced to exclude livestock. Any access by livestock to other riparian areas would be fiom

the fire and not activities in these proposals.

Alternative C

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields fi'om the watershed improvements would be greater than in

Alternative B. When considered in a cumulative effects context, chronic sediment yields would be reduced more quickly

than with Alternative B because of lack ofharvest efi‘ects.
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Alternative E

Short-term sediment increases would occur at the same time as those resulting fi'om fire. In the long-term, decreases in

sediment yield from the watershed improvements would occur. Green tree harvest is eliminated in Guide and Jennings

Camp and this reduces the risk of channel changes in these sensitive watersheds. Combined with actions fi'om the

cumulative effects list, the small increase in sediment yields would not result in additional channel effects.

Alternative G

No activities are proposed to occur in riparian areas or wetlands. These have been flagged for exclusion from all treatment.

Any additional access by livestock would be as a result ofthe fire and not activities in these proposals.

Activities proposed Alternative G would result in the greatest long-term decreases in sediment sources. Resulting total

sediment yields would be lower than they currently are. There is no additional vegetation removal proposed and ground

disturbance would not occur. Stream channel conditions would be on an improving trend as roadwork became stabilized.

Cameron Creek (0504)

Alternative B, D and F

As a result of the activities proposed in this watershed, there is estimated to be 1.5% increase in sediment yields followed

by a long-term decrease from man caused sediment sources. These would result in a small decrease in cumulative sediment

yields. Harvest on State and private land is likely to contribute to increased sediment yields but it should be a relatively

small amount as most of the State harvest occurred over-snow in 2000-2001 and evidence ofsoil movement during summer

2001 field trips is not visible. Cameron Creek had high ECA’s and road densities before the fire. Units associated with

these proposals are located away fi'om streams and sediment would not likely be contributed to reduce channel conditions.

No activities are proposed in riparian areas or wetlands, which have been flagged for exclusion Any additional access by

livestock to these areas would be as a result ofthe fire and not from activities that may occur from these proposals.

Combined with other sediment producing activities, the estimated increases in water and sediment yield are not likely to

increase the risk of channel changing events occurring in Cameron Creek, because proposed units are located away from

live water. In the long-term, watershed improvements would reduce sediment sources.

Alternative C

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields fi'om watershed improvements would be the same those in

Alternative B but there would be a smaller short-term increase because ofno harvest activities. When considered in

combination with the sediment produced from the cumulative effect activities, human-caused sediment sources and

sediment yield would be less than they are currently in the long-term, and sooner than with Alternative B.

Alternative E

Short-term increases of sediment yields from road improvements and obliteration would be slightly less than the other

alternatives. In the long-term, total sediment yields would be lower than current. Channel conditions would be improved

in the long term to a small degree fiom the road improvements. Project activities have been considered in combination

with sediment producing activities on the cumulative efi‘ects list. The combination should not cause changes in channel

conditions. Human-caused sediment sources and sediment yields would be less than they are currently in the long-term.

Alternative G

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in this area associated with the watershed improvements

would be the slightly greater than those in Alternative C. When considered in combination with the sediment produced

from the activities on the cumulative efl‘ects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be less than

they are currently in the long-term.

Warm Springs (0505)

Alternative B and D

Warm Springs Creek is extremely stable and able to withstand moderate changes in water or sediment yields without I

channel changes. Short-term increases are not likely to contribute to reduction in channel condition, not only because in the
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increases are small but also because ofchannel stability. Long-term human-caused sediment sources in Warm Springs

would be decreased by watershed improvements following implementation

No activities are proposed to occur in riparian areas or wetlands. These have been flagged for exclusion from all treatment.

In Warm Springs livestock accesses grasslands on the ridges, and seldom moving into the stream bottoms. Spring

developments in the grassland areas have been fenced to prevent livestock from getting into them and water piped to

troughs outside of the wetland areas. Any additional access by livestock to other wetlands would be as a result of the fire

and not from activities that may occur from these proposals.

Like Alternative B, projects from the cumulative efl‘ects list and their additive efl’ects are considered. When considered in

combination with the sediment produced from the activities on the cumulative effects list, human-caused sediment sources

and sediment yield would be less than they are currently in the long-term and sooner than Alternative B.

Alternative C

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in this area associated with the watershed improvements

would be the same those in Alternative B but there would be a smaller short-term increase due to lack ofharvest activities.

When considered in combination with the sediment produced fi‘om the activities on the cumulative efl‘ects list, human

caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be less in the long-term than they are currently. With no harvest-related

sediment, this improvement would be realized sooner than with Alternative B.

Alternative E

Increases in sediment yields would be less that with Alternative B or D. Like Alternative B, projects fi'om the cumulative

efi‘ects list and their additive efl'ects are considered, including grazing. When considered with the sediment produced from

the activities on the cumulative effects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be less than they are

currently in the long-term and sooner than with Alternative B. The recovery period would be shorter and when combined

with the cumulative actions, there would be a long-term decrease in chronic sediment sources.

Alternative F

As a result of the proposed activities, there is estimated to be a long-term decrease in sediment yields from man caused

sources. The water yields alter implementation would be lower because of fewer green trees being harvested, this would

allow for quicker recovery in the long-term.

Alternative G

In the long-term, there would be a cumulative decrease in management caused sediment yields because of road obliteration

and decommissioning in the RHCA. The sediment decreases would be the greatest of all the alternatives. Like Alternative

B, projects from the cumulative efl'ects list and their additive efl’ects are considered. When considered in combination with

the sediment produced from the activities on the cumulative efl'ects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield

would be less than they are currently in the long-term and sooner than with Alternative B.

Lower East Fork Interfluve (0506)

Alternative B, D and F

It is likely that sediment and water yield will increase following the fire. The reconstruction ofHighway 93 will be a large

source ofsediment and changes in channel conditions during reconstruction are highly probable and expected, as activities

associated with the highway reconstruction include relocation of the road prism, channel reconstruction, and bridge

construction. Development on private land will continue and would include the items listed on the cumulative effects list

and even some others not yet known. There are likely to be changes in the East Fork within this HUC from several

cumulative effects. Activities proposed that increase water yields and sediment yields are likely to contribute to changes in

stream channel conditions, in Medicine Tree, Franklin, Dickson, Spade and Laird Creeks.

In Medicine Tree, the high percentage of ground-based harvest could increase sediment yields and contribute to decreases

in channel conditions. The lower reaches of this stream are composed of sandy banks and increases in sediment or water

yield could easily lead to channel changes.

In Laird Creek debris flows have resulted in high amounts of sand deposition in the stream and some channel movement

from deposition on alluvial fans. Increases in sediment yields fiom these events, along with increases in stream flows from
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the fire, are likely to lead to channel migration for several years. Coupled with small increases in sediment fi'om harvest

activities may cause a small increase in risk of channel changes.

In Spade and Dickson Creeks, private roads and stream crossings are at risk of failure from fire increases in water yield and

streamflows. Additional small increases from proposed activities may increase that risk to a small degree.

In the other watersheds sensitive to sediment and water yield, the proposed harvest would be helicopter yarded and cause

little sediment yield increase. In the long-term, human-caused sediment yields would be decreased by watershed

improvements and stream channel conditions would be on an improving trend. In Alternative F, there is no green tree

harvest in those small sub-watersheds where increases were a concern such as Laird, Medicine Tree, Dickson, and Spade.

Alternative C

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields from watershed improvements would be greater than in

Alternative B because there would be a smaller short-term increase due to lack ofharvest activities. When considered in

combination with the sediment produced from the activities on the cumulative efl‘ects list, human-caused sediment sources

and sediment yield would be less than they are currently in the long-term, and sooner than with Alternative B.

Alternative E

Sediment yield from the proposed activities would be less than with Alternative B or D and green tree harvest has been

eliminated. In Medicine Tree, the reduced level ofharvest would have less efiects on channel conditions and is not likely

to decrease channel conditions. In the remainder of the area, the risk of change would be less than Alternative B.

Like Alternative B, projects from the cumulative efiects list are considered in this evaluation. When considered in

combination with the sediment produced from the activities on the cumulative efl'ects list, human-caused sediment sources

and sediment yield would be less than they are currently in the long-term and sooner than in Alternative B.

Alternative G

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields from watershed improvements would be greater than in the

other action alternatives because ofroad removal in RHCAs. Short-term increases would be larger because of greater

ground disturbance. In the long-term, sediment yields would be less than they are currently alter watershed improvement.

Like Alternative B, projects from the cumulative efi‘ects list are considered. When considered in combination with the

sediment produced from the activities on the cumulative efl'ects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield

would be less than they are currently in the long-term and sooner than with Alternative B.

—"——___-___—__——__-=_—-_____
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West Fork Geographic Area

Existing Condition

This area consists of the following hydrologic units: Deer (0102), Hughes (0103), Overwhich (0104), Blue Joint (0105),

Slate (0106), Upper West Fork lnterfluve (Coal, West Creeks) (0107), Middle West Fork Interfluve (0301) and Lower West

Fork Interfluve (0305). All of these areas were included in this area of analysis because they are within the West Fork ofthe

Bitterroot River basin They are geologically similar and all had some level of fire within their boundaries. Activities are

proposed within these watersheds. Other watersheds within the West Fork were not afl'ected by fire, and have no activities

proposed within them These will not be discussed further.

Painted Rocks Reservoir regulates flow and sediment routing in the lower half of the West Fork of the Bitterroot. Below

the dam, the West Fork is sediment-limited and, at times, flow-limited. Below the dam, the Nez Perce Fork is a major

contributor ofstream flow and sediment to the West Fork. Channel morphology, substrates, and gradient of tributary

streams above Painted Rocks Reservoir are influenced by numerous faults, volcanic intrusions within metamorphic

bedrock, and weathered granites. Landforms are very diverse, ranging from low relief to very steep breaklands.

Above Painted Rocks Reservoir, the watersheds with the greatest extent ofhigh severity burns are West Creek, Slate Creek,

Chicken Creek, Upper Overwhich Creek, Upper Slate Creek, and Little Blue Joint Creek. Below Painted Rocks Reservoir,

the watersheds with the greatest extent ofhigh severity burns are Piquett Creek and several small-unnamed tributaries to the

Lower West Fork near the Trapper Creek Job Corps Center. Other watersheds burned but with light severity include

Hughes Creek, Deer Creek, and Coal Creek.

Stream with steep well-confined channels, make up the majority ofthe streams within the West Fork Area. The streams

naturally have a high percentage offine particles in the substrate, because of the geology (weathered granitics and volcanics

that weather to fine grained particles. “A” streams are steep and confined with narrow floodplains located in v-shaped

valleys. They can be sensitive to increases in water yields because there is little access to a floodplain where energy can be

dissipated.

Less steep and confined streamtypes are also cormnon in the area. These are found in the wider valley bottoms. They are

less sensitive to increases in sediment or water yields because access to a floodplain allows for dissipation ofenergy and

sediment deposition on the floodplains.

A few meandering, low gradient streamtypes are found on National Forest in the area, with the more found downstream on

private land. These are low gradient, wide and shallow streams that meander through relatively wide floodplains. These

streams are formed in wide valley bottoms in alluvial (deposited) material. They are sensitive to increases in sediment and

water yields because the materials the stream is formed are easily detached and moved. They depend heavily on streamside

vegetation and woody debris for channel stability.

The BAER hydrologist survey reports severe burns in riparian areas in Upper Slate Creek, Upper Overwhich Creek, and

Chicken Creek, but large amounts ofwoody debris should provide a stabilizing effect for routing flow and sediment.

BAER’s burn severity map also indicates high severity burn in riparian areas ofWest Creek, Little Blue Joint and Blue

Joint Creeks. Little Blue Joint and Lower Blue Joint are the only two “managed” riparian areas on the list. Without road

encroachment, riparian areas are in good condition and should recover quickly. Some increases in stream temperature may

occur where large areas ofshade were removed by fire

Deer Creek (0102)

Deer Creek is a 22.6 square mile watershed that is largely roadless and undeveloped. The geology of the watershed is

glaciated granitics and quartzites; these are fairly stable and not easily eroded. The lower reach ofthe stream is a

meandering “C” stream type and it flows through private land before reaching the West Fork of the Bitterroot River.

A stream survey has been completed in the early 90’s; this drainage is mostly roadless and so the stream is considered

reference. Conditions are comparable to other reference streams of this type.

The Bitterroot Coarse Filter rates this watershed as healthy as does the IWWR for both geomorphic integrity and water

quality. There are some sensitive land types within the watershed related to oversteepened stream breaklands.

A small amount of the watershed was affected by fire during the 2000 season, 106 acres or less than one percent of the

drainage area within the burned area was affected by high and moderate severity fire. The risk ofchanges in channel
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conditions following fire in Chicken Creek is small because such a small area was afi'ected. No emergency watershed

treatments were implemented in this area.

This watershed and stream are considered healthy because of the roadless and unmanaged conditions. The stands within

the drainage are mostly mature and there is some risk of lightning and wildfire within the drainage at some point in the

future.

Hughes Creek (0103)

Hughes Creek is a 59.5 square mile watershed that is developed in the lower portions of the watershed yet contains a large

percentage of undeveloped lands. Hughes Creek geology is mostly metamorphic rock that is typically less erosive than

other rock types and weather to fine-grained sand. There are sites of sensitive land types; these are located in the Taylor

Creek area. Much of the main stem, valley bottom lands along the stream channel are under private ownership and in the

past, placer and dredge mining along the stream has been a major, direct source of sediment to the stream and alterations to

channel conditions in Hughes Creek Currently, most ofthis is on a recovering trend on both private and National Forest

lands. Above Mine Creek, a major tributary to Hughes Creek, some mining is currently ongoing on private land.

Irrigation withdrawals occur in the lower main stem ofHughes Creek. This can affect the streams ability to carry sediment

during low flow and result in more sediment deposition that would be present when suficient stream energy is available to

carry sediment downstream as would occur naturally.

A stream survey conducted on the main stem in 1998 indicates that Hughes Creek at this point is a meandering stream in a

broad valley bottom, with a cobble substrate. The lower section of this reach had high banks and looked to be channelized

(it was unnaturally straight as well as being well confined) for a distance of about 150 feet. At this site, width/depth ratio,

channel stability ratio, Tarzwell substrate ratio and percent fines were similar to reference, while particle size distributions

were smaller than reference streams ofthis type (other Hughes Creek tributaries that had surveys completed on them also

have a greater percentage of fine sediments than their reference streams, that can be attributed at least partially to geology

as other streams surveyed in Hughes Creek also had smaller substrate sizes.

Some tributaries ofHughes Creek, Spruce, Malloy, and to a lesser extent Mill and Taylor Creeks, had equivalent clearcut

(ECA’s) areas and road densities that were high before the fire, this would increase the number oferosion sources

(disturbed soils such as road cut and fill slopes) within these areas. The remainder of the Hughes Creek watershed has

smaller amounts ofharvest and roads. The Bitterroot Coarse Filter rates Hughes Creek as a whole as healthy because of

low road densities and ECA’s watershed wide.

The IWWR rates Hughes Creek as having moderate geomorphic integrity and water quality. This rating is given because of

the roading in the drainage below Mine Creek, and the channel modification that has occurred in the past fi'om mining and

timber harvest

In Hughes Creek, about four percent ofthe watershed burned at a high severity level, mostly in the Taylor Creek area. The

remainder, a little more than eight percent of the watershed area burned at low severity levels. This increase is estimated to

increase water yields in the Hughes Creek watershed by on percent (Fames, 2000). In the area directly afi‘ected by fire,

Taylor Creek, there is an increased risk of overland flow and debris torrents that could result in deposition and channel

migration. The efi’ects ofany debris flows in Taylor would be diluted in the main stem ofHughes Creek.

Hughes Creek is listed on the State ofMontana 2000 water quality limited stream list (WQLS). It is listed as “not

supported” for aquatics and coldwater fisheries. Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks monitoring surveys indicate a healthy

cold-water fishery. The probable sources of impairment are resource extraction, abandoned mining and placer mining.

Past actions in Hughes Creek have compromised stream health in the past and resulted in a stream that is not as resilient as

would be desired. However, stream channel conditions near the mouth indicate that the stream is stable and on an

improving trend. Should debris flows occur on fire sensitive slopes in Taylor Creek there could be channel changes but

these would be moderated in Hughes Creek.

Overwhich Creek (0104)

This watershed is s 50.2 square mile area that is about one halfroadless (in the headwaters), while the lower reaches and

tributaries are developed. Overwhich Creek is an evolving system because ofa recent (geologically speaking) stream

capture in the headwaters that involves Overwhich and Fault Creeks. In the recent geologic past the upper part of

Overwhich Creek, above Overwhich Falls flowed into Fault Creek, which is a tributary to Warm Springs Creek. Because

of fault movement and rapid headward erosion ofthe upper part of Overwhich Creek, a nickpoint formed at the location of

the Falls and diverted the upper part of the stream from Fault Creek into Overwhich Creek. This increased the flow of
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water in Overwhich Creek, which in turn caused downcutting and oversteepening of slopes along the stream As this

happened relatively recently in geologic time, Overwhich is still adjusting to the increased stream flows and sediment, and

this results in the stream being naturally dynamic.

An overland flow event occurred in Overwhich Creek in 1992 following an escaped prescribed fire that burned 1,800 acres

on steep slopes. The event resulted in the channel scour in four tributaries to Overwhich and deposition of sediment, rocks

and logs in the main stem Over the past eight years, the afl‘ected streams have been on an improving trend. Stream

surveys conducted on the main stream indicate that the percentages of fine sediments have been decreasing each year. The

channel has been migrating across the valley bottom during periods ofpeak flows partially because ofthe event and

partially because of natural instabilities.

Three surveys were conducted on the main stem ofOverwhich Creek in 1999. One of is a reference reach while the others

are located downstream, below areas of development. The lowest survey completed on the main stem of Overwhich Creek

in 1999 was as the site below the bridge on FR # 5699, which is a “C” channel and is prone to channel migration. The

survey at this site found a larger percentage of fine sediments in the substrate as well as larger size classes in the particle

size distributions than were measured in 1998 however, these are still smaller than have been measured during the period

between 1996 and 1993. The percent ofthe substrate mobile during bankfull flows is lower than had been measured during

past years and other parameters were similar.

The Bitterroot Coarse Filter rates Overwhich Creek as healthy because of the large amount ofroadless and undeveloped

lands in the headwaters. Several tributaries are rated at higher risk because ofpast fire, road construction and timber

harvest. Included in this list is Blue Creek, an unnamed watershed in section 24 and to a lesser degree, Dan, Gentile, Antler

and Placer Creeks.

The IWWR classifies the area as having low geomorphic integrity and moderate water quality, for the same reasons as

listed in the Bitterroot filter, as well as natural causes as discussed above.

Approximately 18 percent ofthe watershed was afi'ected by high and moderate severity fire; another 21 percent was

affected by low severity fire. Most ofthe high severity fire was located in the middle of the drainage on both the north and

south aspects. In the high severity areas, there is high risk that overland flow events could take place following a severe

thunderstorm Should these occur it is likely that efl'ects would be similar to those observed and monitored following the

1992 fire.

Overwhich is listed on the Montana State 2000 303d WQLS list. It is listed for impaired drinking water because of

abandoned mining and resource extraction.

In summary, portions ofthis watershed are in moderate health while some ofthe smaller tributaries in the lower elevations

are in poor health. The stream will continue to recover fi'om the earlier fire and main stem conditions could be further

impacted by debris flows that might occur in the areas that were high severity burned in 2000. The lower main stem of

Overwhich migrates naturally during high flows and this tendency could be increased because of additional sediment and

water from the burned areas.

Blue Joint (0105)

This is a 62.6 square mile drainage that is contains a large percentage ofroadless area. Little Blue Joint is included within

the HUC, with the stream flowing directly into Painted Rocks Lake. Geology in the area consists ofboth glaciated and

weathered granitics.

Stream surveys have been conducted in both streams. 0n Blue Joint the survey is located at the trailhead and conditions

reflect reference, unmanaged conditions. On Little Blue, the survey is located the stream is located in a swampy, low relief

valley bottom that is periodically affected by beaver activity and this results in a wider and shallower stream at the survey

site than other similar streams. Other parameters indicate that the streams were healthy at this point before the fires.

In the Bitterroot Coarse Filter, Blue Joint watershed is rated as healthy and Little Blue Joint is rated as sensitive because of

the amount ofpast harvest.

The IWWR rates this watershed as having high geomorphic integrity and water quality except in the lower sections that are

developed and in the Little Blue Joint watershed. In these areas, both are rated as low.

Main Blue Joint had about 10 percent ofthe watershed burned during the fires. In main Blue Joint the majority of the fire

area was oflow to moderate severity with a few pockets ofhigh severity fire; while in Little Blue Joint, fire was ofhigh
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severity and affected a large percentage ofthe Little Blue Watershed. In Little Blue, water yields are expected to increase

by 5 percent, while in the entire watershed, increases would be only 2 percent.

In summary, Blue Joint is in good condition. Only a small portion ofthe watershed was afl'ected by fire and only the lower

portion has been managed in the past. In Little Bhre Joint, a large amount of the watershed burned at high severity levels.

This increases the sensitivity ofthe watershed beyond that what existed before the fire. Activities that could result in

disturbing soils should be restricted. The risk of a debris flows and deposition is high in this watershed because ofthe

amount of area aflected by high severity fire.

Slate Creek (0106)

Slate Creek is an 18.2 square mile watershed that contains a large amount ofroadless in the headwaters and is developed in

the lower reaches of the stream. Geology in this watershed is mixed and includes granitics and volcanics. Slate Creek

flows directly into Painted Rocks Lake and the lower quarter mile ofthe stream is within the high pool area of the reservoir.

The road in Slate Creek is built along the north side ofthe stream for a little over two miles and at times constricts the

channel and reduces floodplain width. It is a direct source ofsediment to the stream.

Stream surveys have conducted in Slate Creek and on Elk Creek, a tributary. The surveys on the main stream are similar to

comparable reference reaches and so the stream and watershed was considered healthy and stable before fire activity.

The Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis rates Slate Creek as healthy because oflow road and stream crossing densities

and limited amounts ofpast harvest. One sub-watershed, Elk Creek is rated as sensitive because ofroad and past harvest.

The IWWR rates Slate Creek as having moderate geomorphic integrity and water quality. The moderate rating is the result

of the road in the stream bottom, other road construction, and past harvest.

In Slate Creek, 33 percent of the watershed burned at high and moderate severity while nine percent burned at low severity

the all of this is in the roadless portion ofthe watershed. As a result ofthe high and moderate severity fire, water yields are

estimated to increase by 8 percent beyond pre-fire levels (Fames, 2000).

In summary, Slate Creek has a moderate risk ofexperiencing overland flow events the first few years following the fire,

especially in the headwaters that were directly aflected by high severity fire. If this were to occur. hillslope erosion and

deposition of materials Slate Creek is possible and could result in blocking the channel, channel migration and deposition

of sediment in the stream The risk ofthis occurring depends upon weather.

Upper West Fork Interfluve (Coal, West Creeks) (0107)

Included in this area is Chicken Creek, West Creek, Coal Creek, Cow Creek, Little Boulder Creek as well as the main stem

of the West Fork between Chicken Creek and Little Boulder Creek. This grouping of streams, called an “interfluve” was

done completing the Inland West Watershed Assessment. It is 28.6 square miles in size, flows into and inchides the

Painted Rocks Lake area. Geology in this area consists ofmostly quartzites, which are very stable. Painted Rocks Lake

traps sediment brought into it fi'om upstream sources and also alters flow and sediment transport downstream The main

valley is private land that is used for home sites and small ranching activities. There is some state land in Coal Creek that is

in the process ofbeing harvested. Little Boulder Creek is the lowest tributary to Painted Rocks Lake. The reservoir

submerges the lower half-mile of the stream The main road in Slate Creek parallels the stream for two miles and in some

locations is a direct source of sediment to the stream It also constricts the channel and the floodplain in some locations.

Stream surveys have been completed on Little Boulder Creek and one tributary. At the lowest survey site substrate

measurements indicate that a greater number of fine sediments are present in the channel. This site is located above the

reservoir and is wider than other representative reference streams. The parameters at the site that is located 1 miles

upstream is very similar to other representative streams. In the tributary reach substrate composition is larger than other

representative reaches but otherwise, parameters are similar to reference streams.

The Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis rates Little Boulder and Chicken Creek as healthy, Coal Creek as high risk

because of soils and past management activities; West Creek and Cow Creek as sensitive.

The IWWR rates the area as having poor geomorphic integrity and water quality. The rating is the result ofthe road in the

stream bottom along Little Boulder Creek, other road construction, past harvest, and the reservoir that aflects the floodplain

and stream flow within the pool area.

In this group of watersheds, 18 percent of the area was afl‘ected by high severity fire; an additional 26 percent was of low

severity. Most ofthe high severity fire occurred in Chicken Creek and the upper elevations ofWest Creek. As a result of
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the high and moderate severity fire, water yields are estimated to increase by 8 percent beyond pre-fire levels (Fames,

2000) in the watersheds afl‘ected.

Debris flows in Chicken Creek have resulted in deposition and turbid water in Chicken Creek and downstream in the West

Fork. The severity ofthese flows have not been assessed, but channel migration in low gradient reaches and turbid flows

during runofl'events may occur for the next several years

The West Fork ofthe Bitterroot is listed as water quality limited on the Montana 2000 303d report because ofprobable

impaired uses of aquatic life support and cold water fisheries caused from modifications resulting from roads, bank

alterations, and hydromodification.

In summary, this area (outside ofChicken Creek) had high percentages ofECA before the fire, and this was increased

fiirther following fire activity, it is in poor watershed health. Road densities are high in Coal Creek and this equates to

many sediment sources. The dam and reservoir afi'ects streamflows and sediment transport and captures sediment fi'om

upstream sources behind the dam There are areas that have been grazed heavily in the past on private land and

development on private land includes farming, grazing, and subdivision.

Middle West Fork Interfiuve (0301)

This area is the area below Painted Rocks Dam down to the confluence with the Nez Perce Fork of the West Fork and

includes Mud, Black, Rombo, Ditch, Basin, Beavertail, Buck and Bonnie Blue Creeks. Geology is both weathered and

glaciated granitics. This area has been heavily roaded in the past and there is private land at the mouths ofRombo, Buck,

and Beavertail Creeks. On the private land there has been timber harvest, home site development and grazing in the past.

The fires of2000 afl‘ected only a small amount (<l percent) ofthe area, and this was of low and moderate severity.

Two stream surveys have been completed on Rombo Creek, one near the mouth and another reference reach in the

headwaters. Both sites are the same stream type and can be compared. Conditions in the lower reach indicates that Rombo

Creek has had increases in water and sediment yield in the past but is currently on a recovering trend. A survey on Ditch

Creek indicates that water and sediment yield were high in the past but the stream is on a recovering trend. Neither of these

two watersheds were directly afiected by fire.

The Bitterroot Coarse Filter rates this area as high risk because ofroads and ECA and the IWWR also rates this area with

low geomorphic integrity and water quality. This reach ofthe West Fork is on the WQLS list as was discussed in the

previous section.

The risk ofchanges in stream channel conditions that may occur as a result of the fire is very low because a small amount

ofthe area was afl'ected by fire. In the West Fork itself, the area that was not affected would dilute any effects ofthe fire.

Piquett Creek (0303)

Piquett Creek is a 32.3 square mile watershed that contains a small amount ofroadless in the headwaters and is developed

in the lower reaches ofthe stream. Geology in this watershed is mixed and includes grussy and hard granitics. Piquett

Creek flows directly into the West Fork. The road in Piquett Creek is built along the east side of the stream for a little over

two miles and at times constricts the channel and reduces floodplain width. It is a direct source ofsediment to the stream.

No stream surveys have been conducted in Piquett Creek.

The Bitterroot Sensitive Watershed Analysis rates Piquett Creek as sensitive because of road and stream crossing densities

and a large amount ofpast harvest. East Piquett, the tributary watershed to the northeast has the highest ECA in the

watershed.

The IWWR rates Piquett Creek as having low geomorphic integrity and water quality. The moderate rating is the result of

the road in the stream bottom, other road construction, and past harvest.

In Piquett, nine percent of the watershed burned at high and moderate severity while seven percent burned at low severity.

As a result ofthe high and moderate severity fire, water yields are estimated to increase by 1 percent beyond pre-fire levels

(Farnes, 2000).

In summary, Piquett Creek has a low risk ofexperiencing overland flow events the first few years following the fire,

especially in the headwaters that were directly affected by high severity fire. There is likely to be erosion fi'om those areas

of moderate severity fire where surface vegetation burned is no longer available to protect the soils.

Lower West Fork Interfluve (0305)
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This area is an interfluvial area that includes Swamp, Barn Draw, Lavene, Christisen, Lloyd, Baker, Violet Creeks and the

West Fork fiom the confluence with the Nez Perce Fork downstream to the East Fork; it does not include Boulder Creek. It

is 34.6 square miles and about six percent of the area was afl'ected by fire in 2000 at mostly low severity. Geology consists

of glaciated granitics in the upper elevations ofthe west side, weathered granitics throughout the remainder of the area.

Much ofthis area has been managed in the past and there is private land on both sides ofthe river for the whole length of

the West Fork.

No stream surveys have been conducted within this area.

The Bitterroot Coarse Filter rates several ofthese areas as very sensitive because of the roads and the amount of area being

harvested in the past. Swamp/Bam Draw and Violet Creek are considered high risk and Pierce, and Lavene, are considered

sensitive because they have lower road densities and ECA than do those with the high-risk rating.

The IWWR rates the area as having low geomorphic integrity because of roads, harvest and grazing. It is given a moderate

water quality rating because of channel modifications, bank erosion and sediment. The main road along the West Fork

constricts the flood plain and in some locations cuts 05meanders and straightens the stream. Watershed vulnerability is

rated as good because there is little area with risk of slumping or sliding of soils.

The fire burned at mostly low with some moderate severity areas on the east side ofthe drainage across from Trapper

Creek; the west side was not affected by fire. Two pockets ofhigh severity fire are located in unnamed tributaries in

Section 26 and 35 on the east side of the river. Six percent ofthe area burned and this is estimated to increase water yields

in the West Fork by less than one percent; this would not be noticeable in the West Fork. In the two unnamed tributaries if

there were a high intensity thunderstorm, overland flow and debris flows cold occur.

The West Fork is listed on the Montana 2000 303d report as having impaired aquatic life support and cold-water fisheries.

The causes are listed as habitat alterations, siltation. Water from Painted Rocks alters flows and water temperature to some

degree.

In summary, the risk ofchannel changing events in the West Fork River is small, but in where there was high severity fire

in small tributary watersheds, the risk is higher. Should the tributaries be affected in this way, there would be deposition in

the river and increases of sediment and turbidity downstream of this point until sediment was transported downstream

and/or effects diluted by additional land area.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

All Action Alternatives

Similar to those described for the other geographic areas.

Alternative A

In Alternative A — the No Action Alternative, no watershed improvements, harvest or fiiels reduction are proposed. There

would be no short-term increases in sediment yields from ground disturbance associated with watershed improvements,

timber harvest, fuels reduction, and temporary road construction or landing construction

With No Action, there would be no opportunities to reduce man caused sediment yields by improving drainage on roads,

decompacting road surfaces or obliterating road prisms. Culverts would continue to limit floodplain access and provide a

risk of failure on roads that aren’t maintained to the level necessary to All roads would continue to intercept shallow

subsurface water where cutslopes cut into ground water paths. Roads would continue to capture and transport runoffrather

than allowing it to infiltrate to a larger degree than is present currently. Roads that had ditches that drained into

streamcourses would continue to do so. Because there would be none of the above improvements occurring, long-term

sediment yields would remain on the same trend as they currently are.

In the event that no large stand-replacing fires occurred erosion sources and sediment yields would increase over the next_

few years until vegetation became established on the burned areas. It would take about two or three years for the vegetation

to recover.

Hydrophobic soils will recover over the next few years to pre-fire conditions. The risk ofoverland flow on areas that were

burned at high severity where hydrophobic soils formed would decrease until infiltration rates that are wrthm the natural

range of variability were attained.
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Water yields increase following the fire and slowly decrease as vegetation recovered to the point that use ofmoisture

would be snmlar that present prior to the fire. The increases in water yields would result in instream erosion as channel

systems lengthened and widened to provide enough area to carry higher flows. Defined channel systems would extend

fiirther up the slope where the fire killed large percentages ofvegetation and increased equivalent clearcut area. Over time,

as water yields decreased, these channels would narrow and recover to pre-fire conditions.

Sediment yields that result from increases in upland erosion would scour steeper channels and be deposited in low gradient

stream reaches. Low gradient reaches would experience channel migration. Alluvial fans would be augmented with

sediment firom upstream sources.

Alternative B

In Alternative B, all ground based skidding would occur over snow and/or fiozen ground. This would essentially limit

ground disturbance and erosion from this source to a minimal level (McBride, Decker, Hammer, 1994).

No activities are proposed in Deer Creek (0102), Hughes Creek (0103), or Middle West Fork lnterfluve (0301) with this

alternative. No additional analysis would occur on Direct, Indirect or Cumulative Efl'ects in these watersheds. Conditions

would remain on current trends as was discussed in the Aflected Environment.

Alternative C

No activities area proposed in the following hydrologic units: Deer Creek (0102), Hughes Creek (0103), Overwhich Creek

(0104), Middle West Fork Interfluve (0301). Conditions would continue on the same trends as are described in existing

conditiom in these areas. In the other HUCs watershed improvements and reforestation would be the only other proposed

activities in this alternative.

Alternative D

No activities are proposed in Deer Creek (0102), or Hughes Creek (0103) with this alternative. No additional analysis

would occur on Direct, Indirect or Cumulative Efl‘ects in these watersheds. Conditions would remain on current trends as

was discussed in the Afi'ected Environment.

In Alternative D, temporary roads are proposed. Salvage harvest/fuel reduction would occur only in ponderosa pine

habitats and in wildland urban interface. Landings would be constructed to store and transfer timber to trucks, these would

be the maximum in number for all the alternatives.

Alternative E, F, G

No activities are proposed in Deer Creek (0102), Hughes Creek (0102), or Middle West Fork Interfluve (0301) with these

alternatives. Conditions would be the same as discussed in the Afl‘ected Environment and the No Action Alternative. Refer

to the individual hydrologic units for actions proposed with these alternatives.

Overwhich Creek (0104)

Alternative B

A mix ofhelicopter and skyline yarding systems would be used in this area to minimize ground disturbance.

Two temporary landings would be constructed with this alternative. These would be constructed outside of streamside

management zones (SMZ’s) and RHCA's in upland locations. Existing landings would also be used. Ground disturbance

would occur on these landings and temporary roads that would result in on-site erosion, but the likelihood oferoded

sediment from these landings reaching streams would be very small because ofthe distance from live water. Mitigation in

the form of straw bales would be placed wherever there was a risk that sediment might reach streams. These areas would

be obliterated and seeded following use to speed recovery to pie-disturbance conditions.

There would be minimal water yield increases with this alternative in this watershed because no live trees would be

removed.

Channel conditions should not be degraded in the Overwhich Creek as a result of activities proposed in this area because a

relatively small area is proposed for treatment and the skyline yarding systems cause little ground disturbance. In the short

term there would be an increase in sediment yields. Depending on time of implementation, this increase could be

concurrent with immediate post-fire erosion. Sediment yields would decrease as vegetation became established on the

disturbed soils.

#
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Alternative C

No activities are proposed in this watershed with this alternative. Efi‘ects would be the same as with the no action

alternative.

Alternative D

No watershed improvements are proposed with this alternative. A watershed improvement project that was in the planning

stages prior to the fires will be brought forward to address watershed improvement opportunities in this area.

Slightly less sediment is estimated for the harvest activities in this alternative than with Alternative B.

Water yield increases from this alternative are estimated to be slightly more than in Alternative B.

Channel conditions should not decrease in Overwhich Creek as a result of activities proposed in this area because a

relatively small area is proposed for treatment and the skyline yarding systems do not cause only minor ground disturbance.

In the short-term, there would be an increase in sediment yields fi'om harvest, and, depending on time of implementation,

could occur at the same year as immediate post-fire erosion. Sediment yields would decrease as vegetation became

established on the disturbed soils. Channel conditions would be maintained in Overwhich Creek.

Alternative E

This alternative proposes no activities in this watershed. Efl'ects would be the same as for the No Action Alternative.

Alternative F

Harvest-related sediment yield increases would be greater than those resulting fi'om Alternative B because ofa greater

amount ofground based yarding. Because Overwhich is a relatively large stream, that transports large amounts ofsediment

annually, this amount is small (1% increase) when compared to the sediment budget.

Two landings would be constructed with this alternative. Efl‘ects would be the same as with Alternative B.

There would be minimal increases in water yields with this alternative in this watershed because no live trees would be

removed.

Channel conditions should not be degraded in Overwhich Creek as a result of activities proposed in this area, as water

yields and sediment yields are predicted to be

Alternative G

No management except road decommissioning would occur in Overwhich with Alternative G. This decommissioning of

several miles ofroad within the riparian area would reduce sediment sources and inputs to Overwhich Creek below that of

the other action alternatives.

Channel conditions should not be degraded in Overwhich Creek as a result of activities proposed in this area because water

yields and sediment yields are estimated to be In the long-term, they would be on an improving trend because of

reduction of sediment fi'om the road in the riparian area.

Blue Joint Creek (0105)

Alternative B and D

A very small decrease in sediment yields would result from watershed improvements in this area. The decrease would be

from the drainage improvements on Road 5656, 5652 and 13407.

A mix ofhelicopter, over-snow tractor and skyline yarding systems would limit ground disturbance and erosion to minimal

levels. The increase in coarse woody debris in the units afl'ected by high severity fire would also help reduce erosion

(Maloney and Thornton, 1995).

There would be minimal increases in water yields with this alternative in this watershed because no live trees would be

removed.

Channel conditions should not be degraded in Blue Joint, or Little Blue Joint Creek as a result of activities proposed in this

area, because a relatively small area is proposed for treatment using low-impact logging systems. In the short-term, there

=
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would be a minor increase in sediment yields from harvest and these would decrease as vegetation became established on

the disturbed soils.

Alternative C

Watershed improvements are proposed with this alternative that are similar to Alternative B; the decreases in erosion

sources and long-term sediment yields would be similar also. In the short-term, there would be increases associated with

the ground disturbance and culvert removal, this would recover over two to three years as soils stabilized and vegetation

grew on the site. There would be no short-term increases or ground disturbance associated with timber harvest with this

alternative and so the lower sediment yields would be attained sooner than in Alternative B.

There would be no increases in water yield fi'om this proposal. Where roads were decompacted, infiltration would be

improved (McBride, email, 4/01) and overland flow reduced.

Channel conditions would be improved in this watershed because of the reduction in sediment sources over the long-term.

Alternative E

Watershed improvements would be the same as in Alternative C.

No harvest would occur, but eight acres would have fuels reduced on them by hand. Sediment yield increases would be

. . 1

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal.

Changes in channel conditions would be improved and more quickly than other harvest alternatives because short-term

increases would not occur.

Alternative F

Watershed improvements and resulting effects would be the same as in Alternative B.

Harvest would occur, with low-impact skyline and helicopter yarding systems. Sediment yields are estimated to increase in

the short-term but to a lesser degree than with Alternative B.

There would be no increases in water yield fiom this proposal.

Changes in channel conditions would be improved at a similar rate of Alternative B.

Alternative G

The decommissioning and removal of roads within the riparian area of Blue Joint and Little Blue Joint would lead to long

term reduction is erosion sources and sediment yields. Other roads within the HUC accessible only by theses roads would

also be obliterated.

No other management activities are proposed within this HUC with this alternative. There would be no sediment yield

increases beyond those short-term increases caused by the road obliteration and no water yield increases beyond those

resulting from the fire. In the long-term, stream channel conditions would be on an improving trend.

Slate Creek (0106)

Alternatives B and D

There would be a long-term decrease in sediment yields from improving drainage on the main Slate Creek road and

graveling two miles of it along the stream where it is a direct source of sediment. In the short-term, there would be a small

increase fi'om ground disturbance associated with installing drive through dips, cleaning culverts, installing additional

culverts and repairing ditches. This would decrease as surfaces became armored and vegetation was re-established.

No harvest or fuels treatments are proposed with this alternative.

There would be no increases in water yields with this alternative in this watershed because no live trees would be removed.

The short-term sediment yield increases in Slate Creek should not degrade channel conditions. Sediment would decrease as

vegetation became established on the disturbed soils and watershed improvements stabilize and begin functioning as

intended. In the long-term, channel conditions should improve in Slate Creek from the reduction in chronic sediment

yields.

W
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Alternatives C, E and F

Watershed improvements are proposed with this alternative that are the same as Alternative B; the decreases in erosion

sources and long-term sediment yields would be similar also. In the short-term, there would be increases associated with

the drainage improvements and application ofa gravel surface, this would recover over two to three years as soils stabilized

and vegetation grew on the site. There would be no short-term increases or ground disturbance associated with timber

harvest with this alternative and so the lower yields would be attained sooner than in Alternative B.

There would be no increases in water yield fi'om this proposal

Channel conditions would be improved in this watershed because ofthe reduction in sediment sources over the long-term.

The main source ofimprovements would be the gravel surface along the two miles ofroad that contributed sediment

directly to the stream.

Alternative G

Following watershed improvements, the reduction in sediment yields would be greater than Alterative B because of the

obliteration and decommissioning of the road in the RHCA and the other roads that are accessible only by this road.

No harvest or fuels treatments are proposed with this alternative. There would be no increases in water yields.

The short-term sediment yield increases in Slate Creek should not decrease channel conditions; and these would decrease as

vegetation became established on the disturbed soils. In the long-term, channel conditions should improve in Slate Creek

from the greatest reduction in sediment yields ofthe action alternatives.

Upper West Fork lnterfluve (Coal, West Creeks) (0107)

Alternatives B and D

There would be a long-term decrease in sediment yields fi'om improving drainage on the main Coal Creek road and

graveling two miles of it along the stream where it is a direct source of sediment. In the short-term, there would be a small

increase from ground disturbance associated with installing drive through dips, cleaning culverts, installing additional

culverts and repairing ditches. This would decrease as surfaces became armored and vegetation was re-established.

Harvest is proposed using a variety of yarding methods in the Coal, West and on the face that drains into the West Fork.

The skyline yarding would result in a small amount of ground disturbance and some increase in sediment yields. The

tractor yarding would occur over snow. In Coal Creek, the sediment yields were high before the fire; long-term decreases

would occur due to watershed improvements. In West Creek and on the face, there would also be small increases in

sediment yield but these increases would be minor and not cause changes in stream channel conditions. West Creek has

few sediment sources currently (except for the fire) and the small relative sediment increase over post-fire levels would not

change channel conditions beyond that related to fire efi‘ects.

There would be no increases in water yields with this alternative in West and Coal Creek watersheds because no live trees

would be removed. Removal ofgreen trees along the face would improve moisture availability for the remaining trees; 0&1

site yields would be contributed directly to the river.

Short-term increases in sediment yields for Coal Creek would be offset by long-term decreases, with channel condition

being maintained or slightly improved because ofthe reduction ofhuman-caused chronic sediment. In the other areas

treated within this HUC, harvest-related sediment yield increases are minor and should not alter channel conditions.

Alternative C and E

Watershed improvements proposed with this alternative would be greater because a greater amount ofclosed road would be

recontoured instead ofdecompacted only. This would improve revegetation because ofbetter infiltration. In the short

term, there would be sediment increases associated with the drainage improvements, and decompaction, this would recover

over two to three years as soils stabilized and vegetation grew on the site. There would be no short-term increases or

ground disturbance associated with timber harvest with this alternative and so the lower yields would be attained sooner

than in Alternative B.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal. The recontouring would improve infiltration and

revegetation better than decompaction only.

Channel conditions would be improved in this watershed because of the reduction in sediment sources over the long-term
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Alternative F

Watershed improvements would be similar to those that result from Alternative B.

A lesser amount ofharvest is proposed that with Alternative B and would use only skyline and helicopter yarding.

Sediment yields increased during these activities would be less than with Alternative B. There would be extremely minor

increases in water yields fi'om the harvest activities.

There would be no increases in water yields with this alternative in West and Coal Creek watersheds because no live trees

would be removed. Removal of green trees along the face would improve moisture availability for the remaining trees; off

site increases would be unlikely due to utilization by other vegetation.

Short-term increases in sediment yields for Coal Creek would be ofi'set by long-term decreases, and channel condition

would be maintained or slightly improved because ofthe reduction ofhuman-caused sediment. In the other areas treated

within this HUC, minor increases in sediment yields should not alter conditions.

Alternatives G

Watershed improvements would be the greatest of the action alternatives and result in the largest reduction in sediment

yields in the long-term of all the action alternatives.

Log erosion barriers installed in Chicken and Coal Creeks would reduce the risk of overland flow above the private land

slightly. Although the risk of debris flows would be reduced, it would not be eliminated.

No other management activities are proposed in this HUC with this alternative.

Middle West Fork Interfluve, Beavertail (0301)

Alternative B, D, F and G

No watershed improvements are proposed in this HUC with this alternative.

Harvest is proposed on seven acres using a helicopter yarding system. This would cause very little ground disturbance and

minor increases in sediment.

There would be no increases in water yields as only fire-killed trees would be removed.

Stream channel conditions would be maintained from this proposal.

Alternative C and E

Efi'ects would be the same as the Alternative A as no activities are being proposed.

Piquett Creek (0303)

Alternatives B and D

There would be a long-term decrease in sediment yields from improving drainage on the main Piquett Creek road and

graveling about one mile of it along the stream where it is a direct source ofsediment. In the short-term, there would be a

small increase from ground disturbance associated with installing drive through dips, cleaning culverts, installing additional

culverts and repairing ditches. This would decrease as surfaces became armored and vegetation was re-established.

Harvest is proposed using a helicopter yarding method. Helicopter yarding causes very little ground disturbance. The

sediment yield increase is essentially zero and would not affect streams in this HUC.

There would be no increases in water yields with this alternative in the Piquett watershed because no live trees would be

removed. Removal ofgreen trees along the face would improve moisture availability for the remaining trees; off-site flow

increases would be unlikely.

Increases ofsediment contributions fiom roads in Piquett Creek would be reduced in the long-term. where drainage was

improved and gravel increases surface durability. This would contribute to long-term improved stream channel conditions.

Alternative C and E

Watershed improvements are proposed with this alternative would be the same as with Alternative B, the effects would be

the same. Graveling, drainage improvements and decompaction would reduce erosion sources over the long-term. There
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would be no short-term increases or ground disturbance associated with timber harvest with this alternative and so the

lower yields would be attained sooner than in Alternative B.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal. The decompaction of old road surfaces would improve

infiltration and revegetation.

Channel conditions would be improved in because ofthe reduction in chronic sediment sources over the long-term

Alternative F

Watershed improvements would result in slightly greater reduction in sediment yields that Alternative B. Increases of

sediment contributions from roads in Piquett Creek would be reduced in the long-term, where drainage was improved and

gravel surfaced roads eroded less material. This would contribute to improved stream channel conditions in the long-term.

No additional management activities are proposed in Piquett Creek with this alternative. There would be no additional

short-term increases associated with additional activities, and the stream would be on an improving trend more quickly.

Alternative G

There would be a long-term decrease in sediment yields from improving drainage, and graveling on the main Piquett Creek

road as well as the obliteration and decommissioning of several miles ofroad in the RHCA and roads that are accessible

only by these roads. The long-term reduction in sediment yields would be the greatest ofthe action alternatives. In the

short-term, there would be increases from ground disturbance associated with road obliteration This would decrease as

surfaces became armored and vegetation was re-established. Channel conditions would be improved in the long-term

Lower West Fork Interfluve (0305)

Alternatives B and D

In the area where activities are proposed there are no roads, no watershed improvements, and therefore no decreases of

human-caused sediment in this HUC.

Harvest is proposed using helicopter yarding on the face and in the small-unnamed tributaries to that drains into the West

Fork Sediment yields in this area are currently influenced only by fire or other natural disturbances. The helicopter

yarding would produce only minor disturbance and sediment.

There would be some intermediate harvest that involves removal of green trees within the units treated. This would

increase soil moisture on-site, but little increase in flow due to increased utilization by remaining trees.

Because the harvest would be yarded using helicopters sediment yield increases would be minor and water yields would be

slight because of the trees lefl on site to utilize moisture, the harvest activities would result in no measurable changes in

channel conditions in the West Fork.

In the West Fork, 25-year peak flows are estimated to increase less than two percent following the fires (Farnes, 2000).

The proposal ofharvest activities upstream would not increase water or sediment yields above this by any measurable

amount. Conditions would be maintained in the West Fork following the implementation of this project.

Alternative C

Watershed improvement would be the same as with Alternative B. A very small amount ofroad would have drainage

improved, creating minor sediment reductions. There would be no short-term increases or ground disturbance associated

with timber harvest with this alternative and so the lower yields would be attained sooner than in Alternative B.

There would be no increases in water yield from this proposal.

Channel conditions would be maintained or improved because of the reduction in sediment sources over the long-term.

Alternative E

Watershed improvements would be the same as in Alternative C.

Salvage harvest would occur using only helicopter yarding. Sediment yields would not be increased in the West Fork

because activities are located above the river with no direct connection.

There would be no increases in water yield fi'om this proposal

———_——-———I_
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Channel conditions would be maintained in this watershed.

Alternative F

In the area where activities are proposed there are no roads, no watershed improvements, and therefore no decreases of

human-caused sediment in this I-IUC.

Harvest is proposed that is similar to Alternative B, and effects to sediment and water yield would be similar also. Because

the harvest would be yarded using helicopters sediment yield increases would be minor and water yields would be slight

because of the trees left on site to utilize moisture; the harvest activities would therefore result in no measurable changes in

channel conditions in the West Fork.

In the West Fork, 25-year peak flows are estimated to increase less than two percent following the fires (Farnes, 2000).

The proposal ofharvest activities upstream would not increase water or sediment yields above this by any measurable

amount. Conditions would be maintained in the West Fork following the implementation ofthis project.

Alternative G

Efi‘ects would be the same as with Alternative C.

Cumulative Effects

The cumulative efi‘ects analysis areas is the same as the area considered under direct and indirect effects.

Following are several tables that display cumulative efl‘ects modeling results. This analysis in its’ entirety is a project file

document (PF—Watershed-4l). The tables below are portions of those tables provided in the Land and Water document.

HUC’s with (**) behind their name are listed on the 2000 303d list or have tributaries that are listed within the HUC.

Model results should only be used for comparison between alternatives and not to forecast absolute changes.

West Fork Geographic Area Sediment Summary

The following table identifies short-term sediment yield increases estimated to occur fi'om the implementation ofharvest

activities in the West Fork. These increases are associated with ground disturbance directly related to yarding operations

and typically decrease as vegetation becomes established on the disturbed sites. The design of the project and additional

mitigation as described in Chapter 2 is intended to limit ground disturbance and restrict the amount oferoded sediment that

might cross the INFISH bufiers and enter stream channels. These estimates were calculated using the WEPP model, or

Water Erosion Prediction Project, that was developed by the Rocky Mountain Research Station (PF-Watershed-4l)

Table 3-38 - West Fork Estimated Increases in Sediment Yield from Proposed Harvest Activities (tons/year)

Watershed Name

Hillsloe Sediment Yield Chane from Existin;__

Deer Creek. 0102 “mm-aim“

“mm-minim

Overwhich, 0104 " 4863.0 0.7% 0.6% 1.0%

lnlnlilBlue Joint, 0105 3199.1 1.6% 1.6% 0.7%

3351.5 mm

46.2 46.2 9.4

mmum-m

, Piuett, 0303 800.1 0.5% 0.5%

17.8 17.8 7.2 13.8

Baker, 0305 “ 1193.8 (1.5%) 7 0.0 (1.5%) (0.1%) 1.2%)

Table 3-39, below lists the estimate of sediment produced fi'om other land disturbing actions proposed by alternative and

hydrologic unit code. These increases are “short term” meaning that they would decrease over several years (typically
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modeled at 3-4 years by WATSED and R1R4 Sediment Models) as vegetation becomes established on disturbed sites and

soils stabilize. There are increases in sediment yields from land disturbing activities, the amount of these that could in

reality reach the stream channel depends upon distance from water and the kinds ofmitigation applied. Mitigation as

described in Chapter 2 would limit sediment production considerably. Monitoring of watershed improvement projects

implemented previously on the Sula Ranger District, indicates that’three years is a reasonable time frame for vegetation to

become established on site (Forest Plan Monitoring Report, 1998).

Table 3-39 - West Fork Estimated Increase in Sediment Yield from Other Land Disturbing Activities

Watershed Name mm

numunnuununuun

unmnllunnnnu

0-4 n

. . 0.2 0.2

1

 

Baker. 0305 **

The following table indicates the estimate of sediment yield decreases (in percent) that would occur in each HUC following

implementation and recovery of watershed improvement work (PF-Watershed-4l). The percentages listed are estimates of

reduction of sediment sources and yields following implementation and recovery and would occur overtime as soils

stabilize and vegetation becomes established.

'Piuett, 0303

“Baker,0305“ ‘i’ o ‘ o i 0 0 0 10

The following table displays the estimates of water yield increases from the ECA model. This takes into account the

removal of live or green trees and dead trees. Where negative numbers are listed, they occur in watersheds where a large

amount of road obliteration is proposed and are due to increase infiltration capability (PF-Watershed-4l).

Table 3-41 - West Fork Estimated Increase in Water Yield from Proposed Harvest Activities

 

 

Watershed Name Alt Existing AltBW AltC AltD ‘

_ Chan e From Existin

t Baker, 0305 " 030%
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Described and listed below are the past, ongoing, and reasonably foreseeable activities that are considered in the cumulative

efl'ects analysis for watershed areas within the West Fork

Past Activities

Past Forest Service Timber Sales and associated road construction: Much of this types of activity has occurred in

the West Fork in the past. Road densities indicate multiple sediment sources and road locations near stream are

the largest source ofsediment in stream conditions because of their location near streams. Harvest is a cause of

increases in water yields because tree removal frees soil moisture for use by other trees or runofl'. Included in

cumulative efi'ects modeling.

State Department ofNatural Resources (DNRC) Timber Sales: Harvest completion on state land in Coal Creek

occurred during spring and summer, 2001. 207 acres were treated using mostly ground based skidding with a 30-50

percent canopy removal. It is likely that there was some ground disturbance with this project and that sediment

yields increased slightly. Water yields would also be expected to increase slightly because ofthe reduction oftrees

but this would be a relatively small amount because a large number of trees remain on site. Included in cumulative

efl'ects modeling.

Private Land Timber Sales (Including Blue Joint Bay): Timber harvest and clearing has occurred for homes,

businesses, roads and pastures. Post-fire harvest has occurred on private land during the winter of 2000-2001.

Through photo interpretation and maps, we have estimated 578 forested acres on private land in the West Fork

burned and could be harvested. For the purpose of watershed analysis, it was assumed that all would be harvested

if not in 2000, then over the next couple ofyears, and that all of it would occur using ground based yarding systems.

This activity would increase ground disturbance and erosion. The effect on sedimentation in stream channels that

occurs is dependant upon the application ofBMPs, proximity to streams and drainage-ways, season ofharvest, as

well the actual method of implementation. Depending upon the yarding system used and the application ofBMPs

sediment yields could increase as a result of this activity. Water yields are not expected to increase because it is

very probable that only fire-killed trees would be removed. Included in cumulative effects modeling.

Private Green Tree Timber Sales, Piquett Creek: The harvest of 80 acres oftrees on private land has occurred. The

area harvested is most likely of gentle gradient so movement ofdisturbed soils would be minimal. This is not likely

to increase sediment yields to a measurable level in Piquett . Increases in water yield would be small. Included in

cumulative effects modeling.

Artificial Reforestation: Planting trees in clearcuts decreases the amount of time it takes for a cleared area to

become hydrologically recovered by several years. Hydrologically recovered is defined as vegetative recovery to a

level that approximates a mature stand in use of soil moisture, and snow distribution, typically this takes about 30

years in this area.

Road Construction, Reconstruction and Maintenance on National Forest Lands: Roads are the largest source of

sediment with the initial three years following construction being the worst, until disturbed areas become armored

and vegetation becomes established. Sediment from roads often is transported to streams and channel conditions

reflect increased sediment loads from within the watershed. Where roads contribute sediment to streams, increases

in fine sediment in the substrate are common. Reconstruction can re-disturb soils and increase sediment yields for a

time until revegetation and stabilization occur. Reconstruction includes such activities as improving the drainage

on a road or improving the surface, and in the long-term this is an improvement because sediment yields are

decreased. Included in cumulative effects modeling.

Road Construction on Private and State lands: Road construction and reconstruction on State Lands is regulated

and implemented similar to the manner that is done on National Forest lands, effects would be similar and is

described above. Road construction and reconstruction on private lands is not regulated and can be very well done

or not, depending upon the landowner. Roadwork can cause increased sediment contributed to streams and

reduction in channel conditions when built (and maintained), especially when adjacent to stream channels.

Included in cumulative efl’ects modeling to the extent that the data base had information.

Forest Trail Construction, Reconstruction and Maintenance: This activity results in a minor amount of ground

disturbance and erosion. In the long-term, well-designed trails benefit watershed conditions because trails are

routed through areas that can be drained, where streams won’t wash away trail tread and where sediment won’t be

produced. The amount of sediment that results fi'om trail improvements is minor compared to that from other

sources in the watershed.

Roadside Noxious Weeds Treatment: Herbicide treatment of noxious weeds occurs along roads. These avoid

application on wetland sites and adjacent to stream channels. Applied correctly, the herbicides have no lingering

efl‘ect on water quality, as dosages are very small. This alternative wouldn't change the frequency or intensity of

these roadside treatments.

-_——___———___——
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9 Farming and Ranching on Private Land: This activity has occurred for almost 100 years. Included in this is the

cultivation ofcrops such as hay, grazing oflivestock, irrigation, feeding areas, barns and outbuildings. The land

was often converted from open forest to meadow or grassland. Ditches are constructed for irrigation purposes and

maintained; and in extreme cases streams have been channelized in an effort to reduce the amount of area afl'ected

by flooding each year. This activity is likely to continue indefinitely.

9 Coal Creek Grazing Allotment: This allotment is currently grazed during the summer and early fall months.

Livestock use can and at times does result in stream bank trampling, compaction of soils in livestock-favored areas,

riparian areas and over grazing ofnative grasses. This project wouldn’t alter livestock access to wetland areas or

streams beyond that what has occurred as a result ofthe fire.

o Piquett Creek Grazing Allotment: This allotment has not been grazed since 1994, but is likely to be grazed for

three months in summer (2001) to accommodate cows that have been displaced by the burning of the Medicine

Tree allotment. The Piquett allotment will to revert back to non-use after the 2001 grazing season. Following

analysis in 1994, this allotment was allowed to be vacant to facilitate recovery where livestock use had been too

heavy on some upper elevation grasslands. Use prior to 1994 was not having a negative effect on stream channels

and riparian areas because the vast majority of it occurred on dry, upper elevation grasslands.

- Trapper Peak Grazing Allotment: Livestock use can and at times does result in stream bank trampling, compaction

of soils in livestock-favored areas, riparian areas and over grazing ofnative grasses. This use would continue

indefinitely.

0 Fire Suppression: Fire suppression resulted in more dense stands throughout the area. This has helped lead to a

greater amount of ground fuels and more intense fires than occurred historically. Hotter fire with heavy ground

fuels increases the extent and severity ofhydrophobic soils. This likely was a great influence on the amount of area

within the burn perimeter this previous summer.

e Prescribed Fire: In the recent past, some prmcribed fire was applied in the West Fork Watershed. However, the

amount ofthis that has occurred was small and scattered when compared to the size ofthe watershed and probably

have minimal efi‘ect during a severe fire season. The efi‘ect on sediment yield increases is minimal because the

prescribed fire isn’t hot enough to kill ground vegetation — it typically re-sprouts (DeBano, 1995 p. 176-77 and

183).

e 2000 Fire and Rehabilitation: Dozer line and hand-line was completed throughout the area during August and

September 2000. Dozer lines were repaired as soon as they were no longer needed for fire suppression.

Rehabilitation included pulling the disturbed soil back onto the fire line, spreading slash and organic debris on top

and then spreading seed and fertilizer. Where dozer lines were incised, they were re-contoured. Hand lines were

also rehabilitation as soon as they were no longer needed for fire suppression. Waterbars were installed and slash

spread on fire lines before hand crews left the area. Monitoring ofdozer lines on the Sula Ranger District indicates

that rehabilitation efforts have been effective in preventing OHV and other motorized vehicle access as well as

efl'ective in getting grass established on the fire line itself. Please refer to the Fisheries report for more detailed

information on dozer line monitoring.

o 2000 Completed BAER Activities: Culverts were upsized throughout the West Fork immediately following the

fires. These were installed during low flow periods, all were seeded but not all were mulched. It is likely that

sediment was contributed to streams when they were installed and some erosion would continue from disturbed

soils until vegetation becomes established. These sites would need to be monitored to see if seeding is successful or

if additional erosion control is needed.

0 2000 Fire Efi‘ects: As stated in the Afi‘ected Environment, fire burned a relatively small portion ofthe West Fork

watershed. This would increase water yields, sediment yields and debris flows may occur in the high severity areas.

The effects of the fire could lead to some dramatic effects in stream channels, especially the higher order, small

streams that were burned at high severity. As ofJuly 2001, these effects have been realized in several severely and

moderately burned watersheds. Channel conditions will continue to change with time. 2000 Fires were included in

cumulative effects modeling.

v Personal Use Firewood and Christmas Tree Cutting: Both of these have occurred in the watershed but very little

occurs within SMZ‘s or Rl-ICA’s. There are no known problem areas.

- Hunting, Fishing, Dispersed Recreation: Activities at dispersed recreation sites may affect channel conditions at

isolated spots where trails are worn to collect water from streams. Another influence would be compaction of canrp

areas fi'om parking vehicles and from trampling. None of the affects associated with dispersed recreation occur

widespread in the watershed and any effects are localized.

- Ditches, Diversions, and Inigation Dewatering, Ditch Bills: Irrigation withdrawals occur in the West Fork drainage

from Cooper Draw north. Most of it occurs north of Castner Creek. In this area, withdrawals don’t dewater
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streams to a large extent but they do reduce streamflows during low flow periods. This activity will continue

indefinitely.

Subdivision on Private Land: This activity occurs throughout the West Fork. This trend is expected to continue.

West Fork Highway Construction, Reconstruction and Maintenance: The road construction began in the early

1900’s and continues through today. Several river meanders have cut-ofl‘, the river straightened and floodplain

access was restricted on several areas of the West Fork River. Winter sanding operations contribute sediment to the

river each winter to maintain safer driving conditions. Reconstruction in the upper West Fork in 1997-1998

resulted in a large sediment pulse during commotion and vegetation recovery phases. At this time several

thousand feet of stream was reconstructed and moved away from the highway. This was a benefit to the stream as

there is no longer sediment input from the road prism or winter sanding operations, the stream is not constricted by

the highway, and meanders were included in the stream design so that floodplains were accessible and energy and

sediment could be dispersed upon floodplains. Effects from the highway will continue.

Painted Rocks Lake and Dam: The construction ofPainted Rocks Lake flooded several miles of stream charmel,

reduced diversity ofhabitat and altered riparian function. This dam was constructed for irrigation purposes and is

owned by DNRC, it provides for flood control, minimum flows for fisheries and recreation. The reservoir occupies

about 317 surface acres and stores about 32,000 acre-feet ofwater. The reservoir captures sediment from upstream

sources (both natural and man-made), it is estimated that it would take approximately 400 years for the reservoir to

fill with sediment (Buck Little Boulder Timber Sale FEIS, 1993).

Forest Service Facilities Construction and Reconstruction: Ground disturbance and erosion has likely occurred

during construction ofcampground facilities and buildings. These activities have altered the level ofcompaction

and infiltration in the soils within the campground area and around buildings such as Ranger Stations. The

contribution of sediment to stream systems would be dependant upon the nearby presence ofstreams and/or a

drainage-way between the construction site and a stream

Hughes Creek dredge mining, on private land and on National Forest. Dredge mining in the Hughes Creek stream

channel has occurred on private and on National Forest Lands. This activity is one ofthe most irnpactive to streams

and wetlands because the entire valley bottom is often displaced, reformed and at times left in a condition that takes

hundreds of years to recover. Dredge mining is a large contributor of sediment during the operation and alters the

how sediment and water is routed through the disturbed system until recovery occurs.

Hughes Creek Restoration: Reconstruction ofquarter mile ofHughes Creek occurred in 1997 and 1998 in an area

where dredge mining had occurred, and the stream had been straightened. The project rebuilt terraces, floodplains,

a meandering channel, spread topsoil, planted willows and seeded the area with grass. This area will take several

years to fully recover. Fish population monitoring in this reach has shown excellent recovery.

West Fork River Bank Stabilization Project: A section oferoding streambank adjacent to the West Fork Highway

across from the West Fork Ranger Station has been stabilized using rocks and logs in September of 2001. The

activity will produce sediment during and for a year or two following construction In the long-term bank erosion

would be reduced because of decreased bank erosion.

Ongoing Projects

Road Maintenance, normal and fire related: Maintenance on forest roads would be ongoing and include blading,

culvert inlet and ditch cleaning. This activity does disturb the road surface and can increase erosion because of

reducing the amount of armoring, and disturbance ofvegetation. However, improving the drainage and getting the

erosive force ofthe water oil‘ the road out weighs the short-term increase in erosion. In the long-term, improved

drainage reduces the risk of large road failures. Repair of fire related road damage is likely to have a negligible

effect on sediment yields because a very small percentage ofwork would be within sediment contributing areas

near streams.

Roadside Herbicide Treatments: Described under “Past” Activities.

Boulder, Watchtower/Sheephead, Deer Chicken, Rombo/Shook Mountain Creek Trail Herbicide Spraying: Spot

herbicide treatment of weeds along the Boulder Creek trail. Accomplished by tanks on mules or horses and sprayed

by hand. This avoided use in wetlands or along streams. Applied correctly, the herbicides have no lingering effect

on water quality, as dosages are very small (Information Ventures, 1998).

Toilet Replacement in Recreation Sites: Ground disturbance would occur on site. The chances of eroded sediment

reaching stream channels would practically non-existent because toilets are typically located away from live water

and on gentle ground.

Farming and Ranching on Private Lands: This was discussed under past activities.

Tree Planting in Managed Stands: This activity would decrease the amount of time to hydrologic recovery in the

stand that are planted by several years because one and two year stock would be planted. Ground disturbance

would be minimal as planting would occur by hand. This project should not contribute sediment to off-site areas.
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o Ditch Bills/Irrigation dewatering: Discussed in Past Activities, would continue indefinitely.

- Douglas Fir Bark Beetle Infestations: These are likely to spread in fire stressed stands as well in densely populated

green stands. As more green trees succumb to the bark beetle, water yield increases can be expected.

- Private Land Salvage Sales: Post-fire harvest has occurred on private land during the winter of2000-2001 and will

likely continue over the next few years. Through photo interpretation and maps, we have estimated 6,201 forested

acres burned on private land and could be harvested, with some harvest already occurring. For the purpose of

watershed analysis, it was assumed that all of it would be harvested over the next couple ofyears, and that all of it

would occur using ground based yarding systems. This activity would increase ground disturbance and erosion.

The effect on sedimentation in stream channels that occurs is dependant upon the application ofBMPs, proximity to

streams and drainage-ways, season ofharvest, as well the actual method ofimplementation

0 West Fork Highway Paving: This project is planned to begin in spring of2002 on 3.5 miles of the highway

constructed in 1997 and 1998. This will reduce sediment from the road surfice.

o Mushroom Harvest: This may increase the amount of dispersed camping and the impacts associated with that as

described under “Past” Activities but influences to stream channel conditions should not be measurable.

. Routine Road Maintenance on Private Land: Maintenance can maintain and improve drainage so that erosion fi'om

roads is reduced and contribution to streams is diminished. Improper maintenance can also cause erosion,

sidecasting ofmaterial into streams is a direct sediment source and can contribute to stream channel narrowing and

increased amount of fine materials in the substrate. Maintenance on private land will continue indefinitely.

- Painted Rocks Lake Dam Operations: Discusses under Past Activities.

- Beaver Woods Harvest: In the Beaver Woods E18 (1995), analysis concluded that Beaver Woods harvest in Salt

Block and Johnson Creek (the watersheds where activities are ongoing) would not result in adverse impacts on

aquatic life or beneficial uses. Sediment yield increases were offset with graveling and so there was no net increase

in sediment yields predicted from the project. Monitoring on several streams within the Beaver Woods Analysis

area indicates that no change to stream channels has resulted fi'om the project (USDA Forest Service, 2000c).

- Livestock Grazing on Private Lands: Livestock will continue to be grazed on private lands. Some stream banks

within pastures are trampled and streams may be wider and shallower than they would be without the livestock use.

Land used as pastures during the winter are hay meadows in the summer and produce one to two cuttings ofhay.

These activities are likely to continue indefinitely.

o Pond Construction on Private Land: Several ponds have been constructed on private land in the last 10 years.

Often they are sources for gravel then rehabilitation to be ponds for fish production or just of scenic values. This

activity will continue indefinitely.

0 West Fork Highway Maintenance: Discussed under Past Activities. This activity would continue indefinitely.

o Trail Maintenance: This work involves clearing trails of fallen trees and repairing eroding sections of trail. This

would be an improvement, even though a relatively small one.

0 Coal Creek, Piquett Creek, Trapper Peak AMPs: Described under “Past” Activities.

- Artificial Regeneration (tree planting): Planting seedlings in stands where seed source is not available following

fire would reduce the length of time by several years for the stand to become hydrologically recovered.

o Trapper Peak Job Corps Sewer System Upgrade: Installation of septic systems in accordance with state and county

guidelines is thought to maintain water quality. Permitting for sewer systems is authorized by the County

Sanitarian.

0 Personal Use Firewood Cutting: Described under Past Activities.

0 Hunting, Fishing Dispersed and Developed Recreation: Described under Past Activities.

0 Fire Suppression: This is likely to continue, especially along wildland urban interface areas that are located

throughout the West Fork. This would reduce the spread of small fires and may lead to increased fuels if they

aren’t reduced in some other manner.

Reasonably Foreseeable Projects

- Roadside Herbicide Treatments, Herbicide Treatments on New Areas: Roadside treatments would likely continue

in areas that need ‘touching up’, this has been ongoing since 1998. Treatments in other areas may begin in the next

year or two depending upon environmental analysis and decision. If the mitigations are followed properly, the risk

of degradation of water quality is likely to be negligible (Information Ventures, 1998). This activity would

continue indefinitely.

- Continued Fire Related Road Reconstruction and Uncompleted BAER Projects: A streambank stabilization project

is proposed on lower Overwhich. This project would use rocks and logs to stabilize a high eroding bank and would

reduce sediment sources in the long-term.

- Trail Reconstruction: Not likely to increase sediment production in the short-term and depending upon location of

trail in relation to live water could result in small decreases in sediment yield in the long-term.

#
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Prescrflzve Fire Treatments: These are likely to continue in areas where environmental analysis has been completed

in an effort to reduce fuels and reduce the risk ofstand-replacing fire. Low intensity prescribed fire typically burns

ground fuels but doesn’t result in hydrophobic soils or large numbers oftree mortality. Vegetation usually

resprouts soon afler the burn is completed. Little ofilsite erosion occurs. These types of treatments are likely to

continue in the fixture.

Sam Billings, Upper West Fork Fuels Reduction Project: These projects would thin existing green trees within the

project area. Some ground disturbance could occur from yarding activities. Sam Billings is located on flat ground

so disturbance would be minimal, transport to streams would be unlikely. West Fork project area has not been

finalized yet, analysis would identify concerns and consider effects fi'om this proposal.

Beaver Woods Aspen Release: Activity completed over snow and fi'ozen ground. Sediment produced would

remain on-site, as fairly level ground would be treated. Project would allow aspens to resprout.

West Fork Bridge Construction: Construction ofnew bridge would result in wetland and stream channel

disturbance. Some sediment contribution to the West Fork would occur during construction and until soils were

stabilized. The Federal Highway Administration is analyzing this project.

Nez Perce Road Paving: Installing pavement on Nez Perce Road would involve road reconstruction and could

cause sediment input to streams. Mitigation would be used to reduce risk of sedimentation. In the long-term,

sediment yields would be decreased.

Nez Perce Road Raise: Raising the base level on about ‘A mile road in an area ofien flooded would increase erosion

in the short-term but result in long-term decreases in sediment yield.

Slate Hughes Travel Management EA: This project would result in increases in the short-term of sediment but

long-term decreases as disturbed soils revegetated. Conditions in stream channels would be improved.

Farming and Ranching on Private Lands: This was discussed under past activities.

FS/BLM OHV EIS: Depending upon the decision resulting from this analysis, off-road travel across the forest may

be restricted. This could be a good thing because newly grown vegetation would not be trodden on by off-road

vehicles. Restriction oftravel could reduce the spread ofnoxious weeds, the development ofadditional user made

trails and the formation ofnew erosion sources.

Deer Creek Irrigation Pipeline Installation: Some disturbance at the strearnbank where a screened headgate would

be installed. Minimal soil and wetland disturbance, some, but little sediment contribution to Deer Creek during and

for one year following installation.

Painted Rocks Dam Operation: Discussed under Past Activities

Continued Routine Trail Maintenance: Described in Ongoing Projects, would continue indefinitely.

Continued Road Maintenance on Private Land: Described in Past Projects, would continue indefinitely.

Continued Subdivision on Private Land: Described in Past Projects, would continue indefinitely. Described in

Ongoing Projects, would continue indefinitely.

Continued Mushroom Harvest: Described in Ongoing Projects. It would likely cease afier 2002.

Continued Douglas Fir Bark Beetle Infestations: Described in Ongoing Projects, would continue indefinitely.

Forest Service Response to DF Bark Beetle Infestations: It is likely that salvage harvest ofbeetle-killed trees would

occur throughout the West Fork. The areas identified for harvest would be selected and analyzed as the need arose.

Cumulative efi'ects analysis for those projects would include any effects that might occur with this proposal.

Discussed under Past Activities, likely to continue indefinitely.

Continued Highway Maintenance ofWest Fork Highway:

Continued Routine Road Maintenance and Fire Related Road Maintenance: Described in Ongoing Projects, would

continue indefinitely as needed.

Coal Creek, Piquett Creek, Trapper Peak Grazing Allotments: Described in Past Activities, would continue

indefinitely.

Livestock Grazing on Private Lands: Described in Ongoing Activities, would continue indefinitely.

Continued Hughes Creek Dredge Operations: Described in Ongoing Activities, would continue indefinitely.

Continued Fire Suppression: Described in Ongoing Activities, would continue indefinitely.

Continued Artificial Reforestation: This activity would decrease the amount oftime it takes for hydrologic

recovery to take place in the stands were one and two year old trees were planted by several years. Ground

disturbance would be minimal, as it would be done by hand. The project shouldn't contribute sediment to ofl’site

areas because of the small amount ofground disturbed.

Continued Personal Use Firewood Cutting and Christmas Tree Cutting: Described in Ongoing, would continue

indefinitely.

Continued Hunting, Fishing, Developed Recreation: Described in Ongoing, would continue indefinitely.

__————_———-—————
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Items not listed above, but contained on the lists in the Project File, were not selected because they occur outside of this

watershed area and do not have the potential to contribute to watershed and stream channel cumulative efi’ects.

Common to All West Fork Watersheds

Alternative A

Same as for Blodgett Geographic Area.

Overwhich Creek (0104)

Alternative B and D

As a result ofthe activities proposed in this watershed, there could be a slight increase in human caused sediment yields in

the short-term from harvest. This would decrease in two to three years. When considered in combination with the

activities on the cumulative effects list, these could result in a small cumulative increase in sediment yields in the short

term, this is expected to be small. In the long-term, sediment yields would be slightly lower than currently from the

watershed improvements and with the streambank stabilization project proposed in reasonably foreseeable projects, long

term sediment yields would be lower. The Slate Hughes Travel Management Project would result in a short-term increase

in sediment when culverts were pulled, roads decompacted and recontoured. In the long-term this would result in a fewer

human-caused sediment sources. Following implementation of the proposals ofthis project, the streambank stabilization

and the travel management project, sediment yield would be decreased in the long term.

Alternatives C and E

No activities are proposed in Alternatives C or E. Efl’ects would be the same as with Alternative A.

In the long-term, sediment yields would be slightly lower than currently fi'om the watershed improvements and with the

streambank stabilization project proposed in reasonably foreseeable projects, long-term sediment yields would be lower.

The Slate Hughes Travel Management Project would result in a short-term increase in sediment when culverts were pulled,

roads decompacted and recontoured. In the long-term this would result in a fewer human-caused sediment sources.

Following implementation of the proposals ofthis project, the streambank stabilization and the travel management project,

sediment yield would be decreased in the long term.

Alternative F

Increases in sediment and water yields as a result ofthis proposed alternative would be slightly greater than those for

Alternative B. When combined with the above activities, these could result in a small cumulative increase in sediment

yields in the short term, and when combined with the watershed improvements and the streambank stabilization project and

the Slate Hughes Travel Management projects described in the foreseeable section the long-term sediment yields on

Overwhich Creek would be lower.

Alternative G

Long-term sediment yield increases would be the lowest with this alternative because of the obliteration and

decommissioning of roads in the RHCA. Increases in sediment and water yields as a result of this proposed alternative

would be less than those for Alternative B. When combined with the above cumulative activities, these could result in a

small cumulative increase in sediment yields, this is expected to be small and when combined with the watershed

improvements and the streambank stabilization project described in the cumulative effects section the long-term sediment

yields would be lower.

Blue Joint Creek (0105)

Alternative B and D

Blue Joint was a healthy watershed before the fire. As a result ofthe activities proposed in this watershed, there could be a

slight increase in human caused sediment yields in the short-term from harvest. This is expected to be short-term and

would decrease in two to three years. When combined with the cumulative efl‘ects actions, these could result in a small

cumulative increase in sediment yield, this is expected to be small and would not increase the effect of other cumulative

actions on the stream However, the small amount of storage from woody debris lefi by timber harvest could ofl‘set the

increases caused by ground disturbing harvest activities (Maloney and Thornton, 1995).
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Like Alternative B, projects from the cumulative effects list are considered. In Blue Joint the watershed is mostly National

Forest lands and past activities consist ofpast timber sales, road construction and other activities associated with timber

harvest. These are all included in the cumulative efiects analysis (PF-Watershed-4l). When considered in combination

with the sediment produced fi‘om the activities on the cumulative effects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment

yield would be less than they are currently in the long-term and sooner than with Alternative B.

Alternative C and E

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in these areas associated with the watershed improvements

would be the same as those in Alternative B. When considered in cotnbination with the sediment produced from the

activities on the cumulative effects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be less than they are

currently.

Alternative F

Short-term sediment yields would increase slightly but to a lesser degree than Alternative B or D. Like Alternative B,

projects from the cumulative efiects list are considered in the modeled cumulative eflects analysis (PF-Watershed-4l).

When considered in combination with the sediment produced fi’om the activities on the cumulative eifects list, human

caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be less than they are currently in the long-term, same as Alternative B.

Alternative G

Short-term sediment yields would increase from the obliteration and decommissioning ofRHCA roads. Lflte Alternative B,

projects from the cumulative eifects list are considered in the modeled cumulative effects analysis (PF-Watershed-4I).

When considered in combination with the sediment produced from the activities on the cumulative effects list, human

caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be less than they are currently in the long-term, and to a greater level

than Alternative B.

Slate Creek (0106)

Alternatives B, C, D, E and F

In Slate Creek the fire burned in the upstream roadless area and a high percentage of it was at high severity. Water and

sediment yiehls are likely to increase in Slate Creek as a result was a healthy watershed before the fire. The watershed

improvement, graveling two miles of the Slate Creek road and improving drainage on the remainder would decrease

human-caused sediment yields overall in the watershed.

Like Alternative B, projects from the cumulative effects list are considered. In Blue Joint the watershed is National Forest

lands and past activities consist ofpast timber sales, road construction and other activities associated with timber harvest.

These are all included in the cumulative efiects analysis (PF-Watershed-4l). When considered in combination with the

sediment produced fi'om the activities on the cumulative efi’ects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield

would be less than they are currently in the long-term

Alternative G

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in these areas associated with the watershed improvements

would be greater than those in Alternative B because of obliteration and decommissioning ofRHCA roads. When

considered in combination with the sediment produced from the activities on the cumulative efl'ects list, human-caused

sediment sources and sediment yield would be less than they are currently and lower than the other action alternatives.

Upper West Fork Interfluve (Coal, West Creeks) (0107)

Alternative B and D

In this area the fire burned a large percentage ofChicken and West Creek, the rest of the HUC was not afl'ected to a large

degree; the fire will cause some erosion and sediment yield increases. Past activities, mostly roads have resulted in

increases in sediment yield on National Forest lands. The increases that are likely fi'om the implementation ofthe proposed

alternative are quite small and slash lefi on site would help to decrease the amount of that sediment that moves ofl'site

(Maloney and Thornton, 1995). Watershed improvement would also decrease sediment yields and erosion in West but

mostly in Coal Creek.
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Water yields would increase slightly with this alternative. The IWWR rated this area as poor because ofpast levels of

harvest that cause higher water yields in small sub-watersheds. Because intermediate harvest units are located on a face

that drains into the West Fork the increase in water yields are not likely to affect channel conditions in the West Fork River.

No activities are proposed to occur in riparian areas or wetlands. These have been flagged for exclusion from all treatment.

Any additional access by livestock to these areas would be as a result ofthe fire and not fi'om proposed activities.

Other projects from the cumulative effects list are considered. Some private land is present in this area and grazing and

other development occurs on this land. When considered in combination with the sediment produced from the activities on

the cumulative efl'ects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be less than they are currently There

would be an overall reduction in sediment yields in the long-term.

Alternative C and E

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in these areas associated with the watershed improvements

would be the same as those in Alternative B. However, it would not be measurable in the main stem because eifects would

be diluted and masked by upstream land areas and because ofthe effect ofPainted Rocks Lake. When considered in

combination with the sediment produced from the activities on the cumulative effects list, human-caused sediment sources

and sediment yield would be less than they are currently.

No activities are proposed to occur in riparian areas or wetlands, which were flagged for exclusion. Any additional access

by livestock to these areas would be as a result of the fire and not from activities that may occur from these proposals.

Alternative F

Past activities, mostly roads have resulted in increases in sediment yield. The increases that are likely from the

implementation ofthe proposed alternative are quite small and slash left on site would help to decrease the amount of that

sediment that moves ofi‘site (Maloney and Thornton, 1995). With this alternative, there would be no increases in water

yields from vegetation management. Increases would be related to the fire and past actions.

No activities are proposed to occur in riparian areas or wetlands, which were flagged for exclusion. Any additional access

by livestock to these areas would be as a result ofthe fire and not from activities that may occur fi'om these proposals.

Like Alternative B, projects from the cumulative efiects list have been considered. When considered in combination with

the sediment produced from the activities on the cumulative efl'ects list, short-term increases are small and when combined

with management-caused sediment currently being produced effects would not be increased. There would be an overall

reduction in sediment yields fi'om the proposed activities when compared to present conditions.

Alternative G

Past activities, mostly roads have resulted in long-term increases in sediment yield. This alternative would treat sediment

sources on existing roads and would decrease sediment yields and erosion to the greatest extent of all the action

alternatives. This alternative would have no efi’ect on grazing within this HUC. Combined with the other sediment

contributing activities included in the cumulative efl‘ects list, there would be an overall reduction in sediment yields from

the proposed activities when compared to present conditions.

Middle West Fork Interfluve, Beaver-tail (0301)

Alternatives B, D and F

Helicopter yarding is proposed on a few acres. The sediment produced by this activity would be minor. Combined with the

other sediment producing projects included in the cumulative effects analysis, the increased efl'ects would be undetectable.

Alternatives C, E and G

No activities are proposed. Effects would be the same as with Alternative A

Piquett Creek (0303)

Alternative B and D

The helicopter yarding and no harvest of green trees would result in limited changes in sediment or water yields fi'om the

proposed activities. The watershed improvements would result in a decrease in sediment contributed from human-caused

sources.
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No activities are proposed to occur in riparian areas or wetlands. These have been flagged for exchision from all treatment.

Any additional access by livestock to these areas would be as a result of the fire and not from activities that may occur from

these proposals.

Like Alternative B, projects from the cumulative efi’ects list are considered. Projects that may contribute to cumulative

efi'ects include a small amount of green tree harvest that has occurred on private land near the mouth ofPiquett Creek, some

grazing occurred during 2001 but the allotment will revert back to non-use in 2002 as well as road construction and harvest

on National Forest. When considered in combination with the sediment produced fiom the activities on the cumulative

efiects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be less because ofthe reduced sediment yields from

roads.

Alternative C

The long-term decreases in erosion sources and sediment yields in these areas associated with the watershed improvements

would be the same as those in Alternative B. When considered in combination with the sediment produced from the

activities on the cumulative effects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be less than they are

currently.

Alternative E and F

With this alternative there would be no harvest and slightly fewer watershed improvements occurring than with Alternative

B. Although sediment yields and water yields would increase as a result ofthe fire, the man caused sediment contributions

would decrease in the long-term. The cumulative effects —in the form of sediment yields, fiom the listed activities

combined with the proposed activities would be less because of the reduced sediment yields from roads.

Alternative G

A large amount ofroad obliteration and decommissioning would result in fewer sediment sources and yields than the other

alternatives. Short-term sediment yields and water yields would increase as a result ofthe fire and about the same time as

sediment from the road obliteration would occur, in the long-term, management caused sediment contributions would

decrease. The cumulative sediment yields from the above listed activities combined with the proposed activities would be

less because of the reduced sediment yields from roads.

Lower West Fork Interfluve (0305)

Alternatives B and D

Increases in water in water and sediment yields would be less than 2% and located in an area not treated previously. The

likelihood ofsediment from the proposed actions reaching the river is small as there is not a live water connection between

the project area and the river. When considered with the sediment produced from the activities on the cumulative effects

list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be similar to what they are currently in this HUC.

In the Lower West Fork, long-term sediment sources would be reduced from upstream sources in the long-term from

watershed improvements. This would result in lower inputs watershed-wide. However, it would not be measurable in the

main stem because efi'ects would be diluted and masked by upstream land areas and influences fi'om Painted Rocks Lake.

Alternative C

No activities are proposed in this alternative. Conditions would remain as they currently are.

In the Lower West Fork, long-term sediment sources would be reduced from upstream treatment areas. This would result

in lower inputs watershed-wide. However, it would not be measurable in the main stem because efi‘ects would be diluted

and masked by upstream land areas and the influences ofPainted Rocks Lake.

Alternative E and F

The low level ofproposed activities in this HUC when combined with cumulative effects, would not cause changes in

conditions in the West Fork Projects fi'om the cumulative efiects list in this HUC would not be altered from the minor

amount of sediment that might result from these proposals. When considered in combination with the sediment produced

fi-om the activities on the cumulative effects list, human-caused sediment sources and sediment yield would be maintained.
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Conditions in the West Fork would be maintained and slightly improved from the reduction of sediment sources from

upstream areas. This would not be measurable in the main stem because the effects would be diluted by large amounts of

land area that receive no treatment and the influences of Painted Rocks Lake.

Forest Plan Consistency for All Geographic Areas

Hydrologically unrecovered areas: The purpose of the hydrologic recovery standard in the Forest Plan (p.II-24,(2)) is to

limit the portion of the Forest not suficiently recovered fi’om timber harvest to assure soil and water protection (Forest Plan

Note #129). The standard is intended to apply to regeneration harvests in live timber stands and is tied to the Northern

Region Regional Guide (1983), and NFMA implementing regulations found in 36 CFR 219, Subpart A (PF-Watershed-44)

Post-fire hydrologically unrecovered percentages are less than Plan standards for each land type and habitat type group. The

dead tree fuel reduction treatment proposed in the Burned Area Recovery Project would not further contribute to

hydrologically unrecovered acres, since the efl'ects of the fires, on the same sites have already been accounted for in the

post-fire unrecovered percentages. Green tree removals proposed in some alternatives would likewise not afl‘ect this

because such treatments thin the forest and are not regeneration harvests. The reforestation activities proposed in all action

alternatives would move forestlands more quickly toward hydrologic recovery (PF-Watershed-44).

Cumulative Watershed Efl'ects Modeling: The WEPP model (PF-Watershed-4l) was used to estimate increases in

sediment yield from proposed activities and estimates that small increases in sediment yield would result from harvest

activities, fuel reduction; watershed improvements following implementation. Additional modeling was done to estimate

increases in sediment yield from temporary roads, landings and watershed improvement implementation using the

RlR4Sediment model. Model results were used to evaluate effects within the analysis area.

Galbraiths’ ECA model was used (PF-Watershed-4l) to estimate increase in water yield. In alternatives and watersheds

where small increases in water yield resulting from harvest activities are combined with cumulative effects (fire, pre-fire

harvest, roads) there may be increases risk of channel changes. The water yields increases estimated to result from the

proposed activities themselves by the model is relatively small, less than 1% in most watersheds, it is because ofconditions

in these watersheds prior to and resulting fi'om the fire, that even small increases may be enough to contribute to increased

risk ofchannel changes. The model results themselves represent a certain amount of uncertainty and is dependant of

weather during and following the implementation. The output is best used only for comparison between alternatives. Refer

also to the “Tools Used in this Analysis" section for more discussion the limitations of the models.

Alternative A is may not be consistent with the Forest Plan because although it would not increase sediment yields in

the short-term, it does nothing to decrease sediment sources from roads or to improve conditions in 303d listed streams

where siltation is listed cause of impairment. (Forest Plan Standard located on p. II-25 ofthe Forest Plan)

Elsewhere in the Forest Plan, the forest-wide goal for soil and water resources is to ‘protect soil productivity,

water quality and quantity’ (p. II-3). Analysis suggests that some hydrologic units may not be consistent with

this goal because the estimated small increases in water and sediment yield may increase the risk of channel

changes slightly because ofcumulative efl'ects (fire as well as other past or foreseeable management activities).

The alternatives and the HUC’s ofconcern are identified below.

Alternative B, D is consistent except in the following HUCs where increases in sediment and water yield estimated by

to model to occur: Rye (0801 ), Little Sleeping Child (0704), Middle Sleeping Child —tributary above hot springs

(0703), Lower Sleeping Child —Blacktail Creek (0705), Burke —Mike Gulch (0805), Middle East Fork —Jennings Camp

and Guide Creeks (0503), Lower East Fork —Medicine Tree, Laird, Robbins Gulch (0506).

Alternatives C and G are consistent with the Forest Plan because they are projected to lead to better conditions in

streams (lower chronic sediment yields) throughout the project area without contributing to increases in water yield, no

matter how small.

Alternative E is consistent with the Forest Plan in all HUC’s except Lower East Fork because of the Medicine Tree

watershed (within 0506) and Little Sleeping Child (0703) and sediment and water yields estimated to occur as a result of

proposed activities.

In an eflbrt to reduce the risk fi'om water yield increases, and to meet the intent of the Forest Plan, Alternative F

eliminates green tree harvest in these watersheds where concerns were identified. Alternative F is consistent except in

the following HUC’s: Rye (0801), Little Sleeping Child (0704), and Lower East Fork —Medicine Tree (0506) where

cumulative efl’ects are a large enough that when considered in combination risk of channel changes are still high.
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Watershed Improvements: To reduce chronic sediment sources within the project area, watershed improvements (road

upgrades, graveling, treatment oferoding cut and fill slopes) are included in all action alternatives. Roads proposed for

maintenance or upgrading would be brought up to current standards using BMP standards for road construction and

reconstruction Short-term increases in sediment yields that would be associated with watershed improvements would also

occur, however recovery from the watershed improvements would occur and lead to lower sediment yields (reduced

chronic sediment sources) in the long term because ofa reduction of sediment sources. Short-term increases in these

watersheds associated with the watershed improvements would meet the intent ofthe Forest Plan because watershed

conditions would be improved in the long-term because ofreduction ofsediment sources.

Soil and Water Conservation Practices (BMP’s): The project was designed to limit water yields by limiting or excluding

green tree harvest, and to limit sediment yields by use of the applicable BMP’s, INFISH buffers, widening INFISH bufl‘ers

in some alternatives and application of additional mitigation. These also make the project consistent with the Bitterroot

National Forest Plan (1987) Management Standards for watershed. Some alternatives are consistent with the 1995 INFISH

amendment, see the Fisheries section for details. This consistency is achieved through a combination ofproject design,

mitigation measures, coordination with soils and fisheries, and BMPs protecting riparian areas and streamside management

zones. Since the Forest Plan Standards are, in part, based on Montana State laws and water quality standards, consistency

with these regulations is concurrently achieved

Snotel Site Protection: No Snotel sites are located within the treatment areas.

Municipal Watersheds: The Forest Plan refers to the Cow Creek Municipal Watershed, but actually, the Pinesdale

Municipal Watershed is located in Sheafman Creek. Activities in Sheafman Creek (all other areas as well) would have

applicable BMP’s used; INFISH standards would be applied and specific project mitigation as described in Chapter 2

applied. The Montana Water Quality Bureau will be notified.

Required Disclosures

Potential Conflicts with Plans and Policies of Other Jurisdictions

The application ofBMPs in all harvest and road reconstruction activities would meet the State ofMontana requirement for

maintenance ofbeneficial uses. Refer to additional discussion under the heading “Designated Beneficial Uses” above.

Mitigation beyond that required by BMPs (see Chapter 2, Soils, Watershed and Fisheries) provides for added protection.

Sediment, nutrients and other pollutants cause negative impacts to physical, biological and chemical attributes of

waterbodies. Studies do not provide guidance on how much sediment or nutrients is too much. Both sediment and

nutrients are natural watershed inputs and alter natural catastrophic events such as wildfires, the level ofthese inputs will be

elevated. The comparatively small amount of sedimentation resulting fi'om the proposed activities will be well within the

range ofnaturally occurring levels and is not expected to impact beneficial uses in most areas. Whether burned timber is

removed or not, the catastrophic water quality impacts such as occurred in Laird Creek, would be inevitable given a high

intensity rainstorm over a severely burned landscape. (PF-Watershed-4l)

Discussion with the State Department of Environmental Quality occurred during project planning to determine

requirements of implementation related to Water Quality Limited Stream Segments (WQLS). TMDL’s (total maximum

daily loads) will be developed for the Bitterroot Headwaters, (East and West Forks ofBitterroot) over the next two years.

The TMDL’s would be a restoration plan for improving watershed conditions in the East and West Forks and watershed

improvement would complement the development ofthe Tlvfl)L’s and would contribute significantly to restoration. Short

term increases that result in long-term decreases in sediment yields can be acceptable when other application direction is

followed (Forest Plan, INFISH, streamside management zone requirements (Steg, personal communication, 2/01). Short

term impacts to cold water fisheries would maintain beneficial uses as long as long-term populations were not jeopardized.

When this project was begun, the State of Montana 2000 303(d) list had not yet been approved by the EPA. In late March,

it was approved, so within this document there is reference to both the 1996 and the 2000 water quality limited listings.

Proposed activities would lead to an overall decrease in sediment yields.

Unavoidable Environmental Effects

There would be some short-term increases in sediment yield wherever activities disturbed the ground that would be offset

by reductions in sediment sources as vegetation recovered.
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Relationship Between Short-Term Use and Long-Term Productivity

In most watersheds, most activities would not cause effects more severe than those from the fire and their contribution to

them would be minor (refer to Land and Water WEPP and water yield estimates and PF-Watershed-41). In most

watersheds and treatment areas, the harvest may improve conditions by reducing soil erosion and sediment delivery by

increasing storage areas on the hillslope from logging slash; and by improving drainage from haul roads (Maloney and

Thornton, 1995) as well as the road improvements that are proposed in the various alternatives. The presence of smaller

diameter coarse woody debris would provide shade and as they decomposed, nutrients for newly established vegetation

Irreversible or irretrievable Commitment of Resources

Proposed harvest or watershed improvements would not result in irreversible or irretrievable commitment ofwater

resources. In some watersheds, the sediment produced by the activities would be offset by the beneficial effect ofincreased

slash on the ground and by the long-term decreases in sediment yields that result from road improvements.

The use and construction of landings and temporary roads would disturb soils and vegetation at those locations. These

areas would be altered from their present conditions and would take many years to recover. Soil profiles would be

disturbed to some extent. Slash and seed spread over the disturbed area would improve rehabilitation success.

Effects on Floodplains or Wetlands

No vegetation management activities are proposed in floodplains or wetlands, these areas have been flagged for exclusion

Watershed improvement would occur in floodplains or wetlands. Although there would be increases in sediment during the

culvert removal and some other roadwork, there would be a long-term decrease in sediment yield and improvement in

floodplains and streamside wetlands. Changes in wetlands, riparian areas and floodplains could occur from increases in

water and sediment yields following the fires. This has already happened in North Rye and Laird Creek.
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GEOLOGY AND SOILS

Regulatory Framework

Bitterroot Forest Plan

The Bitterroot Forest Plan (1987) sets standards pertaining to soil conservation practices. Forest-wide Resource Standards

related to soil protection are included on page 11-25 ofthe Forest Plan (items 7 and 8), and are as follows:

Plan and conduct land management activities so that:

(l) Reductions in soil productivity potential caused by detrimental compaction, displacement, puddling, and severe

burning are minimized; and

(2) Soil loss, accelerated surface erosion, and mass wasting caused by these activities will not result in unacceptable

reductions in soil productivity and water quality.

The Forest Plan includes specific Standards for soil protection for each Management Area (MA). This proposal includes

fuel reduction activities in four Management Areas including MAI, 2, 3a, and 3c. Applicable MA Standards are:

- Soil technical support will be provided for all management activities that involve soil disturbance such as timber

harvest, reading and mining, in areas where soils are identified as sensitive to management activities in the Forest

soils inventory. Recommended design or protection measures as needed to maintain soil productivity and stability,

and to soil erosion, surface disturbance, and stream sedimentation (Forest Plan pages Ill-6, III-l 2, III-l8,

and III-33).

- Site preparation methods will assure the retention of modest levels of organic matter, including woody materials 8

inches or less in diameter, to provide nutrient and ectomycorrhizal levels necessary for maintaining growth rates;

while still providing an adequate mineral base for seed germination and reduction of grass competition. On dry and

harsh sites, at least 10 to 15 tons per acre ofresidual debris is needed. Dozer pile size and control burning will be

limited to minimize the efl'ects of intense heat and ashes on regeneration success (Forest Plan pages III-6, 111-12,

111-19, and III-33).

Forest Service Manual Guidelines (FSM 2554)

The National Forest Management Act (NFMA) requires that lands be managed to ensure the maintenance of long-term soil

productivity, soil hydrologic fiinction, and ecosystem health. Soil quality is maintained when erosion, compaction,

displacement, rutting, burning, and loss oforganic matter are maintained within defined soil quality standards (FSM Rl

Supplement 2500-99-1).

FSM Rl Supplement 2500-99-1 states in 2554.3:

"Design new activities that do not create detrimental soil conditions on more than 15 percent of an activity area

(treatment unit). When operations are planned in areas that do not meet soil quality standards due to prior activities,

new activities should be planned to meet current standards. Detrimental conditions remaining from prior activities

should be ameliorated as part of the current activities where feasible, with the net result being an activity area that is

moving toward a net improvement in soil quality."

The most recent guidance is a Bitterroot NF Supplement (BNF Supplement No. 2550-01-1) that states:

"Per 2550 letter dated June 14, 2000, fi'om the Regional Forester, it was not the intent ofthe R1 Supplement to prohibit

entry or activities in previously harvested areas, even if those areas do not currently meet soil quality standards as

defined in the Supplement. The intent is to ensure that current harvest or other activities do not exceed soil quality

standards, while at the same time using the entry to implement restorative treatments, where feasible, that will move the

site toward an improved soil quality condition"

Montana State Guidelines

Best Management Practices (BMPs) are designed to prevent soil erosion and protect water quality, as well as help prevent

soil damage. Use ofBMPs is the foundation ofwater quality standards for the State ofMontana as documented in ARM

1620603. In a Memorandum ofUnderstanding (MOU) with the State ofMontana, the Forest Service has agreed to follow

BMPs (Montana DNRC, 2000). The Bitterroot NF has refined the state BMPs to be more specific to this area (PF,
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Watershed-l2). Many BMPs are applied directly as mitigations for this proposal. Implementation and effectiveness

monitoring for BMPs would be routinely conducted by contract administrators, and during other implementation and

annual monitoring events.

Executive Order 11990

Wetlands are protected under Executive Order 11990. This order directs federal agencies to "minimize the destruction, loss

or degradation of wetlands, and to preserve and enhance the natural and beneficial values ofwetlands...”

Analysis Area

The analysis area for soils encompasses all lands within the boundaries ofthe four Geographic Areas. This area is also the

analysis area for cumulative soils effects. Literally, and figuratively, soil will bear the “footprint" of the action performed

on it. Soils outside this area will not be directly or indirectly affected by this proposal.

Analysis Methods

Indicators of efl‘ects to long-term soil productivity are:

. Detrirnental soil compaction and displacement — The potential for soil compaction and displacement is evaluated

based on the logging method and its potential for disturbance. Changes in soil condition produced by temporary

road construction and road ripping/obliteration are also considered.

0 Acres ofEffective Ground Cover (EGC)- The potential for reducing soil erosion is evaluated based on the area of

EGC that would be created by leaving and spreading fine woody debris (i.e., slash).

0 Excessive fuel loading- The risk of severe damage to soils fiom future fires is evaluated based on the acres that

would no longer have excessive fire] loadings following firel reduction treatments.

Six sources of data were used for analyzing effects on the soil resource:

0 Pre-fire soils data mapped and described in the Bitterroot NF Landtype Inventory. The Landtype Inventory was

used to identify soil concerns for the individual proposed units, e.g., landslide prone areas, areas of steep slopes and

erosive soils, and/or soil types that are sensitive to compaction or displacement.

- Information compiled and reported in the BAER report for the Post-Fire Assessment (including maps ofburn

severity). Burn severity maps were used to locate areas ofhigh, moderate, and low burn severity; important

because high and moderately burned soil conditions reflect increased sensitivity to erosion and compaction.

- Timber Stand Management Record System (TSMRS). The TSMRS was used to identify units that have had a

cumulative effect ofpast logging with ground~based equipment.

0 Tables and maps ofproposed treatment areas and method oftreatment.

0 Pertinent scientific publications, local knowledge, and professional judgment. Scientific research was used to

develop habitat specific requirements for the amount oforganic material to leave for nutrient cycling.

o Effects on soils are closely interconnected with effects to streams. The potential for surface soil erosion is

addressed in the Watershed section of this FEIS.

Field data collected by resource specialists during summer 2001 was used to supplement and verify the TSMRS database

and other information.

Existing Condition

Geology

The lands that burned outside of wilderness on the Bitterroot NF during the 2000 fires are located in the Bitterroot Lobe of

the Idaho Batholith The Idaho Batholith is a large plutonic body that dominates much ofthe State ofIdaho and forms the

Bitterroot Mountain Range on the west side of the Bitterroot Valley. A portion ofthe batholith extends east of the

Bitterroot River. Two-thirds ofthe burned acreage is underlain by the granites and gneisses associated with the Idaho

Batholith. The balance is underlain by Belt Series metamorphosed quartzite rock. There are also areas of volcanic rocks

and much older tertiary-aged alluvial deposits, but these are ofminor extent.

Landform features characterizing this portion ofthe Bitterroot NF reflect the uplifting and faulting ofmountain forming

processes. Glacial action and fluvial processes have further modified the landscape. Surface and mass erosion are also

natural influences on the landscape.

—_—-_—_——_-___————_—_
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Parent Material and Soils

The soils within the four Geographic Areas have formed in materials derived fiom three dominant lithologies,

granite/gneiss, metamorphic rock, and volcanics. Stream deposits or alluvium in the major valley bottoms are composed of

mixed rock sources. The alluvium in stream bottoms of the smaller drainages is composed of the lithology occurring within

that drainage. Areas of finer-textured soils with higher clay content developed in ancient tertiary-aged deposits. These

areas occur as benches at the lower elevations and can be interspersed with old stream terraces.

Soils common to proposed fuel reduction areas are described in the Bitterroot NF Landtype Inventory (McBride, PF Soils

l7). Mapping for this inventory reflects landform, vegetative groupings (habitat type groups), and soil-parent material

associations. Soils were mapped to an Order III level that delineates soil—family associations. A majority of soils in the

project area have been classified in the Soil Order oflnceptisol; and to a lesser degree, Alfisols, Entisols, and Mollisols

occur. Soil horizons ofInceptisols are thought to form quickly and result mostly from the alteration ofparent materials.

Profile development of Inceptisols is more advanced than the Entisol order, but less so than the other orders (Brady, 1990).

Soils common to the project area have developed from residual or colluvial, granitic parent materials. Other areas have

developed soil from glacial till with granitic and metasedirnentary rocks, and from overlying volcanic ash deposits.

Weathering ofparent materials and soil development are relatively slow due to cold temperatures and relatively low

moisture indicative ofhigher elevations in the upper Bitterroot Valley.

Project area soils are largely Cryochrepts and Ustochrepts that are Inceptisols with soil temperature and moisture

descriptors. Soils with appreciable volcanic ash as parent material have been classified as Andie Cryochrepts in the

Landtype Inventory. Soil temperature regimes common to the project area include mesic, frigid, and cryic. Mesic soil

temperature typically reflects lower elevations associated with ponderosa pine habitats, as well as south aspects. Frigid and

cryic temperature regimes reflect higher elevation Douglas fir and lodgepole pine habitats, as well as north aspects. Soil

moisture regimes typical ofthe project area include xeric, ustic, and udic, and are controlled mostly by elevation. Xeric

regimes are found mostly in the lower elevation, ponderosa pine habitats. Ustic soil moisture regimes, that reflect

intermittent wet/dry summer conditions, occur more in the Douglas fir habitats at mid-elevations. Udic soil moisture

regimes occur more ofien in subalpine fir and lodgepole pine habitats at higher elevations.

Granite and Gneiss

Two-thirds of the project area occurs in highly weathered, coarse-grained, granitic parent materials. Soils formed in this

“grussic” material are the most infertile soils on the Forest. They have a coarse, sandy texture and very low water-holding

capacity. Natural rates of erosion are high in these coarse-grained soils, and there is potential for accelerating erosion fi'om

management practices. The coarse-grained soils are intermingled with those formed fi'om slightly finer-grained granitic

and associated gneiss bedrock These finer-grained soils have slightly higher water-holding capacity and stability than the

coarser granitics, but fertility is still relatively low. The coarse fi'agment content of the two granitic soils varies, but

generally, rocks in the finer-grained soils tend to be more angular. Soil depth to bedrock is also highly variable, ranging

from less than 1 foot to several feet. Because the coarse and fine-grained sandy loam soils are intermingled, it is difiicult to

predict which one dominates a given part of the landscape.

Soils formed from highly weathered granitic (grus) and gneiss parent material in the project area are commonly classified

as Dystric Cryochrepts and Epic Ustochrets, sandy-skeletal, mixed. These soils occur on steep and moderately steep

mountain slopes, dissected mountain slopes, and breaklands. Typical textures include gravelly sandy loam, sandy loam,

and loamy sand. In forested areas, these soils usually have a l to 3 inch 0 horizon, and a thin A horizon of l to 3 inches.

They are light brown/tan in color, have a granular structure, very fi'iable, and are non-sticky and non-plastic.

Metamorphosed Rocks

Metarnorphosed Belt Series rocks, including argillite and quartzite, underlie the other one-third of the analysis area. The

soils weathered fi’om Belt rock have higher fertility and water-holding capacity than the granitic soils. They also are not as

erosive as the granitic soils, and the potential for accelerating erosion fi'om management practices is lower.

Project area soils derived from metamorphic rock are commonly classified as Dystric Cryochrepts and Typic Ustochrets,

loamy-skeletal, mixed. They occur on steep and moderately steep mountain slopes, dissected mountain slopes, mountain

uplands and ridges, and breaklands. Soil texture ranges include cobbly loam, gravelly sandy loam, to sandy loam. An E

(eluvial) horizon often occurs at the surface rather than a developed A horizon. They are usually light brown/yellowish

brown in color, with granular and subangular blocky structures, and are non-sticky and non-plastic.

#
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Volcanic Intrusions

Volcanic intrusions ofrhyolite occur within the analysis area, however, the intrusions are ofminor extent. Soils weathered

fi‘om the volcanics are highly variable in texture, coarse fragment content, and depth to bedrock. Other properties such as

water-holding capacity, natural fertility and erosion hazard are also variable.

Soils developed on rhyolitic intrusions tend to be slightly finer textured compared to the granitics, and may have a slight

increase in clay content. These soils are usually classified as Cryochrepts and Ustochrepts and range in texture from sandy

loams to loams.

Volcanic Ash

Some ofthe soils on the Forest contain volcanic ash that was wind-carried from past volcanic eruptions in the Cascade

Range. This ash is the single most important feature enhancing productivity and watershed fimction in forest soils.

Volcanic ash surface layers ofl’er a superior growth medium compared to soils formed in native parent materials, and they

have a higher water-holding capacity and proportion of air space. These soils retain plant available water longer compared

to soils without the ash component. Soils with the highest content of volcanic ash often exhibit a reddish-colored surface

horizon and occur at high elevation on northerly aspects. Volcanic ash mixed with other parent materials also occurs on the

other aspects at lower elevations.

Soils that include volcanic ash as a significant component ofthe parent material in the project area are typically classified

as Andie Cryochrepts loamy-skeletal, mixed. These soils often occur on steep and moderately steep mountain slopes,

mountain uplands and ridges, and stream headlands. Textures include loams, silt loams, and sandy loams. These soils may

or may not have an A horizon, and often have 0 and E horizons at the surfiice. Color usually ranges fi'om brown/dark

brown to olive or yellowish brown. Structure typically ranges from granular to subangular blocky. Volcanic ash thickness

is reported to range from 7 to 14 inches.

Landtypes

The interrelationships and influences of geomorphic processes, varying lithology (rock types), and climatic processes on

soil and vegetation can be further refined for project level planning and mapped into units called Landtypes (McBride, PF

Soils-l7). Typical landtypes include stream breaklands, dissected mountain slopes; moderately steep mountain slopes, and

ridgetops. Each landtype has a descriptor code (map unit description, MUD) that categorizes the unit by landform, rock

type, vegetative habitat types, and soil characteristics. The landtypes are interpreted for resource management implications

including hazards, suitability, and productivity potential. They provide the basis for planning at the project level and will

be the basis for analyzing the soil resource for this analysis.

Wetlands

Wetlands exist as a continuum between aquatic and terrestrial habitats and are among the most biologically diverse

ecosystems. Wetlands are classified according to the publication, Classification ofWetlands and Deepwater Habitats of the

United States (Cowardin et al., 1979).

Wetlands within the burn area were delineated using a combination of 1979 infi'ared aerial photos, 1998 aerial photos taken

before the fires, aerial photos taken shortly afler the fires, and GIS maps of the burned area. They have been mapped on

Mylar overlays at the scale of l:24,000 and flagged in the field (PF, Maps 90-110).

Wetlands in the project area are, for the most part, a function of topography, slope, aspect, and elevation. Increased

frequencies are noted at mid to upper elevations, on slopes with north and east aspects, and in relatively low gradient valley

bottoms. In lower, drier terrain, of southern and western aspects, wetlands exist primarily as intermittent, riverine habitats.

The Piquett, Slate, and Overwhich drainages contain the highest acreage ofwetlands in the analysis area, followed by the

Blue Joint, CoaL West, and Chicken Creek drainages. In general, wetlands are less common in the East Fork and

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Areas.

Disturbances

Natural and human-related disturbances have influenced the soils in the analysis area. Natural disturbances of the soil

include glacial activity, floods, mass erosion, drought, insects, plant disease, and wildland fires. These disturbances are

directly or indirectly related to short and long-term local and global climatic conditions or changes such as temperature

differentials, fi'eezing/thawing, precipitation (amount, intensity, form), and wind. Natural disturbances can alter long-term
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soil conditions. Wildland fires, including the 2000 fires, have been the most influential, widespread, and reoccurring

natural disturbance events affecting the soils in the analysis area.

Human disturbance ofthe soil has occurred in the analysis area to some degree for possibly hundreds ofyears (e. g., burning

by early Native Americans). The extent and degree ofhuman disturbance, however, has been most pronounced in more

recent times. These disturbances include such activities as road construction, grazing, mining, timber harvest, prescribed

fire, fire suppression, and recreational activities. Human disturbances have afi‘ected long-term soil productivity and altered

soil properties by committing areas to specific uses (e.g., roads), or disturbing the soil by compaction, displacement,

mixing, and/or accelerating erosion. Due to the loss ofa portion, or all of the protective duff layer in most burned areas,

soils will generally be more susceptible to impacts from compaction and displacement.

Past Timber Harvesting

In some areas, past timber harvesting has resulted in detrimental soil conditions in terms ofcompaction and displacement.

Historical information on past timber management activities is compiled in the Timber Stand Management Record System

(TSMRS). The TSMRS database is a compilation of field records, air photo interpretation, and other project information

dating back to the l960’s. It is considered to be about 95% accurate from 1970 to present (Comelisse, PF Soils-23).

TSMRS includes site-specific information on past harvested areas and the harvest methods. Based on soil recovery rates

reported by Froehlich et al. (1983) and (1985) fi'om studies conducted in central Idaho, adverse soil conditions created prior

to 1960 (pre-TSMRS) were considered mostly recovered.

In conjunction with the TSMRS database, annual monitoring reports were reviewed and a field-based soil inventory was

conducted in proposed fuel reduction units to assess existing conditions. Previous monitoring reports suggest that some

units that were tractor harvested/piled prior to 1980, exhibit detrimental soil compaction estimated to cover 30 to 60 percent

of the unit. However, few if any of these areas are within this proposal, and those that are, are not proposed for fuels

reduction with mechanized treatment that would have an effect on soils.

To provide additional information to assess existing conditions, a field-based inventory of soil resource condition in

proposed fuel reduction units was conducted in summer 2001. The inventory focused on units with prior ground-based

harvest activity using an established methodology (Howes, 2000) recommended by the Regional soil scientist. A unit

selection process was developed and the inventory was completed on 28 proposed units covering 1877 acres. Relative to

Alternative B, D, and F, the number of inventoried units represents a sample size of about 20-25% ofunits proposed for

tractor harvest. Data collected in the inventory suggest that about 8% ofproposed fuel reduction units prescribed for tractor

harvest currently have detrimental soil conditions that exceed Soil Quality Standards. Typically, main skid trails in the

inventoried areas were still evident, while most dispersed skid trails are revegetated by natural processes and are moving

towards restored soil conditions. The inventory report is available in the Project File (PF, Soils-22).

The following table provides an acre summary ofpast logging for each Geographic Area and alternative. Many of these

previously logged areas are currently proposed for treatment. This information was queried from the TSMRS database

(Fears, PF Soils-l2). Only those units that were logged in the past using methods with greater impact to soil productivity,

such as tractor logging and dozer piling, were considered. Maps showing areas of past ground-based logging are found in

the Project File (PF, Maps 148-149).

Table 3-42 - Summary of Acres of Past Logging With Ground-Based (GB) Equipment

Geo = hic Area Treatment GB Past Treatment

Data from this table suggests that a relatively small amount ofthe Geographic Areas has had past logging with ground

based equipment. These results can probably be attributed to the steepness of the landscape, which is more conducive to

skyline logging methods.

  

Grazing

Sixteen grazing allotments were burned to some degree during the wildfires of 2000. Shortly after the wildfires, a post-fire

field evaluation by the Forest Rangeland Specialist was conducted to determine burn extent and severity in the affected
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allotments. Severely burned soils lack the surface protection provided by vegetation and duff, and are more susceptible to

compaction and displacement. Plant cover may also have been stressed by drought prior to wildfires. See the Range

section for more information.

Implications of Fire

Burn Severity

Burn severity is often confused with burn intensity. Burn severity describes the fire-caused damage to the soil, while burn

intensity describes the nature of a fire in terms of its rate of energy release (DeBano, 1988). These are physical descriptions

ofthe fires, rather than ecological effects. Data collected by Burn Area Emergency Rehabilitation (BAER) teams alter the

fires of2000 suggest that burn severity varied widely across the landscape (Maps 3-1 through 3-4 in the map envelope).

Burn severity mapping provides a generalized view ofpost-fire soil conditions. The severity ratings are based on the

following standards (BAER Handbook, FSH 2509.13):

- High severity — More than 40 percent ofthe area exhibits soil features likely to significantly increase runoff and

erosion (e.g., absence of duff layer, hydrophobic soils, soil discoloration).

- Moderate severity — Less than 40 percent of the area exhibits high severity indicators. Dufl“ layers may be absent or

mostly absent.

0 Low severity — Duff layers are burned but intact. Unbumed areas are intermingled with lightly burned areas.

Although all types of fire behavior occurred in 2000, a surface fire with deep flame Boats and considerable soil heating was

the norm. A combination of surface fire, topography that holds heat longer, and accumulations oforganic material on the

forest floor were factors that created large areas ofmoderate and high severity burn, which collectively, are considered

areas of"severe” soil efl'ects. Maps 3-1 through 34 show the spatial distribution ofhigh, moderate, and severe fire

severity. Table 3-43 shows the percentage ofeach Geographic Area that burned, and the percentage of the burn by severity.

Table 3-43 - Burn Severity by Geographic Area and within the Burned Area
  

. High Severity Burn Moderate Severity Burn Low Severity Burn Mod/Severe

Geo ra he
in: % GEO - % burned % GEO - % burned % GEO - % burned Soil Effects

area area area area area area % burned area

The data presented in Table 3-43 indicates that the East Fork Geographic Area sufl'ered the largest percentage of severe soil

efi'ects (moderate and high severity burns).

Hydrophobicity

Water repellency (i.e., hydrophobicity) occurs when an intermediate range of soils temperatures vaporizes organic

substances. The phenomena are most severe in dry, coarse textured (sandy) soils that are heated to 349 to 399° F (Clark,

1994). Organic vapors move downward in the soil and condense on cooler soil particles below the surface. This

condensation forms a waxy, water-repellent layer in the soil. Based on local knowledge, water repellency usually lasts no

longer than one or two years on the Bitterroot NF (Ford, PF Soils-l5). Monitoring information from the Foothills Fire on

the Boise NF revealed that 72 percent ofburned soils were water-repellent for the first year following the fire, 43 percent

were water-repellent the second year, and 22 percent the third year. They also found that water-repellent soils were highly

variable across the slopes (Clayton, PF Soils-9).

In general, hydrophobicity following the Bitterroot 2000 fires was also variable. The Valley Complex BAER report

indicated that 40 to 50 percent of the moderate and severely burned soils were water repellent (USDA, 2000m). However,

BAER testing also indicated that 39 percent of the unburned soils were naturally water repellent to some degree. The latter

finding was probably due to the extremely dry soils underneath the top layer of dufi~ (Natherius, PF Soils-l7). Clark (1994)

states that hydrophobicity is also a natural soil condition that may have everything to do with the surface vegetation (e. g.,

chaparral species in California) and nothing to do with the severity of the fire. Water content ofthe soil also influences the

formation of water-repellent layers (Hungerford et al., 1991).

#
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Nutrient Cycling

Organic Matter

The dufi layer contributes to the development of organic matter content within the soil. The organic matter content on

Bitterroot NF soils is generally thin, limiting the fertility of the soil. It averages 3 to 5 percent in the top 2 to 6 inches of the

soil Dufilayers at the surface range fi'om l to 3 inches in thickness. In the areas burned at moderate and high severity, the

entire dufi' layer was consumed. Observations from other fires indicate that severe heating can reduce soil organic matter to

less than one percent (Post-Fire Assessment, 2000).

Fire can alter the amount of organic matter and mineral nutrients in the soil just as it affects the composition ofdufland

slash layers. A redistribution of organic material from the forest floor or slash layers into the mineral soil may occur with

light to moderate burning. In the first year after fire, a flush ofnitrogen is available to germinating and re~sprouting plants

in areas of low and moderate burn severity. In high-severity areas, large amounts of nitrogen and phosphorous are typically

volatilized. Because many stands are nitrogen limited, reduced mineralization can limit productivity (Hungerford et al.,

1991). Ifbums consume all of the forest floor debris and much ofthe soil organic matter, it follows that mineralization

potential can be greatly reduced. In the high severity burn areas, a complete shifi in the ratio of carbon, potassium, and

calcium versus nitrogen and phosphorous occurs, causing a complete shift in plants supported by the soils. Grasses and

other plants that convert nitrogen from less available forms tend to favor sites where this conversion occurs. These efi'ects

account for the natural succession that occurs on the landscape following fire.

Microorganisms

Soil microorganisms serve as the interface between plants and the mineral soil. Microbes enhance plant uptake of nutrients

and water in droughty, infertile soils, help protect plants against pathogens, provide tolerance to heavy metals, help improve

resistance to drought, contribute to soil structure stability, and keep nutrients from leaching from the soil. Soil temperatures

increased above lethal levels under heavy fuels, probably kills both microbes and roots (Covington and Sackett, 1988).

Microorganisms tie up much ofthe remaining nitrogen in order to survive, meaning less is available for recovering plants

and the more vulnerable microbe species.

Mychorrizae firngi absorb moisture and nutrients and translocate them to their host plants. Soil, wood, humus, and the

upper layers of mineral soil that are rich in organic matter are the primary substrate for the development ofectomychorrizal

activity. Mychoriizae are a critical component ofhealthy soils and are ofsome concern alter fires, particularly on high

severity burned lands. According to Amaranthus (PF Timber/Silv-22), the majority ofthe mychorrizae will recover in 2-3

years following a severe burn.

Woody Debris

in moderate and especially high severity bum areas, a significant portion (80-90 percent) ofthe fine and coarse woody

debris (CWD - greater than 3 inches in diameter) on the ground was consumed by the fire. A large portion of the fine and

coarse material in the canopy was also consumed. Prior to the fire, this organic material provided the nutrient recruitment

base for maintaining long-term productivity. Additional organic matter was added seasonally from herbaceous plants,

needle cast, branches, and holes ofdead woody plants that fell to the ground. In all burned areas, the standing burned trees,

snags, and regenerating understory will continue to provide recruitment of organic material in the long-term. In the short

term, recruitment oforganic material to the soil will be limited in severely burned areas, particularly the coarse woody

debris, as the majority of snags will not fall to the ground for 20 years or more as the support roots and holes decay (Lyon,

1977). Graham et al. (1994) states that historically wildfires left large amounts ofCWD, and had observed up to 45 tons/ac

in poor (lower productivity) sites and up to 268 tons/acre in good sites.

In the long-term, the accumulation and decomposition ofrepresentative sizes ofwoody debris is necessary to maintain site

productivity. Because the fire consumed much of the organic material in the moderate and high severity areas, there is

potential for reduced plant growth until new leaves, wood, needles, etc. are produced, fall to the ground, decay, and are

reincorporated into the soil This process takes decades, and potentially longer in some ofthe less productive areas. The

fires removed coarse woody debris at difl’erent levels of decomposition. The different decomposition levels of coarse

woody debris provide for a slow, continual release ofnutrients. The larger logs also serve as reserves for microbe species

by retaining moisture, and provide favorable microsites (e.g., shade and moisture) for the growth ofnew trees and shrubs

(Graham et al., 1994).

#
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The loss of fine and coarse woody debris from the ground also results in reduction ofrnicrosites critical for moisture

retention, insulation fi'om heat on high-energy slopes, and the retention of soil heat on “col ” sites. Microsites are very

important to seedling survival and vigor, and the general productivity ofthe area. While all available shade is important,

silviculturists have found that stationary shade created by slash is more efi’ective in shading seedlings than the standing,

“moving” shade created by fire-killed snags (Scott and Erickson, PF Soils-20).

Fuel Loading

Reoccurrence of fire in these areas may be beneficial if it is within the historic cycle of fire for that ecosystem. When dead

branches and trees fall, they become part ofthe fuel loading and create horizontal fuel continuity. In areas of excessive

post-fire woody material accumulation (greater than 50 tons/acre), a “rebum” could further impact the soil resource if the

fire was ofhigh severity (Brown and Reinhardt, 2001), and could consume the balance ofthe organic material resulting in a

shortage ofwoody material to again add to the nutrient base. For example, areas burned in 1910 and then re-burned in

1919 reflect a lower productivity than adjacent stands that were not re-burned (Brown and Davis, 1973). However, there is

little or no data with which to evaluate the likelihood of a rebum

In other areas where fire has a fi'equent natural recurrence interval, such as warm, dry ponderosa pine forests, it may be

advantageous to periodically burn the area to avoid excess fuel loadings and the potential for an abnormally severe fire.

Low severity burns improve organic matter levels on dry sites (VRU2). With severe fires on dry sites, there may actually

be a short-term increase in organic matter because the fire drives organic distillates into the mineral soil. Within a few

years, volatilization and decomposition cause this increase to be short-term. The loss of the dufl‘ layer is the biggest

concern in VRU2 areas. High surface fire intensity can easily kill overstory trees in a system where continuous forest cover

was the norm. This is probably the biggest rebum threat (Brown, PF, Soils-l8).

Surface Erosion

As noted by Beschta et al. (1995), soils are particularly vulnerable in a burned landscape. Post-bum soil conditions may

vary depending upon fire severity, steepness of slopes, inherent erodibility, and other factors. There will be areas of soil

erosion within the burned area that will persist until the sites revegetate and/or there is suflicient accumulation oforganic

material on the surface. This was verified by BAER teams in the field who observed that soil erosion tended to be localized

and associated with water-repellent soils, runoff from impenetrable surfaces (e.g., roads, compacted areas, and bedrock

outcrops), steep slopes, and over-steepened road fills.

In moderate and high burn severity areas, removal of organic material has exposed the SUl’fiiCC to the energy ofraindrop

impacts, wind, and dry ravel. These erosional forces can readily displace bare soil. In low burn severity areas, erosion

rates are likely to increase only slightly over pre-fire rates because ofprotection of the soil surface by organic material and

vegetative canopy.

Soils formed in granite and gneiss parent materials have a higher incidence oferosion compared to soils formed in other

parent materials. There is evidence that intact dufl' layers, intermixed burned and unburned areas, and needle fall where

burn severity was light to moderate, will adequately protect sites from widespread, excessive erosion. Where fire has

consumed the vegetation and duff layer, there is a higher risk for slope failures and debris flows in steep draws during rain

on-snow runoffevents or localized thunderstorms with high intensity rainfall.

The erosion hazard persists until burned sites revegetate, and duff and woody material accumulates on the surface. Where

seeds and roots survived the fire and/or soil heating, typical of low and moderate burn severity areas, vegetative cover will

quickly re-establish As observed by the BAER teams, sprouting from roots can occur within weeks following the fire.

Seed germination begins the spring following the fire. Pinegrass (Calamagrostic rubescens), which rarely produces seed,

has been observed in widespread burned areas with an abundance ofmature seed heads.

The Post-Fire Assessment (page 4.2-15) identified landtypes with inherent instabilities, such as breaklands, convergent

stream headlands, and glacial troughs. High precipitation events can also trigger landslides on sparsely vegetated, south

facing slopes. Maps showing these areas are inchided in the Project File (Maps 145 and 146). Areas though to have the

most potential for causing hazardous conditions to people and property were treated by BAER efi‘orts during autumn, 2000.

WEPP (Watershed Erosion Prediction Project) models were used to estimate potential soil erosion following the 2000 fires.

The landtypes were considered in selecting the appropriate coeficients for calculating the sediment delivery. WEPP is also

being utilized for this FEIS.

#
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The most common type of surfiice erosion following fire is rill erosion, especially in high intensity burn areas. Rill erosion

occurs when water flows overland during and immediately after heavy rains or during the melting of snow. The rilling, if

excessive, can contribute to gullying and debris flows. This type of erosion event occurred along the East Fork of the

Bitterroot River near Sula following an intense September 2000 thunderstorm, and again in July 2001 in nearby tributaries.

Several drainages experienced debris flows following intense rainstorrns in late July of 2001 and significant damage

occurred downstream. Several drainages including Laird Creek, Gilbert Creek, North Fork Rye, Sleeping Child, Camp

Creek, and additional draws along the East Fork experienced significant debris flows. The Boise NF documented similar

happenings in their monitoring report (Maloney and Thornton, 1995). They predict that debris flow events will continue to

happen for 3 to 10 years with as little as l/2 inch ofrain in 1 hour. The amount of rain they describe is similar to what the

Bitterroot received.

A predicted post-fire invasion of spotted knapweed and other weeds may efl‘ect soil erosion as well. Spotted knapweed,

which is expected to out-compete recovering native vegetation in many areas, does not provide good protection from soil

erosion because it does not have a fibrous root system (Schroeder, PF Soils-l I).

To provide additional information to assess existing conditions, a field-based inventory of soil resource conditions in

proposed fuel reduction units was conducted in the summer of2001. The inventory covered over 1,800 acres and provides

an overview of typical soil impacts in past ground-based timber harvest areas.

Mass Movement

Fire can have a pronounced efl'ect on slope stability. The potential for mass movement can increase on slopes that are

ah'eady prone to landslides when there is high vegetation mortality, particularly trees. Tree mortality reduces evaporation,

alters soil moisture regimes, and reduces moisture interception by the canopy. The shear strength ofroots reduces over

time as they decay. Roots provide important structural reinforcement and buttressing on slopes. The roots of live trees tend

to remove moisture in the contact zone between the soil and the underlying fractured and weathered bedrock. When the

roots of fire-killed trees no longer remove moisture, the risk of slides along the soil-bedrock contact zone increases.

Slides associated with slippage along the soil-bedrock contact zone are called “shallow mass failures”. Shallow mass

failures can be small and rapid or slow slides that move soil, organic debris, and rock en masse down a slope. The potential

for shallow mass failures is believed to increase for up to approximately 10 years, during the period when dead roots decay

and before the roots ofnew vegetation become fully established. Soil strength is reduced more when conifers are killed

because they do not re-sprout and maintain a viable root system, as do many hardwoods and shrub species. These types of

failures are relatively unusual occurrences on the Bitterroot NF.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

The numbers presented in the following tables represent the information included in Table 2-11 in Chapter 2 of this

document. Some variability in numbers may occur due to slightly difi'ering application techniques used under each

discipline.

Alternative A

Under this alternative, recovery would happen naturally, without treatment over the course of time.

Soil Productivity

As stated in Graham et al. (1994), Rocky Mountain wildfires sometimes left large amounts ofCWD historically. Forested

ecosystems evolve with a continual flux of CWD. In some forest ecosystems, CWD can persist for hundreds of years

(500); in other ecosystems its life span is rather short (60) years. Maintaining long-term soil productivity requires the

presence of soil organic matter and fire intervals reminiscent ofthe natural fire regime (Brown and Reinhardt, 2001). A

second fire following the first in a few years or even a decade or two is much more damaging. With more open and

consequently drier conditions and an abundance of fire-killed timber, the summer fire hazard is usually higher than before

the first fire. If a second fire occurs in such a situation, it is hotter than the first and will ordinarily kill all young growth

that started afier the burn as well as the seed trees from which the new growth came. It also consumes all organic material

down to bare mineral soil (Brown and Davis, 1973). While the probability of a rebum is small on any one site, it is high

over a large area such as a ranger district (Brown and Reinhardt, 2001).

__I_—_—-__———__—_
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Nutrient Cycling

In mgh severity burn areas, the nutrient cycle would firlly recover within 150 to 200 years after trees have become

established, matured, and died (Harvey et al., 1979). In moderate severity burn areas, the nutrient cycle would recover fully

in 15 to 80 years. Needles fi'om the dead trees not consumed in the fire would fill to the ground to begin building the litter

and dufi" layers. Whole trees would begin to decay and fill. CWD would continue to decay. In In»! severity burn areas, the

nutrient cycle has not been moved out of a natural operating range and would continue to function.

If all of the dead trees were to remain on site, they would eventually fill to the forest floor, with the majority filling within

20 to 30 years (Lyon, 1977). The amount ofCWD would exceed the optimal amounts present in VRU 2 and VRU 3

ecosystems (Brown and Reinhardt, 2001). This would not necessarily increase the amount ofnutrients available in the soil.

Although fire releases these nutrients to the soil, if one were to occur where fuels were over 50 tons per acre, most of the

organic matter would be volatized due to the high severity ofthe fire (Brown PF, Soil-l8).

Erosion

Soil would continue to erode at accelerated levels until adequate ground cover returns, downfall is in contact with the soil

surface, or new vegetation grows. Fully replacing soils washed from hillslopes may take hundreds of years. This is

especially true in the high severity burn areas. Moderate severity burn areas would have adequate EGC in about 3 to 10

years. The low severity burn areas have minimal increases to on-site soil erosion and have retained the EGC.

Where water-repellent soils have formed, surfice erosion would continue at accelerated rates. Water-repellent layers would

persist for two to three years in most instances.

Roads would continue their present trend of soil erosion. This would vary depending upon adjacent burn severity. Rates of

soil erosion would gradually decrease as vegetation became established on the adjacent slopes. Roads that have poor

drainage conditions would continue to erode at higher rates in the event ofhigh runofi‘events.

Soil Compaction and Displacement

No soil disturbance caused by harvesting activities would occur. There would be no increase in compaction or

displacement in any ofthe burn areas. Natural processes would slowly remove any compaction that does exist.

There would be no change in soil resource commitment. However, due to the potentially high soil erosion rates on the high

severity burned areas, and some of the large areas of moderate severity burn, soil productivity would be reduced more than

50 years (Page-Dumroese et al., 2000). On the other hand, where soil has deposited in alluvial fins and depressions,

increased productivity will occur.

Alternative C

The alternative responds specifically to watershed issues and reforestation. There would be 162 miles of road rehabilitation

and 36,259 acres of tree planting. There would be no fuel reduction. Efliects would largely be the same as Alternative A.

Soil Productivity

In planted areas, soil productivity would increase due to additional material (needles, small twigs) on the site to contribute

dufi' layer and organic matter build-up. Since no firels would be removed, there would be more than adequate CWD for

long-term site productivity. The effects of a rebum would be similar to those described in Alternative A.

o The 162 miles ofrehabilitated roads includes about 74 miles ofroad put into storage and 88 miles ofroad

decommissioned. The decommissioned roads would return 128 acres to productive soils in the long-term. 74 miles

would have natural drainage restored and would be put in a self maintaining state and stored for future use.

0 There would be no change in soil resource commitment fiom the addition of roads or landings.

Nutrient Cycling

The increased fuel load fi'om fire-killed trees and firture wildland fire scenarios is described in Chapter 3 Fire and Fuels

section, which addresses the probability of a second high severity wildland fire. The greatest threat that a future wildfire

would have on this area is the potential for another loss of the dufl' layer and soil organic matter. These effects are the same

as stated in Alternative A.

In planted areas, needles and small twigs would fill to the ground, along with material from the fire-killed trees, to begin

building litter and dufi layers. Planting would occur on 36,259 acres.
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Erosion

Soil would continue to erode at accelerated levels until adequate cover fi'om the dead vegetation falls and is in contact with

the soil surface, or new vegetation grows. Planted trees would provide new vegetation and help prevent soil erosion. This

is especially true in the high severity bum areas. Effective ground cover (EGC) would be less in this alternative than in

Alternatives B and D due to no input of tops and branches lefi during fuel removal. The low severity burn areas have

minimal increases to on-site soil erosion and have retained the EGC.

Due to the potentially high soil erosion rates on the high severity burned areas, and some of the large areas of moderate

severity burn areas, an irreversible loss of soil productivity would reduce the productive potential of these lands for more

than 50 years (Page-Dumroese et al., 2000).

Rehabilitating 162 miles of roads would reduce the present trend of soil erosion from roads.

Soil Compaction and Displacement

There would be no increase in compaction or displacement in any of the burn areas. Natural recovery processes of

fieeze/thaw and penetration by roots, animals, insects, and worms would slowly remove existing compaction.

Table 3-44 - Alternative C Soils Summary Table

-I

..

Alternatives B, D, E, F and G

  

 

Alternatives B, D, E, F, and G contain various levels of fuel reduction treatments. Table 3-45 summarizes the acres of fuel

reduction treatments by yarding system Numbers in this table may vary slightly from tables presented later in this chapter

due to spreadsheet variation between harvest methods and geographic areas.

Table 3-45 - Net Acres of Fuel Reduction Treatment by Logging System and Alternative
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‘ Winter conditions only for skyline in Alternative E.

" Mechanized fuel reduction for research purposes.
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Alternatives B, D, E and F would reduce fuels to levels that more closely resemble historic conditions as discussed in

Forested Plant Communities section. The focus of fuel reduction would be warm, dry ponderosa pine stands (VRU 2) and

cool, dry Douglas-fir stands (VRU 3). The amount ofmaterial removed will depend on the tons/acre of existing fuel, the

amount of fiiel to be left after fuel treatment, and the desired fuel condition for that VRU (Table l-3 in Chapter 1).

Alternative G would reduce fuels using mechanized methods in one area designated for research purposes. In addition,

Alternative G would inchide manual fuel reduction on about 9,000 acres using place/bum and fell/buck/pile/burn methods.

Site Productivity

Site productivity changes from harvest activity can be long-term or temporary. Forest soils are inherently variable; some

are resilient to harvest activities, while others are at risk ofdiminished capacity afier harvesting. Some amount of

compaction or displacement is normally associated with harvest, depending on the method used (Page-Dumroese et al.,

2000). The landtype inventory (McBride, PF Soils- 17) lists soil types that are considered sensitive to disturbance.

Generally, soils with a significant component of volcanic ash and clay are more susceptible to compaction, and those with a

coarse sand component are more susceptible to displacement. However, all the soils that are mapped as severely or

moderately burned are inherently considered "sensitive" due to the lack of a protective dufl‘ layer and/or canopy changes.

The logging systems, and how they affect soils is discussed in the sections on Erosion and Soil Compaction and

’
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Displacement. Landings and roads are a total commitment of soil resources unless they are rehabilitated and reverted back

to production. These efi‘ects on productivity are reflected in the section called Implications ofRoad and Landings.

Another criteria used in evaluating alternatives was the number ofacres treated for fuel loadings that are in excess of50

tons/acre. If a fire is within the natural range of variation for an ecosystem, productivity changes should be short-term and

acceptable, since fire is a natural component in many ecosystems. Ifa fire is outside of the natural range of variation and

intensity, long-term soil productivity is more likely to be at risk (Robichaud et al., 2000; Brown and Reinhardt, 2001). Fuel

loads greater than about 50 tons/acre could result in a significant soil productivity loss if a rebum occurs, as this level is

well beyond typically observed fuel loads for most Fire Groups. Estimated averages and ranges of fuel loads for each VRU

and Fire Group are discussed in the Fire and Fuels section of this document. The following table lists the number of acres

with fuel loads greater than 50 tons/acre that will be treated.

Table 3-46 - Net Acres Treated With Fuel Loads > 50 tons/acre

5749

  

Nutrient Cycling

In high and moderate severity burn areas, removing a varying number ofburned trees is not projected to have long-term

efi‘ects on nutrient cycling provided adequate amounts ofCWD are left on the site. Research has determined that there is an

optimum amount ofCWD to replenish the organic components of the soil. Graham et al. (1994) used ectomychorrizae as a

bio-indicator for how much CWD is needed for organic matter. Ectomychorrizae activity increases as more CWD is added

up to a certain point. Beyond that point, ectomychorrizae activity does not increase further. This amount varies for each

habitat type (Graham et al. 1994). CWD left standing will not provide much benefit to the soil in the short-term beyond

providing some shade. Harvesting puts some CWD in contact with the soil surface sooner than the natural recruitment rate,

starting the decomposition process and incorporation ofnutrients back into the soil faster than if trees were to fall over and

rot on their own. Jain (PF Timber/Silv-2l) states that CWD contributes 30-40% ofwhat is needed toward organic matter in

the Douglas-fir habitat types. The rest of the 60-70% comes from understory plants, needle cast, and other material that

builds up in the litter layer.

In low severity burn areas, removing dead and dying trees for fuel reduction and economic purposes would have very little

effect on the nutrient cycle. These areas still have abundant green vegetation in the form ofgrasses, shrubs, and live trees

to supply nutrients to the soil system. In this case, excessive slash would be removed from the site and/or piled and burned

on-site in order to reduce fuel accumulations.

All proposed burning activities (i.e., underbuming, jackpot burning, hand pile burning) would result in a short-term (2-3

year) reduction in vegetative cover in these burn locations. Dozer piling would only occur at the landings. Although the

spots where slash was concentrated and burned could have severe fire effects, these locations would be small in area and

surrounded by low or unburned areas that would enable the bacteria and ectomychorizza to re-colonize these areas quickly

(Debano et al.; 1998, Hope, 2001). Following rehabilitation, these burned spots would return to characteristics similar to

the low severity fires in 2000; releasing nutrients tied up in the woody vegetation (Brown and Reinhardt, 2001).

There is uncertainty regarding whether or not soils would be damaged by a reburn ofthe remaining tree holes in the burned

area. First, there is the uncertainty of a severe reburn occurring on a particular site (discussed in the Fire and Fuels section).

Secondly, the droughty soils that occur on most of the Bitterroot NF are only likely to be damaged by heating from very hot

fires in the future. On dry sites, there is less organic matter that may only extend a couple inches deep into the soil profile;

where it is very important for plant nutrient uptake. Loss of organic matter over 1 inch is a threshold of concern. Brown

(PF, Soils-18) found that rebuming between 20 and 40 tons/acre probably wouldn't cause significant soil heat damage and

organic matter loss. He further concluded that from 40 to 50 tons/acre, concern grows but may not be significant; and that

soil heat damage does not appear to be a problem until there are about 50 tons/acre of fuel.

Prescribed burning would be also be used as a fuel reduction method. The immediate impact ofburning on soil nutrients is

conversion ofmuch ofthe organically bound nutrients in the forest floor, woody debris, and herbaceous vegetation into

their inorganic forms (Covington and Sackett, 1988). However, these researchers also caution that prescribed fire can result

in unforeseen consequences if special variability in both pre-treatment conditions and post-treatment response are not

considered.

M
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Temporary road construction would cause soil horizon mixing and soil particle loosening, making soils more susceptible to

erosion. Mrxmg also interferes with the normal vertical gradient of nutrient distribution and disrupts the nutrient cycling

process (Clayton, 1981). These efi‘ects should be alleviated to some extent by retaining and re-spreading top soil, seeding,

mulch, and slash placement.

Erosion

Due to the effects of the 2000 wildfires on forest vegetation and soils, accelerated erosion is expected, to some degree,

under each altematrve. The rate of increase may vary greatly based on site-specific conditions such as soil type, vegetation,

slope, aspect, and other factors, as well as the type ofproposed management activity. Estimates oferosion and

sedimentation associated with each alternative are discussed in the watershed analysis (see Watershed section of this

document).

Logging System

The degree of Slll’fBCC disturbance and erosion attributed to harvest activities (e.g., yarding and/or fuels treatment) is

dependent on the harvest method, slash treatment, slope gradient, soil characteristics, rock fragment content, and soil

moisture content. A literature review of the efl‘ects ofpost-fire logging by McIver and Starr (2000) provided a well

documented assessment of these methods. They concluded that ground-based logging systems (e. g., dozers and rubber

tired skidders) on bare ground typically produce the most ground disturbance, and helicopter systems produce the least.

The use of ground-based equipment for slash disposal has the potential to cause detrimental impacts, such as compaction

and displacement. Following conventional harvest activities on bare soil, surface erosion rates typically increase.

Activities that can mitigate erosion potential with ground-based equipment include skidding logs with the leading end of

the log suspended, operating over packed snow or frozen ground, traveling on debris lefl on the ground (slash mat),

directional felling, and using pre-existing skid trails.

On-site erosion caused by helicopter logging is minimal (Clayton, 1981). Although logs may drag on the ground for a short

distance before they are liited into the air, the area of disturbance is usually very minor. Helicopter logging usually requires

larger landings, which results in additional erosion, compaction, and displacement ofT-site. Conversely, fewer helicopter

landings are needed for a given treatment area compared to other methods so that the total disturbance area is usually less.

Ground disturbance produced by skyline systems is intermediate to ground-based and helicopter systems. Skid trails and

skyline corridors increase the potential for concentrating water and causing rill and sheet erosion. For skyline logging

systems, mitigation includes partial or fill] log suspension.

The tracked line machine (TLM) has similar impacts to a skyline system and an excavator. The system has an advantage

because it can eliminate the need for temporary roads in certain locations. However, there can be some compaction and

displacement where the track is placed. While the TLM system may be employed in summer months, the decked logs

would be skidded in winter conditions.

Mitigation for roads and landings is best accomplished by minimizing the area of disturbance, locating roads and landings

where their resource impacts will be minimal, and by properly implementing and maintaining BMPs. Implementation of

the soil mitigation measures in Chapter 2 would decrease the erosion potential in all alternatives that include fuel reduction

and salvage harvest.

Effective Ground Cover

The effects of erosion on severely burned soils can be alleviated to a large extent by dispersal ofEGC. EGC consists of any

slash, vegetation, woody debris, pine needles, or rock cover that would lessen the impact ofrain splash, and allow

infiltration of rainwater. Efiective ground cover would also prevent soil fi'om leaving the hill-slope, provide shade, slow

runofi', reduce flood peaks, retain site productivity, and reduce downstream sedimentation. A previous study has found that

60 percent ground cover reduced sediment movement to negligible amounts, and 30 percent ground cover reduced erosion

by half compared to bare ground (Robichaud et aL, 2000).

Improved conditions can be accomplished by distributing EGC (slash less than 3" in diameter) across the treatment area.

Use of lop-and-scatter techniques increases the amount of slash contact with the ground to enhance decomposition. Sites

that were logged during winter 2001 and where slash was scattered via dispersed skidding, indicated that the distributed

slash was effective in decreasing erosion in comparison to areas without treatment (Lurbrand, PF Soils-l9). The Montana

State DNRC reported that there was no problem meeting the EGC requirement as a result oftheir harvesting in 2000. For

this proposal, there will have been a year ofre-growth, which would add to the effectiveness of scattered slash.
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Leaving some fine fuels for EGC would increase the rate of spread ofa fire for zero to eight years (see Fire and Fuels

section for more information). It is not unlikely that a fire would occur since the historic natural reoccurrence in VRU2 is

between 5 and 25 years (Post-Fire Assessment, 2000). However, because most of the larger fuels would be gone, future

fires would likely be more controllable and less severe. Table 3-47 below lists the acreage that each alternative would treat

in terms ofEGC via fuel reduction and harvesting.

Table 3-47 - Severely Burned Area Treated with Effective Ground Cover Resulting from Fuel Reduction

" 94,19! acres high bum sevu-ity

  

Mass Erosion

The shear strength ofroots provides important structural reinforcement and buttressing on slopes. Live roots increase the

stability of soils on steep slopes by "binding” the soil mantle across slip surfaces to the underlying fractured and/or

weathered bedrock. When live trees are harvested these attributes change. However, the dead roots remaining after the

salvage of fire-killed trees will bind the soil the same as ifno salvage ofthe fire-killed trees occurred for about 10 to 15

years. The most critical landslide prone areas were eliminated from consideration in this proposal. Planting can help

stabilize slopes by introducing live roots on slopes where all the trees and shrubs were burned. All the action alternatives

include some level ofreforestation.

Soil Compaction or Displacement

Following fire, the ground is especially vunerable to impacts from ground-based equipment, such as in moderate and high

severity burn areas. In this case, the dufl layer and wood were consumed by the fire thereby increasing the risk of

compaction and rutting. This risk will increase the challenge ofconducting ground-based operations in a manner that keeps

damage within acceptable limits.

The degree ofcompaction is high enough to be considered “detrimental compaction” when the soils have a greater than 15

percent increase in bulk density compared with undisturbed soils (FSM 2554). Ground-based equipment can cause soil

compaction and soil displacement. Where a lot of soil disturbance occurs, the results may include long-term efl‘ects on

productivity, water infiltration, air exchange, and microbial activity (Page-Dumroese, 2000). Water infiltration rates on

compacted soils are slower than rates on undisturbed soil. Understory vegetation height and density is typically lower in

compacted areas and plant species composition may be difl‘erent fi'om undisturbed sites. Essentially all soils in the analysis

areas are susceptible to compaction to some degree, but soils that contain appreciable amounts ofvolcanic ash or clay are

likely to be more susceptible.

The potential for additional detrimental soil damage can be minimized or eliminated when the mitigation measures

described in Chapter 2 are implemented. Most soil scientists in Region 1 agree that operating on frozen and/or packed

snow has been generally efl‘ective at limiting the extent of impacts on unburned soil. It was also found to be efl‘ective at the

Waugh Gulch and Cow Creek sites logged this winter (2000-200i) for demonstration purposes (Lockman, PF Soils-5 and

Diclcnan, PF Soils 6) as well as on a considerable amount of State acreage (Collins, PF-Soils 8). Future winters may bring

more variable conditions; however, the burned soil seems to be more likely to freeze earlier and harder due to the lack ofan

insulating dufl‘ layer. The heat absorbing black color may also melt snow initially, preventing accumulation of snow until

the soil is frozen hard. The burned soil conditions should continue for two to three years until the undertory vegetation has

largely reestablished. In reviewing the 2000 Demonstration Sites at Waugh Gulch and Cow Creek, Forest Service

personnel noted, as did Maloney and Thornton (1995) on the Foothills Fire on the Boise NF, that winter logging resulted in

an even distribution of slash with good ground contact due to mechanical breakage and re-distnbuition as the snow melted.

The amount of soil compaction and displacement with skyline yarding would be confined to the corridor where logs are

actually dragged and the fillslope created for cable landings. On-site compaction firom helicopter yarding istypically

negligible, however erosion in the severely burned areas could be aggravated on steep slopes with dry ravelmg when trees

Fall and roll.

The acre percentage proposed for harvest/fuel reduction is displayed by logging system in the following table. Note that

over 50-60% of harvest is proposed by helicopter methods for all alternatives, except Alternative G.
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Table 3-48 - Percentage of Proposed Logging System

5

2

l

m - t G

‘Z

25

75

.
Tractor I Conditions

‘tracked line machine or Excalina®

Excavator piling on a slash mat would occur on low severity soils where a slash mat is available or in winter conditions in

three of the alternatives, as shown in the table below. A walking excavator with an articulated arm, or Spyder®, would be

required on slopes greater than 35% to minimize soil impacts.

Table 3-49 - Acres of Excavator Slash Piling

-3!-3-3-3

Excavator or S - er® Pilin of Slash m-I-I

The following table lists estimated detrimental soil compaction and /or detrimental soil displacement that is likely to result

in each treatment unit from the proposed fiiel reduction activity exclusive of roads and landings. The information for this

table was primarily gathered from past monitoring reports and input from other Region I soils scientists (Kissinger, PF

Soils-21). For the most part, these estimates appear to fitll within the ranges listed in the report on post-fire harvesting

efi‘ects by McIver and Starr (2000). Past compaction is discussed in the Cumulative Effects section. Estimated disturbance

is the extent of detrimental soil compaction and/or detrimental soil displacement that is likely to result from activity.

Table 3-50 - Estimated Detrimental Soil Disturbance by Yarding/Fuels Treatment System

ESE—

‘Helicopter logging usually has negligible impacts, however, the erosion hazard is deemed higher in the severely burned soils on steep slopes.

Wetlands

  

 

No fuels treatment is being proposed on identified wetland areas, in any alternative. No direct effects are anticipated.

Effects and Implications of Roads and Landings

Roads have the greatest potential for affecting natural processes ofthe landscape. Roads and landings modify natural

hillslope drainage systems and accelerate erosion processes. Numerous studies have identified roads as the primary

sediment source in managed areas. Roads tend to cause the greatest increase in surface erosion per unit of land disturbed.

The amount ofdisturbance associated with roads depends on design, slope steepness, and road length. These variables also

influence surface and mass erosion processes. No new permanent roads are proposed for this project. Temporary roads are

proposed in Alternatives B, D, and F to access helicopter landings. Mileage ofproposed temporary roads are shown in

Table 3-52. Temporary roads would be rehabilitated at project completion. The Table 3-51 lists the approximate number

ofnew and existing helicopter landings. Landings used would be reclaimed following project requirements.

Table 3-51 - Number of Helicopter Landings for All Action Alternatives ‘ and 1

_ Alternative C

 

' landings for land-based operations are located within units landings for skyline operations are located on adjacent. existing oads.

’ landing size is approximately one acre
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Roads accelerate surface erosion by modifying the soil structure, removing the protective ground cover, increasing raindrop

impact and reducing soil infiltration rates. In addition, road cut and fill slopes increase slope gradients, intercept subsurface

flow, and concentrate overland flow of water within the road prism and in channels. All the action alternatives include

some level of short-term disturbance associated with either the building of temporary roads and/or some level of

rehabilitation of old roads. The following table compares miles ofnew (temporary) road disturbance and miles of road

rehabilitation anticipated for existing roads for the action alternatives. Temporary roads would be located on ridges where

possible and would not cross riparian areas or streams. Those locations pose little risk to slope stability. Road locations

would be field verified by the appropriate resource specialist prior to construction. Existing roads have generally been

stable and have a low risk of failure. Although there has been some minor slumping associated with road building, major

landslides are unusual on the Bitterroot NF.

Table 3-52 - Approximate Miles of Temporary Road Construction and Rehabilitation

‘HI-Ill.

_ Rehab

‘In-II...“

-12 mun-31mm

m-I-Im

mun-III!

7.9

Alternative B

  

 

 

This alternative meets the intent of the purpose and need by reducing fuels; breaking up fuel continuity, providing for

economic benefits fi'om harvest and reforestation; and providing for many miles of watershed improvement. General

efl‘ects and benefits from these activities are discussed in the section on Direct and Indirect Efl‘ects of Alternatives B, D, E,

F, and G.

Soil Productivity

Direct impacts to soil productivity would occur in those areas used for temporary roads and landings; they would be taken

out ofproduction for the short-term (<20 years). Landings would be ripped and seeded with grass so that they will infiltrate

water. Many miles ofroads would be rehabilitated (i.e., with the intent ofmaking them productive once again) or placed in

storage. Particulars are listed as follows:

0 0.22 miles of temporary road would be built. These roads would be rehabilitated by ripping, seeding, mulching and

scattering slash. Topsoil would be retained and spread back over the site.

0 126 new helicopter landings would be constructed. These would be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Existing

and/or new landings that would not be needed again would be reclaimed in similar fashion to the temporary roads.

. The 162 miles ofrehabilitated roads includes about 102 miles ofroad put into storage and 60 miles ofroad

decommissioning. The 60 miles of decommissioned road equates to 87 acres (60 miles x 5,280 feet x 12 foot

width/43,560 feet2 per acre), which would be restored to productive soils in the long term. The 105 miles of road

placed in storage would have natural drainage mostly restored and be in a self-maintaining condition for future use.

Nutrient Cycling

Removing too much organic matter from the burned sites could impact nutrient cycling, however by retaining optimum

amounts ofCWD at the appropriate levels determined by research, there should be enough organic matter on a site to

maintain long-term productivity. The amounts recommended are listed in Table l-3 in Chapter 1.

Reducing excessive fuels was also discussed in the section on Direct and Indirect Efl'ects ofAlternatives B, D, E, F, and G.

Specifically, this alternative proposes the following:

0 Reduce fuels on 12,004 acres of the burned area that have fuels in excess of 50 tons per acre. Removing these fuels

could lessen the severity of a rebum and aid in reforestation efl’orts.

- Plant trees on 31,824 acres.

M
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Erosion

Soil disturbance from the harvest methods listed in Table 3-53 would likely result in some erosion. These effects could be

lessened by employing mitigation measures. These effects are discussed in the sections called “Erosion” for all action

alternatives involving fiiel reduction.

In areas of high severity burns, slash distributed throughout the units to meet EGC guideline of30 to 60 percent coverage

would decrease erosion in the short-term

- About 34% ofthe total high severity burn would meet the EGC through the distribution of slash and/or planting.

Soil Compaction and Displacement

All harvest methods impact soil resources to some degree. In this analysis, some logging methods were ruled out as being

too damaging considering that the soils that burned at high or moderate severity are in a fragile state and are easily

compacted or displaced. The following methods would minimize efi'ects for this alternative:

' All ground-based equipment (e.g., tractor, excavator, and/or spyder) would be used over snow or fi'ozen soil

regardless ofthe burn severity.

o Skyline yarding would result in no more than 2-5% soil disturbance. There would be fewer impacts if winter

logged. Erosion rnitigations would rehabilitate disturbance in skyline cable corridors used during summer logging.

- It is preferable that fuels be removed or piled in one season, unless removed later by hand methods to avoid

multiple entries with equipment.

Table 3-53 lists the combined acres ofproposed skyline and tractor yarding and the acres ofpast ground-based yarding that

will be re-entered in this alternative.

Table 3-53 - Alternative B Combined Ground-Based and Skyline Treatments

Acres of Pro - used Treatment

Blodm 312

Skalkaho-R 9,044

East Fork 8019

Wcst Fork 1,060 —i

Total 18 338

The relatively small amount of re-entry (l-l0%) may be attributed to the fact that over 60% ofunit acres in this alternative

propose helicopter logging, and that many of the areas proposed for fuel reduction and salvage harvest are in areas that have

not been logged before (e.g., leave strips or stands deferred for later harvest).

  

 

Summary of Activities that Effect Soil Resources

Table 3-54 is a summary ofproposed management activities in Alternative B that could efi‘ect on soil resources.

Table 3-54 - Alternative B Summary Table

Acres with Ground-Based or S line Treatments

Acres Treated for Fuels >50 tons/acre

Percent of Hi Severi with Increased EGC

Miles ofTe "

Miles ofRoad Reclamation

 

Alternative D

This alternative meets the purpose and need. It includes the most acres offuel reduction with the burned area and provides

for thinning of stands burned at low severity. It does the most to break up fuel continuity in roaded and unroaded acreage.

This alternative has a more miles of temporary roads proposed and the same miles of road reclamation as B, C, and E.

Soil Productivity

This alternative is similar to B with the following exceptions:

- 10.1 miles of temporary road would be built. These roads would be rehabilitated by ripping, seeding, mulching and

scattering slash.

#
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o 156 new helicopter landings would be constructed.

0 The 162 miles ofrehabilitated roads includes about 82 miles of road put into storage and 80 miles ofroad

decommissioning. The 80 miles of decommissioning would return 116 acres to productive soils in the long-term.

The 82 miles of storage would have natural drainage mostly restored and would be in a self-maintaining condition

for future use.

Nutrient Cycling

Nutrient cycling would be essentially the same as dscnbed for Alternative B with the following exceptions:

- In this case, 12,552 acres would be treated for fuels in excess of 50 tons/acre than Alternative B.

0 Trees would be planted on 32,029 acres.

Soil Erosion

o In areas ofhigh and moderate severity burns, slash distributed throughout the units to meet EGC guideline of 30 to

60 percent coverage would decrease erosion About 14 percent ofthe total amount of high and moderate severity

burn area would meet the EGC through the distribution of slash and/or planting.

The potential for erosion fi'om building 101 miles of temporary roads is low when BMPs are followed and rehabilitation

occurs in the same year as construction. If temporary roads are not rehabilitated within the same year, detrimental soil

impacts may occur. See the Watershed section for details concerning increased sediment if this occurs.

Soil Compaction and Displacement

These effects would be the same as Alternative B with the following exceptions:

- Allows ground-based, low ground pressure (<10 psi) equipment over available slash mat in areas of low burn

severity during the dry season to minimize soil compaction and displacement.

- Includes slash removal using an excavator on 9,441 acres in low severity or winter conditions.

The following table lists the combined acres ofproposed skyline and tractor yarding and the acres of past ground-based

yarding that would be re-entered in this alternative.

Table 3-55 - Alternative D Combined Ground-Based And Skyline Treatments
   

 

The relatively small amount of area proposed for re-entry (l-7%) may be attributed to the fact that over 60% of unit acres in

this alternative propose using helicopter logging, and that many ofthe areas proposed for fuel reduction and salvage harvest

are in areas that have not been logged before (e.g., leave strips or stands deferred for later harvest).

Summary of Activities that Effect Soil Resources

Table 3-56 is a summary ofproposed management activities in Alternative D that could effect on soil resources.

Table 3-56 - Summary Table For Alternative D

—M

Alternative E

Alternative E only includes activities related to fuel reduction in VRU2 and WUT areas. Watershed improvements included

in this alternative are the same as in Alternative C.

 

 

 

W
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Soil Productivity

Effects to soil productivity would be the same as Alternative B with the following exceptions:

o No temporary roads would be built.

0 113 new helicopter landings would be constructed.

0 The 162 miles ofrehabilitated roads includes about 74 miles of road put into storage and 88 miles ofroad

decommissioning. The 88 miles of decommissioning would return 128 acres to productive soils in the long-term.

The 74 miles of road storage would have natural drainage mostly restored and would be put in a self-maintaining

condition for future use.

Nutrient Cycling

Effects to nutrient cycling would be the same as for Alternative B except that:

0 Tree planting would occur on 20,227 acres.

Erosion

Efi‘ects to soil erosion would be the same as for Alternative B except:

0 There would be at least 7,733 acres ofEGC provided through the distribution of slash. This is about 17 percent of

the total amount ofhigh severity burn area. This was determined by adding the acreage in the proposed treatments

in units with high and moderate burn levels. Areas with mixed severity ofhigh, moderate, and low were not

considered in this calculation. Planting would also provide EGC in the areas ofhigh burn severity.

Soil Compaction and Displacement

These effects would be the same as Alternative B, with the following exception:

0 All use ofground-based equipment (e.g., tractor, excavator, and spyder) and flline would occur in winter

conditions.

The following table lists the combined acres of proposed skyline and tractor yarding and the acres ofpast ground-based

yarding that would be re-entered in this alternative.

Table 3-57 - Alternative E Combined Ground-Based And Skyline Treatments

Treatment Area Re-entered

24

56

—- —

226

The relatively small amount of area proposed for re-entry (2-9%) may be attributed to the fact that over 60% ofthe unit

acres in this alternative would use helicopter logging, and that many ofthe areas proposed for fuel reduction and salvage

harvest are in areas that have not been logged before (e.g., leave strips or stands deferred for later harvest).

Summary of Activities that Effect Soil Resources

  

 

Table 3-58 is a summary ofproposed management activities in Alternative E that have a notable efi‘ect on soil resources.

Table 3-58 - Summary Table for Alternative E

Acres with Ground-Based or S line Treatment

Acres Treated for Fuels >50 tons/acre

Percent ofHi h Severi with Increased EGC

Miles ofTe in.

Miles of Road Rehabilitation

 

Alternative F

This alternative meets the intent ofthe purpose and need by reducing fuels; breaking up fuel continuity, providing for

economic benefits from harvest and reforestation; and providing for 150 miles of watershed improvement. It differs fi-om

Alternatives B and D in that a number ofunits have been dropped to reduce impacts on watersheds and increase economic
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efliciency. This alternative includes thinning some units that have low fire severity and are not in a water quality limited

drainage. This alternative avoids the potential for soil damage on severely burned soils, as described in Alternative B, by

eliminating excavator piling of fuels.

Soil Productivity

Direct and indirect effects would be similar to Alternative B using the same mitigations with the following exceptions:

- 7.9 miles oftemporary road would be built.

0 134 new helicopter landings would be constructed.

0 The 150 miles ofrehabilitated roads includes putting about 104 miles ofroad into storage and decommissioning

about 46 miles ofroad. The decommissioned road miles would return 67 acres to productive soils in the long-term.

The road miles placed in storage would have natural drainage mostly restored and be put in a self-maintaining

condition.

Nutrient Cycling

This will be the same as Alternative B with the following exceptions:

o This alternative reduces fiiels on 9,599 acres of the burned area that have fuels in excess of 50 tons/acre.

0 Tree planting would occur on 32,977 acres.

Soil Erosion

This will be the same as Alternative B with the following exception:

- Skyline harvest would only be allowed in winter conditions on landtypes that have steep slopes and erosive soils.

Twenty-nine units are entirely within these landtypes and 8 have been identified as partially within these landtypes.

Soil Compaction and Displacement

The potential for compaction and displacement would be the same as Alternative B with the following exceptions:

- Allows ground-based, low ground pressure (<10 psi) equipment over available slash mats in areas of low burn

severity during the dry season to minimize soil compaction and displacement.

' This alternative does not include any excavator piling of fuels. Multiple entries with heavy equipment to remove

fuels or mechanical site prep for planting would not be allowed; only hand piling/clearing would be used.

Table 3-59 lists the combined acres ofproposed skyline and tractor yarding and the acres ofpast ground-based yarding that

will be re-entered for this alternative.

Table 3-59 - Alternative F Combined Ground-Based And Skyline Treatments

‘

-r_

—_

o The relatively small amount of area proposed for re-entry (0.1 to 1%) may be attributed to the fict that about 55%

ofthe unit acres in this alternative are proposed for helicopter logging, and that many ofthe areas proposed for fuel

reduction and salvage harvest are in areas that have not been logged before (e.g., leave strips or stands deferred for

later harvest).

Summary of Activities that Effect Soil Resources

 

Table 3-60 is a summary ofproposed management activities in Alternative F that could affect soil resources.

Table 3-60 - Summary Table for Alternative F

Acres with Ground-Based or S line Treatment

Acres Treated for Fuels >50 tons/acre

Percent ofHi Severi with Increased EGC

Miles ofTe m. r = Roads

Miles ofRoad Rehabilitation
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Alternative G

Fuel reduction would only occur in the wildland-urban interface. More emphasis is on home protection. Prescribed fire

would be used in VRU2 lands, and managers may allow natural fires to burn. More roads would be decommissioned than

in any other action alternative.

The use ofprescribed fire alone, or repeatedly to reduce fuel loads to desired levels involves some uncertainties that are

discussed in more detail in the Fire and Fuels section of this document. Covington and Sackett (1988) reported that the

efi’ects ofburning on forest floor mass, soil N, and understory production vary widely among old-growth, pole, and sapling

patches. Further, they stated that burning prescriptions for ponderosa pine that fail to account for this spatial variability in

both pre-treatment conditions and post-treatment response ignore a fundamental ecological characteristic of this type and

are likely to produce unforeseen consequences.

This alternative is similar to Alternatives A and C with the following exceptions:

- 556 miles ofroads would be rehabilitated. Decommissioning or recontouring would occur on 526 miles and 30

miles ofroad would be put into storage. This would put 765 acres back into soil productivity in the long-term. The

road miles placed in storage would have natural drainage mostly restored and be put in a self-maintaining condition

0 Non-commercial fuel reduction would occur in the wildland-urban interface within about 150 feet of structures.

Logs would be felled, placed, and burned.

- Log erosion barriers, in addition to those placed by the BAER teams, would be placed in areas where there were

high burn severities, increased road densities, and in close proximity to private land.

0 Tree planting would occur on 4,167 acres in burned plantations.

- Prescribed fire to reduce fuel loads in VRU2 areas is an integral part of this alternative. There is uncertainty

regarding the effects on soil resources fi‘om frequent prescribed fires ofvarying intensity.

EGC would be placed in a difierent manner than the other alternatives (e.g., fuels would be felled and placed prior to

broadcast burning). Log erosion barriers would also provide some measure ofEGC.

Summary of Activities that Affect Soil Resources

Table 3-61 is a summary ofproposed management activities in Alternative G that could afi‘ect soil resources.

Table 3-61 - Summary Table for Alternative C

7 Acres with Ground-Based or Skyline Treatment

Acres Treated for Fuels >50 tons/acre

l Percent of Hi Severit with Increased EGC

l Miles of Tern or

, Miles ofRoad Rehabilitation

Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

The No Action alternative would have no efiect on soil resources beyond those associated with wildfire effects.

Alternative C

 

 

Cumulative efi'ects would be largely the same as Alternative A with some exceptions. Road rehabilitation would increase

short-term erosion due to construction activities, while reducing long-term erosion and sedimentation. In planted areas, soil

productivity would increase due to additional materials contributing to organic debris accumulation on the forest floor and

development of soil organic matter. No fuels would be removed so that all existing CWD would be available for nutrient

cycling; however, the potential for damaging soil effects from a reburn would not be decreased.

Alternatives B, D, E, F, and G

Timber Harvesting

Logging methods that are protective of soil resources have been prescribed along with accompanying mitigation measures

because ofthe sensitivity of the soils in their burned condition. These methods will also help prevent additional soil

damage. Tractor harvest over fi’ozen soil or snow cover is predicted to result in 2-10% detrimental soil disturbance,
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compared to 2-5% for skyline and l-2% for helicopter harvest methods, respectively (see Table 3-23). The least irnpactive

method - helicopter harvesting - is proposed for over 50-60% of the units for all action alternatives. In the previous Direct

and Indirect Efl‘ects sections, tables for each alternative display the number of acres that would be reentered.

In addition to required mitigations to protect soil resources, there will be opportunities to rehabilitate poorly placed, old

skid trails and other past disturbances as they are encountered. No fiiture harvest, other than hand thinning, is anticipated

for 80 to 100 years within the fuel reduction areas. This lack of foreseeable future activity will allow suficient time for soil

recovery in disturbed areas. An important mitigation for Alternatives B, D, E, F and G is described as follows:

0 A soils resource specialist will inspect proposed ground-based harvest units prior to fuel reduction and salvage

harvest activities to identify areas with past soil impacts that may be ameliorated during the rehabilitation process

for new activities (e.g. old skid trails that could be water-barred, planted, and/or have slash scattered across them).

Grazing

An effect ofwildfires related to grazing and soils is the creation of transitory range, or areas not previously accessed by

livestock. Transitory range is usually limited in duration and evolves with vegetation and ground cover changes such as

reforestation and accumulation ofground debris. Transitory range creates additional forage for both livestock and big game

species, especially winter range. As discussed in the Range section of this document, transitory range will be maximized in

about two or three years post-fire, and last about 15 to 20 years until reforestation begins to dominate. Salvage harvest is

expected to increase transitory range somewhat further. Cattle are known to utilize primary range before moving to higher

elevations. The increase in transitory range may serve to reduce localized soil impacts by providing more dispersed forage.

Other Activities

Dispersed recreational activities have had some effect on the soil resource in the past and will likely have an effect in the

future. The fi'agile nature ofmoderate and severely burned soils make them more susceptible to damage for a few years.

Future fire suppression could have minimal impacts based on standards for fireline location (particularly for heavy

equipment use), and the use ofresource advisors to direct and monitor line location and equipment use, and rehabilitation.

Prescribed burning for the] reduction discussed in the action alternatives may require limited segments oftemporary hand

constructed fireline. Firelines would be short-term and be immediately rehabilitated so efl'ects would be minimal

Cumulative eflects to soils from timber harvest and grazing on State and private lands in adjacent areas in terms of erosion,

sedimentation, and other related impacts, are addressed in Chapter 3-Watershed.

Forest Plan Consistency

For all alternatives, protection of soil resources and maintenance of long-term soil productivity will be accomplished in

accordance with BMPs (PF, Watershed-l2), Management Requirements, and Mitigation Measures (Table 2-10). Soil

quality will be maintained by minimizing erosion, compaction, and displacement. The project is consistent with the Forest

Plan, Forest Service Manual Guidelines, Rl Soil Quality Standards, and Montana State Guidelines. Implementation and

post-activity monitoring (Appendix C) provides for verification that soil conservation practices are used and effective.

Activity areas ranked as high erosion potential in the Soil Survey (in progress) were eliminated, consistent with the Plan.

Soil technical support has been provided for all project alternatives through the assessment ofexisting condition and

environmental consequences for soil resources included in this document, consistent with the Forest Plan and Forest

Service Manual Guidelines. Retention of coarse woody debris (CWD) is consistent with the Forest Plan, with the exception

ofVRU2 areas within zones designated as wildland-urban interface. The Forest Plan standard for dry and harsh sites is 10

to 15 tons/acre of residual debris, while this project prescribes a minimum of 5 tons/acre retained CWD in VRU2 within the

wildland-urban interface. This exception is the subject of a proposed Forest Plan amendment.

No fuels treatments are being proposed on identified wetland areas, consistent with Executive Order 11990.

M
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Introduction

The fisheries analysis focuses on the current condition and efl'ects on bull trout (Salvelinus confluentus) and westslope

cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki Iewisi), which are the two native trout species in the Bitterroot River drainage. The

analysis also considers impacts to other native and non-native fish species. The current condition information summarized

in this analysis is discussed in greater detail in the Bitterroot River Section 7 Watershed Baseline for Bull Trout (USDA

Forest Service, 2000b) and Post-Fire Assessment (USDA Forest Service, 2000a). Copies of the Watershed Baseline and

Post-Fire Assessment are available in the Project File (PF, FISH-2; PF, NFMA/NEPA-l).

Regulatory Framework

Forest-wide fisheries standards that apply to the Montana portion ofthe Forest are contained in two documents:

0 The Bitterroot Forest Plan (USDA Forest Service, 1987a)

- The Inland Native Fish Strategy (USDA Forest Service, 1995f: A-6 to A-l3)

The Inland Native Fish Strategy (INFISH) amended the Bitterroot Forest Plan in 1995. The INFISH amendment to the

Forest Plan established additional Forest-wide fisheries standards. These standards are listed on pages A-6 to A-l3 ofthe

INFISH Decision Notice (USDA Forest Service, 19950. A copy ofthe INFISH Decision Notice is available in the Project

File (PF, FISH-l).

There are three Forest-wide fisheries standards in the Bitterroot Forest Plan that apply to this project:

(1) cutthroat trout populations will be used as an indicator of fisheries habitat changes (USDA Forest Service, 1987a:

page 11-20, standard e(7)),

(2) watershed project analysis will estimate the efl‘ects of sediment on fish habitat (USDA Forest Service, 1987a: II

20, 6(8)), and

(3) the habitat needs of sensitive species (westslope cutthroat trout), as listed by the Regional Forester, will be

considered in all project planning (USDA Forest Service, 1987a: II-2l, e(16)).

There are 13 Forest-wide fisheries standards in the INFISH Decision Notice that apply to this project. These include: TM

l(a), RF-2(a-i), RF-3(a-c), RF-4, RF-S, FM-l, FM-4, WR-l, RA-2, RA-3, RA-4, RA-5, and FW~1. The other INFISH

standards are outside the scope of this project. Refer to pages A-6 to A-l3 in the INFISH Decision Notice (PF, FISH-1) for

the description ofthese standards.

There are two INFISH standards that apply to culverts in the burned drainages: RF-4 and RF-5 (USDA, Forest Service,

1995f: page A-8). Standard RF-4 states, “construct new and improve existing, culverts, bridges, and other stream crossings

to accommodate a 100 year flood. . .where those improvements would/do pose a substantial risk to riparian conditions”.

The key to standard RF-4 is defining what constitutes a “substantial risk”. In this project, a “substantial ris ” was defined

as any culvert in the burned drainages that is at risk of failing due to a high flow event as measured by the IOO-year flood.

INFISH standard RF-4 has been met in all burned drainages because all of the culverts that were determined to be at risk of

failure (determined by BAER team hydrologist and soil scientist modeling) have already been replaced. During autumn

2000, the BAER teams replaced 316 “substantial risk” culverts in the burned drainages. Twenty-two additional “substantial

risk” culverts identified by the BAER teams would also be replaced during summer, 2001. These 22 culverts were not

replaced in autumn, 2000 because of the onset ofwinter weather. In total, 338 “substantial risk” culverts would be replaced

in the burned drainages. As a result of this work, there are no additional “substantial risk” culverts that we know of in the

burned drainages at this time, and standard RF-4 has likely been met.

INFISH standard RF-S states, “provide and maintain fish passage at all road crossings of existing and potential fish-bearing

streams." Two categories ofculverts apply. The first are those culverts that are known fish barriers. There are seven of

these culverts that are proposed for replacement in all ofthe action alternatives. The second category are those culverts that

likely allow passage for the majority of fish species and size classes at most stream flow levels, but do not contain a natural

stream bottom inside the culvert. There are 30 ofthese culverts that are proposed for replacement in Alternative F, or a

combination ofreplacement and removal in Alternative G. Upgrading these 30 culverts would allow a natural stream

bottom to form inside the culvert, which would ensure passage for all species and size classes of fish (Washington

Department ofFish and Wildlife, 1999). These 30 culverts are considered a lower priority than the seven culverts that
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block passage entirely. However, the second category ofculvert upgrades would be beneficial to native fish, and therefore

is considered a good opportunity if fiinding is available to accomplish this work.

Inland Native Fish Strategy

INFISH was not designed to be a landscape scale, long-term conservation strategy. It was designed to provide interim

protection for fish habitat and populations until longer-term management strategies such as the Interior Columbia Basin

Ecosystem Management Project (ICBEMP) and federal bull trout recovery plan were developed. INFISH is still in eflect

today because long-term plans have not been implemented. INFISH focuses on riparian areas and does not regulate most

activities that occur outside of riparian areas. INFISH has some acknowledged flaws. These are highlighted on pages 59

69 of the bull trout Biological Opinion (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 1998), and have been documented in other

National Forest monitoring reports (USDA Forest Service, 2000f. 77). In a nutshell, INFISH maintains habitats at their

status quo, but lacks a comprehensive strategy to restore bull trout watersheds (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 1998: 50,

59). Bull trout will persist, but most likely not recover, under the direction of INFlSl-I (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service,

1998: 59). The hull trout Biological Opinion concludes that the Forest Plan as amended by INFISH is not likely to

jeopardize the continued existence ofbull trout, but will likely result in incidental take (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service,

1998: 91-92).

In the INFISH strategy, the terms “priority watershed”, “key watershed”, and “special emphasis watersh ” are often

interchanged and misapplied. The following information should help to clear up some of the confusion.

In 1995, during the implementation ofINFISH, the Bitterroot NF designated a system of eight priority watersheds across

the Forest. The eight priority watersheds were: (1) Fred Burr Creek; (2) the Burnt Fork of the Bitterroot River; (3)

Skalkaho Creek; (4) Sleeping Child Creek; (5) Warm Springs Creek; (6) the upper East Fork upstream and including the

Meadow Creek drainage; (7) the upper West Fork drainage above Painted Rocks Dam; and (8) the upper Selway River

drainage in Idaho. The purpose ofpriority watersheds is discussed on page A-l4 ofthe INFISH Decision Notice (USDA

Forest Service, 1995f).

In July 1999, additions to this priority watershed network were recommended by the Key and Priority Watershed Task

Team in order to meet a commitment made by the Forest Service and Bureau ofLand Management in the bull trout

Biological Opinion (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 1998; Appendix 6, commitment #3; PF, FISH-l 1). These

recommended additions to the 1995 priority watershed network were called “special emphasis watersheds”. However, in a

July 15, 1999 letter (PF, FISH-l l), the Key and Priority Watershed Task Team recommended that the “special emphasis

watershed” designation be dropped, and the new additions simply be called “priority watersheds” and added to the priority

watershed network that was developed in 1995 (PP, FISH-l l). A letter from the Regional Forester dated December 4, 2000

corrected the INFISH Environmental Assessment to incorporate the recommendations made by the Key and Priority

Watershed Task Team (PF, FISH-l4). Four watersheds were added to the Bitterroot NF priority watershed network as a

result of the December 4, 2000 letter. All four of these watersheds are located in the East Fork drainage. These watersheds

are: (l) the Camp Creek drainage; (2) the Reimel Creek drainage; (3) the Tolan Creek drainage; and (4) the East Fork and

its small tributary face streams (Guide, Jennings Camp, and Springer Creeks) between Camp Creek and Meadow Creek.

Key watersheds are the same as priority watersheds, except that they are located in anadromous watersheds within the

geographic range of the PACFISH strategy (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 1998). There are no key watersheds in the

project area.

The following priority watersheds lie within the geographic areas addressed in this analysis:

- Blodgett — the Blodgett Creek drainage

0 Skalkaho-Rye — the Skalkaho Creek and Sleeping Child Creek drainages

0 East Fork — the Warm Springs Creek drainage, and all ofthe East Fork drainage upstream and including the Camp

Creek drainage with two exemptions, the Cameron and Bertie Lord Creek drainages are excluded

- West Fork — all drainages located upstream ofPainted Rocks Dam

A map of the INFISH priority watersheds is available in the Project File (PF, FISH-5).

INFISH establishes buffers called Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas (RHCAs) around all streams, wetlands, water

bodies, and landslide prone areas on the Forest (USDA Forest Service, 1995!‘. A4 to A-6). The Montana Streamside

Management Law (DNRC, 1994) was used to define streams and wetlands (see the glossary). Some ofthe RHCA bufl‘ers

were expanded to 200 feet in Alternatives E, F, and G to improve sediment-filtering capacity and incorporate additional

protection for streams. Table 3-62 summarizes the buffer widths that would apply throughout the project area.
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Table 3-62 - RHCA Buffer Widths (Feet)

T r e orRHCA

Fish-bearin stream reaches 300’

l Perrnanentl flowin, non-fish stream reaches 150’

l Seasonal] flowin or intermittent stream reachesPonds, lakes. or wetlands > 1 acre

Ponds‘ lakes, or wetlands < 1 acre ‘Elm-1mm

Lendslidirlone areas 100’ minimum-mm

Map 3-6 displays the RHCA bufi‘er widths in the project area.

Within RHCAs, INFISH designates fish habitat objectives called Riparian Management Objectives (RMOs). INFISH

specifies default numeric values for each ofthe RMOs (USDA Forest Service, 1995f: A-2 to A-4). The default RMOs for

(1) pool fiequency, (2) large woody debris, (3) water temperature, and (4) width-to-depth ratio would apply to all ofthe

streams in the project area. The default RMOs for bank stability and lower bank angle do not apply to the project area

because they only are to be used on non-forested systems, and there are no non-forested systems within the Bitterroot NF

portion of the project area.

The default RMOs should be considered the minimum level ofhabitat conditions that are needed to maintain or improve

habitat for bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout. Actions that reduce habitat quality, whether the existing conditions are

better or worse than the RMO values, would be inconsistent with the purpose ofthe INFISH strategy. All ofthe RMOs

may not occur in a specific reach of stream within a watershed, but all should occur at the watershed scale for stream

systems ofmoderate to large size (3rd to 6th order streams).

Endangered Species Act/Sensitive Fish Species

In the Bitterroot River drainage, the bull trout is listed as a Threatened species under the Endangered Species Act, and the

westslope cutthroat trout is designated as a Sensitive species by the Forest Service. The regulations associated with

Threatened (bull trout) and Sensitive (westslope cutthroat trout) fish species apply to all National Forest activities in the

geographic area, regardless of current or historic fish distributions.

Per the requirements of the Endangered Species Act and the bull trout Biological Opinion (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service,

1998), a stand-alone Biological Assessment (BA) has been prepared using the US. Fish and Wildlife Service matrix to

address the direct, indirect, and cumulative effects of the selected alternative on bull trout habitat, individuals, and

populations (50 CFR Part 402 and FSM 2670 policy). A copy ofthe bull trout BA is in the Project File (PF, FISH-22).

A fisheries Biological Evaluation (BE) has been prepared for this project and incorporated within the fisheries efi'ects

analysis per Regional directive 2670/1950 (August 17, 1995). The fisheries BE addresses the direct, indirect, and

cumulative effects of all alternatives on westslope cutthroat trout habitat, individuals, and populations (FSM 2672.4).

Recovery Plans/Conservation Agreements

The Endangered Species Act mandates a formal recovery plan for listed species. The federal recovery plan for bull trout is

currently being developed by the US. Fish and Wildlife Service. At present, critical habitat has not been designated for

bull trout, and the recovery plan is still in the draft stage.

The State ofMontana completed its own Bull Trout Restoration Plan in June 2000 (Montana Bull Trout Restoration Team,

2000). The State’s restoration plan contains the following goals for the Bitterroot River drainage (Montana Bull Trout

Restoration Team, 2000: 70; MBTSG, 1995: 23-24):

0 Establish a self-reproducing migratory bull trout population in the Bitterroot River that spawns in tributary streams.

The preliminary goal is to have at least 100 redds or 2000 total individuals in the migratory population over a

period of 15 years (3 generations), with spawning distributed among all ofthe core (i.e. priority) watersheds.

0 Maintain self-sustaining bull trout populations in all the watersheds where they presently exist

o Maintain the population genetic structure throughout the watershed

o Reestablish connectivity between the Bitterroot River and its tributaries

In May 1999, the Montana Department ofFish, Wildlife, and Parks developed a conservation agreement for westslope

cutthroat trout in Montana, a cooperative effort among state and federal resource agencies, conservation and industry

organizations, resource users, and private landowners (MFWP, i999). The Bitterroot NF is a partner in the westslope

cutthroat trout conservation agreement.

-_————_—_—————__

d
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All projects that are consistent with INFISI-I are also considered to be consistent with the Montana Bull Trout Restoration

Plan and the westslope cutthroat trout conservation agreement. Copies of the Montana Bull Trout Restoration Plan and

westslope cutthroat trout conservation agreement are available in the Project File (PF, FISH 3; PF, FISH-4).

Changes between the DEIS and FEIS

- A significant change between the fisheries DEIS and FEIS reports are the use of modeled sediment and water

increase predictions in the FEIS.

- In the FEIS, the WEPP model (Water Erosion Prediction Project = developed by the Rocky Mountain Research

Station) was used to predict the quantities ofsediment that would be delivered to streams. In the DEIS, sediment

effects were discussed qualitatively (e.g. using the terms “measurable" versus “immeasurable") because model

results were unavailable. Professional experience, knowledge of hydrologic conditions on the ground, and the

results of sediment monitoring following recent timber sales (USDA Forest Service, l997d: 80-82; USDA Forest

Service, 1998a: 77-78; USDA Forest Service, 1999b: 88-89) were used to interpret the WEPP sediment data and

predict efl‘ects on the fishery. The availability ofWEPP sediment data is the reason that sedimentation efl'ects

described for some alternatives in the DEIS differ from those described in the FEIS. Consult the watershed section

in the FEIS for more information on the WEPP model.

- In the FEIS, an ECA model (Equivalent Clcarcut Area) was used to predict water increases. In the DEIS, water

increases were discussed qualitatively because model results were unavailable. The availability of water increase

model data is the reaon that some efl‘ects may differ between the FEIS and DEIS. Consult the watershed section in

the FEIS for more information on the ECA model.

Section 7 Watershed Baseline

An important source of information used to assess and describe fish habitat and population conditions is the Bitterroot

River Section 7 Watershed Baseline (USDA Forest Service, 2000b). The Section 7 Watershed Baseline rated the strength

of bull trout populations and the condition of habitat in each of the Columbia River Basin (CRB) 6"1 code hydrologic units

(HUCs) within the Bitterroot River subbasin. For each 6"‘ code hydrologic unit, a matrix of 20 habitat indicators was rated

as “functioning appropriately’, “fimctioning at risk", or “fimctioning at unacceptable risk” according to the criteria

established by the US. Fish and Wildlife Service in the bull trout Biological Opinion (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service,

1998). These baseline condition ratings have been updated for each bull trout subpopulation in the project area using post

fire/mudslide fish habitat and population monitoring data collected during autumn, 2000 and summer, 2001. The updated

baseline ratings are listed and described in the bull trout Biological Assessment (PF, FISH-22). The Section 7 Watershed

Baseline, and the results ofpost-fire/mudslide fish habitat and population surveys, are the primary data sources used to

describe existing fish habitat and population conditions for each of the geographic areas in the FEIS.

The FEIS uses Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) 6‘h code HUCs to report baseline fish habitat conditions.

CRB 6‘h code HUCs were used in the Section 7 Watershed Baseline (USDA Forest Service, 2000b). In the FEIS, the CRB

HUC information taken fi'om the Section 7 Watershed Baseline has been converted to NRCS HUCs for consistency. The

conversion is simple because in almost all of the watersheds in the project area, the boundaries of the CRB HUCs are

identical, or very close to the boundaries ofthe NRCS I-IUCs. Therefore, in order to be consistent with the data in the Post

Fire Assessment (USDA Forest Service, 2000a) and watershed FEIS report, the fisheries FEIS report also uses NRCS 6'h

code HUCs.

Analysis Area

The analysis area consists ofthe four geographic areas. The four geographic areas encompass the following drainages:

Sheafrnan Creek, Mill Creek, Blodgett Creek, Canyon Creek, Skalkaho Creek, Sleeping Child Creek, Rye Creek (including

the small face streams between Rye Creek and Sleeping Child Creek on the east side ofthe Bitterroot River), the East Fork

ofthe Bitterroot River, and the West Fork ofthe Bitterroot River.

Analysis Method

Data Collection Methods

The following narratives summarize the fisheries data that has been collected in the four geographic areas.
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Blodgett Geographic Area

In general, the fish-bearing streams in the Blodgett Geographic Area have been lightly sampled because of their

roadless/wildemess character, and the lack of management activities in their drainages. The majority of the survey sites are

concentrated in the non-wildemess stream reaches near the canyon mouths. Bitterroot NF and Montana Fish, Wildlife, and

Parks fisheries personnel conducted presence/absence fish population surveys in Blodgett, Mill, Sheafman, Canyon, and

Cow Creeks on several occasions between 1992 and 2001. Data collection methods included presence/absence

electrofishing (Blodgett, Mill, Cow) and snorkel (Canyon, Sheafinan) surveys. Fish habitat inventories were conducted in

Canyon Creek in 1998 and 2001 in association with the repairs at Canyon Lake Dam. The other streams have not been a

high priority for fish habitat inventories because of their roadless/wildemess condition and the lack of management

activities in their drainages. Post-fire fish habitat surveys focused on the severely burned streams in the East Fork and West

Fork geographic areas, and were not conducted in the Blodgett Geographic Area because of the lack of severely burned fish

habitat. Water temperature monitoring has occurred in Blodgett Creek (1997-98), Mill Creek (1997-99), and Canyon Creek

(2000).

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Post-fire fish population estimates were collected in August 2000 in Rye, North Rye, Sleeping Child, and Skalkaho Creeks

(USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 10-1 1). All of the habitat data cited in the FEIS was collected prior to the fires.

Numerous fish population and habitat surveys have been conducted in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area over the past

decade. Data collection methods included mark/recapture electrofishing estimates, presence/absence electrofishing and

snorkel surveys, basin wide habitat surveys, bull trout graduate research habitat surveys (Rich, 1996), and Bitterroot NF

fish habitat inventories. Water temperature monitoring has occurred in Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, Rye, and North Rye

Creeks since 1993. Water temperature monitoring occurred in most ofthe small perennial tributaries to Rye Creek and

North Rye Creek during summer, 1998. At the time of this FEIS, post-fire fish population estimates, habitat inventories,

and water temperature monitoring are being conducted in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area during the 2001 field season.

Where available, this newer data has been included in the existing condition reports.

East Fork Geographic Area

Post-fire fish population estimates were collected in August 2000 in Warm Springs Creek, Laird Creek, Praine Creek,

Reirnel Creek, Meadow Creek, and the East Fork (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 10-11). Post-fire habitat

surveys were conducted in most of the burned streams in the geographic area. Numerous fish population and habitat

surveys have been conducted in the East Fork Geographic Area over the past decade. Data collection methods included

mark/recapture electrofishing estimates, presence/absence electrofishing and snorkel surveys, radio telemetry, basin-wide

habitat surveys, bull trout graduate research habitat surveys, and Bitterroot NF fish habitat inventories. Water temperature

monitoring has occurred in the East Fork, Warm Springs, Cameron, Camp, Meadow, Tolan, Moose, and Martin Creeks

since 1993. Other streams monitored for water temperatures in 1999 and 2000 include several of the Cameron and Camp

Creek tributaries, Guide Creek, Jennings Camp Creek, and Laird Creek At the time of this FEIS, post-fire fish population

estimates, habitat inventories, and water temperature monitoring are being conducted in the East Fork Geographic Area

during the 2001 field season. Where available, this newer data has been inchided in the existing condition reports.

West Fork Geographic Area

Post-fire fish population estimates were collected in autumn, 2000 in Little Blue Joint Creek and Chicken Creek (USDA

Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 10-11). Post-fire habitat surveys were conducted in most of the bumed streams in the

geographic area. Numerous fish population and habitat surveys have been conducted in the West Fork Geographic Area

over the past decade. Data collection methods included mark/recapture electrofishing estimates, presence/absence

electrofishing and snorkel surveys, radio telemetry, bull trout graduate research habitat surveys (Rich, 1996), and Bitterroot

NF fish habitat inventories. Water temperature monitoring has occurred in the West Fork, Blue Joint, Slate, Overwhich,

and Hughes Creeks since 1993. Other streams monitored for water temperatures in 2000 include most of the tributaries to

the lower half ofHughes Creek. At the time ofthis FEIS, post-fire fish population estimates, habitat inventories, and water

temperature monitoring are being conducted in the West Fork Geographic Area during the 2001 field season. Where

available, this newer data has been included in the existing condition reports.

Management Indicator Species

The Bitterroot Forest Plan designates the westslope cutthroat trout as the management indicator species for assessing

Changes to fish habitat on the Bitterroot NF (USDA Forest Service, 1987a: II-20, e(7)). However, the bull trout has more

specific habitat requirements than other salrnonids (including westslope cutthroat trout), and is more sensitive to

M
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environmental disturbance at all life stages (Rieman and McIntyre, 1993). Therefore, the FEIS uses the bull trout as the

indicator species to assess project efiects on the fisheries resource. Effects on westslope cutthroat trout are also addressed,

but the bull trout is the key indicator species used to analyze efl'ects. Other cold-water species such as westslope cutthroat

trout have similar, but less restrictive habitat needs than bull trout, and will benefit by activities that preserve and protect

bull trout habitat.

On the Bitterroot NF, bull trout presence is strongly related to watershed condition. Bull trout are present in more than 90

percent of the watersheds that are rated as “healthy”, but only present in about 20 percent of the watersheds rated as “high

risk” (MFWP, 1993). This FEIS briefly summarizes the key aspects ofgood bull trout information, but does not discuss

habitat requirements in great detail. For more information on the habitat requirements and life history strategies ofbull

trout and westslope cutthroat trout, consult the bull trout Biological Opinion (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 1998), the

Bitterroot River Section 7 Watershed Baseline (USDA Forest Service, 2000b), the Montana Bull Trout Restoration Plan

(Montana Bull Trout Restoration Team, 2000), the Bitterroot Drainage Bull Trout Status Report (MBTSG, 1995), Rieman

and McIntyre (1993), and the westslope cutthroat trout conservation agreement (MFWP, 1999). The habitat and life history

information in those documents is included by reference.

Key Habitat Characteristics Used to Analyze Effects

Bull trout growth, survival, and long-term population persistence depends on five key habitat characteristics (Rieman and

McIntyre, 1993; USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 1998). These are:

0 Cover

0 Channel stability

0 Water temperature

0 Migratory corridors

o Substrate composition (sediment)

Each of the alternatives has been analyzed for its potential to influence these five key habitat characteristics. A short

description ofthese key habitat characteristics follows:

1) Cover. The effects analysis will consider how the alternatives afi'ect woody debris recruitment, undercut banks, and

deep pools, and how changes in those types ofhiding cover could alter the growth and survival of bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout.

Bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout are strongly associated with complex habitats, particularly those formed by large

woody debris (Riernan and McIntyre, 1993; USDA Forest Service, 1995i). The recruitment of large woody debris to

stream channels is the critical process that creates and maintains complex habitats, large pools, and hiding cover for bull

trout and westslope cutthroat trout hiding on the Bitterroot NF. Large woody debris is delivered to stream channels through

both episodic and chronic events (Naiman et aL, 2000). Chronic events include natural tree mortality and undercutting of

the stream banks. These events add relatively small amounts of large wood to the stream. Fires, floods, windthrow,

landslides, and debris torrents (e.g. the July 2001 mudslides) occur infrequently, but they are the source of large quantities

ofwood (Bilby and Bisson, 1998; Benda et al., 1998; Nairnan et al., 2000). Increases in woody debris recruitment

following fire have been documented throughout the western United States (Minshall et al., 1990; Young, 1994; Young and

Bozek, 1996; Reeves et aL, 1995; Burton, 2000). Undercut banks and deep pools are also forms ofcover that are highly

preferred by both species (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 1998: Appendix 5; USDA Forest Service, 1995i).

Most mature trees in riparian areas on the Bitterroot NF do not exceed 100 feet in height (PF, PUBLIC INVOLVE-96);

therefore, 100 feet is the distance used in this analysis to describe “one potential tree height”.

2) Channel stability: The effects analysis will consider how the alternatives afl’ect stream flows and channel erosion and

how channel changes may alter the growth and survival ofbull trout and westslope cutthroat trout.

Bull trout are exceptionally sensitive to activities that directly or indirectly afi'ect stream channel integrity. Juveniles of

both species fi'equently inhabit areas ofreduced water velocity, such as side channels, stream margins, and pools. These '

areas can be eliminated or degraded by management activities (Rieman and McIntyre, 1993; USDA Forest Service, 19951).

Along severely burned streams, bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat is likely to be altered by higher stream flows

for at least a decade. Possible changes include increases in stream width, and losses ofundercut bank cover (Minshall et

al., 1990; Robinson and Minshall, 1993). Increases inputs of woody debris in the year following fire are a stabilizing factor

that helps to reduce width-to-depth ratios and offset the influence of higher stream flows (Burton, 2000).

W
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3) Water temQerature: The effects analysis will consider how the alternatives would afl‘ect standing wood and shade in

riparian areas, and how temperature increases may affect bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout distribution, growth, and

survival.

Bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout are strongly associated with cold water temperatures (Rieman and McIntyre, 1993;

USDA Forest Service, 1995i). Ntunerous studies have demonstrated that the loss of streamside vegetation can cause

elevated maximum stream temperatures during periods ofsummer low flow (Beschta et al., 1987; see list of authors in

Beschta and Taylor, 1988). The primary cause of this temperature increase is the additional solar radiation striking the

water surfiice. Other potential avenues of stream temperatures warming include increased peak flows that cause mass

erosion and stream channel widening (Beschta and Taylor, 1988; Rhodes et al., 1994; McCullough, 1999) and microclimate

alterations (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 1998: Appendix 5). Standing dead trees, live vegetation, and terrain features

provide shade on streams in the post-fire environment. The shade provided by dead snags is especially critical to

maintaining the coldest water temperatures possible following fire (Amaranthus et al., 1989).

4) Migatogg corridors: The efi‘ects analysis will consider the role ofbarriers in blocking bull trout and westslope cutthroat

trout movement, fi'agmenting populations, and reducing the long-term persistence ofpopulations.

Small, isolated bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations are more likely than larger populations to go extinct

over long time scales due to stochastic events (e. g. landslides, fires, and floods) (Lee et aL, 1997). On the Bitterroot NF,

culverts are the most common type ofbarrier that fragments and isolates bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

populations. Culverts typically block access to spawning and rearing habitat in the 2"’ and 3''1 order tributaries of larger

streams, and reduce recruitment ofjuvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout to the adult populations.

Although connectivity between populations is very important to the rapid recovery of fish populations following fire

(Gresswell, 1999; Rieman and Clayton, 1997; Rieman et aL, 1997; Burton, 2000), the US Forest Service and Bureau of

Land Management (1997a) concluded (based on modeling) that levels of fine sediment in the substrate and resultant egg

survival to emergence rates may be more important to the persistence ofweak stocks of sahnonids, such as bull trout, than

the amount ofjuvenile rearing habitat and carrying capacity.

5) Substrate composition (sediment): The efl‘ects analysis will consider how the alternatives change sediment levels in

spawning and rearing habitats and how those changes could afl'ect bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout production,

growth, recruitment, and survival.

Bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout require clean substrates with low levels of sediment (Rieman and McIntyre, 1993,

USDA Forest Service, 1995i). Bull trout, in particular, are strongly associated with the stream bottom (Rieman and

McIntyre, 1993). Sedimentation reduces pool depth, alters substrate composition, reduces interstitial space, reduces egg

survival to emergence (Weaver and Fraley, 1991), and causes channels to braid (Rieman and McIntyre, 1993). Throughout

the Columbia River Basin, losses ofpool fi'equency and pool volume have occurred in managed watersheds as a result of

sedimentation and reductions in woody debris recruitment (USDA Forest Service and USDl Bureau ofLand Management,

1997a).

The Bitterroot NF has documented a relatively strong correlation between bull trout abundance and the amount of sediment

in the stream bottom (USDA Forest Service, 1991a: 52-55; USDA Forest Service, 1992a: 67, 78). The relationship

between westslope cutthroat trout abundance and sediment levels is not as strong (USDA Forest Service, 1991a: 52-55;

USDA Forest Service, 1992a: 67, 78). The sediment produced by high road densities and road encroachment are the

primary causes ofreduced bull trout occurrence and densities on the Bitterroot NF (USDA Forest Service, 1992a: 67, 78)

and throughout the Columbia River Basin (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 1998: Appendix 5). The gist ofall this bull

trout/sediment research is that roads, particularly those that encroach on streams, cause increased amounts ofsediment to

enter streams. The more sediment that goes into a stream, the fewer bull trout that survive in that stream (Weaver and

Fraley, 1991).

In the existing condition descriptions for the four geographic areas, sediment levels are sometimes described as “high” or

“low”. “High” refers to surface fine levels that exceed 20%, and a “functioning at unacceptable risk" rating in the Section 7

Watershed Baseline (USDA Forest Service, 2000b). “Low” refers to surface fine levels less than 12%, and a ‘functioning

appropriately" rating in the Section 7 Watershed Baseline (USDA Forest Service, 2000b).

Short-term versus Long-term

In the environmental consequences sections, the terms “short-term” and “long-term” are used to predict the duration of

effects. “Short-term" refers to any effects that would occur between the present time and the end of the year 2005. “Long

term” refers to any efl'ects that would occur starting in the year 2006.
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Reburn Risk

Another consideration for fisheries is the potential for future fires to reburn the riparian areas that were severely burned in

2000. The fires of2000 burned some low elevation ponderosa pine stands and adjacent riparian areas at severities that were

beyond the range ofhistoric conditions (Arno and Peterson, 1983; McCune, 1983; Olson, 2000; USDA Forest Service,

2000a; section 4.3: 21). These riparian areas generally occurred where small streams (lg-3"‘ order) flowed through or near

severely burned low elevation, dry ponderosa pine stands that prior to the fires contained high fuel loads and densities of

ladder fuels.

The riparian areas along small streams (lg-3'“ order) in low elevation ponderosa pine forests tend to be drier with narrow

floodplains. This structure makes them easier to burn lethally if a hot crown fire spreads into the riparian zone from

adjacent upland forests. Historically, the riparian areas in low elevation ponderosa pine stands burned more frequently, but

at lower severities than the fir-lodgepole riparian areas that occur at higher elevations (Agee, 1993; Olson, 2000). Recent

research documenting the historical role of fire in riparian areas indicates that low severity fire was common in low

elevation, dry ponderosa pine forests in the Pacific Northwest, with return intervals ranging fi'om 13-36 years (Olson,

2000). Burton (2000) reported an ll-year historic fire return interval in dry ponderosa pine forests on the Boise National

Forest. Olson (2000) also demonstrated that fire return intervals in low elevation ponderosa pine forests were only slightly

longer (l-l6 years) for riparian areas than the adjacent upland stands. On the Bitterroot NF, research by McCune (1983)

and Arno and Peterson (1983) indicates that fire return intervals in moist, low elevation, westside canyon riparian areas

(similar to riparian areas in the Blodgett fire) averaged 50-60 years, compared to fire return intervals of 18-23 years in

nearby upland slopes. Although there are some differences between these studies, they do suggest that it would not be

unusual for fire to revisit some ofthe low elevation, severely burned riparian areas in the next 60 years.

The Post-Fire Assessment identified the ponderosa pine stands (VRU 2) that burned at high severity across the Forest

(USDA Forest Service, 2000a; Map 5-8). For each geographic area, we identified the small (lg-3"‘ order) fish-bearing

streams that flow through concentrated patches of severely burned, low elevation pine stands. The fish populations that are

present in the identified streams were sorted into two categories: connected, or isolated. The literature strongly suggests

that fish populations that are connected to other streams and neighboring populations recover relatively quickly, often

within five years, even following severe burns (Rieman et al., 1997; Rieman and Clayton, 1997; Gresswell, 2000; Burton,

2000). Relatively quick recovery fi'om fires and mudslides has also been documented on the Bitterroot NF in Overwhich,

Storm, and Wilkerson Creeks (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 14-15). All ofthese streams contain connected

fish populations. Long-term detrimental effects of fires on fish populations have generally been limited to areas where

habitat has been fragmented and fish populations have become isolated in short segments of stream (Rinne, 1996;

Gresswell, 1999). The best example of this has occurred in the southwestern United States where small, isolated,

populations ofGila trout (Oncorhynchus giIae, an endangered species) have been extirpated by recent uncharacteristically

hot fires in ponderosa pine forests (Rinne, 1996; Rinne and Neary, 1996). Modeling conducted by Brown et al (2001)

concluded that extinction is a significant risk for the Gila trout as a result ofuncharacteristically hot fires in ponderosa pine

forests. Lee et al. (1997) also conchrded that when native trout populations become isolated, there is a higher risk that

severe fires can cause extinction. Isolation following fire has been shown to slow the recovery ofredband trout

(Oncorhynchus mykiss) populations on the Boise National Forest following uncharacteristically hot fires in ponderosa pine

forests in 1992 and 1994 (Burton, 2000). The key point of all of this research is that isolated trout populations are more

vulnerable to extinction fi'om wildfires than connected populations. For each geographic area, the FEIS identified the

isolated trout populations that would be most at risk if a severe rebum were to occur in the firture.

It is also important to point out that wildfires and subsequent mudslides are “pulsed disturbance events” that are important

for creating and maintaining stream systems and quality fish habitat in the long-term (Reeves et al., 1995; Everest et al.,

1987; Rieman and Clayton, 1997; Gresswell, 1999; Burton, 2000). Although the effects of severe fire and mudslides can

appear catastrophic to the fishery in the short-term, these events trigger changes that rejuvenate fish habitat and improve the

long-term health of the fishery. Some ofthese beneficial changes include increased recruitment ofwoody debris (Young,

1994; Burton, 2000), increased pool formation (Burton, 2000), recruitment ofnew cobbles and spawning gravels (Reeves et

al., 1995), and better habitat complexity (Rieman and Clayton, 1997). On the Bitterroot NF, the two primary natural

disturbance mechanisms responsible for initiating stream changes that ultimately increase habitat complexity and diversity

are fires and floods (USDA Forest Service, 2000b; section 4.3: 6-7). Throughout time, native fish have persisted and

flourished in the presence of numerous wildfires (Rieman and Clayton, 1997).

As witnessed by the 2000 fires, the patterns that fires burn in riparian areas are unpredictable. On average, fires in riparian

areas consumed vegetation in a mosaic ofburn intensities. High intensity burning was only continuous over relatively short

segments of stream, so that some fish remained in adjacent unburned or lightly burned stream reaches and others were

likely able to seek refuge in these areas (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 13; Burton, 2000). Local factors such as
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wind, humidity, aspect, slope, and time ofday work synergistically with fuel conditions to influence how fire will burn a

particular riparian area. Because of this inherent unpredictability, it is impossible to forecast the effects ofreburn on fish

populations decades in the fiiture with a high degree of reliability. Despite this uncertainty, there are several key pieces of

information that are known or can be reasonably inferred. These include:

0 Research indicates that fire historically burned riparian areas in low elevation, dry ponderosa pine stands at

fi'equent intervals, but low severities (Arno and Peterson, 1983; McCune, I983; Agee, 1993; Olson, 2000).

0 During the fires of2000, many low elevation ponderosa pine stands and adjacent riparian areas burned at severities

that were beyond the range ofhistoric conditions (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 21). Similar fires

burned 50% of the ponderosa pine forests on the Boise National Forest between 1986 and 1994 (Burton, 2000).

- Fuel levels are a factor in the burning equation along with other local factors such as wind, hurnidities, aspect,

slope, and time of day. Ofthese factors, fuel levels are the only one that can be controlled to some degree.

0 Throughout time, native trout have persisted and flourished in the presence of wildfires (Rieman and Clayton,

1997). However, small, isolated trout populations are more vulnerable to extinction from Wildfires than connected

populations (Rinne, 1996; Rieman and Clayton, 1997; Brown et al., 2001).

- Where fish-bearing streams flow through low elevation ponderosa pine stands on the Bitterroot NF, research

indicates that the type of fire native fish encountered most often was fi'equent, but low severity fire (Arno and

Peterson, 1983; McCune, I983; Agee, 1993; Olson, 2000).

o The isolated native trout populations that occur in severely burned ponderosa pine forests on the Bitterroot NF are

likely to be the fish populations that are most vulnerable to a reburn.

o In managed watersheds, regardless of isolation, an effective way to improve the resiliency of the fishery to

wildfires is to remove fish barriers, reduce road densities (sediment), and where possible, suppress or remove non

native competitors (Rieman and Clayton, 1997).

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout are the two native trout species in the Bitterroot River drainage, and are present in

all four of the geographic areas. The populations and habitat conditions are described by geographic area.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Common to Alternative A (N0 Action)

If severe fire doesM revisit the burned riparian areas along Little Sleeping Child and Medicine Tree Creeks, natural

recovery would continue similar to the patterns documented on pages 14-19 of the Post-Fire Assessment (USDA Forest

Service, 2000a; section 4.3), and the eflects on the key habitat characteristics would be:

Cover

Alternative A would protect and maintain the recruitment ofwoody debris to stream channels, which is the critical process

that produces and maintains good bull trout and westslope cutthroat hiding cover. Not placing woody debris in Rye, North

Rye, Reimel, Jennings Camp, and Taylor Creeks would be a missed opportunity to improve woody hiding cover and pool

habitat for bull trout (Rye Creek) and westslope cutthroat trout (all of the streams) in the project area.

Channel Stability

Alternative A would not increase stream flows; therefore, it would not alter charmel stability, channel dimensions, and fish

habitat structure.

Water Temperature

Alternative A is unlikely to cause measurable increases in stream temperatures in the fish-bearing streams because losses of

shade are unlikely to occur as a result ofno action.
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Migratory Con'idors

Alternative A would not replace any fish barrier culverts. Leaving the existing fish barrier culverts in place would continue

to restrict bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout access to 73.5 miles ofspawning and rearing habitat in the project area.

Connectivity is very important to the rapid recovery of fish populations following fire (Gresswell, 1999; Rieman et al.,

1997; Burton, 2000). Lack ofconnectivity could slow post-fire recovery in some streams.

Substrate Composition

Not doing the watershed improvements, particularly the graveling and BMP upgrades, would allow higher road-derived

sediment inputs to continue in several miles ofbull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat located

along encroached roads and near the mouths of tributaries that drain high road density areas. With no action, road-derived

sediment inputs are likely to continue to suppress bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout production to a small degree,

particularly in the road-enroached reaches of Skalkaho (Road 75), Rye (Road 75), North Rye (Road 321), Daly (Skalkaho

Highway), Meadow (Road 725), Laird (Road 370), Jennings Camp (Road 723), Guide (Road 311), Piquett (Road 49), Coal

(Roads 5660/5662), Slate (Road 1133), Little Blue (Roads 5656/5658), and Blue Joint (Road 362) Creeks.

Because of the reasons discussed above, the most likely scenario is that Alternative A would not cause any visible changes

in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout numbers and habitat conditions. With no action, natural recovery is expected to

continue in all ofthe fish-bearing streams according to the patterns documented on pages l4-l9 of the Post-Fire

Assessment (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3). If future fires do revisit the severely burned riparian areas along

Little Sleeping Child and Medicine Tree Creeks, and the bum severity is high, negative impacts to the isolated westslope

cutthroat trout populations in those streams could occur on a similar scale as those that happened in 2000.

Common to All Action Alternatives

Regardless of geographic area, the action alternatives would have similar direct and indirect efl'ects on four ofthe five key

bull trout habitat characteristics: cover; channel stability; water temperature; and migratory corridors. These similarities

would apply to the majority of streams in the project area. There are minor differences in effects with some of the action

alternatives, and these difl‘erences are discussed in this section for the following reasons: (1) the differences are small and

are the exception instead of the rule; and (2) the efl'ects are easier to communicate to the reader if they are all discussed all

together in one section instead of split out into four difl'erent sections for each geographic area.

Sediment, by its incremental nature, usually aflects fish habitat and populations in a cumulative manner. In most cases, the

direct and indirect effects of sediment are impossible to clearly separate out from the cumulative eflbcts. This is

particularly true following a fire, when natural sediment increases are much higher for the first several years following the

burn (Minshall et al., 1990; Robinson and Minshall, 1993; Burton, 2000). For those reasons, and to avoid confusion and

redundancy in the efl'ects analysis, the direct, indirect, and cumulative efl‘ects of sediment (ie. substrate composition) are

discussed in the cumulative effects sections for each ofthe geographic areas.

The following direct and indirect effects on cover, channel stability, water temperature, and migratory corridors would

apply to all streams in the project area unless specifically noted.

Cover

The recruitment of large woody debris to stream channels is the most important process that creates and maintains complex

habitats, large pools, and hiding cover for bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout hiding on the Bitterroot NF. In this

project, vegetation would not be removed fiom any RHCAs. This includes both salvage harvest and non-commercial fuel

reduction (mechanical and hand crew) activities. The RHCAs would bufl‘er all streams, wetlands, and landslide prone

areas. The RHCA bufl‘er widths would encompass at least one site potential tree height in Alternatives B, C, and D

(minimum bufl'er width of 100 feet on intermittent streams), and two site potential tree heights in Alternatives E, F, and G

(minimum bufl‘er width of200 feet on intermittent and perennial non-fish stream reaches). These minimum bufl'er widths

would protect the “caution zones” described in the bull trout Biological Opinion (US. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1998;

Appendix 5), and would be wide enough to maintain essentially all of the woody debris recruitment to stream channels that

occurs from riparian corridors (Naiman et al., 2000), wetlands, and landslide prone areas.

Recent research indicates that following large fires, large amounts ofwoody debris can be added to fish-bearing streams by

landslides and debris torrents that originate in the headwalls of small streams (Bilby and Bisson, 1998; Benda et al., 1998;

Nairnan et al., 2000). If landslides occur in the uplands where salvage harvest occurs, and these slides move down into

stream bottoms, there is likely to be some reduction in woody debris recruitment to stream channels. However, in this

project, reductions in woody debris recruitment that occur as a result of landslides are likely to be minimal because:
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(l) landslide prone areas have been identified and bufi'ered - no salvage harvest would occur in these areas;

(2) debris torrents/mudslides are relatively common events in the first l-2 years following fire on the Bitterroot NF

(USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 17), but they generally occur in stream bottoms and draws where

runofi is concentrated. Many ofthese areas would already be bufl'ered because they are ephemeral or intermittent

stream bottoms. Slope failure landslides (i.e. deep-seated hillside failures on slopes not associated with draws and

stream bottoms) are less common on the Bitterroot NF. Slope failure landslides are more frequent in the wetter

maritime climates in the Cascades and northern Idaho.

(3) The risk of fire-caused landslides and debris torrents is likely to decline by summer 2003 as hydrophobic soils

disappear. Based on experience on the Bitterroot NF, hydrophobic soils usually last no more than l-2 years

(USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.1: 2). Monitoring following the July 15, 2001 mudslides in the lower

North Rye canyon indicated that debris torrents did not occur in the Fox Creek drainage, which was severely

burned in September 1998, and contained hydrophobic soils on steep slopes at that time. One reason why it may

have remained intact is that it no longer contained hydrophobic soils. Assuming that hydrophobic soils last for l-2

years, salvage harvest may not occur on some of the units by the time that the hydrophobic soils disappear. In that

case, the probability ofthose units, woody debris that could eventually be transported into a stream via debris

torrents would not be removed

(4) Although the majority of the literature suggests that mudslides and debris torrents are important sources ofwoody

debris input to streams following fires (Reeves et al., 1995; Bilby and Bisson, 1998; Benda et al., 1998; Naiman et

al., 2000), there are instances when debris torrents have reduced instream woody debris levels, at least in the short

term (Burton, 2000: pages 34-35). Local monitoring indicates that a reduction in instream woody debris also

occurred in Laird Creek, and possibly North Rye Creek, following the 2001 mudslides. The July 2001 mudslides

in Laird and North Rye Creeks did not contribute large quantities ofwoody debris to stream channels (PF, FISH

19). In fact, most of the woody debris that was present in their channels prior to the mudslides was pushed aside

out of the channel, leaving behind a simplified, aggraded channel with little active woody debris in the wetted

perimeter (PF, FISH-19). In future years, the channel will have to migrate across the floodplain in order to regain

some of the woody debris that was present in its wetted perimeter prior to the July 2001 mudslides.

The addition ofwoody debris to North Rye Creek and three of its small, unnamed tributaries, Reimel Creek, Jennings

Camp Creek, and Taylor Creek would improve woody debris hiding cover and pool habitat, and over time, may increase

westslope cutthroat trout production (more spawning gravel beds would be formed by the woody debris), recruitment (more

rearing space and better habitat complexity), and survival (better overwintering habitat and protection fi'om predators) on a

local scale. These are small B4 channels (wetted width < 6-9 feet in North Rye and Reimel Creeks; wetted width < 5 feet

in the other streams) where woody debris is the primary habitat formation feature (Rosgen, 1996). In these types of

channels, the potential for large pieces ofwoody debris to drift downstream and cause adverse channel erosion and scouring

is negligible because ofthe small channel sizes and minimal base flows. The woody debris pieces that are added to these

streams would be collected fi'om upland sites outside ofRHCAs (with rootwads attached), and would be strategically

placed in the channels with an excavator to mimic natural recruitment. No artificial anchoring (i.e. cabling) oftrees would

occur. Natural objects (boulders, other debris, channel meanders, etc) would be used to anchor the debris pieces, if needed.

Ground disturbance along the stream banks would be avoided as much as possible.

Over time, the felling of 100 burned trees into Rye Creek would provide similar benefits for bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout. The trees would be felled in chimps of four in portions ofthe channel most likely to form pools in order to

improve habitat complexity and the increase the chances of large pool formation. Ifproperly done, felling would not

destabilize nearby Road 75 fill slopes and cause additional channel or road fill erosion. The reach where the trees would be

felled does not contain barriers (culverts) to downstream drift. Felled trees are more susceptible to drift downstream than

trees that naturally fall over and contain rootwads. However, in a B4 channel such as Rye Creek where woody debris is the

primary habitat formation feature, the addition ofwoody debris and its potential for drifi has a low potential for causing

adverse effects to the stream channel (Rosgen, 1996). Also, monitoring of an ongoing woody debris felling project in the

Burnt Fork (a larger, more powerful stream on the Stevensville Ranger District) indicates that large felled trees have a low

potential for drift (USDA Forest Service, 1999b: 101-102; USDA Forest Service, 2000c). Where drift does occur, it

usually occurs for short distances (< 500 feet) and drifting pieces are recruited to downstream woody debris jams that

produce the most complex, superior fish habitats (USDA Forest Service, 1999b: 101-102; USDA Forest Service, 2000c).

There is no literature that specifically states how much woody debris B4 streams such as Rye Creek should contain. The

best sources of information are the Bitterroot NF’s watershed reference condition database and fisheries habitat survey

database. Those data sources indicates that it is common for unmanaged B4 streams on the Forest to contain > 100 large
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woody debris pieces/mile. Rye Creek currently contains about 82 large woody debris pieces/mile. In that context, an

additional 25 woody debris pieces/mile would not be excessive.

Planting conifer seedlings along the severely burned reaches of Little Blue Joint Creek may speed the re-establishment of

overstory trees by 5-l0 years, and in the long-term, hasten the return to pre-fire woody debris recruitment levels. The

spruce seed source has been lost fi'om this reach. That is why planting is necessary A firster return to pre-fire woody

debris recruitment levels would not start to benefit bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout (more hiding cover, better pools,

more shade on the stream) until at least 30-40 years have passed. The planting activities in the non-RHCA portions of the

project area would have an insignificant effect on fish cover.

Prescribed burning may occur in RHCAs as along as it complies with the mitigations in the prescribed fire programmatic

BA (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001b). In a few localized areas, prescribed burning in RHCAs could potentially

increase woody debris recruitment to a small degree over the long-term.

In Alternatives B and D, there is some potential to reduce undercut bank cover in seven streams, at least on a localized scale

for a period of several years to as long as several decades. These streams are:

(1) Rye Creek — a large, seasonally connected tributary to the Bitterroot River; contains 17-20 miles ofwestslope

cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat, and < 3.5 miles ofbull trout spawning and rearing habitat (upstream

ofRoad 31 l)

(2) North Rye Creek — a medium, connected tributary to Rye Creek; contains 7-9 miles ofwestslope cutthroat trout

spawning and rearing habitat; bull trout are not present in the North Rye Creek drainage

(3) Um Ligle Slgping Child Creek — a small, isolated tributary to Sleeping Child Creek; contains < 4 miles of

westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat; bull trout are not present in Little Sleeping Child Creek

(4) Guide Qrgk — small, isolated tributary to the East Fork; contains < 1 mile ofwestslope cutthroat trout spawning

and rearing habitat; bull trout are not present in Guide Creek

(5) Jennings Cm Creek — small, connected tributary to the East Fork; contains < 1.5 miles ofwestslope cutthroat

trout spawning and rearing habitat; bull trout are not present in Jennings Camp Creek

(6) Medicine Tree Creek — small, isolated tributary to the East Fork; contains < 3 miles ofwestslope cutthroat trout

spawning and rearing habitat; bull trout are not present in Medicine Tree Creek

(7) Laird Creek — a medium-sized, connected tributary to the East Fork; contains < 3 miles ofbull trout spawning and

rearing habitat, and 6-8 miles ofwestslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat

There are two mechanisms that could cause losses ofundercut bank cover in Alternatives B and D: (1) high sediment

inputs that cause sediment aggradation in the B and C depositional reaches and triggers increased bank erosion and losses

of undercut bank cover and pool volume; and (2) small water increases caused by the green tree harvest in Alternatives B

and D. The seven streams listed above were sensitive to water increases prior to the fires, and the fire is going to increase

water yields considerably in them for several decades. The small water increases that would be caused by Alternative B

and D5 removal of green trees would contribute to those fire-caused increases, which could increase bank erosion. Bank

erosion reduces undercut bank cover, which reduces the number ofbull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout that can be

sheltered and supported in that stream A wider, shallower channel cannot shelter and support as many fish as a deeper,

narrower channel. Also, bank erosion increases sediment yields, which settle out in the bottoms ofpools and reduce pool

depth and volume.

The ECA model predicts that on the 6th code HUC scale, water increases would be very small (most HUCs have a < 1%

predicted increase over existing conditions; the largest increase is < 2%) in all of the streams in the project area for all of

the alternatives. However, in the seven streams listed above, water increases were a concern prior to the fires and this

project, and there is some potential for the green tree harvest in Alternatives B and D to increase bank erosion and reduce

undercut bank cover and pool volumes. These losses are most likely to occur in the lower gradient B and C depositional

reaches.

In Alternative F, water increases are unlikely to trigger bank erosion because all, or nearly all, ofthe harvested trees would

be dead. However, Rye, North Rye, upper Little Sleeping Child, Medicine Tree, and Laird Creeks could still lose some

undercut bank cover and pool volume from sediment aggradation in their B and C depositional reaches. Losses ofundercut

bank cover would not occur in the portion ofRye Creek that contains bull trout (above Road 311) because there would be

no salvage-caused sediment inputs in that portion of the drainage. Sediment aggradation is unlikely to occur on a

significant scale in Guide and Jennings Camp Creeks in Alternative F.
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In Alternative E, only upper Little Sleeping Child Creek and Medicine Tree Creek would be likely to lose some undercut

bank cover and pool volume from sediment aggradation in their B and C depositional reaches.

In Alternative G, the cessation of grazing until new NEPA is completed would have an insignificant effect on woody debris

recruitment to stream channels. Over a period ofseveral years, undercut bank cover would increase in localized areas

within allotments because of the cessation ofbank trampling, particularly in spots along Meadow Creek and its tributaries

(Meadow Tolan allotment), the West Fork ofCamp Creek and its tributaries (Waugh Gulch allotment), and Jennings Camp

Creek (the East Fork allotment). The cessation of grazing would also greatly reduce the sediment deposition that occurs in

pools as a result of tramping and increased bank erosion. An increase in undercut bank cover and reduction in pool

sediment would benefit bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in the Meadow Creek and West Fork ofCamp Creek.

For all of the reasons discussed above, the action alternatives are likely to adequately maintain the recruitment ofwoody

debris to all streams across the project area. With the exception of the seven streams listed above where undercut bank

cover and pool volume could be reduced in Alternatives B, D, E, and F, the action alternatives are likely to maintain or

improve bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout hiding cover in all streams.

The mudslide-afl'ected portion of Sleeping Child Creek is a primarily a B3 channel with hardened, rocky streambanks that

are resistant to erosion. As a result, bank erosion and reductions in undercut bank cover are not likely to be a widespread

occurrence in this portion of Sleeping Child Creek with any alternative.

In the mudslide-afl‘ected portions of Laird and North Rye Creeks, the stream channels are going to be naturally mobile and

unstable for the next 2-3 years. In the short-term, there is some risk that Alternatives B, D, and F could increase bank

erosion and losses ofundercut bank cover, at least on a localized scale. Right now, undercut banks and root-holding

capacity are poorly developed in the mudslide-aifected reaches. Over the next several years, the Laird and North Rye

channels are going to be naturally dynamic and are likely to wander across their floodplains in places. As a result, some

channel erosion and losses ofundercut bank cover are going to naturally occur. Because ofthe natural instability of the

channels and the high sediment inputs fi'om the fires, it would be dificult to separate out the efi'ects ofAlternatives B, D,

and F against the background ofthese much larger natural changes.

Channel Stability

o In this project, there are three mechanisms that could widen stream channels and cause reductions in bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout habitat: (1) increases in peak/base flows caused by salvage harvest (Potts et al., 1985); (2)

the loss of root-holding capacity caused by the removal ofvegetation in Rl-ICAs; and (3) significant sediment

aggradation that causes bank erosion and channel widening (Levno and Rothacher, 1967; Lyons and Beschta,

I983).

The ECA model predicts that on the 6m code HUC scale, water increases would probably be too small (most HUCs have a

< 1% predicted increase over existing conditions; the largest increase is < 2%) to cause significant changes in channel

stability and channel width in all streams under all alternatives. However, more acreage of green tree harvest is proposed in

Alternatives B and D, and some would occur in the seven streams listed above where additional water increases are a

concern In those seven streams, under Alternatives B and D, there is some potential for the green tree harvest to increase

water yields to a small degree and cause localized channel widening and reduced bank stability. In the majority of the fish

bearing streams in the project area, the water increases caused by the action alternatives are likely to be too small to cause

significant changes in channel width and bank stability. Refer to the watershed section in the FEIS for more information on

water increase predictions.

In all ofthe fish-bearing streams in the project area, the action alternatives are likely to maintain root-holding capacity

along streams because there would be no removal ofvegetation fi'om the RHCA bufl'ers, and shrub and forb recovery along

the burned channels is likely to be extensive by post-fire years 2 and 3 (2002 and 2003). Maintaining root-holding capacity

helps to bank erosion and channel widening.

With Alternatives B, D, and F, some channel widening and bank instability could occur in Rye, North Rye, upper Little

Sleeping Child, Medicine Tree, Laird, and Cameron Creeks as a result of sediment aggradation and bank erosion,

particularly in their B and C depositional reaches. The North Rye and Laird Creek channels would be particularly sensitive

to widening because of their following the July 2001 mudslides. In Alternative F, channel widening and bank

destabilization would not occur on a significant scale in Guide Creek, Jennings Camp Creek, and the portion ofRye Creek

that contains bull trout (above Road 311). In Alternative E, channel widening and bank destabilization could also occur in

localized portions ofupper Little Sleeping Child and Medicine Tree Creeks. In the rest of the fish-bearing streams in the

project area, the sediment inputs produced by the action alternatives have a low risk ofwidening and destabilizing channels

because they are unlikely to occur on a large enough scale to triggers significant bank erosion.
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The planting, non-commercial firel reduction treatments, and watershed improvement activities in the action alternatives

would not cause significant changes in channel width and fish habitat structure.

With Alternative G, stream channel health would significantly improve in the long-term as trees and understory vegetation

grows back on the recontoured road corridors in RHCAs. Slumpy road fills would be eliminated along 57 miles of

recontoured RHCA roads, including Roads 75 (Rye and Skalkaho Creeks), 321 (North Rye Creek), 725 (Meadow Creek),

723 (Jennings Camp Creek), 311 (Guide Creek), 370 (Laird Creek), 727 (Reirnel Creek), 13340 (unnamed tributary to the

West Fork ofCamp Creek), 362 (Blue Joint Creek), 1133 (Slate Creek), 49 (Piquett Creek), and 5703 (Overwhich Creek).

The stream channels currently encroached by these roads would be allowed to form new meanders, which would create and

maintain quality fish habitat. In general, the best, most complex fish habitats occur in meanders, not straightened sections

(by roads) that typically lack cover and complexity.

With Alternative G, the cessation of grazing until new NEPA could be completed would gradually result in significant

stream channel improvement (e.g. more stable banks and undercut bank cover, less bank erosion, gradual channel

narrowing, better root-holding capacity) along l-2 miles of Jennings Camp Creek, localized spots along Meadow, Bugle,

Swift, Lodgepole, Springer, Waugh, and Guide Creeks, and 2+ miles ofthe West Fork ofCamp Creek and its tributaries.

These improvements would be attained gradually over a 5-year period. The improvement trend is likely to mimic the

changes that occurred in the years following the construction ofthe 1996 Meadow Creek exclosure fence (USDA Forest

Service, 1998a: 71, 93; USDA Forest Service, 1999b: 8], 105; USDA Forest Service, 2000c). The lower sediment inputs

and improved undercut bank cover would result in better bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout production and juvenile

survival. Elsewhere in the project area, the cessation ofgrazing would have an insignificant effect because none of the

streams is being grazed to any large extent, and the amount of grazing-created sediment coming out oftheir small

tributaries has no chance ofwidening stream channels in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat.

In summary, Alternatives C and G are likely to adequately maintain or improve channel stability and fish habitat structure

in all of the streams in the project area. Alternatives B, D, E, and F are likely to adequately maintain or improve channel

stability in the majority ofthe streams in the project area, but do have the potential to erode stream banks and widen

channels in seven streams: Rye (B, D, F), North Rye (B, D, F), upper Little Sleeping Child (B, D, E, F), Guide (B, D),

Jennings Camp (B, D), Medicine Tree (B, D, E, F), and Laird Creeks (B, D, F). The Laird and North Rye Creek channels

are highly unstable following the 2001 mudslides, and are likely to move around in their floodplains for at least the next 2-3

years. Some localized reductions in undercut bank cover and pool volumes could occur in the lower three miles of Iaird

and North Rye Creeks. However, undercut banks and pools are poorly developed in the mudslide-afl‘ected reaches at this

time because the dynamic nature of these stream channels. Over the next several years, the Laird and North Rye channels

are likely to wander across their floodplains, and the efl‘ect of Alternatives F may be undetectable when compared to these

much larger natural changes.

Water Temperature

Numerous studies have demonstrated that the loss of streamside vegetation can cause elevated maximum stream

temperatures during periods of summer low flow (Beschta et al., 1987; see list of authors in Beschta and Taylor, 1988;

Burton, 2000). The primary cause of this temperature increase is the additional solar radiation striking the water surface.

In this project, vegetation (shade) would not be removed from RHCAs. This includes both salvage harvest and non

commercial fiiel reduction (mechanical and hand crew) activities. The RHCA bufl‘er widths would encompass at least one

site potential tree height in Alternatives B, C, and D (minimum bufi'er width of 100 feet on intermittent streams), and two

site potential tree heights in Alternatives E, F, and G (minimum bufier width of200 feet on intermittent and perennial non

fish stream reaches). These widths would be suflicient to protect essentially all of the vegetative shade (known in the

literature as “angular canopy density’) on stream channels (USDI Forest Service, 1998: Appendix 5).

In addition to the direct removal of stream shade, other potential mechanisms of stream warming include increased peak

flows that cause mass erosion events and eventual stream channel widening (Beschta and Taylor, 1988; Rhodes et al.,

1994), sediment deposition that causes channel widening (McCullough, 1999), and microclimate alterations (USDI Fish

and Wildlife Service, 1998: Appendix 5).

In the majority of the streams in the project area, the sediment inputs produced by the action alternatives have a low risk of

widening channels and increasing exposure to sunlight because they are unlikely to occur on a large enough scale to trigger

significant bank erosion.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F have the potential to widen stream channels in Rye (B, D, F), North Rye (B, D, F), upper Little

Sleeping Child (B, D, E, F), Guide (B, D), Jennings Camp (B, D), Medicine Tree (B, D, E, F), and Laird Creeks (B, D, F). On

the watershed scale, widening could increase exposure to solar radiation to a small degree, and possibly raise stream
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temperatures, at least in some localized habitats (McCullough, 1999). Whether or not these increases are measurable is

irrelevant because the trend towards exposing more of the water surface to sunlight is not a positive development for bull trout

and/or westslope cutthroat trout in these streams. Some of these streams already contain elevated temperatures due to road

encroachment (Rye, North Rye, Laird), past clearcutting ofheadwater tributaries (Rye, North Rye, Little Sleeping Child),

riparian grazing (Medicine Tree, Guide, Jennings Camp), and the fire (all seven streams). In Alternative F channel widening

and increased exposure to solar radiation is unlikely to occur in the bull trout portion ofRye Creek (above Road 311).

As for microclimate alternations causing increased stream temperatures, the RHCA buffers (which inchide a minimum 100

to 150 foot bufl'er around all wetlands, seeps, and springs, and a minimum 100 to 200 foot buffer along all stream corridors)

would incorporate the majority ofthe rnicroclimate “caution zones” (the 100-year floodplain plus one site potential tree

height) recommended in the bull trout Biological Opinion (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 1998: Appendix 5). By

protecting the shade within these caution zones, there is likely to be minimal risk for causing significant stream temperature

warming through microclimate alterations (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 1998: Appendix 5).

With the exception ofthe seven streams listed above where charmel widening could occur with Alternatives B, D, E, and F,

the only areas where exposure to simlight would be visibly increased would be at the perennial and intermittent stream

crossings where culverts are removed on decompacted/obliterated roads. Because only a small surface area ofwater would

be exposed to sunlight, most ofthe streams are likely to be dry or have minimal flows during the period of greatest

warming potential, and the exposed water would contribute a minor fraction ofthe water that is present several miles

downstream in the much larger fish-bearing streams, the removal ofthese culverts is unlikely to cause a measurable

increase in stream temperatures in downstream bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat. The minor losses of shade

at these road crossings would continue for 5-10 years until riparian shrubs colonize the site and grow to heights capable of

shading the streams. In the long-term, the shade provided by riparian vegetation would be much more beneficial to native

trout than the shade provided by a culvert.

In the short-term, planting riparian conifers along Little Blue Joint Creek would have no efl'ect on water temperatures. In

30 to 40 years, it would begin to provide some effective shade and help to maintain cool temperatures in bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout habitat. The riparian planting along Cow Creek would provide shade and help to cool stream

temperatures in the long-term, but this would not afi'ect bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat. Elsewhere in the

project area, the planting activities outside ofRHCAs are likely to have an insignificant efi‘ect on stream temperatures in the

long-term because they would not increase shade on sources ofwater. The local gains (direct overhead shade) and losses

(felling a standing burned tree in the RHCA) of shade caused by felling 100 burned trees into Rye Creek are likely to cancel

each other out over four miles of stream, and the overall effect would be neutral.

In Alternative G, following the mitigations in the prescribed fire programmatic BA would have minimal potential to affect

stream temperatures (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001b). In the long-term, the cessation of grazing would contribute

to narrower stream channels and more riparian canopy cover along l-2 miles of Jennings Camp Creek, localized spots

along Meadow, Bugle, Swift, Lodgepole, Springer, Waugh, and Guide Creeks, and 2+ miles of the West Fork ofCamp

Creek and its tributaries. These improvements would benefit bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in the long-term by

contributing to colder water temperatures.

In summary, Alternative C and G are unlikely to cause measurable increases in stream temperatures in any stream

Alternatives B, D, E, and F are also unlikely to cause measurable increases in stream temperatures in the nmjority of

streams in the project area. In seven streams, the cumulative sediment and/or water increases that could occur in

Alternatives B, D, E, and F have the potential to widen stream channels and increase exposure to sunlight. These seven

streams are: Rye (B, D, F), North Rye (B, D, F), upper Little Sleeping Child (B, D, E, F), Guide (B, D), Jennings Camp (B,

D), Medicine Tree (B, D, E, F), and Laird Creeks (B, D, F). This increased exposure to solar radiation may not occur over

a large enough area to cause measurable stream temperature increases, but the cumulative trend is not positive for bull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout.

Migratory Corridors

- An effective way to improve the resiliency ofnative trout populations to wildfires is to remove fish barriers and

reconnect fi‘agmented populations (Rieman and Clayton, 1997). On the Bitterroot NF, culverts are the most

common type of barrier that fragments and isolates bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations. Culverts

typically block access to spawning and rearing habitat in the 2m and 3“1 order tributaries of larger streams, and

reduce recruitment ofjuvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout to the adult populations.

Two categories of culvert barriers occur in the project area. The first are those culverts that are known fish barriers. There

are seven ofthese culverts that are proposed for replacement in all ofthe action alternatives. The second category are those

culverts that likely allow passage for the majority of fish species and size classes at most stream flow levels, but do not
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contain a natural stream bottom inside the culvert. There are 30 ofthese culverts that are proposed for replacement in

Alternative F, or a combination ofreplacement and removal in Alternative G. Upgrading these 30 culverts would allow a

natural stream bottom to form inside the culvert, which would ensure passage for all species and size classes of fish

(Washington Department ofFish and Wildlife, 1999). All new culverts and bridges (the Road 5612 crossing ofRye Creek)

would be sized to pass the IOO-year flood and comply with INFISH standard RF-4.

Table 3-63 lists the 37 culverts, which species they alfect, the alterrmtives that propose to replace them, and the miles of

spawning and rearing habitat that would be opened up as a result of replacement.

Table 3-63 - Culverts Proposed for Replacement

Road Stream Geograp Habitat Miles Alternatives

Crossin ‘ hic Area Afiected Increased

Skalkaho __ F,G

__ F, G

F, G

l-loTrouCr F G

F, G

F, G

lip

IBI__ F, G

I3“

I3

IBI F. G

I3“ F. G

I3! F G

.3‘.

EastFork

—_

2

2

—_

-—

-_

__

__

Conn 104D

Elk Cr __ F, G

Rd 5688 m Mine Cr Hues West Fork Wct @ 2

Alternatives B, C, D, and B would improve year-round bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout access to 20 miles of

spawning and rearing habitat. Alternatives F and G would improve year-round bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout

access to 73.5 miles of spawning and rearing habitat (49.5 miles = bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout; 24 miles =

westslope cutthroat trout only), including several larger drainages that contain 5+ miles ofbull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat (e.g. Moose Creek, Two Bear Creek, and Rye Creek drainages). In
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Alternative G, where culvert barriers are located on RHCA roads proposed for obliteration, the culverts would be

removed instead ofreplaced. There are no culvert barriers on Bitterroot NF land in the Blodgett Geographic Area.

In Alternatives B, C, D, and E, with the exception of the Road 5612 crossing on Rye Creek, the access created to new

spawning and rearing habitat would be limited to small streams with limited rearing capacity. However, in Alternatives

F and G, the amount ofnew access to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat that would be

created would be much more substantial (73.5 miles for Alternatives F, G versus 20 miles for Alternatives B, C, D, and

E). Alternatives F and G would also remove some culvert barriers on large streams such as Two Bear Creek, Moose

Creek, and Rye Creek that block or impede native trout access to 5+ miles ofgood spawning and rearing habitat in each

of those drainages.

The USFS and BLM (1997a) concluded that survival-to-emergence is more important for the persistence ofweak salmonid

populations such as bull trout than rearing capacity. The majority ofthe culverts that would be removed in Alternatives F

and G would occur in drainages where no salvage harvest would occur (22 of37 culverts). As a result, there would be no

salvage-caused sedimentation to lessen the benefits of increased spawning and rearing habitat in the majority ofthe

drainages where culvert replacements would occur. In Alternatives B and D, the sediment produced in the Rye Creek

drainage could lessen or negate the beneficial aspects of increased access to spawning and rearing habitat for bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout.

Modifying (hand work with a chainsaw) two old woody debris structures in lower Sand Creek would eliminate two

impediments to upstream fish movement and allow bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout to have year-round access to

one mile ofspawning and rearing habitat in Sand Creek. Bull trout are believed to be absent in Sand Creek, but they are

present in Bhre Joint Creek near Sand Creek. Modifying the two structures could also open up Sand Creek to spawning

bull trout.

In summary, Alternatives B, C, D, and E propose to replace seven known fish barrier culverts, which would increase bull

trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat by 20 miles. Alternative F proposes to replace 37 fish

barrier culverts (30 partial barriers + the 7 known barriers addressed in Alternatives B, C, D, and E), which would increase

bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat by 73.5 miles. Alternative G would replace (23

culverts) or permanently remove (14 culverts) the same 37 culverts addressed by Alternative F.

Reburn Risk

in the project area, fish-bearing streams flow through concentrations of severely burned ponderosa pine stands in 15 general

areas (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; Map 5-8): _

v Rye Creek between Road 31 l and Moonshine Gulch (impaired, but connected)

0 The upper halfof the North Rye Creek drainage (impaired, but connected)

- The headwaters ofthe Little Sleeping Child Creek drainage (isolated)

- Sleeping Child Creek between the Hot Springs and the White Stallion area, particularly near the Divide Creek

confluence (impaired, but connected)

0 Most of the Medicine Tree Creek drainage (isolated)

- The lower portions of the Laird Creek drainage (connected)

0 The lower portions of the Maynard Creek drainage (connected)

0 The upper two-thirds of the Cameron Creek drainage (impaired, but connected)

0 The East Fork of the Bitterroot River downstream of Sula (connected)

0 The lower portions ofthe Andrews Creek drainage (impaired, but connected)

0 The lower portions of the Praine Creek drainage (impaired, but connected)

- The lower 3.5 miles ofLittle Blue Joint Creek (connected)

0 The lower 3-4 miles ofChicken Creek (connected)

0 Small pockets along lower Bhre Joint Creek (connected)

0 Scattered areas for l-2 miles along middle Overwhich Creek upstream of Trout Creek (connected)

Of these l5 areas, only two streams are completely isolated: (l) the upper halfof the Little Sleeping Child Creek drainage;

and (2) Medicine Tree Creek; The barriers that isolate these populations are the old DNRC dam near Hamburger Flat

(Little Sleeping Child Creek), and an old culvert under US. Highway 93 which is > 80% plugged with sediment and debris

(Medicine Tree Creek). Both of these isolated drainages contain small westslope cutthroat trout populations. The total

length ofsuitable occupied habitat is < 4 miles in each drainage. Post-fire electroshocking surveys conducted in August
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2001 indicate that the majority ofthe westslope cutthroat trout population in the upper Little Sleeping Child Creek drainage

died as a result of the 2000 fires. Brook trout are also present in the same habitats as the westslope cutthroat trout, which

increases the risk of extinction. Medicine Tree Creek is a small stream (base flow width < 4 feet) with high sediment levels

and minimal late summer base flows. At this time, non-native trout have not been detected in Medicine Tree Creek. For

the reasons mentioned above, the isolated westslope cutthroat trout populations in Little Sleeping Child and Medicine Tree

Creeks could fiice an increased risk of extinction if a severe rebum were to revisit its burned riparian areas in the next 60

years (Lee et al., 1997; Rieman and Clayton, 1997; Brown et al., 2001).

The other 13 streams listed above also contain considerable lengths ofburned riparian area that borders severely burned

ponderosa pine stands. However, these streams are either larger, have more unburned or lightly burned refugia, or are at

least seasonally connected to other neighboring drainages. Therefore, if rebums occur in these areas, they are likely to pose

a lower risk to the persistence ofnative trout populations in those streams.

The rest ofthe fish-bearing streams in the project area that were not listed above are unlikely to experience large-scale,

negative aquatic effects that are beyond the range ofhistoric variability if their riparian areas rebum in the next 60 years.

The reasons are: native trout populations are connected (Rieman and Clayton, 1997), blocks of unburned or lightly

burned refugia remain (Burton, 2000), and/or the upland forest types that are located adjacent to fish habitat (VRU 3 and

4) burned in a manner similar to historic conditions (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.5: 24-25, 48).

Assuming a worst-case scenario (a fire similar to the 2000 fires revisits the severely burned reaches of Little Sleeping

Child Creek and Medicine Tree Creek in the next 60 years) and all other local factors (wind, humidities, time ofday, etc)

being equal, the higher fire] levels left behind by Alternatives A, C, and G in the upland ponderosa pine stands could

pose an increased risk to the persistence of the isolated westslope cutthroat trout populations in upper Little Sleeping

Child Creek and Medicine Tree Creek (Lee et al., 1997; Rieman and Clayton, 1997; Brown et al., 2001). The fuel

hazards lefl behind by Alternatives B and D would probably present the lowest risk. The fuel hazards produced by

Alternatives E and F would likely be an intermediate risk compared to those extremes.

Because ofthe unpredictability of fire, it is impossible to accurately predict how serious and widespread the short-term

effects ofrebum would be. Also, because no fuels would be removed from the RHCAs along all streams, riparian areas

may burn at a higher severity regardless ofthe level of fuel reduction that occurs in the uplands. With the exception of

the isolated westslope cutthroat trout populations in upper Little Sleeping Child Creek and Medicine Tree Creek, if

rebums occur in the next 60 years, there is some risk that localized impacts to fish populations could occur at the reach

scale, but it is unlikely that the persistence ofpopulations would be threatened at the watershed scale. On the geographic

area scale, rebums that occur in the next 60 years are unlikely to cause the scale of aquatic impacts that occurred as a

result of the 2000 fires. Because oftheir isolation, the westslope cutthroat trout populations in upper Little Sleeping

Child Creek and Medicine Tree Creek are likely to be the native trout populations that are the most vulnerable to rebums

in the project area.

Cumulative Effects

Common to All Alternatives

Fire suppression efi‘orts in 2000 did not contribute any significant quantities of sediment to fish habitat in the project area.

Future fire suppression efiorts have the potential to cause sediment input, poisoning via retardant drops in streams, and

removal ofriparian shade on streams. The chances of these negative efi'ects occurring would be minimized by applying:

0 Forest direction for fireline location (particularly for dozer lines)

o The use of resource advisors who direct and monitor line location and construction in the field

- INFISH standards FM-l, FM-2, FM-3, and FM-5 (USDA Forest Service, 19951‘. page A-l l)

v The “Guidelines for Aerial Application ofRetardants and Foams in Aquatic Environments” (PF, FISH-15)

o Timely rehabilitation efforts, such as those implemented on the Forest in August-October, 2000

Application of these measures prevented significant sediment inputs to streams in 2000, and kept losses ofriparian shade at

very minor levels. It is reasonable to expect that these measures would continue to be used in the fiiture during fire

suppression operations. Assuming that they are used, these measures are likely to limit the effects of future fire

suppression actions on fish population and aquatic ecoysterns to insignificant amounts and duration.
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Blodgett Geographic Area

Existing Condition

There are four fish-bearing streams in the Blodgett Geographic Area: Sheafinan, Mill, Blodgett, and Canyon Creeks. All of

the small face streams (Churn, Cow, Sage, Sheridan, Tag Alder, and Tamarack Creeks) are fishless on the Bitterroot NF. A

few ofthese small streams support non-native fish species further downstream on private land. In this analysis, a fish

bearing stream was defined as any stream that contains any fish species ofany size on National Forest land. For more

detailed information on fish species distribution and abundance in the Blodgett Geographic Area, consult the fish

distribution tables in the Project File (PF, FISH-8).

Compared to other parts of the Bitterroot NF, the Blodgett fire burned only a very small portion of the occupied fish habitat

in the geographic area. Table 3-64 summarizes the miles of fish-bearing habitat burned by fire severity class.

Table 3-64 - Miles of Fish-Bearing Riparian Area Burned in the Blodgett Geographic Area

Miles of riparian Miles of riparian Miles of riparian % of fish-bearing stream

burned low burned high riparian miles burned by

severi ‘ moderate and hih severi fire

 

Mudslides

At the time ofthis FEIS, there have been no mudslides in the Blodgett Geographic Area that are lmown to be having a

negative efiect on fish habitat. The fisheries portion of the FEIS uses the term “mudslides” to describe the land-forming

events that have occurred since the fires, but the term “mudslide” is also synonymous with “debris torrents” or “debris

flows”, and was referred to as “landslides” in the fisheries portion of the Post-Fire Assessment (USDA Forest Service,

2000b; section 4.3: 17).

Desired Fish Populations

In the desired condition, fish populations in the large canyon streams support a simple assemblage ofbull trout, westslope

cutthroat trout, and slimy sculpin (Cottus cognatus). The small face streams provide a limited amount of spawning and

rearing habitat for westslope cutthroat trout, and possibly a few bull trout, in their lower ends near their respective

confluences with the larger canyon streams. On private lands near the Bitterroot River, the same species occur, along with

mountain Whitefish (Prosopium williamsoni), longnose sucker (Catostomus catostomus), largescale sucker (Catastomus

macrocheilus), and longnose dace (Rhinichthys cataractae). Bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations consist of

migratory and resident fish. Both life history forms are abundantly distributed throughout the larger canyon streams. All

fish populations are connected to each other year-round. The only barriers to movement are natural geologic barriers such

as falls, bedrock chutes, steep gradients, and alluvial fans where the smallest streams sometimes flow SLlbSlll'fBCC during low

flows. For additional information on desired conditions, the reader should consult pages 6-7 (section 4.3) in the Post-Fire

Assessment (USDA Forest Service, 2000a). The key differences between desired and current fish populations are:

0 Bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations are believed to be isolated in their respective streams on

National Forest land for most ofthe year; for most fish, the connection to the Bitterroot River is probably only

passable for several weeks during high flows

- Because of this seasonal isolation, bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in the Blodgett Geographic

Area are less resilient to recovering from severe fires than they historically were; fortunately, severe fire avoided

the vast majority of fish-bearing stream reaches in the Blodgett Geographic Area in 2000

- Migratory bull trout are no longer present, at least not in viable numbers; some migratory westslope cutthroat trout

still spawn in Blodgett and Mill Creeks, and possibly Sheafinan and Canyon Creeks

- Streams on private land have lost most (westslope cutthroat trout) or all (bull trout) oftheir native trout

o Non-native trout species (brook trout, Salvelinusfontinalis; brown trout, Salmo trutta; rainbow trout, Oncorhynchus

mykiss) dominate the fish communities on private land

w
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Pre and Post-Fire Bull Trout and Westslope Cutthroat Trout Populations

The bull trout Biological Opinion identified 27 distinct subpopulations of bull trout in the Bitterroot River drainage (PF,

FISH 6a; PF, FISH-7). Two of those subpopulations occur in the Blodgett Geographic Area: Blodgett Creek and Mill

Creek.

Prior to the fires, the bull trout subpopulations in Blodgett and Mill Creeks were estimated to contain between 50 and 500

adult resident fish. AIL or nearly all, ofthose bull trout occurred on National Forest land. All, or nearly all, ofthose bull

trout are likely to have survived the 2000 fires because the amount ofoccupied habitat that was burned at high severity was

small (< 1 mile). Both streams are large enough that they likely bufi‘ered/diluted the heating and chemical efi‘ects ofthe fire

and provided adequate refugia in nearby habitats (Gresswell, 1999). Migratory bull trout are believed to be absent in the

Blodgett and Mill subpopulations. Ifany migratory bull trout are still left in these subpopulations, they are very rare and

incidental

Prior to the fires, westslope cutthroat trout were common in Blodgett, MilL Sheafinan, and Canyon Creeks. Most of the

fish were residents. There are still some migratory westslope cutthroat trout that spawn in Blodgett and Mill Creeks, and

possibly Sheafinan and Canyon Creeks, but they are uncommon (based on ongoing MFWP radio-tracking data). The total

population size in Blodgett, Mill, Sheafinan, and Canyon Creeks consisted of several thousand adult cutthroats in each

stream.

All, or nearly all, of the bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in Blodgett, Mill, Sheafinan, and Canyon Creeks are likely

to have survived the Blodgett fire because ofthe low amounts ofhigh severity fire in occupied habitat (USDA Forest

Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 12). Based on fire severity patterns, the post-fire fish communities in Sheafinan, Mill,

Blodgett, and Canyons Creeks are likely to be largely unchanged from pre-fire conditions.

Maps 3-7 and 3-8 displays the distribution ofbull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in the Blodgett Geographic Area

relative to burn severity. The maps also display areas where fish kills are known or suspected to have occurred during the

2000 fires and 2001 mudslides.

Connectivity and Life History

None ofthe streams in the Blodgett Geographic Area maintain a fish-passable, year-round connection to the Bitterroot

River. A seasonal connection occurs for several weeks during high water, but for the majority ofthe year, dewatering

during the summer irrigation season restricts fish movement between the Forest and the Bitterroot River. As a result, the

bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in the Blodgett Geographic Area are believed to be isolated to their

respective streams for the majority of the year. This seasonal isolation makes the populations less resilient to recovering

fi'om fires (Gresswell, 1999). There are no known man-made fish passage barriers on National Forest System land

Historically, the bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in the Bitterroot River drainage exhibited two forms of

behavior, or life history: (1) a "resident" pattern; and (2) a "migratory" pattern. Resident fish reside in their home streams

for their entire lives, and usually do not grow to more than 12 inches in length. Migratory fish are hatched and reared in

small streams, but move downstream into rivers or lakes as juveniles where they grow rapidly into adulthood. Adult

migratory bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout make annual migrations back into their home tributaries to spawn.

Because of the reduced connectivity between the Forest and the Bitterroot River, migratory bull trout may no longer occur

in the Blodgett Geographic Area. Some migratory westslope cutthroat trout still spawn in Blodgett and Mill Creeks, and

may spawn in Sheafinan and Canyon Creeks. All, or nearly all of the bull trout, and most ofthe westslope cutthroat trout in

the Blodgett Geographic Area are resident fish.

Genetic Integrity

Most ofthe bull trout in the Blodgett Geographic Area appear to be pure genetic strains, but since brook trout are also

present in certain areas that contain bull trout (lower Blodgett and Mill Creeks), some hybridization may be occurring

between these two species. Bull trout X brook trout hybrids have not been documented in the geographic area, but may be

present at low numbers.

Genetic testing indicates that the westslope cutthroat trout populations in Sheafinan, Mill, and Blodgett are hybridized with

rainbow trout (Mill, Blodgett) and Yellowstone cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki bouvieri) (Sheafinan). The rainbow

trout and Yellowstone cutthroat trout genes originated from fish that were stocked in headwater alpine lakes between 1940

80. Genetic testing of the westslope cutthroat trout population in Canyon Creek indicates that the population is pure.

#
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Non-Native Species

In degraded habitats in the Bitterroot River drainage, bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout have largely been replaced by

non-native trout species that are more tolerant ofdegraded habitat conditions, especially brook trout (MBTSG, 1995). The

vast majority of these degraded areas occur in the low elevation, private stream reaches on the valley floor. Fish habitat on

the Bitterroot NF admittedly has its problems, particularly in the heavily roaded watersheds, but overall, has not been

degraded anywhere near the extent that occurs on private land.

On the Bitterroot NF, westslope cutthroat trout are easily the most abundant fish species that occurs (MFWP, 1991; 1992;

1993; 1996; 1998; 2001). Rainbow trout and brown trout dominate the fish communities in the main stem of the Bitterroot

River and the lower ends ofthe West and East Forks, but are not a serious threat to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout.

They generally only occur in large numbers in the rivers and extreme lower ends of tributaries on private land.

On the Forest, the brook trout is the primary non-native threat to native trout. The brook trout is a highly competitive non

native species that can tolerate degraded habitats better than bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout. In almost all ofthe

low elevation stream reaches on private land, brook trout have displaced bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout. This has

also occurred in localized reaches on the Forest, generally in the lower ends ofstreams. In many parts ofthe Forest, the

upstream spread ofbrook trout may be impeded or restricted by steeper gradients (Adams et aL, 2000) and cold water

temperatures (MBTSG, 1995). Elevated water temperatures and high sediment levels appear to be the two key habitat

changes that have occurred where brook trout have displaced native trout on the Bitterroot NF (MFWP, 1993; Decker 1991;

MBTSG, 1995).

The relationship between brook trout and bull trout on the Bitterroot NF is clear — when brook trout are present in large

mrmbers, bull trout are not, and vice versa. This relationship has been demonstrated by ten years of fish population

monitoring on the Bitterroot NF (MFWP, 1991; 1992; 1993; 1996; 1998; 2001). Both species do not occur together in

large numbers. Fish population monitoring data on the Bitterroot NF indicates that brook trout are present in about 90% of

the “high risk” watersheds, but less than 50% ofthe “healthy" and “sensitive” watersheds (MFWP, 1993; Decker 1991).

Bull trout, in contrast, are present in more than 90% ofthe “healthy" and “sensitive” watersheds, but only about 20% ofthe

“high risk” watersheds (MFWP, 1993; Decker, 1991).

The relationship between brook trout and westslope cutthroat trout on the Bitterroot NF is murkier (MFWP, 1991; 1992;

1993; 1996; 1998; 2001). In most streams, both species appear to be coexisting in relatively equal proportions, at least over

the last ten years since fish population monitoring has been occurring. In a few streams, westslope cutthroat trout have

declined and brook trout have increased. In no streams have brook trout disappeared and westslope cutthroat trout

expanded. Where both species overlap, westslope cutthroat trout are either holding their own or possibly declining at a

slow rate.

For additional information on non-native fish species in the Bitterroot River drainage and hazards they pose to native fish,

refer to the Section 7 Watershed Baseline (USDA Forest Service, 2000b), the Bitterroot River Bull Trout Status Report

(MBTSG, 1995), and the Assessment ofMethods for Removal or Suppression of Introduced Fish to Aid in Bull Trout

Recovery (MBTSG, 1996).

In the Blodgett Geographic Area, brook trout are common on private land, but absent on the Forest. At this time, brook

trout do not pose an immediate threat to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout persistence in the Forest reachm of

Sheafinan, Mill, Blodgett, and Canyon Creeks.

Post-Fire Habitat Conditions

Fish habitat is a product ofnatural cycles ofdisturbance including large-scale wildfires such as those that occurred in 2000,

and smaller-scale minor disturbances such as localized floods and windthrow (Reeves et al., 1995). The condition ofpost

fire fish habitat is strongly influenced by burn severity (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 15-19). In areas of low

severity, there is likely to be little change fi'om pre-fire conditions. In areas ofhigh severity, woody debris, pools,

sediment, turbidity, channel stability, water temperatures, and nutrients will be highly dynamic for the first 1-5 years after

the fire (Burton, 2000). Habitat changes in moderate severity are likely to be intermediate to the low and high effects, and

will be influenced to a large degree by site-specific factors such as extent ofburn along the stream banks, slope of riparian

zone, aspect, etc. Consult the Post-Fire Assessment (section 4.3: 15-19) for a summary of likely habitat changes in the

burned streams.

All fish bearing streamside riparian habitat in Sheafinan Creek was unburned, and the vast majority of fish habitat in Mill,

Blodgett, and Canyon Creeks was unburned or only lightly burned. In total, only 0.84 miles of fish habitat was burned at

moderate or high severity in Mill and Blodgett Creeks. As a result, post-fire fish habitat on National Forest land in
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Sheafinan, Mill, Blodgett, and Canyon Creeks is predicted to be largely unchanged from pre-fire habitat. Minor changes

that occur as a result of the fires are likely to be beneficial, such as small inputs ofwoody debris and nutrients.

On National Forest Systems land, post-fire fish habitat in Sheafinan, Mill, Blodgett, and Canyon Creeks is at or near its

natural potential, with little to no evidence ofhuman-caused alterations. The majority of these large canyon drainages are

wilderness or roadless. There are no grazing allotments on this portion of the Forest. Pool frequencies are at or near the

number expected for undisturbed streams, and pool quality is high with most pools containing favorable combinations of

depth and complex cover. Large woody debris levels are at or near firll potential, and abundant future woody debris

recruitment is available.

Starting at the National Forest boundary and continuing downstream onto private land, fish habitat quality changes abruptly

in all of the streams as a result of most of the water being removed from the stream channels during the summer irrigation

season (typically July through mid September). Private stream reaches also lack woody debris, pools, shade, and have

higher water temperatures and sediment levels. They also exhibit stream bank damage due to grazing, road encroachment,

and subdivision. Most of the fish habitat on private land was degraded prior to the Blodgett fire, and is likely to continue

that way in the years afier the fire.

Road Density

Roads, particularly those that encroach and cross streams, increase sediment input to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

habitat. This reduces production (egg survival to emergence), survival (losses ofstream bottom rearing habitat, and hiding

cover (reductions in pool volume), and creates habitat changes that favor the displacement ofnative trout by non-native

trout (USDA Forest Service and USDI Bureau ofLand Management, 1997a). The Section 7 Watershed Baseline rated the

efl'ect of watershed road density and location on bull trout habitat in each of the burned watersheds in the Blodgett

Geographic Area (USDA Forest Service, 2000b). These ratings were either:

0 Functioning appropriately (FA) = < 1 mile of road/square mile, no valley bottom roads

o Functioning at risk (FAR) = l to 2.4 miles of road/square mile, some valley bottom roads

- Functioning at unacceptable risk (FUR) = > 2.4 miles of road/square mile, many valley bottom roads

Table 3-65 lists the watershed road densities and road stream crossings in the Blodgett Geographic Area, and its relative

effect on bull trout habitat quality.

Section

7

Rating

Table 3-65 — Watershed Road Densities and Section 7 Rating for Bull Trout in the Blodgett Geographic Area

Waters NRCS 6" Road Road Density Road Density # Road # Road Stream

Code Density Crossings

HUC (entire (entire

watershed)

hed

Mill/Sheafinan

 
  

  

 

_-IEIIm-II

lulu

mm.“

The data in Table 3-65 indicates that roads are having a very minor impact on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

habitat on Bitterroot NF land in the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Riparian Timber Harvest

Riparian timber harvest removes shade on streams, which increases maximum water temperatures in summer and changes

the year-round temperature regime (Beschta et aL, 1987). Bull trout, and to a lesser degree westslope cutthroat trout, are

strongly associated with cold water temperatures (Rieman and McIntyre, 1993, USDA Forest Service, 1995i). Warmer

stream temperatures create conditions that favor the displacement of native trout by non-native trout (USDA Forest Service

and USDI Bureau ofLand Management, 1997a). Riparian timber harvest also reduces woody debris recruitment to the

stream channel, which reduces hiding cover, habitat complexity, and pool formation (USDA Forest Service and USDI

Bureau ofLand Management, 1997a). Bull trout prefer complex habitats formed by accumulations of large woody debris

(Rieman and McIntyre, 1993). The Section 7 Watershed Baseline rated the effect ofpast riparian timber harvest on RHCA

firnction and the potential for water temperature alterations in bull trout habitat in each of the burned watersheds in the

Blodgett Geographic Area (USDA Forest Service, 2000b).

M
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These ratings were either:

0 Functioning appropriately (FA) = riparian conservation areas provide adequate shade, large woody debris

recruitment, and habitat protection and connectivity in subwatersheds, and bufiers or includes known refugia for

sensitive aquatic species (> 80% intact)

- Functioning at risk (FAR) = moderate loss of function (shade, woody debris recruitment) or incomplete protection

ofhabitats and refugia for sensitive aquatic species (70-80% intact)

- Functioning at unacceptable risk (FUR) = riparian conservation areas are fragmented, poorly connected, or provides

inadequate protection ofhabitats for sensitive aquatic species (< 70% intact)

Table 3-66 lists the length and percent of stream channels that have had equivalent clearcut-type harvest prescriptions

within 300 feet oftheir banks on Bitterroot NF land in the Blodgett Geographic Area since 1970.

Table 3-66 — Riparian Timber Harvest and Section 7 Rating for Bull Trout in the Blodgett Geographic Area

NRCS 6‘ Code Miles of Stream Percent of Stream Channel

HUC Channels Affected Lenth Affected Rati 1

 

Mflllsheafimn—in-1

1 —

“—

The data in Table 3-66 indicates that past riparian timber harvest is having a negligible impact on water temperatures,

woody debris recruitment, and habitat complexity on Bitterroot NF land in the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Sediment

Bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout require clean substrates with low levels of sediment (Rieman and McIntyre, 1993,

USDA Forest Service, 1995i). Bull trout, in particular, are strongly associated with the stream bottom (Rieman and

McIntyre, 1993). Sedimentation reduces pool depth, alters substrate composition, reduces interstitial space, reduces egg

survival to emergence (Weaver and Fraley, 1991), and causes channels to braid (Rieman and McIntyre, 1993).

The Section 7 Watershed Baseline rated the pre-fire sediment levels in each of the burned watersheds in the Blodgett

Geographic Area (USDA Forest Service, 2000b). These sediment levels were rated as either:

- Functioning appropriately (FA) = surface fine sediment is < 12%

- Functioning at risk (FAR) = surface fine sediment ranges between 12% and 20%

o Functioning at unacceptable risk (FUR) = surface fine sediment is > 20%

These ratings describe pre-fire sediment levels on Bitterroot NF land - not private land. The bull trout Biological

Assessment (PF, FISH-22) updated the sediment ratings using data from the Post-Fire Assessment (USDA Forest Service,

2000b; sections 4.2 and 4.3) and post-fire/mudslide data collected during summer, 2001. Table 3-67 summarizes the pre

fire and post-fire sediment ratings for the watersheds in the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Table 3-67 - Pre-Fire and Post-Fire Sediment Ratings in the Blodgett Geographic Area

NRCS 6 ' Code HUC

Mill/Sheafinan 1101 FA < 12% FA < 12%

FA <12% FA <12%

FA <12% FA <12%

The sediment ranges reported in Table 3-67 are percent surface fines measured by Wolman pebble counts and/or surface

fine grids. Wolman pebble counts in undeveloped watersheds on the Bitterroot NF generally have less than 25% fine

sediment less than 0.25 inches (Decker et al., 1993).

  

Weaver and Fraley (1991) used core sampling to measure the percent offine sediment < 0.25 inches in the substratum of

the stream bottom within redds, and relate those fine sediment levels to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout egg survival

to emergence. Weaver and Fraley (1991) demonstrated that the higher the percent ofthe fine sediment < 0.25 inches in

diameter in the spawning gravels, the lower the egg survival to emergence ofbull trout and westslope cutthroat trout.

When fine sediment levels reached 50%, bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout egg survival to emergence declined to

about 5% (Weaver and Fraley, 1991).

Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks biologists used core sampling to measure intragravel sediment levels in several bull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout spawning streams on the Bitterroot NF in the early 1990’s (MFWP, 1991). The samples had a

#
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high average proportion of fine sediment (38-4l% less than 0.25 inches) in both developed and undeveloped watersheds

(MFWP, 1991). These levels were higher than the levels measured in undeveloped watersheds (about 32%) in the Flathead

drainage (Weaver and Fraley, 1991). The higher sediment levels in the Bitterroot drainage are likely the result ofthe

widespread presence of granitic geology, a more erosive geologic type.

Core sample data and surface fine measurements are significantly related, but are not directly comparable due to a variety

of factors (see Torquemada, 1993: 68-69 and other authors listed in that thesis). Despite these differences, the key point is

that elevated sediment levels (surface and/or subsurface) suppress bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout egg survival to

emergence, and the primary mechanism appears to be entombment (Weaver and Fraley, 1991). A conservative approach

would be to assume that as surface fine levels approach 40%, it is likely that bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout egg

survival to emergence is being suppressed.

The burned drainages on the Forest where human-caused sedimentation is negatively impacting fish habitat are listed on

pages 22-23 (section 4.3) ofthe Post-Fire Assessment. No streams in the Blodgett Geographic Area were identified

because human-caused sediment is not having a significant impact on fish habitat on National Forest land. Pre-fire and

post-fire sediment levels were “functioning appropriately’ (< 12% surface fines) in the National Forest reaches of

Sheafinan, Mill, Blodgett, and Canyon Creeks (USDA Forest Service, 2000b; PF, FISH-22), and are likely to continue that

way in the years following the fire because ofthe minimal amount of severe burns in these canyons.

In the Blodgett Geographic Area, there are no stream reaches on the Forest where bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

egg survival to emergence is a concern, and no stream reaches where sediment is creating habitat conditions that enhance

the spread ofbrook trout and contribute to the displacement of native trout (USDA FS, 2000b; section 4.3: 22-23).

Table 3-68 — Existing condition of the INFISH RMOs - Blodgett fish-bearing streams

Width class Pools per LWD pieces per Mean-maximum water etted width

1M0 13-15 oint

2025 1546 obo *

20-25 15-16 <>b<>*

BNF habitat invento 1040 15-16 obo * 30*

‘ = RMO is not meeting the default value; (Hobo) = temperatures have been continuously monitored with HOBO-TEMP

thermographs; (Point) = temperatures have been estimated from several point measurements

Notable RMO Trends in the Blodgett Geographic Area

(1) The width-depth ratios do not meet the defiiult RMO in any stream, but they are consistent with ratios measured in

unmanaged streams throughout National Forest Regions 1 and 4 (Overton et al., 1995). The ratios observed in the

Blodgett Geographic Area likely reflect natural channel conditions, and do not indicate signs ofmanagement

caused widening (the width-depth ratios reported above occurred in roadless/wilderness drainages). Habitat

inventories conducted in reference streams throughout the Bitterroot NF indicate that nearly all ofthe streams on

the Forest contain wetted width-depth ratios > 10. This reference reach data indicates that the default width-depth

RMO is not a reliable indicator of stream channel health on this Forest, and needs to be modified to better reflect

natural conditions.

  

(2) Mean-maximum water temperatures recorded at the mouths ofCanyon, Blodgett, and Mill Creeks typically hover

around 15° C during the warmest 7-day period ofmost summers. During unusually hot periods, such as late July

2000, maximum temperatures can approach or exceed 16° C for a few days. These temperatures appear to be

augmented to a minor degree by stored water releases from wilderness headwater reservoirs, particularly in Canyon

Creek where the distance between the reservoir and the canyon mouth is relatively short (four miles). At present,

the water temperatures in these streams are probably near their natural potential and do not appear to be

contributing to the spread ofnon-native trout and the displacement ofnative trout.

(3) Pool and large woody debris frequencies in the wilderness/roadless canyons ofMill and Blodgett Creeks have not

been inventoried, but due to the pristine nature of their watersheds and the “fimctioning appropriately" sediment

levels in those two streams, those two RMOs are likely to be at or near their natural potential.

(4) There are no fish-bearing streams in the Blodgett Geographic Area where higher-than-natural sediment levels are

causing significant reductions ofpool volume through sediment infill

§
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Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Common to All Alternatives

The direct and indirect efi'ects on cover, channel stability, water temperature, and migratory corridors were discussed in the

“All Geographic Areas — Environmental Consequences” section earlier in this report.

Cumulative Effects

Common to All Alternatives

For fisheries, the cumulative effects analysis area consists ofthe Canyon, Blodgett, Mill, Sheafrnan, and Fred Burr Creek

drainages, and the Bitterroot River downstream ofCanyon Creek The cumulative efl°ects analysis area includes all land

ownerships in those drainages. The reason that these drainages were chosen for cumulative efl’ects analysis is because

portions oftheir watersheds burned in the 2000 fires (Canyon, Blodgett, and Mill Creeks), or they are tributary to a burned

stream (Fred Burr and Sheafinan Creeks). Any activity in these drainages, regardless ofland ownership, has the potential

to cumulatively afl‘ect the fish populations in the burned drainages and downstream in the Bitterroot River. The

neighboring westside canyon drainages to the north (e.g. Bear, Sweathouse, etc.) and south (e.g. Sawtooth, Roaring Lion,

etc.) are not considered to be within the cumulative effects analysis area because they do not contribute water and sediment

to the fish populations in the burned drainages, and are located far enough away fi’om the burned drainages that their

cumulative efl'ect on the Bitterroot River is likely to be extremely small and invisible.

Described below are several activities and natural events within the cumulative effects analysis area that already have, or

will likely occur in or near the project area in the next three years. The past activities and natural events have contributed to

create the existing condition, and are incorporated within the fisheries existing condition description These activities may

produce environmental efi‘ects on aquatic resources relevant to the proposal.

Sediment, by its incremental nature, usually affects fish habitat and populations in a cumulative manner. In most cases, the

direct and indirect efi‘ects of sediment are impossible to clearly separate out from the cumulative effects. This is

particularly true following a fire, when natural sediment increases are much higher for the first several years following the

burn (Minshall et al., 1990; Robinson and Minshall, 1993; Burton, 2000). For those reasons, the direct, indirect, and

cumulative effects of sediment are analyzed together in the following cumulative effects sections for each of the

alternatives.

PastAct‘ivities

National Forest Timber Harvest And Associated Road Construction

Prior to the fires, equivalent clearcut area (ECA) was very low in the National Forest portions ofthe Canyon (0%), Blodgett

(0%), Mill (0%), Sheafinan (2%), and Fred Burr Creek (0%) drainages. These westside canyons are predominantly

roadless and wilderness. Minimal road construction has occurred on the Forest in the Blodgett Geographic Area. Road

densities are very low in all ofthe fish-bearing drainages: Canyon (0.02 miles per square mile); Blodgett (0.01 miles per

square mile); and Mill (0.2 miles per square mile). Very little road is located within 300 feet of streams on the Forest

(Canyon = 0.1 miles; Blodgett = 0.1 miles; Mill = 2.2 miles). Roads currently contribute minor amounts of sediment to a

few localized areas offish habitat. Overall, road construction and timber harvest have had a minimal impact on bull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations on Bitterroot NF land. Refer to Table 3-65 in the existing condition

description for a summary of total road densities, road densities within 300 feet of streams, and road stream crossings by 6"‘

code HUC and ownership.

Private Timber Harvest, Road Construction And Subdivision

On private land, a substantial amount oftimber harvest and clearing has occurred for subdivisions, homes, businesses,

roads, and pastures over the past 50 years. The first mile ofprivate land below the Forest boundary still retains much of its

timber cover (mostly ponderosa pine), but downstream of that tirnbered bufl'er, many of the trees have been removed. Road

densities are high on private land, with numerous stream crossings and encroached road segments. Roads contribute

substantial amounts of sediment to fish habitat on private land, and sediment levels are unnaturally high throughout the

majority ofthe private stream reaches. The removal ofriparian trees has also reduced shade (higher-than-normal summer

water temperatures), and destabilized stream banks, resulting in bank erosion and channel widening. Hundreds ofhomes

have been constructed in the last 25 years, many with negative efi'ects on riparian areas, particularly within the last decade

W
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as property values have skyrocketed — especially along streams. This trend is expected to continue in the future. The

cumulative effect ofthese activities has been to degrade fish habitat and significantly reduce bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout numbers on private land. In their place, large numbers ofnon-native trout (mostly brook and brown, with

some rainbow near the Bitterroot River) have taken over the fishery, relegating native trout to a lesser component of the

community. The majority of the native trout on private land occur in the forested buffer near the Forest boundary, and not

on the floor of the valley.

Private Salvage Sales

160 acres were salvaged by tractor and skyline on the Blodgett face during summer, 2001. Several miles ofsteep,

Switchback road were constructed to access the salvage area. Approximately 80 acres occurred in the Churn Creek

drainage, and the other 80 occurred in the Tamarack Creek drainage. Both ofthese streams contain small brook trout

populations that start near the valley floor. Neither stream contributes surface water to occupied bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout habitat in Blodgett and Mill Creeks. This salvage sale and road construction is likely to increase sediment

inputs to brook trout habitat in Churn and Tamarack Creeks, but would not contribute sediment to bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout habitat in Blodgett and Mill Creeks.

Road And Trail Maintenance

Sediment produced by National Forest road and trail maintenance is insignificant in the Blodgett Geographic Area. Annual

maintenance benefits the fishery by preventing larger inputs. Lack ofproper maintenance on private land contributes far

more sediment to streams than annual maintenance, particularly in the Pinesdale area.

Developed Recreation Sites - Maintenance And Use

Trailheads and campgrounds concentrate anglers and cause increased legal and illegal removal ofbull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout, particularly the larger fish in the populations.

Ditches, Diversion, And Irrigation Dewatering

All of the fish-bearing streams are dewatered during the summer by an extensive system of ditches and diversions that start

near the Forest boundary and continue downstream to the river. Dewatering occurs downstream of the burned area, and

creates thermal barriers for native trout during the summer. Some fish are also diverted into unscreened ditches where they

eventually perish. All, or nearly all, ofthe ditches are unscreened.

Headwater Irrigation Dams

Eleven wilderness reservoirs and dams occur in the headwaters ofthe Canyon (2), Blodgett (2), Mill (3), Sheafinan (2), and

Fred Burr (2) drainages. On the basin scale, all ofthe dams with the exception ofFred Burr Dam cause minor reductions in

fish habitat below their outlets due to fluctuating flows, elevated water temperatures, and increased sedimentation. Because

the drainages are large and the dams are located in the upper elevations above or near the upper distribution of fish, effects

in the burned reaches are minimal and generally invisible because the streams dilute and mask the impacts that occur high

in the watershed.

Fish Stocking/Private Fishponds

Past stocking ofstreams and headwater lakes has allowed non-native trout (brook, brown, and rainbow trout) to invade,

hybridize, and out-compete native trout in some reaches, especially on private land where habitat conditions are poor. In

recent years, a new threat is the large number ofprivate fishponds constructed on the valley floor, resulting in an increased

risk ofnon-native fish introductions (e.g. goldfish in Cow Creek in 2000) and diseases such as whirling disease.

Livestock Grazing

There are no grazing allotments or grazing-related impacts on the Forest in the Blodgett Geographic Area. However,

grazing does occur on private land, and grazing-related impacts (bank damage, channel widening, sedimentation, loss of

riparian vegetation, water temperature increases) are present in some localized areas along all of the fish-bearing streams

between the Forest boundary and the Bitterroot River (DNRC Blodgett Salvage EA, 2001). Where they occur, these

grazing impacts have combined with the impacts described for “Private Timber Harvest, Road Construction and

Subdivision” to cumulatively degrade stream channels, riparian vegetation, and native trout habitat. The cumulative result

has been the takeover of native trout habitat by more tolerant non-native trout such as brook and brown trout.

#
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Fire Suppression And Prescribed Fire

As evidenced by the 2000 fires, a half-century of successful fire suppression has allowed the watersheds in the geographic

area to become more vulnerable to high severity fire as fiiels continue to accumulate. Most ofthe westside canyons have

not seen large fires for a century or more, and are ripe for stand-replacing events such as the 1988 Totem Peak and upper

Blodgett fires that burned at high severity. In recent years, a limited amount ofprescribed fire has been applied to the

south-facing aspects on the Cow Creek and Fred Burr faces. Monitoring indicates that prescribed fire has not caused any

visible negative efi'ects in fish habitat (USDA Forest Service, 1998a: 69; PF, FISH-l8). This is because riparian areas have

generally been unburned, and the low intensity nature (intact dufi” layer, minimal bare soil exposure and erosion) of the fires

on the upland slopes has not generated significant erosion and sediment input to fish habitat. As long as ecobums comply

with the mitigations in the prescribed fire programmatic BA, the US Fish and Wildlife Service has concluded that the

efiects on bull trout would be insignificant (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001b).

2000 Fires — Retardant Drops

In early August (1, 2, 8) 2000, 57 drops ofFire-Trol retardant were made on the Blodgett Fire totaling 143,800 gallons (PF,

FIRE-33, FIRE-34). To the best of our knowledge, none ofthese drops occurred within 300 feet ofwaterways. The drops

were generally concentrated along ridgelines, upper slopes, and adjacent to other natural fire barrier areas such as meadows,

roads, and rock outcrops, considerable distances away from RHCAs. Accidental releases of retardant into streams have

caused fish kills (see several authors in Gresswell, 1999). Norris et aL (1991) demonstrated that direct application of

retardants onto the stream surface was the primary source ofretardant contamination in streams. They also found that only

minor amounts ofretardant entered streams fi'om riparian areas and that relatively narrow, untreated riparian strips as small

as three meters virtually eliminated retardant from entering streams (Norris et al., 1991). The US. Fish and Wildlife

Service and National Marine Fisheries Service reviewed the effects of retardant on streams and fisheries and determined

that implementing the “Guidelines for Aerial Application ofRetardants and Foams in Aquatic Environments" (PF, FISH

l5) (i.e. not dropping retardant within 300 feet ofwaterways) is not likely to adversely afl‘ect federally listed endangered

and threatened fish species such as the bull trout, and sensitive fish species such as the westslope cutthroat trout (USDI Fish

and Wildlife Service and USDC National Marine Fisheries Service, 2000). There were no reports (by pilots, fireline

personnel, resource advisors, or overhead teams) ofdrops ofretardant within 300 feet ofstreams in the Blodgett

Geographic Area, and no evidence to suggest that drops in Rl-lCAs and fish kills occurred. Based on this information, it is

highly unlikely that retardant drops had a significant efl'ect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout.

2000 Fires — Firelines (Dozer and Hand)

25 miles ofdozer line and 50 miles ofhand line were constructed in the Blodgett Geographic Area. In all but a few

instances, dozer line was not constructed in RHCAs. Hand lines were used in RHCAs, and were restored several weeks

after their construction. There were no dozer line crossings of fish-bearing streams. One dozer line crossed a non-fish

bearing section ofCow Creek near the Forest boundary. With the exception ofthis crossing, only hand line was used to

cross streams. All of the dozer lines on Bitterroot NF land were recontoured, seeded (a non-native mix of short-lived

perennial wheatgrasses and fescues was used), waterbarred, and covered with slash in autumn, 2000. The vast majority of

these dozer lines were rehabilitated with an excavator, a Forest Service resource advisor, and hand crews. A few of the

dozer lines with minimal berms were rehabilitated with hand crews. A_ll ofthe hand lines on Bitterroot NF land had the

soil raked back into the prism, were waterbarred, seeded and fertilized, and covered with slash. On private land,

landowners had the option of allowing the Forest Service to rehabilitate their lines. Most of the landowners had the Forest

Service rehabilitate their lines, but a few chose to leave their lines or do the work themselves. The dozer and hand line

rehabilitation efl'ort started in late August 2000 and was completed in early October 2000. At the height of the

rehabilitation efi'ort, there were approximately 20 excavators working with 12-15 Forest Service resource advisors every

day. Ongoing monitoring is occurring on several ofthe rehabilitated dozer lines on the Sula and West Fork Ranger

Districts during summer, 2001 (PF, FISH-l3). Twelve monitoring photo-points were established in August 2000 on

typical dozer line on the Mink Fire (Sula Ranger District) (PF, FISH- l3, FISH-l7). This dozer line was chosen because it

was a good example of the challenges faced by the rehabilitation crews. The Mink Creek dozer line had steep pitches,

some incised, side-hill sections with 2-3 foot high cut and fill slopes, and cleared safety zone. Photo-point monitoring was

conducted right after construction ofthe line, right after rehabilitation in autumn 2000, and one year after construction

These photos are available in the Project File (PF, FISH-l7). The results show that: (1) large quantities ofwoody debris

were placed on the lines to erosion and trap moving dirt; (2) very good recovery of grass occurred one year after

their construction; and (3) sediment movement was very minimal, and where it did occur, dirt did not move more than 2-3

feet outside of the line before it was trapped by vegetation (PF, FISH-l3, FISH-l7). There are no instances where dozer

lines are known to have contributed direct sediment inputs to fish-bearing streams. It is possible that small, indirect

sediment inputs occurred in a few localized habitats, but there are no known fish-bearing streams where this occurred.
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Hand lines that crossed streams are the only areas where sediment inputs in fish habitat definitely occurred. However,

those crossings only affected very localized areas, and sediment production was small. The results ofsummer 2001

monitoring indicate that the rehabilitated lines have a low risk of causing additional sediment input to bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout habitat in the Blodgett Geographic Area (PF, FISH-l3).

2000 Fires - BAER Projects

In October 2000, eight culverts were replaced on intermittent and perennial streams along the Cow Creek face, including

the Road 438 crossing ofCow Creek. None ofthese culvert replacements occurred in fish habitat, but sediment deposition

occurred for < 200 feet directly downstream ofthe culverts. The sediment from these replacements occurred as short pulses

during and immediately following the replacement process. In 2002 and beyond, any additional sedimentation that occurs

from these road crossings is likely to be small because the disturbed fills surrounding these culverts were planted with grass

and straw mulched during autumn 2000 and summer 2001. By summer 2002, vegetative recovery on the fills would limit

further sediment inputs to insignificant quantities. Because most of these culverts were located on 1“ and 2nd order non-fish

bearing headwater streams, and the nearest fish habitat is brook trout habitat located on private land l-2 miles downstream

of these culverts and several small irrigation ponds, minimal sediment input occurred in brook trout habitat in lower Cow

Creek and westslope cutthroat trout habitat farther downstream in Sheafinan Creek. These replacements did not cause

sediment input in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in Mill and Blodgett Creeks because hydrologic

connections do not occur to these areas.

2000 Fires - Natural Effects

The natural efl‘ects ofthe fire on the fishery are described on pages 15-19 ofthe Post-Fire Assessment (USDA Forest

Service; section 4.3).

Personal Use Firewood Cutting And Christmas Tree Cutting

These activities generally occur at least 150 feet from live streams, and are currently not causing problems for fish in the

Blodgett Geographic Area.

Hunting, Fishing, And Dispersed Recreation

Angling is heavy near the Canyon, Blodgett, Mill, and Fred Burr trailheads, moderate in the first several miles above the

trailheads and at the headwater lakes, and light elsewhere. Some illegal take of bull trout is still occurring in Blodgett, Mill,

and Fred Burr Creeks. Angling tends to remove the larger, adult fish from the populations.

Pinesdale Burned Interface Demonstration Project

There were no RHCAs in the harvest unit, and no soil disturbance or sediment production as a result ofthe project.

PresentActivities

Mudslides

At the time of this FEIS, there have been no known mudslides in the Blodgett Geographic Area that are having a negative

impact on the fishery. The risk to fish-bearing streams from mudslides is lower in this geographic area because of the

minimal amount ofhigh severity burn that occurred in the Mill, Blodgett, and Canyon Creek canyons.

Fire-Related Road Repairs

lmplernentation of these road repairs is likely to have an insignificant impact on fish because little work would occur in

RHCAs or road segments that cause direct sediment inputs to fish habitat. Improved road drainage in the burned area

would be beneficial to fish because it would reduce the risk ofmass road failures that could cause major impacts.

Mushroom And Special Products Harvest

Heavy mushroom harvest occurred in the moderate and low severity portions ofthe Blodgett Geographic Area during 2001.

Most of this picking was concentrated along the canyon trails (Mill, Blodgett, and Canyon Creeks), and the road system on

the Cow Creek face. The mushroom crop in 2002 is likely to be lighter, with considerably less picker trafiic. Mushroom

harvest in 2001 did not have a negative efi'ect on fish habitat and populations. The Blodgett Geographic Area was

designated for personal use picking, so large camps ofcommercial pickers did not occur. The main impact has been foot

traflic in the burned riparian areas and along the fragile stream banks, particularly along the trails in the RHCAs, which has

produced minor sediment inputs in some places as a result ofpickers stepping on fragile burned banks and causing some

localized trampling and bank collapses. Angling by mushroom pickers was not commonly observed in summer, 2001.

M
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DNRC Salvage Sale, Section 16, Blodgett Face

This state salvage sale is proposed for harvest during winter 2001-02, which means that it would likely occur before, or

maybe at the same time, as the salvage harvest in this project. Blodgett Creek flows through the southeast quarter of

section 16, but there is no salvage that would occur within 0.25 miles of its banks. One unnamed, intermittent 1‘ order

tributary to Blodgett Creek (referred to as “unnamed tributary #1” in the DNRC Blodgett Salvage EA, 2001) drains the

salvage area in the Blodgett Creek drainage, but there is no evidence that this tributary contributes surface water to Blodgett

Creek because it is intercepted by several irrigation ditches on private land (DNRC Blodgett Salvage EA, 2001: 2). The

only other fishery that could potentially be affected is the small brook trout population that is present in Churn'Creek in

section 1 1 about 0.4 miles downstream of the harvest area. Mitigation measures implemented during the harvest operations

are expected to reduce the potential for sediment delivery and subsequent impacts to the brook trout population in Churn

Creek. Due to planning, harvesting restrictions, and additional mitigation measures, it is unlikely that the salvage sale will

afl‘ect woody debris recruitment, shade, or in-stream water temperatures in downstream fish-bearing streams (DNRC

Blodgett Salvage EA, 2001). There would likely be no efl‘ect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in

Blodgett and Mill Creeks because surface water connections between the salvage area and occupied habitat do not exist.

The following activities are ongoing, and have been previously described:

0 Private timber harvest, road construction, and subdivision

- Road and trail maintenance

- Developed recreation sites — maintenance and use

- Ditches, diversions, and irrigation dewatering

o Headwater irrigation dams

o Livestock grazing

0 Fire suppression and prescribed fire

o 2000 fires — suppression, BAER projects, and natural efl‘ects

0 Personal use firewood and Christmas tree cutting

0 Hunting, fishing, and dispersed recreation

Reasonably Foreseeable Future Activities

Fish Stocking/Private Fish Ponds

In future years, Heinrich Lake (Mill Creek) and Blodgett Lake (Blodgett Creek) are scheduled to be stocked with pure

strain westslope cutthroat trout on a 5-year interval. The strategy is to “swamp” hybridized populations with pure strain

fish, and move the genetic make-up ofhybridized populations closer to purity. This would be beneficial to westslope

cutthroat trout populations in Mill and Blodgett Creeks.

Sheafinan Fuels Reduction Project

This project proposes to thin the green Forest on both sides ofthe boundary near the town of Pinesdale. RHCAs would be

protected, and the risk of sediment input to fish habitat would be low. Any sediment input that occurs in Sheafinan Creek

as a result of this project is predicted to have an insignificant effect on westslope cutthroat trout because of its miniscule

quantities and low risk ofentering fish habitat (PF, RFPl-58).

Lost Moose EIS

This is an ecosystem harvest and burning project that may occur in Canyon Creek in 2002 or 2003. A small amount of

helicopter harvest is proposed for the south side of Canyon Creek, outside ofRHCAs. Most, or alL ofthe activities

originally proposed for the north side of the Canyon drainage (thinning fir fi'om pine stands and underburning; creating

shaded fuel breaks along the Forest boundary) may be dropped because the area burned in 2000. The Lost Moose project is

likely to have a an insignificant effect on westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations in Canyon Creek because the

proposed helicopter harvest would avoid RHCAs and have a low risk of causing sediment input.

Weed EIS Herbicide Treatments

Likely herbicide treatments in the Blodgett Geographic Area would occur along roadsides, and could start in 2002 or 2003.

if the mitigations are followed properly, the risk to fish fi'om roadside spraying is likely to be insignificant (Gardner, 1999;

Walch, 2000).
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Private Salvage Sales

So far, the private salvage sales that have occurred have been located in upland (non-riparian) sites on the Blodgett and Mill

Creek faces where significant impacts on local fish-bearing streams are unlikely to occur. There is one area where private

salvage harvest could afi’ect a fish-bearing RHCA, assuming that the area is harvested in the fiiture. That RHCA occurs

along 0.75 miles ofBlodgett Creek in section 21 between Road 736 and the stream. The burn severity in this area is a mix

of moderate and low. Due to the steepness of the slopes, the yarding technique would likely be skyline or helicopter, which

would the risk for sedimentation as long as state SMZ regulations are followed. If trees are salvaged in the

RHCA, some reduction in woody debris recruitment. and possibly shade, could occur.

Reconstruction 0f Canyon And Wyant Dams

During summer 2002, reconstruction ofCanyon and Wyant dams would cause sedimentation of westslope cutthroat trout

habitat between the outlet ofCanyon Lake and Canyon Falls (upstream ofthe 2000 fire perimeter). Under a worst-case

scenario (i.e. heavy turbidity is produced by the reconstruction activities), sedimentation would also occur downstream of

Canyon Falls within the 2000 fire perimeter. If sedimentation does occur in lower Canyon Creek below the trailhead, it is

likely to be small and localized because ofthe considerable length (about 4 miles) between the dam and the trailhead.

The following activities are likely to occur in the next three years, and have been previously described:

. Mudslides

. Fire-related road repairs

0 Mushroom and special products harvest

0 Private timber harvest, road construction and subdivision

0 Road and trail maintenance

- Developed recreation sites — maintenance and use

a Ditches, diversions, and irrigation dewatering

e Headwater irrigation dams

. Livestock grazing

0 Fire suppression and prescribed fire

- 2000 fires — suppression, BAER projects, and natural effects

- Personal use firewood and Christmas tree cutting

. Hunting, fishing, and dispersed recreation

Items n_ot listed above for past, ongoing, and foreseeable activities, but contained on the lists in Appendix A, were not

selected because they occur outside of the Canyon, Blodgett, Mill, Sheafinan, and Fred Burr Creek drainages, and do not

have the potential to contribute to fisheries cumulative effects.

Alternative A

With no action, minor sediment inputs would continue to occur in Blodgett Creek near the Road 736 bridge. The other

roads in the geographic area do not contribute significant amounts of sediment to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

habitat in Mill Creek and Sheafinan Creek. Other potential sediment sources that could combine with these inputs in

Blodgett Creek during the 2002-05 period include:

- Natural sediment increases caused by the 2000 fires (2001-05); the most irnpactive sediment year is likely to be

2001 — prior to the start of this project

0 Future mudslides, if they occur in the right places

0 Road maintenance near the road 736 crossing ofBlodgett Creek (annually)

o The DNRC salvage sale in section 16 (winter 2001-02)

a Any private salvage sales, particularly in section 21 near Blodgett Creek (could occur in 2001-03)

- Sediment producing activities on private land (grazing, roads, irrigation, subdivision)

- Sediment produced by 2000 fire suppression, and future fire suppression

Fire-caused sediment increases in Blodgett Creek are likely to be small because the majority ofthe Blodgett drainage was

unburned or burned at low severity (only 5% moderate and high severity). The RHCA along Blodgett Creek was mostly

unburned. Fire-caused sediment inputs would be highest during 2001, and should return to near pre-fire levels by 2005 as

natural vegetation returns. The risk ofmudslides is low in the Blodgett, Mill, and Sheafinan Creek drainages because ofthe
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lack ofhigh severity fire. Sediment produced by road maintenance would be miniscule because of existing mitigation

measures (straw bales and/or silt fence at the bridge crossing ofBlodgett Creek) and the minimal length of road (0.2 miles)

in the RHCA. Any sediment produced by salvage harvest in sections 16 and 21, and from activities on the valley floor,

would occur too far downstream to have a cumulative efi’ect with sediment from Road 736.

With no action, the cumulative effect is that any small sediment inputs entering Blodgett Creek from Road 736, and Mill

and Sheafinan Creeks fi'om roads on the Cow Creek fiice, are likely to have an insignificant impact on bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout, and no visible changes in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and numbers are likely to

occur in any stream.

Alternative A would not contribute to cumulative efiects in the Bitterroot River because the ongoing sediment input caused

by Road 736 is so small and localized that it is unlikely to ever reach the river.

Alternatives B, D, E and F

Alternatives B, D, E, and F are predicted to deliver between 27 and 35 tons of sediment to streams in the Mill and

Sheafinan Creek drainages, and negligible (near zero) amounts ofsediment in the Blodgett and Canyon Creek drainages.

This delivery includes all sediment produced by salvage harvest, landings, and watershed improvement activities. The

WEPP model was used to predict the amount of sediment to delivered to streams by the salvage harvest activities.

These sediment inputs are likely to be spread out over a 2-4 year period (2002-05), with the largest pulses occurring during

storms, runoff, and high flow periods in 2002 and 2003, and to lesser degrees in 2004 and 2005. The majority ofthe

salvage harvest and watershed improvement activities are likely to be implemented during the 2002 and 2003 field seasons.

Assuming that all of this sediment would be delivered to stream reaches that contain bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat

trout all at one time (an unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be: Blodgett (negligible amount near zero);

Canyon (negligible amount near zero); Mill (1.6 to 2.1 tons per mile); and Sheafinan/Cow Creeks (0.9 to 1.2 tons per mile).

The closest fish habitat that could be afiected by sediment is located > 0.4 miles downstream of the salvage harvest units in

Sheafinan, Mill, and Cow Creeks, and downstream ofthe Road 736 bridge on Blodgett Creek. The only potential avenues

for this sediment input are: (1) two intermittent, non-fish-bearing I“ order tributaries that enter Sheafinan Creek about a

half mile below the Forest boundary, (2) the non-fish-bearing headwater tributaries ofCow Creek; (3) one intermittent,

non-fish-bearing 1“ order tributary that enters Mill Creek directly below the Forest boundary; and (4) the Road 736 bridge

and approaches on Blodgett Creek. Any sediment that enters these tributaries fi'om the salvage harvest units (after passing

through 100 to 200 foot wide RHCAs) would have to get carried > 0.4 miles downstream to reach fish habitat. By the time

that occurs, the sediment would be widely scattered. In Cow and Mill Creeks, the sediment would also have to make its

way through irrigation ponds on private land before it could enter fish habitat. This is a very unlikely event. Also, the three

small tributaries that would carry the sediment into Sheafinan and Mill Creeks only contribute a fractional amount ofthe

stream flow of those two streams. Therefore, to have any visible impact on fish habitat and populations in Sheafinan and

Mill Creeks, those three tributaries would have to transport a very large quantity ofsediment. This is also unlikely to occur.

In summary, minor sedimentation ofbull trout (Mill) and westslope cutthroat trout (Mill and Sheafinan) spawning and

rearing habitat could occur in a few small, localized areas ofMill and Sheafinan Creeks near the mouths of the intermittent

tributaries that drain the salvage units. Because this sedimentation would be small and localized, the efiect on bull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations is likely to be insignificant. Visible and detectable changes in bull

trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations are unlikely to occur. The sediment produced by Alternatives B,

D, E, and F have a low risk of causing the death of any bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout.

The only activity that could potentially produce sediment to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in Blodgett

Creek is the graveling and BMP upgrades on 0.2 miles ofRHCA road that crosses Blodgett Creek on an existing bridge

(Road 736). A negligible (< 0.1 tons) amount of sediment would be produced by this activity. The efl‘ect on bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations near the bridge is likely to be insignificant.

Starting in 2006 the gravel and BMP upgrades are predicted to reduce annual sediment inputs to Blodgett Creek fi'om the

Road 736 bridge crossing by about 0.4 tons per year, and annual sediment inputs from the road network on the Cow Creek

face by 1.7 to 4.7 tons per year. Over the long term, this could improve rearing habitat for bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout in Blodgett Creek near the Road 736 bridge to a small degree. The sediment reductions fi'om the road

network on the Cow Creek face are likely to have a minimal effect on fish habitat because these roads are not significant

contributors of sediment to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in Mill and Sheafinan Creeks.
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Other potential sediment sources that could combine with these inputs during the 2002-05 time period include:

- Natural sediment increases caused by the 2000 fires (Blodgett, Mill, and Cow Creeks, 2001-05); the most irnpactive

sediment year is likely to be 2001 — prior to the start of this project

0 Future mudslides, if they occur in the right places

~ Small sediment inputs from the 2000 BAER culvert replacements (Cow Creek, 2001-04)

- The Sheafinan fuels reduction project (Sheafinan Creek, 2001-03)

0 Small sediment inputs from Forest Service road maintenance activities

0 The DNRC salvage sale in section 16 (Blodgett Creek, winter 2001-02)

0 Private salvage sales

. Sediment producing activities on private land (grazing, roads, irrigation, subdivision)

. Sediment produced by 2000 fire suppression, and future fire suppression activities

Fire-caused sediment increases in Blodgett and Mill Creeks are likely to be small because the majority ofthe Blodgett and

Mill drainages were unburned or burned at low severity (only 5% moderate and high severity). The RHCAs along Blodgett

and Mill Creeks were mostly unburned or burned at low severity. The Sheafinan Creek drainage was not burned; therefore,

no sediment increases are going to occur in that stream as a result of the fires. The Cow Creek drainage was extensively

burned. Cow Creek is a heavily dewatered stream on private land that does not contribute water and sediment to bull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in Blodgett and Mill Creeks. Cow Creek does contain a small brook trout population

on private land.

Future mudslides could afl’ect fish habitat in Blodgett, Canyon, and Mill Creeks, but the risk is low because ofthe low

amount ofhigh severity burn in their respective canyons. The risk ofmudslides is much higher in the Cow Creek drainage,

but Cow Creek does not contribute water and sediment to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in Blodgett and

Mill Creeks.

Small sediment inputs occurred downstream of the eight culverts that were replaced by BAER on the Cow Creek face in

October 2000. Most ofthese inputs occurred on intermittent streams. Minimal sediment input occurred in brook trout

habitat in lower Cow Creek, and westslope cutthroat trout habitat farther downstream in Sheafinan Creek.

The Sheafinan fuels reduction project is likely to produce minor and insignificant sediment inputs to westslope cutthroat

trout in lower Sheafinan Creek (PF, RFPI-58).

Sediment produced by road maintenance would be miniscule because ofexisting mitigation measures (straw bales and/or

silt fence) at the Road 736 bridge on Blodgett Creek (i.e. the most likely area of input to fish habitat), and the minimal

length of road in RHCAs (< 0.5 miles).

The DNRC salvage harvest in section 16 (winter 2001-02) and private salvage harvest and road construction in the Churn

and Tamarack Creek drainages (160 acres, summer, 2001) would not contribute sediment, alter water temperatures, or

reduce woody debris recruitment to bull trout and/or wwtslope cutthroat trout habitat in Blodgett, Sheafinan, and Mill

Creeks because the streams draining those areas lack surface water connections with bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

habitat.

The small sediment inputs produced by Alternatives B, D, E, and F are likely to occur upstream of the more extensive

sedimentation caused by grazing, roads, irrigation, and subdivision on the valley floor.

Because of the reasons discussed above, the cumulative efl‘ect of sediment on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

habitat and populations is likely to be insignificant in all streams. Only minor amounts of sediment are likely to enter bull

trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat in Mill and Sheafinan Creeks, and this sediment has a low

risk of combining with other sediment sources to cumulatively degrade habitat and significantly afi'ect bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout individuals and their behavior. In the Mill Creek drainage, most ofthe sediment would be

intercepted and trapped by an irrigation pond before it could enter bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in Mill

Creek. A similar situation exists in Cow Creek, except that there is a series of 2-3 small irrigation ponds that have been

formed by damming the stream in the first cluster ofhouses downstream ofthe Forest boundary. Brook trout are present in

Cow Creek downstream of these ponds, but Cow Creek is fishless upstream ofthe ponds. The sediment produced by

Alternatives B, D, E, and F, along with the higher sediment increases caused by the fire, are likely to be trapped in these

ponds below the Forest boundary. During high flows, some ofthis sediment could be washed farther downstream into

brook trout habitat where it would combine with sediment produced by other activities on private land (irrigation, roads,

grazing, etc). Because brook trout are resilient to sedimentation (MFWP, 1993), it is doubtfiil that this cumulative

sedimentation would cause measurable reductions in the brook trout population.
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The cumulative efi'ect on water temperatures in Blodgett, Canyon, Mill, and Sheafi'nan Creeks would be insignificant

because Alternatives B, D, E, and F are unlikely to increase water temperatures to a measurable degree, and there are no

other events or activities that are likely to elevate water temperatures in fish habitat, including the 2000 fires.

Woody debris recruitment is at natural levels along Bitterroot NF sections ofBlodgett, Canyon, Mill, and Sheafinan

Creeks. Alternatives B, D, E, and F would not reduce woody debris recruitment because no vegetation would be removed

from riparian areas. Livestock grazing does not occur in the Bitterroot NF portions of the geographic area.

In Blodgett, Canyon, Mill, and Sheafinan Creeks, Alternatives B, D, E, and F would not combine with other activities to

alter habitat conditions to the degree that conditions would become more favorable for non-native trout competitors and less

favorable for native trout.

The cumulative efl'ect on fish habitat and populations in the Bitterroot River is likely to be insignificant because the river is

large and would easily dilute and mask any small sediment inputs produced by Alternatives B, D, E, and F. By the time the

sediment made it to the river, assuming that it could be routed through the numerous ditches and diversions on private land

— an unlikely event, the sediment would be so widely scattered and invisible that its impact on the fishery would be

insignificant.

Alternatives C and G

Alternative C and G are predicted to deliver 1.9 tons of sediment to streams in the Blodgett Geographic Area - a very low

amount. These sediment inputs are likely to be spread out over a 2-4 year period (2002-05), with the largest pulses

occurring during storms, runofi', and high flow periods in 2002 and 2003, and to lesser degrees in 2004 and 2005. The

majority of the watershed improvement activities are likely to be implemented during the 2002 and 2003 field seasons.

Assuming that all of this sediment would be delivered to stream reaches that contain bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

all at once (an unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be: Blodgett (negligible amount near zero); Canyon

(negligible amount near zero); Mill (negligible amount near zero); and Sheafinan/Cow Creeks (< 0.4 tons per mile). At

these low levels, the afl'ect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat is likely to be invisible and insignificant. The

sediment produced by Alternatives C and G has a low risk ofcausing the death ofany bull trout and westslope cutthroat,

and a low risk ofcausing any visible and detectable habitat losses.

Sediment produced by the prescribed burning in Alternative G has the potential to cause minor sediment inputs to bull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout habitat, but these burns would be required to follow the sediment mitigations contained in the

prescribed burning programmatic BA (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001b), which is likely to limit any sediment input

to fish habitat to insignificant amounts. Visible sedimentation of fish habitat has not been observed following recent

prescribed burns on the Bitterroot NF (USDA Forest Service, 1998a: 69; PF, FISH-l8). In those burns, riparian areas have

generally been unburned, and the low intensity nature (intact duff layer, minimal bare soil exposure and erosion) of the fires

on the upland slopes has not generated significant erosion and measurable sediment inputs to fish habitat.

The planting activities in Alternatives C and G are unlikely to cause sediment input to fish habitat.

Starting in 2006 the gravel and BMP upgrades are predicted to reduce annual sediment inputs to Blodgett Creek from the

Road 736 bridge crossing by about 0.4 tons per year, and annual sediment inputs fi'om the road network on the Cow Creek

face by 1.8 (Alt C) to 2.8 (Alt G) tons per year. Over the long term, this could improve rearing habitat for bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout in Blodgett Creek near the Road 736 bridge to a small degree. The sediment reductions fi'om the

road network on the Cow Creek face are likely to have a minimal effect on fish habitat because these roads are not

significant contributors of sediment to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in Mill and Sheafinan Creeks.

The cumulative efi'ect ofsediment from Alternatives C and G is likely to have an insignificant effect on bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout because no visible changes in habitat quality and population numbers are likely to occur from the

existing condition. Sediment increases from the fire would return to near pre-fire levels during the same time period that

Alternative C and G’s sediment inputs are counting.

The cumulative effect on water temperatures in Blodgett, Canyon, Mill, and Sheafinan Creeks would be insignificant

because Alternatives C and G are unlikely to increase water temperatures to a measurable degree, and there are no other

events or activities that are likely to elevate water temperatures in fish habitat, including the 2000 fires.

Woody debris recruitment is at natural levels along Bitterroot NF sections ofBlodgett, Canyon, Mill, and Sheafman

Creeks. Alternatives C and G would not reduce woody debris recruitment because no vegetation would be removed fi'om

riparian areas. In the case ofprescribed fire, Alternative G could increase woody debris recruitment in a few spots over

W
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time if fire enters riparian areas. In summary, there would be no cumulative reduction in woody debris recruitment from

Alternatives C and G. Livestock grazing does not occur in the Bitterroot NF portions of the geographic area.

The effects ofAlternatives C and G would not combine with other activities to alter habitat conditions to the degree that

conditions would become more favorable for non-native trout competitors such as brook and brown trout and less favorable

for native trout.

Alternatives C and G are unlikely to contribute to significant cumulative effects in the Bitterroot River because their

sediment inputs would be so small and localized that they would be unlikely to ever reach the river.

Determination of Effects on Sensitive Species

The westslope cutthroat trout is designated as the management indicator species for fisheries changes in the Bitterroot

Forest Plan (USDA Forest Service, 1987a: Il-20, e(7)), and as a Sensitive Species by the Regional Forester.

In the Blodgett Geographic Area, all ofthe alternatives “may impact individuals or habitat, but will not likely result in a

trend toward federal listing or reduced viability for the population or species (MIIH)”.

The determination for Alternative A would be MIIH because small sediment inputs fi'om the Road 736 bridge would

continue to impact a few westslope cutthroat trout in the first several hundred feet ofBlodgett Creek downstream of the

Road 736 bridge. Elsewhere in the Blodgett GA, Alternative A would have “no impact” on westslope cutthroat trout.

The determination for Alternatives B, D, E, and F would be MIIH because minor, short-term sedimentation ofspawning

and rearing habitat could occur in a few localized spots in Sheafinan and Mill Creeks near the mouths of intermittent

tributaries that drain the salvage units. This sedimentation is likely to be too small and scattered to cause the death of

westslope cutthroat trout. In the long-term, the sediment reductions caused by graveling and installing BMP upgrades

would have a minor “beneficial impact" on westslope cutthroat trout in Blodgett Creek near the Road 736 bridge.

The determination for Alternatives C and G would be MIIH because ofminor sedimentation ofspawning and rearing

habitat caused by the watershed improvement activities, and any small sediment inputs caused by Alternative G’s

prescribed burning. In the long-term, the sediment reductions caused by graveling and installing BMP upgrades on Road

736 would have a minor “beneficial impact” on westslope cutthroat trout in Blodgett Creek near the Road 736 bridge.

Table 3-69 - Sensitive species biological evaluation summary - Blodgett Geographic Area

m
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Consistency with the Bitterroot Forest Plan and Other Regulation

In the Blodgett Geographic Area, all ofthe alternatives were found to be consistent with the applicable Fcrest-wide

fisheries standards addressed in the Regulatory Framework section None of the alternatives would hinder the attainment of

the RMOs for pool frequency, large woody debris, water temperature, and width-to-depth ratio, or cause significant harm to

native fish and their habitats. A report documenting the consistency of this project with the applicable Forest-wide fisheries

standards is available in the Project File (PF, FOREST PLAN-2).

M
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Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Existing Condition

There are 19 named, fish-bearing streams in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area that had some portions of their stream

channels burned by the 2000 fires, listed in Table 3-70. The small face streams east of the Bitterroot River between Rye

Creek and Sleeping Child Creek (Burke Gulch, Mike Creek, Harlan Creek, Roan Gulch) are included in the geographic

area, but none of those streams support fish. For more detailed information on fish species distribution and abundance in

each stream in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area, consult the fish distribution tables in the Project File (PF, FISH-8).

Approximately 42 miles of fish-bearing streams and immediately adjacent riparian area were burned by moderate and high

severity fire in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area. If low severity is included, more than 100 miles of fish-bearing streams

were burned. Table 3-70 summarizes the miles of fish-bearing habitat burned by fire severity class.

Table 3-70 - Miles of Fish-bearing Streams Burned in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

 

low moderate . . % of fish—bearing riparian miles a

Stream ' hlgh seventy burned b mod/ hi h severi fire

. . 41

_ Spring Gulch 7 0.4 0

Fox 0.8 0 0.3 5

Cat House 0 3.4 0.2 100

\ Sleein Child 11.8 6.2 4.7 25

Little Sle 0; Child 3.4 0.4 2.3 29

SF Little Sle 01 Child 1.7 0.4 0 19

Roers Gulch 0.1 0 0 0

Blacktail 0.1 0 O 0

_Two Bear 4.0 0 0.2 3

L iSwitchback _ i 1.6 0 0 0

Diw'de 5.6 4.6 0.3 26

Skalkaho —Efl 1-7 12

Daly _ -Q'.I 0-2 1

Falls 0 0

_ Weasel i &l 0 0 0

Bear Gulch (Skalkaho) 0. 0.3 0 10

Totals i ‘ V j i 68.5 26.3 15.7 ;

Mudslides

Numerous mudslides have occurred in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area since the end ofthe 2000 fires. Most of the

mudslides occurred during several weeks of intense thunderstorms in mid July, 2001. Some ofthe mudslides have caused

widespread sedimentation of fish habitat, channel instability, “black water” conditions for several days to weeks, and fish

kills. These include:

(1) North Rye Creek, downstream and including Cat House Creek and unnamed tributaries 2.1 and 3.4 (July, 2001)

(2) Sleeping Child Creek between Blacktail Creek and Divide Creek (July, 2001)

(3) Skalkaho Creek on private land about one mile downstream of the Forest boundary (July, 2001)

On July 15 and 21, 2001, intense thunderstorms triggered flash floods with at least a dozen mudslides in the North Rye

Creek drainage. All of the draws on both sides ofNorth Rye Creek downstream and including Cat House Creek, with the

exception ofFox Creek, were downcut. At the mouth ofFox Creek, the height ofthe water in North Rye Creek during the

peak ofthe flood was about five feet deep. Just upstream of the elk ranch, the height ofthe water in lower Rye Creek

during the peak ofthe flood was about two feet deep. The Fox Creek drainage, which experienced high severity fire in

1998, did not have any apparent mudslides, and was running clear while the rest ofthe drainage was turbid. Immediately

following the mudslides, Rye Creek upstream ofNorth Rye Creek was turbid as far upstream as the Road 75 bridge, but the

turbidity was caused by higher flows and increased bank erosion, not mudslides.

“
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Post-mudslide electroshocking surveys indicate that the mudslides killed > 75% ofthe westslope cutthroat trout and brook

trout in the lower four miles ofNorth Rye Creek and Cat House Creeks, and all or nearly all of the westslope cutthroat trout

in two small, unnamed tributaries to North Rye Creek (tributaries 2.1 and 3.4). Gravel was deposited at least two feet deep

in the depositional areas ofNorth Rye Creek, and significant channel scouring occurred in the higher gradient reaches. A

few dead fish were observed along North Rye Creek, but most carcasses were buried under the gravel and debris.

Upstream ofCat House Creek, North Rye Creek and its tributaries were not impacted to any significant degree by the July

thunderstorms. Fish kills did not occur in the upper half ofthe North Rye drainage. Since the mudslides, North Rye Creek

has been actively downcutting through the gravel deposits and forming a new channel In Rye Creek downstream ofNorth

Rye Creek, dead fish were not observed, but “black water" persisted for several days. At this time, it is unknown ifany fish

were killed in lower Rye Creek as a result ofthe North Rye mudslides and subsequent turbidity.

Based on Forest monitoring of the recovery of the Overwhich Creek fish populations following the 1992 mudslides, it took

about 6-7 years for bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in the afl‘ected portions ofOverwhich Creek to fully

recover to pre-mudslide levels (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3-14). A similar tirneframe would be a reasonable

estimate for westslope cutthroat trout in the affected portions ofthe North Rye Creek drainage, since westslope cutthroat

trout are still common above and below the area ofdisturbance. These surviving fish are the most likely sources of

recolonization.

The largest mudslides on the Forest occurred in July, 2001 in the roadless portions of Sleeping Child Creek between the

Hot Springs tributary (near the Sleeping Child Hot Springs) and Divide Creek These mudslides occurred during the same

time period as the Laird and North Rye mudslides. The mudslides caused extensive sedimentation of Sleeping Child Creek

over a 7+ mile-long segment from Divide Creek to at least as far downstream as Blacktail Creek. These slides caused

“black water” conditions for several weeks, and killed a substantial number ofbull trout and westslope cutthroat trout.

Post-mudslide electroshocking surveys on Sleeping Child Creek at the Hot Springs indicated that at least 50% ofthe

westslope cutthroat trout and bull trout in the afiected reaches were killed by the mudslides. In the short-term, the

mudslides also simplified habitat by burying pools with sand and gravel and sweeping woody debris aside onto the stream

banks. The immediate result is a straightened, aggraded, unstable riflle with minimal hiding cover and habitat complexity.

As with North Rye Creek, a reasonable estimate for bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout recovery in this portion of

Sleeping Child Creek would be 6-7 years, with the surviving bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout fi'om Sleeping Child

Creek above and below the mudslides, Divide Creek, and Two Bear Creek being the most likely sources ofrecolonization.

In July 2001, a smaller mudslide occurred on the north slope of Skalkaho Creek about one mile downstream of the Forest

boundary. The toe ofthe alluvial fan flowed into Skalkaho Creek, and caused “black water” conditions for several days. A

few bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout may have been killed in the immediate vicinity ofthe slide, but this has not

been confirmed by fish population monitoring or visual observations. Compared to the North Rye and Sleeping Child

mudslides, this mudslide probably had the most localized impacts on the fishery. Bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

populations in the vicinity ofthe slide should recover relatively quickly, probably within l-2 years. There are likely to be

numerous surviving fish in the vicinity of the mudslides.

Smaller mudslides also occurred in the headwaters ofBear Gulch (spring, 2001; tributary to Skalkaho Creek), Two Bear

Creek (July, 2001), and an intermittent side canyon to Little Sleeping Child Creek (fall, 2000). None of these mudslides

contributed a large quantity ofsediment to fish-bearing streams, nor are they likely to have killed fish.

Although mudslides can cause large-scale damage to the fishery and ofien appear catastrophic in the short-term, these

events are beneficial to the fishery in the long-term because they add large quantities ofwoody debris and spawning gravels

to streams, which eventually increases habitat complexity and diversity and creates better spawning and rearing areas for

native fish (Everest et al, 1987; Reeves et al., 1995; Burton, 2000; USDA Forest Service, 2000b; section 4.3: 17).

Desired Fish Populations

In the desired condition, fish populations in the Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creek drainages support a simple

assemblage ofbull trout, westslope cutthroat trout, and slimy sculpin. In the lower reaches near the Bitterroot River, the

same species occur, along with a few mountain Whitefish, longnose sucker, largescale sucker, and longnose dace. Bull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout populations contain migratory and resident fish, with both life history forms abundantly

distributed throughout their respective drainages. All of the bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations are

connected to each other year-round.

The key difl'erences between desired and current fish populations are:

o In general, native trout populations are connected within the National Forest portions of their major drainages

(Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, Little Sleeping Child, and Rye), but fi'agmentation is widespread on private land where

M
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theconnection to the Bitterroot River has been severed (Little Sleeping Child) or impaired (Skalkaho, Sleeping

Child, Rye); on the Forest, some small tributaries still contain culverts that block the movement of smaller bull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout during certain times ofthe year

- Sleeping Child Creek is the only stream that still maintains a marginal year-round connection to the Bitterroot

River; at low flows, Skalkaho Creek is partially isolated by four irrigation barriers in the first several miles of

stream above the Bitterroot River; ongoing MFWP radio-tracking data indicates that a few migratory westslope

cutthroat trout can get over these diversions at high flows; Little Sleeping Child Creek is isolated by two irrigation

reservoirs/ponds on private land; Rye Creek does not maintain a connection to the Bitterroot River for several

weeks during the driest part ofthe summer

0 Bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area are less resilient to

recovering from fires than they historically were because ofreduced connectivity to the Bitterroot River; full

recovery in severely burned stream reaches may take longer than under historic conditions because large numbers

ofmigratory fish are not available to quickly recolonize severely burned areas

0 Bull trout abtmdance and distribution in all ofthe larger streams is depressed compared to historic conditions,

particularly in the Rye Creek drainage where bull trout are rare and limited to a < 3.5-mile long section ofupper

Rye Creek

0 Bull trout populations in the Skalkaho and Rye Creek drainages consist entirely of resident fish; migratory bull

trout are no longer present

- A remnant migratory bull trout population still occurs in the Sleeping Child Creek drainage (Nelson, 1999), but

only at very low numbers

0 Bull trout are uncommon (Sleeping Child), rare (Skalkaho), and absent (Rye) in streams on private land

0 Westslope cutthroat trout are still common to abundant throughout most National Forest stream reaches that have

not been affected by mudslides, but the migratory life form is depressed in the Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye

Creek drainages

- Non-native trout species (brook, brown, and rainbow trout) dominate the fish communities on private land

Pre and Post-Fire Bull Trout and Westslope Cutthroat Trout Populations

The bull trout Biological Opinion identified two distinct subpopulations ofbull trout in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area:

Skalkaho Creek and Sleeping Child Creek (PF, FISH 6a; PF, FISH-7). Since that time, a third subpopulation has been

confirmed in upper Rye Creek

Based purely on the number of individuals, the pre-fire bull trout subpopulation in the Skalkaho drainage was one of the

largest on the Forest. However, the subpopulation is isolated and consists entirely ofresident fish. The pre-fire

subpopulation in the Skalkaho drainage was estimated to contain > 1500 adult resident bull trout and several thousand bull

trout of all sizes. Most ofthe riparian areas along the fish-bearing reaches of Skalkaho Creek were not burned, and direct

losses of bull trout, if they occurred at all, were probably very few. Because the amount of occupied habitat in the Skalkaho

drainage is large (> 20 miles), the degree of high severity burn was small (< 2 miles), and mudslide kills were very

localized, ifthey occurred at all, the majority ofbull trout in the Skalkaho drainage survived the fires and mudslides.

Summer 2001 electroshocking surveys in Skalkaho Creek indicate that bull trout numbers are similar to pre-fire levels.

In the Sleeping Child drainage, the pre-fire bull trout subpopulation was estimated to contain > 500 adult resident bull trout,

and several thousand bull trout of all sizes. The life history composition of the subpopulation was predominantly resident

fish, with very few migratory fish (< 50 fish) from the Bitterroot River (Nelson, 1999). Some mudslide-caused mortality of

bull trout occurred in the 7+ miles of Sleeping Child Creek between the Blacktail Creek and Divide Creek. Mortality

caused by the fires, if it did occur, was probably low and scattered because Sleeping Child and Divide Creeks appear to be

large enough to bufi'er and dilute the heating and chemical effects ofthe fire. Water temperatures monitors located at the

Hot Springs did not detect any unusually high temperatures in Sleeping Child Creek during the 2000 fires. Post-mudslide

electroshocking surveys indicate that > 50% ofthe bull trout in the mudslide-afi‘ected reaches of Sleeping Child Creek may

have been killed.

The Rye Creek bull trout subpopulation consists of a rare (< 50 resident adult fish, and < 500 fish of all sizes), resident

subpopulation that is restricted to a < 3.5-mile long section ofupper Rye Creek (USDA Forest Service, 2000b: 33). The

lowermost distribution ofbull trout occurs about 0.5 miles upstream from the Road 311 bridge; the uppermost distribution

is the toe ofa rockslide barrier at stream milepost 13.4, about 0.5 miles upstream from the Road 75 bridge (USDA Forest

Service, 2000b: 33). Presence/absence surveys indicate that bull trout are absent in the rest of the Rye Creek drainage.

Historically, bull trout were probably distributed throughout the Rye Creek drainage. There is no reason to believe that the

pre-fire distribution ofbull trout has increased in Rye Creek since the fires of 2000. The entire section of occupied habitat

“
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is closely encroached by Road 75. The fires of 2000 probably killed few bull trout in the subpopulation because the

occupied reaches were either unburned or burned at low severity (USDA Forest Service, 2000a). At the time of this FEIS.

mudslides have not impacted this subpopulation. Post-fire electroshocking population estimates were conducted in Rye

Creek (Forest Plan monitoring section 12.4) in August 2000 and July 2001. The August 2000 estimate captured five bull

trout, a number similar to past sampling years, but too small to calculate a statistically valid estimate. The July 2001

estimate did not capture any bull trout. Capturing no bull trout is not unusual for this section because the species is present

at such low densities. Section 12.4 will be monitored in 2001 and future years to document post-fire trends ofthe bull trout

subpopulation (see Appendix C). The key point to remember is that because the distribution ofthis bull trout subpopulation

is very restricted, the subpopulation is vulnerable to extinction from negative post-fire habitat changes and cumulative

efl‘ects, particularly if large mudslides occur upstream and inundate occupied habitat with sediment.

Prior to the fires, westslope cutthroat trout were common to abundant throughout most ofthe National Forest stream

reaches in the Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creek drainages. The total population in each drainage consisted of

several thousand adult fish, with the majority being resident fish. Although westslope cutthroat trout are still common in

the portions ofthe geographic area that have not been impacted by mudslides, substantial losses are lmown or suspected to

have occurred in at least 17 miles of severely burned reaches distributed throughout all three major drainages (Skalkaho = <

1 mile; Sleeping Child = 7+ miles; Little Sleeping Child = 2 miles; Rye/North Rye = 7.5 miles) (USDA Forest Service,

2000a; section 4.3: 10-14). The July 2001 mudslides generally overlap with these severely burned reaches. Post-mudslide

electroshocking surveys indicate that substantial kills of westslope cutthroat trout occurred in the affected portions of

Sleeping Child and North Rye Creeks.

The bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area that are likely to recover the

slowest inchide:

- The resident bull trout subpopulation in upper Rye Creek

- The westslope cutthroat trout population in North Rye Creek, Cat House Creek, and its tributaries, particularly in

the areas affected by the July 2001 mudslides

- The isolated resident westslope cutthroat trout population in Little Sleeping Child Creek

0 The bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in the mudslide-afi‘ected portion of Sleeping Child Creek

between Blacktail Creek and Divide Creek

These populations are either isolated fi'om the river, lack migratory fish, restricted to short segments ofstream, and/or

suffered a large amount of severe burn and/or mudslides in their riparian areas (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3:

14- 15). Unpredictable events such as large mudslides (e.g. the mudslides in the North Rye and Sleeping Child drainages)

have the potential to set back recovery for several years in any stream.

Maps 3-7 and 3-8 display the distribution of bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

relative to burn severity. The maps also display areas where fish kills are known or suspected to have occurred during the

2000 fires and 2001 mudslides.

Connectivity and Life History Diversity

Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creeks are all large, eastside tributaries to the Bitterroot River. None ofthese streams

maintains its historic, year-round connection to the Bitterroot River.

The Skalkaho Creek drainage contains some of the best resident bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations on the

Forest, but migratory bull trout are absent, and migratory westslope cutthroat trout are depressed. At low flows, fish fi'om

the Bitterroot River can probably only access the lower two miles of Skalkaho Creek before encountering impassible

irrigation barriers. These barriers are apparently still passable to a few larger fish at high flows. Montana Fish, Wildlife,

and Parks electroshocking surveys indicate that some bull trout, and numerous westslope cutthroat trout, are lost in the

Skalkaho Creek ditch network each irrigation season.

Recent data indicates that Sleeping Child Creek still maintains a marginal, year-round connection to the Bitterroot River

(Nelson, 1999: 48-49). This makes it unique because very few of the east or west side tributaries to the Bitterroot River

still have a fish-passable connection to the river. There is a concrete diversion on private land near the Bitterroot River, but

fish-trapping data indicates that at least some migratory bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout can pass back and forth

over this structure (Nelson, 1999: 41-45, 48-49). A few migratory bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout fi'om the

Bitterroot River probably still spawn in the Sleeping Child Creek drainage.

Rye Creek maintains a seasonal connection to the Bitterroot River from mid-September through mid-July. Montana

Department ofFish, Wildlife, and Parks radio telemetry data indicates that at least a few migratory westslope cutthroat trout
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from the Bitterroot River move into Rye Creek to spawn during May and June high flows (USDA Forest Service, 1999b:

97-98). During the summer irrigation season, the lower mile ofRye Creek is dewatered and sometimes completely dried

up for several weeks. There is still a small resident bull trout population in upper Rye Creek, but migratory bull trout have

not been found in the Rye Creek drainage and are believed to be absent. Resident westslope cutthroat trout are common

throughout the Rye Creek drainage.

Genetic Integrity

Most ofthe bull trout in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area appear to be pure genetic strains. However, a few bull trout X

brook trout hybrids have been found in sections of lower Skalkaho Creek and Sleeping Child Creek where the distribution

ofboth species overlaps. Bull trout X brook trout hybrids have not been found in Rye Creek, but hybridization cannot be

ruled out because the distribution ofbrook trout and bull trout does overlap to some degree.

Genetic testing indicates that the westslope cutthroat trout populations in the Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creek

drainages are pure genetic strains.

Non-Native Species

In the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area, brook trout are common in Rye, North Rye, and Little Sleeping Child Creeks, and

uncommon in Sleeping Child Creek downstream of the Hot Springs and Skalkaho Creek on private land. Brown trout are

common in Skalkaho and Sleeping Child Creeks on private land. Rainbow trout are present in the extreme lower reaches of

both streams.

Based on the criteria in Rieman et a1. (1993), brook trout probably pose a high risk to bull trout persistence in Rye Creek,

and a moderate risk in lower Skalkaho and Sleeping Child Creeks, particularly on private land (USDA Forest Service,

2000b). Brook trout probably pose a moderate-to-high risk to westslope cutthroat trout persistence in Rye, North Rye, and

Little Sleeping Child Creeks, and a low risk elsewhere (Rieman et al., 1993). The Skalkaho and Sleeping Child Creek

drainages still contain substantial amounts ofgood refugia habitat in their headwaters.

It is unknown ifbrook trout will recover fiister fi'om the 2000 fires and 2001 mudslides than native trout, but there is some

potential for that to occur because brook trout reach sexual maturity sooner (Shepard et al., 1998), and are more tolerant of

higher sediment levels and water temperatures (MBTSG, 1996; Selong et aL, In press; DeStaso and Rahel, 1994). Ongoing

post-fire fish population recovery research should help answer this native versus non-native recovery question.

Post-Fire Habitat Conditions

In the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area, the main fish habitat concerns are:

Skalkaho and Daly Creeks

~ Reductions in fish habitat complexity caused by the encroachment of State Highway 38 and the first seven miles of

Road 75

- Elevated sediment inputs along the encroached segments ofRoad 75, the unpaved portion of State Highway 38

downstream of the Road 71 1 bridge, and areas downstream of a mudslide fan about one mile below the Forest

boundary

- Poor habitat conditions on private land caused by at least four irrigation barriers, dewatering, grazing, loss of shade,

and subdivision development in lower Skalkaho Creek

0 The Road 75 culverts on Railroad, Hog Trough, and Weasel Creeks are partial fish barriers (i.e. they block the

movement ofsome sizes of fish for part of the year, but some fish can still pass through the culvert at certain stream

flows)

o The Road 5783 culvert on unnamed tributary 5.1 (to Daly Creek) is a partial fish barrier

o The Skalkaho Highway culvert on unnamed tributary 3.2 (to Daly Creek) is a partial fish barrier

Sleeping Child Creek

0 Channel aggradation, instability, turbidity, and poor habitat complexity between Blacktail Creek and Divide Creek

as a result of the July 2001 mudslides

- Sediment levels in the mudslide-afl‘ected reach between Blacktail Creek and Divide Creek are “functioning at

unacceptable risk” because of widespread sedimentation fi'om the mudslides

- Reductions in woody debris recruitment and fish habitat complexity caused by the encroachment of the Sleeping

Child Road downstream of the Hot Springs

,
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0 Increased water temperatures downstream of the Hot Springs caused by loss of shade along the Sleeping Child

Road

0 Riparian timber harvest (partial canopy removal) along a one mile section of Sleeping Child Creek on Darby

Lumber land in the headwaters upstream ofDivide Creek

0 Reduced habitat conditions on private land caused by dewatering, grazing, loss of shade, and subdivision

development

. The Sleeping Child Road culvert on Two Bear Creek is a partial fish barrier

Little Sleeping Child Creek

- Sediment levels are “fiinctioning at unacceptable risk” because of roads, past harvest, and the 2000 fires

o Riparian timber harvest (a mix ofpartial harvest and clearcutting) along headwater tributaries on Darby Lumber

land

- Poor habitat conditions on private land caused by irrigation dam and pond construction, dewatering, grazing, loss of

shade, and subdivision development

- The upper halfof the drainage is isolated by the old DNRC dam below Hamburger Flat

Rye and North Rye Creeks

- Sediment levels are “fiinctioning at unacceptable risk” because ofroads, past harvest, the 2000 fires, and the July

2001 mudslides

- Channel aggradation, instability, turbidity, and poor habitat complexity caused by the July 2001 mudslides in the

North Rye Creek drainage

0 Reductions in pools and woody debris recruitment caused by the encroachment ofRoads 75 and 321

0 Increased water temperatures caused by losses of shade along Roads 75 and 321

- Riparian timber harvest (a mix ofpartial harvest and clearcutting) along headwater tributaries on Forest and Darby

Lumber land

0 Poor habitat conditions on private land caused by dewatering, grazing, loss of shade, and/or subdivision

development

0 The Road 5612 culvert on Rye Creek is a partial fish barrier

- The Road 75 culverts on Spring Gulch and unnamed tributary 12.3 (to Rye Creek) are partial fish barriers

- The Road 5607 culvert on unnamed tributary 12.3 (to Rye Creek) is a partial fish barrier

o The Road 8111 culvert on North Rye Creek is a partial fish barrier

0 Two Road 321 culverts on North Rye Creek are partial fish barriers

o The Road 62435 culvert on unnamed tributary 4.3 (to North Rye Creek) is a complete fish barrier

Road Density

The Section 7 Watershed Baseline rated the effect ofwatershed road density and location on bull trout habitat in each of the

burned watersheds in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area (USDA Forest Service, 2000b). These ratings were either:

- Functioning appropriately (FA) = < 1 mile of road/square mile, no valley bottom roads

0 Functioning at risk (FAR) = l to 2.4 miles ofroad/square mile, some valley bottom roads

- Functioning at unacceptable risk (FUR) = > 2.4 miles of road/square mile, many valley bottom roads

Table 3-71 lists the watershed road densities and road stream crossings in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area, and their

relative efi"ect on bull trout habitat quality.

The data in Table 3-71 indicates that roads are impacting bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat throughout most of

the Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creek drainages, and road impacts are most extensive in the Rye, lower Sleeping

Child, and Little Sleeping Child drainages. This correlates well with the high sediment levels that occur in those drainages.

M
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Table 3-71- Watershed Road Densities and Section 7 Rating for Bull Trout in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

# Road # Road Stream

Stream Crossings

(entire

watershed)

 

Riparian Timber Harvest

The Section 7 Watershed Baseline rated the effect ofpast riparian timber harvest on RHCA function and the potential for

water temperature alterations in bull trout habitat in each of the burned watersheds in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

(USDA Forest Service, 2000b). These ratings were either:

- Functioning appropriately (FA) = riparian conservation areas provide adequate shade, large woody debris

recruitment, and habitat protection and connectivity in subwatersheds, and bufl‘ers or includes known refugia for

sensitive aquatic species (> 80% intact)

- Functioning at risk (FAR) = moderate loss of function (shade, woody debris recruitment) or incomplete protection

ofhabitats and refugia for sensitive aquatic species (70-80% intact)

- Functioning at unacceptable risk (FUR) = riparian conservation areas are fi'agmented, poorly connected, or provides

inadequate protection ofhabitats for sensitive aquatic species (< 70% intact)

Table 3-72 lists the length and percent of stream channels that have had equivalent clearcut-type harvest prescriptions

within 300 feet of their banks on Bitterroot NF land in the Skalkaho-Rye GA since 1970. Figures in Table 3-72 do not

inchide the riparian clearcutting that has occurred on Darby Lumber Company lands.

Table 3-72 - Riparian Timber Harvest and Section 7 Rating for Bull Trout in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

1 Watershed NRCS 6‘'1 Code Miles of Stream Percent of Stream 1 Section 7

HUC Channels Afiected Channel Len ; th Affected Ratin

L Skalkaho 0904 _l-_I

M Skalkaho 0903

U Skalkaho mil-I

. on 0902

Little 81 Ch

A 0.8

I Divide 0702 2.8

U 51 Child 0701 ’__v 0 _ 0 FAR i

‘ “Rye L 0801 2.9 3 4.7 , FUR 1

The data in Table 3-72 indicates that past riparian timber harvest has occurred in some areas in the roaded portion of the

geographic area, particularly in the headwater tributaries to Skalkaho, Daly, Little Sleeping Child, Rye, and North Rye

Creeks.

The affected tributaries in the headwaters of Skalkaho Creek were clearcut approximately 30 years ago. These tributaries

are small, steep, and fish-less, and have been completely shaded for at least the last ten years by shrubs and small trees.

The clearcuts in the headwaters of Daly Creek are more recent and open, but they occur at high elevation (> 6800 feet) and

do not contribute any measurable warming in fish habitat in the downstream reaches ofDaly Creek. Water temperature

monitoring in Daly Creek indicates that it is one of the colder streams on the Forest (MFWP, 1996, 1998). Woody debris
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recruitment fi'om the headwaters of Skalkaho and Daly Creek is negligible because ofthe small size of those streams and

the high retention capacity for woody debris in their channels. The main avenue ofwoody debris recruitment from these

small channels are mudslides, and they are unlikely to occur because the old clearcuts were not severely burned in the

relevant portions of the Skalkaho and Daly Creek drainages.

The most widespread clearing ofriparian vegetation has occurred in the Darby Lumber clearcuts in the Rye, North Rye, and

Little Sleeping Child Creek drainages. The clearcuts on Darby Lumber land are not reflected in Table 3-72. Few of these

clearcuts occur along fish-bearing streams, but they have reduced woody debris recruitment to non-fish bearing tributaries,

and probably reduced woody debris transport into Rye, North Rye, and Little Sleeping Child Creeks to a small and

localized degree. Again, these channels have high retention capacity for woody debris, and generally do not contribute

large quantities ofwoody debris to downstream reaches except during mudslides.

The loss ofRHCA vegetation in the lower Skalkaho Creek drainage has occurred as a result of livestock grazing and

residential development.

In summary, losses of shade are contributing to warmer stream temperatures in Rye, North Rye, Little Sleeping Child, and

lower Skalkaho Creeks, and pool frequencies and habitat complexity are below their natural potential because of reductions

in woody debris recruitment caused by riparian timber harvest.

Sediment

The burned drainages on the Forest where human-caused sedimentation is negatively impacting fish habitat are listed on

pages 22-23 (section 4.3) of the Post-Fire Assessment. In the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area, sediment levels in the Rye

and Sleeping Child Creek drainages are high and “functioning at unacceptable risk” following the fires and mudslides

(USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 22-23; PF, FISH-22). Pre-fire sediment levels in the Rye Creek drainage were

“functioning at unacceptable risk” prior to the fires and mudslides (USDA Forest Service, 2000b). Pre-fire sediment levels

in the Sleeping Child Creek drainage were “fimctioning appropriately’ prior to the fires and mudslides (Forest Service,

2000b). In the Skalkaho Creek drainage, sediment levels are not excessive in most stream reaches, except in some

localized spots along encroached roads (Road 75 and the Skalkaho Hwy) and downstream of a mudslide Ian on private

land

Table 3-73 summarizes the pre-fire (USDA Forest Service, 2000b) and post-fire (PF, FISH-22) sediment ratings for the

watersheds in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area.

Table 3-73 — Pre-Fire and Post-Fire Sediment Ratings in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Watershed

l Lowerskfilkaho

Middle Skalkaho

U er Skalkaho _ml

Dal

Lowerslee- Child

Male 518 - Child

Middle 51- Child

FUR 304%‘) 1

FUR 3040%> ‘

Rye 3 0801 FUR 30-40%) FUR 4O-50%) ‘

Based on the post-fire sediment ratings, bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout egg survival to emergence is being

suppressed in some portions of the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area. Reaches where this is a concern include: (1) all of

Rye Creek, North Rye Creek, and their tributaries; (2) Little Sleeping Child Creek; and (3) the section of Sleeping Child

Creek between Blacktail Creek and Divide Creek which received heavy sedimentation from the July 2001 mudslides.

In those reaches, elevated sediment levels have created habitat conditions that likely enhance the spread ofbrook trout and

contribute to the displacement ofnative trout. Prior to the fires and mudslides, the upstream limit ofbrook trout in Sleeping

Child Creek ended within the first mile upstream ofthe Hot Springs. It is impossible to predict if the mudslides will help

spread ofbrook trout farther upstream It is very possible that brook trout could recovery faster than native trout in the

mudslide-affected areas. Post-mudslide fish population monitoring is being conducted, and will be conducted in future

years, to answer this question (see Appendix C).
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Table 3-74 - Existing condition of the INFISH RMOs - Skalkaho-Rye fish-bearing streams
 

- Pools LWD Mean-maximum Wetted

Stream Method of Survey per pieces Water temp width-depth

mile er mile °Celsius ratio

Ill-m

14 *

Srin Gulch —in

Fox 19 *

m

2O * 26 *

—in
m 25 t

—in 15 *

18 *

Dal 12-14 Hobo

1 Falls 11-13 Point 1 24 *

l Weasel Rich, 1996 _ 1143 (Point) 1 l5 *

\ Bear Gulch Rich. 1996 A < 10 70 * 40 ll-l4 (Poipi) ll *

* = RMO is not meeting the defiault value; (Hobo) = temperatures have been continuously monitored with HOBO-TEMP

thermographs; (Point) = temperatures have been estimated from several point measurements

Notable RMO Trends in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

(1) Pool fi'equencies in Rye Creek and its tributaries, North Rye Creek and its tributaries, Blacktail Creek, Sleeping

Child Creek (Blacktail Creek to Divide Creek), and Little Sleeping Child Creek may meet the RMO minimum, but

are below their natural potential because ofreductions in pool volume caused by sediment infill, and reductions in

channel length and habitat complexity caused by road encroachment (Rye, North Rye, and Sleeping Child

downstream of the Hot Springs). The July 2001 mudslides filled in most ofthe pools in North Rye Creek

downstream ofCat House Creek (about four miles) and Sleeping Child Creek between Divide Creek and Blacktail

Creek (about seven miles).

(2) Woody debris fi'equencies in Rye Creek and its tributaries, North Rye Creek and its tributaries, Blacktail Creek,

Sleeping Child Creek (below the Hot Springs), and Little Sleeping Child Creek may meet the RMO minimum, but

are below their natural potential. The principle cause is the loss ofmature riparian overstory trees caused by road

encroachment (Rye, North Rye, and Sleeping Child Creek downstream of the Hot Springs), old stream bottom skid

trails (Blacktail, small tributaries in the Rye and North Rye Creek drainages), and to a lesser degree, past riparian

timber harvest in the headwaters.

(3) Pool fi'equencies in Bear Gulch, Divide Creek, and Two Bear Creek do not meet the RMO minimum, but are

probably near their natural potential because these drainages are mostly roadless, and their fish habitat is in good

condition. The pool frequencies observed in these streams are unlikely to be reduced by management activities.

(4) On Bitterroot NF land, water temperatures in the lower halves ofRye, North Rye, and Sleeping Child Creeks

usually exceed 15° C during the warmest 7-day period ofmost summers. Loss of shade due to road encroachment

is a major fitctor in elevating summer water temperatures, and past timber harvest is a contributing factor. On

private land, water temperatures in the lower ends ofRye, Sleeping Child, and Skalkaho Creeks typically approach

or exceed 20° C during the hottest part ofthe summer. Irrigation dewatering and loss of shade due to grazing and

residential development are problems in these lower reaches. In all of these areas, elevated water temperatures

have increased the extent ofhabitat occupied by non-native trout, increased the competitive advantage ofnon

native trout over native trout, and cumulatively decreased the survival and production ofbull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout.
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(5) None ofthe streams in the geographic area meet the default RMO for width-depth ratio. It is dificult to sort out

management-caused channel widening from natural conditions in these streams because most ofthe ratios are

within the ranges reported for unmanaged streams (Overton et al, 1995). Some channel widening has occurred in

Rye, North Rye, and Little Sleeping Child Creeks over the years as a result of increased water yields and sediment

aggradation.

(6) Reaches impacted by mudslides in North Rye, Cat House, and Sleeping Child Creeks have lost many oftheir pools

due to sedimentation. Pools will reform, but it will take several years. Also, much of their woody debris has been

pushed outside of their base flow channels by flash floods, which has produced straighter, simpler, wider,

aggraded channels with poor complexity.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Common to All Alternatives

The direct and indirect efl'ects on cover, channel stability, water temperature, and migratory corridors were discussed in the

"All Geographic Areas - Environmental Consequences” section earlier in this report.

Cumulative Effects

Common To All Alternatives

For fisheries, the cumulative effects analysis area consists of the Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creek drainages, and

the Bitterroot River downstream ofRye Creek. The cumulative effects analysis area includes all land ownerships in those

drainages. The reason that these drainages were chosen for cumulative effects analysis is because portions of their

watersheds burned in the 2000 fires, or they are tributary to a burned stream. Any activity in these drainages, regardless of

land ownership, has the potential to cumulatively affect the fish populations in the burned drainages and downstream in the

Bitterroot River. The neighboring drainages north of Skalkaho (e.g. Gird, Willow, etc.) and on the westside ofthe

Bitterroot River (e. g. Chafin to Sawtooth Creeks) are not considered to be within the cumulative effects analysis area

because they do not contribute water and sediment to the fish populations in the burned drainages, and are located far

enough away from the burned drainages that their cumulative effect on the Bitterroot River is likely to be extremely small

and invisible.

Described below are several activities and natural events within the cumulative effects analysis area that already have, or

will likely occur in or near the project area in the next three years. The past activities and natural events have contributed to

create the existing condition, and are incorporated within the fisheries existing condition description These activities may

produce environmental effects on aquatic resources relevant to the proposal.

Sediment, by its incremental nature, usually afl'ects fish habitat and populations in a cumulative manner. In most cases, the

direct and indirect efl’ects of sediment are impossible to clearly separate out from the cumulative effects. This is

particularly true following a fire, when natural sediment increases are much higher for the first several years following the

burn (Minshall et al., 1990; Robinson and Minshall, 1993; Burton, 2000). For those reasons, the direct, indirect, and

cumulative effects of sediment are analyzed together in the following cumulative effects sections for each of the

alternatives.

PastActivities

National Forest Timber Harvest And Associated Road Construction

The Rye Creek drainage has been heavily harvested and roaded over the past 40 years, both on National Forest and Darby

Lumber lands. Pre-fire equivalent clearcut area (ECA) was 15% and road densities are high (4.7 miles ofroad per square

mile for the entire drainage; 3.2 miles of road per square mile on Bitterroot NF land). Rye and North Rye Creeks are

encroached by roads throughout most of their lengths, and numerous other roads encroach and cross small streams

throughout the drainage. Roads are the primary cause of the high sediment levels that occur throughout the Rye Creek

drainage. On Bitterroot NF land, the Rye Creek drainage contains 499 road stream crossings and 37.8 miles ofroad within

300 feet of streams. The Skalkaho and Sleeping Child Creek drainages contain some tributary basins with concentrated

harvest and roading (Blacktail; Two Bear; Skalkaho Basin), but also contain sizeable roadless areas. Overall, on Bitterroot

NF land, pre-fire ECAs and road densities were moderate in the Skalkaho drainage (ECA = 8%, 1.3 miles ofroad per

square mile), and higher in the Sleeping Child drainage (ECA = 6%, 2.1 miles ofroad per square mile). Road
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encroachment is a problem along most of Skalkaho Creek, and the lower halves ofDaly and Sleeping Child Creeks. On

Bitterroot NF land, the Skalkaho Creek drainage contains 207 road stream crossings and 26.2 miles of road within 300 feet

of streams, and the Sleeping Child Creek drainage contains 447 road stream crossings and 31.5 miles of road within 300

feet of streams. Refer to Table 3-71 in the existing condition description for a summary of total road densities, road

densities within 300 feet ofstreams, and road stream crossings by 6‘h code HUC and ownership.

Private Timber Harvest, Road Construction And Subdivision

Fifteen sections ofDarby Lumber land have been heavily roaded and harvested in the headwaters ofthe Rye, North Rye,

and Little Sleeping Child Creek drainages. The lower, private reaches of Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creeks flow

through subdivided pastureland with considerable losses of riparian overstory and shade. Grazing has damaged stream

banks, widened channels, removed shade, and increased sediment in some areas. Subdivision has accelerated along all the

valley bottoms in recent years, and the trend is likely to continue. Much of this building has occurred in RHCAs.

Cumulatively, the habitat reductions in the lower ends of Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creeks have contributed to the

spread ofnon-native trout (brook, brown, and rainbow trout), and the decline ofnative trout.

Private Salvage Sales

A four million board foot helicopter salvage sale (CB ranch) occurred in the headwaters ofMike Creek and Burke Gulch

east ofDarby during the winter of2000-01. The CB ranch also removed some ofthe large riparian leave trees (the larger

spruce) from the Darby Lumber Company sections along North Rye Creek (section 7, downstream ofunnamed tributary

4.3) and upper Rye Creek (section 23, upstream ofthe Road 75 bridge). This removal of large spruce snags has reduced

shade on Rye and North Rye Creeks, and over time, is likely to reduce woody debris recruitment, pool habitat, and hiding

cover in a one-mile section ofNorth Rye Creek between Cat House Creek and unnamed tributary 4.3, and a one-mile

section ofRye Creek upstream of the Road 75 bridge. There are no bull trout in North Rye Creek, but the upper

distribution ofbull trout in Rye Creek does extend upstream into section 23. An upland tractor logged unit on the south

side ofRye Creek near mile marker 4 of the Road 75 has very steep, eroding skid trails. These skid trails eroded badly

(deep rills) during the July 2001 thunderstorms, but did not downcut like the draws in the North Rye drainage, probably

because they did not receive the intense rainfall. At present, there is a large flat terrace at the base of these skid trails that

has collected all of the eroded soil and prevented it from entering Rye Creek. With an intense rainstorm, these skid trails

will have a high risk of causing mudslides into Rye Creek for at least the next 1-2 years.

Road And Trail Maintenance

In most areas, sediment produced by National Forest road and trail maintenance is insignificant in the Skalkaho-Rye

Geographic Area. Annual maintenance benefits the fishery by preventing larger inputs of sediment. Blading ofRoads 75

and 321 along Rye and North Rye Creeks does produce some short-term sediment input to Rye and North Rye Creeks,

particularly ifheavy rains follow closely after the blading when the road bed is softer and more erosive. However, blading

of these two roads also benefits the fishery because it prevents larger-scale road failures and sediment pulses. State road

blading of the Skalkaho Highway has side-casted sediment into Daly Creek in past years, although attempts are made to

avoid direct inputs. Some of this sediment is visible in the stream margins and bottoms ofpools along the dirt portions of

the highway. The 2.7 miles ofthe Skalkaho Highway between the end ofthe pavement and the Road 711 junction is one of

the worst sediment-contributing roads on the Forest. It also negatively impacts a key bull trout spawning area downstream

of the Road 711 bridge. During the high flow years of 1995-97, the Skalkaho Highway had several road fill slumps that

caused large pulses of sediment to Daly Creek.

Developed Recreation Sites - Maintenance And Use

Trailheads and campgrounds concentrate anglers and cause increased legal and illegal removal of bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout, particularly the larger fish in the populations.

Ditches, Diversions, And Irrigation Dewatering

Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creek are dewatered during the summer by an extensive system of ditches and

diversions that start near the Forest boundary and continue downstream to the river. Dewatering occurs downstream ofthe

burned area, and creates thermal barriers for native trout during the summer. Some fish are also diverted into unscreened

ditches where they eventually perish. The extreme lower end ofRye Creek is sometimes completely dried up for several

weeks each summer. All, or nearly all, ofthe ditches in the geographic area are unscreened. Skalkaho Creek contains four

irrigation barriers in its lower end that block the upstream movement ofmost fish. Sleeping Child Creek contains a partial

barrier near its mouth

——_—_——_——_——__
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Fish Stocking/Private Fish Ponds

Past stocking ofstreams has allowed non-native trout (brook, brown, and rainbow trout) to invade, hybridize, and out

compete native trout in the lower, private ends of Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creeks. In recent years, a few private

fish ponds have been constructed, which has resulted in an increased risk of introductions ofnon-native fish (mostly

rainbow trout and brook trout) and diseases such as whirling disease.

Livestock Gran‘ng — National Forest And Private

Four grazing allotments were active on National Forest lands prior to the fires in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area:

Skalkaho, North Sleeping Child, Harlan Burke, and Medicine Tree. None have had a significant impact on the fishery in

the burned area because they do not contain fish-bearing streams or contribute large amounts ofwater and sediment to

downstream fish habitat.

The Skalkaho allotment (1% ofprimary range was burned at moderate/high severity) had little of its primary range burned

and does not have a significant impact on Skalkaho Creek because of its location on the north side ofthe Skalkaho

Highway and lack of hydrologic connections to Skalkaho Creek. The Skalkaho allotment was grazed in 2001.

The North Sleeping Child allotment (3% ofprimary range was burned at moderate/high severity) was rested in 2001 for the

personal convenience ofthe permittee. The North Sleeping Child allotment borders Sleeping Child and Two Bear Creeks,

but livestock use does not occur in these RHCAs because they are located in the bottoms of steep canyons where the

primary range is located > 1000 feet higher in elevation on ridges and uplands. Upland grasslands on the ridges and slopes

ofthe Skalkaho-Sleeping Child divide constitute the primary range and receive the bulk ofthe use.

The Harlan Gulch allotment (17% ofprimary range was burned at moderate/high severity) was rested in 2001 for resource

protection. The Harlan Gulch allotment does not contain fish-bearing streams or non-fish bearing streams that contribute

significant quantities ofsediment and water to fish-bearing streams. Range readiness criteria developed by an

interdisciplinary team will be used to determine when cattle can be returned to the Harlan Gulch allotment.

The Medicine Tree allotment (69% ofprimary range was burned at moderate/high severity) was rested in 2001 for resource

protection. A portion ofthe Medicine Tree allotment is located in the lower Rye Creek drainage south ofRoad 75 and west

ofRoad 311. The majority ofthe Rye Creek portion of the Medicine Tree allotment is not primary range. Pre-fire use did

not occur in the RHCA along Rye Creek. The primary use areas were located along road shoulders between Roads 5612

and 311, and in the headwaters ofthe Moonshine Gulch drainage. The fire could increase livestock access to some burned

intermittent tributaries in the Moonshine Gulch drainage, but the effect several miles downstream in Rye Creek is likely to

be insignificant because ofthe minimal hydrologic connections between Rye Creek and the grazed areas. Very little ofRye

Creek’s sediment and water originates fiom the grazed areas in the Medicine Tree allotment. Range readiness criteria

developed by an interdisciplinary team will be used to determine when cattle can be returned to the Harlan Gulch allotment.

The Rye Creek allotment is vacant and has not been grazed in many years. There are no plans to graze it in the future.

The Main Sleeping Child allotment (17% ofprimary range was burned at moderate/high severity) was rested in 2001 for

the personal convenience of the permittee. The Main Sleeping Child allotment has not been grazed since the early 1990’s,

and there are no plans to graze it in the near future. The Main Sleeping Child allotment is the only allotment in the

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area where livestock have direct access to bull trout spawning and rearing habitat, and the risk

of trampling is high. However, the Main Sleeping Child allotment has been in non-use since the mid l990’s and there are

no plans to graze it in the immediate future.

On private land, livestock grazing has resulted in trampled banks, wider channels, warmer water temperatures, higher

sediment levels, and losses ofriparian shrub cover and shade along some of the private reaches of lower Skalkaho, Sleeping

Child, and Rye Creeks. Riparian grazing at the elk ranch damaged the stream banks along Rye Creek in the early to mid

l990’s, but most of the problem areas have been fenced recently and the stream banks are on a gradual recovery trend.

On the Forest, the 2000 fires are unlikely to alter fiiture grazing patterns to the extent that significant, new damage to fish

habitat would result. None ofthe active allotments (Skalkaho, North Sleeping Child, Harlan Burke, and Medicine Tree)

were having a significant negative efiect on the fishery prior to the fires, and the most likely scenario following the fires is

that riparian impacts will remain relatively constant.

Fire Suppression And Prescribed Fire

As evidenced by the 2000 fires, a half-century of successful fire suppression has allowed the watersheds in the GA to

become more vulnerable to high severity fire as fuels continue to accumulate. In recent years, prescribed fire has been
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applied to some south-facing aspects in the geographic area. Limited monitoring on the Forest indicates that prescribed fire

is not causing visible negative efi'ects in fish habitat (USDA Forest Service, 1998a: 69; PF, FISH-l 8). This is because

riparian areas have generally been unburned, and the low intensity nature (intact dufilayer, minimal bare soil exposure and

erosion) ofthe fires on the upland slopes has not generated significant erosion and sediment input to fish habitat. As long

as ecoburns comply with the mitigations in the prescribed fire programmatic BA, the US Fish and Wildlife Service has

concluded that the efl'ects on bull trout would be insignificant (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001b).

1961 Sleeping Child Fire

This fire burned the headwaters of Sleeping Child and Rye Creeks at high severity in 1961. The fire and subsequent heavy

salvage and road construction caused extensive sediment inputs for several years. The burned area has healed and is

presently covered by a thick carpet ofpole-size lodgepole pine. The burned area currently contributes very small quantities

of sediment to Sleeping Child and Rye Creeks, and these probably occur at a few old road stream crossings in the

headwaters. The areas burned by this fire acted as a fire break during the 2000 fires.

1998 North Rye Fire

By 2001, most ofthe sediment increases caused by the North Rye Fire should be returning close to pre-fire levels. Fox

Creek, a 2m order tributary to North Rye Creek, may still contribute a minor amount of sediment and turbidity to North Rye

Creek during high flow periods and heavy thunderstorms. Fox Creek was the only side drainage to North Rye Creek

downstream ofCat House Creek that did not have any mudslides during the July 2001 thunderstorms. Monitoring

immediately following the mudslides indicated that stream flows from Fox Creek were clear (Jakober, monitoring

observation, July 15-16, 2001). The areas burned by this fire acted as a fire break during the 2000 fires. This fire was not

salvage logged, except for a few small firewood units along Road 715.

2000 Fires — Retardant Drops

in early August (2, 5, 6, 7, ll, l3, 14, 19) 2000, 54 drops ofFire-Trol retardant were made in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic

Area totaling 131,097 gallons (PF, FIRE-33, FIRE-34). To the best of our knowledge, none of these drops occurred within

300 feet ofwaterways. There were no reports (by pilots, fireline personnel, resource advisors, or overhead teams) ofdrops

of retardant within 300 feet ofstreams in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area, and no evidence to suggest that drops in

RHCAs and fish kills occurred. Based on this information, it is highly unlikely that retardant drops had a significant effect

on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout. The rationale for this determination is the same as that described in the

cumulative efl'ects section (Past Activities) for the Blodgett Geographic Area.

2000 Fires - Firelines (Dozer and Hand)

35 miles ofdozer line and 70 miles ofhand line were constructed in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area. In all but a few

instances, dozer line was not constructed in RHCAs. Hand lines were used in RHCAs, and were restored several weeks

after their construction There were no dozer line crossings of streams. Only hand line was used to cross streams. The

results ofsummer 2001 monitoring indicates that the rehabilitated lines have a low risk of causing additional sediment input

to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area (PF, FISH-l3, FISH-7). Refer to

the cumulative efits section (Past Activities) for the Blodgett Geographic Area for a description of the fireline

rehabilitation methods that were employed and the rationale for insignificant effects to the fishery.

2000 Fires — BAER Projects

In October 2000, the BAER teams replaced 90 culverts on intermittent and perennial tributaries to Skalkaho, Sleeping

Child, and Rye Creeks to accommodate higher stream flows. Few ofthese replacements occurred on fish-bearing streams,

but some sediment deposition occurred for < 200 feet downstream of all of the culverts. The sediment from these

replacements occurred as short pulses during and irmnediately following the replacement process. In 2002 and beyond, any

additional sedimentation that occurs fi'om these road crossings would be minor because the disturbed fills surrounding these

culverts were planted with grass and straw mulched during autumn 2000 and summer 2001. By summer 2002, vegetative

recovery on the fills would limit further sediment inputs to insignificant quantities. Because most of these culverts were

located on 1’ and 2nd order non-fish bearing headwater streams, and the nearest occupied fish habitat is typically 1-2 miles

downstream ofthese culverts, minimal sediment input occurred in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat.

2000 Fires - Natural Effects

The natural efiects of the fire on the fishery are described on pages 15-19 ofthe Post-Fire Assessment (USDA Forest

Service, 2000b; section 4.3).
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Crystal Mountain Fluorspar Mine

This is an abandoned mine in the headwaters ofRye Creek. At present, it appears to be having no effect on fish habitat and

populations in Rye Creek and its tributaries. Several decades ago, it may have contributed small amounts of sediment to

the headwaters ofRye Creek.

Personal Use Firewood Cutting And Christmas Tree Cutting

Illegal firewood cutting in riparian areas has caused minor losses ofwoody debris recruitment in a few, localized spots

along Skalkaho, Daly, Sleeping Child, Rye, North Rye, and Railroad Creeks.

Hunting, Fishing, And Dispersed Recreation

Angling is moderate near developed recreation sites and some popular dispersed campsites along Skalkaho, Daly, and

Sleeping Child Creeks. Some illegal take of bull trout is still occurring in these streams. Angling tends to remove the

larger, adult fish from the populations.

Present Activities

Mudslides

The miles of raw, unstable banks created by the July 2001 mudslides will continue to contribute large quantities of

sediment to bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout habitat during heavy rains and high runoif events, at least for the next

three years. The streams at the highest risk ofthis additional sedimentation include North Rye Creek and its tributaries,

Sleeping Child Creek between Blacktail and Divide Creeks, and Skalkaho Creek on private land.

Fire-Related Road Repairs

During summer 2001, this work focused on emergency repairs to roads and ditches damaged by mudslides, particularly

along Road 321 in the North Rye Creek drainage. In the North Rye Creek drainage, this work caused short-term, direct

sediment input to westslope cutthroat trout habitat that was already seriously damaged by mudslides. However, in the

longer-term, this work is likely to reduce the risk of large road failures that could additional mass sediment inputs.

Mushroom And Special Products Harvest

Heavy mushroom harvest occurred in the moderate and low severity portions of the Rye, North Rye, Skalkaho, and

Sleeping Child drainages during summer, 2001. The mushroom crop in 2002 is likely to be lighter, with considerably less

picker traflic. Mushroom harvest in 2001 did not have a negative effect on fish habitat and populations. Good placement

and management ofcommercial picker camps has efl‘ects on riparian areas to the point where they are

essentially negligible. Campsites have been designated for commercial pickers that are not having a negative effect on

RHCAs. The main impact has been a lot of foot traflic in the burned riparian areas and along the fragile stream banks,

particularly where stream bottoms closely follow roads. This foot traflic has produced minor sediment inputs in some

places as a result ofpickers stepping on fragile burned banks and causing some localized trampling and bank collapses.

Angling by mushroom pickers was not commonly observed during summer, 2001.

DNRC Salvage Sale In The Sleeping Child Drainage (TSN R20W S 36)

During winter 2001-02, the DNRC is proposing to salvage 161 acres (104 acres tractor yarding, 54 acres skyline yarding) in

the headwaters of a Sawdust Gulch, a small intermittent tributary to Sleeping Child Creek. There are no fish-bearing

streams in the sale area, and only a marginal connection to Sleeping Child Creek via one intermittent stream (Sawdust

Gulch). About 1500 feet ofroad construction/relocation would occur on upland slopes and ridgetops in the Sawdust Gulch

drainage. This road construction has some potential to cause sediment input to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

habitat in Sleeping Child Creek, but the risk is probably very low because the road would be located on a dry, upland

location that lacks a channelized connection to a stream. Even if sediment from this road was able to enter Sawdust Gulch,

it‘would still have to get carried > 1 mile downstream to reach Sleeping Child Creek. Sawdust Gulch only carries water for

a few weeks during spring snowmelt, and it contributes a very minor fi'action of the total flow in Sleeping Child Creek. In

order to have a significant efi‘ect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in Sleeping Child Creek, Sawdust Gulch

would have to carry a very large quantity of sediment downstream, a highly unlikely event. The most likely scenario is that

this sale would have an insignificant efl’ect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in Sleeping Child Creek.

DNRC Salvage Sale In The North Rye Drainage (T4N R20W S 36)

During winter 2001-02, the DNRC is proposing to salvage 121 acres (110 acres of skyline, 11 acres of tractor yarding) fi'om

section 36 in the Cold Spring Hill area in the headwaters ofNorth Rye Creek. Because of the predominance ofwinter
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skyline yarding, and the lack ofnew road construction, the harvest itselfis not likely to create much ground disturbance and

potential for sediment production. The primary cause of sediment input to westslope cutthroat trout habitat in North Rye

Creek would be the increased log truck traflic along Road 321, which closely encroaches on the entire length ofNorth Rye

Creek, including the entire length of stream damaged by the July 2001 mudslides. There are several intermittent and small

perennial tributaries to North Rye Creek in the sale area. These streams would be bufi‘ered according to Montana

streamside management zone (SMZ) regulations, which are less restrictive than INFISH bufiers. Salvage harvesting in and

near the SMZs (particularly in the zone 50 to 100 feet from streams) could reduce shade and woody debris recruitment to a

small degree (PF, RFPI-lS). Even if the temperature increases in North Rye Creek are not measurable, any additional

losses of shade are a concern in the North Rye Creek drainage because ofthe cumulative shade reductions caused by road

encroachment, past riparian harvest, and the watershed-scale losses of shade created by the 2000 fires. Elevated water

temperatures were already a concern in North Rye Creek prior to the 2000 fires. Any upward trends in temperature, even if

they are small, would not be favorable for westslope cutthroat trout in North Rye Creek. Any small reductions in woody

debris recruitment would occur in non-fish bearing, headwater tributaries, and are likely to have a minimal efl‘ect on woody

hiding cover and pools in the downstream reaches occupied by westslope cutthroat trout. Following the sale, the miles of

open roads in section 36 would be reduced fi'om 3.3 miles to 1.6 miles. The 1.7 miles ofclosed road would not be

decompacted or obliterated — they would be gated or blocked following the sale. Depending on the amount ofdisturbance

that occurs to their surfaces during harvest and hauling, these roads could contribute increased sediment inputs to non-fish

bearing tributaries for l-2 years following their use.

Bear Timber Sale

This timber sale is occurring high on the south-facing slope above Two Bear Creek, and in the Bad News tributary to

Skalkaho Creek. The method ofyarding is skyline and tractor. Yarding has occurred in winter over snow. There has been

no road construction in the sale — all road use has occurred on existing roads. No harvest is occurring in RHCAs. Because

ofthe winter harvest, lack ofroad construction, and protection ofRHCAs, this timber sale has a low risk ofnegatively

affecting fish habitat as a result of sediment. Any sediment that enters the non-fish bearing headwater tributaries to

Skalkaho Creek, Two Bear Creek, and the Bad News tributary to Skalkaho Creek, and eventually gets carried downstream

into fish habitat in those streams is likely to have an insignificant effect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat

and populations.

Roan Burke Timber Sale

This timber sale is occurring high on the slopes above Little Sleeping Child and the South Fork of Little Sleeping Child

Creeks. The method ofyarding is skyline and tractor. Most ofthe yarding has occurred in winter over snow; some has

occurred in summer during dry periods (PF, SOILS-l4). There has been no road construction in the sale — all road use has

occurred on existing roads. No harvest is occurring in RHCAs. Because the majority ofthe harvest has/would occur in

winter, the lack ofroad construction, protection ofRHCAs, and considerable distance between the sale area and the nearest

fish streams, this timber sale has a low risk ofnegatively alfecting fish habitat as a result of sediment. Any sediment that

enters the non-fish bearing headwater tributaries in the Little Sleeping Child Creek drainage, and eventually gets carried

downstream into westslope cutthroat trout habitat is likely to have an insignificant effect on westslope cutthroat trout

habitat and populations.

North Rye Firewood Timber Sale

This is a roadside, small salvage sale that does not enter RHCAs. The effect on fish habitat in Rye Creek is insignificant.

Significant sediment input in fish habitat is not occurring because RHCAs are protected, there is no road construction, and

the minimal soil disturbance that has occurred is located within 100 feet of the road shoulders. The sale is occurring in a

portion of the Rye Creek drainage that lacks live water connections to fish habitat (along the shoulders ofRoad 715).

BAER Projects Planned For 2001

Due to the arrival ofwinter, the BAER effort was unable to replace all of the culverts in autumn, 2000. During summer

2001, two culverts are scheduled to be replaced on unnamed, fish-bearing tributaries in the headwaters ofthe South Fork of

Skalkaho Creek, and 19 culverts are scheduled to be replaced on non-fish-bearing intermittent and perennial tributaries to

Skalkaho (4), Sleeping Child (2), Little Sleeping Child (9), Two Bear (2), and North Rye (2) Creeks. All of the culvert

replacements would occur before September 1 to avoid impacts to incubating bull trout eggs and spawners (USDI Fish and

Wildlifi: Service, 2001a). The replacements are likely to cause sediment deposition < 200 feet below each ofthe culverts

(USDA Forest Service, 1999a; l999d). The sediment from these replacements would occur as short pulses during and

immediately following the replacement. Afler that, the sediment inputs from the raw fills would gradually decline to small

amounts during summer 2002 as the new grass re-establishes itself on the fills. In addition to the culverts that were not

—___——__——————_
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replaced in October 2000, several culverts that were replaced by the BAER teams will be reset during summer, 2001.

These include two culverts on Road 311 immediately upstream ofRye Creek, two culverts on Road 1126 crossings ofCat

House Creek, and one culvert (Road 321) on an urmamed tributary to North Rye Creek (tributary 2.1). All of these culverts

are currently blocking or impeding the passage of small westslope cutthroat trout. The reason that these culverts will be

reset is because they were installed too shallow in the stream channel, which has left a perched outlet drop and a fish

barrier. This work will produce some additional sedimentation ofwestslope cutthroat trout habitat < 200 feet below each of

the culverts. The reduction ofspawning and rearing habitat caused by sedimentation after a culvert removal/replacement is

tcnrporary. It usually lasts until the next high flow period, which typically occurs 9-1 1 months following the

removal/replacement. The immediate benefit to westslope cutthroat trout would be the elimination of a passage barrier, and

the reconnection of fragmented populations.

Skalkaho/Daly Dispersed Campsite Rehabilitation

This project would occur during summer, 2001. Boulders would be placed around heavily impacted dispersed campsites

along Skalkaho, Railroad, and Daly Creeks to block vehicles fi'om driving across Skalkaho Creek and damaging stream

banks and RHCA vegetation. Implementation of the project would not cause sediment input to fish habitat. The project

would benefit bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in the long-term by stopping stream channel damage and associated

sediment inputs.

Snow Pillow Creek Culvert Removal

Snow Pillow Creek is a small, westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing tributary to Daly Creek. Most ofthe Snow

Pillow drainage did not burn in 2000. Removing the culvert would eliminate a fish barrier, and allow westslope cutthroat

trout to access additional spawning and rearing habitat upstream of the culvert. Any sediment carried down into Daly

Creek from this project is likely to have an insignificant efi'ect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and

populations.

The following activities are ongoing, and have been previously described:

0 Private timber harvest, road construction and subdivision

0 Private salvage sales

- Road and trail maintenance

0 Developed recreation sites — maintenance and use

0 Ditches, diversions, and irrigation dewatering

0 Private fish ponds

- Livestock grazing - National Forest and private

0 Fire suppression and prescribed fire

0 Personal use firewood and Christmas tree cutting

- Hunting, fishing, and dispersed recreation

Reasonably Foreseeable Future Activities

Weed EIS

New projects in the Weed EIS are likely to concentrate on upland grasslands and roadsides, and could start in summer,

2002 or 2003. If the mitigations are followed properly, the risk to fish from roadside spraying is likely to be insigmficant

(Gardner, 1999; Walch, 2000).

Sleeping Child #105 And South Fork Sleeping Child #84 Trail Reconstruction

In the short-term, implementation ofthese projects could cause very small and localized sediment inputs in a few spots near

streams. In the long-term, the projects would reduce sediment inputs and benefit the fishery by stabilizing or re-routmg

sediment-contributing trail segments away fi'om fish habitat.

Breaching Of The DNRC Darn On Little Sleeping Child Creek

There is a small chance that the DNRC dam on Little Sleeping Child Creek could be breached in the next 1-3 years.

Breaching was originally planned to occur prior to spring run-ofl', 2001, but was indefinitely postponed due to local

opposition. Breaching the dam would cause short-term sediment inputs to private sections ofLittle Sleeping Child Creek

directly below the dam This project would greatly benefit the fishery because it would remove a permanent fish barrier,

and would be a very positive step in reconnecting the upper half ofLittle Sleeping Child Creek to the rest ofthe Sleeping

_--——I_-_—_——__—-—_—-—_—
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Child drainage. There is still one more barrier downstream at a private pond diversion that would have to be removed

before the Little Sleeping Child drainage is completely reconnected to Sleeping Child Creek.

Private Salvage Sales

If all ofthe burned private land in the geographic area is salvaged in the next five years, there is likely to be some sediment

input to fish habitat in the lower ends of Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creeks, and possibly some removal ofburned

trees fi'om riparian areas. This salvage activity would have a good chance ofcombining with other ongoing activities on

private land (riparian grazing, home building in riparian areas) to further degrade fish habitat.

DNRC Salvage Sale On Gird/Skalkaho Divide (T3N R20W S 36, North Hall)

This sale is likely to occur within the next two years. It consists of 75 acres ofcable yarding of green trees ofiofexisting

roads. No new road construction would occur. The risk ofany sediment reaching fish-bearing streams as a result of this

sale is extremely low because there are no hydrologic connections to fish habitat. The following activities are likely to

occur in the next three years, and have been previously described:

' Mudslides

o Fire-related road repairs

' Mushroom and special products harvest

0 Completion of the Bear, Roan Burke, and North Rye firewood timber sales

a Private timber harvest, road construction and subdivision

- Road and trail maintenance

- Developed recreation sites — maintenance and use

- Ditches, diversions, and irrigation dewatering

- Construction ofnew private fish ponds, continued use of existing ponds

- Livestock grazing - National Forest and private

0 Fire suppression and prescribed fire

- 2000 fires — natural efi‘ects

0 Personal use firewood and Christmas tree cutting

- Hunting, fishing, and dispersed recreation

Items go_t listed above for past, ongoing, and foreseeable activities, but contained on the lists in Appendix A, were not

selected because they occur outside of the Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creek drainages, or occur in the uplands with

no potential cumulative efi'ects to fish and riparian areas.

Alternative A

With no action, road-derived sediment inputs would continue to occur in the following reaches that contain bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat:

- The first seven miles of Skalkaho Creek upstream ofthe Daly Creek confluence

o Daly Creek between the end ofthe pavement and the Road 71 1 bridge (3 miles)

. Rye Creek downstream ofthe Road 75 bridge (7 miles)

0 North Rye Creek upstream ofthe Forest boundary (5 miles)

Other potential sediment sources that could combine with these inputs during the 2002-2005 time period include:

0 Natural sediment increases caused by the 2000 fires (2001-05); the most irnpactive sediment year fi'om the 2000

fires is likely to be 2001 — prior to the start of this project

0 Extensive sedimentation caused by the July 2001 mudslides in the North Rye Creek drainage

. Future mudslides, if they occur in the right places

0 Past sedimentation caused by Forest roads and timber harvest

o National Forest and State ofMontana road maintenance (annually)

- Sediment created by the 1998 North Rye fire

o DNRC salvage sale in the headwaters ofNorth Rye Creek (winter 2001-02)

o Possible private salvage sales in the lower end of Skalkaho and Rye Creeks (2001-05)

o Sediment producing activities on private land (roads, homes, grazing) (continual)

_—__——-—__II__I—__
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o Sediment produced by the autunm 2000 and summer 2001 BAER culvert replacements

. Sediment produced by 2000 fire suppression activities, and future suppression actions

In the National Forest portion of Skalkaho Creek, sediment levels were low prior to the fire. Natural sediment increases

caused by the fires are likely to be moderate in 2001 and 2002, and should return to near pre-fire levels by 2005. Over that

same time period, minor sediment inputs would occur as a result ofroutine road maintenance activities. Upstream of the

Daly Creek confluence, all ofthe sediment sources are likely to combine to cause some reduction in bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout rearing habitat, and higher sediment levels in spawning gravels for the next three years. The most

impacted area is likely to be the South Fork of Skalkaho Creek. The segment ofRoad 75 that encroaches on the South Fork

is also steeper, less stable, and more erosive than the segments downstream of the Jerry Lake trailhead. The cumulative

efl‘ect ofnot graveling Road 75 is that its current sediment inputs would add to the increased sediment levels caused by the

fire and culvert replacements. Collectively, these sediment sources could contribute to reduced bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout spawning success (survival to emergence), growth, and juvenile survivorship over the next three years. The

most likely area ofcumulative sediment efi‘ects would be the South Fork of Skalkaho Creek.

In Daly Creek, natural sediment increases caused by the fires are likely to be low in 2001 and 2002, and should return to

near pre-fire levels by 2003. Only one culvert would be replaced in the drainage during that time period (Snow Pillow

Creek), and it is likely to have an insignificant effect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations in

Daly Creek. The primary sources ofsediment input to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in Daly Creek would

continue to be the encroached segments ofthe Skalkaho Highway downstream ofthe Road 711 bridge, with a lesser degree

caused by the State’s road maintenance activities. The cumulative efiect ofnot graveling the Road 711 bridge is likely to

be insignificant on downstream bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations. Periodic, small sediment

inputs would continue to occur fi'om the bridge during storms, but compared to the inputs that occur from the highway

below the bridge, the bridge itself contributes a minimal amount of sediment.

Throughout Rye and North Rye Creeks, sediment levels were unnaturally high prior to the fires (USDA Forest Service,

2000a; section 4.3: 22-23). The July 2001 mudslides in the North Rye Creek drainage caused extensive sedimentation of

westslope cutthroat trout habitat in North Rye Creek downstream ofCat House Creek, Cat House Creek, and two unnamed

tributaries to North Rye Creek (tributaries 2.1 and 3.4). These mudslides lefi miles ofraw, eroding banks that will continue

to contribute large amounts of sediment to westslope cutthroat trout habitat during rainstorms and high runofl'events over

the next 3-5 years. In addition to the mudslides, natural sediment increases caused by the fires are going to be high in the

Rye and North Rye drainages in 2001 and 2002, and should slowly return to near pre-fire levels by 2005. Over that same

time period, small sediment inputs would also occur as a result of annual road maintenance, summer road dust, activities on

private land, the DNRC salvage sale planned for the North Rye headwaters (S 36), and sediment entering North Rye Creek

fiom the 1998 fire via Fox Creek. For the next 1-3 years, these sediment sources are likely to combine to cause a reduction

in bull trout (upper Rye) and westslope cutthroat trout (both streams) rearing habitat, and higher sediment levels in

spawning gravels throughout 10+ miles ofRye and North Rye Creeks. The cumulative effect ofnot graveling Roads 75

and 321 is that the sediment produced by those roads would add to the habitat reductions to a small degree. Collectively,

these sediment sources could contribute to reduced bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning success (survival to

emergence), growth, and juvenile survivorship over the next three years in Rye Creek and North Rye Creek

Alternative A is not likely to cause any visible cumulative efl’ects to the fishery in the Bitterroot River because the road

sediment, assuming that it even makes it that far downstream and regardless ofwhen it arrives, would be so widely

scattered and invisible by the time it made it to the river that its potential impact would be insignificant.

Alternatives B, D, and F

Alternatives B, D, and F would produce the highest sediment inputs to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in the

Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, Little Sleeping Child, and Rye Creek drainages. Alternative B and Us sediment inputs are

nearly identical in all of the drainages, and Alternative F’s sediment inputs are very similar to Alternative B and D’s in the

Rye and Skalkaho drainages, and even higher in the Sleeping Child drainage (223 tons versus 174 tons). The largest

difference occurs in the Little Sleeping Child Creek drainage where Alternative F’s sediment inputs are predicted to be

about 70% ofthose of Alternatives B and D. Because of these similarities, the direct, indirect, and cumulative effects of

sediment in Alternatives B, D, and F are likely to be indistinguishable in the field in the Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, Little

Sleeping Child, and Rye Creek drainages.

Alternatives B, D, and F are predicted to deliver the following quantities of sediment to streams in the Skalkaho-Rye .

Geographic Area. The percent contributed by salvage harvest activities (harvest + landings) is contained in parenthesis.

- Rye/North Rye Creeks and their tributaries (91%); B = 474 tons, D = 532 tons, F = 457 tons
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o The non-fish bearing intermittent tributaries to the Bitterroot River on the east side ofthe river between Rye Creek

and Sleeping Child Creek (Burke Gulch; Mike Creek; Roan Gulch; Harlan Creek) (97%); B = 94 tons, D = 98 tons,

F = 114 tons

o Sleeeping Child Creek and its tributaries (79%); B = 173 tons, D = 174 tons, F = 223 tons

o 17.3 tons to Divide Creek and its tributaries (75%); B = 17 tons, D = 17 tons, F = 13 tons

. 324 tons to Little Sleeping Child Creek and its tributaries (98%); B = 324 tons, D = 324 tons, F = 229 tons

- 154.2 tons to Skalkaho Creek and its tributaries (98%); B = 130 tons, D = 154 tons, F = 127 tons

Assuming that all of this sediment would be delivered to stream reaches that contain bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat

trout all at one time (an unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be: Little Sleeping Child Creek (44-62 tons),

Rye/North Rye Creeks (31-36 tons), Sleeping Child Creek (10-13 tons), Skalkaho Creek (8-10 tons), and Divide Creek (2

tons). Assuming that all ofthe sediment delivered to Burke Gulch, Mike Creek, Roan Gulch, and Harlan Creek made it

into the Bitterroot River (a highly unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be about four.

These predictions are conservative and likely represent worst-case scenarios because is would be very unlikely for all of the

sediment to enter occupied fish habitat, particularly all at one time. These sediment inputs are likely to be spread out over a

2-4 year period (2002-05), with the largest pulses occurring during storms, runoff, and high flow periods in 2002 and 2003,

and to lesser degrees in 2004 and 2005. The majority ofthe watershed improvement activities are likely to be implemented

during the 2002 and 2003 field seasons.

Replacing the fish barrier culverts on Rye Creek (Road 5612 = Alternatives B, D, and F) and Railroad, Hog Trough,

Weasel, Two Bear, Rye, North Rye, Spring Gulch, and several unnamed tributaries to Daly, Rye, and North Rye Creeks

(Alternative F) would cause short-term sedimentation ofbull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing

habitat downstream of their respective road crossings. Monitoring by the Flathead (USDA Forest Service, 1999a) and Lolo

National Forests (USDA Forest Service, 1999(1) indicates that with the application ofBMP’s, l-2 tons ofsediment is

typically produced at each crossing, and most of the sediment that is created is deposited within the first 150 feet

downstream ofthe culvert. Although BMP’s (silt fences, clean water diversions, etc) are effective in greatly minimizing

sediment input during the replacement/removal process, it is impossible to stop all sediment input fi'om occurring. The

sediment produced by the replacement/removals is likely to cause some scattered, temporary (several weeks to months)

reductions in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat near the culverts. These habitat

reductions would displace some juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in habitats near the culverts for several

weeks to months, and could contribute to the mortality ofa few juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout. The

culvert replacements would occur at low flows between May l5‘h and September 1“ to avoid the period of bull trout

spawning, egg incubation in the gravels, and early rearing of fi'y (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001a).

Other potential sediment sources that could combine with Alternative B, D, and PS sediment inputs during the 2002-05

time period include:

- Pre-fire sediment levels; the Rye, North Rye, and Little Sleeping Child Creek drainages were identified as having

unnaturally high sediment levels (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 22-23); pre-fire sediment levels in the

Skalkaho and Sleeping Child drainages were “functioning appropriately“ (USDA Forest Service, 2000b)

- Natural sediment increases caused by the fires; these would be high for 2-4 years in Rye, North Rye, Skalkaho,

Sleeping Child, and Little Sleeping Child Creeks, and moderate elsewhere; the fire-caused sediment increases are

expected to decline back down to near pre-fire levels by 2005; the most impactive sediment year fi'om the 2000

fires is likely to be 2001 — prior to the start of this project

- Widespread sedimentation caused by the July 2001 mudslides in the North Rye Creek drainage, Sleeping Child

Creek between Blacktail and Divide Creeks, and Skalkaho Creek on private land

0 Future mudslides, ifthey occur in the right places

0 Small annual sediment inputs caused by National Forest road maintenance and State ofMontana maintenance of

the Skalkaho Highway

0 Small, localized sediment inputs caused by the 2000 and 2001 BAER culvert replacements

- Sediment produced by the 2000 fire suppression activities, and future suppression actions

. Small sediment inputs caused by the DNRC salvage sale in the headwaters ofNorth Rye Creek (Cold Spring Hill, S

36)

0 Small sediment inputs caused by the DNRC salvage sale in Sawdust Gulch (Lower Sleeping Child drainage, S 36)

0 Small sediment inputs caused by the ongoing Bear (Two Bear and South Fork Skalkaho drainages) and Roan-Burke

‘(Little Sleeping Child drainage) timber sales
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o Small sediment inputs in North Rye Creek downstream ofFox Creek from the 1998 Rye Creek Fire

' Road dust, particularly along Rye and North Rye Creeks

The predicted cumulative effects are:

In Rye, North Rye, and Little Sleeping Child Creeks, sediment levels are very high as a result ofthe fires, mudslides, and

past/ongoing activities. The sediment inputs produced by Alternatives B, D, and F are likely to combine with these

sediment sources to cumulatively degrade westslope cutthroat trout (all three streams) spawning and rearing habitat on Q1;

watershed scale for an extended period of time (at least for five years, possibly for as long as 10 years). Based on the tons

per mile estimates, cumulative sedimentation could cause significant reductions in pool volumes and sedimentation of

shallow rearing areas such as stream margins and sidechannels. Juvenile westslope cutthroat trout growth and survivorship

is likely to be reduced throughout these three streams. The cumulative sedimentation of spawning gravels would also

suppress westslope cutthroat trout survival to emergence in all three streams. Survival to emergence was likely being

significantly suppressed even before the fires. The westslope cutthroat trout year classes in 2002-05 would be impacted the

most, with improving survival to emergence rates in the 2005-10 year classes as sediment yields from the project and fires

decline to pre-fire and pre-project levels, and flushing of fire sediments occurs. Overall, westslope cutthroat trout would be

highest with Alternatives B, D, and F as compared to the other action alternatives. Starting in 2006, the watershed

improvement activities would reduce annual sediment inputs from the road network by about 56-60 tons per year in the Rye

Creek drainage and 8-9 tons per year in the Little Sleeping Child Creek drainge. On paper, it would take an estimated 11

13 years (Rye/North Rye) and 32-40 years (Little Sleeping Child) for the sediment reductions to balance out the sediment

inputs fi'om Alternatives B, D, and F. By 2007, most of the fire-caused sedimentation is likely to be flushed from these

watersheds (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 15-17; Burton, 2000; Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At that time, a

gradual long-term improving trend would commence, but improvements would occur at a slower rate with Alternatives B,

D, and F than they would with the other action alternatives.

For the small bull trout population in Rye Creek, the same negative cumulative efl'ects would apply in Alternatives B and D

as those described for westslope cutthroat trout. In Alternative F, however, there would be no salvage harvest, log hauling.

and non-commercial fuel reduction treatments in the portion of the Rye Creek drainage that contains occupied bull trout

habitat. The portion of the Rye Creek drainage that contains occupied bull trout habitat consists of everything upstream of

Road 311. The only activities that would occur in the Rye Creek drainage upstream ofRoad 311 are the watershed

improvement projects, tree planting outside ofRHCAs, and the replacement offish barrier culverts. Implementing these

projects is likely to cause short-term pulses of sediment in bull trout habitat in scattered intervals between 2002 and 2005.

The total quantity of sediment produced by these projects is estimated to be about 12 tons (10 tons from road treatments, 2

tons from replacing fish barrier culverts on tributary 12.3) — a small amount. These 12 tons would be delivered in pulses of

short duration (several minutes to hours) scattered throughout the summers of2002 and 2003, followed by steady declines

in 2004 and 2005 as vegetation returns to the disturbed road prisms, ditches, and stream crossings. With the exception of

the sediment produced by replacing two culverts on tributary 12.3, the majority of the sediment is likely to bedeposited and stored in non-fish-bearing tributary reaches located upstream ofbull trout habitat. Between 2002 and 2005,

some of that sediment would get carried downstream and deposited in bull trout habitat in Rye Creek during high flow

periods when sediment scouring and transport is occurring. In localized areas ofRye Creek near the mouths ofsmall

tributaries, some ofthis deposition would cause small reductions in bull trout spawning and rearing habitat during the low

flow periods ofthe year (July through May). These scattered habitat reductions are most likely to occur during summers,

2002 and 2003, and less likely to occur after that. There is some risk that survival to emergence rates could be suppressed

to a small degree in the 2002 and 2003 year classes, particularly in the 300 feet of spawning and rearing habitat that would

be directly impacted by replacing the two culverts on unnamed tributary 12.3. With Alternative F, any losses ofbull trout

individuals that occur in Rye Creek would probably be low enough that long-term persistence ofthe population is not

seriously threatened. Starting in 2006, the long-term sediment reductions produced by watershed improvement projects

would gradually improve the quality of bull trout spawning and rearing habitat in Rye Creek. Without active watershed

improvement measures, bull trout habitat in Rye Creek is not likely to heal itselfin the near future.

In Sleeping Child Creek, sediment levels are very high throughout the majority of Sleeping Child Creek as a result of the

2001 mudslides. In the 7+ miles that were filled with sediment fi'om the mudslides, the sediment produced by Alternatives

B, D, and F are likely to cumulative degrade bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat until the

mudslide sediments are flushed fiom the system Based on post-mudslide sediment monitoring conducted by the Bitterroot

NF in Overwhich and Wilkerson Creeks (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 15-17), Burton (2000), and Green and

Gerhardt (1991), flushing could occur as soon as three years, or as long as seven years, depending on the magnitude of

runoff flows in future years. In drought years with low peak flows, the sediments would persist for longer periods. With

high peak flows, flushing would occur fiister. In this analysis, a conservative estimate ofseven years is assumed. Using the
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seven-year assumption, sediment fi'om Alternatives B, D, and F would suppress survival to emergence and juvenile

survivorship in the mudslide-afi‘ected portion of Sleeping Child Creek at least until 2009. The bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout year classes in 2002-09 would be significantly suppressed. However, the Sleeping Child drainage is large,

and there are substantial portions that were either not burned, lightly burned, and/or would not be significantly impacted by

sediment fi'om Alternatives B, D, and F. These areas include the majority of the upper Sleeping Child (above Divide

Creek), Two Bear, and Divide Creek drainages. There are several thousand adult bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in

these areas, and they would be the main sources of recolonization for the mudslide-afiected portions. Starting in 2006, the

watershed improvement activities would reduce annual sediment inputs from the road network by about 30 tons per year.

On paper, it would take an estimated 6-9 years for the sediment reductions to balance out the sediment inputs fi'om

Alternatives B, D, and F. By 2007, most ofthe fire-caused sedimentation is likely to be flushed fiom the area (USDA

Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: l5-l7; Burton, 2000; Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At that time, a gradual long-term

improving trend would commence, but improvements would occur at a slower rate with Alternatives B, D, and F than they

would with the other action alternatives.

In Skalkaho Creek, the sediment created by Alternatives B, D, and F are likely to combine with moderate sediment

increases fi’om the fire, and small sediment inputs from the BAER culvert replacements, annual road maintenance, and

past/ongoing timber sales to cumulatively degrade bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat on

a localized scale for a period of about 4-5 years (2002-05). The stream reaches that would be afl‘ected would be the South

Fork of Skalkaho Creek, the main stem of Skalkaho Creek downstream to the Forest boundary, and the Bad News tributary

to the South Fork. The Bad News tributary is a small (2“.1 order), headwaters tributary to the South Fork that contains < 1

mile of limited bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat in its lower end. The total length of

afi'ected habitat would be about 10 miles, most ofwhich was unburned or lightly burned.

Based on the tons per mile estimates (8-10 tons ofsediment per mile), cumulative sedimentation could cause short-term

reductions in pool vohimes and sedimentation of shallow rearing areas such as stream margins and sidechannels,

particularly in the South Fork of Skalkaho Creek and the lower end of the Bad News tributary to the South Fork. Juvenile

bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout growth and survivorship could be reduced in some localized habitats scattered

throughout these two reaches. The cumulative sedimentation of spawning gravels could also suppress survival to

emergence to a small degree. The hull trout and westslope cutthroat trout year classes in 2002 and 2003 would be impacted

the most, with improving survival to emergence rates in the 2004 and 2005 year classes as sediment yields from the project

and fires decline to pre-fire and pre-project levels, and flushing of fire sediments occurs. The duration ofthese reductions

is predicted to occur for about 4-5 years, ending around 2006. Starting in 2006, the watershed improvement activities

would reduce annual sediment inputs fi’om the road network by about 16 tons per year. On paper, it would take an

estimated 7-10 years for the sediment reductions to balance out the sediment inputs from Alternatives B, D, and F. By

2007, most of the fire-caused sedimentation is likely to be flushed fi'om the area (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3:

15-l7; Burton, 2000; Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At that time, a gradual long-term improving trend would commence, but

improvements would occur at a slower rate with Alternatives B, D, and F than they would with the other action alternatives.

The Skalkaho Creek drainage is large, and there are substantial portions that were either not burned, or would not be

significantly affected by sediment fi'om Alternatives B, D, and F. These areas include the Daly Creek drainage, the

majority of Skalkaho Creek and its tributaries in the roadless headwaters upstream ofthe confluence with the South Fork,

and the main stem of Skalkaho Creek downstream of the South Fork There are several thousand adult resident bull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout in each of these areas. Also, during summer 2001, Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks

biologists conducted three annual fish population surveys in the main stem of Skalkaho Creek (two downstream of the

South Fork; one upstream). None of these surveys indicated a significant change in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

numbers as a result of the fires. In the long-term, although cumulative effects may occur in localized areas ofthe South

Fork drainage until 2006, the persistence and viability of the bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in the

Skalkaho Creek drainage is likely to recover because of the presence of adjacent, good refugia habitat and adequate

numbers of adult fish.

In the Divide Creek drainage, Alternative B, D, and F’s sediment inputs would combine with increased sediment inputs

from the fires (moderate) for a period of2-3 years. The majority of the Divide Creek drainage in roadless and was

unburned. Alternative B, D, and F’s sediment contributions would only compose a minor Motion of the larger fire

increases, and would also occur at scattered intervals over a 2-4 year period in short pulses. Sediment increases fi'om the

fires would also be declining during the same time period that Alternative B, D, and F’s sediment inputs are occurring —

which would help to minimize negative cumulative efi‘ects on the fishery. For those reasons, it is unlikely that Alternative

B, D, and F’s sediment inputs would have a significant cumulative efiect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat

and populations in the Divide Creek drainage. Starting in 2006, the watershed improvement activities are predicted to
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reduce annual sediment inputs fi'om the road network by 2-5 tons per year. On paper, it would take an estimated 6-9 years

for the sediment reductions to balance out the sediment inputs from Alternatives B, D, and F. By 2007, most of the fire

caused sedimentation is likely to be flushed from the area (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 15-17; Burton, 2000;

Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At that time, a gradual long-term improving trend would commence. As the years roll by,

these sediment reductions would add up and result in cleaner substrates and improved bull trout and westslope cutthroat

trout spawning and rearing habitat in Divide Creek and its tributaries.

The 2000 fires are going to result in elevated stream temperatures throughout many streams in the burned portion of the

Rye, Sleeping Child, and Skalkaho Creek drainages for at least the next decade. Alternatives B, D, and F could contribute

to those increases to a small degree by widening stream channels (by sediment aggradation) and increasing exposure to

solar radiation in Rye, North Rye, and upper Little Sleeping Child Creeks. In the other streams in the geographic area,

Alternatives B, D, and F are unlikely to significantly contribute to stream temperature increases because they are unlikely to

increase stream temperatures to a measurable degree. With Alternative F, widening would not occur in the portion ofRye

Creek that contains bull trout.

Woody debris recruitment has been significantly reduced along the road encroached portions of Skalkaho, Sleeping Child,

Rye, and North Rye Creeks. Recent SMZ salvage logging on several sections ofprivate land in the Rye and North Rye

Creek drainages has further reduced the potential for woody debris recruitment. Alternatives B, D, and F, however, would

not affect woody debris recruitment because no vegetation would be removed from riparian areas. The woody debris

additions would increase recruitment in the short-term in Rye Creek, North Rye Creek, and several small tributaries to

North Rye Creek.

Livestock grazing in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area (Skalkaho, North Sleeping Child, Harlan Burke, and Medicine

Tree allotments) is likely to have an insignificant cumulative efiect on the fishery in the burned area because these

allotments do not contain fish-bearing streams or contribute significant quantities of sediment and water to downstream fish

habitat in Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creeks.

In Rye, North Rye, and upper Little Sleeping Child Creeks, the cumulative sediment increases caused by Alternatives B, D,

and F and the other activities described above could alter habitat conditions in a manner that gives a competitive edge to

brook trout over native trout. In Sleeping Child Creek, brook trout fade out upstream ofthe Hot Springs, and may not

increase their upstream distribution despite the widespread sedimentation that occurs as far upstream as Divide Creek.

Post-fire monitoring will be conducted to monitor brook trout numbers near the Hot Springs. Brook trout are not present

near the sections of Skalkaho Creek that would receive the brunt of Alternative B, D, and PS sediment, and are very

unlikely to move that far upstream within a five-year period as a result ofAlternatives B, D, and F. There is considerable

evidence that suggests once brook trout are established in a stream they will not go away without physical or chemical

removal, even if habitat conditions for native trout improve (Shepard, 2001).

Alternatives B, D, and F have the potential to contribute the largest sediment inputs to the Bitterroot River. Because the

river is so large and carries sediment from so many sources, it is impossible to accurately predict efl‘ects on the fishery. The

most likely scenario is that the sediment deposits from Alternatives B, D, and F would not be visible in the river, and

detectable efi‘ects on fish populations would be very diflicult to measure and assess.

In surmnary, the perisistence and viability ofthe westslope cutthroat trout populations in Rye, North Rye, and Little

Sleeping Child Creeks (above the DNRC dam) could be threatened by the cumulative sedimentation ofhabitat produced by

Alternatives B and D. The same threat would apply to the bull trout population in Rye Creek with Alternatives B and D,

but not Alternative F. Alternative F would have a minimal efl‘ect on bull trout in Rye Creek because only watershed

improvement activities would occur in the portion of the Rye Creek drainage that supports bull trout. In Sleeping Child

Creek, although significant cumulative effects may occur in the mudslide-affected portion ofthe stream until 2009, bull

trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations are likely to recover because ofadequate refugia and good numbers ofadult

fish in the Two Bear, Divide, and upper Sleeping Child drainages. In Skalkaho Creek, although cumulative effects may

occur in localized habitats in the South Fork drainage until 2006, bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations are

likely to recover because of the presence of good refugia habitat in the roadless Skalkaho headwaters above the South Fork,

the Daly Creek drainage, and the main stem of Skalkaho Creek downstream of the South Fork. Healthy numbers of adult

bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout are present in all of these areas.

Alternative C

Alternative C’s watershed improvements and culvert replacements are predicted to deliver the following quantities of

sediment to streams in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area:

. 40.6 tons to Rye Creek and its tributaries (includes the North Rye Creek drainage)
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o 2.4 tons to the non-fish bearing intermittent tributaries to the Bitterroot River on the east side of the river between

Rye Creek and Sleeping Child Creek (Burke Gulch; Mike Creek; Roan Gulch; Harlan Creek)

0 30.4 tons to Sleeeping Child Creek and its tributaries (excluding the Divide and Little Sleeping Child Creek

drainages)

o 3.9 tons to Divide Creek and its tributaries

- 1.5 tons to Little Sleeping Child Creek and its tributaries

o 3.4 tons to Skalkaho Creek and its tributaries

Assuming that all of this sediment would be delivered to stream reaches that contain bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat

trout all at one time (an unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be: Rye/North Rye Creeks (3 tons); Sleeping

Child Creek (1 ton); Divide Creek (1 ton); Little Sleeping Child Creek (0.3); and Skalkaho Creek (0.2). Assuming that all

ofthe sediment delivered to Burke Gulch, Mike Creek, Roan Gulch, and Harlan Creek made it into the Bitterroot River (a

highly unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be 0.1.

These predictions are conservative and likely represent worst-case scenarios because is would be very unlikely for all of the

sediment to enter occupied fish habitat, particularly all at one time. These sediment inputs are likely to be spread out over a

2-4 year period (2002-05), with the largest pulses occurring during storms, runofl; and high flow periods in 2002 and 2003,

and to lesser degrees in 2004 and 2005. The majority ofthe watershed improvement activities are likely to be implemented

during the 2002 and 2003 field seasons.

Replacing the Road 5612 culvert is likely to cause visible sedimentation (1-2 tons) throughout the first 150 feet of Rye

Creek downstream ofthe culvert (USDA Forest Service, 1999a; 199%). This sedimentation would reduce pool volumes

and fill cracks in the substrate (westslope cutthroat trout rearing and overwintering habitat) until the following spring when

high flows clean out the substrate and transport most of the sediment farther downstream. The efi‘ect on westslope cutthroat

trout would be a localized reduction in spawning, rearing, and overwintering habitat for about nine months, lasting from

mid summer base flows until spring runoff. During this time period, these habitat reductions could reduce the growth and

survival of a few juvenile westslope cutthroat trout near the culvert and fi'y emergence in the afiected area. The risk of

mortality to bull trout is low because bull trout are not likely to be present in the affected area. Also, the replacement would

occur at low flows between May 15"n and September I‘ to avoid the period ofbull trout spawning, egg incubation in the

gravels, and early rearing offi'y (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001a).

Other potential sediment sources that could combine with Alternative C’s sediment inputs during the 2002-05 time period

include:

o Pre-fire sediment levels; the Rye, North Rye, and Little Sleeping Child Creek drainages were identified as having

unnaturally high sediment levels (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 22-23)

- Natural sediment increases caused by the fires; these would be high for 2-4 years in Rye, North Rye, Skalkaho,

Sleeping Child, and Little Sleeping Child Creeks, and moderate to low elsewhere; the fire-caused sediment

increases are expected to decline back down to near pre-fire levels by 2005; the most impactive sediment year from

the 2000 fires is likely to be 2001 — prior to the start of this project

- Widespread sedimentation caused by the July 2001 mudslides in the North Rye Creek drainage, Sleeping Child

Creek between Blacktail and Divide Creeks, and Skalkaho Creek on private land

0 Future mudslides, if they occur in the right places

- Small annual sediment inputs caused by National Forest road maintenance and State of Montana maintenance of

the Skalkaho Highway

0 Small, localized sediment inputs caused by the 2000 and 2001 BAER culvert replacements

o Sediment produced by 2000 fire suppression activities, and firture suppression actions

0 Small sediment inputs caused by the DNRC salvage sale in the headwaters ofNorth Rye Creek (Cold Spring Hill, S

36)

- Small sediment inputs caused by the DNRC salvage sale in Sawdust Gulch (Lower Sleeping Child drainage, S 36)

0 Small sediment inputs caused by the ongoing Bear (Two Bear and South Fork Skalkaho drainages) and Roan-Burke

(Little Sleeping Child drainage) timber sales

0 Small sediment inputs in North Rye Creek downstream ofFox Creek from the 1998 Rye Creek Fire

a Road dust, particularly along Rye and North Rye Creeks

The predicted cumulative efl‘ects are:

In Rye, North Rye, Sleeping Child, Little Sleeping Child, and Skalkaho Creeks, Alternative C’s sediment inputs would

contribute to the elevated sediment levels caused by the fires, mudslides, roads, BAER culvert replacements, and I

past/ongoing DNRC and Forest Service timber sales. However, based on the tons per mile estimates, the cumulative
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sedimentation ofbull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout habitat is likely to be minor in all of the streams. Because the

predicted quantity of sediment input is low, and delivery would occur in pulses intervals over a 2-4 year period, Alternative

C is unlikely to cause visible changes in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations in Rye, Sleeping

Child, Divide, Little Sleeping Child, and Skalkaho Creeks. Alternative C’s sediment contributions would only compose a

minor fraction of these much larger sediment increases, and would also occur at scattered intervals over a 2-4 year period in

short pulses. Sediment increases from the fires and mudslides would also be declining during the same time period that

Alternative C’s sediment inputs are occurring — which would help to minimize negative cumulative effects on fish habitat.

For those reasons, it is unlikely that Alternative C’s sediment inputs would have a significant cumulative efl'ect on bull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations.

Starting in 2006, when vegetation has re-established itself on decompacted/obliterated roads and stream crossings, the

watershed improvement activities are predicted to reduce annual sediment inputs fi'om the road network by 60 tons per

year (Rye/North Rye Creeks); 28 tons per year (Sleeping Child Creek); 5 tons per year (Divide Creek); 7 tons per year

(Little Sleeping Child Creek); and 16 tons per year (Skalkaho Creek). In all ofthe drainages with the exception of Sleeping

Child Creek, the annual sediment reductions that are expected to commence in 2006 would be greater than the total

sediment inputs produced by implementing the watershed improvement projects. In the Sleeping Child Creek drainage, the

annual sediment reductions that are expected to commence in 2006 would be close, but slightly below, the total sediment

inputs produced by the watershed improvement projects. As the years roll by, these sediment reductions would add up and

result in cleaner substrates and improved bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat. The largest

improvements are likely to occur along 15 miles of Skalkaho and Rye Creeks encroached by Road 75, five miles ofNorth

Rye Creek encroached by Road 321, Daly Creek downstream of the Road 711 bridge, and some of the smaller, roaded

tributaries in the headwaters of all three major drainages.

The 2000 fires are going to result in increased stream temperatures in many streams in the Rye, Sleeping Child, and

Skalkaho Creek drainages for at least the next decade. Alternative C, however, is unlikely to significantly contribute to

those increases because it is unlikely to increase stream temperatures to a measurable degree.

Woody debris recruitment has been significantly reduced along the road encroached portions of Skalkaho, Sleeping Child,

Rye, and North Rye Creeks. Recent SMZ salvage logging on several sections ofprivate land in the Rye and North Rye

Creek drainages has further reduced the potential for woody debris recruitment. Alternative C, however, would not affect

woody debris recruitment because no vegetation would be removed fi-om riparian areas.

Alternative C is unlikely to change habitat conditions in a manner that favors the expansion ofbrook trout populations and

the displacement ofnative trout populations.

Alternative C is unlikely to cause any visible cumulative effects to the fishery in the Bitterroot River because the river is

large and would dilute and mask any small sediment and water increases created by the watershed improvement activities.

By the time sediment and water increases made it into the river, assuming that they made it through the numerous ditches

and diversions on private land - an unlikely event, the increases would be so widely scattered and invisible that their

cumulative eifect on fish habitat and populations would be insignificant.

Alternative E

Of the salvage harvest alternatives, Alternative E would produce the lowest sediment inputs to bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout habitat in the Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creek drainages. Alternative E is predicted to deliver the

following quantities of sediment to streams in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area. The percent contributed by salvage

harvest activities (harvest + landings) is contained in parenthesis.

. 244 tons to Rye/North Rye Creeks and their tributaries (82%)

o 77.1 tons to the non-fish bearing intermittent tributaries to the Bitterroot River on the east side ofthe river between

Rye Creek and Sleeping Child Creek (Burke Gulch; Mike Creek; Roan Gulch; Harlan Creek) (97%)

o 38.9 tons to Sleeeping Child Creek and its tributaries (14%)

o 3.9 tons to Divide Creek and its tributaries (0%)

0 193.5 tons to Little Sleeping Child Creek and its tributaries (98%)

o 8.4 tons to Skalkaho Creek and its tributaries (61%)

Assuming that all of this sediment would be delivered to stream reaches that contain bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat

trout all at one time (an unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be: Little Sleeping Child Creek (37 tons),

Rye/North Rye Creeks (17 tons), Sleeping Child Creek (5 tons), Skalkaho Creek (2 tons), and Divide Creek (0.5 tons).
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Assuming that all of the sediment delivered to Burke Gulch, Mike Creek, Roan Gulch, and Harlan Creek made it into the

Bitterroot River (a highly unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be 3.1.

These predictions are conservative and likely represent worst-case scenarios because is would be very unlikely for all of the

sediment to enter occupied fish habitat, particularly all at one time. These sediment inputs are likely to be spread out over a

2-4 year period (2002-05), with the largest pulses occurring during storms, runofi‘, and high flow periods in 2002 and 2003,

and to lesser degrees in 2004 and 2005. The majority ofthe watershed improvement activities are likely to be implemented

during the 2002 and 2003 field seasons.

Replacing the Road 5612 culvert is likely to cause visible sedimentation (l-2 tons) throughout the first 150 feet ofRye

Creek downstream of the culvert (USDA Forest Service, 1999a; l999d). This sedimentation would reduce pool volumes

and fill cracks in the substrate (westslope cutthroat trout rearing and overwintering habitat) until the following spring when

high flows clean out the substrate and transport most ofthe sediment farther downstream The eficect on westslope cutthroat

trout would be a localized reduction in spawning, rearing, and overwintering habitat for about nine months, lasting from

mid summer base flows until spring runofil During this time period, these habitat reductions could reduce the growth and

survival of a few juvenile westslope cutthroat trout near the culvert and fi'y emergence in the affected area. The risk of

mortality to bull trout is low because bull trout are not likely to be present in the affected area. Also, the replacement would

occur at low flows between May 15"‘ and September I“ to avoid the period ofbull trout spawning, egg incubation in the

gravels, and early rearing of fi'y (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001a).

Other potential sediment sources that could combine with Alternative E’s sediment inputs during the 2002-05 time period

include:

- Pre-fire sediment levels; the Rye, North Rye, and Little Sleeping Child Creek drainages were identified as having

unnaturally high sediment levels (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 22-23)

0 Natural sediment increases caused by the fires; these would be high for 2-4 years in Rye, North Rye, Skalkaho,

Sleeping Child, and Little Sleeping Child Creeks, and moderate to low elsewhere; the fire-caused sediment

increases are expected to decline back down to near pre-fire levels by 2005; the most irnpactive sediment year from

the 2000 fires is likely to be 2001 — prior to the start of this project

- Widespread sedimentation caused by the July 2001 mudslides in the North Rye Creek drainage, Sleeping Child

Creek between Blacktail and Divide Creeks, and Skalkaho Creek on private land

0 Future mudslides, if they occur in the right places

0 Small annual sediment inputs caused by National Forest road maintenance and State of Montana maintenance of

the Skalkaho Highway

0 Small, localized sediment inputs caused by the 2000 and 2001 BAER culvert replacements

o Sediment produced by 2000 fire suppression activities, and fiiture suppression actions

0 Small sediment inputs caused by the DNRC salvage sale in the headwaters ofNorth Rye Creek (Cold Spring Hill, S

36)

0 Small sediment inputs caused by the DNRC salvage sale in Sawdust Gulch (Lower Sleeping Child drainage, S 36)

0 Small sediment inputs caused by the ongoing Bear (Two Bear and South Fork Skalkaho drainages) and Roan-Burke

(Little Sleeping Child drainage) timber sales

0 Small sediment inputs in North Rye Creek downstream ofFox Creek fi'om the 1998 Rye Creek Fire

0 Road dust, particularly along Rye and North Rye Creeks

The predicted cumulative efi'ects are:

In Rye, North Rye, and Little Sleeping Child Creeks, sediment levels are high as a result ofthe fires, mudslides, and

past/ongoing activities. The sediment inputs produced by Alternative E are likely to combine with these sediment sources

to cumulatively degrade westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat in all three streams, but at roughly half the

scale and duration of those that would occur with Alternatives B and D. Based on the tons per mile estimates, cumulative

sedimentation is likely to cause reductions in pool volumes and sedimentation of shallow rearing areas such as stream

margins and sidechannels, and suppress juvenile westslope cutthroat trout growth, survivorship, and survival to emergence.

However, compared to Alternatives B and D, not as many fish would be affected, and the negative effects are likely to

persist for a shorter duration, possibly ending sometime around 2007 when the fire and mudslide-caused sediment inputs

are likely to have been flushed from the system. The westslope cutthroat trout year classes in 2002-04 would be impacted

the most, with improving survival to emergence rates in the 2005-07 year classes as sediment yields fi’om the project and

fires decline to pre-fire and pre-project levels, and flushing of fire sediments occurs.

-———————_-—|_———-—__—
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Starting in 2006, the watershed improvement activities would reduce annual sediment inputs from the road network by

about 30 tons per year in the Rye Creek drainage and 6 tons per year in the Little Sleeping Child Creek drainge. On paper,

it would take an estimated 11 years (Rye/North Rye) and 35 years (Little Sleeping Child) for the sediment reductions to

balance out the sediment inputs fiom Alternative E. By 2007, most ofthe fire and project-caused sedimentation is likely to

be flushed fi'om these watersheds (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 15-17; Burton, 2000; Green and Gerhardt,

1991). At that time, a gradual long-term improving trend would commence, but improvements would occur at a slow rate

similar to that of Alternatives B and D.

In Sleeping Child Creek, sediment levels are very high throughout the majority of Sleeping Child Creek as a result ofthe

2001 mudslides. With Alternative E, very little sediment (< 6 tons) would be produced by salvage harvest activites. The

watershed improvement activities would generate 86% of the sediment, but these inputs are likely to be small (about 33

tons), and would occur in short pulses over a 2-4 year period. For those reasons, Alternative E’s sediment would combine

with the mudslide sediments, but the cumulative efl‘ect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in the mudslide-impacted

areas is likely to be insignificant. Starting in 2006, the watershed improvement activities would reduce annual sediment

inputs from the road network by about five tons per year. On paper, it would take an estimated eight years for the sediment

reductions to balance out the sediment inputs fi'om Alternative B. By 2007, most of the fire-caused sedimentation is likely

to be flushed fi'om the area (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 15-17; Burton, 2000; Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At

that time, a gradual long~term improving trend would commence. In the long-term, the persistence and viability of the bull

trout and westslope cutthroat trout is likely to recover in the mudslide-affected portion of Sleeping Child Creek because of

adequate refugia in the Two Bear, Divide, and upper Sleeping Child drainage, and good numbers ofadult bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout in those parts of the drainage.

In Skalkaho and Divide Creeks, Alternative B would contain minimal salvage harvest and produce small sediment inputs (2

tons per mile and 0.5 tons per mile, respectively). Based on these estinmtes, the cumulative sedimentation ofbull trout

and/or westslope cutthroat trout habitat is likely to be minor. Because the predicted quantity of sediment input is low,

delivery would occur in pulses intervals over a 2-4 year period, and Alternative E’s sediment contributions would only

compose a minor fi'action ofthe much larger sediment increases caused by the fires, it is unlikely that Alternative E would

have a significant cumulative efi'ect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations. Sediment increases

from the fires would also be declining during the same time period that Alternative E's sediment inputs are occurring —

which would help to minimize negative cumulative effects on fish habitat. Starting in 2006, the watershed improvement

activities would reduce annual sediment inputs fi'om the road network by about 9 tons per year in the Skalkaho drainage,

and 3 tons per year in the Divide Creek drainage. On paper, it would take an estimated 3-5 years for the sediment

reductions to balance out the sediment inputs fi'om Alternative B. By 2007, most ofthe fire-caused sedimentation is likely

to be flushed from the area (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 15-17; Burton, 2000; Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At

that time, a long-term improving trend in spawning and rearing habitat would commence in Skalkaho and Divide Creeks.

As the years roll by, these sediment reductions would add up and result in cleaner substrates and improved bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat in Divide Creek and its tributaries.

The 2000 fires are going to result in elevated stream temperatures throughout many streams in the burned portion ofthe

Rye, Sleeping Child, and Skalkaho Creek drainages for at least the next decade. However, Alternative E is unlikely to

significantly contribute to stream temperature increases because they are unlikely to increase stream temperatures to a

measurable degree. Compared to Alternatives B and D, channel widening as a result of sediment aggradation is not likely

to occur in Alternative E in Rye, North Rye, and Little Sleeping Child Creeks to the degree that would be needed to

significantly increase exposure to solar radiation and raise stream temperatures.

Woody debris recruitment has been significantly reduced along the road encroached portions of Skalkaho, Sleeping Child,

Rye, and North Rye Creeks. Recent SMZ salvage logging on several sections ofprivate land in the Rye and North Rye

Creek drainages has further reduced the potential for woody debris recruitment. Alternative E, however, would not affect

woody debris recruitment since no riparian area vegetation would be removed. The woody debris additions would improve

woody debris recruitment in the short-term in Rye Creek, North Rye Creek, and several small tributaries to N. Rye Creek.

Livestock grazing in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area (Skalkaho, North Sleeping Child, Harlan Burke, and Medicine

Tree allotments) is likely to have an insignificant cumulative eifect on the fishery in the burned area because these

allotments do not contain fish-bearing streams or contribute significant quantities of sediment and water to downstream fish

habitat in Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creeks.

In Rye, North Rye, and Little Sleeping Child Creeks, the cumulative sediment increases caused by Alternative E and the

other activities described above could alter habitat conditions in a manner that gives a competitive edge to ‘brook trout over

native trout. In Sleeping Child, Skalkaho, and Divide Creeks, Alternative E would not alter habitat conditions in a manner
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that would firvor brook trout over native trout. There is considerable evidence that suggests once brook trout are

established in a stream, they will not go away without physical or chemical removal, even if habitat conditions for native

trout improve (Shepard, 2001).

Alternative E has some potential to contribute moderate sediment inputs to the Bitterroot River from the Rye Creek

drainage, but not from any ofthe other drainages. Any sediment produced in the upper Sleeping Child Creek drainage

would be trapped in the old DNRC reservoir and another pond further downstream on private land, and would not move

downstream into Sleeping Child Creek and the river in any significant amounts. The most likely scenario is that sediment

deposits from the Rye Creek drainage would not be visible in the river, and detectable effects on fish populations would be

very diflicult to measure and assess.

In summary, although cumulative sedimentation effects could be halved relative to Alternatives B and D, there is still some

risk that the persistence and viability of the westslope cutthroat trout population in upper Little Sleeping Child Creek could

be threatened by Alternative E. This population is isolated, small, had a significant number offish killed by the 2000 fires,

faces stifi‘ competition fiom brook trout, and the surviving cutthroat trout are restricted to less than 3.5 miles ofhabitat.

These factors make the westslope cutthroat trout population in upper Little Sleeping Child Creek more vulnerable to

extinction compared to the larger, connected westslope cutthroat trout populations in Rye and North Rye Creeks. In the

long-term, the persistence and viability ofthe westslope cutthroat trout populations in Rye and North Rye Creeks are

unlikely to be negatively afl’ected by Alternative E because these two streams are connected to each other and the Bitterroot

River for most ofthe year, and contain several thousand adult westslope cutthroat trout distributed over 15+ miles of

suitable habitat. Alternative E would not threaten the persistence of the small bull trout population in upper Rye Creek

because the vast majority of the sediment produced by salvage harvest activities would occur downstream ofoccupied bull

trout habitat. Bull trout are not present in North Rye and Little Sleeping Child Creeks. Alternative E would not threaten

the persistence and viability of the bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and

Divide Creeks.

Alternative G

Alternative G is predicted to deliver the following quantities of sediment to streams in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area:

0 114.8 tons to Rye Creek and its tributaries (includes the North Rye Creek drainage)

0 39.3 tons to Skalkaho Creek and its tributaries

o 33.2 tons to Sleeping Child Creek and its tributaries (excluding Divide and Little Sleeping Child Creek drainages)

- 6.8 tons to Divide Creek and its tributaries

o 6.4 tons to Little Sleeping Child Creek and its tributaries

- 3.6 tons to the non-fish bearing intermittent tributaries to the Bitterroot River on the east side of the river between

Rye Creek and Sleeping Child Creek (Burke Gulch; Mike Creek; Roan Gulch; Harlan Creek)

Assuming that all ofthis sediment would be delivered to stream reaches that contain bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat

trout all at one time (an unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be: Rye/North Rye Creeks (7 tons); Skalkaho

Creek (6 tons); Sleeping Child Creek (4 tons); Little Sleeping Child Creek (1 ton); and Divide Creek (1 ton). Assuming

that all of the sediment delivered to Burke Gulch, Mike Creek, Roan Gulch, and Harlan Creek made it into the Bitterroot

River (a highly unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be 0.4.

These predictions are conservative and likely represent worst-case scenarios because it would be very unlikely for all of the

sediment to enter occupied fish habitat, particularly all at one time. These sediment inputs are likely to be spread out over a

3-5 year period (2002-07), with the largest pulses occurring during storms, runofi, and high flow periods in 2002 and 2003,

and to lesser degrees in 2004-07. The majority of the watershed improvement activities are likely to be implemented

during the 2002 and 2003 field seasons.

Replacing or permanently removing the culverts on Railroad, Hog Trough, Weasel, Two Bear, Rye, North Rye, Spring

Gulch, and several unnamed tributaries to Daly, Rye, and North Rye Creeks would cause short-term sedimentation ofbull

trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat downstream of their respective road crossings. Monitoring

by the Flathead (USDA Forest Service, 1999a) and Lolo National Forests (USDA Forest Service, 199%) indicates that with

the application ofBMP’s, l-2 tons of sediment is typically produced at each crossing, and most ofthe sediment that is

created is deposited within the first 150 feet downstream of the culvert. Although BMP’s (silt fences, clean water

diversions, etc) are efi‘ective in greatly minimizing sediment input during the replacement/removal process, it is impossible

to stop all sediment input from occurring. The sediment produced by the replacement/removals is likely to cause some

scattered, temporary (several weeks to months) reductions in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing

habitat near the culverts. These habitat reductions would displace some juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in
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habitats near the culverts for several weeks to months, and could contribute to the mortality ofa few juvenile bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout. The culvert replacements would occur at low flows(May l5‘h and September 15‘ ) to avoid the

bull trout spawning period, egg incubation in the gravels, and early rearing of fiy (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001a).

Other potential sediment sources that could combine with Alternative G’s sediment inputs during the 2002-05 period

include:

- Pre-fire sediment levels; the Rye, North Rye, and Little Sleeping Child Creek drainages were identified as having

unnaturally high sediment levels (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 22-23)

~ Natural sediment increases caused by the fires; these would be high for 2-4 years in Rye, North Rye, Skalkaho,

Sleeping Child, and Little Sleeping Child Creeks, and moderate to low elsewhere; the fire-caused sediment

increases are expected to decline back down to near pre-fire levels by 2005; the most impactive sediment year from

the 2000 fires is likely to be 2001 — prior to the start of this project

- Widespread sedimentation caused by the July 2001 mudslides in the North Rye Creek drainage, Sleeping Child

Creek between Blacktail and Divide Creeks, and Skalkaho Creek on private land

. Future mudslides, if they occur in the right places

0 Small annual sediment inputs caused by National Forest road maintenance and State ofMontana maintenance of

the Skalkaho Highway

- Small, localized sediment inputs caused by the 2000 and 2001 BAER culvert replacements

o Sediment produced by the 2000 fire suppression activities, and future suppression actions

0 Small sediment inputs fi'om the DNRC salvage sale in the headwaters ofNorth Rye Creek (Cold Spring Hill, S 36)

- Small sediment inputs caused by the DNRC salvage sale in Sawdust Gulch (Lower Sleeping Child drainage, S 36)

0 Small sediment inputs caused by the ongoing Bear (Two Bear and South Fork Skalkaho drainages) and Roan-Burke

(Little Sleeping Child drainage) timber sales

o Small sediment inputs in North Rye Creek downstream of Fox Creek from the 1998 Rye Creek Fire

- Road dust, particularly along Rye and North Rye Creeks

The predicted cumulative efi'ects are:

In Rye, North Rye, Sleeping Child, and Skalkaho Creeks, the sediment created by obliterating RHCA segments ofRoads

75 and 321 would combine with elevated pre-fire sediment levels (Rye, North Rye), high sediment yields from the fire (all

streams), high dust inputs (Rye, North Rye, Skalkaho), ongoing/planned timber sales (all streams), and mudslides (Sleeping

Child, North Rye, Skalkaho on private land) to cumulatively degrade bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and

rearing habitat for a period ofabout five years (2002-07). Based on the tons per mile estimates, cumulative sedimentation

could occur on a scale that reduces pool vohimes, rearing habitat, and juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

growth and survival and survival to emergence in several miles ofRye, North Rye, Skalkaho, and Sleeping Child Creeks.

The most likely areas where this would occur would be throughout about 15 miles ofRye and Skalkaho Creeks that are

encroached by Road 75, about five miles ofNorth Rye Creek that is encroached by Road 321, and in Sleeping Child Creek

between the Hot Springs and Blacktail Creek, particularly near the mouths oftributaries draining roaded areas. The

duration ofthese effects is predicted to occur for about five years, ending around 2007. Juvenile growth and survivorship is

likely to be reduced by cumulative losses ofpool volume and sedimentation of shallow rearing areas such as stream

margins and sidechannels. The cumulative sedimentation of spawning gravels would also further suppress survival to

emergence. The bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout year classes in 2002 and 2003 would be suppressed to the largest

degree, with slowly improving survival to emergence rates in the 2004, 2005, and 2006 year classes as sediment yields

from the project and fires decline to pre-fire and pre-project levels.

Starting in 2006, when vegetation has re-established itself on decompacted/obliterated roads and stream crossings, the

watershed improvement activities are predicted to reduce annual sediment inputs fi’om the road network by 70 tons per year

(Rye/North Rye Creeks), 27 tons per year (Sleeping Child Creek), and 21 tons per year (Skalkaho Creek). At those rates,

the annual sediment reductions that would occur by 2007 would be greater than the total sediment inputs produced by the

watershed improvement projects in all of the drainages. As the years roll by, these sediment reductions would add up and

result in cleaner substrates and improved bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat in Rye,

North Rye, Sleeping Child, and Skalkaho Creeks. By 2007, most ofthe fire and mudslide-caused sedimentation is likely to

be flushed fi'om the area (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 15-17; Burton, 2000; Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At

that time, a long-term improving trend in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat would

commence.
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1n Divide and Little Sleeping Child Creeks, Alternative G’s sediment inputs would be small enough that they are unlikely

to cause visible changes in bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations. Alternative G’s sediment

inputs would contribute to the elevated sediment levels already caused by the fires, roads, and past harvest. However,

Alternative G’s sediment contributions would only compose a minor fi'action of these much larger sediment increases, and

would also occur at scattered intervals over a 2-4 year period in short pulses. Sediment increases from the fires would also

be declining during the same time period that Alternative G’s sediment inputs are occurring — which would help to

negative cumulative efl‘ects on the fishery. For those reasons, it is unlikely that Alternative G’s sediment inputs

would have a significant cumulative effect on bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations in Divide

Creek and Little Sleeping Child Creek. Starting in 2006, the watershed improvement activities are predicted to reduce

annual sediment inputs fi’om the road network by 10 tons per year (Little Sleeping Child) and 4 tons per year (Divide). At

those rates, the annual sediment reductions that would occur by 2007 would be greater than the total sediment inputs

produced by the watershed improvement projects in both drainages. As the years roll by, these sediment reductions would

add up and result in cleaner substrates and improved bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing

habitat in Divide Creek and upper Little Sleeping Child Creek (above the DNRC dam).

The 2000 fires are going to result in elevated stream temperatures throughout many streams in the burned portion of the

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area for at least the next decade. Alternative G, however, is unlikely to significantly contribute

to those increases because it is unlikely to increase stream temperatures to a measurable degree. In the long-term,

Alternative G would restore canopy shade on what were formerly road prisms. This would reduce exposure to solar

radiation and maintain colder water temperatures.

Woody debris recruitment has been significantly reduced along the road encroached portions of Skalkaho, Sleeping Child,

Rye, and North Rye Creeks. Recent SMZ salvage logging on several sections ofprivate land in the Rye and North Rye

Creek drainages has further reduced the potential for woody debris recruitment. Alternative G, however, would not afl‘ect

woody debris recruitment because no vegetation would be removed fi'om riparian areas. In the long-term, the regrowth of

riparian trees on the former road prisms is likely to increase woody debris recruitment.

The cessation of livestock grazing in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area (Skalkaho, North Sleeping Child, Harlan Burke,

and Medicine Tree allotments) is likely to have an insignificant cumulative efi‘ect on the fishery in the burned area because

these allotments do not contain fish-bearing streams or contribute significant quantities of sediment and water to

downstream fish habitat in Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creeks.

For a period of about five years, the cumulative sediment increases caused by Alternative G and the other activities

described above could alter habitat conditions in Rye, North Rye, and lower Sleeping Child Creeks in a manner that gives a

competitive edge to brook trout over native trout. This edge is expected to gradually disappear with the long-term sediment

reductions that would commence in 2007. This edge is also an unavoidable by-product of reducing road densities in the

drainage. Brook trout populations are already established in Rye, North Rye, and lower Sleeping Child Creeks, and the

most likely scenario is that in the long-term, Alternative G would not increase their abundance or distribution to a

significant degree. Brook trout are not present near the sections of Skalkaho Creek that would receive the brunt of

Alternative G’s sediment, and are very unlikely to move that far upstream within a five-year period as a result of

Alternative G. There is considerable evidence that suggests once brook trout are established in a stream, they will not go

away without physical or chemical removal, even if habitat conditions for native trout improve (Shepard, 2001).

Alternative G is unlikely to cause any visible cumulative effects to the fishery in the Bitterroot River because the river is

large and should be able to dilute and mask any sediment increases created by the watershed improvement activities. By

the time sediment and water increases made it into the river, assuming that they made it through the numerous ditches and

diversions on private land — an unlikely event, the increases would be so widely scattered and invisible that their cumulative

efi‘ect on fish habitat and populations is likely to be insignificant.

In the long-term, in all of the streams, Alternative G would be the most beneficial alternative for the fishery because it

would produce the highest sediment reductions and the greatest improvements in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

spawning and rearing habitat. Another important benefit of obliterating roads in RHCAs is reduced losses ofadult bull

trout and westslope cutthroat trout to anglers. In many of the larger streams where motorized access is no longer available,

the removal of adult bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout by anglers could substantially decline.

Determination of Effects on Sensitive Species

The westslope cutthroat trout is designated as the management indicator species for fisheries changes in the Bitterroot

Forest Plan (USDA Forest Service, 1987a: II-20, e(7)) and as a Sensitive Species by the Regional Forester.
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With Alternative A, if a rebum occurs in the burned riparian areas along Little Sleeping Child Creek in the next 60 years,

there is some risk that losses of westslope cutthroat trout could occur on a scale similar to those experienced in 2000.

Because of the difiiculty in accurately predicting fire events in specific stream reaches several decades into the future, it is

impossible to predict with any confidence if these losses could jeopardize the future existence ofthe westslope cutthroat

trout population or contribute to federal listing. Therefore, the more conservative determination ofMIH-I was selected for

Alternative A. If severe fire does not revisit the burned portions of Little Sleeping Child Creek, Alternative A would still

have a determination ofMIII-I because ofthe ongoing reductions in spawning and rearing habitat caused by road sediment

inputs along the road-encroached portions of Rye, North Rye, Skalkaho, and Daly Creeks.

Alternatives B, D, and F would contribute the largest sediment to westslope cutthroat nout habitat, and produce the most

widespread negative cumulative efl‘ects on westslope cutthroat trout individuals and populations in Rye, North Rye,

Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Little Sleeping Child Creeks. The cumulative sedimentation produced by these alternatives

is likely to contribute to the mortality ofwestslope cutthroat trout individuals through losses in production (eggs),

recruitment (juveniles), and survival (juveniles and adults). Eventually, the watershed improvement and fisheries projects

would reduce sediment inputs in these drainages, and potentially benefit westslope cutthroat trout in the long-term.

However, the short-term sediment increases would be more extensive than those produced by the other alternatives, has tthe

potential to “Likely to Impact Individuals or Habitat with a Consequence that the Action may Contribute Toward Federal

Listing or Result in Reduced Viability for the Population or Species (LIFV)” in the westslope cutthroat trout populations in

Rye, North Rye, and Little Sleeping Child Creeks.

With Alternatives B, the negative cumulative effects caused by sediment would be lighter and more scattered than those of

Alternatives B and D. Some mortality of westslope cutthroat trout through losses in production (eggs), recruitment

(juveniles), and survival (juveniles and adults) is still likely to occur, but these would be more localized and of shorter

duration than the losses produced by Alternatives B and D. In the upper Little Sleeping Child drainage, Alternative E’s

sediment inputs would still be high enough to threaten population persistence. Therefore, the determination is LIFV for

westslope cutthroat trout in upper Little Sleeping Child Creek. In the Rye, North Rye, Sleeping Child, Skalkaho, and

Divide Creek drainages, the effect on westslope cutthroat trout would be MIII-I. In the long-term, the watershed

improvement and fisheries projects in Alternatives E would reduce road sediment inputs and eliminate fish passage barriers.

Over time, these actions should improve the quality (less sediment) and quantity (more habitat as a result ofeliminating fish

barriers) of westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat.

With Alternative C, the minor sediment inputs from watershed improvement activities and replacement ofthe Road 5612

culvert would have some impact on westslope cutthroat trout individuals, particularly in Rye and North Rye Creeks.

Mortality ofsome westslope cutthroat trout juveniles and eggs may occur in the first several hundred feet downstream of

the Road 5612 culvert during the first year after replacement. On the reach and watershed scales, the losses ofwestslope

cutthroat trout are likely to be small enough that population strength and persistence would not be significantly reduced. In

the long-term, Alternative C would reduce sediment from roads and eliminate fish passage barriers, improving the quality

and quantity of westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat.

With Alternative G, the watershed improvement activities would produce more widespread short-term sedimentation of

westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat because ofthe more extensive road obliteration, particularly along

the encroached segments ofRoad 75 (Skalkaho and Rye Creeks) and Road 321 (North Rye Creek). However, the long

term sediment reduction benefits to westslope cutthroat trout would also be much greater from this work. In the long-term,

Alternative G would be the most beneficial alternative for westslope cutthroat trout.

Table 3-75 - Sensitive species biological evaluation summary - Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

W

‘MEI-El

MIIH = may impact individuals or habitat, but will not likely result in a trend toward federal listing or reduced viability for the population or species

LIFV = likely to impact individuals or habitat with a consequence that the action may contribute toward federal listing or result in reduced viability for the

population or species.

Consistency with the Bitterroot Forest Plan and Other Regulation

In all streams, Alternatives A, C, and G are consistent with the Forest Plan as amended by INFISH because they are

unlikely to hinder the attainment of the RMOs in the long-term. In the short-term, sediment could degrade the pool

fi'equency RMO to a small degree in certain streams through small losses ofpool depth/volimie. In the long-term, the pool

frequency RMO would be maintained as the project-caused sediment gets routed out of the afi‘ected pools and larger-scale
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sediment reductions occur from the road network The large woody debris RMO would be maintained in all streams, and

improved in Rye and North Rye Creeks. The water temperature RMO would be maintained because measurable increases

in stream temperatures are unlikely to occur in any stream. Where incremental temperature increases do occur, the

watershed improvement activities (culvert replacements and removals) would be responsible, and these increases would be

temporary (i.e. lasting 5-10 years until riparian shade returns to road stream crossings). In the long-term, the shade

provided by a natural riparian canopy would be much more beneficial to native trout than the shade provided by a culvert.

The width-to-depth ratio RMOs would be maintained because the short-term sediment and peak/base flow increases would

not occur on a large enough scale to cause significant stream channel widening. Alternatives C and G could negatively

affect some bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout individuals and populations in the short-term as a result of the

cumulative sedimentation ofspawning and rearing habitat. In the long-term, bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat

and populations are expected to rebound fi'om these short-term cumulative effects as project and fire-caused sediment

yields decline and project-caused sediment reductions fi'om the road network commence.

Alternatives B, D, and F are not consistent with the Forest Plan as amended by INFISH in three streams: Rye, North

Rye, and Little Sleeping Child Creeks. The cumulative sedimentation that is predicted to occur with these alternatives

could hinder the long-term attainment of the RMOs for pool fiequency (reduced depth/volume ofpools due to sediment

infill), water temperature (increased exposure to sunlight caused by bank erosion and channel widening), and width

depth ratio (increased bank erosion and channel widening). In Rye, North Rye, and Little Sleeping Child Creeks,

Alternatives B, D, and F have the potential to negatively impact the RMOs on a larger scale and for a longer duration

than Alternative E. Actions that increase width-depth ratios, reduce pool depth/volume, and incrementally increase

stream warming through channel widening are inconsistent with the Forest Plan as amended by INFISH, whether the

existing conditions are better or worse than the RMO vahres. As a result ofcumulative sedimentation ofhabitat,

Alternatives B and D could threaten the persistence and viability of the small bull trout population in upper Rye Creek,

and the westslope cutthroat trout populations in Rye, North Rye, and Little Sleeping Child Creeks by causing

consecutive year class failures during the 2002-07 time period. Alternative F would have a minimal effect on bull trout

habitat and populations in Rye Creek because its salvage harvest would not cause sediment input in that portion. In the

rest of the streams, Alternatives B, D, and F would be consistent with the Forest Plan as amended by INFISH.

Alternative E is consistent with the Forest Plan as amended by INFISH in all streams except for Little Sleeping Child

Creek. In upper Little Sleeping Child Creek, Alternative E’s cumulative sedimentation ofhabitat could be widespread

enough to hinder the long-term attainment ofthe RMOs for pool frequency, water temperature, and width-depth ratio. In

the long-term, the resulting reductions in spawning and rearing habitat could trigger several years of year class failures, and

eventually threaten the persistence of the small, isolated westslope cutthroat trout population upstream of the old DNRC

darn In the rest of the streams in the GA, Alternative E would be consistent with the Forest Plan as amended by INFISH.

In the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area, all ofthe action alternatives were found to be consistent with the applicable

Forest-wide fisheries standards addressed in the Regulatory Framework section. Although they would meet the

individual Forest-wide standards in the Forest Plan and INFISH, Alternatives B, D, and F (Rye, North Rye, Little

Sleeping Child) and Alternative E (Little Sleeping Child) could hinder the attainment of the RMOs in the long-term.

This makes them inconsistent with the Forest Plan as amended by INFISH. A report documenting the consistency of this

project with the applicable Forest-wide fisheries standards is available in the Project File (PF, FOREST PLAN-2).

Table 3-76 - Potential to hinder the long-term attainment of INFISH RMOs - Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

‘JIG

Wise‘;
* = If severe fire returns to the burned riparian areas along Little Sleeping Child Creek in the next 60 years, there may be an

increased risk that the attainment ofthese RMOs could be hindered; if severe fire does not return, attainment ofthese

RMOs would not be hindered.
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East Fork Geographic Area

Existing Condition

There are 46 named, fish-bearing streams in the East Fork Geographic Area that had some portions of their stream channels

burned by the 2000 fires, listed below in Table 3-77. For more detailed information on fish species distribution and

abundance in each, the reader should consult the fish distribution tables in the Project File (PF, FISH-8).

Approximately 87 miles of fish-bearing streams were burned by moderate and high severity fire in the East Fork GA. If

low severity is included, more than 154 miles of fish-bearing streams were burned. Table 3-77 summarizes the miles of

fish-bearing habitat burned by fire severity class.

Table 3-77 - Miles of fish-bearing streams burned in the East Fork Geographic Area

Miles of stream Miles of stream Miles of stream % of fish-bearing stream miles

Stream burned low burned moderate burned high burned by moderate and high

severi severi severi severi fire
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Numerous mudslides have occurred in the East Fork GA since the end of the 2000 fires. Most of the mudslides occurred

during several weeks of intense thunderstorms in mid July 2001. Some ofthe mudslides have caused widespread

sedimentation of fish habitat, channel instability, “black water” conditions for several days to weeks, and fish kills, including:

(1) The lower 2.5 miles ofLaird Creek (July, 2001)

(2) The East Fork near the confluence of Laird Creek (July, 2001)

(3) Reimel Creek downstream ofWallace Creek (July, 2001)

(4) Camp Creek downstream ofDick Creek (July, 2001)

On July 20-21, 2001, several intense thunderstorms triggered flash floods and a dozen large mudslides along the lower 2.5

miles of Laird Creek. The water level in Laird Creek increased rapidly by six feet during the height ofthe flash floods.

Eleven large mudslides occurred on the north slopes ofLaird Creek; one small mudslide occurred on the south slope.

These mudslides deposited large fans of ash, silt, sand, and assorted debris in Laird Creek. Post-mudslide electroshocking

surveys indicate that the majority of the bull trout, brook trout, and westslope cutthroat trout in the lower 2.5 miles of Laird

Creek were killed by the mudslides and flash floods. The electroshocking surveys found no surviving fish in the mudslide

afl'ected sections of Laird Creek on the Forest, but did capture two IO-inch bull trout, and several small brook trout and

rainbow trout in the lower 0.25 miles on private land. Westslope cutthroat trout were also found in good numbers in

Gilbert Creek and upper Laird Creek above the affected area. During the floods, residents in the area reporting seeing fish

swept far up onto the floodplain. Fish habitat in Laird Creek was simplified by the mudslides. Areas ofabundant woody

debris and pools prior to the mudslides are now shallow, unstable, aggraded riflles with most of the woody debris pushed

high up onto the banks. Since the mudslides, Laird Creek has been actively downcutting through the gravel deposits and

forming a new channel. Gilbert Creek had visible sand deposition in its stream bottom, but vegetation was intact along its

banks, and woody debris was stable in its channel.

Based on Forest monitoring of the recovery ofthe Overwhich Creek fish populations following the 1992 mudslides, it took

about 6-7 years for bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in the affected portions of Overwhich Creek to fully

recover to pre-mudslide levels (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 43-14). A similar timefi'ame would be a reasonable

estimate for westslope cutthroat trout in the afi'ected portions ofLaird Creek. Westslope cutthroat trout are common in

upper Laird Creek, Moon Creek, and Gilbert Creek, and good numbers ofmigratory fish are present in the East Fork.

These surviving fish would be the most likely sources ofrecolonization. Bull trout recovery may take longer in Laird

Creek because there are fewer sources ofrecolonization. There are very few, if any, bull trout in Laird Creek upstream of

the mudslides, and migratory bull trout are uncommon in the East Fork. Ongoing post-fire fisheries research will monitor

native versus non-native trout recovery in Laird Creek.

Post-mudslide electroshocking surveys in the East Fork downstream ofLaird Creek failed to detect a fish kill. Walking

surveys along the stream banks also did not find any dead fish. Turbidities were extremely high for several days following

the Laird Creek nmdslides, but if fish were killed, it was not evident in the electroshocking and stream bank surveys.

Large mudslides occurred in the Dick Creek (non-fish-bearing tributary to Camp Creek) and Reimel Creek drainages on

July 16-17, 2001. A few dead westslope cutthroat trout were observed along the stream banks ofReimel Creek and Camp

Creek following these mudslides. In both streams, some westslope cutthroat trout appeared to have been swept

downstream and deposited high and dry on the floodplain as flood flows rapidly receded. Compared to Laird Creek, fish

kills in these two streams were probably much lighter and more localized.

W
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Smaller mudslides have also occurred in the headwaters of the West Fork ofCamp Creek near Porcupine Saddle (July,

2001), scattered areas in the Cameron Creek drainage (July, 2001), several intermittent draws on the east side ofCamp

Creek south ofthe Sula Ranger Station (July, 2001), several intermittent draws on Sula Peak (September, 2000), and

numerous intermittent draws along the lower East Fork between Conner and Sula (July, 2001). A larger mudslide occurred

in Lord Draw at the same time as the Laird Creek mudslides. None ofthese mudslides contributed a large quantity of

sediment to fish-bearing streams, nor are they likely to have killed fish. The majority of the sediment created by the Lord

Draw mudslide was deposited in a large fan about 0.25 miles west of Highway 93 and the East Fork.

“Black water” periods during the July 2001 thunderstorms have been observed at intervals lasting for several days to weeks

in the following streams: Camp, Praine, Reimel, Wallace, Laird, Gilbert, Cameron, upper Tolan Creeks, and the East Fork

downstream ofReimel Creek.

Although mudslides can cause large-scale damage to the fishery and ofien appear catastrophic in the short-term, these

events are beneficial to the fishery in the long-term because they add large quantities ofwoody debris and spawning gravels

to streams, which eventually increases habitat complexity and diversity and creates better spawning and rearing areas for

native fish (Everest et aL, 1987; Reeves et al., 1995; Burton, 2000; USDA Forest Service, 2000b; section 4.3: 17).

Desired Fish Populations

In the desired condition, fish populations in the tributaries to the East Fork support a simple assemblage ofbull trout,

westslope cutthroat trout, and slimy sculpin. Those same species also occur in the East Fork, along with mountain

Whitefish, longnose sucker, largescale sucker, and longnose dace. Bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in

the tributaries consist ofboth migratory (juveniles) and resident (juveniles and adults) fish. The East Fork supports healthy

migratory runs ofbull trout and westslope cutthroat trout. All of the bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in

the East Fork drainage are connected to each other year-round, with the main stem of the East Fork being the key migratory

corridor that connects all ofthe tributaries. The key differences between desired and current fish populations are:

~ In general, native trout populations are still connected in the East Fork drainage, but some culvert barriers are

present in the headwaters ofthe smaller tributaries and along the East Fork highway

- Compared to the rest ofthe Bitterroot River drainage, fi'agmentation occurs to a lesser degree in the East Fork

drainage; overall, the connectivity ofnative trout populations in the East Fork drainage is the best that remains in

the entire Bitterroot River watershed, particularly above Meadow Creek where connectivity is intact

o The resiliency ofnative trout populations to fire is probably near its historic condition in Meadow Creek and the

upper East Fork, and depressed elsewhere; the slowest recovery is likely to occur in the severely burned drainages

that are isolated from the East Fork (Medicine Tree and Reimel Creeks)

. Bull trout abundance, distribution, and connectivity downstream ofMeadow Creek is depressed compared to

historic conditions

0 Good numbers ofresident bull trout are still present in the headwaters above Meadow Creek, but migratory fish

numbers are below their full potential

- Westslope cutthroat trout are still common to abundant throughout most of the East Fork tributaries that have not

been afl‘ected by mudslides, but migratory fish numbers are below their full potential

0 Brock trout are common throughout large portions of the Cameron, Camp, and Reimel Creek drainages

- Non-native trout species dominate the East Fork downstream ofMeadow Creek

Pre and Post-Fire Bull Trout and westslope Cutthroat Trout Populations

The bull trout Biological Opinion identified the East Fork of the Bitterroot River drainage as supporting one large bull trout

subpopulation (PF, FISH 6a; PF, FISH-7). Within the greater East Fork subpopulation are tributary populations in Laird

Creek, Warm Springs Creek, Camp Creek, Tolan Creek, Meadow Creek, Moose Creek, Martin Creek, and the tributaries to

the upper East Fork in the Anaconda-Pintler Wilderness (Orphan, Carmine, Clifl'ord, Buck, Hope, Kurtz, and Star Creeks).

Prior to the fires, the upper East Fork (above Martin Creek), Martin, Moose, Meadow, and Warm Springs Creek drainages

contained bull trout populations consisting of> 500 adult fish and several thousand bull trout of all sizes with all age

classes and life history forms (migratory and resident) represented in the populations.

The upper East Fork drainage was severely burned in many areas, particularly in the spawning and rearing tributaries of

Carmine, Buck, and Hope Creeks. Bull trout kills likely occurred in some of those tributary reaches as a result of the fires.

Bull trout appear to have survived the fires in the main stem of the East Fork in the Anaconda-Pintler wilderness (Javorsky,

2001). The Martin and Moose Creek drainages were mostly unburned. No changes in bull trout populations are expected

M
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in those two watersheds from the 2000 fires. The main stem ofMeadow Creek was only burned in its headwaters, but four

of its bull trout spawning and rearing tributaries were severely burned (Balsam, Bugle, Swifi, and Dense Creeks). Post-fire

electroshocking did not detect any fish kills or changes in fish populations in the Meadow Creek monitoring section (USDA

Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: l0-l2); however, bull trout kills likely occurred in the much smaller, severely burned

tributaries ofBalsam, Bugle, Swifl, and Dense Creeks. Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks radio-telemetry data also

indicates that some adult migratory bull trout spawners may have perished in the burned portion of Swift Creek (Javorsky,

2001). The Warm Springs drainage was mostly lightly burned in its lower half. Post-fire electroshocking surveys in Warm

Springs Creek did not detect any fish kills in the lightly burned areas (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 10-14). At

the time ofthis FEIS, there were no known mudslides that were having a negative impact on the fishery in these areas.

Prior to the fires, the East Fork downstream ofMartin Creek and the Tolan Creek drainage contained bull trout populations

consisting of 50 to 500 adult fish. All ofthe bull trout in the East Fork are thought to be migratory fish All, or nearly all,

ofthe bull trout in the Tolan Creek drainage are suspected to be resident fish. In the Tolan Creek drainage, the vast

majority ofoccupied bull trout habitat was either unburned or lightly burned. Summer 2001 post-fire electroshocking

surveys in Tolan Creek detected numbers ofbull trout similar to pre-fire levels. Portions ofthe lower East Fork were

moderately and severely burned, but the river is so large in these areas that the river provided adequate refugia from the

fires, and no fish kills were observed (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 10-12). Post-mudslide electroshocking

and bank surveys did not find evidence ofa fish kill in the lower East Fork following the Laird Creek mudslides.

Prior to the fires, the Laird and Camp Creek drainages contained very small bull trout populations that probably contained

less than 50 adult fish. It is not known if the small numbers ofbull trout found in the Laird Creek and Camp Creek

drainages are resident fish, or juvenile migratory fish. Both streams still maintain a year-round connection to the East Fork.

Summer 2001 electroshocking surveys captured several bull trout in the lower mile of the West Fork of Camp Creek. Fish

population numbers and species composition in the West Fork ofCamp Creek were similar to pre-fire levels. Laird Creek

was severely burned in its lower end, and a large fish kill was documented (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 10

14). Farther upstream, in unburned and lightly burned pockets, post-fire sampling indicated that numbers ofbull trout were

similar to pre-fire conditions (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 10-14). The July 2001 mudslides in Laird Creek

appear to have killed most ofthe surviving bull trout and brook trout in Laird Creek, at least on Bitterroot NF land. Post

mudslide electroshocking surveys in the lower 0.25 miles of Laird Creek captured two IO-inch bull trout, and numerous

small brook trout. These fish probably moved into Laird Creek fiom the East Fork following the mudslides.

All of the large drainages that burned contain westslope cutthroat trout populations ofmore than 1000 adult fish, and

several thousand fish of all sizes. Resident fish dominate these populations, but there are probably still some migratory

juvenile fish in most of the populations with the exceptions ofMedicine Tree, Guide, and Reimel Creeks. Documented

kills ofwestslope cutthroat trout occurred in the high severity sections ofthe following streams: Medicine Tree, Laird,

Gilbert, Reimel, Andrews, Praine, and Lyman Creeks (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 10-14). Other streams

which were not surveyed following the fires, but contained substantial areas ofwestslope cutthroat trout habitat that was

severely burned include the East Fork, Maynard, Cameron, North Fork Cameron, Hart, Doran, Balsam, Bugle, Swift,

Dense, Carmine, Buck, and Hope Creeks. Direct kills ofwestslope cutthroat trout probably occurred in some ofthose

streams. The East Fork appears to have provided adequate refirgia fi'om the direct efl‘ect of the fires. In the moderate and

low severity stream reaches, some losses of bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout may have occurred, but our post-fire

monitoring data indicates that the vast majority of fish survived the bums (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 12).

In addition to the direct losses caused by the fires, the July 2001 mudslides killed most ofthe westslope cutthroat trout in

the lower 2.5 miles of Laird Creek. Lesser kills ofwestslope cutthroat trout probably also occurred in portions ofReimel

Creek and Camp Creek following July 2001 mudslides.

The hull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in the East Fork GA that are likely to recover the slowest include:

o The isolated resident westslope cutthroat trout population in Medicine Tree Creek

0 The isolated resident westslope cutthroat trout population in Reimel Creek

0 The resident westslope cutthroat trout populations in the severely burned tributaries to Camp Creek (Andrews and

Praine Creeks)

o The resident westslope cutthroat trout populations in upper Cameron Creek and its tributaries (Lyman, Hart, Doran1

and North Fork Cameron Creeks)

- The bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in the mudslide-afi’ected portion ofLaird Creek

These populations are either isolated from the river, lack migratory fish, restricted to short segments ofstream, and/or

sufi’ered a large amount of severe burn and/or mudslides in their riparian areas (USDA FS, 2000a; section 4.3: l4-l5). The
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rest ofthe bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in the severely burned streams are larger in number, well

connected, contain at least a few migratory fish, and have sizeable blocks ofunburned habitat. Recovery offish

populations is likely to occur much faster in those streams (Gresswell, 1999; Burton, 2000). Unpredictable events such as

large mudslides (e.g. the mudslides in the Laird Creek drainage) have the potential to set back recovery for several years in

any stream.

Maps 3-7 and 3-8 display the distribution of bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in the East Fork GA relative to burn

severity, and areas where fish kills are known or suspected to have occurred during the 2000 fires and 2001 mudslides.

Connectivity and Life History Diversity

The East Fork drainage is the only burned drainage on the Bitterroot NF where resident and migratory forms ofbull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout are still present throughout the majority ofthe drainage, and all of the larger streams are

connected to each other, the East Fork, and the main stem ofthe Bitterroot River throughout the year. There are three small

tributaries in the drainage that are isolated from the East Fork: Medicine Tree Creek, Reimel Creek, and Guide Creek. All

contain isolated, resident westslope cutthroat trout populations.

Genetic Integrity

Most of the bull trout in the East Fork GA appear to be pure genetic strains. A few bull trout-brook trout hybrids have been

found in the lower ends ofTolan, Bertie Lord, Warm Springs Creeks, and the East Fork downstream ofTolan Creek.

Genetic testing indicates that the westslope cutthroat trout populations in the upper East Fork, Cameron, upper Camp,

Laird, Martin, Maynard, Meadow, Moose, and Reimel are pure genetic strains. A few westslope cutthroat-rainbow trout

hybrids have been found in the lower ends ofWarm Springs Creek, Tolan Creek, and Camp Creek. Farther upstream on

the Forest, westslope cutthroat trout populations in those three streams appear to be pure genetic strains. Westslope

cutthroat-rainbow hybrids are common in the East Fork downstream ofTolan Creek.

Non-Native Species

In the East Fork Geographic Area, brook trout are common throughout Cameron Creek and its tributaries, Camp Creek and

its tributaries, and the lower half ofReimel Creek. Brook trout are present but less common in the East Fork and the lower

ends ofTolan, Warm Springs, and Maynard Creeks. All, or nearly all, ofthe brook trout in the Laird Creek drainage are

likely to have been extirpated by the July 2001 mudslides.

Based on the criteria in Rieman et al. (1993), brook trout probably pose a high risk to bull trout persistence in the Camp

Creek drainage, and a low-to-moderate risk elsewhere (USDA Forest Service, 2000b). Brook trout probably pose a

moderate-to-high risk to westslope cutthroat trout persistence in the Cameron Creek drainage, a moderate risk in the Camp

and Reimel Creek drainages, and a low risk elsewhere (USDA Forest Service, 2000b).

One advantage that native trout have in the East Fork drainage is that they still have large connected populations, there are

large tracts ofroadless refilgia with good habitat that lack non-native trout in the headwaters (particularly in the Anaconda

Pintlar Wilderness and the headwaters ofMoose Creek), and many of the habitat indicators are “functioning appropriately”

in the upper halfof this large drainage (USDA Forest Service, 2000b).

Rainbow and brown trout are common in the East Fork downstream ofMeadow Creek, but rare upstream ofMeadow

Creek, probably posing a moderate risk to the persistence of bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout (Rieman et al., 1993).

It is unknown ifbrook trout will recover faster from the 2000 fires than native trout, but there is some potential for that to

occur because brook trout reach sexual maturity sooner (Shepard et al., 1998), and are more tolerant ofhigher sediment

levels and water temperatures (MBTSG, 1996; Selong et al., In press; DeStaso and Rahel, 1994). Ongoing post-fire fish

population recovery research should help answer this native versus non-native recovery question.

Post-Fire Habitat Conditions

In the East Fork Geographic Area, the main fish habitat concerns are:

East Fork below Martin Creek

0 Reductions in channel length, woody debris recruitment, and habitat complexity caused by the encroachment of

US. highway 93 and the East Fork highway

- Elevated water temperatures caused by losses of considerable lengths ofriparian overstory cover and stream shade

on the river (caused by highways, livestock grazing in certain spots, and home construction)

§
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o Turbidity caused by the 2000 fires and the Laird, Dick, and Reirnel Creek mudslides

o The culvert on Road 726 (Moose Creek) is a partial fish barrier

Medicine Tree Creek

- Sediment levels are “functioning at unacceptable risk” because of roads, past harvest, and the 2000 fires

- Riparian timber harvest (partial canopy removal) along portions of the headwater tributaries

0 Poor habitat conditions on private land

- The old concrete culvert under Highway 93 may be a complete fish barrier (> 80% plugged with sediment)

Laird Creek and tributaries

- Sediment levels are “functioning at unacceptable risk" because of roads, past harvest, the 2000 fires, and the July

2001 mudslides

0 Channel aggradation, instability, turbidity, and poor habitat complexity throughout the lower 2.5 miles ofLaird

Creek as a result of the July 2001 mudslides

- Riparian timber harvest (partial canopy removal) along portions of the headwater tributaries

- Subdivision in the RHCA on private land

Warm Springs Creek and tributaries

0 Reduced habitat conditions on private land

~ Scattered losses of shade and woody debris recruitment due to past riparian timber harvest in several spots

downstream ofthe Crazy Creek Campground

o The culvert on Road 370 (Crazy Creek) is a partial fish barrier

Camp Creek and tributaries

- Sediment levels are “functioning at unacceptable because of roads, past harvest, riparian livestock grazing, the

2000 fires, and the July 2001 mudslides

o Turbidity caused by the 2000 fires and the July 2001 mudslides

o Reductions in channel length, woody debris recruitment, and habitat complexity caused by highway encroachment

and channelization

- Elevated water temperatures caused by losses ofshade and channel widening along road encroached and grazed

stream reaches

Riparian timber harvest (partial canopy removal) along portions of the headwater tributaries

The culvert on Road 729 (West Fork Camp Creek) is a complete fish barrier

The culvert on Road 13334 (Waugh Creek) is a partial fish barrier

Two culverts on Road 8112 (unnamed tributaries 0.9 and 1.0, both are tributaries to the West Fork ofCamp Creek)

are partial fish barriers

Cameron Creek and tributaries

- Sediment levels are “functioning at unacceptable risk” because ofroads, past harvest, riparian livestock grazing, the

2000 fires, and the July 2001 mudslides

o Turbidity caused by the 2000 fires and the July 2001 mudslides

0 Elevated water temperatures caused by losses of shade and channel widening along grazed stream reaches

0 Riparian timber harvest (partial canopy removal and clearcutting) along portions of the headwater tributaries on

State and Forest land

- The culvert on Road 73180 (Hart Creek) is a complete fish barrier

- The culvert on Road 311 (Hart Creek) is a partial fish barrier

Reimel Creek

- Sediment levels are “functioning at unacceptable risk” because ofpast riparian livestock grazing, the 2000 fires,

and the July 2001 mudslides _

o Turbidity caused by the 2000 fires and the July 2001 mudslides

0 Elevated water temperatures caused by losses ofshade and channel widening along grazed areas scattered

throughout the lower five miles

0 Year-round isolation from the river caused by an irrigation pond on private land at the mouth of the Reirnel Creek

canyon

Guide Creek

- Sediment levels are “functioning at unacceptable risk” because ofroads, past harvest, and the 2000 fires

Reductions in pools and woody debris recruitment caused by road encroachment

Year-round isolation from the river caused by the culvert on the East Fork Highway

Riparian timber harvest (partial canopy removal) along portions of the headwater tributaries
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Jennings Camp Creek

0 Sediment levels are “functioning at unacceptable risk” because ofroads, past harvest, riparian livestock grazing,

and the 2000 fires

- Channel widening in grazed areas along the lower two miles

- Reductions in pools and woody debris caused by road encroachment

o Riparian timber harvest (partial canopy removal) along portions ofthe headwater tributaries

Mink Creek

' The culvert on Road 5753 is a complete fish barrier

- Riparian timber harvest (partial canopy removal and clearcutting) along portions of the headwater tributaries

Tolan Creek

0 Dewatering on private land during the summer irrigation season

Meadow Creek

0 Elevated sediment inputs from the encroached segments ofRoad 725

0 Channel widening and elevated sediment inputs in localized spots where riparian livestock grazing occurs; the areas

ofhighest concern have been addressed by the commotion ofseveral riparian fences in recent years; other lesser

used areas are being monitored (USDA Forest Service, 1997!)

- Riparian timber harvest (partial canopy removal) along portions ofthe headwater tributaries

- The culvert on Road 725 (Bugle Creek) is a complete fish barrier

. The culvert on Road 73609 (Bugle Creek) is a partial fish barrier

Martin Creek

u Sediment levels are “functioning at unacceptable risk” because of roads and past harvest

Moose Creek

0 The culvert on Road 732 is a partial fish barrier during high flows

Road Density

The Section 7 Watershed Baseline rated the efl‘ect ofwatershed road density and location on bull trout habitat in each ofthe

burned watersheds in the East Fork Geographic Area (USDA Forest Service, 2000b). These ratings were either:

- Functioning appropriately (FA) = < 1 mile ofroad/square mile, no valley bottom roads

0 Functioning at risk (FAR) = l to 2.4 miles ofroad/square mile, some valley bottom roads

- Functioning at unacceptable risk (FUR) = > 2.4 miles of road/square mile, many valley bottom roads

Table 3-78 lists the watershed road densities and road stream crossings in the East Fork Geographic Area, and their relative

efi'ect on bull trout habitat quality.

Table 3-78 — Watershed Road Densities and Section 7 Rating for Bull Trout in the East Fork Geographic Area

Watershed NRCS # Road # Road Stream Section!

6"‘ Code Density Stream Crossings 7 t

HUC Crossings (entire Rating

onl

LowerEF FUR -

Middle FF FUR

Cameron m

mam-m

-!I - .

rolan _n-m

Moose

 

UrEF _EI FA

Martin O-45 FUR ‘

Meadow , 0-44 , 187 FUR ‘

Bertie Lord 0.97 1.02 247 247: FUR

The data in Table 3-78 indicates that roads are impacting bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat throughout most of

the East Fork drainage, particularly in the lower half ofthe drainage below Meadow Creek The upper East Fork, Warm

Springs, Tolan, and Moose Creek drainages contain large blocks of roadless lands. Road impacts are most extensive in the

Bertie Lord, Martin, Meadow, Cameron, Camp, Middle East Fork (Guide and Jennings Camp), and lower East Fork (Laird

and Medicine Tree) drainages. This correlates well with the elevated sediment levels in those drainages.

#
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Riparian Timber Harvest

The Section 7 Watershed Baseline rated the efi‘ect ofpast riparian timber harvest on RHCA function and the potential for

water temperature alterations in bull trout habitat in each of the burned watersheds in the East Fork Geographic Area

(USDA Forest Service, 2000b). These ratings were either:

- Functioning appropriately (FA) = riparian conservation areas provide adequate shade, large woody debris

recruitment, and habitat protection and connectivity in subwatersheds, and bufifers or includes known refugia for

sensitive aquatic species (> 80% intact)

- Functioning at risk (FAR) = moderate loss of function (shade, woody debris recruitment) or incomplete protection

ofhabitats and refiigia for sensitive aquatic species (70-80% intact)

- Functioning at unacceptable risk (FUR) = riparian conservation areas are fragmented, poorly connected, or provides

inadequate protection ofhabitats for sensitive aquatic species (< 70% intact)

Table 3-79 lists the length and percent of stream channels that have had equivalent clearcut-type harvest prescriptions

within 300 feet oftheir banks on Bitterroot NF land in the East Fork Geographic Area since 1970. The data indicates that

past riparian timber harvest has been responsible for minor and scattered losses of shade and woody debris recruitment in

the roaded portions ofthe East Fork drainage.

In the East Fork Geographic Area, livestock grazing and road encroachment have caused far greater losses ofshade than

riparian timber harvest, particularly along the valley bottom reaches ofCamp Creek, Reimel Creek. Cameron Creek, and

the East Fork The most extensive losses of shade and woody debris recruitment have occurred along the US highway 93

corridor that parallels the East Fork and Camp Creek (highway encroachment and residential development), and along the

East Fork between Tolan and Cameron Creeks (grazing). This has reduced habitat quality for bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout in the river by simplifying habitat and warming river temperatures.

Riparian timber harvest influences water temperatures and habitat complexity to the largest degree in the Cameron and

lower East Fork drainages (Medicine Tree and Laird). Scattered riparian clearcuts along lower Warm Springs Creek and

the tributaries to Carrrp Creek have resulted in localized stream temperature warming and reductions in woody debris

recruitment in those streams. The riparian harvest that has occurred on State lands in the Cameron and Camp Creek

drainages is not reflected in Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference, and would make the percentages higher in

those two drainages.

Table 3-79 — Riparian Timber Harvest and Section 7 Rating for Bull Trout in the East Fork Geographic Area

NRCS 6‘ Code

HUC

0501

—EE

Meadow

Bertie Lord

Elsewhere in the East Fork drainage, riparian timber harvest is not concentrated along streams on the Forest, and likely has

a minor and localized efl’ect on stream temperatures and woody debris recruitment. The riparian harvest in the Bertie Lord

Creek drainage is no longer affecting shade and water temperatures (due to suficient regeneration and shade recovery), but

will cause reduce woody debris recruitment for several more decades until the trees mature and start to fall over.

 

Sediment

The burned drainages on the Forest where human-caused sedimentation is negatively impacting fish habitat are listed on

pages 22-23 (section 4.3) ofthe Post-Fire Assessment. In the East Fork Geographic Area, sediment levels in the Medicine

Tree, Laird, Camp, Cameron, Reimel1 Guide, and Jennings Camp Creek drainages are high and “fimctioning at

unacceptable risk” following the fires (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 22-23; PF, FISH-22). In the Martin Creek

——_—_—-———_———_—_—
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drainage, pre-fire sediment levels were “functioning at unacceptable risk”, but this condition did not change as a result of

the 2000 fires because very little fire occurred in that drainage. Elsewhere in the geographic area, sediment levels are not

excessive in most stream reaches, except in localized areas along encroached roads or near mudslides, or where small areas

of riparian grazing are occurring.

Table 3-80 summarizes the pre-fire (USDA Forest Service, 2000b) and post-fire (PF, FISH-22) sediment ratings for the

watersheds in the East Fork Geographic Area.

Table 3-80 — Pre-Fire and Post-Fire Sediment Ratings in the East Fork Geographic Area

NRCS 6"‘ Code HUC Pre-Fire Rating Post-Fire Rating

m

 

mn- FA <12% FA <12%

UrEast Fork FA <12% FAR 12-20%

m FUR 25-35% FUR 25-35%

 

 

PA <12% FAR 12-20%

FAR 12-20% PAR 12-20%

Based on post-fire sediment levels and the survival to emergence data presented by Weaver and Fraley (1991), streams

where bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout survival to emergence is likely being suppressed include: (1) Medicine

Tree Creek; (2) Laird Creek and its tributaries; (3) Camp Creek and its tributaries; (4) Cameron Creek and its tributaries;

(5) Reimel Creek, and (6) Martin Creek. In these drainages, elevated sediment levels have created habitat conditions that

likely enhance the spread ofbrook trout and contribute to the displacement ofnative trout. Brook trout populations are

established in all of these streams except for Medicine Tree Creek.

Table 3-81 - Existing condition of the INFISH RMOs — East Fork fish-bearing streams

Width Pools LWD Mean-maximum Wetted

Stream Method of Survey class . pieces water temp width

(feet) per mile er mile °Celsius de I th ratio

Iawer East Fork “

Gilbert .5

Moon

warm 8 ribs .1.

C -

u-Fi

Sh s Head

Ma -- d

in

Cameron BNF habhht ihvemb

‘ Limb BNF habitat ihvbmb

North Fork Cameron BNF hhbhat ihvbhtbry

LHart W BNF habitat inventor} < 10 106 42 l2-l4 obo) 28 *

#

_ <74. ‘q
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l - Width Pools LWD Mean-maximum Wetted

Stream Method of Survey class mil pieces water temp width

(feet) p" e er mile °Celsius deth ratio

Doran

‘ Reimel m 1345 0ha)

: Wallace Ii]

1 Tolan

Guide

1 kminscam

Mcadow

Balsam

. Bule m

Swift

Imm

Martin

r Lick —E

i Needle —E

e ban

[in

Cub

Sun

Cliflord

Buck m

Ho None 7

None _n,n

None -_-n- New
IE- None <10 No data No data No data ' No data

' = RMO is not meeting the default value; (Hobo) = temperatures have been continuously monitored with HOBO-TEMP

thermographs; (Point) = temperatures have been estimated from several point measurements

Notable RMO Trends in the East Fork Geographic Area

(1) Pool frequencies are meeting the RMO minimums in most of the streams in the geographic area, but are being

suppressed in the “functioning at unacceptable risk" watersheds (Medicine Tree, Laird, Camp, Cameron,

Reimel, Jennings Camp, and Martin Creek drainages) because of sediment infill and losses ofpool volume.

In the East Fork downstream of Cameron Creek, the loss ofchannel length and habitat

simplification/straightening caused by the encroachment ofUS Highway 93 has reduced pool fi'equencies.

(2) Woody debris levels in the lower East Fork, Medicine Tree, Laird, Camp, Cameron, Reimel, Guide, Jennings

Camp, lower Warm Springs, and Meadow Creek drainages generally meet the RMO minimum, but are below

their natural potential because ofroad encroachment (Laird, Guide, Jennings Camp, Meadow, lower Warm

Springs, lower East Fork), old stream bottom skid trails (Medicine Tree, Laird, Camp, Cameron), riparian

livestock grazing (Camp, Cameron, Reimel, Guide, Jennings Camp), and past riparian timber harvest

(Medicine Tree, Laird, Camp, Cameron, lower Warm Springs).

(3) None of the streams in the geographic area meet the default RMO for width-depth ratio. It is diflicult to sort

out management-caused channel widening from natural conditions in these streams because most of the ratios

are within the ranges reported for unmanaged streams (Overton et aL, 1995). In the streams where riparian

grazing is not occurring, channels are generally healthy. The stream banks along the grazed and charmelized

reaches ofCameron, Camp, Reimel, Jennings Camp, and the lower East Fork are generally in poor condition

due to bank trampling, loss of stability, widening, and increased erosion. Some trampling and widening also

occurs at localized spots along Meadow Creek and its tributaries where grazing is occurring. The worst of the

problem areas along Meadow Creek have been fenced off in the last five years, and are on an improving trend

(USDA Forest Service, 2000c).
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The lower ends ofCamp, Cameron, and Tolan Creeks are dewatered in late summer, but not enough to block fish

movement. All, or nearly all, of the ditches in the geographic area are unscreened. A few bull trout and westslope cutthroat

trout from the East Fork, Camp, Cameron, and Tolan Creeks are diverted into unscreened ditches where they eventually

perish.

Fish Stocking/Private Fish Ponds

Past stocking of streams has allowed non-native trout to invade, hybridize, and out-compete native trout in the East Fork

(rainbow and brown trout) and the lower ends of most of the tributaries (brook trout) downstream ofTolan Creek. In recent

years, some private fish ponds have been constructed along the East Fork, which has resulted in an increased risk of

introductions ofnon-native fish (mostly rainbow trout and brook trout) and diseases such as whirling disease (illegal

stocking ofhatchery rainbow trout in private ponds is suspected to be an important vector in spreading whirling disease).

Livestock Grazing - National Forest And Private

The grazing allotments that have the largest impacts on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout occur in the East Fork

drainage, including: (1) Meadow Tolan; (2) Camp Reimel; (3) Waugh Gulch; (4) East Fork; and (5) Medicine Tree.

The Meadow Tolan allotment is the largest allotment on the Forest, but did not have a large percentage of its primary range

burned by the 2000 fires (3% of the primary range was burned at moderate/high severity). The Meadow Tolan allotment

was grazed in 2001. Despite a large amount ofhigh severity fire in its upper elevation headwaters, cattle use in the

Meadow Tolan allotment has not significantly changed as a result of the 2000 fires (PF, PUBLIC INVOLVE-95). Cattle

remained on the allotment throughout the 2000 fire season, and were not disturbed by the fires burned nearby. Because

only a small amount of the primary range burned in the Meadow Tolan allotment, cattle use in 2001 and future years is

unlikely to change to any significant degree. INFISH monitoring of cattle use in 2001 has not revealed any changed

patterns ofuse in the Meadow Tolan allotment (PF, PUBLIC lNVOLVE-95). The Meadow Tolan allotment has been the

focus of considerable fisheries and watershed monitoring in the past three years (USDA Forest Service, 1997f; USDA

Forest Service, 1998a: 71, 93; USDA Forest Service, 1999b: 81, 105; USDA Forest Service, 2000c). Since 1996, cattle

have been fenced out of the most sensitive bull trout spawning and rearing reaches along Meadow Creek and Bugle Creek.

15 other grazed riparian areas are being closely monitored according to the monitoring plan in the 1998 Meadow Tolan

Allotment EA (USDA Forest Service, l997fi USDA Forest Service, 1998a: 71, 93; USDA Forest Service, 1999b: 81, 105).

Additional exclusion measures will be taken in the firture if monitoring results indicate a need.

The Camp Reimel allotment had 17% of its primary range burned at moderate/high severity by the 2000 fires. The Camp

Reimel allotment was grazed in 2001, but not the portion in the stream bottom along Reimel Creek. In the Camp Reimel

allotment, the entire grazed length ofthe Reimel Creek floodplain (five miles) was fenced oif from cattle in July, 2001.

This large exclosure fence also encompassed the lower ends ofDiggins and Wallace Creeks. During summer 2001, this

new exclosure fence was successful in keeping cows out of the riparian area along Reimel Creek, and considerable

improvement in stream channel conditions occurred in just this first year ofnon-use. Minor trespass occurred during

summer 2001 by a few cows for several days on two occasions when Forest visitors lefi new gates open on Road 727. The

exclosure fence along Reimel Creek is one of the most beneficial changes for westslope cutthroat trout to result fi'om the

2000 fires. Riparian grazing has been the main cause of sedimentation in Reimel Creek for many years, but that has

changed, starting with summer 2001, because ofthe new exclosure fence.

The Waugh Gulch allotment (11% of its primary range was burned at moderate/high severity) was rested in 2001 for

personal convenience ofthe permittee. Most of the riparian grazing in the Waugh Gulch allotment occurs along the lower

end of the West Fork ofCamp Creek and several of its unnamed tributaries — these are all unburned areas. A grazed section

ofWaugh Creek (westslope cutthroat trout habitat) was fenced ofi" in 1997, and good recovery has occurred since the

construction of that fence (USDA Forest Service, 2000c). The 2000 fires did not create new pathways to fish-bearing

streams in the Waugh Gulch allotment because the primary use areas did not burn (the West Fork ofCamp Creek drainage),

or burned at low severity (the Waugh Creek drainage). The Waugh Gulch allotment will be reevaluated for use in 2002.

The East Fork allotment (46% of its primary range was burned at moderate/high severity) except the Jennings unit was

rested in 2001 for resource protection. The Jennings unit, which contains the lower reaches ofJennings Camp Creek, was

mostly unburned or lightly burned and was grazed in 2001. Cattle graze the lower reaches of Jennings Camp Creek for

several months each summer. Over time, that grazing has caused trampled banks, a wider charmel, loss of shade, warmer

temperatures, and sedimentation throughout the lower 1.5 miles of Jennings Camp Creek, which is a small westslope

cutthroat trout rearing stream. The 2000 fires have not altered riparian grazing patterns along Jennings Camp Creek

because the RHCAs did not burn, and new avenues to these riparian areas are a non-issue because the main avenue of
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access has always been Road 723 (PF, PUBLIC INVOLVE-95). Road 723 closely encroaches on all the westslope

cutthroat trout habitat in Jennings Camp Creek, and gives cattle easy access to all ofthe fish-bearing reaches.

The Medicine Tree allotment (69% of its primary range was burned at moderate/high severity) was rested in 2001 for

resource protection. The Medicine Tree allotment was extensively burned in 2000. The fish-bearing reaches on Medicine

Tree Creek (westslope cutthroat trout rearing habitat) have never been heavily grazed because they are steep and difficult to

access. However, the main fisheries concern in this allotment has been the trampling ofseveral of the non-fish bearing

tributaries in the headwaters that increases cumulative sediment inputs to westslope cutthroat trout habitat in lower

Medicine Tree Creek. Most ofthese headwater tributaries burned at moderate and high severity, and there is the potential

that cattle can now access more of the non-fish bearing riparian areas that were only lightly used prior to the fires. Whether

or not changed use patterns will occur remains to be seen because the Medicine Tree allotment was rested in 2001, and will

be reevahrated for use in 2002. In the future, close monitoring is recommended to spot changing use patterns in riparian

areas before they become major problems. Range readiness criteria established by an interdisciplinary team will be used to

determine when cattle can be returned to the Medicine Tree allotment.

The Warm Springs (19% of its primary range burned at moderate/high severity), Andrews (68% of its primary range burned

at moderate/high severity), and Sula Peak (13% of its primary range burned at moderate/high severity) allotments did not

have a significant impact on fish prior to the fires because they either lacked fish-bearing streams or hydrologic connections

to fish-bearing streams (Andrews and Sula Peak allotments), or the fish-bearing streams were located in portions ofthe

allotment that lacked primary range, were protected by steep and heavily forested slopes, and were never used except at a

few road crossings (Warm Springs allotment).

In summary, with the possible exception of the Medicine Tree allotment, the 2000 fires are unlikely to alter firture grazing

patterns in riparian areas to a significant degree. The vast majority ofthe stream channels that are going to be accessible to

cows in the next several decades were accessible (and being used) prior to the fires. The most noticeable change of all

would be beneficial — cows are no longer able to graze the Reimel Creek floodplain because ofthe new exclosure fence.

There are no other fish-bearing streams in the Camp Reimel allotment that the new exclosure fence could push use into.

The Meadow Tolan allotment has the largest potential to negatively afiect fish, but post-fire use appears to be similar to

pre-fire use because the preferred areas along Meadow, Swift, Bugle, Lodgepole, Springer, and Tolan Creeks did not burn

(post-fire allotment monitoring in October, 2000 alluded to this pattern, see USDA Forest Service, 2000c).

Fire Suppression And Prescribed Fire

As evidenced by the 2000 fires, a half-century ofsuccessful fire suppression has allowed the watersheds in the geographic

area to become more and more vulnerable to high severity fire as fiiels continue to accumulate. In recent years, prescribed

fire has been applied to some south-facing aspects scattered throughout the East Fork drainage. Limited monitoring on the

Forest indicates that prescribed fire is not causing visible negative efi’ects in fish habitat (USDA Forest Service, 1998a: 69;

PF, FISH-18). This is because riparian areas have generally been unburned, and the low intensity nature (intact duff layer,

minimal bare soil exposure and erosion) ofthe fires on the upland slopes has not generated significant erosion and sediment

input to fish habitat. As long as ecoburns comply with the mitigations in the prescribed fire programmatic BA, the US.

Fish and Wildlife Service has concluded that the effects on bull trout would be insignificant (USDI FWS, 2001b).

1960 Saddle Mountain Fire

This fire burned the headwaters ofCamp Creek at high severity in 1960. The fire and subsequent heavy salvage and road

construction probably caused considerable sediment input to the East and West Forks ofCamp Creek for several years

following the fire. The burned area has healed and is generally covered with small lodgepole pine. The burned area

contributes small quantities of sediment, primarily from a few roads that cross streams and encroach on RHCAs.

2000 Fires — Retardant Drops

In late July (23, 31) and early August (1, 6, 9) 2000, 29 drops ofFire-Trol retardant were made in the lower East Fork and

Warm Springs drainages totaling 72,950 gallons (PF, FIRE-33, FIRE-34). To the best of our knowledge, none of these

drops occurred within 300 feet ofwaterways. There were no reports (by pilots, fireline personnel, resource advisors, or

overhead teams) ofdrops ofretardant within 300 feet ofstreams in these drainages, and no evidence to suggest that drops in

RHCAs and fish kills occurred. Based on this information, it is highly unlikely that retardant drops had a significant effect

on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout. The rationale for this determination is the same as that described in the

cumulative efi'ects section (Past Activities) for the Blodgett Geographic Area.
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2000 Fires - Firelines (Dozer and Hand)

75 miles ofdozer line and 150 miles of hand line were constructed in the East Fork Geographic Area. In all but a few

instances, dozer line was not constructed in RHCAs. Hand lines were used in RHCAs, and were restored several weeks

after their construction. One dozer line crossed Jennings Camp Creek at the Forest boundary, but the stream was dry in late

August when the line was constructed. With the exception of this crossing, only hand line was used to cross streams. The

results of summer 2001 monitoring indicates that the rehabilitated lines have a low risk of causing additional sediment input

to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in the East Fork Geographic Area (PF, FISH-l3, FISH-l7). Refer to the

cumulative elfects section (Past Activities) for the Blodgett Geographic Area for a description of the fireline rehabilitation

methods that were employed and the rationale for insignificant efl‘ects to the fishery.

2000 Fires — BAER Projects

In October 2000, the BAER teams replaced 106 culverts on intermittent and perennial streams in the East Fork Geographic

Area to accommodate higher stream flows. Most ofthe culvert replacements occurred in the Cameron, Laird, and Camp

Creek drainages. Nine ofthe 106 culverts were replaced in fish-bearing streams. These included: Laird Creek (2); Gilbert

Creek (2); Cameron Creek (1); North Fork Cameron Creek (2); Reimel Creek (1); and Lyman Creek (1). These replacements

caused sediment deposition in bull trout (Laird) and westslope cutthroat trout (all streams) spawning and rearing habitat for <

200 feet below each of these culverts. The other 97 culverts were replaced on non-fish-bearing tributaries to the East Fork,

Warm Springs, Cameron, Medicine Tree, Laird, Maynard, Camp, Reimel, Tolan, Meadow, Guide, and Jennings Camp

Creeks. The sediment from these replacements occurred as short pulses during and immediately following the replacement

process, and likely did not have a significant impact on fish habitat. In 2002 and beyond, any additional sedimentation that

occurs from these road crossings would be small because the disturbed fills surrounding these culverts were planted with

grass and straw mulched during autumn 2000 and summer 2001. By summer 2002, vegetative recovery on the fills would

limit fiirther sediment inputs to insignificant quantities. Because most of these culverts were located on 1‘ and 2"‘1 order non

fish bearing headwater streams, and the nearest occupied fish habitat is typically l-2 miles downstream ofthese culverts,

minimal sediment input occurred in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat. The BAER culvert replacements have

also provided immediate benefits to westslope cutthroat trout - seven of the nine replacements eliminated fish barrier culverts

and replaced them with much larger pipes that now contain natural stream bottoms throughout their barrels. The result was

reconnection of fragmented populations and improved access to spawning and rearing habitat.

2000 Fires - Natural Efl'ects

The natural effects ofthe fire on the fishery are described on pages 15-19 ofthe Post-Fire Assessment (USDA Forest

Service, 2000b; section 4.3).

Roadside And Grassland Herbicide Spraying

Herbicide treatments (picloram) on some roads and grasslands have been occurring in the East Fork drainage since 1998. If

mitigations are followed properly, the risk to fish from roadside and grassland spraying is likely to be insignificant

(Gardner, 1999; Walch, 2000).

Lost Trail Ski Area Expansion

A chairlifl corridor recently cleared about 0.25 miles ofriparian vegetation/shade from the East Fork ofCamp Creek. This

activity produced a minor pulse of sediment to the East Fork ofCamp Creek, and may increase local water temperatures to

a small degree. The East Fork ofCamp Creek is a very cold stream, and the cleared area is at high elevation, so any

increases in water temperature that occur would be small, and unlikely to adversely aifect westslope cutthroat trout. Bull

trout are not present in the East Fork ofCamp Creek.

Waugh Gulch Burned Interface Demonstration Project

This small demonstration salvage had no efl‘ect on RHCAs or fish. The salvage did not occur near any streams. There was

no sign of significant erosion on the skid trails, and no sign ofsediment movement towards streams.

Personal Use Firewood Cutting And Christmas Tree Cutting

Most of these activities occur more than 150 feet fi'om live streams. Illegal firewood cutting in riparian areas has not been a

major problem in the East Fork drainage.

Hunting, Fishing, And Dispersed Recreation

Heavy angling occurs along the East Fork downstream of Sula, and moderate angling occurs upstream of Sula. _ Angling is

heaviest near developed recreation sites and some popular dispersed campsites. Meadow Creek and Warm Springs Creek

receive moderate angling pressure, especially near recreation sites. The rest of the smaller tributaries are hghtly fished, if at

—__—_—___—_——_-———'—_
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all Some illegal take ofbull trout and westslope cutthroat trout is still occurring in the East Fork. Angling tends to remove

the larger, adult fish from the populations.

Present Activities

Mudslides

The miles of raw, unstable banks created by the July 2001 mudslides will continue to contribute large quantities of

sediment to bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout habitat during heavy rains and high runoff events, at least for the next

three years. The streams with the highest risk ofadditional sedimentation inchrde Laird Creek, Reimel Creek, Camp Creek,

and the East Fork downstream of Reimel Creek.

Along Laird Creek, the emergency excavation of stream channels (with heavy equipment) on private land caused additional

sedimentation for several days in late July 2001. However, compared to the amount ofdamage that had already occurred,

this activity had a negligible effect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations. It is highly unlikely

that additional fish kills occurred as a result ofthis activity because the fish in the areas where the work occurred had

already been killed by the previous flash floods and mudslides. On Bitterroot NF land, the stream channel work in Laird

Creek was designed to mimic a natural B-charmel to the greatest extent possible with appropriate width-depth ratios and

floodplains.

FireRelated Road Repairs

During summer 2001, this work focused on emergency repairs to roads and ditches damaged by mudslides, particularly

along Road 370 in the Laird Creek drainage. This work caused short-term, direct sediment input to bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout habitat that was already seriously damaged by mudslides. However, in the longer-term, this work is likely to

reduce the risk of large road failures that could additional mass sediment inputs.

Mushroom And Special Products Harvest

Heavy mushroom harvest occurred in the moderate and low severity portions of the East Fork drainage during summer,

2001, particularly in the Laird, Warm Springs, and Reimel Creek drainages. The mushroom crop in 2002 is likely to be

lighter, with considerably less picker traflic. Mushroom harvest in 2001 did not have a negative effect on fish habitat and

populations. Good placement and management of commercial picker camps has minimized efi’ects on riparian areas to the

point where they are essentially negligible. Campsites have been designated for commercial pickers that are not having a

negative effect on RHCAs. The main impact has been a lot of foot trafiic in the burned riparian areas and along the fi‘agile

stream banks, particularly where stream bottoms closely follow roads. This foot traflic has produced minor sediment inputs

in some places as a result ofpickers stepping on fi'agile burned banks and causing some localized trampling and bank

collapses. Angling by mushroom pickers was not commonly observed during summer, 2001.

DNRC Sula State Forest Salvage Sale

This salvage sale removed about 17 million board feet ofburned timber fi'om the Cameron, Andrews, and Praine Creek

drainages in winter 2000-01. Winter harvest conditions were ideal, and very little soil disturbance occurred fi'om the

yarding (PF, RFPI-IS). In localized areas, small sediment inputs occurred in Cameron, Hart, Doran, Andrews, and Praine

Creeks. The main haul routes in the Cameron, Andrews, and Praine Creek drainages are primarily sidehill roads that do not

encroach on streams. With the exception of graveled stream crossings, hauling generally did not occur near fish-bearing

streams. Some increased sediment input from the road network undoubtedly occurred in some areas, but the road network

remained in good condition throughout the winter 2000-01 hauling season because of the ideal winter harvesting conditions

(PF, RFPI-IS). Summer 2001 log hauling down Roads 311 and 75 along Rye Creek caused very heavy dust conditions for

several months. A lot of this dust landed on Rye Creek, but its efi‘ect on the fishery is dificult to detect because dust

particles are probably too fine to clog rearing habitat and degrade spawning gravels.

There were several intermittent and small perennial tributaries in the sale area. These streams were buffered according to

Montana streamside management zone (SMZ) regulations, which are less restrictive than INFISH bufi'ers. DNRC

monitoring indicates that salvage harvesting near the SMZs, particularly in the zone 50 to 100 feet from fish-bearing

streams is likely to reduce shade and woody debris recruitment to a small degree (PF, RFPI-lS). Even if the temperature

increases in the Cameron Creek drainage are not measurable, additional losses of shade are a concern in that watershed

because of the cumulative shade reductions caused by past riparian harvest and the watershed-scale losses of shade created

by the 2000 fires. Elevated water temperatures were a concern in Cameron Creek, a water quality limited stream, prior to

the 2000 fires. Any upward trends in temperature, even small ones, would not be favorable for westslope cutthroat trout.

DNRC monitoring indicates that the small reductions in woody debris recruitment are likely to have a minimal, localized
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effect on woody hiding cover and pools in certain reaches in the Cameron Creek drainage (PF, RFPI-IS). Weather

permitting, the Sula State Forest salvage sale will continue in winter 2001-02, but less volume is likely to be removed.

Private Salvage Sales

It is diflicult to predict the extent ofprivate salvage sales in fiiture years. The timber market will play a major role in

determining the level of activity. Most of the sales are likely to occur in the East Fork canyon If and when they do occur,

resource mitigations are likely to be minimaL and the risk ofnegative aquatic efi‘ects is going to be high because of steep,

erosive tractor skid trails, and lack ofprotection to riparian areas.

Thin Bertie Timber Sale

This is a small timber sale in the Bertie Lord Creek drainage. The sale consists of thinning lodgepole pine fi'om the existing

road network. There is no new road construction in this sale, and no harvest in RHCAs. The nearest stream is located about

0.5 miles from the harvest units. Originally, this sale consisted of a 7-acre unit and a 90-acre unit. The 7-acre unit was

thinned in 1999-2000. The 90-acre unit was dropped due to goshawk concerns. At present, the Forest is negotiating with

the purchaser on possible replacements for the 90-acre unit. Soil disturbance was minimal in the 7-acre unit, and so

sediment transport occurred from the skid trails (PF, PUBLIC INVOLVE-94). Because of the minimal ground disturbance,

lack of road construction, and protection ofRHCAs, this timber sale has a very low risk ofaffecting bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout in Bertie Lord Creek and the East Fork. Any sediment that enters the non-fish bearing headwater

tributaries to Bertie Lord Creek and eventually gets carried downstream into Bertie Lord Creek and the East Fork would

have an insignificant effect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations.

Reconstruction OfUS Highway 93,Sula North/South Phase

For the next two years, this project will cause large sediment inputs to the East Fork between Sula and Warm Springs Creek

and Camp Creek upstream of the Sula Ranger Station. In the long-term, the project should benefit fish because larger, fish

passable culverts would be installed on Warm Springs, Andrews, Praine, and Camp Creeks, and a portion ofCamp Creek

would be restored to its historic channel. Also, a 465 feet long historic meander would be restored in the East Fork south of

the Spring Gulch campground. Large pulses of sediment are likely to be created for the next two years as the old highway

is torn up and the new highway is constructed through the East Fork canyon.

Indian Trees Campground Reconstruction

During May-July, 2001, four culverts were replaced in the campground on “Indian Trees Creek", a small westslope

cutthroat trout spawning and rearing tributary to the West Fork ofCamp Creek. These replacements caused a small amount

of sediment input directly downstream ofeach culvert. Sediment mitigation measures were efl'ective in minimizing the

amount and extent of sediment input to the greatest degree possible (Jakober, personal monitoring, 2001).

BAER Projects Planned For 2001

Due to the onset ofwinter, the BAER effort was unable to replace all ofthe fire-related culverts in autumn, 2000. During

summer 2001, four culverts would be replaced on non-fish-bearing intermittent and perennial tributaries to Cameron Creek

(3) and the East Fork (1). The sediment from these replacements is likely to occur as short pulses during and immediately

following the replacement process, and unlikely did not have a significant impact on fish habitat because it would occur in

l“ and 2"d order non-fish bearing headwater streams, with the nearest occupied bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

habitat located > 1 mile downstream of these culverts. In 2002 and beyond, any additional sedimentation that occurs fi'om

these road crossings would be small because the disturbed fills surrounding these culverts were planted with grass and

straw mulched, and vegetative recovery on the fills is likely to limit further sediment inputs to insignificant quantities.

Because these culverts were located on 1“ and 2nd order non-fish bearing headwater streams, and the nearest occupied fish

habitat is typically l-2 miles downstream ofthese culverts, insignificant sediment inputs may occur in bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout habitat, but the effect on fish is likely to be negligible. One large culvert that was originally

replaced by the BAER teams in October, 2000 will be reset during summer, 2001 (the Road 311 culvert on Cameron

Creek). The reason that this culvert will be reset is because it was installed too shallow in the stream channel, which may

eventually result in another perched drop and fish barrier. This work will produce some additional sediment input in

westslope cutthroat trout habitat in Cameron Creek < 200 feet below the culvert (USDA Forest Service, 1999a; l999d).

The reduction ofspawning and rearing habitat caused by sedimentation atter a culvert removal/replacement is temporary.

It usually lasts until the next high flow period, which typically occurs 9-11 months following the removal/replacement. The

immediate benefit to westslope cutthroat trout would be the elimination of a potential passage barrier.

The following activities are ongoing, and have been previously described:

”
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Private timber harvest, road construction and subdivision

Private salvage sales (unknown locations, most likely the East Fork canyon)

Road and trail maintenance

US. Highway 93 maintenance

Developed recreation sites — maintenance and use

Ditches, diversions, and irrigation dewatering

Private fish ponds (along the East Fork)

Livestock grazing — National Forest and private

Fire suppression and prescribed fire

Roadside and grassland herbicide spraying

Lost Trail Ski Area expansion

Personal use firewood and Christmas tree cutting

Hunting, fishing, and dispersed recreation

Reasonably Foreseeable Future Activities

Weed EIS, Continued Roadside And Grassland Herbicide Spraying

New projects in the Weed EIS are likely to concentrate on upland grasslands and roadsides, and could start in summer,

2002 or 2003. Ifthe mitigations are followed properly, the risk to fish from roadside spraying is likely to be insignificant

(Gardner, 1999; Walch, 2000).

Tepee And Camp Reirnel Ecobums

These spring 2001 or 2002 ecoburns are likely to have an insignificant efl'ect on fish habitat.

Buck Creek #198 Trail Reconstruction

Implementation ofthis project is likely to have an insignificant effect on fish habitat. In the long-term, the project would

reduce trail erosion and provide a minor benefit to the fishery by stabilizing or re-routing sediment-contributing trail

segments away fi'om bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat.

Continental Divide #9 And Medicine Point #181 Trail And Trailhead Construction

These projects would have no efl'ect on fish because they would occur on high, dry slopes and ridges with no streams

nearby.

Jennings Commercial Thin Timber Sale

This timber sale (80 acres of thinning with no new road construction and no entry into RHCAs) has the potential to cause

small sediment inputs to a non-fish-bearing headwater tributary of Jennings Canrp Creek. Any sediment that is able to

penetrate the RHCA and enter this stream is likely to be miniscule. By the time it gets carried several miles downstream

into westslope cutthroat trout habitat in lower Jennings Camp Creek, its efi'ect on westslope cutthroat trout habitat and

is likely to be insignificant.

Private Salvage Sales

If all ofthe burned private land in the geographic area is salvaged in the next five years, there is likely to be some sediment

input to fish habitat in the Cameron and Camp Creek drainages and along the lower East Fork. The removal ofburned trees

fi’om riparian areas is also likely to occur in some areas. This salvage harvest activity would have a good chance of

combining with other ongoing activities on private land (riparian grazing, home building in riparian areas) to cumulatively

reduce fish habitat. From what we have observed so far, the majority of the private salvage harvest in the East Fork

drainage has caused considerable soil disturbance because ofpoor adherence to BMPs, lack ofprotection ofriparian areas,

and the use of tractor yarding on steep, erosive slopes. Fortunately for the fishery, most of the soil disturbance and erosion

that has occurred so Far has not occurred in RHCAs.

The following activities are likely to occur in the next three years, and have been previously described:

Mudslides

Private timber harvest, road construction and subdivision

Private salvage sales (unknown locations, most likely the East Fork canyon)

Road and trail maintenance

US. Highway 93 reconstruction

W
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US. Highway 93 maintenance

Developed recreation sites — maintenance and use

Ditches, diversions, and irrigation dewatering

Livestock grazing — National Forest and private

Fire suppression and prescribed fire

Roadside and grassland herbicide spraying

Lost Trail Ski Area expansion

Personal use firewood and Christmas tree cutting

Hunting, fishing, and dispersed recreation

Fire-related road repairs

Mushroom and special products harvest

Completion of the Thin Bertie and DNRC Sula State Forest timber sales

Commotion ofnew private fish ponds, continued use ofexisting ponds

2000 fires — natural efl'ects

Items n_ot listed above for past, ongoing, and foreseeable activities, but contained on the lists in Appendix A, were not

selected because they occur outside of the East Fork drainage, or occur in the uplands with no potential efl’ects on fish and

riparian areas.

Alternative A

With no action, road-derived sediment input would continue to occur in the following burned reaches that contain bull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat:

o The lower six miles ofMeadow Creek

0 The lower three miles ofReimel Creek

0 The lower two miles of Guide Creek

' The lower two miles of Jennings Camp Creek

- The East Fork downstream ofMeadow Creek

Other potential sediment sources that could combine with these inputs in the next 3-5 years include:

~ Natural sediment increases caused by the 2000 fires (2001-05); the most irnpactive sediment year is likely to be

2001 — prior to the start of this project

0 Extensive sedimentation caused by the July 2001 mudslides in the Laird Creek drainage

- Increased sedimentation caused by the July 2001 mudslides in the Reimel, Cameron, Lord Draw, and Dick Creek

drainages

- Future mudslides, if they occur in the right places

- Past sedimentation caused by Forest roads and timber harvest

- National Forest road maintenance (annually)

0 Sediment produced by the US. highway 93 reconstruction

- Sediment produced by the 2000 and 200] BAER culvert replacements

o Sediment produced by 2000 fire suppression activities, and future suppression actions

' Sediment inputs caused by the Jennings Commercial Thin timber sale (Jennings Camp Creek drainage)

- Sediment inputs caused by private salvage sales (primarily in the Camp, Cameron, and Lower East Fork drainages)

' Sediment inputs caused by the DNRC Sula State Forest salvage sale

- Sediment inputs caused by the Meadow Tolan (Meadow Creek), Camp Reimel (Reimel Creek), Shirley

Mountain/East Fork (Guide and Jennings Camp Creeks) grazing allotments

In Meadow, Reimel, Guide, and Jennings Camp Creeks, sediment levels were moderate (Meadow and Reimel Creeks) to

high (Guide and Jennings Camp Creeks) prior to the fires. Because ofthe bums that occurred in those drainages, natural

sediment increases are expected to be higher in 2001-03. After that, as vegetative cover recovers on the burned areas,

sediment increases are expected to slowly return to near pre-fire levels by 2005. Over that same time period, sediment

inputs would also occur as a result of ongoing grazing allotments, annual road maintenance, and the Jennings Commercial

thin timber sale. In the four stream reaches listed above, these sediment sources are likely to combine to cause some

reductions in bull trout (Meadow Creek) and westslope cutthroat trout (Meadow, Reimel, Guide, and Jennings Camp

Creeks) spawning and rearing habitat over the next 2-3 years.

#
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The cumulative effect ofnot graveling the encroached roads and not conducting the BMP upgrades is that the sediment

produced by those roads would continue to add (to a small degree) to the sediment increases caused by the fires, culvert

replacements, mudslides, and grazing allotments. Collectively, these sediment sources could contribute to reduced bull

trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning success (survival to emergence), growth, and juvenile survivorship over the

next three years. The most likely area of cumulative sediment efl'ects would be the Reimel Creek drainage, and to a lesser

degree the Meadow, Guide, and Jennings Camp Creek drainages. Based on several visual observations made during the

2001 run-ofl' season, Reimel Creek is likely to experience the highest post-fire sediment increases ofthe four streams.

With Alternative A, Meadow, Guide, and Jennings Camp Creeks would continue to produce small sediment inputs to the

East Fork of the Bitterroot River upstream of Sula. These small sediment inputs would occur well upstream of the larger

sediment inputs that are likely to be produced by the Highway 93 reconstruction project. There is likely to be no visible

sediment deposition in the river as a result ofthe cumulative additions of the reconstruction sediment and the road sediment

coming out ofthe Meadow, Guide, and Jennings Camp Creek drainages. The afi‘ected portion of the East Fork is a large

river that contains low sediment levels. The river is efi‘ective at mixing, diluting, scattering, and routing downstream the

sediment it receives fi'om its tributaries. Most likely, any sediment that enters the East Fork as a result of Alternative A

would be so widely scattered that its potential impact on the fishery would be insignificant. For those reasons, the

cumulative effect ofAlternative A on fish habitat and populations in the East Fork and main stem Bitterroot River is likely

to be insignificant.

Alternatives B, D, and F

Alternatives B, D, and F would produce the highest sediment inputs to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in the

East Fork drainage. Alternative B and Us sediment inputs are nearly identical in all ofthe drainages, and Alternative F’s

sediment inputs are only slightly lower. Because ofthese similarities, the direct, indirect, and cumulative effects of

sediment in Alternatives B, D, and F are likely to be indistinguishable in the field in the East Fork drainage.

Alternatives B, D, and F are predicted to deliver the following quantities of sediment to streams in the East Fork

Geographic Area. The percent contributed by salvage harvest activities (harvest + landings) is contained in parenthesis.

o The lower East Fork drainage; this includes the East Fork between the mouths of the West Fork and Cameron

Creek; the Medicine Tree Creek drainage; the Laird Creek drainage; the Maynard Creek drainage; and all ofthe

non-fish bearing intermittent drainages in the East Fork canyon between Conner and Sula (95%); B = 676 tons, D =

678 tons, F = 634 tons

o The middle East Fork drainage; this inchrdes the East Fork between the mouths ofCameron and Meadow Creeks;

the Reimel Creek drainage; the Mink Creek drainage; the Guide Creek drainage; the Jennings Camp Creek

drainage; and all of the non-fish bearing intermittent drainages to the East Fork between Sula and Meadow Creek

(66%); B = 35 tons, D = 36 tons, F = 31 tons

- Meadow Creek and its tributaries (100%); B = 19 tons, D = 19 tons, F = 18 tons

0 Cameron Creek and its tributaries (100%); B = 121 tons, D = 122 tons, F = 122 tons

- Tolan Creek and its tributaries (100%); B = 99 tons, D = 111 tons, F = 91 tons

- Warm Springs Creek and its tributaries (100%); B = 55 tons, D = 55 tons, F = 41 tons

0 Camp Creek and its tributaries (95%); B = 101 tons, D = 107 tons, F = 90 tons

- About 1 ton to Moose Creek below the Road 726 culvert (Alternative F only)

Assuming that all of this sediment would be delivered to stream reaches that contain bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat

trout all at one time (an unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be: lower East Fork drainage (27-29 tons);

Tolan Creek (11-14 tons); Warm Springs Creek (9-12 tons); Camp Creek (9-11 tons); Cameron Creek (7-8 tons), middle

East Fork drainage (2 tons); Meadow Creek (2 tons), and Moose Creek (0-0.3 tons).

These predictions are conservative and likely represent worst-case scenarios because it would be very unlikely for all ofthe

sediment to enter occupied fish habitat, particularly all at one time. These sediment inputs are likely to be spread out over a

2-4 year period (2002-05), with the largest pulses occurring during storms, runofi‘, and high flow periods in 2002 and 2003,

and to lesser degrees in 2004 and 2005. The majority ofthe watershed improvement activities are likely to be implemented

during the 2002 and 2003 field seasons.

Replacing the culverts on Hart, Mink, Bugle, Waugh, Moose, Crazy, West Fork Camp, and two unnamed tributaries to the

West Fork ofCamp Creek would cause short-term sedimentation ofbull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout spawning

and rearing habitat downstream of their respective road crossings. Monitoring by the Flathead (USDA Forest Service,

1999a) and D010 National Forests (USDA Forest Service, l999d) indicates that with the application ofBMP’s, l-2 tons of

__—————_——_—__—
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sediment is typically produced at each crossing, and most of the sediment that is created is deposited within the first 150

feet downstream of the culvert. Although BMP's (silt fences, clean water diversions, etc) are efl'ective in greatly

minimizing sediment input during the replacement/removal process, it is impossible to stop all sediment input from

occurring. The sediment produced by the culvert replacements is likely to cause scattered, temporary (several weeks to

months) reductions in bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat. These habitat reductions

would displace some juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in habitats near the culverts for several weeks to

months, and could contribute to the mortality of a few juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout. All ofthe

replacements would occur at low flows between May 15m and September 1st to avoid the period ofbull trout spawning, egg

incubation in the gravels, and early rearing of fi'y (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001a).

Other potential sediment sources that could combine with Alternative B, D, and PS sediment inputs during the 2002-05

time period include:

- Pre-fire sediment levels; the Laird, Cameron, Reimel, and Jennings Camp Creek drainages were identified as

having unnaturally high sediment levels (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 22-23)

0 Natural sediment increases caused by the fires; these would be high for 2-4 years in the severely burned streams,

and would gradually decline back down to near pre-fire levels by 2005; the most impactive sediment year is likely

to be 2001 — prior to the start of this project

c Widespread sedimentation caused by the July 2001 mudslides in the Laird Creek drainage

0 Increased sedimentation caused by the July 2001 mudslides in the Reimel, Cameron, Lord Draw, and Dick Creek

drainages

0 Future mudslides, if they occur in the right places

0 Small annual sediment inputs caused by National Forest and State highway and road maintenance

0 Small, localized sediment inputs caused by the 2000 and 2001 BAER culvert replacements

- Sediment produced by the 2000 fire suppression activities, and firture suppression actions

0 Sediment inputs caused by the US. Highway 93 reconstruction project

- Ongoing sediment inputs caused by past and present riparian grazing in the Meadow Tolan (Meadow and Bugle

Creeks), Camp Reimel (Reimel Creek), and Shirley Mountain/East Fork (Jennings Camp Creek) grazing

allotments; leased grazing also occurs on state land along lower Hart Creek; private grazing is widespread along the

lower reaches ofCamp and Cameron Creeks

0 Small sediment input caused by the Jennings commercial thin timber sale (Jennings Camp Creek)

- Sediment inputs caused by private salvage sales (primarily in the Camp, Cameron, and lower East Fork drainages)

. Sediment inputs caused by the DNRC Sula State Forest salvage sale

The predicted cumulative eifects are:

In Medicine Tree Creek, sediment levels are high as a result of the fires, riparian livestock grazing in the headwaters, high

road densities, and developments on private land The small westslope cutthroat trout population in Medicine Tree Creek is

isolated fi'om the East Fork, and restricted to < 3 miles of suitable habitat. Population numbers were also significantly

reduced by the direct effects of the fire. The sediment inputs produced by Alternatives B, D, and F are likely to combine

with these sediment sources to cumulatively degrade westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat on@

watershgd scale for an extended period oftime (at least for five years, possibly for as long as 10 years). Based on the tons

per mile estimates, cumulative sedimentation could cause significant reductions in pool volumes and sedimentation of

shallow rearing areas such as stream margins and sidechannels. Juvenile westslope cutthroat trout growth and survivorship

could be reduced throughout Medicine Tree Creek. The cumulative sedimentation of spawning gravels would also

suppress westslope cutthroat trout survival to emergence, which was already suppressed prior to the fires. The westslope

cutthroat trout year classes in 2002-05 would be impacted the most, with improving survival to emergence rates in the

2005-10 year classes as sediment yields from the project and fires decline to pre-fire and pre-project levels, and flushing of

fire sediments occurs. It is doubtful that the population is resilient enough to absorb and recover from several consecutive

year class failures. Starting in 2006, the watershed improvement activities would reduce annual sediment inputs fi'om the

road network by about 41-42 tons per year in the lower East Fork drainage, which inchides Medicine Tree Creek. On

paper, it would take an estimated 18-20 years for the sediment reductions to balance out the sediment inputs fi'om

Alternatives B, D, and F. By 2007, most of the fire-caused sedimentation is likely to be flushed from the watershed (USDA

Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: l5-l7; Burton, 2000; Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At that time, a gradual long-term

improving trend is likely to commence in Medicine Tree Creek, but improvements would occur at a slower rate with

Alternatives B, D, and F than they would with the other action alternatives.
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In Laird, Camp, and Cameron Creeks, sediment levels are high as a result of the fires, mudslides (Laird), riparian livestock

grazing (Camp, Cameron), high road densities (all drainages), private land developments (all drainages), and past/ongoing

timber sales (all drainages). The sediment inputs produced by Alternatives B, D, and F are likely to combine with these

sediment sources to cumulatively degrade bull trout (Camp, Laird) and westslope cutthroat trout (all streams) spawning and

rearing habitat for a period of about 4-5 years (2002-06). Based on the tons per mile estimates, cumulative sedimentation

could occur on a scale that reduces pool volumes, rearing habitat, and juvenile bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout

growth and survival and survival to emergence in several miles of each stream The duration of these effects is predicted to

occur for about 4-5 years, ending around 2006. Juvenile growth and survivorship is likely to be reduced by cumulative

losses ofpool volume and sedimentation of shallow rearing areas such as stream margins and sidechannels. The

cumulative sedimentation of spawning gravels would also further suppress survival to emergence. The hull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout year classes in 2002 and 2003 would be suppressed to the largest degree, with slowly improving

survival to emergence rates in the 2004, 2005, and 2006 year classes as sediment yields fi'om the project and fires decline to

pre~fire and pre-project levels. Starting in 2006, when vegetation has re-established itself on decompacted/obliterated roads

and stream crossings, the watershed improvement activities are predicted to reduce annual sediment inputs from the road

network by 4142 tons per year (Laird), 19 tons per year (Cameron Creek), and 10-12 tons per year (Camp Creek). By

2007, most ofthe fire and mudslide-caused sedimentation is likely to be flushed from the area (USDA Forest Service,

2000a; section 4.3: 15-17; Burton, 2000; Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At that time, a long-term improving trend in bull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat would commence, but at a slower rate than the other action

alternatives.

In Maynard, Tolan, and Warm Springs Creeks, sediment levels are low-to-moderate as a result of the fires and past

activities. Large portions ofthese drainages are roadless. The sediment inputs produced by Alternatives B, D, and F are

likely to combine with increased sediment inputs from the fires to cumulatively degrade bull trout (Tolan, Warm Springs)

and westslope cutthroat trout (all streams) spawning and rearing habitat on a localized scale for a period ofabout 3-4 years

(2002-05). Based on the tons per mile estimates, cumulative sedimentation could cause minor reductions in pool volumes

and sedimentation of shallow rearing areas such as stream margins and sidechannels in the lower four miles ofWarm

Springs Creek, the lower three miles ofMaynard Creek, and the upper third ofTolan Creek. Juvenile bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout growth and survivorship could be reduced in scattered habitats. The cumulative sedimentation of

spawning gravels could also suppress survival to emergence to a small degree. The hull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

year classes in 2002 and 2003 would be impacted the most, with improving survival to emergence rates in the 2004 year

class as sediment yields from the project and fires decline to pre-fire and pre-project levels, and flushing of fire sediments

occurs. The duration of these reductions is predicted to occur for about 3-4 years, ending around 2005. Compared to

Medicine Tree, Laird, Cameron, and Camp Creeks, the extent ofthe cumulative sedimentation and its effect on fish in

Maynard, Tolan, and Warm Springs Creeks is likely to be lighter, more dispersed, and shorter in duration. Starting in 2006,

the watershed improvement activities are predicted to reduce annual sediment inputs fi'om the road network by 41-42 tons

per year (Maynard Creek), 7-8 tons per year (Warm Springs Creek), and 2 tons per year (Tolan Creek). By 2007, most of

the fire and mudslide-caused sedimentation is likely to be flushed fi'om the area (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3:

l5-l7; Burton, 2000; Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At that time, a long-term improving trend in bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat would commence, but at a slower rate than the other action alternatives. There

is very little opportunity for watershed improvement activities in the Tolan Creek drainage because the drainage is

predominantly roadless, and the only road that is located on the Forest (Road 5740) is not a significant sediment contributor

to streams. Obliterating Road 5740 would do very little to reduce sediment yields to fish habitat in Tolan Creek.

In Reimel, Mink, Guide, Jennings Camp, Meadow, and Moose Creeks, Alternative B, D, and PS sediment inputs would

occur on top ofhigh pre-fire sediment levels (Reimel, Guide, Jennings Camp), sediment produced by past and present

riparian livestock grazing (Reimel, Jennings Camp, Meadow), increased sediment inputs from the fires (high in Reimel,

low to moderate elsewhere), and past roading and timber harvest (all drainages). However, in these drainages, Alternative

B, D, and F’s sediment contributions are very low, and would only compose a minor fi'action of these much larger sediment

increases. They would also occur at scattered intervals over a 2-4 year period in short pulses. In addition, sediment

increases fi'om the fires would be declining during the same time period that Alternative B, D, and PS sediment inputs are

occurring — which would help to negative cumulative effects on the fishery. For those reasons, it is unlikely that

Alternative B, D, and P5 sediment inputs would have a significant cumulative efi'ect on bull trout and/or westslope

cutthroat trout habitat and populations in Reimel, Mink, Guide, Jennings Camp, Meadow, and Moose Creeks. Starting in

2006, the watershed improvement activities are predicted to reduce annual sediment inputs from the road network by 18

tons per year in the middle East Fork tributaries (includes Guide, Jennings Camp, Mink, and Reimel Creeks) and 10 tons

per year in the Meadow Creek drainage. The annual sediment reductions that are expected to occur by 2007 in those

drainages would be greater than the total sediment inputs produced by Alternatives B, D, and F. By 2007, most ofthe fire

_-_—_-___——I_—____I—__—_—
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caused sedimentation is likely to be flushed fiom the area (USDA Forest Service, 20008; section 4.3: 15-17; Burton, 2000;

Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At that time, a long-term improving trend in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning

and rearing habitat would commence in these streams. As the years roll by, these sediment reductions would add up and

result in cleaner substrates and improved bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat.

The 2000 fires are going to result in elevated stream temperatures throughout many streams in the burned portion of the

East Fork drainage for at least the next decade. Alternatives B, D, and F could contribute to those increases to a small

degree by widening the stream channel (by sediment aggradation) and increasing exposure to solar radiation in Medicine

Tree Creele In the other streams in the geographic area, Alternatives B, D, and F are unlikely to significantly contribute to

stream temperature increases because they are unlikely to increase stream temperatures to a measurable degree. If localized

channel widening does occur in the Laird Creek channel as a result of sediment aggradation and bank erosion, it probably

would not have an immediate, measurable effect on stream temperatures because ofthe widespread increase in solar

radiation that has already occurred as a result of the fires and mudslides.

Woody debris recruitment has been significantly reduced along the road encroached portions of the East Fork, Medicine

Tree, Laird, Camp, Cameron, Reimel, Guide, Jennings Camp, lower Warm Springs, and Meadow Creeks. Recent salvage

logging within 50-100 feet of several streams on the Sula State Forest is likely to reduce future woody debris recruitment in

Cameron, North Fork Cameron, Hart, Andrews, and Praine Creeks to a minor degree. Alternatives B, D, and F, however,

would not affect woody debris recruitment because no vegetation would be removed fi'om riparian areas. The woody debris

additions would increase recruitment in the short-term in Reimel and Jennings Camp Creek.

Livestock grazing in the East Fork Geographic Area causes localized losses ofundercut bank cover and higher sediment

inputs from bank erosion. Increased exposure to solar radiation occurs in the lower, meadow reaches of some streams in

the East Fork drainge, but these reaches generally occur on private land, particularly along the private sections ofCamp,

Cameron, and the East Fork where willow cover has been reduced by grazing over many years. The negative effects of

riparian grazing are evident along localized spots in Meadow Creek and its tributaries (the Meadow Tolan allotment), the

West Fork ofCamp Creek and its tributaries (Waugh Gulch allotment), the headwaters ofMedicine Tree Creek (the

Medicine Tree allotment), and lower Jennings Camp Creek (East Fork allotment). The habitat variable that is strongly

influenced by grazing and most likely to contribute cumulative efi‘ects to Alternatives B, D, and F is sediment. There is one

drainage where Alternatives B, D, and F are predicted to produce high sediment inputs (25-27 tons per mile), and grazing

could also produce increased sediment inputs during the same time period as a result ofimproved access to riparian areas

following the burn. That drainage is Medicine Tree Creek, and the allotment is the Medicine Tree allotment. The Medicine

Tree allotment was rested in 2001, but would likely be grazed during at least some of the years (2002-07) when

Alternatives B, D, and F are expected to produce elevated sediment inputs to Medicine Tree Creek. If riparian grazing is

heavy on the Medicine Tree allotment in future years, it could combine with Alternatives B, D, and F to reduce the

persistence and viability ofthe small, isolated westslope cutthroat trout population in Medicine Tree Creek.

For a period of about five years, the cumulative sediment increases caused by Alternatives B, D, and F and the other

activities described above could alter habitat conditions in Laird, Cameron, and Camp Creeks in a manner that gives a

competitive edge to brook trout over native trout. This edge is expected to gradually disappear with the long-term sediment

reductions that would commence in 2007. Brook trout populations are already well established in Camp and Cameron

Creeks, and post-mudslide monitoring indicates rapid recolonization ofbrook trout is occurring in the lower reaches of

Laird Creek. It is uncertain what the long-term outcome ofnative versus non-native post-fire recovery will be in Laird,

Camp, and Cameron Creeks. Post-fire monitoring is ongoing and will continue in future years (see Appendix C) in an

attempt to answer this question. So far, brook trout do not occur in Medicine Tree Creek. Ifthey do eventually colonize

Medicine Tree Creek, they would likely pose a significant threat to the long-term persistence ofthe small westslope

cutthroat trout population because they are likely to thrive in the highly sedirnented conditions. There is considerable

evidence that suggests once brook trout are established in a stream, they will not go away without physical or chemical

removal, even if habitat conditions for native trout improve (Shepard, 2001).

Alternatives B, D, and F have the potential to contribute the largest sediment inputs to the East Fork of the Bitterroot River,

and eventually, the main stem of the Bitterroot River. During the 2002-05 time period, sediment produced by Alternatives

B, D, and F could combine with the other sediment sources to cause some cumulative reductions in salrnonid rearing

habitat in the East Fork downstream of Sula, particularly in the low velocity edges ofthe river that provide important

rearing and overwintering habitat for juvenile salmonids. These cumulative reductions are likely to be most pronounced

near the mouths of tributaries such as Cameron, Camp, and Laird Creeks that are going to produce higher sediment inputs

to the river for the next 3-4 years. These reductions in rearing habitat could contribute to reduced growth and higher

mortality for some juvenile salrnonids, particularly rainbow trout, brown trout, mountain Whitefish, and a few westslope
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cutthroat trout. Losses ofjuvenile bull trout are unlikely to occur because bull trout are very uncommon in the lower East

Fork, and the bull trout that are present are generally the larger juveniles (> 6 inches in length) and adults that do not use

river edges for rearing or overwintering habitat.

The East Fork is a migratory corridor and overwintering area for a few large, migratory bull trout. The key habitats for

adult bull trout in the river are large, deep pools. It is very unlikely that the sediment inputs produced by Alternatives B, D,

and F would reduce pool volumes in the river to the extent that it would have a significant negative effect on adult bull trout

habitat. The East Fork downstream ofCameron Creek is a B2/B3-channel that is prone to considerable scouring during

peak flows. Ifpeak flows are high for several years in the 2002-07 time period, then sediment deposition in the bottom of

these overwintering pools is likely to be negligible.

Farther downstream in the Bitterroot River, sediment and water increases from Alternatives B, D, and F are not likely to

cause any visible cumulative efl'ects to fish habitat and populations because the river is large and probably able to dilute and

mask any increased sediment loads from the East Fork. Because the river is so large and carries sediment from so many

sources, it is impossible to accurately predict efi'ects on the fishery. The most likely scenario is that the sediment deposits

from Alternatives B, D, and F would not be visible in the river, and detectable efl‘ects on fish populations would be very

dificult to measure and assess.

In summary, Alternatives B, D, and F could threaten the perisistence and viability ofthe small westslope cutthroat trout

population in Medicine Tree Creek. The Medicine Tree population shares many similar characteristics with the cutthroat

population in upper Little Sleeping Child Creek: it is isolated, restricted to < 3 miles ofsuitable habitat, and was

significantly reduced by the 2000 fires. The main difi‘erence is that brook trout are not present in Medicine Tree Creek, but

are common in upper Little Sleeping Child Creek. All ofthese factors make the westslope cutthroat trout population in

Medicine Tree Creek more vulnerable to extinction compared to the larger, connected westslope cutthroat trout populations

in Cameron, Camp, and Laird Creeks.

In the long-term, the persistence and viability ofthe westslope cutthroat trout populations in Cameron, Camp, and Laird

Creeks (and the bull trout population in Laird Creek) are unlikely to be negatively affected by Alternatives B, D, and F.

These streams are connected year-round to the East Fork, and contain several thousand adult westslope cutthroat trout

distributed over 15+ miles of suitable habitatin unburned or lightly burned refugia (most ofCamp Creek, the lower half of

Cameron Creek, and upper Laird Creeks). In addition to the migratory cutthroat trout in the East Fork, those are the source

populations for recolonizing reaches where fish kills occurred as a result of the fires and mudslides. Because of

connectivity and refiigia, the westslope cutthroat trout populations in Cameron, Camp, and Laird Creeks should be able to

absorb and recover from year class failures or reductions in 2002, 2003, and 2004 as a result of the short-term, cumulative

sedimentation ofspawning habitat.

The year-round connection of Laird Creek to the East Fork is critical to the re-establishment ofthe bull trout population in

Laird Creek following the fires and mudslides. The migratory bull trout in the East Fork are the fish that will re-establish

the population in Laird Creek. Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks electroshocking surveys captured two lO-inch bull trout

in the lower 0.25 miles of Laird Creek several weeks following the mudslides. These bull trout probably came from the

East Fork, and demonstrated that recolonization was already occurring from that source population of migratory fish.

In the long-term, the persistence and viability ofbull trout (Tolan, Warm Springs) and westslope cutthroat trout populations

in Maynard, Tolan, and Warm Springs Creeks is unlikely to be negatively alfected by Alternatives B, D, and F. All of

these streams are connected year-round to the East Fork, and as a result, should be able to absorb and recover from small,

localized reductions in juvenile survivorship and survival to emergence in the 2002 and 2003 year classes. These streams

also contain healthy numbers ofadult bull trout (SO-500 in Tolan Creek, > 500 in Warm Springs Creek), and several

thousand adult westslope cutthroat trout (all streams) in unburned or lightly burned refugia. This refugia exists in scattered

pockets throughout the lower three miles ofMaynard Creek, the unburned lower half of Tolan Creek, and the unburned

upper halfofthe Warm Springs Creek drainage.

Alternatives B, D, and F are unlikely to threaten the persistence and viability ofbull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

populations in Reirnel, Mink, Guide, Jennings Camp, Meadow, and Moose Creeks.

Alternative C

Alternative C’s watershed improvements and culvert replacements are predicted to deliver the following quantities of

sediment to streams in the East Fork Geographic Area:

0 33.9 tons to all ofthe streams in the lower East Fork drainage; this includes the East Fork between the mouths of

the West Fork and Cameron Creek; the Medicine Tree Creek drainage; the Laird Creek drainage; the Maynard
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Creek drainage; and all ofthe non-fish bearing intermittent drainages in the East Fork canyon between Conner and

Sula

- 11.2 tons to all ofthe streams in the middle East Fork drainage; this inchides the East Fork between the mouths of

Cameron and Meadow Creeks; the Reimel Creek drainage; the Mink Creek drainage; the Guide Creek drainage; the

Jennings Camp Creek drainage; and all of the non-fish bearing intermittent drainages to the East Fork between Sula

and Meadow Creek

0 1.9 tons to the West Fork ofCamp Creek and its tributaries

0 About 1 ton to Hart Creek below the Road 73180 culvert

- About 1 ton to Bugle and Meadow Creeks below the Road 725 culvert

o Negligible inputs near zero in the Martin, Bertie Lord, Tolan, and Warm Springs Creek drainages

Assuming that all of this sediment would be delivered to stream reaches that contain bull n'out and/or westslope cutthroat

trout all at one time (an unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be: lower East Fork drainage (1.4 tons);

middle East Fork drainage (0.7 tons); Camp Creek (0.2 tons); Hart Creek (0.1 tons), Meadow Creek (0.1 tons), and Martin,

Bertie Lord, Tolan, and Warm Springs Creeks (negligible inputs near zero).

These predictions are conservative and likely represent worst-case scenarios because it would be very unlikely for all ofthe

sediment to enter occupied fish habitat, particularly all at one time. These sediment inputs are likely to be spread out over a

2-4 year period (2002-05), with the largest pulses occurring during storms, runoff, and high flow periods in 2002 and 2003,

and to lesser degrees in 2004 and 2005. The majority of the watershed improvement activities are likely to be implemented

during the 2002 and 2003 field seasons.

Replacing the culverts on Bugle, West Fork Camp, Mink, and Hart Creeks would cause short-term sedimentation ofbull

trout (Bugle and West Fork Camp Creeks) and westslope cutthroat trout (all four streams) spawning and rearing habitat

downstream of their respective road crossings. Monitoring by the Flathead (USDA Forest Service, 1999a) and Lolo

National Forests (USDA Forest Service, l999d) indicates that with the application ofBMP’s, 1-2 tons ofsediment is

typically produced at each crossing, and most ofthe sediment that is created is deposited within the first 150 feet

downstream of the culvert. Although BMP’s (silt fences, clean water diversions, etc) are elfective in greatly minimizing

sediment input during the replacement/removal process, it is impossible to stop all sediment input fi'om occurring. In Bugle

Creek and the West Fork ofCamp Creek, the sediment produced by the culvert replacements is likely to cause scattered,

temporary (several weeks to months) reductions in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat.

These habitat reductions would displace some juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in habitats near the culverts

for several weeks to months, and could contribute to the mortality of a few juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout.

In Mink and Hart Creeks, the same effects would occur to westslope cutthroat trout, but bull trout are not present in those

two streams. All ofthe replacements would occur at low flows between May 15"‘ and September 1" to avoid the period of

bull trout spawning, egg incubation in the gravels, and early rearing of fry (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001a).

Other potential sediment sources that could combine with Alternative C’s sediment inputs during the 2002-05 period

include:

. Pre-fire sediment levels; the Laird, Cameron, Reimel, and Jennings Camp Creek drainages were identified as

having unnaturally high sediment levels (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 22-23)

- Natural sediment increases caused by the fires; these would be high for 2-4 years in the severely burned streams,

and would gradually decline back down to near pre-fire levels by 2005; the most impactive sediment year is likely

to be 2001 — prior to the start ofthis project

- Widespread sedimentation caused by the July 2001 mudslides in the Laird Creek drainage

Increased sedimentation caused by the July 2001 mudslides in the Reimel, Cameron, Lord Draw, and Dick Creek

drainages

Future mudslides, if they occur in the right places

Small annual sediment inputs caused by National Forest and State highway and road maintenance

Small, localized sediment inputs caused by the 2000 and 2001 BAER culvert replacements

Sediment produced by 2000 fire suppression activities, and future suppression actions

Sediment inputs caused by the US. Highway 93 reconstruction project

Ongoing sediment inputs caused by past and present riparian grazing in the Meadow Tolan (Meadow and Bugle

Creeks), Camp Reimel (Reimel Creek), and Shirley Mountain/East Fork (Jennings Camp Creek) grazing

allotments; leased grazing also occurs on state land along lower I-lart Creek; private grazing is widespread along the

lower reaches ofCamp and Cameron Creeks

0 Small sediment input caused by the Jennings commercial thin timber sale (Jennings Camp Creek)
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- Sediment inputs caused by private salvage sales (primarily in the Camp, Cameron, and lower East Fork drainages)

- Sediment inputs caused by the DNRC Sula State Forest salvage sale

The predicted cumulative effects are:

In the lower East Fork and middle East Fork drainages, West Fork ofCamp Creek, Hart Creek, and Meadow Creek,

Alternative C is predicted to deliver minor amounts of sediment to fish habitat. These inputs would contribute to the

elevated sediment levels already caused by the fires, mudslides, roads, BAER culvert replacements, livestock grazing, and

past/ongoing DNRC and Forest Service timber sales. However, based on the tons per mile estimates, the cumulative

sedimentation ofbull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout habitat is likely to be minimal in the East Fork drainage. In a

river as large as the East Fork, sediment inputs in the range of0.7 to 1.4 tons per mile would be invisible (even with the

elevated inputs fi'om the fire), and would hkely have an insignificant effect on fish habitat and populations. Lesser

sediment inputs would occur in the tributaries to the East Fork, and the resulting cumulative sedimentation of fish habitat

would also be small and unlikely to cause visible changes in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and

populations. The only areas where visible cumulative reductions in habitat would occur would be in the short sections (<

200 feet) of stream directly downstream of culvert replacements. Overall, Alternative C‘s sediment contributions would

only compose a minor fraction ofthe much larger cumulative sediment increases fi'om the fire and other projects, and

would also occur at scattered intervals over a 2-4 year period in short pulses. Sediment increases fi'om the fires and

mudslides would also be declining during the same time period that Alternative C’s sediment inputs are occurring — which

would help to negative cumulative efl‘ects on fish habitat. For those reasons, it is unlikely that Alternative C’s

sediment inputs would have a significant cumulative efl'ect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and

populations.

Starting in 2006, when vegetation has re-established itselfon decompacted/obliterated roads and stream crossings, the

watershed improvement activities are predicted to reduce armual sediment inputs from the road network by 40 tons per

year (lower East Fork drainage); 19 tons per year (Cameron Creek); 16 tons per year (middle East Fork drainage); 10 tons

per year (Meadow Creek); 9 tons per year (Camp Creek); 8 tons per year (Warm Springs Creek); 2 tons per year (Tolan and

Bertie Lord Creeks); and 1 ton per year (Martin Creek). In all of the drainages, the annual sediment reductions that are

expected to commence in 2006 would be greater than the total sediment inputs produced by implementing the watershed

improvement projects. As the years roll by, these sediment reductions would add up and result in cleaner substrates and

improved bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat. The largest sediment reductions and

improvements in spawning and rearing habitat are likely to occur in the road encroached portions ofMeadow (Road 725, 3

4 miles), Jennings Camp (Road 723, l-2 miles), Guide (Road 311, one mile), Laird (numerous roads, l-2 miles), Gilbert

(numerous roads, one mile), and Reimel Creeks (Road 727, 2-3 miles).

The 2000 fires are going to result in elevated stream temperatures throughout many streams in the burned portion of the

East Fork drainage for at least the next decade. Alternative C, however, is unlikely to significantly contribute to those

increases because it is unlikely to increase stream temperatures to a measurable degree.

Woody debris recruitment has been significantly reduced along the road encroached portions ofthe East Fork, Medicine

Tree, Laird, Camp, Cameron, Reimel, Guide, Jennings Camp, lower Warm Springs, and Meadow Creeks. Recent salvage

logging within 50-100 feet of several streams on the Sula State Forest is likely to reduce future woody debris recruitment in

Cameron, North Fork Cameron, Hart, Andrews, and Praine Creeks to a minor degree. Alternative C, however, would not

affect woody debris recruitment because no vegetation would be removed from riparian areas.

Alternative C is unlikely to change habitat conditions in a manner that would favor the expansion ofbrook trout

populations and the displacement ofnative trout populations.

Alternative C is unlikely to cause any visible cumulative effects to the fishery in the East Fork Bitterroot River and main

stem Bitterroot River because those two rivers are large and would be able to dilute, mask, and scatter any small sediment

inputs caused by implementing the watershed improvement projects. The sediment inputs are likely to be so widely

scattered and invisible that their cumulative effect on fish habitat and populations would be insignificant. Also, any

sediment inputs to the East Fork would occur at a time when river turbidity rates are steadily declining with the recovery of

vegetation on the burned slopes.

Alternative E

Of the salvage harvest alternatives, Alternative E would produce the lowest sediment inputs to bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout habitat in the East Fork drainage. Alternative E is predicted to deliver the following quantities of sediment

to streams. The percent contributed by salvage harvest activities (harvest + landings) is contained in parenthesis.

—-___——_—————
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0 543.9 tons to all of the streams in the lower East Fork drainage; this includes the East Fork between the mouths of

the West Fork and Cameron Creek; the Medicine Tree Creek drainage; the Laird Creek drainage; the Maynard

Creek drainage; and all of the non-fish bearing intermittent drainages in the East Fork canyon between Conner and

Sula (95%)

0 102.3 tons to Cameron Creek and its tributaries (98%)

- 72.2 tons to Camp Creek and its tributaries (98%)

o 33.6 tons to Warm Springs Creek and its tributaries (100%)

0 13.8 tons to all of the streams in the middle East Fork drainage; this includes the East Fork between the mouths of

Cameron and Meadow Creeks; the Reimel Creek drainage; the Mink Creek drainage; the Guide Creek drainage; the

Jennings Camp Creek drainage; and all of the non-fish bearing intermittent drainages to the East Fork between Sula

and Meadow Creek (12%)

0 About 1 ton to Meadow and Bugle Creeks below the Road 725 culvert (0%)

If all sediment would be delivered to stream reaches that contain bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout all at once (an

unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be: lower East Fork drainage (23 tons); Camp Creek (8 tons); Warm

Springs Creek (8 tons); Cameron Creek (6 tons); middle East Fork drainage (1 ton), and Meadow Creek (0.1 tons).

These predictions are conservative and likely represent worst-case scenarios because it would be very unlikely for all ofthe

sediment to enter occupied fish habitat, particularly all at one time. These sediment inputs are likely to be spread out over a

2-4 year period (2002-05), with the largest pulses occurring during storms, runofl; and high flow periods in 2002 and 2003,

and to lesser degrees in 2004 and 2005. The majority ofthe watershed improvement activities are likely to be implemented

during the 2002 and 2003 field seasons.

Replacing the culverts on Bugle, West Fork Camp, Mink, and Hart Creeks would cause short-term sedimentation ofbull

trout (Bugle and West Fork Camp Creeks) and westslope cutthroat trout (all four streams) spawning and rearing habitat

downstream of their respective road crossings. Monitoring by the Flathead (USDA Forest Service, 1999a) and Lolo

National Forests (USDA Forest Service, 1999d) indicates that with the application ofBMP’s, l-2 tons ofsediment is

typically produced at each crossing, and most of the sediment that is created is deposited within the first 150 feet

downstream ofthe culvert. Although BMP’s (silt fences, clean water diversions, etc) are effective in greatly minimizing

sediment input during the replacement/removal process, it is impossfiile to stop all sediment input from occurring. In Bugle

Creek and the West Fork ofCamp Creek, the sediment produced by the culvert replacements is likely to cause scattered,

temporary (several weeks to months) reductions in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat.

These habitat reductions would displace some juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in habitats near the culverts

for several weeks to months, and could contribute to the mortality of a few juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout.

In Mink and Hart Creeks, the same effects would occur to westslope cutthroat trout, but bull trout are not present in those

two streams. All ofthe replacements would occur at low flows between May 15'” and September 1’:1 to avoid the period of

bull trout spawning, egg incubation in the gravels, and early rearing of fry (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001a).

Other potential sediment sources that may add to Alternative E’s sediment inputs during the 2002-05 time period include:

o Pre-fire sediment levels; the Laird, Cameron, Reimel, and Jennings Camp Creek drainages were identified as

having unnaturally high sediment levels (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 22-23)

0 Natural sediment increases caused by the fires; these would be high for 2-4 years in the severely burned streams,

and would gradually decline back down to near pre-fire levels by 2005; the most impactive sediment year is likely

to be 2001 - prior to the start of this project

0 Widespread sedimentation caused by the July 2001 mudslides in the Laird Creek drainage

0 Increased sedimentation from July 2001 mudslides in the Reimel, Cameron, Lord Draw, and Dick Creek drainages

0 Future mudslides, if they occur in the right places

0 Small annual sediment inputs caused by National Forest and State highway and road maintenance

- Small, localized sediment inputs caused by the 2000 and 2001 BAER culvert replacements

e Sediment produced by the 2000 fire suppression activities, and future suppression actions

0 Sediment inputs caused by the US. Highway 93 reconstruction project

e Ongoing sediment inputs caused by past and present riparian grazing in the Meadow Tolan (Meadow and Bugle

Creeks), Camp Reimel (Reimel Creek), and Shirley Mountain/East Fork (Jennings Camp Creek) grazing

allotments; leased grazing also occurs on state land along lower Hart Creek; private grazing is widespread along the

lower reaches ofCamp and Cameron Creeks
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a Small sediment input caused by the Jennings commercial thin timber sale (Jennings Camp Creek)

0 Sediment inputs caused by private salvage sales (primarily in the Camp, Cameron, and lower East Fork drainages)

- Sediment inputs caused by the DNRC Sula State Forest salvage sale

The predicted cumulative efi'ects are:

The cumulative efi‘ects ofAlternative E are likely to be similar to those described for Alternatives B, D, and F in the

Medicine Tree, Laird, and Cameron Creek drainages. The amount of sediment produced by Alternative E in these

drainages would be only slightly lower than that produced by Alternatives B, D, and F. Therefore, cumulative sediment

efi‘ects are likely to be indistinguishable in the field.

In Warm Springs and Camp Creeks, sediment production would be about 20% lower with Alternative E, which would

produce lighter and more dispersed cumulative sedimentation and short-term negative effects on bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout relative to those ofAlternatives B, D, and F. The negative cumulative effects described for Alternatives B,

D, and F are also likely to persist for a shorter duration. Starting in 2006, the watershed improvement activities would

reduce annual sediment inputs from the road network by about 7 tons per year in both drainages. On paper, it would take

an estimated 8 years (Warm Springs) and 14 years (Camp) for the sediment reductions to balance out the inputs. By 2007,

most ofthe fire-caused sedimentation is likely to be flushed fi'om these watersheds (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section

4.3: 15-17; Burton, 2000; Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At that time, a gradual long-term improving trend in bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat would commence.

In Reimel, Mink, Guide, Jennings Camp, and Meadow Creeks, Alternative E’s sediment inputs would be very low (l-2 tons

per mile) and would only compose a minor fi'action ofthe much larger sediment increases caused by the fires. They would

also occur at scattered intervals over a 2-4 year period in short pulses. In addition, sediment increases fi‘om the fires would

be declining during the same time period that Alternative E’s sediment inputs are occurring — which would help to

minimize negative cumulative efi‘ects on the fishery. For those reasons, it is unlikely that Alternative E would have a

significant cumulative effect on bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations in Reimel, Mink, Guide,

Jermings Camp, and Meadow Creeks. Starting in 2006, the watershed improvement activities are predicted to reduce

annual sediment inputs fi'om the road network by 7 tons per year in the middle East Fork tributaries (includes Guide,

Jennings Camp, Mink, and Reimel Creeks) and Meadow Creek. The annual sediment reductions that are expected to occur

by 2007 in those drainages would be greater than the total sediment inputs produced by Alternatives B, D, and F. By 2007,

most of the fire-caused sedimentation is likely to be flushed fi'om the area (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 15

17; Burton, 2000; Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At that time, a long-term improving trend in bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat would commence. As the years roll by, these sediment reductions would add

up and result in cleaner substrates and improved bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat.

There are no salvage harvest activities proposed for the Meadow and Tolan Creek drainages in Alternative E.

The cumulative effects of Alternative E and stream temperatures, woody debris recuitrnent, livestock grazing, and native

versus non-native fish species interactions are the same as those described for Alternatives B, D, and F.

The cumulative efi'ects of Alternative E on the East Fork ofthe Bitterroot River and the main stem ofthe Bitterroot River

are likely to be indistinguishable in the field fi'om those described for Alternatives B, D, and F.

In summary, Alternative E’s sediment inputs could threaten the persistence and viability ofthe small, isolated westslope

cutthroat trout population in Medicine Tree Creek for the same reasons as described for Alternatives B, D, and F.

Alternative E is not likely to threaten the persistence and viability ofthe rest of the bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

populations in the East Fork drainage. The reasons are the same as those described for Alternatives B, D, and F.

Alternative G

Alternative G is predicted to deliver the following quantities of sediment to streams in the East Fork Geographic Area:

- 85 tons to all ofthe streams in the lower East Fork drainage; this includes the East Fork between the mouths of the

West Fork and Cameron Creek; the Medicine Tree Creek drainage; the Laird Creek drainage; the Maynard Creek

drainage; and all ofthe non-fish bearing intermittent drainages in the East Fork canyon between Conner and Sula

. 46 tons to all of the streams in the middle East Fork drainage; this includes the East Fork between the mouths of

Cameron and Meadow Creeks; the Reimel Creek drainage; the Mink Creek drainage; the Guide Creek drainage; the

Jennings Camp Creek drainage; and all of the non-fish bearing intermittent drainages to the East Fork between Sula

and Meadow Creek

0 41 tons to Meadow Creek and its tributaries

——__—————_——
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o 27 tons to Cameron Creek and its tributaries

- 27 tons to Tolan Creek and its tributaries

o 21 tons to Warm Springs Creek and its tributaries

- 13 tons to Camp Creek and its tributaries

0 About 1 ton to Moose Creek below the Road 726 culvert

- Negligible inputs near zero in the Martin and Bertie Lord Creek drainages

Assuming that all of this sediment would be delivered to stream reaches that contain bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat

trout all at one time (an unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be: Warm Springs Creek (5 tons); lower East

Fork drainage (4 tons); Meadow Creek (4 tons); middle East Fork drainage (3 tons); Tolan Creek (3 tons); Cameron Creek

(2 tons), Camp Creek (1 ton), and Martin, Bertie Lord, and Moose Creeks (negligible inputs near zero).

These predictions are conservative and likely represent worst-case scenarios because it would be very unlikely for all of the

sediment to enter occupied fish habitat, particularly all at one time. These sediment inputs are likely to be spread out over a

3-5 year period (2002-07), with the largest pulses occurring during storms, runoff, and high flow periods in 2002 and 2003,

and to lesser degrees in 2004-07. The majority of the watershed improvement activities are would occur in 2002 and 2003.

Replacing or permanently removing the culverts on Hart, Mink, Bugle, Waugh, Moose, Crazy, West Fork Camp, and two

unnamed tributaries to the West Fork ofCamp Creek would cause short-term sedimentation ofbull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat downstream oftheir respective road crossings. Monitoring by the Flathead

(USDA Forest Service, 1999a) and Lolo National Forests (USDA Forest Service, 1999d) indicates that with the application

ofBMP’s, l-2 tons of sediment is typically produced at each crossing, and most ofthe sediment that is created is deposited

within the first 150 feet downstream of the culvert. Although BMP’s (silt fences, clean water diversions, etc) are effective

in greatly minimizing sediment input during the replacement/removal process, it is impossible to stop all sediment input

fi'om occurring. The sediment produced by the replacement/removals is likely to cause some scattered, temporary (several

weeks to months) reductions in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat near the culverts.

These habitat reductions would displace a few juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in habitats near the culverts

for several weeks to months, and could contribute to the mortality of a few juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout.

The culvert replacements would occur at low flows between May l5‘h and September 1“ to avoid the period ofbull trout

spawning, egg incubation in the gravels, and early rearing of fi'y (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001a).

Other potential sediment sources that may add to Alternative G's sediment inputs during the 2002-05 period include:

- Pre-fire sediment levels; the Laird, Cameron, Reimel, and Jennings Camp Creek drainages were identified as

having unnaturally high sediment levels (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 22-23)

0 Natural sediment increases caused by the fires; these would be high for 2-4 years in the severely burned streams,

and would gradually decline back down to near pre-fire levels by 2005; the most impactive sediment year is likely

to be 2001 — prior to the start of this project

- Widespread sedimentation caused by the July 2001 mudslides in the Laird Creek drainage

0 Increased sedimentation fi'om July 2001 mudslides in the Reimel, Cameron, Lord Draw, and Dick Creek drainages

- Future mudslides, if they occur in the right places

0 Small annual sediment inputs caused by National Forest and State highway and road maintenance

0 Small, localized sediment inputs caused by the 2000 and 2001 BAER culvert replacements

0 Sediment produced by the 2000 fire suppression activities, and future suppression actions

0 Sediment inputs caused by the US. Highway 93 reconstruction project

- Ongoing sediment inputs caused by past and present riparian grazing in the Meadow Tolan (Meadow and Bugle

Creeks), Camp Reimel (Reinrel Creek), and Shirley Mountain/East Fork (Jennings Camp Creek) grazing

allotments; leased grazing also occurs on state land along lower Hart Creek; private grazing is widespread along the

lower reaches ofCamp and Cameron Creeks

. Small sediment input caused by the Jennings commercial thin timber sale (Jennings Camp Creek)

- Sediment inputs caused by private salvage sales (primarily in the Camp, Cameron, and lower East Fork drainages)

- Sediment inputs caused by the DNRC Sula State Forest salvage sale

The predicted cumulative effects are:

Along the road-encroached portions ofWarm Springs (4 miles), Meadow (5 miles), Reimel (2 miles), Laird (2 miles),

Jennings Camp (2 miles), and Guide Creeks, the sediment created by obliterating RHCA road segments would combine
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with elevated pre-fire sediment levels (Laird, Reimel, Jennings Camp, Guide), increased sediment yields from the fire (all

streams), sediment from mudslides and unstable banks (Laird, Reimel), sediment created by riparian livestock grazing

(Meadow, Reimel, Jennings Camp), and past/present timber sales (all streams) to cumulatively degrade bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat for a period ofabout five years (2002-07). In some areas, the

cumulative sedimentation could reduce pool volumes and rearing habitat for juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat

trout. Juvenile growth and survivorship is likely to be reduced by cumulative losses ofpool volume and sedimentation of

shallow rearing areas such as stream margins and sidechannels. The cumulative sedimentation of spawning gravels would

also further suppress survival to emergence. The bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout year classes in 2002 and 2003

would be suppressed to the largest degree, with slowly improving survival to emergence rates in the 2004, 2005, and 2006

year classes as sediment yields from the project and fires decline to pre-fire and pre-project levels, and flushing of fire and

mudslide sediments occurs. The duration ofthese effects is predicted to occur for about five years, ending around 2007.

Starting in 2006, when vegetation has re-established itselfon decompacted/obliterated roads and stream crossings, the

watershed improvement activities are predicted to reduce annual sediment inputs from the road network by 57 tons per year

(lower East Fork and tributaries), 30 tons per year (Meadow Creek and middle East Fork and tributaries), and 17 tons per

year (Warm Springs Creek). At those rates, the annual sediment reductions that would occur by 2007 would be greater than

the total sediment inputs produced by the watershed improvement projects in all ofthe drainages. As the years roll by,

these sediment reductions would add up and result in cleaner substrates and improved bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat

trout spawning and rearing habitat. By 2007, most of the fire and mudslide-caused sedimentation is likely to be flushed

fi'om the area (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: l5-l7; Burton, 2000; Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At that time, a

long-term improving trend in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat would commence.

In Medicine Tree, Maynard, Camp, Cameron, and Tolan Creeks, Alternative G’s sediment inputs would contribute to the

elevated sediment levels already caused by the fires, roads, past harvest, BAER culvert replacements, and riparian livestock

grazing (Medicine Tree, Camp, Cameron). However, Alternative G’s sediment contributions would only compose a minor

fi'action ofthese much larger sediment increases, and would also occur at scattered intervals over a 2-4 year period in short

pulses. The cumulative sedimentation in these streams is unlikely to cause visible changes in bull trout and/or westslope

cutthroat trout habitat and populations. Sediment increases fi'om the fires would also be declining during the same time

period that Alternative G’s sediment inputs are occurring — which would help to negative cumulative efiects on

the fishery. Starting in 2006, the watershed improvement activities are predicted to reduce annual sediment inputs fi'om the

road network by 14 tons per year (Cameron Creek), 13 tons per year (Camp Creek), and 2 tons per year (Tolan and Bertie

Lord Creeks). At those rates, the annual sediment reductions that would occur by 2007 would be greater than the total

sediment inputs produced by the watershed improvement projects in all ofthe drainages except for Tolan Creek. As the

years roll by, these sediment reductions would add up and result in cleaner substrates and improved bull trout and/or

westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat. For those reasons, it is unlikely that Alternative G’s sediment

inputs would have a significant cumulative effect on bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations in

Medicine Tree, Maynard, Camp, Cameron, and Tolan Creeks.

There is very little opportunity for watershed improvement activities in the Tolan Creek drainage because the drainage is

predominantly roadless, and the only road that is located on the Forest (Road 5740) is not a significant sediment contributor

to streams. Obliterating Road 5740 would do very little to reduce sediment yields to fish habitat in Tolan Creek.

The 2000 fires are going to result in elevated stream temperatures throughout many streams in the burned portion of the

East Fork Geographic Area for at least the next decade. Alternative G, however, is unlikely to significantly contribute to

those increases because it is unlikely to increase stream temperatures to a measurable degree. In the long-term, Alternative

G would restore canopy shade on what were formerly road prisms. This would reduce exposure to solar radiation and

maintain colder water temperatures.

Woody debris recruitment has been significantly reduced along the road encroached portions ofthe East Fork, Medicine

Tree, Laird, Camp, Cameron, ReimeL Guide, Jennings Camp, lower Warm Springs, and Meadow Creeks. Recent salvage

logging within 50~l00 feet of several streams on the Sula State Forest is likely to reduce future woody debris recruitment in

Cameron, North Fork Cameron, Hart, Andrews, and Praine Creeks to a minor degree. Alternative G, however, would not

affect woody debris recruitment because no vegetation would be removed from riparian areas. In the long-term, the

regrowth of riparian trees on the former road prisms is likely to increase woody debris recuitment.

In localized areas along Meadow Creek and tributaries (the Meadow Tolan allotment), the West Fork ofCamp Creek and

its tributaries (Waugh Gulch allotment), Medicine Tree Creek (the Medicine Tree allotment), and Jennings Camp Creek

(East Fork allotment), the cessation of livestock grazing would improve undercut bank cover, narrow stream channels,

increase riparian shade and shrub cover, reduce exposure to solar radiation, and reduce sediment from bank trampling. In
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the long-term, habitat improvements may strengthen native trout populations and improve fish habitat. These effects may

not always be evident on the watershed scale, but in some areas, they would be evident on the reach scale.

For a period of about five years, the cumulative sediment increases caused by Alternative G and the other activities

described above could alter habitat conditions in lower Warm Springs, Meadow, Reimel, Laird, Jennings Camp, and Guide

Creeks in a manner that gives a competitive edge to brook trout over native trout. This edge is expected to gradually

disappear with the long-term sediment reductions that would commence in 2007. This edge is also an unavoidable by

product of reducing road densities in the drainage. Brook trout populations are already established in lower Warm Springs,

Reimel, and Laird Creeks, and the most likely scenario is that in the long-term, Alternative G would not increase their

abundance or distribution to a significant degree. Brook trout are not present near the sections ofMeadow, Jennings Camp,

and Guide Creeks that would receive the brunt ofAlternative G’s sediment, and are unlikely to move upstream into these

areas fi'om Alternative G. There is considerable evidence to suggests once brook trout are established in a stream, they will

not go away without physical or chemical removal, even if habitat conditions for native trout improve (Shepard, 2001).

Alternative G is unlikely to cause any visible cumulative efl'ects to the fishery in the East Fork Bitterroot River and main

stem Bitterroot River because those two rivers are large and would be able to dilute, mask, and scatter any small sediment

inputs caused by implementing the watershed improvement projects. The sediment inputs are likely to be so widely

scattered and invisible that their cumulative efi'ect on fish habitat and populations would be insignificant. Also, any

sediment inputs to the East Fork would occur at a time when river turbidity rates are steadily declining with the recovery of

vegetation on the burned slopes.

In the long-term, in all ofthe streams, Alternative G would be most beneficial for the fishery because it would reduce

sediment more and improve bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat to most. Another

important benefit ofobliterating roads in RHCAs is reducing losses of adult bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout to

anglers. In many ofthe larger streams where motorized access is no longer available, the removal of adult bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout by anglers could substantially decline.

Determination of Effects on Sensitive Species

The westslope cutthroat trout is designated as the management indicator species for fisheries changes in the Bitterroot

Forest Plan (USDA Forest Service, 1987a: H-20, e(7)) and as a Sensitive Species by the Regional Forester.

With Alternative A, if a rebum occurs in the burned riparian areas along Medicine Tree Creek in the next 60 years, there is

some risk that significant losses of westslope cutthroat trout could occur on a scale similar to those experienced in 2000.

Because of the difiiculty in accurately predicting fire events in specific stream reaches several decades into the future, it is

impossible to predict with any confidence if these losses could jeopardize the future existence ofthe westslope cutthroat

trout population or contribute to federal listing. Therefore, the more conservative determination ofMIIH was selected for

Alternative A. If severe fire does not revisit the burned portions of Medicine Tree Creek, Alternative A would still have a

determination ofMIIH because of the ongoing reductions in spawning and rearing habitat caused by sediment inputs along

the road-encroached portions ofMeadow, Laird, Jennings Camp, and Guide Creeks.

Alternatives B, D, and F would contribute the largest sediment inputs to westslope cutthroat trout habitat, and produce the

most widespread negative cumulative effects on westslope cutthroat trout individuals and populations in the East Fork and

some of its tributaries. The cumulative sedimentation produced by Alternatives B, D, and F is likely to contribute to the

mortality ofsome westslope cutthroat trout individuals through losses in production (eggs), recruitment (juveniles), and

survival (juveniles and adults). Eventually, the watershed improvement and fisheries projects would reduce sediment

inputs in the East Fork and its tributaries, and this could potentially benefit westslope cutthroat trout in the long-term.

However, the short-term sediment increases in the Medicine Tree Creek drainage would be more extensive than those

produced by the other alternatives, and these increases have the potential to “Likely to Impact Individuals or Habitat with a

Consequence that the Action may Contribute Toward Federal Listing or Result in Reduced Viability for the Population or

Species (LIFV)” in the small, isolated westslope cutthroat trout population in Medicine Tree Creek.

With Alternatives E, the negative cumulative efi'ects caused by sediment would be lighter and more scattered than those of

Alternatives B and D. Some mortality of westslope cutthroat trout through losses in production (eggs), recruitment

(juveniles), and survival (juveniles and adults) is still likely to occur, but these would be more localized and of shorter

duration than the losses produced by Alternatives B and D. In Medicine Tree Creek, Alternative E’s sediment inputs would

still be high enough to threaten population persistence. Therefore, the determination is LIFV for westslope cutthroat trout

in Medicine Tree Creek. Throughout the rest of the East Fork drainage, the efi'ect of Alternative E would be MIIH. In the

long-term, the watershed improvement and fisheries projects in Alternatives E would reduce road sediment inputs and
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eliminate fish passage barriers. Over time, these actions should improve the quality (less sediment) and quantity (more

habitat as a result ofeliminating fish barriers) of westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat.

With Alternative C, the minor sediment inputs produced by the watershed improvement activities and replacement of

culverts on Mink, Hart, Bugle, and West Fork Camp Creeks would impact some westslope cutthroat trout individuals.

Mortality ofa few westslope cutthroat trout juveniles and eggs may occur in the first several hundred feet downstream of

each culvert during the first year. On the reach and watershed scales, these losses would be small enough that they are

unlikely to significantly reduce population strength and persistence. In the long-term, Alternative C would reduce sediment

inputs from roads and eliminate fish passage barriers, which would improve the quality (less sediment) and quantity (more

habitat as a result ofeliminating fish barriers) ofwestslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat.

With Alternative G, the watershed improvement activities would produce more widespread short-term sedimentation of

westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat because of the more extensive road obliteration, particularly along

the encroached RHCA roads. However, the long-term sediment reduction benefits to westslope cutthroat trout would also

be much greater fi'om this work, particularly in the habitats that are located next to the encroached RHCA roads segments

that are obliterated. In the long-term, Alternative G would be the most beneficial alternative for westslope cutthroat trout.

Table 3-82 - Sensitive species biological evaluation summary - East Fork Geographic Area

—M

IE1‘.

MIIH = may impact individuals or habitat, but will not likely result in a trend toward federal listing or reduced viability for the population or specim

LIFV = likely to impact individuals or habitat with a consequence that the action may contribute toward federal listing or result in reduced viability for the

population or species

Consistency with the Bitterroot Forest Plan and Other Regulation

In all streams, Alternatives A, C, and G are consistent with the Forest Plan as amended by INFISH because they are unlikely

to hinder the attainment ofthe RMOs in the long-term. In the short-term, sediment could degrade the pool fi'equency RMO

to a small degree in some of the East Fork tributaries through small reductions in pool depth/volume. In the long-term, the

pool frequency RMO would be maintained as the project-caused sediment gets routed out of the affected pools and larger

scale sediment reductions occur from the road network. The large woody debris RMO would be maintained in all streams,

and improved in Reimel and Jennings Camp Creeks. The water temperature RMO would be maintained because measurable

increases in stream temperatures are unlikely to occur in any stream. Where incremental temperature increases do occur, the

watershed improvement activities (culvert replacements and removals) would be responsible, and these increases would be

temporary (i.e. lasting 5-10 years until riparian shade returns to road stream crossings). In the long-term, the shade provided

by a natural riparian canopy would be much more beneficial to native trout than the shade provided by a culvert. The width

to-depth ratio RMOs would be maintained because the short-term sediment and peak/base flow increases would not occur on

a large enough scale to cause significant stream channel widening. Alternatives C, E, and G could negatively affect some

bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout individuals and populations in the short-term as a result of the cumulative

sedimentation in spawning and rearing habitat. In the long-term, bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and

populations are expected to rebound fi'om these short-term cumulative effects as project and fire-caused sediment yields

decline and project-caused sediment reductions from the road network commence.

Alternatives B and D are not consistent with the Forest Plan as amended by INFISH in Medicine Tree and Laird Creeks.

The cumulative sedimentation predicted with these alternatives could hinder the long-term attainment ofRMOs for pool

frequency (reduced depth/volume ofpools due to sediment infill), water temperature (increased exposure to sunlight caused

by bank erosion and channel widening), and width-depth ratio (increased bank erosion and channel widening). Actions that

increase width-depth ratios, reduce pool depth/volume, and incrementally increase the risk ofstream warming through

channel widening are inconsistent with the Forest Plan as amended by INFISH, whether the existing conditions are better or

worse than the RMO values. From the cumulative sedimentation of habitat, Alternatives B and D could threaten the

persistence and viability ofthe small, isolated westslope cutthroat trout population in Medicine Tree Creek by causing

consecutive year class failures from 2002 to 2005. The hull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in Laird Creek

would be more likely to recover from year class failures sice they maintain year-round connections to migratory

populations in the East Fork, and have good numbers of westslope cutthroat trout in lightly or unburned refirgia in upper

Laird and Moon Creeks. Therefore, Alternatives B and D are likely to slow the recovery of Laird Creek’s native trout

populations following the fire and mudslides, but probably would not threaten persistence and viability in the long-term. In

the rest of the streams in the GA, Alternatives B and D would be consistent with the Forest Plan as amended by INFISH.
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Alternatives E and F are consistent with the Forest Plan as amended by INFISH in all streams except for Medicine Tree

Creek. In Medicine Tree Creek, Alternative E and F's cumulative sedimentation of habitat could be widespread enough to

hinder the long-term attainment of the RMOs for pool frequency, water temperature, and width-depth ratio. In the long

term, the resulting reductions in spawning and rearing habitat could trigger several years ofyear class failures, and

eventually threaten the persistence of the small, isolated westslope cutthroat trout population In the rest of the streams in

the geographic area, Alternatives E and F would be consistent with the Forest Plan as amended by INFISH because they are

unlikely to hinder the attainment of the RMOs in the long-term. The rationale would be the same as that described for

Alternatives A, C, and G.

In the East Fork Geographic Area, all of the action alternatives were found to be consistent with the applicable Forest-wide

fisheries standards addressed in the Regulatory Framework section. Although they would meet the individual Forest-wide

standards in the Forest Plan and INFISH, Alternatives B and D (Medicine Tree, Laird) and E and F (Medicine Tree) could

hinder the attainment ofthe RMOs in the long-term. This makes them inconsistent with the Forest Plan as amended by

INFISH. A report documenting the consistency ofthis project with the applicable Forest-wide fisheries standards is

available in the Project File (PF, FOREST PLAN-2).

Table 3-83 - Potential to hinder the long-term attainment of INFISH RMOs — East Fork Geographic Area

No Med. Tree, Laird No Med. Tree, Laird

Lare wood debris __—

Water to un erature

V’ Width-itt ~; depth ratio

 

No 0 o No No

No * Med. Tree, Laird Med. Tree, Laird ~ Med. Tree

"= If severe fire returns to burned riparian areas along Medicine Tree Creek within 60 years, there is an increased risk that the attainment ofRMOs could

be hindered; if severe fire does not return, attainmmt of these RMOs would not be hindered.

__———_-——————-————_
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West Fork Geographic Area

Existing Condition

There are 26 named, fish-bearing streams in the West Fork Geographic Area that had some portions of stream channels

burned by the 2000 fires, listed in Table 3-84. For more detailed information on fish species distribution and abundance in

each stream in the West Fork Geographic Area, consult the fish distribution tables in the Project File (PF, FISH-8).

Approximately 25 miles of fish-bearing streams were burned by moderate and high severity fire in the West Fork

Geographic Area. If low severity is included, more than 60 miles of fish-bearing streams were burned. Table 3-84

summarizes the miles of fish-bearing habitat burned by fire severity class.

Table 3-84 - Miles of fish-bearing streams burned in the West Fork Geographic Area

S"cam low moderate high % of fish-bearing stream miles

severi severi severi bumed b mod/hih severity fire

West Fork below Painted Rocks “—- 0 0_

West Fork (above Painted Rocks) 0 0 O O

. Pguett 0.1 0.8 0.03 8 J

East Piuett 0 O 0 0

Castle 0.] 0 0 0
BlueJoint 1.9 T_ 0.2 l' 1.9 8

Little Blue Joint -II 0.8 3.2 65

‘ Took 0.1 0 0 0

Sand 0.2 ‘- 0 0.1 4

F Maie 0.5 0 0 0

Fork 0.7 0 0.8 54

Slate 1.8 0.5 3.4 25

Overwhich 1.4 2.4 17

Trout —U 0

Corner 1.9 0 0.4 10

Straiht 0.9 0.3 0 8

Dro O O 7

Coal

West 4-6 0-4 2-7
Hu cs 3.0 l_ Tl 0.2 1

Ta lor 1.3 0 0 0

‘ Lake 11

Emmett ml 0-7 L 41

Collar ., —I 0 ni___32

Chicken ,, , _I -n#—i_.

_D_cer__nin-n - m 0_n_ - 0

{ Totals 7_M7fi7 35.3 6.0 18.8

Mudslides

One mudslide is known to have occurred in the West Fork GA since the end of the 2000 fires. This mudslide occurred in

an unnamed, headwaters tributary to Chicken Creek during July, 2001. The mudslide caused “black water” conditions in

Chicken Creek and the West Fork between Chicken Creek and Painted Rocks Reservoir for several days. Post-mudslide

electroshocking surveys in Chicken Creek captured fewer bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout than October 2000 post

fire surveys, which suggests that the mudslide may have killed some fish Based on the results ofpost-mudslide fish

population monitoring in the East Fork downstream ofLaird Creek, it is unlikely that a detectable fish kill occurred in the

West Fork below Chicken Creek since the concentration and duration of the turbidity in the East Fork far exceeded that in

the West Forlc “Black water” also occurred in Little Blue Joint Creek for several days after the July 2001 thunderstorms.
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Although mudslides can cause large-scale damage to the fishery and often appear catastrophic in the short-term, these

events are beneficial to the fishery in the long-term because they add large quantities ofwoody debris and spawning gravels

to streams, which eventually increases habitat complexity and diversity and creates better spawning and rearing areas for

native fish (Everest et al., 1987; Reeves et al., 1995; Burton, 2000; USDA Forest Service, 2000b; section 4.3: 17).

Desired Fish Populations

In the desired condition, fish populations in the tributaries to the Work Fork support a simple assemblage ofbull trout,

westslope cutthroat trout, and slimy sculpin. Those same species also occur in the West Fork, along with mountain

Whitefish, longnose sucker, largescale sucker, and longnose dace. Bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in

the tributaries consist ofboth migratory (juveniles) and resident (juveniles and adults) fish. The West Fork supports

healthy migratory runs of bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout. All the bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

populations in the West Fork drainage are connected to each other year-round, with the main stem ofthe West Fork being

the key migratory corridor that connects all ofthe tributaries.

The key differences between desired and current fish populations are:

0 Since its construction in 1939, Painted Rocks Darn has split native fish populations in the West Fork drainage into

two large, disconnected populations segments

0 Within the upper and lower West Fork population segments, all of the larger tributaries are connected year-round to

the West Fork; some of the smaller tributaries are isolated by culvert barriers, steep gradients, and low flows,

particularly in the culverts of the small tributaries that cross under the West Fork Highway

- Although Painted Rocks Dam has divided the native trout populations in the West Fork, it has also prevented

rainbow trout and brown trout from dispersing upstream into the upper West Fork

0 The resiliency of native trout populations to fire is better in the upper West Fork than the lower West Fork; this is

because there are more migratory fish in the upper West Fork, stronger native trout populations, better habitat, and

fewer non-native trout

o The most severely burned streams in the upper West Fork (Little Blue Joint, Slate, Overwhich, Chicken) are

connected to the West Fork

0 Bull trout abundance, distribution, and connectivity is depressed compared to historic conditions; migratory bull

trout are few in number and most occur upstream ofPainted Rocks Dam; the majority of bull trout populations

consist ofresident fish

o Westslope cutthroat trout are common throughout most ofthe West Fork drainage, but migratory fish are below

potential; also, migratory fish from the Bitterroot River can no longer access historic spawning and rearing habitat

above Painted Rocks Dam

a Brook trout are present throughout much of the West Fork drainage

0 Rainbow trout and brown trout are important competitors to native trout in the West Fork downstream of Painted

Rocks Dam

Pre and Post-Fire Bull Trout and westslope Cutthroat Trout Populations

The bull trout Biological Opinion identified the West Fork ofthe Bitterroot River drainage as supporting one large bull

trout subpopulation (PF, FISH 6a; PF, FISH-7). However, because of the fish barrier at Painted Rocks Dam, the drainage

actually contains two distinct subpopulations: a connected subpopulation above the dam, and another below the dam.

Prior to the fires, the upper West Fork (above Deer Creek), Blue Joint, Overwhich, and Hughes Creek drainages contained

bull trout populations consisting of> 500 adult fish and several thousand bull trout ofall sizes. Most ofthe bull trout in

these populations were resident fish. All of these drainages are large with bull trout distributed over > 10 miles ofstream

Most of the occupied habitat was unburned or only lightly burned. Two exceptions are most of Little Blue Joint Creek and

several miles in the upper Overwhich drainage. In those areas, direct mortality ofbull trout either occurred (Little Blue

Joint Creek) (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 10-14) or was suspected to have occurred (a few tributaries to

upper Overwhich Creek).

Prior to the fires, the West Fork between Deer Creek and Painted Rocks Dam (including West, Coal, and Chicken Creeks),

Deer, Slate, and Piquett Creek drainages contained bull trout populations consisting of50 to 500 adult fish. Most of the

bull trout in these populations were resident fish. Only the Piquett Creek population occurs below Painted Rocks Darn.

Most of the occupied bull trout habitat in these drainages was either unburned are only lightly burned. Two exceptions

include the upper four miles of Slate Creek, and the lower three miles of Chicken Creek. Direct bull trout mortality was
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documented along several miles oflower Chicken Creek (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 10-14), and likely

occurred but was not sampled along 3-4 miles ofupper Slate Creek. in the unburned and lightly burned areas, direct

mortality ofbull trout probably did not occur (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: l0- l4). Post-mudslide

electroshocking surveys indicate that the July 200! mudslide in the Chicken Creek drainage may have killed some bull

trout in lower Chicken Creek.

Prior to the fires, the West Fork of the Bitterroot River downstream ofPainted Rocks Darn contained a very small bull trout

population that probably consisted of< 50 adult fish. No direct mortality of bull trout likely occurred in the lower West

Fork because the fires only burned a very small section of river bank (0.1 miles), and burn severity was low.

All of the burned drainages contained westslope cutthroat trout populations consisting of> 1000 adult fish, and several

thousand fish ofall sizes. Resident fish dominate these populations, but there are probably some migratory juvenile fish in

most ofthe populations. Documented kills ofwestslope cutthroat trout occurred in the severely burned sections of Little

Blue Joint Creek and Chicken Creek (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: l0-l4). Other streams not surveyed

following the fires, but containing substantial areas ofwestslope cutthroat trout habitat that was severely burned include

upper Overwhich Creek, upper Slate Creek, West Creek, and several small tributaries to Blue Joint, Overwhich, and

Hughes Creeks. It is likely that direct kills ofwestslope cutthroat trout occurred in some areas ofthese streams. The West

Fork appears to have provided adequate refugia fi’om the fire’s direct effects. Post-mudslide electroshocking surveys

indicate that the July 2001 mudslide in Chicken Creek may have killed some bull trout in lower Chicken Creek.

In the moderate and low severity stream reaches, some losses ofbull trout and westslope cutthroat trout may have occurred,

but our post-fire monitoring data indicates that the vast majority of fish survived the burns (USDA Forest Service, 2000a;

section 4.3: 12).

The burned tributaries in the West Fork Geographic Area are connected, contain adjacent unburned habitat with good

population numbers, and still contain a few migratory fish. For those reasons, the afl‘ected bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout populations are expected to recover relatively quickly, probably within 5 years (USDA Forest Service,

2000a; section 4.3: 14-15). Unpredictable events such as large mudslides have the potential to set back recovery for several

years in any stream.

Maps 3-7 and 3~8 display the distribution of bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in the West Fork Geographic Area

relative to burn severity. The maps also display areas where fish kills are known or suspected to have occurred during the

2000 fires and 2001 mudslides.

Connectivity and Life History Diversity

The upper West Fork drainage above Painted Rocks Dam has been isolated from the rest of the Bitterroot River drainage

since 1939. Within the upper and lower West Fork drainages, the connectivity of native trout populations is good, with all

of the larger tributaries maintaining year-round connections to the West Fork.

The upper and lower West Fork drainages still contain some migratory bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations.

Most of the migratory bull trout occur upstream ofPainted Rocks Dam, but they are uncommon. A small migratory bull

trout population resides in Painted Rocks Reservoir. This population probably contains < 100 adult fish Most ofthe bull

trout and westslope cutthroat trout in the West Fork drainage are resident fish.

Genetic Integrity

Most of the bull trout in the West Fork Geographic Area appear to be pure genetic strains, but because brook trout are so

widely distributed in the drainage, the potential for hybridization is high. Some bull trout-brook trout hybrids have been

found in the upper and lower West Fork, Piquett, Blue Joint, Slate, Overwhich, and Hughes Creeks.

Genetic testing indicates that all of the westslope cutthroat trout populations in the upper West Fork drainage are pure

genetic strains with one exception: the westslope cutthroat trout population in the headwaters of Overwhich Creek above

Overwhich Falls is hybridized with Yellowstone cutthroat trout. Westslope cutthroat-rainbow hybrids are present in the

West Fork of the Bitterroot River downstream of Painted Rocks Darn.

Non-Native Species

In the West Fork Geographic Area, brook trout are common throughout Piquett Creek, the West Fork between Painted

Rock Reservoir and Woods Creek, and the lower ends of Deer, Chicken, Overwhich, and Hughes Creeks. Brook trout are
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present but less common in the lower ends of Blue Joint, Little Blue Joint, Coal, and Slate Creeks. In all ofthese areas,

westslope cutthroat trout are abundant, but bull trout are uncommon

Based on the criteria in Rieman et al. (1993), brook trout probably pose a high risk to bull trout persistence in Piquett

Creek, and a low-to-moderate risk in all ofthe other areas in the upper West Fork (USDA FS, 2000b). Brook trout

probably pose a low risk to westslope cutthroat trout persistence in the West Fork drainage (USDA FS, 2000b). One

advantage that native trout have in the West Fork is they still have large connected drainages and populations above and

below Painted Rocks Dam, and large tracts of roadless refugia with good habitat that lack non-native trout (particularly in

the upper West Fork), and few of the habitat indicators are “functioning at unacceptable risk” (USDA FS, 2000b).

Rainbow trout and brown trout are present in the West Fork downstream ofPainted Rocks Dam, but not upstream. These

species probably pose a low risk to the persistence ofwestslope cutthroat trout, and a moderate-to-high risk to the bull trout

persistence in the lower West Fork (Rieman et al, 1993). The implementation ofcatch-and-release fishing regulations for

westslope cutthroat trout in the West Fork has produced a good recovery ofwestslope cutthroat trout (MFWP, 1998).

It is unlcnown ifbrook trout will recover faster fi'om the 2000 fires than native trout, but there is some potential for that to

occur because brook trout reach sexual maturity sooner (Shepard et al., 1998), and are more tolerant ofhigher sediment

levels and water temperatures (MBTSG, 1996; Selong et al., In press; DeStaso and Rahel, 1994). Ongoing post-fire fish

population recovery research should help answer this native versus non-native recovery question.

Post-Fire Habitat Conditions

In the West Fork Geographic Area, the main fish habitat concerns are:

West Fork below Painted Rocks Dam

- Reductions in channel length, woody debris recruitment, and fish habitat complexity caused by the encroachment

and channelization along the West Fork Highway

0 Elevated water temperatures from losses of riparian overstory cover and stream shade on the river (mostly caused

by highway encroachment, some from residential floodplain development), and altered river flows from the

operation ofPainted Rocks Dam

West Fork above Painted Rocks Dam

0 Elevated water temperatures caused by losses of riparian overstory cover and stream shade on the private reaches of

the river below Deer Creek

e Reductions in woody debris recruitment and fish habitat complexity due to encroachment ofthe West Fork

Highway

Piquett Creek, East Piquett Creek, and Castle Creek

- Sediment levels are “ftmctioning at unacceptable risk” in the portion ofPiquett Creek below Castle Creek, East

Piquett Creek, and Castle Creek. The primary cause is high road densities.

- Road 49 encroaches on the lower four miles ofPiquett Creek’s floodplain, increasing road sediment potential

0 Riparian timber harvest (partial canopy removal and clearcutting) along Piquett Creek and portions of the Castle

Creek and East Piquett Creek headwaters

e The Road 49 culvert on Castle Creek is a partial fish barrier

o The Road 731 culvert on East Piquett Creek is a partial fish barrier

Blue Joint Creek

0 Road 362 encroaches on the lower five miles ofBlue Joint Creek’s floodplain, increasing road sediment potential

- The Road 362 culvert on Magpie Creek is a complete fish barrier

- The Road 362 culverts on Sand and Took Creeks are partial fish barriers

o The Road 1303 culvert on Took Creek is a partial fish barrier

Slate Creek

- Road 1133 encroaches on the lower two miles of Slate Creek’s floodplain, increasing road sediment potential

- The Road 13860 culvert on Elk Creek is a partial fish barrier

Overwhich Creek

0 Natural geologic instability and high bedloads which cause considerable channel migration and natural shimping

M
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- Road 5703 encroaches on the lower five miles ofOverwhich Creek's floodplain, increasing the potential for road

sediment inputs

- Riparian timber harvest (partial canopy removal and clearcutting) in scattered spots along the lower five miles of

Overwhich Creek, and along some headwater tributaries

Hughes Creek

0 Road l04-D encroaches on the lower ten miles of Hughes Creek's floodplain, this increases the potential for road

sediment inputs

o A substantial reduction in fish habitat complexity along several miles ofHughes Creek that has been dredge mined

for several decades (on private land upstream ofMine Creek)

- Riparian timber harvest (partial canopy removal) along portions ofthe headwater tributaries

- The Road 104-D culvert on Taylor Creek is a complete fish barrier

o The Road 104-D culverts on Mill Gulch and Malloy Gulch are partial fish barriers

o The lower mile ofthe Taylor Creek stream channel has been straightened and simplified (lacks woody debris)

because ofpast mining activity

Chicken Creek

0 Diversions on private land near the mouth feed private fish ponds that contain brook trout — this increases the risk

of escapement and hybridization with bull trout

0 Increased channel aggradation, instability, turbidity, and poor habitat complexity caused by a July 2001 mudslide in

an unnamed headwaters tributary

Coal Creek

- Road 5660 encroaches on the lower two miles ofCoal Creek’s floodplain, this increases the potential for road

sediment inputs

. The Road 5662 culvert on Coal Creek is a partial fish barrier

o Riparian timber harvest (partial canopy removal and clearcutting) along portions of Coal Creek and its headwater

tributaries

Road Density

The Section 7 Watershed Baseline rated the effect of watershed road density and location on bull trout habitat in each ofthe

burned watersheds in the West Fork Geographic Area (USDA Forest Service, 2000b). These ratings were either:

- Functioning appropriately (FA) = < 1 mile of road/square mile, no valley bottom roads

- Functioning at risk (FAR) = l to 2.4 miles ofroad/square mile, some valley bottom roads

- Functioning at unacceptable risk (FUR) = > 2.4 miles of road/square mile, many valley bottom roads

Table 3-85 lists the watershed road densities and road stream crossings in the West Fork Geographic Area, and their

relative effect on bull trout habitat quality.

Table 3-85 — Watershed Road Densities and Section 7 Rating for Bull Trout in the West Fork Geographic Area

Crossings

(entire

Hu hes

Overwhich . _

The data in Table 3-85 indicates that roads are impacting bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in the lower ends

of all of the drainages with the exception ofthe Deer Creek drainage. Road impacts are most extensive in thelower halfof

the Piquett Creek drainage. This correlates well with the high sediment levels that occur in that area. The ratrng for the
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lower West Fork HUC was downgraded to “firnctioning at unacceptable risk” because of the encroachment ofthe West

Fork highway.

Riparian Timber Harvest

The Section 7 Watershed Baseline rated the efi’ect ofpast riparian timber harvest on RHCA fimction and the potential for

water temperature alterations in bull trout habitat in each of the burned watersheds in the West Fork Geographic Area

(USDA Forest Service, 2000b). These ratings were either:

- Functioning appropriately (FA) = riparian conservation areas provide adequate shade, large woody debris

recruitment, and habitat protection and connectivity in subwatersheds, and buffers or includes known refirgia for

sensitive aquatic species (> 80% intact)

- Functioning at risk (FAR) = moderate loss of function (shade, woody debris recruitment) or incomplete protection

of habitats and refugia for sensitive aquatic species (70-80% intact)

o Functioning at unacceptable risk (FUR) = riparian conservation areas are fi‘agmented, poorly connected, or provides

inadequate protection ofhabitats for sensitive aquatic species (< 70% intact)

Table 3-86 lists the length and percent of stream channels that have had equivalent clearcut-type harvest prescriptions

within 300 feet of their banks on Bitterroot NF land in the West Fork Geographic Area since 1970.

Table 3-86 — Riparian Timber Harvest and Section 7 Rating for Bull Trout in the West Fork Geographic Area

NRCS 6“ Code Miles of Stream

HUC Channels Afl'ected

0305 —E

—II

0107

0102

—JE

0105

_

_

 

The data in Table 3-86 indicates that past riparian timber harvest has been responsible for minor and scattered losses of

shade and woody debris recruitment in the roaded portions ofthe West Fork drainage.

The most impacted area has been the lower halfofthe Piquett Creek drainage, downstream and including the Castle Creek

tributary. Most ofthe riparian harvest has occurred along small, non-fish bearing intermittent tributaries in the headwaters

of Castle and East Piquett Creeks. With the exception of mudslides, these streams do not contribute large amounts of

woody debris to downstream fish habitat because of the high retention capacity of their channels. There is a low risk of

mudslides occurring in stream channels in the Piquett Creek drainage because of the lack ofhigh severity fire. One large

clearcut was made within 50 feet of lower Piquett Creek on the west side of the stream about 15 years ago. This clearcut

does not have a significant effect on shade or water temperatures, but has reduced woody debris recruitment over a 0.25

mile section of stream. This reduction in recruitment is likely to occur for at least the next 50 years until trees grow large

enough to fall over again.

Clearcuts in the headwaters ofseveral small tributaries to Hughes Creek (Malloy Gulch; Mill Gulch; Meadow Gulch;

Spruce Creek) account for the riparian timber harvest that has occurred in the Hughes Creek drainage. At present, these

small streams do not contribute woody debris to fish habitat in Hughes Creek because ofthe high retention capacity of their

channels, and because the small culverts under the Hughes Creek Road block woody debris passage. These tributaries also

did not burn in 2000, so there is no risk of mudslides. The clearcuts in the headwaters of these tributaries may warm their

waters to a minor degree on a localized scale during summer base flows, but water temperatures entering Hughes Creek do

not show any unusual signs of being elevated. During summer 2000, temperatures were continuously monitored in these

tributaries at the Hughes Creek Road crossings with HOBO-TEMP thermographs. The mean-maximum temperatures over

the warmest 7-day period were < 15° C, which is typical for small streams on the Bitterroot NF. Also, the temperatures in

the tributaries were 24° C colder than those that occurred in Hughes Creek at that same time ofthe year. For these

reasons, it is unlikely that the clearcuts in the headwaters are having a significant negative effect on the water temperature

regime in Hughes Creek.

‘I
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Small reductions in woody debris recruitment occur in spots along the lower five miles of Overwhich Creek where

clearcuts approach within 50 feet ofthe channel. These clearcuts are not altering water temperatures to a significant degree

because they are scattered in location, and haven’t removed a significant amount of shade from the channel.

One clearcut along the south side ofCoal Creek (downstream of the Road 5662 crossing) will continue to reduce woody

debris recruitment over a 025-mile section of stream The reduction in shade caused by the clearcut will also produce

slightly warmer stream temperatures in the afiected area.

Overall, road encroachment is the main cause of shade and woody debris recruitment reductions in the “functioning at risk”

drainages in the West Fork drainage - not riparian timber harvest. The largest losses of shade and woody debris recruitment

occur along the West Fork as a result of highway encroachment and residential development.

Elsewhere, riparian timber harvest is not concentrated on any stream on the Forest. Where it does occur, it is small and

scattered and generally located along small, non-fish bearing headwater tributaries with minimal potential to route large

woody debris downstream into occupied fish habitat, except during mudslides. Because of the scattered distribution across

the landscape, low percentage of stream miles affected, and small quantities of water exposed to sunlight, the potential to

warm stream temperatures is minimal

Sediment

The burned drainages on the Forest where human-caused sedimentation is negatively impacting fish habitat are listed on

pages 22-23 (section 4.3) of the Post-Fire Assessment. The Piquett Creek drainage should have been included on that list,

but was erroneously omitted. Sediment levels in the lower four miles ofPiquett Creek below Castle Creek, East Piquett

Creek, and Castle Creek are high and “functioning at unacceptable risk" (USDA Forest Service, 2000b; PF, FISH-22). The

high sediment levels were present prior to the fires, and were primarily caused by high road densities (USDA Forest

Service, 2000b). The fires are likely to cause insignificant sediment increases in the Piquett Creek drainage because of their

location (very little RHCA was burned) and severity (mostly low to moderate). Elsewhere in the West Fork Geographic

Area, sediment levels are not excessive in most stream reaches, except in localized spots along encroached roads or

mudslides (Chicken Creek).

Table 3-87 summarizes the pre-fire (USDA Forest Service, 2000b) and post-fire (PF, FISH-22) sediment ratings for the

watersheds in the West Fork Geographic Area.

Table 3-87 — Pre-Fire and Post-Fire Sediment Ratings in the West Fork Geographic Area

FAR(12-20%

FUR 304W»

—HED PAR 12-20%)

FAR 12-2°%

FAR l2-20%

  

 

 

Overwhich 0104 . FA (< 12%) l FAR 1 l2-20%)

There are three streams in the West Fork Geographic Area where bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout survival to

emergence could be suppressed due to sediment: (l) Piquett Creek downstream of Castle Creek; (2) Castle Creek; and (3)

East Piquett Creek All three occur in the lower halfofthe Piquett Creek drainage where road densities are high. Elevated

sediment levels in Piquett Creek and its tributaries are likely enhancing brook trout abundance and distribution, and

contributing to the displacement ofbull trout.
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Table 3-88 - Existing condition of the INFISH RMOs - West Fork fish-bearing streams

 

 

 

Width Pools LWD Mean-maximum Wetted

Stream Method of Survey class per pieces Water temp width

(feet) mile er mile °Celsius depth ratio

U “West Fork

-il 13-15 obo 30*

East Pine“

l5-16(Hobo)* 35*

LimeBIueJoim ll-15(P0int) 28*

Sand

Maie -EI 37 *

Fork No data

Slate IE! 12-14 Hobo 31*

Overwhich —m

Trout IE- 28 *

Comer

‘ Straiht 24*

Im

' None

BNF habiwtinvcnw ’ IE

BNF habitat invenw -II

- BNF habitat invemo

Ta lor BNF habitat inventory —III

Lake None

None

None

@- 194

BNFhabitatinventorv WA <10 g 44* n i 26 W 12-15 (Hobo)

* = RMO is not meeting the default value; (Hobo) = temperatures have been continuously monitored with HOBO-TEMP

thermographs; (Point) = temperatures have been estimated fiom several point measurements

Notable RMO Trends in the West Fork Geographic Area

(1) Pool frequencies are meeting the RMO minimums in most ofthe streams in the geographic area, but are being

suppressed in the “functioning at unacceptable risk” watersheds (Piquett Creek and its tributaries) because of

reductions in pool volume caused by sediment infill. Four streams are currently not meeting the RMO

minimum: the lower West Fork, Hughes Creek, Deer Creek, and Overwhich Creek. Of those four, the lower

West Fork is the only one where pools are well below their natural potential. The main cause is the loss of

channel length (straightening) and woody debris recruitment caused by highway encroachment and

channelization. The pool frequencies in Hughes and Deer Creeks are below the RMO minimum, but are

within ranges observed in unmanaged streams (Overton et al., 1995), and appear to be natural features of

those streams. Hughes Creek is a large, meandering C-channel where pools occur at the natural fi'equency of

C-channels (i.e. one pool every 5-7 bankfull channel widths; Rosgen, 1996). Although sediment levels are

“functioning at risk” in Hughes Creek, the measured levels are not excessively high. Sediment infill may be

reducing pool volume to a small degree, but the impact on the fishery is probably localized and minimal.

Deer Creek is a large roadless drainage with fish habitat that is at or near its natural potential. The

“fiinctioning at ris ” sediment levels in Deer Creek are likely a reflection of the naturally higher sand

concentrations that occur in streams in granitic geology. Pool frequencies in the lower five miles of

Overwhich Creek are below their full potential because of several clearcuts that approach within 50 feet ofthe

stream charmel.

”
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(2) Woody debris is common in most ofthe streams in the geographic area. Two streams clearly lack woody

debris: (1) the lower West Fork (highway encroachment and loss of riparian overstory), and (2) the lower half

ofTaylor Creek (past mining activity). Elsewhere, the undeveloped C-channel reaches ofWest Creek only

contain four pieces of large woody debris per mile, but woody debris is much more abundant in the A and B

channel reaches.

(3) Woody debris meets the RMO minimums in lower Piquett, lower Overwhich, and Coal Creeks, but is below

its natural potential because of scattered clearcuts that approach within 50 feet of their charmels. These

clearcuts were harvested in the early to mid 1980’s, so it will be at least 50 years before they begin to recruit

some trees to the stream channels again.

(4) None ofthe streams in the geographic area meet the default RMO for width-depth ratio. It is diflicult to sort

out management-caused channel widening from natural conditions in these streams because most ofthe ratios

are within the ranges reported for unmanaged streams (Overton et al., 1995). On Bitterroot NF land, visible

stream bank alterations (widening and instability) are not evident is most reaches except along some localized

areas ofroad encroachment. Stream banks are generally in worse condition on private land. The most altered

stream banks occur along the highway-encroached portions of the West Fork.

(5) Water temperatures, even if they exceed 15° C during the warmest 7-day period ofmost summers, are likely

to be near their natural conditions in most of the streams in the West Fork drainage because significant

reductions in shade have not occurred (USDA Forest Service, 2000b). Streams where water temperatures

may be higher than their natural potential include the West Fork (above and below Painted Rocks Dam), Coal

Creek, Piquett Creek, and lower Overwhich Creek. In the West Fork above Painted Rock Dam, the loss of

riparian shade contributes to warmer summer water temperatures. In the West Fork below Painted Rocks

Dam, the loss ofriparian shade and temperature alterations caused by stored water releases from Painted

Rocks Reservoir cause elevated late summer water temperatures. In these reaches of the West Fork, elevated

temperatures have increased the extent ofhabitat occupied by non-native trout, increased the competitive

advantage ofnon-native trout over native trout, and cumulatively decreased the survival and production of

bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout. In Coal, lower Piquett, and lower Overwhich Creeks, some

reductions in shade have occurred where clearcuts approach within 50 feet of their channels. These shade

reductions are localized, and are likely causing small increases in water temperatures.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Common to All Alternatives

The direct and indirect effects on cover, channel stability, water temperature, and migratory corridors were discussed in the

“All Geographic Areas — Environmental Consequences” section earlier in this report.

Cumulative Effects

Common to All Alternatives

For fisheries, the cumulative effects analysis area consists ofthe entire West Fork of the Bitterroot River drainage, and the

Bitterroot River downstream of the East Fork confluence. The cumulative effects analysis area includes all land

ownerships in the West Fork drainage. The reason that the entire West Fork drainage was chosen for cumulative effects

analysis is because both upper (above Painted Rocks Dam) and lower (below Painted Rocks Dam) portions ofthe

watershed burned in the 2000 fires, and all of its streams, whether they burned or not, are tributary to a burned stream Any

activity in the West Fork drainage, regardless ofland ownership, has the potential to cumulatively affect the fish

populations in the burned streams and downstream in the Bitterroot River.

Described below are several activities and natural events within the cumulative efl‘ects analysis area that already have, or

will likely occur in or near the project area in the next three years. The past activities and natural events have contributed to

create the existing condition, and are incorporated within the fisheries existing condition description. These activities may

produce environmental effects on aquatic resources relevant to the proposal.

Sediment, by its incremental nature, usually afi'ects fish habitat and populations in a cumulative manner. In most cases, the

direct and indirect efl'ects ofsediment are impossible to clearly separate out from the cumulative effects. This 18
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particularly true following a fire, when natural sediment increases are much higher for the first several years following the

burn (Minshall et al., 1990; Robinson and Minshall, 1993; Burton, 2000). For those reasons, the direct, indirect, and

cumulative effects of sediment are analyzed together in the following cumulative efi‘ects sections for each of the

alternatives.

Past Activities

National Forest Timber Harvest And Associated Road Construction

Equivalent clearcut area (ECA) ranges fi'om low to moderate in the burned West Fork drainages. From lowest to highest,

the ECAs are: Deer Creek (1%), Overwhich Creek (5%), Blue Joint Creek (6%), Hughes Creek (6%), Slate Creek (6%),

lower West Fork (9%), Chicken/West/Coal Creeks (11%), and Piquett Creek (12%). The majority of the past harvest in

these drainages has occurred in the lower half ofthe watersheds, while upper two-thirds are roadless or very lightly roaded.

The past harvest has generally avoided RHCAs. Road densities are moderate in the majority of the burned West Fork

drainages. From lowest to highest, the road densities (miles ofroad per square mile) on Bitterroot NF land are: Deer Creek

(0.3), Slate Creek (0.8), lower West Fork (0.8), Hughes Creek (1.3), Blue Joint Creek (1.5), Overwhich Creek (1.5),

Chicken/West/Coal Creeks (1.6), and Piquett Creek (2.7). Roads encroach on stream floodplains and RHCAs in the lower

portions ofthe majority ofburned drainages, including the lower two miles of Slate Creek (Road 1133), the lower four

miles ofPiquett Creek (Road 49), the lower five miles ofBlue Joint Creek (Road 362), the lower three miles of Coal Creek

(Road 5660), scattered areas along the lower nine miles ofHughes Creek (Road 104-D) and the lower five miles of

Overwhich Creek (Road 5703), and all of the West Fork downstream ofPainted Rocks Dam (the West Fork Highway).

None ofthese roads contribute large quantities ofsediment to fish habitat, but all have some localized areas of chronic

input. Refer to Table 3-85 in the existing condition description for a surmnary of total road densities, road densities within

300 feet of streams, and road stream crossings by 6th code HUC and ownership.

Private Timber Harvest, Road Construction And Subdivision

Most ofthe private land in the West Fork Geographic Area is located in a narrow corridor along the West Fork and Painted

Rocks Lake. On private land, a moderate amount oftimber harvest and clearing has occurred for homes, roads, and

pastures. Road densities are moderate on private land, with some stream crossings and encroached road segments. Roads

contribute minor amounts of sediment to fish habitat in some localized areas. Scattered home construction is occurring

along the West Fork, but not on the scale that has occurred in the Bitterroot Valley north of Conner. More than any other

road, the West Fork Highway has negatively affected bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in the river by

reducing channel length and habitat complexity (road encroachment and associated channelization), removing riparian

vegetation (shade and woody debris recruitment), encouraging development (roads and homes), and causing higher

sediment inputs along encroached segments (winter sanding ofthe highway). Cumulatively, all ofthese habitat reductions

have contributed to the spread ofnon-native trout (brook, brown, and rainbow trout), and the decline ofnative trout.

Private Salvage Sales

Two salvage sales were completed on private land during the winter of2000-01: salvage on 80 acres on the south side of

Blue Joint Bay, and salvage on the West Fork fiace in the lower Piquett Creek drainage. The harvest activities avoided

RHCAs and did not cause significant soil disturbance (helicopter and skyline yarding over snow). There is no visible

indication that sediment input to fish habitat occurred as a result ofthese two salvage sales. The efl‘ect on the fishery is

likely to be insignificant from these sales.

DNRC Painted Rocks/Coal Creek Timber Sale

This selective harvest, green timber sale occurred in the lower portions of the Coal Creek drainage in 1999-2001. The sale

included road obliteration and culvert removals and replacements (upgrades) on lower Coal Creek and its tributaries. The

likely result of this sale is a short-term sediment increase in Coal Creek in 2000-02, followed by a gradual reduction fi'om

pre-sale sediment yields as the watershed improvements start to take efi‘ect. Some localized reductions in westslope

cutthroat trout, and possibly bull trout, spawning and rearing habitat may occur for several years in scattered areas in lower

two miles of Coal Creek, particularly downstream ofany culverts that were removed or replaced.

Road And Trail Maintenance

In most areas, sediment produced by National Forest road and trail maintenance is insignificant in the West Fork

Geographic Area. Annual maintenance benefits the fishery by preventing larger inputs of sediment. Blading ofRoads 49,

362, and 1133 along the encroached segments ofPiquett, Blue Joint, and Slate Creeks does have some potential to produce

short-term sediment input in a few spots, particularly ifheavy rains follow closely alter the blading when the road bed is
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seller and more erosive. However, blading of these encroached roads also benefits the fishery because it prevents larger

scale road failures and sediment pulses. Winter sanding of the West Fork Highway causes a small amount of sediment

input along the most encroached spots ofthe highway.

Developed Recreation Sites — Maintenance And Use

Trailheads and campgrounds concentrate anglers and cause increased legal and illegal removal ofbull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout, particularly the larger fish in the populations.

Painted Rocks Dam

Since 1939, Painted Rocks Dam has negatively afi'ected the bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in the West

Fork by permanently severing the populations above and below the dam, and by causing fluctuating stream flows and

higher summer water temperatures that favor non-native rainbow and brown trout over native trout. On the good side, the

dam has protected good bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in the upper West Fork by blocking the

upstream encroachment of rainbow and brown trout.

Ditches, Diversion, And Irrigation Dewatering

Dewatering does not occur on a widespread scale in the West Fork drainage, and is not a rmjor threat to the fishery. With

the exception ofChicken Creek, all of the burned drainages maintain good year-round connections to the West Fork.

Chicken Creek's connection to the West Fork is impaired during the summer months because the stream is diverted near its

mouth to feed a private fish pond on private land. There are some unscreened irrigation ditches that exit lower Hughes

Creek, East Piquett Creek, and the West Fork. Some westslope cutthroat trout, and possibly a few bull trout, are probably

lost to these ditches every year. A small irrigation pipe that exits lower Deer Creek is screened to prevent fish losses.

Fish Stocking/Private Fish Ponds

Past stocking of streams has allowed non-native trout (brook, brown, and rainbow trout) to invade, hybridize, and out

compete native trout, particularly in the West Fork. In recent years, a few private fish ponds have been constructed near the

West Fork, resulting in an increased risk ofnon-native fish introductions (mostly rainbow trout and brook trout) and

diseases such as whirling disease.

Livestock Graa‘ng — National Forest And Private

One allotment is active on NFS land in the Coal Creek drainage (the Coal Creek allotment), and one has been inactive since

1994 (the Piquett Creek allotment), but was used for one grazing season (three months during summer 2001 by cows

displaced from the Medicine Tree allotment. Neither allotment poses a significant threat to fish habitat because the

preferred use areas are upland pastures and grasslands that did not burn A minor amount ofriparian grazing occurs in a

few small and dispersed spots along several non-fish-bearing headwater tributaries in the Coal and East Piquett drainages.

The amount of sediment that eventually enters bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat from this riparian grazing is

minor because of the localized nature ofthe bank trampling, the small size of the tributaries relative to Coal and East

Piquett Creeks, and the considerable distances that any grazing-created sediment has to be carried before it enters occupied

fish habitat (PF, PUBLIC INVOLVE-95). The 2000 fires are unlikely to alter future grazing patterns in these two

allotments because the vast majority of the primary range was unburned (Coal = 2% of its primary range was burned at

moderate/high severity; Piquett = < 1% of its primary range was burned at moderate/high severity). The Piquett Creek

allotment will not be grazed in 2002 — it will be returned to a non-use status for the next four years. In the Coal Creek

allotment, the stream channels that are going to be accessible in the next several decades were also accessible prior to the

fires. Grazing occurs on private land along the West Fork, but riparian impacts are localized and minimal in most areas.

Hughes Creek Dredge Mining and Mine Reclamation

Several miles in the middle reaches ofHughes Creek have been dredge mined during the past century. With the exception

of a few scattered mines that are still active on private land, the majority ofthe afi’ected area has recovered. Active mining

on private land still occurs upstream ofMine Creek. This mining activity has dramatically altered the Hughes Creek stream

channel, reduced bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and carrying capacity, and increased sediment inputs to

downstream Bitterroot NF reaches. In 1998, the Bitterroot NF restored a 0.25 mile-long reach of the Hughes Creek stream

channel upstream ofMine Creek. Prior to reclamation, this reach looked similar to the mined areas that occur on private

land. Recovery is still ongoing, particularly the riparian vegetation, but bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout numbers

and habitat have responded very favorably to the reclamation (USDA Forest Service, 1998a: 79-80; MFWP, 2001: 41).

#
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Fire Suppression And Prescribed Fire

As evidenced by the 2000 fires, a half-century of successful fire suppression has allowed the watersheds in the geographic

area to become more vulnerable to high severity fire as fuels continue to accumulate. In recent years, prescribed fire has

been applied to some south-facing aspects in the Trapper Creek (Fern Trap ecobums) and upper West Fork drainage

(Beaver Woods ecobums). Limited monitoring on the Forest indicates that prescribed fire is not causing visible negative

efi‘ects in fish habitat (USDA Forest Service, 1998a: 69; PF, FISH-l8). This is because riparian areas have generally been

unburned, and the low intensity nature (intact duff layer, minimal bare soil exposure and erosion) ofthe fires on the upland

slopes has not generated significant erosion and sediment input to fish habitat. As long as ecoburns comply with the

mitigations in the prescribed fire programmatic BA, the US. Fish and Wildlife Service has conchided that the efi‘ects on

bull trout would be insignificant (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001b).

2000 Fires — Retardant Drops

In July (l4, 15, 31) 2000, 23 drops ofFire-Trol retardant were made in the Blue Joint, Little Bhie Joint, and Taylor Creek

drainages totaling 62,950 gallons (PF, FIRE-33, FIRE-34). To the best ofour knowledge, none ofthese drops occurred

within 300 feet ofwaterways. There were no reports (by pilots, fireline personnel, resource advisors, or overhead teams) of

drops ofretardant within 300 feet of streams in these drainages, and no evidence to suggest that drops in RHCAs and fish

kills occurred. Based on this information, it is highly unlikely that retardant drops had a significant efi‘ect on bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout. The rationale for this determination is the same as that described in the cumulative effects section

(Past Activities) for the Blodgett Geographic Area.

2000 Fires — Firelines (DORI' and Hand)

25 miles of dozer line and 50 miles ofhand line were constructed in the West Fork Geographic Area. No dozer line was

constructed in RHCAs. Hand lines were used in RHCAs, and were restored several weeks after their construction. There

were no dozer line crossings of streams. Only hand line was used to cross streams. The results ofsummer 2001 monitoring

indicates that the rehabilitated lines have a low risk of causing additional sediment input to bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout habitat in the West Fork Geographic Area (PF, FISH-l3, FISH-l7). Refer to the cumulative efi°ects section

(Past Activities) for the Blodgett Geographic Area for a description of the fireline rehabilitation methods that were

employed and the rationale for insignificant effects to the fishery.

2000 Fires — BAER Projects

In October 2000, the BAER teams replaced eight culverts on intermittent and perennial tributaries to Little Blue Joint (3),

Coal (2), East Fork Piquett (2), and Overwhich (l) Creeks. In August 2000, following the Little Blue Fire, the BAER

teams replaced the Road 5658 culvert on Little Blue Joint Creek. This replacement occurred in bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat, but it occurred right after the fire in a severely burned area where most of the

fish had been killed by the fire, so its impact on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout was The other eight

culverts were replaced on non-fish-bearing tributaries. The sediment fi'om these replacements occurred as short pulses

during and immediately following the replacement process, and likely did not have a significant impact on fish habitat.

Although most ofthe culvert replacements did not occur in occupied fish habitat, sediment deposition occurred in < 200

feet of stream below ofall of the culverts. In 2002 and beyond, any additional sedimentation that occurs from these road

crossings would be small because the disturbed fills surrounding these culverts were planted with grass and straw mulched

during autumn 2000 and summer 2001. By summer 2002, vegetative recovery on the fills would limit further sediment

inputs to insignificant quantities. Because most ofthese culverts were located on 1“ and 21"‘, order non-fish bearing

headwater streams, and the nearest occupied fish habitat is typically 1-2 miles downstream ofthese culverts, minimal

sediment input occurred in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat. The BAER culvert replacements also benefited

bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in Little Blue Joint Creek by replacing a fish barrier culvert at the Road 5658

crossing and replacing it with a much larger pipe that now contains a natural stream bottom throughout its barrel. The

result is reconnection of fi'agmented populations and improved access to spawning and rearing habitat.

2000 Fires - Natural Effects

The natural efi‘ects ofthe fire on the fishery are described on pages 15-19 ofthe Post-Fire Assessment (USDA Forest

Service, 2000b; section 4.3).

Personal Use Firewood Cutting And Christmas Tree Cutting

These activities generally occur at least 150 feet from live streams, and are not causing major problems for fish in the GA.

#
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Hunting, Fishing, And Dispersed Recreation

Angling is moderate to heavy in the West Fork, and moderate near developed recreation sites and some popular dispersed

campsites along Hughes, Overwhich, Blue Joint, and Slate Creeks. Some illegal take of bull trout is still occurring in these

streams. Angling tends to remove the larger, adult fish from the populations.

Present Activities

Mudslides

The raw, unstable banks in the Chicken Creek drainage that were created by July 2001 mudslides will continue to

contribute some sediment to bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat trout habitat in downstream sections ofChicken Creek

during heavy rains and high runofi events, at least for the next three years. At the time of this FEIS, Chicken Creek was the

only stream in the West Fork Geographic Area where fish habitat had been negatively impacted by mudslides.

Fire-Related Road Repairs

Implementation ofthese road repairs is likely to have an insignificant impact on the fishery because little work would occur

on portions ofroads that cause direct sediment inputs to fish habitat. Improved road drainage in the burned area would be

beneficial to fish because it would reduce the risk ofmass road fiilures that could cause major impacts.

Mushroom And Special Products Harvest

Heavy mushroom harvest occurred in the moderate and low severity portions of the West Fork Geographic Area during

summer, 2001, particularly in the Overwhich, Blue Joint, and Little Blue Joint Creek drainages. The mushroom crop in

2002 is likely to be lighter, with considerably less picker trafic. Mushroom harvest in 2001 did not have a negative efi'ect

on fish habitat and populations. Good placement and management ofcommercial picker camps has minimized efl‘ects on

riparian areas to the point where they are essentially negligible. Campsites have been designated for commercial pickers

that are not having a negative effect on RHCAs. The main impact has been a lot of foot traflic in the burned riparian areas

and along the fragile stream banks, particularly where stream bottoms closely follow roads. This foot traflic has produced

minor sediment inputs in some places as a result ofpickers stepping on fragile burned banks and causing some localized

trampling and bank collapses. Angling by mushroom pickers was not commonly observed during summer, 2001.

West Fork Highway Paving

Paving the remaining gravel segments around Painted Rocks Lake would have an insignificant effect on the fishery.

Installing baflles inside the concrete box culvert on Slate Creek would allow more bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

spawners fi'om Painted Rocks Lake to ascend Slate Creek to spawn. Over time, that is likely to increase production and

recruitment to the adult populations.

Herbicide Treatments - Roadsides, Trails, And Grasslands

Roadside herbicide spraying has been conducted along roads in the West Fork drainage since 1998. Spot spraying of

knapweed along the Deer and Chicken Creek trails occurred in 1999 and 2000, and follow-up treatments are planned in

fiiture years. Trailside spraying has also occurred on several trails in the Nez Perce Fork (Sheephead and Watchtower

Creeks) and lower West Fork drainages (Boulder Creek). Spraying ofupland grasslands has occurred on Rombo Ridge,

and is likely to continue in future years. If the mitigations are followed properly, the hazard to fish from herbicide

treatments is likely to be insignificant (Gardner, 1999; Walch, 2000). Because low concentrations of herbicides are being

used, and the risk ofchemicals entering streams is low, the cumulative efl‘ect on fish in a large river such as the West Fork

is likely to be insignificant.

Beaver Woods Timber Sale

This timber sale is mostly completed, except for a few remaining units. No harvest has occurred in RHCAs. Stream

channel monitoring downstream ofthe harvest units has not detected any negative sediment increases or channel alterations

as a result ofthe Beaver Woods timber sale (USDA Forest Service, l997d: 82; USDA Forest Service, 1998a: 78; USDA

Forest Service, 1999b: 89). The Beaver Woods timber sale is located in the headwaters of the upper West Fork, upstream

of the burned area.

Trapper Creek Job Corps Sewer System Upgrade

This project would occur on a dry ponderosa pine flat separated fi'om the West Fork by the West Fork Highway. Although

it is technically within the 300’ RHCA along the river, the chance of sediment getting into the river as a result of this

project is negligible. The new sewer system would reduce nutrient enrichment of the ground water near the West Fork,

which may improve downstream water quality in the West Fork to a small degree.
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West Fork Bank Stabilization Project

During summer 2001, rock and log vein structures would be constructed in the West Fork directly upstream ofthe raft

launch site (near the West Fork Ranger Station) to stop ongoing bank erosion. Implementing this project is likely to cause

minor sediment inputs in the short-term, but would benefit the fishery by increasing hiding cover and reducing bank erosion

and sedimentation in the long-term.

BAER Projects Planned For 2001

During summer 2001, a fish barrier culvert is planned for removal on Trout Creek, a bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

spawning and rearing tributary to Overwhich Creek In the short-term, removing the culvert would cause the loss of some

spawning and rearing habitat (due to sedimentation) in the first several hundred feet ofTrout Creek below the culvert.

These reductions would occur for several weeks to months. In the long-term, removing the fish barrier culvert would

increase bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout access to an additional l-2 miles ofpotential spawning and rearing habitat.

Any sediment that enters Overwhich Creek fi'om the culvert removal is likely to be minor and localized in a few small areas

near the mouth ofTrout Creek. In addition to removing the Trout Creek culvert, several rock and log deflector vanes may

be constructed on a meander in lower Overwhich Creek that is eroding the fill slope ofRoad 5703 near the West Fork

Highway. This activity would create some small sediment pulses in the river, but would benefit bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout in the long-term by reducing bank erosion and sediment input, and providing some additional good hiding

cover. Sediment created by removing the Trout Creek culvert and constructing the rock/log vanes would not occur in the

same areas in Overwhich Creek. It would be separated by about seven miles of stream

The following activities are ongoing, and have been previously described:

- Private timber harvest, road construction and subdivision

0 Road and trail maintenance

- Developed recreation sites — maintenance and use

0 Painted Rocks Dam

o Ditches, diversions, and irrigation dewatering

- Private fish ponds (particularly at the mouth ofChicken Creek)

0 Livestock grazing — National Forest and private

0 Hughes Creek dredge mining

- Fire suppression and prescribed fire

- 2000 fires — suppression, BAER projects, and natural efl‘ects

- Personal use firewood and Christmas tree cutting

0 Hunting, fishing, and dispersed recreation

Reasonably Foreseeable Future Activities

West Fork Bridge Construction

The highway bridge near the Nez Perce Fork confluence may be replaced in the next 3-5 years. Removing the old bridge

and constructing a new one would cause sediment input to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in the West Fork

directly below the bridge. This portion of the river contains bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout rearing habitat, but not

spawning habitat. The most likely negative impacts on fish would be harassment of fish that reside in the area and

spawning fish moving through the area, and displacement of fish in habitats near the bridge for several weeks to months

during construction. Overall, sediment inputs are not expected to be significant due to mitigation measures and the low

level of sediment that is currently in the river at the bridge site.

Fuels Reduction Projects — Upper West Fork And Sam Billings Campground

These two projects would involve non-commercial thinning and prescribed burning on upland sites ground

disturbance or bare soil exposure in RHCAs. The effect on fish habitat and populations is likely to be insrg'ruficant. Any

sediment inputs would be miniscule, with no reductions in shade or woody debris recruitment.

Weed EIS And Continued Road, Trail, And Grassland Herbicide Spraying

Herbicide treatments in the West Fork drainage would continue on certain trails, grasslands, and roadsides. New projects in

the Weed EIS are likely to concentrate on upland grasslands and additional roads not covered by the 1998 EA, and could

§
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start in summer, 2002 or 2003. If the mitigations are followed properly, the hazard to fish from roadside spraying is likely

to be insignificant (Gardner, 1999; Walch, 2000).

Nez Perce Road Paving And Raise

Any sediment that enters the West Fork fi'om these projects is likely to be insignificant because the activities do not have a

high potential for creating sediment, and would not occur in areas where sediment input is a significant hazard. Both

projects would benefit fish in the long-term by reducing sediment inputs to the Nez Perce Fork and West Fork fiom the Nez

Perce Road (Road 468).

Slate Hughes Travel Management EA

This project would involve road obliteration and culvert removals and replacements (eliminating fish barriers) in the

Hughes, Overwhich, and Slate Creek drainages. The project would likely occur during summer, 2002 or 2003. Sediment

increases would occur in a few small westslope cutthroat trout tributaries to Hughes, Overwhich, and Slate Creeks as a

result of the culvert replacements. Any sediment input that would occur in Hughes, Overwhich, and Slate Creeks is likely

be very minor and localized, with an insignificant effect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout. Although short-term

sediment inputs would occur in some streams, this project would benefit bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in the long

term by reducing road-derived sediment inputs in the long-term, eliminating fish barriers, and reconnecting fi'agmented bull

trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations in several small spawning and rearing tributaries.

Private Salvage Sales

Opportunities for firture salvage sales on private land are minimal in the West Fork drainage because not much private land

burned, and the two burned areas that were mostly likely to be salvaged were already harvwted during the winter of 2000

01 (i.e., the south side of Bhre Joint Bay and on the West Fork face in the lower Piquett Creek drainage). To the best ofour

knowledge, there are no areas in the West Fork drainage where future salvage on private land would pose a significant risk

to fish habitat and populations.

Jew Mountain/Taylor Trail #185/182 Reconstruction

This project is not likely to affect fish in the Taylor and Trout Creek drainages because the tread work would occur outside

ofRHCAs.

Deer Creek Irrigation Pipeline Installation

This project would install a screened, buried irrigation pipe diversion (carries 1 cfs) on the lower half-mile of Deer Creek.

Construction of the headgate diversion and burying the pipe would occur in late summer or fall 2001, and would cause a

small, one time, small pulse of sediment to Deer Creek. During the summer irrigation season, the pipe would remove about

7% of the base flow, which may reduce the Wetted perimeter/stream margins and fi'y rearing habitat to a small degree.

The following activities are likely to occur in the next three years, and have been previously descrflaed:

Mudslides

Fire-related road repairs

Mushroom and special products harvest

Herbicide treatments - roadsides, trails, and grasslands

Beaver Woods aspen release (selectively removing conifers from aspen stands)

Private timber harvest, road construction and subdivision

Road and trail maintenance

Developed recreation sites — maintenance and use

Painted Rocks Dam

Ditches, diversions, and irrigation dewatering

Private fish ponds (particularly at the mouth ofChicken Creek)

Livestock grazing — National Forest and private

Hughes Creek dredge mining

Fire suppression and prescribed fire

2000 fires — suppression, BAER projects, and natural efi‘ects

Personal use firewood and Christmas tree cutting

Hunting, fishing, and dispersed recreation
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Items _no_t listed above for past, ongoing, and foreseeable activities, but contained on the lists in Appendix A, were not

selected because they occur outside of the West Fork drainage, or occur in the uplands with no potential cumulative efi’ects

to fish and riparian areas.

Alternative A

With no action, road-derived sediment input would continue to occur in the following burned reaches that contain bull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat:

- Blue Joint and Little Blue Joint Creeks below their respective trailheads

- The lower three miles of Coal Creek

0 The lower two miles of Slate Creek

0 Scattered areas along Piquett Creek downstream ofCastle Creek

Other potential sediment sources that could combine with these inputs in the next 3-5 years include:

0 Natural sediment increases caused by the 2000 fires (2001-05); the most impactive sediment year is likely to be

2001 — prior to the start of this project

0 Future mudslides, if they occur in the right places

0 Past sedimentation caused by Forest roads and timber harvest

0 National Forest road maintenance (annually)

- Small sediment inputs caused by the recently completed DNRC Painted Rocks/Coal Creek Timber Sale (2000-03)

0 Small sediment produced by the 2000 BAER culvert replacements

- Sediment produced by the 2000 fire suppression activities, and firture suppression actions

0 Small sediment inputs caused by the Coal Creek grazing allotment (25 cow/calfpairs from 6/1 to 9/30)

0 Small sediment inputs caused by implementing the Slate Hughes Travel Management Project (2002-05)

In Little Blue Joint Creek, sediment levels were moderate prior to the fire, but because ofthe severe burn that occurred in

the watershed, natural sediment increases are expected to be much higher in 2001-03. After that, as vegetative cover

recovers on the burned areas, sediment inputs are expected to steadily decline and slowly return to near pre-fire levels by

2005. During that same time period, some sediment produced by the replacement of three culverts (autumn, 2000) would

continue to be transported downstream in Little Bhie Joint Creek. Other minor sediment inputs would occur as a result of

annual road maintenance. In the lower three miles of Little Blue Joint Creek, these sediment sources are likely to combine

to cause reductions in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat over the next 2-3 years. The

cumulative efl'ect ofnot conducting the BMP upgrades on the roads in the Little Blue Joint drainage is that the small

quantities of sediment that are chronically produced by those roads would continue to add to the elevated sedimentation

caused by the fire and culvert replacements. To a small degree, this would contribute to reduced bull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout spawning success, growth, and juvenile survivorship over the next 2-3 years. In particular, the 2001-03 year

classes of bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout are likely to be reduced from pre-fire levels.

In Coal Creek, sediment levels were moderate prior to the fire, and natural sediment increases caused by the fire are likely

to be low in 2001 and 2002, and should return to near pre-fire levels by 2003 or 2004. The majority ofthe Coal Creek

drainage was unburned or lightly burned by the 2000 fires. Two culverts were replaced on perennial, non-fish-bearing

tributaries to Coal Creek in autumn, 2000. Some of the sediment produced by the replacements is likely to be transported

downstream in Coal Creek over the next year. During 2001-05, other small sediment inputs are likely to occur in Coal

Creek, including sediment from routine road maintenance, sediment from a small amount of riparian grazing that occurs for

several weeks each summer in the Coal Creek grazing allotment, and sediment produced by the recently completed DNRC

timber sale in the lower mile ofCoal Creek. In the lower three miles ofCoal Creek, these sediment sources are likely to

combine to cause some localized reductions in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat over

the next 2-3 years. Road 5560 is located within the RHCA along the lower three miles ofCoal Creek, and encroaches on

the stream in several locations. The cumulative efi’ect ofnot graveling the lower three miles ofRoad 5660, not graveling

the Road 5662 crossing of Coal Creek, and not conducted the BMP upgrades, is that road-derived sediment would continue

to add to the increased sediment levels in Coal Creek and increased sediment levels from the fire. To a small degree, this

could contribute to reduced bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning success (survival to emergence), growth, and

juvenile survivorship throughout the lower three miles of Coal Creek for the next 2-3 years. The fish that reside in habitats

closest to the road would be most vulnerable to this negative cumulative effect.
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In Slate Creek, sediment levels were low prior to the fire, but because of the severe burn that occurred in the upper third of

the watershed, natural sediment increases are expected to be much higher in 2001-03. After that, as vegetative cover

recovers on the burned areas, sediment increases are expected to slowly return to near pre-fire levels by 2005. Over that

same time period, a culvert on Elk Creek (a tributary to lower Slate Creek) may be replaced as part ofthe Slate Hughes

travel management project. Any sediment that enters Slate Creek from that replacement project is likely to be miniscule.

Other small sediment inputs would occur as a result of routine road maintenance. In the lower two miles of Slate Creek,

these sediment sources are likely to combine to cause some localized reductions in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

spawning and rearing habitat over the next 2-3 years. Road 1133 encroaches on the lower two miles of Slate Creek, and is

a chronic sediment-producer. The cumulative efl‘ect ofnot graveling that road segment is that the sediment produced by the

road would continue to add to the higher sediment levels in Slate Creek caused by the fire. To a small degree, this could

contribute to reduced bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning success (survival to emergence), growth, and

juvenile survivorship throughout the lower two miles of Slate Creek for the next 2-3 years. The fish that reside in habitats

closest to the road would be most vulnerable to this negative cumulative effect.

In the Piquett Creek drainage, natural sediment increases caused by the fires are likely to be low in 2001 and 2002, and

should return to near pre-fire levels by 2003 or 2004. Two culverts were replaced on intermittent, non-fish-bearing

tributaries to East Piquett Creek during autumn, 2000. Neither is likely to cause significant sediment inputs to westslope

cutthroat flout habitat in East Piquett Creek. Routine road maintenance on Roads 49, 5720, and 731, and use of the vacant

Piquett Creek grazing allotment during the summer of 2001 would contribute minor sediment inputs to Piquett Creek and

East Piquett Creek during 2001-05. The cumulative efi‘ect of not graveling the lower mile ofRoad 49 along Piquett Creek,

and not conducting the BMP upgrades on the road network, is still likely to have an insignificant efi‘ect on bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout habitat, individuals, and populations in the Piquett Creek drainage. The sediment increases

produced by the fire and other activities in the drainage are likely to be small Road 49, the road with the highest potential

to cause sediment inputs to fish habitat, in located within the RHCA ofPiquett Creek for about four miles, but it is flat and

generally separated fi'om Piquett Creek by an unburned riparian filter strip > 100 feet wide.

Alternative A is not likely to cause any visible cumulative efi‘ects to fish habitat and populations in the West Fork ofthe

Bitterroot River, Painted Rocks Reservoir, and Bitterroot River. Any small quantities ofroad sediment carried downstream

by Slate, Coal, and Little Blue Joint Creeks would be deposited on the muddy bottom ofPainted Rocks Reservoir, where its

efi'ect on the fishery would be insignificant. The road sediment that enters the lower West Fork from Piquett Creeks would

also be so widely scattered and invisible by the time it enters the river that its potential impact on the fishery would be

insignificant.

Alternatives B and D

Alternatives B and D would produce the highest sediment inputs to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in the

West Fork drainage. Inputs from Alternatives B and D would be nearly identical. Alternatives B and D are predicted to

deliver the following quantities of sediment to streams in the West Fork Geographic Area. The percent contributed by

salvage harvest activities (harvest + landings) is contained in parenthesis.

o 51.8 tons to Blue Joint Creek and its tributaries (98%)

o 48.6 tons to Coal Creek and its tributaries (95%)

o 27.9 to 32.4 tons to Overwhich Creek and its tributaries (100%)

o 17.9 tons to the lower West Fork and its tributaries (100%)

~ 5.4 to 6.1 tons to Piquett Creek and its tributaries (66-74%)

o 1 ton to Taylor and Hughes Creeks (0%)

Assuming that all of this sediment would be delivered to stream reaches that contain bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat

trout all at one time (an unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be: Blue Joint/Little Blue Joint Creeks (6

tons); Coal Creek (4 tons); the lower West Fork (3 tons); Overwhich Creek (3 tons); Piquett Creek (1 ton), and Hughes

Creek (0.1 tons).

These predictions are conservative and likely represent worst-case scenarios because it would be very unlikely for all ofthe

sediment to enter occupied fish habitat, particularly all at one time. These sediment inputs are likely to be spread out over a

2-4 year period (2002-05), with the largest pulses occurring during storms, runofi‘, and high flow periods in 2002 and 2003,

and to lesser degrees in 2004-05. The majority of the watershed improvement activities are likely to be implemented

during the 2002 and 2003 field seasons.
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Replacing the culverts on Magpie and Taylor Creeks would cause short-term sedimentation ofwestslope cutthroat trout

spawning and rearing habitat downstream oftheir respective road crossings. Monitoring by the Flathead (USDA Forest

Service, 1999a) and Lolo National Forests (USDA Forest Service, l999d) indicates that with the application ofBMP's, l-2

tons of sediment is typically produced at each crossing, and most of the sediment that is created is deposited within the first

150 feet downstream ofthe culvert. Although BMP’s (silt fences, clean water diversions, etc) are effective in greatly

minimizing sediment input during the replacement/removal process, it is impossible to stop all sediment input from

occurring. The sediment produced by the replacements is likely to cause some scattered, temporary (several weeks to

months) reductions in westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat near the culverts. These habitat reductions

would displace some juvenile westslope cutthroat trout in habitats near the culverts for several weeks to months, and could

contribute to the mortality of a few juvenile westslope cutthroat trout. Although bull trout are not present in Magpie and

Taylor Creeks, they are present downstream ofthose two culverts in Blue Joint (Magpie) and Hughes (Taylor) Creek. The

culvert replacements would occur at low flows between May 15'h and September 1“ to avoid the period ofbull trout

spawning, egg incubation in the gravels, and early rearing of fi'y (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001a).

Other potential sediment sources that could combine with Alternative B and Us sediment inputs during the 2002-05 time

period include:

- Pre-fire sediment levels; unnaturally high in Piquett Creek, low to moderate in all of the other streams

0 Natural sediment increases caused by the fires; these would be high for 2-4 years in Little Blue Joint and Slate

Creeks, and would gradually decline back down to near pre-fire levels by 2005; the most impactive sediment year is

likely to be 2001 — prior to the start of this project

- Sediment entering the West Fork from July 2001 mudslides in the Chicken Creek drainage

0 Future mudslides, if they occur in the right places

- Srrrall sediment inputs caused by annual National Forest road maintenance

- Small, localized sediment inputs caused by the 2000 BAER culvert replacements

- Sediment produced by the 2000 fire suppression activities, and future suppression actions

- Small sediment inputs in the lower mile ofCoal Creek caused by the recently completed DNRC Painted

Rocks/Coal Creek timber sale

0 Small sediment inputs in lower Coal Creek caused by the Coal Creek grazing allotment (25 cow/calfpairs fi'om 6/1

to 9/30)

0 Small sediment inputs in lower Slate Creek, Taylor Creek, and Hughes Creek caused by implementing the Slate

Hughes travel management project (2002-05)

The predicted cumulative effects are:

In Overwhich, Blue Joint, Little Blue Joint, and Coal Creeks, the sediment created by Alternatives B and D is likely to

combine with moderate pre-fire sediment levels (Coal, Little Bhre Joint), increased sediment yields from the fire (high in

Little Blue Joint; low to moderate in Bhre Joint and Overwhich), and small sediment inputs fi'om the BAER culvert

replacements (Coal, Little Blue Joint), DNRC Coal Creek timber sale (Coal), and Coal Creek grazing allotment (Coal) to

cumulatively degrade bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat on a localized scale for a period

of about four years (2002-05). Based on the tons per mile estimates, cumulative sedimentation could cause minor

reductions in pool volumes and sedimentation ofshallow rearing areas such as stream margins and sidechannels in the

lower four miles ofBhre Joint Creek, the lower three miles ofLittle Blue Joint Creek, and the lower three miles ofCoal

Creek Juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout growth and survivorship could be reduced in scattered habitats.

The cumulative sedimentation of spawning gravels could also suppress survival to emergence to a small degree. The hull

trout and westslope cutthroat trout year classes in 2002 and 2003 would be impacted the most, with improving survival to

emergence rates in the 2004 and 2005 year classes as sediment yields fi'om the project and fires decline to pre-fire and pre

project levels, and flushing of fire sediments occurs. The duration ofthese reductions is predicted to occur for about four

years, ending around 2006. If losses ofjuvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout roughly follows the magnitude of

sediment inputs, the losses ofjuveniles and year class reductions that may occur as a result of Alternatives B and D could

be twice those of Alternative F in Bhre Joint and Little Blue Joint Creeks, four times those of Alternative F in Coal Creek.

and halfthose of Alternative F in Overwhich Creek. Overall, losses of bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout would be

highest with Alternatives B and D as compared to the other action alternatives.

Starting in 2006, the watershed improvement activities are predicted to reduce annual sediment inputs from the road

network by 6 tons per year (Coal Creek) and 3 tons per year (Blue Joint and Little Blue Joint Creeks). By 2007, most ofthe

fire-caused sedimentation is likely to be flushed from the area (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: l5-17; Burton,
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2000; Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At that time, a gradual long-term improving trend in bull trout and westslope cutthroat

trout spawning and rearing habitat would commence in Blue Joint, Little Blue Joint, and Coal Creeks, but improvements

would occur at a slower rate with Alternatives B and D than they would with the other action alternatives. Watershed

improvement activities are not proposed for the Overwhich Creek drainage. As a result, sediment contributions from the

road network are likely to continue at or near existing levels in that drainage.

In Piquett Creek, Slate Creek, Hughes Creek, and the lower West Fork, Alternative B and D’s sediment inputs would

combine with high pre-fire sediment levels (Piquett) and increased sediment inputs from the fires (high in Slate, low in

Piquett, Hughes, and the lower West Fork). However, Alternative B and D’s sediment contributions would only compose a

minor fi'action of these much larger sediment increases, and would also occur at scattered intervals over a 2-4 year period in

short pulses. Sediment increases from the fires would also be declining during the same time period that Alternative B and

D’s sediment inputs are occurring — which would help to negative cumulative effects on the fishery. For those

reasons, it is unlikely that Alternative B and D's sediment inputs would have a significant cumulative efi'ect on bull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations in Hughes Creek, Piquett Creek, Slate Creek, and the lower West

Fork.

Starting in 2006, the watershed improvement activities are predicted to reduce annual sediment inputs from the road

network by 14 tons per year in the Piquett Creek drainage, and 3 tons per year in the Slate Creek drainage. The annual

sediment reductions that are expected to commence in 2006 in the Piquett and Slate Creek drainages would be greater than

the total sediment inputs produced by the watershed improvement projects. By 2007, most of the fire-caused sedimentation

is likely to be flushed fi'om the area (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: l5-l7; Burton, 2000; Green and Gerhardt,

1991). At that time, a long-term improving trend in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat

would commence in those two streams. As the years roll by, these sediment reductions would add up and result in cleaner

substrates and improved bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat in Piquett and Slate Creeks.

Watershed improvement activities are not proposed for the Hughes Creek and lower West Fork drainages. As a result,

sediment contributions from the road network are likely to continue at or near their existing levels in those drainages.

The WEPP model predicts that the helicopter salvage harvest in Alternatives B and D would deliver about 17 tons of

sediment to the intermittent, non-fish bearing streams on the east side of the West Fork Bitterroot River. These streams do

not contain overland connections to the West Fork Bitterroot River. Their flows go subterranean in alluvial fans before

they reach the river. As a result, there is likely to be no sediment input to the river fi'om the helicopter salvage harvest in

Alternatives B and D. The landings are located on private land on the side of the West Fork Highway opposite the river.

The presence of the highway between the landings and the river would prevent any sediment inputs to the river.

The 2000 fires are going to result in elevated stream temperatures throughout many streams in the burned portion of the

West Fork drainage for at least the next decade. Alternatives B and D, however, are unlikely to significantly contribute to

those increases because it is unlikely to increase stream temperatures to a measurable degree.

Woody debris recruitment has been reduced along the road-encroached lower ends of the West Fork, Taylor Creek, Piquett

Creek, Overwhich Creek, and Coal Creek. Alternatives B and D, however, would not afi'ect woody debris recruitment

because no vegetation would be removed from riparian areas.

Livestock grazing on the Piquett and Coal Creek allotments is not a significant contributor of sediment to fish habitat.

There is some grazing that occurs in a few spots along some unburned, non-fish bearing headwater streams in both

allotments. Sediment entering East Piquett Creek as a result of grazing has had an invisible and insignificant efl‘ect on fish

habitat in the past. The Piquett Creek allotment will not be grazed in 2002 — it will be put in a non-use status for the next

four years. Sediment entering Coal Creek would combine with Alternative B and D's sediment inputs to cause minor and

localized cumulative sedimentation ofbull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat during the

2002-05 time period.

Relative to Alternatives E and F, Alternatives B and D would have a higher risk of contributing to the spread ofbrook trout

and the displacement ofnative trout in Blue Joint, Little Blue Joint, and Coal Creeks, at least on a local scale during the

2002-05 time period. Brook trout populations are already established in these streams. Higher sediment levels could

reduce native trout survival to emergence, but would have a lesser impact on brook trout. in Overwhich Creek, brook trout

are not present within several miles of the reaches that are likely to receive the most sediment, nor are they likely to spread

that far upstream in just a 2-4 year period.

Alternatives B and D are unlikely to cause any visible and measurable cumulative effects to fish habitat and populations in

the West Fork of the Bitterroot River, Painted Rocks Reservoir, and main stem Bitterroot River. The sediment loads in the

rivers are magnitudes higher than those that would be created by Alternatives B and D. Therefore, the rivers should be able
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to easily dilute, mask, and scatter the project-caused sediment. Some ofthe sediment carried downstream from the burned

upper West Fork tributaries would eventually be deposited on the muddy bottom of Painted Rocks Reservoir, where its

effect on the fishery is likely to be insignificant since the bottom ofthe reservoir is already entirely silt, sand, and mud

covered. This sediment would reduce the VOlllI‘llC capacity ofthe reservoir to an insignificant degree. The amount of

sediment that would enter the lower West Fork via Piquett Creek would be small. It is likely to be so widely scattered and

invisible by the time it enters the lower West Fork that its impact on the fishery would be insignificant.

Although Alternatives B and D would put more short-term stress on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout individuals and

populations in the West Fork drainage relative to the other action alternatives, the populations are well-connected (above

and below Painted Rocks Dam), contain several thousand adult fish in each of the larger tributary streams, and should be

resilient enough to withstand and recover from Alternative B and D's short-term sediment inputs by 2006-07. The

localized losses ofbull trout and westslope cutthroat trout juveniles and/or suppression of survival to emergence rates that

could occur as a result ofcumulative sedimentation are unlikely to occur on a magnitude or duration that threaten

population persistence and viability.

Alternative C

Alternative C’s watershed improvements and culvert replacements are predicted to deliver the following quantities of

sediment to streams in the West Fork Geographic Area:

- 1.5 tons to Piquett Creek and its tributaries

o 1.4 tons to Coal Creek and its tributaries

o 0.2 tons to Bhre Joint Creek and its tributaries

0 About 1 ton to Taylor Creek below the Road 104D culvert

- About 1 ton to Magpie and Blue Joint Creeks below the Road 362 culvert

o Negligible inputs near zero in the Slate Creek drainage

Assuming that all of this sediment would be delivered to stream reaches that contain bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat

trout all at one time (an unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be: Piquett Creek (0.2 tons); Coal Creek (0.1

tons); Blue Joint/Little Blue Joint Creeks (0.1 tons); Hughes/Taylor Creeks (0.1 tons), and Slate Creek (negligible inputs

near zero).

These predictions are conservative and likely represent worst-case scenarios because it would be very unlikely for all ofthe

sediment to enter occupied fish habitat, particularly all at one time. These sediment inputs are likely to be spread out over a

2-4 year period (2002-05), with the largest pulses occurring during storms, runofl‘, and high flow periods in 2002 and 2003,

and to lesser degrees in 2004 and 2005. The majority of the watershed improvement activities are likely to be implemented

during the 2002 and 2003 field seasons.

Replacing the culverts on Magpie and Taylor Creeks would cause short-term sedimentation ofwestslope cutthroat trout

spawning and rearing habitat downstream oftheir respective road crossings. Monitoring by the Flathead (USDA Forest

Service, 1999a) and Lolo National Forests (USDA Forest Service, l999d) indicates that with the application ofBMP’s, l-2

tons of sediment is typically produced at each crossing, and most of the sediment that is created is deposited within the first

150 feet downstream ofthe culvert. Although BMP’s (silt fences, clean water diversions, etc) are efl'ective in greatly

minimizing sediment input during the replacement/removal process, it is impossible to stop all sediment input from

occurring. The sediment produced by the replacements is likely to cause some scattered, temporary (several weeks to

months) reductions in westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat near the culverts. These habitat reductions

would displace some juvenile westslope cutthroat trout in habitats near the culverts for several weeks to months, and could

contribute to the mortality of a few juvenile westslope cutthroat trout. Although bull trout are not present in Magpie and

Taylor Creeks, they are present downstream ofthose two culverts in Blue Joint (Magpie) and Hughes (Taylor) Creek. The

culvert replacements would occur at low flows between May 15th and September In to avoid the period ofbull trout

spawning, egg incubation in the gravels, and early rearing of fi'y (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001a).

Other potential sediment sources that could combine with Alternative C’s sediment inputs during the 2002-05 time period

inchrde:

- Pre-fire sediment levels; unnaturally high in Piquett Creek, low to moderate in all of the other streams

- Natural sediment increases caused by the fires; these would be high for 2-4 years in Little Blue Joint and Slate _

Creeks, and would gradually decline back down to near pre-fire levels by 2005; the most impactive sediment year is

likely to be 2001 - prior to the start of this project
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- Sediment entering the West Fork from July 2001 mudslides in the Chicken Creek drainage

0 Future mudslides, ifthey occur in the right places

- Small sediment inputs caused by armual National Forest road maintenance

- Small, localized sediment inputs caused by the 2000 BAER culvert replacements

0 Sediment produced by the 2000 fire suppression activities, and future suppression actions

0 Small sediment inputs in the lower mile ofCoal Creek caused by the recently completed DNRC Painted

Rocks/Coal Creek timber sale

- Small sediment inputs in lower Coal Creek caused by the Coal Creek grazing allotment (25 cow/calfpairs fi'om 6/1

to 9/30)

0 Small sediment inputs in lower Slate Creek, Taylor Creek, and Hughes Creek caused by implementing the Slate

Hughes travel management project (2002-05)

The predicted cumulative efl‘ects are:

In all ofthe streams in the West Fork drainage, Alternative C is predicted to deliver minor amounts of sediment to bull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout habitat. These inputs would contribute to the elevated sediment levels already caused by the

fires, roads, BAER culvert replacements, livestock grazing, and past/ongoing DNRC and Forest Service timber sales.

However, Alternative C's sediment contributions would only compose a minor fi'action ofthese much larger sediment

increases, and would also occur at scattered intervals over a 2-4 year period in short pulses. Sediment increases from the

fires would also be declining during the same time period that Alternative C’s sediment inputs are occurring — which would

help to minimize negative cumulative effects on fish habitat. For those reasons, it is unlikely that Alternative C’s sediment

inputs would have a significant cumulative efi'ect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations.

Starting in 2006, when vegetation has re-established itselfon decompacted/obliterated roads and stream crossings, the

watershed improvement activities are predicted to reduce annual sediment inputs from the road network by: 14 tons per

year (Piquett Creek); 6 tons per year (Coal Creek); and 3 tons per year (Slate, Blue Joint, and Little Blue Joint Creeks). In

all ofthe drainages, the annual sediment reductions that are expected to commence in 2006 would be greater than the total

sediment inputs produced by the watershed improvement projects. As the years roll by, these sediment reductions would

add up and result in cleaner substrates and improved bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat.

The largest improvements in spawning and rearing habitat are likely to occur in the road encroached portions ofPiquett

Creek downstream ofCastle Creek (Roads 49, 731, 5720, and 5724), the lower three miles ofCoal Creek (Roads 5660,

5662, and 74160), Little Blue Joint Creek below the Little Blue trailhead (Roads 5656 and 5658), and the lower two miles

of Slate Creek (Road 1133).

The 2000 fires are going to result in elevated stream temperatures throughout many streams in the burned portion of the

West Fork drainage for at least the next decade. Alternative C, however, is unlikely to significantly contribute to those

increases because it is unlikely to increase stream temperatures to a measurable degree.

Woody debris recruitment has been reduced along the road-encroached lower ends ofthe West Fork, Taylor Creek, Piquett

Creek, Overwhich Creek, and Coal Creek. Alternative C, however, would not afl'ect woody debris recruitment because no

vegetation would be removed fi'om riparian areas.

Livestock grazing on the Piquett and Coal Creek allotments is not a significant contributor of sediment to fish habitat.

There is some grazing that occurs in a few spots along some unburned, non-fish bearing headwater streams in both

allotments. Sediment entering East Piquett Creek as a result of grazing has had an invisible and insignificant effect on fish

habitat in the past. The Piquett Creek allotment will not be grazed in 2002 - it will be put in a non-use status for the next

four years. Sediment entering Coal Creek from the allotment is likely to have an insignificant cumulative effect in lower

Coal Creek with the minimal sediment produced by Alternative C.

Alternative C is unlikely to change habitat conditions in a manner that would favor the expansion ofbrook trout

populations and the displacement ofnative trout populations.

Alternative C is unlikely to cause any viable and measurable cumulative efl'ects to fish habitat and populations in the West

Fork of the Bitterroot River, Painted Rocks Reservoir, and main stem Bitterroot River. The sediment loads in the rivers are

magnitudes higher than those that would be created by Alternative C. Therefore, the rivers should be able to easily dilute,

mask, and scatter the project-caused sediment. Some of the sediment carried downstream fi'om the burned upper West Fork

tributaries would eventually be deposited on the muddy bottom ofPainted Rocks Reservoir, where its effect on the fishery

is likely to be insignificant since the bottom ofthe reservoir is already entirely silt, sand, and mud-covered. This sediment

would reduce the volume capacity ofthe reservoir to an insignificant degree. The amount of sediment that would enter the
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lower West Fork via Piquett Creek would be small. It is likely to be so widely scattered and invisible by the time it enters

the lower West Fork that its impact on the fishery would be insignificant.

Alternative E

The cumulative efl'ects of Alternatives E and C would be indistinguishable in the field. The only major difi'erence between

Alternatives E and C is that Alternative E contains helicopter salvage harvest in the roadless portion ofthe lower West Fork

drainage on the east side ofthe West Fork Bitterroot River between the Trapper Creek Job Corps Center and Conner. The

rest ofthe proposed activities and predicted efiects in Alternatives B and C would be very similar.

The WEPP model predicts that the helicopter salvage harvest in Alternative E would deliver about 7 tons ofsediment to the

intermittent, non-fish bearing streams on the east side of the West Fork Bitterroot River. These streams do not contain

overland connections to the West Fork Bitterroot River. Their flows go subterranean in alluvial fans before they reach the

river. As a result, there is likely to be no sediment input to the river from the helicopter salvage harvest in Alternative E.

The landings are located on private land on the side ofthe West Fork Highway opposite the river. The presence of the

highway between the landings and the river would prevent any sediment inputs to the river.

Alternative F

Alternative F is predicted to deliver the following quantities of sediment to streams in the West Fork Geographic Area. The

percent contnbuted by salvage harvest activities (harvest + landings) is contained in parenthesis.

- 50.7 tons to Overwhich Creek and its tributaries (100%)

o 27.9 tons to Blue Joint Creek and its tributaries (86%)

o 14.2 tons to the lower West Fork and its tributaries (100%)

o 12.2 tons to Coal Creek and its tributaries (92%)

o 4 tons to Hughes Creek and its tributaries (0%)

o 3.5 tons to Piquett Creek and its tnbutaries (0%)

~ 1 ton to Slate Creek and its tributaries (0%)

Assuming that all of this sediment would be delivered to stream reaches that contain bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat

trout all at one time (an unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be: Overwhich Creek (5 tons); Blue

Joint/Little Blue Joint Creeks (3 tons); the lower West Fork (3 tons); Coal Creek (1 ton); Slate Creek (0.5 tons), Hughes

Creek (0.4 tons), and Piquett Creek (0.4 tons).

These predictions are conservative and likely represent worst-case scenarios because it would be very unlikely for all ofthe

sediment to enter occupied fish habitat, particularly all at one time. These sediment inputs are likely to be spread out over a

2-4 year period (2002-05), with the largest pulses occurring during storms, runofi‘, and high flow periods in 2002 and 2003,

and to lesser degrees in 2004-05. The majority of the watershed improvement activities are likely to be implemented

during the 2002 and 2003 field seasons.

- Replacing the fish barrier culverts on Magpie, Taylor, Sand, Took, Coal, Malloy Gulch, Mill Gulch, Mine, Elk, Castle, and

East Piquett Creeks would cause short-term sedimentation of bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing

habitat downstream oftheir respective road crossings. Monitoring by the Flathead (USDA Forest Service, 1999a) and Lolo

National Forests (USDA Forest Service, l999d) indicates that with the application ofBMP’s, l-2 tons ofsediment is

typically produced at each crossing, and most of the sediment that is created is deposited within the first 150 feet

downstream of the culvert. Although BMP’s (silt fences, clean water diversions, etc) are efl'ective in greatly minimizing

sediment input during the replacement/removal process, it is impossible to stop all sediment input from occurring. The

sediment produced by the replacement/removals is likely to cause some scattered, temporary (several weeks to months)

reductions in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat near the culverts. These habitat

reductions would displace some juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in habitats near the culverts for several

weeks to months, and could contribute to the mortality ofa few 'uvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout. The

culvert replacements would occur at low flows between May 15 and September 1“ to avoid the period ofbull trout

spawning, egg incubation in the gravels, and early rearing of fi'y (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001a).

Other potential sediment sources that could combine with Alternative F’s sediment inputs during the 2002-05 time period

include:

o Pre-fire sediment levels; unnaturally high in Piquett Creek, low to moderate in all of the other streams
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~ Natural sediment increases caused by the fires; these would be high for 2-4 years in Little Blue Joint and Slate

Creeks, and would gradually decline back down to near pre-fire levels by 2005; the most irnpactive sediment year is

likely to be 2001 - prior to the start of this project

Sediment entering the West Fork from July 2001 mudslides in the Chicken Creek drainage

Future mudslides, if they occur in the right places

Small sediment inputs caused by annual National Forest road maintenance

Small, localized sediment inputs caused by the 2000 BAER culvert replacements

Sediment produced by the 2000 fire suppression activities, and future suppression actions

Small sediment inputs in the lower mile ofCoal Creek caused by the recently completed DNRC Painted

Rocks/Coal Creek timber sale

0 Small sediment inputs in lower Coal Creek caused by the Coal Creek grazing allotment (25 cow/calfpairs from 6/1

to 9/30)

0 Small sediment inputs in lower Slate Creek, Taylor Creek, and Hughes Creek caused by implementing the Slate

Hughes travel management project (2002-05)

The predicted cumulative efl'ects are:

In Overwhich, Blue Joint, Little Blue Joint, and Coal Creeks, the sediment created by Alternative F is likely to combine

with moderate pre-fire sediment levels (Coal, Little Blue Joint), increased sediment yields fi'om the fire (high in Little Blue

Joint; low to moderate in Blue Joint and Overwhich), and small sediment inputs fiom the BAER culvert replacements

(Coal, Little Bhie Joint), DNRC Coal Creek timber sale (Coal), and Coal Creek grazing allotment (Coal) to cumulatively

degrade some scattered bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat for a period of about four years

(2002-05). Based on the tons per mile estimates, these negative cumulative effects are not likely to be widespread — they

would be localized and most prevalent near the salvage areas. Juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout growth and

survivorship could be reduced in some habitats by cumulative reductions in pool volume and sedimentation of shallow

rearing areas such as stream margins and sidechannels. The cumulative sedimentation of spawning gravels could also

suppress survival to emergence to a small degree in some localized areas. The bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout year

classes in 2002 and 2003 would be impacted the most, with improving survival to emergence rates in the 2004 and 2005

year classes as sediment yields fi'om the project and fires decline to pre-fire and pre-project levels, and flushing of fire

sediments occurs.

Starting in 2006, the watershed improvement activities are predicted to reduce annual sediment inputs fi'om the road

network by 6 tons per year (Coal Creek) and 3 tons per year (Blue Joint and Little Blue Joint Creeks). By 2007, most of the

fire-caused sedimentation is likely to be flushed fi'om the area (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: 15-17; Burton,

2000; Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At that time, a long-term improving trend in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

spawning and rearing habitat would commence in Bhre Joint, Little Blue Joint, and Coal Creeks. Watershed improvement

activities are not proposed for the Overwhich Creek drainage. As a result, sediment contributions fi'om the road network

are likely to continue at or near existing levels in that drainage.

In Piquett Creek, Slate Creek, Hughes Creek, and the lower West Fork, Alternative F’s sediment inputs would combine

with high pre-fire sediment levels (Piquett) and increased sediment inputs fiom the fires Grigh in Slate, low in Piquett,

Hughes, and the lower West Fork). However, Alternative F’sedirnent contributions would only compose a minor fraction

of these much larger sediment increases, and would also occur at scattered intervals over a 2-4 year period in short pulses.

Sediment increases from the fires would also be declining during the same time period that Alternative F’s sediment inputs

are occurring - which would help to negative cumulative efi'ects on the fishery. For those reasons, it is unlikely

that Alternative F's sediment inputs would have a significant cumulative effect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

habitat and populations in Hughes Creek, Piquett Creek, Slate Creek, and the lower West Fork.

Starting in 2006, the watershed improvement activities are predicted to reduce annual sediment inputs from the road

network by: 12 tons per year (Piquett Creek) and 3 tons per year (Slate Creek). By 2007, most ofthe fire-caused

sedimentation is likely to be flushed fi'om the area (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: l5-l7; Burton, 2000; Green

and Gerhardt, 1991). At that time, a long-term improving trend in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and

rearing habitat would commence in Piquett and Slate Creeks. Watershed improvement activities are not proposed for the

Hughes Creek and lower West Fork drainages. As a result, sediment contributions from the road network are likely to

continue at or near their existing levels in those drainages.

The WEPP model predicts that the helicopter salvage harvest in Alternative F would deliver about 14 tons of sediment to

the intermittent, non-fish bearing streams on the east side ofthe West Fork Bitterroot River. These streams do not contain

overland connections to the West Fork Bitterroot River. Their flows go subterranean in alluvial fans before they reach the
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river. As a result, there is likely to be no sediment input to the river fi'om the helicopter salvage harvest in Alternative F.

The landings are located on private land on the side ofthe West Fork Highway opposite the river. The presence ofthe

highway between the landings and the river would prevent any sediment inputs to the river.

The 2000 fires are going to result in elevated stream temperatures throughout many streams in the burned portion of the

West Fork drainage for at least the next decade. Alternative F, however, is unlikely to significantly contribute to those

increases because it is unlikely to increase stream temperatures to a measurable degree.

Woody debris recruitment has been reduced along the road-encroached lower ends of the West Fork, Taylor Creek, Piquett

Creek, Overwhich Creek, and Coal Creek. Alternative F, however, would not affect woody debris recruitment because no

vegetation would be removed from riparian areas.

Livestock grazing on the Piquett and Coal Creek allotments is not a significant contributor of sediment to fish habitat.

There is some grazing that occurs in a few spots along some unburned, non-fish bearing headwater streams in both

allotments. Sediment entering East Piquett Creek as a result ofgrazing has had an invisible and insignificant effect on fish

habitat in the past. The Piquett Creek allotment will not be grazed in 2002 — it will be put in a non-use status for the next

four years. Sediment entering Coal Creek is likely to combine with Alternative F‘s sediment inputs to cause minor and

localized cumulative sedimentation ofbull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat during the

2002-05 time period.

Alternative F probably has a low risk of contributing to the spread ofbrook trout and the displacement ofnative trout in the

West Fork drainage. The middle section ofOverwhich Creek is likely to receive the most sediment inputs, but brook trout

are not present within several miles of this area, nor are they likely to spread that far upstream in just a 2-4 year period. In

the other streams where cumulative sedimentation is likely to occur (Blue Joint, Little Blue Joint, and Coal Creeks), brook

trout populations are already established. The scattered and localized sedimentation that is likely to occur over a 2-4 year

period in these streams would have a low risk of altering habitat conditions on a scale would cause the spread ofbrook trout

and the displacement ofnative trout.

Alternative F is unlikely to cause any visible and measurable cumulative efl'ects to fish habitat and populations in the West

Fork ofthe Bitterroot River, Painted Rocks Reservoir, and main stem Bitterroot River. The sediment loads in the rivers are

magnitudes higher than those that would be created by Alternative F. Therefore, the rivers should be able to easily dilute,

mask, and scatter the project-caused sediment. Some ofthe sediment carried downstream from the burned upper West Fork

tributaries would eventually be deposited on the muddy bottom ofPainted Rocks Reservoir, where its efl'ect on the fishery

is likely to be insignificant since the bottom ofthe reservoir is already entirely silt, sand, and mud-covered. This sediment

would reduce the vohime capacity ofthe reservoir to an insignificant degree. The amount of sediment that would enter the

lower West Fork via Piquett Creek would be small. It is likely to be so widely scattered and invisible by the time it enters

the lower West Fork that its impact on the fishery would be insignificant.

In summary, the populations ofbull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in the West Fork drainage are well-connected

(above and below Painted Rocks Dam), contain several thousand adult fish in each of the larger tributary streams, and

should be resilient enough to withstand and recover from Alternative F’s short-term sediment inputs by 2005-06. The

localized losses ofbull trout and westslope cutthroat trout juveniles and/or suppression of survival to emergence rates that

could occur as a result of cumulative sedimentation are unlikely to occur on a magnitude or duration that threaten

population persistence and

Alternative G

Alternative G is predicted to deliver the following quantities of sediment to streams in the West Fork Geographic Area:

52.4 tons to Piquett Creek and its tributaries

19 tons to Blue Joint Creek and its tributaries

14.8 tons to Coal Creek and its tributaries

11.2 tons to Slate Creek and its tributaries

8.4 tons to the lower West Fork and its tributaries

5.7 tons to Overwhich Creek and its tributaries

4 tons to Hughes Creek and its tributaries (Malloy Gulch, Mill Gulch, Taylor Creek, Mine Creek)

Assuming that all ofthis sediment would be delivered to stream reaches that contain bull trout and/or westslope cutthroat

trout all at one time (an unlikely event), the approximate tons per mile would be: Piquett Creek (7 tons); Slate Creek (6

tons); Blue Joint/Little Blue Joint Creeks (2 tons); the lower West Fork (2 tons); Coal Creek (1 ton); Overwhich Creek (1

ton), and Hughes Creek (0.4 tons).
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These predictions are conservative and likely represent worst-case scenarios because it would be very unlikely for all ofthe

sediment to enter occupied fish habitat, particularly all at one time. These sediment inputs are likely to be spread out over a

3-5 year period (2002-07), with the largest pulses occurring during storms, runofl; and high flow periods in 2002 and 2003,

and to lesser degrees in 2004-07. The majority of the watershed improvement activities are likely to be implemented

during the 2002 and 2003 field seasons.

Replacing or permanently removing the fish barrier culverts on Magpie, Taylor, Sand, Took, Coal, Malloy Gulch, Mill

Gulch, Mine, Elk, Castle, and East Piquett Creeks would cause short-term sedimentation ofbull trout and westslope

cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat downstream of their respective road crossings. Monitoring by the Flathead

(USDA Forest Service, 1999a) and Lolo National Forests (USDA Forest Service, 1999d) indicates that with the application

ofBMP’s, l-2 tons ofsediment is typically produced at each crossing, and most ofthe sediment that is created is deposited

within the first 150 feet downstream of the culvert. Although BMP’s (silt fences, clean water diversions, etc) are efl‘ective

in greatly minimizing sediment input during the replacement/removal process, it is impossible to stop all sediment input

from occurring. The sediment produced by the replacement/removals is likely to cause some scattered, temporary (several

weeks to months) reductions in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat near the culverts.

These habitat reductions would displace some juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in habitats near the culverts

for several weeks to months, and could contribute to the mortality ofa few juvenile bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout.

The culvert replacements would occur at low flows between May l5‘h and September I“ to avoid the period ofbull trout

spawning, egg incubation in the gravels, and early rearing of fi'y (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001a).

Other potential sediment sources that could combine with Alternative G’s sediment inputs during the 2002-05 time period

include:

- Pre-fire sediment levels; unnaturally high in Piquett Creek, low to moderate in all of the other streams

- Natural sediment increases caused by the fires; these would be high for 2-4 years in Little Blue Joint and Slate

Creeks, and would gradually decline back down to near pre-fire levels by 2005; the most irnpactive sediment year is

likely to be 2001 — prior to the start of this project

Sediment entering the West Fork from July 2001 mudslides in the Chicken Creek drainage

Future mudslides, if they occur in the right places

Small sediment inputs caused by annual National Forest road maintenance

Small, localized sediment inputs caused by the 2000 BAER culvert replacements

Sediment produced by 2000 fire suppression activities, and future suppression actions

Small sediment inputs in the lower mile ofCoal Creek caused by the recently completed DNRC Painted

Rocks/Coal Creek timber sale

~ Small sediment inputs in lower Slate Creek, Taylor Creek, and Hughes Creek caused by implementing the Slate

Hughes travel management project (2002-05)

The predicted cumulative efl‘ects are:

In the lower halfofPiquett Creek and the lower two miles of Slate Creek, the sediment created by obliterating RHCA

segments ofRoads 49 and 1133 would combine with pre-fire sediment (Piquett and Slate) and high sediment yields from

the fire (Slate) to cunmlatively degrade bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat for a period of

about five years (2002-07). Juvenile growth and survivorship is likely to be reduced by cumulative losses ofpool volume

and sedimentation of shallow rearing areas such as stream margins and sidechannels. The cumulative sedimentation of

spawning gravels would also further suppress survival to emergence. The duration ofthese effects is predicted to occur for

about five years, ending around 2007. The hull trout and westslope cutthroat trout year classes in 2002 and 2003 would be

suppressed to the largest degree, with slowly improving survival to emergence rates in the 2004, 2005, and 2006 year

classes as sediment yields from the project and fires decline to pre-fire and pre-project levels. Starting in 2006, when

vegetation has re-established itself on decompacted/obliterated roads and stream crossings, the watershed improvement

activities are predicted to reduce annual sediment inputs fi'om the road network by 36 tons per year (Piquett Creek) and 7

tons per year (Slate Creek). At those rates, the annual sediment reductions that would occur by 2007 would be greater than

the total sediment inputs produced by the watershed improvement projects in both drainages. By 2007, most ofthe fire and

mudslide-caused sedimentation is likely to be flushed fi'om the area (USDA Forest Service, 2000a; section 4.3: l5-l7;

Burton, 2000; Green and Gerhardt, 1991). At that time, a long-term improving trend in bull trout and westslope cutthroat

trout spawning and rearing habitat would commence. As the years roll by, these sediment reductions would add up and

result in cleaner substrates and improved bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat in Piquett

and Slate Creeks.
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In the other streams, Alternative G’s sediment inputs would contribute to the elevated sediment levels already caused by the

fires, roads, BAER culvert replacements, livestock grazing, and past/ongoing DNRC and Forest Service timber sales.

However, Alternative G’s sediment contributions would only compose a minor Motion ofthese much larger sediment

increases, and would also occur at scattered intervals over a 2-4 year period in short pulses. Sediment increases from the

fires would also be declining during the same time period that Alternative G’s sediment inputs are occurring — which would

help to minimize negative cumulative effects on the fishery. For those reasons, it is unlikely that Alternative G’s sediment

inputs would have a significant cumulative effect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations in Blue

Joint Creek, Little Bhre Joint Creek, Coal Creek, Overwhich Creek, Hughes Creek, and the lower West Fork. Starting in

2006, the watershed improvement activities are predicted to reduce annual sediment inputs from the road network by: 12

tons per year (Coal Creek); ll tons per year (Blue Joint/Little Blue Joint Creeks); and 6 tons per year (the lower West Fork

below Piquett Creek). At those rates, the annual sediment reductions that would occur by 2007 would be greater than the

total sediment inputs produced by the watershed improvement projects in all of the drainages. As the years roll by, these

sediment reductions would add up and result in cleaner substrates and improved bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout

spawning and rearing habitat in the lower West Fork below Piquett Creek and Coal, Blue Joint, and Little Blue Joint

Creeks.

The 2000 fires are going to result in elevated stream temperatures throughout many streams in the burned portion ofthe

West Fork drainage for at least the next decade. Alternative G, however, is unlikely to significantly contribute to those

increases because it is unlikely to increase stream temperatures to a measurable degree. In the long-term, Alternative G

would restore canopy shade on what were formerly road prisms. This would reduce exposure to solar radiation and

maintain colder water temperatures.

Woody debris recruitment has been reduced along the road-encroached lower ends of the West Fork, Taylor Creek, Piquett

Creek, Overwhich Creek, and Coal Creek. Alternative G, however, would not afl'ect woody debris recruitment because no

vegetation would be removed from riparian areas. In the long-term, the regrowth ofriparian trees on the former road

prisms is likely to increase woody debris recuitrnent.

The cessation of livestock grazing on the Piquett and Coal Creek allotments would reduce bank trampling and sediment

production from bank erosion in a few spots along some unburned, non-fish bearing headwater streams, which would

reduce sediment inputs to downstream bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout habitat in East Piquett and Coal Creeks to a

small degree. Over time, this action would contribute to small improvements in spawning and rearing habitat in lower Coal

Creek, but only on a minor and localized scale. Any improvements that occur in East Piquett Creek would be very dificult

to detect.

For a period of about five years, the cumulative sediment increases caused by Alternative G and the other activities

d€SCflb6d above could alter habitat conditions in Piquett and Slate Creeks in a manner that gives a competitive edge to

brook trout over native trout. This edge is expected to gradually disappear with the long-term sediment reductions that

would commence in 2007. This edge is also an unavoidable by-product ofreducing road densities in the drainage. Brook

trout populations are My established in Piquett and lower Slate Creeks, and the most likely scenario is that in the long

terrn, Alternative G would not increase their abundance or distribution to a significant degree. There is considerable

evidence that suggests once brook trout are established in a stream, they will not go away without physical or chemical

removal, even if habitat conditions for native trout improve (Shepard, 2001).

Alternative G is unlikely to cause any visible and measurable cumulative effects to fish habitat and populations in the West

Fork of the Bitterroot River, Painted Rocks Reservoir, and main stem Bitterroot River. The sediment loads in the rivers are

magnitudes higher than those that would be created by Alternative G. Therefore, the rivers should be able to easily dilute,

mask, and scatter the project-caused sediment. The amount of sediment that would enter the lower West Fork via Piquett

Creek would be small. It is likely to be so widely scattered and invisible by the time it enters the lower West Fork that its

impact on the fishery would be insignificant.

Sediment entering Painted Rocks Reservoir fiom obliterated and recontoured RHCA roads in the Slate and Blue Joint

Creek drainages would add to the siltation of the reservoir to a small degree during the 2002-07 time period. Most ofthis

silt would be deposited in Slate and Blue Joint Bays, which are already silt-covered. This additional siltation is unlikely to

have a significant cumulative efi'ect on bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in the reservoir because those fish have been

living in a silt-dominated environment for their entire lives, and this small addition is not likely to noticeably change

conditions for them.

In the long-term, in all of the streams, Alternative G would be the most beneficial alternative for the fishery because it

would produce the highest sediment reductions and the greatest improvements in bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout
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spawning and rearing habitat. Another important benefit of obliterating roads in RHCAs is reduced losses of adult bull

trout and westslope cutthroat trout to anglers. In many ofthe larger streams where motorized access is no longer available,

the removal of adult bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout by anglers could substantially decline.

Determination of Effects on Sensitive Species

The westslope cutthroat trout is designated as the management indicator species for fisheries changes in the Bitterroot

Forest Plan (USDA Forest Service, 1987a: II-20, e(7)). The westslope cutthroat trout is also designated as a Sensitive

Species by the Regional Forwter.

In the West Fork Geographic Area, all of the alternatives “may impact individuals or habitat, but will not likely result in a

trend toward federal listing or reduced viability for the population or species (Mill-l)”.

The determination for Alternative A would be MIIH because ofthe ongoing reductions in spawning and rearing habitat

caused by sediment inputs along the road-encroached portions of Little Blue Joint, Coal, Slate, and Piquett Creeks.

Alternatives B and D would produce the largest sediment inputs to westslope cutthroat trout habitat in Blue Joint Creek,

Little Blue Joint Creek, Coal Creek, Overwhich Creek, Piquett Creek, and the lower West Fork. In all of these streams with

the exception of the lower West Fork, the cumulative sedimentation produced by Alternatives B and D is likely to

contribute to the mortality ofsome westslope cutthroat trout individuals through losses in production (eggs), recruitment

(juveniles), and survival (juveniles and adults) during the 2002-05 time period. Losses of westslope cutthroat trout

individuals would be highest with Alternatives B and D, but are still unlikely to occur on a large-enough scale and duration

to threaten the long-term persistence and viability ofpopulations. The watershed improvement projects would reduce road

sediment inputs in most drainages, and eliminate two fish barrier culverts in Magpie and Taylor Creeks. Over time, an

improving trend in spawning and rearing habitat would begin in most ofthe drainages, but this trend would be slower in the

Blue Joint, Little Blue Joint, and Coal Creek drainages relative to the other action alternatives. Spawning and rearing

habitat would be increased by about three miles by the removal of fish barrier culverts on Magpie and Taylor Creeks.

Alternative F would increase sediment inputs to westslope cutthroat trout habitat in Overwhich Creek, Blue Joint Creek,

Little Blue Joint Creek, Coal Creek, Piquett Creek, and the lower West Fork. In scattered and localized habitats in

Overwhich, Blue Joint, Little Blue Joint, and Coal Creeks, the cumulative sedimentation produced by Alternative F is likely

to contribute to the mortality of a few westslope cutthroat trout individuals during the 2002-05 time period. These losses

would be fewer, more localized, and ofa shorter duration than those caused by Alternatives B and D. Losses of westslope

cutthroat trout individuals are unlikely to occur on a large-enough scale and duration to threaten the long-term persistence

and viability ofpopulations. The watershed improvement projects would reduce road sediment inputs in most drainages,

and eliminate ll fish barrier culverts in tributary streams. Over time, an improving trend in spawning and rearing habitat

would commence in most of the drainages, and spawning and rearing habitat would be increased by about 16.5 miles.

With Alternatives C and E, the minor sediment inputs produced by the watershed improvement activities and replacement

of culverts on Magpie and Taylor Creeks would impact some westslope cutthroat trout individuals. Mortality ofsome

westslope cutthroat trout juveniles and eggs may occur in the first several hundred feet downstream of the Magpie and

Taylor Creek culverts during the first year after their replacement. On the reach and watershed scales, these losses would

be small enough that they are unlikely to significantly reduce population strength and persistence. In the long-term,

Alternatives C and E would reduce sediment inputs fi'om roads and eliminate two fish barrier culverts on Magpie and

Taylor Creeks. Over time, an improving trend in spawning and rearing habitat would commence in most drainages, and

spawning and rearing habitat would be increased by about three miles.

With Alternative G, the watershed improvement activities would produce more widespread short-term sedimentation of

westslope cutthroat trout spawning and rearing habitat because ofthe more extensive road obliteration, particularly along

the encroached RHCA roads. However, the long-term sediment reduction benefits to westslope cutthroat trout would also

be much greater fi’om this work, particularly in the habitats that are located next to the encroached RHCA roads segments

that are obliterated In the long-term, Alternative G would be the most beneficial alternative for westslope cutthroat trout.

Table 3-89 - Sensitive species biological evaluation summary - West Fork Geographic Area

—m
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MIIH = may impact individuals or habitat, but will not likely result in a truid toward federal listing or reduced viability for the population or species

LlFV = likely to impact individuals or habitat with a consequence that the action may contribute toward fedaal listing or result in reduced viability for the

population or species
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Consistency with the Bitterroot Forest Plan and Other Regulation

In all streams, all of the alternatives are consistent with the Forest Plan as amended by INFISH because they are unlikely to

hinder the attainment ofthe RMOs in the long-term. In the short-term, sediment may degrade the pool frequency RMO to a

small degree on a localized scale in Overwhich, Blue Joint, Little Blue Joint, and Coal Creeks through minor losses ofpool

volume due to sediment infill. 1n the long-term, the pool fi'equency RMO would be maintained as the project-caused

sediment gets routed out of the afi‘ected pools and long-term sediment reductions occur fiom the road network. The large

woody debris RMO would be maintained in all streams, and improved in Taylor Creek. The water temperature RMO

would be maintained because measurable increases in stream temperatures are unlikely to occur in any stream. Where

incremental temperature increases do occur, the watershed improvement activities (culvert replacements and removals)

would be responsible, and these increases would be temporary (Le. lasting 5-l0 years until riparian shade returns to road

stream crossings). In the long-term, the shade provided by a natural riparian canopy would be much more beneficial to

native trout than the shade provided by a culvert. The width-to-depth ratio RMOs would be maintained because the short

term sediment and peak/base flow increases would not occur on a large enough scale to cause significant stream channel

widening. In the short-term, Alternatives B, D, F, and G could negatively affect some bull trout and westslope cutthroat

trout individuals as a result ofthe cumulative sedimentation of spawning and rearing habitat. In the long-term, bull trout

and westslope cutthroat trout habitat and populations are expected to rebound from these short-term cumulative efl'ects as

project and fire-caused sediment yields decline and project-caused sediment reductions from the road network commence.

In the West Fork Geographic Area, all ofthe action alternatives were found to be consistent with the applicable Forest-wide

fisheries standards addressed in the Regulatory Framework section. A report documenting the consistency of this project

with the applicable Forest-wide fisheries standards is available in the Project File (PF, FOREST PLAN-2).

Table 3-90 - Potential to hinder the long-term attainment of INFISH RMOs — West Fork Geographic Area
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FORESTED PLANT COMMUNITIES

Introduction

The Bitterroot National Forest is in the Middle Rocky Mountain Steppe/Coniferous Forest/Alpine Meadow Ecoregions in

the Temperate Steppe Division of the Dry Domain (Bailey, 1994). At the sub-region scale, the area is in the Bitterroot

Mountain Section (McNab, 1994). Steep dissected mountains with sharp crests and narrow valleys characterize the

Bitterroot. Climate is cool and temperate with some maritime influence, producing relatively mild winters and dry

summers. Most precipitation occurs as snow in the fall, winter, and spring. Potential natural vegetation is Douglas-fir

forest, western ponderosa forest, and foothills Timberline occurs at about 8,800 ft. Common tree species include

western larch, lodgepole pine, Douglas-fir, ponderosa pine, Engehnann spruce, subalpine fir, whitebark pine, alpine larch,

cottonwoods, and aspen

The combination ofclimatic, geophysical, and soil factors form the habitat types that are indicative of the ecosystem. Each

habitat type represents a relatively narrow segment of environmental variation and delineates a certain potential for

vegetative development (Pfister, 1977). Forests in this ecosystem rarely reach their potential climax vegetation, due to

natural disturbances (e.g., fire, insects, disease, windstorms) and human-made disturbances (e.g., land clearing, timber

harvest).

Humans have influenced the ecosystem through logging, livestock grazing, agriculture, introduction of exotic species, and

manipulation of fire. Some ofthe earliest settlement in Montana occurred in the Bitterroot Valley in the 1840s; but

significant effects on forest structure did not occur until the railroad arrived and mining began in Butte and Anaconda in the

1880s. By the 1890s, large parts ofthe Bitterroot Valley had been logged. By 1930, almost 22 percent of the area had been

logged, including 40 percent ofthe ponderosa pine and 14 percent ofother forest types. Skid trails and stumps from this

era can still be found throughout the valley. About 14 percent of the Forest Service holdings were affected. Only the most

rugged terrain in the Bitterroot Valley, including roadless and wilderness areas, has not experienced the effects of logging

(Losensky, 1993).

Since the early part ofthis century, humans have suppressed fires. Lack of fire has changed forest health, composition,

structure, and function. Some forest types have been altered significantly. Others forest types have been afl‘ected less.

Increased transportation and commerce worldwide has influenced the Bitterroot Valley through the introduction ofnoxious

weeds and other pests, such as white pine blister rust, which has had a large impact on the whitebark pine communities in

the upper elevations in the Bitterroot.

Regulatory Framework

The Bitterroot NF Plan (USDA Forest Service, 1987) includes Forest-wide management goals to:

- Provide sawtirnber and other wood products (including firewood for personal or commercial use) to sustain a viable

local economy.

0 Provide habitat for support ofviable populations ofnative and desirable non-native wildlife.

0 Seek out opportunities for biologically appropriate and cost-eflicient uneven-aged management.

- Provide an economically eficient sale program.

The Bitterroot NF Plan (USDA Forest Service, 1987) also includes Forest-wide management objectives to:

~ Provide optimal habitat on elk winter range.

0 Maintain vegetative diversity on land where timber production is a goal ofmanagement, and maintain suflicient

old-growth habitat on suitable timberland to support viable populations ofold-growth dependent species.

0 Convert high-risk or insect and disease infested stands to young, healthy stands.

0 Plant a variety oftree species, where habitat conditions permit, to prevent creation ofmonocultures that are

susceptible to insects and disease epidemics.

- Harvest timber to meet timber production objectives, and related site preparation and regeneration practices will be

designed so that there is reasonable assurance that stands can be restocked within 5 years after final harvest.

- Prescribe treatments that will utilize integrated pest management strategies and treatments that reduce long-term

losses due to insects and disease.

_—__I——_———-—_———————_—_
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0 Apply fuels treatments and site preparation that are coordinated to fire danger, insect and disease

problems, and secure establishment and protection ofnew stands.

Forest-wide standards, supplementing National and Regional policies, standards, and guidelines found in Forest Service

Manuals, Handbooks, and the Northern Region Guide relevant to timber harvesting include:

0 Providing well-designed timber sales to be affordable to purchasers under average market condition at the time of

sale.

0 Following Regional standards for tree utilization, management intensity, measurement, growth, suitability for

timber production, tree openings, and silvicultural systems.

0 Increasing the use of available wood fiber consistent with management objectives and economic principles.

0 Implementing the principles of integrated pest management through sound silvicultural prescriptions designed to

consider past, current, and potential impacts from insects and disease.

Vegetation treatments using timber harvest may occur in Bitterroot NF Plan Management Areas (MAs) l, 2, 3a, 3b, and 3c.

These MAs are suitable for timber production, and include goals ofmanaging for healthy stands of timber and optimizing

timber growing potential, while optimizing forage and cover for big game on winter range (MA 1 & 2), and meeting partial

retention visual quality objectives (MA 3).

Additional direction for managing National Forest System lands comes fiom the Forest Service's Washington Oflice, in the

form ofthe Chiefs Direction on Ecosystem Management. The Northern Region, in response to Ecosystem Management

and the 1990 Resource Planning Act, designed a package specifying how the Region will incorporate the new direction, and

made it available in "Our Approach to Sustaining Ecological Systems" in 1992. Additional direction is continually

evolving, most recently in the findings of the science documents and the Environmental Impact Statement of the Interior

Columbia River Basin project.

The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) is a codification ofthe general and permanent rules published in the Federal

Register by the executive departments and agencies ofthe federal government. The minimum specific management

requirements to be met in accomplishing goals and objectives for the National Forest System are set forth in 36 CFR

219.27. Those management requirements are summarized as follows:

0 Section (a) Resource Protection: Management prescriptions shall (3) be consistent with resource values involved,

and prevent long lasting hazards and damage from pest organisms, utilizing principles of integrated pest

management. Under this approach all aspects of a pest-host system should be weighed to determine situation

specific prescriptions which may utilize a combination of techniques including, as appropriate, natural controls,

harvesting, use ofresistant species, maintenance of diversity, removal ofdamaged trees, and judicious use of

pesticides. The basic principle in the choice of strategy is that, in the long-term, it be ecologically acceptable and

compatible with the forest ecosystem and the multiple use objectives ofthe plan; (5) provide for and maintain

diversity ofplant and animal communities to meet overall multiple-use objectives.

0 Section (b) Vegetative Manipulation: Management prescriptions shall (1) contain multiple-use goals that are

consistent with Forest Plan goals and standards; (2) assure that lands treated can be adequately restocked based on

prior reforestation efforts in the Geographic Area; and (3) that lands are not chosen for greatest dollar return; (4)

potential efi‘ects on residual trees and adjacent stands must be considered; (5) avoid permanent impairment of site

productivity, (6) provide desired efi‘ects on all resources; (7) be practical in terms oftransportation and harvest

requirements, and costs ofpreparation and administration.

0 Section (c) Silvicultural Practices: Management prescriptions must (1) be suitable; (2) provide allowable sale

quantity; (3) provide for restocking; (4) allow cultural treatments; (5) allow for change in harvest levels; (6) provide

for even-aged regeneration harvests while protecting other resources; (7) prevent increases of forest pests.

- Section ((1) Even-aged management: (1) Openings will be located to achieve the desired combination ofmultiple

use objectives and (2) individual cut blocks will conform to maximum size limitations.

- Section (g) Diversity. Treatment activities designed to maintain the diversity expected in a natural forest might be

modified slightly to meet the desired firture condition ofthe area.

- 16 USC 1604 (g)(3)(F)(i) Clearcutting: Any recommended clearcutting must show that it is the optimum method to

meet objectives and requirements of the Forest Plan.

The National Forest Management Act of 1976 is the basic law that governs vegetation management treatments on National

Forest lands. Several sections in the act, and its accompanying regulations (USDA Forest Service, 1982), specifically

address terms and conditions relevant to the vegetation resource. These include sections on timber suitability, and

management requirements for vegetative manipulation, including tree regeneration time frames and Regional opening size

limits.
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The Northern Regional Guide of 1983 provides further guidance for the development of forest plans, including: utilization

standards and guidelines, management intensity, measurement ofmean annual increment, biological growth potential

(timber suitability), forest openings, appropriate silvicultural systems, and firewood availability guidelines (USDA Forest

Service, 1983).

The Northern Region Overview sets priorities for ecosystem restoration and focuses the Forest Service Natural Resource

Agenda to the National Forest lands of the Northern Region. For forest vegetation, the overview establishes indicators of

risk to the proper functioning conditions ofthis ecosystem. Risk indicators include: (1) the loss of species composition at

the cover type level, (2) the change in landscape level fi'agmentation, and (3) stand level structure as measured by density

and seral stage/size class distribution The overview also describes the importance of restoring ponderosa pine, western

larch, and whitebark pine.

Analysis Area

The analysis area for effects is described in five parts: Blodgett, Skalkaho-Rye, East Fork, West Fork Geographic Areas,

and “Effects Common to all Geographic Areas. These Geographic Areas are appropriate to evaluate the efl‘ects at a variety

of landscape scales for forest vegetation. Stand-specific information can be aggregated up to this larger scale, yet the

effects at the finer scale are not lost. Forestland integrity efl‘ects ofthe alternatives is appropriate to be analyzed at this

scale and is sufliciently sized to address successional/disturbance regimes that historically created difl'ering vegetation

structures, species distribution, etc. The Geographic Areas are large enough to determine the impacts and the course ofthe

bark beetle infestation, provide the decision maker with a basis for comparing alternative efl‘ects on the beetle infestation,

and to estimate the effects on adjacent unburned forested areas. The Geographic Areas have also been used to predict the

expected reforestation success ofproposed regeneration treatments and estimate the efl‘ects ofvarious alternative

treatments. This is the most site-specific analysis that contains adequate data sets that encompass the environmental

conditions that affect these issues. In addition, the effects of natural processes that continue to form the vegetative

landscape are identifiable at the scale represented by the area; therefore, the analysis area is reasonable for evaluating the

efl'ects of timber harvest.

The cumulative effects analysis was also done in five parts: Blodgett, Skalkaho-Rye, East Fork, West Fork Geographic

Areas, and “Cumulative Efl‘ects Common to all Geographic Areas”. The area of analysis for the cumulative effects is also

appropriate at this scale for the reasons stated above.

Analysis Methods

The effects analysis for this project is grouped into three general areas as defined by issues raised:

0 Stand Development — This issue is closely tied to the reburn potential issue, but looks at stand development over

time as a result of artificial or natural regeneration, and the effects reburn would have on seed source, site

productivity, and the time/dollar investment. The Forest Vegetation Simulator (FVS) was used to project stand

growth. For each alternative, non-stocked areas were determined using total acres burned and proposed planted

acres in the VRU within a Geographic Area. Total acres by VRU were cited in the Post-fire Assessment (2000).

Planted acres were derived from alternative proposals. Areas containing fuels over 30 tons were derived from a

GIS query. The detailed calculations are located in the Project File.

0 Forestland Integrity - This evaluates the structure, composition, and diversity at the stand and landscape level as

compared to historic conditions.

0 Bark Beetles — This issue addresses the current forest health concerns and trends in the future as a result of the

treatments 01’ no treatment.

Fuels specialists and silviculture foresters collected site-specific information during the time between the drafl and final EIS

where unit prescriptions were completed. This information included the type oftreatment needed (e. g., commercial

harvesting, manual fuels treatment, or prescribed fire, planting, etc.), verification oftreatment purpose, verification ofVRU,

ability to meet mitigations as described in Chapter 2, potential for natural regeneration or need for planting, and ability to

meet snag and coarse woody debris recommendations. This information has been incorporated into the effect analysis for

the forested plant communities. This information is also located in the Project File.

As with any science, there is never enough information and opposing opinions, both scientific and non-scientific, about the

management ofecosystems. For example, McIver and Starr (2000) state that . .information on the environmental effects

ofpost-fire logging is scanty at best”. They call for additional research. This effects analysis attempts to use the most

relevant and up-to-date information available from the scientific and management community. The use ofopposing

opinions and research was limited in this analysis for several reasons: more recent and up-to-date information/research,
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information was out ofcontext for this project, information/research was not site-specific to the Bitterroot or Western

Montana ecosystems, and research not peer-reviewed.

Time frames are discussed frequently in this effects analysis. Regarding forested vegetation communities, long-term is

defined as greater than 30 years. Short-term is defined as less than 30 years.

Defining Historic Conditions

Natural resource managers increasingly rely on the “range ofnatural variation” or “historic condition” to develop plans that

guide management within the range of ecological and evolutionary conditions appropriate for an area. This information is

used to understand the past conditions and processes and provides context and guidance for managing ecological systems

today and the disturbance-driven spatial and temporal variability that is a vital attribute ofnearly all ecological systems.

For the Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management Project, Hann et aL (1997) used the last 2000 years as the

appropriate temporal depth. A time period of200 years will be used in this project and is appropriate based on studies

showing the vegetation in this area was in relative equilibrium with the macroclimate and native Americans during that

time (Schoonmaker & Foster, 1991 as cited in Landres et. aL, 1999).

Within the natural variability there are extreme or rare events that define these bounds. As managers we recognize these

extreme and rare events, however do not manage for them. We wish to manage for the “common natural variability" that is

associated with these ecosystems. This puts us on solid ground ecologically, and gives us the ability to evaluate ecosystem

change, as well as meet Forest Plan standards and socially desirable conditions (Morgan et al., 1994).

Existing Condition Common Across All Geographic Areas

Vegetation Response Units

Vegetation Response Units (VRUs) are groupings ofhabitat types, which identify forested areas with similar fire regimes

or disturbance patterns and vegetation potential, including species composition and stand structures. More detailed

information on the VRUs can be found in the Post-Fire Assessment.

Map 3-9 depicts the VRUs. In all VRUs, insect and disease levels were kept low by maintaining stand densities, ages, and

species composition through fire. Within any given forested VRU, there are likely to be inclusions of non-forested sites

(grasslands and riparian areas) where fire occurrence, intensity, and responses may differ fi'om the majority of the VRU.

Generally, grasslands in the cooler, moister VRUs, historically burned more frequently than the tirnbered portion of the

VRU, which is mainly a function of fiiel size class. Riparian areas in all the VRUs usually burned less frequently and with

less intensity, except during rare, very intense stand-replacing fires. References to historic conditions describe typical

ecological conditions that existed prior to the period of fire suppression

VRU 1: Grasslands

Discussion ofthis VRU can be found in the Post-Fire Assessment.

VRU 2: Warm, Dry Ponderosa Pine and Douglas-fir Habitat Types

These are steep, dry break lands and benches that support ponderosa pine at the lower elevations and Douglas-fir at the

higher elevations.

This VRU includes the warmest and driest sites on the Bitterroot NF and areas that are moderately warm and dry, occurring

on low relief sites with open forested condition, varying from single-storied to multi-storied structures. Low and mixed

intensity fires were the maintenance disturbance regimes, which favored higher percentages ofponderosa pine than

Douglas-fir.

The fire regime maintained vegetation structures for long periods. Shade-intolerant seral species and relatively low fuels

dominated stands. There were few snags, which occurred as scattered single individuals or small groups (Quigley et al.,

1997; Bailey and Losensky, 1996; and Fischer and Bradley, 1987). Occasionally (between 50-500 years on moderate sites,

and well over 1,000 years on the driest sites), stand-replacing crown fires would kill most of the overstory. The resulting

new forests would have contained many fire-killed trees with scattered or groups of survivors that could persist for decades

(Quigley et al., 1997).

A large percentage of this VRU was burned in the fires of 2000, including portions ofprivate land. Unlike the historicregime in which a low intensity or non-lethal burn would be expected, the fires of2000 created a more continuous mosaic

of high, moderate, and low intensity burns. Successful fire exclusion over the past several decades allowed this VRU to
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develop uncharacteristically dense stands with heavier than normal standing biomass, tighter stand structure, and species

composition favoring Douglas-fir rather than the more normal ponderosa pine. As a result, the fires burned

uncharacteristically hot, grew larger, and lefi behind a dead fuel complex that is atypical for these sites.

The result ofthese lethal events is significant, due to the lack of seed source to provide natural regeneration. The size of

these areas is also critical because of the lack ofseed wall in the vicinity. Natural regeneration will be sparse and take an

extremely long time to occur in these areas. For much ofthe south halfof the Bitterroot, there has not been a good cone

crop for ponderosa pine in the last 12 years. A good gone crop is defined as one where there is the ability to reforest

naturally under the right conditions. In 2001 we experienced a poor to fair cone crop that should be quite beneficial in

natural regeneration in those areas ofmixed severity and low intensity fires, and in those areas where there is an adequate

seed wall adjacent to the lethal areas.

Some of the large diameter ‘yellow”-barked ponderosa pine did survive the low and mixed severity fires. Unfortunately,

the majority ofthese individuals show signs ofbeing past their seed bearing age. These individuals can still produce some

cones, however the seed inside is often not viable. However, in a post-fire non-competitive condition these trees may have

the resources to produce cones but the distribution is such that they may not be adequate to reforest the site to meet the

National Forest Management Act or before competing vegetation occupies the site.

Maintaining or enhancing ponderosa pine in this VRU may be problematic and will require interplanting or full planting

depending on the intensity ofthe fire. Due to the fire intensity, the historic structure and function ofthese habitats in this

VRU have been significantly altered. The fires of 2000 also lefl a legacy of fuels that could, if they burn again, alter the

functioning ofthese sites even more.

VRU 3: Cool, Dry, and Moist Douglas-fir Habitat Types

These are mid-elevation lands between low elevation break lands and high elevation stream headlands. Common tree

species are Douglas-fir (western larch in the Blodgett Geographic Area) and, on moister sites, lodgepole pine. Ponderosa

pine is a minor seral species in some areas.

Wildfire was the most common disturbance to affect vegetation. While most fires were very small, the occasionally grew

very large under drought conditions. In general, tree growth rates were fairly rapid (Fischer and Bradley, 1987; Quigley et

aL, 1997). Historically, fires were mixed with variable intensities. These ranged fi'om frequent, low intensity, non-lethal,

understory fires to infi'equent, high intensity, lethal fires with a fire return interval of 25 to 100 years (Arno, 1993). Fires

played an important role in creating age/size class diversity across the landscape.

A mix ofeven and multi-aged stands ofDouglas-fir and/or lodgepole pine that ranged from fiiirly open to dense was

represented. There were more early seral stands at the landscape level, as well as some large patches of fire-killed dead and

down stands, than there are today.

As with VRU 2, this VRU also experienced mixed fire intensities. The most obvious feature of the fire effects is where this

VRU is present on north aspects on landscapes otherwise dominated by VRU 2. Many ofthese areas experienced lethal

events or mixed severity bums. Because ofhow the fire burned, there is a lack of seed source and lack of canopy where

both were present before the fires.

On the remainder of this VRU, the fires of 2000 burned in a mosaic pattern of stand-replacement, mixed severity, and low

intensity burns. Across the landscape this typifies the historic fire regime. In terms of structure and firnction, these systems

are capable ofnormal ecological responses well within the range of expected variability.

There could be considerable secondary fire effects associated with this VRU due to the Douglas-fir bark beetle epidemic on

much of the south halfof the Forest. Douglas-fir bark beetle is not attracted to fire-killed dead trees, but is attracted to fire

weakened trees associated with mixed severity and low intensity fires (USDA, no date).

VRU 4: Cool Lodgepole Pine and Lower Subalpine Fir Habitat Types

These are moderate to high elevation stream headlands. Sites are often dominated by lodgepole pine. Without disturbance,

composition begins to shifi toward shade-tolerant species such as Engelrnann spruce, Douglas-fir, and subalpine fir.

Typically, growing seasons are limited by a combination oftemperature (sites may experience frosts during the growing

season) and moisture availability. Vegetation diversity is naturally limited by these conditions.

Historically, fires were mixed with variable intensities ranging from periodic, low intensity, non-lethal underbums to

infi'equent, high intensity, lethal fires with a fire return interval of 30 to 200 plus years (Bradley, 1987). Secondary
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ecological processes, such as flooding, windthrow, and diseases and insects can make a substantial contribution to the

available firels, and to the diversity ofstructural elements.

Following fires, resulting stands are even-aged or two-storied. Species composition varies fi'om nearly pure stands of

lodgepole pine to some mixed stands of lodgepole pine, Douglas-fir, Engehnann spruce, and subalpine fir. Size and age

classes vary fi'om seedlings to mature trees with all classes well represented. Stocking varies from very dense, in younger

stands of lodgepole pine, to moderate or less in some mixed species stands. Relatively open grown trees or open grass and

shrub communities are also common in this type.

large wildfires often follow extensive mortality in lodgepole pine fi'om mountain pine beetle, where major infestations can

be expected to occur when pine reaches 70 - 150 years old (Bailey and Losensky, 1996). Other insect and diseases played a

less active role, thinning the stand and accelerating the growth ofresidual trees.

Shade, cooler aspects at higher elevations, and moisture and drought conditions play a large role in this VRU and affect the

fire return interval and firel load, and consequently, fire intensity.

Generally, the fires of2000 burned lethally or with mixed severity in this VRU. Both types of fires are within the range of

the historic fire regime. The benefits ofbreaking up the age and size class mosaic across the landscape within this VRU are

great. For example, the Sleeping Child burn that occurred in 1961, acted as a fuel break for the fires of2000. In addition, a

landscape with age/size class diversity will be less susceptible to mountain pine beetle epidemics, or to sustaining epidemic

levels for an extended period of time.

Because lodgepole pine is particularly adapted to stand-replacing or lethal fires, natural regeneration is typically not a

concern. There will he stands where seed sources were completely consumed.

VRU 5: Cold, Moist, Upper Subalpine and Timberline Habitat Types

On these high-elevation slopes and ridges, stands range from nearly pure lodgepole pine to mixed subalpine fir, lodgepole

pine, and whitebark pine. Douglas-fir may be a minor component at lower elevations.

Climate and soil fiictors are the primary successional influence on these upper subalpine and tirnberline habitat types.

These ecological factors naturally create conditions for infrequent fires with extended fire return intervals of 35 to 300 plus

years. Fire dynamics are characterized by the cold and moist upper elevations, where fuels are relatively sparse and

discontinuous, when compared to other VRUs. Fire intensities are more a function of the climate and soils, rather than the

vegetation.

Native forests in this VRU generally maintained a iairly high composition of the late-seral multi-layer structure, typically in

cold, wet bottoms or basins where fires rarely burned, or burned in a patchy, low-intensity mosaic pattern The late-seral

single-layer structure was typically maintained by underburning fires on benches and ridges that were dominated by

whitebark and lodgepole pine. On occasion, fires rebumed within a short period, producing open grass and shrub structures

that could persist for relatively long periods before regenerating into forests. Tree mortality fi'om stress, insects, and

disease generally thinned the communities and accelerated the growth of surviving trees (Quigley et al., 1997).

Fire exclusion and white pine blister rust have caused a substantial decline of whitebark pine (Quigley et al., 1997) at the

Columbia River Basin-wide scale. Generally, the fires of 2000 burned with mixed severity in this VRU, which is well

within the historic fire regime in terms of severity. However, thm sites may have missed one or more fire cycles due to

fire suppression. Populations of whitebark pine have been declining on the Bitterroot NF due to fire suppression and white

pine blister rust. Researchers are not sure of the effects of a stand-replacing event but recommend prescribed fires ofmixed

severities for restoration. Gene conservation and declining seed sources, as well as the lack of natural resistance to blister

rust, are concerns for the re-establishment of this species.

VRU Distribution by Geographic Area

In summary, the vegetated land area in this project follows this general pattern ofNational Forest Land:

VRU 1 ranges fi'om 0 — 3 percent

VRU 2 ranges from 15 - 22 percent

VRU 3 ranges fi'om 16 — 28 percent

VRU 4 ranges from 31 — 40 percent

- VRU 5 ranges fiom 3 — 7 percent

The following table describes fire intensity by VRU. These numbers help us to understand how the fires burned as

compared to their historic fire regime, as described in the previous section.

-___—-__———n__—_———
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Table 3-91 - Burn Severity by Percentage of VRU
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A high percentage ofVRU 2 burned at either high or moderate severity, predominately stand-replacing, or lethal fire

events. Because the historic fire regime in VRU 2 was predominately high fi'equency/low intensity fires, one would expect

the largest percentage ofacres burned to be in the low burn severity category under natural conditions; however, the

opposite is true. Of the percentage of burned VRU 2 acres, 59 percent burned with a lethal fire event and 40 percent with a

low severity fire. This is a key factor in understanding how current fire behavior and severity in VRU 2 significantly

differs fi’om the historic fire regime.

VRU 3 has a historic fire regime that was predominately mixed severity. In general, this is how the fires of2000 burned.

The historic percentages of lethal, mixed, and low intensity is not precisely known; however, we can estimate that fires

generally burned fairly equally in each of these intensity classes. About 48 percent of this VRU burned with a lethal fire

event (i.e., high and moderate severity) and 50 percent in the low severity. This distribution does not reflect the acreages

that may have burned with a mixed intensity, however, it is likely to be reflected in the 50 percent of low severity. This

tells us that the distribution of intensity classes were not equal, but were heavy toward the lethal fire events.

VRU 4 is known to burn with a historic fire regime ofmixed and lethal intensities. Lethal fire events tend to be more

common than mixed severity fires in VRU 4. About 50 percent of the total acres ofVRU 4 burned in either high or

moderate severity in the fires of 2000. In terms ofpercentage of fire severity, VRU 4 burned similar to its historic fire

regime. VRU 5 also burned very similarly to its historic fire regime.

Stand Development

Some of the fires’ most noticeable efl'ects were in forest stands that had been regenerated in the last 30 years. These stands

had been treated with regeneration harvest (e.g., seed tree, shelterwood, or clearcut) and then planted or naturally

regenerated. These regenerated stands burned at a variety of intensities.

The following table summarizes the number ofplanted or naturally regenerated acres affected by the fires. It is likely that

most areas burned with high and moderate severity fires (especially those in VRUs 2 and 3) will need to be planted as

described under the stand structure and species composition section of this Chapter.

Table 3-92 - Acres of Plantations and Natural Regeneration Burned in the Fires of 2000

Fire Severi
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The fires’ effects on stand conditions are being surveyed. These surveys will also determine where planting may be needed

to occur and where natural regeneration is likely.

Natural Regeneration Potential

Natural regeneration to desired stocking levels and with desired species mixture (i.e., lodgepole pine, Douglas-fir,

Engelrnann spruce, and subalpine fir) may occur on north, northeast, and northwest aspects above 5,800 feet elevation in

subalpine fir habitat types (much ofwhich is in VRU 4). There are about 44,900 acres (or 17 percent ofthe burned area)

that is suitable for natural regeneration.

Natural regeneration in lower VRUs could be hindered by a lack of seed sources, especially for desired species, such as

ponderosa pine, western larch, and Douglas-fir (western larch is a factor only in the Blodgett Geographic Area).

Seed crops do not occur every year. Most conifers produce cones only periodically, governed by the species’ biological

characteristics and external conditions, such as weather, insects, disease, and predation by birds and mammals. On the

Bitterroot as seen over the last 30 years or so, ponderosa pine and spruce produce cone and seed every four to six years,

Douglas-fir every two to 10 years, western larch every one to 10 years, and lodgepole pine every two to four years. Grand

fir and subalpine fir produce seed crops every two to four years. Natural regeneration could occur on most sites when

conditions are favorable, however not all species will naturally regenerate.

Debate has centered on the probability of successful efforts to naturally or artificially reforest burned areas quickly. Before

the fires of 2000, success ofboth artificial and natural regeneration was high. Table 34 displays regeneration success on

the Bitterroot NF fi'om 1976 to 1999. The success ofnatural regeneration is high because ofthe selection ofappropriate

sites. In other words, silviculturists do not choose natural regeneration methods for areas that would not be successful or

would not meet desired conditions (e. g., stocking, species mix, timing, etc.). These percentages do not reflect how well

sites would naturally regenerate on their own across the Forest. The percentages also do not imply that the entire burned

area will naturally regenerate on its own with 98 —- 100 percent success.

There are also some differences between past success in regenerating stands and the potential success after the fires of

2000. Much of the areas where regeneration is needed have very few live trees remaining. This will hinder natural

regeneration efforts due to the lack of shade and shelter that live trees would have provided. The fires also created larger

openings than those created in the past by harvesting. This may also have an effect on the ability for the area to naturally

regenerate with the seed wall being so far away and the lack of live trees within the opening.

Table 3-93 - Regeneration Success(Satisfactorily Stocked within 5 years) in Managed Stands, 1976-2000
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In the spring of2000 on the Bitterroot NF, Douglas-fir had a good cone crop and ponderosa pine had a fair crop. Post-fire

field verification determined that Douglas-fir seed was abundant on most of the sites where a seed source was left. Where

the fires burned intensely, they consumed needles and cones, leaving few seeds. Depending on the size and shape ofthe

burned area, a seed source may or may not be available nearby. Field observations led to the following conclusions

regarding seed sources and probable success ofnatural regeneration:

- Much ofVRU 2 experienced lethal fires. These areas will have to be artificially planted with ponderosa pine and

Douglas-fir. Natural regeneration of these sites has been problematic following harvesting in the past because

ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir may not produce cones or seeds for as long as seven years and it has been difiicult

to achieve and insure a species mix that is desirable. Planting has resolved these problems in the past.

0 Some of the ponderosa pine that survived mixed severity fire are old, large diameter trees with flat-topped crowns.

It is unlikely that these trees will provide an adequate seed source because they are beyond seed bearing age.

However, younger ponderosa pine may very likely become good seed sources in the future.

0 The Bitterroot NF has not had a good ponderosa pine cone crop in over 12 years. The reason for this is not known,

and the problem has become quite a concern.

0 Natural regeneration is possible on some VRU 3 sites. Planting may be necessary to provide species diversity.
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~ Natural regeneration is quite possible on most VRU 4 sites, except where seed sources have completely burned and

the burned area is large. In VRU 4 there were many lodgepole pine stands before the fires. Because ofthe

serotinous nature of lodgepole pine cones, seed should be plentiful. Provided a cone/seed crop was present at the

time of the fire and was not completely destroyed, natural regeneration should occur. Ifenvironmental and

biological conditions stay within normal parameters for this area over the next five years, natural lodgepole pine

regeneration should be a success.

a In areas where all vegetation was lost, it will be diflicult to adequately protect regeneration from environmental

conditions. Browsing deer and elk may threaten success of regeneration on migration routes and winter range.

South, southeast, and southwest aspects exposed by the fires will be more susceptible to drought conditions.

In VRU 2, harsh exposed sites, drought conditions, animal damage, and the lack ofa seed source will challenge

regeneration success. Competition fi'om other vegetation is a major concern for both natural regeneration and planting.

Competing vegetation will become an issue in VRU 3, as early as the second year after the fires, especially on north,

northeast, and west aspects. Other sites within VRU 3 can expect considerable competition in three to four years, which

will lessen the success rate for natural regeneration. Removing competing vegetation will be necessary after the second

year, and will result in increased planting costs after year three.

Providing that seed sources are available and site preparation is suflicient, natural regeneration should occur in VRU 4

before competing vegetation becomes established. Xerophyllum tenax (beargrass) will be prevalent on most aspects and

Menziesiaferruginea (menziesia) will dominate the cooler north slopes, but neither will hamper regeneration for at least

two to four years. It is anticipated that very little planting will be necessary in these units.

As mentioned above, the success ofnatural regeneration depends on factors such as seed availability, drought, site

preparation, animal damage, etc. Where natural regeneration takes place, stand origin and species designation will be based

on what is currently there and what was there in the past. Any undesirable characteristics or genetic dysfunctions will be

perpetuated in the fiiture stand. Planting allows us to introduce, in some cases, better adapted species that are more disease

resistant, grow better on the given site, and result in a more diverse stand.

Many of the managed stands were underburned or broadcast burned for site preparation prior to seedling establishment l0 —

30 years ago. The 2000 fires represent a second burn or rebum of moderate to high severity on these sites within a short

time, which may have created site conditions that could afl'ect seedling establishment and growth. Changes in nutrient

availability, mycorrhizae, and lack ofcoarse woody debris could have unknown efl'ects on seedling survival and growth.

Forestland Integrity

The Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management Project (ICBEMP) suggests managing forested stands at a landscape

or watershed scale that exhibit high forestland integrity (Quigley et al., 1997). The elements ofhigh integrity are:

- Providing consistent tree stocking levels that are typical for the forest vegetation present.

0 Limiting the amount and distribution of exotic species.

0 Increasing and or creating snags and down woody material.

- Reintroducing fire and mimicking its efi‘ect on the composition and patterns of forest types.

- Maintaining the historical fire severity and frequency regimes.

In light ofthis descriptor of forestland integrity, structure, composition, and diversity at the stand and landscape scale will

be examined and compared to historic conditions.

Stand Structures and Species Composition

VRU 2 — Before the fires of2000, the elimination of low/mixed intensity ground fires at relatively short intervals has had a

dramatic effect on both the overstory and understory conifer vegetation. Without the periodic thinning influence of these

fires, shade-tolerant trees (e. g., Douglas-fir) developed in the understory and mid-canopy levels with relatively high stem

densities. Instead of the open grown, single-layer native forests, the dense multi-layered forests provided an avenue for

ground fires to move into the various canopy levels (ladder firels), ultimately reaching the ponderosa pine/Douglas-fir

overstory (Barrett, 1991; Agee, 1993). The elimination of low and mixed intensity fires also increased fuel accumulations

due to a combination ofhigh tree densities, accompanying stress mortality, and elimination of the consumption of fine to

medium sized fuels (Quigley, 1997).

For those areas within VRU 2 that burned with a low intensity fire, the conditions described above may still be relevant.

The low intensity fires could have killed some of the encroaching Douglas-fir and reduced stand densities to various levels.

#
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These fires may have also changed the species mix resulting in a reduction ofDouglas-fir. In summary, low intensity fires

may have been beneficial in creating or approximating historic conditions. However, for those that burned with mixed

severity or lethal fire, the stand structures and species composition has changed dramatically. The results are high snag

component versus live tree component and the potential for a mixed to high amount of fuel accumulation as snags begin to

fall to the ground. Please see the fire/fuel section for more discussion.

Fire exclusion and then the sudden impact ofhigh severity/lethal fires in VRU 2 results in concerns ofwhether or not

ponderosa pine would retum to its historic distribution across the landscape. Species, such as ponderosa pine, have large

neighborhoods or distributions, which afi'ect their dispersal capabilities. Ponderosa pine, because of its large seed, is a

species with poor dispersal capabilities and the implication of this is that it may not be able to persist adequately in

landscapes experiencing change (Baker, 1992).

VRU 3 and 4 - These forests have changed since the implementation of fire suppression and traditional harvesting practices.

Traditional harvesting practices included removing vegetation through even-aged systems such as clearcutting or removing

high value trees, usually the large shade-intolerant trees in intermediate cuttings. Neither of these methods maintained the

historical composition and structure associated with the native regime. Fire suppression has been particularly efl°ective in

this VRU, and has produced a shift in composition from shade-intolerant to shade-tolerant species, and has also altered

stand structure by permitting overstocking of trees and the creation of additional canopy layers (Quigley, 1997).

In a study area located in the Lick Creek drainage just west ofDarby, Montana researchers found that about 77 percent of

the area was dominated by lodgepole pine in 1900 (Arno et al., 1993). By 1987, nearly a century after the area’s last major

disturbance, lodgepole covered just 51 percent. The coverage of stand dominated by subalpine fir almost doubled between

1900 and 1991. Mixed composition stands covered none of the area in 1900, but covered 26 percent in 1991. An even

more striking indicator ofthe change from seral to climax species is the decrease in younger components of seral species

between 1900 and 1991 (Arno et al., 1993). No stands within their study area had lodgepole pine seedling or sapling

components. In 1900, 72 percent ofthe study area had immature age classes of lodgepole pine (seedlings, sapling, and

poles); by 1991 just 57 percent did (Arno et. al., 1993).

The portion ofthese VRUs that was harvested in the past generally simulated historic conditions, with the exception of

clearcuts, which created single species and single-storied stands. The unlogged or untreated portions of these VRUs are

generally densely stocked with an increased fir component.

For those areas within VRU 3 that burned with a low intensity fire, the conditions described above may still be relevant.

However, for those that burned with mixed severity or lethal fire, the stand structures and species composition have

changed dramatically. The results are high snag component versus live tree component and the potential for a moderate to

high amount of fuel accumulation as snags begin to fall to the ground.

Natural regeneration is possible on some VRU 3 sites. Planting may be necessary to provide species diversity. Natural

regeneration is quite possible on most VRU 4 sites, except where seed sources have completely burned or burned area size

is large. In VRU 4 there were many lodgepole pine stands before the fires. Because of the serotinous nature of lodgepole

pine cones, seed should be plentiful. Provided a cone/seed crop was present at the time of the fire, and was not completely

destroyed, natural regeneration should occur. Ifenvironmental and biological conditions stay within normal parameters for

this area over the next three to five years, natural lodgepole pine regeneration should be a success.

Structure at the Landscape Scale

The following table displays the distribution of age/size classes estimated to have existed in the Bitterroot Valley around

1900. This data is from Losenskys report on historical vegetation by climatic area (Losensky, 1993).

Table 3-94 - Historic Stand Structure Distribution
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Post-fire stand structure data has been estimated by comparing pre-fire size class data to fire severity. Assuming that both

high and moderate severity burns killed all or most ofthe trees, and that low severity had little effect on forest structures

overall, the following generalizations can be made:

0 Previous stands with non-stocked and shrub structures have not changed.

- Seedling/sapling structures that burned at high and moderate severity have changed to non-stocked and will remain

non-stocked for 10 to 15 years.

- Seedling/sapling structures that burned at low severity have not changed.

0 Pole and immature/mature structures that burned at high and moderate severity have changed to non-stocked and

will stay that way for the next 10 to 15 years, after which time they will transition to seedling/sapling.

- Pole and immature/mature structures that burned at low severity have not changed.

This methodology in estimating post-fire stand structure is adequate for this analysis because it gives us the trends and

percentages at a scale that is appropriate to determine the current situation and the efl'ects of the alternatives. Discussion of

the stand structures for each Geographic Area is provided in the following sections. A map displaying stand structures can

be found in the Post-Fire Assessment (Appendix B, Map 5-2) or the Project File.

Table 3-95 - Estimated post-fire stand structure distribution (percent by analysis area in 15 - 20 years)

Blodett GA
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In general for the entire project area, it appears the fires of 2000 created size/age class structures at the landscape scale that

are beginning to approach the historic distribution. Although the amount ofseed/sapling does begin to approach the

historic percentage expected, the pole and immature/mature size classes (with ages more than 100 years) are still too high.

More diversity is needed for a true immature size class at ages 60 — 100 years old and a pole size class at 40 — 60 years old.

  

 

Past Management Activities and Their Role in Shaping Landscape Diversity

A statistical analysis was completed to look at the relationship between past harvesting and fire severity from the 2000

fires. The analysis, results, and detailed discussion can be found in the project file. To summarize, past harvesting

activities were put into groups which included the no harvest group, regeneration harvest group (clearcuts, seed tree,

shelterwood, group selection), and intermediate harvest group (thinning, individual tree selection, selection, etc.). There

was a weak correlation found between moderate severity burn acres and harvest activity group. The weak correlation was

due to a slightly higher proportion ofmoderately severe fires in the regeneration and intermediate harvest activity groups

and conversely a slightly lower proportion ofmoderately severe fires in the no harvest activity group than would have been

expected with no correlation. However, this correlation is very weak and not recommended to use with much emphasis.

This statistical analysis also looked at the time between past harvest and the fires of2000 to see if there was a relationship

to fire severity. The time since the last harvest and burn severity shows a very weak and likely non-substantial association.

Logging practices have been part ofthis landscape for at least a century. Old skid trails are evident; and stumps can still be

found throughout each GA. Logging since the 1960s has generally been concentrated on the southerly and westerly faces

less than 6,000 feet elevation in major drainages. The most mgged terrain and the roadless areas have not been logged.

The following table includes the number ofacres that have been previously harvested with a regeneration system (ie.,

clearcut, seed tree, or shelterwood). The stand structures discussion also reflects the past management (human-caused) and

past fire activities (lightning-caused) in both the seedling/sapling and pole size class component.

Table 3-96 - Past Regeneration Harvesting by Geographic Area
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Commercial harvesting occurred in the past. The amount has not created the same diversity, in terms ofage/size class

distribution at the landscape scale that would have existed ifwe allowed fire to play its natural role in the ecosystem

Past Fire Activities and Their Role in Shaping Landscape Diversity

The following table describes the historic fires as mapped using historical photos and data by VRU. A map displaying this

information is located in the Project File. This information shows how past fires have shaped the pie-fire stand structures.

Table 3-97 - Historic and Past Fires by VRU Acres

VRUZ Total

_I 6 2,105

24.78 98281

—u 69 2.304

-I 2.16 11,261

IBE- 6.59 40644

192

   

The key item is the very small

percentage ofhistoric burned area

in VRU l and VRU 2. Under a

natural fire regime, these VRUs

would have likely had 100 percent

of the acres burned since 1880.
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Old Forest Conditions

Losensky (1993) suggests that across the landscape, historically about 22 percent include old forest conditions. Because

old forest conditions are valued for a variety ofreasons, stands need to be maintained and/or created over time.

3} GOODMWNQ

Table 3-98 - Percent Area by Age Class by Cover Type (NFS Acres Only)
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This table also helps to support the patch sizes and landscape patterns that were present historically. As stated for VRU 2,

historic patch sizes were quite large which is verified by the high percentage of historic structures in mature (32%) and old

forest (56%). These structures were likely multi-aged as a result of the frequent low severity fire regime. A more mosaic

of landscape patterns and patches for VRU 3 and 4 is substantiated with the percentages of Douglas-fir cover types with

29% in immature, 32% in mature, and 20% in seedling/sapling; lodgepole pine with 37% in seedling/sapling and 31% in

immature; and Engelrnann spruce with 13% immature, 50% in mature, and 32% old forest.

Some old forests stands in most VRUs were preferentially harvested in the past due to their high economic value. Old

forest stands have also been modified through the implementation of fire suppression policies. This has provided an avenue

for increases in both tree numbers and development of additional structural layers in some stands, beyond which would

normally be associated historically, particularly for VRU 2 (Arno, 1995). The increase in small/medium tree numbers also

increases the competition for water and nutrient uptake that can decrease the resiliency of the old forest condition.

Increased tree stress is a result and predisposes old forests to insect and disease attacks beyond which was normally

experienced under the historic disturbance regime (Arno, 1995; Quigley et al., 1997). Fire suppression has allowed for

increased tree numbers in all canopy layers, and has also permitted the development of a homogenous overstory layer,

rather than the veteran component overtopping the younger tree component that was common with the mixed/lethal fire

regime. While fire suppression in much ofVRU 4 old forest types has allowed increased tree numbers in the understory,

they are relatively slow growing and stand structures have not been altered significantly due to plant succession.

  

 

Post-fire old forest stands remain old forest because the fire severity was not great enough to compromise them In some

cases the light underburn or patchy burn decreased n'ee numbers, particularly in the understory of small/medium trees and
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possflaly in the overstory layer. Unfortunately not all stands received enough fire to return them to historic conditions. One

low or mixed severity fire after over 50 years of fire suppression may not be able to make up for 1 to 10 missed fire cycles

(in VRU 2) and may have undesirable fire efl‘ects (Agee 1993). Fire exclusion has led to many other concerns in old forest

ponderosa pine communities such as: overstocked sapling patches, reduced tree growth, increased disease and insect

infestation, decreased forage quality and quantity, increased vertical fire] continuity, increased tree canopy closure, and

decreased diversity ofnative flora and associated food webs (Covington & Moore, 1994).

Post-fire and Historic Patch Sizes and Landscape Patterns

We can talk about percentages of structural diversity in terms ofseed/saplings, pole, immature, mature, and old forest;

however another piece ofthe puzzle is the size ofpatches and the connectivity or pattern these structural components make

up. A patch is a wide relatively homogeneous area that difi‘ers from its surroundings. Openings produced by major

disturbances such as fire, Windstorm, and clearcutting are landscape patches (distinct ecosystems at the landscape scale),

and they undergo the traditional process of succession (Forman, 1998). Gaps, also caused by natural processes and

disturbances within the community, represent the microheterogeneity or microhabitats within a community. Pattern, or the

architecture ofthe forest as described by species composition and structure, including fuel amounts, size classes, and

arrangement, clearly affects the manner in which fire burns (Agee, 1998). The discussions in the previous sections and in

the Fire/Fuels section of this Chapter also need to be incorporated in this discussion ofpatch sizes and landscape patterns.

VRU 2: The best example of large fires and small patches is in VRU 2 (Agee, 1998). This is due to the historic fire regime

where low intensity but frequent fires maintained open park-like stands across the landscape. Structural diversity did occur

within this larger patch because historic fires created openings or even skipped areas. Within this larger patch ofmature to

old forest structures, diversity occurred where these fires created openings that became re-established with ponderosa pine

seedlings. Structures where the fire skipped areas would include denser thickets, possibly ofpole-sized Douglas-fir or

ponderosa pine. Agee (1998) states that the historic gap or openings of the fi’equent but low intensity fire regime in western

forests is less than 1 acre where the fire created post-fire regeneration opportunities. Brown and others (1999) found that no

extensive landscape fires occurred within their study area in central Colorado since 1851.

Post-fire patches on the Bitterroot NF have changed dramatically where now there are large to very large patches of

openings created by high/moderate severity fires of2000. As stated previously, high/moderate severity fires did occur

within this VRU under the historic fire regime; however not typically across hundreds to thousands ofacres (Arno, 1980).

Overall, the landscape pattern of these patches is quite difierent than what we know occurred historically. On the east slope

of the Cascades in dry ponderosa pine/Douglas-fir forests, Everett and others (2000) found little evidence of landscape level

stand-replacing fires, but that stand-replacing events occurred at the level ofindividual stands or portions of the stands.

Cumulatively, difi‘erences in historic patch sizes and landscape patterns in this VRU were also afiected by past harvesting.

The traditional 40-acre clearcuts, as well as the selective logging done prior to the incorporation of ecosystem management,

generally do not mimic the historic disturbance regime for this VRU for a variety ofreasons.

An extreme example ofthis is in the stretch ofland from Robbins Gulch to Elk Point. The majority of this area is VRU 2

and past management has included many clearcuts. Prior to the fires of2000, patch size and landscape patterns were not

reflective ofhistoric conditions. The fires of 2000 resulted in a high percentage of high and/or moderate severity. This

landscape is now a large patch of about 2,000 acres ofnon-stocked land. Agee (1998) suggests that this fire regime had a

landscape pattern that historically was a fairly uniform mosaic ofmature tree clusters and abundant understories.

Although this is an extreme example ofwhat occurred both in the past with previous harvesting and with the high/moderate

severity fires, with VRU 2 experiencing over 50 percent of stand-replacing fires, it is fair to say that both patch size and

landscape patterns do not reflect the historic conditions across the landscapes in all Geographic Areas.

VRU 3 and 4: In these VRUs the historic patch sizes varied. "Fire Cycles and Community Dynamics in Lodgepole Pine

Forests" by Brown (1973) discusses low intensity fires act to thin lodgepole pine and create two-0r three-storied stands.

For lodgepole forest types, Arno (1980) cites several studies showing 25 to 50 year fire intervals in areas having dry

summers, with low to medium intensity especially on gentle slopes. These frequent fires delayed stand-replacing burns.

Moister areas had fewer fires (70 to 250 years) but they were of greater intensity. Some poor site lodgepole forests have no

evidence of surfiice fires, while other lodgepole forests have abundant evidence of multiple surface fires.

Fires in lower elevation subalpine fir sites (under 5,500 feet) at Coram Experimental Station east ofKalispell, Montana

were small (45 to 200 acres) with fire- free intervals of about 130 years. These fires were moderately intense, usually

staying near the ground, but occasionally crowning, especially near ridge tops. larger stand-replacing fires and double

burns were found to have occurred, particularly in somewhat drier habitats where lodgepole pine may be present (Arno,

1980). These fires were found to be of various sizes.

_—————_—_____--———
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Upper subalpine types with whitebark pine have a lot of evidence of surface fires. Moist north-slope communities burned

less frequently than dry slopes based on fire data from the Bitterroot Valley. Fires were usually small and oflow to

moderate intensity. Tiny spot fires were undoubtedly the most common, but other fires usually remained small and were of

low to moderate intensity (Arno, 1980).

What this information suggests is that there is evidence fi'om research that higher elevation stands may have burned within

the historical range ofvariation on a stand basis (either stand-replacing, mixed, or ground fire), but patch sizes created by

the fires of2000 at a landscape scale may not be entirely within the historic range. While the fire regime can still be

described as mixed, the relative proportion of fire types has shifted, and severe fires are more likely to occur on more ofthe

landscape than they would have historically (Brown, 2000b). Agee (1998) reports that communities with a mixed severity

fire regime, such as VRU 3, historically had varying sizes ofpatches when fire burned. These patches range from 1 acre to

1,250 acres (Agee, 1998). Plant communities with a high-severity fire regime driven by extreme weather and wind, such as

VRU 4, could create patch sizes 2,500 to 25,000 acres in size (Agee, 1998).

Arno and others (1993) studied a subalpine lodgepole pine community in the Lick Creek drainage just West ofDarby,

Montana on the Bitterroot NF where pro-1990 fires were relatively fi'equent but patchy, resulting in a fine-grained mosaic

ofyoung and mixed-aged lodgepole pine communities with few late-successional stands dominated by fir. Since 1900s,

disturbances have been less fi'equent and succession has advanced throughout the area. In 1988, a fire did start within the

study area, but was suppressed.

There, of course, were the extreme summer droughts that set the stage for occasional, large, destructive fires. Massive

crown fires in 1889, 1910, 1919, 1926, and 1934 burned several million acres within the Columbia River Basin. These

fires have been associated with strong winds and extremely dry conditions. The difi‘erence between these extreme fire

years and the Bitterroot fires of2000 is that the Bitterroot fires were not wind driven. They were driven by weather, rather

than wind. This suggests that not allowing fires to play their natural role had an effect on pre-fire landscape patterns as well

as post-fire landscape patterns (Agee 1993).

As with VRU 2, past management practices have also contributed to the patterns and patch sizes found on the landscape

both before and after the fires. Some past management practices did mimic natural patterns at the stand level when some

live trees, snags, snag recruitrnents, and coarse woody debris were retained. Generally, past management practices in these

VRUs created a landscape ofsmall patch design that left us with a high percentage of untreated stands with high fuels

intermingled with, or adjacent to, stands with lower firel levels. Brown (2000b) states that while logging and road building

have had some detrimental effects on these forests, the fundamental dynamics are relatively little changed because fire

suppression has been efl‘ective for less than one natural fire cycle.

Bark Beetles

A detailed discussion (including the benefits, ecological roles, and disadvantages) of all insects and diseases is inchrded in

the Post-Fire Assessment (Project File, pages 4.5.29-35). In response to bark beetles, forest health is described in terms of

susceptibility and resilience, ability to overcome drought and/or fire stress, determining hazard/risk to forested stands, and

beetle populations. This forest health discussion will focus attention on the prevention of ecologically and/or socially

undesirable forest conditions and the restoration of ecologically and socially desired forest conditions.

Disturbances such as insects, disease, drought, and fire are all natural disturbances. This discussion will focus on when and

where these disturbances are not natural and cause declines in forest health that are not ecologically desirable. This

discussion will also focus on the declines in forest health that are not socially desirable.

In general, those areas with a high intensity fire will not have a forest health concern for some time and will not be

addressed further. The health ofthose areas that experienced a low intensity or mixed severity fire will be addressed.

Bark beetles are a concern following the fires of 2000. Epidemics ofother insects and diseases are not expected to occur as

a result ofthe fires; in fact, diseases such as dwarfmistletoe and Elyrroderma have actually declined as a result.

Bark beetle outbreaks following wildfires are not unprecedented, but neither are they a foregone conclusion. Several

conditions must exist for bark beetles to take advantage offire-damaged hosts:

~ The fire-damaged trees must have a sufiicient supply ofundamaged irmer bark for the beetles to feed on. If the

inner bark becomes dry and darkened, as happens when trees are exposed to suflicient heat, beetles can neither feed

nor deposit eggs.

#
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o The fires must occur at a time when beetles can take advantage ofavailable food sources. Fires in late summer or

early fall may occur after beetles have flown in a particular year. A tree’s inner bark may dry out by the next spring

and be ofno use to beetles during the next flight season.

- A population ofbeetles must exist within a reasonable distance of the fire-weakened trees (Amman & Ryan, 1991).

Although all three ofthe above conditions must be met for an outbreak to develop, such outbreaks have happened and are

well~documented in the Northern Region. Following the wildfires of 1988 and 1994, outbreaks ofDouglas-fir beetle,

spruce beetle (D. rufipennis [Kirby]), and pine engraver beetle (lps) became extensive and damaging in parts of the Region.

The Douglas-fir bark beetle is of particular concern on the Bitterroot NF because of the pre-existing epidemic on the south

halfof the Forest prior to the fires of 2000. More detailed information on this is provided in the Post-Fire Assessment

(Project File, pages 4529-35). A map displaying Douglas-fir beetle populations for 1995 — 1999 can be found in the Post

Fire Assessment (Chapter 5, Appendix B, Map 5.3). Other beetles such as pine engraver and western pine beetle are also of

concern, however they not expected to build populations like the Douglas-fir beetle. It is likely that an increase in

populations and associated mortality will occur with these beetles. We did see attacks afier the fires of 2000, and do expect

to see more in the next few years. These species will need to be monitored over the next few years.

In 1999, Douglas-fir beetle populations were the highest ever recorded on the Bitterroot NF. The following synopsis is

taken from the Montana Insect and Disease Conditions Report for 1999:

“Sula/West Fork Ranger Districts (includes the East Fork and West Fork Geographic Areas): Numerous scattered small

groups of from 5-20 trees each, killed by Douglas-fir beetle, were observed in the Skalkaho drainage, east of Hamilton.

Many groups were also widely scattered throughout the East Fork Bitterroot River drainage, east of Sula. The most

numerous and widespread outbreaks of Douglas-fir beetle on the Forest--and some ofthe most intense in the Region-

occurred in West Fork Bitterroot River drainage, and west across the Idaho/Montana border into the Selway-Bitterroot

and River ofNo Return Wilderness areas. Outbreaks along Deep Creek, Little Clearwater River, and other tributaries of

the upper Selway River are numerous and quite extensive. Groups of faders, numbering several hundred to several

thousand, are common. One group, numbering an estimated 10,000 dead trees was observed along Wilkerson Creek,

southwest of Hells HalfAcre Mountain It is the largest single group noted in the Region during these current

outbreaks. In total, on the West Fork District, nearly 60,000 trees were killed on more than 13,000 acres in 1998

(recorded as faders in 1999).

Darby/Stevensville Ranger Districts (includes the Blodgett and Skalkaho/Rye Geographic Areas): Numerous, but small

and scattered groups ofDouglas-fir beetle-killed Douglas-fir, were mapped within Willow Creek drainage, in the

Sapphire Mountains, north and east ofHamilton (Stevensville Ranger District). North fi'om Willow Creek, also

scattered throughout the Sapphires, small and widely scattered groups of Douglas-fir killed by Douglas-fir beetle were

mapped. On the west side of the Bitterroot Valley, in small and widely scattered groups, virtually endemic populations

of Douglas-fir beetle killing Douglas-fir were noted. Several small groups of Douglas-fir beetle-caused mortality were

mapped in Lost Horse Creek drainage, north ofLake Como, and in Tin Cup Creek drainage, west ofDarby.

Forest-wide, more than 13,600 acres were infested by Douglas-fir beetle and about 61,000 Douglas-fir were killed.”

In a non-outbreak year, in the same area where hundreds ofpolygons ranging in size from 1 to 10,000 trees each were

found, we may have mapped none or maybe 1 to 5 trees each. An epidemic is defined as more than one tree per acre per

year mortality. Ifyou were to average the amount ofmortality observed over a large enough area, it might appear to be

“endemic”, but when you get up to 6 trees per acre in the infested areas, that is 6 times the figure we usually use to define

an epidemic or outbreak.

Because thousands ofacres ofmixed-species stands (particularly VRU 3), heavily stocked with Douglas-fir of a size and

age to make them susceptible to Douglas-fir beetle, have been afiected by low intensity or mixed-severity burns, it is

reasonable to suppose that the likelihood ofDouglas-fir beetle populations increasing is high (Gibson, 2001).

Beetles will be attracted to fire-weakened trees within the burned area areas during the spring of 2001. Because

populations were declining before the fires, although still higher-than-normal, it is expected that beetle attacks in 2001 will

be largely confined to fire-afl‘ected stands. Douglas-fir beetles are relatively “non-aggressive” beetles and have a great

propensity to attack “weakened” trees rather than healthier green ones. Because fire-weakened trees attacked this year will

provide little resistance to attacking beetles, brood survival will probably be higher than normal.

Predicting Douglas-fir Beetle Activity on the Bitterroot NF Following the Fires of 2000

To determine the number ofstands on the Forest susceptible to insect attack afler the fires, a hazard and risk rating was

developed for Douglas-fir beetle. Generally, "hazard" is defined as the likelihood ofan outbreak within a specific time

*
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period, and "risk" is the expected loss should an outbreak occur. Hazard areas are those areas with smaller infestations that

are anticipated to become fiirther infested with the beetle within 2 to 4 years, if the epidemic expands. Risk and hazard is

determined by stand density, percentage ofDouglas-fir, stand age and diameters, and current diseases and/or injury.

Furniss and others (1979) state that stand susceptibility is positively correlated with the proportion of Douglas-fir in the

stand, its density, and its age. A high hazard forest community would have the following characteristics: stand densities

over 80 percent ofnormal or historic stocking, greater than 50 percent Douglas-fir component, average stand age greater

than 120 years, and average diameter ofDouglas-fir greater than 14 inches. A moderate hazard forest community would

include those stands where one of the high hazard characteristics is slightly lower; and for the units in this project, moderate

hazard is due to the percentage ofDouglas-fir component and stand densities.

All stands containing Douglas-fir in moderate or low fire severity classes were analyzed to determine their hazard/risk

rating. Douglas-fir beetle will not attack dead trees; therefore, the high severity burned areas are not included in this

hazard/risk rating. Satellite Imagery Land Classification (SILC) data was used, with some general assumptions, to

approximate what the hazard rating would be. All cover type codes that have any representation ofDouglas-fir, either pure

or in a mixed species code, were used. SILC also has canopy coverage that was used in conjunction with size class.

Essentially any code with Douglas-fir cover type, a high and medium canopy coverage, and medium and large size class

code, was coded as having high Douglas-fir beetle hazard. Moderate hazard was determined using Douglas-fir cover types,

high and medium canopy coverage on pole size classes, and low canopy coverage on medium, large, and pole size classes.

Ratings are summarized in the discussion for each Geographic Area.

The following table includes the entire Geographic Area including burned and unburned acres. A map of the high and

moderate hazard/risk areas is located in the Post-Fire Assessment (Chapter 5, Appendix B, Map 5-4). There is a

tremendous number of acres, both burned and unburned, within the Geographic Areas that are highly or moderately

susceptible to beetle-caused mortality. These numbers do not mean that trees on all acres will be attacked and/or killed.

This just simply gives an idea of the magnitude of the situation and what the potential is for future beetle infestation. The

concern is more warranted in the West Fork and East Fork Geographic Areas because ofthe higher populations located

there before the fires. Because beetle populations are present in proximity to many thousands of acres of fire-stressed trees,

populations are expected to continue at epidemic levels.

Table 3-99 - Douglas-fir Beetle Risk in Douglas-fir stands Experiencing Moderate or Low Fire Severity

Dou [as-fir beetle Risk Ratin Acres % of Rated Acres

720.7118 .12

High 41.165
1791

1131164

5

Moderate Severity Burn 18,634

52,149

Unbumed within Anal is Areas 2,581

73 64

Grand Total 137,28

Because fire-weakened trees attacked this year will provide little resistance to attacking beetles, brood survival will

probably be higher than normal. Should that be the case, and barring unusually wet and cool conditions for the next two

springs (and atypically cold winter temperatures), there will quite likely be an abnormally high beetle flight in spring 2002.

This flight will likely attack green/live trees outside the burned area. There are about 311,312 acres ofhigh hazard/risk

stands outside the burned area within the GA and about 351,295 acres ofmoderate hazard/risk stands. Although not an

aggressive beetle, Douglas-fir beetles are strong fliers and can move several miles. Thus, ifpopulations do rise in fire

stressed trees, it is likely adjacent unburned stands with moderate/high hazard/risk characteristics could be attacked.
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The Douglas-fir bark beetle epidemic prior to the fires of 2000 may have been more extensive (in terms ofsize and number

of trees killed) than under natural conditions. As described in detail under the Forestland Integrity section, stand structures

at the landscape scale before the fires lacked diversity and had a high percentage of late seral stands. Had fire played its

natural role in these landscapes, we might have had more diversity at a landscape scale (through the creation ofyounger age

classes), limiting the number ofacrm of late seral stands at high/moderate risk to Douglas-fir beetle attack.

Active management must focus on the forest conditions, not the beetle. In other words, proposed activities would not

reduce the beetle populations, but could reduce the amount of mortality. One approach is to alter stand conditions that

favor the buildup ofbeetle populations, using biologically sound silviculture practices that incorporate other resource

d
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concerns (Furniss, 1979). Thinning strategies reduce losses to Douglas-fir beetle for several reasons. Beetles are attracted

to large, dark silhouettes and vertical cylinders (Amman, 1989). If stand conditions are altered to open up stands, still

retaining the larger diameter trees, the sun is able to penetrate through the forest canopy and create subtle changes in

incident radiation, temperature, light, and also wind speed (Amman, 1989). These climatic changes brought about by

thirming, have profound effects on tree morality fi‘om Douglas-fir beetle (Furniss, 1979). Thinning increases growth rates

and individual tree vigor, by reducing competition for sunlight, water, and nutrients, and allowing increased growing space.

Treatment in these mixed severity types could focus on opening up stands to create a rnicroenvironment less conducive to

beetle activity. Ifthe desired condition is to be approached, (a reflection of the natural disturbance regime) trees other than

those that are dead and/or dying would need to be removed. Green trees would need to be harvested to approach stocking

reduction levels, create structural diversity, change species composition, and increase vigor of individuals.

Environmental Consequences Common Across All Geographic Areas

Direct and Indirect Effects

Common to Action Alternatives B, D, E, and F, and the Planting in Alternatives C and G

Proposed Watershed Restoration Treatments

All action alternatives propose some assortment ofwatershed restoration work. In general, these treatments do not have

any direct, indirect, or cumulative efi‘ects on forested plant communities. All roads proposed for obliteration that are

needed for harvest and reforestation access have been identified. These roads would be closed after access is no longer

needed in these areas. In most cases, including the additional access changes proposed in Alternative G, these treatments

do not limit future access for vegetation manipulation. However, the methods of access could possibly change from

ground-based harvesting systems to aerial systems which may limit these future opportunities economically and may

reduce the ability to meet target stand conditions and desired future conditions at the landscape scale.

Excluding Treatment within Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas (RHCAs)

To meet the Inland Native Fish Strategy (1994) for bull trout recovery, bufiers or RHCAs were placed on all streams that

are within and/or adjacent to treatment units. All treatments, except planting, would be excluded within these areas.

While stream bufl‘ers have been defended on the basis ofprotection for aquatic organisms, including endangered fish,

corridors for wildlife, and sources of coarse woody debris for future stream habitat, they have also been documented, under

some conditions, as corridors for severe wildfire (Agee, 1987). The Bitterroot Fires of2000 resulted in many examples of

where severe fire occurred, such as North Fork ofRye Creek, Laird Creek, and Little Blue Creek. More complex structures

often do occur in riparian zones, but these may be due to better site quality, allowing faster post-fire succession, or to less

frequent or lower severity fire in these sheltered locations (Agee, 1987). Afier the fires of 2000, these RHCAs will be

corridors where firels are untreated and have the potential for reburn. What this means to the forested plant communities is

potential for lethal conditions for re-established vegetation and possible effects on their ability to establish a second time

around. An example ofa rebum in a riparian system can by found in Little French Creek on the Payette NF in Idaho. This

riparian area burned much more severely than adjacent uplands. The riparian zone had substantial dead Engehnann spruce

and a multi-layered structure and burned with a crown fire (Agee, 1987).

The following table lists the acres by alternative and VRU where no fuels treatment would occur. Although much ofthese

acres are within riparian systems, some are upland forest communities where the desired condition for each VRU have been

previously described and the purpose and need for this project inchides the reduction of fuels.

Table 3-100 - Acres by Alternative and VRU Where No Fuels Treatment Would Occur within RHCAs

Mtem‘five Unmanned Stands Mana 1 ed Stands

VRU 3 VRU 4

 

VRU2 VRU4
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Long-Term Site Productivity

Long-term site productivity would be maintained as required by 36 CFR 219.27 (b)(5) by retaining existing down woody

material, incorporating the use of fire on the landscape, recruiting additional down woody material, and minimizing soil

compaction by using helicopter and skyline yarding systems, and implementing mitigations which restrict equipment to

certain conditions. Existing coarse woody debris would be retained in untreated stands and stands with intermediate

harvests. Stands with regeneration harvests would have additional coarse woody debris retained on the site, so that post

site preparation activities would leave the recommended amount of coarse woody debris for long-term site productivity.

Fire would be used in its natural role to reduce accumulations oforganic matter, cycling nutrients, and changing soil pH

(Graham, 1993; Klock, 1979) in harvest areas, and to enhance reforestation in salvage/regeneration harvest units.

Ecosystem Management

All treatments are designed to produce conditions that meet Forest Plan goals and standards using ecosystem management

principles. Ecosystem management is defined here as “an ecological approach to achieve the multiple use management of

the National Forest and grasslan ” (Robertson, 1992). An ecological approach includes specifying ecosystem elements

thought to be necessary to allow ecosystems to function within their historic range of variability. Elements can be seen at

the stand level (e.g., specifying both live and dead retention trees, coarse woody debris, understory vegetation conditions,

and successional conditions) or at the landscape level The action alternatives have been designed using these concepts.

Since treatments are designed to mimic natural vegetation conditions within their historic range of variability, the eflects on

the vegetation are not considered significant.

Clearcutting and Even-aged Management

When timber is to be harvested using an even-aged management system, a determination that the system is appropriate to

meet the objectives and requirements of the Forest Plan must be made. For clearcutting to occur on National Forest lands,

the method must be considered the optimum system (NFMA, U.S. Public Law 94-588, 1976). Optimum is considered to be

the best system available to meet the objectives and requirements of the land and resource plan (USDA Forest Service,

1983). Clearcutting under this definition includes the clearcutting with reserves regeneration method.

Even-aged systems including clearcut, clearcut with reserves, seed tree, and shelterwood regeneration methods are

considered optimum due to the mortality created in the fires of 2000, the secondary fire effects creating mortality fi'om

insects, the Forest Plan expectation ofproducing timber fi'om these MAs, and the need to re-establish native, shade

intolerant species. These even-aged systems would be applied as appropriate to those units that are listed with a treatment

of salvage/regeneration in Appendix B and described in Chapter 1, Additionally, the retention ofpatches ofdead trees and

all live overstory trees with the smaller diameter trees in the lower canopies would produce structures that are consistent

with the historic successional/disturbance regime. The retention ofreserve trees in different size groups would meet the

visual quality objectives (see the Scenery section of this Chapter). No wildlife species of special concern (threatened,

endangered, sensitive M18, or big game) or plant species (threatened, endangered, or sensitive) would be adversely

affected. In the long-term, resource benefits would accrue as stands develop, including reduced oif-site water yields

through evapotransiration and providing visual color and form contrasts due to a mixture of tree species and canopy levels.

Where regeneration or even-aged systems are proposed, the resulting openings would be regenerated with desirable seral

species (ponderosa pine for VRU 2 and some of 3; western larch for VRU 2 and 3 in Blodgett; Douglas-fir and lodgepole

pine in VRU 3 and 4). Long-lived seral species such as ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and western larch in Blodgett

Geographic Area are desirable as they contribute to more resilient stand structures and ecological functioning. These seral

species are important in the maintenance of other plant and animal species viability and will increase the resiliency ofthe

forest to wildfire and future threats fi'om insects and diseases.

We need to specify that we are not cutting live trees to create an even-aged system The fire was the source that killed the

trees rather than with the harvesting proposed. The harvesting/salvaging ofdead and dying trees does not need to be done

to reforest. These two activities are not tied together as connected actions.

Reforestation Success

The NFMA (U.S. Public Law 94—588, 1976) requires that areas harvested to achieve timber production objectives, should

be assured ofadequate restocking (containing the minimum number, size, distribution, and species composition, as

specified in Regional silvicultural guides) within five years of final harvest. The intent ofthis requirement is to ensure

reforestation in a timely manner when timber is being removed from a site, rather than simply removing the merchantable

timber and leaving the site unstocked and untended.

M
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The Northern Regional Silvicultural Practices Handbook (USDA Forest Service, 1997) further requires that the minimum

number, size, distribution, and species composition of regenerated seedlings be specified in a site-specific silvicultural

prescription, written or reviewed by a certified silviculturist. Regional stocking guides may be altered when other resources

are emphasized along with timber production (such as winter range). The site-specific silvicultural prescription will specify

the desired stand composition and structure conditions. It should complement landscape level desired composition,

structure, and fimction objectives, considering concepts ofdisturbance regimes and forest ecology (USDA Forest Service,

1996). The site-specific prescription will develop a trajectory for reforestation (natural or planted). Monitoring will take

place along that trajectory to ensure that the stand is developing towards, or has reached, the desired stocking levels.

Past regeneration harvesting has relied on well-developed technologies for both artificial and natural regeneration. Locally

adapted, native seed sources have been grown at the Coeur D’Alene nursery since the early 1970’s for outplanting.

Past experience indicates that there is a high degree of success in restocking stands after regeneration harvest; and the

knowledge and technology exists to restock stands where regeneration harvest is to be applied under all action alternatives.

There has been very little problem in reforestation due to the presence or damage of gophers. Deer and elk browse damage

is a concern on the Forest, particularly in winter range areas. In the past, netting was used to protect newly planted

seedlings where animal damage was expected. Because of the extent ofwinter range burned, the amount and flush of

forage, and the amount ofplanting proposed, netting and repellants would only be applied where deemed necessary to meet

reforestation timelines and stocking objectives.

There are a number ofproposed treatment units within grazing allotments. In the past, this Forest has had very little

problem with cows damaging plantations. Cows tend to stay off ground with slopes greater than 45 percent, which limits

their range to some degree in planted areas. Damage usually occurs along their travel corridors, riparian areas, and fence

lines. The Northern Regional Reforestation Handbook (USDA Forest Service, 1997) requires that all plantations be

protected from grazing damage. Coordination between the Forest Rangeland Specialist and permittees would be necessary

to use fencing, salt blocks, and riding, to minimize damage to reforested areas. There would be no increase in animal use

months (AUMs), except through a separate NEPA analysis and decision. A map and list of the units proposed for natural

regeneration and planting that fall within grazing allotments are located in the Project File. A unit list is also inchrded in

the mitigation section ofChapter 2.

Regeneration Harvesting

Regeneration harvest activities would occur in forest stands where the fire has led to or contributed to high mortality in the

stand. Site preparation along with fuels reduction, followed by planting ofearly seral species, would also occur. These fire

created openings being regenerated are irregular in shape and will contain small groups oftrees and individual trees

retained for snags, snag replacements, and shelter or seed sources. This harvesting method would maintain, create, or

promote two or three age classes to manage over time.

Forestland Integrity

The important elements of forestland integrity, as presented earlier, include: providing consistent tree stocking levels that

are typical for the vegetation and sites present, increasing or creating snags and down woody material, reintroducing fire in

a way that mimics its eflects on composition and patterns ofthe forest types, and maintaining the historical fire fi'equency

and severity (Quigley et al., 1997). The fires of 2000, in general, began to create age and size class distributions at

landscape scales that approach the historic distribution. Comparing and contrasting the efiects at the stand level and the

landscape scale will disclose effects to the vegetative structure, composition, and diversity, collectively known as

“Forestland Integrity” caused by implementing each alternative. The distribution of stands that make up landscapes and

Geographic Areas will be compared in relation to historic conditions, which are equivalent to desired future conditions. The

desired future conditions are discussed earlier in this section, as well as in the Post-Fire Assessment (2000).

Vegetation Response Unit (VRU) is another scale at which the analysis will disclose efl‘ects oftreatments caused by each of

the alternatives, because VRUs respond difl‘erently to the ecological disturbances caused by fires and by human activities.

These are appropriate scales, because they allow discussion ofvarious elements in the landscapes. This is a qualitative

discussion that relies on relative change and amounts ofeach forest cover class that are meeting or expected to meet in the

fiiture, the desired conditions. At the level of the individual stand, assumptions are made and disclosed which describe how

treatments will afl‘ect stands in a variety of situations. Forestland integrity is best described at watershed,

landscape, or Geographic Area scales, but in order to do that in a meaningful way, an understanding ofhow individual

stands respond to treatments, or lack oftreatment is necessary.

—__—-——_——_—=___—__—_—
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Variability is hallmark in any discussion of forestland integrity. It encompasses concepts ofretaining structural elements of

a stand or a landscape for at least the next rotation, in order to meet certain management objectives. Development and

maintenance of structurally complex managed forests is the overall rationale for retaining structure and coarse woody

debris. Variable retention of ecological elements is appropriate when management objectives include maintenance or rapid

restoration of environmental values. By retaining varying amounts ofbiological legacies, three major functions are

achieved: “lifeboating” for species and processes, “enriching” ofreestablishing forests with structural elements that may

otherwise be absent, and “enhancing connectivity’ within a managed landscape (Kohm and Franklin, 1997).

“Lifeboating' provides structural elements (e.g., snags and coarse woody debris) that fulfill habitat requirements for a

variety ofplants and animals; it creates microclimates for establishing a wider variety of plants; and it provides nutrients for

soil microbes. Retaining varying amounts of structure in difi'ering arrangements enriches the variety and complexity of the

forest stand and landscape. Varying arrangements ofstructure within a stand, and within a landscape, provides connectivity

between patches, which facilitates movement and recolonization by plants and animals (Kohm and Franklin, 1997).

At the level of the individual stand, effects to forest structure, composition, and diversity are discussed. In some cases,

particularly in VRU 2, the treatments were designed to adjust completely, or partially the uncharacteristically high or low

elements in the stands. In particular, the loss ofponderosa pine in VRU 2 stands fi'om the fire and re-establishing naturally

is a concern. The reforestation treatments in VRU 2 stands with high mortality are designed to return ponderosa pine to

these stands, where it otherwise would not likely be restored (USDA Forest Service, 2001c). The effect, at the stand level,

would be to maintain the presence ofponderosa pine on these sites.

In other cases, the treatments may have been designed for another purpose (e.g., fuel reduction or bark beetle suppression),

but were designed using an interdisciplinary approach, and included specific measures intended to prevent any stand from

becoming incapable of maintaining desirable amounts ofstructure, composition, and diversity. All treatments with a winter

range and forage production goal, as defined in the Forest Plan, are needed to create historic structures that enhance these

wildlife goals. All treatment measures retain varying amounts (within appropriate limits for the VRU), arrangements of

snags, snag replacement trees (where they exist), and coarse woody debris to meet desired future conditions.

Salvage treatments (re, the removal ofjust dead and/or dying trees) were prescribed in areas where it was determined that

the salvage treatment alone would reduce fuels to an acceptable level Intermediate treatments were prescribed where

needed to adjust stocking and composition to more closely approximate historic VRU conditions or to manipulate stand

structures to provide a more fire resistant wildland-urban interface. Intermediate treatments are prescribed that would thin

the overly dense thickets that did not burn in order to return the sites to a more characteristic species composition

Implementation ofthese prescriptions would result in structural and compositional conditions that meet the desired

conditions. Both salvage and intermediate harvests include retaining an overstory of live trees, which would still need to be

managed after the treatment, and planting is not planned. Snags, coarse woody debris, and standing live trees would be

retained. These stands would be maintained without additional commercial removal in the short term. Salvage and

intermediate treatments were prescribed for units burned at low to mixed intensity where an overstory of live trees remains.

Salvage/regeneration prescriptions would be applied in areas where tree mortality was high Because few or no living trees

remain on these sites, it is important that they be regenerated in order to meet short-term and long-term objectives for the

VRUs and Forest Plan MAs they are in. In particular, it is important that ponderosa pine is re-established in VRU 2; and

these prescriptions would meet that desired condition. Snags and recruitment snags would be retained in adequate numbers

to maintain a legacy ofvertical structure through time. They are not uniformly arranged across a stand, but would be

retained as groups and as single trees where possible. These legacy trees would not be removed in the future. Coarse

woody debris would be retained at adequate but variable levels, across each stand, specifically, to meet desired structure

and diversity objectives for these stands. Any remaining green/live trees following the fire would be retained for seed

sources, shelter, structural diversity, and snag replacements.

Seedlings would be planted at appropriate densities and species mixes for the VRU and to meet the Forest Plan objectives

for each MA. Natural regeneration is prescribed in areas expected have stocked stands with desired species composition,

and where it would contribute to characteristics inherent to native stands, thus meeting the desired future conditions.

Fuel reduction prescriptions were designed to include ways to achieve, maintain, or develop structural and compositional

diversity, before they were considered for application in any particular stand. The design criteria and mitigations,

associated with fuel reduction treatments, would result in retaining appropriate amounts of coarse woody debris and snags.

Because of the variability within stands that existed prior to the fires, and the variability in the way fires burned within

stands, there would be considerable variability in the amounts and arrangements of snags and coarse woody debris, both

vertically and horizontally. As prescribed, these treatments would result in proper functioning through time, because the

elemental components necessary would be retained in sufficient quantities.

M
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Stand Structures and Species Composition

Stand structure and species composition were altered by the fires but would not be by the harvesting proposed in the action

alternatives. Even where green tree thinning is proposed; structures and species composition would not be negatively

altered. Treatments that include green/live tree removal are designed to enhance, maintain, or create historic structures and

species composition. Overall, stand structures with any commercial harvesting entry would not be compromised because

recommendations for snags, snag recruitments, and coarse woody debris would ensure these components are retained.

Species composition for the long-term would be enhanced due to planting particularly in VRU 2 where ponderosa pine

would be ensured to re-establish back to its historic range.

Structures at the Landscape Scale

As with the stand structures, structures at the landscape scale were altered by past management practices, fire suppression,

and the fires of 2000. The harvesting proposed in the action alternatives (e.g., salvage, salvage/regeneration, or

intermediate/green tree thinning) would not change the structure at the landscape scale. Recommendations for snags, snag

recruitments, and coarse woody debris would ensure that these components of structure at the stand or landscape scale

would be retained at the appropriate amount to meet resource and biological needs.

Old Forest Conditions

This discussion is limited to structure and species composition only. More discussion is in the Wildlife section.

Where salvage harvesting is proposed in stands designated as “old growth” (Alternatives B, D, and E only), the old forest

characteristics would not be compromised. In Alternatives E, only dead trees would be removed: however, snags, snag

recruitrnents, and coarse woody debris would be retained at a higher level in old forest stands (as described in Chapter 1)

because they are key features in an old forest ecosystem As stated in the Existing Condition section, much ofthe old forest

stands have become denser over time as a result of fire exclusion. It stands to reason that removing a portion of this dead

tree component would not compromise old forests from a structural standpoint.

In Alternatives B and D, some old forest stands are proposed for intermediate harvesting (ie., green tree thinning) in

addition to removing a portion ofthe dead tree component. The majority ofthis intermediate harvesting is in VRU 2 and

the wildland-urban interface. Within VRU 2, restoring stands toward their historic condition is desired. Reintroducing fire

alone will not restore most old forest stands because ofunprecedented accumulations ofdufi‘ and ladder fuels (Arno et aL,

1995). Although these stands burned with patchy, low, or mixed severity fires; many still contain dense understories whose

crowns extend into the overstory canopy and dense overstories that are atypical for these types. These forests could be

particularly vulnerable to induced stress due to soil moisture and nutrient competition, resulting in elevated levels of insect

activity, particularly bark beetles such as pine engraver and western pine beetle (Arno et al., 1995). Prolonged mortality

increases in old trees can shift these old forests from a late-seral shade-intolerant to a mid-seral shade-tolerant successional

stage (Quigley et al., 1997).

Effects ofthese disturbance regimes suggest that, to restore a semblance of self-perpetuating ponderosa pine, it would be

necessary to reduce the understory mechanically and thereafter control understory development using prescribed fire (Arno

et aL, 1995). Arno (1995) suggests that if prescribed fire and fuels management are not initiated, loss ofponderosa pine

fi'om the stand is virtually assured due to successional replacement, insect or disease epidemics, and severe wildfire. A

historically low severity fire regime has turned into a high severity or mixed severity fire regime, a change that has occurred

over millions of acres in the Interior Columbia River Basin (Brown, 2000b). The fires of2000 gave plenty of examples

where old forests were severely burned to 100% mortality. Research results indicate the long-term management of old

forest pine stands need more prescribed fire in combination with other silvicultural treatments (Habeck, 1990).

For intermediate treatments in Alternatives B and D in VRU 3 old forest stands, some of the same discussions apply as

stated in VRU 2 old forest stands. The key difference is that old forest stands in VRU 3 are typically high hazard/risk for

Douglas-fir bark beetle due to their stand densities, percentage ofDouglas-fir, and size and age of the Douglas-fir. As the

Society ofAmerican Foresters (1993) put it, “The essence ofmaintaining ecosystem integrity is to retain the health and

resilience of systems so they can accormnodate short-term stresses and adapt to long-term change.”

Implementing thinning strategies to reduce losses to Douglas-fir bark beetles may be necessary to both provide resilience

fi'om bark beetle attack and to maintain their old forest characteristics. In fact, Alexander (1986) states that intermediate

treatments can reduce the time required to grow individual trees to a specific size. He suggests that intermediate thinning

can increase diameter growth and the stand’s ability to provide large diameter trees to manage as old growth.

In summary, old forest characteristics in the table below can be met from a structural and composition standpoint using a

salvage or intermediate prescription.

#
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Table 3-101 - Western Montana Historic Old Forest Characteristics (Green et al., 1992)

Old Forest

r ,.

Dryand

Cool moist to

wet DF

Normally single-storied.

Exclusion of fire will tend

to develop a multi-stored

stand.

This type may be single or

multi-stored. The

difi‘eence being

controlled by fire, site

conditions. and seed

source.

This type is usually multi

storied.

This type is predominantly

single storied forest stands

of lodgepole pine resulting

from past wildfire. On

sites with warm and moist

environments, multi

storied forest stands occur.

This type can be either

single or multi-stored,

howeve multi-stored

stands predominate.

This type is normally

multi-storied for most of

its cycle. Single-storied

stand are not uncommon

at the earlier - 2- 'od.

The type is most often

single-storied, resulting

fi'om stand replacing firs,

or occasional ground fires

that renove other species.

ofdead standing

n‘ees grate than 9

inches DBH is 6.

Aveage number

ofdead standing

trees grate than 9

inches DBH is 7.

Average numbe

ofdmd standing

trees greater‘ than 9

inches DBH is 12.

Aveage numbe

ofdead standing

trees grate than 9

inches DBH is 19.

Aveage numbe

ofdead standing

trees greater than 9

inches DBH is 15.

Average number

ofdead standing

trees grate than 9

inches DBH is 25.

Average numbe

ofdead standing

trees greater than 9

inches DBH is 17.

The probability of

rotten. down log

pieces grater than 9

inches diameter‘ is low

to moderate.

The probability of

rotten, down log

pieces greater‘ than 9

inches diamete is

modeate.

The probability of

rotten, down log

pieces greater than 9

inches diameter is

high.

The probability of

rotten, down log

pieces greater than 9

inchm diameer is

high.

The probability of

rottei, down log

pieces g'eate than 9

inchs diameter is

hi

The probability of

rotten, down log

pieces greate than 9

inches diameter is

high.

This type occurs predominantly on south and west

aspects on well-drained, low elevation sites. Bunchgrass

dominated understories are on the drier sites, typically

with relatively low density oftrees. Habitat types whee

shrubs dominate the understory are moiste- and can

su - rt a y eate densi oftrees.

This type occupies moderately cool and dry site on all

aspects on well-drained, mid to low elevation sites.

Beargrass, pinegrass, and hucklebery dominate

understories.

This type occurs on moderately cool to cool. and

moderately dry to moist sites on well-drained soils

occuning on all aspects and a wide range of elevations.

Twintlowers, hucltleberry, and bmrgrass are among the

most common undestory plants. Growth is slow and

shade tole'ant s - - ies continue to ' enerate over time.

This type spans the range ofenvironments from

moderately cool and dry to cool and wet on all aspects

and elevations on well to poorly drained sites.

Lodgepole pine is the dominant tree species.

Under-story vegeation includes beargrass. hucklebery.

grouse whortleberry. clintonia. menziesia. etc. Both

underburns and stand replacing fires wee common

before 1900.

This type occupies the range of environmetts from cool

and dry to cool and wet on well to poorly drained sites

on all aspects and elevations. These are the most

productive sites on the forest. Understories are highly

variablein terms ofs ies com ition

This type occupies cold and moderately dry, well

drained sites at upper elevations. Regeneration is

continuous and growth is slow. multing in multi-stored.

ged stands. The dominant undestory vegetation

drained sites at higher‘ elevations. lodgepole pine

predominates due to fire history and cold tenpeanrres.

They are above the cold temperature limits of Douglas

fir. The dominant undestory vegetation is grouse

whortlebery and woodnrsh. Growth is slow, due to the

short frost-free 'od.

The following is a table of old forest stands by Geographic Area and by VRU that are proposed for treatment in

Alternatives B, D, and E (not proposed in Alternative F). There are no proposed treatment units in old forest stands in the

Blodgett GA There is a total of about 4,558 acres of old forest that would be affected in some way by the alternatives.

Table 3-102 - Old Forest Stands Proposed for Treatment in Alternatives B, D, and E

Patch Sizes and Landscape Patterns

 

Patch sizes and landscape patterns were again altered by past management practices, fire suppression, and the fires of2000.

Patch sizes and landscape patterns would not be changed by the proposed harvesting included in the action alternatives

(e.g., salvage, salvage/regeneration, or intermediate/green tree thinning).
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Anticipated Douglas-fir Beetle Populations

In the absence ofthe fires last year, entomologists would have concluded that the course of the Douglas-fir beetle outbreak

on the Bitterroot NF was following a typical pattern, and likely would have returned to an endemic level within the next

couple of years. Now, however, thousands of acres ofmixed-species stands, some heavily stocked with Douglas-fir of size

and age to make them susceptible to Douglas-fir beetle, have burned with mixed-severity. It is therefore reasonable to

suppose that the likelihood ofDouglas-fir beetle populations once again increasing is high.

Following the fires in 1994 on the Payette NF, scientists found that Douglas-fir stands received 26 percent mortality in the

following years, in low to moderate severity burned areas, fi'om Douglas-fir bark beetle (Weatherby et al., 2001). This was

twice the amount ofmortality caused directly by the fire (Weatherby et. al., 2001). This is clear evidence that beetles have

the potential to cause widespread mortality on the Bitterroot NF. There is one difference; the Payette did not have a pre

existing epidemic. Two years following the Greater Yellowstone fires of 1988, Amman and Ryan (1991) found that nearly

70 percent of the Douglas-fir in their study area was infested by beetles.

For other beetles attracted to pines and spruce, Weatherby and others (2001) also found successful attacks, some at a greater

percentage than the fire killed, and some significantly less. As entomologists would expect, beetles will be attracted to fire

weakened trees of all species and cause mortality. However, their populations and associated mortality will not likely

measure up to the potential of the Douglas-fir bark beetle.

Entomologists do not expect a noticeable increase in beetle populations in 2001. Beetles will be attracted to fire-weakened

trees in the burned areas ofmixed severity fires with fire-stressed trees this spring. Because populations were declining

prior to the fires of 2000, although still higher-than-normal, beetle attacks in 2001 will be largely confined to fire-afi'ected

stands. Douglas-fir beetles are relatively “non-aggressive" beetles and have a great propensity to attack “weaken " trees

rather than healthier green ones. Because fire-weakened trees attacked this year will provide little resistance to attacking

beetles, brood survival will probably be higher than normal. Should that be the case, and barring unusually wet and cool

conditions for the next two springs (and atypically cold winter temperatures), there will quite likely be an abnormally high

beetle flight in spring 2002 (Gibson, 2001).

Determining Dead and/or Dying Treesfrom the Fires

Predicting whether conifers damaged by wildfire will live or die is not an exact science. The following guidelines, which

were developed fi'om research sources (Weatherby et aL, 2001), will be used to help managers with this issue, and would be

used during the implementation of the selected alternative. The key factors listed below determine the primary fire efi'ects

on mortality. Secondary fire effects such as insect attack are discussed later in this section.

Crown damage

With few exceptions, trees with greater than 70 percent oftheir crowns damaged by fire will die within five years.

Exceptions can occur when buds on the tree remain alive.

Root damage

Conifers can be placed into two general rooting groups: deep-rooted (e. g., western larch, Douglas-fir, and ponderosa pine)

and shallow-rooted (e.g., all other species). Deep-rooted species can withstand light ground fires of short duration, but

major damage occurs when fine roots are exposed to long-lasting, extreme heat (generally caused by fuel build-up at the

base of the tree). Shallow-rooted species are susceptible to damage by light ground fires.

Stem damage

Observations of fire-scarred trees indicate that trees usually do not survive when more than 50 percent oftheir

circumference is damaged. This mortality results from a combination of various types ofdamage caused directly or

indirectly by fire, including destruction ofcambium, decay, mechanical weakness, and predisposition to insects. About 50

percent of ponderosa pine trees can incur large fire scars and damage to as much as halftheir circumference but still

survive. Other species tend to be very sensitive to stem damage; and mortality rates are about 75 percent. The amount of

stem damage can be sampled by cutting through the bark into the cambium to determine if it is alive (ie., milky white and

moist) or dead (i.e., dry and discolored). Deep damage to the stem is characterized by bark that is deeply charred around

the base and lower bole (but not necessarily to the wood), and by bark that has lost its surface characteristics. Additional

signs include: loss ofbark color within the deep fissures of older trees, portions of the bark burned off, large fuels burned

at the base ofthe tree, and bole scorch rtmning high in the tree.

Table 3-103 is a generalized guide for estimating tree mortality fi'om primary fire efl'ects. An “X” indicates that a tree of

the species and diameter shown at lefi would probably die fi'om the efiects specified in the column heading.

W
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Table 3-103 - Estimating Mortality from Primary Fire Effects

a l

‘ 1

Species Diameter 1

i

l

l.

l
 

1 Ponderosa pine,

 

1 western larch g x

Douglas-fir 212,, ii § 32

Lodgepole pine i i § X

All other species 5 i I X , Q _‘i ; § ii‘

Crown Severely i

 

 

l

Predicting Beetle Mortality Following Fires

After the 1994 Little WolfFire (Tally Lake Ranger District, Flathead NF), stands afi‘ected by fire were categorized based

on damage characteristics. Each category was assessed for potential to be infested by insects in the years following the fire.

Table 3-104 — Categories and Assessments of Fire Damage on Trees

Characteristics

Black Tree boles completely

 

blackened and deeply

charred, foliage

destroyed, understory

v - etation burned.

 

Black/ Trees mostly

brown blackened, but some

foliage only browned.

Understory

vegetation mostly

burned.

Black/ Foliage mostly

brown/ brown, some black

green and green patches

 

Mostly great foliage,

some spotty brown or

black arms

 Assessment

Few trees will be infested by insects. A few may attract wood wasps (homtails), but they are of little

significance. Where charting destroyed or dried the phloem, there is no pore-trial for bark beetle

infestation. Wood borers (beetles families Cerambycidae and Buprestidae) ultimately feed in the

sapwood but require relatively fresh inner bark for newly hatched larvae. These trees will harbor few

insects and rovide little food for wood - - kers or other insectivorous birds or mammals.

Thicker barked species such as Douglas~fir and ponderosa pine may survive immediate effects of the

fire. ln Douglas-fir, bole scorch on more than half the tree’s circumferaice will likely produce a strong

attraction for Douglas-fir beetles. Large-diameter, older ponderosa pines may be attacked by western

pine beetles (D. brevicomis LeConte) or red turpaitine beetles; however, “outbreak” development of

these beetles in this situation would not be expected. Thin~barked species (lodgepole pine, Engelmann

s ruce, subal ine fir ma have been burned too severe] to attract bark beetles or wood borers.

This group will attract the most bark beetles. Douglas-fir may be less affected, depending on degree of

bark and root collar scorch. Most second—growth ponderosa pine, lodgepole pine, Engelmann spruce

and subalpine fir will almost mainly be attacked by bark beetles or wood bora's. Smaller diametu'

pondaosa pines and lodgepole pines will be infested by one or more species of mgr-aver beetles (Ips

spp.), other secondary bark beetles (Pityogenes spp. and Pityophthorus spp.), and wood-boring beetles.

Mountain pine beetles are seldom attracted to fire-weakened trees. Spruce beetles will attack

Engelmann spruce and subalpine fir will support populations of several beetles, the most dominant

bein westa'n balsam bark beetle D ocoetes can as Swaine .

Bark beetle attraction will depend mostly on root collar damage. Most Douglas-fir and ponderosa pines

will survive and not attract beetles unless smoldering ground fires significantly damaged roots or root

collars. Other tree species are more likely to be infested, even though severe damage may not be

apparent now. Observations in other bin'ned areas have shown thin-barked trees can withstand only a

small amount of damage at ground level without becoming so weakened they eventually succumb to

bark beetle attacks. In these areas, it is common to find trees with little apparent bole or crown damage

that have been i - letel 'rdled at the root collar.

 

Changes in Douglas-fir Beetle Caused Mortality

Because an outbreak is very dynamic, it is hard to predict how much mortality (within the unit boundaries) will occur, and

the resulting treatment needed. Until Douglas-fir beetle populations begin to fall to endemic levels, mortality will continue,

resulting in slight changes during the implementation phases. No salvage or harvesting would be done outside the unit

boundaries. However, in Alternatives B and D, the percentage being intermediately harvested and regenerated may change.

For example, if Alternative D is chosen, Unit 27 is planned for an intermediate harvest. If there is widespread mortality as

a result ofDouglas-fir beetle, the treatment could change to a regeneration harvest. If Alternative B is selected and Unit 27

is allowed for dead and/or dying tree removal only, a higher percentage may be removed due to infestation and/or mortality.
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Blodgett Geographic Area

The analysis area boundary for this Geographic Area is the Canyon, Mill, Blodgett, and Sheafinan watershed boundaries.

The analysis area includes a range of forest types, habitat types, and fire regimes common to the west side ofthe Bitterroot

NF. The effects ofnatural processes that continue to form the vegetative landscape are identifiable at the scale represented

by the Geographic Area; therefore, the analysis area is reasonable for evaluating the afiected environment and the

environmental effects.

Stand Development

Existing Condition

One key difference between the Blodgett and the other Geographic Areas is the presence of western larch, a desirable

species that occurs this far south in the Bitterroot Range. Regeneration measures would need to ensure the establishment of

this species for ecological reasons.

There were only 72 acres ofprevious plantations and natural regeneration units burned in the fires of2000 in this

Geographic Area. All 72 acres of these managed sites have the potential for natural regeneration. About 57 percent of

these acres were burned with a high/moderate severity fire.

There are about 4,700 acres that burned with a high to moderate fire severity, resulting in a lethal or nearly lethal fire event.

It is highly likely that the majority of these acres will need to be regenerated, either naturally or artificially. An analysis to

determine the likely acres ofnatural regeneration (north, northeast, and northwest aspects above 5,800 feet elevation in

subalpine fir habitat types), found that less than one percent could be successfiilly naturally regenerated to meet the desired

stocking and species composition (Post-fire Assessment 2000). The remainder of these acres would need to be artificially

planted or monitored closely over time to determine a need for artificial planting. The bulk of these acres are low elevation

Douglas-fir habitat types where ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and western larch were present before the fires. Both

ponderosa pine and larch are critical species to regenerate for ecological reasons.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Effects Common to All Alternatives

It is assumed that fires that burned with high severity killed 90 to 100 percent of the trees, moderate severity fires consumed

most ofthe canopy resulting in greater than 75% mortality, and low severity fires killed some of the understory trees and

some ofthe mature trees where a range of mortality conditions exist.

After a burn of severe or mixed intensity, the tree stand that develops will be of one age class (Oliver, 1996). The plants

that establish in a stand will depend on what was there when the stand burned. Usually species that are able to grow faster

will establish right after the burn. New individual trees continue to appear in a stand over several decades; and understory

species will continue to appear in a stand over several years, as long as there is growing space available (Oliver, 1996). The

existing species with competitive advantage grow larger and express differences in height and diameters (Oliver, 1996).

After about 80 years, when the crowns of the overstory are well-established, new trees and understory species move in

(Oliver, 1996). These species (e.g., shrubs, trees, and forbs) are more tolerant to shade and grow slower. Eventually, after

many years, the overstory begins to die in an irregular manner; and some of the understory trees begin growing into the

overstory (Oliver, 1996).

Following a low intensity burn, tree stand development will be one ofmultiple age classes (Oliver, 1996). The vigor of the

remaining stand will dictate how the stand further develops. If the residual trees are vigorous, they may grow and fill up

the growing space, without establishment ofnew trees. If the existing stand is not as vigorous, or the trees are not able to

grow into the entire space, new trees may grow into the space left by burned dead trees. A surface fire that does not burn

the tree crowns tends to create a stand with one age class, rather than creating more growing space to allow seedlings to

establish (Oliver, 1996).

Stand development is a very complicated process and hm many variables resulting in a range of conditions. The following

discussion of stand development with or without treatments is a simplification ofwhat would occur in each stand.

——_———=_—_——_—_——__-__—————
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VRU2

A seed source for ponderosa pine is somewhat limited in mature stands that burned at high severities. Arno and others

(1985) suggwts that ponderosa pine seldom regenerates adequately without planting after a stand-replacement fire. Most of

the younger seed producing trees are dead; and the old large live survivors are producing less viable seed. Most of the

stands that burned at mixed severity levels have some trees remaining, providing a viable seed source. Ponderosa pine

produces the most viable seed between the ages of60 to 160 years (Burns, 1990), indicating most of the surviving trees

would produce some seed. Establishment ofa new forested stand in stand-replacing burns would have to rely on seed from

adjacent stands, seeds from the surviving large pine, dissemination by other means such as wind, birds or animals, or

planting. Ponderosa pine seed is not easily disseminated over a large area due to its large size and heavy weight (Burns,

1990). Douglas-fir regenerates more abundantly than ponderosa pine due to its lighter seed that disperse readily fi'om

adjacent stands. Typically stands will seed in from the edge and around the seed~producing trees that remained. Tree

regeneration is oflen dificult to obtain, particularly on the drier end of this VRU. Natural regeneration often requires more

than 20 years to become established (Arno et al., 1985). There is potential that stands would not be stocked with ponderosa

pine for over 60 years, when the newly established trees become mature enough to produce viable seed to populate the

remaining portion ofthe stand. Ponderosa pine requires bare soil and little competition to become established. Without

some minor disturbances to reduce competing vegetation and expose mineral soil, stands may not be entirely populated

with ponderosa pine for many decades. Without seed from adjacent stands, understory species may be the only plants

established for 20 or more years.

On this Forest, ponderosa pine has not had a good seed crop for six to 23 years (Post-Fire Assessment, 2000). This also

complicates the situation and assurance that ponderosa pine can re-establish naturally even near residual live trees. As

discussed in the Forestland Integrity sections, stand structures have been altered due to fire exclusion. This has had an

efiect on the presence and vigor of seed-producing ponderosa pine. This situation has set up a different regeneration

trajectory than what may have occurred historically.

Given the preceding information, regenerating ponderosa pine, especially on hot dry sites, in stands that were burned at

high and mixed severity levels would occur slowly and could take 50 years or more to have firlly stocked stands in VRU 2.

Various levels ofplanting in VRU 2 are planned in the action alternatives which will shorten the timeframes for

regeneration.

VRU3

A seed source for Douglas-fir may be present at varying levels, depending on the fire severity. A good Douglas-fir seed

crop was produced in 2000. Areas that burned at high severities have very little seed available, except where older

Douglas-fir survived the fire. In order for seedlings to establish, seed would have to come fi'om adjacent stands or

remaining large trees. Stands that burned at mixed or low severity should have cones and seed available within the stand

and fi’om adjacent stands to regenerate the stand. Douglas-fir produces viable seed at around 60 years of age. Adjacent

stands need to be no more than 800 feet away for effective seed dispersal (Ferguson, 1991). Seedlings survive best when

germinated on moist mineral soil (Burns, 1990). For the first few years, seedlings have the best survival when grown under

partial shade (Burns 1990, Ferguson 1991). Not all vegetation provides beneficial shade for Douglas-fir. Grasses and forbs

do not provide good cover for Douglas-fir seedlings, and snowberry, mountain ash, huckleberry, and chokecherry inhibit

Douglas-fir seedlings (Geier-I-layes, I991).

Given the preceding information, in stands ofDouglas-fir that burned at high severity, seed is somewhat limited to establish

this species; and not much shade is present to protect any seedlings that may become established. Regeneration of

Douglas-fir would be sporadic throughout the stands and would only occur where a seed source and adequate shade was

available. Stands that burned at mixed severity levels would regenerate at some level, because there is possibly adequate

seed and shade remaining in the stands.

VRU4

Lodgepole pine is a fire-dependent species (Fischer, 1987). Most stands have a mixture ofopen (non serotinous) cones and

closed (serotinous) cones. The closed cones require temperatures between 113 and 140 degrees Fahrenheit to open the

cones and release the seed (Burns, 1990). Lodgepole pine produces seed on a regular basis, usually every three years; and

trees five to 10 years old can produce viable seed. Seed dispersal is only about 200 feet, but seed in closed cones can

persist in a stand for many years (Burns, 1990). Lodgepole pine requires bare mineral soil and open growing conditions for

seedlings to establish.

—__——_—___——__
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[lodgepole pine regeneration could occur in high abundance in stands within the next five years that burned with high or

mixed severities. The lodgepole could be so dense in some stands that any other tree species (Douglas-fir, subalpine fir, or

Englemann spruce) could quickly be out-competed. However, lodgepole pine natural regeneration isn't necessarily a sure

bet. A revegetation study done on the 1977 Pattee Canyon Fire found that natural tree regeneration was sparse, but

clumped near burned edges near surviving trees or near serotirrous lodgepole pine (Crane et al., 1983). Crane and others

(1983) also found most of the lodgepole natural regeneration occurred above 4,800 feet. Lodgepole pine natural

regeneration is described as a “one show efi'ort” where even a moderate disturbance such as a light ground fire could

eliminate the fiiture seedling crop, limiting the success of lodgepole pine regeneration. With a constant seed source (i.e.,

live trees) the potential to regenerate would not be as problematic alter a moderate disturbance (Crane et al., 1983).

Subalpine fir is very susceptible to death or severe injury from fire because of its thin, pitchy bark and low branching

pattern (Burns, 1990). Subalpine fir is capable ofproducing a lot of viable seed starting at age 20 and achieves maximum

seed production when trees are 150 to 200 years old (Fischer, 1987). Subalpine fir also reproduces vegetatively by

layering. It is capable of establishing under all growing conditions and invades severe sites, such as recently burned areas

(Burns, 1990).

Given the preceding information for subalpine fir, regeneration following a severe or moderate severity fire is unlikely,

unless seed is dispersed fi'om other surviving trees. Regeneration alter a light severity fire is very likely, as long as the seed

is present; or in the case of subalpine fir, layering will occur around surviving trees. Regeneration will be random.

Understory Vegetation

Understory species, especially ones adapted to major disturbances, would populate stands where they occurred before the

2000 fires. Bluebunch wheatgrass, Scouler willow, common snowberry, ninebark, serviceberry, shiny-leafceanothus,

thimbleberry, arrowleafbalsamroot, spirea, pinegrass, elk sedge, mountain maple, alder, beargrass, arnica, northwestern

sedge, Hitchcock’ woodgrass, Labrador tea, and Oregon grape are examples ofunderstory species that have begun to grow.

Within three to five years after the 2000 fires, this understory will out compete ponderosa pine, lodgepole pine, and

Douglas-fir for growing space. Ponderosa pine, lodgepole pine, and Douglas-fir should become established within the first

five years, or it will take a minor disturbance to provide an adequate seedbed for these seedlings.

Alternative A

Regeneration of stands burned in the 2000 fires would be slower than those proposed to be artificially regenerated in the

action alternatives. It may be many decades before a firlly stocked young sapling/pole-sized stand is present. Lack of a

reliable seed source in areas that burned with moderate or high severity in VRU 2 and VRU 3 would not insure

regeneration in a timely manner. “Timely manner” is dependant on the objectives ofthe site where those being harvested

would be expected to meet the NFMA S-year timefi'ame, and those that are not being commercially harvested would have a

longer timeframe such as 10 years. Species composition and tree densities would vary depending on available seed source.

No fuels would be removed, increasing the chance of a stand-replacing fire in the future. Stand productivity may be

reduced and stand development could be slowed or set back to seedlings or grass. Good natural regeneration can seldom be

expected following a second fire (Brown & Davis, 1973). Fischer and Bradley (1987) also discuss the efiects of multiple

fires after a severe fire. The result is a maintained shrub/herb/grass mixture where subsequent fires, even cool burns, can

re-start the successional clock back to an unstocked stand (Fischer & Bradley, 1987). Duration of the stage in the

shrub/herb/grass mixture depends on the availability oftree seed. Many sites in northern Idaho initially burned in 1910 and

subsequently reburned in the l920’s and l930’s remain as shrub/herb fields today (Fischer & Bradley, 1987). This would

be especially critical in VRU 2 where a seed source may not be available to regenerate ponderosa pine in the burned stands.

A good portion of this Geographic Area has fiiels greater than 30 tons per acre; because no fuels treatment is proposed in

this alternative, there is the potential for a stand-replacing fire in the firture. This would result in the scenarios listed in the

following table.

5
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Table 3-105- Effects on Stand Development With Future Disturbance

Fire Event No Action With Future Disturbance

Following

Immature/Mature Stands Managed/Regenerated StandsFires of

2000

Severe fire is unlikely during this time period due to lack oflarge woody fuel accumulation and ifa fire burned in the natural and

very little fine fuels to carry a severe fire (Brown, 2001). However if a rebum occurred, newly planted stands within 10 years

established seedlings could be lost and onsite shrubs, grasses, and forbs would dominate the following the 2000 fires, it would

stand (Brown, 200i ). In this case ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir stands would have to re possibly bum very light as there

establish as described above, with seed from adjacent stands, or by other dissemination means. would not be a lot of fine fuels to

Lodgepole pine could establish fiom seed remaining in the stand or from adjacent stands. This carry the fire. This would still result

would delay stand development at least another 10 to 20 yars and possibly quite longer, in mortality of most ofthe newly

particularly for VRU 2. Once seedlings became established again. stand development would established trees. There would be

occur as stated previously for stands that burned with high or mixed severity. Lodgepole pine no available seed source within the

seedling density would be less, due to less available seed. The percentage oflodgqaole pine stand. as even the lodgepole would

seedlings establishing could increase because openings may be larger and more favorable for not have produced viable seed. in

lodgepole pine seedling growth. these areas, seed would have to

come fiom adjacent stands. Re

establishment ofthese stantt could

take decades.

The fire severity could be low to

moderate because most ofthe fuels

would be on the groimd, less than

five inches in diameter. and

beginning to decay. lodgepole

would have produced viable seed, so

regeneration could occur where

lodgepole was present and follow

stand development as stated above

for 2000 firm. At this age, most of

the seed produced by lodgepole is

non-serotinous which would result

in light natural regmeration after a

rebum.

A fireatthistimecouldbelow to

moderate severity because large

fuels would not have accumulated.

This would result in stand thinning

and possibly create openings for

some reguieraticn to occur. Stand

developmmt would follow the low

severity scenario discussed above.

   

 

 

 

 
 

Within this tirnefrarne, high severity fires would most likely occur in patches that have the!

loads greater than 30 tons pa acre (Brown, 2001). With a high/moderate sevaity fire most of

the pole size trees would be killed and little or no seed source for ponderosa pine and Douglas

fir would be available to regenerate the stand. A seed source for lodgepole pine would be

available, as lodgepole pine begins to produce viable seed at l0 ymrs old. Lodgqsole stands

would revert back to the seedling slablishment phase of stand development. In areas where

fuels are less than 30 tons per acre, fires have the potmtial to burn with a mixed or low sevaity,

killing portions ofthe pole size trees, reducing the stand densities, and setting portions ofthe

stand back to seedling development.

 

 

 
 

Stands would be approaching the time (60 years) when ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir would

begin producing viable seed. Most ofthe large woody debris created by the 2000 firs would

be on the ground crating a situation where severe burning could occur (Brown, 2001). Stands

that curraitly have fuels greater than 30 tons per acre could burn at high and mixed sevaities.

The available seed for ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir, ifany had developed, would be

dstroycd; and the stands would likely come back to understory species present at the time. It

may take many decades for seedlings to establish. There may be plaity of lodgepole pine seed

to re-establish the area. A severe bum could affect the productivity ofthe soils resulting in a

stand that may not be capable ofsupporting trees for decades to come. In areas that currently

have less than 30 tons per acre offuels, mixed or low severity fires could occur depending on

where the fuels lay across the soil. This could thin trees resulting in less dense stands. in cases

of larger openings, the stand could begin to grow lodgepole pine. The trees would likely have

'4 OW.

 

 

 

Stand Development if a Fire Were to Occur During the Next Several Decades

Following is a discussion of stand development in mature stands that burned in 2000 for several, future fire event scenarios

in VRUs 2, 3, and 4.

Detailed Description of Stand Development without Future Disturbance

If seedlings become established in the stands that burned with high or mixed severity fire, the following stand development

would occur ifno fires occurred or were successfully suppressed.

Stands that burned with low severity have undergone a thinning. Some small diameter Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine

were killed during the fires due to their lack of resistance to a light burn. Generally, larger Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine

remain in the stands due to their resistance to fire. Since there was a good cone crop ofDouglas-fir in 2000, good seedling

establishment of this species is expected to occur. Lodgepole pine stands that burned at low intensities should have mature

lodgepole pine and Englemann spruce remaining, as well as some Douglas-fir. Some ofthe seedling and pole size trees of

these species may have been killed. In areas where the canopy opened up enough to allow sunlight, lodgepole pine would

likely regenerate. Douglas-fir and Englemann spruce, where they were present, are more likely to regenerate on bare soil or

in the duff where there is more shade. The following is the predicted stand development for low intensity burns.

w
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Some managed stands; both naturally and artificially regenerated to ponderosa pine or Douglas-fir about 20 years ago, also

burned with a high or mixed severity fire, and have no seed source within the stand. Most ofthe trees were not old enough

to produce viable seed and the only available seed source would come from adjacent stands. Most ofthese stands could

repopulate into grass and shrublands due to the lack of seed source. Those stands that regenerated to lodgepole pine that

were more than 20 years old and producing cones have a chance ofregenerating naturally. Residual seed fi'om the previous

stand may also be present in the soil. These stands will regenerate naturally at lower densities than mature stands because

not as much seed has been built up. They will then grow as stated above.

Table 3-106- Effects on Stand Development without Future Disturbance

High/Moderate Severity

Some areas where seed source is lacking would still be unstocked ln VRU 2

these unstocked or lightly stocked arias could be without ponderosa pine.

Trees could be seedling or sapling size (V4 to 5 inches diameter). The

branches ofdense lodgepole pine would begin self-priming two to five feet off

the :4 und. The unders - v etation should bewell established

Established trees could have large’ diameters (3 to 9 inches), tree limbs would

be in the upper canopy; and canopies would have become fully developed,

beginning to close. Some arms may or may not be stocked as ofyet and in

particularly, VRU 2 sites may lack presence ofponderosa pine. Ponderosa pine

and Douglas-fir could begin to develop their thick bark that would be more fire

resistant. A few Douglas-fir, subalpine fir, or Englernann spruce would be

present in lodgepole pine stands. Most ofthe snags would be on the grotmd,

with some amotmt of decay taking place. litter and dufl‘may be established,

depending on the daisity of overstory trees (Brown, 2001). The trees could be

fi‘om

pondu'osa pine and Douglas-fir around 60 ymrs of age could be producing

viable seed. Some areas that haven't become stocked or stocking is sparse may

begin to fill in afia the older trees begin producing cones. Douglas-fir

seedlings may be found in the understory of ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir

stands. Areas ofadequate or abundant stocking would be competing for

growing space.

The new trees could be sapling to pole size, the

remnant mature trees would be large" than the

previous decade. Some ofthe ponderosa pine and

Douglas-fir snags would fiall to the grormd. Some of

the down I; would have deca .

New trees would have larger diameters (3 to 5

inches). Without minor disturbance, Douglas-fir or

subalpine fir would be becoming established in the

understory. Remnant mature lodgepole would be

beginning to die. Most ofthe snags from the 2000

fires could be on the ground and have considerable

rot (Brown, 2001).

New tres could be 5 to 8 inches in diameter; and

some ofthe runnant fire trees are dying. Shade

tolerant species such as Douglas-fir will be in the

small: openings; and shade~intolaant species such

as ponderosa pine and lodgepole pine will be in the

larger openings. Without a major disturbance, this

phase could continue for 1,000 years in ponderosa

ineand Doulas-fir Oliva', I996 .

Managed stands, both naturally and artificially regenerated to ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, or lodgepole pine about 20 years

ago, that burned in a low severity fire would have had some ofthe trees thinned out. Trees would remain in an irregular

pattern across the stand.

Alternative B, D, E and F

Stand development fi'om establishment to mature trees would be fiaster in stands that are planted. In addition, planted areas

would have a reliable seed source for the fiiture. This is especially important for areas that burned with moderate or high

severity in 2000 in VRUs 2 and 3 to insure regeneration in a timely manner as well as ensuring that ponderosa pine is

established back to its historical range. In general, planting would ensure that stands are stocked, with desired species, and

at appropriate density levels

In this alternative, firels would be removed, decreasing the chance ofa stand-replacing fire in the future. Because not every

acre is being treated, there would still be a portion of the Geographic Area that would have firels greater than 30 tons/acre,

which would have the potential for a stand-replacing fire in the future. This would result in the scenarios listed in the

following table. It is worth noting, however that the majority ofthese acres with fuels greater than 30 tons per acre are

outside of the commercial forest land base (MAs l, 2, 3a, and 3c) where lands are managed for roadless and wilderness

values. The fuel reduction treatments are concentrated in the wildland-urban interface and VRU 2, both ofwhich are within

the commercial forestland base.

Because of treatment, a percentage ofthe area burned would have a decreased potential for a stand-replacing fire in the

future because ofthe fuels treatment proposed. As a result, site productivity on fewer acres would not be compromised and

stand development would have the opportunity to continue toward mature/late seral structures if desirable. Stand

development for units treated with intermediate or salvage treatments in low severity would occur as stated in Alternative

A. Stand development for units proposed for salvage/regeneration in high or moderate severity with no planting does not

occur in Blodgett. Table 3-107 describes the stand development for all VRUs with salvage/regeneration and planting.

:
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Table 3-107 - Stand Development of Salvage/Regeneration Harvest Units with Planting With and Without

Disturbance

Stand Development With

Future Disturbance

Since most ofthe fuels

would have been removed

during the salvage or fuels

treatments, the chance ofa

The planted trees would range in diameter from three to seven inches, branch pruning would occur. Severe fire would be 168- If

Mechanical thinning ofthe stand may be needed at this time to avoid stagnation (Olivu', 1996) and 8 fire W86 to 00w! in I116

increase diameter growth. Some Douglas-fir or subalpine fir may naturally establish in the treated stands within the next

undcrst . 60 years, it would burn with

The remaining snags would fill]; and a dufi' layer would have accumulated. Diamners ofthe trees modal?- 0'’ “8h! intensity.

would rane from six to ll inches; and a few mature trees ma die due to com 'tion. killing my smallm in the

Diameters would range from eight to 20+ inches. A few more overstory trees would have died and lmdmol'yr and thinning the

Douglas-fir and subalpine fir would be present in the understory. mam u'ei's- Smnd

development would occur as

described in Alternative A

for low intensi burns.

Some managed stands, natural and planted, that burned in 2000 are not likely to have any viable ponderosa pine or

Douglas-fir seed available within the stand. Seed source for ponderosa pine or Douglas-fir would be from adjacent stands

or other dissemination means. Soils within some of these stands may have undergone at least two burns in the 30 years,

initial site preparation for regeneration and the fires in 2000. It is possible that a future rebum that could happen within the

next several decades could result in three moderate to severe burns, which may hamper stand productivity in terms of tree

health and growth.

All VRU: with Salvae/R eneration Harvest and Plantil ;

The managed lodgepole pine stands, natural and planted, that burned in 2000 would have some seed available within the

stand depending on when a future fire burned. Soils within some of these stands would have undergone at least three

bums-~the burn for initial site preparation for regeneration, the fires in 2000, and the burn that may happen within the next

several decades; this may severely hamper stand productivity. Tree growth may be slower in these stands.

Alternative C

Stand development from establishment to mature trees would be faster in stands that are planted. In addition, planted areas

would have a reliable seed source. This is especially important for areas that burned with moderate or high severity in

2000, in VRUs 2 and 3, to insure regeneration in a timely manner. Stands would be stocked with desired species and

density levels.

No fuels would be removed, increasing the chance ofa stand-replacing fire in the future. Stand productivity may be

reduced and stand development could be slowed or set back to seedlings or grass. Good natural regeneration can seldom be

expected following a second fire (Brown & Davis, 1973). Fischer and Bradley (1987) also discuss the effects ofmultiple

fires alter a severe fire. The result is a maintained shrub/herb/grass mixture where subsequent fires, even cool burns, can

re-start the successional clock back to an unstocked stand (Fischer & Bradley, 1987). Duration ofthe stage in the

shrub/herb/grass mixture depends on the availability of tree seed. Many sites in northern Idaho initially burned in 1910 and

subsequently reburned in the 1920’s and 1930’s remain as shrub/herb fields today (Fischer & Bradley, 1987). This would

be especially critical in VRU 2 where a seed source may not be available to regenerate ponderosa pine in the burned stands.

Because of no fuels treatment is proposed and a good portion of this Geographic Area has fuels greater than 30 tons per

acre, there is the potential for a stand-replacing fire in the future. This would result in the scenarios listed in the table that

describes the effects on stand development with future disturbance. The only difi°erence between this alternative and

Alternative A would be that for those acres being planted, the tirneline for stand development would be on faster. The other

major difference between Alternative C and A is the investment in reforestation through artificial means. This is discussed

in more detail in the Economics section of this Chapter.

Alternative G

Stand development, from establishment to mature trees, would be faster in stands that are planted. In addition, planted

areas would have a reliable seed source. This is especially important for areas that burned with moderate or high severity in

VRUs 2 and 3, to insure regeneration in a timely manner. Stands would be stocked with desired species and density.
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Fuels would be modified in this alternative, slightly decreasing the chance of a future stand-replacing fire. As a result stand

productivity may not change or could increase slightly. Stand development would continue into mature and old structure.

Cumulative Effects

Common to All Alternatives

0 The majority ofthe area burned with high/moderate severity in VRU 4 could be fiilly stocked in a timely manner.

- There are about 72 acres ofmanaged/regenerated stands in the Blodgett Geographic Area and about 11,374 acres of

immature/mature stands. The effects on stand development with future disturbance is discussed below.

- Eight acres ofthe 72 managed/regenerated stands were planted in the spring of2000. Another 123 acres were also

planted in the spring of 2000. The Decision Memo for this activity can be found in the Project File.

0 During the 2001 field season, inventories were conducted on much of the high and moderately burned areas. We

found very little to no ponderosa pine naturally regenerating. Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine were found to be

naturally regenerating either moderately or abundantly and sometimes very clumpy in distribution. Field

inventories also found some desiccation on some sites ofnewly establishing seedlings. This could mean there is

evidence that we may have a hard time naturally establishing ponderosa pine back to its historic range. Arno

(1997) indicates, given the advanced successional state of over-mature or old forest stands in VRU 2, any strategy

to perpetuate ponderosa pine will likely require planting.

- Inventories also found understory vegetation to be responding/recovering quite well after the fires. There is some

concern about competing vegetation already becoming a concern after one growing season following the fires,

particularly in VRU 2 stands with a grass and shrub component. The best seedbeds for most species, particularly

ponderosa pine, are microsites where most of the organic layer has been removed (Miller, 2000). There is little or

no annual carryover ofpine seed in soil seedbanks and few conifer seeds are present in the forest floor ofmature

forests (Miller, 2000). In addition, larger seeds such as ponderosa pine are lost from the soil to predation (Miller,

2000).

0 There was a nice Douglas-fir cone crop in 2001, which, in addition to 2000’s good crop, should create enough seed

to re-establish nicely in areas where these seed sources occur. Unfortimately, 2001 is another poor year for

ponderosa pine cones. Being that ponderosa pine has had a poor crop two years in a row, which are the most

critical years, success may be limited for natural re-establishment ofponderosa pine (Miller, 2000). Seedlings

thrive on the nutrients that are more readily available in ash, the mineral soil that does not dry out as quickly as

organic material resulting in moisture that is more available in late summers, the warmer soil temperatures that can

enhance nutrient cycling and favor growth, less competition of other vegetation species. These conditions are

needed to be captured immediately, particularly ponderosa pine, for successful seedling establishment (Miller,

2000).

o In the Soils section of this Chapter, the percent of ground disturbance by yarding system and equipment is

discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% ofthe area prescribed for treatment could have some level of soil disturbance. It is

likely that this percentage ofground disturbance correlates with the amount of loss to newly established seedlings.

. We do know that snags fall over time (Lyon 1977, Lyon 1984, Harrington 1996) and the rate at which the fall

varies by species, age, pre-fire vigor, crown scorch rates, season of injury, etc. It is likely there will be some

seedling damage and/or mortality associated with tree fall over time. The degree of mortality is dependent upon

many variables such as but not limited to size, amount ofdecay, location ofdead trees as well as the size/age,

location, and density oftree seedlings. Because there are so many variables and mortality will vary by unit and

even within the unit, the analysis will simply recognize that seedling mortality and damage could occur as a result

of tree an.

Alternative A

Based on the Post-fire Assessment (2000) analysis of likely areas for successful natural regeneration to a stocked condition,

the following statements can be made:

0 About 100% ofthe area burned with high/moderate severity in VRU 2 may not be firlly stocked in a timely manner

and could be 50 — 60 years before it does become stocked.

0 About 100% ofthe area burned with high/moderate severity in VRU 3 may not be fully stocked in a timely manner.

0 VRU 2 stands may not successfully establish ponderosa pine and larch naturally at the stand or landscape level.

. Managed stands covered under this analysis would not be re-stocked in a timely manner.
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- Stands burned at high intensity from the FVS-FFE model, as described in the fire/fuels section, indicate there is a

30 — 90 percent mortality in regeneration in stands where a rebum was modeled 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 years out.

Alternative B

Based on the Post-fire Assessment (2000) analysis of likely areas for successful natural regeneration to a stocked condition,

field verification of areas that can successfully natural regeneration, and including acres to be artificially regenerated; the

following statements can be made:

- About 82 percent of the area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

0 Ahnost none ofthe area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority

ofthe acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed.

- Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

0 Brown et al. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality from a rebum

where firels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years afier the fires of 2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

reburn 10 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 41% ofthe

treated area would have firels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 15% ofthe commercial forestland that was burned with a stand replacing event.

- VRU 2 stands would be successful at establishing ponderosa pine and western larch at the stand level because

planting and close monitoring would occur. There is very little percentage ofVRU 2 within the Blodgett

Geographic Area, so at the landscape level, this alternative would approximate establishing ponderosa pine and

western larch to their historic range.

0 Because ofthe rate at which Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine and a limited amount ofponderosa pine are seeding in,

there is a concern with damage from treatments proposed. Mclver & Starr (2000) identify a reference that studies

the effects harvesting has on establishing regeneration This study was completed and published in 1956.

Harvesting methods have improved greatly since the mid 1950s. The author suggests earlier and more careful

logging to reduce seedling losses (Mclver & Starr, 2000). At the time ofharvesting proposed in this project, the

majority ofthe newly established seedlings would be l/4 to 6 inches tall. The majority ofthese seedlings would be

protected in units proposed for winter harvesting. In addition to the over-snow ground- based harvesting,

designated skid trails limiting the extent ofequipment across the unit, skyline yarding with one-end suspension, and

helicopter yarding would also provide protection ofseedlings.

0 Another study in the Mclver & Starr (2000) publication found that aboveground biomass or understory species of

shrubs, herbs, and grasses was 27 to 38 percent lower in salvaged areas as compared to nonsalvaged areas in the

first two years. However, pine seedlings grew 17 percent higher on salvaged sites.

- In Lyon (1984), researchers found that the Sleeping Child post-fire salvage logging influenced forest comnmnity

development over short periods, but over a longer period they found surprising stability and resiliency in the

lodgepole pine forest. Lyon (1984) was able to describe a consistent post-fire successional pattern, even with major

modifications from the logging in plant community structure. Lyon (1984) also found regeneration to be

inadequate in areas over 7,000 feet, while below that elevation tree densities were universally so dense that he

indicated some management action was necessary.

0 About 180 acres would be treated with an underburn or jackpot burning. The effects ofUB and JP on newly

established seedlings that have come in naturally could result in patches of some mortality. The amount of

mortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fiiel moisture, and intensity of these burns at the time of

application. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length oftime between establishment and the

burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural regeneration could re-establish

the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil where there is a seed source.

Alternative C

Based on the Post-fire Assessment (2000) analysis of likely areas for successful natural regeneration to a stocked condition,

field verification ofareas that can successfirlly natural regeneration, and including acres to be artificially regenerated; the

following statements can be made:

0 About 100 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

' Almost none ofthe area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority

ofthe acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed.
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- Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

- Stands burned at high intensity from the FVS-FFE model, as described in the fire/fuels section, indicate there is a

30 - 90 percent mortality in regeneration in stands where a reburn was modeled 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 years out.

- VRU 2 stands would be successful at establishing ponderosa pine and western larch at the stand level because

planting and close monitoring would occur. There is very little percentage ofVRU 2 within the Blodgett

Geographic Area, so at the landscape level, this alternative would approximate establishing ponderosa pine and

western larch to their historic range.

Alternative D

The cumulative effects for Alternative D are the same as Alternative B except for the following bullets:

. About 82 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

- Almost none ofthe area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority

ofthe acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed.

o Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

o Brown et al. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality from a reburn

where fuels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years after the fires of 2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

reburn l0 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 35% of the

treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 13% of the commercial forestland that burned with a stand-replacing event.

- About 180 acres would be treated with an underbum or jackpot burning. The effects ofUB and JP on newly

established seedlings that have come in naturally could result in patches ofsome mortality. The amount of

mortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fuel moisture, and intensity of these burns at the time of

application. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length oftime between establishment and the

burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural regeneration could re-establish

the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil where there is a seed source.

Alternative E

The cumulative efl‘ects for Alternative E are the same as Alternative B except for the following bullets:

- About 75 percent of the area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

0 Almost none ofthe area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority

ofthe acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed.

. Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

0 Brown et al. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality from a reburn

where fuels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 —- 10 years after the fires of2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

reburn l0 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 44% ofthe

treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 16% ofthe commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

0 About 170 acres would be treated with an underbum or jackpot burning. The efi‘ects ofUB and JP on newly

established seedlings that have come in naturally could result in patches of some mortality. The amount of

mortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fuel moisture, and intensity of these burns at the time of

application. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length of time between establishment and the

burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural regeneration could re-establish

the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil where there is a seed source.

Alternative F

The cumulative effects for Alternative F are the same as Alternative B except for the following:

- About 75 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

0 Almost none ofthe area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority

of the acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed.

- Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.
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0 Brown et al. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality fi'om a reburn

where fuels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years after the fires of2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

reburn l0 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 38% of the

treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 14% ofthe commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

- About 170 acres would be treated with an underbum or jackpot burning. The efl'ects ofUB and JP on newly

established seedlings that have come in naturally could result in patches ofsome mortality. The amount of

mortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, firel moisture, and intensity of these bums at the time of

application. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length oftime between establishment and the

burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural regeneration could re-establish

the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil where there is a seed source.

Alternative G

Based on the Post-fire Assessment (2000) analysis of likely areas for successful natural regeneration to a stocked condition,

field verification of areas that can successfully natural regeneration, and including acres to be artificially regenerated; the

following statements can be made:

- About 100 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

- Almost none of the area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority

ofthe acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed.

- Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

0 Brown et al. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality from a reburn

where fuels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 - 10 years after the fires of2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

reburn l0 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 5% of the

treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 2% of the commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

0 VRU 2 stands would be successfiil at establishing ponderosa pine and western larch at the stand level because

planting and close monitoring would occur. There is very little percentage ofVRU 2 within the Blodgett

Geographic Area, so at the landscape level, this alternative would approximate establishing ponderosa pine and

western larch to their historic range.

- Because of the intensity at which the bums would be prescribed for this alternative to reduce fuels, particularly

larger fuels, the result could be fairly considerable mortality of newly established seedlings that have come in

naturally. The amount of mortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fuel moisture, and intensity of these

burns at the time ofapplication. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length of time between

establishment and the burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural

regeneration could re-establish the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil as long as a seed source

still remains.

Forestland lnteggig

Existing Condition

VRUs 3, 4, and 5 dominate the vegetation in this GA. The lower elevations and lands, closest to private property are

predominately VRU 2 and 3. The majority of the Blodgett GA is not classified into a VRU category, due to the amount of

wilderness and roadless area. As a result, the acres and percentages in that Geographic Area do not adequately represent

the actual VRU, but are provided anyway. Generally, the 83 percent ofunclassified lands are in VRUs 4 and 5.

- VRU l - 0 acres

0 VRU 2 — 1,877 acres (1.78 percent of Geographic Area)

. VRU 3 - 3,185 acres (3.02 percent ofGeographic Area)

- VRU 4 - 8,166 acres (7.73 percent ofGeographic Area)

- VRU 5 — 4,619 acres (4.37 percent of Geographic Area)

u Not Classified — 87,748 acres (83.09 percent of Geographic Area)

The following table describes the fire intensity by VRU. This gives a rough estimate ofhow the fire burned through the

VRUs. There was twice as much low severity fire than high and moderate severity fires. For those lands that were
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classified into VRUs, there was approximately 50 percent of each burned with high/moderate severity and 50 percent with

low severity. This results in intensity levels causing considerable tree mortality in approximately 50 percent of the acres

classified.

Table 3-108 - Acres of Fire Severity by VRU — Blodgett Geographic Area

-m_

m
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As explained in the previous section, post-fire stand structures were estimated at 15 to 20 years from now. In the Blodgett

Geographic Area the following are estimated distributions:

0 Non-stocked — 1.3 percent ofGeographic Area

0 Shrub - 1.4 percent of Geographic Area

0 Seed/Sapling — 22 percent ofthe Geographic Area

- Pole - 22 percent ofthe Geographic Area

- Immature/Mature — 47 percent ofthe Geographic Area

As compared to the historic stand structure percentages from Losensky’s work (1993), there is good structural diversity at

the landscape scale in the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Particular to the Blodgett Geographic Area is a study completed by Hartwell et al (2000) that describes the shifts in species

composition and stand structure of the Bitterroot Front which was largely a result of fire suppression, past logging, and past

grazing. The following table describes these changes by VRU. In general, dense fire-dominated stand have replaced more

open ponderosa pine, western larch, and whitebark pine forests at lower and upper elevations (Hartwell et al., 2000).

Hartwell et aL (2000) states that these stands would be more vulnerable to severe wildfire. Plots for this study were located

in the Blodgett fire perimeter and precisely where some ofthe moderate/high severity fires occurred.

  

Table 3-109 - Percent of Density by Species

Ponderosa Western Douglas- Lodgepole Subalpine Grand Engelmann Whitebark
VRU Year . . -

~ me larch fir - me fir fir s . ruce - rne

‘LEI-m

 

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

This alternative proposes no adjustments in the structural or compositional elements ofthe landscapes in the Project Area.

The effects ofimplementing this alternative would be similar to those dCSCl'ibCd in the existing condition section

In VRU 2, desired conditions for structural and compositional components in the lower elevations, that are more in line

with the reference conditions, are not achieved with this alternative. It would be diflicult to re-introduce fire into these

systems, given the existing levels of fuel remaining after the 2000 fires. Conditions would not be created that would set up

these areas to become open stands of large diameter ponderosa pine. For areas planned for an intermediate harvest in other

alternatives, this alternative leaves these portions ofthe landscape in an uncharacteristically dense condition, and stocked

with a high percentage of the more shade-tolerant Douglas-fir. In severely burned areas, ponderosa pine may not be re

established. Portions ofthe landscapes could become semi-permanent grasslands (Fischer and Bradley, 1987). These

stands would carry uncharacteristically high fuel loadings into the next several decades. With uncharacteristically high

firels in these landscapes, desired firture conditions for more natural fire occurrences and behaviors would not be achieved.
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In the VRUs 3 and 4, structural and compositional elements would remain close to the reference conditions, creating a

mosaic of stands and landscapes capable ofnormal recovery. However, desired conditions for firlly stocked stands,

consistent with both the reference conditions and with management objectives for timber production, may not be achieved.

Alternative B

This alternative proposes treatments that would contribute to the accelerated recovery ofVRU 2 and wildland-urban

interfirce areas. Not only would these treated areas be regenerated more quickly than under the No Action alternative, but

they would be set up to respond to future disturbances more predictably and more in line with their natural roles in the

ecosystem. In lower severity burns, treatments are designed to remove ladder fuels to lower stocking levels, to adjust

species composition in fiivor ofponderosa pine, and to adjust the arrangement and continuity ofyounger age-classes, which

are uncharacteristic of the historic conditions. This would change the horizontal and vertical fuel continuity to a condition

more indicative of the historic conditions. By salvaging dead trees, unnatural fuel loads in VRU 2 and some ofVRU 3, are

reduced to create structural conditions that reflect historic conditions. Fewer large trees, more open conditions, and lower

coarse woody debris on the forest floor are more indicative ofthe historic range. Intermediate treatments in these areas are

intended to adjust overstocked stands and to move species composition to a more favorable ratio, one that favors ponderosa

pine and discourages Douglas-fir. Units scheduled for fuel reduction are also intended to create a desired condition for

fuels that approaches the more natural historic conditions and would allow the reintroduction of fire in these systems.

The treated stands would contribute toward the desired condition by being quickly reestablished through artificial and

natural regeneration. The stands would contribute quickly to the component ofthe landscape that is occupied by seedlings

and saplings. Species composition, and planting density control would meet desired conditions for ponderosa pine

establishment at about 150 trees per acre. Some Douglas-fir would mixed in with the ponderosa pine to maintain a mix of

species on the sites. The areas that receive intermediate treatments would contribute toward a reduction in the pole size

classes sooner, by releasing individuals in the stands to grow into the immature and mature classes. This creates greater

diversity in the landscape and improves overall productivity, by creating growing space for remaining trees. Intermediate

treatments in immature and mature stands would create uneven-aged stand structures. Some ofthese stands would then be

in a condition in which they could be managed into the future for old forest characteristics. Others would retain old-forest

characteristics that remain on the sites.

In VRU 3 and VRU 4 areas, the intermediate treatments are designed to reduce stand density and adjust species

composition, while maintaining structural elements (snags, snag replacement trees, coarse woody debris and uneven age

and size classes) necessary for long-term productivity. These treatments would move the stands toward the desired

conditions. In areas where salvage, regeneration, and fiiels treatments are the primary treatments, they are designed to meet

the corresponding objectives.

Mitigation measures for coarse woody debris, snags, and green tree retention, along with mitigations designed to conserve

soil productivity, all combine to create adequate protections for the variable retention of structural and compositional

diversity, both at the stand level and at the landscape level

Alternative C

Alternative C proposes reforestation without firel reduction In terms of stand-level structure and composition, the stands in

VRU 2 and some in VRU 3 are outside the reference condition. These stands rarely carried the structure we see in many of

the stands today. Existing fuels that are heavier than normal for these sites are not reduced, and as new seedlings grow into

the understory, uncharacteristically high fire hazard would result. Efl'ects at the stand level in higher elevation VRU 3, and

in VRU 4 are within the expected range, but the accelerated forest regeneration, resulting from the planting, would bring

these stands into a fully stocked condition soon Risk of loss to fiiture fires is increased at the stand level in this alternative.

If a large, intense fire were to occur within 30 to 60 years, it is likely that many of the structural elements such as large

snags, snag replacements, coarse woody debris would be reduced to levels much lower than the reference conditions; and it

would take considerable time for those elements to return to a functioning condition in the ecosystem

Alternative D

In addition, treatments are proposed where Douglas-fir bark beetle hazard is high, and where populations ofbeetles were

known to be increasing prior to the fires. These stands would be less dense than unmanaged stands ofthe same age, but

snags, coarse woody debris, and replacement snags would be retained for their contribution forest structure. Indirectly, the

results of this treatment would create stands that are resistant to additional mortality fi'om bark beetles, and would keep a

green tree component on these sites where the beetles would produce considerable mortality. More detail is available in the

bark beetle section of this chapter.
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Alternative E

This alternative proposes treatments that would contribute to the accelerated recovery ofVRU 2 and wildland/urban

interface. Not only would these treated areas be regenerated more quickly than under the no action alternative, but they

would be set up to respond to filture disturbances more predictably and more in line with their natural roles in the

ecosystem. In lower severity burns, treatments are designed to remove ladder fuels, which are also uncharacteristic. This

would change the horizontal and vertical continuity to a condition more indicative of the historic conditions. By salvaging

dead timber, unnatural fuel loads in VRU 2 and some ofVRU 3 are reduced to acceptable levels. Units scheduled for the]

reduction are intended to create a desired condition for fuels that approaches the more natural historic conditions and would

allow the reintroduction of fire in these systems.

The treated stands would contribute toward the desired condition, by being quickly reestablished through artificial and d

natural regeneration The stands would contribute quickly to the component ofthe landscape that is occupied by seedlings

and saplings.

No treatments are proposed in the VRU 3 and VRU 4 lands (except that some VRU 3 is found in the wildland/urban

interface; and those are to received treatment). Structure, composition, and recovery would proceed in these areas, as

described in the no action. Seedling stocking in these areas would remain low during time it takes natural establishment to

occur, but would not necessarily become established at rates or by species that best meet objectives for the forest plan

management areas. Areas that received high intensity burns over large expanses would recover slowly. Structural elements

remain in the landscape at levels that are near the historic levels.

Alternative F

See the discussion under Alternative B. In addition, treatments are proposed where Douglas-fir bark beetle hazard is high,

and where populations ofbeetles were known to be increasing prior to the fires. These stands would be less dense than

unmanaged stands ofthe same age, but snags, coarse woody debris, and replacement snags would be retained for their

contribution forest structure. Indirectly, the results ofthis treatment would create stands that are resistant to additional

mortality from bark beetles, and would keep a green tree component on these sites where the beetles would produce

considerable mortality. More detail is available in the bark beetle section of this chapter.

Alternative G

Alternative G proposes reforestation within managed stands and an alternative method of fuel reduction. This fuel

reduction is limited to manual and prescribed fire treatments only, which do not treat the firels in the same manner as

extraction ofthese fuels will. See the fire/fuels section of this chapter that discusses the effectiveness of these firels

treatments to meet desired conditions, historic firel levels, ability to break up fiiel continuity at the landscape scale, and

reducing risk of fiiture lethal fires.

Fuels would not be dealt in areas forested plant communities outside ofVRU 2. The efliects of these areas are the same as

described in Alternative A. Within VRU 2, treatment of fuels is fairly limited and would not necessarily be reduced to

appropriate and historic levels in this Alternative. Desired conditions for structural and compositional components in VRU

2, that are more in line with the reference conditions are not achieved in this alternative.

Cumulative Effects

Common to All Alternatives

0 Patch sizes and landscape patterns have been altered in the past due to fire suppression and past harvesting which

have had an efi'ect on the patterns and patches created in the fires of 2000. These patches and patterns will continue

to have a long-term efl‘ect on firture fires an their extent, severity, and effects. These patches and patterns will also

continue to have a long-term effect on forest succession and landscape dynamics. In other words, one fire such as

the one we experienced in 2000, cannot make up situation created at the landscape level fi'om the last 50 years of

fire suppression. It will likely take many future fires to bring back the forested plant communities back within their

range ofhistoric variability at the landscape scale.

Alternative A

- Stand structures would be altered in the long-term. Fuel buildup would continue at the stand level, which would

change the structural components within the stands depending upon the fire severity. This build up of fuels is more

of a concern for VRU 2 lands than in any ofthe other VRUs for one simple reason. Before the fires of 2000, the

majority ofVRU 2 had more fuel/tree density than what occurred historically. This did not change after the fires of
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2000, the majority of this fuel (greater than 4” diameter) is still present and we will continue to be outside the

historic range of the] loading for much ofVRU 2. When this reburns sometime in the future, there is the potential

for a lethal fire event that may cause widespread mortality within the newly established stand oftrees.

Species composition would also be altered in the long-term, particularly in VRU 2. Ponderosa pine many not be re

established to its historic distribution across the landscape. Managed stands may not become stocked due to lack of

available seed sources.

Structures at the landscape scale, when considering firel continuity at the landscape scale, would also be altered in

the long-term. See the Fire/Fuels section of this Chapter for more detailed efl'ects.

Old forest characteristics could be altered in both the short and long-term. Fire-stressed and overly dense stands

could increase beetle attack, which could cause extensive mortality; particularly in VRU 3 old forest stands.

Alternative B, D

Stand structures would have less fuel buildup in both the short and long-term, which will have an effect on severity

of future fires. Reducing this build up of firels is important for VRU 2 because we are able to get fuels back to

historic levels which will allow fires to play their natural role in these stands in the future.

The species composition and diversity that was present historically would be re-established (Hollenstein et. al.

2001), particularly in VRU 2 with the assurance ofplanting re-establishing ponderosa pine.

Structures at the landscape scale, when considering firel continuity at the landscape scale, would be broken up by

the prescribed treatments. See the fire/fuels section of this chapter for more detailed efl'ects.

Old forest characteristics would be treated and historic structural conditions would be achieved possflaly increasing

the longevity ofthese stands and the risk of mortality caused by bark beetles, competition, and/or future fires.

Biodiversity can be increased by fire, particularly in landscapes with fires ofhigh variability in timing, intensity,

pattern, and frequency (Brown 2000). Although these landscapes lack fire frequency, the fires of2000 did provide

some diversity because ofthe variability with which it burned. Thus, treatments associated with the burned area

were designed to capture not only the variability created by the fires, but the vegetative diversity present before the

fires. Number, size, species, and quality of snags and coarse woody debris will vary by unit. The number and

species of green/live trees will also vary by unit and often within the unit. In conjunction with the areas left

unharvested and the diversity of structural components and species composition; the landscape will result in

mosaics of vast heterogeneity.

Alternative C

Stand structures would be altered in the long-term Fuel buildup would continue at the stand level, which would

change the structural components within the stands depending upon the fire severity. This build up of fuels is more

of a concern for VRU 2 lands than in any of the other VRUs for one simple reason. Before the fires of2000, the

majority ofVRU 2 had more fuel/tree density than what occurred historically. This did not change after the fires of

2000, the majority of this fuel (greater than 4” diameter) is still present and we will continue to be outside the

historic range of fuel loading for much ofVRU 2. When this reburns sometime in the future, there is the potential

for a lethal fire event that may cause widespread mortality within the newly established stand of trees.

The species composition and diversity that was present historically would be re-established, particularly in VRU 2

with the assurance of planting re-establishing ponderosa pine.

Structures at the landscape scale, when considering fire] continuity at the landscape scale, would also be altered in

the long-term. See the fire/fuels section of this chapter for more detailed efi'ects.

Old forest characteristics could be altered in both the short and long-term. Fire-stressed and overly dense stands

could increase beetle attack, which could cause extensive mortality, particularly in VRU 3 old forest stands.

Alternative E

Stand structures would have less fire] buildup in both the short and long-term but only in VRU 2 and those areas of

VRU 3 and 4 that are within the wildland urban interface. A reduction in fuel buildup will have an efl‘ect on

severity of future fires. Reducing this build up of fuels is important for VRU 2 because we are able to get fuels

back to historic levels which will allow fires to play their natural role in these stands in the future.

The species composition and diversity that was present historically would be re-established, particularly in VRU 2

with the assurance ofplanting re-establishing ponderosa pine.

Structures at the landscape scale, when considering firel continuity at the landscape scale, would be broken up by

the prescribed treatments to a smaller degree than in Alternatives B, D, and F. However, this is still a positive gain

at the landscape scale when considering what not breaking up the firel continuity at all will do. See the fire/fuels

section of this chapter for more detailed effects.

I—___———__—__
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- Old forest characteristics would be treated and historic structural conditions would be achieved possibly increasing

the longevity of these stands and the risk ofmortality caused by bark beetles, competition, and/or future fires.

- Biodiversity can be increased by fire, particularly in landscapes with fires of high variability in timing, intensity,

pattern, and fi'equency (Brown 2000). Although these landscapes lack fire frequency, the fires of 2000 did provide

some diversity because ofthe variability with which it burned. Thus, treatments associated with the burned area

were designed to capture not only the variability created by the fires, but the vegetative diversity present before the

fires. Number, size, species, and quality of snags and coarse woody debris will vary by unit. The number and

species of green/live trees will also vary by unit and often within the unit. In conjunction with the areas lefi

unharvested and the diversity of structural components and species composition; the landscape will result in

mosaics ofvast heterogeneity.

Alternative F

- Stand structures would have less fuel buildup in both the short and long-term, which will have an efl‘ect on severity

of fiiture fires. Reducing this build up of fuels is important for VRU 2 because we are able to get fuels back to

historic levels which will allow fires to play their natural role in these stands in the future.

- The species composition and diversity that was present historically would be re-established, particularly in VRU 2

with the assurance ofplanting re-establishing ponderosa pine.

- Structures at the landscape scale, when considering fuel continuity at the landscape scale, would be broken up by

the prescribed treatments. See the fire/fuels section of this chapter for more detailed efl‘ects.

- Old forest characteristics would be treated and historic structural conditions would be achieved possibly increasing

the longevity ofthese stands and the risk ofmortality caused by bark beetles, competition, and/or firture fires.

. Biodiversity can be increased by fire, particularly in landscapes with fires ofhigh variability in timing, intensity,

pattern, and frequency (Brown 2000). Although these landscapes lack fire frequency, the fires of 2000 did provide

some diversity because ofthe variability with which it burned. Thus, treatments associated with the burned area

were designed to capture not only the variability created by the fires, but the vegetative diversity present before the

fires. Number, size, species, and quality ofsnags and coarse woody debris will vary by unit. The number and

species of green/live trees will also vary by unit and often within the unit. In conjunction with the areas left

unharvested and the diversity of structural components and species composition; the landscape will result in

mosaics ofvast heterogeneity.

Alternative G

- Species composition would also be altered in the long-term, particularly in VRU 2. Ponderosa pine many not be re

established to its historic distribution across the landscape. Managed stands are the only areas proposed for

planting, which will ensure they become stocked within a timely manner. However the level ponderosa pine

planting in VRU 2 within these managed stands would not necessarily ensure that it regains its historic distribution.

- Structures at the landscape scale, when considering fuel continuity at the landscape scale, would be broken up by

the prescribed treatments. See the fire/fuels section of this chapter for more detailed effects.

- Old forest characteristics could be altered in both the short and long-term. Fire-stressed and overly dense stands

could increase beetle attack, which could cause extensive mortality, particularly in VRU 3 old forest stands.

Bark Beetles

Existing Condition

The analysis ofDouglas-fir bark beetle risk within the Blodgett Geographic Area is included in the following table. The

acres and percentages reflect only those lands burned with a moderate or low fire severity, with the conditions of stand

density, species composition, etc. described in the previous section There is approximately 21 percent of the burned area

that is high/moderate risk, The risk is likely to be low, due to the distance from current beetle populations. There are small

isolated and widely distributed endemic populations ofbeetles, which should not be of concern.

Table 3-110 - Douglas-fir beetle Hamrd/Risk Rating - Blodgett Geographic Area

Federal Commercial Forest Federal Commercial Forest Land
I

Land Inside Burned Area Outside Burned Area

1,093 9.55%

Moderate 1288 11.25% —E

Tom 2 80 201% —E

' - Includes private, state, and all federal lands (including wilderness and roadless).
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A fair amount ofbeetle attacks from western pine beetle, mountain pine beetle, pine engraver, and red turpentine beetle

were found in the lower elevations ofthis Geographic Area, particularly on private land. Some mortality would occur in

this area; but it is unlikely that an epidemic population would occur.

Environmental Consequences

Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Effects

The Blodgett Geographic Area does not have any treatments for Douglas-fir beetle, because there isn’t the concern for

beetles in this area compared to the other three Geographic Areas. There will probably be some mortality as a result of

Douglas-fir beetle, as there will likely be activity present within this area for the next five years. The epidemic and

endemic populations are not present or nearby this Geographic Area; and it is not expected that epidemic populations will

occur within the commercial forestland base or adjacent private land.

Cumulative Effects for the Geographic Area

Common to All Alternatives

The following is a summary of the projects and their effects. In general, none of the projects have negative effects on the

forested plant community resource. Items not listed for past, ongoing, and foreseeable activities, but contained on the lists

in Appendix A were not selected, because they are not projects that affect forested vegetation. All past and ongoing

activities are included as a baseline for the existing condition; and the afiected environment section ofthis document

addresses them.

Salvage sales (including private and state land) would remove sawlog sized dead and/or dying trees that would eventually

fall to the ground and contribute to fuels that may feed future fires. This would decrease the chance of future high severity

fires in the areas salvaged at the stand level. At the landscape level, the treatment of firel loadings would be similar to the

effects outlined in the fire/fuels chapter. As a result oftreatment, low severity fires may burn instead, maintaining the

forest structure in a more historic condition. The effect of salvaging on the time/dollar investment ofreforestation is

described in the stand development section of this chapter. Effects ofsalvaging on structure, composition, and structure at

the stand and landscape scale are also discussed in this chapter.

Timber sales that thin green trees would decrease the chance ofhigh severity fires and most likely allow low severity fires

to burn in the area and ftmction in a more natural role. Thinning would also improve overall forest health, which is

described in more detail in this chapter.

Planting would increase structural diversity and species diversity across the forested landscape and work toward the desired

future condition. Discussion specific to this activity can be found in the Stand Development section of this Chapter.

Ecosystem maintenance burning acts as a thinning, killing small trees and creating stand conditions more resistant to future

fires and insects and disease. Maintenance burning would maintain forest structure and composition more in line with

historical levels across the landscape.

Wildfire and fire suppression will continue and could affect the forestland resource by modifying the historic fire regime in

VRU 2 and by increasing the amount of forest succession in all VRUs. However, for those areas that have been managed

to meet desired conditions, a wildfire may not be a threat and simply allowed to play its natural role in the ecosystem

Fuel reduction projects (removing green merchantable and submerchantable trees), as planned on the Forest adjacent to

private land, will focus on modifying the structure and composition of stands creating desired conditions that will be

resilient to future fires and insects and disease.

Insects and diseases will continue at some level in the future, sometimes modifying stand conditions drastically, and other

times not. The potential ofbark beetle-caused mortality, in stands outside the burn perimeter, is real and may result in

further actions in the future. However, it is unknown to what extent this would occur at this time. More discussion is

included in the bark beetle section of this chapter.

Past Projects

Forest Service timber sales, as well as state and private timber sales, have led to the stand development ofthe present

stands, and to a small degree, to the distribution of structural stages that exist today. The past projects and then‘ effects on

stand development, forestland integrity, and forest health are included in the affected environment section.

W
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Forest Service artificial reforestation completed in the past and present contribute to the stand structure we see today. Stand

development would occur as described in Alternative A, depending on the development stage of the plantation. For those

plantations burned in the fires of2000, the effects are described in detail in this Chapter.

The efl‘ects of fire suppression on the vegetation at a landscape scale are discussed in affected environment section ofthis

chapter. Wildfires have shaped and defined the present stands on the landscape. This has increased the structural diversity

across the landscape, but this amount is less than would have been expected without fire suppression.

Personal-use firewood gathering has occurred, removing the standing dead and down woody component in areas that area

accessible. Cumulatively, this has not affected stand development or on structure or species composition.

Personal-use Christmas tree harvesting involves cutting smaller seedling to pole size conifers, especially fir, scattered

across the landscape. This would have no cumulative efl'ect on stand development, or on landscape structure or species

composition, since it afl‘ects so little of the over-all forested landscape.

Ongoing Projects

Fire suppression will continue to affect vegetation at the landscape scale. The effects of this activity are discussed in

afi‘ected environment in this Chapter.

Personal-use firewood gathering has occurred, removing the standing dead and down woody component in areas that area

accessible. Cumulatively, this has not affected stand development, structure, or composition, since it takes place on a very

limited area in the landscape.

Personal-use Christmas tree harvesting involves cutting smaller seedling to pole size conifers, especially fir, scattered

across the landscape. This would have no cumulative effect on stand development, structure, or composition, since it

affects a very small percentage ofthe landscape.

Ongoing timber sales (private, state, and federal) beneficially afi’ect structure and composition, by creating younger age and

size classes that are generally below the natural range in their representation. Private land timber sales may result in lower

amounts ofcoarse woody debris and snags.

Douglas-fir bark beetle populations would continue to increase due to fire-weakened trees within the areas of the 2000 fires.

We do not know to what extent these would occur.

DNRC salvage sale - The removal ofdead trees and regeneration ofthese areas would lead to stand structures similar to the

reference conditions.

Reasonably Foreseeable Projects

Stevi SW ecoburn — This is an understory bum in VRU 2 that would remove smaller Douglas-fir. Stand development

would occur at a more historical level without competing understory vegetation. Structural conditions would begin to

approach desired and historic characteristics and possibly allow fire to play its natural role.

Fuel reduction projects — These projects will focus on reduction ofhazardous fuels by removing mostly green fuels. The

locations have not been determined. There could be efl'ects to the structure and composition of stands in these areas, but

there would not be negative effects at the landscape scale.

Sheafinan Fuels Reduction Project — This includes intermediate thinning in VRU 2. Stand development would occur as

stated in Alternative A for low severity burns, and would result in structural and compositional elements more in line with

reference conditions for the VRU.

Boundary fuels — These projects propose to remove small diameter Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine. This would lead to

stand conditions that may be able to burn within a natural fire regime in the future.

Continued beetle caused mortality — Beetles would be present in certain areas, killing trees and affecting stand structure.

Because we do not know the extent and severity ofbeetle caused mortality, it is difl‘icult to determine the efi‘ects on stand

development and forestland integrity.

Continued fire suppression in some areas may lead to disruption of fire’s natural role and the function ofsome forested

ecosystems (VRU 2). If this continues, unnatural fuel loads may occur; and an event like the 2000 fires may occur again.

#
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Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

The analysis area boundary for this vegetation report will be the Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, Little Sleeping Child, and Rye

Creek watershed boundaries. The analysis area includes a range of forest types, habitat types, and fire regimes common to

the east side of the Bitterroot National Forest. The efi‘ects ofnatural processes that continue to form the vegetative

landscape are identifiable at the scale represented by the Geographic Area; therefore the analysis area is reasonable for

evaluating the affected environment and the environmental effects.

Stand Development

Existing Condition

Approximately 11,700 acres ofplantations and natural regeneration units burned during the fires of2000 by fire severity for

this Geographic Area. Approximately 64 percent ofthese acres burned with a high/moderate severity fire, or a stand

replacing event. Because of the size, location, and lack of readily available seed sources, they will require planting rather

than relying on natural regeneration.

There are approximately 53,000 acres that burned with a high to moderate fire severity, resulting in a lethal or nearly lethal

fire event. An analysis to determine the likely acres ofnatural regeneration (north, northeast, and northwest aspects above

5,800 feet elevation in subalpine fir habitat types) found that 22,000 acres or 42 percent could be successfully naturally

regenerated on its own to meet the desired stocking and species composition. The remainder ofthese acres require artificial

planting or monitoring closely over time to determine a need for artificial planting. The bulk of these acres are low

elevation Douglas-fir habitat types where ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir were present before the fires. Ponderosa pine is a

critical species to regenerate for ecological reasons.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Common to All Alternatives

Please see the discussion under the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Alternative A

See the discussion under Blodgett for the Direct and Indirect Effects ofAlternative A.

Alternative B, D, E and F

Please see the discussion under Alternative B for the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Alternative C

Please see the discussion under Alternative C for the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Alternative G

Stand development, from establishment to mature trees, would be faster in stands that are planted. In addition, planted

areas would have a reliable seed source. This is especially important for areas that burned with moderate or high severity

in 2000, in VRU 2 and VRU 3, to insure regeneration in a timely manner. Stands would be stocked with desired species

and density levels.

Fuels would be modified in this alternative, slightly decreasing the chance of a stand replacing fire in the future. As a result

stand productivity may not change or could increase slightly. Stand development would continue into mature and old

structure.

Cumulative Effects

Common to All Alternatives

0 The majority of the area burned with high/moderate severity in VRU 4 could be fiilly stocked in a timely manner.

_—__——--—_—__—_——_-_——
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v There were 323 acres planted in the spring of 2001 in managed/regenerated stands that were burned in the Fires of

2000 in this Geographic Area. There were also 162 acre planted in the Rye Fire of 1998 area, which are also in this

Geographic Area.

0 During the 2001 field season, inventories were conducted on much of the high and moderately burned areas. We

found very little to no ponderosa pine naturally regenerating. Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine were found to be

naturally regenerating either moderately or abundantly and sometimes very clumpy in distribution. Field

inventories also found some desiccation on some sites of newly establishing seedlings. This indicates there is

evidence that we may have a hard time naturally establishing ponderosa pine back to its historic range. Arno

(1997) indicates, given the advanced successional state of over-mature or old forest stands in VRU 2, any strategy

to perpetuate ponderosa pine will likely require planting.

- Inventories also found understory vegetation to be responding/recovering quite well after the fires. There is some

concern about competing vegetation already becoming a concern after one growing season following the fires,

particularly in VRU 2 stands with a grass and shrub component. The best seedbeds for most species, particularly

ponderosa pine, are microsites where most ofthe organic layer has been removed (Miller, 2000). There is little or

no annual carryover ofpine seed in soil seedbanks and few conifer seeds are present in the forest floor ofmature

forests (Miller, 2000). In addition, larger seeds such as ponderosa pine are lost from the soil seedbank to predation

(Miller, 2000).

0 There is a nice Douglas-fir cone crop again in 2001, which, in addition to 2000’s good crop should create enough

seed to re-establish nicely in areas where these seed sources occur. Unfortunately, 200i is another poor year for

ponderosa pine cones. Being that ponderosa pine has had a poor crop two years in a row, which are the most

critical years, success may be limited for natural re-establishment ofponderosa pine (Miller, 2000). Seedlings

thrive on the nutrients that are more readily available in ash, the mineral soil that does not dry out as quickly as

organic material resulting in moisture that is more available in late summers, the warmer soil temperatures that can

enhance nutrient cycling and favor growth, less competition ofother vegetation species. These conditions are

needed to be captured immediately, particularly ponderosa pine, for successful seedling establishment (Miller,

2000).

o In the Soils section ofthis Chapter, the percent of ground disturbance by yarding system and equipment is

discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% ofthe area prescribed for treatment could have some level of soil disturbance. It is

likely that this percentage ofground disturbance correlates with the amount of loss to newly established seedlings.

Alternative A

Based on the Post-fire Assessment (2000) analysis of likely areas for successful natural regeneration to a stocked condition,

the following statements can be made:

- 100 percent of the area burned with high/moderate severity in VRU 2 may not be fully stocked in a timely manner

and could be 50 — 60 years before it does become stocked.

o 100 percent ofthe area burned with high/moderate severity in VRU 3 may not be fully stocked in a timely manner.

0 VRU 2 stands may not be successful at establishing ponderosa pine and western larch naturally at the stand or at the

landscape level.

- Managed stands covered under this analysis would not be re-stocked in a timely manner.

- Stands burned at high intensity from the FVS-FFE model, as described in the fire/fuels section, indicate there is a

30 — 90 percent mortality in regeneration in stands where a reburn was modeled 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 years out.

Alternative B

Based on the Post-fire Assessment (2000) analysis of likely areas for successful natural regeneration to a stocked condition,

field verification ofareas that can successfully natural regeneration, and including acres to be artificially regenerated; the

following statements can be made:

0 55 percent of the area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

0 100 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

0 Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

0 Brown et aL (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality from a reburn

where fuels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years after the fires of2000 as well as sapling/pole/irnmature trees in a

reburn l0 - 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 58% of the

treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 51% of the commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

=5
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o VRU 2 stands would be successful at establishing ponderosa pine and western larch at the stand level because

planting and close monitoring would occur. There is a large percentage ofVRU 2 within this geographic area,

however the level ofplanting in this alternative would approximate establishing ponderosa pine to its historic range.

- Because ofthe rate at which Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine, and limited amount ofponderosa pine are seeding in,

there is a concern with damage fi‘om treatments proposed. Mclver & Starr (2000) identify a reference that studies

the efi'ects harvesting has on establishing regeneration. This study was completed and published in 1956.

Harvesting methods have improved greatly since the mid 1950s. The author suggests earlier and more careful

logging to reduce seedling losses (Mclver & Starr 2000). At the time of harvesting proposed in this project, the

majority ofthe newly established seedlings would be l/4 to 6 inches tall. The majority ofthese seedlings would be

protected in units proposed for winter harvesting. In addition to the over snow ground based harvesting, designated

skid trails limiting the extent of equipment across the unit, skyline yarding with one-end suspension, and helicopter

yarding would also provide protection of seedlings. In the Soils section of this Chapter, the percent ofground

disturbance by yarding system and equipment is discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% ofthe area prescribed for treatment

could have some level ofsoil disturbance. It is likely that this percentage ofground disturbance correlates with the

amount of loss to newly established seedlings.

- Another study in the Mclver & Starr (2000) publication found that aboveground biomass or understory species of

shrubs, herbs, and grasses was 27 to 38 percent lower in salvaged areas as compared to nonsalvaged areas in the

first two years. However, pine seedlings grew 17 percent higher on salvaged sites.

- In Lyon (1984), researchers found that the Sleeping Child post-fire salvage logging influenced forest community

development over short periods, but over a longer period they found surprising stability and resiliency in the

lodgepole pine forest. Lyon (1984) was able to describe a consistent post-fire successional pattern, even with major

modifications from the logging in plant community structure. Lyon (1984) also found regeneration to be

inadequate in areas over 7,000 feet, while below that elevation tree densities were universally be so dense that be

indicated some management action is necessary.

v About 2900 acres would be treated with an underbum or jackpot burning. The effects ofUB and JP on newly

established seedlings that have come in naturally could result in patches ofsome mortality. The amount of

mortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fiiel moisture, and intensity ofthese burns at the time of

application. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length oftime between establishment and the

burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural regeneration could re-establish

the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil where there is a seed source.

Alternative C

Based on the Post-fire Assessment (2000) analysis of likely areas for successful natural regeneration to a stocked condition,

field verification ofareas that can successfully natural regeneration, and including acres to be artificially regenerated; the

following statements can be made:

0 62 percent of the area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

0 100 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 3 would be fiilly stocked in a timely manner. This percentage is higher in

this alternative as compared to alternatives B, D, or F because every acre with even the slight possibility ofbeing

nonstocked in the short term are proposed for planting.

o Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

' 60% of the area has the potential for a future stand replacing burn removing the established or establishing tree

coverage and setting forest succession back to an unstocked stand.

0 VRU 2 stands would be successful at establishing ponderosa pine and western larch at the stand level because

planting and close monitoring would occur. There is a large percentage ofVRU 2 within this geographic area,

however the level ofplanting in this alternative would approximate establishing ponderosa pine to its historic range.

- Stands burned at high intensity from the FVS-FFE model, as described in the fire/fuels section, indicate there is a

30 — 90 percent mortality in regeneration in stands where a reburn was modeled 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 years out.

Alternative D

The cumulative effects for Alternative D are the same as Alternative B except for the following bullets:

o 55 percent of the area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

0 86 percent of the area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

0 Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

0 Brown et al. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality from a reburn

where fuels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years after the fires of2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

reburn l0 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 78% of the

M
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treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 68% of the commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

0 In the Soils section of this Chapter, the percent of ground disturbance by yarding system and equipment is

discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% ofthe area prescribed for treatment could have some level of soil disturbance. It is

likely that this percentage ofground disturbance correlates with the amount of loss to newly established seedlings.

0 About 3200 acres would be treated with an underbum or jackpot burning. The efl'ects ofUB and JP on newly

established seedlings that have come in naturally could result in patches ofsome mortality. The amount of

mortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fuel moisture, and intensity of these burns at the time of

application. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length oftime between establishment and the

burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural regeneration could re-establish

the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil where there is a seed source.

Alternative E

The cumulative effects for Alternative D are the same as Alternative B except for the following bullets:

- 52 percent of the area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

- 0 percent of the area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because very little VRU

3 lands are treated in this alternative.

- Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

0 Brown et al. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality from a rebum

where fuels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years after the fires of2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

rebum l0 - 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 59% ofthe

treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 51% ofthe commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

- In the Soils section ofthis Chapter, the percent of ground disturbance by yarding system and equipment is

discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% of the area prescribed for treatment could have some level of soil disturbance. It is

likely that this percentage of ground disturbance correlates with the amount ofloss to newly established seedlings.

- About 1500 acres would be treated with an underbum or jackpot burning. The effects ofUB and JP on newly

established seedlings that have come in naturally could result in patches ofsome mortality. The amount of

mortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fiiel moisture, and intensity of these burns at the time of

application. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length oftime between establishment and the

burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural regeneration could re-establish

the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil where there is a seed source.

Alternative F

The cumulative effects for Alternative D are the same as Alternative B except for the following bullets:

o 64 percent of the area burned in VRU 2 would be firlly stocked in a timely manner.

. 98 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This percentage is larger than

Alternative D because there is less intermediate harvesting proposed. As a result and discussed in the effects

analysis for bark beetles, many ofthese stands could incur mortality fi'om bark beetles resulting in a stand that has

little to no live trees remaining where regeneration (either planting or natural) would be prescribed.

o Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

0 Brown et al. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality from a rebum

where fiiels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years alter the fires of 2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

rebum l0 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 74% ofthe

treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 64% ofthe commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

0 In the Soils section of this Chapter, the percent of ground disturbance by yarding system and equipment is

discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% ofthe area prescribed for treatment could have some level of soil disturbance. It is

likely that this percentage of ground disturbance correlates with the amount of loss to newly established seedlings.

- About 2200 acres would be treated with an underbum or jackpot burning. The efl’ects ofUB and JP on newly

established seedlings that have come in naturally could result in patches of some mortality. The amount of

mortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fiiel moisture, and intensity of these burns at the time of

application. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length oftime between establishment and the

burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural regeneration could re-establish

the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil where there is a seed source.

_———__——-—_———___
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Alternative G

Based on the Post-fire Assessment (2000) analysis of likely areas for successful natural regeneration to a stocked condition,

field verification of areas that can successfully natural regeneration, and including acres to be artificially regenerated; the

following statements can be made:

0 39 percent of the area burned in VRU 2 would be fiilly stocked in a timely manner.

. 10 percent of the area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

0 Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

s Brown et al. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality from a reburn

where fuels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years after the fires of 2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

rebum l0 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 53% ofthe

treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 46% of the commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

a VRU 2 stands would be successful at establishing ponderosa pine and western larch at the stand level because

planting and close monitoring would occur. There is a large percentage ofVRU 2 within this geographic area,

however the level ofplanting in this alternative would approximate establishing ponderosa pine to its historic range.

0 In the Soils section of this Chapter, the percent ofground disturbance by yarding system and equipment is

discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% ofthe area prescribed for treatment could have some level of soil disturbance. It is

likely that this percentage ofground disturbance correlates with the amount of loss to newly established seedlings.

- Because of the intensity at which the bums would be prescribed for this alternative to reduce fuels, particularly

larger fuels, the result could be fairly considerable mortality ofnewly established seedlings that have come in

naturally. The amount ofmortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fuel moisture, and intensity ofthese

burns at the time of application. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length oftime between

establishment and the burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural

regeneration could re-establish the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil as long as a seed source

still remains.

Forestland lnteggig

Existing Condition

This area contains significant amounts ofVRUs 2, 3 and 4. Some VRU 5 exists in the area; but it is of relatively little

importance in context of this analysis. Approximately 82,000 acres have not been classified into a VRU category,

primarily because those acres are roadless or private land. The majority of the non-classified lands in the roadless areas are

in VRUs 3, 4, and 5. The majority of the non-classified lands in private land ownership are in VRU 2 and 3.

The lower elevations are dominated by VRU 2 lands, and tend to occupy southerly and westerly aspects. VRU 3 lands

exist fi'om the valley bottom to mid elevations, and are more frequently found on easterly and northerly slopes. Generally,

the following acreages and percentages describe the vegetation and habitat distribution in the Skalkaho-Rye area.

- VRU l — 210 acres (<1 percent ofthe Geographic Area)

0 VRU 2 — 37179 acres (1 6 percent ofthe Geographic Area)

- VRU 3 — 39712 acres (16 percent ofthe Geographic Area)

0 VRU 4 - 76063 acres (31 percent ofthe Geographic Area)

0 VRU 5 - 8783 acres (<4 percent ofthe Geographic Area)

0 Not Classified — 81,602 (33 percent of the Geographic Area, generally in VRUs 2, 3, and 4)

The following table describes the burn severity by VRU. This provides an estimate ofthe extent and severity ofthe bums

experienced by each VRU, and a way of examining the distribution of fire efl'ects across the Geographic Area. We find that

in all VRUs, the largest proportion ofburned area was a low severity burn. Moderate and high severity burns were fairly

evenly distributed through the range ofVRUs; and the mix ofmoderate and high severity burning was about even

throughout the VRU.

This may appear to represent an expected distribution until it is remembered that the VRU 2, and some ofthe VRU 3 lands

historically burned more fi'equently, and less intensely, resulting in low intensity burns. The big difference was in the

amount of moderate severity, approximately 40 ~ 80 percent tree mortality, in VRU 2 lands. As discussed previously, a

lethal or stand replacing fire is uncharacteristic for this VRU; and much ofthe moderate severity mapping approached a

lethal event. For VRUs 3 and 4, a mosaic of fire intensity is part of the natural fire regime; and this is somewhat reflected
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by the acre distribution ofeach fire severity. Much of the moderate severity mapping is more typical of a lethal fire event

than a mixed severity fire.

Table 3-111 - Acres of Fire Severity by VRU - Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area
 

 

mm

m
 

In the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area, expected stand structures (after 15 to 20 years) are distributed as follows:

0 Non-stocked 4 percent

0 Shrub 0.1 percent

0 Seed/sapling 35 percent

0 Pole 20 percent

- Immature/Mature 38 percent

Comparing this with the normally expected historical distribution of size classes, there will be adequate structural diversity

at the landscape and the Geographic Area scales.

Environmental Consequences

Direct1 IndirecL and Cumulative Effects

All Alternatives

The discussion for forestland integrity does not change at the stand or landscape level by Geographic Area. In other words,

the effects are the same regardless of where you are in the landscape. Please see the efiects analysis discussion for each

alternative under the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Bark Beetles

Existing Condition

The analysis ofDouglas-fir bark beetle risk within the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area is included in the following table.

The acres and percentages reflect only those lands burned with a moderate or low fire severity, with the conditions of stand

density, species composition, etc. described in the previous section. Approximately 44 percent of the burned area is

categorized as moderate to high risk. This analysis area has some minor and isolated beetle populations. Because of this,

the risk in these areas is slightly less, as compared to the West Fork or East Fork Geographic Areas. Some ofthe existing

populations were burned over in the Skalkaho area. Field review determined that the beetles did not die as a result ofeven

a lethal fire event, likely because the bark thickness ofDouglas-fir insulated them enough to withstand the heat of the fire.

Table 3-112 - Douglas-fir Beetle Hazard/Risk Rating - Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

m

‘ - includes private, state, and all federal lands (including wilderness and roadless).

 

 

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C, and G

All effects include those areas burned with a low and/or mixed severity burn.
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With these alternatives, no treatment will be applied to reduce the amount ofmortality expected to occur with Douglas-fir

bark beetles, other beetles, or to reduce the populations ofbeetles. Because there is clear evidence that supports that beetles

are attracted to fire-weakened trees, it is safe to state that for these alternatives the amount of beetle caused mortality will

increase; stand conditions will not be modified to create resiliency, and the populations will not be reduced.

The direct and indirect efi‘ects ofthese alternatives include: continued mortality from fire and beetles, establishment,

growth, and development of subordinate canopy layers into the upper canopy layer, with a concurrent increase in tree

densities of climax species. With no action, stands will shift to a multistory structure, dominated by climax species, and

potentially lose the seral component (ponderosa pine in VRU 2 stands, and Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine in VRU 3

stands). The increase in mortality from beetles will provide more snags, snag recruitments, and eventually coarse woody

debris/fuel on the forest floor. The effects of an increase in fuel loadings as a result ofno action are covered in the

fire/fuels section of this document.

Additional effects with the no action alternative and Alternative C are the long-term genetic health. Losses from Douglas

fir beetle will most likely be in the largest trees. The genetic implications of this can be great. The largest trees are also the

ones with the best phenotypes (straight, tall, full green crown, etc), best growth rates, and best placement structurally.

Geneticists have recognized the intimate association between the genotype and the environment in determining the

phenotypic response of individuals. IfDouglas-fir beetle kills the best phenotypes, then it is also likely that the best

genotypes have been lost for this particular site, given the environmental stimuli that exist. In terms ofgenetic

consequences, a thin from above, such as the expected effects from Douglas-fir beetle caused mortality, would be like

“destroying the l“, 2"“, and 3"1 place finishers in every horse race and putting the last place finishers out to stud” (Howe,

1995). In essence, losses fi'om Douglas-fir beetle can have great dysgenic potential and be very harmfirl, particularly in the

long run (Howe, 1995).

As a result of the dysgenic selection, heritable traits, particularly the strongly heritable ones such as insect and disease

resistance, can be lost. This is because genetic gain is equal to the product ofheritability and selection differential. This

can be important in the long-term. Most fire-adaptive traits are weakly heritable, which means they are not only controlled

by many genes, but that changes over time occur very slowly (Howe, 1976). Yet, because fire is a dominant control of

insects and disease, fire exclusion would allow these to begin breaking down host populations by selection pressure.

When a stand replacing fire or mixed severity fire occurs, the best seed sources left to naturally regenerate the stand would

not be present because the Douglas-fir beetle have already killed them. As a result, maladapted progeny could be

regenerated. A dysgenic natural selection, such as this, will result in a stand that is less flexible and resilient to

environmental changes that may occur.

No tree or population is perfectly adapted to its current environment. Yet, there is evidence that individuals with higher

genetic variability will be better adapted to its future environment. Stettler (1993) and other suggest that managing forest

biodiversity at the intraspecific genetic level and recognizing that natural conditions lending to pure and natural selection

are something of the past.

Alternative B

Under this alternative, 3,419 acres ofmoderate/high risk stands will be treated.

o 400 acres ofnon-commercial treatment

0 1,774 acres of salvaging only the dead and/or dying fire-killed and beetle infested trees

0 1,245 acres of intermediate treatment, where salvage ofdead and/or dying fire-killed and beetle infested trees

would be removed, in addition to harvesting green trees to meet fuels/structure objectives and reduce overall

susceptibility from beetle caused mortality.

Emphasis would be made to remove these trees before the flight season of 2002. This would remove a portion of these

populations, in an effort to reduce the amount of mortality that may expand into the unburned areas of the Forest,

particularly private land.

Alternative D

Under this alternative, 3,172 acres ofmoderate/high risk stands will be treated.

- 400 acres ofnon-commercial treatment

0 1,365 acres of salvaging only the dead and/or dying fire-killed and beetle infested trees
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- 1,407 acres of intermediate treatment, where salvage ofdead and/or dying fire-killed and beetle infested trees

would be removed, in addition to harvesting green trees to meet firels/structure objectives and reduce overall

susceptibility fi'om beetle caused mortality.

This is the only action alternative that includes green tree removal in high risk VRU 3 stands, in addition to harvesting dead

and/or dying fire or beetle-killed trees. This type ofmanagement focuses on forest conditions and not the beetle (USFS, no

date). This approach is to alter stand conditions that favor the buildup ofbeetle populations, using biologically sound

silviculture, and also includes concern for other resource values (Fumiss, 1959). Thinning strategies reduce losses to

Douglas-fir beetle for several reasons. Beetles are attracted to large, dark silhouettes and vertical cylinders (Amman, 1989).

If stands are opened up, retaining the larger diameter trees, the sun is able to penetrate the forest canopy and create subtle

changes in incident radiation, temperature, light, and wind speed (Amman, 1989). These climatic changes, brought about

by thinning, have profound effects on tree morality from Douglas-fir beetle (Fumiss, 1959). Thinning increases growth

rates and individual tree vigor, by reducing competition of sunlight, water, and nutrients, and increasing growing space.

Treatment would reduce not only the Douglas-fir beetle risk, but also other insects and disease risks by modifying several

stand characteristics. Stand structures would be modified in VRU 2, by removing the majority of the small and mid-sized

component, with commercial harvest and non-commercial harvest. Creating portions of early seral conditions where

regeneration is necessary due to the amount ofmortality, would also modify structures in both VRU 2 and 3. Reducing tree

densities or stocking on all afi‘ected areas, will improve vigor and health, as well as creating an environment less conducive

to Douglas-fir beetle. Other positive effects include: reduced soil moisture and nutrient competition, increased growing

space for retained trees, expansion of individual tree crowns and diameter, and a decrease in individual tree mortality.

Weatherby et. al. (2001) found that trees with diameters greater than 15 inches had a 16 percent probability ofthe tree dying

fi'om beetle attack, 13 percent from fire related causes, and 61 percent of surviving afler five years. Their data also indicated

that beetle attacks were still occurring within their plots five years following the fire. Because ofthe length oftime that fire

stressed trees are at risk to beetle caused mortality, the treatments that inchide intermediate harvest (green tree thinning) in

this alternative, would have a lasting efi'ect against mortality and create the best chance ofbeing resilient over time.

Ifbeetle populations are lower than expected, removing extremely susceptible trees will improve overall stand health. If

populations are higher, monitoring will provide information necessary for more efi'ective preemptive activities in 2002.

There are approximately 8,729 acres being treated in this alternative (all Geographic Areas) for Douglas-fir beetle. During

the interdisciplinary team process, 3,173 acres (all Geographic Areas) were changed from an intermediate harvest to

salvage of dead and/or dying only. This was due to concerns for increased water yield. If this had not been a concern,

more acres would have been treated to create the stand level characteristics lending to resiliency. This would result in

approximately 60 percent ofthe acres treated by removing dead and/or dying trees only (salvage), and 40 percent of dead

and/or dying tree removal in addition to green tree removal, to create resilient stand conditions (intermediate harvest). With

this alternative, roughly 34 percent ofthe commercial forest land allocated to management areas 1, 2, 3a, 3b, and 3c

(excluding roadless), that is considered the highest hazard/risk to Douglas-fir beetle, within the GA, is being treated.

At the present time, very limited or endemic populations ofDouglas-fir beetle occurs within this Geographic Area.

However, this area has the greatest potential for populations to build, due to the number ofmoderate hazard/risk stands

present both inside and outside the burn perimeter. Although this area has the greatest potential for building populations, in

terms of forest stand conditions, it is also an area with good potential to escape from widespread mortality, because of the

distance fi'om the pre-existing epidemic located on the East and West Forks ofthe Bitterroot River. The intermediate

treatments planned in this GA have the greatest likelihood ofbeing efl‘ective in reducing mortality fi'om Douglas-fir beetle.

Alternative E

With this alternative, 455 acres ofhigh risk stands will be treated by salvaging both fire- killed (dead and/or dying) and

beetle infested trees (dead and/or dying).

For the remainder ofthe high risk stands not entered in VRU 3 with this alternative, the discussion under Alternative A and

C apply. The treatment types in this alternative will not create stand conditions in low/moderate severity burned areas that

set up the stand for bark beetle resiliency. The treatments simply would remove dead and/or dying trees that may or may

not have beetles. This treatment may reduce beetle populations, ifbrood trees are removed before the flight season in 2002.

Alternative F

Under this alternative, 1,356 acres ofmoderate/high risk stands will be treated.

- 327 acres ofnon-commercial treatment
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- 789 acres ofsalvaging only the dead and/or dying fire-killed and beetle infested trees

0 240 acres of intermediate treatment, where salvage ofdead and/or dying fire-killed and beetle infested trees would

be removed, and green trees harvested to meet fiiels/structure goals and reduce overall susceptibility to beetle

mortality.

Cumulative Effects

- There is no susceptibility reduction in this alternative.

- There are no moderate/high hazard/risk stands treated to reduce their risk/hazard in this alternative.

- There is potential for beetle populations to infest adjacent green/live unburned forests (Mclver & Starr 2000).

Alternative B

- There is no susceptibility reduction in this alternative because green tree thinning is not proposed.

- If there is success in removing beetle infested trees prior to the flight season of 2002, there is the potential to

remove trees that are infested with beetles. This will somewhat reduce the population ofbeetle available to emerge

in 2002 and available to attack other fire-stressed trees or green trees outside the burned area. To what extent this

will afi‘ect population reductions in 2002 is not clearly known at this time. Monitoring to determine where fire

areas have attracted the beetles will be needed to determine where to remove infested trees prior to the flight season

of2002. It is unlikely that all fire-damaged/susceptible trees or beetle-infested trees will be removed prior to the

2002 flight; however, beetle-caused mortality in green stands in 2002 will be reduced (Gibson, 2001).

- will affect population reductions in 2002 is not clearly known at this time. Monitoring to determine where fire

areas have attracted the beetles will be needed to determine where to remove infested trees prior to the flight season

of 2002. It is unlikely that all fire-damaged/susceptible trees or beetle-infested trees will be removed prior to the

2002 flight; however, beetle-caused mortality in green stands in 2002 will be reduced (Gibson, 2001).

c There is still a potential for beetles to build up and invest adjacent green/unbumed stands, however treatments can

reduce this probability particularly at the stand or site-specific scale (Mclver & Starr 2000).

Alternative D

- If there is success in removing beetle infested trees prior to the flight season of 2002, there is the potential to

remove trees that are infested with beetles. This will somewhat reduce the population ofbeetle available to emerge

in 2002 and available to attack other fire-stressed trees or green trees outside the burned area. To what extent this

will afl'ect population reductions in 2002 is not clearly known at this time. Monitoring to determine where fire

areas have attracted the beetles will be needed to determine where to remove infested trees prior to the flight season

of2002. It is unlikely that all fire-damaged/susceptible trees or beetle-infested trees will be removed prior to the

2002 flight; however, beetle-caused mortality in green stands in 2002 will be reduced (Gibson, 2001).

Q There is still a potential for beetles to build up and invest adjacent green/unbumed stands, however treatments can

reduce this probability particularly at the stand or site-specific scale (McIver & Starr 2000).

Alternative E

0 There is no susceptibility reduction in this alternative because green tree thinning is not proposed.

0 If there is success in removing beetle infested trees prior to the flight season of 2002, there is the potential to

remove trees that are infested with beetles. This will somewhat reduce the population ofbeetle available to emerge

in 2002 and available to attack other fire-stressed trees or green trees outside the burned area. To what extent this

will affect population reductions in 2002 is not clearly known at this time. Monitoring to determine where fire

areas have attracted the beetles will be needed to determine where to remove infested trees prior to the flight season

of 2002. It is unlikely that all fire-damaged/susceptible trees or beetle-infested trees will be removed prior to the

2002 flight; however, beetle-caused mortality in green stands in 2002 will be reduced (Gibson, 2001).

0 There is still a potential for beetles to build up and invest adjacent geen/unbumed stands, however treatments can

reduce this probability particularly at the stand or site-specific scale (Mclver & Starr 2000).

Alternative F

o If there is success in removing beetle infested trees prior to the flight season of 2002, there is the potential to

remove trees that are infested with beetles. This will somewhat reduce the population ofbeetle available to emerge

in 2002 and available to attack other fire-stressed trees or green trees outside the burned area. To what extent this

will afl'ect population reductions in 2002 is not clearly known at this time. Monitoring to determine where fire

areas have attracted the beetles will be needed to determine where to remove infested trees prior to the flight season

of 2002. It is unlikely that all fire-damaged/susceptible trees or beetle-infested trees will be removed prior to the

2002 flight; however, beetle-caused mortality in green stands in 2002 will be reduced (Gibson, 2001).
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c There is still a potential for beetles to build up and invest adjacent green/unbumed stands, however treatments can

reduce this probability particularly at the stand or site-specific scale (McIver & Starr 2000).

Common to All Alternatives

The following is a summary ofthe projects and their effects. In general, none of the projects have negative effects on the

forested plant community resource. Items not listed for past, ongoing, and foreseeable activities, but contained on the lists

in Appendix A were not selected, because they are not projects that affect forested vegetation. All past and ongoing

activities are included as a baseline for existing condition section addresses them.

Salvage sales (including private and state land) would remove sawlog sized dead and/or dying trees that would eventually

fall to the ground and contribute to fuels that may feed future fires. This would decrease the chance of future high severity

fires in the areas salvaged at the stand level. At the landscape level, the treatment of fuel loadings would be similar to the

efl’ects outlined in the fire/fuels chapter. As a result oftreatment, low severity fires may burn instead, maintaining the

forest structure in a more historic condition The efl‘ect ofsalvaging on the time/dollar investment ofreforestation is

described in the stand development section of this chapter. Effects of salvaging on structure, composition, and structure at

the stand and landscape scale are also discussed in this chapter.

Contracts that thin green trees would decrease the chance ofhigh severity fires and most likely allow low severity fires to

burn and fimction in a more natural role. Thinning would improve forest health, which is described in more detail later.

Planting would increase structural diversity and species diversity across the forested landscape and work toward the desired

fixture condition. Discussion specific to this activity can be found in the stand development section of this chapter.

Ecosystem maintenance burning acts as a thinning, killing small trees and creating stand conditions more resistant to future

fires, insects and disease, by maintaining structure and composition more in line with historical levels across the landscape.

Wildfire and fire suppression will continue and could afi‘ect the forestland resource by modifying the historic fire regime in

VRU 2 and by increasing the amount of forest succession in all VRUs. However, for those areas that have been managed

to meet desired conditions, a wildfire may not be a threat and simply allowed to play its natural role in the ecosystem

Fuel reduction projects (removing green merchantable and submerchantable trees), as planned on the Forest adjacent to

private land, will focus on modifying the structure and composition of stands creating desired conditions that will be

resilient to fiiture fires and insects and disease.

Insects and diseases will continue at some level in the future, sometimes modifying stand conditions drastically, and other

times not. The potential ofbark beetle-caused mortality, in stands outside the burn perimeter, is real and may result in

fiirther actions in the fixture. However, it is unknown to what extent this would occur (see the bark beetle section).

Past Projects

Forest Service timber sales, as well as state and private timber sales, have led to the stand development of the present

stands, and to a small degree, to the distribution ofstructural stages that exist today. The past projects and their effects on

stand development, forestland integrity, and forest health are included in the existing condition section.

Forest Service artificial reforestation, completed in the past and present, contribute to the stand structure we see today.

Stand development would occur as described in Alternative A, depending on the development stage ofthe plantation. For

those plantations burned in the Fires of2000, the effects are described in detail in this chapter.

The efiects of fire suppression on the vegetation at a landscape scale are discussed in existing condition section of _

chapter. Wildfires have shaped and defined the present stands on the landscape. This has increased the structural diversity

across the landscape; but this amount is less than would have been expected without fire suppression

Personal-use firewood gathering has occurred, removing the standing dead and down woody component in areas that area

accessible. Cumulatively, this has not afiected stand development, structure, or species composition

Personal-use Christmas tree harvesting involves cutting scattered smaller seedling to pole size conifers, especially fir.would have no cumulative effect on stand development, landscape structure, or species composition, since it affects so httle

of the over-all forested landscape.

The Sleeping Child fire burned in 1961. The majority of the dead trees were immediately salvaged. Today this area fully

stocked with pole-sized lodgepole pine. The 2000 fires burned up to the old burn perimeter and in small pockets inside the

old burn perimeter. Overall, structure and stocking of these areas did not change as a result ofthe fires of2000.
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The North Rye fire in 1998 occurred in ponderosa pine plant communities. Some new structures were created, as a result,

where high/moderate fire severity occurred. The lower and mixed severity burned areas created more open conditions

where grass and other understory species have become established. A limited amount ofponderosa pine has been planted.

Some natural regeneration is beginning to fill in.

Ongoing Projects

Fire suppression will continue to affect vegetation at the landscape scale,discussed in existing condition section.

Personal-use firewood gathering has occurred, removing the standing dead and down woody component in areas that area

accessible. This has not affected stand development, structure, or composition, since it afiects a very limited area.

Personal-use Christmas tree harvesting involves cutting smaller seedling to pole size conifers, especially fir, scattered

across the landscape. This would have no cumulative effect on stand development, structure, or composition, since it

affects a very small percentage of the landscape.

Ongoing timber sales (private, state, and federal) beneficially afl‘ect structure and composition, by creating younger age and

size classes that are generally below the natural range in their representation. Private land timber sales may result in less

coarse woody debris and snag levels. Harvesting of fire-killed trees on the CB Ranch occurs in this Geographic Area. It is

likely that this landowner will rely on natural regeneration; stand development would occur as stated in Alternative B for

salvage with no planting. There are several sections of state land where harvesting will occur in summer of2001 and

continue through the winter. These areas include VRU 2 and VRU 3. The sale would remove all dead trees except two per

acre for snags. Natural regeneration is prescribed. Stand development would occur as stated in Alternative B with no

planting. The potential for future fires in this area will be slim, due to no remaining fuels. Cumulatively this sale would

increase the acres in grass/seedling stage in this GA, a needed component in the VRU.

Douglas-fir bark beetle populations would continue to increase, due to more susceptible trees within the areas ofthe 2000

fires. Other beetles will also be present and cause tree mortality. We do not know to what extent these would occur.

The Bear timber sale includes thinning in VRU 2 and 3. Stand development would occur as stated in Alternative A for low

severity burns. This is beneficial, since more ofVRU 2 lands would become more in line with reference conditions.

The Roan Burke timber sale includes thinning in VRU 2 and 3. Stand development would occur as stated in Alternative A

for low severity burns. This is beneficial, since more ofthe VRU 2 lands would be more in line with reference conditions.

North Rye firewood timber sale takes dead ponderosa pine within 200 feet of the road in the perimeter ofthe North Rye fire

(1998). Stand development, structure or composition, would not be affected, the sale is a small portion ofthe landscape.

DNRC salvage sales — Removing dead trees and regeneration would lead to stand structures similar to reference conditions.

Reasonably Foreseeable Projects

Fuel reduction projects — These projects will reduce hazardous fuels by removing mostly green fuels. The locations have

not been determined. Structure and composition ofstands could be affected but no negative efi‘ects at the landscape scale.

Boundary fuels — These projects propose to remove small diameter Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine. This would lead to

stand conditions that may be able to burn within a natural fire regime in the future.

Continued beetle caused mortality — Beetles would be present in certain areas, killing trees and afl'ecting stand structure.

Because we do not know the extent and severity ofbeetle caused mortality, it is diflicult to determine the effects on stand

development and forestland integrity.

Continued fire suppression in some areas may lead to disruption of fire’s natural role and the function ofsome forested

ecosystems (VRU 2). If this continues, unnatural fuel loads may occur; and an event like the 2000 fires may occur again.

Middle Fork beetle mortality control — This would change the structure of infested stands by removing susceptible and dead

trees. If done before adult beetles fly, beetle populations may be slightly reduced and a slight decline in infestation rates.

DNRC salvage sale — Removal of dead trees and regeneration would lead to stand structures similar to reference conditions.
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East Fork Geographic Area

The analysis area boundary for this vegetation report will be the East Fork, Upper East Fork, and Camp creek watershed

boundaries. The analysis area includes a range of forest types, habitat types, and fire regimes common to the southern

portion ofthe Bitterroot National Forest. The effects of natural processes that continue to form the vegetative landscape are

identifiable at the scale represented by the Geographic Area; therefore the analysis area is reasonable for evaluating the

existing condition and the enviromnental efi‘ects.

Stand Development

Existing Condition

Approximately 15,500 acres ofplantations and natural regeneration units burned during the fires of 2000 by fire severity for

this Geographic Area. Approximately 46 percent of these acres burned with a high/moderate severity fire, or a stand

replacing event. Because ofthe size, location, and lack ofreadily available seed sources, they will require planting, rather

than relying on natural regeneration.

Approximately 62,000 acres of area burned with a high to moderate fire severity, resulting in a lethal or nearly lethal fire

event. An analysis to determine the likely acres of natural regeneration (north, northeast, and northwest aspects above

5,800 feet elevation in subalpine fir habitat types) found that 17,200 acres or 28 percent could be successfully naturally

regenerated on its own, to meet the desired stocking and species composition. The remainder ofthese acres would require

artificial planting or require monitoring closely over time, to determine a need for artificial planting. The bulk ofthese

acres are low elevation Douglas-fir habitat types where ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir were present before the fires. Both

ponderosa pine and larch are critical species to regenerate for ecological reasons.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effect

Common to All Alternatives

Please see the discussion under the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Alternative A

See the discussion under Blodgett for the Direct and Indirect Effects ofAlternative A.

Alternatives B, D, E and F

Please see the discussion under Alternative B for the Blodgett geographic area.

Alternative C

See the discussion under Blodgett for the Direct and Indirect Efiects ofAlternative C.

Alternative G

Stand development, from establishment to mature trees, would be faster in stands that are planted. In addition, planted

areas would have a reliable seed source. This is especially important for areas that burned with moderate or high severity

in 2000, in VRU 2 and VRU 3, to insure regeneration in a timely manner. Stands would be stocked with desired species

and density levels.

Fuels would be modified in this alternative, slightly decreasing the chance of a stand replacing fire in the future. As a result

stand productivity may not change or could increase slightly. Stand development would continue into mature and old

structure.

Cumulative Effects

Common to All Alternatives

0 There were 34 acres planted in the spring of2001 in managed/regenerated stands that were burned.
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The majority of the area burned with high/moderate severity in VRU 4 could be firlly stocked in a timely manner.

During the 2001 field season, inventories were conducted on much of the high and moderately burned areas. We

found very little to no ponderosa pine naturally regenerating. Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine were found to be

naturally regenerating either moderately or abundantly and sometimes very clumpy in distribution Field

inventories also found some desiccation on some sites of newly establishing seedlings. This indicates there is

evidence that we may have a hard time naturally establishing ponderosa pine back to its historic range. Arno

(1997) indicates, given the advanced successional state ofover-mature or old forest stands in VRU 2, any strategy

to perpetuate ponderosa pine will likely require planting.

Inventories also found understory vegetation to be responding/recovering quite well after the fires. There is some

concern about competing vegetation already becoming a concern after one growing season following the fires,

particularly in VRU 2 stands with a grass and shrub component. The best seedbeds for most species, particularly

ponderosa pine, are microsites where most of the organic layer has been removed (Miller, 2000). There is little or

no annual carryover ofpine seed in soil seedbanks and few conifer seeds are present in the forest floor ofmature

forests (Miller, 2000). In addition, larger seeds such as ponderosa pine are lost fiom the soil seedbank to predation

(Miller, 2000).

There is a nice Douglas-fir cone crop in 2001, which, in addition to 2000’s good crop should create enough seed to

re-establish nicely in areas where these seed sources occur. Unfortunately, 2001 is another poor year for ponderosa

pine cones. Being that ponderosa pine has had a poor crop two years in a row, which are the most critical years,

success may be limited for natural re-establishment ofponderosa pine (Miller, 2000). Seedlings thrive on the

nutrients that are more readily available in ash, the mineral soil that does not dry out as quickly as organic material

resulting in moisture that is more available in late summers, the warmer soil temperatures that can enhance nutrient

cycling and favor growth, less competition ofother vegetation species. These conditions are needed to be captured

immediately, particularly ponderosa pine, for successful seedling establishment (Miller, 2000).

In the Soils section of this Chapter, the percent of ground disturbance by yarding system and equipment is

discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% ofthe area prescribed for treatment could have some level of soil disturbance. It is

likely that this percentage of ground disturbance correlates with the amount of loss to newly established seedlings.

Alternative A

Based on the Post-fire Assessment (2000) analysis of likely areas for successful natural regeneration to a stocked condition,

the following statements can be made:

100 percent ofthe area burned with high/moderate severity in VRU 2 may not be fiilly stocked in a timely manner

and could be 50 — 60 years before it does become stocked.

100 percent ofthe area burned with high/moderate severity in VRU 3 may not be fully stocked in a timely manner.

VRU 2 stands may not be successful at establishing ponderosa pine and western larch naturally at the stand or at the

landscape level.

Managed stands covered under this analysis would not be re-stocked in a timely manner.

Stands burned at high intensity from the FVS-FFE model, as described in the fire/fuels section, indicate there is a

30 — 90 percent mortality in regeneration in stands where a reburn was modeled 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 years out.

Alternative B

Based on the Post-fire Assessment (2000) analysis of likely areas for successful natural regeneration to a stocked condition,

field verification ofareas that can successfully natural regeneration, and including acres to be artificially regenerated; the

following statements can be made:

89 percent of the area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

39 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority of

the acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed.

Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

Brown et a1. (2001) indicate that a stand of newly established seedlings could receive mortality from a reburn

where fuels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years after the fires of 2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

reburn 10 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 49% ofthe

treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 39% of the commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.
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VRU 2 stands would be successful at establishing ponderosa pine and western larch at the stand level because

planting and close monitoring would occur. There is a large percentage ofVRU 2 within this geographic area,

however the level ofplanting in this alternative would approximate establishing ponderosa pine to its historic range.

Because ofthe rate at which Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine, and limited amount ofponderosa pine are seeding in,

there is a concern with damage fi’om treatments proposed. McIver & Starr (2000) identify a reference that studies

the efi‘ects harvesting has on establishing regeneration. This study was completed and published in 1956.

Harvesting methods have improved greatly since the mid 1950s. The author suggests earlier and more careful

logging to reduce seedling losses (Mclver & Starr 2000). At the time of harvesting proposed in this project, the

majority ofthe newly established seedlings would be l/4 to 6 inches tall The majority ofthese seedlings would be

protected in units proposed for winter harvesting. In addition to the over snow ground based harvesting, designated

skid trails limiting the extent ofequipment across the unit, skyline yarding with one-end suspension, and helicopter

yarding would also provide protection of seedlingsv In the Soils section of this Chapter, the percent of ground

disturbance by yarding system and equipment is discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% ofthe area prescribed for treatment

could have some level ofsoil disturbance. It is likely that this percentage ofground disturbance correlates with the

amount ofloss to newly established seedlings.

Another study in the McIver & Starr (2000) publication found that aboveground biomass or understory species of

shrubs, herbs, and grasses was 27 to 38 percent lower in salvaged areas as compared to nonsalvaged areas in the

first two years. However, pine seedlings grew 17 percent higher on salvaged sites.

In Lyon (1984), researchers found that the Sleeping Child post-fire salvage logging influenced forest community

development over short periods, but over a longer period they found surprising stability and resiliency in the

lodgepole pine forest. Lyon (1984) was able to describe a consistent post-fire successional pattern, even with major

modifications from the logging in plant community structure. Lyon (1984) also found regeneration to be

inadequate in areas over 7,000 feet, while below that elevation tree densities were universally be so dense that he

indicated some management action is necessary.

About 2480 acres would be treated with an underbum or jackpot burning. The effects ofUB and JP on newly

established seedlings that have come in naturally could result in patches of some mortality. The amount of

mortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fuel moisture, and intensity of these burns at the time of

application. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length oftime between establishment and the

burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural regeneration could re-establish

the site where the burn created areas of bare mineral soil where there is a seed source.

Alternative C

Based on the Post-fire Assessment (2000) analysis of likely areas for successful natural regeneration to a stocked condition,

field verification of areas that can successfiilly natural regeneration, and including acres to be artificially regenerated; the

following statements can be made:

83percent ofthe area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

31 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority of

the acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed.

Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

60% of the area has the potential for a future stand replacing burn removing the established or establishing tree

coverage and setting forest succession back to an unstocked stand.

Stands burned at high intensity from the FVS-FFE model, as described in the fire/fuels section, indicate there is a

30 — 90 percent mortality in regeneration in stands where a rebum was modeled 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 years out.

VRU 2 stands would be successful at establishing ponderosa pine and western larch at the stand level because

planting and close monitoring would occur. There is a large percentage ofVRU 2 within this geographic area,

however the level ofplanting in this alternative would approximate establishing ponderosa pine to its historic range.

Alternative D

The cumulative effects for Alternative D are the same as Alternative B except for the following bullets:

89 percent of the area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

25 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority of

the acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed.
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Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

Brown et al. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality fi'om a reburn

where fuels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years after the fires of2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

rebum l0 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 69% ofthe

treated area would have firels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 55% of the commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

In the Soils section of this Chapter, the percent of ground disturbance by yarding system and equipment is

discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% ofthe area prescribed for treatment could have some level of soil disturbance. It is

likely that this percentage of ground disturbance correlates with the amount ofloss to newly established seedlings.

About 3400 acres would be treated with an underburn or jackpot burning. The efi'ects ofUB and JP on newly

established seedlings that have come in naturally could result in patches ofsome mortality. The amount of

mortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fuel moisture, and intensity ofthese burns at the time of

application. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length of time between establishment and the

burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural regeneration could re-establish

the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil where there is a seed source.

Alternative E

The cumulative effects for Alternative E are the same as Alternative B except for the following bullets:

72 percent of the area burned in VRU 2 would be iiilly stocked in a timely manner.

0 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because very few acres

are being treated in VRU 3 with this Alternative.

Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

Brown et al. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality from a rebum

where fuels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years after the fires of2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

reburn l0 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 52% ofthe

treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 42% ofthe commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

In the Soils section ofthis Chapter, the percent of ground disturbance by yarding system and equipment is

discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% ofthe area prescribed for treatment could have some level of soil disturbance. It is

likely that this percentage of ground disturbance correlates with the amount of loss to newly established seedlings.

About 1300 acres would be treated with an underburn or jackpot burning. The effects ofU8 and JP on newly

established seedlings that have come in naturally could result in patches ofsome mortality. The amount of

mortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fuel moisture, and intensity of these burns at the time of

application. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length of time between establishment and the

burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural regeneration could re-establish

the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil where there is a seed source.

Alternative F

The cumulative efl‘ects for Alternative F are the same as Alternative B except for the following bullets:

86 percent of the area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

37 percent of the area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority of

the acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed.

Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

Brown et al. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality from a rebum

where fuels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years after the fires of 2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

rebum l0 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 63% of the

treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 50% ofthe commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

In the Soils section of this Chapter, the percent of ground disturbance by yarding system and equipment is

discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% ofthe area prescribed for treatment could have some level of soil disturbance. It is

likely that this percentage ofground disturbance correlates with the amount of loss to newly established seedlings.

About 2100 acres would be treated with an underburn or jackpot burning. The effects ofUB and JP on newly

established seedlings that have come in naturally could result in patches of some mortality. The amount of
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mortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fuel moisture, and intensity of these burns at the time of

application. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length oftime between establishment and the

burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural regeneration could re-establish

the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil where there is a seed source.

Alternative G

Based on the Post-fire Assessment (2000) analysis of likely areas for successful natural regeneration to a stocked condition,

field verification ofareas that can successfully natural regeneration, and including acres to be artificially regenerated; the

following statements can be made:

o 49 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

0 5 percent of the area burned in VRU 3 would be fiilly stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority of

the acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed.

o Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

0 Brown et al. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality from a reburn

where fuels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years afler the fires of2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

reburn l0 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 35% ofthe

treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 29% of the commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

- VRU 2 stands would be successful at establishing ponderosa pine and western larch at the stand level because

planting and close monitoring would occur. There is a large percentage ofVRU 2 within this geographic area,

however the level ofplanting in this alternative would approximate establishing ponderosa pine to its historic range.

0 In the Soils section of this Chapter, the percent ofground disturbance by yarding system and equipment is

discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% of the area prescribed for treatment could have some level of soil disturbance. It is

likely that this percentage of ground disturbance correlates with the amount of loss to newly established seedlings.

0 Because ofthe intensity at which the bums would be prescribed for this alternative to reduce fuels, particularly

larger fuels, the result could be fiairly considerable mortality ofnewly established seedlings that have come in

naturally. The amount ofmortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fiiel moisture, and intensity ofthese

burns at the time of application. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length of time between

establishment and the burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural

regeneration could re-establish the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil as long as a seed source

still remains.

Forestland Integrig

Existing Condition

This area contains significant amounts of all the VRUs. Approximately 47,000 acres have not been classified into a VRU

category, primarily because those acres are roadless, wilderness areas, state lands, or private lands. The majority of the

private and state lands are VRU 2 and 3. The majority ofthe roadless and wilderness lands are VRU 3, 4, and 5.

The lower elevations are dominated by VRU l and 2 lands; and those tend to occupy southerly and westerly aspects or

open ridges. VRU 3 lands exist from the valley bottoms to mid elevations, and are more frequently found on easterly and

northerly slopes. Generally, the following acreages and percentages describe the vegetation and habitat distribution in the

East Fork area well enough to describe relative efl'ects at this scale.

0 VRU l — 6081 acres (3 percent of Geographic Area)

0 VRU 2 —35015 acres (16 percent of Geographic Area)

0 VRU 3-54525 acres (24 percent ofGeographic Area)

0 VRU 4~72957 acres (33 percent of Geographic Area)

0 VRU 5-7774 acres (4 percent ofGeographic Area)

0 Not Classified~46989 acres (21 percent ofGeographic Area)

The following table describes the burn severity by VRU. This provides an estimate of the extent and severity of the bums

experienced by each VRU, and a way ofexamining the distribution of fire efiects across the Geographic Area. We find that

in all VRUs, except VRU 5, the largest proportion ofburned area in each is a low severity burn. Moderate and high

__—-_——————_I—_—
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severity burns were fairly evenly distributed through the range ofVRUs; and the mix ofmoderate and high severity burning

was about even throughout the VRU.

This may appear to represent an expected distribution, until it is remembered that the VRU 2, and some ofthe VRU 3 lands

historically burned more frequently, and less intensely, resulting in burns with less severe results each time. The big

difference was the amount of moderate severity, which means approximately 40 — 80 percent tree mortality, in VRU 2

lands. As discussed previously, a lethal or stand replacing fire is uncharacteristic for this VRU; and much of the moderate

severity mapping approached a lethal event. For VRUs 3 and 4, a mosaic of fire intensity is part oftheir natural fire

regime; and this is somewhat reflected by the acre distribution of each fire severity. Much of the moderate severity

mapping is more typical ofa lethal fire event than a mixed severity fire.

Table 3-113 - Acres of Fire Severity by VRU — East Fork Geographic Area

_mai:l

In the East Fork area, expected stand structures (afler 15 to 20 years) are distributed as follows:

 

 

o Non-stocked 1.1 percent

- Shrub 0.01 percent

- Seed/sapling 25 percent

0 Pole 7 percent

0 Immature/Mature 65 percent

Comparing this with the normally expected historical distribution (fi'om Losensky, 1993, Table 3-94] of size classes, there

will be adequate structural diversity at the landscape and the Geographic Area scales. However, local knowledge, ofthe

ages of the pole sized tree stands, indicates that much of it is actually over 100 years of age. This indicates lower than

expected representation in the 40 to 60 year-old age classes. Over the next few decades, many ofthe saplings stands in the

area will grow into the pole size class. One interesting difl‘erence between this GA and the other three, is that over 2,500

acres ofVRU I burned in the area, while only about 129 acres burned in the others.

Forestland Integrity

Environmental Consequences

Direct, Indireci_;I and Cumulative Effects

Effects on forestland integrity are the same for all the Geographic Areas. Please see the efl'ects analysis discussion for each

alternative under the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Bark Beetles

Existing Condition

Table 3414 - Douglas-fir Beetle Hazard/Risk Rating — East Fork Geographic Area

.335.

‘ - Includes private, state, and all federal lands (including wilderness and roadless).

The analysis of Douglas-fir bark beetle risk within the East Fork Geographic Area is included in the following table. The

acres and percentages reflect only those lands burned with a moderate or low fire severity, with the conditions of stand

density, species composition, etc. described in the previous section. Approximately 30 percent of the burned area is
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categorized as moderate to high risk. This Geographic Area has a considerable amount ofbeetle populations located in the

upper East Fork area. Because of the close proximity ofpopulations to the burned area, the hazard/risk rating is realistic.

Field review has determined that the beetles did not die as a result of even a lethal fire event, likely due to the bark

thickness of Douglas-fir insulated them from the heat ofthe fire.

Environmental Consequences

Directa Indirect_., and Cumulative Effects

Common to All Alternatives

The discussion for bark beetles is not vastly different at the stand or landscape scale by Geographic Area. Please see the

detailed efl‘ects analysis discussion for each alternative under the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area.

The pro-existing epidemic ofDouglas-fir bark beetles is present in this Geographic Area; and much of the high/moderate

hazard acres have the potential to draw in beetles this season. The bulk ofthe highest hazard acres are located outside the

burn perimeter, yet within the Geographic Area. This analysis and proposed action does not include treatment outside the

burn perimeter. Depending on where and when Douglas-fir beetle moves inside the burn perimeter in 2001 and 2002, the

planned intermediate harvests will be efl‘ective in reducing mortality from Douglas-fir beetle. The salvage of dead and/or

dying trees only should be efl’ective at removing populations, if harvested prior to beetle flight in 2002. The removal of

brood trees may only reduce populations at the stand or landscape scale slightly, but would reduce populations to some

degree.

Alternatives A, C, and G

See the discussion under the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area.

Alternative B

Please see the specific discussion for indirect, direct, and cumulative efiects pertinent to this alternative in the Skalkaho

Rye Geographic Area. Under this alternative, 3,468 acres of moderate/high risk stands will be treated.

o 379 acres ofnon-commercial treatment

0 1,891 acres of salvaging only the dead and/or dying fire-killed and beetle infested trees

0 1,198 acres of intermediate treatment, where salvage ofdead and/or dying fire-killed and beetle infested trees

would be removed, in addition to harvesting green trees to meet fuels/structure objectives and reduce overall

susceptibility from beetle caused mortality.

Alternative D

Please see the specific discussion for indirect, direct, and cumulative effects pertinent to this alternative in the Skalkaho

Rye Geographic Area. With this alternative, 3,307 acres of moderate/high risk stands are proposed for treatment.

0 379 acres ofnon-commercial treatment

0 1,313 acres of salvaging only the dead and dying fire killed and beetle infested trees

0 1,615 acres of intermediate treatment, where salvage of dead and/or dying fire-killed and beetle infested trees

would be removed, in addition to harvesting green trees to meet fuels/structure objectives and reduce overall

susceptibility from beetle caused mortality.

Alternative E

Please see the specific discussion for indirect, direct, and cumulative effects pertinent to this alternative in the Skalkaho

Rye Geographic Area. With this alternative, 52 acres would be treated by, salvaging both fire killed (dead and/or dying)

and beetle infested trees (dead and/or dying).

Alternative F

Please see the specific discussion for indirect, direct, and cumulative effects pertinent to this alternative in the Skalkaho

Rye Geographic Area. With this alternative, 587 acres ofmoderate/high risk stands are proposed for treatment.

0 104 acres ofnon-commercial treatment

0 483 acres ofsalvaging only the dead and dying fire killed and beetle infested trees

M
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Common to All Alternatives

The following is a summary of the projects and their effects. In general, none of the projects have negative effects on the

forested plant community resource. Items not listed for past, ongoing, and foreseeable activities, but contained on the lists

in Appendix A were not selected, because they are not projects that affect forested vegetation. All past and ongoing

activities are included as a baseline for the existing condition section.

Salvage sales (including private and state land) would remove sawlog sized dead and/or dying trees that would eventually

fall to the ground and contribute to fuels that may feed future fires. This would decrease the chance of future high severity

fires in the areas salvaged at the stand level. At the landscape level, the treatment of fuel loadings would be similar to the

effects outlined in the fire/fuels chapter. As a result oftreatment, low severity fires may burn instead, maintaining the

forest structure in a more historic condition. The efi'ect of salvaging on the time/dollar investment ofreforestation is

described in the stand development section of this chapter. Efi‘ects ofsalvaging on structure, composition, and structure at

the stand and landscape scale are also discussed in this chapter.

Timber sales that thin green trees would decrease the chance ofhigh severity fires and most likely allow low severity fires

to burn in the area and function in a more natural role. Thinning would also improve overall forest health, which is

described in more detail in this chapter.

Planting would increase structural diversity and species diversity across the forested landscape and work toward the desired

future condition. Discussion specific to this activity can be found in the stand development section of this chapter.

Ecosystem maintenance burning acts as a thinning, killing small trees and creating stand conditions more resistant to fiiture

fires, insects and disease and would maintain structure and composition in line with historical levels across the landscape.

Wildfire and fire suppression will continue and could afiect the forestland resource by modifying the historic fire regime in

VRU 2 and by increasing the amount of forest succession in all VRUs. However, for those areas that have been managed

to meet desired conditions, a wildfire may not be a threat and simply allowed to play its natural role in the ecosystem

Fuel reduction projects (removing green merchantable and submerchantable trees), as planned on the Forest adjacent to

private land, will focus on modifying the structure and composition of stands creating desired conditions that will be

resilient to future fires and insects and disease.

Insects and diseases will continue at some level in the future, sometimes modifying stand conditions drastically, and other

times not. The potential ofbark beetle-caused mortality, in stands outside the burn perimeter, is real and may result in

further actions in the future. However, it is unknown to what extent this would occur at this time. More discussion is

included in the bark beetle section of this chapter.

Past Projects

Forest Service timber sales, as well as state and private timber sales, have led to the stand development ofthe present stands

and to a small degree, to the distribution of structural stages that exist today. The past projects and their effects on stand

development, forestland integrity, and forest health are included in the existing condition section.

Forest Service artificial reforestation completed in the past and present contribute to the stand structure we see today. Stand

development would occur as described in Alternative A, depending on the development stage of the plantation. For those

plantations burned in the Fm of2000, the effects are described in detail in this chapter.

The effects of fire suppression on the vegetation at a landscape scale are discussed in existing condition section of this .

chapter. Wildfires have shaped and defined the present stands on the landscape. This has increased the structural diversity

across the landscape; this amount is less than would have been expected without fire suppression.

Personal-use firewood gathering has occurred. removing the standing dead and down woody component in areas that area

accessible. Cumulatively, this has not afi‘ected stand development, structure, or species composition

Personal-use Christmas tree harvesting involves cutting smaller seedling to pole size conifers, especially fir, scattered

across the landscape. This would have no cumulative effect on stand development, landscape structure, or species

composition, since it affects so little of the over-all forested landscape.

Lost Trail ski area construction — This removed some forested areas from the suitable timber base. Trees were cut to make

ski runs, with no intent on regenerating the areas cut.

—___I—_—_—___——I—_
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Ongoing Projects

Fire suppression will continue to affect vegetation at the landscape scale. The efl‘ects of this activity are discussed in

existing condition in this chapter.

Personal-use firewood gathering has occurred, removing the standing dead and down woody component in areas that area

accessible. Cumulatively, this has not afi‘ected stand development, structure or composition, since it takes place on a very

limited area in the landscape.

Personal-use Christmas tree harvesting involves cutting smaller seedling to pole size conifers, especially fir, scattered

across the landscape. This would have no cumulative efl'ect on stand development, structure, or composition, since it

afiects a very small percentage ofthe landscape.

Ongoing timber sales (private, state, and federal) do affect structure and composition, beneficially, in that they create

younger age and size classes that are generally below the natural range in their representation. Private land timber sales

may result in lower end results for coarse woody debris and snag levels. There are several sections of state land where

harvesting will occur in summer of2001 and continue through the winter. These areas include VRU 2 and VRU 3. The

sale would remove all dead trees, except two per acre for snags. Natural regeneration is prescribed. Stand development

would occur as stated in Alternative B with no planting. The potential for future fires in this area will be slim due to no

remaining fuels. This sale would increase the acres in grass/seedling stage in this GA, a needed component in the VRU.

Thin Bertie timber sale - This project thins lodgepole pine in VRU 4. Stand development would occur as stated in

Alternative B for low severity fires, and would have little effect on structure or composition in the area.

Private salvage sales Trinity Ranch - Removal of fire killed trees in VRU 2 with natural regeneration. Stand development

would occur as stated in Alternative B for salvage with no planting. Structural and compositional elements will remain

within the expected range for the VRU 2 lands.

Private salvage sales Dickson Creek - Removal of fire killed trees in VRU 2 with natural regeneration Stand development

would occur as stated in Alternative B for salvage with no planting. Structural and compositional elements will remain

within the expected range for the VRU 2 lands.

Douglas-fir bark beetle populations would continue to increase due to more susceptible trees within the areas ofthe 2000

fires. Other beetles will also be present and cause tree mortality. We do not know to what extent these would occur.

Reasonably Foreseeable Projects

Fuel reduction projects — These projects will focus on reduction ofhazardous fiiels, by removing mostly green fuels. The

locations have not been determined. There could be effects to the structure and composition of stands in these areas; but

there would not be negative effects at the landscape scale.

Boundary firels — These projects propose to remove small diameter Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine. This would lead to

stand conditions that may be able to burn within a natural fire regime in the future.

Continued beetle caused mortality — Beetles would be present in certain areas, killing trees and affecting stand structure.

Because we do not know the extent and severity ofbeetle caused mortality, it is diflicult to determine the effects on stand

development and forestland integrity.

Continued fire suppression in some areas may lead to disruption of fire’s natural role and the function ofsome forested

ecosystems (VRU 2). If this continues, unnatural fuel loads may occur; and an event like the 2000 fires may occur again.

Tepee #1 ecoburn — This is an understory burn to remove understory Douglas—fir from mature ponderosa pine stands. Stand

development, structure, and composition would occur at more natural levels.

Tepee #2 ecobur'n — This is an understory burn to remove understory Douglas-fir fi'om mature ponderosa pine stands. Stand

development, structure, and composition would occur at more natural levels.

Camp Reimel #10 ecobum — This is an understory burn to remove understory Douglas-fir fi'om mature ponderosa pine

stands. Stand development, structure, and composition would occur at more natural levels.

Jennings Commercial Thin would thin 80 acres ofVRU 3 stands, by removing small diameter Douglas-fir and lodgepole

pine. Stand development would occur as stated in Alternative A for stands that burned with low intensity. This would

increase the acres ofhealthy vigorous growing trees in this VRU and Geographic Area.

_——___——_—__—-—__
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Use of Pheromones in Recreational Areas and Private Land

The Forest decided to implement Douglas-fir beetle preventative measures using antiaggregant pheromones in recreational

and/or administrative sites on the Sula and West Fork Ranger Districts. Due to the Douglas-fir beetle outbreak, special

emphasis is being taken to ensure that recreational qualities and aesthetics in and around campgrounds, trailheads, and

historical areas are maintained. These measures will be applied in the future as long as beetle populations are high and

posing a threat to these sites.

The Forest has provided private landowners with high/moderate hazard/risk conditions with pheromones, to also prevent

and protect their trees fi'om Douglas-fir beetle. It is likely this will be available in future years as long as the beetle

populations remain high on the National Forest.

Recent research has demonstrated the potential vahie ofpheromones for influencing the distribution, and perhaps, the

amount ofDouglas-fir beetle-caused tree mortality during outbreaks (Ross and Daterman, 1994). Pheromones are

chemicals that are naturally produced by the beetles to communicate with one another. There are basically two types of

bark beetle pheromones. Aggregation pheromones, which are attractive to other beetles, are released by attacking beetles,

to signal to others the location ofa suitable host. They are particularly important for initiating "mass attack", to overcome

the defenses of a live tree. Antiaggregation pheromones basically serve as a "no vacancy" sign to tell late arriving beetles

that the tree is full, and to find another place to breed. The antiaggregation pheromones allow beetles to regulate their

densities and minimize competition. Pheromone treatments for the Douglas-fir beetle are efi'ective and environmentally

sensitive (McGregor et al., 1984, Ross and Daterman, 1994, Ross and Daterman, 1995). They provide managers with a tool

to manage beetle outbreaks, rather than passively watching the outbreak, thendeciding whether or not to take action.

Use ofthe Douglas-fir beetle antiaggregation pheromone, (3-methylcyclohex-2-en-l-one) (MCI-I), is a proven method for

protecting high-valued stands during outbreaks (Ross et. aL, 1996). Although there are still some research questions to be

addressed regarding all of the potential uses ofMCH, it has consistently been highly successful in preventing the infestation

of live trees in field studies. Furthermore, research has indicated that this treatment will not have any harmful efl‘ects on

natural bark beetle enemy populations (Ross and Daterman, 1994, 1995, Ross et al., 1996).

Trapping the Douglas-fir beetle in traps baited with aggregation pheromones has also been demonstrated to be efi'ective in

influencing the distrflaution and possibly the amount of tree mortality during outbreaks (Ross and Daterman, 1997, 1997b).

By selective placement of traps across the landscape, managers can influence where Douglas-fir beetle mortality occurs

and, thereby, reduce negative impacts. Further research is needed to determine the most effective ways to use pheromone

baited traps, but the approach has been demonstrated to be operationally feasible (Ross and Daterman, 1995b, 1997, 1997b,

1998).

The following recreational areas listed will be treated with the antiaggregant pheromone.

Sula Ranger District

- Jennings Camp Campground

- East Fork Trailhead

0 Indian Trees Campground

- Warm Springs Campground

o Leased Cabins up Warm Springs Creek

0 Crazy Creek Horse Facility

0 Crazy Creek Campground

The MCH treatments will involve hanging small packets (bubble caps) containing MCH in trees throughout each treatment

area. The bubble caps will be deployed at a rate approximating 30 bubble caps per acre. The pheromone is then released

from these bubble caps and dispersed throughout each treated stand.

The antiaggregation pheromone, MCH, is registered and authorized for use by the Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA). The end use products are registered to the USDA Forest Service and Phero Tech, Inc. Pheromones are available

for commercial use and have been used extensively in the management of forest, agricultural, nursery, and garden pests. A

complete description of chemical formulations ofboth pheromones, including Materials Safety Data Sheets and

experimental use conditions and limitations for the MCH is located in the Project File for this project.
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West Fork Geographic Area

The analysis area boundary for this Geographic Area will be the drainages on the West Fork that fire visited. The analysis

area includes a range of forest types, habitat types, and fire regimes common to the West Fork of the Bitterroot River. The

effects ofnatural processes that continue to form the vegetative landscape are identifiable at the scale represented by the

Geographic Area; therefore the analysis area is reasonable for evaluating the existing condition and the environmental

effects.

Stand Development

Existing Condition

Approximately 1,300 acres ofplantations and natural regeneration units burned during the fires of2000 by fire severity for

this Geographic Area. Approximately 83 percent of these acres burned with a high/moderate severity fire, or a stand

replacing event. Because ofthe size, location, and lack ofreadily available seed sources, they will require planting rather

than relying on natural regeneration.

Approximately 35,000 acres ofarea burned with a high to moderate fire severity, resulting in a lethal or nearly lethal fire

event. An analysis to determine the likely acres ofnatural regeneration (north, northeast, and northwest aspects above

5,800 feet elevation in subalpine fir habitat types) found that less than 5,400 acres or 15 percent could be successfully

manually regenerated on its own to meet the desired stocking and species composition. The remainder of these acres would

require artificial planting or monitoring closely over time to determine a need for artificial planting. The bulk ofthese acres

are low elevation Douglas-fir habitat types where ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir were present before the fires. Ponderosa

pine is a critical species to regenerate for ecological reasons.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Common to All Alternatives

Please see the discussion under the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Alternative A

See the discussion under Blodgett for the Direct and Indirect Effects of Alternative A.

Alternative B, D, E and F

Please see the discussion under Alternative B for the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Alternative C

Please see the discussion under Alternative C for the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Alternative G

Stand development, from establishment to mature trees, would be faster in stands that are planted. In addition, planted

areas would have a reliable seed source. This is especially important for areas that burned with moderate or high severity

in 2000, in VRU 2 and VRU 3, to insure regeneration in a timely manner. Stands would be stocked with desired species

and density levels.

Fuels would be modified in this alternative, slightly decreasing the chance ofa stand replacing fire in the future. As a result

stand productivity may not change or could increase slightly. Stand development would continue into mature and old

structure.

Cumulative Effects

Common to All Alternatives

0 The majority of the area burned with high/moderate severity in VRU 4 could be fiilly stocked in a timely manner.
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0 There were 129 acres planted in the spring of2001 in managed/regenerated stands that were burned in the Fires of

2000 in this Geographic Area.

- During the 2001 field season, inventories were conducted on much of the high and moderately burned areas. We

found very little to no ponderosa pine naturally regenerating. Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine were found to be

naturally regenerating either moderately or abundantly and sometimes very clumpy in distribution. Field

inventories also found some desiccation on some sites of newly establishing seedlings. This indicates there is

evidence that we may have a hard time naturally establishing ponderosa pine back to its historic range. Arno

(1997) indicates, given the advanced successional state ofover-mature or old forest stands in VRU 2, any strategy

to perpetuate ponderosa pine will likely require planting.

- Inventories also found understory vegetation to be responding/recovering quite well afler the fires. There is some

concern about competing vegetation already becoming a concern after one growing season following the fires,

particularly in VRU 2 stands with a grass and shrub component. The best seedbeds for most species, particularly

ponderosa pine, are microsites where most of the organic layer has been removed (Miller, 2000). There is little or

no annual carryover ofpine seed in soil seedbanks and few conifer seeds are present in the forest floor ofmature

forests (Miller, 2000). In addition, larger seeds such as ponderosa pine are lost from the soil seedbank to predation

(Miller, 2000).

- There is a nice Douglas-fir cone crop in 2001, which, in addition to 2000’s good crop should create enough seed to

re-establish nicely in areas where these seed sources occur. Unfortunately, 2001 is another poor year for ponderosa

pine cones. Being that ponderosa pine has had a poor crop two years in a row, which are the most critical years,

success may be limited for natural re-establishment ofponderosa pine (Miller, 2000). Seedlings thrive on the

nutrients that are more readily available in ash, the mineral soil that does not dry out as quickly as organic material

resulting in moisture that is more available in late summers, the warmer soil temperatures that can enhance nutrient

cycling and favor growth, less competition of other vegetation species. These conditions are needed to be captured

immediately, particularly ponderosa pine, for successful seedling establishment (Miller, 2000).

Alternative A

Based on the Post-fire Assessment (2000) analysis of likely areas for successfirl natural regeneration to a stocked condition,

the following statements can be made:

0 100 percent ofthe area burned with high/moderate severity in VRU 2 may not be firlly stocked in a timely manner

and could be 50 — 60 years before it does become stocked.

- 100 percent ofthe area burned with high/moderate severity in VRU 3 may not be firlly stocked in a timely manner.

- VRU 2 stands may not be successful at establishing ponderosa pine and western larch naturally at the stand or at the

landscape level

- Managed stands covered under this analysis would not be re-stocked in a timely manner.

0 Stands burned at high intensity fi‘om the FVS-FFE model, as described in the fire/firels section, indicate there is a

30 — 90 percent mortality in regeneration in stands where a rebum was modeled 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 years out.

Alternative B

Based on the Post-fire Assessment (2000) analysis of likely areas for successful natural regeneration to a stocked condition,

field verification ofareas that can successfully natural regeneration, and including acres to be artificially regenerated; the

following statements can be made:

0 1 percent of the area burned in VRU 2 would be firlly stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority of

the acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed.

o 68 percent of the area burned in VRU 3 would be firlly stocked in a timely manner.

- Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

u Brown et al. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality from a rebum

where fuels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years after the fires of 2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

rebum l0 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 58% ofthe

treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 30% of the commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

- VRU 2 stands would be successful at establishing ponderosa pine and western larch at the stand level because

planting and close monitoring would occur. There is a large percentage ofVRU 2 within this geographic area,

however the level ofplanting in this alternative would approximate establishing ponderosa pine to its historic range.
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Because ofthe rate at which Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine, and limited amount ofponderosa pine are seeding in,

there is a concern with damage fi'om treatments proposed. Mclver & Starr (2000) identify a reference that studies

the effects harvesting has on establishing regeneration This study was completed and published in 1956.

Harvesting methods have improved greatly since the mid 1950s. The author suggests earlier and more careful

logging to reduce seedling losses (Mclver & Starr 2000). At the time of harvesting proposed in this project, the

majority ofthe newly established seedlings would be 1/4 to 6 inches tall. The majority of these seedlings would be

protected in units proposed for winter harvesting. In addition to the over snow ground based harvesting, designated

skid trails limiting the extent ofequipment across the unit, skyline yarding with one-end suspension, and helicopter

yarding would also provide protection ofseedlings. In the Soils section ofthis Chapter, the percent of ground

disturbance by yarding system and equipment is discussed. Generally, 2 - 10% ofthe area prescribed for treatment

could have some level ofsoil disturbance. It is likely that this percentage ofground disturbance correlates with the

amount of loss to newly established seedlings.

Another study in the McIver & Starr (2000) publication found that aboveground biomass or understory species of

shrubs, herbs, and grasses was 27 to 38 percent lower in salvaged areas as compared to nonsalvaged areas in the

first two years. However, pine seedlings grew 17 percent higher on salvaged sites.

In Lyon (1984), researchers found that the Sleeping Child post-fire salvage logging influenced forest community

development over short periods, but over a longer period they found surprising stability and resiliency in the

lodgepole pine forest. Lyon (1984) was able to describe a consistent post-fire successional pattern, even with major

modifications fiom the logging in plant community structure. Lyon (1984) also found regeneration to be

inadequate in areas over 7,000 feet, while below that elevation tree densities were universally be so dense that be

indicated some management action is necessary.

About 570 acres would be treated with an underburn or jackpot burning. The efi'ects ofU8 and .TP on newly

established seedlings that have come in naturally could result in patches ofsome mortality. The amount of

mortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fiiel moisture, and intensity of these burns at the time of

application. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length oftime between establishment and the

burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural regeneration could re-establish

the site where the burn created areas of bare mineral soil where there is a seed source.

Alternative C

Based on the Post-fire Assessment (2000) analysis of likely areas for successful natural regeneration to a stocked condition,

field verification ofareas that can successfully natural regeneration, and including acres to be artificially regenerated; the

following statements can be made:

1 percent of the area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority of

the acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed

52 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 3 would be fiilly stocked in a timely manner. This percentage is higher in

this alternative as compared to alternatives D or F because every acre with even the slight possibility ofbeing

nonstocked in the short term are proposed for planting.

Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

60% of the area has the potential for a future stand replacing burn removing the established or establishing tree

coverage and setting forest succession back to an unstocked stand.

Stands burned at high intensity from the FVS-FFE model, as described in the fire/fuels section, indicate there is a

30 - 90 percent mortality in regeneration in stands where a reburn was modeled 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 years out.

VRU 2 stands would be successful at establishing ponderosa pine and western larch at the stand level because

planting and close monitoring would occur. There is a large percentage ofVRU 2 within this geographic area,

however the level ofplanting in this alternative would approximate establishing ponderosa pine to its historic range.

Alternative D

The cumulative efliects for Alternative D are the same as Alternative B except for the following bullets:

1 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority of

the acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed.

45 percent of the area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

Brown et a1. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality from a reburn

where fuels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 - 10 years after the fires of 2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

reburn l0 - 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 91% of the
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treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 47% ofthe commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

- In the Soils section of this Chapter, the percent of ground disturbance by yarding system and equipment is

discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% ofthe area prescribed for treatment could have some level of soil disturbance. It is

likely that this percentage ofground disturbance correlates with the amount of loss to newly established seedlings.

0 About 570 acres would be treated with an underbum or jackpot burning. The effects ofUB and JP on newly

established seedlings that have come in naturally could result in patches ofsome mortality. The amount of

mortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fuel moisture, and intensity ofthese burns at the time of

application. The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length oftime between establishment and the

burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural regeneration could re-establish

the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil where there is a seed source.

Alternative E

The cumulative efi‘ects for Alternative D are the same as Alternative B except for the following bullets:

o 1 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority of

the acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed.

o 0 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 3 would be fiilly stocked in a timely manner. This is because very few acres

in VRU 3 are included for treatment in this alternative.

0 Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

- Brown et al. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality fi'om a rebum

where fuels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years after the fires of2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

rebum l0 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 49% ofthe

treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 25% of the commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

- In the Soils section of this Chapter, the percent of ground disturbance by yarding system and equipment is

discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% ofthe area prescribed for treatment could have some level ofsoil disturbance. It is

likely that this percentage of ground disturbance correlates with the amount ofloss to newly established seedlings.

Alternative F

The cumulative efl‘ects for Alternative D are the same as Alternative B except for the following bullets:

- 1 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority of

the acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed.

u 43 percent of the area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

. Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

0 Brown et a1. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality from a rebum

where fiiels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years after the fires of 2000 as well as sapling/pole/immature trees in a

rebum l0 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 79% ofthe

treated area would have fuels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 41% ofthe commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

0 In the Soils section of this Chapter, the percent of ground disturbance by yarding system and equipment is

discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% ofthe area prescribed for treatment could have some level of soil disturbance. It is

likely that this percentage of ground disturbance correlates with the amount ofloss to newly established seedlings.

0 About 425 acres would be treated with an underbum or jackpot burning. The effects ofUB and JP on newly

established seedlings that have come in naturally could result in patches ofsome mortality. The amount of

mortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, fuel moisture, and intensity of these burns at the time of

application The largest factor in determining this mortality is the length of time between establishment and the

burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural regeneration could re-establish

the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil where there is a seed source.

Alternative G

Based on the Post-fire Assessment (2000) analysis of likely areas for successful natural regeneration to a stocked condition,

field verification of areas that can successfully natural regeneration, and including acres to be artificially regenerated; the

following statements can be made:

m
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. 1 percent of the area burned in VRU 2 would be fully stocked in a timely manner. This is because the majority of

the acres in VRU 3 are within unroaded, roadless, wilderness areas or are not within suitable timber lands where

planting and natural regeneration would be prescribed.

. 3 percent ofthe area burned in VRU 3 would be fully stocked in a timely manner.

0 Managed stands would be re-stocked in a timely manner.

0 Brown et al. (2001) indicate that a stand ofnewly established seedlings could receive mortality fi'om a rebum

where firels exceed 30 tons/acre 0 — 10 years after the fires of 2000 as well as sapling/pole/imrnature trees in a

reburn 10 — 60 years out. Fischer & Bradley (1987) also verify this. In this alternative, approximately 49% ofthe

treated area would have firels less than 30 tons/acre. For this geographic area, treatment to less than 30 tons/acre is

only 25% ofthe commercial forestland that burned with a stand replacing event.

o VRU 2 stands would be successful at establishing ponderosa pine and western larch at the stand level because

planting and close monitoring would occur. There is a large percentage ofVRU 2 within this geographic area,

however the level ofplanting in this alternative would approximate establishing ponderosa pine to its historic range.

0 In the Soils section of this Chapter, the percent ofground disturbance by yarding system and equipment is

discussed. Generally, 2 — 10% ofthe area prescribed for treatment could have some level of soil disturbance. It is

likely that this percentage ofground disturbance correlates with the amount ofloss to newly established seedlings.

0 Because of the intensity at which the bums would be prescribed for this alternative to reduce firels, particularly

larger firels, the result could be fairly considerable mortality ofnewly established seedlings that have come in

naturally. The amount ofmortality will be largely dependent upon the weather, firel moisture, and intensity of these

burns at the time of application The largest fiictor in determining this mortality is the length oftime between

establishment and the burning activity. In summary, mortality may occur but it is likely that more natural

regeneration could re-establish the site where the burn created areas ofbare mineral soil as long as a seed source

still remains.

Forestland lnteggig

Existing Condition

VRUs 2 - 4, dominate the vegetation in this Geographic Area. Elevations from the valley floor to approximately 6600 feet

include VRU 2 lands, predominately on south and westerly facing slopes. VRU 3 lands occur from the valley floor to

approximately 7000 feet. Non-classified lands for this Geographic Area also include roadless areas and wilderness study

areas. Generally, the following acres and percentages do describe the types ofvegetation present in the West Fork

Geographic Area very well.

- VRU l — 3 acres (<1 percent of Geographic Area)

0 VRU 2 - 41,643 acres (18.34 percent of Geographic Area)

0 VRU 3 — 64,576 acres (28.44 percent ofGeographic Area)

- VRU 4 — 90,342 acres (39.78 percent ofGeographic Area)

0 VRU 5 — 14,855 acres (6.54 percent of Geographic Area)

o Not Classified — 15,669 acres (6.8 percent of Geographic Area)

The following table describes the fire intensity by VRU. This gives a rough estimate ofhow the fire burned through the

VRUs. What we find is there was fairly equal distribution of fire severities across the VRUs. The big difl'erence was the

amount ofmoderate severity, which means approximately 40 — 80 percent tree mortality, in VRU 2 lands. As discussed

previously, a lethal or stand replacing fire is uncharacteristic for this VRU; and much of the moderate severity approached a

lethal event. For VRUs 3 and 4, a mosaic of fire intensity is part of their natural fire regime; and this is somewhat reflected

by the acre distribution ofeach fire severity. Much of the moderate severity mapping is more typical ofa lethal fire event

than a mixed severity fire.

Table 3-115 - Acres of Fire Severity by VRU — West Fork Geographic Area
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As explained in the previous section, post-fire stand structures were estimated at 15 — 20 years from now. In the West Fork

Geographic Area we find the following:

- Non-stocked — 1.0 percent of Geographic Area

0 Shrub — 0.1 percent of Geographic Area

0 Seed/sapling - 16 percent ofthe Geographic Area

0 Pole — 19 percent ofthe Geographic Area

0 Immature/Mature — 57 percent of the Geographic Area

As compared to the historic stand structure percentages from Losensky’s work, there is fiiirly good structural diversity at

the landscape scale in the Geographic Area after the fires of2000. Local knowledge of this area finds that the majority of

the pole size class is actually over 100 years of age, but with smaller diameters. Therefore, there is an abundance of trees

over 100 years of age that includes the pole, immature, and mature component, and a lack ofdiversity at the landscape scale

ofyounger trees — particularly in the 41 — 100 years ofage.

Environmental Consequences

Direcg lndirecg and Cumulative Effects

All Alternatives

The discussion for forestland integrity does not change at the stand or landscape level by Geographic Area. In other words,

the effects are the same regardless ofwhere you are in the landscape. Please see the effects analysis discussion for each

alternative under the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Bark Beetles

Existing Condition

Table 3-116 - Douglas-fir Beetle Hazard/Risk Rating — West Fork Geographic Area

‘ - Includes private, state, and all federal lands (including wildanss and roadless).

The analysis ofDouglas-fir bark beetle risk within the West Fork Geographic Area is included in the following table. The

acres and percentages reflect only those lands burned with a moderate or low fire severity, with the conditions ofstand

density, species composition, etc. described in the previous section Approximately 33 percent ofthe burned area rated at

high/moderate risk. Unlike the Blodgett Geographic Area, the West Fork Geographic Area has the highest numbers of

beetle populations on the Bitterroot National Forest. The risk to these acres is quite real. Some ofthe existing populations

were burned over, particularly in the Overwhich drainage and somewhat in the Coal, Chicken, West, and Little Blue

drainages. Field review determined that the beetles did not die as a result of lethal fire events, likely due to the bark

thickness ofDouglas-fir insulating them enough to withstand the fire‘s heat. Populations found in the Little Bhie fire were

exited the tree after the fire and infested neighboring trees.

  

Environmental Consequences

Direcg.I lndirecg.l & Cumulative Effects

All Alternatives

The discussion for bark beetles is not vastly diflerent at the stand or landscape scale by Geographic Area. Please see the

detailed efl'ects analysis discussion for each alternative under the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area.

The pre-existing epidemic ofDouglas-fir bark beetles is present in this Geographic Area; and much of the high/moderate

hazard/risk acres have the potential to draw in beetles this season. The bulk ofthe highest hazard/risk acres are located

outside the burn perimeter, yet within the Geographic Area. This analysis and proposed action does not include treatment

outside the burn perimeter. Depending on where and when Douglas-fir beetle moves inside the bum perimeter in 2001 and

§
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2002, the planned intermediate harvests will be effective in reducing mortality fi'om Douglas-fir beetle. The salvage of

dead and/or dying trees only should be effective at removing populations if harvested, prior to beetle flight in 2002. The

removal ofbrood trees may only reduce populations at the stand or landscape scale slightly, but would reduce populations

to some degree.

Alternatives A, C, and G

See the discussion under the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area.

Alternative B

Please see the specific discussion for indirect, direct, and cumulative effects pertinent to this alternative in the Skalkaho

Rye Geographic Area. Under this alternative, 1,721 acres of moderate/high risk stands will be treated.

- 68 acres ofnon-commercial treatment

0 494 acres of salvaging only the dead and/or dying fire-killed and beetle infested trees

0 1,159 acres of intermediate treatment, where salvage ofdead and/or dying fire-killed and beetle infested trees

would be removed, in addition to harvesting green trees to meet fuels/structure objectives and reduce overall

susceptibility fi'om beetle caused mortality.

Alternative D

Please see the specific discussion for indirect, direct, and cumulative effects pertinent to this alternative in the Skalkaho

Rye Geographic Area. Under this alternative, 1,863 acres ofmoderate/high risk stands will be treated.

- 68 acres ofnon-commercial treatment

0 145 acres of salvaging only the dead and/or dying fire-killed and beetle infested trees

0 1,650 acres of intermediate treatment, where salvage ofdead and/or dying fire-killed and beetle infested trees

would be removed, in addition to harvesting green trees to meet fuels/structure objectives and reduce overall

susceptibility from beetle caused mortality.

Alternative E

Please see the specific discussion for indirect, direct, and cumulative effects for Alternative A There is no treatments in

this Geographic Area ofmoderate/high risk stands.

Alternative F

Please see the specific discussion for indirect, direct, and cumulative effects pertinent to this alternative in the Skalkaho

Rye Geographic Area. Under this alternative, 1,209 acres ofmoderate/high risk stands will be treated.

- 58 acres of non-commercial treatment

o 176 acres of salvaging only the dead and/or dying fire-killed and beetle infested trees

0 975 acres of intermediate treatment, where salvage of dead and/or dying fire-killed and beetle infested trees would

be removed, in addition to harvesting green trees to meet fuels/structure objectives and reduce overall susceptibility

fi'om beetle caused mortality.

Common to All Alternatives

The following is a summary of the projects and their efi'ects. In general, none of the projects have negative effects on the

forested plant community resource. Items not listed for past, ongoing, and foreseeable activities, but contained on the lists

in Appendix A were not selected, because they are not projects that affect forested vegetation All past and ongoing

activities are included as a baseline for the existing condition; and the afiected enviromnent section of this document

addresses them

Salvage sales (inchtding private and state land) would remove sawlog sized dead and/or dying trees that would eventually

fall to the ground and contribute to fuels that may feed future fires. This would decrease the chance of future high severity

fires in the areas salvaged at the stand level. At the landscape level, the treatment of fuel loadings would be similar to the

efi'ects outlined in the fire/fiiels chapter. As a result oftreatment, low severity fires may burn instead, maintaining the

forest structure in a more historic condition. The effect of salvaging on the time/dollar investment ofreforestation is

described in the stand development section of this chapter. Effects ofsalvaging on structure, composition, and structure at

the stand and landscape scale are also discussed in this chapter.
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Timber sales that thin green trees would decrease the chance ofhigh severity fires and most likely allow low severity fires

to burn in the area and fiinction in a more natural role. Thinning would also improve overall forest health, which is

described in more detail in this chapter.

Planting would increase structural diversity and species diversity across the forested landscape and work toward the desired

future condition. Discussion specific to this activity can be found in the stand development section of this chapter.

Ecosystem maintenance burning acts as a thinning, killing small trees and creating stand conditions more resistant to future

fires and insects and disease. Maintenance burning would maintain forest structure and composition more in line with

historical levels across the landscape.

Wildfire and fire suppression will continue and could affect the forestland resource by modifying the historic fire regime in

VRU 2 and by increasing the amount of forest succession in all VRUs. However, for those areas that have been managed

to meet desired conditions, a wildfire may not be a threat and simply allowed to play its natural role in the ecosystem

Fuel reduction projects (removing green merchantable and submerchantable trees), as planned on the Forest adjacent to

private land, will focus on modifying the structure and composition of stands creating desired conditions that will be

resilient to future fires and insects and disease.

Insects and diseases will continue at some level in the future, sometimes modifying stand conditions drastically, and other

times not. The potential ofbark beetle-caused mortality, in stands outside the burn perimeter, is real and may result in

further actions in the future. However, it is unknown to what extent this would occur at this time. More discussion is

included in the bark beetle section of this chapter.

Past Projects

Forest Service timber sales have lead to the stand development of the present stands and to a small degree, to the

distribution of structural stages that exist today. The past projects and their efi‘ects on stand development, forestland

integrity, and forest health are included in the existing condition section.

Forest Service artificial reforestation, completed in the past and present, contribute to the stand structure we see today.

Stand development would occur as described in Alternative A, depending on the development stage ofthe plantation. For

those plantations burned in the Fires of 2000, the effects are described in detail in this chapter.

The efiects of fire suppression on the vegetation, at a landscape scale, are discussed in Existing Condition section ofthis

chapter. Wildfires have shaped and defined the present stands on the landscape. This has increased the structural diversity

across the landscape; this amount is less than would have been expected without fire suppression.

Personal-use firewood gathering has occurred, removing the standing dead and down woody component in areas that area

accessible. Cumulatively, this has not afiected stand development or on structure or species composition

Personal-use Christmas tree harvesting involves cutting smaller seedling to pole size conifers, especially fir, scattered

across the landscape. This would have no cumulative efi’ect on stand development, landscape structure, or species

composition, since it afl'ects so little of the over-all forested landscape.

State and private timber sales have lead to the stand development of the present stands, and to a degree, to the structural

stages that exist today. The efi'ects of these projects at a landscape scale are also included in the Existing Condition.

Private salvage harvesting (Blue Joint Bay & Piquett Creek) includes the removal oftrees killed by the fire. Stand

development would occur as stated in Alternative B for areas burned at low severity. There may be structural deficiencies

at the individual stand level, due to the lack of snags or coarse woody debris retained; but cumulatively, the effect at the

landscape scale is negligible. The state Coal Creek Timber Sale includes thinning in mature VRU 2 and 3 stands. Stand

development would occur as stated in Alternative B low severity burns.

Painted Rocks dam construction — Removed timber fi'om the suitable timber base; and trees will not grow there again.

Ongoing Projects

Fire suppression will continue to afi‘ect vegetation at the landscape scale. The effects of this activity are discussed in

Existing Condition in this chapter.

Personal-use firewood gathering has occurred, removing the standing dead and down woody component in areas that area

accessible. Cumulatively, this has not affected stand development, structure or composition, since it takes place on a very

limited area in the landscape.

Personal-use Christmas tree harvesting involves cutting smaller seedling to pole size conifers, especially fir, scattered

across the landscape. This would have no cumulative effect on stand development, or on structure or composition, since it

affects a very small percentage of the landscape.
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Douglas-fir bark beetle populations would continue to increase due to more susceptible trees within the areas of the 2000

fires. Other beetles will also be present and cause tree mortality. The extent these would occur is unknown.

Tree planting in managed stands — An additional 246 acres ofburned plantations would be planted within the next five

years. The total acres ofburned natural and planted stands regenerated for this Geographic Area would be 1300. Stand

development would occur as stated in Alternative B for planted areas.

Fern Trap TS - This project is not in the Geographic Area and would not affect stand development for this project.

Beaverwoods Timber Sale included regeneration and intermediate harvesting in VRU 2, 3, and 4.

Beaverwoods Post and Pole Timber Sales removes small diameter lodgepole pine in this Geographic Area. Thinning these

stands improved the growth of individual trees in these stands. Stand development would occur as stated in Alternative A

for stands that burned with low severity. Cumulatively, there would be more stands in this Geographic Area in VRU 4 that

had more growing space for the trees. This adds to the differentiation ofstands in the area that are in different age and size

classes, creating difi‘erent structural conditions for the future.

Reasonably Foreseeable Projects

Fuel reduction projects — These projects will focus on reduction ofhazardous fuels, by removing mostly green fuels. The

locations have not been determined. There could be effects to the structure and composition of stands in these areas; but

there would not be negative effects at the landscape scale.

Boundary fuels — These projects propose to remove small diameter Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine. This would lead to

stand conditions that may be able to burn within a natural fire regime in the future.

Continued beetle caused mortality — Beetles would be present in certain areas, killing trees and afl‘ecting stand structure.

Because we do not know the extent and severity ofbeetle caused mortality, it is difficult to determine the efl'ects on stand

development and forestland integrity.

Continued fire suppression in some areas may lead to disruption of fire in its natural role and disruption of the fimction of

some forested ecosystems (VRU 2). If this continues, unnatural fuel loads may be present and an event like the 2000 fires

may occur again.

Fern Trap ecobum units — This project is not in the Geographic Area and would not afi‘ect stand development for this

project.

Trapper Overlook ecobum — This is an understory burn to remove understory Douglas-fir from mature ponderosa pine

stands. Stand development, structure, and composition would occur at more natural levels.

Upper West Fork fuel reduction project — This is an understory burn to remove understory Douglas-fir from mature

ponderosa pine stands. Stand development, structure, and composition would occur at more natural levels.

Sam Billings Fuels Reduction — This project would remove small ponderosa pine. Stand development, structure, and

composition would occur at more natural levels.

Green Team Fuels Reduction - These projects will focus on reduction ofhazardous fiiels, by removing mostly green fiiels.

The locations have not been determined. There may be structural deficiencies at the individual stand level, but

cumulatively, the efi‘ect at the landscape scale is negligible.

Beaver Woods TS aspen release removes conifers from aspen stands, and cuts down the mature aspen to regenerate aspen

seedlings. Stand development would occur as stated for natural regeneration in Alternative A with a few acres of aspen

seedlings. This would increase the acres ofseedlings in VRU 4, which is desirable from a species composition perspective.

Use of Pheromones in Recreational Areas and Private Land

The Forest decided to implement Douglas-fir beetle preventative measures using antiaggregant pheromones in recreational

and/or administrative sites on the Sula and West Fork Ranger Districts. Due to the Douglas-fir beetle outbreak, special

emphasis is being taken to ensure that recreational qualities and aesthetics in and around campgrounds, trailheads, and

historical areas are maintained. These measures will be applied in the firture as long as beetle populations are high and

posing a threat to these sites.

The Forest has provided pheromones to private landowners with high/moderate hazard/risk conditions to protect their trees

from Douglas-fir beetle. This will likely be available in fixture years as long as beetle populations remain high on the

National Forest.

Recent research has demonstrated the potential value ofpheromones for influencing the distribution, and perhaps, the

amount ofDouglas-fir beetle-caused tree mortality during outbreaks (Ross and Daterrnan, 1994). Pheromones are

chemicals that are naturally produced by the beetles to communicate with one another. There are basically two types of

_—-___——___—_——___
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bark beetle pheromones. Aggregation pheromones, which are attractive to other beetles, are released by attacking beetles,

to signal to others the location of a suitable host. They are particularly important for initiating "mass attack", to overcome

the defenses of a live tree. Antiaggregation pheromones basically serve as a "no vacancy" sign to tell late arriving beetles

that the tree is full, and to find another place to breed. The antiaggregation pheromones allow beetles to regulate their

densities and minimize competition. Pheromone treatments for the Douglas-fir beetle are efl‘ective and environmentally

sensitive (McGregor et al., 1984, Ross and Daterman, 1994, Ross and Daterman, 1995). They provide managers with a tool

to proactively manage beetle outbreaks, rather than passively watching the outbreak progress and, subsequently, deciding

whether or not to take action.

Use of the Douglas-fir beetle antiaggregation pheromone, (3-methylcyclohex-2-en-l-one) (MCH), is a proven method for

protecting high-valued stands during outbreaks (Ross et. al., 1996). Although there are still some research questions to be

addressed regarding all ofthe potential uses of MCI-I, it has consistently been highly successful in preventing the infestation

of live trees in field studies. Furthermore, research has indicated that this treatment will not have any harmful effects on

natural bark beetle enemy populations (Ross and Daterman, 1994, 1995, Ross et al., 1996).

Trapping the Douglas-fir beetle in traps baited with aggregation pheromones has also been demonstrated to be effective in

influencing the distribution and possibly the amount oftree mortality during outbreaks (Ross and Daterman, 1997, 1997b).

By selective placement oftraps across the landscape, managers can influence where Douglas-fir beetle mortality occurs

and, thereby, reduce negative impacts. Further research is needed to determine the most effective ways to use pheromone

baited traps, but the approach has been demonstrated to be operationally feasible (Ross and Daterman, 1995b, 1997, 1997b,

1998).

The following recreational areas listed will be treated with the antiaggregant pheromone.

West Fork Ranger District

Rombo Creek Campground

Slate Creek Campground

Alta Campground

Fales Flat Campground

Magruder Guard Station

0 Paradise Guard Station/Campground

The MCH treatments will involve hanging small packets (bubble caps) containing MCH in trees throughout each treatment

area. The bubble caps will be deployed at a rate approximating 30 bubble caps per acre. The pheromone is then released

fiom these bubble caps and dispersed throughout each treated stand.

The antiaggregation pheromone, MCH, is registered and authorized for use by the Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA). The end use products are registered to the USDA Forest Service and Phero Tech, Inc. Pheromones are available

for commercial use and have been used extensively in the management of forest, agricultural, nursery, and garden pests. A

complete description of chemical formulations ofboth pheromones, including Materials Safety Data Sheets and

experimental use conditions and limitations for the MCH is located in the Project File for this project.

Consistency with the Bitterroot Forest Plan and Other Direction

All alternatives in all Geographic Areas are consistent with the Forest Plan, Forest Plan Amendments, and subsequent

18, l s, however the degree to which the objectives ofmanaging for healthy stands oftimber and optimizing timber growing

potential differ by varying degrees in each alternative. Adequate restocking would be assured in a timely manner in

Management areas I, 2, 3a, 3b, and 3c in the action alternatives.

Unsuitable Lands

According to 36 CFR 219.27 (c)(l), no timber harvest, other than salvage sales or sales to protect other multiple-use values,

shall occur on lands not suitable for timber production ( l6 U.S.C. 1604 (k)). Guidelines for determining suitability are

found in the Forest Plan and proposed harvest units only include areas within productive and suitable lands.

Opening Size

The National Forest Management Act (NFMA) (US. Public Law 94-588, 1976) stipulated that openings created by even

aged silviculture should conform to size limits for geographical areas, except where otherwise specified. The general

established size limit is no more than 40 acres for each even-aged regeneration harvest (e.g., clearcut, seed tree,

shelterwood) unit. The specific exception, as stipulated in the NFMA regulations 2l9.27(d)(2)(iii), is that the established

size limits will not apply to the size of areas harvested as a result of natural catastrophic condition, such as fire, insect and

disease attack, or windstorrn (USDA Forest Service, 1982).
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THREATENED, ENDANGERED AND SENSITIVE PLANTS

Introduction

An evaluation of threatened, endangered, and sensitive plant species for the Burned Area Recovery project was conducted

in order to determine species most likely to be affected by proposed activities. Since this analysis was done on a large

burned area, existing pre-fire data was used wherever possible. The Montana Natural Heritage Program (MTNHP)

database was reviewed for known locations of sensitive plants within the burned areas. Plant populations located as a result

ofpast project level surveys were also included. The analysis area was then assessed for inclusion ofhabitat that might be

suitable for other sensitive plant species by reviewing pre-fire aerial photographs.

Using this evaluation method, a list was compiled ofsensitive plant species that either were known to occur within the

burned area pre-fire, or had the potential to occur in the area based on suitable habitat (see Table 3-117, below). Since this

analysis covers such an extensive area, with most types ofhabitat represented (except alpine), the following list is broken

down by Vegetation Response Units (VRU) or habitat, with a description ofknown habitat requirements and species

distributions following.

Field surveys were conducted fi'om May through July of2001 in burned areas that haven’t been previously surveyed.

Areas with lcnown pre-fire locations were visited to determine the extent ofpost-fire recovery. Plant species such as Lemhi

penstemon (Penstemon Iemhiensis), hollyleafclover (Tnfolium gymnocarpon), woolly head clover (Tnfolium eriocephalum

ssp. arcuatum), dwarf onion (Allium parvum), and Rocky Mountain paintbrush (CastiIIeja covilleana) were seen

resprouting or germinating the first year post-fire, even in severely burned areas. Most ofthe other species listed below

were not known fi'om areas included within the burned area. Since these species are adapted to fire, it was expected they

would resprout within a few years ofburning (Brown and Smith 2000). An evaluation of the efl‘ects from management

activities on sensitive plant species and their habitat is found below in the effects analysis.

Since our knowledge ofmost ofthe species on the Bitterroot National Forest sensitive plant list is still limited, it is

important to be aware that species may be found in areas outside ofwhat is currently thought to be "suitable" habitat. This

is especially true in the post-fire environment where soil heating and nutrient flushes may activate seeds dormant in the

seed bank for many years (Brown and Smith 2000). Two annual species seen only rarely on the Forest prior to the fires,

Bicknell’s geranium (Geranium bicknellii) and dragonhead (Dracocephalum parviflorum), have been seen germinating in

many ofthe burned areas. Other annuals, such as miner’s lettuce (Montia perfoliata), blue-eyed Mary (Collinsia

parviflora), and sand phacelia (Phacelia Iinearis) were seen in large populations throughout the burned areas, with

abnormally large growth patterns due to the post-fire nutrient flush. In addition, hard coated seeds from the species wild

hollyhock (Iliamna rivularis) and shiny-leafceanothus (Ceanothus velutinus) have sprouted. Ceanothus seeds can remain

dormant in the soil for up to two hundred years until fire heats the soil sufiiciently to break the seed coat (Brown and Smith

2000). For this reason some areas that were previously surveyed were resurveyed the spring and summer of2001,

particularly in geographic areas where sensitive plants are known to occur.

Regulatory Framework

The Endangered Species Act requires that the Forest Service conserve endangered and threatened species. The National

Forest Management Act and Forest Service policy direct that National Forests be managed to maintain populations of all

existing native plant and animal species at or above minimum population levels. A minimum viable population consists of

the number of individuals adequately distributed throughout their range necessary to perpetuate the existence ofthe species

in natural, genetically stable, self-sustaining populations. Plant species for which population viability is a concern are

identified by the Forest Service as sensitive species. This category may include federal candidates (plants being studied by

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for proposed listing as threatened or endangered status), or plant species proposed for

listing as threatened or endangered in the Federal Register (Lesica and Shelly, 1991). Forest Service policy requires that

activities conducted on National Forests be reviewed for possible impacts on endangered, threatened or sensitive species

(USDA Forest Service, 1992b).

There is one federally listed threatened plant species in the state of Montana. Water howellia (Howellia aquatilis) was

listed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on July 14, 1994. Water howellia is an aquatic plant restricted to small pothole

ponds or still waters ofabandoned river oxbows. This species is not known to occur on the Bitterroot National Forest. The

Northern Region Sensitive Plant Species List (USDA Forest Service, 1999) identifies a number ofplants for each National

Forest for which population viability is a concern. This list includes 32 vascular and three non-vascular plant species on the

Bitterroot National Forest.
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Area of Analysis

The area of analysis for the entire affected environment includes all burn areas within the Blodgett Fire, West Fork

Bitterroot Fires, East Fork Bitterroot Fires, and the Skalkaho-Rye Fires as described in the Post-fire Assessment (PF,

NFMA/NEPA-l). Sensitive plant species, potentially impacted by proposed activities, or known to occur within the area of

analysis, are listed in the following section.

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

The following table is a list of sensitive plant species that are known to occur, or have the potential to occur, within areas of

proposed activities. Descriptions ofhabitat, species requirements, and species distribution follow the table. Most ofthese

species should respond favorably to fire since they occur in fire-adapted plant communities.

Table 3-117 - Known Present or Potentially Present Sensitive Plant Species

Scienti rc Name T"

Moist Douglas-fir wooll -head clover Tri olium eriocehalum ss. arcuatum

holl leaf clover Tri olium 3 mm on

VRU 4 — Cool Lodgepole Pine and cand tick Allotroa vir ata

Lower Subalpine Icelandmoss foliose lichen Cetraria subalina

Rocky Areas (includes rock outcrops western boneset Euatorium occidentale

and talus) reen-bush Glossoetalon nevadense

Idaho oldenweed Haloa us aberrans

Calcareous Soils Sa hire rockcress Arabis ecunda

Vemally Moist Rocky Areas sandweed Ath sanus usillus

scal od Idahoa scar‘; era

storm saxifiae (aine

VRU l and VRU 2 — Grasslands; AIIium acuminatum

Warm, Dry Ponderosa Pine Allium arvum

&Douglas'fir Roc Mountain aintbrush Castille‘a covilleana

Halimolobos e lexa var. lemhiensis

Penstemon Iemhiensis

Penslemon a ettensis

VRU 2 and VRU 3 ~ Cool, Dry, and Oro enia usi ormis

-_

-_

B
I‘
a§ isE‘.<a

Wetlands (incl fens, seeps, streams) oor sede Carex auercula ‘

C ri edrum arvi orum

D owns mm!“ 1

iant helleborine E iactus i; antea ‘

western earl-flower Heterocodon rarr orum

marsh felwort Lomato onium rotatum

California false hellebore Verarmm calr'fornicum

VRU 1 and 2

The eight species listed above for these VRUs are found in open ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) forests and grasslands

or dry Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) sites. Extensive field surveys have been done in these areas in association with

Forest-wide projects. Turkey-peas and hollyleaf clover prefer some tree canopy and are not as common in pure grasslands.

Puzzling halimolobos has been found in the extreme southern end of the Forest near Beaver and Woods Creeks. Taper tip

onion has been found far to the east in the Anaconda-Pintler Wilderness and on the Lolo National Forest to the north.

Areas with known populations ofpuzzling halimolobos were not known to burn severely in the 2000 fires. Dwarfonion is

a low-growing native onion that prefers areas with bare soil in grasslands and open ponderosa pine habitats. These are also

the micro sites preferred by spotted knapweed (Centaurea biebersteinii). The continued spread of spotted knapweed onto

these sites is the main threat to dwarf onion populations. Rocky Mountain paintbrush is associated with open, rocky areas

#
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at higher elevations and in open ponderosa pine and grasslands at lower elevations. Populations ofharsh paintbrush

(Castilleja hispida) are being monitored on the Forest in areas where timber harvest and underburning are prescribed

(USDA Forest Service, 1999b). Proposed activities have not occurred yet, but one of the monitored populations was lightly

burned in the fires of2000. Continued monitoring of this population may reveal something more about the impacts of fire

on paintbrush species. Harsh paintbrush is similar to Rocky Mountain paintbrush and may be one of the species that

hybridizes with it, so monitoring of the more common harsh paintbrush could contribute to our knowledge ofRocky

Mountain paintbrush ecology.

Lemhi penstemon is a regionally endemic species known only in southwestern Montana and parts ofLemhi County, Idaho.

This species is associated with grasslands, sagebrush, and open ponderosa pine stands. On the Bitterroot Forest,

populations are threatened by the encroachment of spotted knapweed. Fire suppression is also thought to be a contributing

factor in the decline of the species (Elzinga, 1997). Payette penstemon is another endemic species found mostly to the

south ofthe Bitterroot Forest in Idaho. Only a couple ofpopulations occur on the West Fork Ranger District and there is

speculation that hybridization may occur with Lemhi penstemon. A population ofLemhi penstemon has been monitored on

the West Fork District since 1994 to help determine trends in population size and monitor effects of noxious weed

treatments and prescribed burning on the species (USDA Forest Service, 1999b). Results fi'om monitoring on the

Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest indicate that prescribed burning will increase population size in some populations

(Heidel and Shelly, 2001).

The bitterroot (Lewisia rediviva) is Montana’s state flower and a plant of cultural significance to the Salish Tribe. This

species grows on harsh, rocky sites usually on low elevation ridge tops or south fiicing slopes. Bitterroot populations are

threatened by development in the lower elevations of the Bitterroot Valley and competition by spotted knapweed and sulfur

cinquefoil (PotentiIIa recta).

VRU3

Turkey-peas and hollyleafclover have been found associated with dry to moist Douglas-fir forests. Woolly-head clover has

also been found in open meadows associated with lodgepole pine and Douglas-fir. All of these species prefer some light

coming through the canopy, and are often found along the forest edge or in areas where VRU 2 and 3 intergrade. Sensitive

plant species found in VRU 2 areas may intergrade into drier VRU 3 habitat as well.

VRU4

Candystick usually occurs in older, mature, open lodgepole pine stands in the subalpine fir/beargrass (Abies

Iasiocarpa/Xerophyllum tenax) habitat type and is associated with beargrass and grouse whortleberry. It is a mycotrophic

species, obtaining carbohydrates from a mycorrhizal fungus connected with its roots (Elzinga, 1997). The mycorrhizae are

usually associated with lodgepole pine or some other subalpine conifer species in the northern Rockies. Harvesting trees in

candystick habitat is one immediate threat to this species. However, the dominant threat to candystick is thought to be

years of fire suppression, resulting in a greater likelihood of large, stand replacing fires in areas that may have burned in a

more mosaic pattern in the past (Lichthardt, 1995). These large, stand-replacing fires essentially destroy candystick habitat.

The ecology of candystick is still not well understood, since it is unknown when conditions become appropriate for

candystick seed, mycorrhizae, and conifer root to unite. It could take up to 100 years for these sites to recover to a point

where candystick colonization will recur. Two candystick populations on the Bitterroot Forest have been monitored since

the early l990’s. Both sites have been harvested and one site was underburned. Monitoring plots were set up in control

areas, as well as areas with or without burning. Results do indicate that harvesting live trees will cause mortality within the

population, although even leaving a few trees appears to provide suficient habitat for candystick plants to sprout (USDA

Forest Service, 1999b). Since live trees are still essential for candystick to flower and reproduce, trees killed in the 2000

fires in candystick habitat will not serve as viable host trees. Although some survey work for candystick had been done in

VRU 4 prior to the fires, there are areas that burned severely where no fieldwork had been done. Field surveys the first

year post-fire in these areas would not be a worthwhile efi‘ort.

Icelandmoss (Cetraria subalpina) is a foliose lichen species that is most commonly found on the base of ericaceous shrubs

(such as menziesia and huckleberry) in subalpine areas. This species was added to the Forest Sensitive Plant list in 1999,

so field surveys completed prior to the new list did not include lcelandmoss. No populations of this lichen species were

found in surveys since 1999, which included only a few areas that burned in 2000. Therefore it is unknown if this species

did exist prior to the fires. It would be difficult to survey for this species in areas ofhigh severity burn since an existing

shrub plant is a required substrate for this lichen.

Mountain kittentails is on the Montana Natural Heritage Program (MTNHP) watch list as a species of limited distribution in

subalpine habitat in the state ofMontana.
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Rocky Areas (includes rock outcrops and talus)

Western boneset occurs in rocky outcrops and talus slopes. Greenbush and Idaho goldenweed are only known from

granitic rock outcrops in the West Fork District. Since such areas contain very little ground firel, the burn severity in these

areas was likely only light.

Calcareous Soils

Sapphire rockcress is endemic to the southwestern part ofMontana. It occurs in soils derived from calcareous parent

material. Known populations in this area are all on private property in lower elevations on the east side ofthe Bitterroot

Valley. Extensive survey work on Forest Service lands has revealed areas with suitable habitat. No populations of

Sapphire rockcress are known on Bitterroot Forest land, although populations do occur on the Beaverhead-Deerlodge

Forest to the south and east.

Vernally Moist Rocky Areas

Sandweed and scalepod are known to occur together in vernally moist rocky areas on the west side canyons. These sites

are south facing, drying as the summer progresses. Both these species are dificult to see due to their small size and

disappear sometime in May or June, so surveys need to be done early in the spring. One sandweed population that was

lightly burned in the Saloon Fire (2000) was recovering well in the spring of 2001.

Storm saxifiage is known from vernally moist open soils and rocky ledges in the subalpine and alpine zones. It is endemic

to southwestern Montana.

Wetlands (includes fens, seeps, streams)

Some ofthe riparian areas in the analysis area burned hot, but plant species should recover quickly due to high soil

moisture. No known species of sensitive plants burned in riparian areas during this fire season. However, populations of

northern golden-carpet (Chrysosplenium rerrandrum) a species of special concern on the Bitterroot Forest did burn

Northern golden-carpet is a riparian species that grows on moss covered logs or rocks, along stream banks, and in seepy

areas. Poor sedge, marsh felwort, and crested shield fern are associated with fens and wet meadows. Small yellow lady's

slipper has never been found on the Forest but is known from moist forests and forested riparian areas on the Flathead

National Forest. One population ofgiant helleborine was located on the Bitterroot National Forest along the Salmon River

in the Frank Church River ofNo Return Wilderness. Giant helleborine is often found associated with thermal areas. Only

one population of California false hellebore has been found on the Bitterroot Forest, along the Sapphire Divide. This

species is associated with wet meadows and riparian areas in the montane and subalpine zones. Western pearl-flower has

been found in moist swales in the foothills of the Bitterroot Mountains. This is an annual species and would probably

respond firvorably to light severity fire.

Effects Analysis Methods

The effects ofproposed management activities on sensitive plant species were assessed by evaluating impacts to population

numbers, habitat and population viability ofthm species at several geographic scales: 1) global range; 2) statewide range;

3) on the Bitterroot National Forest and; 4) within the project area.

Seven sensitive plant species are known to occur in areas potentially affected by proposed activities: dwarfonion,

candystick, western boneset, Lemhi penstemon, Rocky Mountain paintbrush, woolly-head clover, and hollyleaf clover.

Detailed descriptions of these species are included in the Project File. An evaluation of the possible efi‘ects fi'om

management activities on these species is included below in the effects analysis. Analysis ofeffects is based on our present

knowledge of these species’ adaptations to fire and person-caused disturbances. This may include extrapolation ofknown

data from more common species within the same genus.

Three species of special concern were also located within the burned area: northern golden-carpet, bitterroot, and mountain

kittentails. An analysis of effects will be done on these species as well, however, since these are not species listed on the

Bitterroot Forest Sensitive Species List, they will not be included in the Biological Evaluations

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Common to All Alternatives

All of the activities proposed in this analysis would be accomplished within the perimeter of fires that burned during the

2000 fire season. Impacts on sensitive plant species would vary with alternative and burn severity. It is normally expected

§
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that most sensitive and other native plant species occurring in VRU 2 and 3 will respond well to low to moderate burn

severities. These plant communities have adapted to frequent, low intensity fires (Brown and Smith 2000). Historically,

average fire frequency for VRU 2 was five to 25 years, aiding in reducing understory vegetation that promotes fuel

loadings. However, some ofthese areas burned more severely in 2000, due to multi-storied buildup of fuels resulting fi'om

years of fire suppression. Sensitive plants and other native plants are still expected to come back; but it could take longer

for recovery, since plant tissues just below the soil surface may have been damaged.

Noxious Weeds

An additional impact in high burn severity areas ofVRU 2 and 3 is the loss of forest canopy that formerly shaded out most

noxious weeds (particularly spotted knapweed). Although there is little scientific information on the impacts ofburning on

spotted knapweed spread, a recent review points to some anecdotal evidence that underbuming on a site where knapweed

currently exists will cause it to increase (Rice and Sacco, 1995). Studies done on shelterwood cuts have indicated that

knapweed canopy cover increases in the second year following timber harvest and underbuming (USDA Forest Service,

2001b). Low severity burns usually don't kill individual knapweed plants because of their deep taproots and a low severity

burn is usually not hot enough to kill seeds buried in the soil. Burned area surveys in 2001 support these studies as

widespread resprouting ofknapweed was seen in low severity burn areas. These plants were robust and healthy-looking.

However, Rice and Sacco also noted that high severity burns create the type of disturbance desirable for knapweed

colonization from off-site. As previously established plants flower in the burn areas, there is a very high potential for weed

seed to spread into high-severity areas as well.

Reforestation

There are anywhere from about 20,000 to 36,000 burned acres proposed for artificial reforestation depending on the

alternative selected. Reforestation activities would include planting at 12 by 12 foot spacing by hand. There would be no

machine scarification, so ground-disturbing impacts should be minimal Artificial reforestation is necessary due to the lack

of viable native conifer seed. The short-term impacts ofthese activities may mean some slight disturbance of sensitive

plant habitat. There would be no impacts on individual sensitive plant species since sites selected for planting will most

likely be areas where there is minimal vegetation in order to reduce competition. It will be important for tree planters to

check their clothing and boots for noxious weed seed prior to entering each project area in order not to spread seed into new

areas (see mitigation measures, Table 2-9).

Watershed Restoration

Roads left open would be brought up to current Best Management Practices (BMP) standards, helping to reduce runofl"that

causes erosion and impacts native plant communities. Other roads would be decommissioned, obliterated, or put in storage,

thereby closing ofl'many corridors ofweed spread that have or potentially could impact native and sensitive plant habitat.

Revegetation ofroad prisms and cut, and fill slopes would improve vegetative cover, reducing weed encroachment, erosion,

and potentially improving habitat for sensitive plant species.

Cumulative Effects

Common to all Alternatives

All of the present or foreseeable future actions currently proposed on Bitterroot National Forest lands are based on

the population viability and geographic distribution of all sensitive plant subpopulations on Bitterroot National

Forest lands. The extent to which sensitive plant populations and their habitat have been impacted by past management

activities is unknown. It is probable that more suitable habitat existed prior to fire suppression activities. As mentioned

above, the high severity fires of2000 were partially a result of fuel accumulations from 50 or more years of fire

suppression. The cumulative impact of these fires on sensitive plant habitat is an important consideration, since fire

intervals in VRU 2 and 3 are not within their natural range.

The widespread invasion of spotted knapweed, since its introduction in the 1930s, has created additional reductions in

suitable sensitive and native plant habitat. In some areas, shading provided by tree canopy was the only protection from

noxious weed encroachment. The stand replacing fires in VRU 2 and 3 have removed this canopy and now leave openings

in the forest ripe for invasion of spotted knapweed, sulfur cinquefoil, goatweed, and other noxious weeds. The risk of weed

encroachment will vary by geographic area and alternative.

5
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Blodgett Geographic Area

Area of Analysis

The area analyzed for the Blodgett Geographic Area includes all National Forest lands burned within the perimeter of the

Blodgett Fire, from Blodgett Creek north to Sheafinan Creek, excluding lands within the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness (PF,

NFMA/NEPA-l). All units with proposed activities were analyzed, as well as surrounding lands where known sensitive

plants are located or where sensitive plant surveys have been completed before.

Existing Condition

VRU l and 2

Potentially suitable habitat did exist for hollyleaf clover, dwarfonion, and taper tip onion prior to the fire, although

extensive surveys in conjunction with the Stevensville Southwest Integrated Resource Analysis (l99l-93) never revealed

these species. None of the other sensitive plant species listed above had been found within the perimeter ofthe Blodgett

Fire during these surveys. There are known populations ofbitterroots within the burned area, although these sites did not

burn severely due to the lack ofground fiiels.

VRU3

There are no known occurrences ofturkey-peas, hollyleaf clover, or woolly-head clover within the Blodgett Fire perimeter.

Suitable habitat did exist in the area prior to the fire, although extensive surveys along the face of the Bitterroot Mountains

have never turned up these species.

VRU4

Known populations ofcandystick occur north ofMill Creek in a high severity burn area. There are no known populations

of Icelandmoss in the Blodgett Fire area, although potentially suitable habitat did exist pre-fire.

Rocky Areas (includes rock outcrops and talus)

There have been no populations of western boneset, greenbush, or Idaho goldenweed found in rocky areas in the Blodgett

Fire area during past survey work. A population of western boneset was found in a talus slope to the north ofthe Blodgett

Fire in the Silverthome Creek drainage. Due to the lack of suitable habitat, it is highly unlikely that greenbush or Idaho

goldenweed would occur here.

Calcareous Soils

No populations and no suitable habitat for Sapphire Rockcress were found in the Blodgett Fire areas during survey work

done prior to the fires.

Vernally Moist, Rocky Areas

Populations ofsandweed and scalepod are known to occur in the Blodgett Fire area in the Blodgett and Mill Creek canyons.

Both populations are located in open, rocky, ledges on south-facing slopes in the Blodgett and Mill Creek canyons. Due to

the sparse fuels, fire that swept through these steep canyons was mostly low-intensity. These annual species were dormant

during the August fire season and should respond well to the flush ofnutrients in the soil. A population of sandweed was

noted to be recovering well the spring of 2001 alter the Saloon Fire of2000 (PP. Doc. SENSITIVE PLANTS-22). A new

population ofboth sandweed and scalepod was located in an unburned area above Sheafinan Creek this spring. The closest

population of storm saxifi'age occurs to the north ofthe Blodgett Fire, on St. Joseph Peak. Habitat in the subalpine areas of

the fire did not contain suitable habitat for this species and alpine areas did not burn

Wetlands (includes Fens, Seeps, Streams)

Although some riparian areas did burn hot in the Blodgett Fire, no known populations of riparian sensitive plant species

were known fi'om extensive previous surveys. A population ofwestern pearl-flower does occur to the north ofthe Blodgett

Fire area and potentially suitable habitat exists within the burned area. The moist swales western pearl-flower is known to

occur in, will probably recover quickly, and this annual species should respond well to fire disturbance.

”
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Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

The No Action Alternative would leave the proposed activity areas in their present post-fire condition. No further activities

would occur other than completion of Burned Area Emergency Rehabilitation (BAER) work started in the fiill. There

should be no adverse impacts to individual sensitive plant species in the Blodgett Geographic Area as a result ofthe No

Action Alternative. The only known populations ofsensitive plants occur in VRU 4, where stand-replacing fires are part of

the natural fire regime. In the long-term, however, there could be adverse impacts on potentially suitable sensitive plant

habitat. As fire-killed trees fall down over the next 20 or so years, large amounts of dry fuels will accumulate on the

ground creating a potential fire hazard (Brown and Reinhardt, 2001). The arid environment of the Northern Rockies slows

the decaying process ofwoody material, instead drying wood rapidly. These large fuel accumulations could increase the

potential for high severity fires during the next several decades. Sensitive plant species that occur in VRU 2 and 3 are

adapted to frequent, low intensity natural fires (Arno 1976; Brown and Smith, 2000). These species have below ground

woody root systems that should easily survive the flashy types offires that historically burned in these dry, lower elevation

VRUs. With increased potential for high severity fires occurring there is an increased possibility of soil heating and

damage to below ground plant tissue. These areas could be impacted by the occurrence ofanother severe fire. Plants will

take a few years to recover from the 2000 fires, since years of fire suppression have taken these areas out oftheir natural

fire regime. If another severe fire were to occur in future decades, native and sensitive plant recovery might be further

compromised. Spotted knapweed is expected to increase in areas where canopy cover has been lost in the fires of 2000

(USDA Forest Service, 2000a). Another such event in which recovery ofnative plants is compromised could create a

monoculture ofweeds. This may also result in more bare soil and knapweed spread (see above “Efl'ects Common to all

Action Alternatives”, for further information on weed encroachment).

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Activities proposed in Alternatives B, D, E, and F include harvesting fire-killed trees using helicopter, over-snow, and

skyline cable logging methods. In low severity burn areas, Alternative D also includes the use oflow ground pressure

equipment during the dry season. About 100 to 150 fewer acres proposed for harvest activities in Alternative B, than

Alternatives D, E, or F. Units 4, 5,13, 610, 61 l, and 755 were surveyed in previous years as part ofthe Stevensville

Southwest Project (1993). There were no sensitive plant species found in these areas prior to the fires, so there should be

no adverse impacts to any sensitive plant species due to proposed activities. There is a possibility ofwestern pearl-flower,

sandweed, or scalepod occurring in vernally moist areas that weren't surveyed previously. However, these type areas

should not be impacted by any proposed activities if streamside Best Management Practices are followed. A population of

bitterroot plants is located above Unit 4; and these plants should not be impacted by proposed activities. The plants are

located in open areas where there are no trees. Bitterroots are a plant of special concern on the Bitterroot Forest due to their

cultural significance to the Salish and Kootenai Tribes. Unit 4 is a wildland-urban interface fuels reduction unit. Due to

the unsuitable landtypes in this area, the unit will not be commercially harvested. Fire-killed trees would be cut and jackpot

burned. These activities should not impact bitterroot populations since the plants are located in open, rocky areas upslope

fi'om Unit 4.

Although these species were not found during pre-fire surveys, there is suitable habitat for dwarfonion, taper tip onion, and

hollyleaf clover in Units 4, 5, 13, 610, 611, and 755. It is unlmown what the historical range or distribution of these

sensitive plant species was, but it is possible that the high severity fires that swept through the area in 2000 created a fertile

bed for germination oflong buried seed. However, it is unlikely that any ofthese sensitive plants will suddenly appear on

the site. The main threat to habitat suitability for any native plant species is the spread of noxious weeds, such as spotted

knapweed and sulfur cinquefoil (see discussion above in “Effects Common to All Action Alternatives” for firrther

discussion on weed encroachment into burned areas). In the short term, natural vegetative recovery should be at a level to

prevent weed encroachment. However, long-term recovery ofnative plant communities might be impaired by the canopy

openings and increased risk ofweed encroachment on these areas. Proposed reforestation activities in Units 5, 610, and

611 should assist in speeding up the rate of time that canopy cover would be available to aid in deterring weed spread.

Reforestation activities should not adversely impact sensitive plant habitat as long as site preparation is performed manually

and restricted to the planting site. Since there were no sensitive plant species seen in this geographic area reforestation

should not adversely impact any sensitive plant species. One landing site is proposed on Forest Service lands at the end of

Forest Service Road 13105 for Alternatives B and D. This is located at a switchback where FS Road 13106 takes 05. Two

——————_—__——————'———"_——I——
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other landings would be constructed if Alternative F were selected. Roads would be closed and revegetated after harvest

activities are completed as part of the proposed watershed improvement projects. All landing sites would be rehabilitated

and revegetated. Road closures assist in reducing the risk of weed spread by revegetating and reducing corridors ofweed

transmission. Roads 438, 735, and 736 would be left open, but graveled to comply with Best Management Practices

standards.

Field visits to the Blodgett Area during the spring and summer of2001 noted excellent recovery of the native plant

component in burned areas. Cooler sites contained extensive stands ofpinegrass (Calamagrostis rubescens), flowering in

the post burn environment. Shrub species such as snowberry (.Symphoricarpos albus), spiraea (Spiraea betulifolia), and

Scouler’s willow (Salix scouleriana) were sprouting fi'om rhizomes and root crowns. Open areas near Unit 4 had good

recovery ofnative bunchgrasses and forb species. Species such as Idaho fescue (Festuca idahoensis), junegrass (Koeleria

cristata), Sandberg’s bluegrass (Poa sandbergii), arrowleafbalsamroot (Balsamorhiza sagitazta), lupine (Lupinus sp.), and

yarrow (Achillea millefolium) came back in healthy condition and increased numbers over pre-burn observations (PF;

PLANTS-23). Spotted knapweed was also present and it remains to be seen ifnumbers will increase and begin competing

with the native plant community.

Burned areas in VRU 4 would not be impacted by proposed activities because no activities are proposed in VRU 4 for the

GA. There was a population of candystick and suitable candystick habitat was found in this VRU prior to the fires.

Alternative C

No fuel reduction activities are included in this alternative. Only reforestation in Unit 5 and watershed improvement

activities are proposed. Reforestation should increase the rate of recovery oftree species providing shade for weed

competition. There are no sensitive plant species in Unit 5, based on previous surveys (see Effects of Alternative B,

above); so there would be no direct impacts on sensitive plant species as a result of activities proposed in Alternative C.

Indirect impacts would be similar to those for Alternative A — No Action. Road improvement activities are the same as in

Alternative B and should assist in improving habitat for native plants by reducing weed spread along road corridors.

Alternative G

Fuel reduction treatments are limited to cutting, felling and placing black trees within units followed by underbuming.

These activities should not adversely impact any sensitive plant species or their habitat since there were no sensitive plant

species found. Watershed improvement and noxious weed prevention techniques should help reduce the risk ofweed

spread. As in Alternative C, reforestation will increase the rate of forest recovery, providing shade for weed competition.

Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

The cumulative effects of not reducing fuels in burned areas ofthe Blodgett Fire are an increased accumulation ofcoarse

woody debris within the burned areas. Fuel loadings ofabout 30 tons/acre or more could increase the severity of any fire

event occurring in future decades (Brown and Reinhardt, 2000). Units 4, 5, 13, and 14 all have fuel loadings above this

level. As noted above in Direct and Indirect Efiects, continued high severity fires would result in more bare soil and risk of

knapweed spread. The Bitterroot National Forest is currently contracting the preparation ofan EIS addressing weed

treatments in burned areas throughout the Forest. Although this would aid in reducing the risk ofweed spread from

roadside populations onto slopes, another fire event like 2000 could set succession of the native plant community back once

again Since there are no known populations of sensitive plants in VRU 2 or 3 of the Blodgett Geographic area, the

cumulative effects ofNo Action to reduce fuel should not adversely impact sensitive plant populations or their population

viability. There may be some adverse impacts on potentially suitable sensitive plant habitat due to further infestation of

noxious weeds and the slow recovery of native plants.

By leaving roads in their current condition, there is a greater risk ofweeds spreading along existing road corridors. Closing

and revegetating roads as proposed in all other alternatives would assist in preventing this weed spread. All action

alternatives propose reforestation of severely burned areas. No reforestation would increase the length of time for a

forested canopy to grow and assist in shading out weeds.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Several activities have already been accomplished, or would be accomplished within the year, that could add impacts to the

Blodgett Fire area when considered along with the current proposed activities in Alternatives B, D, E, or F. Activities

W
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occurring on adjacent private property include salvage logging in the Pinesdale area just below National Forest Lands.

These logging activities were initiated over dry soil last fall. Without the protection of fi'ozen ground or compacted snow,

such activities would likely increase the rate ofweed spread already enhanced by the impacts of last year’s wildfires. The

Montana Department ofNatural Resources and Conservation (DNRC) is proposing a fire salvage sale on the Blodgett face

on state lands. Most of this would be helicopter logged, but there would be some ground-based logging on gentler slopes.

Ground-based logging would increase the risk of weed spread to non-infested areas since the area is already heavily

infested with spotted knapweed. A five-acre demonstration fuels reduction project was implemented by the Bitterroot

Forest this winter in the Sheridan Creek drainage, just 05Forest Service Road 438. This project was accomplished over

frozen ground; and harvested timber was lefl beside the road for firewood gatherers. Native understory vegetation was

recovering well this spring on the demo site (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-23). Winter logging activities helped reduce the

risk ofnoxious weed invasion, as well as removing fire-killed trees that might add fuel for future fire events. Additional

ground disturbing activities are proposed in the Sheafinan Fuels Reduction Project, in unburned areas just north ofthe

Blodgett Fire, in order to reduce fuels in the Pinesdale municipal watershed (ie., Sheafinan Creek). These activities could

also add to the threat ofweed spread. The Sheafinan Project proposes to cut trees using a feller/buncher or in-woods

processor, and yard trees with a forwarder or helicopter. Tops and limbs would be piled with a small excavator and burned,

followed by a light jackpot/underbum in the spring. Some prescribed burning only is also planned for northeast-facing

slopes. The cumulative impacts ofthese activities, in addition to the 2000 fire event, increases the risk ofweed spread due

to ground disturbing activities on bare soils. The Bitterroot Forest is preparing a Noxious Weed EIS, integrating several

weed treatment methods, to cover many of the high-risk weed areas impacted by the fires. The planned Weed EIS should

aid in reducing the spread ofweeds; and proposed reforestation activities should speed up the rate of time that canopy cover

would be available for deterring weed spread. The risk ofweed spread from proposed activities in Alternatives B, D, E, or

F should be weighed against the potential for high severity fires during the next several decades, because of fire]

accumulations created by the 2000 fires. Proposed activities in Alternative E of the Blodgett area would only minimally

contribute to long-term fuel reduction, but would reduce the risk ofweed spread in the short term.

Alternative C

The cumulative efi'ects of Alternative C would be similar to those in the No Action Alternative. However, the proposed

reforestation of severely burned areas should help reduce the risk ofweed spread by accelerating the reestablishrnent of

canopy cover on these sites. Watershed improvement projects would also assist in reducing the risk ofweed spread by

closing and revegetating corridors ofweed transmission. Since the] reduction would not occur, there is still the potential

for high severity fire events during the next several decades as a result of fuel accumulations created by the 2000 fire event.

The cumulative effects ofpast activities and reasonably foreseeable activities are described below in the cumulative effects

on Alternatives B, D, E, and F. Since no timber will be harvested in Alternative C there is less likelihood that current or

firture activities would contribute to cumulative impacts in the Blodgett Area.

Alternative G

The cumulative impacts ofpast, present and reasonably foreseeable projects plus Alternative G should be similar to those of

Alternative C, although Alternative G proposes felling, piling and burning excess woody debris in the area. . The removal

of this woody debris through non-commercial methods should reduce the future fire hazard. This would also help reduce

the chance of severe fires damaging underground plant parts that could deter the recovery of native vegetation.

Skalkaho-Rye Area

Area of Analysis

The area analyzed for sensitive plant species in the Skalkaho-Rye area included: the Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, Little

Sleeping Child, North Rye, and Rye Creek drainages. All units with proposed activities were analyzed, as well as

surrounding lands where known sensitive plants were located or where sensitive plant surveys have been completed before.

Existing Condition

VRU 2

Populations ofLemhi penstemon and dwarfonion are known to occur on slopes above the North Fork ofRye Creek. These

populations have been impacted by spotted knapweed encroachment, but were not burned in the 2000 fires and were not

included in the proposed activities. Surveys the spring and summer of2001 in areas of suitable habitat with proposed

#
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actions have revealed populations ofdwarfonion in units 207 and 208 of the Rye Creek drainage. Populations of

bitterroots were found in Units 47, 77, and 101. The populations of Lemhi penstemon in the North Fork ofRye Creek are

the northernmost population on the Bitterroot Forest. Although no Lemhi penstemon was found during survey work the

summer of2001 , suitable habitat does exist, and there is a strong possibility the species is present but was overlooked.

Most populations ofLemhi penstemon are small and isolated (Elzinga, 1997). Suitable habitat also exists for hollyleaf

clover, Rocky Mountain paintbrush and taper-tip onion, but none ofthese species have been found in the Skalkaho-Rye

Geographic Area prior to the fires of2000, nor have any been found in post-fire surveys completed in the spring and

summer of2001.

VRU3

Extensive pie-fire surveys in suitable habitat have never located occurrences ofturkey-peas, hollyleaf clover, or woolly

head clover within VRU 3 ofthe Skalkaho-Rye Area. Units with potentially suitable habitat were surveyed during the 2001

field season, but none ofthese species were found. Turkey-peas has only been found in slopes above the Nez Perce Road

on the West Fork District and along the East Fork River. It is more common in central Idaho and to the south of the

Bitterroot on the Beaverhead-Deerlodge Forest. Woolly-head clover is even more restricted in its distribution on the

Bitterroot, having been found only on the West Fork District. The likelihood ofthese species occurring in VRU 3 ofthe

Skalkaho-Rye area is low. Hollyleaf clover has only been found around the Painted Rocks Reservoir on the Bitterroot

Forest, although a population was found in the Rock Creek drainage ofthe Lolo Forest. This gap in the species distribution

has never been filled even with many surveys in suitable habitat. There is a possibility that hollyleaf clover could colonize

the Skalkaho-Rye area even though populations have not been found during field surveys.

VRU4

Populations of candystick were known from the upper Sleeping Child drainage along the edges ofunits 178 and 179.

These populations and extensive candystick habitat were severely burned in the fires. Potentially suitable candystick

habitat in other parts ofthe Skalkaho-Rye fire burned and were surveyed in the summer of 2001. No other populations

were found during this survey work, although potentially suitable candystick habitat does exist. There are no known

populations of lcelandmoss in the Skalkaho-Rye area, although potentially suitable habitat did exist pre-fire. Icelandmoss

requires a shrub substrate to thrive, since it is found on the lower branches ofericaceous shrubs, most ofwhich burned in

the fires. Field surveys in 2001 where green vegetation exists have revealed no new populations ofIcelandmoss in areas of

proposed activities.

Rocky Areas (includes rock outcrops and talus)

A population of western boneset was located along the Skalkaho-Rye Road in the 1970s. This population was not relocated

in recent surveys, but it is possible it was impacted by the Skalkaho Complex of fires. Since it occurs in a talus area, there

was not much ground fuel to create a high severity fire, but aerial plant parts could have burned. If this did occur, the roots

would probably resprout in the next couple of years. No populations of greenbush or Idaho goldenweed had been found in

the Skalkaho-Rye area before the fires; and it is unlikely that there would have been suitable habitat available for these

species.

Calcareous Soils

Known populations of sapphire rockcress on private property are located nearby the Skalkaho-Rye area. However, there

are no known populations and no suitable habitat for sapphire rockcress within the Skalkaho-Rye fire area or on any land

within the Bitterroot National Forest.

Vernally Moist Rocky Areas

There are no known populations of sandweed or scalepod in the Skalkaho-Rye area. There may be some potentially

suitable habitat, but these areas probably didn’t burn very hot due to the rocky, sparsely vegetated nature ofthese species’

habitat. Fire from the Skalkaho Complex did burn right up to Kent Lake, close to a population ofstorm saxifi'age located

near Kent Peak. However, the fire died out before reaching the open, talus-covered peak.

Wetlands (includes fens, seeps, streams)

There were known populations of northern golden-carpet in severely bumed areas in the North Fork ofRye Creek and

Burke Gulch. A population in the lower end of Skalkaho Creek was moderately burned. During survey work this field

season a population ofnorthern golden-carpet was found in Unit 203. No other wetland sensitive plant species are known

fi'om the Skalkaho-Rye area; however, suitable habitat within the burn perimeter does exist for western pearl-flower, yellow

lady’s-slipper, and California false hellebore.

§
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Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

Impacts ofNo Action on the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area would be similar to those for the Blodgett Area. Fuel

accumulations fi'om down fire-killed trees are likely to increase the potential for a future recurrence of a severe fire event in

future decades. Lemhi penstemon and dwarf onion are known from the North Rye Creek area, on slopes that didn’t burn in

2000. Populations ofdwarf onion located in burned areas ofthe Skalkaho-Rye area this field season could be impacted by

the occurrence of another severe fire. Dwarfonion populations that burned in 2000 appear to be recovering fully and may

have even increased in numbers (PF Doc. SENSITIVE PLANTS-22). This was true ofmany species in the Lily Family

(Liliaceae) (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-23). Species located in VRU2 areas would be more likely to recover quickly than

in VRU 3 or 4, where fiiel loadings are higher. The main concern in these areas is and will be the spread ofspotted

knapweed into areas where canopy cover was lost during the fires of2000 (PF, NFMA/NEPA- 1). In areas where spotted

knapweed was present prior to the fires, species’ recovery has been as significant as with native plant species. The spread

into non-infested areas hasn’t occurred yet, but isn’t expected to begin until this years plants go to seed and have new, open

soil to germinate. Increasing weed competition is one of the main threats to Lemhi penstemon habitat (Elzinga, 1997).

Another such event, in which protective canopy cover is lost and weeds have new ground to germinate could severely

compromise the viability ofLemhi penstemon as knapweed further spreads and competes for suitable habitat. Negative

impacts to VRU 3 habitat, where hollyleaf clover, woolly-head clover, and turkey-peas could potentially occur, are also

possible if a severe fire event were to happen, although these species are not being found in the Skalkaho-Rye Area.

Candystick populations are known to occur in the upper Sleeping Child drainage (VRU 4) where high severity fires took

place in the 2000 fires. Stand-replacing fires in VRU 4 are not out ofthe natural range ofvariability (Brown and Smith

2000). Although low intensity ground fires are also known to occur in this VRU, unusually high fuel loadings fi'om years

of fire suppression may be causing more stand replacing fire events. Lodgepole pine is expected to begin regenerating

within a few years of the fire. Candystick is dependent on live trees with mycorrhizal associations for survival (Elzinga,

1997), so the lethal fires in VRU 4 will have destroyed candystick plants as well as their lodgepole pine hosts. Although

this is probably not an unnatural occurrence for this sensitive plant species or for lodgepole pine, it will likely take up to

100 years for candystick populations to return in severely burned habitat. The No Action Alternative is not likely to

adversely impact candystick habitat any further in the short-term However, fuel accumulations of fire-killed trees may

contribute to another severe fire event in the future. Salvage logging of the Sleeping Child Burn occurred in the 1960s,

eliminating down woody materials sufliciently to impede the spread of the 2000 Skalkaho Complex Fire (PF,

NFMA/NEPA-l), indicating that reducing post-fire fiiel treatments can assist in preventing fixture extreme fire events in the

same area.

Alternatives B, D, and F

FueI Reduction and Watershed Improvement

Alternatives B, D, and F have similar proposed activities for the Skalkaho-Rye area with Alternatives B and D proposing to

harvest about 23,000 acres. Alternative F would harvest about 3,000 less acres than these alternatives. Most commercial

harvest activities are proposed for over fi'ozen ground and/or snow, helicopter, or skyline cable over snow or bare soil In

low burn severity areas, Alternative D also proposes using low ground pressure equipment over slash mats during the dry

season. Plant surveys conducted in the Skalkaho-Rye area include pre-fire inventories and additional surveys in non

inventoried units during the 2001 field season Units 178 and 179 were found to contain populations ofcandystick from

previous survey work. These units are in the upper Sleeping Child drainage and burned severely in areas where plant

populations were located. As mentioned above in the No Action Alternative, killing the host tree (lodgepole pine) will kill

the candystick plants; and it could take up to 100 years for these populations to become reestablished. Only parts ofUnits

178 and 179 were surveyed prior to the fires, so it is possible that more candystick or candystick habitat was altered in the

fires. However, post-fire surveys in severely burned areas would not be useful, since any candystick plants that were

present pre-fire will not be resprouting again, until a live tree and mycorrhizal association can become established.

Consequently, analysis will need to be based on suitable pre-fire habitat. The proposed activities in Units 178 and 179

should not adversely impact individual candystick plants, since only dead trees would be harvested. Candystick habitat

would not be adversely impacted in areas where logging activities occur over fi'ozen ground, settled snow or by helicopter.

This would mitigate any adverse effects on the soil mycorrhizae associated with candystick. However, Alternative D

currently proposes tractor logging over bare soil in low severity areas ofUnit 178. If this alternative were selected,

_———_——__——
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mitigation measures would need to be applied, so that logging is only accomplished over fi'ozen ground and/or compacted

snow in unit 178. Alternative D proposes some slash piling using a walking excavator in Unit 179. Since the walking

excavator would be used over dry ground (it cannot be used over snow) which could impact candystick plants or habitat,

mitigation measures would need to be applied so piling is done with a regular excavator over frozen ground and/or packed

snow, or hand-piled (see mitigation measures, Table 2-9). Piles should be kept small in order to reduce the impacts to soil

mycorrhizae. In addition, piles will not be placed on top ofcandystick plants, although this should only occur if piles are

placed in green tree areas. Units 25 and 26 in the Divide Creek drainage, Unit 164 in North Rye, Unit 180 in the Sleeping

Child drainage, and Units 182 and 183 in the Rye Creek drainage all had suitable candystick habitat prior to the fires.

Green tree areas in all these units, except for 182 and 183, were surveyed this summer and no candystick plants were found.

Units 182 and 183 are included in Alternatives B and D and will likely be dropped in the final decision due to bull trout

habitat concern, so they are not included in Alternative F. Parts ofthese two units and parts ofUnit 25 (included in all three

alternatives) are proposed for skyline cable logging over bare ground in Alternatives B, D, and F. The cable corridors

resulting from this method of harvest may adversely impact the soil mycorrhizae associated with candystick.

Table 3-118 - Mitigation Needs for Skalkaho-Rye Units with Suitable Candystick Habitat
 

 

Unit Candystick Landings Temp TLM Green Piling, Summer Summer Mitigation

Present Rds Tree Walking Tractor Skyline

Harve Excavator

l6 ______

17 __—_—-3I 

__

188 ___-5

IBI-II___—

192 —___

NO B n ‘

NS — Not yet surveyed. Will be surveyed prior to implementation if Alternative B or D is selected.

 

 

* If candystick were found to be present, mitigation would be needed; if not, no mitigation would be needed.

The following units also appeared to have patches ofcandystick habitat identified fi'om pre-fire air photos: Units l6, l7,

I8, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 614 located in the South Fork of Skalkaho; Unit 29 in the Bad News drainage; Units 96 and 98 in the

Sleeping Child drainage; Units 184, 185, 187 to 189, and 192 in the Rye Creek drainage; Units 172-174 in the North Fork

ofRye Creek; and Unit 731 in the Burke Gulch drainage. Most ofthese units were surveyed during the 2001 field season

and no candystick plants were found. Upon further investigation Units 23, 24 and 731 were determined not to have suitable

habitat for candystick and the Rye Creek units will likely be dropped due to bull trout habitat concerns so they weren’t

surveyed. Since candystick plants do not sprout every year, or they may sprout in difierent locations from year to year, it is

important to treat these areas as if they contain candystick populations. In order to mitigate for possible impacts on

candystick habitat these units should be harvested over frozen soil, compacted snow, or by helicopter. Some of these units

are already proposed for harvest with these methods. However, all or parts ofunits l6, l7, 18, 21, 25, 26, 29, 96, I82, 183,

——.—-—_——_———na__-—-_'_——_—
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188, l89,and 614 are proposed for harvest using a skyline cable over bare soil. Skyline cable logging over bare soil may

adversely impact some candystick habitat. Low burn severity section ofunits 21, 185 , 187, and 188 are proposed for

tractor ground harvest on bare soil (these would only be in Alternative D). In addition, unit 21 in Alternative B has some

green tree harvest. Green tree harvest in unit 21 and tractor harvest on bare ground should be avoided in order not to

destroy the conifer host needed for the mycorrhizal association (see mitigation measures, Table 2-9). These mitigation

measures should be implemented in order to reduce ground disturbance, which could harm the soil mycorrhizae associated

with candystick. If these mitigation measures are followed, candystick plants and habitat, and the population viability of

candystick should not be adversely impacted by the activities proposed in Alternatives B, D, or F. In addition there are

mitigation measures outlined to minimize the size of slash piles in order to reduce the impacts to soil mycorrhizae (see

mitigation measures, Table 2-9).

Sensitive plant species that could occur in VRU 2 and 3 are adapted to fiequent, low intensity natural fires (Arno 1976).

These species have below ground woody root systems that should easily survive the flashy types of fires that historically

burned in these dry, lower elevation habitats. However, the high intensity fires that occurred in 2000 were a result of fuel

accumulations fi'om years of fire suppression Such fires increase the possibility of soil heating and damage to below

ground plant tissue. It is still expected that these species will recover, but it may take longer for the more deeply buried,

undamaged, plant tissue to resprout. Alternatives B, D, and F all contain units with suitable habitat for Lemhi penstemon,

dwarfonion, hollyleaf clover, taper tip onion, Rocky Mountain paintbrush, and/or turkey-peas. The most likely of these

sensitive plant species expected to occur based on previous surveys in the Skalkaho-Rye area, and distribution ofthese

species on the Forest, are Lemhi pensternon and dwarfonion. However, the four other species were also surveyed for

during the 2001 field season. In addition to the above listed sensitive plant species surveys were conducted for some

species of special concern to the Forest or to the Salish and Kootenai Tribes. This would inchide species such as northern

golden-carpet and bitterroot (for more information on these species see “Environmental Consequences” section).

No sensitive plant species were known from previous survey work in areas ofproposed activity, including parts of unit 49

in the Two Bear drainage; units 80, 81, 589, 724, and 726 in the Sleeping Child drainage; units 122, 125, and 730 in Mike

Creek; units 129, 131, 734, and 739 in Burke Gulch; units 137 and 138 in Harlan Gulch; and unit 139 in Roan Gulch.

Survey results from the 2001 field season revealed populations ofdwarf onion in Units 207 and 208 in the Rye Creek

drainage and populations ofbitterroots were found in units 47, 77, and 101. A population ofnorthern golden-carpet was

also found in unit 203. Parts ofUnits 207 and 208 are proposed for skyline cable harvest over bare soil in Alternatives B,

D, and F. This can be mitigated for by locating cable corridors in areas where there are no dwarfonion plants. A botanist

will need to visit the site to assist in laying out the corridors (see mitigation measures, Table 2-9). In addition, parts ofunit

207 are proposed for slash piling with a walking excavator over bare soil in Alternatives B and D, and ground-based tractor

logging in Alternative D. The slash piles should be located to avoid dwarf onion populations (see mitigation measures,

Table 2-9). Ground-based tractor logging over bare soil should be mitigated for in unit 207 of Alternative D by having a

botanist present during prior to implementation to ensure that dwarf onion plants are flagged and avoided during harvest

activities. Unit 101 is proposed for skyline cable harvest in all three alternatives. Unit 77 is a large unit containing

populations of sulfur cinquefoil and leafy spurge. Since landings are proposed in the vicinity of sulfur cinquefoil

populations it will be important to adhere closely to any weed prevention methods outlined in FSM 2080. Alternatives B

and D propose manual felling and prescribed fire only for unit 77. Alternative F proposes intermediate harvest over fi'ozen

ground and/or packed snow with jackpot burning. Since this unit burned at low to moderate severity there is a high

likelihood ofspreading these weeds further with underbuming activities. Manual felling will require ground crews to know

the identification ofthese two noxious weeds and be aware when traveling through the unit that they are not moving weed

seed from an infested area to one uninfested with weeds (see mitigation measures, Table 2-9).

Spotted knapweed was present in many of the units before the fire, and is expected to expand or remain the same post-fire.

Efiects on noxious weeds from proposed activities will be addressed in the Noxious Weeds section

With implementation ofthe mitigation measures mentioned above and in Chapter 2, it is anticipated that the proposed fuel

reduction activities should not adversely impact any sensitive plant species, their habitat, or species viability, and may

assist in preventing future severe fire events that could adversely impact sensitive plant species and their habitat.

Watershed improvement projects that include ripping and revegetating roads should assist in preventing weed spread by

closing ofl' corridors ofweed spread and vegetating bare soil on road prisms. These activities should be beneficial to

sensitive plants and their habitat in the long-temt

Temporary Roads, Landings, and Tracked Line Machine Pads

Activities proposed in Alternatives B, D, and F are similar, except Alternatives D and F propose to build more temporary

roads to access landing sites. Temporary roads will add additional impacts by increasing the risk of weed spread. Roads

#
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would vary fi'om 300 feet to over one mile in length. Although the roads will be recontoured and revegetated after use, the

ground disturbance involved in any road building adds significantly to weed spread. In order to reduce the impacts

associated with constructing temporary roads, some units in Alternative F will be harvested using a method called tracked

line machine harvest. This technique can only be used in flat areas such as along a ridge top. The main disturbance is the

construction of a flat area every 100 to 200 feet where an excavator is stabilized and used to cable logs up from below. The

logging may be done over frozen ground and/or snow to reduce impacts on slopes within the unit or, in some cases, is done

over bare soil as in a skyline cable harvest.

Temporary roads are proposed to access landing areas in the following units in Alternative D: Units 17, 40, 77, 105, 106,

125, 126, 142, 143, 160, 161, 164, 190, 194, 201, 207,208,213, and 723. No sensitive plants were found along the

proposed temporary road locations or in the proposed landing areas. However, the temporary road proposed along the

northwest border ofunit 17 is located in potentially suitable candystick habitat so there would be adverse impacts on

candystick habitat if this road were built. Landings proposed in Alternatives B, D, and F for units 18, 21, 22, 25, 29, and

180, and; in Alternative F for unit 178; in Alternatives B and D for unit 614; and a landing about a ‘A mile east ofunit 98

may adversely impact suitable candystick habitat. Although dwarfonion was located in units 207 and 208, there were no

plants found in the areas ofproposed temporary roads in either unit. There are populations ofsulfur cinquefoil located in

unit 207 and any ground disturbing activity has the potential for spreading weeds. IfAlternative D is selected and the

temporary road is constructed, the road corridor should be monitored after rehabilitation in order to ensure that no sulfur

cinquefoil has spread to this area. No bitterroot plants were found in landings proposed for units 47, 77, and 101. These

units all contain bitterroot populations. Unit 77 is a large unit that contains populations of leafy spurge and sulfur

cinquefoil. The terrrporary roads proposed in this unit are not located where the weed populations exist, although two

landings are located in very close proximity of sulfitr cinquefoil populations. The risk of spreading these weeds with any

ground-disturbing activities is high and careful monitoring and weed prevention techniques will be needed in order to avoid

such spread. The spread of sulfur cinquefoil could negatively impact bitterroot habitat. Further spread of leafy spurge,

which has been treated for several years in this area and is currently contained to a few small sites, could be even more

detrimental. Landings in units 47 and 101 should not adversely impact bitterroot populations.

Alternative B proposes to build only two temporary roads in the Skalkaho-Rye area, both less than 300 feet in length.

These would be used to access landing sites from Units 75 and 155. No sensitive plant species were found along these

proposed temporary road locations either, although unit 155 was found to contain spotted knapweed and sulfur cinquefoil

increasing the risk of spreading these weeds in the area if a road were built

Alternative F proposes temporary roads to access the following units: Units l6, 17, 18, 28, 29, 77, 126, 143, 155, 164, 207,

208, 209, 210, 213, and 85-91/93/751 (one road); and tracked line machine paths to access units 29, 160, 161, 165, and 169.

No sensitive plants were found in these areas as well. As mentioned above for Alternative D there would be adverse

impacts on candystick habitat if the road proposed along the northwest border ofunit 17 were to be built. In addition, the

tracked line machine (TLM) path proposed for harvesting unit 29 contains candystick habitat. The area of impact for the

TLM would be significantly smaller than for a temporary road, and, even though harvest will occur in the winter, there will

still be some candystick habitat adversely impacted in the areas where pads are placed along the TLM path. The impacts of

a temporary road in units 207 and 208 on dwarf onion would be the same as for Alternative D. The impact of temporary

road building and landing construction in unit 77 has the potential to spread sulfur cinquefoil and possibly leafy spurge as

noted above in the discussion for Alternative D. Landings in units 47 and 101 should not adversely impact bitterroot

populations.

All landings and temporary road locations will reevaluated prior to implementation in order to ensure that no sensitive

plants are impacted by these activities. There will be no landing sites or temporary roads located where sensitive plants

exist and all landings and temporary roads would be ripped and revegetated alter use to help prevent fiirther weed spread

(see mitigation measures, Table 2-9).

Alternative C

Impacts in Alternative C will be similar to those in the No Action Alternative. Watershed improvement projects that

include ripping and revegetating roads should assist in preventing weed spread by closing off corridors ofweed spread.

However, in the long-term, fire-killed trees would fall and accumulate potentially contributing to future fire events. These

effects are addressed in the No Action Alternative.

—_——__—_l—n_——____
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Alternative E proposes to harvest about 16,000 less acres in the Skalkaho-Rye area than Alternative D. Surveys completed

in the spring and summer of2001 revealed a population ofdwarf onion in unit 207 and a population ofbitterroots in unit

101 ofAlternative B. There are no proposed activities in candystick habitat in this alternative and there will be no

temporary roads built. In Alternative E, all activities are proposed for implementation over frozen ground, on compacted

snow, or by helicopter. These logging methods would reduce the impacts on the ground and assist in preventing further

weed spread. Some slash piling over bare soil is proposed in unit 207. Areas where piles would be placed need to be

selected by a botanist in order to avoid dwarfonion populations (see mitigation measures, Table 2-9). If these mitigation

measures are followed, there should not be any adverse impacts to sensitive plant species or their habitat. The reduction of

fire-killed fuels should assist in preventing future severe fire events that could adversely impact sensitive plant species and

their habitat. Unfortunately, the same characteristics that make these units suitable for the above sensitive plant species,

also makes them suitable for noxious weeds such as spotted knapweed and sulfirr cinquefoil. Therefore, it is important that

all weed prevention methods outlined in FSM 2080 (PF, NOXIOUS WEEDS-3) are followed in order to reduce the risk of

spreading weeds into uninfested areas of these units.

Alternative G

Alternative G proposes only manual felling, leaving trees, and underburning. No commercial harvest is proposed in this

alternative. Units 207 and 208 contain dwarfonion, as discussed above in the other alternatives, and unit 101 contains a

population ofbitterroots. Alternative G stresses weed prevention methods for all forest users in burned areas, thereby

adding an extra measure ofpreventing the spread ofweed seed into burned areas. Since unit 207 contains populations of

sulfirr cinquefoil, this will be important in reducing the risk of spreading this weed fin'ther. Although there are added

measures for weed prevention incorporated in Alternative G, there will also be more fuels remaining on the site since no

commercial harvest will occur. In the short term the impacts of Alternative G on dwarf onion or bitterroot populations

would be less than in the other action alternatives, since no temporary roads or landings will be built. These ground

disturbing activities involve an extremely high risk of weed spread. However, long-term there is potential for accumulated

fuels to add to a future fire event that could create more ground disturbance and increase the risk ofweed spread throughout

the entire area.

Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

The effects ofNo Action would be no reduction of coarse woody debris in burned areas. Fuel loadings ofabout 30

tons/acre or more could increase the severity ofany fire event occurring in firture decades (Brown and Reinhardt, 2000).

About fifiy-five percent of the Skalkaho-Rye area has fuel loadings this high. As noted above in Indirect Efl‘ects, continued

high severity fires would result in more bare soil and risk of lmapweed spread The Bitterroot National Forest is currently

contracting the preparation ofan EIS addressing weed treatments in burned areas throughout the Forest. Weed treatments

should inhibit the spread ofweeds along road corridors, but future severe fire events would still likely benefit weeds over

native plants. In VRU 2 areas there were only a couple ofdwarfonion populations and one bitterroot population found in

areas ofproposed activities. The impacts ofno action would not necessarily be any more adverse on individual plant

populations than activities proposed in any of the action alternatives. However, the long-term impacts on potentially

suitable habitat for dwarfonion and bitterroot could be more severe if firel reduction does not occur.

The following activities have been accomplished in the past year or will be done within the next year and are considered

when analyzing the impacts ofno action in the Skalkaho-Rye area. It is unknown whether sensitive plant populations

existed on these non-federal lands prior to the fires, but there likely was suitable habitat for dwarfonion and bitterroot, the

two species found on Bitterroot Forest lands. These past or foreseeable firture activities include: salvage logging on the

CB Ranch from the fiill of2000 through late winter 2001; salvage logging on Department ofNatural Resources and

Conservation (DNRC) lands in the Sleeping Child, North Rye, and Skalkaho drainages begirming in August, 2001 and

continuing through the winter of 2001-2002; and salvage logging activities that have occurred, and will probably continue

for the next year, on private property adjacent to the Skalkaho-Rye area. Logging operations on the ranch are being

accomplished with helicopter to reduce ground-disturbance. Helicopter and winter harvest methods used on DNRC lands

should help reduce the risk ofnoxious weed invasion, as well as remove fire-killed trees that might add fuel for future fire

events. Salvage logging on private lands have been, and will be done, over bare soils, increasing the risk ofweed spread on

soils that are already disturbed by fires. Ifno fuel reduction occurs on National Forest lands, the firel reduction that has or

will occur on these adjacent lands should act as a buffer to slow future fire activity and aid in preventing the spread of fire

from National Forest lands onto state or private lands.
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In addition to the salvage logging operations off-Forest there are four active grazing allotments within VRU 2 and 3 areas

of the burned area that have been used since the 1940s. All ofthese allotments contained noxious weed populations prior to

the fires, including leafy spurge in the Sleeping Child and Skalkaho drainages. Two of the allotments, North Sleeping

Child and Harlan Burke, will be rested in 2001, in order to give grass species a chance to recover from the fires. Ifno fiiel

reduction occurs on National Forest lands there is a risk that accumulated fiiels would add to a future fire event increasing

the risk ofnoxious weed spread on these allotments or fi'om the allotments onto burned areas with lost canopy. Future,

high intensity fires may cause higher soil temperatures, damaging underground plant parts, and inhibiting resprouting. This

could also increase the risk ofweed spread as native and sensitive plants take longer to recover.

The impacts in VRU 4 areas would not be as severe, since weed populations at this elevation are usually not invasive in

native plant communities, but tend to stay along roads on extreme south-facing slopes. However, there are candystick

plants and habitat located in this VRU that could be impacted by a severe fire event. As mentioned above in Direct and

Indirect Efi‘ects ofNo Action destruction ofthe host conifer tree would kill the candystick plant and it could take up to 100

years for conditions to be suitable again for candystick germination. Adverse impacts on sensitive plant habitat would

decrease as fuel reduction activities increase (ie., impacts greatest with no fuel reduction, less with Alternative G, followed

by Alternatives E, F, B, and D).

By leaving roads in their current condition, there is a greater risk ofweeds spreading along existing road corridors. Closing

and revegetating roads as proposed in all other alternatives would assist in preventing this weed spread. All action

alternatives propose reforestation of severely burned areas. No reforestation would increase the length of time for a

forested canopy to grow and assist in shading out weeds.

Alternative C

The cumulative effects of Alternative C would be similar to those in the No Action Alternative, except as roads are ripped

and revegetated there would less risk ofweed spread, improving sensitive plant habitat. However, the proposed

reforestation of severely burned areas should help reduce the risk ofweed spread by accelerating the reestablishment of

canopy cover on these sites. Many old roads that were ripped and seeded, or were closed and revegetated on their own

prior to the fires, were burned over, and will need to be rehabilitated in order to restrict access and protect watersheds.

These watershed improvement projects should also assist in diminishing the risk ofweed spread by reducing corridors of

weed n'ansmission. Since fuel reduction would not occur, however, there is still the potential for high severity fire events

occurring in firture decades as a result of fuel accumulations created by the 2000 fire event.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Several activities have already been accomplished, or will be accomplished within the year, that could cumulatively add

impacts to the Skalkaho-Rye area when considered along with the current proposed activities in Alternatives B, D, E, or F.

Salvage logging has been active on the CB Ranch fiom the firll of2000 through late winter 2001. Logging operations on

the ranch are being accomplished with helicopter to reduce ground disturbance. The Montana Department ofNatural

Resources and Conservation (DNRC) will be salvage logging in the Sleeping Child, North Rye, and Skalkaho drainages

beginning in August 2001 and continuing through the winter of 2001-2002. Helicopter and winter logging activities should

help reduce the risk of noxious weed invasion, as well as remove fire-killed trees that might add fuel for future fire events.

Additional salvage logging activities have occurred, and will probably continue for the next year, on private property

adjacent to the Skalkaho-Rye area. Some ofthese operations have been, and will be done, over bare soils, increasing the

risk ofweed spread on burned soils. It is unknown whether sensitive plant populations existed on these lands prior to the

fire, but there likely was suitable habitat for dwarfonion and bitterroots in some areas. Four active grazing allotments

within the burned area have been used since the 19405. All of these allotments contained noxious weed populations prior to

the fires, including leafy spurge in the Sleeping Child and Skalkaho drainages. Two of the allotments, North Sleeping

Child and Harlan Burke, will be rested in 2001, in order to give grass species a chance to recover from the fires.

The cumulative impacts of the above activities, in addition to the 2000 fire event, could further increase the risk ofweed

spread due to ground-disturbing activities on bare soils, thereby altering suitable sensitive plant habitat. Some roadside

areas will be sprayed with herbicides this spring and fall, to reduce the risk ofweed spread from road corridors onto the

nutrient-rich bare soils created by the fires. Only burned areas covered by previously prepared environmental assessments

will be treated. The Bitterroot Forest is also preparing a Noxious Weed EIS (to be released later this year), integrating

several weed treatment methods, to treat many of the high risk weed areas impacted by the fires. Treatments planned in the

Weed EIS should aid in reducing the spread ofweeds; and proposed reforestation activities should speed up the rate oftime

that canopy cover would be available for deterring weed spread. Although this would assist in reducing the risk ofweed

spread from roadside populations onto slopes, another fire event like 2000 could set succession of the native plant
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community back once again. The risk ofweed spread fi'om proposed activities in Alternatives B, D, E, or F should be

weighed against the potential for high severity fires during the next several decades, because of fuel accumulations created

by the 2000 fires. Proposed activities in Alternative E ofthe Skalkaho-Rye area would only minimally contribute to long

term fuel reduction, but would reduce the risk ofweed spread in the short term

Alternative G

The cumulative impacts ofthe past and foreseeable future events combined with activities proposed in Alternative G would

be similar to the No Action Alternative. Only minimal fuel reduction would occur with cutting, felling and burning already

burned trees. With fuels still accumulated on most ofthe burned area, there would be an increased chance ofa future fire

event becoming more intense and severe. Increased weed prevention in Alternative G would help control the spread of

weeds onto burned slopes. If activities over bare soils on adjacent private and state lands were to increase weed populations

in these areas, improved weed prevention measures would be important to control the spread onto National Forest lands.

However, since not as much planting would occur if Alternative G were chosen, recovery ofthe tree canopy would be

slower, increasing the risk ofweed encroachment onto moderate and high severity burn areas. Weed competition may

adversely impact individual dwarf onion or bitterroot plants and habitat, reducing the viability of these species.

East Fork Area

Area of Analysis

The area analyzed for sensitive plant species in the East Fork Geographic Area includes: the upper East Fork, Warm

Springs, Laird, Gilbert, Medicine Tree, Robbins Gulch, Cameron, Tolan, Guide, Jennings Camp, Meadow, Camp, Reimel,

Waugh Gulch, Dick, Andrews, Maynard, Dickson, and Spade Creek drainages. All units with proposed activities were

analyzed, as well as surrounding lands where known sensitive plants are located, or where sensitive plant surveys have been

completed before.

Existing Condition

VRU l and 2

Lemhi penstemon populations are known in the Robbins Gulch drainage fiom extensive surveys done in previous years.

Surveys completed the spring and summer of2001 revealed two more populations in this drainage. This area contains the

most extensive, although scattered, Lemhi penstemon population on the Bitterroot Forest. Lemhi penstemon is also known

from above Highway 93 between the Laird and Lord Creek drainages on slopes that received high severity, stand-replacing

fires. Competition from spotted knapweed is a concern for Lemhi penstemon, since both species prefer the open, dry areas

of the Bitterroot and Sapphire Mountains foothills. Populations ofLemhi penstemon were found in units 217, 218, and 220

ofthe Robbins Gulch drainage and unit 295 in the Laird/Lord divide. These populations were small and impacted by

knapweed competition prior to the fires. Dwarfonion populations exist in open habitats in the Warm Springs and Medicine

Tree drainages. These open areas didn’t have suflicient fuels to burn extremely hot. In addition to previously known

populations ofdwarfonion new populations were located during 2001 field surveys. Populations of dwarfonion were

located in Units 241, 242, 244, 253, 255, 296, 324, 354, 357, 358, 369, and 596. Two populations ofRocky Mountain

paintbrush were also located just north ofunit 287, one near a proposed landing and another on the ridge between Shook

Mountain and Rocky Knob. The only other previously identified population ofRocky Mountain paintbrush found in the

East Fork area was in the Lost Trail Pass Ski area.

Populations ofbitterroots are known to occur in rocky areas at the top of Sula Peak. Ground fuels were light here, although

the Sula Peak Lookout did burn as trees just below the lookout crowned out. Bitterroot populations are located in units 241

and 381.

VRU 3

Known occurrences ofturkey-peas are along the East Fork of the Bitterroot in VRU 2 and 3. None ofthese populations

burned. Hollyleafand woolly-head clover have never been found in the East Fork burned analysis area, although suitable

habitat does exist. Potentially suitable habitat for these three species was surveyed during the spring and summer of2001

and no populations ofturkey-peas, hollyleafor woolly-head clover were found in areas ofproposed activities for any

alternative. Mountain kittentails (Synthris missurica), a species on the Montana Natural Heritage Program’s (MTNHP)

Watch List, was found in the East Fork in units 282, 288, and 292. Mountain kittentails is being tracked by the MTNI-IP

due its limited distribution in the state ofMontana. It is not on the Bitterroot Forest sensitive plant list.

W
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VRU4

Known populations of candystick occur in low to moderate burn severity areas in the Tolan Creek drainage. Additional

surveys were done in the summer of2001 in areas ofproposed activities where green trees still existed. Candystick

populations exist in units 403, 405, 406, 410, 41 l, and 722. Additional suitable habitat exists in VRU 4 and, since

candystick doesn’t appear every year, habitat should be treated as if candystick plants exist. There are no known

populations of Icelandmoss in the East Fork area, although potentially suitable habitat did exist pre-fire. Areas of suitable

habitat that burned from moderate to high severity will likely have killed the ericaceous shrub substrate needed for this

lichen species.

Rocky Areas (includes rock outcrops and talus)

No populations of greenbush or Idaho goldenweed have been found in the East Fork area during past survey work

Western boneset populations are known from Lost Trail Pass and near Mink Creek Saddle, north ofMeadow Creek. These

populations were not impacted by the fires. Some areas of suitable habitat were surveyed for western boneset, but no

populations were found. Impacts on tahrs slopes and rocky areas during the fires of2000 were probably only minimal, and

no harvest activities are proposed in such areas.

Calcareous Soils

No populations and no suitable habitat for sapphire rockcress were found in the East Fork Fire areas neither during survey

work done prior to the fires nor during survey work in the 2001 field season.

Vemally Moist Rocky Areas

There are no known populations ofsandweed or scalepod in the East Fork area. Any areas ofpotentially suitable habitat

probably didn't burn very hot since vegetation is sparse in this habitat. Populations of storm saxifrage occur just to the east

in the Anaconda-Pintler Wilderness and Pioneer Mountains. This species is found in subalpine or alpine environments. No

activities are proposed in this type ofhabitat.

Wetlands (includes fens, seeps, streams)

Populations ofnorthern golden-carpet, a species of special concern on the Bitterroot National Forest, have been found in

Laird, Gilbert, Reimel, Moon, and Warm Springs Creeks, Waugh Gulch, and in tributaries at the upper end ofMedicine

Tree Creek. The Gilbert, Laird, and Medicine Tree Creek populations burned severely. The Laird Creek population was

seen resprouting in severely burned areas the spring of2001 (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-23). Other populations of

northern golden-carpet exist in tributaries of the East Fork ofthe Bitterroot. These areas did not burn extensively. No other

wetland sensitive plant species are known from the East Fork; however, suitable habitat within the burn perimeter does

exist for western pearl-flower, yellow lady’ s-slipper, and California false hellebore. All wetlands and riparian areas will be

avoided during timber harvest activities where RHCAs and Streamside Best Management Practices are used.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

The impacts ofNo Action on the East Fork Geographic Area would be similar to those for the Skalkaho-Rye and Blodgett

Areas. Fuel accumulations from down fire-killed trees are likely to increase the potential for a future recurrence of a severe

fire event in future decades (Brown and Reinhardt 2001). There are known sensitive plant populations located in VRU 2 of

the East Fork area that could be impacted by such an event. Lemhi penstemon populations are known in the Robbins Gulch

drainage and the broad ridge between Laird and Lord Creeks. The Lemhi penstemon populations in the Robbins Gulch

area were known from pre-fire survey work. Most ofthese populations were found during the 2001 field season and

appeared to be resprouting from the burned root crown. Competition fi'om spotted knapweed is a concern for Lemhi

penstemon viability on the Bitterroot Forest, since both species prefer the open, dry areas ofthe Bitterroot and Sapphire

Mountains foothills. Although no other Lemhi penstemon populations were found during 2001 field surveys, there is

potentially suitable habitat throughout all the VRU 2 units in the East Fork Geographic area. All of this habitat would be

impacted if another severe fire event occurred in 30 years. As mentioned above in the Blodgett Area No Action

Alternative, occurrence of high severity fires increases the risk of soil heating and damage to below ground plant tissue, as

well as creating the bare soil desired by noxious weeds such as spotted knapweed. Plants will take a few years to recover

from the 2000 fires, since years of fire suppression have created unnatural fiiel loadings resulting in the high severity fires
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seen last year. If another severe fire were to occur in future decades, native and sensitive plant recovery might be further

compromised. Weed competition is one of the main threats to Lemhi penstemon habitat (Elzinga, 1997) and spotted

knapweed is expected to spread into areas where canopy cover has been lost in the fires of2000 (PF, NFMA/NEPA-l).

Another such event, in which recovery ofLemhi penstemon and native plants would be compromised, could create a

monoculture ofweeds. Negative impacts to VRU 3 habitat where hollyleaf clover, woolly-head clover, and turkey-peas

could potentially occur are also possible if another severe fire event were to happen.

Candystick populations are known to occur in the Tolan Creek drainage (VRU 4) where mixed severity fires took place in

the 2000 fires. Mixed severity fires, as well as stand-replacing fires, are known to occur in lodgepole pine forests,

depending on ground and ladder fuels (Brown and Smith 2000). Candystick is dependent on live trees with mycorrhizal

associations for survival, so there was likely some mortality ofboth lodgepole pine host trees and candystick in the Tolan

drainage. The No Action Alternative is not likely to adversely impact candystick habitat any further in the short-term

However, fiiel accumulations of any fire-killed trees may contribute to another severe fire event in the fiiture. Such events

may still not be out the range ofnatural variability in lodgepole forests, and are likely a part of the fire ecology of

candystick as well.

Alternatives B, D, and F

Fuel Reduction and Watershed Improvement

Alternatives B, D, and F are similar in their proposed activities for the East Fork area, except for the number ofacres to be

harvested. Alternative D proposes to harvest a few hundred more acres than Alternative B, and Alternative F would harvest

about 4,000 less acres than Alternative D. Survey work.fi'om previous years has revealed populations of candystick in

Units 403, 404, 405, 406, 410, and 411 (Alternatives B, D and P). All ofthese units are in the upper Meadow and Tolan

Creek drainages where mixed severity burns occurred with lodgepole pine trees and candystick plants likely surviving.

Units 403 404, 405,406, and 411 propose skyline cable harvest over bare ground in all three alternatives. This may

adversely impact the soil mycorrhizae associated with candystick. In order to protect soil mycorrhizae, harvest should

occur over four inches of fi'ozen ground and/or 24 inches of compacted snow, or by helicopter (see mitigation measures,

Table 2-9). Harvest activities in unit 410 (Alternatives B, D, and F) would be implemented by helicopter. This would

mitigate any adverse effects on the soil mycorrhizae associated with candystick. Ifthe mitigation measures outlined above

and in Chapter 2 are followed then proposed activities in these units should not adversely impact candystick plants or their

habitat, since only dead trees would be harvested.

The following analysis of other units with suitable candystick habitat is based on pre-fire habitat information in areas where

intense heat killed the host lodgepole pine and on field surveys (completed in 2001) in areas where green trees survived.

Patches of candystick habitat were identified fi'om pre-fire air photos in unit 274 in upper Dickson Creek; units 291 to 293

in the Laird Creek drainage; units 302, 303, 305, and 757 in the Warm Springs drainage; units 322 and 329 to 332 in the

Maynard Creek drainage; units 398 to 404, and 722 in the Meadow Creek drainage; units 407, 582 and 721 in the Tolan

Creek drainage; and unit 584 in the Camp Creek drainage. Upon further evaluation, units 291, 305, 399, 400, 401, 402,

408, and 409 were found not to contain habitat suitable for candystick. Field surveys were conducted in units 274, 292,

293, 303, 757, 322, 329 to 332, 398, 582, 584, 721, 722, 403 and 404 (the latter two had known locations prior to the fires),

since islands of green trees still existed in these units. Units without green trees were not surveyed but were evaluated as if

candystick plants existed in the pre-burn environment. Candystick was found in units 274, 303, 403, and 722. All other

units, contained suitable habitat, but no candystick plants were found. As mentioned above, these units will still be

analyzed for effects as if candystick plants existed since the plant doesn’t appear every year. Unit 274 in Alternative F

excludes the candystick population and candystick habitat. Green tree harvest is proposed for parts ofUnit 274 in

Alternatives B and D (see table below) and ground based logging operations in low severity parts ofUnit 722 is proposed

for all three alternatives. As mentioned above in the No Action Alternative, killing the host tree (lodgepole pine) will kill

the candystick plants; and it could take up to 100 years for these populations to become reestablished. Therefore, green tree

harvest and harvest in low severity burn areas should be avoided in candystick habitat (see mitigation measures, Table 2-9).

Harvest activities in unit 274 (Alternatives B and D) would be implemented by helicopter. This would mitigate any adverse

efl'ects on the soil mycorrhizae associated with candystick. Piling slash should not be done with a walking excavator over

dry soils in unit 722 (Alternatives B and D only) to protect candystick habitat (see mitigation measures, Table 2-9).

Units 322, 331, and 332 in all three alternatives; units 330 and 398 ofAlternatives B and D; and unit 407 in Alternative F

propose for skyline cable harvest over bare ground. There may be some adverse impacts to the mycorrhizae associated

with candystick as a result of ground disturbance associated with skyline cable corridors. In order to mitigate for this cable

harvest should be done over frozen ground or compacted snow. Unit 331 proposes green tree harvest in Alternative D. In
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order not to adversely impact candystick habitat, which requires a live conifer host for the mycorrhizal association, no live

trees should be harvested from unit 331. Parts of unit 330 are proposed for tracked line machine (TLM) harvest over frozen

ground and/or compacted snow. This treatment will adversely impact a small amount ofcandystick habitat where the TLM

pads are constructed, about 100 to 200 feet apart on a flat ridge top above the unit. Landings proposed for construction

either in or adjacent to units 329, 331, 407, and 721 in Alternatives B, D, and F; Units 582, 584 in Alternatives D and F;

and unit 401 in Alternatives B and D will adversely impact candystick habitat, particularly if green trees need to be cut.

Additional impacts fi'om landing construction are the disturbance ofthe soil mycorrhizae associated with candystick. If the

mitigation measures outlined are followed where appropriate there should be no impacts to individual candystick plants, but

some candystick habitat would be adversely impacted. However, these impacts should not adversely affect the population

viability of candystick.

Table 3-119 - Mitigation Needs for East Fork Units with Suitable Candystick Habitat
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NS- Not Surveyed. These units will be harvested by helicopter and only dead trees will be taken, which will

mitigate for impacts on candystick plants and habitat.

B, D, or F-refers to the units where activities are proposed

Effects of the 2000 fire event on sensitive plant species in VRU 2 and 3 would be the same for the East Fork area as they

are in the Skalkaho-Rye Area. See above for a summary of these impacts. Populations ofLemhi penstemon were found in

Units 217 and 220 in previous surveys. Populations ofdwarfonion had been found in Units 242, 253, 296, 354, 357, 358,

and 369. Turkey-peas was the only other sensitive plant species found prior to the 2000 fires in the East Fork area.

Populations of turkey-peas were found in the upper East Fork near the Anaconda-Pintlar Wilderness. Survey work the

spring and summer of 2001 concentrated on Lemhi penstemon and dwarf onion, but also looked for hollyleaf clover, taper

tip onion, Rocky Mountain paintbrush, and/or turkey-peas. Sensitive plant species found during the 2001 field season

included Lemhi penstemon in Units 218 and 295 in all three alternatives; and dwarfonion in units 324 and 596 of all three

alternatives and units 241 and 353 in Alternatives B and D. In addition, populations ofbitterroots were found in unit 381 of
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all three alternatives and unit 241 ofAlternatives B and D. No turkey-pea populations were found in areas ofproposed

activities during surveys in the 2001 field season.

Activities proposed in units 217 (Alternatives B and D), 218, and 295 (Alternatives B and F) include skyline cable yarding

over bare soils. This could impact individual Lemhi penstemon plants and their habitat. It will be necessary for a botanist

to assist in laying out cable corridors in order to avoid Lemhi penstemon plants. All three of these units contain populations

of spotted knapweed and unit 217 also contains sulfiir cinquefoil. Both of these noxious weeds are expected to expand, or

remain the same, post-fire. These areas will be monitored post-fire and post-harvest to determine if noxious weed

populations are expanding, and how they might be impacting sensitive plant populations (see Monitoring Plan, Appendix

C). There is a particular concern for the effects ofnoxious weeds on Lemhi penstemon since this species’ viability is

threatened by noxious weed competition (Elzinga, 1997). Lemhi penstemon is a regional endemic, making species’

viability even more of a concern than dwarfonion, which has a wider range of distribution. Cable corridors would need to

be rehabilitated as soon as possible after harvest in order to reduce the risk ofweed encroachment or spread. Weed

prevention methods addressed FSM 2080 (PF, NOXIOUS WEEDS-3) should also be strictly followed, including cleaning

all equipment prior to entering the project area. In order to protect the Lemhi penstemon plants and habitat, the Robbins

Gulch area was closed to all mushroom harvesters during 2001 to protect the area from trampling and possible weed

introduction Further eifects on noxious weeds from proposed activities will be addressed in the Noxious Weeds section.

In addition to the above located sensitive plant species, there were populations ofnorthern golden-carpet found in some of

the units either in surveys completed prior to 2000, or surveys done during the 2001 field season Northern golden-carpet is

a species of special concern on the Forest and is not listed as sensitive. This species is found in seeps, wet rock ledges and

along streambanks. All such areas will be avoided during harvest activities either due to RHCA buffers or in meeting

Streamside Best Management Practices. Populations of mountain kittentails, a species of limited distribution in the state of

Montana (see Existing Conditions above), were found in units 282, 288 and 292 in all three alternatives. This unusual plant

is found in subalpine areas and is rarely seen on the Bitterroot Forest. Activities proposed for unit 292 should not adversely

impact kittentails or their habitat. Harvest in units 282 and 288 ofAlternatives B and D and unit 288 ofAlternative F will

be done by helicopter so there should not be any adverse impacts to kittentails or their habitat. Unit 282 in Alternative F

proposes to harvest about 89 acres by skyline cable over bare ground. There may be individual mountain kittentail plants

and some habitat adversely impacted by the cable corridors, but these impacts should not reduce the population viability of

this species.

Watershed improvement projects that include ripping and revegetating roads should assist in preventing weed spread by

closing ofi’corridors ofweed spread and vegetating bare soil on road prisms. Some of these activities may adversely

impact suitable sensitive plant habitat in the short term. In the long-term, these activities should be beneficial to sensitive

plants and their habitat by closing and revegetating corridors ofweed spread.

Temporary Roads, Landings, and Tracked Line Machine Pads

See efl'ects analysis of Alternatives B, D, and F for the Skalkaho-Rye area for general information on the impacts of

building temporary roads, landings, and tracked line machine (TLM) pads. Alternatives D and F have more temporary

roads proposed than Alternative B in order to access landing areas. No temporary roads, TLM pads, or landings will be

built where sensitive plant populations exist. Temporary roads are proposed to access landing areas in the following units

that contain Lemhi penstemon populations: Unit 217 (Alternative D), between units 218 and 220 (Alternative F), and

between 284 and 295 (Alternative D). Temporary road construction should not adversely impact Lemhi penstemon plants

but will adversely impact habitat. The Robbins Gulch area has several very small populations of Lemhi penstemon

scattered throughout and there is an extensive road system already in place in this drainage. It is unknown what the past

distribution ofLemhi penstemon was in this drainage and whether past road construction has contributed to population

declines. Many of the currently known populations in the drainage are located on road cuts or just above road cuts,

suggesting an aflinity for disturbance (Elzinga, 1997). A botanist will need to survey any proposed temporary road

locations during or alter the road is staked in order to ensure no Lemhi penstemon plants are destroyed (mitigation

measures, Table 2-9). Landings proposed for areas within or adjacent to Units 218, 220, and 295 were surveyed during the

2001 field season and no sensitive plants were found, but they will be resurveyed prior to final location and flagging.

Commotion ofnew landings will be more likely to adversely impact suitable Lemhi penstemon populations than using

existing landings. Any new ground disturbance will increase the risk ofweed encroachment or weed spread.

Temporary roads are proposed to access landing areas in unit 296 (Alternatives D and F) and nearby Unit 596 (Alternatives

B, D, and F). These units contain dwarf onion populations, although the proposed temporary road locations were not found

to contain any sensitive plant populations. As mentioned above for Lemhi penstemon, the construction of these temporary

roads should not adversely impact individual dwarf onion plants, but will adversely impact dwarf onion habitat. Landings

M
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are proposed in or adjacent to units 324, 296, 253, and 596 in Alternatives B, D, and F; and in unit 381 ofAlternative B and

D. New landings will create a large area of ground disturbance, increasing the risk ofweed encroachment and spread. This

could adversely impact dwarfonion habitat. Although no dwarfonion populations were found in areas where temporary

roads or landings are proposed these areas should be resurveyed prior to implementation to ensure that locations are correct

and no sensitive plants are present.

A small population ofRocky Mountain paintbrush was located adjacent to a landing on the north side ofunit 287. This

landing is proposed for construction in all three alternatives. Construction would adversely impact Rocky Mountain

paintbrush plants and habitat, but would not reduce the population viability of this species. Prior to implementation, a

botanist should visit the site when it is laid out in order to be sure most of the plants are avoided during landing

construction (mitigation measures, Table 2-9). In addition, a landing is proposed in Alternatives B and D for an area just

north ofunit 381. A large bitterroot population exists on top of Sula Peak just west ofunit 381 and bitterroots were found

within unit 381. There were no bitterroots found in the area ofthe proposed landing. As mentioned above the bitterroot is

not a sensitive plant species on the Forest; but it is a plant of special concern, due to its cultural significance to the Salish

and Kootenai Tribes and its status as the Montana state flower. The proposed landing should not impact individual

bitterroot plants, but may adversely impact bitterroot habitat by contributing to the spread ofspotted knapweed in the Sula

Peak area. Rehabilitation and revegetation ofthe landing should be completed as soon as possible after use in order to

reduce this risk.

There are also populations ofcandystick that could potentially be impacted by the construction oftemporary roads or

landing sites in the upper Meadow and Tolan Creek drainages. Proposed landing sites near the following units were found

to contain suitable candystick habitat, although no candystick plants were found: Units 293 and 401 in Alternatives B and

D; units 582, 584 in Alternatives D and F; and units 329, 331, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 410, 411, 721, and 722 in all three

alternatives. None ofthese landings contained candystick populations, but 19 out of23 landings in the area contain suitable

candystick habitat. One landing in the northern part ofunit 405 is a few hundred feet away fi'om a candystick population

found during August 2001. As discussed above, candystick does not always sprout every year, and often doesn’t sprout at

the same spot every year, so candystick habitat should be managed as if candystick plants exist on the site. New

construction of landings will adversely impact candystick habitat by damaging the mycorrhizae associated with the conifer

host. Any live trees that would be cut in order to build landings may adversely impact individual candystick plants that

may be present, but haven’t sprouted, and would also be adversely impacting suitable candystick habitat by destroying

potential conifer hosts. Landings should be surveyed one more time prior to implementation to ensure no plants are present

and, ifplants are found, they are avoided in layout and construction. Since landing sites would be needed in order for fuel

reduction activities to occur, the least impactive sites for candystick habitat should be utilized. These would most likely be

previously disturbed areas along roads. Temporary roads proposed for construction in Alternative D are nearby or within

the following units with candystick habitat: Units 403, 405 and 411. Temporary road construction would have the same

adverse impacts on candystick habitat as landings. Any temporary road location would be surveyed for candystick plants

prior to implementation. Since the upper Tolan Creek area was harvested in the mid 1990s (USDA Forest Service, 1993a),

prior to the fires, it will be important to protect candystick habitat in this area with previous impacts on candystick habitat.

Alternative C

Impacts in Alternative C would be similar to those in the No Action Alternative. Watershed improvement projects that

include ripping and revegetating roads should assist in preventing weed spread by closing ofl‘corridors ofweed seed

spread. However, the long-term impacts of leaving fire-killed trees on site to fall and potentially add to future fire events

would remain. These efl'ects are addressed in the No Action Alternative.

Alternative E

Alternative E proposes to harvest about 12,000 less acres than Alternative D. Previous field work and surveys completed

during the 2001 field season revealed populations of Lemhi penstemon in units 218 and 295, and dwarf onion populations

in units 242, 244, 253, 255, 296, 353, 354, 357, 358, and 369. A known population ofbitterroots also exists in unit 381.

There are no proposed activities in candystick habitat in this alternative and there will be no temporary roads built. In

Alternative E, all activities are proposed for implementation over frozen ground, on compacted snow, or by helicopter.

These logging methods would reduce the impacts on the ground and assist in preventing further weed spread. Impacts of

noxious weeds on dwarf onion and Lemhi penstemon are discussed above in Alternatives B, D, and F. The same

characteristics that make these units suitable for the above sensitive plant species, also makes them suitable for noxious

weeds such as spotted knapweed and sulfur cinquefoil Therefore, it is important that all weed prevention methods outlined

in FSM 2080 (PF, NOXIOUS WEEDS-3) are followed in order to reduce the risk of spreading weeds into uninfested areas

——__———————_____
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of these units. Some slash piling over bare soil is proposed in units 353, 354, and 358. Areas where piles would be placed

need to be selected by a botanist in order to avoid dwarf onion populations in these units (see mitigation measures, Table 2

9). If these mitigation measures are followed, there should not be any adverse impacts to individual sensitive plant species,

but some dwarfonion habitat may be adversely impacted where piles are burned.

The reduction of fire-killed fuels should assist in preventing future severe fire events that could adversely impact sensitive

plant species and their habitat, by damaging roots or increasing the risk of weed spread. However, since Alternative B

proposes to treat about halfthe acres ofAlternatives B and D, and about 8,000 less acres than Alternative F, the untreated

acres will be left with fuels that may increase the severity of fire events that may occur in future decades. This could

contribute to further weed spread if such an event occurs as canopy is lost again and shrubs and forbs recover.

Impacts of landings proposed to access units 218, 295, 253, and 296, would be the same as in Alternatives B, D, and F.

landing construction near units 218 and 295 would not impact Lemhi penstemon plants, but may adversely impact Lemhi

penstemon habitat. Construction of landings for unit 253 and 296 would not impact dwarf onion plants, but would

adversely impact suitable dwarfonion habitat. None ofthese impacts should reduce the viability of these populations.

In addition to the above located sensitive plant species, there were populations ofnorthern golden-carpet found nearby or

within some ofthe units. Northern golden-carpet is a species of special concern on the Forest and is not listed as sensitive.

This species is found in seeps, wet rock ledges and along streambanks. All such areas should be avoided during harvest

activities either in RHCAs or in order to meet Streamside Best Management Practices.

Alternative G

Alternative G proposes manually felling, and leaving trees, followed by underbuming. The East Fork Geographic area does

have one commercial harvest unit proposed for research purposes. Unit 363 in Camp Creek would be harvested using three

different methods: helicopter, tractor over fi'ozen ground and/or packed snow, and skyline cable over bare ground. No

sensitive plants are present in this unit and the habitat is not suitable for any sensitive plant species so there would no

impacts on sensitive plant species, their habitat, or population viability as a result of implementing this research harvest.

Units 218 and 295 contain Lemhi penstemon populations that should be located on the ground so implementation crews

would avoid these plants during felling and piling. Units 242, 253, 255, 256, 296, 351, 354, 358, and 369 contain dwarf

onion populations and plants should be avoided during implementation. Since dwarfonion plants tend to grow in open

areas, rather than under trees, avoidance ofplants should not be dificult. Unit 381 contains a population of bitterroots that

should be identified and avoided during implementation if Alternative G were selected. This alternative would stress weed

prevention methods for all forest users in burned areas, not just Forest Service employees and contractors, thereby adding

an extra measure ofpreventing the spread of weed seed into burned areas. Although there are added measures for weed

prevention incorporated in Alternative G, there will also be more fuels remaining on the site since virtually no commercial

harvest will occur. In the short term the impacts ofAlternative G on Lemhi penstemon, dwarf onion, or bitterroot

populations would be less than in the other action alternatives, since no temporary roads or landings will be built (an

extremely high weed spread risk). However, as mentioned in Alternatives A and C there is some long-term potential for

these accumulated fiiels to add to a future fire event fi'om now that could create more ground disturbance and increase the

risk ofweed spread throughout the entire area.

Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

The cumulative effects of not reducing fuels in burned areas ofthe East Fork Geographic Area would be similar to the

Skalkaho-Rye area. Fuel loadings of about 30 tons/acre or more could increase the severity of any fire event occurring in

future decades (Brown and Reinhardt, 2000). About sixty-seven percent ofthe East Fork area has fuel loadings this high

As noted above in Direct and Indirect Efliects, another high severity fire would result in more bare soil and risk of

knapweed spread The Bitterroot National Forest is currently contracting the preparation of an EIS addressing weed

treatments in burned areas throughout the Forest. Treatments should inhibit the spread ofweeds along road corridors, but

fiiture severe fire events would still likely benefit weeds over native plants. In VRU 2, populations of Lemhi penstemon,

dwarfonion, Rocky Mountain paintbrush, and bitterroots were found in areas ofproposed activities. The short-term

impacts ofno action may not necessarily be more adverse than activities proposed in any of the action alternatives on

individual plant populations unless harvest activities are accomplished over bare ground and in a manner where plant

avoidance is not adhered. However, the long-term impacts on potentially suitable habitat for Lemhi penstemon, dwarf

onion, Rocky Mountain paintbrush, and bitterroot have the potential to be more severe with no action, where fuel reduction

does not occur. Future, high intensity fires may cause higher soil temperatures, damaging underground plant parts, and
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inhibiting resprouting. This could also increase the rate ofweed spread as native and sensitive plants take longer to

recover. Any adverse impacts on Lernhi penstemon populations or habitat should be avoided since this species is a regional

endemic and currently threatened by weed encroachment, fire suppression, grazing and mining (Elzinga, 1997). Since fire

can spread weeds, as well as induce germination in Lemhi penstemon (Heidel and Shelly, 2001), this can make managing

this species dificult. The impacts in VRU 4 areas would not be as severe, since weed populations at this elevation are

usually not invasive in native plant communities, but tend to stay along roads on extreme south-facing slopes. However,

there are candystick plants and habitat located in this VRU that could be impacted by a severe fire event. As mentioned

above in Direct and Indirect Effects ofNo Action the death ofthe host conifer tree would kill the candystick plant and it

could take up to 100 years for conditions to be suitable again for candystick germination Adverse impacts on sensitive

plant habitat would decrease as fuel reduction activities increase (i.e., impacts greatest with no fuel reduction, less with

Alternative G, followed by Alternatives E, F, B, and D). Alternative C would have similar impacts on habitat as

Alternative A except as roads are ripped and revegetated there would less risk ofweed spread, improving sensitive plant

habitat.

The following activities have been accomplished in the past year or will be done within the next year and are considered

when analyzing the impacts ofno action in the East Fork area. It is unknown whether sensitive plant populations existed in

these areas prior to the fires, but there likely was suitable habitat for Lemhi penstemon, dwarf onion, and bitterroot, the

three species found on Bitterroot Forest lands. Activities occurring on adjacent property included salvage logging on the

Trinity Ranch, on private property in the Dickson and Laird Creek drainages, and on the Sula State Forest. Most ofthese

activities occurred during the winter of 2000-2001 over frozen ground and/or snow, reducing impacts to plant roots and

deterring the spread of noxious weeds. Some logging on private property did occur in the fall of 2000, prior to freezing, so

impacts from log skidding were greater than would have occurred over frozen ground. Plant roots may have been damaged

in logging done on this private property, slowing their rate of fire recovery and ability to compete with weeds. In addition,

further disturbance of already bare soils greatly increases the risk ofweed colonization. Ifgrass seed was applied after

logging operations were completed, there is a possibility that newly germinating grasses could deter weed colonization.

Observations made the spring and summer of 2001 show seeding success to be spotty while native plant recovery was

doing well, particularly on pinegrass sites (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-23). Weed populations may not be seen encroaching

on new areas until the current year’s plants set seed that could potentially spread to recently disturbed ground Logging

activities on Sula State Forest lands occurred over frozen ground and/or snow reducing the risk ofweed spread and damage

to plant roots. However, logging operations have continued during the summer over bare soils, increasing the risk ofweed

spread and damage to recovering plant roots. Weeds from these adjacent lands could spread onto National Forest lands. If

no fuel reduction occurs on National Forest lands, the fuel reduction that has or will occur on these adjacent lands should

act as a buffer to slow fiiture fire activity and aid in preventing the spread of fire from National Forest lands onto state or

private lands.

There are 10 active grazing allotments within the East Fork Geographic Area. They have all been used since the 1940s and

50s. In addition, there are large private ranches in the East Fork, Tolan, and Camp Creek drainages that have been grazed

since the late 1800s. Past grazing has impacted the native plant community, particularly in riparian areas, and increased the

rate ofweed spread onto the Forest. Of course, continued growth and development in the Bitterroot Valley has probably

contributed much more to the loss ofplant diversity and the rate ofweed spread than grazing. The Medicine Tree, Sula

Peak, and Waugh Gulch Allotments will be rested during the 2001 grazing season in order to assist in vegetative recovery

of these burned areas. These allotments would be revisited at the end of the rest period to determine if grasses have

recovered sufliciently to continue grazing. If no fiiel reduction occurs on National Forest lands, accumulated fuels could

add to a future fire event, increasing the risk ofnoxious weed spread on these allotments or fi'om the allotments onto burned

areas with lost canopy. Future, high intensity fires may cause higher soil temperatures, damaging underground plant parts,

and inhibiting resprouting. This could also increase the risk of weed spread as native and sensitive plants take longer to

recover.

By leaving roads in their current condition, there is a greater risk of weeds spreading along existing road corridors. Closing

and revegetating roads as proposed in all other alternatives would assist in preventing this weed spread. All action

alternatives propose reforestation ofseverely burned areas. No reforestation would increase the length of time for a

forested canopy to grow and assist in shading out weeds.

Alternative C

The cumulative effects of Alternative C would be similar to those in the No Action Alternative. However, the proposed

reforestation of severely burned areas should help reduce the risk ofweed spread by accelerating the reestablrshment of

canopy cover on these sites. Many old roads that were ripped and seeded, or were closed and revegetated on their own
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prior to the fires, were burned over and will need to be rehabilitated in order to restrict access and protect watersheds.

These watershed improvement projects should also assist in diminishing the risk ofweed spread by reducing corridors of

weed transmission. Since firel reduction would not occur, however, there is still the potential for another high severity fire

occurrence during the next several decades, as a result of fuel accumulations created by the 2000 fire event. Such an event

could burn the revegetated roads once again and increase the risk ofweed spread on upland slopes. Weed competition may

adversely impact individual Lemhi penstemon, dwarf onion, Rocky Mountain paintbrush, or bitterroot plants and habitat,

reducing the viability ofthese species.

Alternatives B, D, E and F

Several activities have already been accomplished, or will be accomplished within the year, that could cumulatively add

impacts to the East Fork area when considered along with the current proposed activities in Alternatives B, D, E, or F.

Activities occurring on adjacent property included salvage logging on the Trinity Ranch, on private property in the Dickson

and Laird Creek drainages, and on the Sula State Forest. Most ofthese activities occurred during the winter of20002001

over frozen ground and/or snow, reducing impacts to plant roots and deterring the spread ofnoxious weeds. Some logging

on private property did occur in the fall of2000, prior to freezing, so impacts from log skidding were greater than would

have occurred over fi'ozien ground. Plant roots may have been damaged in logging done on private property, slowing their

rate of fire recovery and ability to compete with weeds. In addition, firrther disturbance ofalready bare soils greatly

increases the risk ofweed colonization. If grass seed was applied after logging operations were completed, there is a

possibility that newly germinating grasses could deter weed colonization. Observations made the spring and summer of

2001 show seeding success to be spotty while native plant recovery was doing well, particularly on pinegrass sites.

Logging activities on Sula State Forest lands occurred over frozen ground and/or snow reducing the risk ofweed spread

and damage to plant roots. However, logging operations have continued during the summer over bare soils, increasing the

risk ofweed spread and damage to recovering plant roots. Weeds from these adjacent lands could spread onto National

Forest lands. The reduction of fuels from all these areas should assist in reducing the fire hazard, and the chance ofa severe

fire event decades fi‘om now. There are 10 active grazing allotments within the East Fork Geographic Area. They have all

been used since the 1940s and 50s. In addition, there are large private ranches in the East Fork, Tolan, and Camp Creek

drainages that have been grazed since the late 1800s. Past grazing has impacted the native plant community, particularly in

riparian areas, and increased the rate ofweed spread onto the Forest. Of course, continued growth and development in the

Bitterroot Valley has probably contributed much more to the loss ofplant diversity and the rate ofweed spread than

grazing. The Medicine Tree, Sula Peak, and Waugh Gulch Allotments will be rested during the 2001 grazing season in

order to assist in vegetative recovery ofthese burned areas. These allotments should be revisited at the end of the rest

period to determine if grasses have recovered sufliciently to continue grazing.

The cumulative impacts ofthe above activities in addition to the 2000 fire event, could contribute to firrther weed spread

due to ground disturbing activities on bare soils, altering suitable sensitive plant habitat. Some roadside areas were sprayed

with herbicides this spring to reduce the risk ofweed spread fi'om road corridors onto the nutrient-rich bare soils created by

the fires. Only burned areas covered by previously prepared environmental assessments were treated. The Bitterroot Forest

is also preparing a Noxious Weed EIS (to be released later this year), integrating several weed treatment methods, to cover

many ofthe high weed risk areas impacted by the fires. Treatments should aid in reducing the spread of weeds, and

proposed reforestation activities should speed up the rate of time that canopy cover would be available for deterring weed

spread. Although this would aid in reducing the risk ofweed spread from roadside populations onto slopes, another fire

event like 2000 could set succession of the native and sensitive plant community back once again. The risk ofweed spread

from proposed activities in Alternatives B, D, E, or F should be weighed against the long-term potential for high severity

fires during the next several decades due to fuel accumulations created by the 2000 fires. Proposed activities in Alternative

E ofthe East Fork area would contribute less to long-term fuel reduction, but would reduce the risk ofweed spread in the

short term.

Temporary roads are proposed for construction in Alternatives D and F in Lemhi penstemon habitat in the Robbins Gulch

drainage. The cumulative effects oftemporary road construction with past road-building and weed encroachment in the

Robbins Gulch area could impact habitat resulting in reduced viability for the Robbins Gulch Lemhi penstemon population.

Cumulative impacts on sensitive plant species may also occur in the upper Tolan Creek drainage, where populations of

candystick and large acres ofcandystick habitat exist. The Tolan Creek Timber Sale (USDA Forest Service, 1993),

implemented in the mid 90s, impacted some candystick habitat, although mitigation measures applied at the time protected

most ofthe habitat and known populations. The cumulative impacts of the previous construction ofForest Service Road

5740, which bisects prime candystick habitat, and the construction of temporary roads and landings in Alternative D could

result in reducing the viability ofcandystick in the Tolan Creek drainage. Forest Service Road 5740 was built prior to TES

analysis ofefl‘ects so no sensitive plant surveys were conducted at the time. The presence ofcandystick in areas adjacent to
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the road infers that candystick plants and habitat most likely were destroyed during construction of this road. The proposed

construction ofnew landings in Alternatives B and F would also destroy some candystick habitat, but there may be less

likelihood ofreducing population viability since temporary roads would not be constructed. There would be no cumulative

impacts if Alternative E were selected since no activities are proposed in the upper Tolan Creek drainage in this alternative.

Past fire suppression activities have contributed largely to the large-scale fires of this past summer. The Forest Service

plans to continue fiiel reduction and prescribed burning activities, particularly in urban interface areas, in order to remedy

this situation in areas that didn’t burn. Burning under controlled conditions should reduce the amount of disturbed and bare

soil, decreasing the risk ofweed spread and enhancing habitat for sensitive plant species.

Alternative G

The cumulative impacts of the past and foreseeable future events combined with Alternative G would be similar to the No

Action Alternative. Only minimal fiiel reduction would occur with cutting, felling and burning already burned trees. With

fuels still accumulated on most ofthe burned area, there would be an increase chance of a future fire event becoming more

intense and severe. Increased weed prevention in Alternative G would help control the spread ofweeds onto burned slopes.

If activities over bare soils on adjacent private and state lands were to increase weed populations in these areas, improved

weed prevention measures would be important to control the spread onto National Forest lands. However, since not as

much planting would occur if Alternative G were chosen, recovery of the tree canopy would be slower, increasing the risk

ofweed encroachment onto moderate and high severity burn areas. Weed competition may adversely impact individual

Lemhi penstemon, dwarfonion, Rocky Mountain paintbrush, or bitterroot plants and habitat, reducing the species viability.

West Fork Area

Area of Analysis

The area analyzed for sensitive plant species in the West Fork include burned areas within the perimeter of the Little Blue,

Razor, Fat, and Taylor Springs Fires. This includes: most ofthe burned area in Little Bhre Joint drainage (Little Blue Fire),

the area between West Creek and Coal Creek (Razor Fire), the burned area between Overwhich and Slate Creeks (Taylor

Fire), and parts of the Piquette and Castle Creek drainages (Fat Fire). All units with proposed activities were analyzed, as

well as surrounding lands where known sensitive plants are located, or where sensitive plant surveys have been completed

before.

Existing Condition

VRU l and 2

Populations ofhollyleaf clover, Lemhi penstemon, and Rocky Mountain paintbrush were known in the Little Blue Joint

drainage from previous surveys. Known populations of hollyleaf clover also had been found in the Coal Creek drainage.

Areas where these species occur received low to moderate burn severity during the Little Blue Fire in late July. Potentially

suitable habitat also exists for dwarf onion, tapertip onion, puzzling halimolobos, and Payette penstemon. None ofthese

sensitive plant species was found during surveys ofVRU2 areas ofthe West Fork geographic are in the 2001 field season.

VRU3

A total of 11,800 acres ofVRU 3 burned in the West Fork area. Some of this area was surveyed for sensitive plants, but

most ofChicken and West Creek have never been surveyed. Potentially suitable habitat does exist for turkey-peas,

hollyleaf, and woolly-head clovers in these areas and for Lemhi penstemon and Rocky Mountain paintbrush in drier aspects

of this VRU. Those areas with proposed activities were surveyed in the spring and summer of 2001. Previously known

populations ofhollyleaf clover, dwarfonion, and Rocky Mountain paintbrush exist in unit 59, and hollyleaf clover had been

found in unit 706. Field surveys completed during the 2001 field season also revealed populations ofhollyleaf clover in

units 55, 61, 703, and 707; populations ofRocky Mountain paintbrush in units 73 and unit 233; a population ofdwarfonion

in unit 235; populations of woolly-head in units 58 and 61; and a population of Lemhi penstemon in unit 233. Additional

populations of hollyleaf and woolly-head clovers were found in or adjacent to many of the proposed landings in

Alternatives B and D.

VRU4

No known populations of candystick burned. but suitable habitat exists in the upper reaches ofWest, Overwhich, Blue

Joint, and Little Blue Joint Creeks. There are no known populations of Icelandmoss in the West Fork area, although areas

——__———_————_'
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ofpotentially suitable habitat did exist pre-fire. Areas ofproposed activity in candystick habitat were surveyed during the

2001 field season. Populations ofcandystick were found in unit 60 in the Coal Creek drainage and unit 51 in the Piquett

Creek drainage.

Rocky Areas (includes rock outcrops and talus)

Populations of greenbush and Idaho goldenweed are known to occur on the West Fork, but they are not in areas where fire

occurred. It is possible that Idaho goldenweed habitat was impacted during the fires. This species has been found in large

granitic outcrops in Douglas-fir forests on the West Fork. Fire could have burned aerial parts of this plant, but probably

would not have destroyed the root system, which should resprout following fire. Western boneset had only been found in

higher elevations on the West Fork. Potentially suitable habitat did exist within burned areas; but it is unlikely that any

plants would have been impacted by fire, due to the lack of fuels in these areas. Surveys completed during the 2001 field

swson revealed a population ofwestern boneset in unit 73.

Calcareous Soils

No populations and no suitable habitat for sapphire rockcress were found in the West Fork Fire areas neither during survey

work done prior to the fires nor during surveys completed during the 2001 field season.

Vernally Moist Rocky Areas

There were no known populations ofsandweed or scalepod found in the West Fork area prior to the fires. There may have

been some potentially suitable habitat, but these areas would not have burned very hot. Populations ofstorm saxifrage do

exist on a couple ofalpine peaks in the West Fork area, but the fire did not burn into these areas. None ofthese species

were found during field surveys completed during 2001

Wetlands (includes fens, seeps, streams)

A population of giant helleborine was located along the Salmon River on the very southern tip ofthe West Fork Ranger

District in 1998. This population is located in the Frank Church-River ofNo Return Wilderness and was not impacted by

the fires. None ofthe other wetland sensitive plant species are known to occur in the West Fork fire area; although, there is

potentially suitable habitat for yellow lady’s-slipper, California false hellebore and western pearl flower that did burn.

Wetlands will be avoided in any proposed activities, in order to avoid RHCAs and corrrply with Streamside Best

Management Practices.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

The impacts ofNo Action on the West Fork Geographic Area would be similar to those for the Skalkaho-Rye, East Fork,

and Blodgett Areas. Fuel accumulations from down fire-killed trees are likely to increase the potential for a fiiture

recurrence of a severe fire event in firture decades (Brown and Reinhardt 2001). There are known populations ofLemhi

penstemon, Rocky Mountain paintbrush, hollyleaf clover, and woolly-head clover in the Blue Joint and Coal Creek

drainages that could be impacted by such an event. Competition fi'om spotted knapweed is a concern for most of these

species, since they compete for the same open, dry areas ofthe lower montane zone. All of these sensitive plant species

appeared to be recovering well after the fires, validating research and other evidence ofplant adaptations to fire (Brown and

Smith 2000). If another severe fire were to occur in fiiture decades, native and sensitive plant recovery might be fiirther

compromised. Increasing weed competition is one of the main threats to Lemhi penstemon habitat (Elzinga, 1997).

Spotted knapweed is expected to increase in areas where canopy cover has been lost in the fires of 2000 (PF,

NFMA/NEPA-l). Another such event where recovery ofLemhi penstemon and native plants is compromised could create

a monoculture ofweeds. The same negative impacts could occur to Rocky Mountain paintbrush, hollyleaf; and woolly

head clover.

candystick populations were found in unit 51 in upper Piquett Creek and unit 60 in upper Coal Creek. These areas had

mixed and high severity (stand replacing) fires. As mentioned above, in the East Fork analysis ofeffects, both types of

fires are known to occur in lodgepole pine forests, depending on the amount of ground and ladder fuels (Brown and Smith

2000). Candystick is dependent on live trees with mycorrhizal associations for survival, so there could have been mortality

ofboth lodgepole pine host trees and candystick if the sensitive plant were present in suitable habitat. The No Action

Alternative is not likely to adversely impact candystick habitat any fiirther in the short-term. However, fiiel accumulations
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ofany fire-killed trees may contribute to another severe fire event in the future. Such events may still not be out the range

ofnatural variability in lodgepole forests, and are likely a part of the fire ecology of candystick as well.

Alternatives B, D, and F

Fuel Reduction and Watershed Improvement

Alternatives B, D, and F are similar in their proposed activities for the West Fork area, with Alternatives B and D proposing

to harvest about the same number of acres and Alternative F proposing to harvest about 2300 less acres. The West Fork of

the Bitterroot Forest is the most diverse area for sensitive plant species and other species considered rare by the Montana

Natural Heritage Program (MTNI-IP 2001). This is supported by the large number of sensitive plants found either prior to

the fires or during surveys the summer of 2001 in areas ofproposed activities. Species such as hollyleaf clover, woolly

head clover, greenbush, Idaho goldenweed, puzzling halimolobos, Payette penstemon, Rocky Mountain paintbrush, and

Evermann’s fleabane (Erigeron evermannii) are only found on the West Fork. Some of this has to do with the proximity to

Idaho, and the fact that these species spill over the border into Montana, making them rare in this state. However, five of

these species (Rocky Mountain paintbrush, Payette penstemon, Idaho goldenweed, Evermann’s fleabane, and puzzling

halimolobos) are endemic to either the state or region. The West Fork Geographic Area has the least amount ofharvest

activities proposed and the least amount ofarea burned in the 2000 fires, but it also has the most likelihood of impacting a

sensitive plant population. Table 3-120 shows locations ofproposed activities.

Table 3-120 - Sensitive plant locations in West Fork Geographic Area

Woolly- .

Unit Hollyleaf head Dwarf Lemhi . Western cand .ck Temp. Lani. gs

clover omon penstemon . boneset 3 Road

clover - aintbrush

l_--__—m-_

_-____-_
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Efiects ofthe 2000 fire event on sensitive plant species in VRU 2 and 3 are the same for the West Fork area as they are in

the Skalkaho-Rye and East Fork Areas. See previous geographic area for a summary of these impacts. Proposed harvest

activities in Units 51 and 235 would be done by helicopter in Alternatives B and D (these units are dropped in Alternative

F). Unit 51 contains a population ofcandystick. The harvest of fire-killed trees by helicopter should not adversely impact

candystick plants or habitat. Dead trees can no longer support the mycorrhizae needed to supply nutrients to the candystick

plant and harvesting by helicopter would not disturb any mycorrhizae surviving in the soil. These mycorrhizae are

important for soil health, as well as potentially supplying nutrients for tree seedlings as they become established. Unit 235

contains a population ofdwarf onion. Helicopter harvest should not adversely impact dwarf onion plants or habitat, since

no ground disturbing activities would occur. Units 233 and 703 would be harvested by helicopter in all three alternatives.

Unit 233 contains populations ofLemhi penstemon and Rocky Mountain paintbrush, species that are normally associated

with an open canopy or grassland habitat. Both of these species should not be adversely impacted by helicopter harvest

since there will be minimal ground disturbance. A population ofhollyleaf clover exists in unit 703. Helicopter harvest

should not adversely impact hollyleaf clover plants or their habitat. Some green tree harvest is also proposed in all three

alternatives for unit 703. Trees that would be harvested would be less than ten inches in diameter. This is not likely to

adversely impact hollyleaf clover plants or their habitat since the species is normally associated with an open canopy. Units

55 and 58 would have fire-killed trees manually cut and the slash would be burned. A population ofhollyleaf clover exists
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in unit 55 and a population ofwoolly-head clover exists in unit 58. Neither ofthese species is likely to be adversely

impacted by the felling of trees. Slash material would be left on site and the unit would be underburned to reduce these

fuels. Burning slash may have some short-term impacts on individual hollyleaf or woolly-head clover plants but plants

should recover and the habitat should not be adversely impacted. Units 73, 706, and 707 would be skyline cable harvested

over bare ground in all three alternatives. In addition, part of unit 73 in Alternative D would have slash piled with a

walking excavator over bare ground. Unit 73 contains several populations ofRocky Mountain paintbrush and one

population of western boneset. Western boneset grows in talus or rocky areas in areas that would be avoided during harvest

activities. Rocky Mountain paintbrush populations would need to be flagged and avoided when identifying cable corridors

and piling slash with a walking excavator (see mitigation measures, Table 2-9). Ifthese mitigation measures are followed

there is not likely to be any adverse impacts on individual paintbrush plants, but there may be adverse impacts on habitat as

the cable corridors create bare areas for noxious weed encroachment. These corridors should be rehabilitated and

revegetated as soon as possible after use in order to avoid weed infestations. Units 706 and 707 contain populations of

hollyleaf clover. These populations should be flagged and avoided during identification of skyline cable corridors. If this

mitigation measure is followed there is not likely to be any adverse impacts on individual hollyleaf clover plants but there

may be longer term impacts on hollyleafclover habitat as the risk ofweed encroachment is increased due to the ground

disturbance created from cable logging. Cable corridors should be rehabilitated and revegetated as soon as possible alter

harvest activities in order to avoid weed encroachment.

Units 59 and 60 are proposed for harvest by helicopter in Alternative F, and by skyline cable in Alternatives B and D. Unit

59 contains populations ofhollyleaf clover, dwarfonion, and Rocky Mountain paintbrush; and unit 60 contains a

population of candystick. Sensitive plant populations in unit 59 are concentrated in one area ofthis large unit, so mitigating

for possible impacts should not be as diflicult. As mentioned above, helicopter harvest is not likely to adversely impact

individual plants or their habitat since no ground disturbing activities would occur. Helicopter harvest in candystick habitat

should only remove dead trees, as removal of live trees could destroy a host tree supporting the mycorrhizal association for

candystick. Skyline cable harvest over bare soil in unit 59 as proposed in Alternative B and D should not adversely impact

individual sensitive plant species if the plant locations are flagged and avoided when identifying cable corridors. In the

long-term, cable corridors may adversely impact habitat for hollyleaf clover, Rocky Mountain paintbrush or dwarf onion by

providing the bare soil preferred by noxious weed seed for germination. As mentioned above, corridors should be

rehabilitated and revegetated as soon as possible alter use in order to deter weed seed encroachment. Cable corridors in

candystick habitat in unit 60 may adversely impact suitable habitat by destroying the soil mycorrhizae associated with

candystick. Helicopter harvest is proposed in unit 69 for Alternatives B and D and skyline cable over bare ground is

proposed for this unit in Alternative F. The population ofRocky Mountain paintbrush in unit 69 should not be adversely

impacted by helicopter harvest or by the taking ofsmall diameter green trees by helicopter as proposed in Alternative D.

Rocky Mountain paintbrush is associated with forest openings or grasslands. Skyline cable corridors proposed in

Alternative F for unit 69 should be flagged and identified to avoid the Rocky Mountain paintbrush population. If this

mitigation is followed there is not likely to be any adverse impacts on individual paintbrush plants, but there may be

impacts on paintbrush habitat as the corridors create the disturbance preferred by noxious weeds. Cable corridors should be

rehabilitated and revegetated as soon as possible after use in order to reduce the risk ofnoxious weed infestation. Finally,

unit 61 is proposed for skyline cable harvest over bare ground in Alternatives B and D. This unit is not in Alternative F.

Unit 61 contains populations of hollyleaf and woolly-head clover and impacts on these species would be the same as for

units 59 or 69 where skyline cable harvest is proposed. Harvest ofsome small diameter green trees is also proposed. This

should not adversely impact individual clover plants, but may adversely impact suitable habitat as canopy removal plus the

bare soil created along cable corridors would increase the risk ofweed encroachment.

Units where ground-disturbing activities occur will be monitored for noxious weeds for several years afler the fires. If

weeds are found to be present where they were not before or if weed populations are increasing then the area should be

evaluated for possible weed treatments. There is a particular concern for the effects of noxious weeds on Lemhi penstemon

since this species’ viability is threatened by spotted knapweed competition (Elzinga, 1997). In addition to competition with

spotted knapweed, it is believed that years of fire suppression, resulting in canopy closure, has contributed to the decline of

the species (Moseley, Mancuso and Hilty, 1990). Reducing fuels on the site would likely be more important for the long

term viability ofLemhi penstemon than the short-term possibility of further weed spread from low-impact logging

methods. Further efl‘ects on noxious weeds fi'om proposed activities will be addressed in the Noxious Weeds section.

Temporary Roads and Landings

Temporary roads are only proposed in Alternative D to access landings in units 59, 61, and 73. Although the road prisms

identified on maps were not found to have sensitive plants along them the construction oftemporary roads would adversely

iznpact sensitive plant habitat, in particular habitat for hollyleaf clover, dwarfonion, and Rocky Mountain paintbrush.
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Temporary roads would be recontoured and revegetated after use, however, the ground disturbance involved in any road

building adds significantly to weed spread. All road locations would be resurveyed prior to construction if Alternative D

were selected in order to ensure that no sensitive plant species exist along the road prism There are no temporary roads

proposed for Alternative B or F in the West Fork area. Proposed landing sites were surveyed during the 2001 field season.

Sensitive plant populations were located in or adjacent to many ofthese landings. Three out ofthe six landings along the

Blue Joint Road on National Forest lands contained populations ofwoolly-head clover. The landings that contain this

clover are included in Alternatives B and D, but not in F. If either Alternative B or D were selected, there would be adverse

impacts plants and habitat. Since woolly-head clover is only known fi'om the West Fork District on the Bitterroot NF and

most populations are found in disturbed areas such as campgrounds, trailheads, or road right-of-ways, there is some

possibility that the clover might reseed in these areas, but this is unknown. In Alternative F, there would not be any impact

on individual woolly-head clover plants, although potentially suitable habitat may be adversely impacted. All landings in

the Little Blue Joint area do not to contain sensitive plants, although the landing at the junction ofFS Roads 5662 and 5656

is just below a population ofhollyleaf clover. None ofthe landings in the Little Blue Joint area would directly impact

sensitive plant species, but there may be some suitable habitat adversely impacted. Four out ofeight landings in the Coal

Creek drainage near unit 61 contain populations of hollyleaf clover and one ofthese landings contains populations of

hollyleaf and woolly-head clover. Landings would only be constructed in Alternatives B or D. In Alternative F, unit 61

would be dropped and the landings would not be necessary. Since a mitigation exists that no landing sites or temporary

roads would be located where sensitive plants are known or found to exist (see mitigation measures, Table 2-9) then the

landings mentioned above would not be able to be constructed or construction would have to avoid the plant populations.

All landings and temporary roads would be ripped and revegetated to help prevent further weed spread.

Alternative C

Impacts in Alternative C would be similar to those in the No Action Alternative. Watershed improvement projects that

include ripping and revegetating roads should assist in preventing weed spread by closing offcorridors ofweed spread.

However, the long-term impacts of leaving fire-killed trees on site to fall and potentially add to future fire events would

remain. These effects are addressed in Alternative A.

Alternative E

There are only three units with proposed activities in the West Fork area in Alternative E. Ofthese three units, two ofthem

contain sensitive plants based on 2001 field surveys. As mentioned above in Alternatives B, D, and F Unit 233 contains

populations ofLemhi penstemon and Rocky Mountain paintbrush; and unit 235 contains a population ofdwarfonion. Both

these units would be harvested by helicopter as in the above alternatives. Helicopter harvest should not adversely impact

individual sensitive plants or their habitat. There are no temporary roads proposed in Alternative E; and one landing site is

proposed along the West Fork ofthe Bitterroot River on a previously disturbed site.

The reduction of fire-killed firels should assist in preventing future severe fire events that could adversely impact sensitive

plant species and their habitat, by damaging roots or increasing the risk ofweed spread. However, Alternative E proposes

to treat about 5400 less acres than Alternative D, and about 3100 less acres than Alternative F. This will leave a

considerable amount of fuel that would increase the severity of fire events that may occur in future decades. This could

contribute to further weed spread if such an event occurs as canopy is lost again and shrubs and forbs have to recover again.

Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

The cumulative efiects of not reducing firels in burned areas of the West Fork GA would be similar to the Skalkaho-Rye

area. Fuel loadings of about 30 tons/acre or more could increase the severity of any fire event occurring in future decades

(Brown and Reinhardt, 2000). About fifty percent of the West Fork Geographic Area has fuel loadings this high. These

impacts would not be as significant as in the Skalkaho-Rye and East Fork Geographic Areas. As noted above in Indirect

Effects, continued high severity fires would result in more bare soil and risk ofknapweed spread. The Bitterroot National

Forest is currently contracting the preparation of an EIS addressing weed treatments in burned areas throughout the Forest.

Treatments should inhibit the spread ofweeds along road corridors, but future severe fire events would still likely benefit

weeds over native plants. The impacts in higher elevation areas would not be as severe, since weed populations above

6,500 feet tend to stay along roads on extreme south-facing slopes and are usually not invasive in native plant communities.

In VRU 3 areas populations ofRocky Mountain paintbrush, hollyleaf clover, woolly-head clover, dwarfonion, and Lemhi

penstemon were found in areas 0 proposed activities. The short-term impacts ofno action may not necessarily be more

adverse than activities proposed in any ofthe action alternatives on individual plant populations unless harvest activities are
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accomplished over bare ground and in a manner where plant avoidance is not adhered. However, the long-term impacts on

potentially suitable habitat for any of the above listed species has the potential to be more severe with no action, where fuel

reduction does not occur. Future, high intensity fires may cause higher soil temperatures, damaging underground plant

parts, and inhibiting resprouting. This could also increase the rate ofweed spread as native and sensitive plants take longer

to recover. Any adverse impacts on Lemhi penstemon populations or habitat should be avoided since this species is a

regional endemic and currently threatened by weed encroachment, fire suppression, grazing and mining (Elzinga, 1997).

Since fire can spread weeds, as well as induce germination in Lemhi penstemon (Heidel and Shelly, 2001), this can make

managing this species difiicult. The impacts in VRU 4 areas would not be as severe, since weed populations at this

elevation are usually not invasive, but tend to stay along roads on extreme south-facing slopes. However, there are

candystick plants and habitat located in this VRU that could be impacted by a severe fire event. As mentioned above in

Direct and Indirect Effects of Alternative A, the death of the host conifer tree would kill the candystick plant and it could

take up to 100 years for conditions to be suitable again for candystick germination. Adverse impacts on sensitive plant

habitat would decrease as fuel reduction activities increase (i.e., impacts greatest with no fuel reduction, less with

Alternative G, followed by Alternatives E, F, B, and D). Alternative C would have similar impacts as Alternative A except

there would be less risk ofweed spread, improving sensitive plant habitat as roads are revegetated.

Several activities have already been accomplished, or will be accomplished within the year and are considered when

analyzing the impacts of no action in the West Fork area. It is unknown whether sensitive plant populations existed in these

areas prior to the fires, but there likely was suitable habitat for Lemhi penstemon, dwarfonion, woolly-head clover,

hollyleaf clover, and Rocky Mountain paintbrush, species found on Bitterroot Forest lands in the West Fork. Activities

occurring on adjacent property include salvage logging on private property in the Blue Joint Bay area and on DNRC lands

in the Coal Creek and Painted Rocks area. Most ofthese activities occurred during the winter of2000-2001 over frozen

ground and/or snow, which would reduce impacts to plant roots and help deter the spread ofnoxious weeds. Some logging

on private property may have occurred in the fall of 2000, prior to fi'eezing, so impacts from log skidding were greater than

would have occurred over frozen ground. Plant roots may have been damaged, slowing their rate of fire recovery and

ability to compete with weeds. In addition, further disturbance of already bare soils greatly increases the risk ofweed

colonization. If grass seed was applied after logging operations were completed, there is a possibility that newly

germinating grasses could deter weed colonization. Observations made the spring and summer of 2001 show seeding

success to be spotty while native plant recovery was doing well, particularly on pinegrass sites. Weeds from these adjacent

lands could spread onto National Forest lands. Ifno fuel reduction occurs on NFS lands, the fuel reduction on these

adjacent lands should act to slow future fire and aid in preventing the spread of fire from NFS lands to other lands.

The Jew Mountain ATV trail has been a contributor to weed spread in the Overwhich drainage. Pre-fire plant surveys in

the area revealed an obvious outward spread ofspotted knapweed from the trail into adjacent Idaho fescue grasslands.

Some roadside areas that burned were sprayed with herbicides this spring to reduce the risk ofweed spread from road

corridors onto the nutrient-rich bare soils created by the fires. Only burned areas covered by previously prepared

environmental assessments were treated. The Bitterroot Forest is also preparing a Noxious Weed EIS (to be released later

this year), integrating several weed treatment methods, to cover many of the high weed risk areas impacted by the fires.

The treatments planned should aid in reducing the spread ofweeds, and proposed reforestation activities should speed up

the rate oftime that canopy cover would be available for deterring weed spread. Although this would assist in reducing the

risk ofweed spread from roadside populations onto slopes, another fire event like 2000 could set succession of the native

and sensitive plant community back again Not reducing firels in the West Fork area could contribute to a more severe fire

event occurring decades from now, which could firrther increase weed infestations in the West Fork area.

By leaving roads in their current condition, there is a greater risk ofweeds spreading along existing road con'idors. No

reforestation would increase the length of time for a forested canopy to grow and assist in shading out weeds.

Alternative C

The cumulative effects ofAlternative C would be similar to those in the No Action Alternative. However, the proposed

reforestation ofseverely burned areas should help reduce the risk ofweed spread by accelerating the reestablishment of

canopy cover on these sites. Many old roads that were ripped and seeded, or were closed and revegetated on their own

prior to the fires, were burned over and will need to be rehabilitated in order to restrict access and protect watersheds.

Watershed improvements should assist in diminishing the risk ofweed spread by reducing weed seed transmission. Since

firel reduction would not occur, there is the potential for another high severity fire during the next several decades.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Several activities have already been accomplished, or will be accomplished within the year, that could cumulatively add

impacts to the West Fork area when considered along with the current proposed activities in Alternatives B, D, or E.
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Activities occurring on adjacent property include salvage logging on private property in the Blue Joint Bay area and on

DNRC lands in the Coal Creek and Painted Rocks area. Most ofthese activities occurred during the winter of2000-2001

over frozen ground and/or snow, which would reduce impacts to plant roots and help deter the spread ofnoxious weeds.

Some logging on private property may have occurred in the fiill of 2000, prior to freezing, so impacts fi‘om log skidding

were greater than would have occurred over fi'ozen ground. Plant roots may have been damaged, slowing their rate of fire

recovery and ability to compete with weeds. In addition, further disturbance of already bare soils greatly increases the risk

ofweed colonization If grass seed was applied afier logging operations were completed, there is a possibility that newly

germinating grasses could deter weed colonization. Observations made the spring and summer of2001 show seeding

success to be spotty while native plant recovery was doing well, particularly on pinegrass sites (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS

23). Weed populations may not be seen encroaching on new areas until the current year’s plants set seed that could spread.

The Jew Mountain ATV trail has been a contributor to weed spread in the Overwhich drainage. Pre-fire plant surveys in

the area revealed an obvious outward spread of spotted knapweed from the trail into adjacent Idaho fescue grasslands. The

cumulative impacts of the above activities in addition to the 2000 fire event could contribute to further weed spread altering

suitable sensitive plant habitat. All oif-road-vehicle trafic has been suspended until July 15, 2001, in order to aid in

healing and protecting Forest watersheds (USDA Forest Service, 2000b). Burned areas will be monitored prior to

reopening to OHVs. Some roadside areas will be sprayed with herbicides this spring and fall, to reduce the risk ofweed

spread from road to the nutrient-rich bare soils created by the fires. Only burned areas previously analyzed will be treated.

The Bitterroot NF is preparing a Noxious Weed EIS, integrating several weed treatment methods, to cover many ofthe high

weed risk areas impacted by the fires. The treatments planned should aid in reducing the spread of weeds, and proposed

reforestation activities should speed up the rate of time that canopy cover would be available for deterring weed spread.

Although this would assist in reducing the risk ofweed spread fi'om roadside populations onto slopes, another fire event

like 2000 could set succession of the native and sensitive plant community back again. The risk ofweed spread from

proposed activities in Alternatives B, D, and F should be weighed against the long-term potential for high severity fires

during the next several decades due to fuel accumulations created by the 2000 fires. Alternative E activities in the West

Fork would minimally contribute to long-term fuel reduction, but would reduce the risk ofweed spread in the short term.

Other past impacts in the West Fork area were the Big Blue Flats Timber Sale and Blue Devil Salvage Sale. These were

adjacent small timber sales in the Blue Joint drainage and populations ofhollyleaf and woolly-head clovers were found

within the sale areas. Since activities occurred over frozen ground and/or snow, there was little impact on the sensitive

plants or their habitat. Post harvest observations of these populations showed no negative impacts to individual plants or

their habitat (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-24). However, field visits to these same areas the summer of 2001 after the 2000

fires revealed some spotted knapweed and cheatgrass encroachment (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-23). This could be due to

the fire event or a combination of canopy removal from previous harvesting and the 2000 fires. No harvest is proposed in

these areas with the Burned Area Project, but the landings proposed for construction in the Blue Joint drainage may

contribute to further weed spread and possible adverse impacts on hollyleaf and woolly-head clover habitat. In addition to

the Blue Joint sales, the Coal Creek Salvage Sale was harvested in the winter and summer of 1993. Populations of

hollyleaf clover were found in two of the units of this sale. Mitigation to avoid impacts included winter logging in one unit

and adjusting skid trail location in the other. Post harvest monitoring revealed that these mitigations protected the plants

and their habitat (PF. Doc. SENSITIVE PLANTS-24). Although no harvest activities are proposed in the vicinity of these

hollyleaf clover populations, landings proposed in Alternatives B and D could further impact hollyleaf clover populations

and temporary roads in Alternative D would significantly add to these impacts so the population viability ofhollyleaf

clover may be reduced in the Coal Creek drainage. BEs for all three of these sales are in the Project File.

Past fire suppression activities have contributed largely to the large-scale fires of this past summer. The Forest Service

plans to continue fuel reduction and prescribed burning activities, particularly in urban interface areas, to remedy this

situation in unburned areas. Burning under controlled conditions should reduce the amount ofdisturbed and bare soil,

decreasing the risk ofweed spread and enhancing habitat for sensitive plant species.

Alternative G

The cumulative impacts of the past and foreseeable future events combined with Alternative G would be similar to

Alternative A. With fuels still accumulated, there would be an increase chance ofa future fire event becoming more

intense and severe. Increased weed prevention would help control the weed spread. If activities over bare soils on adjacent

private and state lands were to increase weed populations in these areas, improved weed prevention measures would be

important to control the spread onto NFS lands. However, since not as much planting would occur, recovery of the tree

canopy would be slower, increasing the risk ofweed encroachment onto moderate and high severity burn areas. Weed

competition may adversely impact individual Lemhi penstemon, dwarfonion, Rocky Mountain paintbrush, dwarf onion,

hollyleaf or woolly-head clover plants and habitat, reducing species viability.
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Determination of Effects - Blodgett

Since no sensitive plant species were found in areas ofproposed activities prior to the fires, there should be no impacts on

any sensitive plant species as a result of activities proposed in any of the alternatives in the Blodgett analysis area.

However, it is possible that proposed activities could increase the risk ofweed spread, thereby adversely affecting

potentially suitable sensitive plant habitat. None ofthe proposed activities in the action alternatives are likely to reduce the

population viability of any sensitive plants species in the Blodgett Area. The No Action Alternative also carries the risk of

negative impacts to potentially suitable sensitive plant habitat, since large fuel accumulations could increase the severity of

any fire event occurring in future decades.

BITTERROOT NATIONAL FOREST

SENSITIVE PLANT SPECIES BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSION OF EFFECTS

SPECIES ALT A ALT B ALT C

taper tip onion
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Idahoa sea I i 3 era

western pearl-flower

Heterocodon rari orum

candystick

Allotropa virgata
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Prepared by. /s/ Linda Pteum‘nen Date: 8 14 2001

LINDA PIETARINEN

Bitterroot Forest Botanist

N1 = No Impact

MIIH = May Impact Individuals or Habitat, but Will Not Likely Result in a Trend Toward Federal Listing or Reduced

Viability for the Population or Species

LIFV* = Likely To Impact Individuals or Habitat with a Consequence that the Action may Contribute Towards Federal

Listing or Result in Reduced Viability for the Population or Species

B1 = Beneficial Impact

‘Trigger for a Significant Action

Form 2 (R-l-2670-95)
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Determination of Effects — Skalkaho-Rye

The activities proposed in Alternatives B, D, and F are the most likely to impact sensitive plant species or their habitat in

the short-term. Alternatives A, C, and G could have more long-term negative impacts as fuel accumulations could increase

the severity of any fire event occuning in future decades. Alternative E is somewhere in between since not as much fuel

reduction would occur, but no temporary roads or harvest on bare soils are proposed.

If the mitigation measures mentioned above and in Chapter 2 are followed, there should not be direct impacts on dwarf

onion populations in Alternatives B, D, E, or F. However, it is possible that proposed activities could increase the risk of

weed spread, thereby adversely afi‘ecting potentially suitable dwarf onion habitat, as well as suitable habitat for other

sensitive plant species, such as tapertip onion, hollyleaf clover, and Lemhi penstemon. The latter three species were not

found in areas ofproposed activities in the Skalkaho-Rye area, but potentially suitable habitat is present. These plant

species could be present and overlooked in field surveys, or they could potentially colonize the area sometime later. The

construction oftemporary roads and landings in Alternatives B, D, and F will increase the likelihood ofnegative impacts on

any sensitive plant or its habitat. Alternatives A, C, and G also carry the risk ofnegative impacts to potentially suitable

sensitive plant habitat, since large fuel accumulations could increase the severity ofany fire event occurring decades from

now. Alternative G carries less of a risk of impacting these species habitat since no temporary roads or landings are

proposed, but the proposed burning of felled trees could increase the risk ofweed spread in the short-term.

If green tree harvest avoids candystick host trees and other mitigation measures for low-impact harvest methods are used

there should not be any adverse impacts to individual candystick plants from activities proposed in Alternatives B, D, or F.

However, the construction oftemporary roads and landings in candystick habitat would adversely impact candystick

habitat, at least in the short—tem1. It is unknown whether the mycorrhizae associated with candystick could survive such a

disturbance and recover in the long-term. These sites would need to be able to grow the conifer host in order for a

mycorrhizal association to form. Alternative E proposes no activities in candystick habitat so impacts would be similar to

Alternatives A, C, and G.

If mitigation measures are followed there is not likely to be an adverse impact on the population viability of any sensitive

plant species. However, the likelihood of impacted species viability increases with construction oftemporary roads and

new landings in suitable sensitive plant habitat, as the rehabilitation of this habitat to its original state is highly uncertain

Other species listed below in the Biological Evaluation with a “NO IMPACT” determination of effects are discussed in the

existing condition section above. These species are either unlikely to occur in the area or their habitat will not be impacted

by any of the proposed actions or no action

SENSITIVE PLANT SPECIES BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION - SUMMARY OF CONCLUSION OF EFFECTS

taer t' onion Allium acuminatum MIIH IH I

dwarfonion AIIium parvum

cand tick Allotroa virata

western boneset Eupatorium occidentale

turke -eas Oroenia usi ormis

Lemhi enstemon Penstemon lemhiensis

wooll -head clover Tri oIium eriocehalum s . arcuatum
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hollyleaf clover Trifolium gymnocarpon MIIH MIIH MIIH MIIH MIIH

Prepared by. /s/Linda Pietarinen Date: September 14,2001

LINDA PIETARINEN

Bitterroot Forest Botanist

NI = No Impact

MIIH = May Impact Individuals or Habitat, but Will Not Likely Result in a Trend Toward Federal Listing or Reduced

Viability for the Population or Species

LIFV* = Likely To Impact Individuals or Habitat with a Consequence that the Action may Contribute Towards Federal

Listing or Result in Reduced Viability for the Population or Species. *Trigger for a Significant Action

BI = Beneficial Impact

Form 2 (R-l-2670-95)
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Determination of Effects - East Fork

Activities proposed in Alternatives B, D, and F in the East Fork Geographic area are the most likely to impact sensitive

plant species or their habitat in the short-term. Alternatives A, C, and G would have more long term negative impacts as

fuel accumulations could increase the severity of any fire event occurring in future decades. Alternative E is somewhere in

between since not as much fuel reduction would occur, but no temporary roads or harvest on bare soils are proposed.

If the mitigation measures mentioned above and in Chapter 2 are followed, there should not be direct impacts on dwarf

onion, Lemhi penstemon, or Rocky Mountain paintbrush populations in Alternatives B, D, E, or F. However, it is possible

that proposed activities could increase the risk of weed spread, thereby adversely affecting potentially suitable Lemhi

penstemon, Rocky Mountain paintbrush, or dwarfonion habitat, as well as suitable habitat for other sensitive plant species,

such as tapertip onion, hollyleaf clover, and turkey-peas. The latter three species were not found in areas ofproposed

activities in the East Fork area, but there is potentially suitable habitat present. These plant species could be present and

overlooked in field surveys, or they could potentially colonize the area sometime in the future. The construction of

temporary roads and landings in Alternatives B, D, or F, and landings in Alternative E would increase the likelihood of

negative impacts to any sensitive plant species or their habitat. Such activities permanently alter the vegetation ofthe site,

as well as causing soil compaction and greatly increasing the risk ofweed encroachment. Temporary roads are proposed

for construction in Alternatives D and F in Lemhi penstemon habitat in the Robbins Gulch drainage. The cumulative

effects oftemporary road construction with past road-building and weed encroachment in the Robbins Gulch area could

impact habitat reducing viability for the Robbins Gulch Lemhi penstemon population. Alternatives A, C, and G also carry

the risk ofnegative impacts to potentially suitable sensitive plant habitat, since large fuel accumulations could increase the

severity ofany fire event occurring decades fi'om now. Alternative G carries less ofa risk of impacting these species’

habitat since no temporary roads or landings are proposed, but the proposed burning of felled trees could increase the risk

ofweed spread in the short-term

If green tree harvest avoids candystick host trees and other mitigation measures for low-impact harvest methods are used

then there should not be any adverse impacts to individual candystick plants fi'om activities proposed in Alternatives B, D,

or F. However, landings and skyline cable harvest over bare ground (Alternatives B, D and F), as well as temporary roads

(Alternative D), proposed for the Tolan Creek drainage, could contribute to further loss of candystick habitat over what has

already been lost with the construction ofFS Road 5740 and landings used for the Tolan Creek Timber Sale in the mid

l990s. Since FS Road 5740 was constructed prior to implementation of the Forest Sensitive Plant Program, no plant

surveys were conducted and candystick plants were likely destroyed in addition to habitat. It is unknown whether the

mycorrhizae associated with candystick could survive such a disturbance. About 80% ofthe landings in Alternatives B, D,

and F are located in suitable candystick habitat and it would be difficult to avoid adversely impacts on habitat. These

activities may not reduce the population viability of the Tolan Creek candystick population, considering the amount of

candystick habitat remaining. Alternative D also proposes temporary roads in units 405 and 411 in the Tolan drainage and

unit 403 in nearby Meadow Creek drainage so additional suitable habitat would be adversely impacted. The additional

activities in Alternative D could be enough to result in reduced viability for the Tolan Creek candystick population. Since

Alternative E proposes no activities in candystick habitat, impacts would be similar to those for Alternatives A, C, and G.

Ifmitigation measures are followed there is not likely to be an adverse impact on the population viability of any sensitive

plant species. However, the likelihood of impacted species viability in any population increases with construction of

temporary roads and new landings in suitable sensitive plant habitat (particularly candystick habitat), as the rehabilitation of

this habitat to its original state is highly uncertain.

Other species listed below in the Biological Evahration with a “NO IMPACT” determination are discussed in the existing

condition section They are either unlikely to occur or their habitat will not be impacted by any ofthe alternatives.

SENSITIVE PLANT SPECIES BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION - SUlVIMARY OF CONCLUSION OF EFFECTS
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LINDA PIETARINEN

Bitterroot Forest Botanist

N] = No Impact

MIIH = May Impact Individuals or Habitat, but Will Not Likely Result in a Trend Toward Federal Listing or Reduced

Viability for the Population or Species

LIFV* = Likely To Impact Individuals or Habitat with a Consequence that the Action may Contribute Towards Federal

Listing or Result in Reduced Viability for the Population or Species

BI = Beneficial Impact

I"Trigger for a Significant Action: 1) The cumulative efi‘ects oftemporary road construction with past activities in the

Tolan Creek drainage warrants the “likely to impact habitat resulting in reduced viability for the Tolan Creek candystick

population”. 2) The cumulative effects oftemporary road construction with past road-building and weed encroachment in

the Robbins Gulch area warrants the “likely to impact habitat resulting in reduced viability for the Robbins Gulch Lemhi

penstemon population.”

Form 2 (R-l-2670-95)

Determination of Effects — West Fork

The activities proposed in Alternatives B, D, and F in the West Fork Geographic area are the most likely to impact sensitive

plant species or their habitat in the short-term Alternatives A, C, and G would have more long term negative impacts as

fuel accumulations could increase the severity ofany fire event occurring in future decades. Alternative E is somewhere in

between since not as much fuel reduction would occur, but no temporary roads or harvest on bare soils are proposed.

Ifthe mitigation measures mentioned above and in Chapter 2 are followed, there should not be direct impacts on dwarf

onion, Lemhi penstemon, Rocky Mountain paintbrush, hollyleaf, or woolly-head clover populations in Alternatives B, D, E,

or F. However, it is possible that proposed activities could increase the risk ofweed spread, thereby adversely afl‘ecting

potentially suitable habitat for these species, as well as suitable habitat for other sensitive plant species, such as tapertip

onion, Payette penstemon, puzzling halimolobos, and turkey-peas. The latter species were not found in areas ofproposed

activities in the West Fork area, but there is potentially suitable habitat present. These plant species could be present and

overlooked in field surveys, or they could potentially colonize the area sometime in the future. The construction of

temporary roads and landings in Alternative D and landings in Alternatives B, E, or F would increase the likelihood of

negative impacts to any sensitive plant species or their habitat. Such activities permanently alter the vegetation ofthe site,

as well as causing soil compaction and greatly increasing the risk ofweed encroachment. IfAlternatives E or F were

selected these impacts would be drastically reduced as no temporary roads would be built and landings where sensitive

plant populations occur would be eliminated. The viability ofhollyleaf and woolly-head clover populations in the Coal

Creek and Blue Joint area is not likely to be reduced by the activities proposed in Alternatives E or F. Alternative D,

however, could result in reduced viability for hollyleafand/or woolly-head clover as temporary roads and landings are

proposed to go through hollyleaf clover populations in the Coal Creek drainage and landings are proposed that would

directly impact woolly-head clover plants in the Bhie Joint drainage. These populations have had impacts from previous

activities that would add to the impacts fiom proposed activities in Alternative D (see Cumulative Efl'ects - West Fork).

Alternatives A, C, and G also carry the risk ofnegative impacts to potentially suitable sensitive plant habitat, since large

fuel accumulations could increase the severity ofany fire event occurring decades from now. Alternative G carries less ofa

risk of impacting these species’ habitat since no temporary roads or landings are proposed, but the burning of felled trees

proposed could increase the risk ofweed spread in the short-term

If green tree harvest is avoided and other mitigation measures for low-impact harvest methods are used then there should

not be any adverse impacts to individual candystick plants from activities proposed in Alternatives B, D, or F. However,

the construction of landings in candystick habitat would adversely impact candystick habitat, at least in the short-term. It is

unknown whether the mycorrhizae associated with candystick could survive such a disturbance. These sites would also

have to be able to grow the conifer host in order for the mycorrhizal association to form (PF, SENSITIVE PLANTS-4).

Activities proposed in candystick habitat for all three alternatives are not likely to reduce the viability of candystick
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populations in the area. Since Alternative E proposes no activities in candystick habitat, impacts would be similar to those

for Alternatives A, C, and G.

Ifmitigation measures are followed there is not likely to be an adverse impact on the population viability of any sensitive

plant species. However, the likelihood of impacted species viability increases with construction oftemporary roads and

new landings in suitable sensitive plant habitat (particularly candystick habitat), as the rehabilitation of this habitat to its

original state is highly uncertain.

Other species listed below in the Biological Evaluation with a “NO IMPACT” determination of efl’ects are discussed in the

existing condition section above. These species are either unlikely to occur in the area or their habitat will not be impacted

by any ofthe proposed actions or no action

BITTERROOT NATIONAL FOREST

SENSITIVE PLANT SPECIES BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSION OF EFFECTS

Burned Area Recovery EIS -— West Fork Area

SPECIES T A ALT B ALT C

ta ' t' onion AIIium acuminatum

hollyleafclover Tnfolium gymnocarpon 7

Prepared by. /s/Linda Pietnrinen Date: September 14,2001

LINDA PIETARINEN

Bitterroot Forest Botanist

NI = No Impact

MIIH = May Impact Individuals or Habitat, but Will Not Likely Result in a Trend Toward Federal Listing or Reduced

Viability for the Population or Species

LIFV* = Likely To Impact Individuals or Habitat with a Consequence that the Action may Contribute Towards Federal

Listing or Result in Reduced Viability for the Population or Species

BI = Beneficial Impact

‘Trigger for a Significant Action: 1) The cumulative efl‘ects of landing construction where woolly-head clover exists with

past activities in the West Fork area that have already impacted woolly-head clover populations warrants the “likely to

impact individuals and habitat resulting in reduced viability for the Blue Joint woolly-head clover population." 2) The

cumulative efl'ects landing and temporary road construction where hollyleaf clover exists with past activities in the West

Fork area that have already impacted hollyleaf clover populations warrants the “likely to impact individuals and habitat

resulting in reduced viability for the Coal Creek hollyleaf clover population”
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Introduction

Sixteen range allotments on the Bitterroot National Forest (NF) were burned to some extent during the fires of 2000. The

Forest Rangeland Specialist visited the allotments to evaluate them following the fires. Twelve allotments and one grazing

unit on another allotment were deemed suitable for grazing to some extent. Six allotments and one grazing unit were rested

in 2001; three allotments were rested voluntarily by the permittee for personal convenience and the Forest rested three

allotments and one grazing unit for resource protection. Range Readiness Criteria would be used to determine when cattle

could be returned to the allotments rested for resource protection (PF Range-l3).

Allotment boundaries are generally on a hydrologic boundary, or in a relatively convenient place for a fence. These

boundaries have been in place for many years and moving them would require a new NEPA analysis that is outside the

scope of this project.

Regulatory Framework

Forest Plan

The Forest Plan signed in 1987 sets standards for grazing use by Management Area (MA). The following MA’s, and

associated standards, are within the burned allotments:

- MA 1 - limits livestock use to 50% of forage production and schedules livestock use that does not reduce tree

stocking below the optimal level prescribed in the silvicultural prescription (page III-4).

- MAs 2 & 8b - limit livestock use to 35% of forage production, and permits livestock use, which complies with

winter range goals (page IIl~l0 and 62).

- MA 3a - limits livestock use to 35% of forage production in big game winter range and to 50% on big game

summer range and insures that all range improvements shall comply with partial retention objectives and with elk

winter range habitat objectives (page III-l7).

- MA 5 - permits improvements as long as they are compatible with the semi-primitive setting; manages allotments

to protect high-use recreation areas and soil and water quality; limits livestock use to 35% of forage production on

elk winter range and 50% on summer range; and allows available forage to be utilized for recreation stock ifsemi

primitive setting and other recreation opportunities are protected (page HI-38).

0 MA 8a - limits livestock use to 50% on big game summer range (page III-59).

According to the Forest Plan, livestock effects on the land would be monitored annually on 10% ofallotments to review

condition and trends, forage production, and transitory range (Forest Plan Requirement #30, page IV-8).

Inland Native Fish Strategy

The Inland Native Fish Strategy (INFISH) amended the Bitterroot NF Plan in 1995. INFISH directs the Forest to maintain

or improve habitat for native fish by restricting the types of activities that can occur in riparian areas. A copy of the

INFISH Decision Notice is available in the Project File (PF, FISI-I-l).

INFISH establishes bufi‘ers called Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas (RHCAs) around all streams, wetlands, water

bodies, and landslide prone areas on the Forest (USDA Forest Service, 1995f. A-4 to A-6).

Within RHCAs, INFISH designates fish habitat objectives called Riparian Management Objectives (RMOs). INFISH

specifies defimlt numeric values for each ofthe RMOs (USDA Forest Service, 19951‘. A-2 to A-4). The default RMOs for

(1) pool frequency, (2) large woody debris, (3) water temperature, and (4) width-to-depth ratio would apply to all ofthe

streams in the burned allotments. The defiault RMOs for bank stability and lower bank angle do not apply to the burned

allotments because they are only to be used in non-forested systems. All of the burned allotments on the Forest are

considered to be forested systems.

The default RMOs should be considered the minimum level of habitat conditions that are needed to maintain or improve

habitat for bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout. Actions that reduce habitat quality, whether the existing conditions are

better or worse than the RMO values, would be inconsistent with the purpose of the INFISH strategy. All of the RMOs

may not occur in a specific reach of stream within a watershed.

=
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INFISH standards that apply to grazing on the Forest include:

0 Modify grazing practices (e. g., accessibility ofriparian areas to livestock, length of grazing, stocking levels, timing

of grazing, etc.) that retard or prevent attainment ofRMOs or are likely to adversely affect inland native fish.

Suspend grazing if adjusting practices is not effective in meeting RMOs.

- Locate new livestock handling and/or management facilities outside RHCAs. For existing livestock handling

facilities inside RHCAs, assure that facilities do not prevent attainment of RMOs. Relocate or close facilities where

these objectives cannot be met.

- Limit livestock trailing, bedding, watering, salting, loading, and other handling efl'orts to those areas and times that

would not retard or prevent attainment ofRMOs or adversely afi‘ect inland native fish.

Rescission Bill, HR 1944 June 30, 1995 (Rescission Bill of 1995)

On June 30, 1995, the U. S. Senate passed HR 1944 making emergency supplemental appropriations for various projects

and making rescissions for the fiscal year ending September 30, I995, “ . . .and for other purposes, namely”

- SEC.504 (a) SCHEDULE FOR NEPA COMPLIANCE. Each National Forest System unit shall establish and

adhere to a schedule for the completion ofNational Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 (42 USC. 4321 et

seq.) analysis and decisions on all allotments within the National Forest System unit for which NEPA analysis is

needed. The schedule shall provide that not more than 20 percent of the allotments shall undergo NEPA analysis

and decisions through fiscal year 1996.

o (b) REISSUANCE PENDING NEPA COMPLIANCE. Notwithstanding any other law, term grazing permits

which expire or are waived before the NEPA analysis and decision pursuant to the schedule developed by

individual Forest Service System units, shall be issued on the same terms and conditions and for the full term of the

expired or waived permit.

Based on direction in the Rescission Bill direction (PF Range-l2), the Forest has scheduled NEPA analysis for grazing

allotments (PF Range-5).

Endangered Species Act (ESA)

Bull Trout: On July 10, 1998, US Fish and Wildlife Service (US F&WS) listed bull trout (Salvelinus confluentus) as a

threatened species. The Forest requested concurrence on the efl'ects determination for all ongoing Forest projects, including

grazing allotments. US F&WS concurred with the determination that cattle grazing on the Bitterroot NF would not likely

adversely affect (NLAA) bull trout and that formal consultation was not required. The review of the burned allotments in

May 2001 and the resulting recommendations determined that the allotments are still within the scope ofthe original

determination (NLAA) and the analysis and interdisciplinary team discussions were adequate to address the change in

conditions. The determination ofthe effect of this project on bull trout would be the same (NLAA); therefore a revised

biological assessment was not necessary.

I__.y_n_x: On March 24, 2000, US F&WS listed Canada lynx (Felis lynx) as a threatened species. In the spring of2000, the

Bitterroot NF consulted with US F&WS on lynx. The Forest requested commence on the effects determination for all on

going Forest projects, including grazing allotments. US F&WS concurred with the determination that cattle grazing on the

Forest would not likely adversely affect lynx and that formal consultation was not required. The review ofthe burned

allotments in May 2001, and the resulting recommendations, determined that the allotments are still within the scope of the

original determination (NLAA) and the analysis and interdisciplinary team discussions were adequate to address the change

in conditions. The determination of the efl‘ect of this project on lynx would be the same (NLAA) therefore; a revised

biological assessment was not necessary. Conservation Measures from US F&WS that apply to livestock grazing are:

- Manage grazing in Lynx habitat and adjacent shrub-steppe habitats to maintain the composition and structure of

native plant communities.

- Manage livestock grazing within riparian areas and willow carrs in lynx habitat to provide conditions for lynx and

lynx prey.

- Delay livestock use in post-fire and post harvest created openings until successful regeneration of the shrub and tree

component occurs. Do not allow livestock use in openings created by fires or timber harvest that would delay

successful regeneration ofthe shrub and tree component.

0 Manage grazing in aspen stands to ensure sprouting and sprout survival suflicient to perpetuate the long-term

viability of the clones.
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Analysis Area

The analysis area for the project consists ofthe four GAs. The Blodgett GA has no grazing allotments and will not be

included for fiirther analysis.

Analysis Methods

Shortly after the fires of2000 were out, the Forest Range Specialist visited each ofthe burned allotments to visually

determine how much had burned, at what severity it had burned, what impacts the fire suppression activities had on the

allotments, and what infi'astructure had to be replaced before cattle could be put back on the allotments. In the spring of

2001, before the tum-on date for cattle, each allotment was visited again to check on range readiness. An interdisciplinary

team also met to review the status of the allotments and conduct NEPA reviews in the spring of2001 to determine ifthere

were significant changes on the allotments from the fires. These NEPA reviews (18.1 reviews, PF Range-27 through 37)

resulted in the decision to rest six allotments and one grazing unit on another allotment.

The following reviews were used to establish the Range Readiness Criteria that must be met before cattle are allowed to

graze the allotments that were rested for resource protection:

0 A review by the hydrologist ofthe burned allotments primarily focused on how much ofthe primary range burned,

at what severity it burned, whether the allotment was grazed or rested in 2001, and how much ofthe total allotment

burned. Using these factors along with monitoring results obtained during July and early August 2001,

recommendations for grazing in 2002 were determined.

0 A review by the wildlife biologist ofthe burned allotments looked at burn severity and its effect on potential

wildlife forage, how much of the grass, forbs, and shrub layers were top-killed or completely killed, whether or not

the fires created new access to areas of the allotment that cattle had been unable to get to before, and what the

impacts to wildlife would be ifnew access was created.

0 A heritage review ofthe bumed allotments looked at areas ofpotential efi'ect where direct impacts such as ground

disturbance, erosion, or vegetation disruption may occur. The review also looked at areas where grazing might

have indirect (visual, auditory, and atmospheric) effects on cultural resources or their setting. A review ofknown

cultural sites within allotments was done and consultation with the Montana State Historic Preservation Office and

the Tribal Preservation Ofice of the Confederated Salish & Kootenai Tribes was completed to determine concerns.

0 The fisheries review ofthe burned area looked at the direct effects of the fires within the allotments on fish habitat

and populations, indirect efl‘ects that included fine sediment, a nutrient increase and its possible increase in prey

species, the positive effect of additional large woody debris, possible detrimental water temperature increases, the

creation of transitory range, increased potential oferosion fi-om burned areas that are grazed, and slower vegetative

recovery in burned areas that are grazed. The review included recommendations for the burned areas within the

allotments that would keep the grazing within the scope of the original determination made in 1998.

u A review ofthe burned allotments by the botanist looked for TES populations within the allotments. Known Lemhi

penstemon populations are located on the Medicine Tree Allotment. A review of the population size and location

would be made before grazing can occur. Mitigation for these plants may include exclusion of the area (fence) or

moving cattle for a specified time period to avoid damage to the plants during critical times.

- A review of soils on the burned allotments looked at soil displacement, soil stability, and compaction Readiness

Criteria were developed to evaluate each burned allotment that was rested for resource protection in 2001.

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

In the spring and surmner of 2001, NEPA reviews (18.1 review) ofeach allotment were done to determine if there were

changed conditions that warranted a supplement, addendum, or revision to existing NEPA documents, Allotment

Management Plans (AMPs), or Annual Operating Plans (AOPs). Copies ofthe 18.1 reviews completed in 2001 for each

allotment afl‘ected by the fires is in the Project File (PF Range-l6 through Range-36)

The Project File also contains maps showing the firel reduction units within each allotment and burn severity by allotment

(PF Maps-l, 2, 3), and tables ofallotment acres and harvest type for each alternative (PF Range-4). Data fi'om these tables

and maps would be used to describe the existing condition of each allotment.

Table 3-l2l shows each allotment or grazing unit that burned the number ofanimal units that are permitted on the

allotment or grazing unit, and the length of time the cattle are permitted to be on under the existing AOPs or AMPs.

w
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Table 3-12] - Allotment Infonnation Table

l Geographic Grazing Unit (GU), Allotment (A) Permitted Animal Units Permitted

I Area Duration

, Skalkaho-R e North Sle -; Child A 35 cow/calf airs - Plus 35 airs on to . ermit 6/1 to 9/30

I Skalkaho-R e Newton/Brenner GU, Skalkaho A 45 cow/calf airs 6/1 to 6/25

- Coffee Gulch GU, Skalkaho A 45 cow/calf arrs 6/26 to 7/2

Skalkaho-R e McCartne /Gird GU. Skalkaho Allotment 45 cow/calf airs 7/3 to 9/l5

o-R - Coffee Gulch GU, Skalkaho A 45 cow/calf airs 9/16 to 9/25

Skalkaho-R - Newton/Brenner GU, Skalkaho A 45 cow/calf airs 9/26 to 9/30

- ain Sleein Child A 35 cow/calf airs + bulls 7/1 to 9/30

Ska o-R arlan Gulch A 60 cow/calf airs 6/ l to 9/1

East Fork Warm S rins A 105 cow/calf airs 7/1 to 8/15

East Fork drews A 105 cow/calf airs 9/08 to 9/30

East Fork . I ~- Reirnel A 120 cow/calf airs 6/01 to 9/30

East Fork 100 cow/calf airs 5/16 to 6/10

East Fork 130 cow/calf airs 5/16 to 6/ 10

East Fork 275 cow/calf airs 6/ ll to 9/30

East Fork 50 cow/calf arrs 6/1 to 6/30

t Fork 50 cow/calf airs 7/1 to 8/ 15

East Fork 50 cow/calf airs 8/16 to 9/24

East Pork 50 cow/calf airs 9/25 to 9/30

East Fork Sula Peak A 82 cow/calf airs + bulls 6/l to 9/30

East Fork East Fork A 212 cow/calf arrs 6/15 to 9/30

East Fork East Fork Pastures 5 cow/calf airs 5/16 to 10/31

East Fork North GU, Wau- Gulch A 60 cow calf airs 7 6/1 to 7/31

East Fork South GU, Wau Gulch A 60 cow calf airs 8/1 to 9/30

West Fork Coal Creek A 25 cow/calf airs 6/1 to 9/30

Piuett Ride GU, Piuett A V > 50 cow/calf airs W 6/15 to 9/30

West Fork East Pi uett GU. Pi uetti W A‘ 50 cow/calfpairs

The Project File contains maps showing fuel reduction units within each allotment (PF Maps-1, 2, and 3), burn severity

(Project File Maps-143 and 144), and allotment acres and harvest type for each alternative (PF Range-4). Figures from

these tables and maps were used to describe the existing condition of each allotment for each alternative.

Table 3-122 shows how much ofthe primary range (PR) and total allotment acres burned at various burn severities and

whether or not the allotment/grazing unit was rested or grazed in 2001.
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Shirle Mountain A

Meadow Tolan A

X-P Pasture GU, Medicine Tree A

Medicine Tree A

Bear Gulch GU, Medicine Tree A

Robbins Gulch GU, Medicine Tree A
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Table 3-122 — Primary Range Burn Severity and Grazing Status of Each Allotment

ALLOTMENT Status for the 2001 % PR % moderate % PR % of total

season burned light or high burned at allotment burned

severi severi an severi at an severi

N Slecin Child Rest -£I

Skalkaho Graze —

Main Sleein Child It

Harlan Gulch Rest

warm 8 rins Graze _fl

Andrews Grazc —il

G Reimel Graze

Meadow/Shirk fBunch Graze _I

Medicine Tree Rest ‘in!

Sula Peak lbw-i!

East Fork -u—a

Wau h Gulch M

—g

Pi um Graze ‘ 4
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Environmental Consequences

The amount of non-use necessary afier a fire varies considerably with the vegetal composition, site conditions, and

objectives of the burn (Bunting et al., 1987). Bunting (1984) usually recommends rest for one year and deferment of

grazing until after seeds have ripened the second year, if the range is otherwise in fairly good condition. According to

Stinson (2001), the length of the period ofpost-fire rest from livestock use depends on the following factors:

a Ecosystem type and ecological condition before burning.

b. Vigor ofvegetation prior to fire.

Season of fire..0

P Growing season conditions, including temperature and precipitation, prior to and following burning.

e. Whether establishment ofnew plants is by seed or sprouting. Browse species often require second year

growth before producing seeds.

Also according to Stinson (2001), the following actions should be considered post-fire:

- Burned areas should be rested until a good ground cover and a litter layer are present to provide soil and watershed

protection.

o One growing season ofrest may be adequate on some highly productive or high condition sites after a low severity

fire. A minimum oftwo growing seasons rest is recommended for most burned areas.

The summary from Stinson (2001) states, “Proper site management based on specific objectives and plant species is

essential in the management of fire efl‘ects. Improper grazing management can easily nullify efforts put into prescription

burning or wildland fire rehabilitation, as well as impede natural vegetative recovery afier wildland fire.” And "The period

ofnon-use by livestock necessary after a fire varies considerably with the vegetative composition, site conditions, resource

conflicts, and objectives of the burn. Grazing closures apply to prescribed fires and wildland fires, whether they are

artificially reseeded or recovery is by natural means.”

The recommendations and actions suggested by Bunting and Stinson are for lands that were totally burned. The fires of

2000 burned portions of 16 allotments. To determine the effects on each resource of allowing grazing, each allotment was

evaluated based on the amount ofprimary range burned, the severity at which it burned, the recovery of the vegetation, the

amount of ground cover remaining after the fire, the amount ofunburned range available, the stocking level on the

allotment, the permitted duration, and whether or not the permittee had grazed the allotment in recent years.

The Harlan Gulch, Medicine Tree, Sula Peak, and all of the East Fork Allotment except the Jennings Unit, were rested for

resource protection in 2001. These allotments would not be grazed until Range Readiness Criteria established by an

interdisciplinary team (IDT) are met.

A review of the proposed road obliteration and storage options for the roads in each alternative was evaluated for possible

impacts to the grazing program. All roads that the permittees needed for access to turn their cattle onto the allotments,

move cattle from one allotment to another, check use, check condition of improvements (fences, salt blocks, water troughs,

etc.), or to pick up the cattle at the end ofthe permitted grazing season were maintained on the road system, either as roads

open yearlong or as roads with seasonal closures that permittees would be able to use for administrative purposes.

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

Grazing permits in all Geographic Areas would remain in effect and grazing would continue on the allotments that were

grazed in 2001, and would begin in 2002 on those allotments voluntarily rested by the permittee for personal convenience.

Grazing may resume on allotments rested by the Forest for resource protection when they meet Range Readiness Criteria.

Grazing would be administered to the standards set in the AMPs and AOPs to protect stream banks, cultural sites, soils.

competition with wildlife, and to reduce impacts fiom erosion. There would be no reforestation ofburned areas under this

alternative so there would be no problems with cattle grazing areas that have been reforested. The transitory range created

by the fires would be maximized in about year two or three and would last 15 to 20 years. Natural regeneration oftrees will

begin to dominate the site again, and changes to the grazing patterns are not likely. No fuel reduction would be completed

in any allotment in this alternative so there would be no conflicts between grazing and timber harvest or reforestation

activities associated with fuel reduction.

§
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Alternatives B, D, E and F

All burned allotments were evaluated during 2001 to determine what recovery from the fires occurred. In addition to

closely monitoring forage utilization and general range conditions as specified in the AOPs, the Range Readiness Criteria

would be used, along with input fi’om other specialists, to determine what extent the allotments in non-use status in 2001

would be stocked in 2002, or if the entire allotment would require continued rest fi'om livestock grazing.

Most of the allotments with a small (less than 10%) percentage ofprimary range that burned at moderate or high severity

were grazed in 2001 because the unburned and lightly burned areas produce enough forage for the cattle and the allotments

are stocked at relatively light stocking levels for the size ofthe allotment. The allotments grazed in 2001 were all

monitored in 2001. Results ofthe monitoring showed good ground cover and litter layers with no soil or watershed damage

(PF Range-l6 through 36).

On the Skalkaho Allotment (Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area) very little forested ground was affected by the fires (less than

5% ofthe primary range burned at any severity) and no the] reduction is proposed in this allotment. Therefore, the fires

created little transitory range and no transitory range would be created by fuel reduction activities so there is a low potential

for conflicts with reforestation or timber harvest activities.

Monitoring conducted for impacts on bull trout and their habitat over the last two years has shown that no cattle grazing

occurred along Warm Springs Creek (East Fork Geographic Area). Cattle on this allotment normally use upland sources

for forage and water, and very little use occurs in the tributaries ofWarm Springs Creek. Cattle have been permanently

excluded from Reimel Creek. This was accomplished by reconstructing an existing fence that was burned in 2000. This

fence was covered under the BAER plan for this area.

On the Andrews Allotment (East Fork Geographic Area), much ofthe primary range is composed ofpast harvest units and

skid trails. In these areas, non-native grasses were seeded afier harvest, and have been flourishing since that time. Much of

the native grasslands within this allotment were not burned (PF Range-31). When there is an adequate stand ofperennial

bunchgrasses surviving a fire, grazing after seed ripens may enhance the establishment ofnew plants through seed coverage

(Sanders, 2000). In addition to this, the State ofMontana agreed to let the permittee use State land adjacent to National

Forest land on a limited basis in 2001. This allowed the permittee to use the Andrews Allotment on National Forest lands

for two weeks, move to State land, and then to private land, without staying on any one allotment for too long. This

cooperation was integral in assessing the recovery ofthe bumed area, and determining how long the cattle could stay in

each allotment.

An assessment ofthe Piquett Creek Allotment (West Fork Geographic Area) in the spring 2001 resulted in a Decision

Memo (DM) signed on June 6, 2001, by the District Ranger at Darby (PF Range-l5). As a result of the analysis and DM,

the Piquett Creek Allotment would only be grazed in 2001 and then would be returned to a non-use status. On the Piquett

Creek Allotment, less than 7% of the allotment acres burned so virtually no transitory range was created. Because no fuel

reduction or reforestation projects are proposed in the allotment, no transitory range would be created through fuel

reduction activities and no conflicts with timber harvest or reforestation would occur.

Alternative C

The grazing permits would remain in effect and grazing would continue on the allotments that were grazed in 2001 and

those vohmtarily rested by the permittee for personal convenience, and may resume on allotments rested by the Forest for

resource protection when they meet Range Readiness Criteria. Grazing would be administered to the standards set in the

AMPs and AOPs to protect stream banks, cultural sites, soils, competition with wildlife, and reduce impacts from erosion.

There would be about 14,000 acres ofreforestation ofburned areas scattered within the 16 burned allotments so there is

potential to have problems with cattle grazing in reforested areas. The potential problems would be mitigated on a case-by

case basis as they are discovered during regeneration surveys (see reforestation mitigation in mitigation Table 2-10). The

transitory range created by the fires would be realized in about year two or three and would last 15 to 20 years. Natural

regeneration of trees would begin to dominate the site again and changes to the grazing patterns are not likely. No fuel

reduction would be completed in any allotment in this alternative so there would be no conflicts with timber harvest or

reforestation activities. There would be no fuel reduction activities so cattle would not access areas that they could not

otherwise reach because ofharvesting operations.

Alternative G

Under this alternative, if all grazing were suspended until new NEPA analyses were completed and the analyses were

completed before tum-on in 2002, the allotments would be guided by the new analyses. However, if all grazing were

“
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suspended until new NEPA analyses were completed and the analyses have not been finished by tum-on in 2002, there

would be the following impacts:

0 The Permittees would not have enough area to graze their cattle and would either have to sell their cattle, rent new

pastures to graze their cattle, or buy feed for the cattle.

- No money would be returned to the US. Treasury that would result in decreasing payments fi'om the U. S.

Government to Ravalli County.

0 An additional NEPA analysis workload for Forest personnel would be created.

0 The Forest would be in violation of the Rescission Bill of 1995.

- Permittees have Term Grazing Permits to graze and the laws governing them would be violated.

Riparian areas within the allotments would show a gradual improvement in ecological conditions as a result of suspending

domestic grazing. An increased rate of conifer re-establishment in riparian areas may also follow, as compared to that with

continued grazing. In localized areas along Meadow Creek and its tributaries (the Meadow Tolan Allotment), the West

Fork ofCamp Creek and its tributaries (Waugh Gulch Allotment), Medicine Tree Creek (the Medicine Tree Allotment),

and Jennings Camp Creek (East Fork Allotment), the cessation oflivestock grazing would improve undercut bank cover,

narrow stream channels, increase riparian shade and shrub cover, reduce exposure to solar radiation, and reduce sediment

inputs fiom bank trampling. In the long-term, these habitat improvements are likely to produce stronger native trout

populations and better fish habitat. These improvements may not always be evident on the watershed scale, but in some

areas, they would be evident on the reach scale.

No significant changes on upland areas is expected to result from prohibiting grazing until new NEPA analysis is

completed. The native bunchgrass would gradually improve, but the amount of spotted knapweed may limit substantial

recovery. Increased forage availability would have little effect on the size ofbig game populations in the area because there

is currently adequate forage remaining on the allotments at the end ofthe grazing season. Forage does not seem to be a

limiting factor for big game in most areas. An increase in forage available to big game in winter ranger areas might result

in improved herd condition.

Cumulative Effects

Common to Alternatives A, B, C, D, E, and F

Appendix A is a partial list ofpast, ongoing, and future activities that have afl‘ected, and would continue to afi‘ect, this

proposed action and other activities within each Geographic Area. The Project File (PF Range-l4) shows how range is

afiected by each activity listed in Appendix A.

Previous timber sales and wildland fires have created varying amounts oftransitory range over the years that is scattered

among the allotments. The transitory range is now in varying stages ofeffectiveness as the trees begin to dominate the sites

again. Future timber sales or fuel reduction projects may again create small areas of transitory range. The amount and

usefulness ofthe transitory range depends on factors such as slope, slope position, forage species present, distance fi'om

water, and if there are barriers between the primary range and the transitory range. The transitory range creates additional

forage for both the cattle and big game species that use the allotments, especially for winter range. It also has created

access to areas that cattle were unable to utilize previously. Since there have been numerous timber sales and fires in the

past, there is a continuum of effective transitory range — fi'om the newly created to that which is virtually unused because of

tree dominance. Future timber sales and wildland fires would just continue this trend. The resource impacts caused by the

cattle would basically stay the same, occasionally shifting fi'om one allotment area to another depending on the disturbance.

Artificial regeneration oftimber sale units has created an occasional problem with cattle damaging the seedlings. This has

been dealt with on a case-by-case basis by fencing the cattle out ofthe plantations, using salt or water troughs to draw cattle

away from the plantations, or creating barriers to prevent the cattle from getting to the plantations. Timber sales have also

been modified by moving, changing, or dropping units if there was an indication that grazing damage would be a problem

This mitigation would likely continue on new timber sales with grazing allotments.

Previous and ongoing noxious weed treatments along roads and grasslands have produced additional forage that attracts

cattle from areas ofhistorical use. Sometimes this additional forage was within the primary range and sometimes it was in

areas ofsecondary range. When it was in the secondary range it tended to attract the cattle to areas that they normally did

not use. As treatment ofnoxious weeds continues along roads, additional areas of forage would be created and attract cattle

to roadsides. Treatment of noxious weeds on a larger scale under the guidelines of the upcoming noxious weed EIS would

create additional forage on the allotments. This would result in less damage from the cattle because the number ofcattle

would remain the same on the allotments but with more forage the chance for them to damage a site fi‘om overgrazing
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would be less. There would also be less competition with wildlife because the increased forage would result in more forage

remaining for wildlife, especially on the winter range areas.

Alternatives B, D, E and F

Reforestation and temporary road construction may create temporary access to areas not traditionally used by cattle in the

past. This would only be for a short period of time because the temporary roads are to be built, used, and rehabilitated in

the same year. Proper rehabilitation of any temporary roads (including scattering slash on the rehabilitated areas) would

keep the cattle out. Fuel reduction won’t change access by the cattle to new areas because the cattle can get there now since

the bum eliminated some barriers. After the fuel reduction activities, the access won’t change because in most cases the

cattle would have the same access they had immediately after the fires. Whether or not cattle use transitory range depends

on steepness ofthe slope, distance from primary range, amount of slash/downed woody fuel left on the site, and palatability

ofgass and forb species present on the site.

Monitoring sensitive sites and use ofbasic range management techniques (salting, riding, use ofwater developments) can

provide for protection ofwetlands (riparian areas, bogs and seeps), and tree plantations. When grazing standards on these

areas are met in accordance with the Annual Operating Plans (AOP), cattle would be moved to a difi'erent area, or offthe

allotment. In addition, the basic infrastructure of fences and upland water sources damaged in the fires would be replaced

on a priority basis. Th's would allow control ofcattle in these areas and ensure that cattle are kept in an area once moved.

Alternative C

In addition to the cumulative efi'ects common to Alternatives A, B, C, D, E, and F, this alternative includes the potential

problems with cattle grazing some of the approximately 14,000 acres that have been reforested within the allotments. As

discussed in the Direct and Indirect effects, the potential problems would be mitigated on a case-by-case basis as they are

discovered during regeneration surveys.

Alternative G

Sediments transported from grazed stream reaches to downstream depositional areas would decrease as stream banks

become more stable; this would lead to improvements in downstream conditions.

Should livestock no longer graze on National Forest lands, private land associated with ranching operations would likely be

subdivided and developed for home sites. Increased use of septic systems may result in increases of nitrates within the

ground water system and could degrade water quality in the streams.

This alternative would have little cumulative effect on big game populations because adherence to the Forest Plan standards

for MAs 2 and 8b insure adequate forage on winter ranges would be available to support the number ofanimals that

Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks management goals envision. However, ifranches and intermingled private lands are

subdivided, the amount ofwildlife habitat (especially winter range) would decrease and wildlife populations may

subsequently decrease.

Previous timber sales have created a small amount oftransitory range scattered over the allotments that is now in varying

stages of effectiveness as trees begin to dominate the sites again. Future timber sales or fuel reduction projects may again

create small areas of transitory range. The usefulness ofthe transitory range depends on many factors such as slope, slope

position, forage species present, distance from water, and if there are barriers between primary range and transitory range.

Treatment ofnoxious weeds under the guidelines of the upcoming noxious weed EIS would create additional forage on the

allotments. This would result in less damage fi'om cattle because the number of cattle would remain constant on the

allotments. With more forage, the chance of site damage from overgazing would be less. There would also be less

competition with wildlife because the increased forage would result in more forage remaining for wildlife, especially on the

winter range areas.

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Analysis Area

The boundary for the analysis of grazing in this Geographic Area is the gazing allotments partially or entirely in the burned

areas within the Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creek watershed boundaries. The analysis area includes the 7,835-acre

North Sleeping Child, 7,378-acre Skalkaho, 22,30l-acre Main Sleeping Child, and 2,88l-acre Harlan Gulch grazing

allotments within the Geographic Area. The efl'ects of gazing and the vegetative response to fire occur within each

i
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allotment, so the scale of this analysis area is reasonable for evaluating the affected environment and the environmental

effects.

Existing Condition

The Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area is a landscape of steep canyon slopes and narrow perennial streams. Currently, the

majority ofthe area is a mosaic ofburned timberland with fingers and islands ofgreen trees. The allotments are mostly on

the ridges between 4,000-6,500 feet in elevation and the cattle tend to use water troughs near upland water sources. The

area is typical of lower elevation foothills on the east side of the Bitterroot Valley. On the south facing slopes, the

allotments contain relatively open ponderosa pine-bitterbrush communities. Significant amounts of forage (bluebunch

wheatgrass and Idaho fescue) are produced in the understory of these pine stands, and make these areas important wintering

areas for big game. On north-facing slopes, vegetation is typically dense stands ofpredominantly Douglas fir with little or

no forage production. Riparian areas are largely limited to drainage bottoms, although occasional springs occur in upland

areas.

Non-native grasses such as Kentucky bluegrass and timothy now dominate areas ofpast impacts, with other rhizomatous

grasses, native forbs, sedges, and grasses mixed in. Introduced grass species are very tolerant to higher levels of grazing,

and their rhizomatous nature makes them good sod-builders. They are, however, only fitir in holding stream banks together

and providing stream channel stability. Douglas fir, grand fir, and subalpine fir are dominant overstory species at higher

elevations, while lower elevations exhibit ponderosa pine and Douglas fir habitat types.

The allotments in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area have approximately the following percentage in each Management

Area (MA): 35%inMA l, 18% inMA2, 1%inMA3a, 37% inMA5, 3% inMA8a,and6%inMA8a.

North Sleeping Child Allotment

As scheduled under the Rescission Bill of 1995, the North Sleeping Child Allotment is scheduled to have NEPA analysis

completed in 2003. The permittee also has a permit with the State of Montana on State lands adjacent to the allotment.

Allotment objectives include:

- Maintain or achieve optimal livestock distribution through riding, salting, and water developments.

0 Continue to graze under the term permit at a stocking rate of35 cow/calfpairs for a three-month grazing period,

and 35 cow/calfpairs under a temporary permit for three months.

0 Prohibit livestock movement onto the adjacent highway.

Approximately 3% of the primary range was burned at a moderate or high severity and an additional 52% ofthe allotment

burned at low severity. Approximately 68% ofthe acres in the North Sleeping Child Allotment burned at any severity in

2000 (Table 3-l22).

This allotment was rested through vohintary non-use for personal convenience in the 2001 grazing season. After a post-fire

evaluation and an 18.1 review, the allotment was deemed suitable for grazing in 2001, but the permittee chose not to tum

on for the following reasons: he also has a State ofMontana lease that is used in conjunction with this allotment; the

burned condition ofthe State range resulted in mandatory rest for resource protection; and the permittee would not be able

to keep the cattle 05the State lease without constant riding (there is no fence between the two allotments).

Skalkaho Allotment

The Skalkaho Environmental Assessment (EA) was completed and the Decision Notice (DN) and Finding ofNo Significant

Impact (FONSI) were signed on December 6, 1999.

Allotment objectives from the EA and DN include:

o Season-long grazing would be discontinued in favor of a closely monitored rotational grazing system (using the

permitted duration in Table 3-121).

- A 45% reduction in allowable AUM’s [Animal Unit Months (pre-1994 levels)]. This results in a term permit

consisting of45 cow/calfpairs for a four-month grazing season.

- Electric fences would be utilized to exclude cattle from a portion ofCoffee Gulch from September l6-25 in order to

keep the cattle from concentrating there during the last days of grazing.

u Additional upland water sources would be developed to relieve grazing pressure on the adjacent riparian areas.

0 Livestock would be removed from Gird Creek by September 15, annually.

M
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Approximately 1% ofthe primary range was burned at a moderate or high severity and an additional 4% of the primary

range burned at low severity. Approximately 7% of the acres in the Skalkaho Allotment burned at any severity in 2000.

Grazing occurred as scheduled in this allotment in 2001 because: only 5% of the primary range burned at any severity, the

allotment only allows 45 cow/calfpairs, the field survey that was completed alter the fires indicated the allotment was

suitable for grazing, and the results of the 18.1 review indicated additional resource damage would not occur. Three upland

water sources were planned for installation in 2001 to increase cattle grazing distribution.

Main Sleeping Child Allotment

This allotment does not have completed NEPA analysis for its AMP but operates under yearly AOPs. It is scheduled to

have NEPA completed in 2006 under the Rescission Bill of 1995.

Allotment objectives include:

0 Maintain or achieve optimal livestock distribution through riding, salting, and using water developments.

0 Continue the current term permit consisting of 35 cow/calfpairs for a period of three months.

0 Ensure that no more than 35% by weight of the available forage is utilized.

The fires of2000 burned portions of the Main Sleeping Child Allotment. Approximately 17% ofthe primary range was

burned at moderate or high severity and an additional 13% burned at low severity. About 58% ofthe acres in the Main

Sleeping Child Allotment burned at any severity in 2000.

Based on the field survey that was completed after the fires and the results ofthe 18.1 review, the allotment was evaluated

as suitable for grazing in 2001. However, the permittee requested, and was granted, non-use for personal convenience to

insure vegetative recovery. The permittee has not put cattle on this allotment since at least 1995 and has a relatively light

stocking ofonly 35 cow/calfpairs permitted on the allotment.

Harlan Gulch Allotment

The Harlan Gulch EA was completed and the DN and FONSI were signed in September 1995.

Allotment objectives include:

0 Maintain or achieve optimal livestock distribution through riding, salting, and using water developments.

- Continue to graze under the term permit at a stocking rate of 60 cow/calfpairs for a three-month grazing period.

0 Increase biodiversity.

- Encourage stream bank cover and shrub regeneration

The fires of 2000 burned portions of the Harlan Gulch Allotment but had little impact on the primary range that was

historically used by the cattle within this allotment. Only about 3% ofthe primary range burned at a moderate or high

severity and an additional 22% burned at low severity. Approximately 47% of the acres in the Harlan Gulch Allotment

burned at any severity in 2000.

The field survey conducted after the fires and the results ofthe 18.1 review concluded that this allotment was in good

enough condition to graze in 2001, but the permittee voluntarily requested, and was granted, non-use for resource

protection in 2001 in order to allow the vegetation to completely recover for the 2002 season. This allotment rs in non-use

status until Range Readiness Criteria are met that allow the cattle to graze the allotment without adverse resource efiects.

Environmental Consequences

The majority of the the! reduction in the allotments in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area would be in MAs l and 2 with

some areas ofMA 3a along the Skalkaho and Sleeping Child Roads. None ofthe harvest is within identified RHCAs so

there would be no change in grazing use in riparian areas. In addition to the effects described below, see the previous

section “All Geographic Areas - Environmental Consequences."

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives B and D

The grazing permits currently in effect in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area would remain in effect, grazing would

continue on the allotments that were grazed in 2001, and grazing would resume in the allotments rested for personal

convenience (North Sleeping Child and Main Sleeping Child). Grazing may resume in 2002 on the allotment rested for

#
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resource protection (Harlan Gulch) if it meets readiness criteria. Grazing would be administered to the standards set in the

AMPs and AOPs to protect stream banks, cultural sites, and soils; reduce competition with wildlife, and to reduce impacts

fi'om erosion Reforestation would occur on about 2000 acres ofburned allotment acres (this includes burned over

plantations and areas to be harvested under this alternative). The fires created a relatively small amount of transitory range,

and only an additional 300-400 acres ofnew transitory range, scattered across three allotments, would be created by

ground-based fuel reduction. The transitory range would be available to the cattle in about year two or three and would last

15 to 20 years, or until trees begin to dominate the site again. This small amount ofnewly created transitory range scattered

across the three allotments is not likely to change the grazing patterns of the cattle. Thus, there would be very small risk of

conflicts with reforestation or timber harvest activities. Most ofthe fuel reduction would be done in areas not normally

used by the cattle and would not be used as transitory range. About ten less acres of transitory range would be created by

ground-based fuel reduction in the Main Sleeping Child Allotment in Alternative D compared to Alternative B. The

amount of reforestation would be slightly higher in Alternative D but the effects ofthis alternative on grazing would be

virtually the same as Alternative B.

Alternative E

Because no ground-based firel reduction would occur in the allotments under this alternative and the amount of

reforestation is slightly less than Alternative C, the effects would be virtually the same as Alternative C.

Alternative F

The grazing permits currently in effect would remain in efi‘ect, grazing would continue on the allotments that were grazed

in 2001, and grazing would resume in the allotments rested for personal convenience (North Sleeping Child and Main

Sleeping Child). Grazing may resume in 2002 on the allotment rested for resource protection (Harlan Gulch) if it meets the

Range Readiness Criteria. Grazing would be administered to the standards set in the AMPs and AOPs to protect stream

banks, cultural sites, and soils; reduce competition with wildlife; and reduce impacts from erosion The fires created a

relatively small amount oftransitory range in the Geographic Area, and about 2,700 additional acres oftransitory range,

scattered across three allotments, would be created by ground-based fuel reduction. Transitory range would be available to

cattle in about year two or three and would last 15 to 20 years, or until trees begin to dominate the site again This amount

oftransitory range, predominately in the North Sleeping Child Allotment, may change the grazing patterns of the cattle in

the short term until the transitory range begins to be shaded out. Cattle may use areas they have not historically used.

Because there would be the same number of cattle on the allotments, this would take pressure offthe primary range and

would result in less forage use and possibly less damage to the land. There would be a moderate risk of conflicts with

reforestation or timber harvest activities due to possible damage to plantations, gates lefi open, or fences that are damaged

by logging activities not being repaired. The majority ofthese conflicts would be mitigated by adhering to timber sale

contract guidelines and cooperating with the silviculturist to avoid locating harvest units and tree plantations in areas where

cattle are known to concentrate.

Cumulative Effects

Alternative E

Because no ground-based fuel reduction would occur in the allotments under this alternative and the amount of '

reforestation is slightly less than Alternative C, the effects would be virtually the same as Alternative C. The cumulative

effects of this alternative and other past, present and future activities on grazing are virtually the same as Alternative C.

East Fork Geographic Area

Analysis Area

The boundary for analysis of grazing in this Geographic Area is the area encompassing grazing allotments partially or

entirely in the burned areas within the East Fork of the Bitterroot River watershed boundaries. The analysis area includes

the 10,607-acre Warm Springs, 3,1 l l-acre Andrews, 10,439-acre Camp Reimel, 39,073-acre Meadow/Shirley/Bunch,

13,923-acre Medicine Tree, 8,488-acre Sula Peak, 13,479 acre-East Fork, and the 7,659-acre Waugh Gulch grazing

allotments within the Geographic Area. The effects of grazing and the vegetative response to fire occur within the

allotments, so the scale ofthis analysis area is reasonable for evaluating the affected environment and the environmental

efi‘ects.

M
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Existing Condition

The East Fork Geographic Area is a diverse mixture ofbroad, sagebrush covered valleys and steep conifer covered hillsides

and canyons. Chrrently, the majority ofthe area is a mosaic ofburned timberland with fingers and islands of green trees.

The allotments in the East Fork Geographic Area have approximately the following percentage in each Management Area

(MA): 27% in MA 1, 27% in MA 2, 36% in MA 5, with some small portions ofMA 3a (1%), 8a (3%), and 8b (6%).

Warm Springs/Andrews/Camp Reimel Allotments

The Warm Springs and Andrews Allotments were covered by an EA with DN and FONSI signed May 15, 1995. In

accordance with the Rescission Bill of 1995, it is scheduled for new NEPA analysis after 2006. The EA for the Camp

Reimel Allotment was completed in 1992. These three allotments are combined because they are used by one permittee.

As specified in his Annual Operating Plan, the permittee moves the cattle back and forth between these allotments during

the grazing season.

Allotment objectives for Warm Springs and Andrews include:

- An eight-week reduction in the length ofgazing season for the period July 1“ through August 15‘'1 on the Warm

Springs Allotment and for the period September 8-30 on the Andrews Allotment.

- A 75% reduction in the stocking rate to 105 cow/calf pairs.

0 A delay of a grazing season “on date” until July 1.

o The elimination of livestock grazing adjacent to Warm Springs Creek, and the lower tributary streams to Warm

Springs Creek, by using proper gazing practices and the management of facilities.

The Camp Reimel Allotment objectives include:

o A reduction in the length of grazing season to the period June 1“ through September 30"‘.

o A reduction in the stocking rate to 120 cow/calf pairs.

Warm Springs had 19% of the primary range burn at moderate or high severity and an additional 12% burn at low severity.

On the Andrews Allotment 68% of the primary range burned at a moderate or high severity and an additional 32% burned

at low severity. Camp Reimel had 17% of the primary range burn at moderate or high severity and an additional 22%

burned at low severity. About 100% ofAndrews, 55% ofWarm Springs, and 59% of the Camp Reimel’s total allotment

acres burned at some severity in 2000.

Warm Springs - Monitoring conducted under the Grazing Implementation Monitoring Module for impacts on bull trout

and their habitat over the last two years has shown that eliminating cattle grazing in Warm Springs Creek has had a positive

efl’ect. The monitoring also showed that very little grazing use has occurred in the tributaries ofWarm Springs or Fire

Creek, since most ofthe livestock use upland sources for both water and forage. Field reviews after the fires, and the

results of the 18.1 review in the spring of 2001, determined that this allotment was suitable to graze; and consequently was

grazed in mid-summer 2001 as planned.

Andrews — Although this allotment totally bumed at some severity, about one-third ofthe primary range burned at a low

severity. Since the Grazing Implementation Monitoring Module for impacts on this allotment hasn’t indicated any resource

concerns in the past three years and the decision was made to graze for a shorter time in the spring (two weeks), as opposed

to grazing for a longer time in the fall. The State ofMontana also agreed with this assessment and allowed a limited

amount of grazing to occur on its portion of the Andrews Creek area. There is no fence between the State and National

Forest land, so this makes a logical gazing unit.

In addition, much ofthe primary range includes past harvest units and skid trails. In these areas, non-native grasses were

seeded alter harvest, and have been flourishing since that time. Much of the native grasslands within this allotment were

not burned, is available to the cattle, and would draw cattle away from the burned area.

Camp Reimel — The Reimel Creek riparian area was excluded from gazing indefinitely by fencing cattle out in 2001.

Based on the field survey that was completed alter the fires, and the results of an 18.1 review, the allotment was deemed

suitable to gaze in 2001. However, since about 20% ofthe primary range on this allotment burned at high or moderate

severity, the permittee vohmtarily chose to reduce the number ofcattle grazing on this allotment to make sure that no _

damage to the allotment would occur. A diminished amount ofcattle (120 cow/calfpairs) were placed on the allotment this

year, down from the permitted 140.

Meadow Tolan/Shirely Mountain/Bunch Gulch Allotments

The EA for these allotments was completed and the DN and FONSI were signed on May 4, 1998.
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Allotment objectives include:

0 Delay grazing the Shirley Mountain Allotment by 15 days, until May 16, utilizing Range Readiness Criteria as the

determining factors for turnout dates.

- Construct a barrier fence on Springer Creek to reduce the effects associated with livestock access to the riparian

area.

0 Utilize the existing fence to provide livestock access to Bunch Gulch while excluding entry to the Shirley Mountain

Allotment.

The fires had only a limited impact on the range historically used by livestock since only about 3% of the primary range on

this allotment burned at moderate or high severity and an additional 9% burned at low severity. Approximately 45% of the

acres in these allotments burned at any severity in 2000.

This allotment is under a three pasture deferred rotation, although the three pastures are actually three allotments (Bunch

Gulch, Shirley Mountain, and Meadow Creek). Cattle were never moved ofi" the Forest during the fires of2000, since it

was too dangerous to have people working in the area once the fires started. Immediately after the fires, monitoring of the

impacts ofcattle on Meadow Creek revealed that there were no adverse affects on this stream. During the fires, the cattle

found places to graze outside the burn and offMeadow Creek Administration ofthis allotment and the monitoring

prescribed in the 1998 AMP determine the current stocking levels and duration.

Based on the field survey that was conducted after the fires, and the results of an 18.1 review that was completed in May

2001, grazing occurred as scheduled under the provisions of the AMP/EA, with the exception of a one-quarter mile

segment ofMeadow Creek was excluded from grazing as a result of bull trout spawning grounds discovered in the fall of

2000. This spawning site would continue to be excluded fi'om cattle use during the critical spawning period each year by

using an electric fence. Most of the prescribed reforestation is in the higher elevation fir types where cattle very rarely use

because the forage is not very palatable.

Medicine Tree Allotment

The EA was completed and the DN and FONSI were signed on August 16, 1995, for this allotment.

Allotment objectives include:

- Implement a deferred rotation grazing system using the permitted duration in Table 3-121.

0 Reduce stocking 75% to 50 cow/calfpairs.

- Restrict livestock access to the Robbins Gulch Unit until the last five days of the grazing season.

The fires of2000 had a large impact on the range historically used by livestock on this allotment. Approximately 69% of

the primary range on this allotment burned at a moderate or high severity and an additional 22% of the primary range

burned at low severity. Approximately 97% of the acres in the Medicine Tree Allotment burned at any severity in 2000.

Based on the field survey that was conducted after the fires and the results ofan 18.1 review that was completed in May

2001, the Forest Service placed this allotment in non-use for resource protection in 2001. It would be rested until Range

Readiness Criteria are met that allow the cattle to graze the allotment without adverse resource efl'ects.

Sula Peak/East Fork Allotments

The Sula and East Fork Allotments do not have existing NEPA documents but are scheduled under the Rescission Bill of

1995 to have the NEPA analysis completed in 2004.

Allotment objectives include:

. Achieve suficient livestock control by riding, salting, and using water developments to distribute use evenly across

the allotment.

0 Continue to graze annually with 212 cattle for a 3-month season on the East Fork and 82 cattle for a 3-month

grazing season on the Forest Service portion of Sula Peak.

0 Maintain favorable range and soil conditions on the upland sites.

On the Sula Peak Allotment, approximately 13% of the primary range burned at a moderate or high severity and an

additional 85% burned at low severity. Approximately 99% of the acres in the Sula Peak Allotment burned at any severity

in 2000. The Sula Peak Allotment would be rested in 2001, since a high percentage of the primary range was burned. This

allotment is normally grazed in conjunction with a State lease that allows 24 cow/calf pairs and bulls to graze. The cattle
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that graze these two allotments normally move fi'eely back and forth between the Forest Service and State lands. The State

is also resting its portion ofthe Sula Peak Allotment in 2001.

Approximately 46% ofthe primary range on the East Fork Allotment was burned at moderate or high severity and an

additional 19% burned at low severity. Approximately 77% of the East Fork Allotment acres burned at any severity in

2000. The Jennings Unit ofthe East Fork Allotment was virtually untouched by fire, or burned at low severity, in 2000 and

was deemed suitable for grazing in 2001 following a field survey after the fires and an 18.] review in May 2000. The East

Fork Allotment, except for the Jennings Unit, would be rested until range readiness indicators are met that allow the cattle

to graze the allotment without adverse resource effects. The Jennings Unit of the East Fork Allotment was grazed in 2001

and would be grazed in 2002.

Waugh Gulch Allotment

An EA was completed and the DN, and FONSI were signed in 1994. Under the Rescission Bill of 1995 the Waugh Gulch

Allotment is also scheduled to have a new NEPA analysis completed by June 2003.

Allotment objectives include:

0 Maintain or achieve optimal livestock distribution through riding, salting, and using water developments.

0 Continue to graze annually under the permit at a stocking rate of 60 cow/calfpairs from June 1’ through July 31st

in the North pasture, and 60 cow/calfpairs from August 1“ through September 30m in the South pasture.

o Ifgrazing approaches standards in riparian zones, cattle shall be moved and dispersed into the uplands or areas

experiencing a lower level ofuse.

Less than 1 1% of the primary range on this allotment was burned at high or moderate severity, an additional 15% ofthe

primary range burned at low severity, and about 43% ofthe acres in the Waugh Gulch Allotment burned under any severity

in 2000. Based on the field survey conducted after the fires, the results of the 18.1 survey, and the fict that only about 26%

of the primary range burned at any severity, the allotment was deemed suitable for grazing in 2001. However, the permittee

requested non-use for personal convenience in 2001. This was mainly because the grazing rights were sold and the new

permittee was not ready to graze the allotment in 2001. He has indicated a plan to graze the allotment in 2002.

Environmental Consequences

The majority of fuel reduction in allotments in the East Fork Geographic Area would be in MAs l and 2 with a smaller

amount of logging in MA 3a. None of the harvest is within identified RHCAs so there would be no change in grazing use

in riparian areas.

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives B and D

Grazing permits currently in effect would remain in efl‘ect and grazing would continue on the allotments that were grazed in

2001. Grazing may resume in 2002 on the allotments rested for resource protection (Medicine Tree, Sula Peak, and East

Fork) but only if they meet Range Readiness Criteria. Grazing would be administered to the standards set in the AMPs and

AOPs to protect stream banks, cultural sites, and soils; reduce competition with wildlife; and reduce impacts from erosion.

There would be about 12,000 acres ofreforestation on burned portions of the allotments, with about 2/3 of the reforestation

on the Medicine Tree Allotment and the other l/3 scattered across the other nine allotments. The fires created a relatively

large amount oftransitory range in this Geographic Area. An additional 3,700 acres oftransitory range (most would be

created on the Medicine Tree Allotment, with small amounts scattered across the other nine allotments) would be created

by ground-based firel reduction. Transitory range would be available to the cattle in about year two or three and would last

15 to 20 years, or until trees begin to dominate the site again The time period would depend on the amount of fuels lefl on

site and on the amount ofwoody debris lefi standing that fills down to block access. This small amount of transitory range

scattered across the nine allotments is not likely to change grazing patterns ofthe cattle. See the Vegetation section in

Chapter 3 for the effects grazing would have on reforestation There should be very small risk ofconflicts with

reforestation or timber harvest activities.

Some competition for forage with wildlife would occur on the Camp Reimel Allotment because it is used extensively for

early spring forage by elk. Most ofthe fuel reduction in this allotment is in areas that would not be considered transitory

range. Cattle won’t usually go to higher elevation, steep slopes to graze. Therefore, there should be no change in the use

patterns or in the damage to plantations fi'om the cattle.

M
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Cattle movement was restricted on the Meadow/Shirley/Bunch Allotments when the fires surrounded the cattle and burned

portions of the allotment. Cattle were able to graze during the fire without adverse effects to riparian areas. Jakober’s

monitoring along Meadow and Bunch Creeks during summer 2001 revealed no indications of changed grazing patterns in

riparian areas. The use looked similar to 1999 and 2000. The Meadow [Tolan Allotment is not adjacent to the

Shirley/Bunch Allotments, so when cattle are moved from Meadow/Tolan to the Shirley/Bunch Allotments there is little

chance for them to get back to previously grazed units. Very little infrastructure exists on these allotments, so proper

management is not dependent on having fences replaced before cattle are placed on the allotment. Available forage would

be slightly increased in years 2 and 3 from transitory range created by the fires. Some competition for forage with wildlife

would occur because the Bunch Gulch Allotment is used extensively as early spring forage by elk. Cattle won’t usually go

to higher elevation, steep slopes to graze. Therefore, there should be no change in the use patterns or in the damage to

plantations from the cattle.

There would be 9,000 acres of fuel reduction on the Medicine Tree Allotment and 2,700 acres of these would be

accomplished using ground-based methods. The Medicine Tree Allotment was rested for at least the 2001 grazing season.

Lemhi penstemon, a sensitive plant species exists in the X-P unit. The efi‘ect ofthe fires and unauthorized ofllroad

motorcycle use on the populations ofLemhi penstemon would be monitored. Using of an electric fence to exclude cattle

from these areas may be necessary if no other management option exists for protecting this species. There are potential

conflicts between timber harvest or reforestation activities on this allotment. Because it contains higher amounts ofburned

and forested areas providing more transitory range to attract cattle to areas they traditionally have not used. Adequate

timber sale contract administration and coordination between the silviculturist and range management specialist would keep

these conflicts to a minimum. Cattle are managed under a three pasture deferred rotation system, and infrastructure was

heavily damaged by fire. Managing cattle movement and repairing fences and upland water sources would improve the

resulting transitory range. This allotment has a high potential for an increase in forage as a result in newly created

transitory range because the browse species are highly palatable and this may result in a better distribution of cattle over the

allotment.

The Waugh Gulch Allotment was rested during the 2001-grazing season The permittee decided to take non-use for

personal convenience on this allotment to allow for vegetative recovery. This allotment has low potential for transitory

range to be created by the fire since a large amount ofthe allotment already is transitory range created by past harvest

activities. This allotment has moderate potential to have conflicts with reforestation and timber harvest activities. The

majority of these conflicts can be mitigated by adhering to timber sale contract guidelines and cooperating with the

silviculturist to avoid locating harvest units and tree plantations in areas of cattle concentrations.

About the same amount oftransitory range would be created by ground-based fuel reduction in Alternative D as in

Alternative B. The amount ofreforestation would be about the same as in Alternative B so the efl‘ects of this alternative on

grazing would be virtually the same as Alternative B.

Alternative E

Because no ground-based fuel reduction would occur in the allotments under this alternative and the amount of

reforestation is slightly less than Alternative C, the effects would be virtually the same as Alternative C. Slightly less

transitory range would be created which would result in fewer conflicts between reforestation and cattle.

There is about 1,000 less acres of reforestation on the Medicine Tree Allotment than in Alternative B and that should result

in fewer conflicts between cattle and reforestation efl‘orts. It would allow the transitory range that is created to remain

usable longer since it would take longer for natural regeneration to dominate the site and shade out forage.

Alternative F

The grazing permits currently in efiect would remain in efi‘ect and grazing would continue on the allotments that were

grazed in 2001. Grazing may resume in 2002 on the allotments rested for resource protection (Medicine Tree, Sula Peak,

and the East Fork Allotment, excluding the Jennings Unit) ifRange Readiness Criteria are met. Grazing would be

administered to the standards set in the AMPs and AOPs and these protect stream banks, cultural sites, and soils; reduce

competition with wildlife; and reduce impacts from erosion. The fires created a relatively large amount oftransitory range

in the Geographic Area, and an additional 3,500 acres of transitory range, scattered across ten allotments, would be created

by ground-based fuel reduction. The transitory range would be available to the cattle in about year two or three and would

last 15 to 20 years, or until n'ees begin to dominate the site again. This amount of transitory range, predominately in the

Medicine Tree Allotment, may change the grazing patterns ofthe cattle in the short term until the transitory range begins to

be shaded out. The cattle may use areas they have not historically used. Because there would be the same number of cattle

on the allotments and this would take pressure ofl" the primary range, resulting in less forage use and possibly less resource
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damage. There would be a moderate risk of conflicts with reforestation or timber harvest activities due to possible damage

to plantations, gates left open, or fences that are damaged by logging activities not being repaired. The majority of these

conflicts would be mitigated by adhering to timber sale contract guidelines and cooperating with the silviculturist to avoid

locating harvest units and tree plantations in areas ofcattle concentrations.

Cumulative Effects

Alternatives B, D, E and F

There is an application for a private road access across less than V1 mile ofNational Forest land in the Medicine Tree

Allotment and that may create access for cattle to areas they have not traditionally used.

The cumulative effects of Alternative D and other past, present, and future activities are virtually the same as Alternative B.

Slightly more reforestation creating a little more transitory range, may result in fewer efi’ects from grazing and less

competition with big game.

The cumulative efl‘ects ofAlternative E and other past, present, and future activities on grazing are about the same as

Alternative B.

The cumulative effects ofAlternative F and other past, present, and future activities on grazing are the same as Alternative

D. The amount ofreforestation is roughly equal to Alternatives C and D, slightly more than Alternative B, and about 4,000

acres more than Alternative E.

West Fork Geographic Area

Analysis Area

The boundary for the analysis of grazing in this Geographic Area is the area encompassing grazing allotments partially or

entirely in the burned areas of the grazing allotments within the West Fork ofthe Bitterroot River watershed boundaries.

The analysis area includes the 3,929-acre Coal Creek and the 14,966-acre Piquett Creek grazing allotments within the

Geographic Area. The effects of grazing and the vegetative response to fire occur within the allotment level, so the scale of

this analysis area is reasonable for evaluating the afi'ected environment and the environmental elfects.

Existing Condition

The West Fork Geographic Area is predominantly an area ofsteep, tree-covered, canyon slopes with large rock

outcroppings. The majority ofthe affected area is a mosaic ofburned timberland with fingers and islands of green trees.

The allotments in the West Fork Geographic Area have approximately the following percentage in each Management Area

(MA): 23% inMA l, 56% inMA2,4%inMA3a, 2% inMAS, and 15%inMA8a.

Coal Creek Allotment

There is no current NEPA analysis for this allotment but, under the Rescission Bill of 1995, analysis is scheduled for

completion in 2005 for this allotment. Allotment objectives include:

0 Maintain or achieve optimal livestock distribution through riding, salting, and using water developments.

0 Maintain current stocking rates of25 cow/calfpairs for the duration of four months.

v Maintain favorable range and soil conditions within the confines of the permitted area.

Approximately 2% ofthe primary range was burned at moderate or high severity and an additional 19% burned at low

severity. Approximately 41% of the total range on this allotment burned under any severity in 2000. Based on the field

survey that was completed afier the fires, and the results ofthe 18.1 review, the Coal Creek Allotment was deemed suitable

for grazing and was grazed in 2001.

Piquett Creek Allotment

The Piquett Creek Allotment EA was completed and the DN and FONSI were signed in May 1994. Based on that decision,

this allotment has been vacant since 1995. Objectives ofthat EA and DN inchrde:

0 Improve soil conditions on 960 acres ofhigh elevation suitable range.

- Promote upward trend in vegetative composition
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0 Improve spring, summer, and calving habitat for resident elk herd.

0 Implement and incorporate the goals and objectives of the Bitterroot NF Plan.

A very small corner ofthe East Piquett Unit, and a small area in the western corner of the Piquett Ridge Unit, were burned

in 2000. Less than 1% ofprimary range was bumed at moderate or high severity and an additional 4% burned at low

severity. About 7% oftotal acres on the Piquett Allotment burned in any severity in 2000.

In spring of 2001, an analysis of the Piquett Creek Allotment was conducted to determine if the allotment had recovered

enough to allow grazing for one year. Based on that analysis, a Decision Memo was signed on June 06, 2001, that

authorized grazing on the Piquett Creek Allotment for one season. This provided an alternate allotment for the permittee

fi'om the Medicine Tree Allotment (which had a high amount of severely burned areas) to graze in 2001. The Post-Fire

Assessment recognized the effects the fires of2000 had on some allotments and recommended locating alternative grazing

areas for permittees that had their allotments severely burned over and that needed to be rested for resource protection

(Post-Fire Assessment page 4.7.5.2). The decision was made to use the East Unit ofthe allotment for the one season

because the Piquett Creek Allotment had been rested for six seasons, the action would only occur for one season, all

standards pertinent to livestock grazing would be in effect, and the stipulation was made that the cattle would be

progressively moved to higher elevations as range conditions dictate. The Piquett Creek Allotment consists of two gazing

units; only the East Unit (on the east side ofPiquett Creek) was grazed in 2001.

Environmental Consequences

The majority of the fuel reduction in the allotments in the West Fork Geographic Area would be in MAs l and 2 with some

areas ofMA 3a. There is no harvest within identified RHCAs so there would be no change in grazing use in riparian areas.

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives B and D

There is no reforestation or fuel reduction proposed on the Piquett Creek Allotment. The Coal Creek Allotment has about

200 acres ofgound-based fuel treatment and 200 acres of reforestation proposed. There may be slight conflicts between

reforestation eflforts and gazing on the Coal Creek Allotment. The majority ofthese conflicts can be mitigated by adhering

to timber sale contract guidelines and cooperating with the silviculturist to avoid locating harvest units and tree plantations

in areas where cattle normally concentrate.

The amount of reforestation and fuel reduction in Alternative D would be the same as in Alternative B, so the efl‘ects ofthis

alternative on gazing would be virtually the same as Alternative B.

Alternative E

The amount ofreforestation would be the same as in Alternative C and no reforestation is proposed in Alternative E, so the

effects ofthis alternative on gazing would be virtually the same as Alternative C.

Alternative F

The grazing permit currently in effect on Coal Creek would remain in eflect and grazing would continue. Grazing would

be administered to the standards set in the AMP and AOP and these protect stream banks, cultural sites, and soils; reduce

competition with wildlife; and reduce impacts from erosion The fires created a very small amount of transitory range in

the Geographic Area, and no transitory range would be created because there would be no gound-based fuel reduction.

The transitory range fi'om the fires would be available to the cattle in about year two or three and would last 15 to 20 years,

or until trees begin to dominate the site again. This small amount oftransitory range would not change the gazing patterns

of the cattle. The cattle would not use areas they have not historically used. There would be a moderate risk of conflicts

with reforestation or timber harvest activities due to possible damage to plantations, gates left open, or fences that are

damaged by logging activities not being repaired. These conflicts would be mitigated by adhering to timber sale contract

guidelines and cooperating with the silviculturist to avoid locating harvest units and tree plantations in areas of cattle

concentrations.

Cumulative Effects

Alternatives B, D and F

The cumulative effects ofAlternative D and other past, present, and future activities are the virtually the same as I

Alternative B with slightly more reforestation The small increase in transitory range may reduce effects from grazing and

lower competition with big game.
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The cumulative effects of Alternative F and other past, present and future activities associated with gazing are the same as

Alternative B. The amount ofreforestation is roughly equal to Alternative B, slightly more than Alternative E, and slightly

less that Alternative D.

Alternative E

The amount ofreforestation and fuel reduction would be the same as in Alternative C so the effects ofthis alternative on

grazing would be virtually the same as Alternative C.

Consistency with Forest Plan and Other Regulations

On all alternatives except Alternative G, grazing would be managed in accordance with the existing AMP and AOPs and

thus are consistent with the Forest Plan. The project is consistent with the Rescission Bill of 1995 because the burned

allotments have all been scheduled for new NEPA analysis and permits have been re-issued pending completion ofNEPA.

INFISH standards would be met by conducting the mandatory INFISH Grazing Monitoring Implementation Module. ESA

direction has been met through consultation with US Fish and Wildlife Service for bull trout and lynx.

Alternative G would not meet the Forest Plan for gazing because all gazing would be suspended pending further NEPA

analysis and this does not meet the goal ofproviding “livestock forage where environmental quality can be protected and

management is efficient”. Nor would suspending gazing in Alternative G meet the Rescission Bill of 1995 because the

Rescission Bill directs the Forest Service to issue any grazing permits that expire or are waived before the NEPA analysis

and Decision are completed. According to the Rescission Bill, "The permits will be issued on the same terms and

conditions and for the fiill term of the expired or waived permit.
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NOXIOUS WEEDS

Regulatory Framework

The 1987 Bitterroot NF Plan's Forest-wide management goal is to "control noxious weeds to protect resource values and

minimize adverse efi‘ects on adjacent private land" (pg. II-3). Forest management standards are the same for all

Management Areas within the Forest; they state: "the primary means ofpreventing, containing, or controlling noxious

weeds would be through vegetative management practices and by the use ofbiological agents such as insects, rusts, molds

and other parasites on host plants. However, herbicides may be utilized to provide short-term protection on specific sites,

after appropriate environmental analysis."

A recent supplement to the Forest Service Manual (FSM 2080) implements an Integrated Weed Management approach for

the control of noxious weeds on National Forest System lands in Region One. Included in this supplement are requirements

and recommendations for noxious weed management when conducting ground-disturbing activities. In order to prevent

weed establishment one of the required objectives is to. . .”Revegetate all disturbed soil, except the travel way on surfaced

roads, in a manner that optimizes plant establishment for that specific site, unless ongoing disturbance at the site would

prevent weed establishment. Use native material where appropriate and available. Use a seed mix that includes fast, early

season species to provide quick, dense revegetation. To avoid weed contaminated seed, each lot must be tested by a

certified seed laboratory against the all State noxious weed lists and documentation of the seed inspection test provided.”

Certified weed free or weed seed free hay, mulch, seed, and pellets are required to be used on Forest Service lands. A copy

of this supplement is included in the Project File, along with a copy ofrecommended seed mixes for use on the Bitterroot

NF (PF, NOXIOUS WEEDS-3).

Analysis Methods

Analysis ofefi‘ects would consider the proposed harvest method, fuels treatment, presence ofnoxious weeds, proximity to

roads or trails, elevation, and aspect when determining the extent ofweed invasion or expansion The Bitterroot NF put

together an assessment for determining the risk ofweed spread in January of 2000, based on these criteria (PF, NOXIOUS

WEEDS-3). Information from “An Evaluation ofNoxious Weeds on the Lolo, Bitterroot, and Ektlggad National Forgts”

(Losensky, 1987) was also incorporated into the assessment. Generally, removal ofthe tree canopy and soil disturbance

increases the risk of invasion (Losensky, 1987). Spotted knapweed is particularly responsive to this type ofdisturbance.

The Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive Plants effects analysis also discusses noxious weeds in depth, since the spread

ofweeds into sensitive plant habitat is one of the main threats to species’ viability. This section should be reviewed in

order to fully understand the efiects ofnoxious weeds on plant diversity and habitat quality.

Information Common to all Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Field inventories for noxious weeds have been conducted throughout the Bitterroot NF by range and botany personnel, in

conjunction with range allotment monitoring, noxious weed inventories, and sensitive plant survey work. Several noxious

weed species are known to occur on the Forest. The most prevalent is spotted knapweed (Centaurea biebersteinii),

introduced on private lands in the valley in the early 1900s and eventually spreading to most any naturally open or

disturbed area below 6,500 feet. Roads have provided a particularly good avenue for invasion by this weed. Sulfur

cinquefoil (Potentilla recta) and goatweed (Hypericum perforation) are the second most common weed species on the

Forest. Sulfiir cinquefoil has been found in similar habitats to spotted knapweed. Goatweed (also known as St. John’s

wort) prefers more shaded areas. Two other weeds found occasionally on the Forest, but ofmuch greater concern than the

above, are leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula) and Dalmatian toadflax (Linaria dalmatica). Both these species have extremely

long taproots making them very dificult to control

Spotted Knapweed

The Bitterroot NF was infested with about 264,000 acres of spotted knapweed prior to the 2000 fires (USDA Forest

Service, 1995c). It generally occurs below 6,500 feet on the Bitterroot NF, except on extreme southern aspects. There is a

strong correlation between canopy closure and knapweed coverage; more sunlight increases the likelihood of infestation

Knapweed infestation is also correlated with aspect, soil type, and the degree of soil disturbance. It is most commonly
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found on dry, sterile, gavelly, or sandy soils in pastures, and will quickly invade disturbed sites such as road and railroad

rights-of-way, waste places, abandoned fields, timber harvest units, and overgrazed rangeland. It is uncommon on

cultivated land and irrigated pasture, due to tilling and high moisture content. Spotted knapweed is not usually found in

shaded areas. Ponderosa pine and/or Douglas-fir bunchgass types, dry shrub communities, and scree types are the most

susceptible to knapweed invasion (Losensky, 1987). This includes habitat in Vegetation Response Units 1, 2, and 3.

Current treatments for spotted knapweed include mechanical (hand pulling and mowing), biological controls, and chemical

application. Hand pulling has proven to be less than 10 percent effective, is costly, and can only be accomplished for small

areas. Mowing has been done at recreation sites to make outdoor activities more accessible, although it does not reduce the

number ofplants. Several biological agents have been released throughout the Forest specifically for spotted knapweed

treatment. This is a long-term solution and decreases in knapweed populations are not expected until insect levels have

increased. Biological control agents should decrease knapweed seed production by up to 80 percent, once they become

well established. There is also some concern that the 2000 fire event may have killed some ofthe biocontrol insects.

Chemical control methods (especially Tordonn‘) appear to be the most successlirl for treatment of smaller infestations of

knapweed, or to aid in containing existing populations (USDA Forest Service, 1995c).

Prior to the fires of2000 spotted knapweed was known to occur on most lower elevation south to west lacing slopes, road

cuts, gazing allotments, skid trails, trailheads, campgounds, and many other disturbed sites. It is expected that spotted

lmapweed populations would remain the same or increase alter the fires, either fi'om seed or by resprouting root crowns

(USDA Forest Service, 2001b). Areas where there was a moderate to high severity burn are expected to have the best

knapweed germination, due to increased soil disturbance and loss ofprotective vegetative cover. There is also a concern

that lower elevation areas shaded by a closed canopy prior to the fires, are now susceptible to knapweed encroachment.

Field observations during the spring and summer of 2001 have noted an excellent response fi'om old knapweed root crowns,

with some seedling germination as well (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-23). No major encroachment into previously

uninfested areas was noted. However, this may not be expected until 2001 plants set seed that is disseminated into burned

areas now open to sunlight. New seedlings in these areas may start appearing in the 2002 field season.

Goatweed (St. John ’s Wort)

About 750 acres ofBitterroot NF lands were infested with goatweed prior to the fires (USDA Forest Service, 1995c).

Populations are scattered throughout the Forest and appear to have no particular aflinity to a specific habitat type. Road

shoulders provide the most likely location for goatweed, although it has been associated with logging, gazing, or fire

disturbance. In grass communities, it appears to out-compete knapweed, but is not as competitive in forested areas

(Losensky, 1987). Goatweed can be found in VRUs l, 2, 3, and possibly in VRU 4.

A containment strategy including mechanical and chemical treatment methods has been recommended. A biological

control agent has been successful in other areas, but hasn't worked as well in the western Montana climate. Reintroductions

of the insects may be attempted at some future time, hoping for better success. Other biocontrol methods are being

investigated (Losensky, 1987).

The largest population of goatweed is along the Camas Creek Road. Other populations are scattered throughout the Forest,

with many occurring in the West Fork Ranger District, including areas within the burned area. Populations ofgoatweed

were seen resprouting in the Lost Horse drainage in the 2001 field season (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-22).

Sulfur Cinquefoil

Over 2,500 acres ofland on the Bitterroot NF were infested with sulfur cinquefoil prior to the fires (USDA Forest Service,

1995c). Sulfur cinquefoil belongs to the Rose Family (Rosaceae) and is similar in appearance to some ofthe native

cinquefoils (PorentiIIa spp.) found in the northern Rockies. It is adapted to a wide range ofenvironmental conditions,

including: open forest, grasslands, and disturbed areas. Sulfur cinquefoil is often found in association with spotted

knapweed and would out-compete knapweed for habitat. It has been found in VRUs l, 2 and 3.

A containment strategy has been recommended for sulfur cinquefoil on the Bitterroot NF, utilizing chemical methods

(USDA Forest Service, 1995c). No other method of control appears to be as efl‘ective for this weed species. Hand pulling

is usually not successful in removing all of the extensive root system and resprouting can occur. Biological controls have

not been found that do not also impact native species in the Rose Family.

Sulfur cinquefoil has been found throughout the Bitterroot NF, including: scattered populations within the Blodgett Fire

perimeter, above Reimel Creek, along the Little Blue Joint Trail, and along the North Fork ofRye Creek. Sulfur cinquefoil

populations are expected to remain the same or increase as a result of the fires.
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Field observations in 2001 noted that sulfur cinquefoil was resprouting from old root crowns in burned areas (PF;

SENSITIVE PLANTS-23). No new populations were obvious. Response is expected to be similar to spotted knapweed,

however, since seeds are heavier, cinquefoil seeds might not be disseminated as far as knapweed seed.

Leafy Spurge

Leafy spurge infested about 100 acres ofBitterroot NF lands prior to the fires. Aggressive herbicide application has kept

that figure low. Small populations are treated immediately in order to check the spread of this vigorous weed. Leafy

spurge has an extensive root system that can go as much as 16 feet deep with horizontal roots reaching out throughout the

soil. The plant can sprout from any of these roots after being cut or pulled. Besides herbicides, there has been successful

treatment of leafy spurge using biological controls and sheep or goats. The latter methods work best on large populations

where chemical use is precluded. Leafy spurge was seen sprouting after the fires during 2001 field surveys (PF;

SENSITIVE PLANTS-22).

Dalmatian Toadjlax

There are no known populations ofDalmatian toadflax within any ofthe burned areas. A population is known from the

Stevensville Ranger District, in the Sweeney Creek drainage, north ofthe Blodgett Fire.

Other Information

Another concern on the Forest is the introduction ofnew weed species from outside Ravalli County due to fire suppression

activities in 2000. Noxious weeds such as yellow star thistle (Centaurea solstitialis), rush skeletonweed (Chondrilla

juncea), and tansy ragwort (Seneciojacobaea) are ofprimary concern, since they are problems in nearby counties and

adjacent states. None ofthese species were seen during 2001 field work but follow-up surveys should be done for several

years post-fire. It is expected that spotted knapweed and sulfur cinquefoil would spread into previously uninfested areas

nearby, due to the bare soil and open canopy created by the 2000 fires. Areas that are particularly prone to new infestations

are in VRU 3, where pre-fire forest canopy was the only factor keeping weeds out of the area. Areas above 6,500 feet are

less likely to see increases in weed populations; but there is a risk ofweed encroachment ofl'cut and fill slopes and onto

south-facing aspects at this elevation, due, once again, to the bare soil and loss ofcanopy protection from fire activity.

Cooler weather and snow pack at these elevations should continue to assist in deterring large infestations.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Effects Common to All Alternatives

All of the activities proposed in this analysis would be accomplished in the fire are that burned during the 2000 fire season.

The impacts ofthe fires on noxious weed spread, and the possibility of the introduction ofnew weeds, are a primary

concern for the Bitterroot NF (PF, NFMA/NEPA-l). Forest canopy has been lost in many areas that were formerly shaded.

The shading provided by conifers was the only factor protecting much ofthe montane zone from noxious weed infestation

(particularly spotted knapweed). Although there is little scientific information on the impacts ofburning on spotted

knapweed spread, a recent review points to some anecdotal evidence that underburning on a site where knapweed currently

exists will cause it to increase (Rice and Sacco 1995). Studies done on shelterwood cuts have indicated that knapweed

canopy cover increases in the second year following timber harvest and underburning (USDA Forest Service, 2001B). Low

severity burns usually don't kill individual knapweed plants, because of their deep taproots; and a low severity burn is

usually not hot enough to kill seeds buried in the soil. It is also noted that high severity burns will create the type of

disturbance desirable for knapweed colonization from ofi-site (Rice and Sacco 1995), suggwting that spotted knapweed

will probably thrive well in low-severity burn areas where it was present prior to the fires, and potentially spread into high

severity areas as well. Field observations during 2001 support this evidence. Spotted knapweed in low to moderate

severity burn areas was seen resprouting, often more robustly than in pre-fire years (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-23). High

severity burn areas varied in knapweed response. If knapweed was present pre-fire, rosettes were seen resprouting,

although not always as robust as in low to moderate severity areas (native plants were responding similarly).

High severity burn areas in habitats where knapweed was not known to be present pro-fire did not contain knapweed. Some

ofthese areas were pinegrass (Calamagrostis rubescens) dominated in the understory. Pinegrass is a rhizomatous grass

species and was seen resprouting and flowering prolifically in the post-fire nutrient flush (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-23).
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There were some higher elevation, harsh sites, where pinegrass and other species were not recovering as quickly. As long

as pmegrass maintains a dense cover, it should be able to compete with any knapweed seed germinating on site.

There is not as much known about the efi'ects of fire on sulfur cinquefoil (USDA Forest Service, 2001b). Seed is not wind

disseminated, as spotted knapweed seed is, but buried seed can remain viable for up to four years. Sulfur cinquefoil was

seen resprouting fi'om the remaining root crown after fire (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-23). Germination ofburied seed

would likely occur in areas where this weed was established prior to the fires. Plant seed could then be spread via wildlife,

cattle, and humans into uninfested areas. Since it is known to out-compete spotted knapweed in places, the fiirther spread

of sulfur cinquefoil could potentially be devastating to native plant communities.

Fire effects on goatweed also haven’t been studied, however, goatweed plants were seen resprouting in the Saloon Fire area

in the Lost Horse drainage (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-22). Rhizomatous species, such as goatweed, would be expected to

resprout following fire (Brown and Smith 2000). Seeds ofgoatweed remain viable for up to ten years in the soil (Rice

2001). With loss of forest canopy, this is another weed with the potential to spread in the post-fire environment.

The impacts ofharvest activities on the spread of any of these weeds would likely be variable, depending on the amount of

ground-disturbing activity. Harvest over fi'ozen ground and/or compacted snow, or by helicopter would reduce ground

disturbance considerably. Skyline cable harvest over bare ground increases the risk of spreading weeds, as cable corridors

would create areas ofbare soil, conducive to weed encroachment. Some gound-based tractor is proposed in low severity

burn areas ofAlternatives D and F. Using machinery on bare gound, including the disturbance caused by skidding logs

down slope, would most likely spread weed seed or create the bare soil preferred by weeds. Other activities proposed in the

EIS include using a walking excavator on bare gound to pile slash material. Although the walking excavator may reduce

soil compaction, there is still a risk ofany type of ofilroad equipment use spreading weed seed onto burned areas. Some

soil disturbance is also likely to occur even with low impact equipment like a walking excavator. Mitigation measures for

cleaning all equipment prior to entering the project area and the revegetation ofskid trails and cable corridors immediately

after use would help reduce the risk ofspreading weeds onto activity areas. An additional mitigation measure to help

reduce weed spread is that during pre-work meetings with contractors, weed spread prevention would be emphasized as

well as the consequences of introducing weeds into uninfested areas (see mitigation measures, Table 2-9).

Constructing temporary roads and landings (particularly new landings) geatly increases the risk ofweed spread. It is

difiicult to mitigate these types of activities, since such ground disturbance would remove all vegetation on the site,

compact soils, and risk weed spread by heavy equipment and vehicle use on site. Revegetation as soon as these activities

are completed, then strict monitoring ofthese sites may help reduce the risk ofweed spread. If the sites are infested with

weeds prior to construction, then it would be important not to spread the weed seed from these areas onto uninfested areas.

Cumulative Effects

Common to All Alternatives

Timber harvest, road construction, mining, gazing, ATV use, subdivisions, and other development have contributed to the

spread ofweeds on private and public lands. Roads act as corridors for weed spread into the mountains. Skid trails on

forest slopes have created bare soil for weed establishment. As vehicles pick up weed seed on their undercarriage and go

off-road, more weeds are spread onto native grasslands. Livestock carry weed seed and, without proper management, can

impact the native vegetation needed to compete with noxious weeds. Wildlife, horses, and backpackers carry seed into

more remote areas. Mining activities create large areas ofbare gound where nothing but weedy species may be seen

growing. When the fires swept through the Bitterroot in 2000, they burned many of the above-mentioned, weed infested

areas as well as many areas without weeds. In some areas, shading provided by tree canopy was the only protection from

noxious weed encroachment. Stand-replacing fires in VRUs 2 and 3 have removed this canopy and now leave openings in

the forest ripe for invasion ofspotted knapweed, sulfur cinquefoil, goatweed, and other noxious weeds. There is also a risk

ofnew weeds appearing on the landscape from the many out-of-state and out-of-country firefighters present in the area; and

the use ofgass seed and mulch without strict adherence to weed seed-fi'ee certification Any new weed seed would have

fertile soil in which to germinate with the nutrient rich, bare gound created by the fires. Burned Area Emergency

Rehabilitation (BAER) efforts to reduce the risk ofweed spread include hydromulching and seeding cut and fill slopes

severely burned in the fires. Monitoring for new weeds and expanding weed populations is also included in BAER

funding. Other burned areas would be monitored for vegetative recovery. If native plant species aren’t recovering in a

timely mamier, then supplemental revegetation with native plant species would be implemented. These BAER activities

would continue for a couple ofmore years, assisting in the prevention ofweed spread from the fires. The risk ofweed

encroachment would vary by Geographic Area and alternative as discussed below in each alternative. Also, see the effects

analysis for Sensitive Plants for more information on the impacts ofweeds on native plant communities.
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Blodgett Geographic Area

Analysis Area

The area analyzed for the Blodgett Geographic Area includes all National Forest lands burned within the perimeter ofthe

Blodgett Fire, from Blodgett Creek north to Sheafinan Creek, and excluding lands within the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness

(PF, NFMA/NEPA-l). All units with proposed activities were analyzed, as well as adjacent lands and roads accessing or

bordering the units.

Existing Condition

Most lower elevation roads and open ponderosa pine and grassland areas in the Blodgett Fire and nearby vicinity were

infested with spotted knapweed prior to the fires. Sulfur cinquefoil populations were also found scattered along open,

south-facing slopes and along old skid trails. Goatweed, leafy spurge, or Dalmatian toadflax was unknown in the area prior

to the fires. Areas that included populations ofthe above weeds burned at low to high severity during the 2000 fires.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

As mentioned above (see Cumulative Efl'ects Common to All Alternatives) the current post-fire situation is such that weed

encroachment from previously infested areas into burned areas that were not infested, is highly likely. The No Action

Alternative is unlikely to contribute to this situation in the short term. However, the conditions ofsome ofthe VRU 2 areas

prior to the fires would likely be a factor in the long-term recovery ofthe Forest. These ponderosa pine and dry Douglas-fir

sites are adapted to fi'equent, low intensity fires that should have created open, park-like stands ofolder trees (Brown and

Smith 2000). Instead, years of fire suppression had created dense thickets ofunderstory trees that contributed to stand

replacing fires in some VRU 2 and 3 areas. The conifer seed source on these sites was poor prior to the fires (see Forested

Lands section), so there is little likelihood ofVRU 2 and some VRU 3 areas regenerating in a timely manner. Canopy

cover may have been the only protection from noxious weed invasion for some VRU 2 and 3 areas prior to the fires.

Another long-term impact ofno action, is the large number of fire-killed trees creating dry fuels that could potentially add

to a future fire event (Brown and Reinhardt 2001). The arid environment ofthe Northern Rockies slows the dries wood

rapidly rather than allowing for a slow, decaying process. These large fuel accumulations could increase the potential for

high severity fires during the next several decades. Most plant species that occur in VRUs 2 and 3 are adapted to frequent,

low intensity natural fires (Arno 1976; Brown and Smith 2000). These species have woody root systems that should easily

survive the flashy types of fires that historically burned in these dry, lower elevation VRUs. With increased potential for

high severity fires occurring, there is an increased possflaility of soil heating and damage to below ground plant tissue,

delaying plant recovery. This may also result in more bare soil and further risk of noxious weed spread (see above “Efl'ects

Common to all Action Alternatives”, for further information on weed encroachment).

Alternatives B, D, and F

Activities proposed in Alternatives B, D, and F include harvesting fire-killed trees using helicopter, over fi'ozen ground

and/or packed snow, and skyline cable methods. Compared to conventional ground-based harvest over bare soils, these

harvest methods should decrease the risk ofweed spread on soils already disturbed by fire activity. Skyline cable harvest

over bare ground increases the risk ofweed spread along the corridors used to cable logs up to the road. Skyline cable

harvest is proposed for Units 4 (in Alternatives B and F), 611, and 755 (in all three alternatives). All machinery would be

cleaned prior to entering the project area, reducing the risk ofweed spread. In addition, public education about the risk of

weed spread into vulnerable burn areas should be increased (see mitigation measures, Table 2-9). Proposed reforestation

activities should assist in speeding up the rate of time that canopy cover would be available to aid in deterring weed spread.

One landing site is proposed on Forest Service lands at the end ofForest Service Road #13105 in Alternatives B and D.

This is located at a switchback where FS Road #13106 takes off Two additional landings are proposed for construction in

Alternative F . Roads would be closed and revegetated after harvest activities are completed, as part ofthe proposed

watershed improvement projects. Landing sites would also be rehabilitated. Road closures assist in reducing the risk of
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weed spread by revegetating and reducing corridors of weed transmission Road #’s 438, 735, and 736 would be left open,

but graveled to comply with Best Management Practices standards.

Alternative C

No fuel reduction activities are proposed in this alternative. Only reforestation in Unit 5 and watershed improvement

activities are proposed. Reforestation should increase the rate ofrecovery of tree species, providing shade for weed

competition in Unit 5. Other impacts would be similar to those for the No Action Alternative. Road improvement

activities are the same as in Alternative B, and should assist in improving habitat for native plants by reducing weed spread

along road corridors. The impacts ofno fiiel reduction activities would be similar to Alternative A. Fuels left on site could

add to the severity offire events occurring in future decades.

Alternative E

All activities proposed in Alternative E would be accomplished over frozen ground and/or packed snow or by helicopter.

These types ofactivities would decrease the risk ofweed spread dramatically over activities done over bare ground.

Reforestation and watershed restoration proposals would be similar to Alternatives B, D, and F.

Alternative G

Alternative G proposes to increase weed prevention standards in burned areas. Forest Service Manual (FSM) 2080 (PF,

NOXIOUS WEEDS-3) direction for Forest Service employees and their contractors would be expanded to include all

Forest users. Public education would be increased and signs would be posted on all open Forest roads, trailheads, and other

access points warning of the increased risk of spreading weed seed in severely burned areas. Increased awareness by the

public may help reduce the introduction ofweeds into burned areas. Alternative G also proposes to fell, place, and burn

fuels in some units in the Blodgett Area. Underburning in these areas may not reduce fuels sufliciently to prevent fuel

accumulations that may increase the severity of a fire occurring in future decades (see Fire and Fuels — Ch.3).

Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

The cumulative effects ofnot reducing fuels in burned areas ofthe Blodgett Fire include an accumulation ofcoarse woody

debris in burned areas. Fuel loads of about 30 tons/acre or more could increase the severity ofany fire event occurring in

future decades (Brown and Reinhardt, 2000). About 97 percent ofthe Blodgett Geographic Area has fuel loads above this

level As noted above in Direct and Indirect Effects, another high severity fire would result in more bare soil and risk of

knapweed spread. Since there have been salvage logging activities occurring on adjacent private property in the Pinesdale

area, with no protection for bare soils, there is a risk of spotted knapweed and possibly, sulfur cinquefoil, increasing on

these private lands. This could create a large source ofweed seed for dissemination onto Forest Service lands that were

burned in the 2000 fires. A three-acre demonstration fiiels reduction project was implemented by the Bitterroot NF this

winter in the Cow Creek drainage, just ofl‘Forest Service Road #438. This project was accomplished over frozen ground;

and harvested timber was left beside the road for firewood gatherers. Winter logging activities appear to have reduced the

risk ofnoxious weed invasion, since there were no signs of ground-disturbance on the site when visited the spring of2001

(PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-23). Additional ground disturbing activities are proposed in the Sheafinan Fuels Reduction

Project, in unburned areas just north of the Blodgett Fire, in order to reduce fuels in the Pinesdale municipal watershed (i.e.,

Sheafinan Creek). These activities could also add to the threat ofwad spread. The Sheafinan Project would cut trees

using a feller/buncher or in-woods processor, and yard them with a forwarder or helicopter. Tops and limbs would be piled

with a small excavator and burned, followed by a light jackpot/underbum in the spring. Some prescribed burning is also

planned for northeast-ficing slopes. The cumulative impacts of these activities, in addition to the 2000 fire event, increases

the risk ofweed spread due to ground disturbing activities on bare soils. The Bitterroot NF is currently preparing a

Noxious Weed EIS addressing weed treatments in burned areas throughout the Forest. Although weed treatment would

assist in reducing the risk ofweed spread from roadside populations onto slopes, another fire event like 2000 could set

native plant succession back again.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Several activities have already been accomplished, or would be accomplished within the year, that could cumulatively add

impacts to the Blodgett Fire area when considered along with the current proposed activities in Alternatives B, D, E, and F.

Activities occurring on adjacent private property include salvage logging in the Pinesdale area just below National Forest

lands. These logging activities were initiated over dry soil last fill. Without the protection of frozen ground or settled
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snow, such activities would likely increase the rate ofweed spread already enhanced by the impacts of the 2000 wildfires.

A three-acre demonstration fuels reduction project was implemented by the Bitterroot NF this winter in the Cow Creek

drainage, just off Forest Service Road #438. This project was accomplished over frozen ground; and harvested timber was

left beside the road for firewood gatherers. Winter logging activities appear to have reduced the risk ofnoxious weed

invasion, since there were no signs of ground-disturbance on the site when visited the spring of 2001 (PF; SENSITIVE

PLANTS-23). Additional ground disturbing activities are proposed in the Sheafinan Fuels Reduction Project, in unburned

areas just north of the Blodgett Fire, in order to reduce fuels in the Pinesdale municipal watershed (ie., Sheafinan Creek).

These activities could also add to the threat ofweed spread. The Sheafinan Project would cut trees using a feller/buncher or

in-woods processor, and yard them with a forwarder or helicopter. Tops and limbs would be piled with a small excavator

and burned, followed by a light jackpot/underbum in the spring. Although mitigation measures are proposed to help reduce

the ground disturbance of these activities, the cumulative impacts ofthese activities in addition to the 2000 fire event are

likely to be an increase in the risk ofweed spread. Any machinery run over dry ground is more likely to spread weeds since

some native vegetation would be disturbed and bare ground would be created.

The Bitterroot NF is preparing a Noxious Weed EIS, integrating several weed treatment methods, to treat many ofthe high

risk weed areas impacted by the fires. The treatments proposed in the Weed EIS should aid in reducing the spread of

weeds; and proposed reforestation activities in Alternatives B, D, E, or F should speed up the rate of time that canopy cover

would be available for deterring weed spread. The risk ofweed spread from proposed activities in Alternatives B, D, E, or

F should be weighed against the potential for high severity fires during the next several decades because of fuel

accumulations created by the 2000 fires. Mitigation requiring inspections and cleaning of logging equipment should help

minimize the risk ofweed spread (PF, NOXIOUS WEEDS-3). Monitoring of activity areas should be done for two to five

years following fuel reduction treatments in order to ensure that noxious weed populations are not dramatically increasing

(see Monitoring Plan, Appendix C).

Alternative C

The cumulative efiects of Alternative C would be similar to those of the No Action Alternative. However, the proposed

reforestation of severely burned areas should help reduce the risk ofweed spread, by accelerating the reestablishment of

canopy cover on these sites. Watershed improvement projects would also assist in reducing the risk ofweed spread, by

closing and revegetating corridors ofweed transmission. Since this alternative does not include fuel reduction, the potential

for high severity fire events would still exist during the next several decades, as a result of firel accumulations created by

the 2000 fire event.

Alternative G

The cumulative impacts of the past and foreseeable firture events combined with activities proposed in Alternative G would

be similar to the No Action Alternative. Only minimal firel reduction would occur with cutting, felling, and burning

already burned trees. With firels still accumulated on most of the burned areas there would be an increased chance ofa

future fire event becoming more severe. Increased weed prevention in Alternative G would help control the spread of

weeds onto burned slopes. Watershed improvement projects would also assist in reducing the risk ofweed spread, by

closing and revegetating corridors ofweed transmission. If activities over bare soils on adjacent private and state lands

were to increase weed populations in these areas, improved weed prevention measures would be important to control the

spread onto National Forest lands. However, since not as much planting would occur if Alternative G were chosen,

recovery of the tree canopy would be slower, increasing the risk ofweed encroachment onto moderate and high severity

burn areas.

__—————_-—_————_—
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Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Analysis Area

The area analyzed for noxious weeds in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area includes the Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, Little

Sleeping Child, North Rye, and Rye Creek drainages. All units with proposed activities were analyzed, as well as adjacent

lands and roads accessing or bordering the units.

Existing Condition

Most lower elevation roads and open ponderosa pine and grassland areas in the Skalkaho-Rye Area and nearby vicinity

were infested with spotted knapweed prior to the fires. Sulfiir cinquefoil populations were also found scattered along open,

south-facing slopes. There are three known populations of leafy spurge located along Sleeping Child Creek, Brennan

Gulch, Newton Gulch, and on the ridge between Cofl‘ee Gulch and McCartney Creek. These areas have all been treated

with herbicides in the past and are being monitored annually for recurrence. Leafy spurge has a root system consisting of

both vertical and horizontal roots. The main vertical roots can grow as deep as 26 feet and horizontal roots can extend up to

15 feet each year. Each root bud can produce a new plant and buds can be found as deep as 10 feet. This complicated root

system makes leafy spurge very diflicult to control (Lajeunesse et al. 1995). Studies suggest that fall burning may be an

effective means of controlling leafy spurge; however, there have been mixed results with spring burning (USDA Forest

Service, 2001b). The vegetative growth stimulated by fire is more susceptible to chemical treatment. The fires of2000

were followed with herbicide treatments to take advantage of this control method. Continued monitoring and future

herbicide treatments may still be necessary in order to eradicate the leafy spurge populations now in existence. Leafy

spurge was found in Unit 77 in the Sleeping Child during 2001 field surveys.

The high intensity fires that occurred in 2000 were a result of fuel accumulations from years of fire suppression. Such fires

increase the possibility of soil heating and damage to below ground plant tissue. However, plant species recovery was

better than expected in most areas with rhizomatous shrubs like snowberry (Symphoricarpos albus) and spiraea (Spiraea

betulifolia) resprouting prolifically, native annual species germinating in lush mats, and pinegrass resprouting and

flowering (flowering in pinegrass only occurs after disturbance) (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-23). Some harsher sites,

particularly at higher elevations, were not recovering as quickly. These areas may take longer for the more deeply buried,

undamaged, plant tissue to resprout. Although species recovery has been rapid, there is still more bare soil evident due to

the lack of litter and dufl This increases the risk ofweed encroachment onto these sites (see above “Efl‘ects Common to all

Action Alternatives”, for ftuther information on weed encroachment). Spotted knapweed was found in many of the

proposed iiiel reduction units before the fire, and was already seen resprouting during the 2001 field season (PF;

SENSITIVE PLANTS-23). Areas in lower Rye Creek (mostly on private lands) where spotted knapweed was prolific prior

to the fires saw a large response from cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum), an annual weedy grass species that can become an

extreme problem when introduced into a fire-adapted ecosystem. Cheatgrass stands dry quickly and are highly flammable

earlier in the season than other species. Grassland fires may be hotter than normal due to these increased dry fuels and this

could result in the loss ofperennial grasses and forbs (USDA Forest Service, 200lb).Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

Impacts ofNo Action on the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area would be similar to those for the Blodgett Area. Natural

regeneration in VRU 2 may never occur, due to a poor conifer seed source. Canopy cover provided by trees is often the

only reason noxious weed seed doesn't germinate. Fuel accumulations from down fire-killed trees are likely to increase the

potential for a future recurrence ofa severe fire event in future decades. As mentioned above in the Blodgett Area No

Action Alternative, the occurrence ofhigh severity fires increases the risk of soil heating and damage to below ground plant

tissue, and creates the bare soil desired by noxious weeds such as spotted knapweed. Treatments to the leafy spurge

populations would continue since these activities have been identified in a separate document (USDA Forest Service,

1 994).
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Alternatives B, D, and F

Fuel Reduction and Watershed Improvement

Alternatives B, D, and F are similar in the proposed activities for the Skalkaho-Rye area, with about 23,000 acres proposed

for harvest. These alternatives include harvesting fire-killed trees using helicopter, over-snow, and skyline cable logging

methods. In low severity burn areas, Alternative D also includes low ground pressure equipment during the dry season.

Compared to conventional ground-based harvest over bare soils these methods ofharvest should decrease the risk ofweed

spread on soils already disturbed by the fire activity. Slash material piled with a walking excavator over bare ground could

increase the risk ofweed spread, particularly on high severity burned areas. Using any machinery on bare soil could

contribute to weed spread in severely burned areas due to the impacts oftraveling ofllroad potentially carrying weed seed.

There is also potential for machinery used over bare soil to damage native plant root systems, seedlings, and new sprouts

coming in after fire, particularly in severely burned areas. All machinery would be cleaned prior to entering the project

area, reducing the risk ofweed spread (PF, NOXIOUS WEEDS-3). In addition, public education about the risk ofweed

spread into vulnerable burn areas should be increased (see mitigation measures, Table 2-9). Proposed reforestation

activities should assist in speeding up the rate oftime that canopy cover would be available to aid in deterring weed spread.

Hand site prep would reduce the risk ofweed spread when planting.

Since spotted knapweed is so prolific on the Bitterroot NF and in the Bitterroot Valley, listing the units where no knapweed

or other weeds were found during 2001 field surveys is more logical. This includes Units 18, 21, 22, and 614 in the South

Fork of Skalkaho. Units 18, 21, and 614 include some skyline cable harvest over bare ground in all three alternatives,

increasing the risk ofweed encroachment into these areas. No noxious weeds were found in Unit 26 in Divide Creek and

Units 29 through 32 in Bad News Creek. Alternatives B and D (it is excluded from Alternative F) propose skyline cable

harvest in Units 26 and 29; Alternative F proposes tracked line machine (TLM) harvest in the winter in Unit 29; all three

alternatives propose skyline cable harvest in Units 30 and 31; and Alternatives B and D (it is exchided fiom Alternative F)

propose both skyline cable and ground-based tractor harvest over bare ground in Unit 32. Weed encroachment risk

increases quite a bit with ground-based tractor over bare soil. Any winter harvest would reduce the risk ofweed

encroachment, although TLM harvest would inchide some ground disturbance where equipment rests on a constructed pad

to cable yard logs. These pads would need to be revegetated as soon as possible in the spring in order to reduce the risk of

weed encroachment. No weeds were seen in Unit 35 in the Skalkaho drainage, Unit 48 in Two Bear, and Unit 75 in the

Sleeping Child drainage. Unit 35 would be harvested by helicopter in all three alternatives and Units 48 and 75 have some

skyline cable harvest over bare ground. Helicopter harvest would mitigate most weed encroachment concerns while skyline

cable would increase the risk ofweed encroachment. Finally, Units 172 through 174 in the North Fork ofRye Creek were

apparently weed fi'ee. These units all contain candystick and are in the subalpine where weeds are usually not common

They are all proposed for helicopter harvest in all three alternatives. Unit 173 does include some slash piling with a

walking excavator in Alternatives B and D. Mitigation measures for candystick habitat include no walking excavator use

over bare ground. Mitigation mentioned above in “Efi'ects Common to all Alternatives” addresses increasing the awareness

of ground workers regarding weed spread prevention This would be essential in the above listed units where weeds

presently don't exist.

One area ofconcern for weed spread is Unit 77 where leafy spurge is located. Proposed activities in this unit include

manually cutting and felling trees for underburning in Alternatives B and D; and tractor harvesting over frozen ground

and/or packed snow in Alternative F. Avoiding the areas where leafy spurge is located when tractor logging would be the

best insurance ofavoiding the spread of this weed ofllsite. Even winter logging would not ensure that seed wouldn’t be

picked up on logs or equipment and be taken ofllsite.

Roads that had been closed prior to the fire and were grown in with vegetation would be revegetated, if fire activity

destroyed the existing vegetation. This would discourage ofllroad vehicle use and the risk ofweed spread. Ripping and

revegetating roads should assist in preventing weed spread by reducing corridors ofweed transmission. However, by

following weed prevention regulations in FSM 2080 (PF, NOXIOUS WEEDS-3) including keeping equipment used on site

clean ofweed seed and immediately revegetating ripped roads.

Temporary Roads, Landings, and Tracked Line Machine Pads

Alternative D proposes to build the most miles oftemporary roads, followed by F, then B. Alternative B proposes to build

only three temporary roads in the entire burned project area. Roads would vary from 300 feet to over one mile in length.

Temporary roads would add significant impacts by increasing the risk of weed spread. The Skalkaho-Rye area would have

more temporary roads constructed than any other Geographic Area. This would increase the risk ofweed spread in this
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area, which is a concern with the high number ofroads already in existence in the area. Temporary roads are proposed to

access landing areas in the following units in Alternative D: Units 17,40, 77, 105, 106, 125, 126, 142, 143, 160, 161, 164,

190, 194, 201, 207, 208, 213, and 723. Alternative F proposes temporary roads to access the following units: Units l6, l7,

18, 28, 29, 77, 126, 143, 155, 164, 207, 208, 209, 210, 213, and 85-91/93/751 (one road); and tracked line machine paths to

access Units 29, 160, 161, 165, and 169. Temporary roads proposed for high severity burn areas are the most likely to

spread weeds, since native plant recovery is slower in these areas. This would include temporary roads proposed in Units

125 to 126, 161, 201, and 207. Although temporary roads would be recontoured and revegetated after use, the initial

ground disturbance involved in road building creates significant bare gound for weed encroachment. Vehicles traveling on

these roads can bring weed seed into the area on their undercarriage. Careful cleaning of all equipment used on temporary

roads would be required (see mitigation measures, Table 2-9). Alternative B proposes to build only two temporary roads in

the Skalkaho-Rye area, both less than 300 feet in length. These would be used to access landing sites for Units 75 and 155.

Alternative F would construct about 30 less landings than B or D. About 80 percent ofthe landings proposed for

Alternatives B and D would be new landings; about 74 percent ofthe landings in Alternative F would be new.

Constructing new landings would create new habitat for noxious weed encroachment. Although some of the new landing

areas contain weeds already, a large number would require felling trees and ripping up native vegetation. This type of

disturbance is particularly conducive to weed encroachment. Weed prevention measures would be particularly important in

these areas. Mitigation would include cleaning all equipment prior to using these landings and ensuring that these areas are

rapidly revegetated after use, with follow-up monitoring for weed introductions. Since on-the-gound location of landings

may not be accurate until timber sales or stewardship contracts are ready, landings and temporary roads would be

reevaluated by a botanist prior to implementation At that time, areas needing the most surveillance for weed encroachment

would be identified. The total land area to be disturbed by new landings is not expected to be any more than 15 acres in the

Skalkaho-Rye Area.

Landings proposed for the southern part ofUnit 77 would be carefully monitored to ensure that sulfur cinquefoil and leafy

spurge populations in the area are not spread to new areas. Leafy spurge is currently not prevalent on the Bitterroot NF and

eradicating new populations is the method of choice for controlling this species (USDA Forest Service, 1995c). As

mentioned above it is very aggressive and has an extensive taproot system making it dificult to eradicate. A large

population of sulfur cinquefoil is present just west ofthe mouth ofTwomile Creek, where a landing is proposed. This area

should also be monitored carefully prior to and during harvest operations to ensure sulfiir cinquefoil is not spread to

uninfested areas.

Alternative C

Impacts in Alternative C would be similar to those in the No Action Alternative. The long-term impacts of leaving fire

killed trees on site to fall and potentially add to future fire events would remain. These efi'ects are addressed in the No

Action Alternative. Watershed improvement projects have the potential to spread weeds in the short term as roads are

ripped and/or obliterated. All equipment would be cleaned prior to ripping roads in order to prevent weed spread (PF

NOXIOUS WEEDS-3). The Noxious Weed EIS currently in the analysis progress proposes to treat all these roads prior to

closure. This would help in preventing the spread ofweeds from road improvement activities. In the long-term, closing

and revegetating these areas should prevent weed spread fi-om vehicular use and soil erosion. Proposed reforestation of

burned areas should speed the recovery of canopy cover to assist in weed competition.

Alternative E

In Alternative B, all harvest activities would be implemented over frozen gound, settled snow, or by helicopter. These

logging methods would reduce gound disturbance and assist in preventing further weed spread. About 16,000 fewer acres

would be treated in this alternative than in Alternative D. This would significantly decrease the risk ofweed spread from

logging activities in the short-term. The reduction of fire-killed firels should assist in preventing future severe fire events

that could create bare soil and increase the risk of additional weed spread. However, since less fuel reduction would occur,

there is still a risk of a future fire event occurring due to fuel accumulations in areas not treated in this alternative. This

may increase the risk ofweed spread in these areas in the long-term Watershed improvement projects that include ripping

and revegetating roads should assist in preventing weed spread by closing ofi‘conidors ofweed spread. Planting trees

would increase the rate at which canopy cover is established to assist in shading out weeds.

Alternative G

Alternative G proposes to increase weed prevention standards in burned areas. Forest Service Manual (FSM) 2080 (PF,

NOXIOUS WEEDS-3) direction for Forest Service employees and their contractors would be expanded to include all

W
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Forest users. Public education would be increased and signs would be posted on all open forest roads, trailheads and other

access points warning of the increased vulnerability in severely burned areas to weed seed spread and germination.

Increased awareness by the public may help reduce the introduction ofweeds into burned areas in the short-term

Alternative G also proposes to felL place, and burn fuels in some units in the Skalkaho-Rye Area. Underburning in these

areas may not reduce fuels sufliciently to prevent firel accumulations that may increase the severity ofa fire occurring in

future decades (see Fire and Fuels — Ch.3). This could increase the risk ofweed encroachment on these areas as another

intense fire event would create the bare soil preferred by weeds and may further damage plant root systems, slowing their

recovery to assist in competition. Reforestation is only proposed for burned plantations so the rate ofestablishment oftree

canopy cover would be slower in most burned areas, possibly increasing the risk ofweed encroachment in the meantime.

This may be offset by increased public awareness of the vulnerability ofthe burned areas to weed encroachment.

Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

The efiects ofNo Action would include no reduction of coarse woody debris in burned areas. Fuel loads of about 30

tons/acre or more could increase the severity ofany fire event occurring in future years (Brown and Reinhardt, 2000).

About 55 percent ofthe Skalkaho-Rye area has fuel loads this high. As noted above in Direct and Indirect Efiects,

continued high severity fires would result in more bare soil and risk ofknapweed spread. The Bitterroot NF is currently

preparation ofan EIS addressing weed treatments in burned areas throughout the Forest. Proposed treatments should assist

in inhibiting weed spread along road corridors, but future severe fire events may benefit weeds over native plants. The

impacts in VRU 4 areas would not be as severe since weed populations at this elevation are usually not invasive in native

plant communities, tending to stay along roads on extreme south-facing slopes. Future, high intensity fires may cause

higher soil temperatures, damaging underground plant parts, and inhibiting resprouting. This could also increase the rate of

weed spread, as native plants take longer to recover.

The following activities have been accomplished in the past year or would be done within the next year and are considered

when analyzing the impacts ofno action in the Skalkaho-Rye Area. Salvage logging has been active on the CB Ranch fi'om

the fiill of2000 through late winter 2001. Logging operations on the ranch have been accomplished with helicopter to

reduce on the ground impacts. The Department ofNatural Resources and Conservation (DNRC) would be salvage logging

in the Sleeping Child, North Rye, and Skalkaho drainages during the winter of 2001-2002. Helicopter and winter logging

activities should help reduce the risk ofnoxious weed invasion, as well as remove fire-killed trees that might add fuel for

future fire events. Additional salvage logging activities have occurred, and would probably continue for the next year, on

private property adjacent to the Skalkaho-Rye Area. Some ofthese operations were done over bare soils, increasing the

risk ofweed spread on soils that were already disturbed by fires. Ifno fuel reduction occurs on National Forest lands, the

fiiel reduction that has or would occur on these adjacent lands would act as a buffer to slow future fire activity and aid in

preventing the spread of fire fi’om National Forest lands onto state or private lands.

In addition to the salvage logging operations oiT-Forest there are four active grazing allotments within the burned area that

have been used since the 1940s. All of these allotments were infested with noxious weeds prior to the fires, including leafy

spurge in the Sleeping Child and Skalkaho drainages. Two of the allotments, North Sleeping Child and Harlan Burke, were

rested in 2001 in order to give grass species a chance to recover from the fires. These allotments would be reevaluated

before putting cattle back on them. Ifno fiiel reduction occurs on National Forest lands, accumulated fiaels could add to a

severe fire event decades fi'om now increasing the risk of noxious weed spread on these allotments or from the allotments

onto burned areas with lost canopy. Future, high severity fires may cause higher soil temperatures, damaging underground

plant parts, and inhibiting resprouting. This could also increase the risk ofweed spread, as native plants take longer to

recover.

If no watershed improvement projects were done there would be an increased risk of ofllroad vehicle travel on roads that

were once closed and revegetated and are now free fiom vegetation due to the fires. By leaving roads in their current

condition, there is a greater risk of weeds spreading along existing road corridors. Closing and revegetating roads as

proposed in all other alternatives would assist in preventing off-road vehicle use and weed spread All action alternatives

propose reforestation of severely burned areas. No reforestation would increase the length of time for a forested canopy to

grow and assist in shading out weeds.

M
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Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Several activities have already been accomplished, or would be accomplished within the year that could cumulatively add

impacts to the Skalkaho-Rye area when considered along with the current proposed activities in Alternatives B, D, or E.

Salvage logging has been active on the CB Ranch from the fall of 2000 through late winter 2001. Logging operations on

the ranch were accomplished with helicopter to reduce on the ground impacts. The Department ofNatural Resources and

Conservation (DNRC) would be salvage logging in the Sleeping Child, North Rye, and Skalkaho drainages during the

winter of 2001-2002. Helicopter and winter logging activities should help reduce the risk ofnoxious weed invasion, as

well as remove fire-killed trees that might add fuel for future fire events. Additional salvage logging activities have

occurred, and would probably continue for the next year, on private property adjacent to the Skalkaho-Rye Area. Some of

these operations were done over bare soils, increasing the risk of weed spread on soils that were already disturbed by fires.

Four active grazing allotments within the burned area have been used since the 1940s. These allotments were infested with

noxious weeds prior to the fires, including leafy spurge in the Sleeping Child and Skalkaho drainages. Two allotments,

North Sleeping Child and Harlan Burke, were rested in 2001 to give grass species a chance to recover from the fires.

The cumulative impacts of the above activities, in addition to the 2000 fire event, could further increase the risk of weed

spread due to ground disturbing activities on bare soils. Some roadside areas would be sprayed with herbicides this spring

and fall, to reduce the risk ofweed spread from road corridors onto the nutrient-rich bare soils created by the fires. Only

burned areas covered by previously completed environmental assessments would be treated. The Bitterroot NF is also

preparing a Noxious Weed EIS (to be released later this year), integrating several weed treatment methods, to cover many

of the high weed risk areas impacted by the fires. The treatments planned in the Weed EIS should aid in reducing weed

spread; and proposed reforestation activities should speed up the rate of time that canopy cover would be available for

deterring weed spread. Although this would aid in reducing the risk ofweed spread from roadside populations onto slopes,

another fire event like 2000 could set succession ofthe native plant community back once again. The risk ofweed spread

from proposed activities in Alternatives B, D, or E should be weighed against the potential for high severity fires during the

next several decades because of tire] accumulations created by the 2000 fires. Fuel accumulations would be highest in

Alternative E. Alternatives B, D, and F would each remove about the same amount of fuels.

Alternative C

The cumulative efl‘ects of Alternative C would be similar to those in the No Action Alternative. However, the proposed

reforestation of severely burned areas should help reduce the risk ofweed spread by accelerating the reestablishrnent of

canopy cover on these sites. Many old roads that were ripped and seeded, or were closed and revegetated on their own

prior to the fires, were burned over and would need to be rehabilitated in order to restrict access and protect watersheds.

These watershed improvement projects may increase the risk ofweed spread in the short-term, but should assist in

diminishing the risk ofweed spread in the long-term by reducing corridors ofweed transmission. Since fuel reduction

would not occur, however, there is still the potential for high severity fire events during the next several decades as a result

of fuel accumulations created by the 2000 fire event.

Alternative G

The cumulative impacts of the past and foreseeable future events combined with activities proposed in Alternative G would

be similar to the No Action Alternative. Only minimal fuel reduction would occur with cutting, felling, and burning

already burned trees. With fuels still accumulated on most ofthe burned areas there would be an increased chance of a

future fire event becoming more severe. Increased weed prevention in Alternative G would help control the spread of

weeds onto burned slopes. Watershed improvement projects would also assist in reducing the risk ofweed spread, by

closing and revegetating corridors ofweed transmission. If activities over bare soils on adjacent private and state lands

were to increase weed populations in these areas, improved weed prevention measures would be important to control the

spread onto National Forest lands. However, since not as much planting would occur if Alternative G were chosen,

recovery of the tree canopy would be slower, increasing the risk of weed encroachment onto moderate and high severity

burn areas.
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East Fork Geographic Area

Analysis Area

The area analyzed for sensitive plant species in the East Fork Geographic Area includes: the upper East Fork, Warm

Springs, Laird, Gilbert, Medicine Tree, Robbins Gulch, Cameron, Tolan, Guide, Jennings Camp, Meadow, Camp, Reitnel,

Waugh Gulch, Dick, Andrews, Maynard, Dickson, and Spade Creek drainages. All units with proposed activities were

analyzed, as well as adjacent lands and roads accessing or bordering the units.

Existing Condition

Most lower elevation roads and open ponderosa pine and grassland areas in the East Fork Area and nearby vicinity were

infested with spotted knapweed prior to the fires. Sulfirr cinquefoil populations were also found scattered along open,

south-facing slopes. The East Fork Area contains extensive grasslands that are winter range for elk. Some of these areas

burned, but fuels were low enough that burn severity was low. Most of the bunchgrass species are adapted to these low

severity fires (USDA Forest Service, 2001b) and response was, for the most part, favorable (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS

22). However, some areas, particularly where spotted knapweed was prolific, saw a large response from cheatgrass

(Bromus tectorum), an annual weedy grass species that can become an extreme problem when introduced into a fire

adapted ecosystem Cheatgrass stands dry quickly and are highly flammable earlier in the season than other species.

Grassland fires may be hotter than normal due to these increased dry fuels and this could result in the loss ofperennial

grasses and forbs (USDA Forest Service, 2001b).

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

The impacts ofNo Action on the East Fork Geographic Area would be similar to those for the Skalkaho-Rye and Blodgett

Areas. Natural regeneration in VRU 2 may never occur due to a poor conifer seed source (see “Forested Plant

Communities” section). Canopy cover provided by trees is often the only reason noxious weed seed doesn’t germinate.

Fuel accumulations fi'om down fire-killed trees are likely to increase the potential for a ihture recurrence ofa severe fire

event in firture decades. As mentioned above in the Blodgett Area No Action Alternative, the occurrence ofa high severity

fire increases the risk of soil heating and damage to below ground plant tissue, and creates the bare soil desired by noxious

weeds such as spotted knapweed.

Alternatives B, D, and F

Fuel Reduction and Watershed Improvement

Alternatives B, D, and F are similar in their proposed activities for the East Fork area, with about 4.000 fewer acres

proposed for harvest in Alternative F, than in B or D. The high intensity fires that occurred in 2000 were a result of fuel

accumulations from years of fire suppression. Such fires increase the possibility of soil heating and damage to below

ground plant tissue. However, plant species’ recovery was better than expected in most areas with rhizomatous shrubs like

snowberry (Symphoricarpos albus) and spiraea (Spiraea betulrfolr'a) resprouting prolifically, native annual species

germinating in lush mats, and pinegrass resprouting and flowering (flowering in pinegrass only occurs after disturbance)

(PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-23). Some harsher severely burned sites, particularly at higher elevations, were not recovering

as quickly. These areas may take longer for the more deeply buried, undamaged, plant tissue to resprout. Although species

recovery has been rapid, there is still more bare soil evident due to the lack of litter and dufl‘. This increases the risk of

weed encroachment onto these sites (see above “Effects Common to all Action Alternatives”, for further information on

weed encroachment). Spotted knapweed was found in many of the proposed firel reduction units before the fire, and was

already seen resprouting during the 2001 field season (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-23).

Activities proposed in Alternatives B, D, and F include harvesting fire-killed trees using helicopter, over-snow, and skyline

cable logging methods. In low severity burn areas, Alternative D also includes low ground pressure equipment during the

dry season. Compared to conventional ground-based harvest over bare soils, these methods of harvest should decrease the

risk ofweed spread on soils already disturbed by the fire activity. Slash material piled with a walking excavator over bare

ground could increase the risk ofweed spread, particularly on high severity burned areas. The use of any machinery on
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bare soil could contribute to weed spread in severely burned areas due to the impacts of traveling off-road potentially

carrying weed seed. There is also potential for machinery used over bare soil to damage native plant root systems,

seedlings, and new sprouts coming in after fire, particularly in severely burned areas. All machinery would be cleaned

prior to entering the project area, reducing the risk ofweed spread (FSM 2080; PF NOXIOUS WEEDS-3). In addition,

public education about the risk ofweed spread into vulnerable burn areas should be increased (see mitigation measures,

Table 2-9). Proposed reforestation activities should assist in speeding up the rate of time that canopy cover would be

available to aid in deterring weed spread. Hand site prep would reduce the risk ofweed spread when planting.

Since spotted knapweed is so prolific on the Bitterroot NF and in the Bitterroot Valley, listing the units where no knapweed

or other weeds were found during 2001 field surveys is more logical. This includes Units 274 and 275 in Dickson Creek;

Units 288, 289, and 292 in Laird Creek; Units 303, 304, 307, 309, 310, and 757 in the Warm Springs drainage; Units 330 —

332, and 599 in the Maynard Creek drainage; Units 395, 602, 713, and 763 in Jennings Camp drainage; Units 398 and 404

in the Meadow Creek drainage; Units 407, 410, 411, 582, and 721 in the Tolan Creek drainage; Unit 584 in the West Fork

ofCamp Creek; and Unit 601 in Guide Creek. Unit 395 would be manually harvested and underbumed in all three

alternatives. Units 288, 307, 309, 310, 410, 601 and parts ofUnits 292, 331, 404, 407, 411, and 721 would be harvested by

helicopter in all three alternative; Units 289, 304, and 757 in Alternatives B and D; Unit 332 in Alternatives B and F; and

Unit 303 in Alternative B would be helicopter harvested. Units 330, 599, and parts ofUnits 292 and 721 in all three

alternatives; and Unit 584 and parts of407 in Alternatives D and F would be harvested over fi’ozen ground and/or

compacted snow. Helicopter harvest and winter harvest with frozen ground and/or compacted snow should reduce the risk

of spreading weeds significantly. Units 602, 763, 398, and parts of41 l in all three alternatives; Unit 713 in Alternatives B

and D; parts of404, 331 and 332 in Alternatives D and F; and part of Unit 599 in Alternative F propose skyline cable

harvest over bare ground in all three alternatives, increasing the risk ofweed encroachment into these areas. In addition,

Unit 713 in Alternative F would be cable harvested using a tracked line machine (TLM) in the summer. This method of

harvest may entail the greatest risk ofweed spread, since TLM harvest would require the excavating of a flat pad every 100

to 200 feet for the excavator to anchor on for cabling logs up to the ridge. The line (usually on a ridge) where the TLM

harvest is set up would have some impacts from dragging logs to the landing site. Mitigation mentioned above in “Effects

Common to all Alternatives” addresses cleaning equipment prior to entering units daily. This would be essential in the

above listed units where weeds presently don't exist.

Roads that had been closed prior to the fire and were grown in with vegetation would need to be revegetated, if fire activity

destroyed the existing vegetation. This would discourage off-road vehicle use and the risk of weed spread. Ripping and

revegetating roads should assist in preventing weed spread by reducing corridors ofweed transmission. However, it would

be important to follow weed prevention regulations in FSM 2080 (PF, NOXIOUS WEEDS-3) by keeping equipment used

on site clean ofweed seed and immediately revegetating ripped roads.

Temporary Roads, Landings, and Tracked Line Machine Pads

See efl'ects ofAlternatives B, D, and F for the Skalkaho-Rye Area for general impacts ofthese alternatives on the ground.

The main difi‘erence between the three alternatives is the number oftemporary roads proposed in Alternatives D and F, in

order to access landing areas. These roads would add additional impacts by increasing the risk ofweed spread. Temporary

roads in D and F would vary fi'om 300 feet to over one mile in length. Although the roads would be recontoured and

revegetated after use, the ground disturbance involved in any road building adds significantly to weed spread. Temporary

roads are proposed to access landing areas in the following units in Alternative D: Units 215, 217, 246, 261, 284, 296, 300,

and nearby Units 351, 373, 375, 386, and 596. In Alternative F, temporary roads are proposed to access the following

units: 379, 296, 284, 216, 297, and a road between Units 218 and 220. The temporary roads proposed to access landing

areas in Unit 217 (Alternative D), between Units 218 and 220 (Alternative F), and between 284 and 295 (Alternative D) are

especially critical since the units they access contain populations ofLemhi penstemon (Penstemon Iemhiensis), a sensitive

plant species endemic to southwestern Montana and adjacent areas in central Idaho. One ofthe main threats to this species’

viability is competition with spotted knapweed (Elzinga, 1997).

Alternative B proposes to build only one temporary road, less than 300 feet in length, in the East Fork Geographic Area.

This would be used to access a landing site from Unit 596 in the Warm Springs drainage. All landing sites and temporary

roads in either alternative would be ripped and revegetated after use to help prevent further weed spread.

All three alternatives propose constructing about the same number of landings in the East Fork Geographic Area.

Alternative F would construct the least, followed by D, then B. The landings are mostly associated with helicopter harvest,

and Alternative B has the most helicopter harvest proposed. Anywhere from 68 to 77 percent ofthe landings proposed

would be new construction Constructing new landings would create new habitat for noxious weed encroachment.

Although some of the new landing areas contain weeds already, a large number would require felling trees and ripping up
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native vegetation. This type ofdisturbance is particularly conducive to weed invasion. Mitigation would include cleaning

all equipment prior to using these landings and ensuring that these areas are rapidly revegetated after use, with follow-up

monitoring for weed introductions. Since on-the-gound location of landings may not be accurate until timber sales or

stewardship contracts are ready, it would be necessary for landings and temporary roads to be reevaluated by a botanist

prior to implementation. At that time, areas needing the most surveillance for weed encroachment would be identified.

The total land area to be disturbed by new landings is not expected to be any more than 15 acres in the East Fork Area.

Alternative C

Impacts in Alternative C would be similar to those in the No Action Alternative. The long-term impacts of leaving fire

killed trees on site to fall and potentially add to future fire events would remain These effects are addressed in the No

Action Alternative. Watershed improvement projects have the potential to spread weeds in the short term as roads are

ripped and/or obliterated. All equipment should be cleaned prior to ripping roads in order to prevent weed spread (PF

NOXIOUS WEEDS-3). The Noxious Weed EIS currently in the analysis process proposes to treat all these roads prior to

closure. This would help in preventing the spread of weeds from road improvement activities. In the long-term, closing

and revegetating these areas should prevent weed spread from vehicular use and soil erosion. Proposed reforestation of

burned areas should speed the recovery ofcanopy cover to assist in weed competition.

Alternative E

In Alternative E, all activities are proposed for implementation over frozen gound, compacted snow, or by helicopter.

These logging methods would reduce the impacts on the gound and assist in preventing fiirther weed spread The

reduction of fire-killed fuels should assist in preventing future severe fire events that could increase the risk ofweed spread.

In Alternative E, all harvest activities would be implemented over frozen gound, settled snow, or by helicopter. These

logging methods would reduce ground disturbance and assist in preventing further weed spread. About 12,000 fewer acres

would be treated in this alternative than in Alternatives D or F. This would significantly decrease the risk ofweed spread

from logging activities in the short-term. The reduction of fire-killed firels should assist in preventing firture severe fire

events that could create bare soil and increase the risk of additional weed spread. Since less fuel reduction would occur,

there is still a risk of a future severe fire event occurring due to fuel accumulations in areas not treated in this alternative.

This may increase the risk ofweed spread in these areas in the long-term. Watershed improvement projects that include

ripping and revegetating roads should assist in preventing weed spread by closing off corridors ofweed spread. Planting

trees would increase the rate at which canopy cover is established to assist in shading out weeds.

Alternative G

Alternative G proposes to increase weed prevention standards in burned areas. Forest Service Manual (FSM) 2080 (PP,

NOXIOUS WEEDS-3) direction for Forest Service employees and their contractors would be expanded to inchide all

Forest users. Public education would be increased and signs would be posted on all open forest roads, trailheads and other

access points warning ofthe increased vulnerability in severely burned areas to weed seed spread and germination.

Increased awareness by the public may help reduce the introduction of weeds into burned areas in the short-term

Alternative G also proposes to fell, place, and burn fuels in some units in the East Fork Area. Underbuming in these areas

may not reduce fuels sufliciently to prevent fuel accumulations that may increase the severity of a fire occurring in future

decades (see Fire and Fuels — Ch.3). This could increase the risk ofweed encroachment on these areas as another intense

fire event would create the bare soil preferred by weeds and may further damage plant root systems, slowing their recovery

to assist in competition. Reforestation is only proposed for burned plantations so the rate of establishment oftree canopy

cover would be slower in most burned areas, possibly increasing the risk of weed encroachment in the meantime. This may

be offset by increased public awareness ofthe vulnerability of the burned areas to weed encroachment.

Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

The cumulative effects ofnot reducing fuels in bumed areas ofthe East Fork Geogaphic Area would be similar to the

Skalkaho-Rye Area. Fuel loads of about 30 tons/acre or more could increase the severity ofany fire event occurring in

future decades (Brown and Reinhardt, 2000). About 67 percent ofthe East Fork Geographic Area has fuel loads this high.

As noted above in Direct and Indirect Efl‘ects, continued high severity fires would result in more bare soil and risk of

knapweed spread. The Bitterroot NF is currently preparing an EIS addressing weed treatments in burned areas throughout

the Forest. Proposed treatments should assist in inhibiting weed spread along road corridors, but fiiture severe fire events
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would still likely benefit weeds over native plants. The impacts in VRU 4 areas would not be as severe since weed

populations at this elevation are usually not invasive in native plant communities, tending to stay along roads on extreme

south-facing slopes. Future, high intensity fires may cause higher soil temperatures, damaging underground plant parts, and

inlu'biting resprouting. This could also increase the rate of weed spread, as native plants take longer to recover.

The following activities have been accomplished in the past year or would be done within the next year and are considered

when analyzing the impacts ofno action in the East Fork Area. Salvage logging has been active on the Trinity Ranch, on

private property in the Dickson and Laird Creek drainages, and on the Sula State Forest. Most of these activities occurred

during the winter of 2000-2001 over frozen ground and/or snow, which reduced impacts to plant roots and helped deter

noxious weed spread. Some logging on private property did occur in the fall of2000, prior to fi'eezing, so impacts from log

skidding were greater than would have occurred over fi'ozen ground. Plant roots may have been damaged, decreasing their

rate of fire recovery and ability to compete with weeds. In addition, further disturbance of already bare soils greatly

increases the risk ofweed colonization. If grass seed was applied after logging operations were completed, there is a

possibility that newly germinating grasses could deter weed colonization. Observations made the spring and summer of

2001 show seeding success to be spotty while native plant recovery was doing well, particularly on pinegrass sites (PF;

SENSITIVE PLANTS-23). Weed populations may not be seen encroaching on new areas until the current year’s plants set

seed that could potentially spread to recently disturbed ground. Logging activities on Sula State Forest lands occurred over

frozen ground and/or snow, reducing the risk ofweed spread and damage to plant roots. However, logging operations have

continued during the summer over bare soils, increasing the risk ofweed spread and damage to recovering plant roots.

Weeds from these adjacent lands could spread onto National Forest lands. Ifno fuel reduction occurs on National Forest

lands, the fuel reduction that has or would occur on these adjacent lands would act as a bufl‘er to slow future fire activity

and aid in preventing the spread of fire from National Forest lands onto state or private lands.

There are ten active grazing allotments within the East Fork Geographic Area. They have all been used since the 1940s and

505. In addition, there are large private ranches in the East Fork, Tolan, and Camp Creek drainages that have been grazed

since the late 1800s. Past grazing has impacted the native plant community, particularly in riparian areas, and contributed

to weed spread onto the Forest. Of course, continued growth and development in the Bitterroot Valley has probably

contributed more to the loss ofplant diversity and the rate ofweed spread than grazing. The Medicine Tree, Sula Peak, and

Waugh Gulch Allotments were rested during the 2001 grazing season in order to assist in vegetative recovery ofthese

burned areas. These allotments would be revisited at the end of the rest period to determine if grasses have recovered

sufliciently to continue grazing. Ifno fuel reduction occurs on National Forest lands, accumulated fuels could add to a

severe fire event decades fi'om now increasing the risk of noxious weed spread on these allotments or from the allotments

onto burned areas with lost canopy. Future, high intensity fires may cause higher soil temperatures, damaging underground

plant parts, and inhibiting resprouting. This could also increase the risk ofweed spread, as native plants take longer to

recover.

By leaving roads in their current condition, there is a greater risk of weeds spreading along existing road corridors. Closing

and revegetating roads as proposed in all other alternatives would assist in preventing off-road vehicle use and weed spread.

All action alternatives propose reforestation of severely burned areas. No reforestation would increase the length oftime

for a forested canopy to grow and assist in shading out weeds.

Alternative C

The cumulative efibcts ofAlternative C would be similar to those in the No Action Alternative. However, the proposed

reforestation ofseverely burned areas should help reduce the risk ofweed spread by accelerating the reestablishrnent of

canopy cover on these sites. Many old roads that were ripped and seeded, or were closed and revegetated on their own

prior to the fires, were burned over and would need to be rehabilitated in order to restrict access and protect watersheds.

These watershed improvement projects should also assist in diminishing the risk ofweed spread by reducing corridors of

weed transmission. Since firel reduction would not occur; however, there is still the potential for another high severity fire

occurrence during the next several decades, as a result of fuel accumulations created by the 2000 fire event. Such an event

could burn the revegetated roads once again and increase the risk ofweed spread on upland slopes.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Several activities have already been accomplished or would be accomplished within the year that could cumulatively add

impacts to the East Fork Area when considered along with the current proposed activities in Alternatives B, D, E, and F.

Activities occurring on adjacent property include salvage logging on the Trinity Ranch, on private property in the Dickson

and Laird Creek drainages, and on the Sula State Forest. Most of these activities occurred during the winter of 2000-2001

over frozen ground and/or snow, which reduced impacts to plant roots and helped deter the spread ofnoxious weeds. Some
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logging on private property did occur in the fall of 2000, prior to freezing, so impacts from log skidding were greater than

would have occurred over frozen ground. Plant roots may have been damaged, decreasing their rate of fire recovery and

ability to compete with weeds. In addition, further disturbance ofalready bare soils greatly increases the risk ofweed

colonization. If grass seed was applied after logging operations were completed, there is a possibility that newly

germinating grasses could deter weed colonization Observations made during the spring and summer of 2001 show

success ofhelicopter seeding to be spotty while native plant recovery was doing well, particularly on pinegrass sites.

Logging activities on Sula State Forest lands occurred over frozen ground and/or snow reducing the risk of weed spread

and damage to plant roots. However, logging operations have continued during the summer over bare soils, increasing the

risk ofweed spread and damage to recovering plant roots. Weeds fi'orn these adjacent lands could spread onto National

Forest lands. The reduction of fuels fi'om all these areas should assist in reducing the risk ofanother severe fire event

decades fi'om now.

There are ten active grazing allotments within the East Fork Geographic Area. They have all been used since the 1940s and

50s. In addition, there are large private ranches in the East Fork, Tolan, and Camp Creek drainages that have been grazed

since the late 1800s. Past grazing has impacted the native plant community, particularly in riparian areas, and increased the

rate ofweed spread onto the Forest. Of course, continued growth and development in the Bitterroot Valley has probably

contributed much more to the loss ofplant diversity and the rate ofweed spread than grazing. The Medicine Tree, Sula

Peak, and Waugh Gulch Allotments were rested during the 2001 grazing season in order to assist in vegetative recovery of

these burned areas. These allotments should be revisited at the end ofthe rest period to determine if grasses have recovered

sufiiciently to continue grazing.

The cumulative impacts ofthe above activities in addition to the 2000 fire event could contribute to further weed spread,

due to ground disturbing activities on bare soils. Some roadside areas would be sprayed with herbicides this spring and fall,

to reduce the risk ofweed spread from road corridors onto the nutrient-rich bare soils created by the fires. Only burned

areas analyzed in previously prepared environmental assessments would be treated. The Bitterroot NF is also preparing a

Noxious Weed EIS (to be released later this year), integrating several weed treatment methods, to cover many ofthe high

weed risk areas impacted by the fires. Treatments should aid in reducing the spread of weeds, and proposed reforestation

activities should speed up the rate of time that canopy cover would be available for deterring weed spread. Although this

would aid in reducing the risk ofweed spread fi'om roadside populations onto slopes, another fire event like 2000 could set

succession of the native plant community back once again. The risk ofweed spread from proposed activities in

Alternatives B, D, or F should be weighed against the long-term potential for high severity fires during the next several

decades due to the] accumulations created by the 2000 fires. Proposed activities in Alternative B ofthe East Fork Area

would contribute less to long-term fuel reduction, but would offset this by reducing the risk ofweed spread in the short with

low ground-disturbing activities.

Past fire suppression activities have contributed largely to the large-scale fires ofthis past summer. The Forest Service

plans to continue fuel reduction and prescribed burning activities, particularly in the wildland-urban interface, in order to

remedy this situation in areas that didn’t burn Burning under controlled conditions should reduce the amount of disturbed

and bared soil, decreasing the risk ofweed spread.

Alternative G

The cumulative impacts of the past and foreseeable future events combined with activities proposed in Alternative G would

be similar to the No Action Alternative. Only minimal fuel reduction would occur with cutting, felling, and burning

already burned trees. With fuels still accumulated on most of the burned areas there would be an increased chance of a

future fire event becoming more severe. Increased weed prevention in Alternative G would help control the spread of

weeds onto burned slopes. Watershed improvement projects would also assist in reducing the risk ofweed spread, by

closing and revegetating corridors ofweed transmission If activities over bare soils on adjacent private and state lands

were to increase weed populations in these areas, improved weed prevention measures would be important to control the

spread onto National Forest lands. However, since not as much planting would occur in Alternative G, recovery of the tree

canopy would be slower, increasing the risk ofweed encroachment onto moderate and high severity burn areas.
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West Fork

Analysis Area

The area analyzed for noxious weeds in the West Fork Geographic Area includes burned areas within the perimeter of the

Little Blue, Razor, Fat, and Taylor Springs Fires. This includes most ofthe burned area in Little Blue Joint drainage (Little

Blue Fire), the area between West Creek and Coal Creek (Razor Fire), the burned area between Overwhich and Slate

Creeks (Taylor Fire), and parts of the Piquette and Castle Creek drainages (Fat Fire). All units with proposed activities

were analyzed, as well as adjacent lands and roads accessing or bordering the units.

Existing Condition

All lower elevation roads and open ponderosa pine and grassland areas in the West Fork Area were infested with spotted

knapweed prior to the fires. Sulfiir cinquefoil populations were also found scattered along open, south-facing slopes and

goatweed is known to occur along the Nez Perce Fork Road and Forest Service roads to the south of the Nez Perce Fork.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

The impacts ofNo Action on the West Fork Geographic Area would be similar to those for the Skalkaho-Rye, East Fork,

and Blodgett Areas. Canopy cover provided by trees is often the only reason noxious weed seed doesn’t germinate. Fuel

accumulations fi’om down fire-killed trees are likely to increase the potential for a future recurrence of a severe fire event in

fixture decades. As mentioned above in the Blodgett Area, the occurrence ofhigh severity fires increases soil heating and

damage to below ground plant tissue, and creates the bare soil desired by noxious weeds such as spotted knapweed.

Alternatives B, D, and F

Fuel Reduction and Watershed Improvement

Alternatives B, D, and F are similar in their proposed activities for the West Fork Area, with about 2,300 fewer acres

proposed for harvest in Alternative F, then in B or D. The high intensity fires that occurred in 2000 were a result of fiiel

accumulations from years of fire suppression. Such fires increase the possibility of soil heating and damage to below

ground plant tissue. However, plant species’ recovery was better than expected in most areas with rhizomatous shrubs like

snowberry (Symphoricarpos aIbus) and spiraea (Spiraea betulifolia) resprouting prolifically, native annual species

germinating in lush mats, and pinegrass resprouting and flowering (flowering in pinegrass only occurs after disturbance)

(PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-23). Some harsher sites, particularly at higher elevations, were not recovering as quickly.

These areas may take longer for the more deeply buried, undamaged, plant tissue to resprout. Although species recovery

has been rapid, there is still more bare soil evident due to the lack of litter and dufi. This increases the risk ofweed

encroachment onto these sites (see above “Effects Common to all Action Alternatives”, for further information on weed

encroachment). Spotted knapweed was found in many ofthe proposed fuel reduction units before the fire, and was already

seen resprouting during the 2001 field season (PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-23).

Activities proposed in Alternatives B, D, and F inchrde harvesting fire-killed trees using helicopter, over-snow, and skyline

cable logging methods. In low severity burn areas, Alternative D also includes low ground pressure equipment during the

dry season These methods ofharvest should decrease the risk ofweed spread on soils already disturbed by the fire

activity. Slash material piled with a walking excavator could increase the risk ofweed spread, particularly on high severity

burned areas. Using any machinery on bare soil could contribute to weed spread in severely burned areas due to the

impacts of traveling off-road potentially carrying weed seed. There is also potential for machinery used over bare soil to

damage native plant root systems, seedlings, and new sprouts coming in after fire, particularly in severely burned areas. All

machinery would be cleaned prior to entering the project area, reducing the risk ofweed spread (PF, NOXIOUS WEEDS

3). In addition, public education about the risk of weed spread into vulnerable burn areas should be increased (see

mitigation measures, Table 2-10). Proposed reforestation activities should speed canopy cover and aid in deterring weed

spread. Hand site prep would reduce the risk of weed spread when planting.
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Since spotted knapweed is so prolific on the Bitterroot NF and in the Bitterroot Valley, listing the units where no knapweed

or other weeds were found during 2001 field surveys is more logical. Noxious weeds were not found during surveys in

Units 51, 700, and 701 in the Piquett Creek drainage; Units 55 and 703 in the Lake Creek drainage; Units 64, 65, 70, 704,

and 705 in the Overwhich drainage; Units 229 and 230 in the West Fork drainage; Unit 709 in the Little Bhie Joint

drainage; and Unit 706 in the Blue Joint drainage. in all three alternatives, Units 55 and 702 would be manually harvested,

and Unit 702 would have this slash hand piled and burned, while Unit 55 would be broadcast burned. Units 64, 229, 230,

and 709 in all three alternatives; Unit 51 and 701 in Alternatives B and D; and Unit 65 in Alternative B would be harvested

by helicopter. This should significantly reduce the risk ofweed spread in these units. Units 70, 704, and 705 in all three

alternatives, and Unit 706 in Alternatives D and F are proposed for skyline cable harvest over bare ground increasing the

risk ofweed encroachment into these areas. In order to reduce this risk, cable corridors should be revegetated as soon as

possible after harvest activities (see mitigation measures, Table 2-9). Unit 705 would be tractor harvested over bare ground

in Alternative D, and over fi'ozen ground and/or compacted snow in Alternative F. Summer tractor harvest would entail the

most risk ofweed spread ofany harvest activity, since skid trail would need to be cleared and equipment and logs would be

dragged throughout the unit. Concentrated disturbance would be along the skid trails, which should be revegetated as soon

as activities are completed in order to reduce the risk ofweed encroachment. Winter tractor harvest would reduce ground

disturbance considerably, greatly reducing the risk ofweed encroachment. All units with ground disturbing activities that

previously had no noxious weed populations should be monitored for about five years after harvest to determine ifweeds

are encroaching. Ifweeds are found then the area should be evahrated for possible treatments.

Roads that were closed prior to the fire and were revegetated would be rehabilitated, if fire activity destroyed the

vegetation. This would discourage off-road vehicle use and the risk of weed spread. Revegetated road closures assist in

reducing the risk ofweed spread by reducing corridors ofweed transmission.

Temporary Roads and Landings

See effects of Alternatives B, D, and F for the Skalkaho-Rye area for general impacts of these alternatives on the ground.

The main difference between the two alternatives is that three temporary roads are proposed in Alternative D, in order to

access landing areas. These roads would add additional impacts by increasing the risk ofweed spread. The temporary

roads in Alternative D and F vary fi'om 300 feet to a half-mile in length. Although the roads would be recontoured and

revegetated after use, the ground disturbance involved in any road building adds significantly to weed spread. There are no

temporary roads proposed for Alternative B in the West Fork Area. All landing sites and temporary roads would be ripped

and revegetated afler use to help prevent further weed spread.

All three alternatives propose constructing about the same number of landings in the West Fork Geographic Area. No more

than ten landings total would be constructed in any one alternative and, except for Alternative F, most of the landings

would be previously used as landings in timber sales. The construction ofnew landings would create new habitat for

noxious weed encroachment. Although some ofthe new landing areas contain weeds already, several would require felling

trees and ripping up native vegetation. This type ofdisturbance is particularly conducive to weed encroachment. Weed

prevention measures would be particularly important in these areas. Mitigation would inchide cleaning all equipment prior

to using these landings and ensuring that these areas are rapidly revegetated afler use, with follow-up monitoring for weed

introductions. Since on-the-ground location of landings may not be accurate until timber sales or stewardship contracts are

ready, it would be necessary for landings and temporary roads to be reevaluated by a botanist prior to implementation. At

that time, areas needing the most surveillance for weed encroachment would be identified. The total land area to be

disturbed by new landings is not expected to be any more than two acres in the West Fork Area

Alternative C

Impacts in Alternative C would be similar to those in the No Action Alternative. The long-term impacts of leaving fire

killed trees on site to fall and potentially add to future fire events would remain. These efi‘ects are addressed in the No

Action Alternative. Watershed improvement projects have the potential to spread weeds in the short term as roads are

ripped and/or obliterated. All equipment should be cleaned prior to ripping roads in order to prevent weed spread (PF

NOXIOUS-3). The Noxious Weed EIS currently in the analysis process proposes to treat all these roads prior to closure.

This would help in preventing the spread of weeds from road improvement activities. In the long-term, closing and

revegetating these areas should prevent weed spread from vehicular use and soil erosion Proposed reforestation ofburned

areas should speed the recovery ofcanopy cover to assist in weed competition.

——I———_-_——__—
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Alternative E

In Alternative E, all harvest activities would be implemented over frozen ground, settled snow, or by helicopter. These

logging methods would reduce ground disturbance and assist in preventing further weed spread. A little over 400 acres

would be harvested in the West Fork Area in Alternative B. This is several thousand acres less than Alternatives B, D, or F

significantly decreasing the risk ofweed spread from logging activities in the short-term. The reduction of fire-killed fuels

should assist in preventing future severe fire events that could create bare soil and increase the risk of additional weed

spread. However, since significantly less fuel reduction would occur, there would still be a risk of a future severe fire event

occurring due to heavy fuel accumulations in areas not treated in this alternative. This could increase the risk of weed

spread in these areas in the long-term.

Watershed improvement projects that include ripping and revegetating roads should assist in preventing weed spread by

closing off corridors ofweed spread. Planting trees would increase the rate canopy cover is established to shade out weeds.

No temporary roads are proposed; and only one landing site is proposed along the West Fork ofthe Bitterroot River on a

previously disturbed site. The landing site would be ripped and revegetated afler use to reduce the risk ofweed infestation.

Alternative G

Alternative G proposes to increase weed prevention standards in burned areas. Forest Service Manual (FSM) 2080 (PF,

NOXIOUS WEEDS-3) direction for Forest Service employees and their contractors would be expanded to include all

Forest users. Public education would be increased and signs would be posted on all open Forest roads, trailheads, and other

access points warning ofthe increased vulnerability in severely burned areas to weed seed spread and germination.

Increased awareness by the public may help reduce weeds introduction into burned areas in the short-term.

Alternative G also proposes to fell, place, and burn fuels in some units in the West Fork Area. Underbuming in these areas

may not reduce fiiels sufiiciently to prevent fuel accumulations that may increase the severity of a fire occurring in future

decades (see Fire and Fuels — Ch.3). This could increase the risk ofweed encroachment on these areas as another intense

fire event would create the bare soil preferred by weeds and may further damage plant root systems, slowing their recovery

to assist in competition. Reforestation is only proposed for burned plantations so the rate of establishment oftree canopy

cover would be slower in most burned areas, possibly increasing the risk ofweed encroachment in the meantime. This may

be offset by increased public awareness ofthe vulnerability of the burned areas to weed encroachment.

Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

The cumulative efl‘ects ofnot reducing fuels in burned areas ofthe West Fork Geographic Area would be similar to the

Skalkaho-Rye and East Fork Areas. Fuel loads of about 30 tons/acre or more could increase the severity of any fire event

occurring in future decades (Brown and Reinhardt, 2000). About 50 percent of the West Fork Geographic Area has fuel

loads this high. These impacts would not be as significant as in the Skalkaho-Rye and East Fork Geographic Areas. As

noted above in Indirect Efi‘ects, continued high severity fires would result in more bare soil and risk ofknapweed spread.

The Bitterroot NF is currently preparing an EIS addressing weed treatments in burned areas throughout the Forest.

Treatments should inhibit weed spread along road corridors, but future severe fire events would still likely benefit weeds

over native plants. The impacts in higher elevation areas would not be as severe since weed populations above 6,500 feet

are usually not invasive in native plant communities, tending to stay along roads on extreme south-lacing slopes. Future,

high intensity fires may cause higher soil temperatures, damaging underground plant parts and inhibiting resprouting. This

could also increase the rate ofweed spread as native plants take longer to recover.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Several activities have ah’eady been accomplished, or would be accomplished within the year, that could cumulatively add

impacts to the West Fork Area when considered along with the current proposed activities in Alternatives B, D, E or F.

Activities occurring on adjacent property include salvage logging on private property in the Blue Joint Bay area and on

DNRC lands in the Coal Creek and Painted Rocks area. Most ofthese activities occurred during the winter of 2000-2001,

over fi'ozen ground and/or snow, which reduced impacts to plant roots and helped deter the spread of noxious weeds. Some

logging on private property may have occurred in the fall of 2000, prior to freezing, so impacts from log skidding were

greater than would have occurred over fi'ozen ground. Plant roots may have been damaged, decreasing their rate of fire

recovery and their ability to compete with weeds. In addition, further disturbance of already bare soils greatly increases the

risk ofweed colonization If grass seed was applied afler logging operations were completed, there is a possibility that
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newly germinating grasses could deter weed colonization Observations made the spring and summer of2001 show

seeding success to be spotty while native plant recovery was doing well, particularly on pinegrass sites. The reduction of

fuels from all these areas should assist in reducing the risk ofanother severe fire event decades fi‘om now.

Use ofthe Jew Mountain OHV trail has spread weeds in the Overwhich drainage. Pre-fire plant surveys in the area

revealed an outward spread of spotted knapweed fi'om the trail into pristine Idaho fescue grasslands upslope from the trail

(PF; SENSITIVE PLANTS-24). The cumulative impacts ofthese activities in addition to the 2000 fire event could

contribute to further weed spread. Some roadside areas were sprayed with herbicides this spring and fall to reduce the risk

ofweed spread from road corridors onto the nutrient-rich bare soils created by the fires. Only burned areas covered by

previously prepared environmental assessments were treated. The Bitterroot NF is also preparing a Noxious Weed EIS,

integrating several weed treatment methods, to cover many of the high weed risk areas impacted by the fires. Treatments

should aid in reducing weed spread; and proposed reforestation activities should reduce the time before canopy cover would

be available to deter weed spread. Although this would aid in reducing the risk ofweed spread fi'om roadside populations

onto slopes, another fire event like 2000 could set succession of the native plant community back again. The risk ofweed

spread from Alternatives B, D, or F should be weighed against the long-term potential for high severity fires during the next

several decades, due to fiiel accumulations created by the 2000 fires. Proposed activities in Alternative E would contribute

less to overall fuel reduction in the long-term, but would reduce the risk ofweed spread in the short term

Past fire suppression activities have contributed greatly to the large-scale fires of 2000. The Forest Service plans to

continue firel reduction and prescribed burning activities, particularly in the wildland-urban interfiace, in order to remedy

this situation in areas that didn't burn. Burning under controlled conditions should reduce the amount ofdisturbed and

bared soil, decreasing the risk ofweed spread.

Alternative C

The cumulative effects ofAlternative C would be similar to those in the No Action Alternative. However, the proposed

reforestation ofseverely burned areas should help reduce the risk ofweed spread by accelerating the reestablishment of

canopy cover on these sites. Many old roads that were ripped and seeded, or were closed and revegetated on their own

prior to the fires, were burned over and would need to be rehabilitated in order to restrict access and protect watersheds.

These watershed improvement projects should also assist in diminishing the risk ofweed spread by reducing corridors of

weed transmission Since fuel reduction would not occur, however, there would still be the potential for another high

severity fire occurrence during the next several decades fi'om of fuel accumulations created by the 2000 fire event.

Alternative G

The cumulative impacts ofthe past and foreseeable future events combined with activities proposed in Alternative G would

be similar to Alternative A Only minimal fuel reduction would occur with cutting, felling, and burning burned trees. With

fuels still accumulated on most of the burned areas there would be an increased chance of a future fire event becoming

more intense and severe. Increased weed prevention in Alternative G would help control the spread of weeds onto burned

slopes. Watershed improvement projects would also assist in reducing the risk ofweed spread, by closing and revegetating

corridors ofweed transmission. If activities over bare soils on adjacent private and state lands were to increase weed

populations in these areas, improved weed prevention measures would be important to control the spread onto NFS lands.

However, since not as much planting would occur in Alternative G, recovery ofthe tree canopy would be slower,

increasing the risk ofweed encroachment onto moderate and high severity burn areas.

Consistency with Forest Plan

All alternatives would be consistent with Forest Plan goals to “control noxious weeds to protect resource values and

adverse efl'ects on adjacent private lan ”. Mitigation measures and timber contracts require all machinery to be

cleaned prior to entering the project area All ground-disturbing activities are required to follow certain weed prevention

methods as outlined in the Noxious Weed supplement to FSM 2080 (PF, NOXIOUS WEEDS-3). Winter, helicopter, or

skyline cable harvest would reduce the risk of ground disturbance and weed spread. Summer tractor harvest increases the

risk ofweed spread. This type ofharvest would only be done in low burn severity areas where there may be suflicient

ground cover to reduce some of the ground disturbance. Skid trails would be revegetated immediately after harvest

activities are completed, reducing the risk ofweed encroachment into disturbed areas. Reforestation would accelerate the

rate ofcanopy closure in order to shade out weed species. The No Action Alternative is consistent with the Forest Plan

goal mentioned above, allowing recovery ofnative vegetation thereby minimizing adverse effects on adjacent private land.
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Regulatory Framework

The two principle laws relevant to wildlife management are the National Forest Management Act of 1976 (NFMA) and the

Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA). Regulations promulgated subsequent to passing NFMA require the Forest Service

to manage fish and wildlife habitat to maintain viable populations of all native and desirable non-native wildlife species and

conservation of listed Threatened or Endangered species populations (36CFR219.19). Additional guidance is found in

Forest Service Manual Direction which states; identify and pracrrbe measures to prevent adverse modifications or

destruction of critical habitat and other habitats essential for the conservation ofendangered, threatened, and proposed

species (FSM2670.31 (6)). ESA requires Forests to manage for the recovery of threatened and endangered species and the

ecosystems upon which they depend. Forests are required to consult with the Fish and Wildlife Service if a proposed

activity may afi‘ect the population or habitat ofa listed species.

The Forest Service Manual also directs the Regional Forester to identify sensitive species for each National Forest where

species viability may be a concern. Forests are then required to monitor sensitive species populations and prevent declines

that might require listing under ESA (FSM 2670.32 (4)).

The principle policy document relevant to wildlife management is the Bitterroot Forest Plan of 1987. This document

provides standards and guidelines for management ofwildlife species and habitats on the Forest. The Record ofDecision

(1987) for this plan requires retention of 25 percent ofthe big game winter range in thermal cover. Other Forest Plan

standards related to maintenance ofwildlife populations include standards for amount and distribution of old growth habitat

by management area, retention of snags, maintenance of elk populations and habitat, and management ofelk habitat

effectiveness through the Travel Planning process (USDA, Forest Service, 1987).

Effects Analysis Methods

Some elements ofwildlife habitat require a detailed analysis and discussion to determine potential effects on particular

species. Other elements may either not be impacted or are impacted at a level which does not influence the species or their

occurrence. Some species can be adequately addressed through project design In these cases a detailed analysis is not

necessary.

The level of analysis depends on the existing habitat conditions, the intensity ofthe proposed actions, the magnitude of the

actions, and the risk to the resources. Regional and national assessments and conservation strategies were reviewed

(Montana Gap Analysis and Integrated Scientific Assessment for Ecosystem Management in the Interior Columbia River

Basin) to determine which species had a likelihood to occur or potential habitats within the Bitterroot National Forest. The

Forest Plan and monitoring reports, Montana Heritage, Forest, and district wildlife databases, and survey records were

reviewed to further refine this initial list of potential species and determine the potential for threatened, endangered,

sensitive, species of concern, and management indicator species occurring in the analysis area. A species was selected for

detailed analysis if the species on the refined list was present within the affected area or when known habitats for that

species had a high likelihood of being afi‘ected by the proposed actions. If it was determined that a specific habitat

component crucial to several species might be affected by the proposed actions this component was included as a subject

for detailed analysis. Old growth forest and snag habitat were analyzed in this way.

Current field information, post-fire aerial photos and databases provided the majority of information for detailed

assessments of efi‘ects. Stand level field data relevant to wildlife habitat information is contained within Oracle and

TSMRS databases that are compatible with ArcView Geographic Information Systems. Forest landbird information has

been synthesized fi'om the Northern Region Land Bird Monitoring Program data, Fish and Wildlife Service Breeding Bird

Survey information available on the lntemet and other breeding bird information available in Bitterroot National Forest

files. Treatment units have been overlaid with wildlife habitat so prescribed treatments effects on habitat components can

be determined.

Old growth habitat for the Forest outside Wilderness and roadless lands has been inventoried using Bitterroot Forest Plan

definitions. This forest inventory is not complete but enough information is available to assess effects of treatments on old

growth In addition, between the Draft and Final EIS an old growth habitat survey was completed for the entire area within

the burn perimeter using methods and criteria documented in the project file. The results ofthe inventory are reported in

the Old Growth Habitat section later in this Chapter.
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Elk habitat features have been mapped for the same areas following the definitions fi'orn USDA Forest Service (1979). Elk

habitat effectiveness, a method for analyzing elk security specified in the Bitterroot Forest Plan, was evaluated using the

methodology from Lyon (1983). Elk security was analyzed following the technique developed by Hillis et al. (1991).

Lynx habitat has been mapped using Satellite Imagery land Classification with lynx analysis units delineated based on

criteria fi'om Ruediger et al. (2000).

Although much ofthe population viability research has concentrated on development ofmodels to ascertain minimum

population sizes, risk ofextinction and other demographic factors (Ruggiero et a], 1994; Boyce 1992; Schaffer 1981),

Bcissinger and Westphal (1998) support choosing a simple approach that can be supported by data. One such approach is

use ofhistoric vegetation structure, composition and function as described in Practical Approaches to the Conservation of

Biological Diversity (Baydack et al., 1999). Therefore, effects on species viability will be determined by assessing how

alternatives aifect the structure and function ofvegetation relative to current historic availability along with available

population and habitat status and trend data. The Forested Vegetation section ofthis document defines the historical

vegetation patterns and structure within the Bitterroot National Forest.

Note that unless otherwise stated the analysis assumes that other ownerships do not (or will not) contribute to the needs of

the species.

Area of Analysis

Efl‘ects on wildlife will be assessed for the burned area ofNational Forest land, with special emphasis on effects of

activities within proposed treatment units. Fire has changed more than 300,000 acres of wildlife habitat and the proposed

activities will affect the trajectory ofrecovery of the burned area. Since most of the efi'ects ofproposed activities will be

site-specific changes, cumulative efi‘ects are generally evahrated for the same area. In a case where we predict large

changes in habitat suitability, cumulative efl'ects analysis may include the entire Bitterroot National Forest and beyond the

boundaries to inchrde home ranges of wide-ranging forest carnivores or seasonal movements of large ungulates.

When the analysis area difl‘ers from the burned area by Geographic Area it is described under the analysis topic.

Management and Old Growth Indicator Species

All Geographic Areas

Elk Population

Existing Condition

Forest Plan guidelines require additional analysis if monitoring indicates the elk population increases or decreases more

than five percent as determined by a three year running average.

In spring 2000, over 6,500 elk were counted in the Bitterroot Valley, the highest total since trend counts began in the early

1960s (MT Fish, Wildlife and Parks 2000). The number ofelk counted in the burned elk herd units in the 2001 spring trend

count was comparable to record numbers counted in 2000 (Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks, unpublished), despite the loss

ofhiding and security cover caused by the fires prior to the 2000 hunting season.

To put this in perspective, in 1983 fewer than halfthat number were counted. In spring 2001, personnel shortages and

inclement weather precluded completion of winter range trend counts for the Bitterroot Valley. Most of the area afiected

by fires was flown. On the Skalkaho-Sleeping Child-Rye Creek winter ranges the number ofelk seen was about 150 more

than in 2000 and 50 more than ever seen since trend counts began. On winter ranges south ofRye Creek, inchiding all the

East Fork of the Bitterroot, about 250 fewer elk were counted, but the number was the third highest on record. The Fish,

Wildlife and Parks objective for the East Fork herd is to stabilize or reduce the number of elk wintering in the area south of

Rye Creek (PF Doc WILDLIFE-55). The number of cow tags has been increased and late season hunts have been initiated

to stabilize or reduce the herd. This added pressure and the combination of favorable weather and, probably, reduced cover

due to the fires of 2000 resulted in a higher than average number ofharvested elk at the Darby checking station.

Direct mortality as a result of the fires was negligible; there were no reports of groups ofelk trapped by flames and only a

few dead individuals were found. Fire suppression had little direct efiects on wildlife populations.
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Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

All Alternatives

None ofthe alternatives, including No Action, would have a short-term effect on elk populations because the removal of

dead trees and intermediate harvest of green trees in certain small areas will have no direct efl’ect on elk populations.

Reforestation included in all alternatives may hasten hiding cover recovery on sites where natural regeneration may be very

slow, but no hiding cover can be produced in less than 10 years.

Elk Habitat Including Thermal Cover on Winter Range

We know from observation that elk use thermal cover in winter and the Bitterroot Forest Plan Record ofDecision requires

management ofwinter range vegetation to provide 25 percent ofthe winter range area in thermal cover with reference to

Guides for Elk Habitat Objectives (USDA 1978). Recent research has questioned the necessity of thermal cover for

survival ofwintering elk (Cook, et a1. 1998). The researchers found “no significant, positive efl'ect of thermal cover on

condition ofelk during any of the six experiments. In contrast, dense cover provided a costly energetic environment,

resulting in significantly greater over-winter mass loss, fat catabolism, and (in one winter) mortality." Whether thermal

cover is necessary for individual elk survival or elk population viability seems open to question. The fires of2000

dramatically reduced thermal cover on winter ranges in the Skalkaho/Rye Geographic Area, as the following information

will document. However, forage productivity will likely increase dramatically on both summer and winter ranges as the

early successional stages of vegetation respond to the lack of large tree competition for water and light. The newly

available forage could offset the reduction of thermal cover. Thermal cover in the East Fork and West Fork GA was little

affected by the fires, but the Blodgett Area has no thermal cover left.

Area of Analysis

Thermal cover is analyzed for the big game winter range in each geographic area. Not all the winter range area had

completed thermal cover inventories pre-fire, and there is no way to ascertain exactly how much thermal cover existed or

how much was lost as a result ofthe fires. In areas where inventories were complete, we can assume that moderate or high

severity burns eliminated the possibility ofthermal cover existing for at least 50 years because the definition of thermal

cover requires trees 40 or more feet tall with canopy closure ofmore than 70 percent (Bitterroot Forest Plan and USDA

Forest Service, 1979).

Blodgett Geographic Area

Existing Condition

Thermal cover inventories were not complete in the Blodgett Geographic area before the fires, but 60 acres of thermal

cover in winter range was known to exist there. Almost all the winter range area was burned over, and the known 60 acres

ofpre-fire thermal cover is no longer present. Post-fire photo interpretation indicates no thermal cover now exists in the

Geographic Area.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

In the short term, No Action will have no effect on thermal cover because there is none. Alternative A will delay

restoration of thermal cover because there will be no planting under this alternative.

Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G

None of the Alternatives propose any green tree harvest in winter range in the Blodgett Geographic Area, and there is no

thermal cover present so there will be no eflects to thermal cover by any of the above alternatives.
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Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Existing Condition

Prior to the fires of2000 a partial inventory revealed that approximately 2,700 acres of 34,500 acres ofwinter range was

thermal cover for elk. Since this inventory covered 45 percent ofthe winter range and is considered representative of elk

habitat on the other 55 percent of the winter range in the Skalkaho-Rye area, (and there seems to be no reason to believe it

isn’t) we can assume the entire winter range area now has about 3,800 acres or five percent thermal cover.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C, E, and G

In the short term, these alternatives will have no effect on thermal cover present on winter range in this Geographic Area

because no live trees will be removed and whatever thermal cover remains after the 2000 fires will be retained.

In winter range thermal cover areas dominated by Douglas-fir cover type, bark beetles have been epidemic in the recent

past and could have a detrimental eflect on retention of thermal cover in the next few years because any mortality in stands

currently meeting thermal cover requirements is likely to reduce canopy cover to less than 70 percent. For more discussion

of the possible effects ofDouglas-fir bark beetles on forest cover, especially in VRUs 2 and 3, see the Forested Plant

Communities section of this Chapter. Many stands in VRUs 2 and 3 exhibit conditions that make them high risk for bark

beetle attack, but the risk is lower in this Geogaphic Area than in West Fork or East Fork Geographic Areas because

epidemic populations ofbeetles are some distance away.

Alternative B

About 2,000 acres of intermediate harvest are prescribed for winter range thermal cover areas in the Skalkaho-Rye GA in

Alternative B. The objective ofintermediate harvest is to create a stand oftrees that will resist epidemic levels ofDouglas

fir bark beetles. In winter range thermal cover stands, the harvest could result in removing enough canopy that the stand

would not retain 70 percent crown closure and would therefore not qualify as thermal cover. Therefore thermal cover

remaining in the area could be reduced to about 1,800 acres for the entire winter range area (about two percent), about 40

percent ofwhat occurred pre-fire, and one half ofwhat remained afier the 2000 fires.

Reducing the risk of Douglas-fir beetle epidemic in thermal cover stands will open canopies too much for the stands to

qualify as thermal cover. However, if the stands remain untreated, the risk of losing substantially more ofthe canopy to a

beetle epidemic is high. For fiirther discussion ofthe objectives of intermediate harvest see the Forested Plant

Communities section ofthis Chapter.

Whether the intermediate harvest prescriptions are implemented or not, the thermal cover on winter range requirement

documented in the Forest Plan Record ofDecision cannot be met in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area.

Alternative D

Effects of implementation ofAlternative D on winter range thermal cover are similar to the effects ofAlternative B. The

area of thermal cover treated with intermediate harvest would be increased from about 2,000 acres to about 2,400 acres so

thermal cover on the entire winter range would be reduced to about 1,400 acres or about two percent.

Alternative F

lnterrnediate harvest is prescribed on about 440 acres ofwinter range thermal cover in the Skalkaho winter range thermal

cover. This would leave about four percent of the winter range in thermal cover, a reduction fiom five percent in the

current situation.

_——_——__-————_
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East Fork Geographic Area

Existing Condition

The East Fork Geographic Area had the most complete inventory ofwinter range thermal cover. About 17,500 acres were

classified as thermal cover and because the orientation ofthe winter range drainages is east/west, the north slopes have a

dense forest canopy and thermal cover occupies well over 50 percent ofthe winter range area. Only about 2,200 acres of

East Fork big game winter range burned with moderate or high severity.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C, E and G

In the short term, these alternatives will have no effect on thermal cover present on winter range in this Geographic Area

because no live trees will be removed and whatever thermal cover remains after the 2000 fires will be retained.

From the longer view, after fire-killed trees fall, elk will prefer not to use areas where dead woody material is greater than

one and one halffeet deep so thermal cover produced may not be effectively used (Lyon and Jensen, 1980). Alternative E

salvage harvest that would occur in winter range areas would help ameliorate this situation. If reforestation goals are not

met, there will at least be a time delay in production ofthermal cover, and the risk of losing either natural regeneration or

planted trees will be greater if fuels are not reduced now (Brown and Reinhardt, 2001). In winter range thermal cover areas

dominated by Douglas-fir cover type, bark beetles have been epidemic in the recent past and could have a detrimental effect

on retention ofthermal cover in the next few years. For more discussion of the possible effects ofDouglas-fir bark beetles

on forest cover, especially in VRU's 2 and 3, see the Forested Plant Communities section ofthis Chapter.

Alternative B

About 900 acres ofintermediate harvest are proposed for thermal cover areas ofwinter range in the East Fork Geographic

Area. Because more than 15,000 acres of thermal cover remained after the fires, the six percent reduction would likely not

aflfect elk winter distribution and the Forest Plan ROD requirement to retain 25 percent of the winter range in thermal cover

would be met.

Alternative D

About 1,100 acres of intermediate harvest are proposed for thermal cover areas of winter range in the East Fork Geographic

Area. Because more than 15,000 acres ofthermal cover remained after the fires, the seven percent reduction would likely

not afl‘ect elk winter distribution and the Forest Plan ROD requirement to retain 25 percent of the winter range in thermal

cover would be met.

Alternative F

About 630 acres ofwinter range thermal cover are proposed for intermediate harvest in the East Fork GA. The Forest Plan

ROD requirement to retain at least 25 percent thermal cover would be met.

West Fork Geographic Area

Existing Condition

The West Fork area had at least 7,000 acres ofwinter range thermal cover and none of it was burned. The inventory of

winter ranges was not complete, but little fire occurred at the lower elevations characteristic ofbig game winter range.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C, E and G

In the short term, these alternatives will have no efi'ect on thermal cover present on winter range in this Geographic Area

because no live trees will be removed and whatever thermal cover remains after the 2000 fires will be retained.
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From the longer view, after fire-killed trees fiill, elk will prefer not to use areas where dead woody material is greater than

one and one half feet deep so thermal cover produced may not be efi'ectively used (Lyon and Jensen 1980). Alternative E

salvage harvest that would occur in winter range areas would help ameliorate this situation. If reforestation goals are not

met, there will at least be a time delay in production of thermal cover, and the risk oflosing either natural regeneration or

planted trees will be greater if fuels are not reduced now (Brown and Reinhardt 2001). In winter range thermal cover areas

dominated by Douglas-fir cover type, bark beetles have been epidemic in the recent past and could have a detrimental efiect

on retention of thermal cover in the next few years. For more discussion of the possible efi‘ects of Douglas-fir bark beetles

on forest cover, especially in VRUs 2 and 3, see the Forested Plant Communities section of this Chapter.

Alternative B

About 200 acres ofintermediate harvest is proposed for inventoried thermal cover areas ofwinter range in the West Fork

Geographic Area. Because over 7,000 acres ofthermal cover remained after the fires, the three percent reduction would

likely not efirect elk winter distribution and the Forest Plan ROD requirement to retain 25 percent ofthe winter range in

thermal cover would be met

Alternative D

About 300 acres of intermediate harvest are proposed for inventoried thermal cover areas of winter range in the West Fork

Geographic Area. Because more than 7,000 acres ofthermal cover remained after the fires, the four percent reduction

would likely not affect elk winter distribution and the Forest Plan ROD requirement to retain 25 percent ofthe winter range

in thermal cover would be met.

Alternative F

About 440 acres of intermediate harvest are proposed in winter range thermal cover in the West Fork. Because more than

7,000 acres of thermal cover remained after the fires, the five percent reduction would not reduce thermal cover to below

the Forest Plan ROD requirement to retain 25 percent.

All Geographic Areas

Direct and Indirect Effects

All Alternatives

Thermal cover on winter range occurs in VRUs 2 and 3. In order to qualify as thermal cover the stands must have grown in

the more productive or moist sites within the VRUs to achieve 70 percent crown closure. Many ofthese relatively dense

stands burned at high or moderate severity, therefore destroying the characteristics that made them thermal cover. The

productivity ofthe sites was not compromised significantly and these same sites would be where thermal cover can be

expected to occur in the future. However, afier fire-killed trees fiill, elk will prefer not to use areas where dead woody

material is greater than one and one halffeet deep (Lyon and Jensen, 1980). Many ofthe stands which were formerly

thermal cover will have fiiel loadings greater than 30 tons per acre, a loading where depth ofone and one halffeet is likely

to be equaled or exceeded (Fisher 1981a). Therefore, use of thermal cover may be limited in the absence of fuel reduction.

Also, if reforestation goals are not met, there would be an increased time delay in production ofthermal cover where

natural regeneration may take several years, and the risk oflosing either natural regeneration or planted trees would be

greater if fuels are not reduced now (Brown and Reinhardt 2001).

Cumulative Effects

The past decades of fire suppression have led to relatively large increases in thermal cover, especially in the low elevation

forests that were formerly visited regularly by low severity fires. Fire exclusion in these same areas resulted in less

available forage for big game animals. Timber harvest has resulted in local increases in forage and reductions ofthermal

cover. Low intensity fires burned over much more ofVRU 2 than timber harvest operations have affected in the last

several decades resulting in much more thermal cover in VRU 2 than occurred historically. State and private land thermal

cover has been discounted as a factor in maintaining elk use ofwinter ranges for two reasons: Most State and private land

is inherently incapable of producing a stand of trees with 70 percent crown cover, and where thermal cover could exist, the

landowner has no real incentive to maintain it as cover for elk.

National Forest winter range cover objectives therefore have been implemented as compensatory for lack of cover onoutside the Forest boundary. Timber sale projects listed as reasonably foreseeable actions in Appendix A have the potential

”
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to reduce thermal cover on winter ranges. Whatever management activities are implemented in the fixture must comply with

the Forest Plan ROD standard and will not be allowed to reduce thermal cover. None of the other projects listed will have

an effect on winter range thermal cover. There will be no additional effects to elk thermal cover. Unless otherwise noted

only federal land will be used to maintain adequate thermal cover needs and proposed actions will not reduce thermal cover

below required forest plan standards.

Consistency with Bitterroot Forest Plan and Other Regulatory Direction

The Bitterroot Forest Plan Record of Decision (1987) requirement for maintaining thermal cover on 25 percent ofbig game

winter range cannot be met in the Blodgett and Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Areas in any alternative. The requirement was

not met in the pre-fire landscape and the 2000 fires reduced thermal cover even more. Proposed intermediate harvest in

winter range thermal cover that remains after the fires will further reduce the thermal cover component ofbig game winter

ranges. Alternatives A, C, E and G would maintain all existing thermal cover and therefore would be consistent with the

1987 Forest Plan standard. Alternatives B, D, and F would further reduce thermal cover in the Skalkaho-Rye GA, which is

currently below the 25 percent thermal cover standard. The proposed site-specific amendment (Chapter 1) would be

necessary to implement any of these alternatives.

Elk Habitat Effectiveness

The Forest Plan objective for habitat effectiveness is to manage open road densities to attain or maintain EHE and sufficient

elk hunting opportunities. The EHE model described by Lyon (1983) was the best information available at the time. The

Bitterroot Forest Plan specifies elk habitat effectiveness (EHE) standards for roaded and unroaded third order drainages. In

drainages where less than 25 percent ofthe area has been accessed, the standard is 60 percent EHE, or about one mile of

road per square mile of the drainage. For roaded drainages the standard is 50 percent EHE, or about 2 miles ofroad per

square mile. Subsequently, a model developed by Hillis, et a1. (1991) has been used in Bitterroot National Forest project

planning to maintain elk security during hunting season when elk are most vulnerable. See the following elk security

section for details ofhow this model has been used to achieve the Forest Plan objective.

Blodgett Geographic Area

Existing Condition

All the third-order drainages in the Geographic Area meet Forest Plan Standards.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

All Alternatives

None ofthe alternatives will affect open road density in the Blodgett GA and Forest Plan Standards will be met.

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Existing Condition

A third order drainage in vicinity ofBear Gulch in Rye Creek in the Geographic Area has a road density that exceeds the

Forest Plan Standard of 50 percent. There are about 3.1 miles of open road per square mile in a drainage where the

standard requires no more than 2 miles per square mile. All other third order drainages in the Geographic Area meet EHE

standards.

Environmental Consequence

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A and D

Neither ofthese alternatives would change the current situation.
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Alternative B

In the Bear Gulch third order drainage, motorized vehicle use would be seasonally restricted on about 0.7 miles ofroad

thereby increasing EHE from 38 to 40 percent, 10 points below the Forest Plan standard for the area.

Alternatives C, E, F and G

In the Bear Gulch drainage these alternatives would restrict 2.4 miles ofroad use and increase EHE fi'om 38 to 50 percent

and thereby meet the forest plan standard.

East Fork Geographic Area

Existing Condition

The Upper Laird Creek drainage has an open road density of about 2.3 miles per square mile, equivalent to an elk habitat

efl‘ectiveness rating of about 45 percent. The Forest Plan standard for the area is 50 percent. All other third order drainages

in the Geographic Area meet EHE standards.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, D and F

No motorized vehicle restrictions would be implemented with these alternatives and the EHE rating for Laird Creek would

remain at 45, five points below the Forest Plan standard. A Forest Plan amendment would be required to implement either

Alternative D or F. The objective of the amendment would be to allow motorized access through Laird Creek into the head

ofMoon Creek and a popular jumping ofiplace for a trail along the ridge top between the East and West Forks of the

Bitterroot River. The Moon Creek third order drainage now meets the EHE standard. All other third order drainages in the

GA meet EHE standards and the area “West of the East Fork” (see Elk Security section following) has 49 percent ofthe

area in security cover, almost 20 percent above the level thought necessary by Hillis, er a1 (1991).

Alternative B

By seasonally closing 0.2 miles of road to all motorized vehicles in Laird Creek, EHE would increase fi'om 45 to 48

percent. Road #5731 is the only road currently open in Laird Creek and in order to make progress toward meeting the EHE

standard it would have to be closed 0.2 miles before it passes into the adjacent drainage, the head ofMoon Creek. The

closure in Laird Creek would effectively eliminate motorized travel on about 1.1 miles of road in Moon Creek, a drainage

that now meets open road density standards. All other third order drainages in the Geographic Area meet EHE standards. A

site-specific Forest Plan amendment to allow greater open road density than the standard allows would be required to

implement this alternative.

Alternatives C, E and G

These alternatives would meet open road density standards in the Laird Creek drainage by seasonally closing about 0.6

miles ofroad to motorized vehicles. The closure would also afl‘ect access to the head ofMoon Creek as described for

Alternative B. All other third order drainages in the Geographic Area meet EHE standards.

West Fork Geographic Area

Existing Condition

The Coal Creek area has 2.6 miles ofopen road per square mile and an EHE ofabout 42 percent. The Forest Plan standard

for the area is 50 percent. All other third order drainages in the Geographic Area meet EHE standards.
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Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A (N0 Action) and D

No motorized vehicle restrictions would be implemented with these alternatives and the EHE rating would remain at 42,

eight points below the Forest Plan standard. All other third order drainages in the GA meet EHE standards. A Forest Plan

amendment to allow greater open road density than the standard would be necessary to implement this alternative.

Alternative B

The proposed action will seasonally close about 1.5 miles of road to motorized vehicles in the Coal Creek drainage and

increase EHE fi'om 42 to 47 percent. All other third order drainages in the Geographic Area meet El-IE standards.

Alternatives C, E, F and G

These alternatives would meet the Forest Plan standard for EHE by seasonally closing about 2.4 miles ofroad to motorized

vehicles in Coal Creek. El-IE would then increase from 42 to 50 percent, the Forest Plan standard for the area. All other

third order drainages in the Geographic Area meet EI-IE standards.

All Geographic Areas

Cumulative Effects

Since the Forest Plan standard for elk habitat effectiveness was implemented in 1987, many, but not all, of the third order

drainages on the Forest have been brought into compliance with the standard. There are only three areas in the Burned Area

Recovery analysis area that are currently out of compliance. In spite of not complying with specific Forest Plan standards

for elk habitat efl'ectiveness, the Forest Plan objective ofmaintaining the current (1987) level ofbig-game hunting

opportunities has been achieved. The number ofhunters as well as the numbers of elk has continued to increase, and the

general hunting season has remained at five weeks.

None of the projects listed in Appendix A will have a detrimental effect on EHE. We have added an elk security analysis

(Hillis er al. 1991) to our environmental analysis protocol that has proven to be a better tool than elk habitat efl‘ectiveness

analysis for achieving the Forest Plan objective to maintain elk populations and hunting season opporttmities in cooperation

with Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks. In summary, the proposed actions in combination with past and reasonably

foreseeable actions in this geographic area are not expected to cumulatively degrade the habitat efl‘ectiveness for elk.

Consistency with Bitterroot Forest Plan and Other Regulatory Direction

The Bitterroot Forest Plan (1987) requires elk habitat effectiveness, as measured by open road density, to be maintained at

50 percent for third order drainages that were roaded and 60 percent that were unroaded. There are three third order

drainages within the treated areas that currently have open road densities exceeding the standard. In Alternatives A and D

no roads would be closed and open road densities would remain the same as current. In Alternatives C and E we propose to

close about 5.4 miles of road and the EHE standard would be achieved for the entire analysis area. Alternative B makes

progress toward achieving EHE standards by closing about 2.4 miles ofroad to motorized vehicles during the season elk

are hunted in the drainages. In Alternative F, the EHE standard would be met in all but one third-order drainage, Laird

Creek Implementation ofAlternatives B, D, or F would necessitate a site-specific Forest Plan amendment to allow EHE

below the standard.
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Elk Security

The entire Bitterroot Forest has been divided into elk herd units that have been used to analyze elk security. Elk security

areas have been mapped using the criteria from Hillis et al, 1991. Maps are in the project file. Herd units are estimates of

year-round home ranges for groups of elk based on where they winter. Security areas are greater than 250 acres and more

than l/2 mile hum an open road. Security habitat is considered adequate when at least 30% ofthe area in security habitat.

Area of Analysis

Effects of fire on cover within the fire perimeter were analyzed in each GA Areas burned with moderate and high severity

fires were assumed to no longer provide cover, but low severity burns could still be classified as cover areas.

The reductions in security documented in the Post Fire Assessment publication (p 4.4-11) were derived from efl’ects within

the fire perimeter. For this EIS efi‘ects on elk security for combinations of herd units are considered in each GA.

An important seasonal migration of elk occurs over the Continental Divide between the East Fork ofthe Bitterroot and the

Big Hole Valley. In order to manage elk hunting season security in the contiguous areas of the two Forests, an agreement

between Forest Supervisors was signed in 1991 to limit timber sale related motorized activity to specified areas. The

analysis of elk security therefore extends to contiguous areas East of the Continental Divide.

Blodgett Geographic Area

Existing Condition

According to Hillis, et al, 1991, each analysis area should have 30 percent or more ofthe area in security cover. The

Blodgett geographic area has parts oftwo security analysis units with a total security area of about 8,800 acres, about 26

percent ofthe analysis area. Ifwe assume that moderate or high severity burned areas no longer provide cover about 1,200

acres of the Blodgett analysis area are no longer elk security. Therefore, the area now has about 23 percent elk security.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

All Alternatives

None ofthe proposed alternatives would affect elk security because no green tree harvest or road building is proposed.

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Existing Condition

There are two defined elk herd units in the Skalkaho-Rye area, one north ofthe Skalkaho Highway and one that

encompasses the Sleeping Child drainage. There is a large area between Little Sleeping Child Creek and Rye Creek,

draining directly into the Bitterroot River, which has no security area for elk due to the high road density and lack of cover.

This portion ofFish, Wildlife and Parks Hunting District 270 has special regulations designed to protect the elk herd that

frequents the area. A combination ofroad closures on National Forest land and the restrictive hunting season seem to have

adequately protected this elk herd. The checkerboard land ownership pattern, requirements for access to private land, past

logging and the fires of 2000 leave little to do on National Forest Land that would increase elk security in the area.

The herd unit north ofthe Skalkaho Highway currently has about 43 percent of its area in elk security, the Sleeping Child

drainage has about 27 percent. Before the fires, North Skalkaho had about 50 percent and Sleeping Child about 38 percent.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C, E and G

None of these alternatives propose any green tree harvest or road building so there would be no effect on elk security.
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Alternatives B and D

In these two alternatives, there is no proposed green tree harvest or permanent road building in the herd unit north of

Skalkaho, so elk security would remain at 43 percent ofthe area. In the Sleeping Child herd unit, however, about 300 acres

of intermediate harvest is proposed in both Alternatives B and D in elk security areas. The units are all either helicopter

units or in areas where roads have already been built. The implementation ofeither of these alternatives would reduce

security cover less than one percent. The combination of the fire caused reduction in cover, even outside the security areas,

and the removal of about 300 acres ofcover could cause the elk using the area to be more vulnerable to hunting season

mortality. However, if the stands are not treated to increase their resilience to bark beetle attack, even more tree mortality

and therefore reduction in cover could result. See the Forested Vegetation section of this document for more discussion of

the implications ofa bark beetle epidemic.

Alternative F

About 100 acres of intermediate harvest is proposed in the Sleeping Child elk security area in Alternative F. Because no

new roads will be built, and less than one percent of the security area will be affected by removal of green trees, the effect

on elk security will be minimal. If the stands are not treated to increase their resilience to bark beetle attack, even more tree

mortality and therefore reduction in cover could result. See the Forested Vegetation section ofthis document for more

discussion of the implications ofa bark beetle epidemic.

East Fork Geographic Area

Existing Conditions

The North, South, and West East Fork are the three elk herd units delineated for the East Fork Geographic Area. The area

north ofthe East Fork had about 39 percent in elk security cover pre-fire and about 600 acres burned with moderate or high

severity to lower the cover percentage to about 38 percent. The area south of the East Fork had nearly 70 percent in

security cover; fires afiected more than 25,000 acres so the percentage ofthe area in security cover was reduced to about 39

percent. West of the East Fork about 60 percent of the area was security cover and fires affected about 6,000 acres.

Currently there is about 49 percent of the area in security cover.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C, E and G

None of these alternatives propose to do any green tree harvest or road building so there would be no change fi'om the

current situation. All three of the herd units would meet the Hillis et a1. 1991, guidelines.

Alternatives B and D

In these alternatives proposed intermediate harvest would reduce the amount of cover in security areas by about 500 acres

south of the East Fork and 1000 acres West ofthe East Fork. There is no green tree harvest proposed for north ofthe East

Fork in security areas. If the alternatives were implemented, there would be 38 percent of the area north of the East Fork in

security area (no change fiom current situation), 39 percent south of the East Fork and 47 percent west of the East Fork.

If stands are not treated to increase their resilience to bark beetle attack, even more tree mortality and therefore reduction in

cover could result. See the Forested Vegetation section of this document for more discussion of the implications of a bark

beetle epidemic.

Alternative F

About 20 acres ofintermediate harvest are proposed for elk security areas south ofthe East Fork and 400 acres for security

areas west of the East Fork. No intermediate harvest would occur in security areas north of the East Fork. All the security

areas would meet the Hillis et a1 (1991) guidelines for elk security. The area north of the East Fork would retain 38

percent, south ofthe East Fork 39 percent, and south ofthe East Fork 39 percent of the areas in elk hunting season security.

However, if the stands are not treated to increase their resilience to bark beetle attack, even more tree mortality and

therefore reduction in cover could result. See the Forested Vegetation section of this document for more discussion of the

implications ofa bark beetle epidemic.
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West Fork Geographic Area

Existing Condition

In the West Fork geographic area, about 37 percent offive herd units was security cover pre-fire. About 13,600 acres

burned with moderate or high severity leaving about 27 percent ofthe area in elk security area.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

All Alternatives

None of the alternatives propose green tree harvest or road building in any of the security areas in the West Fork GA, so the

current situation would not change unless bark beetles attack security cover areas and eliminate hiding cover.

All Geographic Areas

Cumulative Effects

The fires of 2000 eliminated substantial areas of elk hiding cover and altered the effectiveness of security cover areas even

though they are remote. As a result of reductions in cover by the fires within and outside security areas, and the possible

minor reductions caused by intermediate harvest, elk hunting seasons and hunter access may have to be adjusted to

accommodate the more open habitat and therefore more vulnerable elk. The reductions in cover may be ofl‘set to some

degree by increases in forage and therefore productivity ofthe herd. No management activity can replace hiding cover in

the immediate future, but travel plan revisions could be implemented to provide additional elk security or hunting season

restrictions imposed in cooperation with Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks.

Table 3-123 - Summary of Effects on Elk Habitats
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Consistency with Bitterroot Forest Plan and Other Regulatory Direction

There no Forest Plan or other regulatory direction that requires the analysis ofelk security. However, we have found the

analysis to be a good technique for assuring the attainment of the Forest Plan Objective ofmaintaining the current (1987)

level ofbig game hunting opportunities. Forest Plan objectives will be met with all alternatives.

The Continental Divide Agreement entered into between the Forest Supervisors of the Bitterroot and Beaverhead National

Forests in 1991 will be considered during the implementation phase of any of the action alternatives. At this time it does

not appear that the Beaverhead Forest will have any activity occurring concurrent with planned activity on the Bitterroot

side so no restrictions in timber harvest activities will be necessary.

Overall, proposed activities will not be affecting habitat attributes for elk such that elk populations would be at risk of

declining and thereby affecting potential harvest levels within the analysis area.

Pine Marten

Area of Analysis

The effects ofproposed actions on pine marten will be analyzed by Geographic Area because each area is large enough to

include several home ranges for the species. Cumulative efi‘ects analysis will be across Geographic Areas because based on

projected efi‘ects ofproposed actions effects will be similar no matter where they occur.

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Pine marten are listed in the Bitterroot Forest Plan (I989) as a management indicator species for mature and old growth

forests. Much of their preferred habitat resembles old growth habitat and dead woody debris is an essential component of

their habitat (Strickland and Douglas, 1987). Riparian stringers of late successional stage vegetation provide important

connectors.

Pine marten population densities and trend information is limited to that reported in the Forest Plan Monitoring Report

(USDA, 2000c). The information is not sufiicient to ascertain population densities or trends, but pine marten tracks have

been detected on all the established monitoring routes.

Koehler and Hornocker (1977) found that fires in the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness in Idaho affected marten cover and food

sources. The vegetation mosaic, including stringers and patches ofretained large trees, created by the fires of 1910

provided arrangement and quantities ofmarten food and cover, a combination ofoverhead cover from live trees and coarse

woody debris that provided den sites and subnivean (beneath the snow) travel lanes and hunting areas. Forest with greater

than 30 percent canopy closure provided winter cover and foraging areas, openings created or perpetuated by fire provided

food sources in the snow the season. Voles were their primary prey and they were most abundant in mesic sites.

Strickland and Douglas (1987) found marten did not use recent burns because habitat changes reduced prey populations and

overhead cover. Avoidance persisted for as long as 23 years post-disturbance, generally until regenerated forests provided

overhead cover. About 85,000 acres ofVRU 4 lodgepole habitats, most likely to support marten burned, about half with

high or moderate severity.

The remaining acres that burned with low or mixed severity will have some green tree removal that could affect marten.

This understory thinning is not expected to appreciably affect marten because, in general, a canopy of older mature trees

will be left on-site and course woody debris and snags will be left at levels above the historical average. These measures in

combination with untreated RHCAs and untreated units is expected to provide more than adequate ground level complexity

for foraging pine marten and mitigate any potential effects of thinning subdominant trees from the canopy. The table

following this section summarizes acres afi‘ected by green tree thinning actions.

W
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Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

The No Action Alternative would have no short-term efl'ects on pine marten or their habitat. Research has shown they are

unlikely to be present in burned areas for 20 or more years post-fire (Strickland and Douglas 1987). Because martens

generally avoid habitats that lack overhead cover (Ruggiero et a1. 1994), reforestation ofpotentially suitable marten habitat

is important. So, in the longer term, No Action could result in delays in marten reoccupying burned over areas if natural

seed sources are lacking. No Action will also result in a higher risk ofrecovering areas reburning with high enough

severity that forest cover could be lost after it has become established (Brown and Reinhardt 2001), because snags that will

ultimately fall will become fuel for another fire.

Alternatives C, E, and G

Salvage harvest will not affect marten habitat in the short-term because burned over areas are not likely to be used by

marten before forest cover is re-established. However, snag and woody debris guidelines and riparian harvest exclusion

zones will contribute to re-establishment of habitat components that marten prefer. No activity is proposed in riparian

habitat conservation areas (RHCA) in any alternative. Because preferred marten prey species occur in greater abundance in

mesic environments (Koehler and Homocker 1977) recovery ofriparian vegetation is important to marten populations.

Grasses, forbs and shrubs will recover naturally in these mesic enviromnents, so vole and other small mammal populations

should also recover rapidly. Reforestation ofcontiguous upland areas is necessary for martens to reoccupy available

habitats. Retention of snags and large woody debris on treated areas and the retention of all woody debris and snags in

RHCAs and other untreated lands will contribute to establishment ofden sites.

Alternatives B, D, and F

Snag and woody debris guidelines will contribute to retention of sufiicient dead wood in stands proposed for fuel reduction

or salvage harvest to provide necessary components ofmarten habitat when forest cover is established. Green tree harvest

(intermediate harvest) in VRU 2 and the wildland/urban interface is not likely to affect marten habitat because they

characteristically do not inhabit dry ponderosa pine forests (Ruggiero et a1. 1994). Reforestation ofVRU 2 areas will have

no effect on marten habitat, because the sites are generally too xeric to provide marten habitat. Reforestation efl‘orts in

VRU 3 and 4 will contribute to the recovery of forest cover in the shortest possible time improving marten habitat.

Blodgett Geographic Area

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G

The only activities proposed for the Blodgett area are in the Wildland/Urban Interface or VRU 2, so marten habitat will not

be afl‘ected.

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative B

About 6,600 acres ofVRU 3 and 4 will be planted to appropriate species in this alternative. The reforestation efl‘ortspeed the recovery ofmarten habitat, which requires overhead cover. About 12,300 acres ofthe Geographic Area will have

fiJCl reduction activities in VRU 3 and 4 in Alternative B. The fuel reduction prescriptions will reduce the risk of future

high severity fire killing the regenerating forest, but retain coarse woody debris and snags that will provide future denning

habitat and subnivean chambers.

Alternative C and G

No planting or fuel reduction activities are proposed for pine marten habitat in these Alternatives.

w
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Alternative D

About 6,600 acres ofVRU 3 and 4 will be planted to appropriate species in this alternative. The reforestation effort will

speed the recovery ofmarten habitat, which requires overhead cover. About 12,800 acres ofthe Geographic Area will have

fuel reduction activities in VRU 3 and 4 in Alternative D. The fuel reduction prescriptions will reduce the risk of future

high severity fire killing the regenerating forest, but retain coarse woody debris and snags that will provide future denning

habitat and subnivean chambers.

Alternative E

About 600 acres ofVRU 3 will be planted to appropriate species in this alternative. The reforestation efl'ort will speed the

recovery of marten habitat, which requires overhead cover. About 1,600 acres of the Geographic Area will have fiiel

reduction activities in VRU 3 in Alternative E. No harvest or the] reduction would occur in VRU 4. The fuel reduction

prescriptions will reduce the risk of future high severity fire killing the regenerating forest, but retain coarse woody debris

and snags that will provide future denning habitat and subnivean chambers.

Alternative F

About 5,700 acres ofVRU 3 and 4 will be planted to appropriate species in this alternative. The reforestation efl'ort will

speed the recovery ofmarten habitat, which requires overhead cover. About 9,500 acres ofthe Geographic Area will have

fuel reduction activities in VRU 3 and 4 in Alternative E. The fuel reduction prescriptions will reduce the risk of future

high severity fire killing the regenerating forest, but retain coarse woody debris and snags that will provide future denning

habitat and subnivean chambers.

East Fork Geographic Area

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative B

About 1,200 acres ofVRU 3 and 4 will be planted to appropriate species in this alternative. The reforestation effort will

speed the recovery ofmarten habitat, which requires overhead cover. About 7,400 acres of the Geographic Area will have

firel reduction activities in VRU 3 and 4 in Alternative B. The fuel reduction prescriptions will reduce the risk of future

high severity fire killing the regenerating forest, but retain coarse woody debris and snags that will provide future denning

habitat and subnivean chambers.

Alternatives C and G

No planting or fuel reduction activities will take place in pine marten habitat in these Alternatives.

Alternative D

About 1,200 acres ofVRU 3 and 4 will be planted to appropriate species in this alternative. The reforestation efl‘ort will

speed the recovery ofmarten habitat, which requires overhead cover. About 7,400 acres ofthe Geographic Area will have

time] reduction activities in VRU 3 and 4 in Alternative D. The fuel reduction prescriptions will reduce the risk of future

high severity fire killing the regenerating forest, but retain coarse woody debris and snags that will provide future denning

habitat and subnivean chambers.

Alternative E

About 1,300 acres ofVRU 3 will be planted to appropriate species in this alternative. The reforestation effort will speed

the recovery ofmarten habitat, which requires overhead cover. About 1,400 acres of the Geographic Area will have fuel

reduction activities in VRU 3 in Alternative E. The fuel reduction prescriptions will reduce the risk of future high severity

fire killing the regenerating forest, but retain coarse woody debris and snags that will provide future denning habitat and

subnivean chambers. No fiiel reduction or harvest activity would occur in VRU 4.

Alternative F

About 1,900 acres ofVRU 3 and 4 will be planted to appropriate species in this alternative. The reforestation effort will

speed the recovery ofmarten habitat, which requires overhead cover. About 7,100 acres of the Geographic Area will have

fuel reduction activities in VRU 3 and 4 in Alternative F. The fuel reduction prescriptions will reduce the risk of future

m
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high severity fire killing the regenerating forest, but retain coarse woody debris and snags that will provide future denning

habitat and subnivean chambers.

West Fork Geographic Area

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative B

About 2,000 acres ofVRU 3 and 4 will be planted to appropriate species in this alternative. The reforestation effort will

speed the recovery ofmarten habitat, which requires overhead cover. About 5,400 acres of the Geographic Area will have

fuel reduction activities in VRU 3 and 4 in Alternative E. The tire] reduction prescriptions will reduce the risk of future

high severity fire killing the regenerating forest, but retain coarse woody debris and snags that will provide future denning

habitat and subnivean chambers.

Alternatives C and G

No planting or fuel reduction activities will take place in pine marten habitat in these alternatives.

Alternative D

About 2,100 acres ofVRU 3 and 4 would be planted to appropriate species in this alternative. The reforestation eflort will

speed the recovery ofmarten habitat, which requires overhead cover. About 5,400 acres of the Geographic Area will have

fuel reduction activities in VRU 3 and 4 in Alternative D. The fuel reduction prescriptions will reduce the risk of future

high severity fire killing the regenerating forest, but retain coarse woody debris and snags that will provide firture denning

habitat and subnivean chambers.

Alternative E

None ofVRU 3 and 4 would be planted to appropriate species in this alternative. No reforestation effort will speed the

recovery of marten habitat. About 420 acres of the Geographic Area will have fuel reduction activities in VRU 3 in

Alternative E. The fuel reduction prescriptions will reduce the risk of future high severity fire killing the regenerating

forest, but retain coarse woody debris and snags that will provide future denning habitat and subnivean chambers.

Alternative F

About 1,900 acres ofVRU 3 and 4 will be planted to appropriate species in this alternative. The reforestation effort will

speed the recovery ofmarten habitat, which requires overhead cover. About 3,300 acres ofthe Geographic Area will have

fuel reduction activities in VRU 3 and 4 in Alternative F. The fuel reduction prescriptions will reduce the risk of firture

high severity fire killing the regenerating forest, but retain coarse woody debris and snags that will provide future denning

habitat and subnivean chambers.

Cumulative Effects

All Alternatives

Moderate and high severity burns cause almost complete removal of overhead cover, an essential component ofoccupied

habitat. Private and State land logging that has or will occur since the fires is not a factor in maintaining suitable marten

habitat since nearly all the land is at lower elevations that are generally too dry to support marten habitat. The only

foreseeable future activities listed in Appendix A that have the potential to afi’ect marten habitat are the several timber sales.

In general, the effects will be mitigated by retaining snags and woody debris to provide those necessary habitat

components, and stands will be harvested so that a forest canopy is retained or a decadent stand quickly regenerated to

begin the reforestation process. Although past harvest activities have most likely removed denning habitat and preferred

forested canopy cover the extent ofpast harvest actions is considered minor and marten populations are present on the

forest. The effects on pine marten habitat and populations fi‘om future harvest actions and those proposed in this FEIS are

likely to be minor and undetectable. Fire and topography have combined to create a mosaic of vegetation that marten have

evolved in. Current harvest prescriptions are designed to approximate the structures and fimctions of stands that evolved

naturally and thereby provide habitat characteristics favored by pine marten. Cumulative past actions have not affected

pine marten population viability and proposed and fiiture harvests are not expected to affect viability because CWD levels

consistent with historical conditions will be met and forest structure will be managed to approximate historical conditions.
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Table 3-124 - Effects on forest-dependent wildlife and mitigated impacts in VRU3 and VRU4 habitats (Pine marten)

 
 

Pine marten/Fisher Habitat Treatments

_ SkalkaheR e

Burned Acres ofHabitat“ 4,185 56,283 51,297

—- 1.413 1,073

AltD-TreaflnentAcm —- 1.294

west Fork

35.427

1,667

1.794 —E

III“ 975

“—- .

Alt F — Treatment Acres

Alt G —Treatment Acres

‘Habitats evaluated include green lodgepole and Douglas-fir habitats in VRU3 and VRU4.

 

Table 3-125 - Mitigation measures applicable to Pine marten

1m 1 acts miti ; ated b

A No action, all sites allowed to recover naturally, highest levels ofCWD, maximum numbers of snags left

on landscape, no immediate effects to forest dependent Possible long-term losses ofhabitat if

wildfires occur. No immediate effects to marten or fisher.

No harvest planned, no fuels treatments in VRU3 and VRU4, high levels ofCWD, same as A, no

immediate effects to marten or fisher

No harvest or fuel reduction activities, road decommissioning, high levels ofCWD, same as A some

benefits in reducin road induced disturbance to wildlife, low level ofeffects

No live tree harvest, no temporary roads, harvest over fi'ozen ground only, increased wetland buffers,

moderate levels ofCWD, low level ofeffects

Moderate levels ofCWD, limited green tree harvests, snag retention guidelines, increased riparian buffer

widths, low + level of effects

Ground based winter skiddin, moderate levels ofCWD, low to moderate level of effects

Some 14 ound based winter skiddin, moderate levels ofCWD, low to moderate level of effects
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Consistency with Bitterroot Forest Plan and Other Regulatory Direction

The Forest Plan named pine marten as a management indicator species for mature and old forests. As such, there is a

requirement to monitor habitat and populations to assure continued viability of the species and the group of associated

species it represents. The Bitterroot Forest Plan Monitoring Report (USDA, 2000c) summarizes pine marten population

monitoring efforts. Evidence fi'om this monitoring report indicate pine marten are well distributed across the forest. The

proposed actions are therefore consistent with regulatory direction to maintain species viability.

Pileated Woodpecker

Area of Analysis

Efi'ects will be analyzed for the entire burned area because efl'ects of the proposed actions are similar among Geographic

Areas. Cumulative effects analysis will include information fi'om beyond the boundaries ofthe 2000 fires.

Existing Condition

Pileated woodpeckers inhabit a relatively wide range ofhabitats in the Bitterroot fi'om river bottom cottonwood forests to

the upper ranges ofVRU 3, the dry Douglas-fir forests. The common denominators in pileated habitat are a food source,

carpenter ants are very important (Bull and Jackson 1995), and dead trees large enough to accommodate a nest cavity

(Terres 1980). Pileated woodpeckers often feed on ants, other insects, and larvae in dead down woody material, but always

nest in a large dead, usually rotten, tree. Most often the snag is greater than 21 inches diameter at breast height and the

cavity is most often more than 40 feet above the ground (Bull and Jackson 1995).

Pileated Woodpecker population information is based on call count transects reported in the Forest Plan Monitoring Report

(USDA, 2000c). The information is not suficient to establish population densities or trends, but Pileated Woodpeckers

have been detected on all the established routes.
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The 2000 fires created innumerable snags, many of which will become suitable cavity building sites within the next decade.

As snags begin to fall, the down dead wood will provide ideal foraging logs for Pileated Woodpeckers for years to come.

Other habitat components necessary to attract Pileated woodpeckers are not present in much ofthe burned area. Where

fires burned with moderate or high severity all the live trees were killed. Other Woodpecker species are found in recent

burns, but none ofthe literature about species presence mentions the pileated as a species found among dead trees. The

307,000 acres of fire on National Forest Land included about 150,000 acres ofmoderate or high severity fire. In low

severity fire. where most ofthe canopy is alive but occasional, or small patches, of trees were killed, the habitat for Pileated

Woodpeckers may be ideal, especially in VRU 2 and 3. There were at least 57,000 acres of low severity burn in VRU 2

and 3. Birds occupying suitable habitat in the mosaic of low severity burn will probably forage into the edges ofhigher

severity burns when insect populations begin to work on dead down woody material

To put the fire efl‘ect on Pileated Woodpecker habitat in perspective, less than 25 percent ofthe Bitterroot Forest was

afl’ected by the 2000 fires. The best Pileated Woodpecker habitat occurs in VRU 2 and 3, ofwhich 125,000 acres burned

(about 45 percent ofthe total on the Forest) and over 50 percent of the fires burned with high or moderate severity, an

uncharacteristically high percentage for these ecosystems. The areas that burned hot will probably not support Pileated

Woodpeckers in the near future because their habitat preference is for mature and old growth forests and they are not a

species associated with post-fire landscapes (Hutto 1995). In summary the fires of2000 afi‘ected about 28,000 acres of

potential Pileated woochiecker habitat by reducing breeding habitat and improving foraging potential. It is expected that

numbers of Pileated Woodpeckers will decline in the analysis area and on the Bitterroot National Forest as a result of

wildfires.

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C and G

The No Action Alternative and Alternatives C and G will result in no short-term change in Pileated Woodpecker habitat

because no green trees or snags will be removed. However, after snags fall and fuel loads build as a result, there is a higher

risk that high severity rebum (Brown and Reinhardt 2001) will kill the regenerating forest and delay recovery of suitable

habitat.

Alternatives B and D

Snag and dead woody debris guidelines will contribute to the retention ofhabitat components necessary for Pileated

Woodpecker nest sites and foraging areas. Pileated Woodpeckers will not likely use large areas of stand replacing fire, but

edges and riparian areas may be used. About 16,000 acres of intermediate harvest is proposed for VRU 2 and 3 in these

alternatives. The harvest will modify the structure of stands that were burned with low severity by harvesting some of the

subdominant trees and creating a stand that resembles the savannahs characteristic of the low intensity, high frequency fire

regime. Snag and woody debris guidelines contribute to the retention of the necessary dead wood component ofpileated

habitat. Intermediate harvest will alter the structure treated stands in about 40 percent ofthe low severity burned area of

VRU 2 and 3. The more open aspect of the stands will be suitable habitat for Pileated Woodpeckers, because thinning fi'om

below does not seem to alter their use of suitable habitat (Smith 2000 p 27).

Alternative E

Fuel treatments in this alternative will retain snags and woody debris components ofPileated habitat, so there will be no

efi‘ect on currently suitable habitat. No intermediate harvest is proposed so the structure oflow severity burned areas will

not be altered.

Alternative F

About 3,157 acres of intermediate harvest are proposed in this alternative in VRU 2 and 3, stands that are probably suitable

Pileated Woodpecker habitat. The intermediate harvest will alter the stands that burned with low severity by harvesting

subdominant trees and creating a stand structure that resembles the savannahs characteristic ofthe low severity, high

fi'equency fire regime. Coarse woody debris and snags will be retained according to the guidelines documented in the

Forested Vegetation section of this document. The guidelines contribute to retention ofhistorical levels ofcoarse woody

debris and snags. Retention of snags and debris will protect necessary attributes ofPileated Woodpecker habitat.

__——__———___———-'——-'
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Cumulative Effects

In recent decades, fire suppression has allowed an increase in shade tolerant tree growth in VRU 2 and 3, the best Pileated

Woodpecker habitat because the historical fire regimes created a rather stable mosaic oflarge, open grown trees with

enough large snags to provide nesting habitat (See Forested Vegetation section of this Chapter). Past timber harvest

practices, where the largest trees were taken, reduced the numbers of large snags available to the large woodpeckers and

probably reduced their numbers on the Forest. The stand replacing fires on over 60,000 acres ofpotential pileated habitat,

further reduced habitat available to them. Prior timber harvests do not appear to have afl‘ected species viability because

monitoring indicates they are present on all monitoring transects. And although fire has reduced habitats for this

Woodpecker on the forest it is expected that they will inhabit all remaining habitats on the forest and possibly remaining

green tree habitats in the analysis area. Present, and reasonably foreseeable activities including all alternatives are not

expected to have measurable effects on Pileated woodpeckers because actions will be designed to produce stands that

approximate historical forest conditions which are believed to be adequate habitat conditions for Pileated woodpeckers.

Consistency with Bitterroot Forest Plan and Other Regulatory Direction

The Bitterroot Forest Plan names the Pileated Woodpecker as a Management Indicator species for mature and old growth

forests. The National Forest Management Act requires Forests maintain viable populations of all native and desirable non

native species. None of the proposed actions will have an effect on Pileated Woodpecker viability, because suflicient snags

and dead woody material will be retained to meet their habitat needs. Reforestation and protection of the regenerated forest

will contribute to the recovery of suitable pileated habitat in the burned area.

Old Growth Habitat

Area of Analysis

Effects on old growth habitat will be analyzed by geographic area to paint the picture ofhow much the 2000 fires afi’ected

old growth habitat across the Forest.

Existing Condition

According to the Bitterroot Forest Plan, the objective for management ofold growth is to “maintain sufficient old-growth

habitat on suitable timberland to support viable populations of old growth dependent wildlife species.” The Forest Plan

definition of old growth was documented as a resource standard: “stand conditions that qualify as old growth will vary by

habitat type and landform” Criteria to consider for identifying old growth include: —large trees, generally 15 per acre

greater than 20 inches dbh for species other than lodgepole pine; - canopy closure at 75 percent of site potential; - stand

structure usually uneven-aged or multistoried; - snags, generally 1.5 per acre greater than six inches dbh and .5 per acre

greater than 20 inches; - more than 25 tons per acre ofdown material greater than six inches diameter; - heart rot and

broken tops in large trees are common; and — mosses and lichens are present. The Forest Plan states standards for

maintaining old growth habitat by Management Area, but has no statement about the over all objective for the Forest.

Collectively, the standards would result in about nine percent ofthe area outside roadless and Wilderness being managed

for old growth habitat characteristics. The Plan specifies the patches ofold growth habitat should be at least 40 acres and

well distributed over the Management Areas.

Past old growth habitat inventories had not included roadless or Wilderness areas and have not been completed for the

entirety ofany ofthe Geographic Areas. However, we have enough old growth habitat information to make some

assumptions and have a basis for analysis. Between the Draft and Final EIS, an old growth habitat survey ofthe entire

burned area, outside Wilderness and Roadless, was completed. A map in the Project File visually shows the amount and

distribution ofpre-fire inventoried old growth habitat on the Forest and another shows old growth remaining post-fire.

Remaining old growth habitat within the burned area by Geographic Area, third order drainage and Forest Plan

management area is documented in a table in the project file.

Old growth habitat associated wildlife species evolved to occupy habitat that provided them with their life needs. Pileated

Woodpeckers live primarily in VRU 2 and 3 habitats that characteristically had low severity, high fi'equency or mixed

severity fire (Bull and Jackson 1995). The old growth stand structure produced by low severity fires was a relatively open

forest stand with large snags (for nesting, roosting and feeding) and large down logs (for feeding). Northern Goshawks

evolved in the same ecosystem and are adapted to hunting birds and small mammals below the forest canopy (Clough
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2000). Pine Marten occupy primarily the upper portions ofVRU 3 and VRU 4. Their typical habitat is high density mature

or old lodgepole pine with abundant down woody material that provides subnivean habitat (Douglas and Strickland, 1987).

Blodgett Geographic Area

In the Blodgett Geographic area, old growth habitat covered at least 2,600 acres pre-fire. This amounted to about five

percent of the entire area, including wilderness, but about 10 percent ofthe inventoried analysis area. This inventory found

only about 150 acres ofold growth habitat remaining within the burn perimeter outside Wilderness and roadless area. Only

two third order drainages in the Geographic Area containing 150 acres ofold growth remain within the burn perimeter.

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

In the Skalkaho Geographic area, about 36,000 acres of old growth habitat existed before the fires. The post-fire inventory

found about 9,600 acres ofold growth habitat remaining in the Geographic Area. The old growth habitat component was

therefore reduced from about 25 percent of the area to about 7 percent post-fire. In this Geographic Area the pre-fire old

growth inventory inchrded roadless areas, the post-fire inventory in the roadless area was accomplished by aerial photo

interpretation Within the burn perimeter outside roadless areas, air photo interpretation was confirmed by ground surveys.

East Fork Geographic Area

In the East Fork Geographic area, about 13,400 acres ofthe 28,200 acres ofpre-fire old growth habitat burned with high or

moderate severity, reducing the old growth habitat component fi'om about 12 to about six percent ofthe area. The pre-fire

old growth habitat inventory covered the entire Geographic Area outside Wilderness and roadless areas. The post-fire

survey field-verified all remaining old growth habitat within the burn perimeter.

West Fork Geographic Area

The pre-fire old growth habitat inventory for the West Fork was over 75 percent complete for the area outside Wilderness

and roadless areas. The only incomplete areas were in the Piquette, Applebury and Steep Creek areas ofthe lower West

Fork. West Fork old growth habitat was reduced from about 14 percent ofthe area to about 12 percent when 3,500 acres of

the 26,300 acres of old growth habitat burned with moderate or high severity. Post-fire old growth habitat within the burn

perimeter was mapped by air photo interpretation and field verified. About 8,600 acres of old growth habitat remains

within the burned area.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Common To All Alternatives

None of the activities proposed in any of the alternatives will have an efl'ect on acres or amount of old growth habitat

remaining after the fires. In the moderate or high severity fire few or no live trees are present, so old growth habitat

characteristics cannot be achieved until a new stand of trees develops, complete with snags and down woody material.

A forest stand that has the attributes ofold growth habitat as it characteristically occurred in the historic landscape is one of

the results of intermediate harvest prescriptions (for further information about the efi'ects of intermediate harvest on old

growth habitat, see the Old Forest Conditions section ofForested Vegetation). In VRU 2, where intermediate harvests are

prescribed, the stand that remains afier treatment will have the characteristics of a stand developed under the high

frequency, low intensity fires that were the norm for these ecosystems according to Green et a1 (1992). In VRU 3, the

objective of intermediate harvest is to retain a stand structure that developed under the mixed fire severity regime

characteristic of the VRU. There is no intermediate harvest prescribed in old growth for VRU 4, where stand replacing,

high severity, fires were the norm historically. About 57,000 acres ofVRU 2 and 3 burned with low severity. In

Alternative A, C, F and G, no intermediate harvest is prescribed in old growth habitat so old growth characteristics of

stands where fire has been excluded for decades will be retained. In Alternatives B, D and E we prescribe intermediate

harvest in about 40 percent of that area If a stand was old growth habitat pre-fire and burned with low severity, it most

likely retained old growth habitat characteristics, and after treatment will still retain the old growth habitat characteristics of

stands that experienced frequent low severity fire.
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Because stand replacing fires were not the norm in lower elevation forests in the Bitterroot, fire suppression and exclusion

have produced a landscape dominated by old growth habitat uncharacteristic of historical conditions (Arno 1976). The

objective of intermediate harvest in areas that burned with low severity in 2000 is to produce stands that approximate the

conditions that predominated on the landscape pre-fire suppression.

Alternatives A, C, F and G

None ofthese alternatives prescribe any treatment in old growth habitat that survived the fire.

Alternative B

The following treatment units have old growth habitat within the treatment boundaries: 15, 26, 32, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49, 51,

53, 57, 59, 60, 61, 64, 66, 70, 71, 73, 77, 83, 85, 87, 89, 92, 101, 102, 104, 108, 147, 224, 233, 235, 238, 239, 240, 241,

243, 245, 246, 249, 250, 251, 254, 256, 265, 269, 274, 280, 282, 283, 286, 289, 290, 293, 302, 306, 307, 308, 309, 318,

319, 321, 323, 324, 327, 328, 330, 333, 348, 351, 357, 363, 364, 368, 369, 370, 374, 378, 380, 394, 395, 396, 400, 401,

403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 410, 411, 597, 598, 599, 600, 701, 703, 705, 711, 718, 719, 720, 721, 722,725, 750, and 760. The

prescribed treatments are designed to restore the open grown stand characteristics typical ofold growth under the fire

regime typical ofthe Bitterroot National Forest landscape. So the effect ofimplementation ofthe alternative would not

affect the amount ofold growth and may promote recovery ofhabitat characteristics lost through years of fire suppression.

Alternative D

The following treatment units have old growth habitat within the treatment boundaries: 15, 26, 32, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49, 51,

53, 57, 59, 60, 61, 64, 66, 70, 71, 73, 77, 83, 85, 87, 89, 92, 101, 102, 104, 108, 147, 224, 233, 235, 238, 239, 240, 241,

243, 245, 246, 249, 250, 251, 254, 256, 265, 269, 274, 280, 282, 283, 286, 289, 290, 293, 302, 306, 307, 308, 309, 317,

318, 319, 321, 323, 324, 327, 328, 330, 333, 348, 351, 357, 363, 364, 368, 369, 370, 374, 378, 380, 394, 395, 396, 400,

401, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 410, 411, 597, 598, 599, 600, 701, 703, 705, 711, 718, 719, 720,721, 722,725, 750, and 760.

The prescribed treatments are designed to retain old growth habitat characteristics lacking in the landscape due to fire

exclusion So implementation ofthe alternative would not affect the amount ofold growth present in the landscape.

Alternative E

The following treatment units have old growth habitat within the treatment boundaries: 44, 46, 101, 108, 233, 235, 238,

239, 246, 249, 250, 251, 256, 274, 280, 282, 283, 318, 319, 348, 351, 357, 369, 380, 598,711, 718, and 750. The

prescribed treatments are designed to retain old growth habitat characteristics ofthe stands although the kind ofold growth

will be changed fi'om a dense stand ofshade-tolerant trees (mostly Douglas-fir) under a canopy of shade intolerant trees

(mostly ponderosa pine) to an open grown stand characteristic of the kind of old growth lacking in the landscape due to fire

exclusion. Implementation ofthe alternative would not afiect the amount of old growth present in the landscape.

Cumulative Effects

All Alternatives

The major efi‘ect on old growth habitat in the analysis area was the fires of2000. Moderate or high severity fires essentially

killed all green trees and therefore stands cannot meet old growth habitat characteristics until a green forest canopy is

regenerated. None ofthe activities proposed in any of the alternatives with this proposal would have any efi'ect on old

growth habitat quantity or distribution. Future timber sales listed in Appendix A could affect old growth habitat, but efl‘ects

would be expected to be slight and within the guidelines established by the Forest Plan for retention of old growth habitat.

Therefore, in summary the alternatives will not affect the post-fire distribution or amount ofold growth in the analysis area.

Consistency with Bitterroot Forest Plan and Other Regulatory Direction

The Bitterroot Forest Plan objective for old growth habitat is to maintain suflicient old-growth habitat to support viable

populations of old growth dependent species. As a result of the fires, many Management Areas/third order drainage

polygons do not meet the Forest Plan standard for the Management Area (Tables 3-1, 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4). Since there is no

way to create old growth habitat without growing a forest for 100+ years, the best we can do is maintain the snag and

coarse woody debris components within the historical range. None ofthe Alternatives will reduce the amount of old

growth habitat remaining after the fires in VRU 2 or 3, because the stands either remain untreated or would be treated with

the objective ofcreating stands resembling the structure and function of old growth stands that evolved with high

fi'equency, low intensity fires. No live trees will be harvested fiom VRU 4; so all old growth habitat surviving the fire will

be retained.

M
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Forest Land Birds

Area of Analysis

Effects on forest land birds and their habitat will be analyzed for the entire analysis area.

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Forest land birds include all avian species in our area, except waterfowl and game birds. There are more than 100 species

of land birds on the Bitterroot National Forest according to our land bird monitoring results. No birds in the group are

listed as endangered on the Bitterroot National Forest, but Bald Eagles are listed as threatened, and Flammulated Owls,

Peregrine Falcons, Northern Goshawks and Black-backed woodpeckers are sensitive. Two species, Willow Flycatcher and

Olive-sided Flycatcher, are listed as species at risk in Quigley and Arbelbide (1997). Sauer et a1 (2001), in their analysis of

Breeding Bird Survey results, show that Willow Flycatchers have been declining on average in the last 25 years by two

percent per year. Olive-sided Flycatchers have declined about 5 and 6 percent per year for the same time periods. Willow

Flycatchers are shrub associates, and are most abundant in very wet sites. Olive-sided Flycatchers are most often found

around or in recently burn areas, most ofien nesting in young conifers, often lodgepole pine (Baicich and Harrison 1997).

In the Northern Rockies, Hutto (1995) found they occurred most often in spruce-fir, marsh-wetland, and mixed conifer

types (Montana Partners in Flight 2000).

Any treatment, including no action, positively affects some species at the expense of others. It would be impracticable to

treat all the individual species separately. However, individual species’ habitat needs are represented by other species

discussed in the analysis, e.g. dry site species are represented by Flammulated Owls; early seral stage species by lynx; old

growth associates by Flammulated Owl, Pileated Woodpecker, fisher, Northern Goshawk and pine marten; and snag

dependent species by Black-backed and Pileated Woodpeckers. Maintaining or trending habitats toward their historical

range of conditions is presumed to provide for habitat needs ofbirds that have evolved with and adapted to the vegetation

structures and functions characteristic ofthe Bitterroot Forest.

The Northern Region Forest Land Bird monitoring program objective is to monitor trends in land bird populations. Since

the inception of the program in 1994, more than 20 permanently marked point-count transects have been established on the

Bitterroot Forest. Other land bird monitoring efl'orts include five Breeding Bird Surveys, (following the protocols

established for a nation-wide network by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service) and two Monitoring Avian Productivity and

Survivorship banding stations (following the nation-wide protocols established by the Institute for Bird Populations).

A post-fire songbird productivity and population monitoring research project will lead to a University ofMontana Master’s

Thesis. Forest personnel also participate in and monitor citizen land bird monitoring efforts, such as the nation-wide

Christmas Bird Counts and the May Count. The objective ofthe May Count is to provide a nation-wide snapshot of the

progress ofmigration on the second Saturday in May ofeach year. None of the ongoing monitoring has raised concerns

about declines ofany species. In response to the fires, effort will be expanded over the next few years to monitor changes

in bird populations.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Monitoring efforts will include all the studies mentioned above. Snags are an important component of the forest for many

cavity and secondary cavity nesting species. In addition to the innumerable snags created by the 2000 fires in areas that

will not be treated in any way (over 85 percent of the burned area), snag guidelines require leaving two to five snags per

acre in the lower elevation (VRU 2) units to be treated, and 10 to 15 snags in the higher elevation lodgepole pine forests. If

salvage or intermediate harvest occurs in old growth habitat that survived the fires, 5 to 10 snags will be left in VRU 2. In

addition to the snag retention standards, five to twenty five tons of coarse woody debris will be left in the treatment units.

This debris will provide shelter for ground nesting birds. In most cases, the coarse woody debris will be left standing until

it falls naturally so could provide snag habitat in the short term. Perennial and intermittent streams and wetlands within

treatment units will be bufiered by Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas (RHCAs) of 150 to 300 feet on each side ofthe

stream No treatments of any kind are proposed in RHCAs. RHCAs make up 15 to 20 percent of the area within proposed
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treatment units, and over 80 percent of the units have RHCAs within their boundaries. Snags that existed pre-fire are

extremely important to cavity and secondary cavity nesters and will be retained wherever possible. Lack of activity in all

RHCA bufi'ers will contribute to retention or regeneration of shrub fields favored by Willow Flycatchers and could

contribute to a reversal of the downward trend in the population ascertained by the Breeding Bird Survey results (Sauer er

al. 2001). Only intermediate harvest (green tree) is likely to affect the Olive-sided Flycatcher. However, management

recommendations by the Montana Bird Conservation Plan indicate retention of large trees with relatively open canopy

closure and riparian edge habitat as well as snags left in harvest units will benefit this flycatcher. The project as designed

will mimic these recommendations and therefore the project will have no effect on Olive-sided Flycatchers. Viability of

this Flycatcher across the analysis area will not be an issue with implementation of this project across the analysis area. In

addition, artificial or natural regeneration of young forests could contribute to habitat improvement for Olive-sided

Flycatcher populations.

Many forest land birds are associated with early successional or wet site shrubs according to the results of the Region One

wide Land Bird Monitoring Program (unpublished data). According to Noste and Bushey, 1987, many or most ofthe

shrubs present in the dry forest types of the Bitterroot will resprout vigorously and provide early successional vegetation

that land birds are likely to use. As vegetation in the burned areas recovers, many areas will develop dense shrub layers

that provide habitat for shrub specialists such as MacGillivray‘s Warblers, Orange-crowned Warblers and Lazuli Buntings

(Hutto and Young 1999). In RHCAs where some or all the existing trees were killed, early successional stage shrubs will

become the dominant post fire vegetation until wet-site trees regenerate and overtop the shrubs. Population increases of

shrub associated land birds would be expected following the fires of2000.

Alternatives A and C

Since no salvage harvest of snags or harvest ofgreen trees will occur in these alternatives, forest land birds like Black

backed and Hairy woodpeckers and Mountain Bluebirds that evolved in unlogged post-fire forests will thrive (Saab and

Dudley 1998). Old growth habitat that survived the fires will be unaltered by any activity, so birds associated with old

growth habitats that have not had fi'equent burns will be favored over old growth associates that evolved in forests that

historically had low intensity, frequent fires. Recovery and regeneration ofshrubs, forbs and grasses, important vegetation

to various species ofbirds, will be unimpeded by any activity and shrub development will benefit species such as

McGillvary’s Warbler, Lazuli Bunting, and Spotted Towhee. However, the long range implication is that firel increases

over the next few decades may jeopardize the regeneration ofmature and old growth habitats if high firel loads cause high

severity fires. For firrther discussion see the Forested Vegetation section of this Chapter.

Alternative B

About 37,000 acres of salvage harvest will alter post-fire habitats and favor species ofbirds like Lewis’s Woodpecker,

Western Bluebirds and American Kestrels. Their nest density was higher in salvage logged than unlogged post-fire habitats

(Saab and Dudley 1998). Hand piling of slash is proposed on about 7,200 acres. Hand piles will be burned in fall or early

winter, afler the nesting season, and about one third of the hand piles will not be burned so they will provide cover for small

mammals and birds. Intermediate harvest on about 15,000 acres of low severity fire will retain old growth characteristics of

the stands and favor bird species like Northern Goshawks that evolved in a low severity, high fire fi'equcy landscape

(Graham et a., 1995). The post-fire old growth habitat will have characteristics of a forest savannah that commonly

occurred at the lower elevations in the Bitterroot Valley (Arno 1976). The treated stands will have reduced fuel levels for

the long term, and the risk of losing the regenerating vegetation to a high severity burn will have been reduced (see

Forested Vegetation section of this Chapter).

Alternative D

The effects ofAlternative D will be similar to B except about 36,300 acres will have salvage harvest, about 7,000 acres will

be hand-piled, and intermediate harvest will occur on about 16,300 acres of low severity burn.

Alternative E

The efi‘ects ofAlternative E will be similar to B except about 18,300 acres will have salvage harvest, about 1,300 acres will

be hand-piled, and no intermediate harvest is prescribed.

Alternative F

The eflects ofAlternative F will be similar to B except about 39,200 acres will have salvage harvest, about 3,600 acres will

be hand-piled, and intermediate harvest will occur on about 3,200 acres of low severity burn. No harvest is planned rn any

stand of old growth habitat that survived the fires.

M
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Alternative G

The only salvage harvest that will occur in Alternative G is on an experimental basis on 130 acres. About 8,700 acres will

have fuel reduction activities that require trees to be felled, placed and underburned. The effect of this treatment would be

to restore forest savarmahs, a feature once common on the landscape (Arno, 1976), before fire exclusion allowed shade

tolerant understory trees to survive and create a dense stand. Many bird species evolved as associates ofthe frequent low

severity burn regime that resulted in pine and occasionally Douglas-fir savannahs in VRU 2. In addition to the broadcast

underburns on 8,700 acres, about 1,100 acres of hand piling will be used to reduce fuels in critical areas, about one third of

the piles would not be burned so they will provide cover for small mammals and birds.

Cumulative Effects

All Alternatives

Constant monitoring of land birds indicates that past actions have not afi'ected land birds as a group within the Bitterroot

Valley. It is highly probable that management actions have caused alterations in habitat that favored some species over

other species but monitoring indicates that landbird species viability has not been afi‘ected. It is predicted that effects of

current actions and proposed actions will not afiect species viability for this group ofbirds. The most likely activity to

affect land birds in the analysis area would be activities that afl‘ect the shrub component, a habitat component ofmany

flycatchers.

Although livestock grazing has this potential, management plans and existing operating plans currently in place appear

adequate to maintain shrubs within the analysis area. The extensive quantity ofavailable post-fire forage within the

analysis area and limited number of livestock over large areas is expected to disperse livestock use. Minor localized

impacts are expected but overall recovery or quantity ofshrubs across the analysis area will not be appreciably affected.

Proposed green tree thinning activities is expected to speed recovery ofunderstory shrub layers by releasing nutrients and

water utilized by standing trees, and by additional sunlight that will reach the forest floor. Salvage harvests may in some

areas delay shrub recovery as new growth is driven over by equipment but this is expected to be localized and minor across

the analysis area. Riparian habitat conservation areas will preserve the best shrub habitats in the analysis area thereby

conserving habitat. Overall effects on land birds by implementing projects are expected to be minor and will not afi‘ect

species viability.

Consistency with Bitterroot Forest Plan and Other Regulatory Direction

The land bird monitoring program on the Bitterroot National Forest responds to regulatory direction to maintain viable

populations of all native and desired non-native wildlife in habitats distributed throughout their geographic range on

National Forest lands. Although population difierences are diflicult to ascertain because the longest standing records are

for only 15 years and most ofthe monitoring work has been accomplished in the last 10 years, the monitoring program has

not revealed declines in any species.

Timber harvest and other vegetation management cannot completely avoid unintentional take ofbirds by timber falling or

prescribed fire, no matter what conditions are imposed on the activity. The conditions and mitigations; like mandatory

winter logging in known Flarmnulated Owl habitat, retaining one third of slash hand piles and retaining “legacy” snags,

proposed in this project will take ofmigratory birds and retain a diversity ofhabitats that will likely maintain

viability of migratory birds.

President Clinton issued an Executive Order on “Responsibilities ofFederal Agencies to Protect Migratory Birds” on

January 10, 2001. In direct response to the Executive Order the Forest Service and Fish and Wildlife Service have entered

into a Memorandum ofUnderstanding to strengthen migratory bird conservation through enhanced collaboration between

the Forest Service and Fish and Wildlife Service, in coordination with state, tribal, and local governments. In support of the

Bitterroot Forest's cormnitment to conservation ofmigratory birds the Burned Area Recovery Project includes the design,

mitigations and site management considerations mentioned above. Continued dialogue with the USFWS will be conducted

to mitigate or eliminate impacts to any neotropical bird species that might affect a species viability.

M
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Animal Movement, Migration And Dispersal

Area of Analysis

Movements by large wide-ranging mammals will be analyzed from a regional perspective, including linkages from the

Frank Church-River ofNo Return, Selway/Bitterroot and Anaconda/Pintler Wildernesses to the Allan Mountain Roadless

Area (refer to the roadless area analysis later in this chapter for maps), with emphasis on potential barriers to free

movement into and through the Bitterroot National Forest. An analysis of animal movement at the local, regional and grand

scales was completed in the Trail Creek Supplemental Information Report (USDA Forest Service 1991, pages 20-30) and

much of that analysis is also applicable to this analysis. Animal movement analysis will consider the daily activity patterns

ofanimals and how they interact with their habitat at the local scale. Daily activities depend on contiguous suitable habitat,

or at least suitable food, cover and water juxtaposed in a small enough area for daily use.

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Migration involves periodic (seasonal) movement ofanimals between areas ofhabitat suitable for summer and winter range

(Kendeigh, 1961). In most cases, we think ofthe relatively short migrations ofbig game between high elevation summer

ranges and winter range below high snow accumulation zones, but Neotropical migratory birds spend more time during

winter in Western Mexico than they do during breeding season in Western Montana. In this analysis we only have control

over lands involved in the shorter migrations between summer and winter ranges. We have no control over, nor direct

efiiect on, habitats well beyond National Forest borders and can only do our best to assure suitable seasonal habitats for

sustained productivity of long-range migrants.

Dispersal is a one-way outward movement ofindividuals from suitable, occupied habitat (Kendeigh, 1961). The

movements appear random, ahnost erratic, and most involve young animals and exchange of genes between populations in

insular habitats. The habitat needs for dispersing individuals of a population of animals is considered in the grand scale

analysis.

Dispersal ofindividuals between populations of wildlife species is an important component of genetic diversity and

adaptability ofa species to its habitat. Isolated populations are thought to be particularly susceptible to loss of genetic

diversity ifno movement among populations can occur. It has been postulated that providing suitable corridors for

successful dispersal of at least one individual per generation can help maintain genetic diversity (Morrison et al. 1992).

Dispersing individuals often travel through areas ofunsuitable habitat in order to reach areas of suitable habitat.

A corridor is defined as an area through which species can move fi'om one place to another over time in response to

changes in environment or as a natural part of their life history. The Trail Creek analysis (USDA 1991) lists four general

characteristics of efi‘ective corridors:

l) "The wider the corridor, the better (Noss, 1983; Hunter, 1990). Acceptable widths will vary depending on the habitat

structure and quality within the corridor, the nature ofsurrounding habitat, human activities, and the species expected to use

the corridor (Noss, 1987). Hunter (1990) noted type ofmovement as an additional factor.

2) “The shorter the connection, the better. Thomas et aL (1990) and others recognized that dispersal success decreased

with increasing distances between habitat blocks.

3) “Ridges and stream courses provide natural travelways and their dendritic pattern works well to tie various landscape

features together (Noss, 1983; Harris, 1984).

4) “Corridors comprised of suitable habitat for the species in question work best for allowing dispersal (Thomas et al.,

1990)."

The concept ofcorridors suggests there are specific areas that certain species ofanimals use to move from one area to

another. Although there may be preferred routes oftravel, the historic fire patterns within the Bitterroot Forest and

elsewhere in the Northern Rockies, suggests species were able to move freely enough to successfully evolve and avoid

genetic isolation regardless of the sudden and extensive changes in vegetation from fire.

,__——____——_——_—_
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Roads, and the access they provide humans, potentially have influence on animal movement than vegetation patterns.

Impacts fiom roads throughout the Bitterroot Forest have been partially mitigated with minimal clearing distances, low use,

and travel restrictions. The most problematic ofmovement barriers in the analysis area is Highway 93, the most heavily

used road in the area. Major linkages between refirgia like the Selway/Bitterroot, Frank Church-River ofNo Return, and

Anaconda/Pintler wildernesses and the Allan Mountain Roadless Area are no more interrupted in the current landscape

patterns than they were by the major fire occurrences of the past.

Roads create a linear feature on the landscape that interrupts the forest cover, but provide corridors for movement ofsome

plant and animal species into areas fiom which they may have been excluded. For instance, the spread ofspotted

knapweed, a noxious weed, by vehicles along roads is obvious. Roads also increase the edge and may lead to invasion of

wildlife species (e.g., Brown-headed Cowbirds) into the forest.

The landscape pattern ofsuccessional stages ofvegetation and topographic features strongly influence daily activity

patterns of animal populations. All animals need food, cover and water to survive, and the needs must be met within the

daily home range. For small mammals, necessities need to be met in a few square yards, for larger mammals or birds daily

movements may occur over several square miles. Existing vegetation and fire severity maps reveal a highly variable

vegetation pattern with a wide diversity of habitats. The analysis also indicates that patch size and connectivity of forested

areas have increased since the advent of fire control thereby favoring those species that need continuous forest

environments. The same suppression actions have degraded habitat for those species that evolved with forest structure

typical under a fiequent fire regime.

Cursory examination of the burn severity maps on the other hand indicate, at least on a landscape scale, a highly variable

mosaic ofburn patterns and patch sizes. This is believed to be more indicative ofhistorical vegetative conditions and

patterns over the landscape ofthe Bitterroot National Forest.

The 1987 Northern Rocky Mountain WolfRecovery Plan delineates the Stateline ridge at the head ofthe West Fork of the

Bitterroot River as a "potential dispersal corridor" between Yellowstone and Central Idaho recovery areas. Since the Plan

was written, we have found that wolves disperse widely, and don't necessarily follow the defined potential corridors. The

Final Gray WolfRecovery Plan made major changes in recovery zone boundaries, and delineates no dispersal corridors

(USDI, 1994).

Environmental Consequences

Directa Indirect and Cumulative Effects

All Action Alternatives

Effects on animal movement, migration and dispersal largely occurred as a result of fire. Efi‘ects ofpost-fire activities will

be minimal, because only about 25 percent of the burned area will have fuel reduction, watershed improvement or salvage

harvest prescribed. Riparian habitat conservation areas, which obviously follow stream courses, provide potential linear

movement corridors that will not be altered from the current situation. Snags and woody debris will be left within the

treatment units, primarily to provide habitat for species associated with dead wood and woody cover for forest soils.

Alternatives A (N0 Action), C and G

For the immediate future, No Action will result in the least change in post-fire animal movement, migration and dispersal.

Animals will be fiee to move throughout the area burned but animals associated with green forests may find the black areas

inhospitable. As snags rot and fall in the next two decades, areas that burned with moderate or high severity are likely to

become barriers to movement of large animals because they avoid areas where down trees exceed about 1.5 feet in depth

(Lyon and Jensen 1980). The effects ofAlternative C and G on animal migration, movement and dispersal will be the same

as the No Action Alternative because no dead wood will be removed from the burned area.

Alternative B, D and F

These three alternatives propose harvest ofdead and green trees. Each alternative proposes the building of short pieces of

temporary road in already roaded areas. The removal ofdead trees will not likely have an effect on animal movement,

migration or dispersal in the near future, because the landscape will retain the look ofa burned forest. Snags will be

retained consistent with guidelines in all harvest units and along all riparian habitat conservation areas. The alternatives

have the potential to remove wood that could become an impediment to movement of large animals when snags fall in the

next 20 years.

§
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The green tree harvest that is proposed will be essentially a thinning from below; the largest trees will be left but removing

understory and subdominant trees will open the stand. Since the aspect ofthe forest will remain the same, the treated

stands will retain the look of a forest rather than an opening and the efi'ects of the treatment on movements, migration and

dispersal will be

The roads proposed for construction will have little if any effect on migration, movement or dispersal because they will be

temporary, narrow roads that connect existing roads with log landings. They are all within currently roaded areas and will

be closed and rehabilitated following this one time use.

Alternative E

Only dead trees are proposed for removal in this alternative and no temporary roads will be built. The removal ofdead trees

will not likely have an effect on animal movement, migration, or dispersal in the near future because the landscape will

retain the look of a burned forest. Snags will be retained consistent with guidelines in all harvest units and along all

riparian habitat conservation areas. The alternative has the potential to remove wood that could become an impediment to

movement of large animals when snags fiill in the next 20 years.

Cumulative Effects

All Alternatives

Since fi'agmentation and animal movement and conidors are related refer to the next section under cumulative effects for a

discussion ofeffects to migration and animal movement.

Consistency with the Forest Plan and Other Regulatory Direction

We have no regulatory direction to deal with animal movement, migration and dispersal, other than to provide habitats that

ensure the viability ofnative and desirable nonnative wildlife species.

Habitat Fragmentation

Area of Analysis

Habitat fi'agmentation will be analyzed for the entire burned analysis landscape.

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Past fire disturbances maintained or created openings and early seral communities that provided breaks in the forest canopy.

Fragmentation and resulting edges and patches are associated, interrelated, natural characteristics of the resulting landscape.

The Forested Vegetation section ofthis Chapter includes a discussion of fire history and resulting landscape vegetation

patterns, including historic patch sizes.

Fragmentation occurs when an expanse ofhabitat is broken into two or more patches separated by different types of habitat.

Fragmentation can lead to habitat loss, edge eflects and patch size efi‘ects. "Patches" refer to contiguous areas of fairly

homogeneous vegetation conditions. "Edge" refers to the margins ofpatches. Obviously there are inter-relationships

between patch sizes, the amount ofedge, and the area in the interior ofpatches.

Beginning about 1950, silvicultural practices on the Bitterroot, primarily regeneration harvests, created openings, but at a

much smaller scale than associated with historic fire events. Had fire been allowed to play a more natural role it is expected

that much of the area would have burned between 1900 and now. As it stands, prior to the fires of2000, only a small

percentage of the area has burned since 1900. The size ofunits and roads are two aspects ofpast harvest that have affected

fragmentation, edge and patch. Many ofthe patches created through harvest are smaller than might have been associated

with historic fire events and roads create a type of fi'agmentation and edge that wasn't part ofhistoric processes.

A map of openings existing before the 2000 fires (Project Files) in the forested landscape compared with the vegetation

present at the turn ofthe century visually shows the changes that had taken place. Current fragmentation, edge and patch

size may not be all that difi‘erent from what occurred through historic processes. However, three findings are noted.
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1. Disturbance, whether it is achieved through fire or other silvicultural practices, is needed to maintain some level of

fragmentation, edges and patches to provide the diversity ofhabitats consistent with the natural range of conditions.

2. If fi'agmentation is to function as it has historically, created openings or patches should approximate the size of those

created through historic processes.

3. Minimizing road construction and associated impacts will minimize adverse impacts from fragmentation and edge.

There is a level of "natural" fragmentation related to landscape physiography. For example, contrasting vegetation edges

occur where there are changes in aspect as well as changes in soil types or geology. The physiography ofmountainous,

forested landscapes precludes the presence ofmany square miles ofhomogeneous vegetation. Native wildlife species have

evolved in a landscape with a high degree of fragmentation, abundant edge and relatively small patch sizes, the result of

natural processes and topography.

The fires of 2000 created a wide variety ofpatch sizes matching the severity ofhistorical fires in particular locations. Some

ofthe patch sizes ofstand replacing fire are much larger and in different habitats than would have been expected if fire had

played a continual role on the landscape, instead of having a long interruption. The greatest effect was in VRU 2, where

stand-replacing fire should be the exception, but moderate or high severity fire occurred on about 60 percent ofthe 65,000

acres ofVRU 2 burned.

Environmental Consequences

DirecgI Indirect and Cumulative Effects

All Alternatives

Current vegetation patterns are a product oftopography, historical fire regimes, fire suppression, management activities and

other natural factors that combine to produce a diverse landscape including vegetation ranging from grasslands to old

growth forests. The landscape has always been naturally fiagrnented to some degree by natural fiictors, especially

topography. Patch sizes have been highly variable over time, primarily due to fire, the single greatest force in shaping the

vegetation patterns ofthe Bitterroot. None of the alternatives will have an effect on patch sizes or fiagmentation of

habitats, because none of the proposed actions will alter substantially the post-fire vegetation regeneration trajectory.

Salvage harvest would add to the diversity of snag patches by reducing the density in a portion ofthe burned stands,

thereby creating habitat for species that prefer more open snag habitat. The only roads built will be in already roaded areas

and they will be rehabilitated and closed; the only green tree harvest proposed will leave a forest canopy similar to historic

norms for the treated sites; and riparian stringers will not be entered.

Cumulative Effects

All Alternatives

Native wildlife species have evolved in a landscape with a high degree of fi'agmentation, abundant edge and relatively small

patch sizes, the result ofnatural processes and topography. This situation on the Bitterroot National Forest landscape has

not been appreciably altered by any past actions on the landscape except for perhaps high volume road systems, and fire

suppression. Highway 93 is the only road that appears to have afl‘ected wildlife. Other than high vohrme roads the

suppression of fire has created the greatest degree of fragmentation by allowing development ofmulti-canopied forests that

have created conditions not preferred by goshawks and flammulated owls. Efi'ects of fi'agmentation on wildlife dispersal or

movement between various habitat elements (water, forage,winter/summer range, breeding areas) has not affected the

viability of any wildlife species on the forest as discussed in each of the specific species narratives in this chapter.

All proposed actions are predicted to restore historical patterns and vegetative structure across the analysis area and attempt

to restore habitat conditions in line with disturbance regimes typical for the Bitterroot National Forest.

Consistency with the Forest Plan and Other Regulatory Direction

We have no regulatory direction to maintain any certain level ofhabitat fi'agmentation, other than the direction to maintain

viable populations of native and desirable nonnative wildlife species.
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Snags

Area of Analysis

Snags were created on all the area burned so the area of analysis includes all the burned area on the Bitterroot Forest.

Effects were analyzed for only the treated areas because our activities would have no effect on snags outside the proposed

treatment areas.

Existing Condition

Never in the recent history ofthe Bitterroot Forest has there been such an abundance ofsnags. The 2000 fires created snags

on all 307,000 acres ofburned forest. About 46 percent of the fires burned with moderate or high severity where all trees

were killed and turned into snags. In the 54 percent of the area that burned with low severity, up to about 40 percent of the

trees were killed either as individuals or small groups.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A (N0 Action)

No snags will be felled except where they pose a serious threat to human safety, like along roads and trails. A study of

attrition of lodgepole pine snags following the Sleeping Child Burn of 1961 (Lyon 1977) indicated an annual rate of fill of

snags under three inches of about 28 percent and nearly all were down in 15 years. Snags larger than three inches fell at an

annual rate ofabout eight percent but those larger than eight inches fell sporadically. He predicted all except a few snags

would fill within 50 years post-fire. A few large snags with low windthrow probability would stand indefinitely. Other

species oftrees would probably follow the same general scenario, with small snags filling more quickly than larger snags.

A few large snags with pitchy bases will probably stand for 100 years or more and provide a unique structure to the

regenerated forest.

Wildlife species associated or dependent upon recent burns and resulting large numbers of snags and woody debris would

be fivored by this alternative. Black-backed, Three-teed and Hairy Woodpeckers would find an abundance of habitat and

would excavate cavities for a host of secondary cavity nesters like Mountain and Western Bluebirds, American Kestrels and

Mountain and Black-capped Chickadees (Smith 2000). As snag attrition occurs and vegetation succession proceeds, the

abundance ofbird species associated with the recent burn will decline, but mammals associated with coarse woody debris

would be featured. For instance, pine marten often den and forage through the subnivean cavities that occur under down

logs under the snow pack (Strickland and Douglas 1987). Den sites for lynx and small mammals would occur in great

abundance. Several amphibians and reptiles also make use of large woody debris for shelter and breeding sites (Bull et al,

1997).

The great abundance of snags and then woody debris, as time goes by, could result in severe reductions of snag availability

and woody debris if the potential for reburn, as described in the fiiels section of this document, is realized.

Alternatives C and G

The effects ofthese alternatives would be the same as Alternative A, except that a few hazardous snags would be felled

along roads to provide a safe working environment for workers.

Alternatives B, D, E and F

In all three of these alternatives snags will be felled and removed fi'om the forest on about 52,000 acres in Alternative B,

53,000 acres in Alternative D, 18,000 acres in Alternative E, and 42,000 acres in Alternative F. In all alternatives,

guidelines for snag and woody debris retention stated in Chapter 2 of this document will be followed.

Treatment areas in VRU 2 and 3 will have snag and down woody components similar to what occurred in stands _

developed before fire suppression. Missing from stands that uncharacteristically burned with moderate or high seventy is

the green tree component that would have remained after a fire of less severity.

In VRU 4, the lodgepole pine-dominated system, salvage harvest will result in reductions from the natural snag component

because the dominant fire regime is stand-replacing. In Alternative B, about 4,500 acres ofharvest is proposed in VRU 4,

__—-——__——__—I___—
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in Alternative D about 4,300 acres, and in Alternative F, about 4,200 acres. No salvage harvest would occur in VRU 4 in

Alternative E. Habitats for post-fire associated wildlife species will be altered by the removal ofsnags fi'om the treatment

areas. However, about 86,000 acres ofVRU 4 burned, so there will be more than 81,000 acres ofburned over VRU 4

remaining in a condition similar to historical stands.

Cumulative Effects

Removal of snags fi'om burned over State and private land in the Bitterroot Valley will be added to the removal from

Bitterroot National Forest land. Almost 50,000 acres ofprivate and State land burned. Snag retention guidelines for State

land provide for leaving two or three snags per acre with some riparian harvest exclusion zones. The only snags retained on

private land where salvage occurs are likely to be the smaller non-merchantable trees and those the loggers can't reach due

to steep slopes or other access factors. Ifwe assume 100 percent of the burned private and State land will be salvage

harvested, there will be no snags harvested from more than 12,000 acres. Snag retention guidelinw on State land will

provide some level ofsnags. So, a combination ofproposed Bitterroot Forest and other ownership treatments will leave all

the snags on at least 258,000 acres ofburned over forestland.

None ofthe Forest Service activities listed in Appendix A will have a noticeable effect on snags on the Forest because snag

management guidelines require retention of snags during timber sale operations. With the abundance of snags available

now and snag management guidelines in place to assure a continuing supply, every indication is that snag dependent

species will retain viability on the Forest.

Consistency with the Forest Plan and Other Regulatory Direction

The Bitterroot Forest Plan requires retaining all snags that do not present an unacceptable safety hazard. This standard has

not worked to manage snags because OSHA safety standards are not compatible with retaining snags in timber or salvage

harvest units. Since 1987, many studies ofsnags required to maintain viable populations of snag dependent wildlife species

have been undertaken, and the new science has been incorporated in the snag and woody debris guidelines documented in

Chapter 2. These new guidelines will be followed in implementation ofany of the alternatives proposed and a site specific

Forest Plan Amendment prepared to allow the implementation ofany of the action alternatives.

5
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Amphibians and Reptiles

Area of Analysis

The area of analysis for amphibians and reptiles is the entire analysis area because their habitat needs do not vary by

Geographic Area and the effects of treatments are the same across the Forest. Due to their relatively specific habitat needs

and general lack ofmobility, cumulative effects do not extend beyond the analysis area unless there is a significant loss of

habitat or efl‘ect on populations.

All Geographic Areas

Existing Conditions

Amphibian and reptile surveys were conducted on the Bitterroot National Forest in 1995 (Hendricks and Reichel 1996). A

University ofMontana graduate student is currently studying the herptiles ofthe Bitterroot Valley but has not completed his

work. Based on these surveys and past records the following reptile and amphibian species have been identified as present

or with potential habitat on the Bitterroot National Forest. They include; the Western Skink (Eumeces skiltonianus),

Northern Alligator Lizard (Elgaria coerulea), the Common Garter Snake (Thamnophis sirtalis), and Racer (Coluber

constrictor), the Rubber Boa (Charina bottae), the Western Terrestrial Garter Snake (Thamnophis elegans), the Western

Rattlesnake (Crotalus viridis), and the Gopher Snake (Piruophis catenifer).

Amphibians found on the Bitterroot National Forest include: the Long-teed Salamander (Ambystoma macrodactylum),

Coeur d’Alene Salamander (Ambystoma tirinum), Rocky Mountain Tailed Frog (Aseaphus montanus), Boreal Toad (Bufo

boreas boreas), Pacific Chorus Frog (Pseudacris regiIIa) and Cohtmbia Spotted Frog (Rana Iuteiventris). Although the

Northern Leopard Frog (Rana pipiens) was apparently present in the 1960s in the Bitterroot Valley there have been no

known sightings since that time. This species is now only known fi-om two locations in western Montana, both in the

northern part of the state. At this time it is believed that Northern Leopard frogs have been extirpated in much ofwestern

Montana (Maxell 1999).

The Long-teed Salamander, Boreal Toad (Western Toad), and Columbia Spotted Frog all live in temporary ponds and

wetlands and permanent lakes and ponds. Several species are afliliated with riverine or riparian habitats; these include the

Rocky Mountain Tailed Frog, Boreal Toad, Spotted Frog, and the Northern Leopard Frog. Two species, the Long-toed

Salamander and the Pacific Tree Frog are associated with closed canopy forests. The Pacific Chorus Frog is typically

found at lower elevations. The Pacific Chorus Frog is found in water during the breeding season but spends the majority of

its life in uplands near water. This species is very localized on the BNF and found only in the vicinity ofComo Lake.

Coeur d’Alene Salamanders are found outside the project analysis area on the west side ofthe valley near Stevensville.

They have very specialized habitat requirements and live exclusively near springs, seeps, streams, and waterfall spray zones

(Hendricks and Reichel, 1996). Long-toed Salamanders are thought to occur throughout the Bitterroot National Forest in

appropriate habitats and are the most common salamander and earliest breeding amphibians in Western Montana. Rocky

Mountain Tailed Frogs are predicted to occur throughout the Bitterroot National Forest in fast, permanent forest streams

with cold, clear water, cobble or boulder substrates, with minimal silt.

Boreal Toads are thought to occur throughout the Bitterroot National Forest in a variety of habitats including wetlands,

forests, woodlands, meadows, and floodplains in mountains and valleys. Rocky Mountain Spotted Frogs are likely to be

found throughout the Bitterroot National Forest in bodies of water that have emergent vegetation and do not have fish

(Hendricks and Reichel, 1996).

All the above reptile species inhabit a variety of habitats and are known at times to inhabit dry forested conditions. Most

reptile sightings on the Bitterroot National Forest have been below 5000 feet in elevation (Hendricks and Reichel, 1996).

Several amphibians including the Boreal Toad and the Long-toed Salamander can also be found in forested areas. Snakes

and lizards are more likely than amphibians to quickly re-inhabit burned areas because of their greater mobility.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

In general, project actions are not expected to appreciably affect any reptile or amphibian species within the severely

burned areas because the sites are currently unsuitable and unlikely to be immediately re-colonized due to the harsh
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environmental site conditions. However many herpetile populations remain unaffected by mixed or low severity fires

(Smith 2000) and can be expected to be present within suitable habitats and therefore potentially affected by activities

conducted there. Projects that affect breeding habitat for amphibians and some reptiles will have the greatest impacts on

populations. Since riparian areas make up the bulk ofbreeding activity sites for amphibians and some reptiles there will be

no impact because these areas have been excluded from harvest or burning actions in all alternatives.

Several amphibians and reptiles use hollow logs and other course woody material on the forest floor (Bull et al,. 1997) or

rock talus slopes (Hendricks and Reichel, I996). Indirect impacts therefore on these characteristics should be minimal

because mitigations as proposed will retain course woody debris at levels that meet or exceed the historical range ofwoody

material found on the forest floor. In Tree and Logs Important to Wildlife in the Interior Columbia River Basin, Bull et a1.

(1997) indicates that in northeastern Oregon late and old seral mixed conifer forests had on average 90 logs per acre

(averaging 15 inches large end diameter and 34 feet long). This calculates out to an approximate fuel loading of 18 tons per

acre (0.5 tons per 100 foot tree). Current mitigations will be leaving (where available) 20-30 tons per acre in mixed conifer

and Douglas-fir forests. This will mitigate efiects to down log habitats. Talus slopes will not be affected.

Mechanical harvest activities on low or mixed severity burn sites have potential to alter amphibian habitat attributes.

Several amphibian studies concerning harvest impacts indicate severe microclimate changes can occur after harvest with a

resultant decline in amphibian numbers (Russell et al., 1999; Welsh, 1990; Walls et al., 1992). Most ofthese studies

however were conducted after complete forest canopy removal (clearcut) and were concentrated in the wetter ecosystems

(Northeast US and Cascades) ofNorth America (Corn and Bury, 1989; Brown and Krygier, 1970). In contrast, other

studies indicate improvements in habitat by removal ofoverhead cover that stimulated invertebrate food source production

and thereby enhanced amphibian food supplies (Bury, 1988).

Although the results of amphibian studies about harvest impacts on amphibians are mixed the general recommendations by

Maxell (2000) in Management ofMontana’s Amphibians appear to be applicable to the drier climatic conditions found

within the Bitterroot Valley and analysis area. The most far-reaching recommendation is use of selection techniques that

allow retention ofsome overhead canopy and associated microhabitat features favored by amphibians. Project design

criteria as proposed (leaving large wood debris on the ground, and maintaining 60% or more canopy cover (intermediate

treatments) along with buficr strips around all wetland ponds, streams, springs and seeps is predicted to adequately mitigate

many potential impacts to amphibian and reptile species (Maxell, 2000).

In addition tractor logging in winter will reduce direct impacts to individuals by conducting over the ground activities when

amphibians are in hibernation. Skyline and helicopter operations will limit any direct mortality to active amphibians during

the spring and summer months.

Fire effects on amphibians populations are not well known but it is plausible that early spring or fall burns could cause

direct mortality of individuals. Several studies indicate that some species that inhabit forested vegetation may experience

high rates of mortality due to their inability to flee (Russell et al., 1999). Yet another study cited by Russell et al. (1999)

shows Western fence lizards found shelter under rocks and other surface objects during the time of the fire. It is apparent

that individual mortality is likely depending on the severity, intensity and season ofthe burn. That likelihood is greater in

the spring and fall when these animals migrate between terrestrial and aquatic habitats looking for mates or engaged in post

or pre-hibemation feeding frenzies. At this time they may be particularly susceptible to fire because they migrate in mass

and most remain on the ground surface where they are easily reached by flames. In summary, project design criteria will in

most cases be adequate to mitigate potential impacts to amphibian and reptile populations within the green tree harvest

areas and prescribed fires and/or mechanical treatments conducted during the dry summer season or winter are expected to

have the least or no impact on amphibian and species.

Action alternatives that enhance riparian corridor values (greater widths — Alternative F), enhance migratory streamside

travel by enlarging culverts under road obstructions (Alternative F & G), and maintain sub-canopy microclimate by

maintaining canopy closure commensurate with historical conditions (all alternatives), especially in known or suspected

amphibian use areas will mitigate most potential impacts to amphibian and many reptile species. Maintenance of high

levels of larger course woody debris at the ground surface across the landscape is also necessary for foraging and

reproduction ofmany species ofreptiles and amphibians (Bull et al., 1997). Course woody debris levels will be highest

under Alternative A, followed by C, E, G, F, B and D.

Cumulative Effects

All Alternatives

Past management actions that removed CWD most likely removed some materials that would have been used as breeding

and or shelter by various reptiles and amphibians. This activity is estimated to have been minor because most breeding is
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done in or near riparian sites that have been protected for fisheries concerns for several years. The most likely cumulative

effect on amphibians on National Forest lands is grazing. The greatest threat fi'om livestock grazing is related to removal of

riparian vegetation, trampling ofamphibian larvae, and damage to overhanging banks that provide winter and summer

shelter for amphibians (Kaufi‘man and Krueger, 1984). If grazing is to occur in severely burned sites livestock may have

considerable effects on amphibian habitat. Riparian sites within the black have the potential to act as magnets for cattle

searching for shade, water, and succulent vegetation. As a result livestock will congregate along these sites removing

Streamside cover and causing localized collapse of stream banks. Since the existing forest canopy has already been

removed by fire this additional removal of transpiring vegetation could degrade the microclimate for amphibian species.

It is also possible that the extensive area ofburned over landscape will produce extensive areas ofnew nitrogen rich forage

that will cause greater degree of livestock dispersal across the landscape reducing impacts on many riparian systems. It is

likely that both will occur depending on the season. Livestock use during the early summer will most likely be dispersed as

cattle leave colder wetter riparian areas for lush spring/summer forage. Later as the grasses and forage cure and days heat

up livestock will tend to move closer to riparian areas. Since livestock grazing on this Forest is low, use within riparian

areas will likely be localized. In addition, standards as applied for Bull Trout protection are considered to be adequate to

protect the amphibian resource in those areas supporting Bull Trout. Several allotments within the burn are currently rested

and will continue to be rested through the 2002 grazing season providing another measure ofprotection for amphibian

habitats. Several other riparian stream reaches have been fenced. Overall, localized impacts are expected but grazing

standards as currently applied will in most cases keep cattle from heavy shrub use that could affect riparian, stream or pond

side invertebrate prey production (Fleischner, 1994) or overhead cover.

The limited amount of grazing occurring may impact individuals but is not likely to create an appreciable decline in

populations. Alternative F will provide the greatest level ofprotection and habitat conservation for amphibian species

because of the increased riparian bufier widths.

The net result of actions on amplubians will be mixed throughout the activity areas. Project design criteria will maintain

needed course woody debris and riparian bufi‘ers will maintain travel and yearlong habitat in the most likely amphibian use

areas, logging operations will be conducted so that over ground impacts are minimized, and canopy cover in green tree

harvest units will be maintained. All action alternatives are likely to directly affect individual amphibians but none are

expected to appreciably afi‘ect populations of amphibians (Table 3-126).

Table 3-126 - Summary of Effects on Amphibians and Reptiles By Alternative

m

IEBII

No live tree harvest no temporary roads harvest over frozen ground only increased wetland bufl‘ers MHH

moderate levels ofCWD, low level of efi‘ects

Moderate levels ofCWD, green tree harvest in VRU 2 and WUI, increased riparian buffer widths, MHH

low + level ofefi’ects

lanned, increased road decommissioning. high levels of CWD. low level of effects 7

  

MHHH

 

NI = No Impact

Mllll = May Impact Individuals or Habitat. but is Not Likely to Result in a Trend Toward Federal Listing or Reduced Viability for the Population or

Species

LIFV‘ = Likely To Impact Individuals or Habitat with a Consequence that the Action may Contribute Towards Federal Listing or Result in Reduced

Viability for the Population or Species

Bl = Beneficial Impact

‘Trigger for a Significant Action

Consistency with the Forest Plan and Other Regulatory Direction

The Couer d’ Alene Salamander and Northern Leopard Frog are the only amphibians or reptiles listed sensitive on the

Bitterroot Forest. None is listed threatened or endangered. Since the only records for either species are outside the analysis

area, implementation of any ofthe proposed actions will have no efi’ect on individuals or populations. The Forest Plan is

silent about amphibians and reptiles, but the Forest Plan and National Forest Management Act requires maintenance of

viable populations ofnative and desirable non-native species. Mitigation requirements in all action alternatives contribute

to the continued viability of amphibians and reptiles.
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THREATENED AND ENDANGERED WILDLIFE SPECIES

Regulatory Framework

On the Montana portion of the Bitterroot National Forest, the standards and objectives for wildlife are contained in the

Bitterroot Forest Plan. Additional guidance for listed lynx species is found in the Canada Lynx Conservation Assessment

and Strategy (2nd Edition, August 2000). The Bitterroot Forest Plan requires that habitat be provided to support viable

populations ofnative and desirable non-native wildlife, and to maintain habitat for the recovery ofthreatened and

endangered species (USDA Forest Service, 1987:11-3). Habitat needs ofsensitive species and protection of threatened and

endangered species is to be considered in all project planning (USDA Forest Service, 1987:11-21). The U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service (USFWS) list the grizzly bear, lynx, and bald eagle as threatened wildlife species that could occur on the

Bitterroot National Forest.

Canada Lynx Conservation Assessment and Strategy

The Canada Lynx Conservation Assessment and Strategy was developed by an interagency team ofbiologists during the

period the Canada Lynx (Lynx canadensis) was proposed for listing as threatened under the Endangered Species Act, 1973

as amended (Federal Register, Volume 63, No. 130) on July 8, 1998 and the actual listing on April 24, 2000. In the final

rule, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service concluded that the factor threatening the contiguous U.S. Distinct Population

Segment of lynx is the inadequacy ofexisting regulatory mechanisms, specifically the lack of guidance for conservation of

lynx in the National Forest Land and Resource Management Plans and the BLM Land Use Plans. As a result, this strategy

was developed to provide a consistent and efi'ective approach to conserve the Canada Lynx on federal lands in the

conterminous United States.

The strategy was designed as a tool for consultation, for evaluating the adequacy of current programmatic plans, and for

analyzing effects ofplanned and on-going projects on lynx and lynx habitat. Under provisions ofthe Endangered Species

Act, federal agencies shall use their authorities to carry out programs for the conservation of listed species, and shall insure

that any action authorized, fimded, or carried out by the agency is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any

threatened or endangered species, or result in the destruction or adverse modification ofcritical habitat (16 USC 1536).

Endangered Species Act

The Bitterroot National Forest has been consulting with the USFWS concerning effects on species throughout the life of

this project. Recommendations by the USFWS have been incorporated into project design and/or alternatives. Per the

requirements ofthe Endangered Species Act, a stand-alone Biological Assessment (BA) has been prepared for this project

that addresses the direct, indirect, and cumulative efi‘ects of the selected alternative on threatened and endangered wildlife

species, species habitat, individuals, and populations. In summary, this assessment indicates that the proposed project will

have no efi‘ect on gray wolves, or grizzly bears. The project may afi‘ect but is not likely to adversely affect bald eagles or

its habitat. This finding is based on: 1) having many choices for forage and roost sites along the Bitterroot River, and 2)

none ofthe proposed treatments will result in the reclassification of suitable habitat to unsuitable. The project however

may affect but is not likely to adversely affect lynx or its habitat. This finding is based on: 1) all applicable LCAS standards

would be met, 2) the risk ofmortality from trapping would not increase as a result of the project, 3) adequate suitable

habitat would be maintained to facilitate movement between LAUs, 4) none of the proposed treatments will result in the

reclassification of suitable habitat to unsuitable, and 5) over 90 percent ofthe lynx habitat that burned in 2000 will not be

treated.

Grizzly Bear (Ursus arctos)

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

The analysis area is well outside current occupied grizzly bear range, although suitable habitat probably exists in the area.

The area is within the Bitterroot Grizzly Bear Nonessential Experimental Population Area mapped for the proposed action

in the Grizzly Bear Recovery in the Bitterroot Ecosystem FEIS (USFWS 2000), but lies outside the Bitterroot Grizzly Bear
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Recovery Area. The decision to begin reintroduction ofgrizzly bears into the Bitterroot Ecosystem has been withdrawn

and public comment on grizzly bear recovery in the ecosystem has been solicited (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001).

Environmental Consequences

Direcg Indirect and Cumulative Effects

All Alternatives

Because Grizzly Bears are not known to occupy habitats in the burned area, none ofthe alternatives will have an effect on

the species or occupied habitat.

Consistency with Forest Plan and Other Laws and Regulations

Since none of the proposed activities will have an effect on grimly bears, all the alternatives would be consistent with laws

and regulations. Since there are no effects on Grizzly Bears, there are no cumulative efl‘ects on Grizzly Bears by

implementing the proposed actions.

Biological Evaluation Conclusions

Please see the summary table at the end of the Wildlife Section for a summary ofconclusions ofthe Biological Evaluation

by Alternative

Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucoceghalus)

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Bald eagle nesting or roosting habitat typically includes mature to over-mature mixed conifer, ponderosa pine and

cottonwood stands proximate to large rivers or lakes. Bald Eagles are listed as transient and winter residents in the

Bitterroot Valley. No suitable nesting habitat for bald eagles exists within the analysis area, although eagles may pass

through the area occasionally during migration and also forage along the East and West Fork Bitterroot River during the

winter. Bald Eagles occur in the analysis area only as winter residents in moderate or mild winters. They forage on fish

and waterfowl in the mainstems ofthe Bitterroot. When substantial portions of the rivers are frozen, they move on to new

food sources. It is possible that bald eagles wintering along the East and West Fork could use mature dense forest types for

night roosts under certain weather conditions. Use ofburned forest for roosting seems unlikely because burned stands

would not alter the micro-climate enough to suit their needs for protection from winter weather.

Environmental Consequences

Direcg.l Indirect and Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

There are no proposed treatments in this alternative, therefore no direct, indirect, or cumulative efi‘ects will occur.

Alternatives C and G

These proposed alternatives do not have any direct or indirect effects on Bald Eagles or their habitat therefore there are no

cumulative effects from implementation of alternatives C and G.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Because Bald Eagles are not known to occupy habitats in the burned area on National Forest land, none of the alternatives

will have an efi'ect on the species or occupied habitat. Winter logging traflic and helicopter yarding could displace roosting

eagles in winter but the disturbance would be minor and unlikely to cause a substantial effect. Helicopters flying logs over

perch or roost trees along the rivers have the potential to disturb foraging or resting Bald Eagles especially in those

situations where the landing is across the river from the harvest unit and yarding occurs in winter. Helicopter yarding will
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not be limited to winter, but the most likely time for it to occur is during winter because lifi capability is greater in cool air.

Since wintering Eagles are relatively mobile and have options for foraging, the minor disturbance caused by a helicopter

logging operation will have little affect on forage opportunities or roost site choice.

Because Bald Eagles will likely be disturbed by helicopter logging activities that may affect their choice of roost site or

foraging area, the Selected Alternative May Afi‘ect, but is Not Likely to Adversely Affect, winter resident birds.

Consistency with Forest Plan and Other Laws and Regulations

The Bitterroot Forest Plan objective for threatened and endangered species is to maintain habitat for their recovery. The

Endangered Species Act requires that any federal agency action does not jeopardize the continued existence of any

threatened or endangered species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of critical habitat. Helicopter logging

operations is the only action identified that may affect Bald Eagles, none of the proposed actions in any alternative will

destroy or adversely modify Bald Eagle habitats. The most likely Bald Eagle attribute to be afi’ected would be choice of

roost site or foraging area. Because the potential adverse affects are minor and Bald Eagles have many choices for forage

and roost sites along the Bitterroot River, no mitigation measures are necessary.

Biological Evaluation Conclusions

Please see the summary table at the end of the Wildlife Section for a summary of conclusions ofthe Biological Evaluation

by Alternative.

Gray Wolf (Canis lugis)

Existing Condition

We have no evidence that gray wolves occurred in the area in recent decades prior to the US. Fish and Wildlife Service's

reintroduction efforts near the Salmon River (see below) in January 1995. Confirmed reports of tracks, howling, and wolf

sightings on forest were made in 2000. During September of2000, photographs ofwolf tracks were taken on Chicken

Creek trail and in the Kurtz Creek drainage on the Sula Ranger District (Hazelbaker, 2000 RF. Doc #29). On October 1“

wolves were heard howling behind Reimel Ridge; later that day two wolves were seen near Wallace Creek, which is in the

Reimel drainage (Burhop, 2000 P.F. Doc #28). According to the Idaho wolfupdate reports, a collared wolf, known as B63,

was located in the West Fork of the Bitterroot River drainage on February 2001, and is still currently occupying the area as

of April 2001 (Mack, 2001 PP. Doc #31). During this same time, a resident above Painted Rocks Reservoir heard

multiple wolves howling between Overwhich and Hughes Creeks, as well as a single wolfhowling near Alta Ranch

(Meister, 2001 RF. Doc #32). This same resident also observed two wolves crossing the Coal Creek road in March of this

year (Meister, 2001 RF. Doc #32). As ofSeptember 2001, the wolfknown as B63 moved out of the West Fork this

summer and was located in the Big Hole on the Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest. During August, B63 was relocated

to the Moose Creek drainage in the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness and has since traveled back to the Big Hole on the B-D

NF. Another wolfknown as B67 is known to have occupied the West Fork ofthe Bitterroot during the latter part ofJune

and is still known to be currently occupying the West Fork District. B 100 is another collared wolfthat is currently known

to be occupying the West Fork District. Although radio-collared, transplanted wolves have been tracked on forest, the

activity seems to be transient, and there is still no evidence that denning exists.

The Reintroduction ofGray Wolves to Yellowstone National Park and Central Idaho Final Environmental Impact

Statement (USDI 1994) shows the entire Bitterroot Forest within the boundaries of the Central Idaho Non-essential

Experimental Population Area. A non-essential experimental population is defined as an introduced population, not

essential to survival of the gray wolfin the wild. The Selected Alternative, for which the ROD was signed in early July

1994, programs the reintroduction and recovery process for the Central Idaho area in great detail. Wolves were moved

from Canada to the Central Idaho area at three locations: the mouth ofCom Creek on the Salmon River, and at Indian

Creek and Thomas Creek airstrips on the Middle Fork ofthe Salmon River in January and December, 1995. The Fish and

Wildlife Service, through the Nez Perce Tribe, continues to monitor their movements, and will alert the Forest if den sites

are discovered.

Under the conditions for management of the non-essential experimental population published in the Federal Register

November 22, 1994, the only land management restriction in the recovery area would "control intrusive human

disturbances around active wolfden sites. Such temporary restrictions on human access, when five or fewer breeding pairs

are established in an experimental area, may be required between April 1 and June 30, within one mile of active wolfdens
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or rendezvous sites and would only apply to public lands..."(USDI, 1994). "When six or more breeding pairs are

established in an experimental population area, no land-use restrictions may be employed outside ofnational parks or

national wildlife refuges..." (USDI, 1994). As of09/15/2001 the recovery goal of thirty breeding pairs ofWolves has been

met, therefore because there are six or more breeding pairs in the experimental population area, no land-use restrictions

may be employed outside ofnational parks or national wildlife refuges (Mack 2001 P.F. Doc #52)

Environmental Consequences

Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Effects

Common to All Alternatives

Since none ofthe proposed actions will affect Gray Wolves, there are no direct, indirect, or cumulative efi'ects on the

species or habitat.

Consistency with Forest Plan and Other Laws and Regulations

Since none of the proposed activities will have an efi'ect on wolves, all the alternatives would be consistent with laws and

regulations.

Biological Evaluation Conclusions

Please see the summary table at the end ofthe Wildlife Section for a surnnrary of conclusions ofthe Biological Evaluation

by Alternative

Canada Lynx jLgnx canadensis)

Analysis Area

The analysis area for lynx will use previously established analysis units (Map 3-10) within each geographic analysis

boundary. These units approximate the size of an area used by an individual lynx. Each unit encompasses both preferred

lynx habitat and areas not suitable for lynx. Since the quality of lynx habitat is dependent on the juxtaposition of habitat

components to each other (foraging and den), lynx habitat will also be evaluated for connecting forested travel corridors

across geographic burn areas, as well as between geographic burn areas.

In this analysis, changes across the geographic areas will form the basis for making comparisons of impacts on lynx habitat.

Where possible, or ifneeded, comparisons will be assessed by lynx analysis unit.

Analysis Methods

The efiects ofactions on lynx will be evaluated by comparing the impacts ofany ongoing and prior actions on existing lynx

habitat or recovery ofthat habitat. The actions proposed in the assessment will be evaluated as to their short-term and long

term and overall cumulative efi'ects to lynx habitat recovery. Efi'ects to foraging, den, and migration or travel corridor

habitat will be assessed.

Cover — the effects analysis will consider how the alternatives affect future woody debris recruitment and retention for den

habitat.

Foraging habitat — the effects analysis will consider how the alternatives afiect the rate of recovery of foraging habitat that

supports snowshoe bare and red squirrels.

Migratory corridors — the effects analysis will consider how the alternatives change or affect potential travel corridors

(ridges, saddles and riparian strips) between lynx habitats.

A good description ofthese key habitat characteristics is contained on pages l-3 through l-l0 of the Canada Lynx

Conservation Assessment and Strategy (Ruediger et al. 2000).

Lynx are dependent on habitat that provide prey species habitat for snowshoe hare and red squirrel, deep snow areas that .

limit other predator access, and den habitat where large woody debris is present. Forested travel corridors between foraging

areas and den sites are also important.

Although fires have eliminated some lynx foraging and den habitat, recovery of forest vegetation in about 15-30 years will

again provide foraging habitat and blowdown of the dead trees will begin to replace denning habitat.

W
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All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Lynx Habitats

Lynx in North America occupy regions ofarctic or boreal influence. The southern boundary of lynx range is along high

elevation or boreal forest areas of the Cascades and Rocky Mountains in Washington, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming,

Colorado, and Utah. They are considered low-density species with home ranges averaging 24 square miles, depending on

prey abundance. Even though low elevations can be important, evidence suggests lynx tend to use these areas less because

of competition with other predators and overheating in the summer.

In rugged mountain ranges, lynx oflen occupy benches, plateaus, valleys, and gently rolling ridgetops (Koehler and Aubry,

1994). Dry forest types (ponderosa pine and climax lodgepole pine) do not provide lynx habitat. Primary lynx habitat in

the Rocky Mountains and on the Bitterroot National Forest includes lodgepole pine, subalpine fir, and Engleman spruce.

Secondary vegetation interspersed within subalpine forests; including cool, moist Douglas-fir, grand fir, western larch, and

aspen, may also contribute to lynx habitat. Moist Douglas-fir types are considered secondary habitat that can provide red

squirrels, an alternate prey species for lynx during periods when snowshoe hare densities are low.

Lynx prefer to move through continuous forest and fi'equently use forested saddles, ridges, and riparian areas (Ruediger et

al., 2000) during travels. They prefer to forage in areas that support their primary prey, the snowshoe hare. Vegetation

characteristics that do so include a dense, multi-layered understory that maximizes cover and browse at both the ground

level and at varying snow depths throughout the winter (crown cover within the lower 15 feet in order to provide cover and

food for hares to 6 feet high at maximum snow depths).

In the Bitterroot Mountains lynx habitat have been identified at an elevation of6,200 feet and higher through an

interdisciplinary process with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service. This efl'ectively eliminates the dry Douglas-fir

that occurs in the Bitterroot Mountains as lynx habitat. Lynx habitat on the Bitterroot National Forest is considered

vegetation within vegetation response units 3, 4 and 5. Primary habitat is found predominantly in VRU4 and in those

vegetation types having a subalpine fir component. Vegetation response unit 4 has seral lodgepole and subalpine fir and

VRU 5 is dominated by subalpine fir near tirnberline. Vegetation response unit 3 can be habitat where it is mixed with

lodgepole pine or subalpine fir.

Formal lynx surveys were conducted on forest fi‘om August, 1999 through October, 1999 using the National Lynx Survey

Protocol. Field surveyors reported no lynx tracks or other evidence of lynx during the 1999 survey. Lab results from hair

samples collected during this survey also showed no evidence of lynx. However, a reported sighting was confirmed in

January, 2001 on the top ofthe ridge separating the South Fork of Lost Horse Creek fi'om Upper Lick Creek drainage on

the Darby Ranger District (Lockman, 2001 p.f. # 6). Another National Lynx Survey was planned for implementation on

forest during the 2000 field season. With the closure ofthe forest due to large fires, we were unable to conduct our 2000

survey as planned. The 2001 National Lynx survey is currently being conducted. Since 1980 eight lynx sightings have

been recorded in Ravalli County (Montana Natural Heritage Program 2001, P.F. #49).

The fires of2000 have altered many habitats across the Bitterroot National Forest. It is assumed that many potential travel

or migratory routes have been impacted in severely burned areas by elimination of all live cover. Potential remaining travel

corridors for dispersal have been identified wherever forested saddles and or ridge systems form a forested corridor

between preferred habitat types that have the capability of supporting lynx prey species. Although these have not been

field verified, forested ridges between geographic areas are assumed to be preferred travel routes relative to open or

severely burned areas. Large burned areas with very high snag densities may be able to provide travel habitat in a cover

limited landscape, but the extent of this use is unknown (Interagency Lynx Committee, 1999). Areas containing standing

live trees are preferred as travel corridors for lynx.

Pro-fire and Post-fire Conditions

Fires afi'ected approximately 102,000 acres of lynx habitat on the Bitterroot National Forest in 2000. About 60 percent

(60,000 acres) burned hot enough to kill all trees on the site. This represents 19 percent of total available lynx habitat acres

(313,000) in the analysis areas that were made temporarily unsuitable for lynx.

Although the fires of2000 affected more than 102,000 acres of lynx habitat on the forest, only those fires that removed all

live vegetation affected lynx habitat to any appreciable extent. Fires considered ofmoderate or high severity occuning in

VRU 3, 4 and 5 basically eliminated lynx habitat in the short term. Fires that burned with low severity aflected some

understory cover, but did not appreciably afiect lynx habitat conditions.
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The following table reflects the pre-fire lynx habitat conditions and the post-fire habitat conditions within lynx analysis

units that burned.

Table 3-127 - Pre-Fire and Post-Fire Lynx Habitat Conditions Within Burned Analysis Units

* Lynx Analysis Unit (LAU) Total “Acres of
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lynx. Pre-fire acres represents potential suitable habitat acres within each LAU. "acrm of stand replacement fire.

Summary

In summary approximately 61,749 acres of lynx habitat across the forest burned hot enough to create habitat unsuitable for

lynx for at least the next 15 years. This represents 19 percent of the lynx habitat within the above referenced geographic

areas

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

All Alternatives

Foraging habitat. Severely burned foraging habitats are, in the short-term (15 —30 years), not useable by lynx. Fire

caused removal of overhead cover, seedlings/saplings, and shrubs have eliminated all foraging habitat capable of supporting

snowshoe hare or their alternate prey species red-squirrel. Lethal fires have also afiected the existing concentrations of

large down woody debris used for dens. The ability to produce cones favored by red-squirrel will be curtailed in mixed

conifers for a minimum of 10 years, until trees of cone-bearing age can mature. Extensive cone production for foraging red

squirrels in Douglas-fir will not be available until mature trees are present. Greatest cone production in Douglas-fir occurs

in trees 200-300 years old (Burns and Honkala, 1990), and in lodgepole pine cone production occurs from 10 to 80 years of

age.

Most forested lodgepole stands that were mature prior to the wildfires of2000 probably had adequate seed to reestablish

themselves after natural fire events. Therefore, any stands not treated by fire or harvests within VRU4 vegetation types are

expected to provide foraging habitat within 15 years, as shrubs and conifers revegetate most denuded sites.

Den habitat. In VRU 3 and 4, where mixed, low, or moderate fire intensities occurred, salvage harvests and fuel reduction

#
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will occur to remove dead and dying trees created by fire, remove insect infested dead or dying trees. and to reduce fuel

loadings. Lynx Conservation Strategy guidelines recommend retaining coarse woody debris consistent with the likely

availability of such material under natural disturbance regimes (Ruediger et al.. 2000). Under natural disturbance regimes

12 tons per acre is the average for (VRU 3, Fire Group 6) Douglas-fir habitats in western Montana (Fischer and Bradley,

1987). In this mixed severity fire group fuel loadings have been documented in the range of l-74 tons per acre (Fischer and

Bradley. 1987). In VRU 4. a primary lynx habitat type in the Bitterroots, fiiel loadings under a natural fire regime average

about 18 tons per acre but can range fi'om 3 to 35 tons per acre (Fischer and Bradley. 1987) (Figure 3-12).

Figure 3-12 — Historical Range of CWD

Historical Range of CWD

tons/acre

888‘68a’8

1O
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Historical Historical Historical
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The Lynx Conservation Strategy defines a need to maintain donning habitat in patches larger than 5 acres across the

landscape. Denning habitat often consists oflarger down woody debris several layers deep with adequate overhead cover

for protection of kittens fi'om predators (Figure 3-13). In some cases. relative fuel loadings at these sites might approach an

estimated 41 tons or more per acre. Since fuel loadings will be used to determine the level of treatments across the analysis

area. it would simplify lynx habitat analysis by relating these fiiel loadings to preferred den habitat characteristics.

Estimates of fuel loadings at characteristic lynx den sites (fi'om photos) indicate a range of40 to 50 tons or greater per acre

of larger size class trees and root wads. Two examples that illustrate these site characteristics can be found in a Photo

Guide for Appraising Downed Woody Fuels in Montana Forests (Fischer. 1981). The first example. a lodgepole pine cover

type with 31.7 tons/acre and the second example is an Englemann spruce — subalpine fir cover type with 77.3 tons per acre

(Fischer 198 1 )(Figure 2). Based on species decomposition rates, trees in lodgepole pine habitat types will begin filling 2 to

5 years after dying, and most are down within 20 years (Lyon. 1977). At this point vegetation will have re-established on

site. and materials will be on the ground to create den habitat.

Figure 3-13 - Lynx den site on north aspect in subalpine fir/lodgepole pine/spruce
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Figure 3-14 - Example of potential habitat in englemann spruce/subalpine fir.

 

habitat.

Leaving down woody material as listed in Table 1-3 in combination with adjacent unharvested units and untreated upper

elevation riparian strips and clumping of snags in groups should provide adequate total available woody material for lynx

den habitat to meet the intent of the Lynx Conservation Assessment and Strategy goal of 5 acre denning habitat patches

across the landscape. Course woody debris guidelines will provide woody material at levels greater than the historical

average and unharvested units and riparian areas will provide course woody material at the upper ranges similar to those

found under natural disturbance regimes.

Corridor habitats. Riparian corridor habitats for lynx will not be afiected by any of the action alternatives. The action

alternatives would not remove vegetation fi'om RHCAs; therefore. they are not likely to alter the post-fire recovery

processes (recruitment ofwoody debris to the riparian zone and recovery of low overhead riparian vegetation) that produce

habitat diversity for lynx. Unharvested riparian area buffer strips are predicted to supply the necessary down woody

material needed for den conditiom for lynx.

Because there would be no removal or alteration of vegetation in riparian habitat conservation areas in any alternative there

would be no efi‘ect on lynx habitat in riparian zones. In addition, the ability ofburned riparian areas to provide travel

corridors for lynx is expected to improve rapidly. due to the presence of water and deeper soils that will allow faster growth

ofhardwood shrubs and conifers.

Road closures or resnictions will not alter access to any lynx habitats (VRU4 and VRUS) in any ofthe analysis areas.

There will be no negative or beneficial efi’ects to lynx or their prey species from any closure actions.

Blodgett Geographic Area

Existing Condition

The Blodgett area spans two lynx analysis units that contained 46,993 acres of lynx habitat prior to the fires. Rock and

open vegetative types naturally fi'agment lynx habitat in the Blodgett area. Lynx habitats in this area are estimated to be

nine percent foraging habitat and 42 percent potential denning habitat prior to the fires. Foraging habitat could be

considered limiting in this geographic area. The remaining percentage would fall into either travel habitats or additional

denning habitats, depending on specific site features.

Fires afi’ected about five percent or 2,181 acres of the available lynx habitat. Severe fire affected two percent (1,193 acres)

ofthe available lynx habitat in this geographic area.
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Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

Analysis Assuming Absence OfFire

Depending on burn intensity, natural recovery from the 2000 fires would continue in all of the existing lynx habitats across

the analysis area. Burned VRU4 and VRU5 acres (8,000 and 5,000 acres) are expected to provide good to excellent

foraging habitat in 15-30 years (Ruediger et al., 2000). Denning habitat for lynx could be expected to occur in mixed

conifer portions ofVRU3, and in units VRU4 and 5 across the analysis area, as trees fall. Likewise, foraging habitat would

be created as sites, especially lodgepole timber types, that regenerate with young seedlings, saplings, and shrubs create ideal

conditions for snowshoe hares. Recovery in VRUS will be slower, due to the paucity of available seed on these sites.

Habitat conditions for lynx would be poor for about l-l5 years. Afterwards, foraging habitat would continue to develop

and provide hare habitat until about year 30. After year 30, vegetation will have grown out of reach of hares. Within VRU

4 and 5 zones, the proximity of denning habitats to foraging areas will create ideal situations for lynx, especially within

older size class stands.

Alternative A would maintain the post-fire recovery processes (recruitment ofwoody debris and recruitment ofconifer

seedlings and saplings). However in the absence of fire, forest succession would continue, and seedling and saplings

necessary for lynx prey species (especially snowshoe hare) would grow out ofreach ofhares after year 30. Over time,

foraging habitat for snowshoe hares would decline across the analysis areas. As foraging habitat for hares decline, it could

be expected that red-squirrel habitat would continue to improve. More cone production would provide improved habitat for

an increasing number ofsecondary prey species. However, even with improved red-squirrel habitats, lynx reproduction

afler year 30 would be at risk, because snowshoe hares are necessary to sustain reproduction within lynx populations

(Ruggiero, Aubry, Buskirk and others, 2000).

Lynx habitat during the first 30 years will continue to improve as trees and shrubs become established. Hare populations

will most likely peak after year 20 (Ruggiero, 1994). After 30 years, substantial decreases in available habitat for snowshoe

hare forage would impact hare populations and potentially lynx populations. Without some type ofdisturbance snowshoe

hare foraging habitat will decline in quality and quantity affecting the potential of the area to provide lynx habitat.

Long-term efiects from fire suppression on den habitat would be less evident. Trees that fall within burned units would

continue to provide den material across the burned areas. Most lodgepole pine trees will have fallen down within 20 years

(Lyon 1984) providing improved den sites for lynx, especially on those sites where larger trees are present. The presence

ofnew vegetation and increasing snowshoe hare habitat in close proximity to foraging habitat, will have created ideal lynx

habitat by year 20, and could be expected to remain in good condition for another decade. Downed logs that are providing

den habitat could be expected to remain in place until another fire occurs. This probability is unknown.

Corridor or travel habitat for lynx will begin to decline in quality as trees mature into even-aged pole stands with little

horizontal cover near the ground. Subalpine fir habitats will continue to develop horizontal diversity and forage for several

more decades.

Analysis Assuming Future Fires

The probability of another extreme fire is unknown, but the potential effects can be extrapolated by looking at fires of 2000.

0-10 years following fire - In the event that another fire occurred within the next decade, we would see potential loss of a

portion ofexisting recovered vegetation. It is unlikely, however, that a re-burn would impact as much area, or with as

much intensity, as the fires of2000, because the fuel loading has been substantially reduced on these sites, and live fuels

will not have had a chance to accumulate. Another fire could be expected to set back succession, and therefore lynx habitat

recovery in specific locales, but it would probably not appreciably afi‘ect lynx across the analysis area. Similarly, pockets

ofden habitat would be lost, but on a landscape basis, it is unlikely that den habitat would be appreciably affected by

another fire within the next 10 years.

10-30 years following fire - If another fire were to rebum the analysis area within the next 10-30 years, a larger unknown

percentage of denning habitat might be lost. Since most trees will have fallen to the ground by year 15 (Lyon 1984), the

fuel loading would be greater, and the potential for loss greater. However, since most wildfires, even in severe weather

conditions, burn in a mosaic across the landscape, it could be expected that burns would not burn all lynx habitats with the

same intensity or extent. Since 1870, fires have burned approximately 50 percent of the existing primary habitats for lynx

(VRU 4). The fires of2000 reveal a similar pattern where lethal fires burned about 50 percent ofVRU 4 (USDA Forest

Service Bitterroot Fires Assessment, 2000), a primary lynx vegetation type in the Bitterroots.
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Ifwe were to have a similar event after year 20, when ground fuel loadings would be high, it could be postulated that 50

percent of the burned area could reburn. Losing 50 percent of the available habitats in the burned area could reduce total

lynx habitats by 25 percent, but most likely not have long-term detrimental effects on lynx. Short-term efl'ects would be

mixed, because reforestation alter a reburn during this period would be variable. Douglas-fir would not have had time for

trees to mature and produce extensive seed for natural recovery. Since lodgepole pine matures and produces seed regularly

(Lotan et al., 1983), seed availability for reforestation would most likely be present for reforestation, though probably not at

mature forest levels. A reburn during this period would probably stall foraging habitat development for red-squirrels,

reduce snowshoe hare habitat in lodgepole pine seed-deficient locations, and add additional diversity to the landscape, by

setting back succession, and rejuvenating foraging habitat in areas with suflicient seed.

Losing another extensive portion of the forest’s green trees in a catastrophic wildfire could reduce habitat for lynx in the

Blodgett area for the short term (up to 15 years). Another wildfire afier year 20, in green forests, could have adverse effects

because foraging habitat created by past fires will have outgrown characteristics favored by snowshoe hares, and extensive

losses of green forest would add additional acres oftemporarily non-useable habitat to the landscape. Another green tree

fire would cumulatively impact lynx prey species, by removing additional foraging sites fi'om the landscape, and further

fi‘agmenting a naturally fragmented area.

30 — 100 years following fire — Ifanother event were to occur after year 30, we could expect to see more acres burned and

higher fire severities, due to increased live and dead firel build-up as trees mature. Effects to lynx would be variable across

the landscape, but have the greatest impacts on den habitat recovery. If fires burned close to year 30, most trees would not

be large enough ( l-S inches) to provide good den materials as they later fiill. If fires occurred near age 100, then another

burn would most likely create adequate conditions for future den habitat recruitment.

Burns that occur after year 30 would have similar effects as those occurring after year 20. Burns would again enhance lynx

foraging habitat in the analysis area, because prior burned habitat will have approached the “out ofreach ofsnowshoe hare

stage” and thus become a limiting habitat factor for lynx. Burns close to year 30 would follow a similar pattern as

described above, and forage habitat recovery for prey species would be dependent on conifer seed availability and site

conditions.

Alternative B, C, D, E, F, and G

No tree harvest or fuels treatments would occur in lynx habitat under these alternatives. Vegetation development and lynx

habitat suitability would progress on 2181 acres as stated in Alternative A. Since there will be no harvest within lynx

habitats, down woody debris will continue to build up, creating den habitat across all burned lynx analysis units and

enhancing habitat potential for use by lynx. Also, since Forest Plan guidelines require leaving all snags that do not present

an unacceptable safety hazard, most snags will be left on-site, and provide additional den material in l5-20 years as trees

fall The probability of another wildfire or reburn is the same as listed in Alternative A and efl‘ects to lynx will be similar.

Cumulative Effects

For lynx, the cumulative efi’ects analysis area consists of all burn areas and adjacent lands that contain potential travel

corridors between burn areas.

Described below are several activities and natural events, within the Blodgett cumulative effects analysis area, that already

have, or will likely occur in or near the project area in the next three years. The past activities and natural events have

contributed to create the existing condition as described in chapter 3. The activities listed may produce environmental

efi'ects on forest resources relevant to the proposal.

Past Activities

Forest Service timber harvest and associated road construction

Approximately 44 acres ofpast harvest activities have been conducted in lynx habitats in this analysis area. This is less

than one percent ofthe 30,336 acres of available habitat within this analysis area.

Minimal road construction has occurred on the forest in the Blodgett analysis area. Road densities are very low in both lynx

analysis units.

Private timber harvest, road construction, and subdivision

On private land, extensive timber harvest and clearing has occurred for homes, businesses, roads, and pastures. Road

densities are high on private land, with numerous stream crossings and encroached road segments. Hundreds ofhomes

have been constructed in the last 25 years, many with negative effects on riparian travel areas. This trend is expected to
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continue. Although private land development is well outside primary lynx habitats, growing populations within the

adjacent valley and increasing recreation use levels indicate potential future use in primary habitats. Since the most likely

use areas will be near existing trails and roads or recreation developments, impacts to lynx in this analysis area will be low.

Road and trail access

Although there are several miles of foot trail in the analysis area, there is virtually no use ofthese trails during the critical

winter period. There are no roads that access primary lynx habitats.

Developed recreation sites - construction, maintenance, and use

Trailheads and campgrounds concentrate people and cause increased levels of disturbance in lynx habitat. Most

recreational use occurs during the day, and because of available nearby security habitat, recreation does not afl‘ect lynx

appreciably. There are no developed sites in lynx habitat.

Livestock grazing

There are no grazing allotments in the Blodgett analysis area, therefore this activity is not affecting lynx habitat in this area.

Fire suppression andprescribedfire

As witnessed by the 2000 fires, a half-century of successful fire suppression has allowed the watersheds in the analysis area

to become vulnerable to high severity fire as fiiels continue to accumulate. Most of the westside canyons have not

experienced fires for a century or more, and are ripe for stand-replacing events, such as the 1988 Totem Peak fire that

severely burned large portions ofthe Fred Burr canyon. In recent years, a limited amount ofprescribed fire was applied to

the south-facing aspects on the Cow Creek and Fred Burr faces. Prescribed fire is not plarmed for lynx habitats.

2000fires — suppression, BAER projects, and natural effects

The impact ofsuppression activities on lynx was negligible in the Blodgett analysis area, due to the minimal amount of

ground-disturbing activities that occurred. For the most part, BAER projects (contour felling, straw mulching), occurred

outside of lynx habitat.

Personal usefirewood cutting and Christmas tree cutting

These activities, in general, are at low levels, and are not currently causing problems for lynx in the analysis area. It is

believed that a small number ofpeople probably access lynx habitat during early winter, creating a very short and

immeasurable disturbance. It is unlikely that this level of activity afiects lynx negatively, since snow compaction in lynx

habitats occurs prior to the heaviest snowfalls in this area.

Hunting, fishing, and dispersed recreation

Hunting and dispersed hiking activities have the potential to cause stress in any wildlife species or population Since most

recreation occurs in the lower elevations, and away from primary lynx habitat, it is predicted that effects on lynx is

negligible. The one exception is snowmobiling that accesses lynx habitat, and can create hard-packed trails for competing

predators to use to forage on lynx prey species. There are no groomed snowmobile trails in this analysis area.

Present Activities

Mushroom and special products harvest:

Mushroom harvest will occur in 2001 and 2002. Harvests should have no effect on lynx because the majority ofactivity

will occur outside ofpotentially occupied habitat.

Reasonably Foreseeable Future Activities

Fire-related road repairs

Implementation of road repairs is likely to have a negligible impact on the lynx, because most work is outside preferred

lynx habitats.

Mushroom and special products harvest

Mushroom harvest will occur in 2001 and 2002. The Blodgett area has been designated as personal use. so large camps

would not occur, and disturbance to lynx is minimal. Since mushroom harvest will occur on predominantly blackened

forest ground that is now considered not suitable for lynx, there will be no efi'ect on lynx or lynx habitats.
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Sheafmanfirels reduction project

This project proposes to thin the green forest on both sides ofthe boundary near the town of Pinesdale. Lynx habitat is not

planned for treatment.

Lost Moose EIS

This is an ecosystem harvest and burning project that may occur in Canyon Creek in 2002 or 2003. A small amount of

helicopter harvest is proposed for the south side of Canyon Creek. Most, or all, ofthe activities originally proposed for the

north side ofCanyon drainage (thinning fir from pine stands, underbuming, and creating shaded fuel breaks along the

Forest boundary), are likely to be dropped because the area burned in 2000. The Lost Moose project is likely to have very

little effect on lynx, because preferred lynx habitat is not scheduled for treatment.

DNRC salvage sale, section 16, Blodgettface

This state salvage sale is proposed for harvest during winter 2001-02, which means that it could occur at the same time as

the harvest in this project. Harvests will be outside preferred lynx habitats.

Private salvage sales

Private salvage sales will not be afliecting preferred lynx habitats.

In summary, nearly all previous and future activities occur or will occur outside of lynx habitats. None of the alternatives

will afiect lynx habitats and therefore cumulative impacts will be negligible within this analysis area and will have no

appreciable effect on lynx habitat or lynx. Project design for course woody debris and snag levels will be adequate for

future denning habitat and effects on existing lynx habitats is very low. Efl'ects ofalternative A will have no efiects on lynx

in year 0-30. Catastrophic fires that afiect large acreages ofprimary lynx habitats afier year 30 could adversely affect lynx

in this area.

Items n_ot listed above for past, ongoing, and foreseeable activities, but contained on the lists in the Project File, were not

selected because they occur outside ofpreferred lynx habitat and are predicted not to affect lynx foraging, den, or

connective travel habitats.

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Existing Condition

The Skalkaho-Rye area spans four lynx analysis units containing 63,400 acres ofpotential lynx habitat prior to the fires.

About 18 percent is considered foraging habitat, with the remaining habitats providing denning and travel features. Fires

afl‘ected about 53 percent or 33,558 acres of the available lynx habitat. Severe fire affected 27 percent (17,000 acres) ofthe

available lynx habitat in this geographic area. Last year’s fires reduced habitat continuity within the Daly, Skalkaho and

Sleeping Child lynx analysis units leaving existing corridors for travel in a patchwork of conifer habitats south of Skalkaho

Pass and at the head of Skalkaho Creek.

Recreational use in this area is moderate but motorized use is considerable. Snowmobiles use both the groomed routes and

ungroomed designated routes. Offhighway vehicle use occurs along open roads, roads closed to highway traflic, and user

created routes. Most use is outside ofpreferred lynx habitat types.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

Vegetation and associated habitat changes would occur as described under Alternative A in the Blodgett analysis area.

Approximately 17,000 acres of lynx habitat would follow the habitat progression as outlined in the Blodgett section for

alternative A.

The probabilities of another burn and the exact impacts are unknown. Since most fires will burn in a mosaic ofpatterns and

intensities, leaving some vegetation untouched, and some lightly to severely burned, a mixture of intact and recovering

forest vegetation could be expected. In general, fire will once again create foraging habitat for lynx.

——_————_————-—
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Although probabilities of future fire are reasonably likely the extent and impacts cannot be quantified. However, impacts to

specific locations can be assessed. New burns in the Skalkaho-Rye area would have appreciably greater efiects on lynx

habitat and migratory travel if high intensity wildfire were to consume large acreages of green trees. The effects on lynx

will be the same as Alternative A for Blodgett.

Alternative B

Alternative B has the potential to reduce lynx denning habitat on 3,920 acres, by removing standing dead material that

would have become available for lynx dens as down woody material in the future. This represents 6 percent of all lynx

habitats within this geographic area. Lynx strategy guidelines state that course woody debris should be retained and

consistent with the likely availability of such material under natural disturbance regimes (Ruediger et al, 2000).

Maintenance of fuel loadings in larger size classes (where available) and retention ofsnags as listed in mitigation Table l-2

and Table l-3, will meet this requirement, especially if snags are left as groups oftrees. In addition, untreated burned units

dispersed among the treated burned units or proximate to riparian areas not planned for harvest, will continue to provide

habitat features capable ofmeeting lynx den habitat guidelines across the analysis area.

Since burned areas are not likely to be used extensively by lynx until vegetation recovers in l0-l5 years only green tree

harvests have the potential to immediately afi‘ect potential lynx habitat. Harvests that remove green trees may affect below

canopy vegetative cover favored by lynx prey species and therefore lynx. Approximately 136 acres of lynx habitats

consisting of green trees will be treated in the Cameron-North Fork Rye and Divide-Sleeping Child lynx analysis units.

Only VRU3, (Douglas-fir) red squirrel habitats will be treated. Thinning less vigorous green trees from the sub-dominant

canopy in Douglas-fir will have beneficial efiects by releasing nutrients and water to the remaining trees thereby enhancing

growth and cone production. This will improve red-squirrel habitat. Removing green dying trees will remove a portion of

the fixture course woody debris that could be available for denning habitat. This would not be detrimental to lynx because

mitigation as proposed will retain course woody debris at levels above historical levels and snags will be lefi in groups.

If these green tree habitats do indeed attract lynx it will most likely be in winter by a foraging animal searching for alternate

prey such as red squirrels. They will most likely be displaced temporarily if harvest operations are underway. Although

use of green tree project areas by lynx is possible use by lynx is not expected or is expected to remain low because ofthe

naturally fi‘agmented landscape and loss ofconnectedness to suitable lynx habitat caused by the removal of live trees by the

wildfires of 2000.

Green tree thinning in Douglas-fir is expected to enhance habitat for lynx by improving growth, vigor and cone production

ofremaining trees thereby enhancing red squirrel habitat. Removal ofdead and dying trees will also stimulate understory

shrub and conifer production and create lower layers of ground cover favored by snowshoe bare and other small mammals

and birds. In summary lynx are unlikely to be found within severely burned treatment areas or in unconnected patches of

Douglas-fir forest where green tree thinning are to occur. Lynx therefore may be afi‘ected by actions in Alternative B but

project design criteria will mitigate efl‘ects on den habitat recruitment and long-term benefits ofenhanced cone production

and understory shrub recovery in Douglas-fir is expected to offset the short term displacement caused by the project.

Over the ground logging has some potential to negatively affect lynx if conducted in winter. Packing snow with ground

equipment in winter can create access points for other predators (coyotes) that compete for food resources with lynx

(Ruggiero, Aubry, Buskirk and others, 2000).

It is unlikely that this scenario would materialize, because foraging and den habitat has been eliminated by wildfire on these

sites. Since most logging will be completed by the time that vegetation grows into snowshoe hare habitat, this activity will

have a minimal effect on lynx. Therefore there are no measurable effects expected on lynx in these areas. Because ofthe

reasons discussed above, the harvest activities have a very low risk ofcausing direct impacts to lynx individuals or lynx

habitat, and any impacts that may occur would have a negligible efl‘ect on lynx habitat, individuals, and populations.

Re-planting plantations will speed recovery of lynx habitat and supplement natural regeneration. The density of seedlings

however is not expected to reach that of a natural stand because ofreduced levels ofviable seed in the soil and wide

spacing of planted trees. Planting ofDouglas-fir plantations will boost recovery of this habitat for use by red-squirrels.

Although some use by hares is expected, the reduced levels of overhead cover due to reduced tree densities will probably

keep hare levels low.

Alternative C

Since there will be no harvest or fuel reduction under this alternative lynx habitat will progress as outlined under alternative

A - no action - except that under this alternative, planted acres would recover more rapidly than under alternative A Srnce

———-—_I_——-_I——
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plant spacing will average 12 feet, it is unlikely to develop the density of seedlings and saplings necessary for snowshoe

hare habitat. Planted Douglas-fir sites will, however, mature into red squirrel habitat sooner than unplanted sites and

provide secondary habitats for lynx. It could also be expected that planted acres will provide improved travel corridor

habitat as compared to unplanted plantations. Some sites may have adequate residual levels of seed to supplement planted

seedlings, which may improve hare habitat. There will be no negative effect to lynx by implementing this alternative.

Alternative D

This alternative will reduce fiiels on approximately the same number of acres of lynx habitat (3.910) as outlined in

alternative B. This represents 6 percent of all lynx habitat in this geographic area and 12 percent of all burned lynx habitat

in this area. Vegetative succession on the untreated 29,648 burned but untreated acres will progress as noted in Alternative

A for Blodgett. Plantation acres planted will recover and provide habitats as described in Alternative B.

Only green tree harvests have potential to immediately afi‘ect lynx habitat because burned areas will not be used until

vegetation recovers in 10-15 years. Green tree harvests have potential to alter preferred below canopy vegetative cover

fivored by prey species and lynx. Approximately 159 acres ofDouglas-fir lynx habitats will be treated mechanically or

with fire in the Cameron-North Fork Rye and Divide-Sleeping Child lynx analysis units. Efiects on lynx will be the same

as alternative B.

Alternative E

Since there are no treatments proposed in primary lynx habitat under this alternative, habitat will progress as outlined under

alternative A. Efi‘ects to lynx will be similar.

Alternative F

Approximately 2,890 acres will be treated under this alternative in Cameron-North Fork Rye, Divide-Sleeping Child, and

Skalkaho Creek Lynx Analysis Units. There will be no green tree harvest in lynx habitat under this alternative. The

remaining unn'eated burned acres (60,531) will progress as stated in Alternative A for Blodgett. The treated acres are five

percent ofpre-fire lynx habitats in this area and 9 percent ofburned lynx habitat acres. The efi‘ects oftreatments on the

severely burned acres are similar to those listed under alternative B. As described in Alternative B applied design criteria

will mitigate effects to lynx denning habitat. In addition, under this alternative riparian bufi'er widths will be increased

thereby improving corridor integrity for lynx travel. This will also provide additional trees for den habitat recruitment.

Riparian buffers in this alternative will remove 582 acres from harvest units. Reforestation in Douglas-fir habitats will

speed recovery of secondary lynx foraging habitat. Project implementation is not expected to afiect lynx because lynx are

not likely to use the severely burned sites until vegetation has recovered.

The short-term harvest activities in Alternative F would have no effect on lynx habitat, individuals, and populations.

Alternative F will have no efi‘ect on lynx because lynx are not likely to use severely burned project sites and no potential

lynx use areas are to be treated under this alternative.

Alternative C

Approximately 266 acres of lynx habitat would be treated under this alternative. This represents less than 1 percent ofpre

fire lynx habits and less than 1 percent of burned lynx habitats in this analysis area. Approximately 155 acres are severely

burned acres considered temporarily non-useable by lynx until vegetation recovers. This alternative will have negligible

direct efl'ects on lynx. Vegetative succession will progress on 33,292 acres as noted in Alternative A.

Cumulative Effects

Common to All Alternatives

For lynx, the cumulative efi‘ects analysis area consists of all burn areas and adjacent lands that contain potential travel

corridors between burn areas.

Described below are several activities and natural events within the cumulative efi‘ects analysis area that already have, or

will likely occur, in or near the project area. The past activities and natural events have contributed to create the existing

condition as described in chapter 3. The activities listed may produce environmental efi°ects, that when combined with

proposed actions, create adverse efi'ects on lynx species or habitats.
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Past Activities

Forest Service timber harvest and associated road construction

Approximately 3,760 acres ofpotential lynx habitat have been harvested during the last 40 years. The last large-scale

harvest on the Bitterroot was 10 years ago. This ten-year period is adequate time to establish understory cover. Harvest

activities previous to this time period are now considered foraging or travel habitats. The effects of these harvests are

predicted to be variable. Harvests, in general, will set back vegetative succession and improve habitat for snowshoe hares,

or might remove cone bearing trees needed by red squirrels. The greatest impact to lynx is usually the removal of large

holes that would have served as den material after it fell to the ground. This component is now deficient in some harvested

areas. The total harvested area amounts to four percent of the total available potential habitat in this analysis area but does

not reflect vegetative successional development within harvest units that has partially replaced some lynx foraging habitat.

Private timber harvest, road construction and subdivision

Although fifteen sections ofDarby Lumber land have been clear-cut and heavily roaded in the headwaters ofthe Rye,

North Rye, and Little Sleeping Child Creek drainages only 2 sections occur within mapped lynx habitats. The lower,

private reaches of Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creeks flow through subdivided pastureland with considerable losses

of riparian overstory and shade. Grazing has damaged stream banks, widened channels, reduced overhead cover and

vegetation density along stream corridors. Subdivision has accelerated along all the valley bottoms in recent years, and the

trend is likely to continue. Cumulatively, all of these activities have reduced the quality ofcross-valley migratory habitat.

Private salvage sales

A four million board foot helicopter salvage sale (CB ranch) occurred in the headwaters ofMike Creek and Burke Gulch

east ofDarby during the winter of 2000-01. The harvests are outside lynx habitats.

Road and trail maintenance

These activities are short lived, but when brushing is included, can have minor efi‘ects on snowshoe hare habitat and

therefore lynx. The low level of activity however is not expected to appreciably afi'ect lynx or lynx habitat.

Developed recreation sites — construction, maintenance, and use

Trailheads and campgrounds concentrate use and oflen eliminate small acreages ofprey habitat. However, since most sites

are located outside primary habitats, and those that do impact habitats are small developments, this activity will have minor

impacts on lynx.

Livestock grazing - Forest Service andprivate

Several Forest Service grazing allotments were active prior to the fires in the Skalkaho-Rye analysis area: Skalkaho, North

Sleeping Child, and Harlan Burke. Harlan Burke is not within lynx habitat. All allotments will have had some impact on

lynx habitat diversity, due to reductions in shrub recruitment and browsing of overhead cover in riparian and aspen habitats.

As a result of improved grazing guidelines for riparian zones, habitat diversity is expected to continue to improve in future

years. The North Sleeping Child allotment was burned and will be rested in 2001. The Rye Creek allotment is vacant, and

hasn’t been grazed in many years. The Sleeping Child allotment hasn’t been grazed since the early 1990s and there are no

plans to graze it in the near future.

Fire suppression andprescribedfire

As witnessed by the 2000 fires, a half-century of successful fire suppression has allowed the watersheds in the analysis area

to become more and more vulnerable to high severity fire as fuels continue to accumulate. In recent years, prescribed fire

has been applied to some south-facing aspects outside ofprimary lynx habitats.

1961 Sleeping Child Fire

This fire burned the headwaters of Rye Creek at high severity in the early 1960s. The fire and subsequent heavy salvage

harvest had direct efl‘ects on lynx by removing habitat components preferred by lynx. The resulting lodgepole pine stand

has now outgrown its value as foraging habitat for lynx. Preferred den habitat characteristics were lost, due to the heavy

level of salvage harvest. The sleeping child burn is considered travel and secondary prey habitat at this time.
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2000fires - suppression, BAER projects, and natural effects

The impact ofsuppression activities on lynx is uncertain, but due to a sizeable amount ofupland site and ridgeline dozer

line constructed to fight the fires, some impacts are expected. Many have already been mitigated during rehabilitation, as

lines were re-contoured and seeded in autumn, 2000. Dozer lines in primary habitat types can be expected to seed in within

two years, and may, in the long-term, provide additional habitat with increased plant diversity on the disturbed soils.

Personal usefirewood cutting and Christmas tree cutting

Illegal firewood cutting in riparian areas has caused minor losses ofwoody debris recruitment in a few, localized spots

along Skalkaho, Daly, Sleeping Child, Rye, North Rye, and Railroad Creeks. Overall, the effect to habitat by this activity is

considered light.

Hunting, fishing, and dispersed recreation

Efl‘ects are similar to those mentioned in Blodgett.

Present Activities

Fire-related road repair

Implementation ofroad repairs is likely to have a negligible impact on lynx, since habitat for lynx is temporarily absent in

the burned areas.

Mushroom and special products harvest

Mushroom harvest will occur in 2001 and 2002. Harvests should have no effect on lynx because the majority of activity

will occur outside ofpotentially occupied habitat.

Dispersed recreation

Groomed snowmobile use is moderate in this analysis area. This activity has potential to afi‘ect lynx because lynx travel

corridor habitat has been temporarily eliminated due to the fires of2000. Green forests in the area are providing a limited

amount of cover for travel by lynx.

Reasonably Foreseeable Future Activities

Sleeping Child #105 and South Fork Sleeping Child #84 trail reconstruction

These projects will not occur in occupied or useable lynx habitats.

Private salvage sales and DNRC salvage sale in the Sleeping Child drainage (T5NR20WS 36)

Private salvage sales and this DNRC salvage operation ofburned timber will have minor effects on lynx, because burned

areas for the most part are not lynx habitat

DNRC salvage sale in the North Rye drainage (T4NR20WS 36)

During winter 2001-02, the DNRC is proposing to salvage 121 acres in the Cold Spring Hill area in the headwaters of

North Rye Creek. Following the sale, open road miles in the section would be reduced from 3.3 miles to 1.6 miles. Snow

compaction is not expected to afi‘ect lynx, since lynx will likely avoid these burned sites.

DNRC salvage sale on Gird/Skalkaho divide (T3NR20WS 36, north half)

This sale is likely to occur within the next two years. It consists of75 acres ofburned trees along existing roads. No new

road construction would occur. There are no expected effects on lynx, because lynx will most likely avoid these burned

sites.

In summary, cumulative impacts will be low to moderate within this analysis area, principally due to moderate levels of

snowmobile use on groomed snowmobile trails. Although sale areas have altered den habitat quality for lynx these sale

areas are now providing a variable amount of forage and travel habitat. Most other actions or activities within this

geographic area are outside mapped lynx habitats. The fires of 2000 however did burn mapped habitats and have left this

area temporarily fi'agmented.

The only proposed activities likely to afiect the remaining fragmented and irmnediately useable habitat is green

trees, especially removal of green trees in forested corridors of habitat. Since there are no green tree harvest activities
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proposed for the connective corridor of green tree habitat in this geographic area there will be no efl‘ect to this habitat

component by implementing this project.

However, the existing groomed snowmobile route (North-South leg of South Fork Skalkaho-Rye) traverses some ofthe

only remaining useable lynx habitat in this area and the packed travel route may allow other predators to access lynx habitat

via the packed trail and compete for prey with lynx.

Items n_ot listed above for past, ongoing, and foreseeable activities, but contained on the lists in the Project File, were not

selected because they occur outside of lynx habitat or outside the analysis area.

East Fork Geographic Area

Existing Condition

The East Fork area spans eight lynx analysis units containing 124,670 acres of lynx habitat prior to the fires. Fires affected

about 45 percent (56,400 acres). Severe fire affected 26 percent (33,000 acres) ofthe available lynx habitat in this

geographic area. Foraging habitat comprises 13 percent of lynx habitat in this area with about 46 percent of all lynx

habitats in potential denning habitat. Fire severely reduced continuity of this habitat in the Meadow-Tolan and Camp Creek

lynx analysis units when fires severely burned lynx habitats.

Recreation uses include some snowmobile use on ungroomed designated trails. Although snowmobile use in the area '5

low, trails in the Bertie-Lord-East Fork LAU access the majority of lynx foraging habitats in this geographic area. Such

access compacts snow and allows use by other predators. Additional snowmobile access into lynx habitats occurs along

road #725 in the Meadow-Tolan LAU where lynx corridor habitat has been severely reduced by wildfire.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

Under no action with fire suppression, vegetation would progress as outlined in Alternative A for the Blodgett area.

Approximately 1,376 acres of severely burned lynx habitat would eventually provide den and foraging habitat within the

East Fork analysis area.

Future fires in the Meadow-Tolan and Camp Creek and East Fork areas would have appreciably greater efi'ects on lynx

habitat and migratory travel, if high intensity wildfire were to consume large acreages of green trees, because of the already

highly fiagmented nature of lynx habitat in this area.

Alternative B

Approximately 6,505 acres of lynx habitat would be afi'ected under this alternative. Since there will be no green tree

harvest treatments within primary lynx habitats in this area effects on lynx will be negligible. Effects on future denning

habitat will be mitigated by CWD and snag guidelines that will maintain den habitat materials at levels at or above

historical levels. Efi'ects to lynx would be similar to those outlined under alternative B for Skalkaho-Rye area except there

will be no efiects for green tree harvest. Harvest in this area represents 5 percent of all lynx habitats within this geographic

area. Planting will speed recovery and enhance lynx habitat quality.

Alternative C

There will be no harvest or fuels reduction under this alternative, so efl‘ects to vegetation and lynx will be the same as

outlined in Alternative A for the Blodgett Area. Planting will speed recovery and enhance lynx habitat quality.

Alternative D

Under this alternative approximately 7,227 acres of lynx habitat will be treated. The effects to lynx habitat will be the same

as outlined in alternative B. There will be no green tree harvest in primary lynx habitats under this alternative. It is highly

unlikely that lynx will travel through the fiagmented pockets ofunburned forest in Bertie Lord-East Fork, Meadow-Tolan,

Camp Creek, and Piquett-Black LAUs because oftheir small size and distance to adequate connective corridor habitat.

Planting will speed recovery and enhance lynx habitat quality.
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Alternative E

Since there are no treatments planned for primary lynx habitat in this alternative, efl‘ects to lynx will be similar as those

outlined under alternative A in the Skalkaho-Rye area. Planting will speed recovery and enhance lynx habitat quality.

Alternative F

Approximately 7,110 acres of lynx habitat would be affected under this alternative. Effects to lynx would be similar to

those outlined under alternative F for Skalkaho-Rye area. This represents six percent of all lynx habitats within this

geographic area. There are no green tree harvests in lynx habitat in this alternative. Planting will speed recovery and

enhance lynx habitat quality.

Alternative G

There will be no harvest or fuels reduction in lynx habitat under this alternative, so efiects to lynx will be the same as

outlined in Alternative A. Planting will speed recovery and enhance lynx habitat quality.

Cumulative Effects

Common to All Alternatives

For lynx, the cumulative effects analysis area consists of all burn areas and adjacent lands that contain potential travel

corridors between burn areas.

Described below are several activities and natural events within the cumulative efiects analysis area that already have, or

will likely occur, in or near the project area, in the next three years. The past activities and natural events have contributed

to create the existing condition as described in chapter 3. The activities listed may produce environmental effects, that

when combined with proposed actions, create adverse efl‘ects on lynx species or habitats.

Past Activities

Forest Service timber harvest and associated road construction: Approximately 3,760 acres ofsome type ofharvest

activity has been conducted within lynx habitats. This amounts to about four percent of all potential lynx habitats within

the geographic analysis area. Road densities average 3.24 miles per square mile across the analysis area. Efl‘ects on lynx in

this geographical area are similar to those listed for the Skalkaho-Rye analysis area. Although timber harvests do not

completely mimic a natural disturbance such as fire, harvests will stimulate understory cover and forage for snowshoe hare

and therefore lynx. Harvests generally remove den habitat materials.

Private timber harvest, road construction and subdivision: The East Fork flows through pastures and scattered

subdivisions. Many years ofriparian grazing widened the channel and removed most of the cottonwood overstory along

parts ofthe river between Sula and Tolan Creek. Some loss of shade on the river has occurred from the clearing of riparian

vegetation for homes and roads. Cumulatively, all ofthese habitat reductions have affected riparian conditions in the lower

portions ofthese drainages.

Road and trail maintenance: These activities are short lived but when brushing is included can reduce snowshoe hare

habitat and therefore lynx. The low level of activity is not expected to appreciably afl'ect lynx or lynx habitat.

US. Highway 93 — construction and maintenance: The construction ofHighway 93 in the 1930s probably degraded a likely

migratory travel corridor for lynx, especially that area near Lost Trail Pass. Road improvements that enhance access,

promote faster traflic, or encourage human activities can create movement barriers or interfere with dispersal by displacing

lynx from the area during busy periods (Wisdom et al 1999). It is not known what effects this highway corridor has on

lynx.

Developed recreation sites — construction, maintenance, and use: Hunting and dispersed hiking activities have the potential

to cause stress in any wildlife species or population. However since most dispersed recreation occurs in the lower

elevations and away from primary lynx habitat, it is predicted that efi'ects on lynx are negligible. The one exception is

snowmobiling that accesses lynx habitat and can create hard-packed trails for competing predators to use to forage on lynx

prey species. The existing snowmobile trail in the Meadow-Tolan LAU will continue to traverse the only remaining green

tree travel corridor for lynx in this area. Although the intent ofthe Lynx Conservation Strategy is being met (no net

increase in over the snow recreation trails or play areas) the existing trail may afliect lynx by allowing other predators to

access this lynx travel corridor. Another existing snowmobile trail accesses the Lost Trail area via Schultz Saddle

traversing another green tree travel corridor.
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Livestock grazing — Forest Service andprivate: Most of the grazing allotments on the Forest occur in the East Fork

drainage. Impacts to riparian habitats are similar to those listed in the Skalkaho-Rye area. Many burned sites will not be

grazed for at least two years. Five miles ofriparian habitats will be fenced to exclude livestock in 2001. In general,

livestock grazing occurs outside of lodgepole pine and subalpine fir lynx habitats.

Fire suppression andprescribedfire: A half-century of successful fire suppression has allowed the watersheds in the

analysis area to become vulnerable to high severity fire as fuels continue to accumulate. In recent years, prescribed fire has

been applied to some south-facing aspects scattered throughout the East Fork drainage. Most were not within lynx primary

habitats.

1960 Saddle Mountain Fire: This fire burned the headwaters ofCamp Creek at high severity in the early 1960s. The fire,

subsequent heavy salvage harvest, and road commotion probably removed denning habitat across the sale area. Most of

the burned area is presently covered by a thick carpet of small lodgepole pine, and is providing a limited amount of lynx

foraging habitat that will soon outgrow its use as hare forage.

2000fires — suppression, BAER projects, and natural effects: The impact of suppression activities on lynx is uncertain, but

due to a sizeable amount ofupland site and ridgeline dozer line constructed to fight the fires, some impacts are expected.

Many have already been mitigated during rehabilitation, as lines were re-contoured and seeded in autumn, 2000. Dozer

lines in primary habitat types can be expected to seed in within two years and may, in the long-term provide additional

habitat with increased plant diversity.

Lost Trail Ski Area expansion: The ski area expansion permanently removed a portion ofthe available habitat for lynx in

this area. Since this activity is non-threatening and current research indicates that lynx can be tolerant ofhuman uses and

presence (Ruggiero et al. 2000), there will be no direct effects to lynx. Although lynx may be displaced from this

prominent ridge system by human uses, adequate unburned corridor habitat is available on either side of the Idaho/Montana

state border for migratory movements.

Personal usefirewood cutting and Christmas tree cutting: Illegal firewood cutting in riparian areas has caused minor losses

ofwoody debris recruitment in a few, localized areas, but overall efi‘ect ofthis activity is considered very light.

Hunting, fishing, and dispersed recreation: Efi'ects are similar to those mentioned in Blodgett.

Present Activities

Fire-related road repairs: Implementation of these road repairs is likely to have a negligible impact on lynx, since habitat

for lynx is temporarily absent in the burned areas.

Mushroom and special products harvest: Mushroom harvest will occur in 2001 and 2002. Harvests should have no effect

on lynx, because the majority of activity will occur outside ofpotentially occupied habitat.

Private salvage sales: Sales will not be affecting primary lynx habitats. In addition, lynx are not expected to be using these

areas until sites have re-vegetated.

Hunting, fishing, and dispersed recreation: Extensive snowmobile use within the already naturally fi'agmented lynx habitats

has potential to create packed snow routes allowing other predators to compete for food resources. Coupled with the

extensive system of roads, dispersed snowmobile use can have appreciable effects on the quality of lynx habitat in the

analysis area. Increases in motorized use are expected as population increases in the valley and dispersed recreation levels

rise as people seek less crowded areas to recreate.

Reconstruction ofHighway 93, Sula north/south phase: This project will not afl'ect any primary lynx habitats. Although

highway improvements that straighten paved roadways have potential to increase both volume and speed of traflic, and

increase threats to lynx, the improvements on 93 will be limited to the lower elevation ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir

habitats. There will be no highway improvements in primary lynx habitats. The sinuous, mostly two lane highway with

hairpin turns keep vehicle speed slow within primary lynx habitats.

Reasonably Foreseeable Future Activities

Continental Divide #9 and Medicine Point #181 trail and trailhead construction: These projects will occur in lynx travel

corridor habitats. Implementation will have potential to displace lynx from the project area. Since most of the trail will

occur in burned and temporarily unusable habitats, there should be no effects on lynx. Depending on level ofuse, these

previously established trails could cause a limited amount of avoidance ofthe area by lynx.
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Private salvage sales: Private salvage sales ofburned timber will have minor efl'ects on lynx, because burned areas are

temporarily non-habitat for lynx. Private timber harvests will probably not maintain needed levels ofdown woody debris

in any ofthe areas harvested.

Hunting, fishing, and dispersed recreation: Increases in motorized use are expected as population increases in the valley

and dispersed recreation levels rise as people seek less crowded areas to recreate.

In summary, cumulative impacts will be low to moderate within this analysis area principally due to compacted snow trails

caused by moderate levels of snowmobile use on snowmobile trails in the Meadow-Tolan lynx analysis unit. Although past

timber harvest activities have altered den habitat characteristics these past actions have not created conditions that would

cause habitat to be labeled unsuitable for lynx use. Substantial acreage of lynx habitat previously removed by the fires of

2000 has left this area temporarily fi'agmented. However, there is no green tree harvest activity in lynx habitats proposed

for any alternative in this geographic area. Therefore, there will be no cumulative effects from implementing any of the

alternatives in this geographic area.

Although the project will not add impacts to lynx, efl'ects to lynx during winter periods are expected as a result of

snowmobile use in the Meadow-Tolan LAU.

Items n_ot listed above for past, ongoing, and foreseeable activities, but contained on the lists in the Project File, were not

selected because they occur outside of the East Fork drainage or outside potential lynx habitats.

West Fork Geographic Area

The West Fork area spans four lynx analysis units containing 78,000 acres of lynx habitat prior to the fires. Fires afl'ected

about 23 percent or 18,300 acres. Severe fire affected 12 percent (9,500 acres) ofthe available lynx habitat in this

geographic area. Primary foraging habitats approach 13 percent in this analysis area; and there is an average of 31 percent

in potential denning vegetation types. Continuity in this geographic area has not been appreciably afi‘ected by the wildfires

of 2000. Existing road access in the upper drainages ofBeaver, Woods, and Deer Creeks has the potential to allow uses

that can, at times, reduce habitat suitability for migratory movements of lynx. It appears that the low level ofuse and

availability of diurnal hiding cover would be adequate for lynx movement through this area. This geographic area of the

forest provides some of the best potential lynx habitat on the forest due to its proximity and connection to a wilderness area

that precludes motorized access.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

Vegetation succession will proceed as outlined in Alternative A under the Blodgett analysis area. Lynx foraging and den

habitat will develop on 18,317 acres ofburned lynx habitats. Efi'ects to lynx will be as described in Alternative A for

Blodgett.

Alternative B

Approximately 465 acres of lynx habitat will be treated under this alternative. The remaining untreated burned acres

(18,000 acres) will re-vegetate naturally and efl'ects to lynx will be as outlined in Alternative A in Blodgett. The acres

treated are a fraction of a percent of the entire lynx analysis area habitats (78,000 acres) and is predicted to have negligible

effects on lynx denning habitats for the next several decades. There will be no live trees harvested in lynx habitat.

Alternative C

There are no treatments proposed for primary habitats in this analysis area Lynx habitat changes will be similar to those

outlined in the Blodgett Geographic Area under Alternative A.

Alternative D

Approximately 461 acres will be treated under this alternative. The remaining untreated burned acres (18,000 acres) will

re-vegetate naturally and effects to lynx will be as outlined in Alternative A in Blodgett. No green trees will be harvested

and salvage harvests will not afi'ect historical levels ofcourse woody debris or snags necessary for den habitat recruitment.

——-_——-_——_I_———
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Since lynx are not likely to be found in severely burned areas and course woody debris recruitment will be maintained and

potential green tree connective habitat will not be affected there will be negligible efl'ects to lynx by implementing this

alternative.

Alternative E

There are no treatments proposed for primary habitats in this analysis area. Lynx habitat changes will be similar to those

outlined in the Blodgett Geographic Area under Alternative A.

Alternative F

There will be 329 acres oflynx habitats treated under this alternative. The remaining untreated (17,973) burned acres will

re-vegetate naturally and effects to lynx will be as outlined in Alternative A in Blodgett. The acres treated are a fi'action of

a percent of the entire geographic area lynx habitats (77,870 acres) and is predicted to have no efl‘ects on lynx habitat for

the next several decades for the same reasons cited above in Alternative D.

Alternative G

There are no treatments proposed for lynx habitat in this analysis area. Lynx habitat changes will be similar to those

outlined in the Blodgett Geographic Area under Alternative A

Cumulative Effects

Common to All Alternatives

For lynx, the cumulative efl'ects analysis area consists of all burn areas and adjacent lands that contain potential travel

corridors between burn areas.

Described below are several activities and natural events within the cumulative efl‘ects analysis area that already have, or

will likely occur in or near the project area in the next three years. The past activities and natural events have contributed to

create the existing condition, and are incorporated within the lynx afl‘ected environment description These activities may

produce environmental efl'ects on forest resources relevant to the proposal.

Past Activities

Forest Service timber harvest and associated road construction: The majority of the past harvest in these drainages has

occurred in the lower halfof the watersheds, while the upper two-thirds are roadless or very lightly roaded. Approximately

890 acres ofpotential lynx habitat have been treated with some type of harvest in the past. This amounts to one percent of

the total available lynx habitat within the analysis area. As described for the Skalkaho-Rye geographic area past harvest

activities have variable effects on lynx habitats. Road densities are 1.7 miles per square mile within the analysis area, with

the majority ofthese roads outside lynx habitats.

Private timber harvest, road construction and subdivision: Most of the private land in the West Fork analysis area is

located in a narrow corridor along the West Fork and Painted Rocks Lake. On private land, a moderate amount oftimber

harvest and clearing has occurred for homes, roads, and pastures. Road densities are moderate on private land. Scattered

home construction is occurring along the West Fork, but not on the scale that has occurred in the Bitterroot Valley north of

Conner. The West Fork Highway has reduced habitat complexity by removing riparian vegetation (cover and woody debris

recruitment) and encouraging development (roads and homes).

DNRC Painted Rocks/Coal Creek timber sale: This selective, green timber sale occurred in the lower portion of the Coal

Creek drainage in 1999-2001 mainly outside preferred lynx habitats.

Developed recreation sites — construction, maintenance, and use: Effects are similar to those under other alternatives.

Livestock grazing — Forest Service andprivate: Two allotments are active in the Coal Creek drainage (the Coal Creek

allotment), and the Piquett Creek allotment. The efiects ofthe livestock grazing are principally on habitat diversity in the

form of aspen and riparian vegetation. Impacts to overall habitat is minimal, but livestock displaced by fire have higher

potential to negatively affect an unknown area by concentrating in riparian areas

Fire suppression andprescribedfire: Effects are similar to those outlined in above alternatives.

2000fires — suppression, BAER projects, and natural effects: The impact of suppression activities on lynx is uncertain. but

due to a sizeable amount ofupland site and ridgeline dozer lines constructed to fight the fires, some impacts are expected.
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Many have already been mitigated during rehabilitation, as lines were recontoured and seeded in autumn, 2000. Dozer

lines in primary habitat types can be expected to seed in within two years, and may in the long-term provide additional

habitat with increased plant diversity.

Personal usefirewood cutting and Christmas tree cutting: Illegal firewood cutting in riparian areas has caused minor

losses ofwoody debris recruitment in a few, localized areas but overall efiects are considered very light.

Hunting, fshing, and dispersed recreation: Efi'ects are similar to those mentioned in Blodgett except for a reduced level of

use in this lightly populated area. Increases are expected as population increases in the valley and dispersed recreation

levels rise as people seek less crowded areas to recreate.

Present Activities

Fire-related road repairs: Implementation ofroad repairs is likely to have a negligible impact on lynx, since habitat for

lynx is temporarily absent in the burned areas.

Mushroom and special products harvest: Mushroom harvest will occur in 2001 and 2002. Harvests should have no efi'ect

on lynx because the majority of activity will occur outside ofpotentially occupied habitat.

Hunting, fishing, and dispersed recreation: Although there are no groomed trails that encourage use, dispersed snowmobile

use is common and growing in this area.

Reasonably Foreseeable Future Activities

Private salvage sales: Since very little private land burned, opportunities for future salvage sales are minimal in the West

Fork drainage.

Jew Mountain/Taylor Trail #185/182 reconstruction: These projects may traverse portions of lynx habitat, and

implementation may displace lynx during on the ground activities. Since trail use is light and burned areas are not likely to

be used by lynx, there will be no immediate or near future effects (1-7 years) to lynx.

In summary, project activities will have similar effects as described for Alternative A. Since there are no green tree

harvests planned for this analysis area and mitgation measures will minimize impacts on currently unsuitable burned lynx

habitats there will be no additive impacts from this project.

Existing levels ofsnowmobile use will not adversely affect lynx in this area. Potential for increased levels ofsnowmachine

use in this area could degrade habitat suitability for lynx in this naturally fiagmented geographic area.

Items go_t listed above for past, ongoing, and foreseeable activities, but contained on the lists in the Project File, were not

selected because they occur outside lynx habitats or outside the analysis area.

Table 3-128 - Green tree and total area treatment acres by alternative in lynx habitat

Skalkaho-R e wesiFork
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"‘ Green tree harvest includes intermediate treatments that selectively remove green trees from units

Summary

The overall landscape for Canada Lynx has been altered across the Bitterroot National Forest by the wildfires of 2000.

Fires temporarily removed foraging and denning habitats and the burned landscape has reduced the size and width of some
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forested travel corridors (p.f. #215 & 216) in specific LAU’s. Although past timber harvests have removed a portion of

denning habitat materials from the landscape, many harvests were outside mapped habitat and those that were in lynx

habitat are far enough in the past that they are now partially recovered and provide some lynx foraging and travel features.

It is also probable that some old harvest units have wind-toppled trees with exposed roots capable ofproviding den habitat

characteristics.

Old road systems are present but are not busy enough to create a threat to lynx. Lynx unlike some wildlife species are

tolerant of roads and don’t seem to be afiected unless traflic volumes exceed 2000 vehicles/day (Ruediger et al, 2000).

Lynx are also tolerant ofhuman presence including snowmobile traffic and ski areas. Packed snow areas may however

allow other predators to access prey in lynx habitats thereby inviting competition for limited winter resources. Movement

towards historical landscape patterns and structural conditions will over the next several decades improve habitat for lynx.

The only predicted efl'ects on lynx are those caused by the operation of machinery and accompanying operators during

harvest, tree planting, and or unit layout. Short-term displacements are likely if and when lynx are in the area at the same

time. Once again this is highly unlikely in salvage areas because lynx are not likely to be present in areas where no live

trees are present.

Displacement is possible in green tree areas but only alternative B and D have green tree harvests. Thinning green trees

will have beneficial effects on red squirrel production. All alternatives may affect but are not likely to adversely affect lynx

or lynx populations because (1) no alternative will cause any more than some short term displacement in habitats with a low

likelihood ofharboring lynx and (2) past actions have not appreciably altered lynx habitats and (3) foreseeable actions will

mitigate for adverse effects and (3) a large percentage oflynx habitats including riparian corridors will not be treated

leaving extensive levels ofdown woody debris current and firture denning habitat.

The overall effect is one ofslightly altered but recovering habitat from past actions and a project designed to supply

historical structural features capable ofproviding denning habitat and future projects that will do the same, and a low level

ofproject activities in lynx habitats that might displace an animal that is tolerant ofroads with very low vohrmes oftraflic

and able to inhabit areas near human activities. Based on these existing habitat conditions, and actions mitigated to retain

preferred habitat features now and in the future, and a wildlife species capable ofexisting near human activities it is

determined that the proposed actions in all action alternatives may affect but is not likely to adversely affect Canada lynx.

Biological Evaluation Conclusions

Please see the summary table at the end ofthe Wildlife Section for a summary ofconclusions of the Biological Evahration

by Alternative

Consistency with the Bitterroot Forest Plan and Other Direction

The Bitterroot Forest Plan objective for threatened and endangered species is to maintain habitat for their recovery. The

Endangered Species Act requires that any federal agency action does not jeopardize the continued existence of any

threatened or endangered species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of critical habitat. Although several

existing conditions or uses that may affect lynx have been identified none ofthe proposed actions in any alternative will

destroy or adversely modify lynx habitats. The most likely lynx habitat attribute to be afi‘ected would be denning habitat

characteristics. However, built-in project design criteria will allow retention of historical levels of course woody debris

across the analysis area preserving necessary features for dens.

Additional guidance is found in the Canada Lynx Conservation Assessment and Strategy (Ruediger 2000), which states that

until more conclusive information concerning lynx management is developed, retain future options by limiting certain types

ofdevelopment within lynx habitats. In this case snowmobile use is the most likely activity that could affect lynx.

Although conclusive efi‘ects ofthe existing snowmobile trail use on lynx is unknown restraining new route development

will meet the intention ofthe strategy.
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Table 3-129 - Features of Alternatives Affecting Lynx Habitats
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Lynx Habitat 0 acres 295 acres 0 acres 753 acres 0 acres

with Green Tree

CWD Retention Well above Above Same as Same as B Same as Same as Same as

B B B B

levels for

vegetative

type

Total treatment 1,045

acres in lynx

Treated areas N/A 5,298 acres N/A 5,633 acres N/A 5,138 N/A

with > 30 t/ac in

habitat2

other Features N0 RiparianAcuvmes Bufl‘ers Bufiers Buffers

1 treatment acres include planting and/or burning and/or salvage harvest activities

Harvest

average average HRV

1'

10,798 0 acres 11,598 10,954 0 acres

habitatsl

2 all other harvested units in lynx habitat will retain grmter than 20 tons/acre unless the unit is within the urban interface

 

Table 3-130 — Total Lynx Habitat Treatments

 

iElTotal Acres Pro-tire Habitats

iIBumed Acres in lynxhabltat

‘DAR B - Total Treatment Acres

ElAtt D - Total Treatment Acres

IAlt F - Total Treatment Acres

IN! G - Total Treatment Acres
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SENSITIVE WILDLIFE SPECIES

Sensitive wildlife species on the Regional Forester‘s list known or suspected to occur on the Bitterroot National Forest, their

status on the Forest and within the analysis area, and a description of their habitats is displayed in the table below.

Table 3-131 - Sensitive Wildlife Species, Bitterroot National Forest

BNF

W- Bi-eared Bat Probable Probable

 

 

CDA Salamander
'

habitat eneralist

Lemmin = ine meadows

ofuplands. Breed in shallow

ponds, lakes or slow moving

Northern Leopard Documented Unlikely Unlikely Marshes, wet meadows,

Frog Historically riparian areas, and moist open

meadows

or“be"we and
mountains

Flammulated Owl Documented Documented Probable in low to moderate Old growth ponderosa pine,

severity burn, unlikely in Douglas-fir

hih severi burn

Northern Goshawk Documented Documented Probable in low severity Mature to old growth forest

burn, unlikely in moderate

to 1- severi burn

Fisher Probable Unlikel Mesic forested habitats

Boreal Toad Documented Probable Probable Adults occur in a wide variety

streams.

Black-backed Documented Documented Probable DF, LP, & S/AF forests with

Wood e ker lots of snas, Recent burns

Potential effects ofproposed activities on species that probably occur in the treatment areas follow.

Western Bi —Eared Bat Plecotus townsendii

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

The Bitterroot National Forest is within the range ofthe western big-cared bat. Hoffman et al. (1969) reported specimens

collected northeast ofFlorence, at the Curlew Mine, in Hamilton, and at Lake Como. The bats use a wide variety of

vegetation types, from juniper/pine to high elevation mixed conifer forests (Barbour and Davis 1969). Roosting, nesting

and hibernating colonies are often found in caves, abandoned mine tunnels, and occasionally abandoned buildings.

Females generally tend the young alone so are most often found associated with the nesting colonies. Males are more

solitary and may venture further out into the forest to forage, and occasionally roost in cavities or behind loose bark. Caves

or mine tunnels are essential to western big-cared bat nursery colonies. There are no known caves or tunnels within the

assessment area that would be suitable for a colony.

§
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Environmental Consequences

Direcg.I Indirect and Cumulative Effects

Within the treatment areas there are no caves or tunnels that would be suitable for a colony ofwestern big-cared bats.

These bats are not snag dependent; however, given the increase in snags spread over the landscape there is a possibility that

in time they will use tree cavities or loose bark to roost in or behind. These roosts are usually used in passing and primarily

for refugia fi'om weather events such as rain. The burn areas will potentially prove beneficial in providing insects and

refugia for western big-cared bats in the future as bark loosens from the tree. Because caves, tunnels, and occasional

abandoned buildings are critical habitats and because there are none within the Geographic analysis areas, none of the

alternatives will have an appreciable afl'ect on Western Big-cared bat habitat or their viability, therefore no substantial

effect to western big-cared bats will be incurred.

Biological Evaluation Conclusions

See Table 3-134 on page 3-563 for a summary ofconclusions of the Biological Evahiation by Alternative.

Coeur d‘Alene Salamander (Plethodon idahoensis)

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

The Bitterroot National Forest lies at the southern extreme ofthe range of the Coeur d‘Alene salamander. The only known

occurrence on the Forest is west of Victor on the Stevensville District (Hendricks and Reichel 1996). They inhabit small

streams, usually near waterfalls and in the spray zone ofcascading streams. They are dependent upon fi'actures or fissures

in rocks for cover during the day and hibernation in winter. Neither the distribution nor geology indicates likelihood of

these salamanders’ presence in the analysis area.

Environmental Consequences

Direct.I Indirect and Cumulative Effects

Since there are no effects fi'om this project on Coeur d’Alene salamanders, there will be no cumulative effects from this

project on the species.

Biological Evaluation Conclusions

See Table 3-134 on page 3-563 for a summary of conclusions of the Biological Evaluation by Alternative.

Fisher (Martes gennantll

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Characteristics ofpine marten and fisher habitat are remarkably similar (Quinn and Parker, 1987; Douglas and Strickland,

1987; and Jones, 1991). Fishers are very uncommon or rare on the Bitterroot National Forest. Between three and five have

been trapped each year for the past eight years in the Bitterroot Valley, according to Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks

trapping records. All records are ii'om the west side canyons, except three fi'om the Rye Creek drainage. Fishers are

closely associated with forested riparian areas that are used extensively for foraging, resting, and as travel corridors (Claar

et al., 1999). Moderate and high severity burn areas are not considered habitat for fishers while low severity burn areas

may still offer suitable continuous cover. Most studies have reported that fishers prefer forests with continuous cover,

though some use of shrubby clearings can occur during certain seasons (Claar et al., 1999). Suitable fisher habitat probably

occurs in the analysis area, with no indication it is occupied habitat.

M
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Environmental Consequences

Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Effects

By placing the Inland Native Fish Strategy guidelines concerning riparian habitat conservation areas, stringers ofhabitat for

fisher movement and dispersal sites will be provided. The guidelines placed on coarse woody debris objectives and

reforestation will provide fishers with denning and foraging habitat over time. None ofthe proposed alternatives will have

an affect on currently suitable fisher habitat or species viability. Since there are no efiects from this project on Fisher, there

will be no cumulative effects from this project on the species.

Biological Evaluation Conclusions

See Table 3-l34 on page 3-563 for a summary of conclusions ofthe Biological Evaluation by Alternative.

Wolverine (Gulo gulo)

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Wolverines are solitary animals, which range widely over a wide variety of habitats. isolation from human impacts and a

diverse prey base seem to be the most important habitat components. Within large roadless areas, wolverine use appears to

be concentrated in medium to scattered mature timber and in ecotonal areas around natural openings such as clifis. slides,

basins and meadows. There seems to be little use in stands ofdense young timber or in openings such as clear-cuts or wet

meadows (Reel et al., 1989; Butts, 1992).

Wolverine home ranges are very large, averaging approximately 150 square miles in Montana. Wolverines feed primarily

on rodents and carrion, although they are opportunists, and will consume berries, insects, fish, birds, and eggs when

available. Ungulate carrion seems to be particularly important in the winter; and wolverine movement to lower elevations

during winter may be to take advantage ofungulate mortalities on winter ranges (Reel et al., 1989; Butts, 1992).

Wolverines in Montana seem to display a distinct seasonal elevational movement pattern In the summer, they move to

higher elevations and inhabit forests dominated by subalpine fir. In the winter, low elevation riparian areas may be

important (Reel et aL, 1989; Butts, 1992).

In the past several years, we have recorded Wolverines on the Forest, although none have been reported in the treatment

areas and no tracks have been noted along pine marten survey routes. According to Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks

trapping records, only three have been trapped in the Bitterroot Valley since 1980, the last one in 1988. IfWolverines were

to occur in the analysis area, it would probably be only as transient individuals. No denning sites are known to occur within

the analysis area.

Suitable summer wolverine habitat exists in the higher, unroaded portions of the analysis area. Wolverines could also

utilize the lower elk winter range area. It is possible that Wolverines use the analysis area to some extent, although the

entire analysis area would constitute only a portion ofthe home range ofone wolverine.

Environmental Consequences

Direcg Indirect and Cumulative Effects

Wolverines are considered transient based upon their large home ranges. None of the treatment areas include denning

habitat, with no increase in motorized travel, the risk ofdisturbance to Wolverines is considered low, and none of the

alternatives will affect wolverine habitat or species viability because the principal big game prey base is expected to remain

stable or increase. Since there are no effects from this project on Wolverine, there will be no cumulative effects from this

project on the species.

Biological Evaluation Conclusions

See Table 3-134 on page 3-563 for a summary ofconclusions ofthe Biological Evaluation by Alternative.
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Northern Bog Lemming (Synagtomys borealisl

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Northern Bog Lemmings are found in highest abundance in sphagnum bogs. Bogs are another rare and ecologically fiagile

habitat. Bogs develop on undrained or poorly drained sites where chemical conditions hinder decomposition of organic

matter. These wetlands are characterized by standing water interspersed with vegetated ridges or floating mats of

vegetation on organic soils (Hansen et al. 1995). Many bog plants and their associated animals, i.e., bog lemmings, are

sensitive and specialized for existence on these distinctive habitats (Hickman et al. 1999). Some bog lemmings do occur in

wet areas along streams. Bog Lemmings are found where the stream gradient is relatively gentle and wetlands extend

laterally from the stream Potential habitat exists only along streams, and then only if gradients are gentle and wetlands

approximating bogs are present.

Environmental Consequences

Direcg Indirect and Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

There are no proposed treatments in this alternative, therefore no direct, indirect, or cumulative effects will occur.

Alternatives B, C, and D

Under the Inland Native Fish Strategy guidelines concerning riparian habitat conservation, areas will be bufliered within

300 feet of fish bearing streams, 150 feet near perennial non-fish streams, 100 feet near intermittent streams, and 100 feet

near wetlands less than one acre in size and 150 feet in wetlands greater than one acre. These mitigation measures are

suflicient to adequately protect Northern bog lemmings and their habitat, so the alternatives will have no impact on habitat

or species viability because they do not occur in areas proposed for treatment. Since there are no effects from this project

on Northern Bog Lemmings, there will be no cumulative efiects from this project on the species.

Alternatives E, F, and G

Under the Inland Native Fish Strategy guidelines concerning riparian habitat conservation, areas will be bufl’ered within

300 feet of fish bearing streams, 200 feet near perennial non-fish streams, 200 feet near intermittent streams, and 100 feet

near wetlands less than one acre in size and 150 feet in wetlands greater than one acre. These mitigation measures are

suficient to adequately protect Northern bog lemmings and their habitat, so the alternatives will have no impact on habitat

or species viability because they do not occur in areas proposed for treatment. Since there are no efl‘ects from this project

on Northern Bog Lemmings, there will be no cumulative effects from this project on the species.

Biological Evaluation Conclusions

Please see the summary table at the end of the Wildlife Section for a summary of conclusions ofthe Biological Evaluation

by Alternative

Boreal Toad (Buto boreas)

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Boreal toads are found in a variety ofhabitats from valley bottoms to high elevations. They breed in lakes, ponds, and slow

streams with a preference for shallow areas with mud bottoms. Tadpoles are seen in ponds during the day. During the

breeding season, adults can also be found in water; however, displacement to nearby upland habitats is quite common

(Hendricks and Reichel, 1996). During a survey of the Bitterroot National Forest in 1995, 16 sites were found to have

Boreal toads (Hendricks and Reichel, 1996).
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Environmental Consequences

Direcg.i Indirect and Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

There are no proposed treatments in this alternative, therefore no direct, indirect, or cumulative effects will occur.

Alternatives B, C, and D

Under the Inland Native Fish Strategy guidelines concerning riparian habitat conservation, areas will be buflered within

300 feet of fish bearing streams, 150 feet near perennial non-fish streams, 100 feet near intermittent streams, and 100 feet

near wetlands less than one acre in size and 150 feet in wetlands greater than one acre. These mitigation measures are

suflicient to adequately protect boreal toads and their habitat, so the alternatives will have no appreciable effect on habitat

or species viability because breeding and foraging sites are excluded fi'om treatment, therefore no substantial effect.

Alternatives E, F, and G

Under the Inland Native Fish Strategy guidelines concerning riparian habitat conservation, areas will be bufi‘ered within

300 feet of fish bearing streams, 200 feet near perennial non-fish streams, 200 feet near intermittent streams, and 100 feet

near wetlands less than one acre in size and 150 feet in wetlands greater than one acre. These mitigation measures are

suficient to adequately protect boreal toads and their habitat, so the alternatives will have no appreciable affect on habitat

or species viability because breeding and foraging sites are excluded from treatment, therefore no substantial effect to

boreal toads will be incurred.

Biological Evaluation Conclusions

See Table 3-134 on page 3-563 for a summary of conclusions ofthe Biological Evaluation by Alternative.

Northern Leopard Frog (Rana gigiens)

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Northern leopard frogs are found in or near non-forest habitats. Typically, the vegetation is a dense sedge wet-meadow or

cattail marsh. Northern leopard fi'ogs are not known to occur on forested habitats and are known to occur primarily on low

elevation marshes and wetlands on the Bitterroot Valley bottoms. Breeding takes place in lakes and ponds (temporary and

permanent), springs, and occasionally backwaters or beaver ponds in streams. Historically the northern leopard fi‘og was

widespread in Montana, but it now appears to have been extirpated throughout much ofthe western part of the state.

Bullfrogs are a primary predator of northern leopard hogs, and as introductions ofbullfrogs were made, northern leopard

fi'og populations began to decrease. Re-surveys of 14 known historical sites west ofthe Continental Divide, three years

prior to 1996, failed to reveal a single individual (Hendricks and Reichel 1996).

Environmental Consequences

Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

There are no proposed treatments in this alternative, therefore no direct, indirect, or cumulative effects will occur.

Alternatives B, C, and D

Under the Inland Native Fish Strategy guidelines concerning riparian habitat conservation, areas will be buffered within

300 feet of fish bearing streams, 150 feet near perennial non-fish streams, 100 feet near intermittent streams, and 100 feet

near wetlands less than one acre in size and 150 feet in wetlands greater than one acre. These mitigation measures are

suificient to adequately protect Northern leopard frogs and their habitat, so the alternatives will have no impact on habitat

or species viability because they do not occur in areas proposed for treatment. Since there are no efi'ects from this project

on Northern leopard frogs, there will be no cumulative effects from this project on the species.

#
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Alternatives E, F, and G

Under the Inland Native Fish Strategy guidelines concerning riparian habitat conservation, areas will be buffered within

300 feet of fish bearing streams, 200 feet near perennial non-fish streams, 200 feet near intermittent streams, and 100 feet

near wetlands less than one acre in size and 150 feet in wetlands greater than one acre. These mitigation measures are

suflicient to adequately protect Northern leopard frogs and their habitat, so the alternatives will have no impact on habitat

or species viability because they do not occur in areas proposed for treatment. Since there are no effects from this project

on Northern leopard frogs, there will be no cumulative effects fi'om this project on the species.

Biological Evaluation Conclusions

See Table 3-134 on page 3-563 for a summary ofconclusions of the Biological Evaluation by Alternative.

Peregrine Falcon (Falco geregginus)

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Peregrine falcons have exhibited remarkable recovery fi'om no known active eyries in Montana in the 1960's, to at least 29

by 2000 (Rogers and Stunner 2000). Peregrines were reintroduced to the Bitterroot Forest at three sites, since 1989:

Painted Rocks, Canyon Creek, and Little Rock Creek. Peregrine eyries are found primarily on clifl's where they are able to

see prey from great distances. Peregrines forage in the open air, flying high above their intended prey, they stoop or dive

and strike in mid-air, killing the prey with a sharp blow (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, 1999).

We confirmed the first wild eyrie in the West Fork ofthe Bitterroot in 1991. It has been occupied continuously since then.

Another confirmed wild eyrie in Blodgett Canyon was found in 1994 and has remained active through the 2000 season.

Confirmations ofnew eyries since then, including five new wild eyries in 2001 have brought the total number ofeyries on

Forest to 13 (Lockman, 2001).

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C, and G

None of these alternatives inchides any land management activities that would affect peregrine filcon nesting or foraging

habitat. None of the alternatives would affect peregrine habitat or species viability.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

None of the proposed activities would have an appreciable efl‘ect on spring or fall migration ofperegrine falcons. No clifl‘s,

which are the primary component ofperegrine falcon habitat, are located within the treatment areas. Migration patterns

could be altered slightly by avoidance ofhelicopter logging operations, but would not be interrupted by any ofthe proposed

activities. None ofthe alternatives would afl‘ect peregrine habitat or species viability.

Cumulative Effects

None ofthe proposed activities listed as reasonably foreseeable will have an effect on peregrine falcon nesting clifl‘s or

foraging habitat since none are located near clifl‘s. Migration patterns could be altered slightly by avoidance ofhelicopter

logging operations from state and private salvage harvest as in Alternatives B, D, E, and F, but would not be interrupted by

any ofthe proposed activities. None ofthe alternatives would affect peregrine habitat or species viability, however because of

the possibility of migrations patterns being altered slightly there could be a slight effect on peregrine falcons.

Biological Evaluation Conclusions

See Table 3-134 on page 3-563 for a summary ofconclusions of the Biological Evaluation by Alternative.

__———————-_—_—_—
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Black-backed Woodpecker (Picoides arcticus)

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Black-backed Woodpeckers are opportunistic feeders typically associated with mid- to higher elevation coniferous forests

in the northern Rocky Mountains. This species is highly mobile and tends to concentrate in areas ofbark beetle outbreaks,

usually associated with stand replacement fires. They are rarely seen except in recent burns. Beetle outbreaks typically

decrease within three to five years (at least where fire was the cause of tree mortality), and concentrations ofthese birds

then move on to other foraging opportunities. Black-backed Woodpeckers seem to be more strongly associated with beetle

outbreaks in fire-killed trees, whereas the closely related Northern Three-toed Woodpecker tends to be more closely tied to

non-fire related beetle outbreaks. There is considerable overlap between the two species. Little data is available on the

number ofdead trees or size oftree mortality centers needed to attract either of these species (Hutto 2001 RF. Doc #30).

Hutto (1995) found that Black-backed Woodpeckers prefer fire-killed Douglas-fir, western larch and ponderosa pine,

whereas lodgepole pine is a secondary species. Weydemeyer and Weydemeyer (1928) also list Douglas-fir as the bird's

preferred species. Black-backed Woodpeckers usually forage on larger diameter trees, probably because larger sizes are

more prone to beetle attack. They are stronger drillers than many other woodpeckers, so are capable ofexcavating in

harder wood and through thicker bark than other species.

Snag concentrations seem to be more critical for winter foraging than for summer foraging. Small flocks of Black-backed

Woodpeckers often seen in snag concentrations in the winter seem to disperse during the summer, probably due to

territoriality associated with nesting.

Black-backed woodpeckers excavate nest cavities in live or dead trees in close proximity to foraging areas. They nest

relatively close to the ground (3-16 feet) in trees larger than 12 inches in diameter. Chrsters of snags provide both nesting

and foraging habitat. Saab et. al (1999) suggest that cavity nesters as a group selected clumps of snags rather than

uniformly-spaced snags.

Blodgett Geographic Area

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C, and G

Alternatives A, C, and G are similar in that they call for no harvest, with reforestation occurring in C and some snag felling

and prescribed fire occurring in G. These alternatives would leave the greatest number of snags, which are highly desirable

to not only Black-backed Woodpeckers but also many other snag dependent bird species. Saab and Dudley (1998) recorded

that among bird species, Black-backed Woodpeckers selected nest sites with the highest tree densities. In leaving this high

concentration of snags over the landscape, it is thought that they will provide more than enough habitat to support large

numbers ofBlack-backed Woodpeckers which would help ensure continued viability of the species. The number ofbugs

that inhabit these dead and or dying trees is known to peak anywhere from three to five years post-fire, leaving the

population ofwoodpeckers to cycle in the same way. Hitchcox found that the number of nests for Black-backed and Three

toed woodpeckers decreased over the three years of study, which is also what Caton (1996) found in early post-fire habitat

in Glacier National Park (Hitchcox, 1996).

Alternatives B and D

Alternatives B and D are similar in that they call for harvesting of dead trees with some green tree harvest. Saab and

Dudley (1998) found that salvage decreases habitat and use for some species while it improves habitat and use for other

species. Within the Blodgett analysis area, treatment areas cover about four percent of the burned area in Alternative B and

five percent of the burned area in Alternative D. Overall, the amount of untreated areas containing snags across the

landscape will support large numbers ofbirds, which will help ensure viability. The salvage harvest could possibly reduce

the peak of the post-fire irruption ofBlack-backed woodpeckers, but is still unlikely to lead to listing because the habitat

base has expanded dramatically fi'om the pre-fire period.
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Alternative E

Alternative E provides fuels reduction only with reforestation and no green tree harvest. The total amount of area to be

treated in Alternative E is approximately four percent of the burned area within the Blodgett Geographic Area. Again a

significant number of fire-killed trees and potential snags within the treatment area would be retained, meeting the coarse

woody debris and riparian habitat conservation areas guidelines. Black-backed populations would remain much the same

as in alternatives A and C. The salvage harvest could possibly reduce the peak ofthe post-fire irruption ofBlack-backed

woodpeckers, but is still unlikely to lead to listing because the habitat base has expanded from the pre-fire period.

Alternative F

Alternative F calls for fuel reduction and green tree thinning, the difference between alternative F fiom alternatives B and D

is that harvest in old growth will be avoided and green tree thinning will occur in VRU’s 2 and 3 and the Wildland Urban

lnterfice. The total amount of area to be treated in Alternative F is approximately five percent ofthe burned area within the

Blodgett Geographic Area. Alternative F treatments are cumulatively less than in alternatives B and D which mean that

overall, the amount ofuntreated areas containing snags across the landscape will support large numbers ofbirds, which will

help ensure The salvage harvest could possibly reduce the peak of the post-fire irruption of Black-backed

woodpeckers, but is still unlikely to lead to listing because the habitat base has expanded fi'om the pre-fire period.

Cumulative Effects

All Alternatives

State and Private Salvage Sales

Ofthe 307,000 burned acres, 49,000 acres occur on state and private lands. The State conducted salvage sales on their

lands during the fall of2000 and through the 2001 winter season. Salvage will continue to occur this summer and for the

next few seasons until their objectives are met. Salvage sales were also conducted on private land starting during the fill of

2000 and are expected to continue for the next few seasons as well.

Assuming that nearly all of the state and private landowners affected by the 2000 fires will salvage their fire-killed trees,

this reduction of fire-killed trees and potential snags will reduce the amount ofhabitat that would have otherwise been used

by Black-backed Woodpeckers. Even with the loss of these fire-killed trees and potential snags, the 250,000 plus acres of

post-fire habitat left on the landscape is suflicient in meeting the needs ofBlack-backed Woodpeckers, as well as many

other Woodpecker and snag dependent species. The salvage harvest could possibly reduce the peak ofthe post-fire irruption

of Black-backed woodpeckers, but is still unlikely to lead to listing because the habitat base has expanded dramatically

fi'om the pre-fire period.

Personal Use Firewood Cutting

The assumption can be made that harvesting of fire-killed trees and potential snags will occur along roadsides. The Post

Fire Assessment took into consideration the potential harvest of snags within 200 feet ofroads, again acknowledging the

amount of snags left on the landscape being suflicient for Black-backed Woodpeckers. The assumption of snags being

harvested 200 feet from roads was made based on the distance most firewood cutters will travel to cut and drag trees.

Based on the geography and road closures in the area, not all of the 200 foot areas near roads will be accessible and harvest

will not occur, therefore leaving more fire-killed trees and potential snags available for Black-backed Woodpeckers.

Fire Suppression

Decades of successful fire suppression greatly reduced suitable habitat for Black-backed woodpeckers and other species.

Recent fires have created a great deal more burned habitat on the Bitterroot. The action alternatives will reduce some ofthe

burned areas from being as productive for Black-backed Woodpeckers, however leaving much more than was available in

recent years.

-_—————I——__
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Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C, and G

Alternatives A, C, and G effects are the same as in Blodgett.

Alternatives B and D

Alternatives B and D efiects are the same as in Blodgett, however percentages oftreatment areas within Skalkaho-Rye

follow. Within the Skalkaho-Rye analysis area, treatments range from 21 percent ofthe burned area treated in alternative B

to 22 percent of the burned area treated in alternative D.

Alternative E

Alternative E efiects are the same as in Blodgett; however, the burned area to be treated in alternative E is approximately

seven percent of the burned area within the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area.

Alternative F

Alternative F efi‘ects are the same as in Blodgett; however, the burned area to be treated in alternative F is approximately 19

percent of the burned area within the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area.

Cumulative Effects

Cumulative effects are the same as in Blodgett.

East Fork Geographic Area

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C, and G

Alternatives A, C, and G efl‘ects are the same as in Blodgett.

Alternatives B and D

Alternatives B and D effects are the same as in Blodgett; however, the area proposed for treatment are from 17 percent of

the burned area treated in alternative B to 17 percent of the burned area treated in alternative D. The only real differences

between these two alternatives is that in alternative B there is more road storage than in D, and B has less road

decommissioning than D. Alternative D has 10.2 miles ofproposed temporary roads and in B, there is no proposed

temporary roads.

Alternative E

Alternative E is the same as in Blodgett; however, the total amount ofarea to be treated in alternative E is approximately

eight percent of the total East Fork analysis area.

Alternative F

Alternative F is the same as in Blodgett; however, the total amount of area to be treated in alternative F is approximately 13

percent of the burned area within the East Fork Geographic Area.

Cumulative Effects

Cumulative effects are the same as in Blodgett.
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West Fork Geographic Area

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C, and G

Alternatives A, C, and G efi‘ects are the same as in Blodgett.

Alternatives B and D

Alternatives B and D are the same as in Blodgett; however, percentages oftreatment areas within West Fork follow.

Within the West Fork analysis area treatments range from 14 percent ofthe total area treated in alternative B to 13 percent

of the total area treated in alternative D.

Alternative E

Alternative E effects are the same as in Blodgett; however, the area proposed for treatment in alternative E is approximately

one percent ofthe burned area within the West Fork analysis area.

Alternative F

Alternative F effects are the same as in Blodgett; however, the area proposed for treatment in alternative F is approximately

eight percent ofthe burned area within the West Fork Geographic Area.

Cumulative Effects

All Alternatives

Cumulative efl'ects are the same as in Blodgett.

Table 3-132 - Black-backed Woodpecker Habitat Treatments
  

_ Skalkaho-R e mmz- West Fork

Burned Acres ofHabitat 1 1,439 107,517 129,721 47,840
 

Alt B - Treatment Acres 23,069 22 491 5 841

Alt D —Treatrnent Acres 23,311 22 942 5 859

Alt F - Treatment Acres 20 203 18,138 3,544

‘Burned habitats evaluated are from the Wildland Urban lnta'faoe to VRU4 that will receive both salvage and intermediate harvest.

 

 

In summary, a Woodpecker irruption brought about by the greatest increase in post-fire habitat in the past century is

expected and proposed actions may affect this peak, but species viability is not expected to be affected by any ofthe

selected alternatives or cumulative actions because more than 250,000 acres ofrecently burned forest will be unaltered by

any of the proposed activities. The reductions of snag densities in alternatives B, D, and P will affect less than 20 percent

of the burned area and would not seem to be a threat to the viability ofpost-fire species, particularly since the endemic

populations, those that survive the intervals between fires, have the capability to respond to the abundant new habitat.

Biological Evaluation Conclusions

See Table 3-134 on page 3-563 for a summary ofconclusions ofthe Biological Evaluation by Alternative.

Flammulated Owl gOtus flammeolus)

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Based on current literature, Flammulated Owls are dependent on mature to old growth ponderosa pine/Douglas-fir forests at

low elevations in the Rocky Mountains. These habitats correspond very closely to VRU 2 on the Bitterroot Forest. They
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are found in mature open park-like stands with some understory shrubs and small trees (McCallum 1994). They are not

typically associated with burned areas, probably due to the lack ofphysical and biological conrponents needed to support

both the owls and the insects they prey on.

Composition of forests within favored areas where Flammulated Owls foraged repeatedly suggests the importance ofold

ponderosa pine/Douglas-fir in the foraging behavior of the owl. Old yellow-pine forests (whether pure or mixed with other

species) typically form open stands with well-developed grass or shrub understories. These understories support arthropods

(insects for food) in a forest layer that is used extensively by fledged owlets and melting adults in late summer (Reynolds

and Linkhart, 1987b).

The associated prey for Flammulated Owls in the early spring are primarily noctuid (night flying) moths and in the summer

crickets, grasshoppers, moths, beetles, and bugs (McCallum, 1994). The openness ofthese stands also provides space for

hawking flying insects between crowns and for hover-gleaning them from outer needle bunches (Reynolds and Linkhart,

1987b).

Research in Colorado found male owls gleaned arthropods from needle bunches and the bark of limbs and tnmks of large

conifers. Occasionally the owls hawked flying insects between tree crowns, or dropped from the lower crown branches to

arthropods on the ground (Reynolds and Linkhart, 1987b).

Flammulated Owls spend winters in Mexico and Central America, returning to breed in western Montana around May I

when nights are warm enough to support the nocturnal flying insects they are dependent upon for food (Reynolds and

Linkhart, 1987).

Linkhart et al. found that males sang fi'om hidden positions next to tree trunks or in dense clumps of foliage and that

ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir were the only species used as song trees, the trees had a mean age of289 years (Reynolds

and Linkhart, 1987b).

Flammulated Owls depend on woodpeckers to create nesting cavities, usually in large dead trees. Reynolds and Linkhart

(1992) state that in reports where forests surrounding nests were described or photographed, all nests were in, or adjacent

to, mature or old growth stands (Hanna 1941, Bull and Anderson 1978, Canning et al. 1978, Hasenyager et al. 1979,

Cannings 1982, Bloom 1983, Reynolds and Linkhart 1984, 1987b, Fix 1986, Goggans I985, Haward 1986, Howie and

Ritcey 1987, McCallum and Ghelback 1988). However, Hasenyager et al. (1979) and Bloom (1983) reported nests in

forests that had been partially cut but contained large, residual trees, and Winter (1994) found the owl in second-growth

forests, although they did not report nesting in this age-class (Reynolds and Linkhart 1987b).

Potential habitat for Flammulated Owls exists across the lower elevations on the Bitterroot National Forest, but only a

portion is currently suitable habitat (contains the forest composition and structure described above) and only a portion of

that is known to be occupied. Presumably much of the existing mature potential habitat has grown too dense, primarily due

to exclusion of low severity fires, to be suitable for Flammulated Owls. Flammulated Owls evolved in an ecosystem

shaped by fi'equent, low severity fires, and the development ofa dense understory oftrees probably precludes their use.

Please see the Forested Plant Communities section for further discussions on current forest conditions and trends within

these drier habitats (primarily VRU 2 and the drier portions ofVRU 3).

Prior to the 2000 fires Wright (1996) conducted a two-year study offlammulated owls on the Bitterroot National Forest.

Using a “callback survey”, she recorded approximately 100 flammulated owl observations. Ninety percent of these

observations were clustered (>3 owls per transect). Wright suggested the clustering is probably a consequence of owls

occupying appropriate microhabitat only when the larger area is also suitable (Wright, 1996). Scientists have suggested

that it is possible habitat will only be suitable when it is abundant enough to accommodate a cluster of territories (Montana

Bird Conservation Plan, 2000).

About 80 of Wright’s 100 observations of flammulated owls were in the East Fork Geographic Area. The largest clusters

ofobservations were made between Sula Peak and Robbins Gulch. Two clusters of observation were made along the lower

portion of Reimel-Tolan ridge. A third, but smaller cluster was found in the Mink Creek area.

Fire in the Sula Peak-Robbins Gulch area was particularly hot and most ofthe Flammulated Owl habitat located there does

not appear to be suitable for long-range occupancy. Over halfthe lower Reimel ridge area burned with moderate or high

severity and is likely unsuitable for the migratory owls. The low severity fire area along lower Reirnel-Tolan ridge and in

Mink Creek probably retained its suitability for Flarmnulated Owls.

Only a handful of sightings were recorded for the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area, and the 2000 fires burned through most

of them with high or moderate severity.

§
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The few areas where Flammulated Owl observations were recorded for the West Fork Geographic Area escaped fire.

Flammulated Owls are not known to occur in the Blodgett Geographic Analysis Area.

Flammulated Owl surveys were conducted in the East Fork Geographic Area in the Reimel Creek, Robbins Gulch, and Mink

Creek drainages during June and July of 2001. These areas within the burn perimeter were targeted because oftheir prior

concentrations ofFlannnulated Owls known to occur on the Forest as described above.

Several individual Flammulated Owls were documented in all three ofthe surveyed areas. The fact that they were present this

year may be an indication of high site fidelity and not necessarily suitable habitat conditions for long-term occupancy.

Although it could not be confirmed, it is possible that the habitat has changed to the point that most ofthe birds were unable to

reproduce successfully. We do not know whether these birds will return in 2002. We will continue to monitor these areas.

Effects Common to All Geographic Areas

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects Common to All Geographic Areas

All Alternatives

Potential effects to Flammulated Owl habitat correspond closely with effects on VRU 2 and the warmer/drier portions of

VRU 3 discussed in detail in the Forested Plant Communities section. Efl‘ects discussions about Old Forest Conditions

(Forested Plant Communities section) and Old Growth (previously in this Wildlife section), as they relate to these VRUs,

are also pertinent to Flammulated Owl habitat.

Flammulated Owls are secondary cavity nesters dependent on woodpeckers to excavate nest holes, please also see

discussions relative to Pileated Woodpeckers in the Wildlife section.

Alternative A (N0 Action)

Since Alternative A prescribes no action, there would be no immediate efiects to Flammulated Owls or suitable habitat that

survived the 2000 fires.

Without planting, the regeneration ofsome stands that could eventually develop into Flarmnulated Owl habitat could be

delayed for several years or longer depending on the availability of natural seed sources (see the Forested Plant

Communities section).

The fires of2000 may have thinned some forest stands enough to put them on a natural course for recovery of Flammulated

Owl habitat, but these cases seem to be the exception (see the Forested Plant Communities section).

The extensive and contiguous high fuel loads that would remain on the landscape under this alternative present additional

uncertainties about the recovery of Flammulated Owl habitat within the burned area. Futures fires, when and where they

occur, are likely to set back forest regeneration and succession. Higher intensity fires pose a greater risk of killing the

mature stands that survived the fire that may still be, or may become suitable habitat for Flammulated Owls (see the

Fire/Fuels and the Forested Plant Communities sections).

Alternative C

Planting proposed in Alternative C within the drier habitats may speed the development of future Flammulated Owl habitat

on these sites. Planting would help establish trees on the sites sooner and improve the preferred ponderosa pine component

for future habitat.

Other than this, the likely effects of Alternative C are the same as described above for Alternative A.

Alternatives B and D

Flammulated Owls are not associated with burned forest and stands burned in either the moderate or high severity fires do

not have the habitat structure expected to be used by these birds. Therefore, the fuel reduction activities in these areas are

not expected to afiect either the owl or its suitable habitat.

Proposed planting in these same stands may provide the same potential contributions and trends towards Flammulated Owl

habitat as described above for Alternative C.
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The proposed fuel reduction activities within VRU 2 and the warmer/drier portions ofVRU 3 would increase the likelihood

that more of the natural and planted regeneration would mature/survive to provide future Flammulated Owl habitat needs

within the burned area. Similarly, these treatments reduce the hazards firture fires pose to the live and mature stands that

survived the 2000 fire and that may still be, or may still become suitable habitat for Flammulated Owls (see the Fire/Fuels

and the Forested Plant Communities sections).

Alternatives B and D call for green tree thinning where lower burn severities occurred. The proposed thinning and

prescribed fire in these denser stands would reduce stocking and alter species composition to more closely approximate

historic conditions, the same habitat conditions these owls require (see also existing condition description ofsuitable habitat

and Forested Plant Communities for further discussion ofhistoric structures and results ofthese proposed treatments).

Combined with the more direct fuel reduction activities proposed both within and near these stands, thinning would reduce

the susceptibility ofthese mature stands to future high severity fire.

Based on past surveys and monitoring, the denser structures of these stands, and the recent burn, few ofthese stands are

likely to be currently occupied by Flarnmulated Owls. However, Flammulated Owls were documented in 2001 in some

areas ofunburned islands of forest within the burns and where low to moderate burn severities occurred. If the treatment

areas were occupied, treatments would likely temporarily displace the owls if the activity occurred during the nesting

season. Since Flammulated Owls are migratory, any activity occurring from September through April would not affect

their distribution if the habitat remains suitable.

The riparian habitat conservation areas and snag guidelines would leave legacy snags (those snags existing before the fires)

as well as a suflicient amount of snags that may be used for nesting in the future.

Alternative E

Alternative E calls for the] reduction and reforestation with no green tree harvest. Therefore, as in Alternatives B and D,

the fuel reduction/salvage activities in moderate and high severity burned areas are not expected to afl’ect either the owl or

its suitable habitat. The effects ofplanting would be similar to those described for Alternative B and D as well.

Salvage treatments within the lower severity burn areas (still green) would not have any substantial efl‘ect on the current

habitat suitability (either beneficial or adverse); required habitat structures and composition would remain essentially the

same. The riparian habitat conservation areas and snag guidelines would leave legacy snags (those snags existing before

the firm) as well as a suflicient amount of snags that may be used for nesting in the future. Alternative E limits these

activities to the winter when Flammulated Owls would not be present, so displacement would not occur.

While these treatments will reduce the fuels hazards, the denser stand structures and ladder fuels will tend to leave these

stands more vulnerable to stand replacing fires and insects than if they were thinned.

Prescribed burning and manual fuel reduction treatments may help maintain or improve habitat by the degree they thin the

understory ofmature stands in these VRUs. This would also stimulate shrub and grass growth, which in turn would benefit

Flammulated Owls associated prey species. As in Alternatives B and D, ifFlammulated Owls occupy these stands, the

activities could temporarily displace them during the year of activity if the activity occurred during May through August.

Alternative F

Alternative F was specifically designed to acknowledge the scientific uncertainty ofbenefiting Flammulated Owls by

modifying known occupied habitat. Therefore, Alternative F calls for firel reduction and reforestation, but no green tree

harvest in the known occupied habitat. As in Alternatives B and D, the fuel reduction/salvage activities in moderate and

high severity burned areas are not expected to afiect either the owl or its suitable habitat. The efl‘ects ofplanting would be

similar to those described for Alternative B and D as well.

Alternative F also calls for fuel reduction and green tree thinning in stands burned at lower severities during the 2000 fires.

The difference between Alternative F and Alternatives B and D is that harvest in old growth will be avoided and green tree

thinning will be avoided in three prime Flammulated Owl habitats (the three areas most likely to have occupied habitats,

Reimel Creek, Robbins Gulch to Sula Peak, and Mink Creek).

As described for Alternative E, salvage treatments within the lower severity bum areas (still green) would not have any

substantial effect on the current habitat suitability ofthese stands (either beneficial or adverse). While these treatments

would reduce the fuels hazards, the denser stand structures and ladder fuels would tend to leave these stands more

vulnerable to stand replacing fires and insects than if they were thinned.
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Outside the areas just described, Alternative F calls for green tree thinning where lower burn severities occurred. The

effects of these treatments would be as described above for Alternatives B and D except for discussions about displacement.

Based on past surveys and monitoring, the denser structures of these stands, and the recent burn, few of these stands are

likely to be currently occupied by Flammulated Owls. Given this and the design and mitigation features ofAlternative F,

the potential to temporarily displace owls is greatly reduced in Alternative F compared to Alternatives B and D.

Alternative G

The efi‘ects ofthe planting proposed in Alternative G would be similar to those described for Alternative B and D above.

Alternative G calls for prescribed fire and manual fuel reduction to be used in VRU 2 and the Wildland Urban Interfice.

Where they are proposed within areas burned at moderate or higher severity they would not affect either the owl or suitable

habitat.

Where these treatments are proposed in the lower severity burn areas, prescribed burning and manual fuel reduction

treatments may help maintain or improve habitat by the degree they thin the understory of mature stands in these VRUs.

This could also stimulate shrub and grass growth, which in turn would benefit Flammulated Owls associated prey species.

As in Alternatives B and D, ifFlammulated Owls occupy these stands, the activities could temporarily displace them during

the year of activity if the activity occurs from May through August.

Blodgett Geographic Area

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Flammulated Owl habitat is not known to occur in the Blodgett treatment area; therefore, none of the alternatives are

expected to have an effect on Flammulated Owls or their habitat.

Cumulative Effects

Flammulated Owl habitat is not known to occur in the Blodgett treatment area; therefore no direct, indirect, or cumulative

effects will occur.

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A (N0 Action)

Since Alternative A prescribes no action, the regeneration ofFlammulated Owl habitat could be delayed for several years,

or even decades in some stands, depending on the availability ofnatural seed sources. Other effects ofNo Action are

described in the efi'ects common to all Geographic Areas.

Alternative C

From the perspective ofFlammulated Owls, the greatest difi'erence between Alternative C and A is that artificial

reforestation would take place in C. The regeneration of forest vegetation would be accelerated, but no salvage harvest

would occur and there would be no fuel reduction in future Flammulated Owl habitats. The potential for high severity fire

would not be reduced in some stands by not managing fuel loads so the likelihood of the planted trees reaching maturity

and providing future owl habitat would be less than if the firels were managed.

Alternatives B and D

Alternatives B and D call for fuels reduction and green tree thinning. Within the Skalkaho-Rye analysis area, about 20,000

acres ofVRU 2, burned and about '/4 of the VRU 2 burned area would have intermediate harvest prescribed, a prescnptron

that would retain habitat attributes for Flammulated Owls. No green tree harvest would occur in the small areas ofknown

-_———-—__—_———__——_I_—I—
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occupied habitat because the areas burned with moderate or high severity and few or no trees survived. Effects on potential

habitat are described in the Effects Common to all Geographic Areas section above.

Alternative E

Alternative E calls for fuel reduction and reforestation with no green tree harvest. The total area proposed for salvage/regen

harvest treatment in Alternative E is approximately US ofthe VRU 2 burned area within the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic

Area. Reforesting these areas may decrease the time until suitable habitat may become available for Flammulated Owls.

By avoiding green tree thinning, this alternative may be reducing the potential for stands to be suitable habitat for

Flammulated Owls and their associated prey. In some ofthe low to moderate burn severity stands, fire may have

accomplished desired historic conditions of open park-like stands ofponderosa pine and Douglas-fir by removing excess

fuels and thinning out less dominant tree species. A combination of firels reduction, reforestation, and green tree harvest in

areas in which the forest is not meeting the desired historic conditions would prove more beneficial than the fuel reduction

and reforestation proposed in this alternative. The riparian habitat conservation areas that would remain untreated and snag

retention guidelines would leave suflicient snags to be used for nesting in the future.

Alternative F

Alternative F calls for fiiel reduction and green tree thinning, the difference between Alternative F and Alternatives B and

D is that harvest in old growth habitat would be avoided and green tree thinning would be precluded in three areas of

known occupied Flammulated Owl habitats, none of which occur in the Skalkaho/Rye Geographic area. As explained in

alternatives B and D, green tree thinning could prove beneficial in some stands, altering the habitat to something more

closely to that ofthe historical condition. See also existing condition discussion and alternatives B and D direct and

indirect efi'ects discussion.

Alternative G

Alternative G calls for prescribed fire to be used in VRU 2 and the Wildland Urban Interface and no salvage harvest. This

type of treatment will have some benefit to Flammulated Owl habitat by reducing the fine fuels and reducing a few of the

smaller trees. This will stimulate shrub and grass growth, which in turn will benefit Flammulated Owls associated prey

species. The proposed treatment would not fully restore these historic conditions. The most likely timing for a burning

window, April and May at owl habitat elevations, could cause displacement ofsinging males or nesting females.

Cumulative Effects

Reasonably Foreseeable Fuels Reduction, Reforestation, Thinning, Prescribed Burns, Grazing,

and Fire Suppression Projects

Since Flamrnulated Owls are not associated with severely burned forests, reducing fuels towards historical norms and

reforesting these areas has the potential to benefit owl populations in the long-term. Proper range management, through the

use of cattle grazing, is beneficial in keeping trees from encroaching upon mature open park-like grassland forests. The use

of grazing allows for more mature open park- like grassland forest habitats that are suitable for Flammulated Owls.

Thinning and prescribed burns are also beneficial for Flammulated Owls where currently unsuitable habitats have the

potential to become suitable by reducing trees and excessive fuels allowing for more sunlight to reach the forest floor,

stimulating shrub and grass growth

Past fire suppression activities have allowed encroachment oftrees into mature open park-like stands once suitable for

Flammulated Owls. These encroaclunents have altered what were once, open flight lanes used for foraging. Changes in

understory biodiversity efi'ecting prey species negatively due to the lack of light able to reach the forest floor, unable to

stimulate grass and shrub growth. With fire suppression activities continuing in the future some ofthese stands of currently

suitable Flammulated Owl habitat will become unsuitable in time.

Through project design and mitigation measures Flammulated Owls and their habitat will not be appreciably afiected by the

proposed actions. There may be an impact to individuals and habitat fiom Alternatives B, D, E, F, and G but would not

lead to listing.
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East Fork Geographic Area

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A (N0 Action) and C

Alternatives A and C effects are the same as in Skalkaho-Rye and as described in the Effects Common to all Geographic

Areas above.

Alternatives B and D

Alternatives B and D effects are the same as in Skalkaho-Rye and the Effects Common to all Geographic Areas except for

the area oftreatment. About 2,200 acres ofthe Sula Peak to Robbins Gulch, Reimel and Mink Creek known occupied

habitat would have intermediate harvest. About 25,000 acres ofVRU 2 is within the burned area of the East Fork

Geographic Area and about V4 of the VRU would have intermediate harvest. Another ‘A of the VRU 2 burned area would

have salvage/regen harvest prescribed.

Alternative E

Alternative B efl’ects are the same as in Skalkaho-Rye except no intermediate harvest would occur in Flammulated Owl

habitat. About l/3 of the VRU 2 burned area would have salvage/regen harvest prescribed.

Alternative F

Alternative F efi'ects are the same as in Skalkaho-Rye and as described in the Effects Common to all Geographic Areas

section, above, except no intermediate harvest would occur in known occupied Flammulated Owl habitat. Alternative F

was specifically designed to acknowledge the scientific uncertainty ofbenefiting Flammulated Owls by modifying known

occupied habitat. Therefore, Alternative F calls for fire] reduction and reforestation, but no green tree harvest in the known

occupied habitat. Less than l/3 of the VRU 2 burned area would have salvage/regen harvest prescribed. Additionally, the

salvage firel reduction activities in these areas would be restricted to September 1! to March 31’, when Flammulated Owls

have migrated (units effected are Mink Creek #’s 372, 373, 374, 375, and 720, Reimel Creek #’s 365, and 718, Robbins

Gulch to Sula Peak #’s 243, 245, 246, 265, 269, and 270). These design and mitigation requirements would alleviate the

greatest potential for displacement of individuals from habitat that could otherwise be occupied during the spring and

summer seasons.

Alternative G

Alternative G effects are the same as in Skalkaho-Rye.

Cumulative Effects

Cumulative effects are the same as in Skalkaho-Rye.

West Fork Geographic Area

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A (N0 Action) and C

Implementation ofAlternatives A and C will have no efi'ect on Flammulated Owls or their habitat.

Alternatives B and D

Alternatives B and D efl'ects are the same as in Skalkaho-Rye except that no known occupied Flammulated Owl habitat was

within the burn perimeter and intermediate harvest would affect only potential habitat in VRU 2 and only about 300 acres

of intermediate harvest is prescribed in each alternative.
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Alternative E and G

Alternative E and G effects are the same as in Skalkaho-Rye, no intermediate harvest is prescribed for the West Fork

Geographic Area in these alternative.

Alternative F

Alternative F effects are the same as in Skalkaho-Rye except there would be only about 200 acres of intermediate harvest

prescribed in the West Fork Geographic Area in this alternative.

Cumulative Effects

Cumulative efi'ects are the same as in Skalkaho-Rye.

Biological Evaluation Conclusions

Please see the summary table at the end ofthe Wildlife Section for a summary of conclusions of the Biological Evaluation

by Alternative.

Northern Goshawk (Accigiter gentilis)

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Goshawks are indicators of mature and old growth habitats as found in nesting habitat selection and productivity of

Northern Goshawks in west-central Montana, typified by a dense overstory of large trees and an open understory of grass

and shrubs (Clough 1994). The Northern Goshawk is not associated with moderate and high severity burn areas. All

available literature indicates that Northern Goshawks are associated primarily with forested areas as described above.

Most of the Bitterroot National Forest, at least at lower to mid-elevations, was suitable habitat for Goshawks before the

fires. The fires reduced the amount oftotal suitable Goshawk habitat on the Forest by a substantial but unknown amount.

Areas burned by low severity fires oflen retain suitable habitat for Goshawk foraging and nesting, and low severity fires

may improve habitat quality in some situations. Goshawks probably use the edges ofmoderate and high severity burns to

some extent for foraging due to the abundance ofwoodpeckers and other suitable prey, but they likely don’t venture too far

into these areas due to the lack of cover.

The average nest site canopy closure occurring on the BNF is 49 percent, with an average nest tree size of 18 inches

diameter at breast height, and an average nest height of43 feet. The primary tree species used for nests on the BNF is

Douglas-fir followed by western larch with a very small percentage ofponderosa pine and lodgepole being used. Most of

the nests occur near small low-gradient perennial creeks or draws that may carry ephemeral streams (Lockman 2001 P.F.

Doc #27).

Prior to the fires we identified a total of 28 separate Goshawk nests located in 17 difi‘erent territories, plus six additional

territories that were occupied but where we had not been able to locate any nests. Four of the previously known nests were

active in 2000, and produced a total ofnine juvenile Goshawks. We discovered one new active nest in 2000, but the fires

destroyed that nest before the young could fledge. The fires destroyed one additional nest that was inactive in 2000,

leaving us with a total of 26 known nests at the end of2000. One other known nest is in a small, unburned island within a

large area of moderate to high severity burn. No other known nests were within the burned area, but it is certain that the

fires burned a number ofunknown nests.

Preliminary results show that only two ofthe known nests were active in 2001, and fledged a total of five juveniles.

However, we discovered eight new nests, one in a previously known territory and seven located in four new territories.

Four of the new nests were active, and fledged a total of seven juvenile Goshawks. We also discovered two additional

active Goshawk territories where we were unable to locate any nests. There are undoubtedly many other undiscovered

territories throughout suitable habitat on the Forest. We suspect that suitable Goshawk habitat on the Forest is fully

occupied, but it is dificult to be sure since Goshawk home ranges can be as large as 5,000 acres (Graham et aL 1995).

Since Goshawks are well distributed across the Forest, seem to be reasonably abundant given their large territory size, and
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seem to produce good numbers of fledglings, we are confident that the Goshawk population across the Forest is doing well

and that it contributes positively to the viability of Goshawk populations in western Montana.

On the Bitterroot National Forest there are now 34 known Goshawk nests, an intensive monitoring program has led to the

discovery ofeight additional Goshawk nests during the 2001 season (USDA 2001 g). Goshawks are generally very

secretive birds that can be notoriously difiicult to find. The fact that most of the Forest is potentially suitable habitat for

Goshawks complicates survey efi'orts, because they could be almost anywhere. The large number ofcrews working out in

the burned areas greatly enhanced our monitoring efforts in 2001. Ofnotable significance is the finding ofGoshawk and

several other Accipiter nests within small-unburned islands of green forest surrounded by moderate and high severity burn.

These islands ofunburned green forest ofl‘er suitable nest habitat, while the edges ofmoderate and high severity burn may

offer foraging opportunities for Goshawks. We currently know of five Goshawk territories that are within or adjacent to the

burned area. Proposed treatments would have little afl'ect to known Goshawk nest areas because no treatments would occur

within nest area boundaries. Mitigation measures to protect these islands of green within the bumed areas can be

found in the FEIS mitigation measures section. The Forest will continue to monitor known Goshawk territories and search

for new territories.

Blodgett Geographic Area

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A (N0 Action) and C

From the Goshawk perspective Alternatives A and C are very similar. No harvest will occur, but in Alternative C artificial

regeneration will occur. Since neither alternative prescribes for reduction of fuel loads, the likelihood of regenerated

stands, whether natural or artificial, have the potential ofbeing severely burned sometime in the future more so than if fuel

loads were managed. Since Goshawks preferred nesting habitat, is in large trees with high canopy closure and open

understories, the development of stands with these characteristics would likely be slowed by implementing either of these

alternatives.

Goshawks are not associated with severely burned forests, although the woodpeckers, jays and other medium-sized birds

that use burned forests heavily are preferred prey species and may be utilized at the edges of the bums. Green islands, low

severity burned areas and edges ofburns may be important Goshawk nesting habitat. These edges would be unaffected by

implementation of either of these alternatives.

Alternatives A and C are similar in that they call for no harvest in the action alternative with reforestation occurring in

Alternative C. By leaving all fuels and snags in the burned areas, the potential for suitable habitat for northern goshawks

may be reduced. Goshawks are not associated with severely burned forests, and by not harvesting and leaving all fuels, the

possibility for a reduction ofpotential future habitats used by goshawks may occur. In a study in west-central Montana

stands unoccupied by Goshawks exhibited higher total tree density, higher density of small-sized trees, less overall plant

cover, and more wood litter (Clough 1994). In low severity burned stands there is potential for goshawk use; these areas

have the potential for creating understory habitats favored by prey species. woodpeckers, jays and other medium-sized

birds use moderate and high severity burns and these burn edges ofi‘er foraging opportunities for goshawks that prey upon

these species. In moderate and high severity burned areas, the lack ofoverstory protection ofl‘er unsuitable nesting habitat

for goshawks.

Alternatives B and D

Alternatives B and D call for fuels reduction and green tree thinning. Since goshawks are not snag dependent, fuels

reduction of fire-killed trees and reforestation in some stands may prove beneficial in the long-term for providing potential

suitable habitat. In some ofthe low severity burn stands, fire may have accomplished desired historic conditions ofmature

dense overstory stands ofponderosa pine and Douglas-fir with open park-like understories of grasses and shrubs, by

removing excess fuels and thinning out less dominant tree species. In the nonlethal fire regimes, exemplified by the

ponderosa pine forests ofthe Southwestern United States, goshawk habitat was maintained by frequent surface fires that

regenerated, cleaned, and killed forest vegetation. Goshawks and their prey species adapted to this fire regime. The

uneven-age structure contained mostly large old trees. Nonlethal fires cleaned the ponderosa pine forests providing

excellent foraging habitat and open canopies enabling goshawks to find prey. Because, these are the conditions goshawks
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and their prey desire, the Reynolds and others (1992) recommendations are applicable for ponderosa and ponderosa-pine

mixed conifer forests (Graham et al. 1995). Reynolds and others (1992) state, in order to accelerate the development of

mature forests and large trees, tree cutting and prescribed fire should be used to thin forest stands, concentrating growth on

the remaining trees (Reynolds er al. 1992). In low severity burned areas where green tree thinning is proposed, the

potential for suitable habitat would increase, creating more structurally characteristic ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir

stands. Individuals may be displaced during green tree thinning however this displacement would only occur during the

short term with long term beneficial impacts expected fiom the proposed activities.

Alternative E

Alternative E calls for fuel reduction only and no green tree harvest. As discussed earlier, harvesting of fire-killed trees and

snags would not have an appreciable efiect on goshawk habitats, since they are not associated with burned areas. Long

term beneficial effects are possible by reducing fuels through the use of prescribed fire and reforesting burned areas that in

time may potentially be suitable habitat for goshawk and their associated prey.

Alternative F

Alternative F calls for fuel reduction and green tree thinning, the difference between Alternative F from Alternatives B and

D is that harvest in old growth will be avoided and green tree thinning will occur in VRU’s 2 and 3 and the Wildland Urban

Interface. As discussed in direct and indirect efl'ects for Alternatives B and D, green tree thirming and fuel reduction may

prove beneficial in altering the habitat, more closely approximating historical conditions. Individuals may be displaced

during green tree thinning however this displacement would only occur during the short term with long term beneficial

impacts expected from the proposed activities. The total amount of area to be treated in Alternative F is approximately five

percent of the burned area within the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Alternative G

Alternative G calls for prescribed fire to be used in VRU 2 and the Wildland Urban Interface and no salvage harvest. This

type of treatment will have some benefit to Northern Goshawk habitat by reducing the fine fuels and reducing a few of the

smaller trees. This type of treatment will have some benefit to Northern Goshawk habitat by reducing the fine fuels and

reducing a few of the smaller trees. This will stimulate shrub and grass growth, which in turn will benefit Northern

Goshawk associated prey species. The proposed treatment alone may not fully restore these historic conditions. As snags

fall the build up ofdowned woody material would impede understory grass growth and in the event of future fires the

possibility of decreasing the likelihood ofproducing the large trees preferred by Northern Goshawks may occur. See

discussion of fuel reduction in Alternatives B and D.

Cumulative Effects

No Action

Nearly 70,000 acres ofVRU 2 and 3 within the burned perimeters, considered to be the best Northern Goshawk habitat.

burned with moderate or high severity fire in 2000. See existing conditions for further discussion on Goshawk habitat

Forest wide. Since Goshawks are not associated with post-bum landscapes except by using the edges as foraging areas.

they will probably not make use of this area until a forest is reestablished. By only allowing natural processes to occur on

the landscape, the odds of greatly reducing the potential to create and maintain habitats in some stands that are suitable for

goshawks may occur. Regeneration of forest vegetation, whether by natural regeneration or planting trees, and the

production ofmature trees are likely to be threatened in some stands by not managing fuels.

A large amount ofacreage considered to by potential and suitable habitat for goshawks was burned in the fires of2000. By

allowing some stands to become inundated with excessive fiiels, it is likely that iiiture habitats may become unsuitable. By

not removing some ofthe standing dead trees, this inhibits the amount of sunlight to the forest floor. As these standing

dead trees begin to fiill, it creates unfavorable habitat that impedes low flying and catching of forest floor prey species by

Goshawks. In the event that a future fire were to occur in these stands it is probable that flame lengths could carry into the

overstory canopy creating a more lethal fire event to the stand.

Thinning and Prescribed Burns

Ongoing and future thinning and prescribed burning as in Teepee #1 and #2 Ecoburn, Camp Reimel #10 Ecoburn,Bertie timber sale, Sheafinan fuels reduction project, Green team fuel reduction projects, Jennings commercial timber

sale may increase the suitability of habitats used by goshawks. By reducing the understory trees while mamtammg a fairly
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dense overstory canopy ofmature trees, goshawks are able to find suitable nest trees and have fairly open flight lanes in the

understory for giving chase to prey.

Since Northern Goshawks are not associated with severely burned forests, reducing fuels using prescribed fire and thinning

in some stands has the potential to benefit Goshawk populations in the long-term. Thinning and prescribed burns are also

beneficial where currently unsuitable habitats have the potential to become suitable by reducing trees and excessive fuels

allowing for more sunlight to reach the forest floor, stimulating shrub and grass growth.

Past fire suppression activities have allowed encroachment of trees into mature stands once suitable for Northern

Goshawks. These encroachments have altered what were once, open flight lanes used for foraging. Changes in understory

biodiversity effecting prey species negatively due to the lack of light able to reach the forest floor, unable to stimulate grass

and shrub growth. With fire suppression activities continuing in the future some of these stands of currently suitable habitat

will continue to become unsuitable in time.

Individuals may be displaced during green tree thinning however this displacement would only occur during the short term

with long term beneficial impacts expected fi'om the proposed activities. Through project design and mitigation measures

Northern Goshawks and their habitat will not be appreciably affected by the proposed actions. There may be an impact on

individuals and habitat from Alternatives B, D, and F but would not lead to listing.

Biological Evaluation Conclusions

Please see the summary table at the end ofthe Wildlife Section for a summary of conclusions ofthe Biological Evaluation

by Alternative.

Consistency with the Forest Plan and Other Regulatory Direction

The Forest Service Manual provides this direction for the management all the sensitive wildlife species mentioned above:

“Develop and implement management practices to ensure that species do not become threatened or endangered because of

Forest Service activities.” The Bitterroot Forest Plan standard for sensitive species states: “The habitat needs of sensitive

species. as listed by the Regional Forester, will be considered in all project planning." Considering the above discussion of

habitat needs and environmental consequences, this project would comply with the plan and other regulatory direction.
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BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION

THREATENED & ENDANGERED SPECIES

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS“

Project Name: Burned Area Recovery Final Environmental Impact Statement

Table 3-133 - Threatened & Endangered Species, Summary Of Conclusions*

SPECIES

_

Bald Eale _ MENLAA MENLAA MENLAA

ENDANGERED ALT A ALT B ALT c ALT 1) ALT E

SPECIES

   

 

éé

 

 

Prepared by: s/ David T. Romero

David T. Romero Wildlife Biologist Date: 09/22/01

Approved by: s/JoseQh W. Butsick

Joseph W. Butsick Wildlife Biologist Date: 09/22/01

NE - No Effect

MENLAA - May Effect - Not likely to adversely afl‘ect"

MELAA - May Effect - Likely to adversely affect"*

BE - Beneficial Efiect‘m‘
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BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION

SENSITIVE SPECIES

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS‘

Project Name: Burned Area Recovery Final Environmental Impact Statement

Table 3-134 - Sensitive Species, Summary Of Conclusions

SPECIES

Western Big

eared Bat

CDA

Salamander

Fisher

Wolverine

Northern Bog

Lemmin;

Boreal Toad

Northern

Leo I ard Fro ;

Peregrine

Falcon

Black-backed

Wood ecker

Flammulated

Owl

Northern

Goshawk

Prepared by.

Approved by".

MIIH

LIFV"

BI

ALTA‘ ALTB‘ ALTC" ALTD

NI NIHlHlllHairEll!lHllHlHllH
MIIH MIIH MIH-I

NI NI NI NI

- Mn“

-

EE ZE

o

El

5‘. MI

s/ David T. Romero

David T. Romero Wildlife Biologist Date: 09/22/01

s/Josegh W. Butsick

Joseph W. Butsick Wildlife Biologist Date: 09/22/01

- No Impact

- May impact individuals or habitat, but will not likely contribute to a trend towards Federal

listing or loss of viability to the population or species.

- Likely to impact individuals or habitat with a consequence that the action may contribute to a

trend towards Federal listing or cause a loss of viability to the population or species.

- Beneficial impact

*Rational for conclusion of effects is contained in the NEPA document

‘"Trigger for a Significant Action as defined in NEPA

——_—n——
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RECREATION

Introduction

The Bitterroot Valley is a popular recreation area for the local residents, greater Missoula, and travelers on Highway 93.

Hunting, fishing, hiking, scenic driving, and camping are just a few ofthe popular activities. The Bitterroot National Forest

has numerous trails that access the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness, the Anaconda-Pintler Wilderness, and the Frank Church

River-of-No-Return Wilderness. Day hiking is a popular activity on the trails that lead into the backcountry.

Large roadless tracts, hundreds of miles ofopen roads, dozens oftrailheads, and over 1,000 miles of trails characterize

dispersed recreation in the Bitterroot Valley. Large areas of the Forest are relatively wild in character, and can provide

opportunities for solitude. About 70% ofthe Forest is within designated wilderness or inventoried roadless areas.

Recreation use in the Bitterroot Valley is varied and ranges fi'om motorized winter sport activities to primitive wilderness

experiences. The East and West Fork ofthe Bitterroot River provide excellent fishing opportunities. Rafting is also a

popular activity on the West Fork ofthe Bitterroot.

Regulatory Framework

National Environmental Policy Act

NEPA requires integrated use of the natural and social sciences in all planning and decision-making that affect the human

environment. The human environment includes the natural and physical environment and the relationship ofpeople to the

environment (40 CFR 1508.14)

Forest Plan Direction

Provide for the current mix of dispersed recreation by maintaining about 50% of the Forest in wilderness, about 20% in

semi-primitive motorized, and about 30% in roaded areas (II-4). Along with the following Forest-wide recreation

standards, each Management Area (MA) denoted by the Forest Plan includes additional recreation standards. Refer to the

map in the Project File for MA allocations in burned over areas for all the Geographical Areas. Forest-wide management

goals and standards and the recreational management goals and standards for theses MAs which are applicable to this

project are described below:

MA-I Recreation Standards

1. Manage for recreation activities associated with roads and motorized equipment. The recreation opportunity

spectrum setting is roaded manual.

MA-2 Recreation Standards

1. Manage for recreation activities associated with roads and motorized equipment. The recreation opportunity

spectrum setting is roaded natural. Interpretive sites and trails will be compatible with winter range management

goals. Off-road vehicle use will be controlled during critical periods on susceptible ranges such as high-use winter

range, spring range, and densely roaded tall range.

MA-3a Recreation Standards

1. Manage to provide recreation opportunities associated with the main access roads and fishing streams. Most of the

area that can be roaded is already roaded. Areas with sensitive soils and steep slopes, including some sites along

the Skalkaho, Daly, and Sleeping Child Creeks and the West Fork River will remain unroaded. The ROS setting is

roaded natural.

MA-3c Recreation Standards

1. The ROS setting is roaded natural, however, portions will not be roaded because of visual, soil, and water

constraints.

Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS)

Recreation opportunity spectrum is a land classification system of 6 categories, each being defined by its setting and by the

probable recreation experiences and activities it affords. The six management classes are: urban, rural, roaded natural,

semi-primitive motorized, semi-primitive non-motorized and primitive. The Bitterroot FP allocated land mto each category

except urban.
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Off-Highway Vehicle (OHV) Use

In January of2001, the Forest Service and Bureau ofLand Management issued a decision to limit or restrict motorized

wheeled cross-country travel on land administered by the two agencies in Montana. The decision restricts, yearlong,

wheeled motorized cross-country travel, where it was not already restricted. OHVs that are wider than the existing trail is

considered to be cross-country travel and are prohibited. Exceptions to the rule are:

1. Motorized wheeled cross-country travel would be allowed for any military, fire, search and rescue, or law

enforcement vehicles used for emergency purposes.

2. Motorized wheeled cross-country travel for the Forest Service would be limited to official administrative business

as outlined by internal memo.

3. Motorized wheeled cross-country travel for other government entities on ofiicial business would require

authorization from the local field or district ranger in their respective areas. The authorization would be through

normal permitting processes and/or memorandum ofunderstanding.

4. Motorized wheeled cross-country travel for lessees and permittees would be limited to the administration of a

federal lease permit.

5. Motorized wheeled cross-country travel to a campsite would be permissible within 300 feet ofroad or trail.

Analysis Methods

The following issue indicators were used to evaluate the impacts ofthe activities proposed in all geographic areas:

Change in Motorized and Non-motorized Roaded Access Opportunities

Safety - Number oftruck trips within the two-year timefi'ame per hauling routes

Recreation Uses

Snowmobile Use - Designated groomed snowmobile trails closed due to the proposed activities

Outfitter and Guide — Outfitting activities affected by the proposed activities.

The tirnefi'ame considered in this B18 is fi'om the fall of 2001 for several years to follow.

Blodgett Geographic Area

Introduction

The Blodgett area, which is within a 5 miles radius to the towns ofHamilton, Corvallis and Pinesdale and within 40 miles

of Missoula, is a moderate use area. Popular activities include hiking, camping, and firewood gathering. There are three

canyons within the geographic area: Blodgett Creek, Mill Creek, and Sheafrnan Creek.

Recreation resources in the analysis area consist of trailheads and dispersed campsites with one small, campground. The

Blodgett area is characterized by deeply bisected canyons. Views include east to the Sapphire Mountains, west to the

Bitterroot Mountains.

Analysis Area

The area of analysis is the burned area within the Blodgett Geographic Area.

Existing Condition

Motorized and Non-Motorized Access

Currently, there is one area closure in the Bitterroot National Forest Travel Plan for the Blodgett area; a portion of the

analysis area in the Sheafinan-Mill Creek drainages is in a yearlong closure area to all motorized travel (including

snowmobiles). The Forest Travel Plan Map details specific access restrictions for trails and roads within the analysis area.

Developed Recreation

Blodgett Canyon Trailhead has parking for 10 vehicles.

Blodgett Campground/Picnic Area has 6 campsites available for use. Moderate use occurs from April to October.

Mill Creek Picnic Area has picnic tables and parking.

Trailheads include: Canyon Creek/Blodgett Overlook, Blodgett Creek, Mill Creek, and Sheafrnan Creek Trails.
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Trails

The majority of trails receive moderate use, primarily by hikers and mountain bikes. Blodgett Trail #19 is a high use trail

that receives rock-climbing use on the clifl faces above Blodgett Creek. The Blodgett Creek Overlook Trail #101 dead

ends before a clifl’above Blodgett Canyon

Table 3-135 - Trails in the Blodgett Area

Trail Name and Trail miles in Travel Mgt Status Primary Mgt Trail miles in Trail miles in 1

No. anal sis area ob'ectives * hih/mod burn mod/low burn

Sheafinan Creek #82 Closed to motorized use Pack and saddle

Mill Creek #364 4.5 Open to motorized use Pack and saddle 4.5

until Wilderness boun .

-
‘

Blodgett Creek 2.0 Closed to motorized and Hiking 2.0 “

Overlook #101 mountain bike use

@

* Primary Management Objective denotes current use objectives based on access to wilderness, physical conditions, and

type ofuse the trail receives

  

 

Dispersed Recreation

WinterActivities

Overall, winter use is light, with Blodgett Creek Trail receiving the most use in the form of ice climbing, Snowshoeing, and

cross-country skiing use. Mill Creek receives some cross-country skiing use. Snowmobile use is light and infrequent.

Spring/Summer Activities

This spring, a large mushroom crop is expected in the burned area. This area is closed to commercial mushroom use; only

recreational mushroom picking would be allowed, which is expected to be a popular activity. There are several popular

dispersed camping areas that were burned over from the fires. Most of these sites are along the main trails, close to the

wilderness boundary. Blodgett Creek receives a moderate to high amount of rock-climbing use and Mill Creek receives

some rock-climbing use. Mountain biking is allowed on the trails outside ofthe wilderness except for Blodgett Overlook

Trail #101. Use is moderate on the Blodgett Trail and low on the Sheafinan Creek, Mill Creek, and Canyon Creek trails.

Fishing occurs along Mill Creek, Blodgett Creek, and Canyon Creek.

Fall Activities

The Blodgett area lies within Hunting District 240, which receives low to moderate day-use summer and fall hunting.

Some overnight hunting occurs timber from trailheads. There is one overnight outfitter camp up Mill Creek inside the

Wilderness area. Day-use outfitting occurs within the Blodgett area.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

Selection of the No Action alternative would result in no changes in regards to the issue indicators listed below for

implementing the activities proposed. However, in the absence of fuel management, the intensity and severity of another

fire event would not be reduced. If another fire event were to occur, depending on the magnitude, the impacts to recreation

could be similar to those impacts from the fires of2000.

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access Opportunities

There would be no change to motorized and non-motorized access opportunities.

Safety

Forest users would experience a higher risk from hazard trees since harvest and fuel reduction work would not occur.

W
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Recreation Uses

See Effects Common to Alternatives A, C, and G Section.

Snowmobile Use

There would be no effect with this alternative. Cross-country travel may increase due to a slower vegetative recovery and

less debris on the ground.

Outfitter and Guide

This alternative would have no effect on outfitter and guides in the area.

Alternative B

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access Opportunities

There would be no change to motorized access miles.

About 1.9 miles ofroads presently closed yearlong to motorized use would be treated by ripping the existing roadbed and

leaving a rough walking surface.

Safety

A closure on the Sheafinan Trail #82 could occur in conjunction with helicopter logging ofUnit 611.

There would be a slight increase in traflic on Cow Creek Road #38 and Dutch Hill Road #54. About 1,290 truck trips of

commercial timber would be hauled out on the first 2-mile segment ofRoad #438 and over Dutch Hill Road #54. An

additional 520 truck trips of gravel would be hauled on these two roads. Hauling could occur in both summer and winter.

About 497 acres would be planted; trafic associated with this alternative would less than Alternative C, more than

Alternative E and F and the same as Alternative D.

See also Efi'ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Recreation Uses

The Sheafman Trail #82 could close in conjunction with helicopter logging ofUnit 611. A log landing would be located in

close proximity to the Sheafman Trailhead. The trailhead is behind a locked gate from October 15 to June 15. The

trailhead may be closed for a short time after June 15 if the landing is still being utilized.

See Efi‘ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section

Snowmobile Use

See Efl‘ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Outfitter and Guide

Authorized overnight outfitters are assigned camps. The only overnight outfitter in the Blodgett area is outside any

harvest/fuel treatment and would not be affected by this alternative.

See Efl‘ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Alternative C

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized RoadedAccess Opportunities

The effects ofAlternative C on motorized and non-motorized road access opportunities are the same as those for

Alternative B.

Safety

Forest users would experience a higher risk from hazard trees since harvest and fuel reduction work would not occur.

There will be a slight increase in traflic on county roads that access the area due to planting crews in the area.

M
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About 520 truck trips of gravel would be hauled on Cow Creek Road #38 and Dutch Hill Road #54 for watershed

treatment. There may be conflicts with forest users and logging trucks and/or trafic associated with winter treatment

utilizing the same plowed access routes.

About 615 acres would be planted; traflic associated with this alternative would more than alternative B, D, E, and F.

Recreation Uses

Dispersed recreation use such as fishing, hiking, camping, and picnicking may be displaced to unburned areas of the forest.

There could be an increase in cross-country travel due to a slower vegetative recovery and less debris on the ground.

Snowmobile Use

There is no effect to snowmobile use with this alternative.

Outfitter and Guide

The effects of implementing this alternative on outfitters and guides would be the same as those ofAlternative B.

Alternative D

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access Opportunities

The effects of Alternative D on motorized and non-motorized road access opportunities are the same as those for

Alternative B.

Safety

A closure on the Sheafinan Trail #82 could occur in conjunction with helicopter logging ofUnit 611. A log landing would

be located in the Sheafman Trailhead.

There would be a moderate increase in traflic on Forest Road #38 (Cow Creek Road) and County Road #54 (Dutch Hill

Road). About 1,290 truck trips of commercial timber would be hauled out on the first 2 miles segment ofForest Road #438

and over County Road #54. An additional 520 truck trips of gravel would be hauled on these two roads as well. Hauling

could occur in both summer and winter.

About 497 acres would be planted; traflic associated with this alternative would less than Alternative C, more than

Alternative E and F and the same as Alternative D.

See Effects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Recreation Uses

The Sheafman Trail #82 could close in conjunction with helicopter logging ofUnit 611. A log landing would be located in

close proximity to the Sheafinan Trailhead. The trailhead is behind a locked gate from October 15 to June 15. The

trailhead may be closed for a short time after June 15 if the landing is still being utilized.

See Efl'ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Snowmobile Use

See Effects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Outfitter and Guide

The effects of implementing this alternative on outfitters and guides would be the same as those ofAlternative B.

See Efl'ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Alternative E

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access Opportunities

The efiects of Alternative E on motorized and non-motorized road access opportunities are the same as those for

Alternative B.
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Safety

A closure on the Sheafinan Trail #82 could occur in conjunction with helicopter logging ofUnit 611.

There would be a moderate increase in trafiic on Forest Road #38 (Cow Creek Road) and County Road #54 (Dutch Hill

Road). About 1,356 truck trips ofcommercial timber would be hauled out on the first 2 miles segment of Forest Road #438

and over County Road #54. An additional 520 truck trips of gravel would be hauled on these two roads as well. Hauling

could occur in both summer and winter.

About 456 acres would be planted; tramc associated with this alternative would less than alternative B, C, and D and the

same as alternative F.

See Efl'ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Recreation Uses

The Sheafinan Trail #82 could close in conjunction with helicopter logging ofUnit 611. A log landing would be located in

close proximity to the Sheafinan Trailhead. The trailhead is behind a locked gate from October 15 to June 15. The

trailhead may be closed for a short time after June 15 if the landing is still being utilized.

See Eflects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Snowmobile Use

See Efi'ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section

Outfitter and Guide

The efi‘ects of implementing this alternative on outfitters and guides would be the same as those of Alternative B.

See Efi'ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section

Alternative F

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access Opportunities

The effects ofAlternative F on motorized and non-motorized road access opportunities are the same as those for

Alternative B.

Safety

The Sheafinan Trail #82 could close in conjunction with helicopter logging ofUnit 611.

There will be a moderate increase in traflic on Forest Road #38 (Cow Creek Road) and County Road #54 (Dutch Hill

Road). About 1,426 truck trips ofcommercial timber would be hauled out on the first 2 miles segment ofForest Road #438

and over County Road #54. An additional 520 truck trips of gravel would be hauled on these two roads as well Hauling

could occur in both summer and winter.

About 456 acres would be planted; traffic associated with this alternative would less than alternative B, C, and D and the

same as alternative E.

See Effects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Recreation Uses

The Sheafinan Trail #82 could close in conjunction with helicopter logging ofUnit 611. A log landing would be located in

close proximity to the Sheafinan Trailhead. The trailhead is behind a locked gate from October 15 to June 15. The

trailhead may be closed for a short time after June 15 if the landing is still being utilized.

See Effects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Snowmobile Use

See Efi'ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Outfitter and Guide

The efi'ects of implementing this alternative on outfitters and guides would be the same as those ofAlternative B.

—_—————————
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See Efi'ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Alternative G

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access Opportunities

The effects ofAlternative G on motorized and non-motorized road access opportunities are the same as those for

Alternative B.

Safety

There will be a moderate increase in trafiic on Forest Road #38 (Cow Creek Road) and County Road #54 (Dutch Hill

Road). About 520 truck trips of gravel would be hauled on these two roads as well. Hauling could occur in both summer

and winter. There is no planting associated with this alternative.

See Effects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Recreation Uses

See Efi‘ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section

Snowmobile Use

See Efl‘ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Outfitter and Guide

The effects of implementing this alternative on outfitters and guides would be the same as those ofAlternative B.

See Efi'ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Cumulative Effects

Alternatives A, B, C, D, E, F, and G

Change in Motorized Non-Motorized Roaded Access Opportunities

The OHV EIS restricts all cross-country OHV travel except where specifically allowed under current travel management

plans. There would be an overall increase in both motorized and non-motorized use on the forest.

Safety

Fire-related road and trail repairs would continue. Over time, dead trees would continue to fall, as well as additional trees

dying due to bark beetle infestations along road and trails.

The Blodgett Area State Timber Sale proposes to salvage harvest about 1 million board feet of timber in Section 16 during

this summer (2001). This timber sale would occur before any activities in this analysis but there may be some overlap this

fall for a short time. Forest users in the Blodgett area may experience temporary road closures on the county road accessing

Blodgett Creek Trail and Campground. Harvesting would not occur near Blodgett Creek Trailhead. Hauling could occur

down the Blodgett View Road.

Recreation Uses

Highway 93 construction may impact recreation travel due to planned road closures and delays.

Mushroom and forest products gathering may increase in burned areas, designated dispersed campsites, developed

campgrounds, and trailheads. The Forest has developed a separate Law Enforcement Plan and Implementation Plan for

mushroom gathering. Mushroom gathering in the Blodgett area is closed to commercial gathering and open only to

personal use gathering.

Lewis and Clark Trail Bicentennial is expected to generate a large increase in use during the years 2004. though 2006 with

peak use in the Bitterroot Valley during 2005 and 2006. Campgrounds on the forest will be highly utilized as well as the

general trail route. Most visitors are expected to stay near Highway 93.

Blodgett Campground is scheduled for reconstruction during the fall of2002. It would be closed to use from about

September 4, 2002 to May 2003. The Blodgett Overlook Trail #101 is scheduled for reconstruction this summer (2001);

the trail would remain open to users.
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Snowmobile Use

Snowmobile use is low in this area due to physical land constraints and designated Wilderness (no motorized use allowed).

A short-term decrease may occur while this area is being logged during the winter.

Outfitter and Guide

Outfitters may experience an increase in conflicts due to multiple use activities on the Forest.

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Introduction

The Skalkaho-Rye area receives low to moderate use primarily for hunting, driving for pleasure, snowmobile riding, hiking,

camping, and firewood gathering. State Highway 38 borders the northern edge ofthe area and is a two-lane native-surface

road, which is closed to highway vehicle traflic in the winter. The other major road route is the Skalkaho Rye road, which

is a 75-mile loop road that begins south ofHamilton and ends south ofDarby.

Recreation resources in the project area are primarily dispersed, consisting oftrailheads and dispersed campsites. The

Skalkaho-Rye area occupies the western side of the Bitterroot Rock Creek divide in the Sapphire Mountains. Views include

west to the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness, and east along the Sapphire Mountains.

Analysis Area

The area ofanalysis is the burned area within the Skalkaho-Rye GA, bounded on the north by State Highway 38 (with

exception of about 500 acres in Section 23, 27, and 33 at the head of Daly Creek (T6N Rl8W), and 1,000 acres in Section

19, 20, 29 and 30, west ofBrennan Creek (TSN, Rl8W), where the fire crossed Skalkaho Highway 38. The eastern and

southern boundaries are the Darby Ranger District boundaries. The west boundary is the Forest boundary east ofHwy 93.

Existing Condition

Motorized and Non-Motorized Access

Three area closures are currently in the Bitterroot NF Travel plan for the Skalkaho-Rye analysis area:

- Portions ofthe analysis area in upper Daly Creek north of State Highway 38 are in a yearlong closure area to all

motorized travel except snowmobile.

- Portions of analysis area in Skalkaho Creek north of State Highway 38, just west ofBrennan Creek, are in a

yearlong area closure to all motorized travel.

0 Portions of the western edge of the analysis area are in a seasonal area closure to all motorized travel from October

15 through June 15.

o All ofthe trails in the Skalkaho-Rye area are open to motorized use. However, many of these trails are not

comtructed or accessible by motorized vehicles due to resource limitations on the ground (e.g., narrow tread width,

obstacles in trail, vegetation).

Developed Recreation

- Centennial Grove Interpretative Trail is a roadside interpretive area, with a short V4 mile paved handicap accessible

trail, and longer '/2 mile interpretative traiL

- Black Bear Campground is an ll-site campground which has fire rings, picnic tables, and a handicap accessible

toilet.

- Trailheads include: Bear Gulch, Black Bear Point, Railroad, Weasel, Jerry Peak, Two Bear, Kent Lake, Skalkaho

Divide, Mosquito Meadows, Divide Creek, Gods Little Acre, Sleeping Child Divide, White Stallion Camp,

Sleeping Child, Harlan Mountain, Little Sleeping Child, and Sawdust Gulch.

Trails

The majority of trails in the analysis area experience low to moderate use, primarily by hikers and hunters. A bicycle loop

route has been proposed starting at Skalkaho-Rye Road #75, up Skalkaho Highway #38 to Railroad Road #711, and back to

Skalkaho-Rye Road #75.

”
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Table 3-136 - Trails Within the Skalkaho-Rye Analysis Area

Trail miles in Travel Primary Trail miles Trail miles

Trail name and No. analysis area Management Management high/mod burn mod/low burn

a - ~rox. Status ob'ective* a - -rox. a - - rox.

Bitterroot/Rock Creek 23 O to Pack and

Divide #313 ' motorized use Saddle

Skalkaho Creek/Jerry Lake 5 2 Pack and

#503 ' motorized use Saddle

Pack andmeet“ I m -

Skalkaho-Sleeping Child Pack and

Divide #87 m oriz Saddle

. . Pack and

. . Pack and

mam-zed...
. . . . to Pack and

Bald Top-Sleeping Child 2 5 Pack and

#160 ' motorized use Saddle

to Pack and

mm.
OHVWWW“ mam-m-

Pack and
Bear Gulch #508 n motorized use Saddle

Rye Creek- Hot Springs Pack and

#504 motorized use Saddle

. . . Pack and
Little Sleeping Child #164 motorized use Saddle
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_ _ Pack and
White Stallion #228 motorized use Saddle 2.0

- - 4.4SM mm... —to Pack and

* Primary Management objective denotes current uses objectives that managers emphasize based on access to wilderness,

physical conditions, and type ofuse the trail receives.

i

There is considerable motorized use in the Skalkaho-Rye area by highway vehicles for general access to the Forest,

firewood gathering, and hunting. Off-highway vehicle use occurs along open roads; roads closed to highway vehicle use,

and user-created routes. The 1999 Forest Plan Monitoring and Evaluation report identifies damage by off-highway vehicles

on several routes in the analysis area. These include Robbins Gulch, Sawdust Gulch, and Brennan Gulch. Additional user

created OHV trails that have been identified include: a route ofl‘ Road #62736 along the ridge to the east ofCoyote

Meadows; Sleeping Child divide; and a route east of White Stallion Camp along Road #273.

The following routes within the analysis area are approved for snowmobile grooming: Skalkaho Highway #38, fi'om the

existing gate in section 19 to Skalkaho Pass; Skalkaho-Rye Road #75 from Weasel Creek to the North Fork ofRye Creek;

and Two Bear Road #720. Additional play areas and ungroomed trails include: Trail #87 up to Rooster Comb and down

Trail #105, and a route parallel to Road #75 from Road #720 to Coyote Meadows.

Dispersed Recreation

Winter Activities

The Skalkaho-Rye area is a popular winter snowmobile area that contains designated groomed and ungroomed trails. There

is some sledding between Railroad and Weasel Creeks.
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Spring/Summer Activities

Dispersed recreation in the analysis area includes fishing along Skalkaho Creek and other larger streams, berry picking

(primarily huckleberry), driving for pleasure (Skalkaho Highway #38, Skalkaho Rye Road #75, White Stallion Road), and

hiking. Several dispersed camping sites along Daly Creek and the lower portions of Skalkaho Creek get moderate use.

Progressive summer overnight trips occur on the Sapphire Divide, and burn areas did not impact these.

Mountain bike guiding occurs on the Railroad Creek loop identified above. Use has been minimal in the past. A van tour

has been approved over Skalkaho Rye Road #75, and up Highway 38 to Skalkaho Falls. Use was minimal in the past.

Guided snowmobile use includes all of the groomed and ungroomed snowmobile trails listed above. OHV use includes the

Railroad Creek Loop described above. The outfitter is permitted up to 300 service days.

Fall Activities

The area receives low to moderate day and overnight hunting use.

Outfitter and guide operations in the analysis area include: one overnight hunting outfitter, day-use hunting outfitters,

progressive summer overnight trips, mountain biking, van tours, and OHV and snowmobile use.

The overnight hunter operates in the Two Bear Drainage fi'om September 1 thru December 1. Fire impacted one designated

overnight camp and one drop camp. The drop camp will be relocated. The outfitter is permitted up to 270 service days.

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

Selection of the No Action alternative would result in no changes in regards to the issue indicators listed below due to

implementing the activities proposed. However, in the absence of fuel management, the intensity and severity ofanother

fire event would not be reduced. If another fire event were to occur, depending on the magnitude, the impacts to recreation

could be similar to those impacts fi'om the fires of2000.

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-motorized Roaded Access Opportunities

There would be no change to motorized and non-motorized access opportunities.

Safety

Forest users would have a higher risk from hazard trees since harvest and firel reduction work would not occur.

Recreation Uses

See Effects Common to Alternatives A, C, and G Section

Snowmobile Use

There will be no change fi'om the existing condition. Cross-country snowmobile use may increase due to a slower

vegetative recovery and less debris on the ground.

Outfitter and Guide

This alternative would have no effect on outfitter and guides in the area.

Alternative B

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access Opportunities

Table 3-137 - Change in Motorized Access

““m "“'“"'““

Roads open to yearlong motorized access changed to

closed ' - ion to motorized access 0.9 miles #62689

closed earlon to motorized access. 4.3 miles #62587, #62698,

-_seasonal motorized restriction. 0.7 miles #62688

-_0 en earlon to motorized access. 1.2 miles #73191
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This alternative has 5.9 miles ofmore restrictive motorized access and 1.2 miles of less restrictive motorized access for a

net of4.0 miles ofmore restrictive motorized access.

About 65.8 miles of roads closed yearlong to motorized use would be treated by ripping the existing roadbed and leaving a

rough walking surface or by removing the road prism.

Safety

There will be a large increase in traflic on Highway 38 and Sleeping Child Road #85D. About 24,700 truck trips of

commercial timber would be hauled out on these two roads over two years. Main collector-type Forest System Roads

(FSR) that would receive high volume include: #75 (Rye Creek Rd), #720 (Two Bear Road), #273 (White Stallion), and

#1371 (Black Bear Road). About 13,560 truck trips ofgravel would be hauled over the main roads in summer and winter.

The Rye Creek Area would also see a large increase in trafiic on Rye Creek Road #91. About 29,720 truck trips of

commercial timber would be hauled out on Rye Creek Road #91 over a two-year period. Main collector-type FSR that

would receive high volume oftraflic includes: #75 (Rye Creek Road), #311 (Guide-Rye Road), and #321 (North Fork

Rye-Harlan Road).

About 16,769 acres would be planted; trafiic associated with this alternative would more than alternatives D, E, and G, and

less than Alternatives C, and F.

See Efl‘ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Recreation Uses

Trail #510 is an old road that has been converted to an OHV trail. The trail would be converted to a haul route during fuel

reduction activities and then rehabilitated back to an OHV trail. During hauling this trail would be closed to public use.

This trail would also have about 4 landings adjacent to the trail that would be about 1 acre in size. The trailhead for trails

#161 and #105 would have a landing at the trailhead that would be rehabilitated afler treatment activities are completed.

A total of 9 trails, or about 17.6 miles, could be impacted by partial or total closure due to helicopter harvest during the

summer, and slashing or burning activities. Tractor harvest is limited to winter. Trail #’s 104, 510, and 164 would

experience the greatest impact both in terms of a large portion of the trail being impacted, and a large number oftreatment

units along the trails.

See also Effects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section

Snowmobile Use

Snowmobile use would be prohibited on Skalkaho-Rye Road #75 and Two Bear Road #720 when the road is open for

winter hauling. Highway 38 fi'om the existing gate in Section 19 to Skalkaho Pass would remain open to snowmobile use.

Highway 38 would see an increase in use. Snowmobile use on un-groomed trails would probably increase as well.

Snowmobile use would not be allowed on the road but general vehicle travel would be allowed providing additional access

to the Skalkaho-Rye Area that is normally not provided.

Outfitter and Guide

This alternative would impact Two Bear, Divide, and White Stallion Trailheads. These areas are used as an end ofroad

camp for an outfitter from September 1 thru November 30.

See Effects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Alternative C

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access Opportunities

Table 3-138 - Change in Motorized Access

Roads with seasonal motorized restrictions changed to - #702, #13251, #62524, #62586,

closed arlon to motorized access 4.3 miles #62587, #62698

Roads open yearlong to motorized access changed toseasonal motorized restriction access. 1.6 miles #62685 #62694, #62688

Roads with seasonal motorized restrictions changed to -

0 en to earlon motorized access. 1.2 miles #73191

 

Road No.
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This alternative has 5.9 miles more restrictive motorized access and 1.2 miles of less restrictive motorized access for a net

of3.8 miles ofmore restrictive motorized access.

About 65.8 miles ofroads currently closed yearlong to motorized use would be treated by ripping the existing roadbed and

leaving a rough walking surface or by removing the road prism.

Safety

Forest users would have a higher risk fi'om hazard trees since harvest and fuel reduction work would not occur. There

would be a slight increase in traflic on county roads that access the area due to planting crews in the area.

About 13,560 truck trips of gravel would be hauled on main roads in the Skalkaho-Rye area.

About 19,062 acres would be planted; traflic associated with this alternative would be more than Alternatives B, D, E, F

and G.

Recreation Uses

A total of 7 trails, or about 12.0 miles, would be impacted by increased activities during planting. Visitors would be

impacted by an increased in activity in planting/fuel treatment units. Planting would be accomplished in early spring or late

fall. The most disturbance to visitors would be during hunting season, when any activity may be considered a disturbance.

Road accessing these units, which would normally be closed, would have some vehicle traffic.

Snowmobile Use

The use ofmechanized equipment for fuel reduction activities and non-commercial harvest is required to be over snow or

fi'ozen ground, except for walking excavator piling. Snowmobile use would not be allowed on the road but general vehicle

travel would be allowed providing additional access to the Skalkaho-Rye Area that is normally not provided.

Outfitter and Guide

These activities would impact one overnight outfitter’s hunting area, September 1 thru November 30, in the Sleeping Child

drainage.

Alternative D

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized RoadedAccess Opportunities

There would be no change in motorized access miles. There would be some changes to the type of motorized access

Table 3-139 - Change in Motorized Access

permitted.

a rox.

Roads open to seasonal motorized access that has a change in—

p‘ fi'om firll size vehicles to off hi wa size vehicles. 4.3 miles #62587, #62698

_in p from full size vehicles to ofi‘hihwa size vehicles. 0.9 miles #62689

About 65.3 miles ofroads closed yearlong to motorized use would be treated by ripping the existing roadbed and leaving a

rough walking surface or by removing the road prism

Safety

There would be a large increase in trafiic on Highway 38 and Sleeping Child Road #85D. About 25,500 truck trips of

commercial timber would be hauled out on these two roads over two years. Main collector-type FSR that would receive

high vohrme includes #75 (Rye Creek Rd), #720 (Two bear Road), #273 (White Stallion), and #1371 (Black Bear Road).

About 13,560 truck trips of gravel would be hauled on main roads over the duration ofthe project. Hauling could occur in

both summer and winter.

The Rye Creek Area would also see a large increase in traffic on Rye Creek Road #91. About 29,720 truck trips of

commercial timber would be hauled out on Rye Creek Road #91 over a two-year period. Main collector-type FSR that

would receive high volume oftraflic includes: #75 (Rye Creek Road), #311 (Guide-Rye Road), and #321 (North Fork

Rye-Harlan Road).
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About 16,690 acres would be planted; traflic associated with this alternative would less than alternative B, C, and more

than alternative E, F and G.

See Effects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Recreation Uses

This alternative would directly impact Two Bear, Divide, and White Stallion Trailheads. Unit 25 includes the Divide Creek

Trailhead, and this trailhead may be inaccessible during operations. Unit 178 includes White Stallion dispersed campsite

which is a popular site during the fall1 and may be inaccessible during operations.

A total of9 trails, or about 17.9 miles could be impacted during the summer months by partial or total closure due to

skyline harvest and slashing or burning activities. Trail #’s 104, 510, and 164 would experience the greatest impact in

terms of a large portion of the trail being impacted, and a large number oftreatment units along the trails.

See also Efl'ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Snowmobile Use

The effects of this alternative on snowmobile use would be the same as those ofAlternative B.

Outfitter and Guide

At Two Bears Trailhead there is an overnight outfitter with an authorized end of road camp. Access routes or restrictions

on Skalkaho-Rye Road #75 would impact the overnight outfitter from September 1 through November 30. Slashing or

planting activities around Two Bear Trailhead, and helicopter logging lower in the drainage would be a disturbance to

guided clients during the same time period.

The progressive summer overnight trips are primarily on the Sapphire Divide and would not be afi'ected by treatments.

Mountain bike guiding, van tours, and snowmobile guiding would be afiected by restriction on Skalkaho-Rye Road #75,

and may be displaced to other areas.

Alternative E

Key Issue: Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access

The effects ofthis alternative on motorized and non-motorized access would be the same as those of Alternative C.

Safety

There would be a large increase in trafic on Highway 38 and Sleeping Child Road #85D 0. About 6,480 truck trips of

commercial timber would be hauled out on these two roads over two years. Main collector-type FSR that would receive

hauling use includes: #75 (Rye Creek Rd), #720 (Two Bear Road), #273 (White Stallion), and #1371 (Black Bear Road).

About 13,560 truck trips of gravel would be hauled on main roads over the duration ofthe project. Hauling could occur in

both summer and winter.

The Rye Creek Area would also see a large increase in traflic on Rye Creek Road #91. About 8,820_truck trips of

commercial timber would be hauled on Rye Creek Road #91 over a two-year period. Main collector-type FSR that would

receive hauling use includes: #75 (Rye Creek Road), #311 (Guide-Rye Road), and #321 (North Fork Rye-Harlan Road).

About 9,197 acres would be planted; traffic associated with this alternative would be more than alternative G and less than

alternative B, C, D and F.

See Etfects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section

Recreation Uses

A total of 6 trails, or about 3.8 miles, would be impacted during the summer months by partial or total closure due to .

helicopter harvest, and slashing or burning activities. Trail #’s 510 and 164 would experience the greatest rrnpact both in

terms of a large portion of the trail being impacted, and a large number oftreatment units along the trails.

See also Effects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Snowmobile Use

The efl'ects of this alternative on snowmobile use would be the same as those ofAlternative B.

———_—_—____———__——_—_—
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Outfitter and Guide

Helicopter logging in the Sleeping Child drainage would be a disturbance to guided clients from September 1 through

November 30. Mountain bike guiding, van tours, and snowmobile guiding would be affected by restriction on Skalkaho

Rye Road #75, and may be displaced to other areas.

Alternative F

Key Issue: Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access

Table 3-140 - Change in Motorized Access

a I'OX.

Roads with seasonal motorized restrictions changed to closed #62694, #62685

"
Roads with seasonal motorized restrictions changed to closed 1.7 miles

arlon to motorized access.

' = ion to motorized access.

Roads open to seasonal motorized access that has a change in 3.8 miles #13251, #62524, #62586, #62587,

p - from full size vehicles to 08 hi wa size vehicles. #62698 #62730

  

 

This alternative has 8.7 miles more restrictive motorized.

About 24 miles of roads closed yearlong to motorized use would be treated by ripping the existing roadbed and leaving a

rough walking surface or by removing the road prism.

Safety

There would be a large increase in traflic on Highway 38 and Sleeping Child Road #85D. About 20,880 truck flips of

commercial timber would be hauled out on these two roads over a two-year period. Main collector-type FSR that would

receive hauling use includes: #75 (Rye Creek Rd), #720 (Two Bear Road), #273 (White Stallion), and #1371 (Black Bear

Road). About 13,560 truck trips of gravel would be hauled on main roads over the duration of the project. Hauling could

occur in both summer and winter.

About 18,129 acres would be planted; traflic associated with this alternative would less than alternative C, and more than

alternatives B, D, E, and G.

The Rye Creek Area would also see a large increase in trafiic on Rye Creek Road #91. About 20,480 truck trips of

commercial timber would be hauled out on the Rye Creek Road #91 over a two-year period. Main collector-type FSR that

would receive hauling use includes: #75 (Rye Creek Road), #311 (Guide-Rye Road), and #321 (North Fork Rye-Harlan

Road).

See Effects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Recreation Uses

A total of 6 trails, or about 3.8 miles, would be impacted during the summer months by partial or total closure due to

helicopter harvest, and slashing or burning activities. Trail #’s 510 and 164 would experience the greatest impact both in

terms ofa large portion ofthe trail being impacted, and a large number oftreatment units along the trails.

See also Efi’ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Snowmobile Use

The effects ofthis alternative on snowmobile use would be the same as those ofAlternative B.

Outfitter and Guide

The effects ofthis alternative on outfitters and guides would be the same as those of Alternative E.

Alternative G

Key Issue: Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access

This alternative has 139.7 miles more restrictive motorized access and 4.8 miles of less restrictive motorized access for a

net of 134.9 miles ofmore restrictive motorized access.

M
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About 180 miles ofroads closed yearlong to motorized use would be treated by ripping the existing roadbed and leaving a

rough walking surface or by removing the road prism.

Table 3-14] - Change in Motorized Access

8 I'OX.

75,321,369, 711, 720, 13256, 13341, 62569, 62639,

62694,62700, 62701, 62702, 62704, 62706, 62726, 62730,

62797, 62801, 62852, 62854, 1 135,

Roads with seasonal motorized restrictions 702, 1125, 1128, 1371, 5607,5609, 13217, 13217, 13251.

Chang“ to closed yearlong to motorized acces, 13283, 13284, 13286, 13294, 62403, 62532, 62534, 62579

62580, 62581, 62582, 62583, 62584, 62586, 62587, 62669

62670, 62671, 62688, 62689, 62698 62794, 62838

chaned to seasonal motorized restriction

chan ed to 0 en to earlon motorized access.

Safety

There would about 13,560 truck trip to haul and place gravel on road segments. About 2,900 acres would be planted;

traffic associated with this alternative would less than alternatives B, C, D, E and F.

  

 

See Eifects Common to Alternatives A, C, and G Section

Recreation Uses

There would be no effect to trails with this alternative.

See also Efl‘ects Common to Alternatives A, C, and G Section

Snowmobile Use

There would be no effect to snowmobile use in this alternative.

Outfitter and Guide

There would be no effect to outfitters and guide in this alternative.

Cumulative Effects

Alternatives B, C, D, E, F, and G

Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access Opportunities

The OHV EIS restricts all cross-country OHV travel except where specifically allowed under current travel management

plans. This would have an overall decrease of cross-country OHV travel and an increase in travel on designated OHV

trails. Motroized and non-motorized use would increase across the forest.

Safety

Fire-related road and trail repairs would continue. Over time, dead trees would continue to fall, as well as additional trees

dying due to bark beetle infestations along road and trails.

Recreation Uses

Mushroom and forest products gathering may increase in burned areas, designated dispersed campsites, developed

campgrounds, and trailheads. The Forest has developed a separate Law Enforcement Plan and Implementation Plan for

mushroom gathering.

Trail reconstruction on the South Fork Sleeping Child Creek Trail #84 and Sleeping Child Creek Trail #105 may

temporarily impact recreation users.

#
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Skalkaho/Daly dispersed campsite rehabilitation may impact users during operations for a day or two. This project includes

placing rock baniers around dispersed sites that are near Skalkaho and Daly Creeks to prevent further erosion of stream

banks. Some dispersed sites may be reduced in size.

Lewis and Clark Trail Bicentennial is expected to generate a large increase in use during the years 2004 though 2006 with

peak use in the Bitterroot Valley during 2005 and 2006. Campgrounds on the Forest will be highly utilized as well as the

general trail route. Most visitors are expected to stay near Highway 93.

Snowmobile Use

An increase in cross-country snowmobile use outside of areas impacted to logging is expected to occur. Areas that are not

usually accessible in the winter may be accessible due to winter road plowing which in turn may increase snowmobile use

on designated trails and cross-country.

Outfitter and Guide

Outfitter and guide permits would be re-issued for the Fox Peak area to begin operations in 2002. This may allow greater

flexibility for outfitters directly impacted by logging activity. Outfitters may experience an increase in conflicts due to

multiple use activities on the Forest.

East Fork Geographic Area

Introduction

The East Fork Geographic Area is a low to moderate use area that includes most of the Sula Ranger District. Highway 93

is the major north/south travel route. The East Fork Highway (#472) divides the district in a northeast direction. Both

developed and dispersed recreation opportunities exist. Lost Trail/ChiefJoseph Passes are popular winter recreation areas.

The Lewis and Clark Trail route crosses the Lost Trail and the Sula Peak area. The Anaconda-Pintler Wilderness is in the

eastern part of the geographic area. Trail use (e.g., horseback riding, hiking, mountain bike riding, and cross-country

skiing), snowmobiling, hunting, fishing, camping, wildlife viewing, and pleasure driving are popular activities in the entire

East Fork area. The landscape is generally steep.

Area of Analysis

The area of analysis is the burned area within the East Fork Geographic Area. This includes most of the Sula Ranger

District except for the area north and east of Bertie Lord Creek. There was some fire activity in the excluded area but no

management activities are planned there.

Existing Condition

Motorized and Non-Motorized Access Three area closures are currently in effect in the East Fork Geographic Area.

These closures prohibit travel yearlong to motorized vehicles over 50 inches wide, and from October 15 to June 15 to OHV

and snowmobiles in the following areas:

0 Sula Peak-Rye

o Reimel-Tolan

0 Shirley Mountain

Developed Recreation

v Campgrounds: There are five National Forest campgrountb in the East Fork area. Fire damaged signs, barrier posts, fences, and

trees.

0 Rentals: There are four recreation rental sites; none were damaged by the fires.

0 Lost Trail Ski Area: Fire burned into the are: planned for ski area expansion and some lift towers sustained paint damage. Two

Forest Service interpretive signs at the ski arm wee burned.

' Trailhaids: Warm Springs, Reimel-Tolan Divide, Reimel Creek, Porcupine Saddle, Warm Springs Ridge, Medicine Point,

Andrews Creek, Fire Creek, Continental Divide, Clifford Creek, Meadow-Bugle, Elk Ridge, Tolan Basin, Buck Creek, Tolan

Reimel Cutofi‘, Meadow Creek Ridge Shields Creek East Fork, Hole in the Wall, and Swift Creek.

Trails

The majority of trails in the analysis area experience low to moderate use, primarily by hikers and hunters. Trails within

the analys's area included in Table 3-165.
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There is little ofllhighway vehicle use in the analysis area because ofthe steepness of the topography. The 1999 Forest

Plan Monitoring and Evaluation Report identified several routes damaged by off-highway vehicle use. Warm Springs Trail

#103, Diggins Creek Trail #78, and Trail 400 below Capri Lake are in the analysis area.

Most snowmobile and cross-country ski use in the East Fork area is out of the burned area. There are no groomed

snowmobile or cross-country ski trails in the analysis area.

Table 3-142 - Trails Within the East Fork Analysis Area

‘ Trail miles Travel Management Primary Trail miles Trail miles

Trail Name and No. in analysis Status Management high/mod mod/low \

1 area ob'ective burn burn

Warm s .-_ #103 mm

Reimel-Tolan Divide #78 _E

Reimel Creek # I 75 s 1 ' w motorized use —E

Porw - inc Saddle #196 m

Warm Springs Ridge #1712 Closed 10 vehicles over n

' 40"]0-15to12-l ‘

Medicine Point #181

Andrews Creek # l 78 _!I

_lil

FireCM“ —!I—!I

Clifford Creek #169 _1iI

Swift Creek #170

Meadow-Bu : Ic #171

Elk Ride #172 —fl—fii_fl

—E—!I_E

mnum
Tolan-Rcimcl Cutoff #403 _II

East Fork #433 —IE_EI—EI

Hole in the Wall #4341 —!I

Meadow Creek Ride #462 -m ' - - w motorized use —II

Ncz Pm #406 3-6 —nu—aa

Shook Mt/Med PI- #601 7-0

Lewis and Clark Trail

The exact route of the Lewis and Clark (L&C) Expedition is unknown but the route probably went near the north runs of

the ski area expansion area where the burn severity was low. Their trail may have gone through the high burn severity area

north of Saddle Mountain The Expedition also traveled near Indian Trees Campground. At Ross‘ Hole, the fire passed

through the meadow in the area ofthe Sept. 4-5, 1805 and July 5, 1806 campsites. Private property on the south side of the

Sula basin was also the site of the Sula Complex Fire Camp until it was burnt over. The Expedition followed a trail through

the Low Saddle/Sula Peak area. This area experienced a high intensity burn.

Dispersed Recreation

Dispersed recreation in the analysis area includes fishing along the East Fork ofthe Bitterroot River and other larger

streams; camping; day and overnight hunting; driving for pleasure (Highway #93 and the East Fork Highway #472); and

wildlife viewing.

Outfitter and Guide

There is an overnight hunting and surmner operation that is permitted in the Warm Springs drainage the summer for

overnight horseback trips, and from September 1 through December 1 for overnight hunting trips. Fire impacted two

designated overnight camps, and burnt aboutl/3 of the area used. One campsite has been relocated.

A day-use summer horseback ride operates on the ridge West of Reimel Creek.

Guided snowmobile use includes the following designated ungroomed snowmobile routes: Rye Creek Road #75, Road #‘s

311, 717, 5778, 723, 311, Meadow Creek Road #725, and Road #7255778.

M
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The Bitterroot National Forest is presently working on scoping and a prospectus for Lewis and Clark outfitting and guiding.

At this time, routes, campsites, and day-use areas are unknown

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

Selection of this alternative would result in no changes in regards to the issue indicators listed below for the activities

proposed. However, in the absence of fuel management, the intensity and severity of another fire event would not be

reduced. If another fire event were to occur, depending on the magnitude, the impacts to recreation could be similar to

those impacts fi'om the fires of 2000.

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-motorized RoadedAccess Opportunity

There would be no efi‘ect to motorized and non-motorized access opportunities. Travel management would not change.

Safety

Forest users would have a higher risk fi'om hazard trees since harvest and fuel reduction work would not occur.

Recreation Uses

See Effects Common to Alternatives A, C, and 6 Section.

Snowmobile Use

There would be no change fi'om the existing condition Cross-country snowmobile use may increase due to a slower

vegetative recovery and less debris on the ground.

Outfitter and Guide

This alternative would have not effect on outfitter and guides in the area.

Alternative B

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-motorized Roaded Access Opportunity

Table 3-143 - Change in Motorized Access

Cat 0

Roads with seasonal motorized restrictions changed to closed- 4 Ion to motorized access. 10.0 miles #13325, #73213

Roads open yearlong to motorized access changed to seasonal

motorized restriction. 1.7 miles #5713

Roads open to seasonal restriction that has a change in type from fiillsize vehicles to offhi wa vehicles. 0.5 miles #13340

Th's alternative has 11.7 miles that are more restrictive to motorized access. Road #13340, which allows for full-sized

vehicles, would be changed to allow OHVs as well as foot and stock use.

 

  

 

About 34.1 miles ofroads closed yearlong to motorized use would be treated by ripping the existing roadbed and leaving a

rough walking surfitce or by removing the road prism.

Twelve trails would be impacted by partial or total closure due to harvest activities. About 4 miles ofWarm Springs Ridge

#177 would experience the greatest impact both in terms ofa large portion of the trail being impacted, and a large number

oftreatment units along the trails. Other trails impacted by harvest or fuels activities include: Reimel-Tolan Divide #78,

Reimel Creek #175, Medicine Point #181, Continental Divide NST #9, Meadow-Bugle #171, Elk Ridge #172, Tolan Basin

#173, Buck Creek #198, Tolan-Reimel Cutofi'#403, Nez Perce #406, and Shook Mt/Med Pt. #601.

Access to Medicine Point Lookout (Shook Mt/Med Pt. #601 and Medicine Point #181 trails) would be afiected by harvest

units 293, 294, 302, and 288.

Reimel Creek #175, Porcupine Saddle #196, Warm Springs Ridge #177,Andrews Creek #178, Tolan-Reimel Cutoff #403,

Nez Perce #406, Shook Mt/Med Pt. #601 trails are near landing areas.

Safety

There would be a large increase in traffic on Robbins Gulch Road #446, Sula Peak Road #5727, East Fork Road, Bitterroot

Big Hole Road #106, Reimel Creek Road #727, West Fork Camp Creek Road #729, Maynard Creek Road #728, and Warm

M
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Springs-Laird Road #370. Hauling could occur in both summer and winter. The following table shows estimated log

hauling truckloads over a two-year period. An additional 10,640 estimated truck trips of gravel would also be hauled.

About 12,026 acres would be planted; traflic associated with this alternative would less than alternative C, and D and more

than alternatives E, F and G.

Table 3-144 — Alternative B, Estimated Truck Trips Over a Two-year Period-East Fork
  

ml

See also Efi°ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Recreation Uses

The trailhead for Trail # 584 would be used for a landing and would be rehabilitated afler treatment activities are complete.

Trails listed in Table 3-165 as well as adjacent recreation areas may be closed during helicopter activity, and during harvest

and fuel activities. Fuels and harvest activities may disrupt hunting.

Medicine Point Lookout may not be rentable since because the trails accessing it may be closed.

Indian Trees Campground is near a landing area.

Snowmobile Use

Over 3,800 acres, scattered throughout the analysis area, would be winter logged. Forest roads used for hauling would be

closed to snowmobile use.

Outfitter and Guide

There is one overnight outfitter who has two overnight camps near Road #341. About 4,000 acres of treatment units or

haul routes are within 1.5 miles of the outfitter base camp. To lessen the efiect to the outfitter, no cutting, skidding or

hauling in the units affecting the outfitter's operation area would be permitted until after December 1, 2001. The outfitter

would be relocated the following year if needed. Any timber sale activity behind the gate on Maynard Creek Road #728

would be permit only afler December 1, 2001.

The main tour routes of an outfitter who does van tours in the East Fork area would not be afi'ected by road treatments, but

the variable routes could be impacted by harvest/fuel reduction activities.

Alternative C

 

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-motorized Roaded Access Opportunity

a ma.

Roads with seasonal motorized restrictions changed to closed yearlongto motorized access. 10.0 miles #13325, #73213

Roads open yearlong to motorized access changed to seasonalmotorized restriction. 2.4 miles #5713

Roads open to seasonal restriction that has a change in type fi'om full —

size vehicles to ofihi wa vehicles and horse and foot trafl‘ic. 0.5 miles #13340

This alternative has 12.4 miles that are more restrictive to motorized access. Road #13340 that allows for full size vehicles

would be changed to allow 0Ehighway vehicles as well as foot and stock use.

Table 3-145 - Change in Motorized Access

Category

 

 

About 34.1 miles of roads closed yearlong to motorized use would be treated by ripping the existing roadbed and leaving a

rough walking surface or by removing the road prism.
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Safety

Forest users would have a higher risk from hazard trees since harvest and fuel reduction work would not occur. There

would be a slight increase in traflic on county roads that access the area due to planting crews in the area. There would be

about 10,640 truck trips of gravel hauled on main roads over the life of the project.

About 13,662 acres would be planted; traflic associated with this alternative would more than alternatives B, D, E, F and G.

Recreation Uses

The Warms Springs Ridge Trail (#177) users may see activity in adjacent planting units. Reimel Creek #175, Porcupine

Saddle #196, Warm Springs Ridge #177, Andrews Creek #178, Tolan-Reimel Cutoff #403, Nez Perce #406, Shook

Mt/Med Pt. #601 trails are near landing areas. About 5,960 truckloads of gravel would be hauled on main roads over the

duration of the project.

Snowmobile Use

See Efi‘ects Common to Alternatives B, C, D, and E Section.

Outfitter and Guide

Access on Andrews Creek Road #341 fi'om September 1 through December 1 for fall planting would impact the overnight

hunting outfitter.

Alternative D

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-motorized Roaded Access Opportunity

Table 3-146 - Alternative D, Change in Motorized Access-East Fork

a rox.

Roads open to seasonal motorized access that have a change in type from _

firll size vehicles to ofl" hi hwa vehicles and horse and foot traflic. 9.0 miles #13340 #73213

There would be no change in motorized access miles.

  

Road No.

There would be no overall efi‘ect to trail motorized or non-motorized opportimities. Existing travel management would stay

the same. There would be some changes to the type ofmotorized use allowed. Roads #13340 (0.5 miles) and #73213 (8.5

miles) that allow for full-sized vehicles would be changed to allow OHV use as well as foot and stock use.

About 34.1 miles ofroads closed yearlong to motorized use would be treated by ripping the existing roadbed and leaving a

rough walking surface or by removing the road prism. This would decrease non-motorized roaded access by 34.1 miles.

Twelve trails would be impacted by partial or total closure due to harvest activities. Trails impacted by harvest or fuels

activities include: Reimel-Tolan Divide #78, Warm Springs Ridge #177, Reimel Creek #175, Porcupine Saddle #196,

Medicine Point #181, Continental Divide NST #9, Meadow-Bugle #171, Elk Ridge #172, Tolan Basin #173, Tolan-Reimel

Cutofl' #403, Nez Perce #406, and Shook Mt/Med Pt. #601.

Access to Medicine Point Lookout (Shook Mt/Med Pt. #601 and Medicine Point #181 trails) would be affected

Safety

Table 3-147 - Estimated Truck Trips Over a Two-year Period

Est- Truck Tri - s

  

_EEI

_rm

—fllll

—EFI

Gravel Truck T '8

__—___——_—_|——————_——I———_—II—
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There would be a large increase in traflic on Robbins Gulch Road #446, Sula Peak Road #5727, East Fork Road, Bitterroot

Big Hole Road #106, Reimel Creek Road #727, West Fork Camp Creek Road #729, Maynard Creek Road #728, and Warm

Springs-Laird Road #370. The following table shows estimated truck trips over a two-year period. An additional 10,640

estimated truck trips of gravel would also be hauled.

About 12,304 acres would be planted; trafic associated with this alternative would less than alternative C, and more than

alternatives B, E, F and G.

See Etfects Common to Alternative B, D, and E Section.

Recreation Uses

Access to Medicine Point Lookout (trails 601 and 181) would be afi'ected. The lookout is rented from July 1 to October 1.

See also Efl'ects Common to Alternative B, D, and E Section.

Snowmobile Use

The efl‘ects of this alternative on snowmobile use would be the same as those of Alternative B.

Outfitter and Guide

The elfects ofthis alternative on outfitters and guides would be the same as those ofAlternative B.

Alternative E

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-motorized RoadedAccess Opportunity

The efi‘ects ofthis altemative on motorized and non-motorized access would be the same as those of Alternative C.

Safety

There would be a large increase in traflic on Robbins Gulch Road #446, Sula Peak Road #5727, East Fork Road, Bitterroot

Big Hole Road #106, Reimel Creek Road #727, West Fork Camp Creek 'Road #729, Maynard Creek Road #728, and Warm

Springs-Laird Road #370.

About 9,990 acres would be planted; traflic associated with this alternative would less than alternative B, C, D and F and

more than alternative G.

The following table shows estimated truck tn'ps over a two-year period:

Table 3-148 - Estimated Truck Trips Over a Two-year Period
 

Reimel Creek Road #727

m

_

See Effects Common to Alternative B, D, E, and F Section.

Recreation Uses

Two trails would be impacted by partial or total closure due to harvest activities. Warm Springs Ridge #177 would

experience the greatest impact both in terms of a large portion of the trail being impacted, and a large number of treatment

units along the trails. The other trail impacted by harvest or fuels activities is the Nez Perce #406.

See also Efi‘ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Snowmobile Use

See Efl‘ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

#
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Outfitter and Guide

There is one overnight outfitter who has two overnight camps near Road #341. About 4,000 acres oftreatment units or

haul routes are within 1.5 miles of the outfitter base camp. To lessen the effect to the outfitter, no cutting, skidding or

hauling in the units affecting the outfitter’s operation area would be permitted until after December 1, 2001. The outfitter

would be relocated the following year if needed. Any timber sale activity behind the gate on Maynard Creek Road #728

will be permit only after December 1, 2001.

Alternative F

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized RoadedAccess Opportunity

a- -rox.

Roads open to motorized use yearlong changed to closed to motorized m

Roads that have a seasonal restriction for motorized access changed to

closed to arlon motorized use.

Roads that have a seasonal restriction for motorized access that have a

chan e in It fi'om full size vehicles to ofl‘hi wa vehicles stock use. #73213

About 20 miles of roads closed yearlong to motorized use would be treated by ripping the existing roadbed and leaving a

rough walking surface or by removing the road prism.

Safety

There would be a large increase in traffic on Robbins Gulch Road #446, Sula Peak Road #5727, East Fork Road, Bitterroot

Big Hole Road #106, Reimel Creek Road #727, West Fork Camp Creek Road #729, Maynard Creek Road #728, and Warm

Springs-Laird Road #370. Hauling could occur in both summer and winter. The following table shows estimated log

hauling truckloads over a two-year period. An additional 10,640 estimated truck trips of gravel would also be hauled.

Table 3-150 - Estimated Truck Trips Over a Two-year Period

_EE

About 12,015 acres would be planted; traflic associated with this alternative would less than alternative B, C, and D and

more than alternatives E and G.

See also Efi‘ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E. and F Section.

Recreation Uses

Table 3-149 - Change in Motorized Access
  

 

 

This alternative proposes 10.5 miles ofmore restrictive motorized access.

  

The effects ofthis alternative on recreation uses would be the same as those ofAlternative E.

See Efi‘ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Snowmobile Use

See Efi'ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Outfitter and Guide

This alternative would have no effect to outfitter and guide activities in the area.

#
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Alternative G

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized RoadedAccess Opportunity

Table 3-151 - Change in Motorized Access

SI'L

Roads open to motorized used changed to closed to 370, 446, 723, 727, 561A, 5758, 13310. 13312. 73653.

  

motorized use arlon. 73660, 1143A, 1143B 370B

Roads that have a seasonal restriction for motorized 311, 446, 717, 725, 5764. 5767, 5792, 13306, 13325, 13340.

access changed to closed to yearlong motorizgd use. 13349, 13350, 13351, 13354, 13368, 13369, 13370, 13371,

13372, 62641, 62647, 62649, 62651, 62652, 62654, 62659,

62665, 62668, 73211, 73212, 73213, 73214, 73215, 73257,

73425, 73447, 73748, 73765

Roads that are open yearlong to motorized use 5.1 5731

changed to roads that have a seasonal restriction for

motorized access.

This alternative has 104 miles ofmore restrictive motorized access.

 
 

 

70.6
 

 

 

 

About 238 miles ofroads closed yearlong to motorized use would be treated by ripping the existing roadbed and leaving a

rough walking surface or by removing the road prism.

Safety

There would be no timber hauling with this alternative. About 10,640 estimated truck trips ofgravel would also be hauled.

About 952 acres would be planted; trafiic associated with this alternative would less than alternatives B, C, D, E and F.

See also Effects Common to Alternatives A, C, and G Section.

Recreation Uses

See Effects Common to Alternatives A, C, and G Section.

Snowmobile Use

See Efl'ects Common to Alternatives A, C, and G Section.

Outfitter and Guide

This alternative would have no effect to outfitter and guide activities in the area.

Cumulative Effects

Alternatives B, C, D, E, F, and G

Change in Motorized Non-Motorized Access Opportunities

The OHV EIS restricts all cross-country OHV travel except where specifically allowed under current travel management

plans. This would have an overall decrease of cross-country OHV travel and an increase in travel on designated OHV

trails. There would be an increase in motorized and non-motorized use on the forest.

Safety

Fire-related road and trail repairs would continue. Over time, dead trees would continue to fall, as well as additional trees

dying due to bark beetle infestations along road and trails.

Recreation Uses

Highway 93 construction may impact recreation travel due to planned road closures and delays.

Mushroom and forest products gathering may increase in burned areas, designated dispersed campsites, developed

campgrounds, and trailheads. The Forest has developed a separate Law Enforcement Plan and Implementation Plan for

mushroom gathering.

#
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Lewis and Clark Trail Bicentennial is expected to generate a large increase in use during the years 2004 though 2006 with

peak use in the Bitterroot Valley during 2005 and 2006. Campgrounds on the Forest will be highly utilized as well as the

general trail route. Most visitors are expected to stay near Highway 93.

Snowmobile Uses

An increase in cross-country snowmobile use outside of areas impacted to logging is expected to occur. Areas that are not

usually accessible in the winter may be accessible due to winter road plowing which in turn may increase snowmobile use

on designated trails and cross-country.

Outfitter and Guide

Outfitters may experience an increase in conflicts due to multiple use activities on the Forest.

West Fork Geographic Area

Introduction

The West Fork Geographic Area is a moderate to low recreational use area. The area is accessed from Highway 93 via

West Fork Highway 473. Recreational uses within the area include: camping; hiking; fishing; rafling/kayaking/canoeing

the lower West Fork Bitterroot River; hunting; horseback riding; driving for pleasure; boating/water skiing on Painted

Rocks Lake; snowmobile riding; OHV riding; mountain bike riding; cross-country skiing/snow shoeing; and gathering

forest products such as firewood, mushrooms, and berries.

Analysis Area

The area ofanalysis for recreation in the West Fork Geographic Area includes all burned areas within the West Fork

Bitterroot River Drainage and the burned area access routes. The burned areas include: Fat Fire, Little Blue Fire, Razor

Fire, and the West Fork Bitterroot River drainage portions ofthe Taylor Springs and Spade Fires. The area of analysis is

limited to the burned areas and their access routes because no treatments are proposed outside the burned areas or access

roads. The cumulative eifects area of the West Fork Geographic Area recreation analysis is the same area described as the

project area in Appendix A.

Existing Conditions

Motorized and Non-Motorized Access

The portion ofthe Little Blue Fire area north ofBlue Joint Road #362 is in Area Restrictions and Closures #4 (Bitterroot

National Forest Travel Plan). The travel restriction prohibits all motorized travel on roads, except those designated as open

to motorized travel, fi'om October 15 to June 15. Roads designated as open, within the Little Blue Fire portion of Area 4

are Road #’s 362 and 1303. Additional travel restrictions are included on individual roads within the burned areas.

Developed Recreation

Campgrounds (low to moderate use from mid April to mid October)

' Painted Rocks State Campground

- Alta Campground

o Slate Creek Campground.

Boat Launches for Painted Rocks Lake:

0 Little Boulder Boat Launch Site

0 Slate Creek Boat Launch Site

- Painted Rocks State Campground Boat Launch Site.

Trails

All of the estimated 36 miles oftrails within or adjacent to the West Fork Geographic Area that were burned by the 2000

fires, are open yearlong or seasonally to motorized uses. However the majority ofthese trails are not accessible to OHV

motorized vehicles due to resource limitations on the ground (e. g., narrow tread width, obstacles in trail, vegetation). Trail

#185 and the segments ofTrail #’s 182 and 248 that access Overwhich Falls from Road #5703, are maintained for OHV use

but closed to motorized vehicles from October 15 to December 1. OHV and motorcycle use of this access route to

M
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Overwhich Falls is low. Overwhich Trail #674 is also maintained for OHV use but closed to motorized use from October

15 to December 1. OHV and motorcycle use ofTrail #674 is low. Both ofthese seasonally restricted trails receive light

snowmobile use from December 1 through April If the OHV vehicle is wider than the existing trail tread, it is considered

cross-country travel which is prohibited. Trails within the analysis area are in the following table. Unless noted, most trails

receive low use, primarily by hunters, horseback riders, hikers, mountain biker riders, and some motorcycle riders.

Table 3-152 - Trails Within the West Fork Analysis Area
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Trail miles Travel Primary Trail miles Trail miles 1

! Trail name and No. in analysis Management Management high/mod mod/low l

area Status Ob'ective burn

' -‘ _l! 0-l

_ll—ifi-_fll—fl

-'J'=E_—II_H

‘El-ml

m

—H

_II

- mn

-'E-_E

Chicken Crack #138 . - ‘El-m

Deer Creek #139 2-0 -.-m-_nl—n

“ Low to moderate day-use horseback riding.

Dispersed Recreation

A low amount of dispersed camping use occurs within and adjacent to the burned over areas during the spring and summer

months. Dispersed camping use during the fall hunting season is moderate to high Most ofthe motorized dispersed

camping occurs within the burned over areas along the West Fork Bitterroot River in the vicinity of the Razor Fire and

along Blue Joint Creek within and adjacent to the burned area ii'om the Little Blue Fire. Summer dispersed camping is

mostly related to fishing. Fall dispersed camping is mostly related to hunting.

Moderate to high floating and fishing use occurs on the West Fork Bitterroot River, adjacent to the Spade Fire. There is an

undeveloped State-leased boat launch site (parking space for about 6 vehicles) located in section 24, TZN, R21W. Use of

this launch site is low to moderate from mid-April to September.

Trailheads receiving dispersed use include: Shook Mountain, JC Recreation, Little Blue Joint and Razorback Ridge,

Piquett Creek, Deer Creek, Piquett Ridge, and Jew Mountain. Use of these trailheads is low. Higher use occurs during

summer holidays and the hunting season. Use of the Shook Mountain and Jew Mountain trailheads is low to moderate.

Outside the hunting season, the majority of the use of all the trailheads except Jew Mountain, is related to horseback riding

with minor other uses such as hiking, mountain biking, and motorcycles.

Other recreational uses such as gathering forest products (e.g., firewood, mushrooms, and berries) occur within the analysis

areas. Firewood and mushroom harvesting are expected to increase due to the abundance ofboth products fi'om the fires.

Winter Activities

Winter uses in the analysis area is low and includes snowmobile riding, cross-country skiing, and mountain lion hunting.

Fall Activities

Seven outfitters have used portions of the analysis areas as their primary operating areas. Fifteen more outfitters are _

permitted for day-use hunting operations on the majority of the Bitterroot NF. These day-use outfitters are not authorized

to camp ovemight on National Forest land and must be in and out ofthe National Forest in one day.

M
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Environmental Consequences

Direct/Indirect Effects

Alternative A

Selection of the No Action alternatives would result in no changes in regards to the issue indicators listed below for the

activities proposed however, in the absence of fuel management, the intensity and severity of another fire event would not

be reduced. Ifanother fire event were to occur, depending on the magnitude, the impacts to recreation could be similar to

those impacts fi’om the fires of 2000.

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access Opportunity

There would be no efl'ect to motorized and non-motorized access opportunities.

Safety

Forest users would have a higher risk fi'om hazard trees since harvest and fuel reduction work would not occur.

Recreational Uses

See Efl'ects Common to Alternatives A, C, and G Section

Snowmobile Use

There would be no change from the existing conditions. Cross-country travel use may increase due to a slower vegetative

recovery and less debris on ground.

Outfitter and Guide

This alternative would have no effect on outfitter and guides in the area.

Alternative B

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access Opportunity

Table 3-153 - Alternative B Change in Motorized Access

Roads open to yearlong motorized access changed to closed toRoads open yearlong to motorized access changed to seasonal-

motorized restriction. 1.5 miles #74158

This alternative proposes 2.3 miles ofmore restrictive motorized access.

About 1.0 miles ofroads closed yearlong to motorized use would be treated by ripping the existing roadbed and leaving a

rough walking surface or by removing the road prism.

Safety

There would be a large increase in traflic on West Fork Highway #98. About 8,360 truck trips of commercial timber would

be hauled out on this road over a two-year period. An additional 2,720 truck trips of gravel would be hauled on main roads

in the area. Main collector-type FSR that would receive hauling use include: Bare Cone Road #1303, Blue Joint Road

#362, Piquett Creek Road #49, Little Blue Joint #5656, Little Blue Joint-Coal Creek #5658, Coal Creek Road #5660,

Overwhich Road #5703, Jew Mountain Road #5706, North Side Overwhich #5706A, Steep Creek Road #5719, and East

Piquett #731. Hauling could occur in both summer and winter.

About 2,532 acres would be planted; trafiic would be less than Alternatives C or D and more than Alternatives E, F and G.

Trail #’s l, 601, 576, 675, 182, 185, 674, 223, and 106 would be temporarily closed while timber harvest operations were

being conducted adjacent to them.

Helicopter flight paths would need to cross the West Fork Highway and West Fork Bitterroot River when transporting logs

fi'om timber harvest units in the Spade Fire to the log landings. Mitigation would prohibit helicopters fi'om flying directly

over river floaters, and warnings will be placed at river access points during periods of logging activity.

See also Efi'ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.
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Recreation Uses

Developed recreation sites adjacent to Painted Rocks Lake and the Alta Campground would be affected by noise.

Dispersed campsites adjacent to Blue Joint Road #362 would not be accessible when the Blue Joint Road is closed for

helicopter operations. River floaters would be afi'ected if units in the Spade Fire burned area were logged during the float

season. Vehicles traveling on the West Fork Highway could be stopped when the helicopters fly across the highway.

See also Effects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section

Snowmobile Use

This alternative requires winter logging of Units 59, 60, and 61. Roads accessing these units would be closed to

snowmobile use during the period of timber harvest and log hauling.

Outfitter and Guide

This alternative would displace guided summer day-use n'ail rides conducted on trail #601 (Shook Mountain) if helicopter

log landings along East Piquett Road #731 were used during summer months. Road #731 would be closed to the public and

the outfitter while the landings are used. This outfitter could shift the trail rides to other authorized trails.

This alternative would displace summer operations for an overnight outfitter in the Piquett Creek drainage. A helicopter

landing would be located in the parking lot of his end-of-road base camp. This outfitter’s summer use operations would be

moved to another area on the Forest if the six units in the Piquett Creek drainage were harvested during the summer.

Mitigation would prohibit timber harvest operations in the Piquett Creek drainage from September 1 through November

30th. Fall hunting operations would not be affected. Mitigation would also require complete disposal ofthe helicopter

landing slash leaving a smooth surface suitable for continued use as a base camp parking area. Light scarification and

seeding would be required to re-establish grass in the landing area.

Two day-use horse-riding operations conducted on roads within the Coal Creek drainage would be displaced to other roads

not used for timber harvest operations.

Alternative C

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access Opportunity

Table 3-154 — Alternaive C Change in Motorized Access

a I I'OX.

__arlon; motorized access. 0.8 miles #74160

_motorized restriction. 3.8 miles #74158, #74159

This alternative proposes 4.6 miles ofmore restrictive motorized access.

  

About 1.0 miles ofroads closed yearlong to motorized use would be treated by ripping the existing roadbed and leaving a

rough walking surface or by removing the road prism.

Safety

There would be a slight increase in traflic from planting crews on county and forest roads accessing the area. About 2,720

truck trips of gravel would be hauled on main roads in the area.

About 2,920 acres would be planted; traflic associated with this alternative would more than alternatives B, D, E, F and G.

Recreation Uses

See Efi’ects Common to Alternative A, C, and G Section

Snowmobile Use

There would be no effect.

Outfitter and Guide

Alternative C would not have any efi'ects on outfitter guide activities.

———__—-II___——-—
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Alternative D

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access Opportunity

There would be no change in motorized access in this alternative.

Table 3-155 — Alternative D Change in Motorized Access

Amount an Road No

Roads open to yearlong motorized access that have a change in type fi'om

full size vehicles to ofli-hi wa vehicles and horse and foot traflic. 0.8 miles #74160

There would be no change in motorized access miles.

  

About 2.9 miles ofroads closed yearlong to motorized use would be treated by ripping the existing roadbed and leaving a

rough walking surface or by removing the road prism.

Safety

Increases in traffic on County Road #98 (West Fork Highway) would be large. About 8,520 truck trips of timber would be

hauled on this road over two years. There would an additional 2,720 truck trips ofgravel hauled. Main collector-type

Forest System Roads (FSR) that would be used to haul include: FSR #1303 (Bare Cone Road), FSR #362 (Blue Joint

Road), FSR #49 (Piquett Creek Road), FSR #5656 (Little Bhie Joint), FSR #5658 (Little Blue Joint-Coal Creek), FSR

#5660 (Coal Creek Road), FSR #5703 (Overwhich Rd), FSR #5706 (Jew Mountain Road), FSR #5706A (North Side

Overwhich), FSR #5719 (Steep Creek Road), and FSR #731 (East Piquett). Hauling may occur in summer or winter.

About 2,538 acres would be planted; traflic would be less than Alternative C, and more than Alternatives B, E, F and G.

Helicopter flight paths would need to cross the West Fork Highway and West Fork Bitterroot River when flying logs fi'om

timber harvest units in the Spade Fire to the log landings. Mitigation would prohibit helicopters from flying directly over

river floaters and warnings will be placed at river access points during periods of logging activity.

See also Efl’ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Recreation Uses

See Efi'ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Snowmobile Use

See Effects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Outfitter and Guide

The effects ofthis alternative on outfitters and guides would be the same as those ofAlternative B.

Alternative E

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized RoadedAccess Opportunity

The efi‘ects ofthis alternative on motorized and non-motorized access would be the same as those ofAlternative C.

Safety

There will be a moderate increase in traflic on West Fork Highway #98. About 1,318 truck trips of commercial timber

would be hauled out on this road over a two-year period. An additional 2,720 truck trips of gravel would be hauled in the

geographic area. Main collector-type FSR that would receive hauling use includes: Piquett Creek Road #49 and East

Piquett #731. Hauling could occur in both summer and winter.

About 421 acres would be planted; traflic associated with this alternative would less than alternatives B, C, D, and F and

more than alternative G.

Helicopter flight paths would need to cross the West Fork Highway and West Fork Bitterroot River when flying logs from

timber harvest units in the Spade Fire to the log landings. Mitigation would prohibit helicopters from flying directly over

river floaters, and warnings would be placed at river access points during periods of logging activity.

See also Efl‘ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E. and F Section

—__—_—__—_—-—_-_—
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Recreation Uses

Trail #1 would be closed while operations adjacent to it were being conducted. River users floating the West Fork

Bitterroot River could be impacted by noise from helicopter operations. River floaters would be affected if units in the

Spade Fire burned area were logged during the floating season.

See Efi'ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Snowmobile Use

See Effects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Outfitter and Guide

This alternative would have no effect to outfitter and guide activities in the area.

Alternative F

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access Opportunity

This alternative proposes 4.6 miles ofmore restrictive motorized access.

About 1.0 miles ofroads closed yearlong to motorized use would be treated by ripping the existing roadbed and leaving a

rough walking surface or by removing the road prism.

Table 3-156 - Alternative F Change in Motorized Access

closed to earlon motorized access.

seasonal motorized restriction

Safety

There would be a moderate increase in traflic on West Fork Highway #98. About 5,364 truck trips ofcommercial timber

would be hauled out on this road over a two-year period. An additional 2,720 truck trips of gravel would be hauled in the

geographic area. Main collector-type FSR that would receive hauling use include: Piquett Creek Road #49 and East

Piquett #731. Hauling could occur in both summer and winter.

About 2,377 acres would be planted; traffic associated with this alternative would less than alternatives B, C, and D and

more than alternatives E, and G.

Helicopter flight paths would need to cross the West Fork Highway and West Fork Bitterroot River when flying logs from

timber harvest units in the Spade Fire to the log landings. Mitigation would prohibit helicopters fi'om flying directly over

river floaters, and warnings would be placed at river access points during periods of logging activity.

See also Efi'ects Common to Alternatives B, D, E. and F Section.

Recreation Uses

  

II
#74155, #74156, #74157,

#74158 #74159

The effects of this alternative on recreation uses would be the same as those of Alternative B.

See Effects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Snowmobile Use

See Effects Common to Alternatives B, D, E, and F Section.

Outfitter and Guide

This alternative would have no effect to outfitter and guide activities in the area.

Alternative G

Key Issue: Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized Roaded Access Opportunity

This alternative has 41.6 ofmore restrictive motorized access.

About 108 miles ofroads closed yearlong to motorized use would be treated by ripping the existing roadbed and leaving a

rough walking surface or by removing the road prism.

#
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Table 3-157 — Alternative G Change in Motorized Access
 

 

1133, 5656, 5662,13431, 74131,

74132,74l34, 74139, 74155, 74156, 74157,

74158, 74159, 13459, 12464, 13810, 13811,

362, 5652, 5703, 74133, 74231, 74234

There would be no commercial timber hauling with this alternative. About 2,720 truck trips ofgravel would be hauled in

the geographic area. Main collector-type FSR that would receive hauling use include: Piquett Creek Road #49 and East

Piquett #731. Hauling could occur in both summer and winter.

About 326 acres would be planted; trafic associated with this alternative would less than Alternatives B. C, D, E, & F.

See also Efl‘ects Common to Alternatives A, C, and G Section.

 

motorized use yearlong.

 

 

Roads that have a seasonal restriction for motorized

access chan ed to closed to > - lon; motorized use.

Safety

 

Recreation Uses

See Effects Common to Alternatives A, C, and G Section.

Snowmobile Use

See Efl'ects Common to Alternatives A, C, and G Section.

Outfitter and Guide

This alternative would have no efiect to outfitter and guide activities in the area.

Cumulative Effects

Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G

Change in Motorized and Non-Motorized Access Roaded Opportunity

The future Slate Hughes Travel Management analysis and decision would affect motorized and non-motorized access. The

proposed actions have not been completely identified at this time but it is likely additional travel management restrictions

will be proposed in the analysis area for resource protection and for consistency with the Bitterroot NF Plan.

The OHV EIS restricts all cross-country OHV travel except where specifically allowed under current travel management

plans. This would have an overall decrease ofcross-country OHV travel and an increase in travel on designated OHV

trails. There be would be an increase in motorized and non-motorized use on the forest.

Safety

Fire-related road and trail repairs would continue. Over time, dead trees would continue to fall, as well as additional trees

dying due to bark beetle infestations along road and trails.

Recreation Uses

The private land helicopter salvage logging occurring adjacent to the south side of the Blue Joint Bay portion of Painted

Rocks Lake is visible from the lake, Little Boulder Bay Boat Launch Site, and the West Fork Road. The larger

merchantable trees were harvested on about 60 acres ofprivate land in March 2000. Enough smaller trees were left

standing to allow the logged land to blend in with the burned area around it. Since the logging activity is noticeable, it adds

additional timber harvested land to the lake’s viewing area.

The operation ofPainted Rocks Lake Dam has and will continue to affect boating activities and use of recreation sites

adjacent to Painted Rocks Lake.

Recreational use ofPainted Rocks Lake and associated recreations sites is likely to temporarily decrease, or the recreational

user enjoyment may be temporarily reduced, due to the West Fork Bitterroot Highway paving project. Two segments of

this paving project have been completed. Road reconstruction and paving work on the last segment ofthis project is

scheduled to start in the fall ofyear 2001 and be completed in year 2002. Use ofPainted Rocks Lake and associated
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recreation sites is likely to increase above the current level after this last phase ofthe West Fork Road Paving project is

completed.

Use of the Alta Campground will be afl‘ected by replacement of the two 1960's vintage wood toilets with new handicap

accessible toilets. The old toilets will be replaced during the 2001 field season before any burn area EIS activities would

occur. Campground use will be temporarily affected by equipment operations while the toilets are being replaced. The

toilet replacement project will add about three to four days of equipment type disturbance to the Alta Campground use.

The Douglas-fir bark beetle infestation in the upper portion ofthe West Fork drainage will increase the amount ofdead

trees visible from the West Fork Road, Alta Camp Ground, Painted Rocks Lake, and recreation sites adjacent to Painted

Rocks Lake. Fire-killed trees adjacent to roads will provide additional firewood. Pheromones have been and will continue

to be placed on the larger Douglas-fir trees in the Alta Campground to help repel bark beetles fi'om attacking these trees.

The West Fork Road and other local roads in the upper West Fork drainage would receive additional logging traflic ifany

bark beetle salvage sales were to occur.

Mushroom and forest products gathering may increase in burned areas, designated dispersed campsites, developed

campgrounds and trailheads. There is a separate Law Enforcement Plan and implementation Plan for mushroom gathering.

The Lewis and Clark Trail Bicentennial is expected to generate a large increase in use during the years 2004 though 2006

with peak use in the Bitterroot Valley during 2005 and 2006. Campgrounds on the Forest will be highly utilized as well as

the historic trail route. Most visitors are expected to stay near Highway 93.

Snowmobile Use

An increase in cross-country snowmobile use outside of areas impacted to logging is expected to occur. Areas that are not

usually accessible in the winter may be accessible due to winter road plowing which in turn may increase snowmobile use

on designated trails and cross-country.

Outfitter and Guide

The West Fork Highway reconstruction and paving project will result in short time delays for some outfitters clients using

the road during implementation of the project.

Outfitters may experience an increase in conflicts due to multiple use activities on the Forest.

Activities listed in Appendix A that are not included above or in the Cumulative Effects Common to All Alternatives and

All Geographical Areas, would not add to the effects on recreational resources within the West Fork Geographic Area.

All Geographic Areas

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C, and G

Recreational Uses/Forest User Safety

Dispersed recreation use such as fishing, hiking, camping, and picnicking may be displaced from burned areas to areas that

did not burn There may be an increase in cross-country travel due to less vegetation and debris on the ground. Increased

trail maintenance, required as an indirect effect of the fires, would occur. The additional maintenance would include

erosion control work, clearing fallen trees from trails, filling in holes, and repairing damaged trail tread.

Firewood adjacent to roads would be slightly more abundant since no salvage ofdead trees would occur. The work

associated with clearing down trees from roads and trails in burned over areas would be slightly higher due to none of these

trees being harvested or felled for fuel breaks. The safety risk ofa Forest users being hit by a falling snag would be slightly

higher with no dead trees removed or felled for fuel breaks.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Forest User Safety

Harvesting and fuel reduction activities have the potential to affect user safety. There are a number of trails, dispersed

camping sites, and developed sites that are adjacent to or within harvest units where felling, skidding, and hauling
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operations would occur. Logging equipment may be present on roads and block a portion of the roadway. There would be

an increase in traflic on forest roads that would include log and gravel trucks. This would most likely increase dusting on

roads and near camping areas. Helicopter logging would occur throughout the project area with direct flight paths over

roads, trails, and developed sites. Smoke from slash burning would occur in the area. Mitigation measures to minimize

these effects include:

- Provide signing for any road, trail or are that will be closed or where access is restricted. All projects will contain a

traflic control and safety plan.

- Trails and roads affected by fuel reduction activities or roadwork will be closed to travel (including snowmobiles)

during operations when they pose a danger to Forest users.

0 Advance notice ofroad and/or trail closures will be issued/posted using a variety ofmeans to reduce the hazard to

Forest users from firel reduction or watershed improvement work.

0 Dust abatement will be required on the West Fork Road within '/4 mile ofPainted Rock recreations sites when

hauling operations are occurring.

0 Helicopters will avoid flying directly over river users and private residences. Warnings will be placed at river

access points during periods oflogging activity.

- No log hauling or road work will occur on any weekend throughout the big-game rifle season.

Recreation Uses

Closures on trails, roads and active timber sale areas would impact activities such as hiking, berry picking, mushroom

picking, skiing, firewood gathering, camping, and fishing. There would be a large impact to hunters during hunting season,

when any activity may be considered a disturbance. Fuel reduction activities may occur in areas and roads closed to

motorized use which may afiected hunters and other recreationist who may be expecting a non-motorized experience.

Forest users who want to recreate at a specific location may find they cannot access the location, and their recreation

experience could be diminished. Forest users who don’t have a site-specific location they want to use, would likely be

displaced to unafl'ected areas ofthe Forest, resulting in little or no negative effect on their experience. Harvest activities

would generate an increase in localized noise throughout and adjacent to the sale area. Helicopter use would generate noise

that can be heard further away how the local sale area. Mitigating measures designed to minimize these effects include:

0 Advance notice of road and/or trail closures will be issued/posted using a variety ofmeans to reduce the hazard to

forest users fi'om fuel reduction or watershed improvement work.

0 On roads designated “keep open” in timber sales, trafiic will not be delayed more than 30 minutes at a time unless

posted otherwise.

- No log hauling or road work will occur on any weekend throughout the big-game rifle season.

Trails that are adjacent to or within a harvest unit could be impacted visually. Logging would leave stumps and slash piles,

and remove vegetation. However, mitigating measures designed to avoid or minimize include:

- Back cutting stumps or flush cutting 2-chain lengths away from trails with any vegetative treatment;

0 Locating all slash piles 1 chain (66 feet) away from trails; using directional felling away fi'om trails and not

allowing skidding on trails. If there is a need to skid across the trail, the contract administrator will contact the

forest trails specialist before approving the location of the skid trails on the ground to minimize damage to the trail.

- All trails and trailheads within the timber sale area would be protected.

in an intermediate and salvage harvest, dead and/or dying trees would be removed as well as some green trees. The

salvage/regeneration harvest is proposed on areas where there was lethal or high intensity fire with little or no live trees lefl

in the overstory. These treatments would leave some vertical structure, such as snags left in irregular spacing that would

provide visual background. Mid-level and distant background views would increase as the number oftrees is reduced for

both types of treatment.

Snowmobile Use

The use of all mechanized equipment associated with fuel treatments is required to be over snow or frozen ground, except

in Alternative D and F in low severity burn areas. This would impact snowmobile users who historically use those routes

as snowmobile trails. Snowmobile users would be displaced to areas unaffected by winter hauling and/or winter activities.

Plowed forest roads used during operations would be closed to snowmobile use.

Outfitter and Guide

The majority of the Bitterroot NF is available for authorized day-use hunting outfitters. This allows hunting outfitters ‘to

adjust their approved use areas to areas where they would not be impacted by the harvest/fuel reduction activities. This
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could result in a localized heavy concentration of outfitters. Normally, when this situation occurs the outfitters self-regulate

their use areas to disperse use. Mitigating measures that minimize or avoid adverse effects include:

c Having Forest permit administrators work with authorized outfitters and permittees who are directly impacted by

logging operations, fiiel reduction operations, or watershed treatments.

0 The proposed helicopter landing at Piquett Creek is used as an outfitter base camp and parking area. After

completion ofuse, slash will be removed from the landing, and seeded with appropriate forest seed mix and left in a

suitable condition to park vehicles.

0 Fuel reduction activities using commercial sales in the Piquett Creek and Castle Creek drainages will be prohibited

from September 1 to November 30.

o No cutting, skidding, or hauling in the following units will begin after December 1, 2001: 307-311, 313-316, 318

334, 407 and 598-600.

Consistency with the Bitterroot National Forest Plan

Forest-wide Management Areas Standards for Recreation

The proposed activities would be consistent with the recreation standards described earlier in this section.

#
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Introduction

Cottonwood-lined banks along the Bitterroot River, and a sagebrush and bunchgrass valley elevations averaging 3,500 feet

typify the existing landscape character of this portion of southwestern Montana. The valley gives way to steep slopes

covered with dry and coniferous forest that end either in rounded tree covered ridges of around 8,000 feet in elevation on

the Sapphire Range or become bare, rocky peaks ofup to 10,000 feet on the Bitterroot Range.

Streams typically occur here in glaciated canyon bottoms and cirque floors. Wetlands occur alongside the streams.

Numerous small lakes occur in the higher elevation cirques. Dams were constructed in most of the western canyons early

in the century to retain water for agricultural purposes in the valley. These are linked by a multitude of ditches, including

the “Big Ditch” that supplies water to the orchards and fields ofthe drier east side.

Travelers through the valley are afforded a variety ofnatural appearing views and a considerable amount of human-altered

landscapes. Natural disturbances like wildfire, insect and disease infestation, or storm damage are evident. Large timber

harvest units and road systems are the most obvious alterations to the natural landscape since the slope and aspect of a

number of these units are oriented towards the valley floor. Clearings for farms and ranches and the newer subdivisions on

the lower slopes initiate patterns ofpasture and fence line that gradually step down to the major transportation corridor that

runs along the river bottom.

Regulatory Framework

The Bitterroot NF scenic resource is managed by direction provided in the Bitterroot NF Plan (1987). Visual Quality is

assessed and evaluated under Landscape Aesthetics, USDA Forest Service Handbook Nr. 701 , December 1995.

The Bitterroot National Forest Plan includes Forest-wide management goals

0 Maintain a high level of visual quality on landscapes seen from population centers and major travel routes, and adjacent to

fishing streams.

Forest-wide Standards for Visual Quality include:

o The time required for openings to visually recover before adjacent stands can be harvested will vary by visual

quality and other management objectives as determined through application ofthe visual management system and

project interdisciplinary team process. As a general guide, recovery in retention and partial retention areas, from

middle viewing distances, occurs when the site is stocked with about 300 trees per acre with the dominate trees

being 20 feet tall. This condition is reached in 26 to 34 years fi'om the time of harvest. Habitat types not typically

capable of supporting 300 trees per acre generally recover in about 30 years. The minimum recovery period,

generally associated with maximum modification Visual Quality Objective (VQO) areas, occurs when a new forest

stand is established and certified as stocked.

o Openings created by timber harvest should be designed to blend with natural openings to the extent practical.

- The size, shape and location of the area between openings will be consistent with water, wildlife and visual

resource considerations. Documentation ofrationale and tradeofl's will be required if the proposed openings are

larger than the intervening leave islands.

The Bitterroot NF Plan also includes Forest-wide management area (MA) standards:

MA-l

- The VQOs are generally Maximum Modification and Modification.

- Lands generally within 300 feet of major fisheries riparian areas and adjacent to road and trail routes will be

managed to maintain Partial Retention VQO.

MA-2

- The VQO is Modification.

MA-3A

- The VQO is Partial Retention.
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Analysis Methods Common to All Geographic Areas

Management activities such as timber harvesting can affect forest scenic quality by changing the predominant form, color,

line, or texture in a given viewing area. The degree of visibility of these events depends on the interaction ofcertain

elements to the viewers such as:

- Slope and aspect of the land

- Surrounding landscape

9 Frequency and duration of view

0 Fuel reduction treatment methods used

- Slash disposal methods

These factors have been incorporated into the analysis ofthe efiects of each alternative in meeting VQO. VQOs are

minimum guidelines for meeting Forest Plan visual goals.

The Bitterroot National Forest's visual resources are managed under the USDA's National Forest Landscape Management

System. This system employs an inventory ofthe attributes ofeach Forest acre to produce a VQO that will correspond

appropriately to Management Area (MA) prescriptions developed in the Forest Plan.

Watershed activities were not reviewed in detail, as watershed activities such as road obliteration/re-contouring would have

a beneficial eifect on the landscape by removing road prisms fi’om the landscape. Culvert replacement and other upgrades

are very short in duration and would meet VQOs.

Fuel reduction treatment may consist ofthree types of fuel reduction treatments that are discussed in detail in Chapter 2.

Generally, the following definitions apply to each of the treatment methods.

Fuel Reduction Using Salvage Treatment

The focus is to remove dead and dying trees created by the fires and also to remove bark beetle infested trees. About 30 to

60 percent of trees would be removed. Snags and coarse woody debris would be retained.

Fuel Reduction Using Salvage/Regeneration Treatment

This harvest is designed to retain vertical structure, snags and live trees where they exist, as well as trees that would provide

a good seed source. This treatment would result in removal ofup to 80% ofdead trees greater than 10 inches in diameter

that are surplus to the snag and coarse woody debris retention guidelines. All green trees are retained if any exist. Tress

less than 10 inches in diameter would be retained. Planting is proposed with this type of treatment. Trees less than 10

inches diameter would still remain on the landscape and provide vertical structure and texture to the unit.

Fuel Reduction Using Intermediate Treatment

This type of treatment is used when low or mixed fire intensity killed 10 to 75% of the trees. The focus would be to

remove dead and dying trees to reduce fuels and bark beetle infested trees. This treatment also includes targeting green

trees that are subdominant, damaged, poorly formed and/or diseased trees for removal Planting would not occur because

the remaining trees would provide natural regeneration.

Fuel Treatment Using Other Methods

Generally, trees are cut down, limbed (removal of branches), and cut into smaller segments. Depending on the fuel

treatment, the slash could be underbumed, jackpot burned, handpiled, whole tree yarding, yard tops or yarding

unmerchantable material. See definitions in Chapter 2. Slash piles may be on the landscape until sufiicient burning factors

are met. Ten to thirty percent ofthe slash piles will be left on the landscape to provide habitat for small mammals. These

slash piles will be located out side ofMA-3a (Partial Retention) and MA-3c (Retention).

Lggging Systems

Detailed analysis concentrated on Partial Retention and Retention units with skyline logging system. Skyline logging

system is also called cable logging. Each unit was reviewed in the field and appropriate mitigation measures assigned (see

Mitigation table, Chapter 2). The visual quality effects analysis focused on units within Retention and Partial Retention

VQO. Units within MA-3a and MA-3c were reviewed and separated into logging systems. For specific information. see

Project File under Scenery.
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All Geographic Areas

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G

Logging Systems

Skyline Logging

This system takes logs from stump to a landing using an overhead system ofcables to which logs are attached and logs

dragged through cable corridors throughout the unit. The corridors may leave straight vertical lines in a fan-shaped pattern

on the landscape. Depending on factors such as the slope and aspect of the land. surrounding landscape, and frequency and

duration ofview, skyline logging systems may need mitigating measures to meet Partial Retention VQO.

Tracked Line .Machine (TLM

This system is a swing type harvesting method that utilizes two separate systems. An excavator equipped with skyline

yarding capability travels overland and constructs a landing pad. Once in place. it is able to cable yard and allow a ground

based machine (skidder or dozer) to access the yarded material and transport it to the nearest road system via a skid trail.

The material is then loaded onto trucks and hauled ofi site. This swing type system eliminates the need to construct a

temporary road. Depending on factors such as the slope and aspect of the land. surrounding landscape. frequency and

duration ofview skyline logging system may need mitigating measures to meet Partial Retention VQO.

Tractor Yarding

This method is used on gentle slopes (less then 35% slope) that are generally removed from the seen area (mid and back

ground views). The majority of tractor logging must take place during the winter which retains vegetation andsoil exposure. A few tractor units may be logged during the summer if they meet specific soil conditions. Units utilizing

tractor yarding would meet Partial Retention. Modification and Maximum Modification VQO.

Helicopter Logging

This results in very little impact to the visual resource as there is little to no ground disturbance (no roads, skid trails, cable

corridors), and therefore meets Partial Retention and/or Retention. Helicopter landings would be rehabilitated within 1 to 2

years after use. These activities have short-term negative impacts on the landscape.

Visual efiects fi'om proposed helicopter logging should be very similar to those produced by the Ward Mountain Fire of

1994 that was salvaged by helicopter the year following the wildfire (see photograph on the following page).

Figure 3-15 - Ward Mountain Burn After Salvage Logging 1995. Meets Retention VQO along Highway 93.
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Fuel Reduction Treatment Methods

Salvage Treatment Method

The focus is to remove dead and dying trees created by the fires and also to remove bark beetle infested trees. About 30 to

60 percent of trees would be removed.

Visually, a 30 to 60% tree reduction is not readily apparent and would be subordinate to the characteristic landscape ofa

mosaic ofburned timberland with fingers and islands of green trees. What may be noticeable is dependent on the type of

logging system used (eg helicopter, tractor, skyline or tracked line machine).

The long-term effect ofthis type of treatment is a fiictor of the vegetation response unit (VRU). (see Forested Vegetation

section, Chapter 3 Vegetation Response Units).

VRU 2 types are steep, dry breaklands that support ponderosa pine at the lower elevations and Douglas-fir at the higher

elevations. This treatment removes competing species like Douglas fir, to create structural conditions that reflect

historic conditions of a more open stand of mature pine and a greater variety of surrounding grasses and forbs. There

will fewer large trees, and less amounts ofcoarse woody debris on the forest floor. This VRU generally has a high

visual capacity to absorb change due to vegetation variety and open slopes.

VRU 3 types are mid-elevation lands between low elevation breaklands and high elevation stream headlands.

Common trees are Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine; ponderosa pine is a less common species. This treatment removes

unnatural firel loads to create structural conditions that reflect historic conditions of a more open stand with fewer large

trees, and less coarse woody debris on the forest floor.

VRU 4 types are higher stream headlands. The dominant tree is lodgepole pine; without disturbance tree species may

shifi towards shade-tolerant species such as Engleman spruce. This treatment removes up to 80% of the trees. The

remaining 20% consist of a mix ofa few larger trees and smaller diameter trees that are mainly lodgepole pine. The

majority ofVRU 4 stand types would regenerate into a dense, single-storied stand of lodgepole pine.

Salvage/Regeneration Treatment Method

This treatment retains vertical structure, snags and live trees where they exist, as well as trees that provides a good seed

source. This would result in removal ofup to 80% ofdead trees greater than 10 inches in diameter that are surplus to the

snag. All green trees are retained if any exist. Tress less than 10 inches in diameter would be retained. Planting is

proposed with this type ofharvest. Trees less than 10 inches diameter would still remain on the landscape and provide

vertical structure and texture to the unit.

Visually, this treatment would still remain subordinate to the existing characteristic of a mosaic ofburned timberland with

fingers and islands ofgreen trees. What may be noticeable is dependent on the type of logging system used (e.g. helicopter.

tractor, skyline or tracked line machine). '

For the long-term efiects of this type of treatment, see above discussion ofwithin VRU 2, 3 and 4.

Interrnediate Treatment Method

This type oftreatment is used when low or mixed fire intensity killed 10 to 75% ofthe trees. The focus would be to

remove dead and dying trees to reduce firels and bark beetle infested trees. This treatment also includes targeting green

trees that are subdominant, damaged, poorly formed and/or diseased trees for removal. Planting would not occur because

the remaining trees would provide natural regeneration.

Visually, this treatment type would still remain subordinate to the existing characteristic ofa mosaic ofburned timberland

with fingers and islands of green trees. What may be noticeable is dependent on the type of logging system used c. g.

helicopter, tractor, skyline or tracked line machine.

The long-term efiect of this type of this treatment is a factor of the vegetation response unit (VRU). (see Forested

Vegetation section, Chapter 3 Vegetation Response Units).

VRU 2 types are steep, dry breaklands that support ponderosa pine at the lower elevations and Douglas-fir at the higher

elevations. This treatment is intended to adjust overstocked stands and to move species composition to one that favors

ponderosa pine and discourages Douglas-fir. This VRU generally has a high visual capacity to absorb change due to

vegetation variety and open slopes.
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VRU 3 types are mid-elevation lands between low elevation breaklands and high elevation stream headlands.

Common trees are Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine; ponderosa pine is a less common species. This treatment

VRU 4 types are higher stream headlands. The dominate tree is lodgepole pine; without disturbance tree species may

shift towards shade-tolerant species such as Engleman spruce. This treatment is designed to reduce stand density and

adjust species composition while maintaining structural elements such as snags and uneven age and size classes. The

majority ofVRU 4 stand types would regenerate into a dense, single-storied stand of lodgepole pine.

Fuel Treatment Using Other Methods

Generally, trees are cut down, limbed and cut into smaller segments. Depending on the fiiel treatment, the slash could be

underbumed, jackpot burned, piling, whole tree yarding, yard tops or yarding unmerchantable material. The proposed types

of treatment have little impact to the visual quality.

Slash piles may be on the landscape until suflicient burning conditions are met. Slash piles may have short-term negative

impacts on the landscape. Ten to thirty percent of the slash piles would be left on the landscape to provide habitat for small

mammals. These slash pile would be located out side ofMA-3a (partial retention) and MA-3c (retention).

In the long term, this type of treatment removes up to 80% of the existing trees which results in a more open landscape.

How the vegetation response is a factor of what vegetative response unit (VRU) the stand is within (see Forested

Vegetation section, Chapter 3 Vegetation Response Units).

Riparian Buffers

Riparian buffers for perennial and intermittent streams range from 300 feet on each side ofthe stream to 100 feet.

Wetlands would have a 100-foot riparian bufi‘er around the wetland. These buffers may at times, have a straight line

delineating the bufier (untreated) fi'om the treated part ofthe unit. Generally, these should look natural as riparian areas

usually have denser growth along streams that is noticeable on the landscape.

Planting

Common to Alternative A

No reforestation activities would occur and vegetative recovery would take place at a slower rate than ifplanted. Road

rehabilitation and re-contouring would not take place and road cuts would remain on the landscape. It may be decades

before young sapling/pole size trees exist. There would be no fiiel treatment to reduce the existing fuel load, which would

increase the risk of a stand-replacing fire in the fiiture. Scorched/bumed trees will be evident on the landscape for decades.

If a wind event occurs, blow down ofthe burned/scorched trees may occur which could lead to large areas of trees stacked

on the forest floor. This is a natural occurrence and would meet VQOs.

Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G

Reforestation efl'orts would accelerate the effective visual recovery time over natural reproduction. Reforestation proposed

would accelerate visual recovery in foreground distances for nearby residents and National Forest visitors. Reforestation

activities would be subordinate to the existing landscape.

Watershed activities were not reviewed in detail, as watershed activities such as road obliteration/re-contourmg would have

a beneficial effect on the landscape by removing portions of the road prisms from the landscape. Culvert replacement and

other upgrades are very short in duration and would meet visual quality objectives.

Blodgett Geographic Area

Analysis Area

The boundaries of this analysis area are the canyon slopes, ridges and faces ofthe Bitterroot Range commonly viewed from

the valley floor transportation corridor and residential areas extending fi'om Canyon Creek on the south to Sheafinan Creek

on the north. They include lands along both sides of the Forest’s east boundary up to the top of the ridges and slopes along

the Canyon, Blodgett, and Mill Creek trailheads and trails. This analysis area encompasses the most frequently viewed

aspects ofthe Blodgett fire area and the adjacent afl'ected lands.
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Existing Condition

The Blodgett area is a steep, east-oriented canyon face between two, large, glacially carved drainages. Currently, the

majority of the mountain face is characterized by a mosaic ofburned timberland with fingers and islands of green trees.

Wildland fire is a natural occurrence and maintains the appearance of a natural, although altered landscape, which meets

Forest Plan visual goals.

About 4,800 acres within the Blodgett Geographic Area burned in high/moderate severity. Scorched tree crowns and

blacken holes are visible fi'om Highway #93, County Road #54 and Forest Service Road #438. The flush ofnew vegetation

that comes in after a wildland fire adds variety and texture to the scorched landscape. The Blodgett Geographic Area is

rated a sensitivity level of 1 from Highway 93.

The management area allocation for the Blodgett Geographic Area is MA-3a (Partial Retention). The Partial Retention

VQO is assigned to MA-3a lands along major travel routes such as US Highway 93 and riparian zones. Partial retention

allows for human activities that remain subordinate to the characteristic landscape.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

See Common to Alternative A in All Geographic Areas.

Alternative B

Fuels would be removed in this alternative, reducing the risk of severe fire in the future. Reforestation would occur on 497

acres accelerating visual recovery in foreground distances for nearby residents, and Forest visitors. Reforestation activities

would be subordinate to the existing landscape.

There are 5 units in this alternative that fall into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3A). Fuel treatment is proposed in two

units (no commercial harvesting) that would remove up to 70% of trees to reduce fuels.

One unit would be helicopter logged which would minimally impact visual quality. Two units are proposed for treatment

using a skyline logging system. One unit (755) would utilize the skyline system entirely, this unit fiices away from

Highway 93 and can be cabled logged in the summer. One unit (611) has a combination of logging systems; this unit

would be winter logged. A tractor logging system would be used on all or portions oftwo unit (winter logged).

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G in All Geographic Areas.

See also Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G in All Geographic Areas

Mitigation Measures:

0 A portion ofunit 611 will be winter skyline logging which retains vegetation in the corridors and minimizes soil

exposure. This unit may be helicopter logged without afl‘ecting visual quality.

0 Leave at least 20% to 30% of the dead snags or green trees in units to retain visual texture in the blackened area.

- Design the units to blend with the characteristic landscape and fire pattern.

- Snag groups will be used to break up any straight line that occur when units are adjacent to private property.

If it is determined that the harvested units do not meet VQOs, additional measures (adaptive mitigation) would taken

such as feathering the cable corridors. Feathering these corridors is effective in breaking up the straight vertical hnes

caused by cable yarding.

Alternative C

This alternative does not include fuels reduction or harvest activities. There are three units totaling 615 acres which would

be planted as the only treatment. Reforestation would be accelerated on these acres. No iiiels would be removed,

increasing the risk of a severe fire. This alternative does not include fuel reduction or harvest activities which greatly

reduces visual impacts.

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas

—_—_————-_I—_-——
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Alternative D

This alternative would have similar efi‘ects as Alternative B.

There are 5 units in this alternative that fill into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3A). Fuel treatment is proposed in one

unit (no cormnercial harvesting) that would remove up to 70% of trees to reduce fuels.

One unit would be helicopter logged which would minimally impact visual quality. Three units are proposed for treatment

using a skyline logging system. Two units (5, 755) would utilize the skyline system entirely. Unit 755 fices away from

Highway 93 and can be cabled logged in the summer. One unit (5) is entirely skyline and would be winter logged. One

unit (611) has a combimtion of logging systems; this unit would be winter logged. Two units would utilize a tractor

logging system on all or portions ofthe unit; these units would be winter logged.

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

See also Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

Mitigation Measure:

0 Units 5 and 611 would be winter skyline logging which retains vegetation in the corridors and minimizes soil

exposure. The skyline portions ofunits 5 and 611 could be helicopter logged without affecting visual quality.

Other mitigating measures listed in Alternative B would be applied to this alternative including adaptive mitigation

measures.

Alternative E

Overall, visual effects would be les than Alternatives B and D; intermediate harvest (green tree harvest) is eliminated which

would result in leaving more canopy. All skyline units would be winter logged.

See also Efl'ects Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas and Efi'ects Common to

Alternatives B, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

Mitigation Measure:

0 Other mitigating measures listed in Alternative B would be applied to this alternative, including adaptive mitigation

measures.

Alternative F

This alternative would result in slightly less visual effects than Alternative B.

There are 5 units in this alternative that fill into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3A). Fuel treatment is proposed in one

unit (no commercial harvesting) that would remove up to 50% oftrees to reduce fuels.

One unit would be helicopter logged which would minimally impact visual quality. Three units are proposed for treatment

using a skyline logging system. One unit (755) would utilize the skyline system entirely, this unit fices away from

Highway 93 and can be cabled logged in the summer. One unit (611) has a combination of logging systems; the skyline

portion of this unit would be winter logged. One unit (5) is entirely skyline and would be winter skylined logged. One unit

would utilize a tractor logging system on portions of the unit; these portions would be winter logged.

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

See also Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

Mitigation Measure:

- Portions or all of units 5 and 611 would be winter skyline logging which retains vegetation in the corridors and

minimizes soil exposure. The skyline portion ofunit 611 could be helicopter logged without affecting visual

quality

Other mitigating measures listed in Alternative B would be applied to this alternative, including adaptive mitigation

measures.

Alternative G

This alternative would result in slightly more visual effects than Alternative C. Units 4, 5 and 611 are “firel treatment only

units” (no commercial harvest) that would reduce standing fuels up to 70%. Burning the slash would then reduce ground

fiels. These actions would result in an open, wide-spaced stand of dead and green trees.

M
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See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G.

See also Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G.

Mitigation Measures:

0 Leave at least 20% to 30% ofthe dead snags or green trees in units to retain visual texture in the blackened area.

0 Design the units to blend with the characteristic landscape and fire pattern.

Cumulative Effects

Spatial bounds for the Blodgett Geographic Area encompass the east-facing Bitterroot front and side canyon mouths from

Canyon Creek to Mill Creek. The affected area is fi'equently viewed by travelers along the valley’s two main highways that

parallel both sides of the river and residents on the benches and valley floor. The fire mosaic can also be regularly seen

fi'om Hamilton, Corvallis, Victor, and other small communities in the area, and the county and Forest roads leading to the

Forest boundary adjacent to the burned area.

Actions With Possible Visual Cumulative Effects

Past Wildfire Activity

Effects of wildfire on scenery, whether by human or natural ignition, are usually perceived as natural. Some activities

associated with prescribed fire, such as slashing and fire line construction, are perceived as human-caused and may

adversely affect scenic quality. Past fires add to the fire mosaic on the Bitterroot face. The lack of visual evidence ofpast

suppression actions as well as suppression actions from the fires of 2000 help retain a natural-appearing (although

significantly changed) character throughout most ofthe Blodgett Geographic Area. Harvest activities on private land

associated with the fires of2000 reduce the scenic quality from selected viewpoints throughout the Hamilton, Highway 93

and Pinesdale area.

Timber Harvest

There are three visually unrecovered units in the Blodgett viewshed that were burned over. The Sheafinan Fuels Reduction

Project planned for fall 2001 is designed to thin and underburn about 240 acres immediately adjacent to the north edge of

the Blodgett Fire on the Forest boundary. Visual efl'ects are not expected to be evident outside immediate foreground

distances. The State has a helicopter salvage sale planned for 2001 located north and east ofthe National Forest on the

Blodgett fiice. Only about halfof the unit will be visible from the valley floor. The visual eflects of the upper half of this

project will not be readily apparent, but they will extend the open nature of the burned area in the proposed federal units

approximately one-quarter mile further down the mountain. Salvage logging on private land in section 9 has created

activities which dominate the landscape and do not appear natural.

Prescribed Burns

There is no readily apparent evidence ofrecent prescribed burns in the Blodgett area. The Stevensville Southwest Ecoburn

is planned for 2001 but is designed to be a low intensity underburn that would not add significantly to the visible burned

area.

Actions Not Expected To Have Cumulative Visual E[fects

The Blodgett Campground Reconstruction project for 2001, the Blodgett Overlook Trail reconstruction, Blodgett and

Canyon Creek Dam maintenance, Grizzly Bear reintroduction, herbicide spraying, Highway 93 reconstruction, Forest

boundary reposting, and ongoing activities like firewood gathering and Christmas tree harvesting are not expected to have

any cumulative visual efiects with the proposed alternatives due to the nature of the actions or their locations.

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Analysis Area

The boundaries of this analysis area are the slopes, ridges and bottomlands of the Sapphire Range most often viewed from

US Highway #93 east ofDarby, Montana, State Highway #38, the Sleeping Child Road, and County Road #85D. It is

bounded by the Skalkaho drainage in the north and east, the north side of Rye Creek to the south and lands along the Forest

boundary east ofDarby. This analysis area encompasses the most frequently viewed aspects ofthe Skalkaho-Rye Area fire

and the adjacent affected lands.
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Existing Condition

The Skalkaho-Rye Area is a landscape ofsteep canyon slopes and narrow perennial streams. Currently, the majority of the

area is characterized by a mosaic ofburned timberland with fingers and islands of green trees. Wildland fire is a natural

occurrence and maintains the appearance of a natural, although altered, landscape, which meets Forest Plan visual goals.

About 53,500 acres within the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area burned in high/moderate severity. Scorched tree crowns and

blacken holes are visible from Highway #93, Skalkaho Highway and Forest Service Roads #438. The flush ofnew

vegetation that comes in after a wildland fire adds variety and texture to the scorched landscape.

The Skalkaho~Rye Geographic Area includes these MAs and their corresponding VQOs: MA-l (Modification); MA-2

(Modification); and MA-3a (Partial Retention).

The majority of the fuel reduction activities in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area are located in MA 1 and MA-2. The

MAI and 2 are not visually sensitive due to their location and timber management goals.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

See Common to Alternative A under All Geographic Areas

Alternative B

The majority of the burned area in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area falls into the less frequently viewed Forest MAs-l

and 2 that emphasize timber and big game management.

There are 48 units in this alternative that fall into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3A). Seven units include planting as the

only treatment. Fuel treatment is in 5 units (no commercial harvesting) would remove up to 60% of trees to reduce fuels.

Twenty-nine ofthese units would be helicopter logged which would minimally impact visual quality. Six units are

proposed for treatment using a skyline logging system. Three of these units (76, 155, 216) utilize the skyline system

entirely, 3 units have a combination of logging systems. Four units would utilize a tractor logging system on portions of

the unit; these units would be winter logged.

About 16,769 acres would be planted in this alternative which would increase the recovery rate for revegetation

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas and Efi‘ect Common to Alternatives B,

D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

Mitigation Measure:

~ Portions or all ofunits 76, 154, 155, 156, 157, 216 would be winter skyline logging which retains vegetation in the

corridors and soil exposure. The skyline portion of this unit may be helicopter logged without affecting

visual quality.

0 Leave at least 20% to 30% of the dead snags or green trees in units to retain visual texture to the blackened area.

- Design the units to blend with the characteristic landscape and fire pattern.

- Snag groups will be used to break up any straight line that occur when units are adjacent to private property.

0 Landings along the Skalkaho-Rye Road and Sleeping Child Road would be rehabilitated afier work is completed.

If it is determined that the harvested units do not meet visual quality objectives, additional measures (adaptive mitigation)

would be taken such as feathering the cable corridors. Feathering these corridors is efi'ective in breaking up the straight

vertical lines caused by cable yarding.

Alternative C

This alternative does not include fiiel reduction or harvest activities which greatly reduces visual impacts. There is a

positive efiect ofplanting 19,000 acres. No fuels would be removed, increasing the risk of a stand replacing fire.

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

Alternative D

The majority ofthe burned area in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area falls into the less fi'equently viewed Forest MAs 1

and 2 that emphasize timber and big game management. Visual quality effects would be similar to Alternative B.

———_—__—I__—
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There are 48 units in this alternative that fill into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3A). Seven units include planting as the

only treatment. Fuel treatment is proposed in 4 units (no commercial harvesting) that would remove up to 60% of trees to

reduce fuels.

Twenty-seven of these units would be helicopter logged which minimally impact visual quality. Nine units are proposed

for treatment using a skyline logging system. Four of these units (76, 155, 213, 216) utilize the skyline system entirely, 5

units have a combination of logging systems. Four units would utilize a tractor logging system on portions ofthe unit;

these units would be winter logged.

About 16,690 acres would be planted in this alternative which would increase the recovery rate for revegetation.

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

See also Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

Mitigation Measure:

0 Portions or all ofunits 76, 154, 155, 156, 157, 210, 213, 216 will be winter skyline logging which retains

vegetation in the corridors and minimizing soil exposure. The skyline portions of these units may be helicopter

logged without affecting visual quality.

Other mitigating measures listed in Alternative B would be applied to this alternative including adaptive mitigation

measures.

Alternative E

Visual effects of this alternative are greatly reduced from Alternative B. Fuels reduction activities are concentrated in the

wildland/urban interface and warm, dry, lower elevation, vegetative habitat lands. Green tree harvest is eliminated in this

alternative.

There are 20 units in this alternative that fill into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3A). Seven units would have planting as

the only treatment. Fuel treatment is proposed in 1 unit (no commercial harvesting) that would remove up to 60% of trees

to reduce fuels.

All of the commercial harvest units would be helicopter logged which would minimally impact to the visual quality.

The effects ofreforestation would be less than Alternative B, as much less area (7,572 acres) would be planted.

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

See also Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

Mitigating Measures:

0 Leave at least 20% to 30% of the dead snags or green trees in units to retain visual texture to the blackened area.

0 Design the units to remain subordinate to the characteristic landscape and fire pattern.

0 Snag groups will be used to break up any straight lines that occur when units are adjacent to private property.

0 Landings along the Skalkaho-Rye Road and Sleeping Child Road would be rehabilitated after work is completed.

Other mitigating measures listed in Alternative B would be applied to this alternative including adaptive mitigation

measures.

Alternative F

Visual quality effects of this alternative would be very similar to Alternative B.

There are 45 units in this alternative that fill into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3A). Seven units would have planting as

the only treatment. Fuel treatment is proposed in 9 units (no commercial harvesting) that would remove up to 60% of trees

to reduce fuels.

Twenty-two of these units would be helicopter logged which would minimally impact visual quality. Nine units are

proposed for treatment using a skyline logging system. Four of these units (49, 76, 213, 216) utilize the skyline system

entirely, 5 units have a combination of logging systems. Five units would utilize a tractor logging system on portions of the

unit; these units would be winter logged.

The effects ofreforestation would be the same as Alternative B.

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.
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See also Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

- Portions or all ofunits 49, 76, 154, 156, 157, 210, 213, 216 will be winter skyline logging which retains vegetation

in the corridors and soil exposure. The skyline portions ofthese units may be helicopter logged without

affecting visual quality.

0 Leave at least 20% to 30% of the dead snags or green trees in units to retain visual texture in the blackened area.

- Design the units to blend with the characteristic landscape and fire pattern.

- Snag groups will be used to break up any straight lines that occur when units are adjacent to private property.

0 Landings along the Skalkaho-Rye Road and Sleeping Child Road would be rehabilitated afier work is completed.

Other mitigating measures listed in Alternative B would be applied to this alternative including adaptive mitigation

measures.

Alternative G

Visual quality effects ofthis alternative would be very similar to Alternative C. There are 8 units in this alternative that fall

into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3a). Six units would have planting as the only treatment. Fuel treatment is proposed

in 2 units no commercial harvesting) that would remove up to 60% oftrees to reduce firels. There would be no commercial

harvesting with this alternative.

Other Mitigation Measures:

- Leave at least 20% to 30% of the dead snags or green trees in units to retain visual texture to the blackened area.

- Design the units to remain subordinate to the characteristic landscape and fire pattern

Cumulative Effects

Spatial bounds for the Skalkaho-Rye burned area specifically include the frequently-viewed Forest and private lands along

State Highway #38 from the Forest boundary to Skalkaho Pass, US. Highway #93 fiom Tabor Mountain to Deer Mountain,

and the lands between Rye Creek and the Skalkaho Highway.

Actions With Possible Visual Cumulative Effects

Past Wildfire Activity

Effects of wildfire on scenery, whether by human or natural ignition, are usually perceived as natural. Some activities

associated with prescribed fire, such as slashing and fire line construction, are perceived as human-caused and may

adversely afiect scenic quality. Past fires add to the fire mosaic on the Bitterroot face. The lack of visual evidence ofpast

suppression actions as well as suppression actions from the fires of 2000 help retain a natural-appearing (although

significantly changed) character throughout most of the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area.

Small portions ofthe Gird Point Fire of 1991 are visible fi'om portions ofthe Skalkaho Highway before it enters the Forest.

These briefviews do not significantly add to the recent fire visual impacts in the Skalkaho Canyon or along upper Daly

Creek.

Timber Harvest

There are no existing unrecovered timber harvest units on the visually sensitive Skalkaho Canyon slopes or near the upper

Daly burned area. There is a large clearcut above Daly Creek visible to westbound travelers on the Skalkaho Road about

two miles north of the confluence of the South Fork. The majority ofthe existing unrecovered harvest units are in the

relatively unseen portions of the Sleeping Child, Little Sleeping Child drainages, the South Fork of Skalkaho Creek, and

South ofRye Creek. The most visible units are seen fi’om Forest Road#321 that runs along the North Fork ofRye Creek.

Actions Not Expected To Have Visual Cumulative Effects

Past and ongoing management activities like the Bear Timber Sale, the Roan Gulch Timber sale, Dam Lake dam

maintenance, Little Sleeping Child Dam maintenance, Crystal Mountain Mine operations, maintenance on Skalkaho Road,

grazing allotments in the area the Rye Creek Elk Farm, and future projects such as breaching the Little Sleeping Child Dam

scheduled for 2001, the Skalkaho/Daly dispersed campsite rehabilitation project to begin in 2001. and the North Fork of

Rye Creek firewood sale, are not expected to be afiected by any of the proposed alternatives due either to the nature of the

activity or its location.
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East Fork Geographic Area

Analysis Area

The boundaries of this analysis area are the slopes, ridges and bottomlands ofthe Sapphire Range most commonly viewed

from the valley floor transportation corridor along both sides ofUS Highway #93 south ofConner to the Forest boundary at

the State line and along portions of State Highway #472 and County Road #101 (East Fork Road). The analysis area

includes lands adjacent to frequently used Forest Service Roads #370, #728, #8112, #311, #725, and #5765. The analysis

area encompasses the most frequently viewed aspects of the East Fork fire area and the adjacent affected lands.

Existing Condition

The East Fork Geographic Area is a diverse mixture ofbroad, sagebrush covered valleys and steep conifer covered hillsides

and canyons. The majority ofthe area is a mosaic ofburned timberland with fingers and islands of green trees. Because

the wildfire followed no human-made lines, it still maintains the visual appearance of a natural, although severely altered

landscape, that meets Forest Plan visual goals apart fi'om areas where fire suppression lines may dominate the view.

About 76,100 of the East Fork Geographic Area burned in high/moderate severity. The characteristic landscape in the

majority of this geographic area has been visited by wildland fire. Scorched tree crowns and blacken holes are visible from

Highway #93, County Road #472, and local Forest Service Roads. Dense canopy that use to exist along the US Highway

93 corridor is now more open with direct viewing into the ground cover. The flush ofnew vegetation that comes in after a

wildland fire has added variety and texture to this landscape.

The majority ofproposed activities in the East Fork Geographic Area are in MA-l and 2 with some areas ofMA-3a along

Highway 93. MA-l and 2 are not visually sensitive due to their location and timber management goals.

The burned area itselfis so large it dominates views at any distance. The effects of the wildfires dominate the viewer and

existing human-made alterations are visually reduced.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

See Common to Alternative A under All Geographic Areas.

Alternative B

There are 88 units in this alternative that fall into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3A). Thirty-one of these units would be

helicopter logged which would minimally impact visual quality. Fifteen units would have some portion ofthe unit

helicopter logged. Twenty-three units include planting as the only treatment. Fuel treatment is proposed in 12 units (no

commercial harvesting) that would remove up to 60% oftrees to reduce fuels.

Nineteen units are proposed for treatment using a skyline logging system Three of these units (333, 334, 726) utilize the

skyline system entirely; 16 units have a combination of logging systems. Thirteen units would utilize a tractor logging

system on portions of the unit; these units would be winter logged.

About 12,026 acres would be planted in this alternative which would increase the recovery rate for reforestation.

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

See also Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

Mitigation Measures:

- Portions ofor all ofunits 284, 295,296, 316, 317, 319, 333, 334, 353, 354, 356, 357, 358, 359, 363, 364,598, 716.

717, 726 will be winter skyline logging which retains vegetation in the corridors and minimizes soil exposure. The

skyline portion ofthese units may be helicopter logged without afiecting visual quality.

9 Leave at least 20% to 30% ofthe dead snags or green trees to give texture to the blackened area.

9 Design the units to blend with the characteristic landscape and fire pattern.
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o Snag clumps will be used to break up any straight lines that may occur when units are adjacent to private property.

- Landings along the East Fork Road and Highway 93 would be rehabilitated after work is completed.

If it is determined that the harvested units do not meet visual quality objectives, additional measures (adaptive mitigation)

would be taken such as feathering the cable corridors. Feathering these corridors is effective in breaking up the straight

vertical lines caused by cable yarding.

Alternative C

Planting would occur on 13,662 acres.

This alternative does not include fuel reduction or harvest activities. Lack ofany active management activity except

reforestation would have similar visual efl‘ects as in Alternative A Reforestation would be accelerated by planting 19,000

acres. No fuels would be removed, increasing the risk of a stand-replacing fire.

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

Alternative D

There are 90 units in this alternative that fill into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3A). Thirty of these units would be

helicopter logged which would minimally impact visual quality. Eighteen units would have some portion of the unit

helicopter logged. Twenty-two units would have planting as the only treatment. Fuel treatment is proposed in 15 units (no

commercial harvesting) that would remove up to 60% of trees to reduce fiiels.

Twenty units are proposed for treatment using a skyline logging system. Three of these units (333, 334, 726) utilize the

skyline system entirely, 17 units have a combination of logging systems. Fifteen units would utilize a tractor logging

system on portions ofthe unit; these units would be winter logged.

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

See also Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

Mitigation Measures:

- Portions or all ofunits 284, 295,296, 316, 317, 319, 333, 334, 353, 354, 356, 357, 358, 359, 363, 364,598, 716,

717, 726 will be winter skyline logging which retains vegetation in the corridors and minimizes soil exposure. The

skyline portions ofthese units may be helicopter logged without afl’ecting visual quality.

Other mitigating measures listed in Alternative B would be applied to this alternative including adaptive mitigation

measures.

Alternative E

This alternative has less visual efiects than Alternatives B and D as green tree harvest is not proposed in this alternative.

All skyline units would be winter logged.

There are 60 units in this alternative that fill into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3A). Ten of these units would be

helicopter logged which would minimally impact visual quality. Eleven units would have some portion of the unit

helicopter logged. Twenty-six units would have planting as the only treatment. Fuel treatment is proposed in 9 units (no

commercial harvesting) that would remove up to 60% oftrees to reduce fuels.

Thirteen units are proposed for treatment using a skyline logging system One of these units (261) utilizes the skyline

system entirely, 12 units have a combination of logging systems. Ten units would utilize a tractor logging system on all or

portions ofthe unit; these units would be winter logged.

About 9,990 acres would be planted in this alternative which would increase the recovery rate for reforestation

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

See also Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

Mitigation Measures:

Other mitigating measures listed in Alternative B would be applied to this alternative, including adaptive mitigation

measures.

Alternative F

There are 79 units in this alternative that fill into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3A). Twenty-four ofthese units would

be helicopter logged which would minimally impact visual quality. Seventeen units would have some portion of the unit

____——_-_—_——__—_-———
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helicopter logged. Twenty-six units would have planting as the only treatment. Fuel treatment is proposed in 8 units (no

commercial harvesting) that would remove up to 60% oftrees to reduce fuels.

Sixteen units are proposed for treatment using a skyline logging system. Two of these units (726, 752) utilize the skyline

system entirely; 14 units have a combination of logging systems. Twelve units would utilize a tractor logging system on

portions of the unit; these units would be winter logged.

About 11,452 acres would be planted in this alternative which would increase the recovery rate for reforestation

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

See also Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

Mitigation Measures:

- Portions or all ofunits 284, 295, 296, 316, 319, 333, 346, 357, 358, 359, 363, 364, 598, 716, 717, 726 752 will be

winter skyline logging which retains vegetation in the corridors and minimizes soil exposure. The skyline portions

of these units may be helicopter logged without affecting visual quality.

Other mitigating measures listed in Alternative B would be applied to this alternative, including adaptive mitigation

measures.

Alternative G

This alternative has similar effect to Alternative E.

There are 32 units in this geographic area that fall into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3A). Twenty-one units would have

planting as the only treatment. Fuel treatment is proposed in 10 units (no commercial harvesting) that would remove up to

80% of trees to reduce fuels.

One unit (363) would utilize helicopter, skyline and tractor systems. The helicopter portion of this unit would minimally

impact visual quality. The tractor and skyline portion of this unit would be winter logged.

About 952 acres would be planted in this alternative which would increase the recovery rate for reforestation

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

See also Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

Mitigation Measures:

- Portions or all ofunit 363 will be winter skyline logging which retains vegetation in the corridors andsoil exposure. The skyline portions ofthis units may be helicopter logged without afl‘ecting visual quahty.

Other mitigating measures listed in Alternative B would be applied to this alternative including adaptive mitigation

measures.

Cumulative Effects

Spatial bounds for the East Fork burned area include private and forestlands along US. Highway #93 fi'om Conner,

Montana to the Forest boundary at Lost Trail Pass and along State Highway #472 and County Road #101 up to the East

Fork guard station. They also encompass the less often seen lands around and above the French Basin and the lands south

ofMeadow Creek to the Forest boundary.

Actions Expected To Have Possible Visual Cumulative Effects

Wildfire Activity

Efiects ofwildfire on scenery, whether by human or natural ignition, are usually perceived as natural Some activities

associated with prescribed fire, such as slashing and fire line construction, are perceived as human-caused and may

adversely affect scenic quality. Past fires on the face add to the fire mosaic on the Bitterroot fitce. The lack of visual

evidence of past suppression actions as well as suppression actions fi'om the fires of 2000 help retain a natural-appearing

(although significantly changed) character throughout most ofthe East Fork Geographic Area.

Timber Harvest

Unrecovered harvest units near proposed treatment areas in relatively unseen areas include those between Robbins Gulch

and Medicine Tree Creek, between Guide and Cameron Creeks, Bear Gulch, Jennings Camp Creek, Upper Tolan Creek,

between Lodgepole and Bugle Creeks, and in upper Waugh, Gilbert, Warm Springs, Laird, and Moon Creeks. Visually un

recovered units near proposed treatment areas in sensitive areas include those in Andrews Creek adjacent to the State lands,
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West Fork ofCamp Creek, and Camp Creek to Dick Creek along Highway 93. Ongoing operations such as the salvage

harvest on the Sula State Forest could have visual effects in conjunction with adjacent, proposed, federal treatment units.

The Springer Memorial Fuels Reduction Project, scheduled for 2001, would be visible to residents of the subdivision but

should not afl‘ect views fiom the East Fork Road.

Construction

Users of the Lost Trail Ski area upper slopes would be able to see portions of salvage activities in the highest elevations of

Tolan Creek. The ongoing expansion ofthe area itself should not be impacted by any proposed alternatives. The Indian

Trees Campground Reconstruction was completed during the summer of 200i; visitors approaching the campground might

be able to see the results of salvage operations on nearby lands but not from the campground itself.

Actions Not Expected To Have Visual Cumulative Effects

Past and ongoing projects like the Thin Bertie Timber Sale, the Waugh Gulch demonstration project, herbicide spraying on

district roads, firewood gathering, Christmas tree harvesting, and maintenance on the East Fork road, and future projects

like the Buck Creek Trail reconstruction project, Highway 93 reconstruction, and the Sula Peak lookout and electronic site

reconstruction would not have cumulative visual effects either due to the nature of the activity or its location.

West Fork Geographic Area

Analysis Area

The boundaries of this analysis area enclose the slopes, ridges and bottomlands of the Bitterroot Range commonly viewed

fi'om State Highway #473, and County Roads #98B and #104. The analysis area begins approximately '/2 mile south of the

Cormer cut off and runs to the junction ofPiquett Creek, and skips to the Painted Rocks Lake Dam and runs to the end of

the private land at Deer Creek. Other portions ofNational Forest land considered here include areas viewed from

frequently traveled Forest Service Roads #49, #5706A, #362, and #5656, and County Road #104D. This analysis area

encompasses the most frequently viewed aspects ofthe West Fork fire area and the adjacent afiected lands.

Existing Condition

The West Fork Geographic Area is predominantly an area of steep, tree covered, canyon slopes and large rock

outcroppings. The majority of the afi’ected area is a mosaic ofburned and scorched timberland with fingers and islands of

green trees. In that the wildfire followed no human-made lines, it still maintains the visual appearance of a natural

landscape that meets Forest Plan visual goals apart from areas where fire suppression lines may dominate the view.

The burned area itselfis so large it dominates views at any distance. The effects ofthe wildfires dominate the viewer and

existing human-made alterations are visually reduced.

The West Fork analysis area inchides these MAs and their corresponding VQOs: MA-l (Modification), b; MA-2

(Modification); MA-3a (Partial Retention); MA-3b (Partial Retention); MA-3c (Retention). Harvesting would be primarily

in Management Areas 1 and 2 with some portions of 3a and 3c included. The first two Management Areas are not visually

sensitive due to their location and timber management goals. MA-3a and 3c and lands are visually restrictive.

The VQO of Retention permits management activities that are not visually evident to the average visitor. This objective is

assigned to that part ofthe analysis area that is within MA-3c lands that are managed as along access rotes to the Selway

Bitterroot Wilderness travel corridors and big game range.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

See Common to Alternative A under All Geographic Areas.

Alternative B

The majority ofthe timber harvest portion of this alternative would take place in timber MAs 1 and 2 with the exception of

those units facing the West Fork Road in the Trapper Creek area, those along Painted Rocks Lake, and West Creek.
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There are 18 units in this alternative that ran into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3A). Two units (223, 224) fall within the

Retention VQO (MA-3c). Fifteen of the units would be helicopter logged which would minimally impact visual quality

(including Retention units). Two units would have some portion of the unit helicopter logged. One unit would have

planting as the only treatment. Fuel treatment is proposed in 2 units (no commercial harvesting) that would remove up to

80% of trees to reduce fuels.

Three units are proposed for treatment using a skyline logging system One ofunit (706) utilize the skyline system entirely,

2 units have a combination of logging systems. Two units would utilize a tractor logging system on portions ofthe unit;

these units would be winter logged.

About 2,783 acres would be planted in this alternative which would increase the recovery rate for reforestation.

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

See also Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

Mitigation Measures:

- Portions or all ofunits 59, 61, 706 will be winter skyline logged which retains vegetation in the corridors and

minimizes soil exposure. The skyline portions ofunits (59, 61 , 706) may be helicopter logged without affecting

visual quality.

- leave at least 20% to 30% of the dead snags or green trees to give texture to the blackened area.

- Design the units to blend with the characteristic landscape and fire pattern.

0 Snag clumps will be used to break up any straight lines that may occur when units are adjacent to private property.

0 Landings along the West Fork Road would be rehabilitated after work is completed.

If it is determined that the harvested units do not meet visual quality objectives, additional measures (adaptive mitigation)

would be taken such as feathering the cable corridors. Feathering these corridors is effective in breaking up the straight

vertical lines caused by cable yarding.

Alternative C

This alternative does not include fuels reduction or harvest, which would considerably reduce negative visual impacts from

management activities. Lack ofany active management activity except reforestation would have similar visual efiects as in

Alternative A. Moderate positive effects of reforestation greening from State Highway #473, County Road #104, or the

Little Blue Joint Road would be the same as in Alternative B.

Alternative D

The majority of the timber harvest portion of this alternative would take place in timber Management Areas 1 and 2 with

the exception of those units fircing the West Fork Road in the Trapper Creek area, those along Painted Rocks Lake, and

West Creek. This alternative would have similar efl’ects as Alternative B.

There are 18 units in this alternative that fall into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3A). Two units (223, 224) fall within the

Retention VQO (MA-3c). Fifteen of these units would be helicopter logged which would minimally impact visual quality

(including units 223 and 224). Two units would have some portion ofthe unit helicopter logged. Two units would have

planting as the only treatment. Fuel treatment is proposed in 2 units (no commercial harvesting) that would remove up to

80% of trees to reduce fuels.

Three units are proposed for treatment using a skyline logging system One ofunit (706) utilize the skyline system entirely,

2 units have a combination of logging systems. Two units would use tractor logging system on portions ofthe unit; these

units would be winter logged.

About 2,538 acres would be planted in this alternative which would increase the recovery rate for reforestation.

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

See also Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas.

Mitigation Measures:

- Portions or all of units 59, 61, 706 will be winter skyline logged which retains vegetation in the corridors and

minimizes soil exposure. The skyline portion ofthese units may be helicopter logged without affecting visual

quality.

Other mitigating measures listed in Alternative B would be applied to this alternative, including adaptive mitigation

measures.
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Alternative E

This alternative has less of an impact then Alternatives B and D. No green trees would be harvested in this alternative.

There are 6 units in this alternative that fall into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3A). Three of these units would be

helicopter logged which would minimally impact visual quality. Two units would have planting as the only treatment.

Fuel treatment is proposed in 1 unit (no commercial harvesting) that would remove up to 80% of trees to reduce fuels.

No units are proposed for treatment using a skyline logging system No units would utilize a tractor logging system.

About 2,783 acres would be planted in this alternative which would increase the recovery rate for reforestation.

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G under All Geographic Areas and Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F

and G under All Geographic Areas.

Other mitigating measures listed in Alternative B would be applied to this alternative, including adaptive mitigation

measures.

Alternative F

This alternative is similar to Alternative E. There are 13 units in this alternative that fill into the Partial Retention VQO

(MA-3A). One unit (223) fills within the Retention VQO (MA-3c). Nine of these units would be helicopter logged which

would minimally impact visual quality. Two units would have planting as the only treatment. Two units would have fiiel

treatment proposed (no commercial harvesting) that would remove up to 80% oftrees to reduce fuels.

One unit (706) is proposed for treatment using a skyline logging system No units would utilize a tractor logging system

About 421 acres would be planted in this alternative which would increase the recovery rate for reforestation.

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G and Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G under All Geographic

Areas.

Mitigation measures:

' Unit 706 will be winter skyline logged which retains vegetation in the corridors and minimizes soil exposure. This

unit may be helicopter logged without affecting visual quality.

Other mitigating measures listed in Alternative B would be applied to this alternative, including adaptive mitigation

measures.

Alternative G

No commercial harvesting would take place in this alternative. This alternative is similar to Alternative C.

There are 3 units in this alternative that fill into the Partial Retention VQO (MA-3A). Two units would have planting as

the only treatment. Fuel treatment is proposed in 1 unit (no commercial harvesting) that would remove up to 80% of trees

to reduce fuels.

About 326 acres would be planted in this alternative which would increase the recovery rate for reforwtation

See also Common to Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G and Common to Alternatives B, D, E, F and G under All Geographic

Areas.

Mitigating measures listed in Alternative B would be applied to this alternative, including adaptive mitigation measures.

Cumulative Effects

Spatial bounds for the West Fork Geographic Area include private and forestlands seen from along County Road #104 from

Conner, Montana to Piquett Creek, along Forest Service Roads #362 and #5656, #5657 and #5658, and from Painted Rocks

Lake to Deer Creek. It also includes lands less often seen in the upper reaches of the Slate and Overwhich Creek drainages.

Actions With Possible Visual Cumulative Effects

Wildfire Activity

Efiects ofwildfire on scenery, whether by human or natural ignition, are usually perceived as natural. Some activities

associated with prescribed fire, such as slashing and fire line construction, are perceived as human-caused and may
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adversely afl‘ect scenic quality. Past fires add to the fire mosaic on the Bitterroot face. The lack ofvisual evidence ofpast

suppression actions as well as suppression actions from the fires of 2000 help retain a natural-appearing (although

significantly changed) character throughout most of the West Fork Geographic Area.

Prescribed Burning

Fern Trap Ecobum and Trapper Overlook Ecobum scheduled for 2001 are designed to be low intensity, cool burns to

remove brush and small trees for fuels reduction purposes. No long-term visual impacts are expected from these activities.

Timber Harvest

There are many visually un-recovered acres in this analysis area but none in proximity with the recent burn along primary

travel routes. From secondary Forest roads and logging roads, un-recovered units are apparent in conjunction with burned

acreages in upper Piquett and Overwhich Creeks, fi’om the Little Bhie Joint road, and in upper Coal Creek. The Fem-Trap

Sale is an ongoing commercial thinning activity that should not contribute to visual effects resulting from salvage logging

on the other side of the highway in the Trapper Creek area. Private salvage sales along the Little Blue Joint Road could add

to the overall open nature of the burned area if all of the merchantable standing dead trees are removed.

Actions Not Expected To Have Visual Cumulative Effects

Past and ongoing management activities like Painted Rocls Darn operation and maintenance, West Fork Road

maintenance, dredging on Hughes Creek, cattle allotments in the area, the Beaver Woods Post and Pole Sale, herbicide

spraying, firewood gathering, Christmas tree harvesting, and future projects such as the Nez Perce Timber Sale, Jew

Mountain trail reconstruction scheduled for 2002, the Sam Billings Campground fuels reduction project scheduled for

2001, the West Fork bridge reconstruction scheduled for 2002, district herbicide spraying, the West Fork bank stabilization

project scheduled for the Fall of 2001, and the Trapper Creek Job Corps sewer system upgrade begirming in the Spring of

2001 are not expected to have cumulative visual efiects with any proposed alternatives either due to the nature of the

activity or its location.

Consistency with Bitterroot Forest Plan for All Geographic Areas

All ofthe alternatives described in this analysis would meet Forest Plan standards, and visual quality goals as long

mitigating measures are adhered too. If it is determined that the harvested units do not meet visual quality objectives,

additional measures (adaptive mitigation) would be taken such as feathering the cable corridors. Feathering corridors is

effective in breaking up the straight vertical lines caused by cable yarding.

Pertinent Forest-wide Standard would be met. See Project File under Scenery.

MA-l

The VQOs ofMaximum Modification and Modification would be met.

Lands generally within 300 feet ofmajor fisheries riparian areas and adjacent to road and trail routes will be managed to

maintain the Partial Retention VQO. This standard would be met as a 300-foot buffer alongside major fisheries stream is

mandatory in all alternatives.

The visual management system was used to determine the amount of visually unrecovered area permitted in a landscape.

MA-Z

The VQO Modification would be met.

The visual management system was used to determine the amount ofvisually unrecovered area permitted in a landscape.

MA-3A

The VQO Partial Retention would be met.

The visual management system was used to determine the amount of visually unrecovered area permitted in a landscape.

MA-3C (West Fork Geographic Area only)

The VQO Retention would be met.

The visual management system was used to determine the amount of visually unrecovered area permitted in a landscape.

_——___————_——__
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HERITAGE RESOURCES

Introduction

Heritage resources (also known as cultural resources) include buildings, structures, sites, areas, and objects of scientific,

historic or social value. They are an irreplaceable, nonrenewable resource documenting the legacy ofpast human use of the

Forest. Without adequate protections or mitigations, these resources are vulnerable to damage and loss through a variety of

efl‘ects that might result from the proposed action or its alternatives.

Regulatory Framework

The primary legislation governing modern heritage resource management is the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA)

of 1966 (amended in 1976, 1980, and 1992). All other heritage resource management laws and regulations support, clarify,

or expand on the National Historic Preservation Act. Federal Regulations 36 CFR 800 (Protection ofHistoric Properties),

36CFR 63 (Determination of Eligibility to the National Register ofHistoric Places), 36 CFR 296 (Protection of

Archaeological Resources), and Forest Service Manual 2360 (FSM2360) provide the basis ofspecific Forest Service

heritage resource management practices. These laws and regulations guide the Forest Service in identifying, evaluating,

and protecting heritage resources on National Forest system lands.

The Bitterroot Forest Plan tiers to the laws discussed above. Additionally Forest-wide Management Standards that apply to

the proposals analyzed in this 1318 include:

- Significant evaluated cultural resource sites will be preserved in place wherever possible.

0 An inventory survey for cultural resources will be made for most ground-disturbing activities.

0 The Forest will consult with Native American traditional religious leaders to identify sites to be protected in

accordance with the American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978.

The Forest Service is required to consider the efi‘ects ofagency actions on heritage resources that are determined eligible

for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) or on heritage resources not yet evahiated for eligibility. Eligible

heritage resources are termed “historic properties.” The Secretary of Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology

and Historic Preservation are also an important element ofmanagement of cultural resources on public land.

Several other laws address various aspects of heritage resource management on the National Forests, including the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), the National Forest Management Act of 1976 (NFMA), the Antiquities Act of

1906, the Historic Sites Act of 1935, and the Archaeological Resource Protection Act of 1979, as amended in 1988

(ARPA). ARPA and two other regulatory acts describe the role ofTribes in the federal decision-making process, including

heritage management. ARPA requires Tribal notification and consultation regarding permitted removal of artifacts from

federal lands. The Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990 (NAGPRA) recognizes Tribal control

ofhuman remains and certain cultural objects on public lands and requires consultation prior to their removal The

American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 (AIRFA) requires federal agencies to consider the impact of their actions

on traditional Tribal cultural sites. The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) also specifically calls for Tribal

participation in the NHPA Section 106 consultation process.

The Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead Reservation regard the entire Bitterroot Forest as an area of

concern. They have treaty rights on the Forest under the 1855 Hellgate Treaty, and are consulted on all projects occurring

within the Forest. The Upper Selway and Upper West Fork of the Bitterroot watersheds are areas of cultural concern to

The Nez Perce Tribe, and they are consulted about all projects in those areas. The Nez Perce Tribe, the Joseph Band of the

Confederated Trflaes of the Colville Reservation, and the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla have cultural concerns

regarding the Nez Perce National Historic Trail and sites associated with the events of 1877; these Tribes are consulted

concerning all projects which could afl'ect the NPNHT and related sites. The Shoshone-Bannock Tribes ofthe Fort Hall

Reservation have historic ties to the southern portion of the Bitterroot Forest, and are notified regarding projects in the Sula

and West Fork Ranger Districts. Formal consultation with the Shoshone-Bannock occurs when Tribal ofiicials identify

specific projects or issues ofconcern These Tribes were included in the scoping process regarding Burned Area issues.

Cultural resource oflicials from both the Nez Perce Trflae and the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes discussed

specific cultural resource concerns with the Bitterroot Forest Heritage Program Manager prior to the release of the Drait

EIS. No response was received from other Tribal governments. In March 2001, prior to the release of the DEIS, the Forest

Heritage Program manager and Deputy Forest Supervisor presented information regarding 2000 fire effects and burned area
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issues to a gathering of the Salish and Kootenai Tribal Elders. Tribal Council and Tribal Cultural Resource Oflicials for

both the Confederated Salish and Kootenai and Nez Perce Tribes were fumished with copies ofthe Draft EIS. in

consultation meetings and phone calls, both the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribal Preservation Oflice and the Nez

Perce Tribe Cultural Resource Oflice stated that they had no concerns with the Heritage Resource analysis contained in the

DEIS. Ongoing consultation with interested Tribes during the NEPA and NHPA Sec. 106 process has not resulted in the

identification of any religious sites requiring protection under AIRFA.

Analysis Area

The area analyzed for heritage resources for the Burned Area Recovery EIS includes all National Forest lands that may be

affected by project activities associated with any of the alternatives under consideration. The geographic area (including

state and private lands) embraces approximately 758,814 acres. Treatment units are located on National Forest lands within

the Blodgett Canyon fire perimeter, and the burned areas ofthe Skalkaho-Rye, East Fork and West Fork drainages. The

area ofpotential efi'ect (APE) includes all areas where direct impacts will occur, such as those resulting from timber

harvest, slash burning, temporary road construction, or erosion due to vegetative cover lost in the fires of2000. it also

includes areas where project activities may have an indirect (visual, auditory, or atmospheric) efi‘ect on cultural resources or

their setting (e. g., timber harvest within the view shed of the Lewis and Clark Trail). This APE was established because,

even where direct efiects to heritage sites are avoided, indirect effects can adversely afl‘ect cultural resources.

Analysis Methods

When a project is proposed on the Bitterroot National Forest, heritage program specialists participate in its planning and in

the analysis of potential project efl’ects. This participation consists of. 1) review ofhistorical materials, archival

documents, and overviews relevant to the project area; 2) analysis of the nature of the project and its potential to afl'ect

cultural resources; 3) review ofpublic concerns regarding the project and its potential effect; and 4) consultation with

interested Tribes, heritage interest groups, and the Montana State Historic Preservation Ofice. In the process, the heritage

specialist determines the project’s APE based on the geographic area in which a project may alter the character or use of

any existing historic properties.

Based on this information, heritage specialists determine whether existing cultural resource data is adequate to complete the

environmental analysis and disclose potential effects on cultural resources. If the information is insuficient, additional

research and/or inventory will be undertaken. Where additional inventory is needed, heritage personnel design a survey

strategy to locate all historic properties within the area ofpotential efl‘ect. This strategy is designed in accordance with the

criteria defined in “Site Identification Strategy Prepared for the Bitterroot, Flathead and Lolo National Forests" (SIS) (PF

Doc. HERITAGE-l). Ifa survey discovers previously unknown cultural resources, those resources are recorded and their

National Register eligibility status determined in consultation with the Montana State Historic Preservation Ofiice

(MTSHPO). Both background research and fieldwork are documented in a report submitted to the MTSHPO. The heritage

program manager consults with MTSHPO to determine the nature of the project's effects on significant properties. If

needed, the heritage program manager and MTSHPO work together to determine appropriate project redesign, restrictions,

designation of sensitive areas, or mitigation measures. The heritage program manager coordinates recommendations,

actions, and monitoring with the project leader, MTSHPO, and interested Tribal preservation oflicials.

A project is determined to afiect an historic property when project activities alter the characteristics that qualify the

property for inclusion in the National Register ofHistoric Places (NRHP). In determining the efi’ect, alteration to features

of the property’s location, setting, or use may be relevant, depending on the property’s significant characteristics. An

adverse effect results when the project may diminish the integrity of an historic property’s location, design, setting,

materials, workmanship, feeling, or association Adverse effects include (but are not limited to): physical destruction,

damage, or alteration of all or part of the property; isolation of the property fiom its setting; alteration ofthe setting's

character when that character contributes to the property’s National Register eligibility, introduction ofvisual, audible, or

atmospheric elements out of character with the property or its setting; and neglect of a property resulting in its deterioration

or destruction (National Register Bulletin #15; How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, U.S. Dept. of

Interior, National Park Service, rev. ed., 1995).

The Forest Service Heritage Resource Program is responsible for managing cultural resources to prevent loss or damage

before they can be evahrated for scientific study, interpretive etforts, or other appropriate uses. This requires projects to be

implemented in a manner that avoids adverse efi'ects on historic properties. Where a proposed project would result in

impacts to historic properties, project design should anticipate that treatment of the property would conform to sound

preservation practice and be consistent with all applicable preservation standards. Project design should ensure that the
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essential form and integrity ofhistoric properties is not impaired. If the potential for adverse efi‘ects cannot be avoided,

appropriate mitigation treatments are determined in accordance with 36 CFR 800.5. As an example, mitigation of impacts

for timber harvest may include establishment ofbuffer zones, directional filling, alteration ofharvest unit boundaries,

changes in road locations, location of skid trails away fi'om historic properties, limiting the harvest methods in certain areas,

seasonal limitations, and restrictions on slash disposal or tree planting activities. Where a project has the potential to

impact a property ofTribal concern, the Forest Service will consult with Tribal representatives to develop appropriate

mitigation measures.

Where cultural resources or human remains are encountered during project implementation, the Forest has the authority to

modify or halt project activities. The standard heritage resource protection provision C(T)6.24, would be included in all

contracts. The provision requires that contractors and Forest Service representatives work together to protect historic

properties. Failure ofthe contractor to identify historic properties encountered during project activities constitutes a breach

of contract. The provision specifically requires the contractor to notify the Forest of such discoveries.

In evaluating alternatives, the heritage specialist provides the project leader with information on all ofthe historic

properties within the area ofpotential effect, their location, character, the nature ofpotential efl‘ects, and the mitigation

possibilities for those efi’ects.

Roughly halfof the proposed project area acreage fills within the low-probability category for occurrence ofcultural

resources. About 10% of the remainder was surveyed for cultural resources prior to 2001. Those pie-2001 surveys

recorded 19 sites within the boundaries ofproposed treatment units. Another 56 sites lie within the project’s APE (within a

half-mile ofunit boundaries). An additional 18 sites were recorded within treatments units and their APE during the

summer of 2001. All have been identified and considered in the development ofproject alternatives. Areas not already

surveyed within the high-probability category for site occurrence, as well as a representative sampling ofunsurveyed low

and medium-probability areas (as described in the Forest’s Site Identification Strategy) will be surveyed prior to project

implementation in those areas. This survey work commenced in May 2001 and was approximately 50% complete by

August 15, 2001.

Existing Condition

The Bitterroot National Forest has conducted cultural resource inventories ofForest lands since 1976. From the database of

known historic properties and other relevant information, heritage specialists develop an understanding of the Forest areas

with the greatest potential for historic property occurrence. Other sources of cultural resource information inchrde records

ofprevious archaeological surveys, ethnographic studies, local and regional histories, historic and topographic maps, oral

histories, public land records, and archival documents. This data has been incorporated into the Forest's Site Identification

Strategy (SIS) that guides the type and intensity of cultural resource investigation received by proposed project areas.

The chronology of human occupation of western Montana and northern Idaho can be broken down into four periods. These

are the Early Prehistoric Period (prior to 8,000 years ago), the Middle Prehistoric Period (8,000 to 2,000 years ago), the

Late Prehistoric Period (2,000 years ago to 200 years ago), and the Historic Period (200 years ago to Present). Bridging the

Later Prehistoric and Historic periods is a proto-historic period, during which European cultures began to influence Indian

Tribes in the region, although Europeans themselves were not yet present. The onset of the proto-historic period varies by

location, but it generally began around the mid-1750s and continued until the actual arrival of Euro-Americans during the

exploration and fur trade era of the early 1800s. The proto-historic period profoundly affected the Bitterroot Salish and

Kootenai people who had lived for centuries in the Bitterroot Valley and surrounding area. The Nez Perce and Shoshone

were also frequent visitors, traveling a complex trail network that wound along streams and rivers and over ridge tops

throughout the area. Besides the acquisition ofhorses, proto-historic impacts included disease epidemics (such measles and

smallpox), which killed perhaps one-halfto one-third oftribal populations in the Northwest.

The arrival of the Lewis and Clark expedition in 1805 marks the beginning of the Historic Period in the Bitterroot Valley.

Subsequent visits by fur traders and the arrival of Jesuit missionaries in 1841 brought about radical changes in the lives of

the valley’s tribal residents. Euro-American settlement in the Bitterroot Valley began with the establishment of the Fort

Owen trading post in 1850, and the settling of small firms in its vicinity. Although the Bitterroot and Sapphire mountains

contained relatively few precious metals deposits, the Bitterroot Valley boomed during the gold rush era of the 1860s as

Bitterrooters marketed their crops and livestock to the gold camps ofsouthwest Montana and northern Idaho. This trade

took place via connections to the Mullan Road at Missoula and the Southern Nez Perce Trail. Later lcnown as the

Darby/Elk City Trail, the Southern Nez Perce trail was an ancient tribal route along the Upper Selway, West Fork, and East

Fork ofthe Bitterroot River. Throughout the 1860s and 1870s, it provided an important travel link between the Montana

and Idaho goldfields, bringing new settlement and development to the upper Bitterroot.
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The development of hardrock mining in the Northern Rocldes in the 1870s and 1880s and construction of the Northern

Pacific Railroad system in the 1880s brought about demand for fuel logs, structural timbers, and finished lumber.

Anaconda Copper Company founder Marcus Daly established industrial logging in the Bitterroot in 1887 with the

construction ofa lumber mill at Hamilton, and numerous other mills and logging operations were soon underway around

the valley. The wood products industry remained an important part of the area economy throughout the 20‘h century.

With the influx of Euro-American settlement during the 1860s and 1870s, the Bitterroot’s resident Salish and Kootenai

people faced hostile competition for use of their traditional homeland and its resources. In 1872, Congress opened the

Bitterroot Valley for homesteading, ordering the removal of the Salish and Kootenai to the Jocko Reservation. Some bands

acquiesced. However, those led by Chief Charlot remained in the Valley, hoping the removal order would not be enforced.

In 1877 they witnessed the passage ofnon-treaty Nez Perce through the valley. Pursued by the US Army, the Nez Perce

were defying a similar order to accept a reservation. Eventually known as the Nez Perce War of 1877, the Nez Perce

odyssey spanned five months and 1,200 miles, ending with their capture at the Bear Paw Mountains in central Montana.

Charlot and the Bitterroot Salish remained in the Bitterroot for 14 more years (until 1891) when they, too, were forced onto

the Jocko Reservation

Watershed damage resulting from unrestricted grazing and widespread over-logging ofwestern forests spurred public

awareness ofthe need to protect the nation’s timber and water resources. This led to establishment of the first federal forest

reserves in 1891. In 1897, the Bitter Root Forest Reserve was created from portions of the public domain in western

Montana and northern Idaho. By 1907, the Reserve had evolved into the Bitterroot National Forest. For the next half

century, the US. Forest Service built trails, roads, bridges, dams, administrative buildings, fire lookouts, and stock

driveways. Initially the Forest Service mission was protective — the management of timber, range, mineral and water

resources, including fire prevention and suppression. However, beginning in the 1930s recreation became an increasingly

important part of the agency's focus, resulting in the construction ofnumerous recreational facilities.

Construction of irrigation systems boosted agricultural development of the Bitterroot Valley during the 1890s and early

1900s. Nearly 30 high-elevation dams and reservoirs were built on Bitterroot Forest Reserve or NFS lands between the

1890s and the 1930s. Irrigation districts, water users’ associations, and individuals owned most of these dams, although a

few were state or federal efi'orts. Water impounded was distributed throughout the Valley by feeder canals and ditches.

Historic properties found in the Bitterroot Valley reflect the wide variety ofhuman activity occurring here over the past

10,000 years. Prehistoric period properties include trails, seasonal occupation sites (i.e., camps associated with hunting or

plant gathering and cambium-peeled trees), travel routes, and spiritual sites. The proto-historic era may be represented by

travel routes adapted to horse travel, or sites reflecting efiects of disease or the use ofhorses and items ofEuropean origin

Properties related to the Historic Period include portions of tribal trails or camps used by the Lewis and Clark expedition

(Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail), the Southern Nez Perce Trail/Elk City Road, the 1877 Nez Perce route (Nez

Perce National Historic Trail), and sites associated with homesteading, irrigation or other agricultural development,

logging, transportation, and Forest Service administrative history.

Blodgett Geographic Area

The Blodgett Canyon fire occurred on steep, densely timbered forestlands. Topographic and vegetative conditions, and

historic documentation (including Tribal information) indicates that this geographic area has low potential for the presence

of heritage sites. Three cultural resource surveys have been conducted within the proposed treatment units since 1976, with

four others occurring within the project’s area ofpotential efi'ect. Pre-2001 survey records and background literature

indicates that two historic trails, a cambium-peeled tree, and the former site ofan historic ranger station lie within the

general project area, but not within proposed treatment units.

As ofAugust 15, 2001, cultural resource inventory of all unsurveyed high-probability locations, as well as a representative

sampling of low- and medium-probability locations, has been completed on all proposed treatment units within this area

These surveys revealed two additional historic sites within the project’s geographic area. Both are associated with early

twentieth-century logging and lumbering, and both are within proposed treatment units. The areas surrounding and

including cultural sites will be designated for avoidance.

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

The Skalkaho, Sleeping Child and Rye watersheds have a high potential for the presence of heritage sites due to

topographic and vegetative conditions. Use of the area by both Indian tribes and Euro-American settlers is well
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documented. Between 1976 and 1998, at least 45 cultural resource inventories have been conducted on the lands contained

within the proposed treatment units. Two sites have been located within the units, with another twelve within a half-mile of

treatment unit boundaries. The sites reflect all periods and types of land and resource use, including both Tribal sites (e.g.,

cambium-peeled trees, trails, cairns, etc.) and settlement related-sites (e.g., roads, irrigation ditches, homesteads, cabins,

logging chutes, and stock driveways). Several cabin remnants, a log chute, and other historic wooden structures were

destroyed during the 2000 fires. The Skalkaho and Sleeping Child drainages are areas ofTribal concern, and the

Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribal Preservation Oflice personnel will participate in monitoring activities there.

Additional cultural resource inventory ofunsurveyed-high probability locations, and a representative sampling of low- and

medium-probability locations (as described in the Forest’s Site Identification Strategy) will be conducted within the

proposed Skalkaho-Rye treatment units in September 2001. Proposed treatment units containing cultural sites will be

modified or eliminated to avoid adverse efi'ects to the site.

East Fork Geographic Area

Due to topographic and vegetative factors, the watershed ofthe East Fork ofthe Bitterroot River has a high potential for the

presence ofheritage sites. Use of the area by both Indian tribes and Euro-American explorers and settlers is well

documented. Segments of the Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail, the Nez Perce National Historic Trail, and historic

stock driveways pass through some of the proposed treatment units. Portions of site 24RA061 known as the “Indian

Trees”, also lie within proposed unit boundaries. Between 1976 and 1999, at least 42 cultural resource inventories have

been conducted on the lands contained within the proposed treatment units. Seventeen sites have been located within the

units, and another 37 are within a half-mile oftreatment unit boundaries. The Medicine Tree is three-quarters ofa mile

outside the nearest treatment unit boundary. The sites reflect all periods and types of land and resource use, including

Tribal sites such as cambiurn-peeled trees, trails, and cairns, as well as settlement-related sites such as roads, Forest Service

trails, stock driveways, cabins, lookouts, and other historic structures. At least two dozen cambium-peeled trees, several

cabin remnants, and one historic petroglyph (homestead-related) in the East Fork drainage were damaged or destroyed

during the 2000 fires. The East Fork watershed is of Tribal concern, and the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribal

Preservation Oflice personnel will participate in monitoring treatment activities. The Nez Perce National Historic Trail is a

Tribal concern to the Nez Perce Tribe, the Joseph Band ofthe Confederated Tribes ofthe Colville Reservation, and the

Confederated Tribes ofthe Umatilla Reservation All will be invited to monitor treatment activities along the Trail.

About 75% of the cultural resource inventory for proposed treatment units within the East Fork Area was completed as of

August 15, 2001. This inventory encompassed all high-probability locations and a representative sampling ofmedium- and

low-probability locations, as prescribed in the Forest’s Site Identification Strategy. Survey revealed 12 more sites within

the East Fork area. The sites consist of cambium-peeled ponderosa pine trees and historic can dumps associated with road

construction and hunters’ camps. Proposed treatment units will be modified or eliminated to avoid adverse effects.

West Fork Geographic Area

The West Fork watershed of the Bitterroot River has a high potential for the presence ofheritage sites. Use ofthe area by

both Indian tribes and Euro-American explorers and settlers is well documented. The centuries-old Southern Nez Perce

Trail and the Darby/Elk City Road pass through this drainage. Historic Alta Ranger Station, a relic of the General Land

Oflice administration of the early Forest Reserves, stands near the mouth ofHughes Creek. Much of the Bitterroot’s early

placer mining took place on Hughes and Overwhich Creeks. Between 1976 and 1994, twelve cultural resource inventories

have been conducted on the lands contained within the proposed treatment units. No sites have been located within the

units, but seven sites lie within a half-mile oftreatment unit boundaries. The sites reflect all periods and types of land and

resource use, including Tribal sites such as cambium-peeled trees, trails, and cairns, as well as settlement-related sites such

as mining remains, roads, Forest Service trails, stock driveways, and cabins. Two cambium-peeled trees and two cabin

remnants were destroyed during the 2000 fires, although continued post-fire assessments in remote areas ofthe watershed

may reveal additional losses in 2001. Portions ofthe West Fork watershed are areas ofTribal concern to both the

Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes and The Nez Perce Tribe. Representatives ofboth Tnbal governments’

preservation oflices have been invited to participate in the monitoring of treatment activities in the West Fork watershed.

Approximately 50% ofthe cultural resource inventory for proposed treatment units was completed as of August 15, 2.001.

This inventory encompassed all high-probability locations and a representative sampling ofmedium- and low-probability

locations, as described in the Forest’s Site Identification Strategy. Surveys revealed two previously unknown sites,

”
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rerrmants of a historic logging camp and historic trail. Proposed treatment units will be modified or eliminated to avoid

adverse efiects.

All Geographic Areas

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

Because no fuel reduction, reforestation, or watershed improvement would occur, there would be no direct effects to

cultural resources resulting from those activities. However, with no reforestation or watershed improvement, heritage sites

could be at risk from erosion and flooding, as well as prolonged exposure to looting due to lack ofvegetative cover or

access via burned over roads. Traditional plant gathering areas may be adversely afiected by noxious weed invasion

Erosion, sedimentation, and lack of vegetative cover may adversely affect the visual aspects ofhistoric properties.

Alternative B

Under this alternative, heritage resources could face a wide range ofpotential adverse effects. Fuel reduction activities

such as tree falling, skidding, decking, slash disposal and burning on about 59,211 acres and temporary road construction

could impact historic properties within or near project areas. Reforestation measures can afl‘ect cultural sites through

ground disturbance during site preparation and replanting. Some watershed improvement activities, including road

shaping, ditch construction, or culvert improvements, also have the potential to disturb cultural resources. Most ofthe

proposed treatments would occur at low elevations, in many cases coinciding with areas ofhigh-probability for cultural

resource occurrence (as described in the Bitterroot Forest’s Site Identification Strategy).

Reducing motorized access by decommissioning 60 miles ofroad might benefit cultural resources through limiting vehicle

access to sites exposed during the 2000 fires, thereby reducing the opportunities for site looting or vandalism.

Many activities associated with the actions in this alternative, particularly those involving timber harvest, have the potential

for indirect effects on cultural resources such as temporary auditory and visual effects on historic properties.

Alternative C

With this alternative, heritage resources would face no effects from fuel reduction activities such as logging. The potential

impacts from reforestation would be slightly less than Alternative B. The potential for adverse efl'ects resulting from

watershed improvement would be also be about the same.

This alternative proposes road decormnissioning/recontouring on about 88 miles ofroad and might have a more beneficial

effect than Alternative B by limiting vehicle access to fire-exposed cultural resources to a greater degree, thereby reducing

the potential for vandalism and looting.

Alternative C would have no indirect efl‘ects on cultural resources as a result of fuel reduction activities. Temporary

auditory and visual efi‘ects on historic properties are still likely during implementation of watershed improvements.

Alternative D

With the increased fuel reduction proposed under Alternative D (59,639 acres), heritage resources over a wider area could

be subjected to direct effects from activities such as tree falling, skidding, decking, slash disposal and burning, and 10.2

miles of temporary road reconstruction Alternative D would result in about the same potential efl'ects from reforestation

activities (replanting) as Alternative B. The potential for adverse effects resulting fiom watershed improvement would be

also be about the same as Alternative C.

This alternative proposes more road decommissioning/recontouring than Alternative B but less than Alternative C which

might limit vehicle access to fire-exposed cultural resources, reducing the potential for vandalism and looting.

Because Alternative D would increase the area subjected to fuel reduction treatment, it could increase the potential for

indirect efi‘ects on cultural resources, such as temporary auditory and visual disturbances.

#
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Alternative E

Alternative E limits fuel reduction activities to VRU2 and WUI areas and eliminates green tree cutting. This reduced

amount of fuel reduction treatments greatly reduces the area in which these treatments could adversely affect cultural

resources. Like Alternative C this alternative contains no temporary road construction, which also lessens the potential for

cultural resource damage. The area subjected to ground disturbance fi'om reforestation activities is the second lowest of all

action alternatives. The potential for adverse effects from watershed improvement are the same as Alternative C.

The road decommissioning/recontouring proposed would have the same beneficial efi‘ect as Alternative C in limiting

vehicle access to fire-exposed cultural resources, reducing the potential for vandalism and looting.

By limiting fuel reduction activities to VRU2 and WUI areas, Alternative E limits potential indirect efi‘ects on cultural

resources (such as auditory or visual intrusion) to those proposed treatment areas.

Alternative F

Alternative F proposed fiiel reduction treatments on 45,953 acres, which is less than Alternatives B and D, but more than

twice the amount proposed in Alternatives E and G. Therefore the potential for cultural resource impacts from such

treatments would probably fall somewhere in the mid-range ofalternatives. Likewise, the amount of green tree removal

also falls within the mid-range. Under Alternative F, 7.4 miles oftemporary roads would be constructed, with the

associated potential adverse eifects on previously undiscovered cultural resources. While this is slightly less than the 10.2

miles proposed under Alternative D, so the potential for adverse cultural resource efiects from road construction under

Alternative F is the second highest. Under Alternative F, the area subjected to ground disturbance from reforestation would

be very similar to Alternatives B, C, and D. The potential for adverse efi‘ects resulting fi'om watershed improvement would

be greater than in Alternatives B, C, D, or E, but less than Alternative G.

Road decormnissioning/recontouring might limit vehicle access to fire-exposed cultural resources, thereby reducing the

potential for vandalism and looting.

Alternative F would fall within the mid-range ofalternatives in the amount of area subjected to fuel reduction treatment, so

the indirect efl‘ects on cultural resources, such as temporary auditory and visual disturbances would be in the mid-range.

Alternative G

Alternative G proposes less fuel reduction than Alternatives B, D, E, or F (9,785 acres), so the potential adverse effects

resulting from fuel reduction activities in this alternative presumably would be lower than those alternatives. It proposes no

temporary road construction or green tree removal, eliminating the potential for adverse effects from those activities.

Reforestation is prescribed for 4,178 acres, the least of any action alternative. By replanting a significantly smaller area, the

potential for adverse efi‘ects to previously unknown cultural resources caused by planting-related ground disturbance would

be greatly reduced. However, the sharply reduced fuel reduction and reforestation measures could also contribute to a

greater long-term risk to heritage sites from future fire, erosion, and flooding. The potential for adverse efi‘ects resulting

fi'om watershed improvement would be the greatest ofany action alternative. The road decommissioning or recontouring

proposed in this alternative ofi‘ers the greatest potential benefit of limiting vehicle access to heritage sites exposed during

the 2000 fires, by reducing the potential for looting and vandalism

Cumulative Effects

Common to All Action Alternatives

Prior to establishment of the Forest Service Heritage Resource Program in 1976, timber harvest and trail, road, and

recreational fiicility development occurred with little analysis ofcultural resources impacts. Areas logged, roaded, terraced

or otherwise subjected to extensive ground disturbance or subsequent erosion experienced substantial cultural resource

destruction. Other adverse effects occurred fi'om livestock grazing, irrigation development, and dispersed recreation. Little

or no effort was made to deter private collection of historic or prehistoric artifiacts on NFS lands, and losses ofcultural

resources were extensive in certain locations. While the adoption and enforcement of federal cultural resource protection

legislation and regulations over the past 30 years has reduced the rate of cultural resource deterioration, it is unrealistic to

expect that deterioration could be completely eliminated.

Forest management practices over the past century, resulting in firel accumulation, have contributed to the occurrence of

intense, stand-replacing wildfire. While many types of cultural resources can survive low-severity fires with little or no

damage, high-severity burns destroy or damage a wide range of cultural sites and artifacts. The centuries-old cambium

_—_—-———_-——_——'
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peeled ponderosa pine trees marking many tribal trails and camping areas are an example. Many ofthese peeled-trees

survived a succession of low-intensity burns over the past three hundred years, only to be destroyed by fire in 2000.

Plants important to the lives of the Salish Indians, and the areas where the Salish traditionally gathered these plants have

been progressively affected by loss ofhabitat, herbicide use, livestock grazing, and a variety ofother impacts associated

with use ofNational Forest lands. Tribal access to and use of traditional cultural areas has also been afl‘ected by

development ofprivate lands, resource extraction on Forestlands, and increased recreational use of traditional areas.

Mushroom harvesting in the wake of the fires may also adversely afl'ect cultural resources. There is the hazard that, with so

many people searching the forest floor for mushrooms, unscrupulous harvesters will discover and illegally collect cultural

artifacts. Cultural site looting associated with mushroom harvesting has been documented on the Kootenai National Forest

and other public lands in the Pacific Northwest. Looting is highly destructive to both the sites themselves and their

potential to yield information about our past. The damage is permanent and irreversible.

The upcoming Lewis and Clark Bicentennial observation in 2004-2006 is expected to draw a tremendous increase in

visitors to the Forest over the next five years. Bicentennial visitation will focus primarily on heritage sites associated with

the Corps of Discovery and with Tribal occupation ofthe area. If visitation predictions are accurate, these sites will be

subjected to a wide range of intense “wear-and-tear“ effects, and to a greater occurrence ofvandalism and looting.

Cumulative effects will continue, and will be intensified by additional impacts such as increasing population and new

technology resulting in new uses for Forest lands. Where recreational damage to cultural sites was once limited to areas

adjacent to heavily used trails, roads and campsites, the increase in modern motorized recreation has caused more site

damage fi'om tires. Looting and vandalism in more remote areas ofthe Forest may increase with improved access. The

electronic communication revolution promises to alter the Forest, as transmission towers and relays on mountaintops alter

the historic landscape, and new recreational users, emboldened by possession of a cell phone, seek out the backcountry.

Alternative A

Failure to reduce the accumulated fire] load would increase the potential for a second phase ofwildfire loss, thereby

increasing the potential for adverse effects on cultural resources, particularly cambium-peeled trees, trails, buildings,

structures, and combustible artifacts. Without reforestation or watershed improvements, the risk of erosion and flooding

and the risk to cultural resources from those events are greatly increased, along with the increased risk of site looting and

vandalism due to lack ofexposure through erosion and lack of vegetative cover.

Alternative B, D and F

See “Cumulative Efl‘ects Common to All Alternatives.”

Alternative C

Failure to reduce the accumulated fuel load may increase the potential for a second wildfire loss, increasing the potential for

adverse effects on cultural resources, particularly cambium-peeled trees, trails, buildings, and other combustible structures.

Alternative E

By limiting fuel reduction treatment to VRU2 and WUI, this alternative may increase the potential for a second phase of

wildfire loss in the remaining portions of the project area. This could increase the potential for adverse efi'ects on cultural

resources, particularly cambium-peeled trees, trails, buildings, structures, and combustible artifacts. With fewer acres of

reforestation proposed, the risk of erosion and flooding is increased, along with the increased risk of site looting and

vandalism due to increased exposure through erosion and lack ofvegetative cover.

Alternative G

Because this alternative does not reduce the accumulated fuel load to the degree that Alternatives B, D, E, and F do, it

would increase the potential for a second phase of wildfire loss, thereby increasing the potential for adverse efiects on

cultural resources, particularly cambium-peeled trees, trails, buildings, structures, and combustible artifacts.

Consistency With Forest Plan and Other Regulatory Direction

Heritage and Tribal interests are regulated by federal laws that direct and guide the Forest Service in identifying, evaluating

and protecting heritage resources. All of the alternatives would comply with federal laws. The Bitterroot Forest Plan tiers

to these laws, therefore the proposed action alternatives will meet Forest Plan standards.

#
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WILDERNESS

Regulatory Framework

Wilderness Act of 1964

The Wilderness Act defines four requisite attributes ofwilderness: natural integrity, apparent naturalness, outstanding

opportunities for solitude, and opportunities for primitive recreation. These attributes are applied to the conditions inside

the boundaries of wilderness. Although the experience ofwilderness visitors might be affected by activities outside the

wilderness boundary, the Wilderness Act does not require that adverse efi‘ects associated with those activities be mitigated.

Analysis Area

The analysis area studied for efi’ects is the individual Wilderness. Efl‘ects on Wilderness only occur within the area.

Existing Condition

The Bitterroot National Forest manages parts ofthe Selway-Bitterroot, Anaconda-Pintler, and Frank Church-River ofNo

Return Wildemesses. Descriptions of these wildemesses are included in the Forest Plan. The edge of the Selway

Bitterroot Wilderness and Anaconda-Pintler Wilderness is in the vicinity ofproposed activities.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A and G

With this alternative, natural integrity, apparent naturalness, special features, and manageability or boundaries would not be

affected. Recommendations for protection and recovery work to assure natural rates ofrecovery ofsoils, watershed,

fisheries, wildlife, vegetation and fuels would not be implemented (e.g., fuel loadings would remain high).

Solitude and remoteness may be affected by an increase in the number ofpeople in a party and fi'equency ofcontact with

others because ofpeoples’ interest to see where fires occurred. Yellowstone National Park set visitation records during the

five years after the 1988 fires. While some increases could occur, the locations, magnitude and duration of these changes

are very diflicult to predict or quantify.

Alternatives B, C, D, E, and F

There would be no direct efl'ects on wilderness characteristics since no activities are proposed within the wilderness.

Indirect effects may include sights and sounds of fuel reduction activities on non-wilderness land. The sights and sounds of

work crews and their equipment might affect solitude and primitive recreation within wilderness in some places, although

proposed activities are downstream and miles fi’om wilderness boundaries. The distance fi'om proposed activities to

wilderness areas and trails, and intervening landforms would mitigate noise and smoke from proposed activities. Noise

would be at levels below ambient wilderness sounds.

Because wilderness experiences are highly personal, difl'erent people could perceive efl’ects differently. During the

duration ofthe proposed activities, some wilderness users might be displaced fi'om access points.

Consistency with Forest Plan and Other Laws and Regulations

All alternatives are consistent with the Wilderness Act of 1964.

_—_I____————__—
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INVENTORIED ROADLESS AREAS

Introduction

In 1972, the Forest Service began identifying roadless areas for wilderness consideration through Roadless Area Review

and Evaluation (RARE I). In 1979, the agency completed RARE II, a more extensive national inventory ofroadless areas.

The Bitterroot National Forest incorporated RARE II data to develop inventories ofroadless areas into the Forest Plan.

Changes Between the Draft EIS and the Final EIS

In the DEIS, Alternatives B, C, D and E included a few non-commercial fuel reduction treatments in Inventoried Roadless

Areas (IRAs). These units, or portions of these units, within IRAs have been dropped from these alternatives.

All activities in Management Areas 5 and 8a have been dropped fi'om all alternatives. This means that alternatives will not

directly impact IRAs, so the analysis was simplified and focuses on efi’ects fi'om activities occurring outside of IRAs.

Alternatives F and G have been added to the analysis.

Regulatory Framework

Bitterroot Forest Plan Direction

The Forest Plan allocated difl'erent management prescriptions to inventoried Roadless Areas. Some areas were allocated to

prescriptions that retain the unroaded characteristics (MAs 5 and 6). Other areas within the project area were allocated to

prescriptions that allow or encourage road construction and timber harvest (MAs l, 2, 3).

Roadless Area Conservation Final Rule

On January 12, 2001, the Department issued a final rule accompanied by a FEIS and Record ofDecision (published as part

of the final rule, 36 CFR 294, Special Areas, Roadless Area Conservation, on January 12, 2001, at 66 FR 3244). On May

10, 2001, the Idaho District Court enjoined the Forest Service fi'om implementing all aspects ofthe Roadless Area

Conservation Rule as well as a section in the Forest Planning Rule that addresses the inventory and evaluation ofroadless

areas during Forest Plan revision. On July 10, 2001, the Forest Service issued an advance notice ofproposed rulemaking,

and request for comments in the Federal Register (Volume 66, Number 132).

Interim Directive No. 7710-2001-2

Reserves to the Chiefof the Forest Service, the authority to approve certain proposed road construction or reconstruction

projects in IRAs until revision of a land and resource management plan or the adoption of a plan amendment that has

considered the protection or other management ofIRAs as defined in FSM 7712.16a.

Interim Directive No. 2400-2001-3

Reserves to the Chiefofthe Forest Service, the authority to approve or disapprove proposed timber harvest in IRAs (FSM

77l2. 16a), except for those listed in section 2404.15, paragraph 13.

Wilderness Act of 1964

The Wilderness Act defines four requisite attributes ofwilderness: natural integrity, apparent naturalness, outstanding

opportunities for solitude, and opportunities for primitive recreation. These attributes are applied to the conditions inside

the boundaries of wilderness. Although the experience of wilderness visitors might be affected by activities outside the

wilderness boundary, the Wilderness Act does not require that adverse effects associated with those activities be mitigated.

Analysis Area

The analysis area studied for effects is the individual IRA. Effects on IRAs only occur within the area. Each IRA is

described in detail in the Bitterroot Forest Plan (FEIS Volume II and Appendix C).

Effects Analysis Methods

The following six ‘\vildemess attributes" are the basis for evaluating the efl‘ects of the alternatives using proximity and

qualitative descriptions.

§
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0 Natural Integrity (the extent to which long-term ecological processes are intact and operating)

o Apparent Naturalness (means the environment looks natural to most people)

- Remoteness (perceived condition ofbeing secluded, inaccessible, and out of the way)

' Solitude (personal, subjective value defined as the isolation from the sights, sounds, and presence of others and the

development ofman)

0 Special Features (unique geological, biological, ecological, and cultural or scenic features)

0 Manageability and Boundaries (ability to mange a roadless area to meet the minimum size criteria, which is

5,000 acres, for wilderness)

- Special Places (what it is about the area that causes one to visit for pleasure or their livelihood)

Existing Condition

Table 3-158 - Inventoried Roadless Areas Within the Project Area

inventoried Roadless Area Total Acres ‘ Acres Within Geora I hical Area

AllanMoumain West Fork

Blue 101m SA)

North Bi Hole

—in!

Blodett

Slain Child . Skalkaho-R

Stone Mountain 44,082 East Fork

Swift Creek 614 East Fork

Tolan Creek 7,222 ‘ 4,230 East Fork "

Total L 407,436’ j 90.490 ,

The Bitterroot Forest Plan i'ecommended adding 48,305 acres of the Selway-Bitterroot IRA to the Selway-Bitterroot

Wilderness, and adding 28,500 acres of the Blue Joint IRA (Montana Wilderness Study Area) to the Frank Church-River of

No Return Wilderness or creating a stand-alone wilderness. Refer to Map 3-16 for locations.

Natural integrity ofthe lands in the IRAs is generally high. These landscapes exhibit the natural evolution ofbiophysical

features and processes with limited or no human intervention. In some places, humans have influenced natural integrity

through logging, manipulation, and fire suppression; however, natural fiinctions appear to be complete and unimpaired by

humans. Forest fire is a natural ecosystem limction. Bitterroot ecosystems are adapted to a long history ofnatural wildland

fires, and a cultural history ofsetting and suppressing fires. Fire history is varied; fires vary in intensity, severity, and

frequency. Since 2000, evidence ofwildland fire is widespread.

Plant and animal communities are diverse because of the topographic variation from mountain peak to valley bottom.

Bedrock and rubble dominate many canyon sidewalls, steep south-facing slopes, and higher elevations. Forests cover most

north and east slopes and riparian areas dominate canyon bottoms.

Blodgett Geographic Area

Selway-Bitterroot IRA

The Blodgett Fire occurred in a small part ofthe Selway-Bitterroot IRA along the east face of the Bitterroot Range and

Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness along both sides of Blodgett Canyon near Hamilton. The Selway-Bitterroot IRA is

contiguous to the eastern boundary ofthe Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness.

Access to this 75-mile long, narrow roadless area, bordering the east edge ofthe Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness, is provided

at many points via county or Forest roads that connect with US. Highway 93, State Highway 473 (West Fork Road), and

Forest Service Road #468 (Nez Perce Road). About 40 trails cross the area and provide access to the Selway-Bitterroot

Wilderness. This IRA varies in width from six miles to less than a mile. Elevations range from 4,000 to 9,800 feet, with

about 33 percent of the area over 7,000 feet. The range of impressive mountain peaks at or above 8,000 feet and

spectacular rugged canyons at about 4,000 feet form a scenic backdrop when viewed from the Bitterroot Valley.

During the last 100 years, many fires have occurred here. Evidence ofpast periodic fires adds apparent naturalness and

special features to the landscape here. The access trails lead to canyons and ridges miles away from roads. Forest Trails

‘\
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#82, #364, and #19 traverse the area burned in 2000. Encounters with other people on the trails are moderate (20 to 40

people/day).

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Sapphire IRA

Fire occurred in part of the Sapphire IRA along the Sapphire Range west face along east and south sides ofDaly Creek

Canyon, in the Skalkaho drainage, and east of Martin Creek.

Access is provided at many points along the boundary via State Highway 38. About 17 trails cross the area. This IRA

varies in width from three miles to more than thirteen miles. Elevations range from 5,000 at some points along the lower

boundary to 9,000 feet at Kent Peak, with about 60 percent ofthe area over 7,000 feet.

Forests cover most north slopes, bunchgrass with Douglas-fir cover severe south and west ficing slopes, and riparian areas

dominate the bottoms.

During the last 100 years, several fires have occurred here. Evidence ofpast periodic fires adds apparent naturalness and

special features to the landscape here. The access trails lead to canyons and ridges miles away fi'om roads. Forest Trail

#313 traverses the area ofDaly Creek Canyon, in the Skalkaho drainage, and the area east ofMartin Creek that burned in

2000. Encounters with other people on the trails are low (0 to 20 people/day).

Sleeping Child IRA

Fire occurred on over halfthe Sleeping Child IRA during 2000 along the middle reaches of Sleeping Child Creek and its

two major tributaries — Two Bear and Divide Creeks.

Access is provided at many points along the boundary via state Highway 38, Sleeping Child Road, and other forest roads.

About four trails cross the area. This IRA is about four miles wide and seven miles long. Elevations range fiom 4,800 to

7,400 feet, with about four percent ofthe area over 7,000 feet. Topography is more gentle and rolling in the east. Break

lands adjacent to major streams are steep sloped. Forests cover most slopes with occasional rock outcrops and meadows.

During the last 120 years, a major fire occurred in most of the area. Evidence ofpast fire adds apparent naturalness and

special features to the landscape here. The access trails lead across burned areas to canyons and Bald Top Mountain.

Encounters with other people on the trails are low (0 to 20 people/day).

East Fork Geographic Area

Needle Creek IRA

Fire occurred in about halfof the Needle Creek IRA during 2000.

Access is provided along the southeast boundary via Forest Service Road #724. Trail #434 leads through the area and over

a prominent ridge to enter the Anaconda-Pintler Wilderness. Elevations range from 5,400 to 7,000 feet. Forests cover most

slopes, interspersed by occasional talus slopes. Views of forest management activities surrounding the area dominate.

Encounters with other people on the trails are low (0 to 20 people/day).

Swift Creek IRA

Fire occurred on about halfofthe Swift Creek IRA during 2000.

Elevations range from 5,600 to 7,000 feet. Forests cover most slopes and are interspersed by open grassy ridges. Views of

forest management activities surrounding the area dominate.

Access is provided along the west boundary via Forest Service Road #725 and Trail #170. The access trail leads through

the area and over a prominent ridge to enter the Anaconda-Pintler Wilderness. Encounters with other people on the trails

are low (0 to 20 people/day).

North Big Hole IRA

Fire occurred on almost all of the North Big Hole IRA along the Anaconda Range west fice, and along Balsam and

Meadow Creek of the Bitterroot National Forest. The North Big Hole IRA lies on both the Beaverhead-Deerlodge and

Bitterroot NFs; the Bitterroot NF portion of the North Big Hole IRA is about 3,700 acres.

Access is provided at many points along the boundary via Forest Service Roads #725, #5761 and #5762. Three Forest

Service Trails (#171, #172, and #462) lead through the area and over a prominent ridge to enter the Anaconda-Pmtler

_—__.__—______—-—_———
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Wilderness. The access trails lead to canyons and ridges miles away from roads. Encounters with other people on the trails

are low (0 to 20 people/day).

Evidence ofpast periodic fires adds apparent naturalness and special features to the landscape.

Tolan Creek IRA

Fire occurred on about halfofTolan Creek IRA along Tolan and Reimel Creeks.

Access is provided at many points along the boundary via Forest Service Roads #727, #5740 and #13343, and Forest

Service Trail #403. Two trails (Forest Trails #175 and #78) cross the area. From Forest Service Trail #78, views of forest

management activities are apparent below the mid-slopes. Encounters with other people are low (0 to 20 people/day).

West Fork Geographic Area

Allan Mountain IRA

Fire occurred on parts of the Allan Mountain IRA, traversing the Piquett, Slate, Overwhich, and Hughes Creek drainages,

and adjacent areas sloping northeast to the East Fork Bitterroot River.

Access is provided at many points along the boundary via US Highway 93, State Highway 473, and Forest Service Road

#91. About 30 trails totaling 150 miles cross the area. Elevations range from 4,800 at some points along the lower

boundary to 9,154 feet at Allan Mountain on the Salmon National Forest, with about 60 percent of the area over 7,000 feet.

Plant and animal communities are diverse because ofthe topographic variation from mountain peak to canyon bottom.

Forests cover most slopes; lodgepole pine, subalpine fir, and whitebark pine are the major trees species above 7,000 feet.

During the last 120 years, several fires have occurred here. Evidence ofpast periodic fires adds apparent naturalness and

special features to the landscape because of fairly large, grassy forest openings east ofPiquett Mountain and in the Straight

Creek drainage. Forest Trails #676, #56, #195, #248, #182, and #650 traverse the area burned in 2000. The access trails

lead to canyons and ridges miles away from roads. Encounters with other people on the trails are low (0 to 20 people/day).

Blue Joint IRA (Montana Wilderness Study Area)

Fire occurred on two parts ofBhie Joint IRA; one traversing the Little Blue Joint Creek Canyon, and another at Than

Wilkerson Ridge, Chicken Creek, and an area north ofDeer Creek.

Access is provided at many points along the boundary primarily via Forest Service Roads #486 and #91. Eight trails cross

the area; they are Forest Service Trails #137, #183, #627, #614, #223, #106, #138, and #139. Elevations range from 4,900

at some points along the lower boundary to 8,600 feet with about 50 percent of the area over 7,000 feet. Because slopes on

more than halfthe area exceed 60 percent, most people use stream bottoms and ridge tops for cross-country travel.

Plant and animal communities are diverse because ofthe topographic variation from mountain peak to canyon bottom.

Forests cover most slopes except for unique large meadows in the headwaters ofDeer and Blue Joint Creeks and the dry,

south facing slopes. Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine forests occur at lower, warmer slopes with lodgepole pine at mid

slopes. Whitebark pine is the major tree species above 7,000 feet.

During the last 120 years, several fires have occurred here. Evidence ofpast periodic fires adds apparent naturalness and

special features to the landscape because of fairly large, grassy forest openings. Forest Service Trails #106, #138 and Trail

#223, traverse the areas burned in 2000. The access trails lead to canyons and ridges many miles away from roads.

Encounters with other people on the trails are low (0 to 20 people/day).

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

With this alternative, natural integrity, apparent naturalness, special features, and manageability or boundaries would not be

affected. Recommendations for protection and recovery work to assure natural rates ofrecovery of soils, watershed,

fisheries, wildlife, vegetation and fuels would not be implemented (e.g., fuel loadings would remain high).

Solitude and remoteness may be afiected by an increase in the number ofpeople in a party and frequency ofcontact with

others because ofpeoplw’ interest to see where fires occurred. Yellowstone National Park set visitation records during the

five years after the 1988 fires. While some increases could occur, the place, size and duration are diflicult to predict.

#
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Alternatives B, C, D, E, and F

There would be no direct effects on wilderness characteristics since no activities are proposed within the wilderness.

Indirect effects may include sights and sounds of fuel reduction activities on non-wildemess land. The sights and sounds of

work crews and their equipment might affect solitude and primitive recreation within wilderness in some places, although

proposed activities are downstream and miles from wilderness boundaries. The distance from proposed activities to

wilderness areas and trails, and intervening landforms would mitigate noise and smoke from proposed activities. Noise

would be at levels below ambient wilderness sounds.

Because wilderness experiences are highly personal, different people could perceive efl'ects differently. During the

duration ofthe proposed activities, some wilderness users might be displaced from access points.

Alternatives B, C, D, E, and F

There would be no direct efi‘ect on Inventoried Roadless Areas since no activities are proposed within the boundaries.

Natural Integrity

In 2000, weather conditions together with an unnatural accumulation of fuels caused Bitterroot fires to burn with high

intensity, and habitat conditions shified. The ecosystems ofthe Bitterroot National Forest are adapted to a long history of

wildland fires. Naturally, wildland fire is variable and over the years, areas have burned with varied fire regimes,

frequency, and severity. Landscapes with greater natural integrity could result. Where natural wildland fire has a greater

role in shaping a wide variety of different aged stands, landscapes would gain a greater variety ofhabitats. The action

alternatives would bring fuel loadings closer to natural levels on lands adjacent to IRAs.

Apparent Naturalness

The action alternatives would not change the apparent naturalness within any IRA since no activities are proposed.

Remoteness and Solitude

The action alternatives do not propose any changes or additions to roadless areas, trails, or primitive roads. Smoke from

prescribed burning would be managed and mitigated so that it would not accumulate in unacceptable concentrations. Air

quality standards would be met and visibility would be protected in IRAs while allowing for natural levels of smoke.

Noise fi’om fuel treatment operations may affect people using IRAs. Noise fi'om fuel treatment operations may carry up to

IV: miles, but at this distance it would be barely identifiable above natural ambient noise (Myles et al., 1971). Forest

vegetation has little efiect in reducing these noises as compared to effects ofdistance and atmosphere. At one mile, people

might detect noise fi'om these operations because of its unnatural characteristics but not its intensity (Harrison, 1974).

Solitude within an IRA is affected by the presence ofothers, and their purpose. Some treatment activities are proposed

adjacent to or near IRAs. Direct effects from sights, sounds, or evidence ofhuman activity would be minor as these

activities are outside IRAs. The presence ofwork crews and the noise from equipment would have a minor efi‘ect. These

activities would occur during daylight hours.

The presence of on-site management controls, such as the character and number of signs with regulations posted, afl‘ects the

perception of solitude. Regulations for IRAs usually would be posted only at trailheads, a minor effect. There may be an

increase in the number ofpeople in a party and frequency ofcontact with others because ofpeoples’ interest to see where

fires occurred. Yellowstone National Park set visitation records during the five years after the 1988 fires. While some

increases could occur, the locations, magnitude, and duration of these changes are very diflicult to predict or quantify.

Special Features

The action altemativm would not afiect any special features.

Manageability 0r Boundaries

The action alternatives would not change manageability or boundaries.

Alternative G

Effects on natural integrity, apparent naturalness, special features, and manageability or boundaries would be similar to

those in Alternative A. Short-term effects on solitude and remoteness may result from road obliteration and prescribed

burning.

§
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Cumulative Effects

The cumulative eifects analysis area is area within the inventoried Roadless Areas boundaries.

Common to All Alternatives

Because ofthe short-term duration of the proposed activities, Wilderness attributes would not be influenced. Forest-wide,

IRAs would be periodically influenced by the nearby presence of work crews and noise fi'om equipment for a few years.

Landscapes with greater natural integrity could result near IRAs.

Remoteness and solitude of IRAs would likely be affected by anticipated increases in recreation use. The location,

magnitude, and duration ofthese changes are very diflicult to predict or quantify.

Table 3-159 - Ongoing and reasonably foreseeable activities that may occur within IRAs

\ Activity I Wilderness Attribute Potential] Affected

Previously a lanned timber sales in the roximit but not within) of IRAs

6min

Fire S11 ression

Recreational and outfitted huntin and fishin

Recreational use

IHerbicide spray for noxious weed control Natural inte

Prescribed burning Natural intey 't , solitude

Trail reconstruction 7 i Remoteness, solitude, a arent naturalness

l Grizzly bear reintroduction V 7' Natural integrity. secial features

Previously planned timber sales would have a short-term impact on solitude while operations are occurring due to noise.

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

Grazing may have minor long-term impacts on natural integrity and apparent naturalness by changing the type of

vegetations and evidence of trails and other cattle use, although these efi’ects would not be greater than past impacts.

Fire suppression would have a long-term negative effect on natural integrity by altering the successional pathways of

habitats and a short-term negative effect on solitude through noise and activities associated with fire suppression

Recreational and outfitted hunting and fishing would have very minor and short-term effects on solitude.

Recreational use can cause a short-term reduction in solitude as it occurs individually, but repeated activities would make

the efi‘ects long-term. Indirect effects associated with recreational use inchrde noxious weed spread, soil compaction and

erosion, litter, evidence of fire rings, etc. These efi'ects are minor but long-term

Herbicide spray for weed control would create a short-term increase in natural integrity by reducing invasive species.

Prescribed burning would have a long-term efi‘ect of increasing natural integrity and create a short-term decrease in

solitude, as burning activities occur.

Trail reconstruction would result in a long-term decrease in remoteness if it improves access or allows more people to enter

IRAs. Effects would last as long as trails are well maintained.

Grizzly bear reintroduction (if it occurs) effects would be long-term and would increase natural integrity.

The Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation proposes salvage logging in Section 16 adjacent to

Bitterroot National Forest’s MA-5 within the Blodgett Geographic Area, which will reduce solitude within the Selway

Bitterroot IRA during operations.

In conclusion, all action alternatives together with reasonably foreseeable and ongoing activities would reduce solitude

within the IRAs during activities. Solitude would likely be reduced in the no action alternative as well, although not to the

degree resulting from the action alternatives in the short-term (2-5 years). Natural integrity will also be reduced regardless

ofthe alternative selected.

Consistency with Forest Plan and Other Laws and Regulations

All alternatives are consistent with Forest Plan direction regarding IRAs and the Wilderness Act of 1964. No road

construction or reconstruction in IRAs is proposed in any alternative so they are all consistent with Interim Directive N0.

7710-2001-2. No timber harvesting is proposed in IRAs so all alternatives are consistent with lnterirn Directive No. 2400

2001-3.
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Introduction

National Forest Management Act regulations define unroaded areas as any area without the presence of classified roads,

and of a size and configuration sufficient to protect the inherent characteristics associated with its roadless condition

Unroaded areas do not overlap with lnventoried Roadless Areas.

Regulatory Framework

Bitterroot Forest Plan

There are no Forest-wide or Management Area standards specific to unroaded areas. The management direction for

mapped unroaded areas is provided by Bitterroot Forest Plan nmnagement direction for the Management Areas located

within them.

Transportation Rule

The Transportation Rule (Roads Rule) Forest Service Handbook 7700 provides direction that road construction or

reconstruction in inventoried roadless areas (IRAs) and contiguous unroaded areas may be authorized only if the Regional

Forester determines a compelling need, until a comprehensive roads inventory and analysis is completed and incorporated

into the Forest Plan.

The direction is that roads will not be constructed in:

o Unroaded areas ofmore than 1,000 acres that are contiguous to Roadless Area Review and Evaluation (RARE II)

IRAs, or;

o Unroaded areas ofmore than 1,000 acres that are contiguous to areas inventoried in land and resource land

management plans that are contiguous to Congressionally designated wilderness areas or federally administered

components ofNational Wild and Scenic River Systems classified as “Wild", or;

- Unroaded areas of 1,000 acres or more that are contiguous to unroaded areas of 5,000 acres or more on other

federal lands.

Thm areas of 1,000 acres or more; must have a common boundary ofconsiderable length, be at least ‘A mile in width. and

provide important corridors for wildlife movement or extend a unique ecological value of the established inventoried area.

The Regional Forester must approve exceptions to this rule, and the Regional Forester must be the responsible oflicial for

the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for projects including road construction in contiguous unroaded areas.

Analysis Area

The analysis area for the direct and indirect effects on ‘fimroaded” consists ofthe mapped unroaded areas where fires

burned in the year 2000 within the Geographic Areas. The analysis area for cumulative efi'ects is the Geographic Areas. so

all activities within unroaded would be evaluated.

Analysis Methods

This analysis evaluates the effects on the wilderness features considered in Forest planning (FSH 1920) and the roadless

characteristics identified in the Roadless Policy (36 CFR 294.11). Table 3-160 describes the link between the wilderness

features and the roadless characteristics.

Forest Service Handbook (FSH) 1909.12 provides direction on inventorying potential wilderness. Some criteria includes:

a physiography or vegetation dictates that the area is manageable in its natural condition;

- the area is a self-contained ecosystem, such as islands;

0 and the area is contiguous to existing wilderness, primitive areas, administration-endorsed wilderness, or roadless

areas in other federal ownership.

Old timber harvest units (30 years or more) where logging is not evident (e.g., areas where stumps and skid trails or roads

are substantially unrecognizable and clearcuts have regenerated to the degree that canopy closure is similar to surrounding

uncut areas) may be included.

======
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A map ofunroaded areas was submitted to the Bitterroot National Forest by a coalition ofenvironmental groups, along with

a request to analyze the efiects ofproposed activities on the unroaded areas. The unroaded areas included on the map

within the burned area are referred to from here on as the “mapped unroaded areas." Unroaded areas where road

construction is planned that fit the criteria given in the interim direction in the Transportation Rule, were verified per the

Forest Service Handbook 1909.12 (Chapter 7), using maps, aerial photos, and local knowledge to determine consistency .

with the Transportation Rule.

For the purposes of this analysis, the wilderness characteristics “Remoteness” and “Solitude” have been combined.

Table 3-160 - Wilderness Attributes and Roadless Characteristics

Wilderness Attributes

Natural Integrity (is the extent to which long-term ecological

processes are intact and operating)

Roadless Characteristics

High quality or undisturbed soil, water, and air

Sources ofpublic drinking water

Diversity ofplant and animal communities

Habitat for threatened, endangered, candidate,

proposed, and sensitive species dependent on

large areas

  

 

 

Reference landscapes

Apparent Naturalness (means the environment looks natural to Natural appearing landscapes with high scenic

most people) quality

Remoteness (perceived condition ofbeing secluded, inaccessible, Primitive, semi-primitive non-motorized, and
  

and out ofthe way) and Solitude (personal, subjective value defined

as the isolation from the sights, sounds, and presence of others and

the development ofman)

Special Features (unique geological, biological, ecological, and

cultural or scenic features) and Special Places (what is it about the

area that causes one to visit for pleasure or their livelihood)

Manageability and Boundaries (ability to manage a roadless area to No criteria

meet the minimum size criteria (5,000 acres) for wilderness)

Existing conditions were determined by overlaying past regeneration harvest units and proposed fuel reduction and

watershed improvement treatments units with the mapped unroaded areas. Effects of proposed actions were determined

using a qualitative discussion based on amount and type ofproposed activities.

semi-primitive motorized classes of dispersed

recreation

 

Other locally identified unique characteristics

Traditional cultural properties and sacred sites

Blodgett Geographic Area

There is one mapped unroaded area in the Blodgett Geographic Area, however it was not burned by wildfire in 2000. There

are no proposed activities within the mapped unroaded area in Blodgett in any alternative. This Geographic Area will not

be discussed firrther in this section.

Across All Other Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Reference landscapes that have been identified occur in existing inventoried roadless areas and wilderness and have not

been identified in the mapped unroaded portion; these areas will not be discussed further. No public drinking water sources

are located in the mapped unroaded areas where proposed vegetative treatment activities would occur under this project.

Many ofthe areas identified in the mapped unroaded areas contain narrow strips of land between roads, or areas that stick

out like a peninsula. These areas are often referred to as fingers, necks, or noses. These areas may contain roadless

characteristics such as high quality soil, water, and air or diversity ofplant and animal communities. However, they would

not likely be eligible for inclusion in designated wilderness because they do not provide wilderness attributes ofApparent

Naturalness, Remoteness, or Solitude and may not have Manageability and Boundaries consistent with wilderness areas.

m
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Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C, and G

Natural Integrity

Due to past fire suppression, some habitat types, such as many of the VRU 2 plant communities, have heavier fuel loads

than would occur naturally, affecting the vegetative diversity. No fuel reduction treatments proposed are within mapped

unroaded areas in these alternatives. The risk of a severe fire event is higher in areas where unnatural fuel buildups would

not be treated. The potential for increased surface erosion, stream channel blowouts, and short-term reductions in air

quality within mapped unroaded areas would increase due to hotter fire consuming vegetation and increasing the

probability ofhydrophobic soils over larger areas. Larger fires would also produce more smoke and could reduce the

mosaic affect on vegetation that is desirable for diversity in plant and animal communities.

There is a slight risk ofnoxious weed spread by the disturbance fi'om prescribed burning compared to Alternatives A and C.

Information provided in Geology and Soils; Watersheds; Air Quality; Wildlife; Forested Plant Communities; and

Threatened, Endangered and Sensitive Species section is applicable to the mapped unroaded areas.

Apparent Naturalness

Alternative A would have little direct or indirect effect on Apparent Naturalness in any Geographic Area. Wildfire is a

natural occurrence. There would be a higher probability ofhaving more lethal fire events in areas where fuel loads would

not be treated. However, if no human-caused disturbances were visible, the areas would still appear natural. Prescribed

burning in Alternative G would appear natural. Road revegetation (recontouring) treatments in Alternatives C and G would

appear more natural when vegetation becomes established.

Remoteness and Solitude

Remoteness and Solitude would not be directly affected within the mapped unroaded areas in Alternative A. There would

be a short-term efiect on Solitude in Alternatives C and G fi-om equipment doing watershed improvement in the vicinity.

Special Features and Special Places

Alternatives A, C, and G would have no effect on Special Features in any Geographic Area.

Manageability and Boundaries

Road obliteration in Alternatives C and G has the potential in each Geographic Area to enlarge the unroaded areas. The

locations ofthese areas are discussed in each Geographic Area section. Temporary road construction could cause some

areas to lose roadless characteristics. Since these roads would be obliterated following use, the effects would not be

permanent. Over time (depending on road location and area), the evidence of these roads would fade and the roadless

character regained. Specific amounts of impacts are displayed in each Geographic Area’s section.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Natural Integrity

Planting and fuel reduction in VRU 2 would improve the Natural Integrity where these activities would occur. Disturbance

fi'om proposed temporary road construction in Alternatives D and F; fi'om skyline yarding in Alternatives B, D, and F; fi'om

tractor yarding in Alternative D; and fi'om prescribed burning and watershed treatments in Alternatives B, D, E, and F that

would increase the potential for noxious weed spread in the disturbed areas. Tractor yarding in Alternatives B and F would

be implemented over snow and fi'ozen ground conditions to mitigate soil disturbance. Skyline yarding in some units (MA

3a and 3c) in Alternatives E and F would also be implemented over snow and frozen ground.

Helicopter logging would maintain undisturbed and high quality soil and water conditions. Tractor and skyline yarding

would maintain soil no more than 15% detrirnentally disturbed, which would be interpreted as high quality. Air quality in

the unroaded areas is described in the Air Quality Section, which states that air quality would be good in all areas except

during limited periods of broadcast burning or wildfire and localized impacts fi'om pile burning. Since State air quality

standards would be met, air quality would remain high. Fuel reduction treatments would not reduce the diversity of plant

#
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and animal communities (see the Wildlife and Forested Plant Communities sections). Habitat for threatened, endangered,

candidate, proposed, and sensitive species dependent on large areas would be protected in the entire project area.

Tree planting would occur in these alternatives in mapped unroaded areas, but would not afi'ect the natural integrity of the

mapped unroaded areas because tree species composition to be planted are the same as would occur naturally.

Apparent Naturalness

Apparent Naturalness would be decreased in the short term by harvesting timber. Stumps would be visible in the

foreground. In areas where tractor skidding and skyline yarding are proposed, corridors might be visible, although the

eflects would largely be mitigated in MA 3a and 3c (see the Scenery section) and diminish over time as trees grow back in

the skid trails and skyline corridors. Helicopter logging units would not be expected to be noticeable from a distance. Tree

stumps and skid trails/skyline corridors could exclude the unroaded areas fi'om roadless area inventory ofpotential

wilderness until the stumps have deteriorated and skid trails/skyline corridors have regenerated to the degree ofsurrounding

canopy closure (FSH 1909.12, 7.1 la, 9). The amount of area that would be impacted this way is detailed under each GA.

Since fire-killed trees generally fill down within 25-50 years, removing some of these trees through timber harvest would

have the same visual effect from a distance in the long term.

Tree planting would occur in mapped unroaded areas under these alternatives. Planting will not affect the apparent

naturalness because tree species composition and patterns are the same as would occur naturally.

Remoteness and Solitude

Primitive, semi-primitive non-motorized, and semi-primitive motorized classes of dispersed recreation opportunities would

not be affected in mapped unroaded areas by any of these alternatives.

There would be a short-term interruption of Solitude in Alternatives B, D, E, and F due to equipment completing watershed

improvement work and timber harvest within and/or in the vicinity ofmapped unroaded areas.

Special Features and Special Places

Traditional cultural properties and sacred sites would be protected everywhere, including unroaded areas, in all alternatives

(see the Heritage section).

Manageability and Boundaries

Alternatives would not affect Manageability and Boundaries, unless stated otherwise in the individual GA assessments.

Cumulative Effects

Common to Alternatives A-F

Remoteness and Solitude ofmapped unroaded areas would likely be affected by anticipated increases in recreation use.

The location, magnitude, and duration of this change are very diflicult to predict or quantify.

Table 3-161 - Ongoing And Reasonably Foreseeable Activities That Might Impact Mapped Unroaded Areas

Activit ' Wilderness Attribute Potentially Affected

lanned timber sales near ma ed unroaded areas Solitude

Natural Ime' .aremNamrainess
 

 
  
 

"U "1rt5O ‘2'
El.

A mm Naturalness Solitude, Remoteness

Naturallmcrit ,Solimde

oliwde

Solitude» Natural Imefl' , A arent Naturalness

Herbicide ra for noxious weed control atural Inte '

Prescribed fire Natural Inte ' , Solitude

Trail reconstruction Remoteness, Solitude, A arent Naturalness

S eciahuse ermits Solitude, giarent Naturalness

Grizzl bear reintroduction Natural lnte ~t , Secial Features

Mushroom Harvesting

Previously planned timber sales will have a short-term impact on Solitude while timber sale operations are occurring.

(I)
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Grazing may have minor long-term impacts on Natural Integrity and Apparent Naturalness, although effects would not be

greater than past impacts. Fencing that may occur due to fires changing access for cattle into mapped unroaded areas would

reduce the Apparent Naturalness and feelings ofRemoteness where it occurs. Solitude would be decreased during fence

construction activities. It is unknown where or how much of this activity might occur.

Fire suppression will have a long-term negative efiect on Natural Integrity and a short-term negative effect on Solitude.

Prescribed burning to reduce fuels would have a long-term efl‘ect of increasing Natural Integrity and create a short-term

decrease in Solitude, as burning activities occur.

Recreational and outfitted hunting and fishing will have very minor and short-term elfects on Solitude.

Recreational use might cause a short-term reduction in Solitude as it occurs individually, but repeated activities will make

the efi'ects long-term. Motorized and non-motorized recreation is expected to increase within the mapped unroaded areas.

Indirect efiects associated with recreational use, including noxious weed spread, soil compaction and erosion, litter,

evidence of fire rings, etc., are minor but long-term.

Herbicide spray for noxious weed control would cause a short-term increase in Natural Integrity.

Trail reconstruction would result in a long-term decrease in Remoteness if it improves access or allows more people to

enter mapped unroaded areas. Effects would last as long as trails are well maintained.

Special-use permits would have long- and short-term effects on Solitude and Apparent Naturalness.

Grizzly bear reintroduction (if it occurs) effects would be long-term and would increase Natural Integrity in the mapped

unroaded areas they use.

Mushrooms grow very well in moist recently burned over areas thus there has been a large influx ofpeople harvesting

mushrooms in mapped unroaded areas that burned in 2000. Mushroom harvesting in these areas is likely to continue for

the next year or two. People harvesting mushrooms decreases Solitude in the mapped unroaded areas.

In conclusion, Alternatives A-F together with reasonably foreseeable and ongoing activities would reduce Solitude within

the mapped unroaded areas during activities. Solitude is likely to be reduced in Alternative A as well, although not to the

degree of the action alternatives in the short-term (2-5 years). Natural Integrity and Apparent Naturalness will also be

reduced regardless of the alternative selected.

Alternative G

Cumulative effects would occur as described above however, this alternative has the potential to significantly increase the

acres of unroaded lands within the Geographic Areas in the long-term due to decommissioning and recontouring of roads.

Eventually, these roadbeds would disappear or would be hidden with vegetation and motorized use would decrease.

Natural Integrity, Apparent Naturalness, Solitude, Remoteness, and Manageability and Boundaries would be increased in

the long-term, most likely to the extent that it counteracts the other ongoing and reasonably foreseeable activities within the

areas. Curnulatively, the effect would be an increase in the value of the roadless characteristics and an increase in acres

classified as unroaded, although the effects would not occur for more than 30 years.

Skalkaho-Rye Area

Existing Condition

The fires of2000 occurred in 5 of the mapped unroaded areas (see Table 3-162) within this Geographic Area, burning about

12,733 acres within them Bitterroot FP MAs located within these unroaded areas are MA 1, 2, 3a, 3b and 5.

Table 3-162 - Past Regeneration Harvests in Skalkaho-Rye Mapped Unroaded Areas

Area Number Acres Burned Units / Acres Within Area IRA or Stand Alone

—I

_
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Figure 3-16 - Skalkaho-Rye Mapped L'nroaded Areas Existing Condition
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Natural Integrity

In 2000, weather and fuel loading conditions resulted in fires that burned all or portions of the mapped unroaded areas.

About 69 percent of the 5 mapped unroaded areas in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographical Area were burned. An estimated 22

percent of this area burned at high intensity, about 18 percent burned at a moderate intensity, and about 60 percent burned

at low intensity. Unroaded area 25 is about 460 acres and is adjacent to the Sleeping Child IRA. This unroaded area

burned with low intensity.

In general, the fires burned in a mosaic pattern that enhanced the diversity ofplant and animal communities within and

around these mapped unroaded areas. Refer to Chapter 3 in this document (Wildlife, Corridors and Fragmentation) for

additional information on the effects ofthe proposals on wildlife habitat.

Apparent Naturalness

The mapped unroaded areas do appear natural except for the regeneration harvest units within them and the development

around them (primarily roads and harvest units). Additionally, mapped unroaded area 18 has Road #74986 located within

it. Regeneration harvest within the last 30 years has occurred on about 4 percent ofthese unroaded areas, mostly around the

outer edges. Wildfire is a natural occurrence, thus the burned portions ofthese areas are natural for a fire-based ecology.

Private land development, roads, and regeneration harvest units located adjacent to these areas detract fi'om the Apparent

Naturalness, especially those unroaded areas that consist mostly of narrow fingers protruding into the developed portions of

National Forest lands.

Remoteness and Solitude

Remoteness and Solitude ofthe mapped unroaded areas are rated low due to the shape ofthe unroaded areas and

development (primarily roads and harvest units) adjacent to them. This development is normally visible fiom the slopes

adjacent to the unroaded areas and fi'om higher elevations within them.

The majority of these mapped unroaded areas range from ‘A to 3 miles wide. They are classified as “roaded natural” and

“semi-primitive motorized" for Recreational Opportunity Spectrum (ROS). These ROS classifications allow motorized use

of trails within the mapped unroaded areas unless prohibited by the Bitterroot National Forest Travel Plan. The boundaries

ofmapped unroaded areas go around roads that intrude over a mile into areas 18, 24, and 30. The Skalkaho Highway

borders the north side ofmapped unroaded area 18, and the Skalkaho-Rye groomed snowmobile trail is adjacent to its

northeast side. Noise fi'om vehicles traveling on adjacent roads can usually be heard within the mapped unroaded area.

Special Features

Cultural sites, such as old tribal campsites and scarred trees, exist within the mapped unroaded areas.

Special Places

The Centennial Nature Grove is located on the north side ofmapped unroaded area 18. This site includes an interpretive

trail through a stand ofponderosa pine and Douglas fir.

Manageability and Boundaries

Boundaries of the mapped unroaded areas are identified by roads, regeneration harvest units, private property, or adjacent

IRA boundary. There are no mapped unroaded areas greater than 1,000 acres adjacent to an IRA in the Skalkaho-Rye GA.

Environmental Consequences

In addition the effects described in the previous section called “Across All Geographic Areas - Environmental

Consequences”, the following effects would occur under the alternatives in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area.

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C, and G

Natural Integrity

In Alternatives C and G, there would be some risk that decompacting Road #74896 in mapped unroaded area 18 would

increase the potential for noxious weed spread.

M
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Figure 3-17 - Alternatives B and D, Mapped L'nroaded Areas - Skalkaho-Rye
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Figure 3-18 — Alternative E, Mapped Unroaded — Skalkaho-Rye GA
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Figure 3-19 - Alternative F Mapped Unroaded — Skalkaho-Rye GA
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Apparent Naturalness

Alternatives A and C would not afiect Apparent Naturalness. In Alternative G, mapped unroaded areas 18, 25, and 30

would appear more natural when rehabilitated roads and vegetation east of the unroaded areas fiilly recovered.

Remoteness and Solitude

In the long-term, Remoteness and Solitude would increase in Alternative G due to the proposed road restoration. Roads

obliterated adjacent to mapped unroaded areas 18, 25, and 30 could increase the perception of seclusion by increasing

distances to roads and development, and by connecting mapped unroaded areas 18 and 25 together and to the Sapphire and

Sleeping Child IRAs.

Special Features and Special Places

Cultural sites would be protected under all alternatives.

Manageability and Boundaries

Alternatives A and C would not have any effects on Manageability and Boundaries. Alternative G could increase the size

ofmapped unroaded areas 18, 25, and 30, due to road obliteration and vegetative recovery ofold roads. Mapped unroaded

areas 18 and 25 could become one unroaded area contiguous to both the Sleeping Child and Sapphire IRAs. In the long

term, size would increase due to vegetative recovery of obliterated roads and existing harvest units and would occur only if

additional disturbance would not occur in the areas where roads would be obliterated.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Natural Integrity

Refer to the previous section called “Across All Geographic Areas - Environmental Consequences”. There would be a

slightly increase risk of noxious weeds fi'om ripping and seeding Road 74896.

Apparent Naturalness

Alternatives D and F would construct about 1.6 miles of temporary road in mapped unroaded area 24, and 1 mile of

temporary road in mapped unroaded area 30. The temporary road would be obliterated upon completion of timber harvest

and reforestation, however the road would be visible until new vegetation would restore the natural appearance (about 25 to

35 years). There are no temporary roads proposed in mapped unroaded portions ofthis GA under Alternatives B and E.

Refer to the previous section called “Across All Geographic Areas - Environmental Consequences” for discussion on

timber harvest yarding and fuel reduction treatments. The following table displays the number of acres within mapped

unroaded areas that would be affected by yarding system for each alternative.

Table 3-163 - Acres of Fuel Reduction Activity by Alternative in Skalkaho-Rye Mapped Unroaded Areas
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Remoteness and Solitude

Refer to the previous section called “Across All Geographic Areas - Environmental Consequences”.

Special Features and Special Places

Visitors to the Centennial Nature Grove would hear noise from timber harvest equipment from timber harvest (units 34 and

35) in the vicinity of the grove in Alternatives B and D. Unit 34 is included in Alternative E. Unit 35 is included in

Alternative F. The Nature Grove is next to a highway, so there is not much solitude existing, and stumps can currently be

seen within the grove and next to the grove.

#
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Manageability and Boundaries

Alternatives B, D, E, and F would not afi'ect Manageability and Boundaries ofmapped unroaded areas.

Cumulative Effects

In addition to the efl‘ects mentioned in the previous section called “Across All Other Geographic Areas - Cumulative

Efi‘ects”, a special-use permit request for road access and construction has been submitted in the Robbins Gulch area. If

approved, this would result in: a loss ofacres that are considered unroaded; loss ofNatural Integrity, Apparent Naturalness,

Solitude and Remoteness; and a change in the Boundaries ofmapped unroaded This particular mapped unroaded area is

less than % mile wide, and the total loss of acres ofroadless characteristics would be minor in the Geographic Area due to

this activity. This activity, in addition to the cumulative effects mentioned above, would result in a loss ofroaded

characteristics ofmapped unroaded area.

East Fork Geographic Area

Existing Condition

The fires of 2000 occurred in 16 ofthe mapped unroaded areas (see Natural Integrity) within the East Fork Geographic

Area (EFGA), burning about 27,043 acres within them Bitterroot Forest Plan MAs located within these unroaded areas are

MA 1,2, 3a, 5, 8a and 8b.

The following table lists the above referenced mapped unroaded area and identifies past regeneration harvests in the EFGA

mapped unroaded area.

Table 3-164 - Past Regeneration Harvests in EFGA Mapped Unroaded Areas

Number Total 3 Acres Number of Regenerated Harvest Contiguous To

Acres Burned Units / Acres Within Areas

-EI__

E

North Bi Holo IRA

Tolan Crook IRA

m
Allan Mountain IRA

46

Allan Mountain IRA

Allan Mountain IRA

I 57

68 Allan Mountain IRA

Total

Natural Integrity

In 2000, weather and fuel loading conditions resulted in fires that burned all or portions of the mapped unroaded areas.

About 74 percent of the 16 mapped unroaded acres in the EFGA were burned. An estimated 23 percent of this area burned

at high intensity, about 13 percent burned at a moderate intensity, and about 64 percent burned at low intensity. In generaL

the fires burned in a mosaic pattern that enhanced the diversity ofplant and animal communities within and around these

mapped unroaded areas. Undeveloped portions ofthe 16 mapped unroaded areas are adjacent to the Allan Mountain, Tolan

Creek, North Big Hole, Swifi Creek, and Sapphire IRAs. These areas enhance habitat for threatened, endangered,

candidate, proposed, and sensitive species dependent on large areas. Refer to Chapter 3 in this document (Wildlife,

Corridors and Fragmentation) for additional information on the effects ofthe proposals on wildlife habitat.

M
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Figure 3-20 — Existing Condition of Mapped Unroaded Areas — East Fork GA
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Apparent Naturalness

Portions ofthe mapped unroaded areas appear natural. Exceptions include: regeneration harvest units, private

development, and roads located within and adjacent to the mapped areas. Regeneration harvest within the last 30 years has

occurred on about 4 percent of these 16 mapped unroaded areas. Private land development, roads, and regeneration harvest

units located adjacent to these areas detract from the Apparent Naturalness. Mapped unroaded areas 40, 45, and 50 have

boundaries around Forest system roads. Areas 34, 38, 40, 42, and 46 are adjacent to private property on one or more sides.

Wildfire is a natural occurrence, and the burned portions of these areas are natural for a fire-based ecology.

Remoteness and Solitude

Remoteness and Solitude of the mapped unroaded areas are rated low due to roads, development, and private property

within or adjacent to them This development is normally visible from the slopes adjacent to the unroaded areas and from

higher elevations within them. Several of the 16 mapped unroaded areas are bordered by Highway 93, the East Fork Road,

or are strips less than '/2 mile wide between Forest system roads. Mapped unroaded area 68 includes portions ofLost Trail

Ski Area development, and areas 45, 46, and 57 are within active grazing allotments.

The mapped unroaded areas are classified as “roaded natural” and “semi-primitive motorized" for Recreational Opportunity

Spectrum (ROS). These ROS classifications allow motorized use of trails within the mapped unroaded areas unless

prohibited by the Bitterroot National Forest Travel Plan.

Special Features

The Spring Gulch, Indian Trees, Gibbons Pass, and the Lost Trail Pass areas have known cultural significance.

Special Places

No special places occur within the East Fork GA mapped unroaded areas.

Manageability and Boundaries

Boundaries of mapped unroaded areas are identified by roads, regeneration harvest units, physical features (e.g., creeks or

ridges), or adjacent IRA boundaries.

Mapped unroaded areas 31, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 50, 52, and 68 are greater than 1,000 acres and contiguous to an IRA

Environmental Consequences

In addition the efiects described in the previous section called “Across All Geographic Areas - Environmental

Consequences”, the following effects would occur under the alternatives in the EFGA.

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C, and G

Natural Integrity

Refer to the previous section called “Across All Geographic Areas - Environmental Consequences”.

Apparent Naturalness

Roads rehabilitated in Alternatives C and G would increase Apparent Naturalness as vegetation recovered.

Table 3-165 - Acres of Fuel Reduction Activity by Alternative in EFGA Mapped Unroaded Areas
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Remoteness and Solitude

Remoteness and Solitude would increase in Alternatives C and G due to the proposed road restoration Removing roads

that are adjacent to or within the mapped unroaded area would increase the perception of seclusion by increasing distances

to roads and development. Alternatives C and G may increase the size of the area, and therefore increase Remoteness and

Solitude slightly in unmapped area 36 and 43. Recontoured roads at the head of Gilbert Creek 05Road #73682 could

connect areas 36 and 43, both ofwhich are adjacent to the Allan Mountain IRA.

In addition, Alternative G may increase area and Remoteness in mapped unroaded areas 34, 38, 37, 41, 46, and 57.

Mapped unroaded areas 34 and 38 may increase in size by about 1,800-2,400 acres, respectively, through recontouring

roads. These areas are stand-alone, and the alternative would result in recontouring about halfofthe total area which has

high road densities and previous harvest. Mapped unroaded areas 37 and 41 may increase in size by about 1,800 acres

through recontouring roads. Mapped unroaded areas 37 and 41 would then be connected, and adjacent to the Anaconda

Pintler Wilderness and the North Big Hole IRA. Mapped unroaded area 57 may increase in size slightly.

Special Features and Places

Alternatives A, C, and G would protect cultural sites within the mapped unroaded areas.

Manageability and Boundaries

Alternative A would not affect Manageability and Boundaries, since there are no proposed activities in the mapped

unroaded area. Watershed improvement associated with Alternatives C and G may add unroaded acres within the

Geographic Areas as noted above. In mapped unroaded areas 34, 38, 37, 43, and 41 , boundaries could be moved to other

roads.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Natural Integrity

Refer to the previous section called “Across All Geographic Areas - Environmental Consequences”.

Apparent Naturalness

Alternatives D and F would construct about 0.8 mile and 0.5 mile, respectively, of temporary road in mapped unroaded area

34 (which is not contiguous to an IRA). The temporary road would be obliterated upon completion oftimber harvest and

reforestation, however the roads would be visible until new vegetation restored the natural appearance (about 25 to 35

years). There are no temporary roads proposed in mapped unroaded portions of the EFGA under Alternatives B or E.

Refer to the previous section called “Across All Geographic Areas - Environmental Consequences” for discussion on

timber harvest yarding and fuel reduction treatments. The following table displays the number of acres within mapped

unroaded areas that would be affected by yarding system for each alternative. Management activities are proposed in 14 of

the 16 mapped unroaded areas (no activity in areas 31+ or 37).

Remoteness and Solitude

Remoteness and Solitude would increase in Alternatives B, D, and F due to the proposed road restoration. Recontoured and

revegetated roads adjacent to or within the mapped unroaded area would increase the perception of seclusion by increasing

distances to roads and development. Alternatives B, D, and F may increase available area, and therefore Remoteness and

Solitude, in unmapped area 43.

Recontoured roads in the head of Gilbert Creek 05Road #73682 could connect mapped unroaded areas 36 and 43, both of

which are adjacent to the Allan Mountain IRA.

Manageability and Boundaries

Watershed improvement associated with Alternatives B, D, and F may add unroaded acres within the Geographic Areas as

noted above. In mapped unroaded area 43, boundaries could be moved to other roads.

_'———"—_———_-——_————II_——_——
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Figure 3-21 — Alternatives B and D, Mapped L'nroaded Areas - East Fork CA
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Figure 3-22 — Alternative E, Mapped Unroaded Areas - East Fork CA
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Figure 3-23 — Alternative F, Mapped Unroaded Areas — East Fork GA
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Cumulative Effects

All Alternatives

In addition to the efiects mentioned in the previous section called “Across All Other Geographic Areas - Cumulative

Effects”, outfitter and guide permits associated with the Lewis and Clark Trail are likely to occur in this area. This activity

would cause an additional reduction in Solitude during the activity, expected to be 5-7 years. Overall, this activity would

decrease the Solitude and Natural Integrity of mapped unroaded areas within the EFGA in the short-term In the long-term,

effects would be the same as those discussed above for ongoing recreational activities.

West Fork Area

Existing Condition

The fires of2000 occurred in 6 ofthe mapped unroaded areas (see Table 3-166) within the West Fork Geographic Area

(WFGA), burning about 11,544 acres within them Bitterroot Forest Plan MAs located Within the 6 mapped unroaded areas

are MA 1, 2, 3a, 3b, 3c, and 8a.

The following table lists the above referenced mapped unroaded area and identifies past regeneration harvests in the WFGA

mapped unroaded areas.

Table 3-166 - Past Regeneration Harvests in WFGA Mapped Unroaded Areas

Acres Burned Units/ Acres Within Areas

-

AllanMt- IRA t

_3_ '

BmeJoimMWSA

_

" These are grouped because they were separated in GIS as separate area but should be considered one area.

Natural Integrity

Contiguous To

   

 

In 2000, weather and fitel loading conditions resulted in fires that burned all or portions ofthe mapped unroaded areas.

About 37 percent of the 6 mapped unroaded areas in the WFGA burned. An estimated 30 percent of this area burned at a

high intensity, about 23 percent burned at a moderate intensity, and about 46 percent burned at low intensity. In general,

the fires burned in a mosaic pattern that enhanced the diversity ofplant and animal communities within and around these

mapped unroaded areas. Undeveloped portions ofthe mapped unroaded areas adjacent to the Allan Mountain IRA and

Blue Joint MWSA enhance habitat for threatened, endangered, candidate, proposed, and sensitive species dependent on

large areas. A large portion ofthe mapped unroaded areas within the WFGA consists ofnarrow fingers protruding out into

developed national forest land. These narrow fingers ofunroaded land are not as beneficial to species dependent on large

areas of undeveloped land as the large blocked up areas. Refer to Chapter 3 in this document (Wildlife. Corridors and

Fragmentation) for additional information on the effects of the proposals on wildlife habitat.

Apparent Naturalness

The mapped unroaded areas appear natural except for the regeneration harvest units located within them and development

(roads and harvest units) around them. Regeneration harvest within the last 30 years has occurred on about 4 percent of

these unroaded areas, mostly around the outer edges. Wildfire is a natural occurrence and the burned portions ofthese

areas are natural for a fire-based ecology. Private land development, roads, and regeneration harvest units located adjacent

to these areas detract from the Apparent Naturalness, especially those unroaded areas that consist mostly ofnarrow fingers

protruding into the developed portions ofNational Forest lands.

W
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Figure 3-24 — Existing Condition, Mapped Unroaded Areas — West Fork GA
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Remoteness and Solitude

Remoteness and Solitude of the mapped unroaded areas is rated low due to adjacent development. This development is

normally visible from the slopes adjacent to the unroaded areas and from higher elevations within them. The majority of

these mapped unroaded areas are 1% mile or less wide. Mapped unroaded areas 76, 78, and 80 have Forest roads intruding

into them. Noise fi'om vehicles on roads adjacent to the unroaded areas can be heard. In addition, the majority of these

unroaded areas are classified as “roaded natural” ROS. One small portion (less than 5 percent) ofmapped unroaded area 80

is classified as ROS “semi-primitive motorized.” These ROS classifications allow motorized use of trails within the

mapped unroaded areas unless prohibited by the Bitterroot NF Travel Plan.

Special Features

Cultural sites such as old tribal campsites and scarred trees exist within the mapped unroaded areas.

Special Places

Blue Joint Hot Springs is located on the north side ofmapped unroaded area 78. The hot springs consist ofseveral small,

shallow, warm water ponds on the flat, narrow, valley bottom between Blue Joint Creek and the north slope adjacent to the

valley bottom.

Manageability and Boundaries

Boundaries of the mapped unroaded areas burned in 2000 are by roads, regeneration harvest units, or adjacent IRAs.

Mapped unroaded areas 36, 47, 76, 80/82/83 are larger than 1,000 acres and contiguous to an IRA.

Environmental Consequences

In addition the efi'ects described in the previous section called “Across All Geographic Areas - Environmental

Consequences”, the following efl‘ects would occur under the alternatives in the West ForkGA.

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives A, C, and G

Natural Integrity

Refer to the previous section called “Across All Geographic Areas - Environmental Consequences”.

Apparent Naturalness

In Alternative G, mapped unroaded areas 47, 51, 78, and 81 would appear more natural when road are obliterated and

revegetated east of the junction ofRoads 49 and 5724 and east ofmapped unroaded areas 78 and 81 were fully recovered.

Alternative G would also remove and revegetate about one mile ofRoad 13431 that intrudes into the north end ofmapped

unroaded area 47.

Remoteness and Solitude

Remoteness and Solitude would increase in Alternative G due to the proposed road restoration Obliterated roads adjacent

to mapped unroaded area 51 could increase the perception of solitude by increasing distances to roads and development and

by connecting mapped unroaded areas 47 and 51. Areas 47 and 51 are contiguous to the Allan Mountain IRA. Road

obliteration could also increase the size ofunroaded areas 78 and 81, which are contiguous to the Bhie Joint MWSA.

Special Features and Special Places

Alternatives A, C, and G would not have any eifect on Blue Joint Hot Springs.

Manageability and Boundaries

Alternatives A and C would have no efiect on Manageability and Boundaries. Alternative G could increase the size of

mapped unroaded areas 47, 51, 78, and 81 due to road obliteration and vegetative recovery ofroads. Mapped unroaded

areas 47 and 51, which are both continuous to the Allan Mountain IRA, could be joined together in the Castle Creek Area

on the east and south sides, respectively. Mapped unroaded areas 78 and 81, which are contiguous to the Blue Joint

MWSA, would remain separated by Road 5660. The increase would be a long-term efl'ect resulting from vegetative

recovery of obliterated roads and existing units and would occur only if additional disturbance did not occur in the areas.

5
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Figure 3-25 — Alternatives B and D, Mapped Unroaded Areas - West Fork CA
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Figure 3-26 - Alternative B, Mapped Unroaded Areas — West Fork CA
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Figure 3-27 - Alternative F, Mapped L'nroaded Areas - West Fork CA
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Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Natural Integrity

Refer to the previous section called “Across All Geographic Areas - Environmental Consequences”.

Apparent Naturalness

Alternative D would construct about 0.7 mile oftemporary road in mapped unroaded area 78, and 0.2 mile of temporary

road in mapped unroaded area 80. Both of these mapped unroaded areas are larger than 1,000 acres. Area 78 is contiguous

to the Blue Joint MWSA, and mapped unroaded area 80 is contiguous to the Allan Mountain IRA. The temporary roads

would be obliterated upon completion of timber harvest and reforestation, however the roads would be visible until new

vegetation restored the natural appearance (about 25 to 35 years). There are no temporary roads proposed in mapped

unroaded portions of the WFGA under Alternatives B, E, and F.

Refer to the previous section called “Across All Geographic Areas - Environmental Consequences” for discussion on

timber harvest yarding and fuel reduction treatments. The following table displays the number of acres within mapped

unroaded areas that would be afiected by yarding system for each alternative.

Table 3-167 - Acres of Fuel Reduction Activity by Alternative in WFGA Mapped Unroaded Areas
 

Remoteness and Solitude

Refer to the previous section called “Across All Geographic Areas - Environmental Consequences”.

Special Features and Special Places

Visitors to Blue Joint Hot Springs would hear noise from timber harvest equipment and possibly see some stumps and

logging slash from timber harvest in unit 59 if Alternatives B or D were implemented.

Manageability and Boundaries

Refer to the previous section called “Across All Geographic Areas - Environmental Consequences”.

Cumulative Effects

In addition to the effects mentioned in the previous section called “Across All Other Geographic Areas - Cumulative

Effects”, recreational use ofmapped unroaded areas 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, and 83 is likely to be somewhat higher than

the recreational use of other unroaded areas due to completion ofthe West Fork Road paving project (scheduled for

completion in 2002 or 2003). The Slate Hughes Travel Management Analysis and decision may have an efl‘ect on

Apparent Naturalness, Remoteness, and Solitude ofmapped unroaded areas 76, 80, 82, and 83 if additional roads were

closed to motorized use, obliterated, or opened to motorized use.

Consistency with Forest Plan and Other Laws and Regulation

Bitterroot Forest Plan

There are no specific standards in the Forest Plan for unroaded areas.

Transportation Rule

Alternative D contains temporary road construction in an unroaded area over 1,000 acres that is contiguous to an existing

ERA. A decision to select Alternative D would have to be signed by the Regional Forester in order to be consistent with the

Transportation Rule (FSH 7700). All other alternatives avoid road construction in these areas and are consistent with the

Rule.

#
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SOCIAL RESOURCE

Introduction

This portion ofthe FEIS examines the effects of the proposals on social attributes such as stakeholders’ beliefs and attitudes

about national forest management, residents’ daily living and work activities, and public health and safety. Information on

tribal consultation can be found in the Heritage Resources section ofthis FEIS.

Regulatory Framework

NEPA requires integrated use of the natural and social sciences in all planning and decision-making that affect the human

environment. The human environment includes the natural and physical environment and the relationship ofpeople to the

environment (40 CFR 1508.14). Forest Service land management planning regulations require the integration of social

science knowledge into Forest and Regional planning processes (36 CFR 219.5).

Executive Order 12898, 1994, ordered federal agencies to identify and address the issue of environmental justice (i.e.,

adverse human health and environmental effects of agency programs that disproportionately impact minority and low

income populations).

Analysis Area

Although individuals and communities over a wide geographic area use national forest resources, it is the residents and

businesses ofcounties near the Forest who depend most heavily on the availability of the resources. Consequently, the

effects ofForest management on social and economic factors are strongest within these areas. For this reason, the Forest

primary zone of influence is defined as Ravalli County, Montana.

Other recently completed studies document the impacts ofthe 2000 fire season at a broader scale. For more information

providing a regional context for the 2000 fires, refer to “Toward Restoration and Recovery. An Assessment ofthe 2000

Fire Season in the Northern and Intermountain Regions” (USDA Forest Service, January 2001).

This analysis looks at four Geographic Areas: Blodgett, Skalkaho-Rye, East Fork, and West Fork. Because the social

effects do not vary substantially between Geographic Areas, each alternative is discussed under the heading Effects

Common to All Action Alternatives.”

The timefi'ame considered for this analysis is between the fiill of2001 and the next 3 to 5 years.

Analysis Methods

The following types ofdata were used to evaluate the potential impacts ofthe activities proposed in this analysis: census

data, citations from existing reports and community documents, comments from scoping responses, data collected during

interviews and at community meetings, and data collected during the public opinion poll conducted by the University of

Montana Bureau ofBusiness and Economic Research (UM BBER, 2001).

The University’s Public Opinion P011 is relied on heavily in this analysis to provide information regarding the efiects of the

proposals on “Attitudes and Perceptions.” As stated earlier, this survey provides statistically valid data that reflects

Bitterroot Valley residents’ (from Stevensville south to the Idaho border) views on Bitterroot NF management. It is

important to acknowledge that the Bitterroot NF is a national resource, as well as a local resource. Had the same opinion

poll been conducted nationally, difl'erent responses could result, and this analysis does not intend to imply otherwise. From

a social-analysis perspective, given that the effects of the fires and consequences of the recovery activities most

significantly afl'ect the residents of the county, this approach is reasonable and sound.

This approach is not meant to overlook other national forest constituents and stakeholder groups, not to mention the broader

American public. While similar data is not available regarding perceptions about forest management at the national level,

obvious trends, such as increasing urbanization and decreasing dependence on natural resources, can be examined. If a

larger zone of influence were polled, one could reasonably assume that the range ofvalues and opinions would closely

mirror those expressed by Ravalli County residents. This supposition is supported by the 2,444 public comments that were

received on the DEIS, which were sent from ahnost every state and 8 countries, and paralleled the gamut ofpublic concerns

expressed by survey respondents (PF Doc. CONTENT ANALYSIS —1).

W
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One of the values ofthe survey for decision-makers on the Forest is that it strongly validates what the Forest Service heard

from the communities during the Community Opportunity Learning Series. Thus it appears that the community meetings

provided credible input to gauge the residents’ and local stakeholders’ attitudes and perceptions about Bitterroot NF

management.

It is also worthwhile to note that while large efforts were made to collect input fi'om Bitterroot Valley residents regarding

the proposals in this analysis, the “scoping letter" for the project was sent to over 1,300 groups and individuals, many of

who were not local residents. All of the various input collected on the project were used to help evaluate the potential

social impacts of the proposed activities.

Effects Indicators

0 Formation of attitudes toward the project: Positive or negative feelings, beliefs or positions expressed by residents

and stakeholders.

- Disruption of daily living patterns: Changes or disruptions in the routine ofdaily living and work activities of

residents caused by altering noise levels, transportation routes, or the amount ofvehicular traflic related to the

proposed activities.

0 Public health and safety concerns: The perception, attitude, or beliefon the part ofcommunity residents and

stakeholders that their physical health and safety will be afl‘ected by the proposed activities.

Existing Conditions

Information Common to All Geographic Areas

Geographic and Demographic Overview

The Bitterroot Valley lies in southwestern Montana and is bounded by the Bitterroot Mountains on the west and the

Sapphire Range on the east. The valley is home to Ravalli County, the fastest growing county in Montana. About 36,000

people live in the valley (Montana Department ofCommerce, 2000 Census Data). There are numerous communities in the

county, and many residents are scattered between population centers. Within the boundaries ofthe County itself, there are

1,850 square miles of forest lands administered by the Bitterroot NF, representing about 77% of the County’s land base

(Swanson, 2001).

The presence of these public lands has heavily influenced the settlement and economic development ofthe Bitterroot

Valley (Swanson, 2001). The amenities ofthis picturesque mountain valley with its surrounding forests appear to be the

primary attraction for many newcomers. As the population of the Valley has grown, many residents have built houses next

to forested lands. The Bitterroot NF boundary abuts private land for about 540 miles in the project area. Many residents

enjoy the rural character and feeling of living in the country and living closer to the natural environment.

Historically, residents primarily relied on agriculture, ranching, and natural resource extraction for their livelihoods. Over

the past 30 years the local economy has become more service and trade-oriented, with the agricultural sector employing

only about 20% of the labor force and accounting for about 4% ofthe Valley's total income (Rider, 2001).

Opinions regarding national forest management run the gamut ranging from passive to active management. Some are

concerned about resource uses and generally want the area to remain as it is (Canton-Thompson, 1994). However, loggers,

ranchers, outfitters, and others depend on Forest resources for their livelihood.

The Forest provides timber, livestock forage, irrigation water, recreation opportunities, and a scenic backdrop for the

county's population. Firewood cutting, big game hunting, and fishing are important to the life-style ofmany local residents,

along with hiking, camping, backpacking, ski touring, and snowmobiling.

Sources for further information include:

o The Bitterroot Forest Plan EIS contains additional information about the social and economic setting of the

Bitterroot Valley (Volume 1, Chapter III, pp. III-4 to III-6).

- The "Social Assessment of the Bitterroot Valley, Montana" (Canton-Thompson, 1994) provides an examination of

the social setting and opinion leaders’ perceptions ofnatural resource management on the Bitterroot NF.

. The “Bitterroot 2000 Survey" (University of Montana, Bureau ofBusiness and Economic Research, 2001) provides

statistical and qualitative data, which reflects Bitterroot Valley residents’ views on national forest rmnagement.
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o “The Bitterroot Valley ofWestern Montana — Area Economic Profile” (Swanson, 2001) provides a description and

assessment of the area economy of the Bitterroot Valley.

Fire Season 2000

During the summer of2000, nearly 20 percent ofthe Bitterroot NF was visited by fire. The fires blackened the western

skies ofHamilton, burned deep into the back country above West Fork’s Painted Rocks Lake, and stretched from the height

of Lost Trail Pass down the Sapphire ridges, past Darby to four miles east of Hamilton (see Map l-l).

Valley residents were impacted by thick smoke over extended periods oftime. Air quality monitoring in Hamilton fi'om

August 14 - 30 categorized conditions as “unhealthy” or worse about 67% ofthat time for people without health risks.

During this same time people with respiratory or heart disease and the elderly and children were subjected to “unhealthy” or

worse conditions 93% of the time (Missoula Technology and Development Center preliminary report, 2001). From August

5 to September 8, Montana Department ofEnvironmental Quality issued a total of 21 ‘Wery unhealthy” advisories and 19

"hazardous” advisories for the communities ofHamilton and Stevensville (Atchenson, 2001 - draft). During these periods,

visibility often ranged from % mile or less to 1 mile.

The Forest was closed to public use, and recreation on all public lands in the Valley was banned until fire danger subsided.

Difi'erent areas of the Forest were closed at various times between early August and mid-October.

About 1,700 residences were threatened in Ravalli County, and more than 1,500 people were evacuated fi'om their homes.

Seventy homes, 170 other structures, and 94 vehicles were lost to the fires. Agricultural lands burned; livestock, fencing,

water improvements, and other losses were incurred. Roads, trails, and recreation ficilities were damaged.

Valley communities became centers for help as the Red Cross, Salvation Army, Humane Association, and local churches

and service organizations joined hundreds ofvohrnteers to provide services for those displaced by the fires and, following

the fires, to assist in recovery.

Over 94% ofthose recently surveyed by the University of Montana Bureau ofBusiness and Economic Research said that

they were personally affected by the fires to some degree, and about 14% worked directly on the fires (UM BBER, 2001).

Blodgett Geographic Area

The Blodgett Geographic Area includes 54,063 acres of land administered by the Bitterroot NF and 24,803 acres ofstate

and private land. The area includes the community ofPinesdale (population 740) as well as numerous scattered residences

and rolling ranchlands. The communities ofVictor (population 859) and Corvallis (population 443) as well as the town of

Hamilton (population 3,705) lie just to the east.

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

The Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area includes 144,006 acres of land administered by the Bitterroot NF and 59,080 acres of

state and private land. There are no communities within the Geographic Area boundary although Darby (population 710)

lies immediately to the west. Darby’s residential area spreads out into the hidden valleys and mountains surrounding the

town. There are also numerous ranches and small subdivisions scattered throughout the Geographic Area, such as those in

the Sleeping Child and Rye Creek drainages.

West Fork Geographic Area

The West Fork Geographic Area includes 186,049 acres of land administered by the Bitterroot NF and 9,734 acres of state

and private land. The Trapper Creek Job Corps, which houses about 240 students, lies within the Geographic Area. There

are also dispersed neighborhoods, scattered residences, and ranches.

East Fork Geographic Area

The East Fork Geographic Area inchrdes 243,699 acres of land administered by the Bitterroot NF and 37,380 acres of state

and private land. The small communities of Conner and Sula (population data not included in 2000 census) lie within the

Geographic Area. There are also scattered ranches and homes and small subdivisions such as the Springer Memorial

neighborhood on the East Fork of the Bitterroot River.

’
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Environmental Consequences

For the purposes of this document, social impacts are defined as changes in social conditions that directly or indirectly

result from the changes in the economy, land uses, or other factors in the social environment potentially resulting from the

actions proposed in this analysis. These efl’ects will be measured using the three efl‘ects indicators discussed above. The

effects of the proposed activities on related social issues such as economics, recreation, transportation resources, air quality,

and scenery are analyzed in those sections, respectively.

All Geographic Areas

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

Attitudes/Perceptions

About 5% ofthose interviewed in the UM BBER Public Opinion Poll felt strongly that nothing should be done in the

burned areas. Other interviewees favored some of the activities included in the analysis but opposed others. Implementing

this alternative would satisfy segments of the various groups.

This alternative would not meet the Wildland-Urban Interface Objective stated in Chapter I of“Providing green, forested

conditions and environments that people enjoy living near.”

Disruption ofDaily Living and Work Activities

Selecting the No Action Alternative would result in no changes or disruptions in routine daily living and work activities of

residents due to implementing the activities proposed in this analysis. However, in the absence of fuels management the

severity and intensity of future fires would not be reduced. When another fire event occurs, depending on the magnitude,

Valley residents could experience disruptions similar to, or possibly worse than, those experienced during the summer of

2000 (e.g., evacuations, loss ofhomes, unhealthy smoke conditions, road closures, high traffic volumes, etc.). Areas with

fuel loads greater than (>) 30 tons/acre present the greatest wildfire hazard (Brown et al., 2001). These areas are discussed

in the Fire and Fuels section ofthis document.

Alternative A would result in no changes to traditional uses such as range permittee operations (note: other restrictions

have been placed on certain allotments due to the 2000 fires; however they are not as a result of any proposals included in

this alternative). See the Range section ofthis document for a more thorough discussion.

Public Health and Safety

Increased public safety hazards exist in areas of high tree mortality where standing dead trees could fall or break off and

injure people or damage fences. Increased hazard may also be created where fallen or standing dead trees increase fuel

loads, contributing to future fire severity and intensity. Additionally, by choosing not to reforest burned lands, as proposed

to varying degrees in all of the action alternatives, the erosion reduction benefits of getting trees re-established on the sites

would be lessened. Deferring the opportunity to stabilize soils by planting trees could increase the risk of future soil

movement and land-altering events which could temporarily restrict travel on Forest roads - or make it hazardous, damage

property, and impact water quality. See the Watershed and Fisheries sections of this analysis for more details on these

topics.

Alternative B

Attitudes/Perceptions

Over 90% of those interviewed in the UM BBER Public Opinion Poll favor some form of active resource management in

the wildland-urban interface and areas that burned during the fires of 2000. This alternative would satisfy the majority of

people in this category. Comments in response to scoping for the Proposed Action and comments on the DEIS ranged from

support for the proposal, as well as a range of suggestions for more aggressive management actions, to suggestions to do

less or nothing at all.

This alternative would help meet the Wildland-Urban Interface Objective stated in Chapter 1 of“Providing green, forested

conditions and environments that people enjoy living near.”

#
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Disruption ofDaily Living and Work Activities

Implementing this alternative would result in disruptions to Forest users and those who live adjacent to the national forest.

Users and residents would be impacted by noise from chainsaws, equipment, trucks, trains, and helicopters. The amount of

noise generated would depend on the number ofacres being harvested, the number of acres being yarded using helicopters,

and the total number of treatment acres which is discussed in Chapter 2. Other disruptions could result from increased

tramc created by the proposed fiiel reduction, watershed improvements, and planting. Some people may experience

disruptions due to increased demands on infrastructure (e.g., roads, public utilities, and schools) as activity increases in the

Forest and more workers move in to help implement projects. The extent to which the proposals in all action alternatives

would increase traffic is more thoroughly discussed in the Transportation System section ofthis analysis.

Alternative B would result in no changes to traditional uses such as range permittee operations (note: other restrictions

have been placed on certain allotments due to the 2000 fires; however they are not as a result of any proposals included in

this alternative). See the Range section of this document for a more thorough discussion

Public Health and Safety

While increasing Forest activity may disrupt daily living patterns of residents, these activities may also pose a threat to

public health and safety. Additional traflic would increase the potential for vehicle accidents and increase dust. Dust

would also be created while gravel was being hauled during the road improvement implementation, although dust

abatement would mitigate most ofthese effects. The amount ofgraveling proposed in each action alternative is the same.

The Transportation System section of this analysis discusses the projected increases in traflic generated by log and gravel

hauling; however, it does not include traflic created by project implementers, administrators, or support equipment (e.g.,

logging equipment, road graders, fuel trucks, etc.).

Burning residual logging slash may negatively impact air quality in the short term. These impacts are measured by

modeling the amount ofparticulate matter (PMlO) that would be created by slash burning in each alternative. PMlO are

particles 10 microns and smaller; they are considered inhalable and pose the greatest threat to public health. These

emissions were modeled over two time periods (ie., fall 2001 and spring 2002). The extent to which the proposals in all

action alternatives would affect air quality is discussed more thoroughly in the Air Quality section of this analysis.

Although implementing the fuel reduction and watershed improvement activities proposed in Alternative B would

negatively impact public health and safety in the short term, it would reduce fuels, which would decrease the intensity and

severity of future wildfires. Those areas with fuel loadings exceeding 30 tons/acre are the most hazardous (Brown et al.,

2001). The Fire and Fuels section ofthis document discusses fuel loadings following treatment by Geographic Area in

order to compare the potential relative intensity and severity of future fires.

In the long-term Alternative B would also reduce erosion by getting trees re-established on the sites. This would help

stabilize soils and decrease the risk of future soil movement and land-altering events that could make travel on Forest roads

hazardous, damage property, and impact water quality. See the Watershed and Fisheries sections of this analysis for more

details on these topics.

Alternative C

Attitudes/Perceptions

Alternative C responds to those who do not support fuel reduction but do support watershed restoration as long as

commercial harvest is not included in these activities. Watershed restoration activities discussed in the UM BBER Public

Opinion Poll which relate to those proposed in this alternative include: “getting stream areas back into shape,” “stabilizing

soils on slopes,” “maintaining roads and trails” and, “planting trees." Between 74 and 88% of those surveyed stated that

these activities were ‘Wery important/important.”

This alternative would help meet the Wildland-Urban Interface Objective stated in Chapter 1 of“Providing green, forested

conditions and environments that people enjoy living near.”

Disruption ofDaily Living and Work Activities

Implementing this alternative would result in disruptions to daily living patterns while the watershed improvement and

reforestation activities were occurring (e.g., trafiic increases as personnel and equipment travel to and fiom the work site).

The extent to which the proposals in all action alternatives would increase traflic is more thoroughly discussed in the

Transportation System section of this analysis.

M
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Alternative C would result in no changes to traditional uses such as range permittee operations (note: other restrictions

have been placed on certain allotments due to the 2000 fires; however they are not as a result ofany proposals included in

this alternative). See the Range section ofthis document for a more thorough discussion.

Public Health and Safety

Implementing this alternative would negatively impact public health and safety in the short-term. Increased trafiic during

project implementation would increase the potential for vehicle accidents on Forest roads and increase dust. As in all other

action alternatives, dust would also be created during the time road gravelling was occurring, although dust abatement

would mitigate most ofthese efl‘ects. The Transportation System section ofthis analysis discusses the projected increases

in traflic generated by gravel hauling; however, it does not include trafi‘ic created by project implementers, administrators,

or support equipment (e.g., road graders, fuel trucks, etc.). Because this alternative does not include any fiiel reduction it

would not result in any impacts on air quality from slash burning.

As in all action alternatives, in the long term Alternative C would reduce erosion by getting trees re-established on the sites.

This would help stabilize soils and decrease the risk of future soil movement and land-altering events which could make

travel on Forest roads hazardous, damage property, and impact water quality. See the Watershed and Fisheries sections of

this analysis for more details on these topics.

Because this alternative includes no fuel reduction activities, the intensity and severity of future fires would not be reduced

and the result would be the same as that discussed under the No Action Alternative (Alternative A). Also, as in Alternative

A, increased hazards to public safety exist in areas ofhigh tree mortality where standing dead trees could fiill or break off

and injure people or damage fences.

Alternative D

Attitudes/Perceptions

Alternative D responds to those who support aggressive fiiels reduction efl'orts and recovering the greatest timber volume in

the most economical manner. Almost 90% of those surveyed in the UM BBER Public Opinion Poll stated that salvaging

timber on public lands that burned during the summer of2000 was “very important/important" (UM BBER, 2001).

Because this alternative proposes the greatest amount of timber harvest, as well as using methods designed to maximize the

economic return, this alternative would best satisfy this group ofpeople.

This alternative would help meet the Wildland-Urban lnterfirce Objective stated in Chapter 1 of “Providing green, forested

conditions and environments that people enjoy living near.”

Disruption ofDaily Living and Work Activities

The extent to which this alternative would create disruption to the daily living patterns ofresidents and Forest users is not

significantly difi'erent than those impacts associated with Alternative B. Since the timber volume proposed for removal

under this alternative is slightly greater than that proposed in Alternative B, one could expect a slight increase in noise and

trafiic. The extent to which the proposals in all action alternatives would increase traflic is more thoroughly discussed in

the Transportation System section ofthis analysis.

Alternative D would result in no changes to traditional uses such as range permittee operations (note: other restrictions

have been placed on certain allotments due to the 2000 fires; however they are not as a result ofany proposals included in

this alternative). See the Range section ofthis document for a more thorough discussion.

Public Health and Safety

The effects to public health and safety of implementing this alternative are similar to those which would result from

Alternative B; however, because this alternative reduces fuels the most, it may result in the greatest reduction in future

wildfire intensity and severity as well as the greatest impacts to air quality because it would result in the greatest amount of

slash burning.

Alternative E

Attitudes/Perceptions

About 84% of those surveyed in the UM BBER Public Opinion Poll said they felt fuel reduction on national forest lands in

the interface was “very important/important." While this alternative does not include any green tree harvest and may upset
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those who want higher vohirnes oftimber removed, it responds to those who favor fuel reduction but on a smaller scale

than that proposed in Alternatives B and D. Under this alternative, fuel reduction efforts would be focused in the wildland

urban interface.

This alternative would help meet the wildland-Urban Interface Objective stated in Chapter 1 of “Providing green, forested

conditions and environments that people enjoy living near.”

Disruption ofDaily Living and Work Activities

The extent to which this alternative would disrupt the daily living patterns ofresidents and Forest users would be

significantly less than those impacts associated with Alternatives B and D since it proposes about one-third ofthe fuel

reduction activities proposed Alternatives B and D. The extent to which the proposals in all action alternatives would

increase traflic is more thoroughly discussed in the Transportation System section of this analysis.

Alternative E would result in no changes to traditional uses such as range permittee operations (note: other restrictions

have been placed on certain allotments due to the 2000 fires; however they are not as a result of any proposals included in

this alternative). See the Range section ofthis document for a more thorough discussion.

Public Health and Safety

The effects to public health and safety of implementing this alternative would be much less than those that would result

from Alternatives B and D; however, because this alternative reduces fuels less than those alternatives, it would not

decrease the severity and intensity of future fires as much. Additionally, because this alternative includes less fiiel

reduction than Alternatives B and D, it would result in fewer impacts to air quality from slash burning.

Alternative F

Attitudes/Perceptions

This alternative was not included in the DEIS. Like Alternative D it responds to those who want the Forest Service to

address bark beetle risks and improve the projects’ economics. It also responds to about 84% of those surveyed in the UM

BBER Public Opinion Poll who said they felt fuel reduction on national forest lands in the interface was ‘very

important/important.” This alternative also responds to those people who want to avoid new travel access restrictions.

This alternative would help meet the wildland-Urban Interface Objective stated in Chapter 1 of“Providing green, forested

conditions and environments that people enjoy living near.”

Disruption ofDaily Living and Work Activities

The extent to which this alternative would disrupt the daily living patterns of residents and Forest users would be similar to

those impacts associated with Alternatives B and D. However, since the fuel reduction activities proposed in this

alternative are slightly less than that proposed in Alternatives B and D, there would be fewer impacts from noise and traffic.

The extent to which the proposals in all action alternatives would increase traffic is more thoroughly discussed in the

Transportation System section ofthis analysis.

Alternative F would result in no changes to traditional uses such as range permittee operations (note: other restrictions

have been placed on certain allotments due to the 2000 fires; however they are not as a result of any proposals included in

this alternative). See the Range section of this document for a more thorough discussion.

Public Health and Safety

The effects to public health and safety of implementing this alternative are similar to those that would result fi-om

Alternatives B and D; however, because this alternative reduces fiiels slightly less than those alternatives, it would not

decrease the severity and intensity of future wildland fires as much. Additionally because this alternative includes less fuel

reduction than Alternatives B and D, it would result in fewer impacts to air quality than Alternatives B and D but more than

Alternative E.

Alternative G

Attitudes/Perceptions

This alternative was not included in the DEIS. During the DEIS comment period many people requested that the Forest

Service analyze this alternative, which is referred to by its proponents as the “Conservation and Local Economy
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Alternative.” Similar to Alternative C, this alternative responds to those who question the need to reduce fuels but do

support watershed restoration. In this alternative fuel reduction activities are limited to non-commercial cutting and

clearing in wildland-urban interface areas within 40 meters of homes. It also includes education efforts intended to change

homeowners’ attitudes/actions about fuels on their land.

This alternative would help meet the Wildland-Urban Interface Objective stated in Chapter 1 of“Providing green, forested

conditions and environments that people enjoy living near."

Disruption ofDaily Living and Work Activities

The extent to which this alternative would disrupt the daily living patterns ofresidents and Forest users would be similar to

those impacts associated with Alternative E. The extent to which the proposals in all action alternatives would increase

traflic is more thoroughly discussed in the Transportation System section of this analysis.

Alternative G would result in changes to grazing allotment permittee operations (see the Range section of this document for

a more thorough discussion).

Public Health and Safety

The effects to public health and safety of implementing this alternative are similar to those that would result from

Alternative E. Because this alternative primarily reduces fuels immediately adjacent to private property, it would not

decrease the severity and intensity of fiiture fires as much as Alternatives B, D, E, or F (refer to the Fire/Fuels section of

this Chapter).

Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

Though predicting wildfire occurrence is an inexact science, if past population growth trends continue (Ravalli County's

population has grown over 44% in the last decade), we know more and more people will be affected by wildland fires as

they move into the wildland-urban interface. Additionally, as the population increases, particularly in the wildland-urban

interface, it is reasonable to assume more human-caused fires will occur in the wildland-urban interface (BNF Fire

Management Records, SO). Refer to the Fire/Fuels Section of this document for a discussion about the trends in person

caused fires in the wildland-urban interface.

Traflic increases and delays would be expected as a result of: an expected 2-3% increase in tourism as nonresidents visit the

area in 2001 (Montana Department ofCommerce, 2001); the Highway 93 reconstruction project; timber salvaging activities

on state and private lands; and ongoing fire-related road repairs. These increases in trafic combined with current traffic

generated by ongoing road and highway maintenance; recreation use; forest management activities; and timber sales on

state and private lands would disrupt daily living for residents and affect public health and safety.

Planned underburning (there are six “ecobum” projects planned on national forest land which could occur sometime in the

next 5 years or so) and slash burning on Forest Service, state, and private lands would cumulatively afiect air quality (see

the Air Quality section for a discussion on this topic).

Alternative B

Reducing iiiels, improving watersheds, and reforesting burned lands are labor intensive and costly projects. If these efforts

do not meet public expectations for reducing future wildfire severity and intensity, improving water quality and aquatic

habitat, and reestablishing trees on burned landscapes, the public may criticize such efl'orts as wasting public dollars and

causing undue impacts to Forest resources. Others will understand the challenges of addressing the conditions created by

the fires of 2000 and will be supportive of Forest Service efl‘orts despite ultimate outcomes.

Traflic increases and delays would be expected as a result of. implementing this alternative; an expected 2-3% increase in

tourism as nonresidents visit the area in 2001 (Montana Department ofCommerce, 2001); the Highway 93 reconstruction

project; timber salvaging activities on state and private lands; and ongoing fire-related road repairs. These increases in

traflic combined with current trafiic generated by ongoing road and highway maintenance; recreation use; forest

management activities; and timber sales on state and private lands would disrupt daily living for residents and afl'ect public

health and safety.
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The slash burning in this alternative combined with planned underburning (there are six “ecoburn” projects planned on

national forest land which could occur sometime in the next 5 years or so), and slash burning on Forest Service, state, and

private lands will cumulatively affect air quality (see the Air Quality section for a discussion on this topic).

Alternative C

The cumulative efiects of the watershed improvement and reforestation proposals would be the same as those for

Alternative B. The cumulative effects ofnot implementing fuels reduction projects would be the same as for Alternative A.

Alternative D

The cumulative effects of implementing this alternative would be similar to those resulting fiom implementing Alternative

B except that the area proposed for harvesting and planting in the Blodgett Geographic Area is greater in this alternative.

This increased activity would result in greater efl‘ects.

Alternative E

The cumulative effects of implementing this alternative would be less than those resulting from implementing Alternatives

B and D because the area proposed for treatment is less since treatments are focused in the wildland-urban interface in this

alternative. This decreased activity would result in fewer effects.

Alternative F

The cumulative effects of implementing this alternative would be similar to those resulting from implementing Alternatives

B and D; the area proposed for treatment is slightly less than Alternatives B and D but more than Alternative E.

Alternative G

The cumulative effects ofthis alternative would be similar to those resulting from implementing Alternative E.

Consistency with the Bitterroot National Forest Plan and Other

Regulatory Direction

The Bitterroot National Forest Plan (1987) does not contain management direction under the “Social Resource” heading. It

does contain direction under social-related headings such as recreation, visual quality, roads, etc. The discussions ofhow

the alternatives analyzed in this EIS meet that direction is included in those sections of this document.

Executive Order 12898 - Based on experience with projects of a similar nature on the Bitterroot NF, none of the alternatives

would substantially afi‘ect minority or low-income individuals, women, or civil rights, and neither internal nor external

scoping comments indicated otherwise. The implementation of this project is expected to provide job opportunities in

communities such as Stevensville, Hamilton, Darby, and Sula. Small or minority-owned businesses would have the

opportunity to compete for some of the work.

—_-—_-_—__—————'-——
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TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

Regulatory Framework

Forest Service Manual (FSM) 7700 — Transportation System, Chapter- Zero Code prescribes the authority, objectives,

policy, responsibility, and definitions for planning, construction, reconstruction, operation, and maintenance of Forest

transportation system facilities.

Applicable laws in 7701 Authority include:

0 Coordination with Forest Planning - Title 36, Code ofFederal Regulations, section 219.27 (36 CFR 219.27).

Requires transportation access to be addressed in the land and resource management planning process.

e Revegetation - Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974 (16 U.S.C. 1601, Pub. L. 93-378)

as amended by the National Forest Management Act of 1976 (16 U.S.C. 1608, Pub. L. 94-588). Directs the

designing ofroads to standards appropriate for intended uses and prescribes the revegetation ofroads within 10

years of the termination oftemporary and undeveloped roads created under contract, permit, or lease.

Transportation System Management

- National Forest Roads and Trails Act ofOctober 13, 1964 as amended (16 U.S.C. 532-38, Pub. L. 88-657).

Authorizes road and trail systems for the National Forests.

0 Highway Safety Act of 1966 (23 U.S.C. 402, Pub. L. 89-564). Authorizes State and local governments and

participating Federal agencies to identify and survey accident locations; to design, construct, and maintain roads in

accordance with safety standards; to apply sound traflic control principles and standards; and to promote pedestrian

safety.

0 Title 36, Code ofFederal Regulations, Part 212 (36 CFR Part 212). Establishes requirements for the administration

of the Forest transportation system, including roads, trails, and airfields, and provisions for acquisition ofrights-of

way. Describes a minimum road system and requires a science-based roads analysis to plan the road system and to

set funding priorities.

a Title 36, Code ofFederal Regulations, sections 261.12 and 261.54 (36 CFR 261.12 and 261.54). Establishes

prohibitions on Forest transportation system roads that are enforceable by the Forest Service and other Federal law

enforcement oflicials.

Applicable objectives in FSM 7702 include:

0 Providing long-term economical access to National Forest System lands for administration, protection, and

utilization ofNational Forest lands and resources that is consistent with Forest Plan guidance.

o Managing a Forest transportation system within the environmental capabilities of the land.

0 Managing Forest transportation system facilities to provide user safety, convenience, and eficiency of operations in

an environmentally responsible manner and to achieve road related ecosystem restoration within the limits of

current and likely funding levels.

- Coordinating access to National Forest System lands with national, regional, statewide, local, and Tribal

government transportation needs.

National Forest System policy in FSM 7703 — Policy requires Forests to determine and provide for the minimum Forest

transportation system that best serves current and anticipated management objectives and public uses ofNational Forest

System lands as identified in the appropriate land and resource management plans (FSM 1920). In managing the Forest

transportation system for access, Responsible Oflicials must coordinate with other public and private transportation system

agencies to integrate transportation information and to balance transportation facility investments and maintenance costs

against the need to maintain land health and water quality.

The Bitterroot NF Plan and Record of Decision, September 1987, provides Forest-level direction and guidelines for

development, operation, and management ofthe Forest transportation system.

Bitterroot National Forest Plan

- Forest-wide management direction in Chapter II of the Forest Plan includes general road-related goals, outputs,

desired future condition, maintenance and management standards, and construction standards.

M
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o Chapter 11 includes requirements that projects meet Forest water quality goals as well as State ofMontana water

quality standards. Soil and Water Conservation Practices are to be included as a part ofproject design and

implementation.

0 Specific Management Area (MA) direction for road planning and densities, construction, and operation and

maintenance is included in Chapter III for each MA.

0 Implementation, including monitoring and evaluation requirements for the Forest transportation system is described

in Chapter IV.

Bitterroot National Forest Plan Record of Decision

Decision language specific to roads is provided in:

0 Chapter IV. A Vision of the Future

0 Chapter VI. Decision, Road Management

o Chapter VII. Rationale, Table 4, Alternatives and Outputs

Analysis Methods

The following discussions about the transportation system and alternatives will address the efl’ects the proposed road

treatments would have on road conditions and maintenance and commercial road use.

The methodology used to analyze haul loads coming over the transportation system is based on the projected timber

volumes for each alternative. Total loads and loads per day are based on a two-year sale period with normal operating

seasons and on 50% ofthe projected haul occurring during the first winter operating season (90 days) in anticipation of the

need to remove salvage timber in as timely a manner as possible. The remaining haul was applied over the duration ofthe

sale. These assumptions and an estimated volume of 5,000 board feet/load were used to calculate the total loads and loads

per day, with each load equivalent to one roundtrip over a given route. Due to the size of the analysis area and existing

road system, some Geographic Areas were divided into sub-areas in order to adequately present efl'ects on volumes coming

over main system roads and public roads that link the system to Highway 93.

An interdisciplinary review of the existing area road system has been done in accordance with the Final Road Management

Rule in 36 CFR Parts 212, 261, and 295. This new rule established a policy that requires a science-based Roads Analysis

be conducted for all project decisions after July 12, 2001; this policy is now under review and the datefor Project

Decisions to comply with the science-based Roads Analysis has been extended to January 12, 2002. The results ofthe

analysis will inform the final decisions in the ROD related to road management in each of the Geographic Areas.

Tools used for disclosing effects to the Forest transportation system include 618 maps; INFRA Roads Database; 1999

Roads Deferred Maintenance Condition Survey data; technology and information from workshops such as Managing Roads

for Ecosystem Recovery, Water/Road Interaction Technology Series; professional judgment; and local knowledge.

Analysis Area

The area used for analyzing direct and indirect effects to the transportation system in each Geographic Area includes the

burned portion ofeach area, plus State and County roads that serve as main links to the Forest transportation system It is

important to include these roads in discussing effects since they are part of the proposed haul routes and would incur effects

related to the volume ofhaul passing over them.

The area used for analyzing cumulative effects is defined as the entire Montana portion of the Bitterroot NF.

All Geographic Areas

Existing Condition

Each Geographic Area within the burned areas contains a number ofNational Forest System Roads ranging from smooth

gravel-surfaced roads to rough primitive-surfaced roads. These roads are classified Forest roads under the jurisdiction of

the Forest Service determined to be needed for long~term motor vehicle access. Most ofthese system roads on the

Bitterroot NF were planned and constructed between 1930 and 1990 in conjunction with commercial timber harvest.

There are a few temporary roads that were authorized and constructed in conjunction with timber sales over the last several

years. These roads were not intended to be a part of the permanent road system and are not necessary for long-term
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management (36 CFR 212.1). It was intended that these roads would be scarified, seeded, culverts removed, and restored

to a natural vegetated state.

Main Forest system roads link with improved County roads and double-lane paved highways to form a transportation

system that provides access to National Forest lands for a variety ofuses fi'om the towns, communities, and highways.

The Forest system roads within each of the Geographic Areas are managed in accordance with current management

objectives for the area in which they are located. The objectives for each road are based on a variety ofneeds for access

and use of Forest raources. Currently, each area contains roads that are operated and maintained for passenger car use,

high-clearance vehicle use, ofllhighway vehicle (OHV) use, and non-motorized uses such as hiking and horseback riding.

Operation and maintenance levels for all of the roads on the Forest are summarized as follows:

- Operational Maintenance Level 1 (1,093 miles) - roads that are used on an intermittent basis and receive basic

custodial care between periods ofuse, to keep roads stable, drainage functional, and resource damage at an

acceptable level; yearlong motorized use restrictions apply.

0 Operational Maintenance Level 2 (680 miles) - roads that are open for use by high clearance-type vehicles

(although some of these roads have seasonal use restrictions); traffic is normally minor; basic custodial maintenance

is performed plus these roads are maintained for the planned use (i.e., roadways are kept free of vegetation to

accommodate passage by high clearance vehicles).

0 Operational Maintenance Level 3 (813 miles) - roads that are open and maintained for travel by a prudent driver in

a standard passenger car; typically low speed, single-lane with turnouts and spot surfacing.

- Operational Maintenance Level 4 (20 miles) - roads that are open and provide a moderate degree ofuser comfort

and convenience at moderate travel speeds; most of these roads are double-lane and aggregate surfaced.

- Operational Maintenance Level 5 (20 miles) - roads that are open and provide a high degree of user comfort and

convenience; these roads are normally double-lane paved.

Early development of the Forest road system began around 1930 and continued at a progressive rate until the late 1980’s.

Since that time, very few new roads have been constructed and the Forest road system is considered to be essentially

complete. Most of the Forest system roads within each Geographical Area were originally planned, located, designed, and

constructed with long-term vegetation management in mind and reflect the physical characteristics necessary to

accommodate log truck traflic. Early management ofForest system roads in each area was consistent with agency-wide

management direction, and generally focused on access and mitigating the effects ofwater on the road system Water and

drainage was viewed as a liability to be managed so that it would not damage roads. Since this early development, studies

have shown that water/road interaction plays a key role in adverse efl‘ects on adjacent resources, intercepting slope drainage

and serving as a conduit for transporting runoff and soil ofl'site. Scientific evidence compiled to date suggests that some

roads are, in part, responsible for a decline in the quality of fish and wildlife habitat (Comments Concerning the Needfor

Access, Agency Response, Federal Register, 36 CFR Part 212, et al., January 12, 2001).

Nationally, Forest Service funding and resources have not kept pace with Forest Service Road development. The Bitterroot

NF is typical of this situation and there is presently a deferred road maintenance backlog of $13.3 million. A significant

portion of this backlog is located within the EIS Geographic Areas. Condition surveys conducted on all Bitterroot NF roads

between 1999 and 2001 place the annual road maintenance needs at $2.3 million The annual road maintenance budget is

about $350,000. These surveys have also identified a need of $1 1.1 million for capital improvements to the existing roads

to bring them up to the appropriate standard to meet resource, traflic, and safety needs (Forest Plan Monitoring and

Evaluation Report — FY 1999).

Current management direction is to mitigate road-related adverse efl‘ects and ensure that roads needed for long-term access

for public and/or administrative use meet applicable legal mandates and standards (see Regulatory Framework). Roads in

each Geographic Area that are not needed would be identified and decommissioned in conjunction with National Forest

System policy to "providefor the minimum Forest transportation system that best serves current and anticipated

management objectives andpublic uses ofNational Forest System lands ” (FSM 7703 - Policy).

Within the burned areas, there are 216 miles of Forest Development Roads that have easements or permits on them issued

to either the State or private companies or individuals. Because of this the Forest Service does not have unilateral authority

to decommission or restrict access on these roads without first obtaining the rights back from the owners ofthe permits or

easements. Those rights would have to be granted to the Forest Service by the owner ofthe permit or easement.

§
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Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternative A

Road Conditions and Maintenance

Implementing the work to rehabilitate Forest system roads and decommission unneeded roads in this Geographic Area

would be deferred over an extended time period.

Commercial Road Use

Non-conmiercial and commercial user conflicts associated with commercial timber haul ofl‘National Forest lands would

not occur in this alternative.

Alternatives B, D, E, and F

Road Conditions and Maintenance

Forest System Roads used for commercial timber haul would receive maintenance commensurate with their use. For

commercial timber haul to occur during the winter operating season, adequate snow cover and frozen soil conditions would

be necessary to support the planned use on roads designated for haul without additional deterioration or damage. Without

these conditions, rutting or breakup of road surfaces could occur in conjunction with the proposed haul. Normal contract

specifications and drawings, and monitoring of conditions by certified contract administration personnel would provide for

shutdowns ofhaul as needed to protect road surfaces.

Commercial Road Use

For commercial truck trafiic occurring during dry periods, high commercial traflic volumes could create washboarding of

road surfiices and dusting in some areas. These effects would be mitigated through the use ofdust abatement treatments as

needed in the affected areas.

Non-commercial users ofthe State, County, and Forest system roads would experience noticeable increases in encounters

with commercial truck traflic. Non-commercial and commercial user conflicts would be lowest ifmost of the commercial

haul occurs in the winter when non-commercial use is lowest in this area. The potential for user conflicts would be highest

during the summer and during the fall hunting season when non-commercial use in the area is highest. Commercial user

safety and sign plans, included in all contracts, would warn users ofpotential conflicts.

Alternatives B, C, D, E, F, and G

Road Conditions and Maintenance

There is a potential for road damage from the proposed commercial timber and gravel loads during late fall and spring

periods when road surfaces are subject to increased moisture and freeze/thaw cycles, and the ability of road surfaces to

support loads is substantially reduced. WO Amendment 7700-2000-1, 08/24/2000, FSM 7700 — Transportation System,

Chapter 7730 — Operation and Maintenance, 7731.1 — Traflic Management requires Forests to "Manage and control use of

Forest system roads to prevent damage to the roadway; to abate unsafe traffic conditions.‘ to limit the use ofvehicles that

exceed design capacity such as width, weight, or length ofloads,’ to require appropriate investment sharingfrom

commercial users,‘ and to reduce maintenance costs. Also, manage and control use to meet other specific management

direction such as protecting wildlife habitat or achieving semi-primitive recreation objectives. "

For all action alternatives, management to prevent road damage would include typical contract specifications and drawings

that include language for preventing such damage. Certified personnel, capable of recognizing when conditions are

approaching unacceptable levels and taking corrective action to prevent damage, would administer these contracts.

A cumulative estimated total of664 miles ofroad treatments would occur in Alternatives B, C, D, E and F and 854 miles of

road treatments would occur in Alternative G, consisting of the work described as follows:

0 Some combination ofroad-related watershed improvements and deferred maintenance would take place on existing

roads in each area. Gravel would also be placed at locations noted in Post-Fire Assessment — An Assessment of

Post-Fire Conditions With Recovery Recommendations and as recommended in Wildfire and Salvage Logging —

Recommendationsfor Ecologically Sound Post-Fire Salvage Logging and Other Post-Fire Treatments On Federal
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Lands in the West (Beschta et al., 1995). Work would range from removing culverts and restoring natural channels

at crossings on some roads with motorized use restrictions to improving drainage features and gravel surfacing road

segments and drainage crossings.

0 Some roads would be formally decommissioned in each alternative. Decommissioning unneeded roads that have

been closed to motorized use has been taking place each year for several years. This process would continue as

closed roads are determined to be no longer necessary for resource management purposes.

0 In addition to proposed road treatments, annual decommissioning and reclamation ofunneeded roads, annual

routine road maintenance, and periodic road maintenance in conjunction with normal Forest projects would

continue throughout the entire project area.

Commercial Road Use

With the projected volumes of commercial truck traflic for each alternative (see Direct and Indirect Effects, Geographic

Areas for individual breakdown by alternative), there is a high potential for commercial and non-commercial motorized

user conflicts across the entire project area. The potential in Alternatives C and G, which include little or no commercial

timber harvest, would be the lowest of all of the action alternatives. Commercial gravel haul for road treatments in these

alternatives would still create a relatively high potential for motorized user conflicts. Motorized user conflicts, which would

have the following efl‘ects, would be mitigated through normal contract safety requirements and public notices:

o Necessity to travel at lower-than-normal speeds on area roads.

0 Delays in getting to planned destinations.

- Dust and noise when encountering truck traflic.

- Motor vehicle accidents.

Each action alternative inchides a proposal to apply gravel surfacing to existing roads. The gravel would not be produced

on National Forest Lands but would be contracted for, and the contractor would need to obtain the gravel fitom other

sources. It is likely that the sources would be near the National Forest, but the exact location is not known and would be

determined by the contractor(s) furnishing the gravel to the Forest Service. The amount of gravel would be about 80,000

cubic yards. The total gravel pit size (the contractor could chose to use several smaller gravel pits) to produce this quantity

of gravel would be an area five acres in size; a ten-foot depth ofmaterial would be removed, crushed into graveL hauled

and applied to roads on the National Forest.

Future access changes will be guided by a Forest-scale Roads Analysis in accordance with the Final Roads Rule in 36 CFR

Part 212, et al.

Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

Road Condition and Maintenance

Annual maintenance efforts have not kept pace with overall use and needs as indicated by the large Forest road deferred

maintenance backlog. The cumulative efi’ect of 60 years ofactive road development throughout the project area has

resulted in the current backlog.

With this alternative, the Forest would continue to complete a small number of deferred maintenance and watershed

improvement projects throughout the project area each year, but would not make much headway on reducing the backlog.

Annual decommissioning and reclamation ofunneeded roads, and periodic road work related to normal timber sale activity,

would continue throughout the project area, allowing the Forest to focus operation and maintenance efforts on needed

roads.

Blodgett Geographic Area

Existing Condition

An estimated 24 miles of road form the Forest transportation system within the Blodgett Geographic Area. These roads are

linked to State Highway 93 by several County roads.
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Ofthe 24 miles: 17 miles are suitable for passenger car traflic; four miles are maintained for access with high clearance

vehicles; one mile receives basic custodial care; two miles receive no maintenance and are in a primitive or revegetated

condition.

About 20 miles (82%) ofthe area road system are open to all motorized vehicles, two miles (9%) are subject to seasonal

motorized restrictions, and two miles (9%) are closed yearlong to motorized traflic.

The main links to the Forest transportation system that accesses the burned portion ofthe Geographic Area inchide US

Highway 93 and County Road 54. Main Forest System Roads (FSRs) into the burned section of the Blodgett Geographic

Area include Cow Creek (FSR #736) and Canyon Creek (FSR #735). These main roads provide access to popular

trailheads, are open to motorized use, and currently maintained to a level suitable for access by a passenger sedan. Surveys

conducted in 1999 on these roads indicated some deferred maintenance needs that included culvert replacements, additional

culvert installations, drainage dip construction, ditch armoring, and riprap placement. Some drainage-related improvements

have been accomplished since 1999 using Forest roads crews and Burned Area Emergency Rehabilitation (BAER)

resources.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives B, C, D, and E

Road Conditions and Maintenance

The following road treatments would occur in accordance with BMPs, Post-Fire Assessment recommendations, proposed

watershed improvement projects, and deferred maintenance identified in 1999 condition surveys (Appendix B contains the

detailed proposal for each road):

- Drainage improvements on nine miles of road open to motorized use. Improvements would include culvert

replacements, new culvert installations, installing rolling dips and belt-type cross drains, armoring culvert inlets and

outlets where necessary, and relocating drainage structures where adequate bufl’er is not provided to nearby streams.

o Decompacting road surfaces and seeding on two miles of road that is currently closed to motorized use but will be

needed for fiiture resource management. Place the roads in storage by keeping the template in-place.

- Gravel surfacing one mile of lower elevation road segments adjacent to live streams, where haul volume trafiic is

likely to be highest, and where road surfaces are more susceptible to damage during wet periods and freeze/thaw

cycles.

- Spot-graveling, totaling one mile, to armor designated drainage crossings, and over new culverts installed late in

2000 in conjunction with BAER efl'orts.

FSR #’s 13105 and 13106 would be used for some commercial timber haul Reconstruction or maintenance ofthese roads

commensurate with planned use would occur. Following use, these roads, which currently have motorized use restrictions,

would be decommissioned, and FSR #13105 would be reduced from its current fiill-size vehicle width to a narrower width.

A projected 260 roundtrips to haul and place gravel on lower elevation road segments would occur.

Alternatives B and D

Commercial Road Use

A projected 645 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur over the first 2-mile segment ofFSR #438 and over

County Road 54 over a 2-year period. Assuming 50% ofthis volume is hauled in the first operating season following sale

startup, there would be 322 roundtrips or about 4 roundtrips per day. The remaining haul, spread out over three more

operating seasons would result in a projected one roundtrip per day.

Residents along County Road 54 would be subjected to increased levels ofnoise generated by commercial truck trafiic.

Some ofthis noise would occur during early morning hours.

Alternative C

Commercial Road Use

The efi‘ects would be the same as in Alternative B except that there would be no commercial timber haul related effects.
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With no commercial timber activity, there would be fewer commercial haul-related efl‘ects however residents in the Cow

Creek, Blodgett Creek, and Canyon Creek areas would still be subject to dust concentrations and increased levels of noise

associated with gravel haul.

Alternative E

Commercial Road Use

A projected 678 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur over the first 2-mile segment ofFSR #438 and over

County Road 54 over a 2-year period. Assuming 50% ofthis volume is hauled in the first operating season following sale

startup, there would be 339 roundtrips or about four roundtrips per day. The remaining haul, spread out over three more

operating seasons would result in a projected one roundtrip per day.

Residents along County Road 54 would be subjected to increased levels ofnoise generated by commercial truck traflic.

Some of this noise would occur during early morning hours.

Alternative F

Road Condition and Maintenance

The following road treatments would occur in accordance with BMPs, Post-Fire Assessment recommendations, proposed

watershed improvement projects, and deferred maintenance identified in 1999 condition surveys (Appendix B contains the

detailed proposal for each road):

0 Drainage improvements on nine miles ofroad open to motorized use. Improvements would include culvert

replacements, new culvert installations, installing rolling dips and belt-type cross drains. arrnoring culvert inlets and

outlets where necessary, and relocating drainage structures where adequate bufier is not provided to nearby streams.

- Decornpacting road surfaces and seeding on one mile of road that is currently closed to motorized use but will be

needed for future resource management. Place the road in storage by keeping the template in-place.

o Decommission two miles ofroad by stabilizing or recountouring the roadway back onto the natural land slope. This

road is currently closed to motorized use and is not needed for fixture resource management.

o Gravel surfacing one mile of lower elevation road segments adjacent to live streams, where haul volume traflic is

likely to be highest, and where road surfaces are more susceptible to damage during wet periods and freeze/thaw

cycles.

- Spot-graveling, totaling one mile, to armor designated drainage crossings, and over new culverts installed late in

2000 in conjunction with BAER efi‘orts.

FSR #‘s 13105 and 13106 would be used for some commercial timber haul. Reconstruction or maintenance ofthese roads

commensurate with planned use would occur. Following use, these roads, which currently have motorized use restrictions,

would be decommissioned, and FSR #13105 would be reduced fi'om its current fiill-size vehicle width to a narrower width

A projected 260 roundtrips to haul and place gravel on lower elevation road segments would occur.

Commercial Road Use

A projected 713 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur over the first 2-mile segment ofFSR #438 and over

County Road 54 over a 2-year period. Assuming 50% ofthis volume is hauled in the first operating season following sale

startup, there would be about four roundtrips per day. The remaining haul, spread out over three more operating seasons

would result in a projected average ofone roundtrip every day.

Residents along County Road 54 would be subjected to increased levels ofnoise generated by commercial truck traflic.

Some of this noise would occur during early morning hours.

Alternative G

Road Condition and Maintenance

The following road treatments would occur in accordance with BMPs, Post-Fire Assessment recommendations, proposed

watershed improvement projects, and deferred maintenance identified in 1999 condition surveys (Appendix B contains the

detailed proposal for each road):
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- Drainage improvements on nine miles of road open to motorized use. Improvements would include culvert

replacements, new culvert installations, installing rolling dips and belt-type cross drains, armoring culvert inlets and

outlets where necessary, and relocating drainage structures where adequate bufl’er is not provided to nearby streams.

o Decompacting road surfaces and seeding on two miles of road that is currently closed to motorized use but will be

needed for fiiture resource management. Place the roads in storage by keeping the template in-place.

o Gravel surfacing one mile of lower elevation road segments adjacent to live streams, where haul volume traflic is

likely to be highest, and where road surfaces are more susceptible to damage during wet periods and fi'eeze/thaw

cycles.

- Spot-graveling, totaling one mile, to armor designated drainage crossings, and over new culverts installed late in

2000 in conjunction with BAER efi'orts.

A projected 260 roundtrips to haul and place gravel on lower elevation road segments would occur.

There would be no timber harvest in this Geographic Area with this alternative, so there would be no additional traflic or

road maintenance needs from that activity.

Commercial Road Use

With no commercial timber activity in this area in this alternative, there would be less commercial haul-related efiects

however residents in the Cow Creek, Blodgett Creek, and Canyon Creek areas would still be subject to dust concentrations

and increased levels ofnoise associated with gravel haul.

Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

Commercial Road Use

This Geographic Area is close and readily accessible to several communities in the County, and the Forest road system that

is open for motorized use is well-developed and maintained for use by sedans. Recreation is the single biggest use on

National Forest System lands and currently Forest roads provide access for a variety ofrecreation such as hiking, camping,

fishing, hunting, viewing for pleasure, etc. Motorized and non-motorized use ofthe Forest road system would continue to

grow throughout the project area.

Alternatives B, C, D, E, F, and G

See “All Geographic Areas - Existing Conditions” and “Environmental Consequences”.

Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area

Existing Condition

The Forest transportation system within the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area includes an estimated 625 miles ofForest

System Roads.

Ofthis total, 160 miles are suitable for use by a passenger sedan, 200 miles are maintained for use by high-clearance

vehicles, 133 miles receive basic custodial care, and 132 miles receive no maintenance and are in a primitive or revegetated

condition

About 227 miles (36%) of the Geographic Area road system are open to all motorized vehicles, 239 miles (39%) are subject

to seasonal motorized restrictions, and 159 miles (25%) are closed yearlong to motorized traflic.

Main links to the forest transportation system that accesses the burned portion of the Geographic Area include US Highway

93, the Skalkaho Highway (State Highway 38), Sleeping Child Road (County Road 85D/Forest Road #372), and the Rye

Creek Road (County Road 91).

Main Forest System Roads include Rye Creek (FSR #75), White Stallion (FSR #273), North Fork Rye Creek (FSR #311),

and Two Bear (FSR #720). Condition surveys conducted in 1999 on these roads and other similar system roads indicated

some needed drainage improvements, primarily construction ofdrainage dips and culvert installations or replacements; and

repairs of road fills on White Stallion Road # 273. About 100 feet ofthe lower White Stallion Road #273 is too narrow and

not safe for commercial truck traflic until installing retaining structures restores the road width. BAER work conducted in
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late 2000 left some road subgrades over new culvert installations inadequately compacted. These segments will not support

heavy commercial loads without additional compaction or gravel surfacing.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives B, C, D, E, F, and G

Road Condition and Maintenance

The following road treatments would occur in accordance with BMPs, Post-Fire Assessment recommendations, proposed

watershed improvement projects, and deferred maintenance identified in 1999 condition surveys (Appendix B contains the

detailed proposal for each road):

Table 3-168 — Road Treatment Miles in Skalkaho-Rye

7 Road Treatment if i ' ‘

Drainage Improvements (mi) N

Rehabilitation and Placed into Storae (mi.

 

. B “II-I

57* 41 ' 50* 41 * 65 22

' Decommission and Stabilize or Recontour (mi. m

r Gravel Surface (mi)

SpotGravelgmi) ‘ 15 15 15 15 I5 . 15 .

"‘ About 8 miles of the roads proposed for decommissioning in alternatives B, C, D, and E are privately owned roads or

roads with easements or special use permits issued to other parties that the Forest Service does not have complete

jurisdiction for. Before the FS could change the character of these roads, a transfer of ownership would need to occur.

 

 

 

 

** About 80 miles of the roads proposed for decommissioning in alternative G are privately owned roads or roads with

easements issued to other parties that the Forest Service does not have complete jurisdiction for. Before the FS could

change the character ofthese roads, a transfer of ownership would need to occur.

A projected 6,780 roundtrips to haul and place gravel for road treatments would occur.

Alternatives B

Road Construction

A total of two temporary roads, about 250-300 feet in length would be constructed to provide access to proposed timber

landings. These roads would be decompacted, recontoured, and seeded following use.

Commercial Road Use

A projected 12,350 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur in the Skalkaho/Sleeping Child area. Assuming 50%

of the commercial timber volume would be hauled in the first operating season, an estimated 42 roundtrips per day would

occur on the Skalkaho Highway (State Highway 38) while 27 roundtrips per day would occur on the Sleeping Child Road

(County Road 85D). Through the remaining three operating seasons, an estimated 14 roundtrips per day would occur on

the Skalkaho Highway while eight roundtrips per day would occur on the Sleeping Child Road Main collector-type FSR

that would receive high volumes of commercial traflic includes the Rye Creek Road (FSR #75), Two Bear Road (FSR

#720), White Stallion (FSR #273), and the Black Bear Road (FSR #1371). Other roads that would receive some

commercial traflic include the following:

o FSR #’s 13212, 1392, 5600, 5600A, 62786, 62802, 62803, 62876, 62803, 714, and 721

About 14,860 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur in the Rye Creek area. Assuming 50% haul in the first

operating season, 84 roundtrips per day would be hauled over the Rye Creek Road (County Road 91). Over the remaining

three operating seasons an estimated 27 roundtrips per day would occur in this area. Main collector-type FSR that would

receive high volumes of commercial trafiic includes the Rye Creek Road (FSR 75), Guide — Rye Road (FSR 311), and

North Fork Rye — Harlan Road (FSR 321). Other roads that would receive some commercial trafiic include the following:

- FSR #5 10005, 1125, 1126, 1127, 1128, 1301, 13212, 13219, 13222, 13233, 13240,13245, 13255, 13283, 13292,

13296, 13356, 5607, 5609, 5610, 5613, 62698, 62717, 715, 74906, 74907, and 74909
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Residents along State Highway 38, the Sleeping Child Road, and the Rye Creek Road would be subjected to increased

levels ofnoise generated by commercial truck trafiic. Some of this noise would occur during early morning hours.

Alternative C

Commercial Road Use

The effects would be the same as in Alternative B except that there would be no commercial haul related efi‘ects.

With no commercial timber activity, there would be less commercial haul-related effects than in Alternative B however

residents in the Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creek areas would still be subject to dust concentrations and increased

levels ofnoise associated with gravel haul

Alternative D

Road Construction

A total ofabout seven miles oftemporary roads would be constructed to provide access to proposed commercial timber

landings. These roads would be decompacted, recontoured, and seeded following use.

Commercial Road Use

A projected 12,750 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur in the Skalkaho/Sleeping Child area. This is a slight

increase over Alternative B. Ofthe total, an estimated 42 roundtrips per day would occur on the Skalkaho Highway (State

Highway 38) while 29 roundtrips per day would occur on the Sleeping Child Road (County Road 85D) in the first operating

season. An estimated 14 roundtrips per day would occur on the Skalkaho Highway, and nine roundtrips per day would

occur on the Sleeping Child Road during the remaining three operating seasons. Public and forest system roads that would

be used for commercial haul are the same as in Alternative B.

In the Rye Creek area, total roundtrips per day to haul commercial timber would be the same as in Alternative B. Public

and forest system roads that would be used for commercial haul are the same as in Alternative B.

Residents along State Highway 38 and the Rye Creek Road would be subjected to increased levels ofnoise generated by

commercial truck trafic. Some of this noise would occur during early morning hours.

Alternative E

Commercial Road Use

The projected roundtrips to haul commercial trafic in the Skalkaho/Sleeping Child area, about 3,240, are much lower in

this alternative than in Alternatives B and D. The number of roundtrips would be split equally between the Skalkaho

Highway and Sleeping Child Road, with an estimated nine roundtrips per day hauled occurring on each road during the first

operating season, and three roundtrips per day occurring on each road through the remaining three operating seasons. Some

of the roads identified for use in Alternative B would receive much lower use or would not be used at all.

The volume of commercial timber traffic coming out ofthe Rye Creek area, about 4,410 roundtrips, would also be much

lower than in Alternatives B and D. An estimated 24 roundtrips per day would occur on the Rye Creek Road in the first

operating season, and eight roundtrips per day would occur in this area through the remaining three operating seasons.

Alternative F

Road Construction

A total of about one mile of temporary road would be constructed to provide access to proposed commercial timber

landings. This road would be decompacted, recontoured, and seeded following use.

Commercial Road Use

A projected 10,440 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur in the Skalkaho/Sleeping Child area. Assuming 50%

of the commercial timber volume would be hauled in the first operating season, an estimated 35 roundtrips per day would

occur on the Skalkaho Highway (State Highway 38) while 23 roundtrips per day would occur on the Sleeping Child Road

(County Road 85D). Through the remaining three operating seasons, an estimated 12 roundtrips per day would occur on

the Skalkaho Highway while seven roundtrips per day would occur on the Sleeping Child Road. Main collector-type FSR

that would receive high volumes ofcommercial trafic includes the Rye Creek Road (FSR #75), Two Bear Road (FSR

w
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#720), White Stallion (FSR #273), and the Black Bear Road (FSR #1371). Other roads that would receive some

commercial traflic include the following:

- FSR #’s 13212, 1392, 5600, 5600A, 62786, 62802, 62803, 62876, 62803, 714, and 721

About 10,240 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur in the Rye Creek area. Assuming 50% haul in the first

operating season, 56 roundtrips per day would be hauled over the Rye Creek Road (County Road 91). Over the remaining

three operating seasons an estimated 19 roundtrips per day would occur in this area. Main collector-type FSR that would

receive high volumes of commercial trafiic inchides the Rye Creek Road (FSR #75), Guide — Rye Road (FSR #311), and

North Fork Rye — Harlan Road (FSR #321). Other roads that would receive some commercial traflic inchide the following:

0 FSR #'s 10005, 1125, 1126, 1127, 1128, 1301, 13212, 13219, 13222, 13233, 13240, 13245, 13255, 13283, 13292,

13296, 13356, 5607, 5609, 5610, 5613, 62698, 62717, 715, 74906, 74907, and 74909

Residents along State Highway 38, the Sleeping Child Road, and the Rye Creek Road would be subjected to increased

levels ofnoise generated by commercial truck traflic. Some of this noise would occur during early morning hours.

Alternative G

Commercial Road Use

There would be no timber hauling in this alternative so there would be no additional traflic or road maintenance needs from

that activity.

With no commercial timber activity, there would be less commercial haul-related efi'ects than in Alternative B however

residents in the Skalkaho, Sleeping Child, and Rye Creek areas would still be subject to dust concentrations and increased

levels ofnoise associated with gravel haul.

Cumulative Effects

All Alternatives

In addition to the direct and indirect effects of the alternatives in the Skalkaho-Rye Geographic Area, which were discussed

previously, see “All Geographic Areas - Existing Conditions” and “Environmental Consequences”.

A projected 200 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur on FSR #728 in conjunction with planned salvage of

timber on DNRC lands in the Andrews Creek area in 2001and 2002.

A projected 2,000 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur on FSR #’s 75, 311,and 5745 in conjtmction with

planned salvage of timber on DNRC lands in the French Basin area in 2001and 2002.

A high volume of commercial and heavy equipment traflic will impact US Highway 93 users in 2001and 2002 in

conjunction with the US Highway 93 relocation in the East Fork Bitterroot Canyon between Sula and the West Fork Road.

The efiects of implementing any of the proposals in the alternatives would occur in conjunction with the effects from the

traffic sources discussed above.

East Fork Geographic Area

Existing Conditions

The Forest transportation system within the East Fork GA includes an estimated 990 miles of Forest system roads.

Of this total, 258 miles are suitable for use by a passenger sedan, 89 miles are maintained for use by high-clearance

vehicles, 372 miles receive basic custodial care, and 271 miles receive no maintenance, are in a primitive or revegetated

condition, and designated for decommissioning.

About 315 miles (32%) of the area transportation system are open to all motorized vehicles, 378 miles (38%) are subject to

seasonal motorized restrictions, and 297 miles (30%) are closed yearlong to motorized traflic.

The main links to the Forest transportation system that accesses the burned portion ofthe Geographic Area are US

Highway 93 and the East Fork Road (County Road l0l/Forest Highway 432).

Main Forest System Roads include Robbins Gulch (FSR #446), Rye Creek (FSR #75), Guide-Rye (FSR #311), Meadow

Creek (FSR #725), Bitterroot-Big Hole (FSR #106), Andrews Creek (FSR #728), West Fork Camp Creek (FSR #729) and

§
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Warm Springs-Laird (FSR #370). Condition surveys conducted in 1999 on these roads and other similar system roads

indicated some drainage improvement needs, primarily constructing drainage dips and installing or replacing culverts.

BAER work conducted in late 2000 left some road subgrades over new culvert installations inadequately compacted. These

segments will not support heavy commercial loads without additional compaction or gravel surfacing.

Robbins Gulch and Reimel Creek areas:

a The Robbins Gulch Road (FSR #446) is currently maintained for sedan traffic and in relatively good condition,

however some widening is necessary in one spot in order to prepare this road for commercial haul. This widening

would require drilling and blasting a segment of solid-rock backslope. This road was not identified in the Post-fire

Assessment as a candidate for gravel surfacing however it is adjacent to a live stream throughout its entire open

drivable length, and recent BAER work has left the subgrade soft and incapable of supporting commercial traflic

loads at new culvert locations. Gravel surfacing of selected segments of steeper grades and over new culvert

installations would occur prior to commercial use. Some relocation ofculverts that are presently draining directly

into the adjacent stream (no bufl’er) would also be done prior to use. With these improvements, this road would

support the proposed commercial use without deterioration or damage, and the adjacent stream would be adequately

protected fi'om road-related impacts.

0 A portion ofthe Reimel Creek Road (FSR #727), fi'om the Forest Boundary to the Reimel Creek crossing, was

damaged by the fire and is susceptible to fill sloughing and failure. This section ofroad is located on steep slopes,

is currently under-width, and will not support the plamied use without additional widening and stabilization. Since

this road serves as the main access into the Reimel Creek area, necessary improvements to this segment would be

done to ensure continued access and user safety.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives B, C, D, E, F, and G

Road Condition and Maintenance

The following road treatments would occur in accordance with BMPs, Post-Fire Assessment recommendations, proposed

watershed improvement projects, and deferred maintenance identified in 1999 condition surveys (see Appendix B contains

the detailed proposal for each road):

Table 3-169 — Road Treatments in East Fork

Road Treatment

 

nun-i

Decornmission and Stabilize or Recontour mi. 22 34 34 34 238“

Gravel Surface mi. 22 22 22 22 22

Sltot Gravel_(mi.) i 18

* About 6 miles ofthe roads proposed for rehabilitating and placing into storage in alternatives B, C, D, and E are roads with

special use permits issued to other parties. Before the FS could change the character of these roads, the Special Use permit

would need to be revoked.

 

 

emi.

,_. \O
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** About 27 miles of the road proposed for decommissioning in alternative G are privately owned roads or roads with

easements issued to other parties that the FS does not have complete jurisdiction for. Before the FS could change the

character of these roads, a transfer of ownership would need to occur.

A projected 5,320 roundtrips to haul and place gravel for road treatments would occur in each alternative.

Alternative B

Road Construction

A total ofone temporary road, about 250-300 feet in length would be constructed to provide access to a proposed timber

landing. This road would be decompacted, recontoured, and seeded following use.
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Commercial Road Use

Robbins Gulch Area: A projected 2,340 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur on the Robbins Gulch Road

(FSR #446). Ofthis volume, about 13 roundtrips per day would occur first operating season, and five roundtrips per day

would occur on this road through the remaining three operating seasons.

Sula Peak: A projected 630 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur on the Sula Peak Road (FSR #5727), and

over private roads from proposed landing locations on private land east ofUS Highway 93 in Sections 22, 27, and 35.

Given the smaller volume in this area, it is estimated that all ofthe volume or about seven roundtrips per day would occur

in the first operating season.

East Fork: A projected 6,300 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur on the East Fork Road. During the first

operating season, it is estimated that 35 roundtrips per day would occur on the East Fork Road, leaving 13 roundtrips

occurring through the remaining three operating seasons. FSRs that would receive high volumes ofcommercial traflic

include the Guide-Rye Road (FSR #311) and Meadow Creek (FSR #725). Other roads that would receive lesser volumes

include FSR #’s 5740, 5753, 5792, 73251, 73254, 73258, and 73528.

Reimel Creek: A projected 2,970 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur in this area on the Bitterroot-Big

Hole Road (FSR #106) and Reimel Creek (FSR #727). In the first operating season it is estimated that 17 roundtrips per

day would occur, leaving five roundtrips per day through the remaining three operating seasons.

West Fork Camp Creek: A projected 1,080 roundtrips ofcommercial timber would occur on the West Fork Camp Creek

Road (FSR 729). An estimated six roundtrips per day would occur in the first operating season, leaving two roundtrips per

day through the remaining three operating seasons. Roads that would receive lesser vohtmes include FSR #’s 13340, 5733,

73389, 73391, 73393, 73498, 73503, and 8112.

Maynard Creek: A projected 4,500 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur on the Maynard Creek Road (FSR

#728). An estimated 25 roundtrips per day would occur in the first operating season, leaving eight roundtrips per day

occurring through the remaining three seasons. Roads that would receive lesser volumes include FSR #’s 73365, 73379,

73410, and 73411.

Warm Springs: A projected 4,410 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur on the Warm Springs-Laird Road

(FSR #370). An estimated 25 roundtrips per day would occur in the first operating season, leaving eight rounduips per day

occurring through the remaining three seasons. FSR #’s 13324, 13325, 5731, 5732, 73656, 73677, and 73679 would

receive lesser volumes.

Total commercial roundtrips to haul timber in this alternative are projected to be about 22,230.

For commercial truck traflic occurring during dry periods, heavy truck traflic could create washboarding of road surfaces

and dust concentrations. These effects would be mitigated through the use of dust abatement treatments in the affected

area, as needed.

Residents along main haul routes in each area listed above would be subjected to increased levels of noise generated by

commercial truck traflic. Some ofthis noise would occur during early morning hours.

Alternative C

Commercial Road Use

The effects would be the same as Alternative B except that here would be no commercial timber haul related efliects.

With no commercial timber activity, there would be less commercial haul-related efi'ects, however residents in most ofthe

areas listed above in Alternative B would still be subject to dust concentrations and increased levels of noise associated

with gravel haul.

Alternative D

Road Construction

A total of about two miles of temporary road would be constructed at seven separate locations to provide access to

proposed commercial timber landings. These roads would be decompacted, recontoured, and seeded following use.

#
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Commercial Road Use

Robbins Gulch Area: There would be a slight increase in commercial timber haul coming out ofthis area compared to

Alternative B. Total projected roundtrips would be 2,520 or 14 roundtrips per day in the first operating season, leaving five

roundtrips per day occurring through the remaining three operating seasons. FSRs used for haul would be the same as in

Alternative B.

Sula Peak: Commercial timber haul and trafic would be the same as in Alternative B.

East Fork: FSRs used for commercial timber haul would be the same as in Alternative B with increased volumes hauled

over some roads. Total projected roundtrips would be 7,290 or 41 roundtrips per day in the first operating season (about six

roundtrips per day more than Alternative B), leaving 14 roundtrips per day to be hauled through the remaining three

seasons.

Reimel Creek: Commercial timber haul and traflic would be the same as in Alternative B.

West Fork Camp Creek: FSRs used for commercial timber haul would be the same as in Alternative B with a slight

increase in volume over some roads. Total projected roundtrips would be 1,170 or seven roundtrips per day, leaving two

roundtrips per day through the remaining three operating seasons.

Maynard Creek: Total projected roundtrips to haul timber would be 4,438. FSRs used for haul would be the same as in

Alternative B with a slight increase in volume over some roads.

Warm Springs: Total projected roundtrips to haul timber would be 4,448. FSRs used for haul would be the same as in

Alternative B with a slight increase in vohime over some roads.

Total projected roundtrips to haul timber would be about eight more than in Alternative B in the first operating season,

however the loads hauled per day through the remaining three operating seasons would be about the same as Alternative B.

An estimated 5,320 roundtrips to haul gravel would occur on road segments designated for surfacing and at designated

drainage crossings.

Residents along main haul routes in each area listed above would be subjected to increased levels ofnoise generated by

commercial truck traific. Some of this noise would occur during early morning hours.

Alternative E

Commercial Road Use

Robbins Gulch: Total roundtrips to haul timber out ofthis area would be about 1,620 (about 30% less than Alt. B) or nine

roundtrips per day in the first operating season, leaving three per day to be hauled through the remaining three seasons.

Sula Peak: Total commercial timber haul coming out of this area would require 270 roundtrips (about 60% less than

Alternative B) or about three roundtrips per day. Given the smaller volume it is projected that all of this vohime would be

hauled in the first operating season.

East Fork: Total roundtrips to haul timber out of this area would be about 630 (about 90% less than Alternative B) or

seven roundtrips per day. Given the smaller volume it is estimated that all of this volume would be hauled in the first

operating season. This volume would all come out of the Guide and Jennings Camp Creek areas. FSR #311 would be the

only FSR used for haul

Reimel Creek: Total roundtrips to haul timber out of this area would be about 1,350 (about 55% less than Alternative B)

or eight roundtrips per day in the first operating season, leaving three per day to be hauled through the remaining three

operating seasons. Roads used would be the same as in Alternatives B and D.

West Fork Camp Creek: Total roundtrips to haul timber out of this area would be about 450 (about 58% less than

Alternative B) or five roundtrips per day. Given the smaller volume it is estimated that all of this volume would be hauled

in the first operating season FSRs used for haul would be the same as in Alternatives B and D, except that FSR #’s 73498,

73503, and 8112 would not be needed.

Maynard Creek: Total roundtrips to haul timber out ofthis area would be about 1,440 (about 68% less than Alternative

B) or eight roundtrips per day in the first operating season, leaving three per day to be hauled through the remaining three

operating seasons. FSRs used would be the same as in Alternatives B and D.

—-——_-_——————I—_
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Warm Springs: Total roundtrips to haul timber out of this area would be about 2,610 (about 4% less than Alternative B)

or 15 roundtrips per day in the first operating season, leaving five per day to be hauled through the remaining three

operating seasons. Roads used for haul would be the same as in Alternatives B and D except that FSR #5730 would not be

used.

Total roundtrips to haul commercial timber in this alternative would be about 8,370 or about 60% less in this alternative

than in Alternative B.

Residents along main haul routes in each area listed above would be subjected to increased levels ofnoise generated by

commercial truck traflic. Some of this noise would occur during early morning hours.

Alternative F

Road Construction

About 6.5 miles oftemporary roads would be constructed to provide access to proposed timber landings. These roads

would be decompacted, recontoured, and seeded following use.

Commercial Road Use

Robbins Gulch Area: A projected 2,130 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur on the Robbins Gulch Road

(FSR #446). Ofthis volume, about 12 roundtrips per day would occur first operating season, and five roundtrips per day

would occur on this road through the remaining three operating seasons.

Sula Peak: A projected 630 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur on the Sula Peak Road (FSR #5727), and

over private roads fi'om proposed landing locations on private land east ofUS Highway 93 in Sections 22, 27, and 35.

Given the smaller volume in this area, it is estimated that all ofthe volume or about seven roundtrips per day would occur

in the first operating season.

East Fork: A projected 5,150 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur on the East Fork Road. During the first

operating season, it is estimated that 29 roundtrips per day would occur on the East Fork Road, leaving 10 roundtrips

occurring through the remaining three operating seasons. FSRs that would receive high vohimes ofcommercial trafic

include the Guide-Rye Road (FSR #31 1) and Meadow Creek (FSR #725). Other roads that would receive lesser volumes

include FSR #’s 5740, 5753, 5792, 73251, 73254, 73258, and 73528.

Reimel Creek: A projected 2,100 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur in this area on the Bitterroot-Big

Hole Road (FSR #106) and Reimel Creek (FSR #727). In the first operating season it is estimated that 12 roundtrips per

day would occur, leaving four roundtrips per day through the remaining three operating seasons.

West Fork Camp Creek: A projected 1,040 roundtrips ofcommercial timber would occur on the West Fork Camp Creek

Road (FSR #729). An estimated six roundtrips per day would occur in the first operating season, leaving two roundtrips

per day through the remaining three operating seasons. Roads that would receive lesser volumes include FSR #’s 13340,

5733, 73389, 73391, 73393, 73498, 73503, and 8112.

Maynard Creek: A projected 3,670 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur on the Maynard Creek Road (FSR

#728). An estimated 22 roundtrips per day would occur in the first operating season, leaving seven roundtrips per day

occuning through the remaining three seasons. Roads that would receive lesser volumes include FSR #’s 73365, 73379,

73410, and 73411.

Warm Springs: A projected 3,620 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur on the Warm Springs-Laird Road

(FSR #370). An estimated 21 roundtrips per day would occur in the first operating season, leaving seven roundtrips per day

occurring through the remaining three seasons. FSR #’s 13324, 13325, 5731, 5732, 73656, 73677, and 73679 would

receive lesser volumes.

Total commercial roundtrips to haul timber in this alternative are projected to be about 18,340.

Residents along main haul routes in each area listed above would be subjected to increased levels of noise generated by

commercial truck traflic. Some of this noise would occur during early morning hours.
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Alternative G

Commercial Road Use

There would be no timber hauling in this alternative so there would be no additional traflic or road maintenance needs fi'om

that activity.

With no commercial timber activity, there would be less commercial haul-related efi‘ects, however residents in most ofthe

areas listed above in Alternative B would still be subject to dust concentrations and increased levels ofnoise associated

with gravel haul.

Cumulative Effects

All Alternatives

In addition to the direct and indirect elfects ofthe alternatives in the East Fork Geographic Area, which were discussed

previously, see “All Geographic Areas - Existing Conditions” and “Environmental Consequences”.

A projected 200 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur on FSR #728 in conjunction with planned salvage of

timber on DNRC lands in the Andrews Creek area in 200land 2002.

A projected 2,000 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would occur on FSR #’s 75, 31 Land 5745 in conjunction with

planned salvage oftimber on DNRC lands in the French Basin area in 200land 2002.

A high volume ofcommercial and heavy equipment traflic will impact US Highway 93 users in 200land 2002 in

conjunction with the US Highway 93 relocation in the East Fork Bitterroot Canyon between Sula and the West Fork Road.

The eflects of implementing any of the proposals in the alternatives would occur in conjunction with the efi‘ects from the

traflic sources discussed above.

West Fork Geographic Area

Existing Condition

The Forest transportation system within the West Fork Geographic Area includes an estimated 522.7 miles ofForest

System Roads.

Ofthis total, 170.4 miles are suitable for use by a passenger sedan, 101.8 miles are maintained for use by high-clearance

vehicles, 221.9 miles receive basic custodial care, and 28.6 miles receive no maintenance, are in a primitive or revegetated

condition, and designated for decommissioning.

About 201.7 miles (39%) ofthe area transportation system are open to all motorized vehicles, 277.3 miles (53%) are

subject to seasonal motorized restrictions, and 43.7 miles (8%) are closed yearlong to motorized trafic.

The main links to the Forest transportation system that accesses the burned portion of the Geographic Area are US

Highway 93 and the West Fork Highway (State Highway 473).

Main FSR include Piquett Creek (FSR #49), Blue Joint (FSR #362), Coal Creek (FSR #5660), and Overwhich (FSR

#5703). Condition surveys conducted in 1999 on these roads and other similar system roads indicated some drainage

improvement needs, primarily commotion of drainage dips and culvert installations or replacements.

Environmental Consequences

Direct and Indirect Effects

Alternatives B, C, D, E, F, and G

Road Condition and Maintenance

The following road treatments would occur in accordance with BMPs, Post-Fire Assessment recommendations, proposed

watershed improvement projects, and deferred maintenance identified in 1999 condition surveys (Appendix B contains the

detailed proposal for each road):
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‘ About 4 miles of the roads proposed for decommissioning in alternative G are roads with easements issued to other parties

that the FS does not have complete jurisdiction for. Before the FS could change the character of these roads, a transfer of

ownership would need to occur.

An estimated 1,360 roundtrips to haul and place gravel for road treatments would occur in each alternative.

Alternative B

Road Construction

A total of one temporary road, about 250-300 feet in length would be constructed to provide access to a proposed timber

landing. This road would be decompacted, recontoured, and seeded following use.

Commercial Road Use

An estimated 4,180 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would be hauled over the West Fork Highway. Of this volume,

an estimated 25 loads per day would be hauled in the first operating season, leaving eight loads per day to be hauled

through the remaining three seasons. Main collector-type FSR that would be used include Bare Cone (FSR#1303), Blue

Joint (FSR #362), Piquett Creek (FSR #49), Little Blue Joint (FSR #5656), Little Blue Joint-Coal Creek (FSR #5658), Coal

Creek (FSR #5660), Overwhich (FSR #5703), Jew Mountain (FSR #5706), North Side Overwhich (FSR #5706A), Steep

Creek (FSR #5719) and East Piquett (FSR #731). Other roads that would receive lesser volumes include FSR #’s 13410,

13412, 13413, 13852, 13853, 13854, 5652, 5659, 5702, 5703, 5706, 5706A, 5715, 5718, 5719.

Residents along the West Fork Highway would be subjected to increased levels ofnoise generated by commercial truck

trafic. Some of this noise would occur during early morning hours.

Alternative C

Commercial Road Use

The efl’ects would be the same as in Alternative B except that there would be no commercial timber haul related effects.

With less commercial timber activity, there would be less commercial haul-related efi‘ects however residents along the West

Fork Road would still be subject to dust concentrations and increased levels ofnoise associated with gravel haul.

Alternative D

Road Construction

A total of about 1.4 miles oftemporary road would be constructed to provide access to proposed commercial timber

landings. These roads would be decompacted, recontoured, and seeded following use.

Commercial Road Use

Total commercial timber haul roundtrips per day coming out of this Geographic Area would be about 4,260 or 60 loads

more than in Alternative B. Estimated loads per day and roads used for haul would be the same as in Alternative B.

Residents along the West Fork Highway would be subjected to increased levels ofnoise generated by commercial truck

trafiic. Some of this noise would occur during early morning hours.

Alternative E

Commercial Road Use

Total commercial roundtrips in this alternative would be about 658 (83 % lms in this alternative than in Alternative B) or

eight loads per day. All of the volume would come out ofthe East Piquett Creek area and would probably be hauled in one

operating season.
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Residents along the West Fork Highway would be subjected to increased levels ofnoise generated by commercial truck

trafiic. Some ofthis noise would occur during early morning hours.

Alternative F

Commercial Road Use

An estimated 2,682 roundtrips to haul commercial timber would be hauled over the West Fork Highway. Ofthis volume,

an estimated 15 loads per day would be hauled in the first operating season, leaving five loads per day to be hauled through

the remaining three seasons. Main collector-type FSRs that would be used include Bare Cone (FSR#1303), Blue Joint

(FSR #362), Piquett Creek (FSR #49), Little Blue Joint (FSR #5656), Little Bhie Joint-Coal Creek (FSR #5658), Coal

Creek (FSR #5660), Overwhich (FSR #5703), Jew Mountain (FSR #5706), North Side Overwhich (FSR #5706A), Steep

Creek (FSR #5719) and East Piquett (FSR #731). Other roads that would receive lesser volumes inchide FSR #‘s 13410,

13412, 13413, 13852, 13853, 13854, 5652, 5659, 5702, 5703, 5706, 5706A, 5715, 5718, and 5719.

Residents along the West Fork Highway would be subjected to increased levels ofnoise generated by commercial truck

traffic. Some ofthis noise would occur during early morning hours.

Alternative G

Commercial Road Use

There would be no timber haul in this alternative, so there would be no additional trafiic or road maintenance needs fi'om

that activity.

With no commercial timber activity, there would still be efi'ects to residents along the West Fork Road by dust

concentrations and increased levels ofnoise associated with gravel haul.

Cumulative Effects

Alternative A

Commercial Road Use

Commercial traflic will increase in conjunction with reconstructing 3.7 miles ofthe Nez Perce Road (FSR #438), from its

junction with the West Fork Road. This project would occur in 2001 and 2002.

There would be a slight increase in commercial traflic associated with the reconstruction of the sewer system at Trapper

Creek Job Corps Center in 2001 and 2002.

A high volume ofcommercial and heavy equipment traflic will impact US Highway 93 users in conjunction with the US

Highway 93 relocation in the East Fork Bitterroot Canyon area between Sula and the West Fork Road. This project,

scheduled for 2001 and 2002, will result in user delays in the canyon area. Heavy equipment trafiic associated with the Nez

Perce Road and Trapper Creek Job Corps projects will contribute to the congestion ofheavy equipment trafiic in this area.

Alternatives B, C, D, E, F, and G

Road Condition and Maintenance

In addition to the direct and indirect efl'ects of the alternatives in the West Fork Geographic Area, which were discussed

previously, see “All Geographic Areas - Existing Conditions” and “Environmental Consequences”.

A high volume ofcommercial and heavy equipment traffic will impact US Highway 93 users in conjunction with the US

Highway 93 relocation in the East Fork Bitterroot Canyon area between Sula and the West Fork Road. This project,

scheduled for 2001 and 2002, will result in user delays in the canyon area. Commercial timber traffic from the West Fork

area and/or projected gravel haul traflic for watershed improvements, and heavy equipment traflic associated with the Nez

Perce Road and Trapper Creek Job Corps projects, would COIIIfibUIC to the congestion ofheavy equipment traflic.

——_-—_—————_——
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Alternative B

Commercial Road Use

Traflic associated with the Forest Service Nez Perce Road reconstruction project and the Trapper Creek Job Corps project

would be cumulative to timber haul of4,180 loads offNational Forest lands in the West Fork area, and 1,360 trucks of

gravel haul.

Alternative E

Commercial Road Use

Trafic associated with the Forest Service Nez Perce Road reconstruction project and the Trapper Creek Job Corps project

would be cumulative to timber haul of 658 loads offNational Forest lands in the West Fork area.

Alternative F

Commercial Road Use

Traflic associated with the Forest Service Nez Perce Road reconstruction project and the Trapper Creek Job Corps project

would be cumulative to timber haul of 2,682 loads ofi'National Forest lands in the West Fork area, and 1,360 trucks of

gravel haul.

Consistency with Bitterroot Forest Plan and Other Regulatory Direction

The Forest Plan for the Bitterroot NF contains specific direction related to the Forest transportation system in Chapter II,

Page lI-27, j. Road System and Page II-29 through II-33, 3. Road Commotion Standards. This direction includes

operation and maintenance guidelines for all FSRs and temporary roads.

Road-related watershed improvement and deferred maintenance project work as proposed in all action alternatives would

meet or exceed these guidelines.

Proposed road treatments and the planned use ofthe Forest road system is also consistent with the following mandates,

administrative policies, and rules:

0 The Clean Water Act of 1977

0 Best Management Practices for Forestry in Montana - December 1997

0 Best Management Practices, Bitterroot National Forest, 3/8/99

- Federal Register, Part V, Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, 36 CFR Part 212, et a1, January 12, 2001

Forest Service Manual 7702 - Objectives as follows:

- Providing long-term economical access to National Forest System lands for administration, protection, and

utilization ofNational Forest lands and resources that is consistent with Forest Plan guidance.

0 Managing a Forest transportation system within the environmental capabilities of the land.

- Managing Forest transportation system facilities to provide user safety, convenience, and efliciency of operations in

an environmentally responsible manner and to achieve road related ecosystem restoration within the limits of

current and likely funding levels.

- Coordinating access to National Forest System lands with national, regional, statewide, local, and Tribal

government transportation needs.

Forest Service Manual 7703 - Policy as follows:

0 Determine and provide for the minimum Forest transportation system that best serves current and anticipated

management objectives and public uses ofNational Forest System (NFS) lands as identified in the appropriate land

and resource management plans (FSM 1920).

Forest Service Manual 77l6.a — Areas Subject to Interim Requirements

- Contiguous unroaded areas ofmore than 1,000 acres that are contiguous to RARE II Inventoried Roadless Areas or

contiguous to areas inventoried in land and resource management plans, contiguous to Congressionally designated

wilderness areas or federally administered components ofNational Wild and Scenic River Systems classified as

Wild, or contiguous to unroaded areas of 5,000 acres or more on other federal lands.

#
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ECONOMICS

Introduction

This section will discuss the economic setting and economic efl‘ects ofeach alternative. Present Net Value (PNV) is used as

an indicator of economic efliciency and presents one tool to be used in conjunction with many other factors in the decision

making process. Present Net Value combines benefits and costs that occur at different times and discounts them into an

amount that is equivalent to all economic activity in a single year. Other indicators are: timber volume harvested (as it

relates to the amount of fuel reduction accomplished); proportion ofharvest by yarding system; sale value of the timber

stumpage and acres ofvarious restoration treatments. Economic impacts are displayed as employment and employee

compensation estimated to result from each alternative.

Economic Eflicie'ng considers the benefits and costs associated with implementing each alternative. This analysis will

display market costs and benefits, although there are many non-market benefits and costs that will not be assigned dollar

values. Examples ofnon-market benefits that will not be included in this analysis are watershed and wildlife habitat

restoration, and activities to reduce the spread of noxious weeds. Examples of non-market costs are erosion, visual quality

degradation, and invasion ofweeds onto forest lands. This report will focus on the market costs and benefits of

implementing the alternatives and will rely on the various specialist’s reports to identify the non-market benefits and costs

that implementation would produce for each resource covered by this EIS. For example, Alternative B will treat 800 acres

with native seeds for weed prevention at a total cost of $274,000. The specialist’s report that discusses the efi‘ects of

seeding with native seeds will present the non-market benefits that result fi'om the expenditure of $274,000. Another

example is fisheries habitat restoration which will cost $298,000 and consist of riparian reforestation, replacement of

existing culverts, and placement ofwoody debris in streams. The biologist’s report details the benefits that will result from

these activities.

Management of the forest is expected to yield positive benefits, but not necessarily financial benefits. Economics are

assessed within the managerial context ofthe Forest Plan and other policy and law, as a part of an integrated approach to

multiple-use management.

Net public benefits represent the sum ofpriced outputs (PNV) plus the net benefit ofnon-priced outcomes. Net public

benefits cannot be expressed as a dollar value because many of the outcomes ofmanagement are not quantifiable in

monetary terms (USDA Forest Service, 1987a)

Economic Impacts in this analysis are displayed as employment and employee compensation estimated to result from the

implementation of each alternative. Estimates ofjob and income (employee compensation) impacts were made with

IMPLAN Input-Output models l(IMPLAN, 1999). IMPLAN estimates combine direct, indirect and induced efi‘ects into the

total impact. Impact areas (the counties affected by implementation) were based on US. Department ofCommerce, Bureau

ofEconomic Analysis, Economic Areas2 (Johnson, 1995). These areas are defined as fiinctioning economies based on

commuting patterns. Each economic area includes, as fiir as possible, both the place ofwork and the place ofresidence of

the labor force. For this study the impact area is approximately western Montana. Employment and income impacts are

further displayed as impacts to Forest Service employees and to the private sector. This distinction helps to indicate the

magnitude of impacts to both the agency and the local community. The job and income estimates reflect the level of

economic activity in the impact area if all of the management activities included in the alternative were to occur in a single

year. Most of the activity would actually take place over a period ofthree to five years, but some ofthe activities

associated with reforestation would occur through the year 2010. While useful for comparison fi'om one alternative to

another, the actual job and income activity in the impact area would be much less in any given year that the figure

displayed in Table 3-l72. For example, Alternative B related economic activity may peak in year 2003 at 1,500 to 2,000

jobs and then taper 05until all activities are completed by year 2010. The employment figure of5,078 shown in the table

would be the total full and part-time jobs spread over the entire implementation period.

' IMPLAN Input-output analysis uses an economic model that describes (accounts for) all dollar flows of commodities between all

sectors of an economy. IMPLAN (lMpact Analysis for PLANning) is a oomputa-based system that constructs an input-output

model, with regional accounts and a predictive model (Minnesota IMPLAN Group, Inc. 1999).

2 Johnson, Kenneth P., “Redefinition of the BEA Economic Areas”, Survey of Current Business, US Dqit. of Commerce, Feb. 1995.
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Changes between DEIS and FEIS

Between the Draft and Final EIS numerous changes were made in data used for economic analysis. For example, treatment

acres were adjusted to account for Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas and this resulted in reductions in volume harvested

and acres treated for all alternatives with timber harvest. The biggest change in estimated timber revenue resulted from: A)

doing appraisals for each proposed sale in each alternative, rather than doing appraisals for a sanrple of the proposed sales;

and B) site-specific information on sawtimber volumes and the need for post-harvest firel treatment. Site-specific

examinations showed a much smaller need for expensive post-harvest fuel treatment than initially assumed in the DEIS.

Ravalli County has elected stable payments under the “Secure Rural Schools and Community Self-Determination Act of

2000" so there is no longer any 25% Fund implication with timber sales, and none is reported. The entire area covered by

this EIS has been designated as a Region 1 Stewardship Demonstration Project. As a result any timber revenue generated

on one stewardship contract can be used to pay for restoration work on another stewardship contract that does not generate

net revenue. In Table 3-172 the "Net Stewardship Contract Revenue” figure represents the estimated net amount that

would be left to pay for the land management activities afier all harvest activity is completed. The “Alternative Total PNV”

figure represents the net amount after all activities in the alternative are completed. A negative number indicates the

amount of additional funding that will be needed during the project life to complete all management activities. A positive

number would indicate timber revenue is estimated to be large enough to pay for all management activities without the need

for further funding. All alternatives covered by this EIS have estimated Alternative Total PNVs that are negative indicating

that additional appropriated funds will be needed to complete the management activities included with each alternative.

Regulatory Framework

The Bitterroot NF Plan includes Forest-wide management goals to:

- Provide sawtimber and other wood products (including firewood for personal or commercial use and houselogs) to

help sustain a viable local economy.

0 Provide firewood for personal and commercial uses.

' Strive for economically efificient management.

The Bitterroot NF Plan also includes Forest-wide management objectives (USDA Forest Service, 1987a) to:

- Ofi'er affordable sales.

. Forest-wide standards supplementing National and Regional policies, standards, and guidelines found in Forest

Service Manuals, Handbooks, and the Northern Region Guide relevant to timber harvesting include:

. Providing well designed timber sales to be affordable under average market condition at time ofsale.

- Increasing the use of available wood fiber consistent with management objectives and economic principles.

The Code ofFederal Regulations (CFR) is a codification ofthe general and permanent rules published in the Federal

Register by the Executive departments and agencies ofthe Federal Government. 36 CFR 219.27 sets forth the minimum

specific management requirements to be met in accomplishing goals and objectives for the National Forest System Those

management requirements are addressed as follows:

Section (b) Vegetative Manipulation: (1) Multiple-use; (3) Not chosen for greatest dollar return; (7) Practical

transportation, harvest requirements, and preparation and administration

Forest Service policy sets a minimum level of financial analysis for project planning (FSH 1909.17).

Existing Condition

The Bitterroot NF Plan contains a more detailed analysis of the economic setting of the Bitterroot Valley (USDA Forest

Service, 1987a). The fires of2000 created enormous acreages of fuel for future fires. Fuel reduction, watershed

improvements, and reforestation are the main purposes for this analysis. At the same time, there is an opportunity to

capture the economic value of the fire-killed timber by selling some of the valuable wood. Capitalizing on this opportunity

would accomplish two very important things. It would help to accomplish the fuel reduction both directly by removing the

fuel and converting it to a useable product, and indirectly by providing revenue returns to reduce the total cost ofthe

project. Commercial timber sale contracts or stewardship contracts (or combinations ofboth) could include provisions that

would accomplish some of the watershed restoration, fisheries, and reforestation work as well Secondly, stewardship

contracts, service contracts with embedded timber sale provisions, commercial and non-commercial fuel reduction, tree

planting, watershed and fisheries improvements) could provide jobs and income to local and regional economies.

W
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Fuel reduction through timber harvest, either using standard timber sale procedures or stewardship contracting is a viable

consideration for this project. However, the burned timber is subject to rapid deterioration. As time goes on, both the

volume available for consideration and the value of the products will decrease, thereby reducing the cost effectiveness or

eliminating the opportunity altogether.

About 20 percent ofthe larger ponderosa pine will have lost its value by 2002. The larger Douglas-fir will deteriorate more

slowly, but it is estimated that there would be little or no commercial value beyond 2004. Fire-killed lodgepole pine will

retain its value as houselog material ten years or more into the future (Post-Fire Assessment, 2000). Firewood (both

personal-use and commercial quantities) and biomass products will hold their value considerably longer than the sawlog

material will. Time is an important consideration in the economic analysis of this project.

Inherent in the economic setting for this project is the fact that certain practical limitations must be recognized. When using

machinery of any kind for fuel reduction, distance is a variable that can have profound effects on the ultimate feasibility of a

project. This is true for all systems, but it is especially critical for helicopter operations. Even relatively small changes in

distances can dramatically change the economic feasibility of a project.

Site-specific information on more than 500 potential units was used to estimate stumpage prices for all harvest activities

with the current Region 1, Western Zone, Stumpage Appraisal Model. Primarily because ofthe extensive use ofhelicopter

yarding on many of the proposed sales, the estimated stumpage vahies were low or even negative in some cases. The

appropriate interpretation of a negative stumpage value in the context of this analysis is that the government would have to

pay a contractor to remove the stumpage.

At the end ofthe second quarter of 2001, Montana's lumber production had increased slightly, but employment and

payrolls had declined slightly because ofa downturn in lumber prices late in the quarter, lingering impacts of increased

energy costs, and continuing soft prices for a number or products. The unexpected steep increase in lumber prices in April

and May was followed by an equally steep decrease in June, with the loss ofmore than halfthe price gain since January

2001 (“Downturn in Lumber Prices Impacts Industry Employment, Payrolls,” Keegan, Sept. 2001). Stumpage prices are

aflected by changes in both the world and national economics, as well as local economic conditions. It is not possible to

predict with certainty what stumpage bid prices will be in the future and the figures in Table 3-172 are best estimates at this

time. The US economy has slowed and may be moving toward recession and terrorist attacks in Washington and New

York have added a great deal ofuncertainty about future economic conditions. In September 2001 more than 10 million

board feet of green and salvage sawtirnber in three projects sold for near, or above the estimated stumpage price. These

projects were located on the Lolo Forest which is next to the Bitterroot Forest, and one ofthe projects was a stewardship

project which is the type ofproject authorized for use on the Bitterroot for harvests covered by this EIS.

Analysis Methods

The analysis deals with project-level financial attributes (predicted costs and revenues) of each alternative. Potential timber

harvest projects were developed using logical groups ofproposed firel reduction units. A stumpage appraisal was then

conducted for representative groups ofunits that could represent logical sales in a range of sizes, and with differing mixes

of yarding systems (the most cost sensitive element in the appraisal system) as though they were actually being offered for

sale at this time. The appraised values ofpotential timber harvest projects can be used to estimate the efliciency of

stewardship contracts as well, because they help to provide estimates ofthe contractor’s revenue available to offset costs.

The appraisal system estimates the predicted stumpage value ofa timber sale as if the sale were being sold in September of

2001. The actual appraised value of forest products will change between now and the time any projects are actually

advertised for bids because ofchanges in stumpages market prices mentioned above.

Local experience and professional judgment were used in the development ofpotential timber projects for the entire burned

area, by alternative, to make them as realistic as possible. The number of sales and range of sizes is displayed below. To

maintain or improve the financial value of harvest projects, the array of treatment units might be modified at the time of

implementation pending additional field measurements, and considering market conditions at the time.

Since extensive helicopter yarding is proposed in some alternatives, because it is highly sensitive to a number of variables,

and because it can be a very expensive system, a detailed analysis ofcosts and feasibility was conducted. The results of that

analysis are included in the Project File (“Helipace Unit Alternative Calculations"). Average costs for cable and tractor

yarding systems were calculated using data developed by the Forest Service, also included in the Project File.

Costs for watershed restoration, fisheries improvements, reforestation, and other direct work were developed based on

experienced costs and professional engineering estimates (Project File — Economics). Costs for temporary roads and road

maintenance were included in the timber harvest project appraisals. Other project costs such as reforestation are shown

individually in Table 3-172 and they are not included in the sale appraisal.

M
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Non-commodity values were not included in this analysis because these resources are evaluated under the specific resource

section. Title 40, Code ofFederal Regulations for NEPA (40 CFR 1502.23) indicated “For the purposes ofcomplying with

the Act, the weighing of the merits and drawbacks of the various alternatives need not be displayed in a monetary cost

benefit analysis and should not be when there are qualitative considerations”. Effects on resources are documented in

individual resource sections.

The description of the features of the alternatives presented in Chapter 2 was used for the economic efliciency analysis. The

tables below identify additional features that would affect financial aspects of the project.

Additional information on unit costs and sale revenues used to develop PNV estimates, and spreadsheets to summarize

lMPLAN employment and income impacts are included in the Project File.

Environmental Consequences

Direcg Indirect and Cumulative Effects

Common to All Alternatives

The sheer magnitude ofburned sawtimber that could be harvested by Alternatives B, D and F could potentially have an efl‘ect

on the accuracy ofPNV estimates. The first concern was the availability ofmill capacity to process the amount of sawtimber

in those three alternatives. Chuck Keegan, University of Montana Bureau of Business and Economic Research, estimated that

western Montana and north Idaho have a combined annual mill capacity of 1,600 to 1,680 million board feet oftimber

(personal communication, 01/24/01). The largest harvest volume is associated with Alternative D, approximately 240 million

board feet. In addition, some of the burned sawtimber from state and private land in Ravalli County has been purchased and

processed by a mill in eastern Washington, so it has been assumed in this analysis that there will be adequate mill capacity to

process sawtimber harvested by any of the alternatives considered. The second concern was that the sale of a large volume of

timber all at one time would depress stumpage prices for Forest Service as well as state and private timber. An analysis by

researchers at the Southern Research Station using supply and demand information for North Idaho and Western Montana

(Holmes, Prestemon and Wear, Memo dated 4/11/01) concluded that 200 to 400 million board feet of timber would result in a

price reduction of logs delivered to the mill of3% to 16%. The lower end ofthe range was used in this analysis for

Alternatives B, D and F since at most they would result in the harvest of240 million board feet. The range in PNV and

revenue estimates in Table 3-172 reflects the possible reduction in stumpage price associated with a large volume of stumpage

entering the western Montana market in a short time period.

Table 3- 172 displays the Present Net Value and outcomes associated with management activities for each alternative. The

estimated cost ofB18 preparation, $960,000, is applied to each alternative because whichever alternative is implemented.

those costs will have been incurred. By comparing the cost of each management activity with the level of outcomes and the

description of effects in the specialist’s report for that resource. the reader can get a sense ofthe tradeofls from one

alternative to another. In all action alternatives, the scale of management activity, and the corresponding financial costs are

massive. Timber harvesting for fuel reduction is the only proposed activity that has a revenue component as well as costs.

Proposed fuel reduction activities, watershed and aquatic habitat improvements, and reforestation activities represent a very

large undertaking. The tools available to accomplish some of this work can provide revenue or reduce the total

expenditures to some degree in Alternatives B, D, E and F. The same tools (e.g., commercial timber sales, stewardship

contracts, service contracts, and direct Forest Service work) present a complex mix ofvariables. Some ofthe work is

relatively straightforward, and not particularly cost sensitive. Reforestation work, for example has a relatively simple cost

calculation. On the other hand, helicopter yarding is extremely cost sensitive to several variables.

Since the objective of harvesting is to reduce fuel loading on the site to below 25 to 30 tons per acre, the relevant economic

question is whether timber harvest is the most eflicient way to meet the fuel loading objective. It was estimated by the

fuels specialist that it would cost between $880 and $1090 per acre to meet some, but not all, of the fuel reduction and other

resource objectives by using methods other than harvesting on sites that cannot be accessed by harvest equipment other

than helicopters. On those sites timber harvest can otten be the most eficient way to meet resource objectives. Error!

Not a valid bookmark self-reference. shows the present value for the cost of fuel treatment for both non-harvest and

harvest fuel treatments.

Table 3-171 - Fuel Treatement Costs - Present Value Costs/Acre

nun-I G

' Fuel Reduction Cost Per Acre nuu$804 1

Alternatives A and C do not accomplish any fuel reduction. Alternative B has the highest present value cost per acre of the

alternatives that include timber harvest, $82/acre for a total 58,964 acres. Alternative D has somewhat lower costs per acre,

M
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$69/acre, for an additional 929 acres. Alternative E has lower costs per acre than Alternative D, but it also treats a total of

40,000 fewer acres. The lowest cost per acre for fiiel treatment of all alternatives is accomplished with Alternative F at $6

per acre for 46,249 acres. The reason that the costs per acre are so much lower with Alternative F is because many of the

most expensive helicopter yarding harvest units were dropped from this alternative compared to alternatives B and D. This

also resulted in about 14,000 fewer acres treated with Alternative F. This is a clear example of the economic trade-ofl's

considered in the evaluation of alternatives; Alternative F costs/acre for fuel reduction were much lower, but the amount of

acres treated dropped. Alternative G had the fewest acres treated of all alternatives that actively treated land for fuel

reduction and the costs per acre were much greater than other alternatives, $804/acre. Alternative G did not have the

advantage of generating timber harvest revenue to help offset the cost of fuel treatment.

A detailed analysis of sale-by-sale information showed that on some proposed projects with a very high proportion of

helicopter yarding, the cost oftreatment could exceed an average cost of$1000 per acre. In those cases, it would be

necessary to make a more detailed analysis ofother resource objectives, such as soil protection, to determine if the use of

timber harvest to meet all resource objectives is warranted.

State and local economies are directly and indirectly afl‘ected by the monetary inputs this project represents. Timber

products provided to the raw material markets through direct timber sales, or with stewardship contracts, contribute to the

continuing operation of regional lumber and veneer mills. This adds directly and indirectly to the local and state economies

through employment and tax revenues. This project represents substantial opportunity for input to local and regional

economies because the proposed watershed, road, aquatic restoration, and reforestation activities are all large-scale actions.

Alternatives B, D, E and F would produce forest products in the short-term by either direct sale to timber purchasers, or by

the sale of forest products to mills by stewardship contractors. Traditional employment opportunities in the wood products

industries would be available. Employment would also be available in the restoration and reforestation projects that

accompany Alternatives B, C, D, E, F and G. Alternatives A, C and G would not produce forest products, or present the

opportunity to reduce the costs of the projects included in those alternatives.

There is uncertainty associated with the final economic outcome ofthese alternatives because of the variability in market

conditions. The Forest should be prepared to adjust the make-up of individual contract packages (collections ofwork

projects such as road work, culvert work, fuel reduction units and reforestation) in response to economic fiictors at the time

the packages are available for bidding.

Not managing for future production on suitable tirnberlands in Alternatives A, C, and G, and to a degree in Alternative E,

would result in a loss ofproductivity over the long term. This directly relates to expected future revenues, but no attempt

was made in this analysis to quantify firture revenue amounts for any alternative.

The PNV figure shown for the harvest activity in Table 3-172 was based on the assumption that stewardship contracts

would be used for implementation

Trends in timber availability could change as a result ofthese proposals. Fuel reduction could add substantial volume to

the local markets, but this effect would only last 3 to 6 years. It is unknown how this would affect future availability ofraw

material for industry in the future.

Personal-use and commercial firewood opportunities were not individually analyzed with the alternatives because the

expected size ofthose programs could be accomplished within the fi'ameworks ofany ofthe alternatives that include

product removal. The economic efl'ects to PNV and jobs and income are expected to be very small in comparison to the

overall project. The opportunities for firewood, small houselog sales, and small sawlog sales are expected to be similar.

Alternative A

Alternative A, the No Action alternative, produces no economic outputs. The cost of environmental study (this B15) is a

sunk cost. There is no return on this investment.

No timber volume is harvested in this alternative, and no acres treated. Present Net Value of the project is - $960,000.

Economic impacts are minimal and affect only Forest Service employment and income.

Alternative B

Yarding costs increase by $50 to $60 per MBF for helicopter yarding in this alternative over Alternative D. Otherwise this

alternative is very similar to Alternative D. The efl‘ect of the increased yarding distance is apparent in Table 3-172. Timber

volume harvested totals about 235 MMBF and 51,700 acres of fire] reduction would be completed with timber removal.

Twenty-seven individual timber removal projects were analyzed, ranging in size fi'om 1.5MMBF to ZZMMBF. Percentage

ofhelicopter, cable and tractor yarding systems are 64%, 23% and 13%, respectively. An additional 7,200 acres of fuel

reduction would be accomplished with non-harvest treatments.

—_—_—_u——————
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Net stewardship contract revenue is estimated to be between $5.6 million and $5.9 million. This is the amount that would

then be available to pay for other land management activities. Economic impact to western-Montana counties is estimated

at 5,078 jobs and 99 million dollars in employee compensation

Alternative C

Alternative C contains no opportunity to generate revenue. The costs associated with projects are displayed in Table

3-172. The Present Net Value of the project is estimated at -$l8.4 million.

Volume harvested in this 0lternative zero. The entire project would be funded using appropriated dollars. The average

PNV cost per acre for reforestation is $339. There are no fuel reduction activities included in this alternative. 1,089 jobs

would be supported and the total employee compensation would be $8.2 million.

Alternative D

This alternative provides the greatest degree of access for operations. Yarding distances are on average shorter in this

alternative because temporary roads would be constructed to improve access. The effect ofthis is apparent in Table 3-172

where the estimated stumpage revenue is between $6.3 million to $6.6 million for all fuel reduction on 52,900 acres

accomplished with timber harvest, and volmne harvested is estimated at 240 MMBF. Percentage of helicopter, cable and

tractor yarding systems are 64%, 23% and 14%, respectively. An additional 7,000 acres of fuel reduction would be

accomplished with non-harvest treatments. Twenty-seven projects, ranging in size fi'om 1.5MMBF to 22 MMBF were

analyzed in this alternative.

It is estimated that the equivalent of 5,171 jobs would be supported and that employee compensation would add $101

million in employee compensation.

Alternative E

This alternative does not capture the economic value ofthe houselogs that could contribute to the viability of a locally and

regionally important log house industry as well as Alternatives B and D. Opportunities to create or maintain job and

income in this industry are lower than in Alternatives B and D, with an estimated impact of 1,974 jobs and $36 million in

employee compensation. Stumpage revenue is estimated at $1.7 million to $1.8 million for all iiiel reduction activities on

18,500 harvested acres. The percentage of acres harvested by helicopter, skyline and tractor are 63%, 21%, and 16%,

respectively. Sixteen timber harvest projects were analyzed and would result from this alternative, ranging in size from

0.5MMBF to 13MMBF. The total volume harvested with this alternative is 79 MMBF.

Alternative F

This alternative provides the greatest focus on economic efliciency in response to comments on the DEIS. Many of the

most costly harvest units in other alternatives were dropped in this alternative. The efi'ect of this is apparent in Table 3-172

where the estimated stumpage revenue was as high as Alternative D, but the PNV of the fuel treatment accomplished with

timber harvest was greater than any other alternative. The stumpage revenue is between $6.6 million to $6.9 million for all

fuel reduction on 42,400 acres accomplished with timber harvest, and volume harvested is estimated at 181 MMBF.

Percentage of helicopter, cable and tractor yarding systems are 55%, 29% and 16%, respectively. An additional 3,900 acres

of fuel reduction would be accomplished with non-harvest treatments. Twenty-seven projects, ranging in size from

1.5MMBF to 22 MMBF were analyzed in this alternative.

It is estimated that the equivalent of4,097 jobs would be supported and that employee compensation would add $78 million

in employee compensation.

Alternative G

This alternative does not use timber harvest to accomplish fuel treatment. The one exception is a relatively small research

area of 105 acres that will use harvest removal. The alternative includes most ofthe non-harvest activities of other

alternatives such as road restoration and habitat restoration. Unique features of this alternative include the largest amount

of fuel treatment without the use oftimber harvest, 9,100 acres, more expansive and expensive road restoration and weed

prevention, and homeowner protection and education programs. This alternative is the most expensive of all alternatives,

PNV of -$23.5 million, in part because no timber stumpage is generated to help oflset management costs.

Economic impacts are estimated at 821 jobs and $8.9 million in employee compensation. A large proportion ofjobs in

other alternatives using timber harvest for fuel treatment are the result ofprocessing stumpage.

——___II_———-'—_
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Consistency with Forest Plan and Other Direction

The Forest Plan contains a goal statement “to strive for economically eflicient management". Otherwise, management

objectives and standards for economics are not specifically addressed in the Forest Plan This analysis attempts to display

the effects to economic efliciency ofa large project. In this regard, all alternatives are consistent with the Forest Plan.

All economic elements are consistent with current regulation “Stewardship Contracting" authority has been granted the

Bitterroot NF for possible inclusion in this project. Stewardship contracts, or “goods for services" are not legal without this

authority.

5
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